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INTRODUCTION

En 1954, préoccupés par les luttes internes dont la succession de Staline faisait
l'enjeu, les dirigeants soviétiques renonçaient aux aspects les plus virulents de leur
campagne anti-occidentale et poursuivaient leurs efforts pour trouver un terrain
d'entente avec les États-Unis et leurs alliés de l'Extrême-Orient et de l'Europe.
Dans la péninsule coréenne, l'armistice négocié l'année précédente tenait bon. En
Europe, une Alliance de l'Atlantique Nord forte et confiante consolidait ses posi-
tions à la faveur d'une série de conférences tenues à 1^s^ Paris pour définir
les conditions du réarmement de l'Allemagne de l'Ouest.
Moscou au début du printemps de 1954, était rassuré par le cours des événements :

Il est possible de maintenir la paix ou du moins l'état de « guerre froide » qui, à
notre époque, passe pour la paix. Cela ne veut pas nécessairement dire qu'une
ou l'autre partie renonce à l'espoir de convertir le reste du monde à son mode de
vie, mais qu'il devrait être possible d'éliminer la guerre comme moyen d'instau-
rer des changements (document 693).

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures, Lester B. Pearson, ne partageait
pas le même enthousiasme au sujet des chances de paix. Le plus qu'on puisse dire
de 1954, concluait-il en décembre, c'est que « les troubles les plus graves detneu-
rent une éventualité plutôt qu'une réalité; nous avons, au moins tanpocaitetnent,
réussi à échapper aux menaces de détérioration' ». Ces divergences dans le bilan de
1954 que Ford et Pearson dressaient ne sont guère étonnantes, car la transition entre
la première phase de la guerre froide, caractérisée par les ctises, et un ordre mon-
dial plus stable, quoique toujours dangereux, était au mieux incertaine. mélange
d'éléments déroutants du passé et de l'avenir.

Ces thèmes monopolisent une grande partie du chapitre consacré à l'Organisa-
tion du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (OTAN) et sont étroitement ffl au t
de l'Allemagne et à la lutte pour s'emparer de l'avantage, stratégique en Europe
centrale (chapitre 3, parties 2, 3 et 4). Tout au long de l'inôEe l'Alliaote a d0
répliquer aux efforts déployés par les Soviétiques pour désamox+ct= les tensions en
Europe par la neutralisation de l'Allemagne. Sous l'impulsion ,du:eaftaire d'État
américain John Foster Dulles, l'OTAN a réagi en cherchant ïYM ténacitE à faim
adhérer l'Allemagne de l'Ouest à l'Alliance. Comme la pluputde leurs collègues
alliés, les responsables canadiens des politiques doutaient que Moscou tienne à par-
venir à un règlement en Europe et étaient disposés à accepta$1a` gatid^ stratégie
élaborée à Washington, Londres et paris. Ottawa insistait néaumoitti pont qu'ott la
consulte, et, dans l'optique canadienne, l'importance de= disaûsiooi sur les ouvtr-
tures soviétiques et la communauté européenne dé défense tient à la p^ des
efforts de Pearson pour faire en sorte que l'OTAN devienne une tribune de ooasul-
tations véritables entre les alliés. ^,.

La perspective de l'entrée de l'Allemagne de l'Ouest dans l'Alliance de l'Atlan-
tique Nord provoquait l'indignation de Moscou. `Aux Nations Unico; la délégation
soviétique proposait à l'Assemblée générale trois Initiativ^ ' der`peopajytfde and.
américaine qui ont fait retentir une note discordante à la fin Ac la neuvième Ksstion.



INTRODUCTION

In 1954, preoccupied with the internal struggle over Stalin's succession. Soviet
leaders abandoned the more virulent aspects of their anti-Western campaign and
continued their efforts to seek an accommodation with the United States and its
allies in the Far East and in Europe. Along the Korean peninsula, the armistice
negotiated the year before held fast. In Europe, a strong and confident North Atlan-
tic alliance consolidated its position when the conditions for West Germany's
rearmament were elaborated in a series of conferences in London and Paris. For
Robert Ford, who returned from Moscow early in the spring of 1954, these were
reassuring developments:

(Pjeace, or at least a state of 'cold war ; which passes for peace these days, can
be maintained. This does not necessarily mean that either side abandons its
hopes that eventually some or all of the rest of the world can be converted to its
way of life. But it does mean that it should be possible to eliminate war as a
means of bringing about changes (Document 693). -
The Sccxctary of State for External Affairs, Lester B. Ce.vxon, was not as

sanguine about the prospects for peace. The most that could be said about 1954. he
concluded in Deccmber, was "that the gravest disturbanccs... remained potential
rather than actual; threats of deterioration which were, at least temporarily, success-
fully anrtcd."I That Ford and Pearson should differ in their asse.ismcnts of 1954 is
hardly sutprising. for the transition from the first, crisis-filled phase of the Cold
Var to a more stable. yet still dangcrous. world ordcr, was at best uneertain. con-
taining confusing elements of the past and the future.
^`4 Thesc themes take up much of the chapter on the North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization (NATO), and are closely associated with German rearmament and the
ttruggle for strategic advantage in central Europe (Chapter 3, Sections 2, 3 and 4).
-Throughout the year, the alliance was forced to reply to repeated Soviet efforts to
'defuse tension in Europe through the neutralization of Germany. Spurred on by the
"Araerican Secnetary of State, John Foster Dulles, NATO responded by tenaciously
4eeking to Incorporate West Germany into the allianee. Uke most of their allied
°colleagucs. Canadian policy-makers were sceptical of Moscow's interest in rr,ach-
'Ing a European seulement and were prepared to accept the 'grand strategy' worked
out'in Washington. London and Paris. 1iowever, Ottawa insistôd on being oon-
sultod, and from the Canadian prrspecti%-e, the significance of the discussions on
the Soviet o%wturcs and the European Defence Community lay in Pearson's eon-
tinuing efforts to turn NATO into a forum for genuine inter-allied consultation.
^e Tba prospective incorporation of West Germany into the North Atlantic alliance
pnovoked aspssm of outrage in Nloscow. At the United Nations, the Soviet delcga-
tk^i,tponsotud three anti-Amcrican propaganda items in the General Assembly,
,whkh éndcd its ninth sessioa on a sav note as a result. Still, as the documents in
this volumn make clear, there was no obscuring the optimism that resulted from the

`Xnf tôd Nations' success in disarmament mattets, a subject that absorbed two-thirds
^of thé Cjeneril Assembly's time. The unanimity with v ►fiich the waid organization
J"d on fesolutions to mvive stalled disarnumcnt talks (Documents 138 to 166)

^t B. i1ar^oa.'New Yar's Message by die Seatt^ry of St^ts for ^taosl Artain." .^me^^.
Na 31JI61.*ftvhn



INiRODUCrION

Pourtant, comme les documents réunis dans le présent volume le montrent claire-
ment; l'optimisme suscité par le succès des Nations Unies en matière de désarme-
ment, question qui avait occupé les deux tiers du temps de l'Assemblée générale,
restait inentamé. L'unanimité avec laquelle l'organisation mondiale avait adopté
des résolutions en vue dé relancer les pourparlers sur le désarmement (documents
138 à 166) et d'étudier la possibilité de mettre sur pied une organisation internatio-
nale de l'énergie atomique (documents 167 à 207) a répandu « plus d'harmonie et
de lumière... que jamais depuis la première Assemblée générale, à Londres, il y a
neuf ans » (document 210). Pearson étant retenu en Europe auprès de l'OTAN,
Paul Martin, ministre de la Santé et du Bien-être social et vice-président de la délé-
gation canadienne à l'Assemblée générale, s'est affirmé comme principal porte-
parole du Canada à l'ONU. À titre de négociateur principal des puissances occiden-
tales avec l'Union soviétique au sujet de la résolution sur le désarmement, Martin a
vu largement récompensée sa persévérance dans la recherche d'un compromis -
ce qui était son plus grand talent de diplomate. Néanmoins, cette attitude a suscité
des inquiétudes à Ottawa, 'au point que Pearson a lancé une mise en garde. à son
collègue : « Il ne faut pas pousser cet effort si loin que nous risquions de susciter
des difficultés dans nos relations avec les États-Unis. » (Document 163)

Le premier ministre, Louis Saint-Laurent, s'est également lancé dans le circuit
diplomatique en 1954, faisant une longue tournée mondiale pendant les premiers
mois de l'année pour rencontrer ses homologues en Europe et en Asie. Cette tour-
née a été mal documentée et il en reste peu de témoignages, hormis les documents
qui relatent les rencontres de Saint-Laurent avec le premier ministre de l'Inde, Ja-
waharlal Nehru. Ces documents qui ont survécu donnent cependant au lecteur une
idée des difficultés auxquelles se heurtaient Saint-Laurent et Pearson, le Canada
essayant de surmonter des dissensions de plus en plus marquées entre New Delhi et
Washington au sujet des affaires asiatiques (documents 435 à 442). Les mêmes
tendances s'observent dans les documents qui portent sur l'aide militaire accordée
au Pakistan par les États-Unis (documents 431 à 434). De façon, plus générale, la
volonté: du Canada de préserver la stabilité économique et politique de l'Asie
comme rempart contre l'expansion communiste en Extrême-Orient se lit dans la
trame de la longue série de documents sur le Plan Colombo (documents 390 à 430).

L'Asie occupait une grande place dans les relations extérieures du Canada en
1954. À leur réunion tenue à Berlin en février, les ' ministres ^dés'Affairës `EtrangZres
de la France, de la Grande-Bretagne, des États-Unis ît 'de l'Union 'soviétique ont
convenu de convoquer une conférence à Genève'afin de trouver une solution au
problème coréen. Tous les combattants,' y 'compris la REpublique populaire ' de
Chine, la Corée du Nord et la Corée du Sud y ont été invités, et tous y ont participé
à l'exception de l'Afrique du Sud. L'atmosphère était tendue.'Un délégué canadien
`évoquait plus tard ses souvenirs en ces termes : « Au printemps et au débuide l'été
de cette année-là, Genève était un 'endroit` extraordinaire... au centre' de l'attention
du monde entier2. » Mais la conférence n'a pas tardé, à}s'enliser dans uni impasse
au sujet des modalités 'de surveillance des élections en- Corée du Nord et en Corée

2 John Holmes, « Geneva 1954 * International lournol, volume XXII, no, 3 (été 1967). p. 463.
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and to explore the possibility of an international atomic energy agency (Documents
167 to 207) resulted in "more sweetness and light ..: than at any time since the fast
General Assembly met in London nine years ago.". (Document 210) With Pearson
tied up in Europe with NATO, Paul Martin, the Minister of Health and Welfare and
vice-chairman of the Canadian delegation to, the General Assembly, emerged as
Canada's foremost spokesman at the United Nations. As the principal negotiator
for the Western powers with the Soviet Union on the disarmament resolution, Mar-
tin's persistence in search of compromise - his greatest strength as a diplomat -
was well rewarded. Nevertheless, it prompted concern in Ottawa and caused Pear-
son to warn his colleague that "I do not think that the effort should be continued to
a point where it would cause trouble between us and the United States." (Document
163)

, The Prime Minister, Louis St. Laurent, also ventured onto the diplomatic circuit
in 1954, undertaking an extended world tour during the first few months of the year
to meet his counterparts in Europe and Asia. The visit was poorly documented and
few records, apart from those chronicling St. Laurent's meetings with the Indian
prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, survive. These, however, offer the reader a hint
of the difficulties that faced St. Laurent and Pearson as Canada tried to bridge the
growing divisions between New Delhi and Washington over Asian affairs (Docu-
ments 435 to 442). Similar impulses are reflected in the documentation on Ameri-
can military aid to Pakistan (Documents 431 to 434). More generally, Canada's
desire to maintain the economic and political stability of Asia as a bulwark against
Communist expansion in the Far East underpins the lengthy series of documents on
the Colombo Plan (Documents 390 to 430).

Asia bulked large in Canada's external relations in 1954. At their Berlin meeting
in February, the foreign ministers of France, Great Britain, the United States and
the Soviet Union agreed to convene a conference in Geneva to find a solution to the
Korean problem. All of the combatants, including the People's Republic of China,
North Korea and South Korea, were invited, and all but South Africa agreed to
attend. The atmosphere was electric. A Canadian delegate later recalled that
"Geneva in that spring and early summer was an extraordinary place... the centre
of attention of the whole world."2 The conference, however, was quickly
deadlocked over how best to supervise the elections in North and South Korea,
which all agreed were a necessary prelude to unification. In drafting a declaration
to explain their decision to break off the talks, the sixteen-member United Nations
coalition was torn apart by Washington's determination to yield no ground even at
the cost of losing the battle, increasingly important in the Cold War context, for
world opinion. Pearson and the Canadian delegation fought to maintain the coali-
tion's unity (Documents 19 to 87). The stalemate in Geneva and the armistice in
Korea, though hardly a satisfactory ending to an experiment in collective security
that cost Canada 1,642 casualties, at least allowed Ottawa to begin withdrawing its
"ps from Asia (Documents 88 to 91).
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du Sud, ce qui, tous en convenaient,^ était une condition indispensable à l'unifica-

tion. Obligée de rédiger une déclaration expliquant sa décision d'interrompre les
pourparlers, la coalition de 16 membres des Nations Unies était déchirée à cause de
la détermination de Washington de ne pas céder de terrain, quitte à perdre la ba-

taille, car cela était de plus en plus important aux yeux de l'opinion mondiale dans
le contexte de la Guerre froide. Pearson et la délégation canadienne s'efforçaient de
maintenir l'unité de la coalition (documents 19 à 87). L'impasse de Genève et l'ar-
mistice de Corée étaient loin d'être une issue satisfaisante à des efforts de sécurité
collective qui avaient coûté la vie à 1 642 Canadiens, mais elles permettaient au
moins à Ottawa de retirer ses troupes d'Asie (documents 88 à 91).

Les entretiens de Genève ont eu une autre conséquence importante pour la poli-
tique étrangère du Canada. Au cours des premiers mois de l'année, l'insurrection
des communistes contre la France au Cambodge, au Laos et au Vietnam remportait
une ' série de victoires dont le point culminant fut le siège des troupes françaises à
Dien Bien Phu. Le Canada voyait avec inquiétude Paris perdre le moral, tandis que
Washington essayait de galvaniser la détermination des Français par des promesses
d'une « intervention concertée »(documents 714 à 722). L'échec américain a mené
à la deuxième conférence de Genève sur l'Indochine, où la France, la Grande-Bre-
tagne et la République populaire de Chine ont trouvé le moyen de mettre un terme
aux combats. A la grande surprise d'Ottawa, le Canada s'est soudain retrouvé, avec
la Pologne et l'Inde, membre du groupe international mis sur pied pour surveiller le
cessez-le-feu (Chapitre 7, partie 1). En un an, 160 militaires et' diplomates cana-
diens ont été affectés aux quatre coins du sud-est de l'Asie. La participation cana-
dienne aux trois commissions - une pour le Laos, une pour le Cambodge et l'autre
pour le Vietnam - devait avoir un profond retentissement sur la politique étran-
gère du Canada au cours des deux décennies suivantes. Le présent volume propose
une riche sélection de documents qui font la chronique des premières expériences
du ministère dans cette partie de l'Asie.

Si la stabilité semblait mieux assurée et les tensions moins vives en Asie, en
Europe centrale et aux Nations Unies, la terrifiante menace d'une guerre thermonu-
cléaire, déclenchée accidentellement ou de propos délibéré, subsistait. Pearson fut
consterné lorsque Dulles annonça en janvier que les États-Unis auraient recours,
pour assurer leur défense, à une « puissance de représailles massive mise en action
instantanément par des moyens et à des endroits que nous serons seuls à choisir' ».
Pearson réfuta le point de vue de Dulles dans une allocution prononcée au National
Press Club, .à Washington, lui rappelant que « le "nous" en question devait désigner
ceux qui avaient convenu, notamment dans le cadre de l'OTAN, de collaborer et
d'agir de concert pour prévenir la guerre et,'si la guerre ne pouvait être évitée, pour
remporter la victoires ». Le raisonnement sous-jacent aux déclarations publiques de
Pearson sur cette question est documenté en partie dâns le présent ,volume (docu-
ments 443 à 445).

' Canada, ministère des Affaires extérieures, Rapport annuel dc'I9.N (Ottawa; 1955) p, iii ' '
4 John Foster Dulles, « The Evolution of Foreign Policy ». Départemeat d'Étât des États-Unis. Bulle-

tin, volume XXX, n° 761, 25 janvier 1954, p. 107-110.
' LB.. Pearson, « A Look at the 'New Look' », texte de l'allocution du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires1
^ extérieures au National Press Club, Washington, 15 mars 1954, Smtmcntt and Spetclüf, am S4116.
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The • gathering in Geneva had another important consequence for Canadian
foreign policy. • During the first few months of the year, the. Communist-led in-
surgency against France in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam enjoyed a string of victo-
ries, culminating in the siege of French troops at Dien Bien Phu. Canada watched
with concern as morale collapsed in Paris, and Washington tried to stiffen French
resolve with promises of "united action" (Documents 714 to 722). The American
failure led to a second Geneva conference on Indochina where France, Great
Britain, and the People's Republic of. China engineered an end to the fighting. To
Ottawa's surprise, Canada suddenly found itself, with Poland and India, part of the
international supervisory machinery established to oversee the cease-fire (Chapter
7, Section 1). Within a year, 160 Canadian military and diplomatic personnel were
scattered on duty throughout Southeast Asia.3 Canada's participation on the three
commissions - one each for Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam - would have
profound implications for Canada's foreign policy over thernext two decades. This
volume includes a generous selection of material chronicling the department's first
experiences in this part of Asia.

. Despite signs of increased stability and decreased tension in Asia, in central
Europe and at the United Nations, the terrifying possibility of thermonuclear war
- by accident or by design - remained. Pearson was dismayed by Dulles's an-
nouncement in January that the United States would rely for its defence on "mas-
sive retaliatory power" applied "instantly, by means and at places of our own
choosing."4 Pearson rebuked Dulles in a speech to the National Press Club in
Washington, reminding him "that the 'oui' in this statement should mean those
who have agreed, particularly in NATO, to work together and by collective action
to prevent war or, if that should fail, to win it:'s Some of the rationale behind Pear-
son's public statements on this issue is documented in this volume (Documents 443
to 445).

Pearson and the Minister of National Defence, Brooke Claxton, were also dis-
tressed to discover that NATO's military planners had based their latest strategic
considerations on the assumption that theatre commanders would have automatic
recourse to nuclear weapons in the event of war (Documents 356 to 380). Their fear
that Canada might be drawn into a nuclear confrontation without forewarning or
prior discussion was not entirely misplaced. Lite in the year, nuclear war omi-
nously loomed when the People's Republic of China and the United States squared
off over a handful of small islands in the Straits of Formosa. This crisis, which
reached its climax in 1955, will be covered in Volume 21.

The increasingly public nature of nuclear diplomacy in 1954 had an unsettling
impact on opinion in Canada and, more important, the United States. Public and
Congressional pressure in the United States encouraged officials in both countries

I Canada, Department of External Affairs, Annual Report 1954 (Ottawa, 1955) p. iii.
4 John Poster Dulles. "llie Evolution of Foreign Policy." United States Department of State. Bulktin,
, Volutne XXX. No. 761. January 25. 1954. pp. 107-110.
^ L13. Pearson. "A Look at the 'New Look'," Text of Address by the Secretary of State for External

Affairs to the National Press Club. Washington. D.G. March 15, 1954. Statements and Speeches. No.
54/16.
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Pearson et le ministre de la Défense nationale, Brooke Claxton, ont été égale-
ment consternés d'apprendre que les planificateurs militaires de l'OTAN avaient
fait reposer leurs plus récentes considérations stratégiques sur l'hypothèse selon la-
quelle les commandants sur le théâtre des opérations auraient automatiquement re-
cours à des armes nucléaires en'cas de guerre (documents 356 à 380). La crainte
que le Canada ne soit entraîné dans un affrontement nucléaire sans avertissement ni
discussion préalable n'était pas' entièrement dénuée de fondement. Vers la fin de
l'année, la guerre nucléaire devenait une lourde menace, la République populaire
de Chine et les États-Unis s'affrontant au sujet d'une poignée de petites îles dans le
détroit 'de Formose. Cette crise, qui a culminé en 1955, sera traitée dans le volume
21. Le caractère de plus en plus public de la diplomatie nucléaire, en 1954, a eu un
effet déstabilisateur sur l'opinion canadienne et, plus important encore, sur l'opi-
nion américaine. Les pressions du Congrès et de l'opinion américaine ont incité les
dirigeants des deux pays à intensifier leurs efforts en vue d'accroître les installa-
tions de défense du continent pour contrer la menace soviétique appréhendée (do-
cuments 448 à 462). Même dans ces conditions, il a fallu près d'un an à Ottawa
pour accéder à une requête des États-Unis qui voulaient établir, dans l'Arctique un
réseau d'alerte avancé (documents 446 à 490). Dès cette 'époque, les responsables
de la politique des ministères de la Défense nationale et'des Affaires extérieures
commençaient à envisager la'probabilité que les États-Unis finissent par souhaiter
l'établissement d'un commandement conjoint des forces . canadiennes et amEri=
caines affectées à la défense de l'Amérique du Nord (documents 469, 476, 478 et
486). L'approche de ces deux questions (et même des autres questions de défense
auxquelles est consacrée la première moitié du chapitre sur les relations avec les
États-Unis) à Ottawa se caractérisait par la volonté de collaborer et le souci de
préserver la souveraineté du Canada.

Les relations canado-américaines se distinguaient par la multitude des questions
de ressources naturelles et de commerce qui découlent normalement d'un étroit par-
tenariat continental. Le Corigrès américain 'a finalement donné son accord pour l'a-
ménagement de la voie maritime du Saint-Laurent, même si cet accord était assorti
de conditions qui ont nécessité de longues négociations' avec Ottawa avant que la
construction ne puisse débuter (documents 559 à 580). Et même alors, la réalisation
du projet a été entravée par les incertitudes techniques et les querelles mesquines
(documents 581 à 588).

Des problèmes analogues surgissaient ailleurs en Amérique du Nord. Ainsi, les
responsables canadiens de la politique s'inquiétaient des efforts du Congrès visant à
accroître le volume d'eau prélevé dans le lae Michigan à Chicago et dérivé vers le
sud (documents 612 à 621). Plus à l'ouest, les deux pays commençaient à se préoc-
cuper sérieusement des conséquences à long terme de la mise en valeur de la Co-
lumbia (documents 600 à 608). Au même moment, - le ministère, du Commerce
constatait avec un certain malaise que les États-Unis imposaient des restrictions à la
vente du gaz naturel canadien sur leur marché (documents 589 à 595). -Tout cela
semblait avoir une signification claire : : « L'un des plus itnportants'problèmes de
politique qui attirent maintenant l'attention..: est celui des conditions auxquelles.... .. . .. _. , .
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to accelerate their efforts to expand continental defence facilities to meet the antici-
pated Soviet threat (Documents 448 to 462). Even so, it took most of the year for
Ottawa to agree to an American request for a distant early warning line stretching
across the arctic (Documents 446 to 490). By then, policy-makers in the Depart-
ments of National Defence and External Affairs were beginning to confront the
probability that the United States would eventually wish to establish some form of
joint command over Canadian and American forces assigned to the defence of
North America (Documents 469, 476, 478 and 486). In dealing with these two
questions (and indeed, with the other defence issues that make up the first half of
the chapter on relations with the United States), Ottawa's perspective was
characterized by both a willingness to cooperate and a careful regard for Canadian
sovereignty.

Canadian-American relations were distinguished by the host of natural resource
and trade questions that arise normally from the close continental partnership. At
long last, the United States Congress signalled its willingdess to move ahead with
the St. Lawrence Seaway, albeit with a set of conditions that required lengthy nego-
tiations with Ottawa before construction could begin (Documents 559 to 580).
Even then, the project remained beset by technical uncertainty and petty bickering
(Documents 581 to 588).

Similar problems occurred elsewhere in North America. Canadian policy-
makers, for instance, were alarmed by Congress's efforts to increase the volume of
water diverted southward from Lake Michigan at Chicago (Documents 612 to 621).
Further west, the two countries began to wrestle seriously with the long-term impli-
cations of developing the Columbia River (Documents 600 to 608). At the same
time, the Department of Trade and Commerce watched uneasily as Canadian
natural gas found its access to the American market restricted (Documents 589 to
595). What all this meant seemed clear. "One of the most important policy
problems now coming into focus ... is concerned with the terms and conditions un-
der which certain Canadian exports of energy - natural gas and water power -
may be exported to the United States. "6

More traditional trade irritants were also present in 1954. The problems created
for Canadian wheat and cheese exports by new legislation in the United States
aimed at reducing that country's agricultural surplus (Documents 513 to 522)
figured prominently in the first meeting of the cabinet-level Joint Canada-United
States Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs (Documents 523 to 558). So too
did the future of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and the
growing number of restrictions a protectionist Congress placed on imports to the
United States.

;., The future of GATT, American protectionism and Europe's progress toward
convertibility were the interrelated subjects of a protracted international discussion
on trade liberalization. It unfolded in Sydney, where the Commonwealth finance
ministers met in January (Document 385), and in Washington, where the Canada-
United States Joint Committee gathered in March (Document 525). From there, it

" O.W. Dier to F.li. Soward. October 15. 1954. DRA File 5420-40. National Archives of Gnada.
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certains produits énergétiques - le gaz naturel et l'hydroélectricité - peuvent être
exportés aux États-Unis6. » , : " : . ' ' ` '

D'autres points de friction plus traditionnels dans le commerce étaient égale-
ment présents en 1954. Les problèmes qu'ont occasionnés pour l'exportation de blé
et de fromage du Canada de nouvelles mesures législatives américaines visant à
'réduire les excédents agricoles des États-Unis (documents 513 à 522) figuraient en
bonne place à la première réunion au niveau du Cabinet du comité mixte canado-
' américain des questions économiques et commerciales (documents 523 à 558). Se
trouvaient aussi au premier plan l'Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers et le com-
merce (GATT) et le nombre croissant de restrictions imposées par un Congrès pro-
tectionniste sur les importations aux États-Unis.

L'avenir du GATT, le protectionnisme américain et la progression de l'Europe
vers la convertibilité ont été les trois sujets, imbriqués entre eux, d'entretiens inter-
nationaux prolongés sur la libéralisation du commerce. Les entretiens ont eu lieu à
Sydney, où les ministres des Finances du Commonwealth se sont réunis en janvier
(document 385) et à Washington, où le comité canado-américain s'est réuni en
mars (document 525). Ils se sont poursuivis ensuite à Paris et à l'Organisation euro-
péenne de coopération économique (documents 622 à 641) uis de nouveau à Was-
hington, où les représentants du Commonwealth et des ^tsUnis se sont réunis
pour confronter leurs vues et élaborer une stratégie (documents 227, 230 et 231).
Le processus des consultations et des négociations a culminé à Genève vers la fin
de l'année, au moment où les parties au GATT se sont rencontrées pour passer en
revue et renforcer l'accord international (documents 218 à 235). ,

Les relations personnelles, politiques et bureaucratiques qui avaient modelé la
politique canadienne en 1953 ont profondément . changé en 1954. . Saint-Laurent,
épuisé par sa tournée mondiale, cédait de plus en plus à Pearson la conduite de la
politique extérieure. En juillet, un remaniement ministériel faisait entrer au Cabinet
de nouveaux ministres chargés de deux portefeuilles ayant des incidences impor-
tantes sur la politique étrangère. Après sa longue lutte pour gérer la contribution
canadienne aux efforts de l'ONU en Corée, Claxton cédait son poste de ministre de
la Défense nationale à Ralph Campney. Walter Harris, qui ne prisait pas « les acti-
vités sociales incessantes » liées à ses nouvelles responsabilités internationales
remplaçait Douglas Abbott , au poste de ministre des Finances (document 387).
L'omniprésent C.D. Howe conservait le ministère du Commerce et celui de la Pro-
duction de défense.

Pendant la majeure partie de l'année, un certain flottement a subsisté dans les
responsabilités aux plus hauts échelons du ministère des Affaites^ extérieures. Pour
combler le vide laissé par le décès soudain de Hume , Wt^ng, en décembre 1953,
seulement deux semaines après son accession au poste de sous-secré taired'État aux
Affaires extérieures, Pearson nommait R.A. MâcKaÿ sous-secrétairé suppléant en
janvier 1954. Chef du ministère pendant presque toute- l'année_`MacKay pouvait
compter sur l'aide de trois nouveaux sous-secrétâires adjôints,s John« Holmes, Jean
A. Chapdelaine et Max H. Wershof, ce dernier étant également conseiller juridique.

. . . . . . . < - , , . . E
,. ..., , ,. ., _.. k . .
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Is O.W. Dier I F.H. Soward, 15 octobre .1954, dossier 5420-40 du MAB, Archives nationales duCanada.
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moved to Paris and the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (Docu-
ments 622 to 641) and then back to Washington, where Commonwealth and Ameri-
can officials met to compare notes and plot strategy (Documents 227, 230 and 231).
The process of consultation and negotiation culminated in Geneva late in the year
when GATT's contracting parties met to review and strengthen the international
agreement (Documents 218 to 235).

The personal, political and bureaucratic relationships that had shaped Canadian
policy in 1953 changed drarnatically in 1954. St. Laurent, exhausted from his world
tour, left more and more of the conduct of external policy to Pearson. A cabinet
shuffle in July brought new ministers into two portfolios with important foreign
policy implications. After his long strugglc to manage Canada's contribution to the
UN effort in Korea, Claxton was succeeded by Ralph Campney as Minister of Na-
tional Defence. Walter Harris, who disliked the "eontinuous social activity" as-
sociated with his new international responsibilities, replaced Douglas Abbott as
Minister of Finance (Document 387). The ubiquitous^C.D. Howe remained
Minister of Trade and Commerce and Minister of Defence Production.

For most of the year, responsibilities within the senior ranks of the Department
of External Affairs remained unsettled. To compensate for the vacancy left by
Hume Wrong, who died suddenly in December 1953 after only two weeks as Un-
der-Secretary of State for External Affairs, Pearson appointed R.A. MacKay
Deputy Undcr-Sccxctary in January 1954. The effective head of the department for
most of the year, MacKay was aided by three new Assistant Undcr-Secrctaries:
John Holmes, Jean A. Chapdelaine and Max H. Wcrshof, who also served as legal
advisor. In April, MacKay was named Associate Under-Secrctaryand Jules Léger,
the Ambassador to Mexico, was recalled to become Pearson's deputy. He took up
his duties in mid-August. In selecting the 41-ycar old Léger, Pcarson'was anxious
to "have a young and vigorous Undcr-Scxnctary, the first from Quebec, and one
who would normally be in the job for a long time, content, I take it, with the pros-
pect of being a'pcrmancnt' Undcr-Sccretary and not a bird of passage to an
Emb.lssy!"'

There were no changes in leadership at Canacia's most important posts. David
M. Johnson continued as Permanent Rcprescntative to the United Nations and Dana
Wilgress remained Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council and
Reprc.scnt.uivc to the Organization for European Eeonomic Coopcration. N.A.
Robertson served as High Commissioner to the United Kingdom. Georges Vanier
and Arnold Hecney remained ambassadors in Paris and in Washington, respec-
tively. Tragically, Jack Thurrott became the first Canadian Foreign Service Officer
to die on duty when his jeep hit a mine while on a patrol for the International
Commission for Supervision and Control in Indochina.

The records of the Dcpartmcnt of External Affairs and the Privy Council Office
0ovidcd most of the material for this look at Canadian foreign policy. Thesc
sources were supplcmcntal where necessary by the pcrsonal papers of many of the
Cabinet ministers and senior officials involved in these events and by the records of

I Qttoted in John iiillika and I)onald I1arty. Ca►sadn•a nc1vrtmcnt of Fxuna1 Affialrs, lh Ccvning of
Agr. 1946-1968 (Mootnal and Kingston. 1995), p. 90.
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En avril, MacKay était nommé sous-secrétaire associé et Jules Léger, ambassadeur
au . Mexique, était rappelé pour devenir sous-secrétaire de Pearson. Le nouveau
sous-secrétaire a 'assumé ses fonctions à la mi-août. En choisissant Léger, âgé de 41
ans; Pearson cherchait à nommer « un sous-secrétaire jeune et vigoureux, le pre-
mier originaire du Québec, qui normalement occuperait le poste pendant un long
moment, et qui serait heureux, je suppose, à la perspective d'être un sous-secrétaire
" permanent " plutôt qu'en transit, dans l'attente d'une nouvelle affectation'! »

Il n'y a eu aucune modification aux postes de commande les plus importants du
Canada. David M. Johnson demeurait représentant permanent auprès de l'ONU et
Dana Wilgress représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et
de ['Organisation européenne de coopération économique. N.A. Robertson était
haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni, et Georges Vanier et Arnold Heeney ambassa-
deurs à Paris et à Washington respectivement. Événement tragique, Jack Thurnott
est devenu le premier agent canadien du Service extérieur à mourir dans l'exercice
de ses fonctions; sa jeep ayant roulé sur'une mine pendant une patrouille de la
Commission internationale de surveillance et de contrôle en Indochine.

Les dossiers du ministère des Affaires extérieures et du Bureau du Conseil privé
ont été les sources principales des documents proposés dans le présent aperçu de la
politique étrangère du Canada. Au besoin, nous avons fait appel aux documents
personnels de nombreux ministres du Cabinet et hauts fonctionnaires qui ont été
des acteurs dans ces événements, ainsi qu'aux dossiers des ministères de la Dé-
fense, du Commerce, des Pêches et des Finances. Pour préparer le présent volume,
j'ai pu consulter sans restrictions les dossiers du ministère des Affaires extérieures
et j'ai eu aussi largement accès à d'autres collections. On trouvera à la page xxvii la
liste complète des sources étudiées en vue de la préparation du présent volume.

Le choix des documents est toujours guidé 'par les principes généraux énoncés
dans l'introduction du volume 7(p. ix -xi), mais ces rinci
revus pour qu'il soit possible, dans le p. 1^ ont été récemment

cadre de la série,^ de faire face à l'augment.l-
tion constante de la documentation qui a accompagné l'expansion des responsabi-
lités du Canada sur la 'scène internationale au lendemain de la Seconde Guerre
mondiale. Cet examen a permis d'élaborer et d'approuver de nouvelles lignes di-
rectrices sur la présentation des textes. Les rédacteurs renonceront plus fréquem-
ment, pour économiser de l'espace, à la pratique actuelle qui consiste à « laisser les
documents parler d'eux-mêmes », et ils situeront les'documents dans leur contexte
au moyen de notes de présentation et de notes de bas de page Ils potirr^tient égale-

des documents résumés. ;.._ : t.V . p us .► ï 0 ment recourir de lus en l à
.

Bien qu'aucune règle inflexible ne puisse régir le choix des documents, la série
traitera maintenant de façon plus, appuyée des relations , bilatérales et institution-nelles les plus importantes du Canada et dés' grandes

^eg` Internationales danslesquelles. le secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires' extérieures,3` `
d'autres membres du Cabinet ont dû prendre d'impô d^^s qmm,1 &trec de

- a . J _ i ..., .. .

-' Cité dans John Hi] Gker et Donald Barry,- Lr ministère du Affaira euerkupa duL'essor, 1946-1968 (Montréal et Kin sto C^ ^^ 11 ^8 4 1995). p.:88., . 'a Il %
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the Departments of Defence, Trade , and Commerce, Fisheri es; and Finance. In
preparing this volume, I was given complete access to the files of the Department
of External Affairs and generous access to other collections. A complete list of the
sources examined in the preparation of this volume may be found on page xxvii.

While the selection of documents continues to be guided by the general
principles set out in the Introduction to Volume 7 (pp. ix-xi), these have recently
been reviewed in order to help the series deal with the constantly increasing amount
of documentation that accompanied the expansion of Canada's ` international
responsibilities after the Second World War. As a result of this review, some new
editorial guidelines have been developed and approved. In order to save space,
editors will more frequently abandon the present practice of `letting the documents
speak for themselves' and use introductory notes and footnotes to place documents
in their proper context. In addition, editors may increasingly resort to summary
documents.

Although there can be no hard and fast rules to govun the selection of docu-
ments, the series will now focus more intensively on Canada's most important bi-
lateral and institutional relationships, and on the major international crises that
directly involved the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Prime Minister or
other members of the Cabinet in substantive policy decisions. Unfortunately, this
means that Documents on Canadian External Relations will no longer be able to
track recurring diplomatic tasks such as the opening of new posts or the negotiation
of routine international agreements. By narrowing its focus in this way and by em-
ploying more summary documents and editorial interventions, however, the series
will be able to continue to re-produce the most important despatches, telegrams and
memoranda that constitute the raw material of diplomatic history.

The editorial devices used in this volume are similar to those described in the
Introduction to Volume 9 (p. xix) A dagger (t) indicates a document that has not
been printed and ellipses (...) an editorial excision. The phrase "group corrupt" in-
dicates decryption problems in the transmission of the original telegram. Words
and passages that are struck out by the author, marginal notes, and distribution lists
,are reproduced as footnotes only when significant. Unless otherwise indicated, it is
assumed that documents have been read by the addressee. Proper and place names
are standardized. The editor has silently corrected spelling, punctuation and capital-
ization, as well as transcription errors whose meaning is clear from their context.
,All other editorial additions to the body of the text are indicated by the use of
square brackets. Documents are reprinted in either French or English, depending on
their language of origin.

The task of editing this volume was made considerably easier by the help and
'Support generously offered from many quarters. The staff at the National Archives
of Canada were especially helpful. Paulette Dozois, Paul Marsden and Dave Smith
of the Military and International Affairs Records Unit of the Government Archives
,Division responded promptly and professionally to my many (always urgent) inqui-
tiea. Janet Murray and Michel Poitras managed the circulation desk with cheerful
efficiency, while Micheline Robert and Louise Bertrand helped ensure the safe and
timely delivery of photocopies. Ciuineas Boyle, Access to Information Coordinator
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politique. Cela signifie,` hélas, 'que lâ 'série Documents relatifs aux relations t exté-
rieures du Canada ne pourra plus rendre compte de tâches diplomatiques qui re-
viennent régulièrement, comme l'ouverture de nouvelles missions ou la négociation
d'accords internationaux courants. Par contre, grâce à cette nouvelle optique plus
étroite, à l'utilisation d'un plus grand nombre de documents résumés et à des inter-
ventions plus nombreuses des rédacteurs, il sera possible de continuer à reproduire
les dépêches, télégrammes et notes de services les plus importants qui forment la
matière première de l'histoire de la diplomatie.

- Les conventions utilisées dans le présent volume sont semblables à celles dé-
crites dans l'introduction du volume 9 (p. xix). La croix (t) indique que le docu-
ment n'a pas été imprimé et les ellipses (...) une suppression. L'expression « altéra-
tion » révèle l'existence de` problèmes de déchiffrage dans la transmission du
télégramme original. Les mots et les passages qui sont supprimés par l'auteur, les
notes en marge et les listes de diffusion ne sont reproduits dans des notes de bas de
page que lorsqu'ils revêtent une certaine importance. Sauf indication contraire, il
est supposé que les documents ont été lus par leur destinataire. Les noms pro pres et
les noms de lieu sont normalisés. Le rédacteur a corrigé discrètement l'orthographe,
la ponctuation, les majuscules et les erreurs de transcriptions, lorsque le contexte
révélait clairement le sens. Tous les ajouts du rédacteur dans le corps du texte sont
indiqués par des crochets. Les documents sont reprôduits en français ou en anglais,
selon leur langue d'origine.

- L'édition du présent volume a été considérablement facilitée par l'aide et le sou-
tien généreux de nombre de services et de personnes. Le personnel des Archives
nationales du Canada a été particulièrement utile. Paulette Dozois, Paul Marsden et
Dave Smith, de la section des archives militaires et des affaires internationales, à la
Division des archives gouvernementales, ont répondu avec empressement et com-
pétence à mes nombreuses demandes de renseignements (toujours urgentes). Janet
Murray et Michel Poitras se sont chargés du comptoir du prêt avec entrain et effica-
cité tandis que Micheline Robert et Louise Bertrand assuraient les services de pho-
tocopie, en toute sécurité et avec célérité. Ciuineas Boyle, coordonnatrice de l'accès
à l'information, au Bureau du Conseil privé, m'a gracieusement facilité la consulta-
tion des dossiers du Cabinet. Corrinne Miller m'a beaucoup aidé dans mon travail
aux archives de la Banque du Canada. ,,, : 9 . ., 1
'= Ted Kelly,' rédacteur adjoint du présent volume a sélectionné les documents
pour les chapitres consacrés à l'ONU et à l'Europe. "À toutës^les^étapes du projet. il
a' été d'un précieux conseil. Christopher ^Cook a continué d assumer les fonctions
d'adjoint principal de recherche, cherchant avec enthousiasme les documents per-

,dus et les dossiers cachés, avec le concours de Joseph MeHattie. Boris Stipernitz a

le
aussi

texte.,
à la recherche, compilé l'index et dépisté les erreürs 'de typographie dans.: ^

Steve Prince a passé en revue le document sûr7e conflit cori6en et m'a épargnéau moins une erreur qui aurait été très embarrassante,- Angie Sâuer était toujours là- pour discuter du contexte
général de la guerre froide dans lequei la pôlitique étran-

`gère du Canada a évolué. Norman Hillmer et
HectôrMackenaie'nous ont donné desolides conseils pratiques. John Hilliket, rédacteür

en chef de là série Documents



at the Privy Council Office, graciously facilitated my access to Cabinet records.
Corrinne Miller greatly assisted my work in the archives of the Bank of Canada.

Ted Kelly, who assumes the position of assistant editor with this volume, edited
the chapters on the United Nations and Europe. At every stage in the projéct, he
was a source of helpful advice. Christopher , Cook continued as my principal
research assistant, locating lost documents and hidden files with enthusiasm. His
work was supplemented by the efforts of Joseph McHattie. Boris Stipernitz also
helped with the research, compiled the index and searched the text for typographi-
cal errors.

Steve Prince reviewed the material on the Korean Conflict and saved me from at
least one embarrassing mistake.- Angie Sauer was invariably available to discuss the
broader Cold War context in which'Canada's foreign policy evolved. Norman
Hillmer and Hector Mackenzie assisted with sound and practical counsel. John Hil-
liker, the general editor of Documents on Canadian Erterlral Relations, played a
large and constructive role in determining the evolving nature of this series and this
volume. The series would not be possible without the continuing support of the
director of the Corporate Communications Division, Simon Wade. I remain solely
responsible for the final selection of documents in this volume.

The Historical Section continues to provide the supplementary text and coor-
dinate the technical preparation of the volume. The manuscript was typed and
formatted by Aline Gélineau. Gabrielle Nishiguchi located most of the photographs
in this volume. Bruce Williams and Gayle Fraser also helped in my search for
photographs. The department's translation bureau provided the French for the foot-
notes, captions and ancillary text. Francine Fournier and Nancy Sample, colleagues
in the Corporate Communications Division, provided editorial guidance. Gail
Kirkpatrick Devlin proofread the entire manuscript and composed the list of per-
sons. In this latter task. she was assisted by Michael Stevenson. Finally and hap-
pily, Mary and Katherine Donaghy continued their close association with this docu-
mentary project.

GREG DONAGHY
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relatifs aux relations extérieures du Canada, a joué un rôle très important et cons-

tructif dans la définition de la nature en évolutio de cette
constant du chef de la Direc-Direc-lume. Cette série ne serait pas possible sans le, soutien

tion des communications ministérielles, Simon Wade. Je demeure seul responsable
du choix définitif des documents reproduits dans le présent volume.

La Section des affaires historiques continue de fournir le texte complémentaire
et de coordonner la préparation technique du volume. Le manuscrit a été dactylo-
graphié et formaté par Aline Gélineau. Gabrielle Nishiguchi a trouvé la plupart des
photographies reproduites dans le présent volume. Bruce Williams et Gayle Fraser
m'ont également prêté main forte dans la recherche de photographies. Le service de
traduction du ministère a produit le texte français des notes de bas de page, des
légendes et des textes accessoires. Francine Fournier et Nancy Sample, collègues
de la Direction des communications ministérielles, ont donné des conseils de rédac-
tion et Gail Kirkpatrick Devlin s'est chargée de la relecture de l'ensemble du ma-
nuscrit et a dressé la liste des personnes. Pour cette dernière tàche, elle a pu comp-
ter sur l'aide de Michael Stevenson. Enfin, et heureusement, Mary et Katherine
Donaghy ont continué à collaborer , de près à ce projet de documentation. -

GREG DONAGHY
. 9 .. '^ k^ . .
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Documents de Brooke
Claxton. Archives
nationales (INIG 32 B5)
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LIST OF PERSONS'

ABBO't'r, Douglas C. ministre des Finances.

ABRAMS, Dr. John W, surintendant, Groupe de
la recherche opérationnelle, Conseil de
recherches pour la défense, et conseiller
scientifique auprès du chef de l'état-major
aérien., , , ,

ADAMS, gouverneur Sherman, adjoint exécutif
du président des États-Unis.

ADaAUOt, Konrad, chancelier de la République
fédérale d'Allemagne et ministre des Affaires
étrangères.

Ali, Mohammad, ministre des Finances du
Pakistan.

At1.at. Dennis, représentant suppléant, déléga-
tion du Royaume-Uni à la Conférence sur la
Corée à Genève. 1

At1F.N, Stanley V, conseiller commercial,
ambassade aux États-Unis.

At1m, Ward P, conseiller, Nations Unies, '
Bureau des Affaires européennes, départe-
ment d'État des États-Unis.

AI.PttMro, Hervé, représentant permanent de
France, Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord. -

ANntltSON, Robert B., secrétaire suppléant à la
Défense des États-Unis.,

ARMSiROtva, B.B., sous-ministre adjoint de la
Défense nationale.

ARNESON, R. Gordon, ad' oint spécial du
secrétaire d'État des %-Unis sur les ques-
tions atomiques.

A7n.IZ Clement, chef de l'Opposition du
Royaume-Uni.

AwEt'1E, L.C., Ixisident. Commission maritime
canadienne.

ABBOTT, Douglas C., Minister of F'u ►ance. -

ABttAMS, Dr. John W.. Superintendent, Opera-
tional Research Group, Defence Research
Board and Scientific Advisor to Chief of Air
Staff.

ADAM, Governor Sherman, Executive Assistant
to President of United States.

ADENu►lrot, Konrad, Chancellor of Federal
Republic of Germany and Minister of
Foreign Affairs.

ALL Mohammad, Minister of Finance of Pakis-
tan.

AUm, Dennis, Deputy Representative, Delega-
tion of United Kingdom to Geneva Confer-
ence on Korea.

At1FN, Stanley, V., Commercial Counsellor,
Embassy in United States.

At.1Ert, Ward P.. United Nations Adviser,
Bureau of European Affairs, Department of
State of United States.

AtpHANm, Hervé, Permanent Representative of
France to North Atlantic Council.

ANnotSON, Robert B., Deputy Secretary of
Defense of United States.

ARl►tSittONG. E.B., Assistant Deputy Minister of
National Defence.

AluNuoN, R. Gordon, Special Assistant to
Secretary of State of United States on
Atomic Energy Questions.

Arn.r, Clement, Leader of the Opposition of
United Kingdom.

AUDtiTIE, 4.C., Chairman, Canadian Maritime
Commission.

I

BAIO, Mina Osman A14 haut-commissaire du
Pakistan.

BAIUCptBY, Frank a., commissaire par intérim,
Commission internationale de surveillance et
de contrôle au Laos (ao0t-sept.); conseiller au
commissaire, Commission internationale de
surveillance et de contrôle au Laos (sept.-).

BA10, Mirza Osman All. }iigh Commissioner of
Pakistan.

BAtL►Amy, Frank G., Acting Canadian Com-
missioner, International Commission for
Supervision and Control in Laos (Aug.-Sep.);
Adviser to Canadian Commissioner, Interna-
tional Commission for Supervision and Con-
trol in Laos (Sep.-).

'Ceci est une sélection des principales personnalités canadiennes et de certaines personnalités de l'é-
tranger souvent mentionnées dans les documents. Les notices biographiques se limitent aux fonctions
qui se rapportent aux documents reproduits dans ce volume.
This is a selection of important Canadian personalities and some foreign personalities often men-
tioned in the* documents. The biographical deuils refer only to the positions pertinent to the docu-
ments printed herein.

I



BARBOUR, Walworth, sous-secrétaire d'État sup-
pléant aux Affaires européennes, département
d'État des États-Unis.

BARNErr, Robert W., Bureau des Affaires ré-
gionales de l'Europe de l'Ouest, département
d'État des États-Unis.

BARTON, W.H., 1l° Direction de liaison avec la
Défense; secrétaire canadien, Commission -
permanente canado-américaine de défense.

BATES, Stewart, sous-ministre des Pêcheries.

BAUER, Gérard F., représentant de la Suisse
auprès de l'OECE.

BEAUPRÉ, T.N., sous-ministre adjoint de la
Production pour la défense (mars-).

B©vNEre, W.A.C., premier ministre de la
Colombie-Britannique.

BENNETr, WJ., président d'Énergie atomique du
Canada Ltée.

BENSON, Ezra Taft, secrétaire à l'Agriculture des
États-Unis.

BENMCtt, A., représentant des Pays-Bas à la
Conférence sur la Corée à Genève.

BEm, Emest, ancien Foreign Secretary du
Royaume-Uni.

BEYEN, Johan W., ministre des Affaires
étrangères des Pays-Bas.

- BIDAULT, Georges, ministre des Affaires
étrangères de France (juin).

BLANKENHORN, Herbert A.H., directeur, section
des Affaires politiques, ministère des Affaires
étrangères de la République fédérale d'Al- ,
lemagne.

Bt.tss, Don C., ministre des États-Unis. '

BoHLffl, Charles, ambassadeur des État-Unis en
Union soviétique (avr.-).

BoNNEr, Henri, ambassadeur de France aux .
États-Unis.

Booct>EVOt, Louis C., Bureau des Affaires ré-'
, gionales européennes, département d'État des

États-Unis.

BowIF, Robert, directeur, planification des poli-
tiques, département d'État des États-Unis.

BRADLEY, général Omar N., président, Comité
< des chefs d'état-major des États-Unis.

BRmt.E, Paul, chef, Direction du Corn-
monwealth.

LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS

BARBOUit, Walworth, Deputy Under-Secretary of
State for European Affairs, Department of
State of United States.

BARNECr, Robert W., Office of Western Europe-
an Regional Affairs, Department of State of
United States.

BARTON, W.H., Defence Liaison ( 1) Division;
Canadian Secretary, Permanent Joint Board
on Defence. . I .

BATES, Stewart, Deputy Minister of Fisheries.

BAUttit, Gérard F., Representative of Switzerland
to OEEC.

BEAUPRÉ, T.N., Assistant Deputy Minister of
Defence Production (Mar.-)

BENNErr, W.A.C., Premier of British Columbia.

BENNETr, WJ., President, Atomic Energy of
Canada Ud

BENSON, Ezra Taft, Secretary of Agriculture of
United States.

BENtR4Ctc, A., Vice-Chairman of the Nether-
lands Delegation, Geneva Conference on
Korea.

BEVtN, Enest, Former Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs of United Kingdom.

BEYEN, Johan W., Minister of Foreign Affairs of
The Netherlands.

BIDAULT, Georges, Minister of Foreign Affairs
of France (-June).

BtaNtcmtOttN, Herbert A.M. Director, Political
Affairs Section, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Federal Republic of Germany.

Buss, Don C. Minister of United States.

BotuFrt, Charles E., Ambassador of United ;
States in Soviet Union (Apr: ).

BONNET, Henri, SAmbaisâdoc of France in United
States.

Booc^ttilrôt, Louis,^ OfEice of European Regional
'- Affairs, Department of State of United States.

BOwtE, Robert, Director, Policy Planning Staff,
Department of State of United States.

BwwtEY, General Omar N.. Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff of United States..

.. ., }.. ..... . .. . , ..., .. ..... . . , .

Brtmt.B,- Pau1, Head, Commonwealth Division.
`^ _ r3 >. ^• . . `t a... , _t , . °

Bttrt'roN, J.C., conseiller commercial, ambassade, BRtITON, J.C., Commercial Counaellor, Embissy: au Japon. - e ut . , in Japaa. -°F ,
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BROWN, K.C., deuxième secrétaire; ambassade à
Cuba; 1' Direction de liaison avec la
Défense.

BRYCE, R.B., greffier du Conseil privé et
secrétaire du Cabinet.

BUL4 W.F., sous-ministre du Commerce.

BURBRIDGE, Kenneth J., ministre-conseiller, ,
délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de
l'Atlantique Nord et de l'OECE (mai-).

BURGESS, W. Randolph, sous-secrétaire du ,
Trésor pour les Affaires monétaires, départe-
ment du Trésor des États-Unis.

BURNS, gfnfral ELM., chef d'état-major, or-
ganisme des Nations Unies chargé de la
surveillance de la trève (août-).

BUt1£R, R.A, chancelier de l'Échiquier du
Royaume-Uni.

BUI'IERwoRnl.W. Walton, chef de mission ad-,
joint, ambassade des États-Unis au Royaume-
Uni.

BUTI, Earl, secrétaire adjoint à l'Agriculture des
États-Unis.

CADIEUX, Marcel, conseiller, délégation
permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique
Nord et de l'OECE; conseiller politique,
Commission internationale de surveillance et
de contrôle au Vietnam (sept--).

CALVET, Pierre L, représentant de Fiance auprès
de l'OECE.

CAMPNEY, R.O., ministre associé de la Iéfence
nationale (-juin); ministre de la Défense na-
tionale ('juil: ).
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SHARP, M.W., sous-ministre adjoint du Com-.
merce.

SHEARER, Warren W., directeur suppléant,
Bureau des Affaires économiques, mission "
des États-Unis à l'OTAN et délégation des
États-Unis auprès de l'OECE.

Sum, David, sous-ministre du Revenu national.

LISTE DES PERSONNALiTtS

ROBERTSON, N.A., High Commissioner in
United Kingdom.

ROBERTSON, R.G., Assistant Secretary to
Cabinet.

ROBERTSON, Walter S., Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary for Far Eastern Affairs, Department of
State of United States.

ROGERS, E.B., Acting Head, Defence liaison (1)
Division.

RotKUt.v, Brigadier Carlos P., Representative of
Philippines to United Nations General
Assembly.

RoNNtNO, Chester A., Minister in Norway
(Apr: ), and in Iceland (July-).

Ross, Emerson, Chief, Investment and
Economic Development Staff, Department of
State of United States.

ROWAN, Sir Leslie, Treasury Board of United
Kingdom.

Sr. IAuEtFxr, Louis S., Prime Minister.

SAxSE2u, R.R., High Commissioner of India.

SA1.ktoN, A.; First Secretary, Legation of Israel.

SARPER, Selim, Representative of Turkey to
United Nations.

SAUNDERS, R.H., Chairman. Ontario Hydro-
Electric Commission.

ScfuErza., J. Robert, Special Assistant to
Assistant Secretary for Economic Affaira,
Department of State of United States.

SeFttnMnN, Maurice, Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs of France (-June).

Scom Sir Robert Ii., Ministet, Embassy of
United Kingdom in United States.'

Sco7'c, S.M., Minister-Counsellor, Embassy in
Tokyo (-July); Head, United Nations Division
[?J; High Commissioner in Pakistan (Nov.-).

ScutLY, H.B.. Attaché, Embassy in France.

SxAREIT, Moshe, Prime Minister of Israel.

SHARt, M.W.. Associate Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce.

StiE ►Rnt, Warren W., Deputy Director. Office
of Economic Affairs, Mission of United
States to NATO, Delegation of United States
to OEEC.

SIM, David, Deputy Minister of National
Revenue. . ,
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SIIutoNOS. lieutenant-général G.G., chef d'état-
major général.

Swca,AlR. Madame Adelaide, adjointe exécutive
du sous-ministre de la Santé nationale et du
Bien-étre social et représentante auprès du
Fonds des Nations Unies pour l'enfance
(UNICEF).

Suaa.AIIt, James, ministre des Pbcheries.

SKAUG. Arne, représentant permanent de
Norvège. Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord.
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d'État des États-Unis sur les questions
atomiques.
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monétaire international.
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aux États-Unis.
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Stachouwer, Alidius.

STASSat. Harold. directeur. Administration des
opérations étrangères des États-Unis.
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du Royaume-Uni. Conseil de l'Atlantique
Nord.

STMtANOpovtAS, Stephanos, ministre des Af-
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STUART. R. Douglas, ambassadeur des États-
Unis. 1

STONER, O.G., deuxième secrétaire. ambassade
en France (-avr.); Direction économique.

STRAUSS. amiral Lewis L. président, United
States Atomic Energy Commission.

STURM, Paul, consul des États-Unis à Hanoi;
section de l'Indochine, département d'État
des États-Unis.

SUETENs, Maximilien R.LM., représentant de
Belgique aux négotiations de l'Accord génér-
al sur les tarifs douaniers et le commerce.
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du Commonwealth du Royaume-Uni.

TAYt.oR, -W.. sous-ministre des Finances.
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SwCU►gt, Mrs. Adelaide, Executive Assistant to
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International Children's Emergency Fund
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SMmt, Gerard, Special Assistant for Atomic Af-
fairs to the Secretary of State. Department of
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SolmtARD. Frank, Executive Director. Interna-
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SPMK. Paul-Henri. President, Common
Assembly. European Coal and Steel
Community.

SPExDOt, Sir Percy, Ambassador of Australia in
United States.
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STASSat. Harold, Director. Foreign Operations
Administration of United States. ,

Sun, Sir Christopher. Permanent Reprcsenta-
tive of United Kingdom to North Atlantic
Council.

STITtiANOt'oUtAS, Stephanos, Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Greece.

STUART, R. Douglas, Ambassador of United
States.

STONER, O.G., Second Secretary, Embassy in
France (-Apr.); Economic Division.

STRAUSS, Admiral Lewis L, Chairman. United
States Atomic Energy Commission.

STURM, Paul, Consul of United States in Hanoi;
Indo-China Desk. Department of State of
United States.

SUETENS. Maximilien R.L.M.. Belgian
Representative in GATr Negotiations.

SwDtroN, Lord. Secretary of State for Com-
monwealth Relations of United Kingdom.

TAYtAR. K.W.. Deputy Minister of Finance.



TcHnNG KAt-CHEx, général, président de la
République de Chine.

TcHoU EN-LAI, premier ministre et ministre des
Affaires étrangères de la République popu-
laire de Chine.

TEAxi-ES, J.M., chargé d'affaires, ambassade en
Tchécoslovaquie; Ille Direction de liaison
avec la Défense (juin-).

THmoDEAUx, Ben H., directeur, Bureau de la'
politique de défense économique et com-
merciale, département d'État des États-Unis
(ocL-).

THnmAYYA, lieutenant-général K.S., armée de
l'Inde, président, Commission des nations
neutres de rapatriemenL

THORNEYCROFr, Peter, président, Chambre de
commerce du Royaume-Uni. *

Trro, maréchal Josip Broz, premier ministre et
ministre de la Défense de Yougoslavie.

DARDA VAN STARICENBORGH STACHOWF.R,
Alidius, représentant permanent des Pays-
Bas, Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord.

ToWE, P.M., Direction de l'Amérique. ^

TOWERS, Graham, gouverneur de la Banque du
Canada.

TURGEON, W.F.A., ministr e au Portugal.

URRUTiA, Francisco, chef, délégation de la
Colombie à l'Assemblée générale des Nations
Unies. . , .

VALLUY, général Jean, membre de France,
Groupe permanent de l'OTAN.

VAN DER K=, Johan, ministre des Finances
des Pays-Bas.

VAN KtEFmrts, Eelco N., président de l'Assem-
blée générale des Nations Unies.

VAN VREDENBURCH, Jonkheer, secrétaire général
suppléant de l'OTAN.

VERNON, Ray, directeur par intérim. Bureau de
la politique de défense économique et com-
merciale,`département d'État des États-Unis.,'

VFS't', George, Section des Affaires cânadiennes,
Direction des Affaires du Commonwealth,
département d'État des États-Unis. •

Vo NGUYEN GwP, général, ministre de la
Défense et vice-premier ministre de la
République démocratique du Vietnam.

VoGF1,, G.N., chef, Division du blé et des cér-
éales, ministère du Commerce et chef, délé-
gation commerciale au lapon., '.': -
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SEE, Chiang Kai-shek.

SEE Chou En-Lai.
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in Czechoslovakia; Defence Liaison (1) Divi-
sion (June-).

THIBODEAUX, Ben H., Director, Office of
Economic Defense and Trade Policy, Depart-
ment of State of United States (OcL-).

TtuHUmrA, Lieutenant-General K.S., Indian
Army, Chairman, Neutral Nations Repatria-
tion Commission.

THORNEYCROFi', Peter, President, Board of Trade
of United Kingdom.

Trro, Marshal Josip Broz, Prime Minister and
Minister of Defence of Yugoslavia.

DARDA VAN STARKENBORGH STACHOUWER, ' .
Alidius, Permanent Representative of Nether-
lands to North Atlantic Council.

TOWB, P.M. American Division.

TOWOtS, John, Governor of the Bank of Canada.

TURGEON, W.F.A., Minister in Portugal.

UttRtnu, Francisco, Head, Delegation of
Colombia to United Nations General
Assembly.

VAU,UY, General Jean, Member for France,
Standing Group of NATO.

vAN DER Kiffr, Johan, Minister of Finance of
the Netherlands.

VAN Kuyms, Eelco N., President, United
Nations General Assembly.

VAN VRmFxsURCH, Jonlcheer. Deputy
Secretary-General of NATO.

VERNON, Ray, Acting Director, Office of
Economic Defense and Trade Policy, Depart-
ment of State of United States.

VESr, George. Second5 Secretary, Embassy of
United States; Canadian Desk, Office of
Commonwealth Affairs, Department of State
of United States. 11 ^

Vo NGUYFN GtAp, (3eneral, Ministet of Defence
and Vice-Premier, Democratic Republic of
Vietnam.

VoGF4 ON., Chief, Wheat and Grain Division,
' Departméat of Trade and Commerce; Head,
Trade Delegation to Japan. ,
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des Affaires étrangères de l'Union soviétique,
représentant permanent auprès des Nations
Unies et représentant au Conseil de sécurité
(-nov.).

WADSWOR7H, James J., représentant suppléant
des États-Unis auprès des Nations Unies et
représentant suppléant au Conseil de sécurité.

WAN WAMiAYAKON, Prince K.N.B., ministre
des Affaires étrangères de la Thailande;
coprésident à la Conférence sur la Corée à
Genève.

WANG, Pin-Nan, secrétaire général, délégation
de la République populaire de Chine à la •
Conférence sur la Corée à Genève,
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Fonds monétaire internationale,

WATT, Alan S., délégué de l'Australie à la
Conférence sur la Corée à Genève.

WAUGH, Samuel C., secrétaire d'État adjoint aux
Affaires économiques des États-Unis.

W®B, T. Clifton, ministre des Affaires exté-
rieures de la Nouvelle-Zélande.

WmcS, Sinclair, secrétaire au Commerce des
États-Unis.

WERSHOP, M•N•• sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures et con-
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WEST. C.W., sous-ministre des Transports.

WIMUY, général Sir John F.M., représentant du
Royaume-Uni, Groupe permanent de
l'OTAN.
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Sénat des États-Unis.
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; Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et de
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WIUUAMN, K.B., Direction européenne.

W'QUC^harles, secrétaire à la Défense des

WII.sON, D.B., Direction économique.

WMSON, Dr. Roland, secrétaire aux Finances de
l'AustraliG
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VYSHtNSKY, Andrei Y., First Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Soviet Union, Permanent
Representative to United Nations and
Representative on Security Council (-Nov.).

WADSWORTH, Deputy Representative of United
States to United Nations and Deputy
Representative on Security Council.

WAN WAITHAYAKON, Prince K.N.B., Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Thailand, Co-Chairman,
Geneva Conference on Korea.

WANG, Pin-Nan, Assistant to Minister of
Foreign Affairs of China, Secretary-General,
Delegation of the People's Republic of China
to Geneva Conference on Korea.

WARPXN, J.H., Alternate Delegate to Inter-
national Monetary Fund.

WATT, Alan S., Delegate of Australia to Geneva
Conference on Korea.

WAUGH, Samuel C., Assistant Secretary of State
for Economic Affairs of United States.

WESB, T. Clifton, Minister of External Affairs
of New Zealand.

WEEKS, Sinclair, Secretary of Commerce of
United States.

WEttSHOF, M.tl., Assistant Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Legal Advisor.

WF.sT, C.W., Deputy Minister of Transport.
Wtmfx.Y, General Sir John F.M., Representative

of United Kingdom, Standing Group of
NATO.

WttEY, Senator Alexander (R-Wisconsin),
Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee of United States.

Wn.GttMs, L. D., Permanent Representative to
North Atlantic Council and OEEC.

WIUTAMS, B.M.. First Seaetary, High Commis-
sion in India; Counsellor, High Commission
in India (Sep.-) and temporary duty in
Indochina (Dec.).

WtwAMSON. K.B., European Division.

WtLSON, Charles, Secretary of Defense of
United States.

WtISON, D.B., Economic Division.

Wn.SON, Dr. Roland, Secretary of Finance of
Australia.



Wwmts, Robert, ministre des Travaux publi- '
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WooDwARD, Robert, sous-secrétaire d'État ad-
'joint aux Affaires interaméricains, départe-
ment d'État des États-Unis.

WtituwEtt, Olivier, représentant de France
auprès de l'OECE.

WRIGHT, amiral Jerauld, Commandant suprême
des forces alliées de l'Atlantique.

YANG, You Chang, ambassadeur de la Répub-
lique de Corée auprès des Nations Unies.

YINGLING, R.T., conseiller juridique adjoint aux
Affaires européennes, département d'État des
États-Unis.

YOUNG, Kenneth, directeur, Bureau des Affaires
de l'Asie du Nord-Est, département d'État
des États-Unis.

ZAtuBIN, Georgiy N., ambassadeur de l'Union
^ soviétique aux États-Unis.

ZORLU, Fatin Rustu, représentant permanent de
la Turquie, Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord.
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Wnmr1ts, Robert, Minister of Public Works.

WoonwnxD, Robert, Deputy Assistant Under-
Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs,
Department of State of United States.

WôwmsEx, Olivier, Representative of France to
OEEC.

WRIGHT, Admiral Jerauld, Supreme Allied Com-
mander Atlantic.

YArtG, You Chang, Ambassador of Republic of
Korea to United Nations.

YINGt.wG, R.T., Assistant Legal Adviser for
European Affairs, Department of State of
United States.

YOUrtG, Kenneth, Director, Office of Northeast
Asia Affairs, Department of State of United
States.

ZAtttiBIN, Georgiy N., Ambassador of Soviet
Union in United States.

ZOtu.tt, Fatin Rustu, Permanent Representative
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PA-133381

A view of Canadian plots in the United
Nations' Military Cemetery, Pusan. South
Korea. March 1954.

PA-131813

A soldier of the Royal Canadian Dragoons
Patrolling the demilitarized zone separating
South from North Korea in August 1934.

Concessions canadiennes dans le cimetière
militaire des Nations Unies, à Pusan, Corée du
Sud, en mars 1954.

Soldat des Royal Canadian Drageons
patrouillant dans la zone démilitarisée qui
sépare la Cork du Sud de la Corée du Nord,
en août 1954.



PA-200110
Representatives of the countries co-sponsoring

the resolution establishing the International Atomic
Energy Agency. Seated 1. to r.: Anthony Nutting
(United Kingdom), Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. (USA)
and Jules Moch (France). Standing 1. to r.: Brian

Hill (Australia), W.C. Plessis (South Africa), Paul
Martin (Canada) and M.F. Van Langenhove

(Belgium).

UN-44326
K.G. Montgomery of the Canadian

Delegation to the 9th session of the General
Assembly (left) chats with By. Kudryavtsev
of the delegation of the Byelorussian Socialist
Soviet Republic during a meeting of the Third
(Social, Humanitarian and Cultural)
Committee.

Représentants des pays coparrainant la
résolution qui crée l'Agence internationale de
l'énergie atomique. Assis de g. à d. : Anthony
Nutting (Royaume-Uni). Henry Cabot Lodge Jr-
(États-Unis) et Jules Moch (France). Debout de g. à
d. : Brian 11i11 (Australie), W.C. Plessis (Afrique du
Sud), Paul Martin (Canada) et M.F. Van
Langenhove (Belgique).

UN PWoONU Photo

K.O. Montgomery, de la délégation canadi-
enne 1 la 9e session de l'Assemblée générale
(à gauche), bavarde avec B.V. Kudryavtsev, de
la délégation de la République socialiste
soviétique de Biélorussie. durant une réunion
de la Troisième Commission (sociale. humani-
taire et culturelle).



PA-166837

Royal Canadian Air Force personnel load Le personnel de l'Aviation royale du
Mutual Aid supplies for Turkey onto a North Canada charge des fournitures d'aide mutuelle
Star, Langar, England. July 1954. pour Is Turquie il bord d'un North Star, A

Langar. en Angleterre. en juillet 1954. ,

PA-1S984S

TWO despatch riders from the l:t Canadian Deux estafettes du premier Groupe-brigade
Infantry Brigade Group check their position d'infanterie canadienne vérifient leur position
during NATO exercise "Battle Royal." durant I'exercice de l'OTAN .13attle Royal ^..



PA-200122
Officials from the Colombo Plan countries

meet to draft a progress report for the
Commonwealth Consultative Committee on
South and South-East Asia, Ottawa,
September 1954. L. to r.: R.G. (Nik) Cavell,
A.E. Ritchie, K.W. Taylor and P.A. Bridle.

PA-197545
Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent addresses

delegates to the first session of the
Commonwealth Consultative Committee on
South and South-East Asia, Ottawa, October
1954.

Représentants officiels des pays membres
du Plan de Colombo réunis pour rédiger un
rapport d'étape à l'intention du Comité
consultatif du Commonwealth sur l'Asie du
Sud et du Sud-Est à Ottawa, en septembre
1954. De gauche à droite : R.G. (Nik) Cavell,
A.E. Ritchie, K.W. Taylor et P.A. Bridle.

Le premier ministre Louis St-Laurent
s'adresse aux délégués à la première séance
du Comité consultatif du Commonwealth sur
l'Asie du Sud et du Sud-Est à Ottawa, en
octobre 1954.
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PA-128830

During his world tour, Prime Minister
Louis St. Laurent greets members of the Royal
22nd Regiment stationed in Korea.

Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent in New
Delhi on his world tour. L. to r.; Escott Reid,
Indira Gandhi, St. Laurent, Madeleine
O'Donnell (St. Laurent's daughter),
Jawaharlal Nehru, Ruth Reid, Jean-Paul St.
Laurent (St. Laurent's son).

Le premier ministre Louis St-Laurent salue
durant sa tournée mondiale des membres du
Royal 22e Régiment stationnés en Corée.

Bruce wlliams/VIP Photo Service
Le premier ministre Louis St-Laurent à

New Delhi durant sa tournée mondiale. De
gauche à droite : Escott Reid, Indira Gandhi,
Louis St-Laurent, Madeleine O'Donnell (fille
de St-Laurent), Jawaharlal Nehru, Ruth Reid
et Jean-Paul St-Laurent (fils de St-Laurent).



At the organizational conference for the

three Indochina commissions in New Delhi,

August 1954. L. to r: Escott Reid, Air

Commodore H.H.C. Rutledge, R.M.

Macdonnell, Brigadier R.E.A. Morton, Bruce

Williams.

PA-200370
L. to r.: A.D.P. Heeney, John Foster Dulles,

Malcolm MacDonald, Washington, October
1954.

BruceWilliams/Chitrakar Press Photographers
À la conférence sur l'organisation des trois

commissions sur l'Indochine à New Delhi,
en août 1954. De g. à d. : Escott Reid,
commodore de l'air H.H.C. Rutledge, R.M.
Macdonnell, brigadier R.E.A. Morton, Bruce
Williams.

De gauiche à droite : A.D.P. Ileeney, John
Foster Dulles et Malcolm MacDonald. à
Washington, en octobre 1954.



PA-200370
United States President Dwight

Eisenhower signs the St. Lawrence Seaway
Bill during a White House ceremony on May
13, 1954. Standing on the immediate left of
the president is A.D.P. I leeney.

PA- 112362

Cabinet ministets at the first meeting of the
Canada-U.S. Ministerial Committee on Trade
and Economic Affairs. Washington, March
1954. Seat, I. to r.: John I'oster Dulles, C.D.
Howe, and Douglas Abbott. Standing, I. to r.:
Sherman Adams, Ezra Benson, Sinclair
Weeks, and L.B. Pearson.

Le président des États-Unis Dwight
Eisenhower signe la loi sur la Voie maritime
du Saint-Laurent durant une cérémonie à la
Maison-Blanche le 13 mai 1954. A.D.P.
1leeney est debout, immédiatement à la
gauche du Président.

Ministres du Cabinet à la première réunion
du Comité ministériel canado-américain sur le
commerce et les affaires économiques, à
Washington, en mars 1954. Assis de g. à d. :
John Foster Dulles, C.D. llowe et Douglas
Abbott. Debout de gauche à droite : Sherman
Adams, Ezra Benson. Sinclair Weeks et
L.B. Pearson.



C-19381
C.D. Howe and Brig. Gen. John M. C.D. ilowe et le brigadier-général John Ni.

Reynolds inspect the 10-man crew of a B-50 Reynolds passent en revue l'équipage de dix
bomber at Biggs Air Base, Texas, November hommes d'un bombardier B-SO à la base
1954. aérienne de Biggs. au Texas, en novembre

1954.

PA-128827
R.W. Mayhew, Ambassador to Japan, talk- R.W. Mayhew, ambassadeur au Japon. en

ing to Brigadier J.V. Allard of the 25th conversation avec k brigadier 1.V. Allard, de
Canadian infantry Brigade, Korea, May 1954. la 25e Brigade d'infanterie canadienne. en

CorEe, en mai 1954.
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TELEGRAM WA-8

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

NÉGOCIATIONS EN VUE DE L'ARMISTICE
ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS

DEA/50069-A-40
• L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Washington,'January 5, 1954

CONFIDENTIAI„ IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. l.

KOREA - i'OLITICAL CONFERENCE

STATE DEi'ARTMENT MEETING OF JANUARY 4

Dean and Murphy met with representatives of the sixteen powers yesterday in
order to have a general exchange of views on the political conference situation.
Most of the discussion centered around the possibility of resuming the preliminary
talks at Panmunjom and the problem of Soviet participation. The consensus of the
meeting seemed to be, on the first point, that it would be desirable to have the
Panmunjom discussions resumed but it was uncertain whether it would be helpful
for this to be done before or after January 22, the date for the release ofprisoners.
On the second point there seemed to be general agreement that, while it would be
preferable to have the Soviet Union participate in, and be bound by, the decisions
of the conference, this should not be made a sticking point and a conference with-
out the Soviet Union should be considered.

2. The New Zealand Ambassador emphasized the difficulty of the United Nations
side suddenly making a volte face in its stand on Soviet participation. He said he
thought that the suggestion for a conference without the Soviet Union would have
to come from the Communist side. The French Ambassador observed that the Chi-
nese could not directly propose the deletion of the Soviet Union, but he thought
they might bc doing this indirectly by coupling the matter of Soviet participation
With the contentious issue of attendance by neutrals. He asserted that a change of
attitude by the United Nations side on Soviet participation should not be too diffi-
cult, since by the Assembly resolution Soviet attendance at the conference was
Pegged specifically to the desire of the other side. The idea of the Soviet Union
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being requested to make a separate guarantee of the results of the conference was
mentioned and supported by. the British representative. Dean added as a matter of
interest that, when he had had a conversation some time ago with Sohlam, the
Swedish Ambassador to the U.S.S.R., who has the reputation of being an authority
on Soviet affairs, the latter expressed doubt that the Soviet Union would attend the
conference. He said he would expect the U.S.S.R. to watch the conference with
interest and seek some bargaining advantage from it afterwards by trying to extract
concession from the Western Allies as a price for adhering to its decisions. We have
given Murphy an informal minute containing your views on Soviet participation as
described in EX-2202 of December 30.1

3. As to resumption of the Panmunjom talks, there was some difference of opinion
whether it would be preferable for this to be brought about before January 22 or
not. The New Zealand Ambassador, speaking personally, expressed the opinion
that there would be less tension in the meetings if they were resumed after the
POW question had been disposed of. The British representative took the contrary
view, on the grounds that if the talks were. not resumed before January 22, their
reestablishment would be made more difficult by action'which might be taken
regarding the prisoners-of-war and by consequent mounting pressure for a General
Assembly meeting. He suggested also that failure to resume the talks would add
complications to the forthcoming Berlin conference. The French Ambassador, sup-
ported him, saying that the United Nations intentions with regard,to prisoners-of-
war were in any case well known to the Communist side.

4. Dean said that if the talks are resumed there must be a formal agreement as to
how they ought to be renewed. It would not be wise to drift back to Panmunjom.
All agreed that there should be no appearance of pleading with the Communists for
resumption of the talks, but it was thought that it might be possible to give an
indication to the Communists that the United Nations side is willing for the talks to
be resumed if satisfactory arrangements can be made. Dean thought that soundings
could be taken either through the Indians on thé Military• Armistice Commission or
through the Swedish Ambassador in Peking, with the former method perhaps pref-
erable as being more non-committal.

5., The unwontedly conciliatory attitude of Yang, the Korean Ambassador, was
noticeable at 'the meeting. He made several carefully phrased and constructive
interventions on the theme that the sooner a. conference is held the 'better. State
Department officials told us after the meeting in private conversation that they were
uncertain whether Yang was acting on instructions from his government or for rea-
sons of his own.

6. Dean said that the United States had not reached firm decisions on the matters
which had been discussed and that he would meet with the sixteen to consider them
again: We should appreciate receiving any further views which you'might.wish us
to express.

7. Dean made a few remarks about the problem of voting procedure, which will be
reported in,a separate message.

TVoir/See Volume 19, Document 226.
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DEA/50069-A-40
Extrait d'un télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Extract from Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

^GRAm EX-44
Ottawa, January 11, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your WA-8 of January 5, 1954.
Repeat London No. 20; CPDUN, New York No. 12.

3

-

I am inclined to agree with the British and French representatives who at the
State Department meeting of January 4 favored the resumption of the Panmunjom
talks before January 22. To the two arguments advanced by the British representa-tive for such timing, I would add these:

(a) the longer the recess, the more difficult it will be to resume the talks; and
(b) if they are resumed before the General Assembly is reconvened, it will be

easier to avoid discussion there on the Political Conference.

2. 1 have been glad to note Dean's public expression of opinion that the negotia-
tions would get under way again in the near future, and the comment of the State
Department Press Officer not only that the possibility of resumption has been under
discussion through intermediaries at Panmunjom but also that every avenue of
approach towards resumption would be examined.
3. Concerning the principal point at issue in the negotiations, namely the status of

Soviet participation, I continue to hold the views expressed in my EX-2202 of
December 30, 1953. It is pleasing to note that similar conclusions are being reached
in other quarters. I would hope that the "third " approach as a means of ena-
bling the Soviet Union to participate in a manner satisfactory to both sides might
also provide a suitable line for coping with the problem of neutral membership. I
doubt that the participation of the Soviet Union and India (and perhaps other neu-
trals) according to the same formula need affect in any way the quite different roles
which these countries might be expected to play at the Conference.
4. As for the problem of voting procedure, your teletype WA-11 of January 5t

gives reason for optimism that Dean and the State Department may succeed in
reducing this question to manageable proportions. This in fact has only been a
problem because the Communists were determined to make it one.
'5•

The State Department will probably have accumulated a good deal of comment
on various snbjects pertaining to resumed negotiations and presumably is now
devising new strategy. This should entail a revision of the written statement of pro-Posals which Dean tabled at Panmunjom on December 8 and which you quoted in

KOREA - POL.TICAL CONFERENCE



Your WA-2810 of December 8.2 It would be helpful if the State Department could
make available to us any amendments they propose to make to these proposals
sufficiently in advance of reaching a firm decision on them to give us time for
study and comment.

3. DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECM [Ottawa], January 12, 1954

KOREA - DISPOSITION OF PRISONERS

I attach copies of the following telegrams from our High Commissioner in New
Delhi:

No. 318 of December 28, 1953
No. 4 of January 6, 1954t
No. 15 of January 11, 1954t,

According to these telegrams, the Indian Government has instructed General
Thimayya, Chairman of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, to inform
the opposing Commands in Korea that, in the event of their failing to reach a new
agreement on the disposition of prisoners, India will declare on January 21 rever-
sion of the prisoners to their status before the 120-day period of custody by the
Commission began. Thereafter, the prisoners would be returned to the former
detaining sides. India has requested the President of the General Assembly to
reconvene the Eighth Session between January 23 and February 23, 1954. The date
will presumably be February 9.
2. The prime reason for the Indian request that the Session be resumed would

seem to be their desire to obtain Assembly endorsement for their actions in Korea
concerning disposition of prisoners. We are somewhat apprehensive about the difG-
culties of supporting an Indian report to the resumed Session on this matter if that
report should have only the support of the Polish and Czech members of the Repa-
triation Commission.

3. Teletypes of January 11, No. WA-41 t from our Washington Embassy and No.
.18f from our Permanent Delegation in New York, copies of which are attached,
report State Department concern about the implications of. Madame Pandit's
request for replies on the proposal for the resumed Session to be received by Janu-
ary22. The former teletype also reports the State Department opinion that more
information about the Indian request is necessary and their suggestion that the U.N.
members with forces in Korea should, before reaching a decision concerning the
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convening of the Assembly on February 9, know what the Indians are going to ask
the Assembly to do and reach a common attitude toward the request.
4. In his telegram No. 15, Mr. Reid says that Mr. Menon will be calling on him

soon to discuss in more detail the action India intends to take concerning the dispo-
sition of prisoners. In these circumstances you might wish to consider for despatch
the attached draft telegram to New Delhi, repeated to London, Washington and our
Permanent Delegation in New York, which draft informs Mr. Reid of our concern
lest the Indians explain their actions relating to prisoners in a manner likely to
cause embarrassment to their friends, and of our interest in knowing why the
Indians want replies by January 22 and what form of endorsement the Indians will
wish to obtain from the Assembly during the reconvened Session.

J.W. H(OÇMES)
for R.A. M[acKay]

TELEGRAM 12

SECRET

REFERENCE:

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for Extenuzl Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

DEA/50069-A-40

Ottawa, January 13, 1954

Your telegrams'No. 318 of Dec. 28, 1953 and No. 15 of Jan. 11, 1954.t
Repeat Washington EX-58; London No. 33; Permdel No. 17.

KOREA - DISPOSITION OF PRISONERS
Thank you for your helpful telegrams under reference.

2.Isuppose it would be possible for India to declare on January 21 that the pris-
oners have reverted to their status before the 120-day period began and to hand
over the prisoners in the south camp to the U.N. Command on the •basis of this
Indian interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Armistice Agreement while
the UNC might receive them on the basis of an interpretation that they had auto-
matically recovered their civilian status. Such move would result in the factual
reléase of these prisoners on or shortly after January 22. On the other hand, since
the 'Communists want custody of prisoners maintained, the Indians and/or the
Repatriation Commission might be expected to have a wrangle over any attempt to
return the north camp prisoners to the Communists. I am assuming, of course that
the Indians'will not continue to hold the prisoners after January 22 if either or both
of the opposing Commands disagree with the Indian interpretation.

3. I am not clear how India can take full responsibility for decisions on disposition
of Prisoners unless perhaps as Executive Agent of Repatriation Commission. Since
Swiss and Swedish members wish prisoners released as civilians January 22 and



Polish and Czech members want them held thereafter, it is difficult to see how
India can swing a Commission majority to its view.
4. In U.N. Assembly debate concerning the reconvening of the Eighth Session,

Menon stressed importance India attached to Assembly sharing responsibility for
the decisions India would make relating to prisoners on January 22. Whether India
will get the desired Assembly endorsement will, of course, depend on what India
requests the Assembly to endorse. If the Indian decisions result in the release of the
prisoners, then it should not be difficult for India's friends to express warm appre-
ciation for the valuable services performed by India and the Commission, provided
the Assembly is not asked to support a majority report such as that conveyed to the
opposing Commands by General Thimayya on December 28 in which India is asso-
ciated with the Polish and Czech members in the expression of certain views with
which we may not agree. We may expect the Soviet and other Communist delegates
to try to turn to their advantage any majority report of the Commission in which the
Indians went along with the Polish and Czech members. This would increase the
difficulties of India's friends approving such a report. Perhaps if instead of backing
a report which assessed blame, the Indian delegation were to confine themselves to
an objective statement of what had taken place and the views of the two Com-
mands, the difficulties I foresee might be overcome, since the Assembly could then
express appreciation for services rendered without reaching any conclusion con-
cerning the merits of the two sides. This might be the easiest course of action for
India to pursue if, as I expect, the turnback of prisoners to the opposing Commands
will stem from a unilateral Indian decision.

5. Madame Pandit's suggestion that the Session be resumed on February 9 and her
request that views of member Governments concerning resumption be communi-
cated by January 22, with its implications concerning the prisoners, have disturbed
the State Department. For your information they feel that it would be easier to
reply favorably after January 22 but have also suggested that the U.N. members
with troops in Korea should, before reaching a decision concerning February 9,
know what the Indians are going to ask the Assembly to do, and reach a common
attitude towards the request: While I ani not espousing these views, it would be
helpful to know why the Indians want replies by January 22 and what form of
endorsement the Indians will wish to obtain from the Assembly during the recon-
vened Session.

6. i am not sure that the Indians will be able to cômplete their business in Korea
concerned with the transfer of the prisoners and the preparation of a report on Com-
mission proceedings in time to permit adequate consultation with friendly Govern-
ments before February 9 on a report which `must be the meat of the reconvened
Session. You might take informal soundings as to the consideration the Indians
have given to this problem.

7. I hope you will find the above views helpful for your forthcoming discussion
with Menon. Ends.
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Le représentant permanent auprès des Ncition.r Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

1ELEGRAM 27
New York, January 13, 1954

CONFIDENITAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our teletype No. 26 of January 13.t
Repeat Washington No. 16.

' RECONVEMNG OF EIGI-iTN GENERAL ASSEMBLY - MEETINq OF SIXTEEN

Following from George, Begins: A meeting of the 16 was called this afternoon on
two hours notice in Wadsworth's office at the United States mission. Although dis-
claiming any desire to secure "a decision" of the group, Wadsworth was clearly
under instructions to do what he could to gain the support of the 16 for some move
to postpone the deadline of January 22 which Madame Pandit has set for replies to
her proposal to reconvene the Assembly, on February 9.

2. Wadsworth explained that the United States could not at present, or at any time
before the 22nd, give an affirmative answer to Madame Pandit's request. Although
he thought a negative answer might have to be given, he indicated an abstention
was more likely, but the United States Government would much prefer to postpone
the deadline. He was moreover strongly opposed in principle to the President's
suggestion that she should count as affirmative votes those who did not reply to her
Proposal by January 22.

3. Almost everyone of those present, speaking for themselves and without instruc-
tions, agreed that to count non voters as affirmative voters would create an unfortu-
nate precedent in United Nations circles, where the right to abstain is well
established.

The majority of representatives including the United Kingdom also
supponed the view that it would be difficult to reply to the President's communica-
tion by January 22 and they would prefer a postponement of the deadline. I did not
comment on this point: There was however, considerable difference of opinion as
to how we should proceed towards securing a postponement.

4• Wadsworth proposed that this should be done by a formal communication from
the16 to the Secretarÿ,-General on which he could base a request to the President
for a postponement of the deadline on the grounds that a number of the principal
delegauons eoncerned would find themselves in difficulties unless a postponement
were granted. This proposal was supported by the Greeks and Turks. The French,
the Philippines and ourselves, on the other hand, suggested that any formal
aPProach of this kind might be used to advantage by Communist propaganda par-
ticularly in Asia as indicating western reluctance to reconvene the Assembly. This,said Wadsworth did no t &-#,- ".; r^ ;, er him. We managed nevertheless to get him to agree:
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Indians
formal action

(a) That no attempt should be made to get -the 16
General to or

takeo collective
but that any approaches to the Secretary
individual.

That if any of us were to suggest informally and individually a pasos ^ e`mern^t
(b)

of the deadline wé should not request an in definite
further than February 1.

had at first indicated) but a postponement that
(c) We should not tell the press what we had discussed beySnC suni atione had

held preliminary consultations concerning Madame Pandit Secre-
5. The United States, Greek and Turkish delegation^wil^probably

objections toesilence
tary-General their views in writing tomorrow indicating
implying consent and their preference for postponement of the deadline until Feb-

ruary 1. General on his6. Hoppenot, the French representative, plans to see the Secretary-General
to New York tomorrow afternoon but will give him nothing

let the Secretary-

General

two other delegations from among the 16 are also planning st ne
General know informally that they hope the President can be persuaded to p° p°

her deadline. • delega-
7. During our meeting there was general agreement that thou forhee^ stewardship

tion might wish for nothing more than an Assembly blessing
in Korea, once the Assembly met it would be next to impossible to restrict debate
to the question of the prisoners and that if the Indians did not raise political ques-
tions concerning Chinese representation or participation and membership of the

Political Conference, the USSR would.
8. This led the Colombian representative to point out that if the resumed session

were to last more than two or three weeks, it would cause difficulties for the Latin
American delegations whose foreign ministers and in some cases permanent dele-
gates were committed to attend the Conference of Américan States convening in

Caracas on March 1.
9. Largely for this reason, a suggestion for convening the Assembly between Feb-

ruary 15 and 20 which was put forward by the representatives of Belgium and the
Netherlands was dropped and in spite of obvious United States misgivings no one
else spoke against postponing the date proposed for reconvening the Assembly
beyond February 9. Wadsworth however was not prepared to commit himself as to
whether his government could agree to February 9 in any circumstances and it was
only with considerable reluctance that he agreed to the majority view that a post-
ponement of Madame Pandit's deadline to a fixed date (about February 1) Was
desirable. Because of his opposition, a Netherlands proposal to agree in principle to
an Assembly meeting some time before February 22 was also dropped; but Wad-
sworth alone felt that the Indian argument for a meeting before the, N.N.R.C. is
dissolved did not hold water as the logical time for it to report was after its

dissolution.
10. As regards the interpretation of the number of votes needed to reconvenel

ssembly, opinions were divided. Most representatives, including the United
States understood that 31 affirmative votes were required but the United Kingdom



representative, Crosthwaite, maintained that a majority of those replying would be
sufficient, even if Madame Pandit did not,count silence as consent.

11. In any case, from the information pooled on the attitudes of other delegations,
it seems difficult to say at present whether Madame Pandit would secure 31 affirm-
ative votes if she sticks to her, present position. One or two Arabs have indicated
that they were unhappy with the January 22 deadline and the representatives of the
Philippines and of Thailand said the same at our meeting. The Latins will meet
tomorrow afternoon to consider their attitude, but most of them would prefer a
postponement of the deadline. All in all, it was considered that Madame Pandit's
proposal for reconvening the Assembly on February 9 would secure general sup-
port only if she would agree to postpone the deadline for replies until February 1
and interpret 'silence as an abstention. Of the 16 I should think that only three or
four (United States, Greece and Turkey and perhaps one other) might fail to sup-
port reconvening onFebruary 9 in these circumstances. If it is granted that the
Indians deserve an opportunity to report to the Assembly, as was agreed informally
before the Assembly recessed, a date later than February 9 would probably prove
very inconvenient for the Latins. If the Panmunjom talks are not resumed in the
meantime, the pressure for reconvening the Assembly will of course increase.
Ends.

6. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for Extenuil Affairs

TELEGRAM 28 New York, January 14, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL, IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our teletype No. 27 of January 13.
Repeat Washington No. 17. I

RECONVENIN(3 OF TlIE EIGiiTfi GENERAL ASSEMBLY - UNITED KINGDOM VIEWS

The United Kingdom delegation received this morning new instructions from
the Foreign Office. The United Kingdom Government are now satisfied that the
Indians will in fact return the prisoners to the two commands, and on this basis the
Foreign Office think that instead of waiting until after the 22nd they should reply
with better grace now agreeing to Madame Pandit's proposal.

2. The Foreign Office had previously been going on nothing more official than
what Menon had told their High Commissioner in New Delhi as to what the Indian
Government would do about the prisoners on or before January 23.1hey now have
received frorri Pillai the full text of the Indian Government's letter, eztracts from
which'were quoted in Madame Pandit's communication to the Secretary-General of
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January 10. From the full text it is clear.that the Indian Government has made a

firm decision
(a) that the custodial force "cannot but cease its duties on January 23", and

(b) must restore the prisoners to their respective sides.
Pillai has told the United Kingdom High Commissioner in New Delhi that all

the prisoners would be restored to their respective commands by January 22, revert-
ing to their status quo before they were placed in the custody of the Indian troops.

3. The Foreign Office have instructed the United Kingdom Embassy in Washing-
ton to inform the State Department of their documentary evidence for a firm Indian
decision having been taken and their present disposition to accept Madame Pandit's
proposal promptly. The United Kingdom delegation have given the same informa-

tion to the French delegation here and as a result Hoppenot has called off his
intended visit to the Secretary-General. The United h^gdobemen

are chance for furthersworth can also be persuaded to hold off until
consultations in Washington.

4. This change in the United Kingdom Government's approach will, I think, have
a considerable effect on the attitude of a number of other delegations who had indi-

cated at the meeting of the 16 yesterday their preference for a postponement of the

deadline.
5. There will probably have to be a further meeting of the 16 here early next week.

7. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to United Nations

TELEGRAM 27 . Ottawa, January 15, 1954

CONFTDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington EX-73.

RECONVENING OF THE ASSEMBLY

Following from Holmes, Begins: We have been delaying a decision on the recon-
vening of the Assembly until we have a reply from Delhi to the questions raised in
our telegram No. 12 of January 13, which' has been repeated to you. In the
meantime, for your own information, the Minister thinks that we shall find our-
selves morally committed to accepting the Indian request for an Assembly on Feb-
ruary 9. In view of the fact that we had urged them not to convene the Assembly
before January 22, they would have reason to be aggrieved if we did not support
their calling the meeting after that date. He'does not think therefore that we should
involve ourselves in any collective action by the sixteen and would approve the
negative stand taken by George in Wednesday's meeting.



2. We are of course not very happy about Mrs. Pandit's interpretation of the fail-
ure to reply by the twenty-second and hope to send you shortly our views on the
technical problem of what constitutes a majority. We are not happy either about the
communication from Thimayya to the U.N.C. which, according to this morning's
paper, makes the point that any change in the status of prisoners after their release
by the U.N.C. would be a breach of the armistice. This reply is almost certain to
make the debate in the Assembly more cantankerous and make it more difficult for
us to applaud and approve the Indian performance in the N.N.R.C. We hope that
the nature of this reply among other things will be clarified by further word from
Delhi. In the meantime we would be glad to be kept posted on the changing atti-
tudes of other countries.

3. The following is the text of an answer given yesterday in the House of Com-
mons by the Minister to an inquiry by Mr. Diefenbaker as to the Canadian position
on this subject: -

"No decision has been taken with regard to this matter, but one will naturally be
taken within the next few days. Before reaching a decision we have made some
inquiries of the Indian Government as to what they expect to be on the agenda at
this session of the United Nations assembly that is being called, and we are also
consulting with our friends with respect to this matter. We will be able to make a
decision within a few days."

Le luiut-conunissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50069-A40

SECRET. IMMEDIATE,

Reference: Your telegram No. 12 of January 13, 1954.

KOREA -- DISPOSITION OF PRISONERS

Your telegram was most helpful in the hour's talk which I had with Krishna
Menon this morning at my request. He leaves tomorrow, January 16th, for London,
will be in London for a week beginning January 18th and will arrive in New York
on Januâry 28th for meeting of Trusteeship Council.

2• Thefollowing summarizes his views which he insisted were rsonal:(a)
Date of January 22nd. This date was selected because it is te e days after the

sending out of notice and because it would give member states about 'a fortnight to
get their repreSCntatives to New York following their receipt of call which would
Presumably be sent out January 23rd and January 24th. There was nothing "Machi-
avellian" in the selecdon of this call and there is no, repeat no,date: . , ' "sanctit Y" about
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(b) In no, repeat no, circumstances, unless
âr continue the life of the Commis-

sion

to hold prisoners after January 22nd
sion beyond its prescribed date.

(c) The northern Command may well not, repeat not, accept the return of their
prisoners who have been well behaved and who, Menon seems to assume, will
walk north once they have the opportunity.

(d) The reason it was necessary for Thimayya to inform the Commands that in
India's view it was 'not, repeat not, proper for the Commands to release prisoners
after receiving them from India is that India has the duty so long as it is Chairman
to interpret the Agreement and India is turning the prisoners over to the United
Nations Command, knowing that the United States intention is to release them.

(e) India considers it has done everything it possibly can to accommodate the
wishes of the United Nations Command as far as possible without India itself
declaring the release of prisoners to civilian status.

(f) So far as conflicting views expressed in report of December 28th, India has no,
repeat no, desire to create difficulty in the Assembly. Moreover, the Assembly is
not, repeat not, a judicial body and has no, repeat no, direct knowledge of the facts.

(g) In addition to interim report of December 28th, there will have to be a final
report of the Commission.

(h) As Chairman, India will also have to make an explanation to the Assembly of

its actions.
3. I failed to elicit from Menon any clear indication of what the Indians are going

to ask the Assembly to do and I am almost certain that they have not, repeat not,
made up their minds. He fears that, as on at least two occasions in the past, India
will be asked not, repeat not, to present a resolution which will make the task of its
friends more difficult and will then be faced, without notice, by a resolution drafted
by the United States and approved by 16 countries with forces in Korea. You might
wish to ask Norman Robertson to discuss the matter with him in London. My tenta-
tive feeling is that the best chance of minimizing an acrimonious debate in the
Assembly might be to sound out the Americans immediately with regard to
whether they would be prepared to accept a resolution which would do little more
than "express warm appreciation for the valuable services performed by India and
the Commission" (Paragraph 4 of your telegram). If the Americans were prepared
to accept this, Menon might be sounded out, preferably before he leaves London,
and he might agree to 'recommend this to the Indian Government.'

4. Political Conference. Menon, while convinced of Dean's sincerity when he
went to Korea, is inclined to believe that the United States strung out discussions at
Panmunjom until after the Assembly recessed in order to be able to argue that the
Assembly should not, repeat not, discuss the Political Conference. He is suspicious
that they will resume discussions at Panmunjom and carry them on through the
reconvened meeting of the Assembly for the same purpose., He thinks that the only
way of reaching an agreement on holding of the Political Conference is through
mediation with India. The Assembly might be asked to request India to assist the
two parties in reaching an agreement or alteniativély; the Assembly might pass a
resolution setting forth certain principles on which the conference would be held
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though not, repeat not, being specific about membership and requesting India to,use
this resolution as a basis of discussion with the Chinese. He does not, repeat not,

'think a political conference would reach agreement but he believes as long as it is
meeting the possibility of war would : be reduced. Moreover, it could take over
responsibility from Military Armistice Commission and could set up machinery to
keep the peace pending a formal peace settlement.

5.
Menon as you know is becoming more and more pessimistic about the possibil-

ity of the Allies of the United States such as the United Kingdom and Canada exer-
cising their independence of judgment on matters in which the United States takes
a firm line. He instanced as an example of this what he understands has been the
inactivity of the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and Canada on ques-
tions of United States military aid to Pakistan.3

• DEA/50069-A-40
Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Reference: My telegrams Nos. 35t and 36t of January 18.
Repeat Washington No. 25.

CONFIDENI7AL, IMPORTANT.

RECONVEMNG OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

1. I saw Mr. 'Hammarskjold this morning and discussed with him the Indian
request for the reconvening of the Eighth General Assembly.

2. As a result of consultations with a number of delegations, Mr. H
said that he had on January 15 cabled Mme. Pandit making two Hammarskjold

points. He had first
mcommended that she extend the deadline of January 22 by one week: Secondly,
he reported to her the concern of many delegations (which he told Mme. Pandit he
shared) that silence should be interpreted as implying concurrence, and suggestedto

Mme. Pandit that she might wish to reconsider her position on this point. Mme.
Pandit replied that she accepted the delay of one week. Mme. Pandit said she did
not think that the second point was now of much importance because of the delay
of one week. Though she did not abandon her position, she gave the Secretary-
General discretion to decide whether failure to reply constituted concurrence. The
Secretary-General, exercising the discretion given to him, notified members as
reported ;n our teletype No. 36 that members not replying will not be regarded asconcurcing,

Mr. Hammarskjold said that he considers that 31 member states must
pôsitively indicate concurrence before the General Assembly is reconvened.
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3. The Secretary-General said that only the following countries had formally
agreed to the President's request: The Soviet Bloc (which urged an earlier date than
February 9), Iraq and Liberia. De la Colina of Mexico told the Secretary-General
that he thought that the Latin American Bloc would, generally speaking, follow
Washington's line on the main issue, namely whether or not the General Assembly
should be reconvened.' De la Colina had also said that

11 after Me arch 1 inyordernot
reconvened, the date should be about February 9
to. conflict with the Pan-American Conference scheduled for early March, in

Caracas.
4. As regards the general question of whether or not the General Assembly should

be reconvened, Mr. Hammarskjold's views were along these lines. He had consid-
ered all along that if the Indian Government wished "absolution from the General
Assembly" for the role they had played as Chairman of the Repatriation Commis-
sion, they were entitled to receive it. Mr. Hammarskjold had envisaged a short,
formal meeting of the General Assembly to approve the arrange,ments made by the
Indians for the disposal of. prisoners of war and H^^k'old for the

recent
thankless role which they had undertaken. Mr. J
developments. He thought that Mme. Pandit had unnecessarily irritated some mem-
bers by the terms of her letter requesting concurrence in the reconvening of the
General Assembly and alarmed others by her statement reported in today's Times

to the effect that the problem of Korea was a desperate one that had to be reviewed
by the General Assembly in the context of new developments. (Mr. Hammarskjold
does not relish the prospect of a general debate on Korean matters in the General
Assembly and, in an effort to avoid it, he urges Mr. Arthur Dean to return to Korea
as soon as he possibly can in order to get the talks resumed at Panmunjom.)

5. Mr. Hammarskjold also deplored the statement in General Thimayya's letter to
the effect that the release to civilian status of the prisoners of war by the United
Nations Command would be a violation of the armistice agreement unless (a) the
other side agreed, or (b) there had been a political conference 4 Mr. Hammarskjold
realized that this interpretation, which he, like you, considers was gratuitous advice
on the part of General Thimayya, will provoke an embarrassing and bitter debate in
the Assembly. Notwithstanding the unfortunate recent developments, Mr. Ham-
marskjold considers that on balance it would be in the interests.of the United
Nations for members to agree to the reconvening of the General Assembly.

6. I asked Mr. Hammarskjold if the Legal Department of the Secretariat had given
a legal interpretation of the armistice agreement on the point made by,General
Thimayya. He said they had not and he doubted if he would ask them to do so
because the question was. so charged with political considerations. Mr. Ham-
marskjold pointed out that there ,were at least four interpretations: •

(a) The Indian interpretation as given by General Thimayya;
(b) The Swedish interpretation to the effect that the' Repatriation Commission

'should itself release the prisoners of war to civilian status and leave them free to 90
wherever they like;

4 Voir New York Times, le 15 janvier 1954./See New York T'imes, January 15. 1954.



(c) The Swiss interpretation which would have blurred the issue by simply provid-
ing that the Repatriation Commission should permit the prisoners of war to go
where they liked on January 22; and
(d) The United States interpretation.

Mr. Hammarskjold said that in discussing the matter with his associates in the
Secretariat, he had reached the conclusion that what he called the Swiss interpreta-
tion was perhaps the best way out. Mr. Hammarskjold thinks that General
Thimayya personally agreed with the Swiss view, but under instructions from New
Delhi had given a new interpretation which Mr. Hammarskjold had never heard of
before reading General Thimayya's letter of January 14.

7. I told Mr. Hammarskjold that I was not yet in a position to give our reply to the
President's request for concurrence in the reconvening of the General Assembly. I
added that before the publication of General Thimayya's letter of January 14 you
had been inclined to agree with the Indian request, but that now you were not sure
that the advantages of holding a General Assembly might not be outweighed by the
disadvantages. You were reconsidering the matter and we would, I said, let him
have our views in due course.

DEA/50069-A40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

Ottawa, January 20, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Penndel No. 36; Washington EX-96; London No. 65.

KOREA -- RECONVENING OP GENERAL ASSEMBLY

As you know we have all along recognized and respected the Indian desire to
m*e a report to the General Assembly on its handling of the non-repatriate prison-
ers of war. We expected that that report would be one which would have the sup-
port of the majority of members of the United Nations. We had understood that the
Indians .wished the Assembly to share the responsibility for taking a decision to
release the prisoners of war to civilian status on January 23 against the views of the
Communists.

2. India has come to conclusions about the interpretation of the Armistice Agree-
ment regarding the right of the non-repatriate P.O.W.'s to be released to civilian
status on January 23 which differ from those which we anticipated in approving the
idea of reconvening the General Assembly.

3 ."
ebelieve that this Indian interpretation will not be accepted b y the great

:^ ntÿ of the United Nations members. It certainly is not accepted by us as it
would make meaningless the United Nations resolution dealing with this problem
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and which, as Menon must know, was accepted by the Americans only on the dis-
tinct and explicit understanding that there would be a cut-off date for prisoners of

war.
4. The statement in General Thimayya's letter of January 14 to the U.N. Com-

mand that he will regard any unilateral action on the part of either Command to
release the prisoners of war to civilian status on January 23 as not in conformity
with the Armistice Agreement appears unnecessary. We can understand the Indians
wanting to make some sort of statement to make clear the basis on which they were
releasing the prisoners to the custody of the Commands but it seems to us unfortu-
nate that they should have projected their judgment on anticipated actions of the
U.N. Command. The manner in which they have done this combined with their
request for a reconvening of the Assembly opens up the prospect of an angry public
postmortem on the disposition of prisoners. Such a meeting could widen, the
unhappy breach between the Americans and the Indians and prove particularly
embarrassing to members of the Commonwealth.

5. We are informed that the U.N. Command will make a report on the P.O.W.
situation and we think that the Indians should know that we will support the U.N.C.
action in releasing the P.O.W.'s to civilian status on January 23 as entirely consis-
tent with the U.N. General Assembly Resolution on this subject.

6. We don't know whether the Indians will seek to justify, in detail, before the
General Assembly their handling of P.O.W's although we are told that the Indian
Government's letter to Madame Pandit suggests this possibility and we would be
glad to have further information on this subject. The publication of the U.N.C.
report may further strengthen the Indian intention to make a full explanation of
their position. We anticipate that the Soviet, Polish and Czech delegates will seek to
exploit the Indian views to the limit.

7. In these circumstances we anticipate a difficult session, if one is convened, in
which many of India's friends will be bound to state publicly that they disagree
with India's interpretation of the Armistice Agreement regarding release of
P.O.W's. They will also be bound to support the U.N.C. position in releasing the
P.O.W's. While we will do our best to ensure that the Assembly recognizes the
services rendered by India in this difficult undertaking we are depressed by the
prospect of these public differences with India at this time and are beginning to
wonder whether the convening of the resumed session now will do more harm than
good.

8. The prisoner of war question held up the conclusion of an armistice for 18
months. It was our clear understanding that the formula worked out in the General
Assembly in December, 1952 on Indian initiative and later incorporated in the
Armistice Agreement, provided for the automatic release of prisoners after a cer-
tain fixed period. We consider that this P.O.W. question must be got out of the way
in a practical manner before progress can be made toward a political settlement. We
would have thought that the Indians in their desire to facilitate and play a helpful
part in the political conference would have been more conscious of this. aspect.
While the Indians may have been dissatisfied with some of the conditions under
which the N.N.R.C. was expected to'perform its functions we` are surprised that
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they should, in the light of all the circumstances, wish to make a public issue of this
matter and thus, as it seems to us, make it more difficult to get on with tackling the
political problems of the Korean settlement. If Menon's views about an increased
mediating role for India in the political settlement conveyed in your telegram No.
19 of January 15 are shared by the Government of India, surely they should realize
that in pressing publicly these differences over handling the prisoners of war they
are bound to make it much more difficult to secure approval from the ROK Gov-
ernment and broad sections of United States opinion for Indian participation in the
Political Conference.

9. 1 should be grateful if you would convey the above intimation of preliminary
Canadian views to the Indian authorities and let me have a report by telegram.

10. For your own information I am inclined to think that if the Indians persist in
wishing for a meeting of the Assembly, in spite of the differencÇs that will be made
public there, an argument can be made that we should agree to the request because
the denial of a hearing would be adversely exploited by Communist propagandists
in Asia. They have, however, in recent statements from General Thimayya and in
New Delhi made such agreement more difficult. I would be glad to have yourcomment.

DEA/50069-A40
Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 50
New York, January 21, 1954

CONFIDENTTqi„ IMPORTANT:

Repeat Washington No. 33.

I

1• Cook of the United States delegation, on instruc
LAM.

tions, telFe h ned morn-ing to give the considered United States views on the Indiantelephoned
for thesrec n-vening of the General Assembly.

2.
The United States Government sees no point, Cook said, in reconvening theGeneral Assembly at the present time. Hence, the United States, havin g by letterdated January 15 already replied to the President's communication, do not intendsend any, further communication. to

3• The United States has considered the two main reasons why the
ment wish the Assembly to reconvene (namely the reports of the NNRC and the
deadlock in arranging for the political conference) and have come to the concl '
that on neither ground is the reconvening of the General Assembl 'ustif us^on
4.

As regards the NNRC, whatever the conilictin views a yj^.
the Prisoners of war may be, the fact of the matter^s, Cook said, hatdth^sition of

prisoners

KOREA - RECONVEMNG OF GEN
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have now been released by the Indians and will in a day h So ^n solved civil-

iansians by the United Nations Command. Thus the prob
debate on the activities of the NNRC in the General Assembly would be academic,
fruitless and give rise to bitter recriminations.

5.
As regards the political conference, the United States view is that the differ-

ences between the two sides are more likely to ^é act itself'. If the Communists
them than""if the General Assembly gets into
considered that the General Assembly was about to reconvene, they

whole ob
vi-

ouslyously refrain from negotiations in the hope, Cook said, of throwing the
back into the Assembly where India would no doubt come up with proposals whichGeneral
might result in splitting the 16 "which we want to avoid at all wsentation of
Assembly session would also create difficulties with regard P

Chinese Communists and North Koreans.
ared to agree to the6. For all these reasons the United States is not now prepared

resumption of .the General Assembly or to set any date for
nec-had said it was nec-7. Cook referred to press reports yesterday that Mme. Pandit

essary for the General Assembly to decide the fate of the prisoners of war who
wished to go to neutral countries. Cook pointed out that under the armistice agree-
ment the NNRC and the Indian Red Cross are the authorities charged with assisting
those who wish to go to neutral countries.

8. Cook said that the United States would be most grateful to receive the views of

the Canadian Government.

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States ,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEt.EGRANt WA-125
Washington, January 22, 1954

- SECRET

Reference: EX-115 of January 21.

KOREA - RECONVENING OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

This afternoon we conveyed your views'on reconvening the Assembly (as given
in EX-96) to Ward Allen of the State Department, who received them with gratiG-
cation. Allen expounded the present U.S: attitude along the lines given by Cook of
the United States delegation to our delegation in New York (ref-message 50 front
Permdel). Allen said that the .United States would not now be prepared to agree
either that the Assembly should be resumed or that a date should be set for resumP"
tion. He added that the State Department believe that all should keep an open mind
on the question and avoid making any commitment until there is a clear proSPeCt

Repeat Permdel No. 20.
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that concrete - improvement in the Korean situation through General Assemblyaction seems likely. He said he understood that the matter was likely to be dis-cussed by the Foreign Ministers in Berlin.

13.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 83 London, January 23, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 65 of January 20.

KOREA - RECONVENING OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

1. [Charles] Ritchie and I saw Krishna Menon this morning. I showed him your
telegram under reference. He observed that this was a politer and less reproachful
message than those which were pouring in on them from the Chinese. He then
Ptoceeded to justify in detail everything that General Thimayya had done and said.
It was altogether a pretty unprofitable half hour. He had to leave to catch Selwyn
Lloyd at the station, whence Lloyd was leaving for his constituency, but is coming
back to see me this afternoon when time will be no object.

2. We were both disturbed by his readiness to put the worst construction on
everything the Americans had done or left undone, and really worried about how
things may go in an Assembly at which he was leading the Indian delegation.
3. I did not get the impression that the Indians had any second thoughts about the

desirability of summoning the Assembly. He thought it quite possible that there
would be. no meeting of the Assembly, but if so this would be the result of an
adverse American decision supported by their thirty-one faithful voters.
4. The practical pragmatic argument against an Assembly was very wéll put in

Your message to New Delhi and your fears, I think, are confirmed by our conversa-
tion with Menon. Nevertheless, I myself am inclined to think on balance that the
least objectionable course would be, for the reasons which are pretty well stated in
the United Kingdom telegram to Washington which has been repeated to you
through Earnscliffe (Y. No. 21 of January 22),t to try to persuade the Americans to
agree to summoning the Assembly for February 16.

5. Selwyn Lloyd, whom I saw yesterday, thought your message to New Delhi a
ver y, constructive and helpful one. He was anxious to learn what the Indian
1eSponse to it had been, but said that the Foreign Secretary and himself still held
stronglyyto the judgment which they had put up to Washington before knowing of
y0111 7, to New Delhi.

6•rButterworth, who is in charge of the American Embassy here told me that
Lloyd had spoken to him in the sense of the telegram to Washington, in the hope
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that the State Department, in transmitting the British message to Dulles in Berlin,

would recommend support for these conclusions.

DEA/50069-A-40

1

,,

Ii

14.

TELEGRAM 41

KOREAN CONFIIGT

• Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India "
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

New Delhi, January 24, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 27 of January 21 st.

KOREA - RECONVENING OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Your telegram received January 22nd. I saw Secretary-General at noon January
23rd and conveyed recent Canadian views to him orally. He will transmit
the Prime Minister when he returns to Delhi on Monday January 25th.

2. The following summarizes the views expressed by the Secretary-General:
(a) 'Explanation of Indian action in interpreting armistice 'agreement in

Thimayya's letter. That section of the letter had been drafted in a' hurry in New
Delhi. Moreover, apparently Chinese had, in substance, accused the Indians of act-
ing in collusion with the United Nations Command in transferring prisoners and it
was considered necessary to go some way to rebut this charge. Indian interpretation
reflects in large measure the views which the Prime

No. 1273 of December 30th,in public recently (see for example my despatch
1953).
(b) In spite of the kind considerations set forth in your telegram it is almost cer-

tain the Prime Minister would not, repeat not, agree to withdraw Indian request for
a reconvening of the General Assembly.

(c) On the basis of latest information which he has received, the Secretary-Gen-
eral assumes the meeting will be held on 9th February or possibly 16th Febcuary•

(d) It is impossible to say now what line Menon will take in the Assembly, but
Menon's own inclination may well be to give a detailed justification of:what India

has done.
3. During course of discussions, Pillai expressed, in greatest confidence, the fol-

lowing personal views. The only person who could exercise effective control over
Menon would be the Prime Minister of India himself.Thcrefore once it becomes
clear that a meeting of the Assembly is to take place you might wish to instruct me
to see the Prime Minister and to put before him your views on steps which Indian
representative at General Assembly might usefully take to reduce to a minimum the
kind of unfortunate and even dangerous consequences of a debate in the AssemblY
which you suggest in your` telegram might occur. The Prime Minister has a verY
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high respect for your judgment and my conversation with him might result in a
firm telegram from him to Menon.

4. Reference para 10 of your telegram. I am inclined to believe that if, as is highly
probable, Indians will not, repeat not, withdraw their request for a meeting of the
Assembly, the lesser evil might be to agree to their request. I assume you would, in
any event, not repeat not, wish to adopt a more unyielding position on this than
such country as the United Kingdom.

15.
DEA/50069-A40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States •

1AEGRAM EX-142

SECRET: IMMEDIATE.'

Reference: Your WA-125 of January 22.
Repeat Permdel No. 52; London No. 100.

Ottawa, January 26, 1954

KOREA - RECONVENING GENERAL ASSEMBLY

I think we should indicate to the State Department that the Canadian Govern-
ment is now disposed to agree to an early meeting of the General Assembly. We
still have doubts as to what would be accomplished during an Assembly but there
are other considerations which have led us to this conclusion - in addition to the
consideration contained in telegram 349 of January 21t from the Foreign Office.

2. Reconvening the Session would provide an opportunity for the Assembly to
endorse the U.N.C. release of prisoners. Such endorsement would exert a useful
influence on public opinion in Asia. On the other hand, the use of the -voting
strength of Latin American States to prevent reconvening and hence to deny the
Indians a hearing, might be misinterpreted in the African and Asian world, and add
unnecessarily to the sense of frustration which perhaps arose at the reconvened
Seventh Session through the debate on Indian participation in the Political
Conference.

3•:More important for us is the fact that Canada was one of the countries which
urged Iridia to take over the chairmanship of the N.N.R.C. Also, in working for a
compromise between the U.S. and Indian view last autumn, Canada, like the U.K.,
incumed a certain obligation not to stand in the way of the Indians reporting to the
Assemblÿ early in the New Year on their conduct of N.N.R.C. duties. The Indians
now want a hearing and we feel that we must give it to them, even though we could
have, wished that they had postponed their request for a few weeks.

4• The report of the N.N.R.C. will probably contain material both pleasing and
diSpl^ing to the Communists: However, in their handling of the prisoner problem
they did enable the U.N.C., to release the prisoners. In Assembly debate it should be
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possible for delegates of the 16 to emphasize those aspects of the conduct of the
N.N.R.C. and the Indians which have been consistent with U.N.C., views. Those
aspects of such conduct which have been inconsistent with these views need not
prevent these delegates from supporting a resolution expressing appreciation for
services performed by the Commission and India. A resolution of this nature may

be acceptable to India.
5. Concerning possible Assembly discussion of the Geneva Conference on Korea,

we do not attach too much importance to the dangers of possible Indian interven-

tion.
The only type of resolution which might commend itself to the Assembly

would be a harmless one calling on both sides to get on, with the conference.

6. While we think February 9 would be satisfactory as ^at isdate,
al1India.

accept the United Kingdom proposal for February 16 if
greeable to

7. Please let the State Department know our views as outlined
New Yorkt

above.
inform other

8. We propose to request our Permanent Delegate in
members of the group of 16 of these views.
(Communications: The following to be repeated to London only.) ,

this sub-ject Please let the appropriate U.K. authorities know how our thinking on

ject now stands.

16.
DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External. Affairs

SECxM
[Ottawa],' January 27, 1954

KOREA - RECONVENING OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY -

A. Situation at Present

1. After you had decided that Canada should concur in the Indian proposal that the
Assembly be reconvened, Mr. Johnson received a report through the British that,
according to the private speculations of Secretary-General Pillai, Mr. Nehru and
Madame Pandit as a result of warnings of difficulties foreseen by friendly govern-
ments, including Canada, might "reconcile themselves to doing without an Assem-
bly meeting altogether". Also, the State Department, when informed of our views,
asked if we would delay the implementation of our decision for a day or two until
the three Western Foreign Ministers had concluded discussions they were having
on this subject in Berlin. On January 27 we informed Mr. Reid in New Delhi that
for these reasons, we were delaying our concurrence in the Indian request but that
we intended to go ahead with it on Thùrsday, January 28, if there was no new
development on the Indian side.

2. I attach a copy of telegram No. 47 of January 27t from'New' Delhi in 26 ibÿ
Mr. Reid reports that according to information supplied to, him on January
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Secretary-General Pillai, Mr. Nehru was not withdrawing the Indian request for the
reconvening of the Assembly. However, Mr. Pillai's impression was that the Indian
authorities were getting reconciled to the fact that the Assembly would not be
meeting at this time. This information from Mr. Reid throws a rather different light
on the report we received through the British, which had not indicated that Mr.
Nehru would not withdraw the Indian request.

3. I also attach a copy of teletype No. 103 of January 27t from our High Commis-
sioner in London, which explains that as a result of consultations between Mr. Dul-
les and Mr. Eden in Berlin, the United Kingdom has reached a'firm decision to
reply formally on January 28 that it does not consider it desirable for the Assembly
to meet on February 9 because of "current developments".

B. Evaluation of Reasons Given by the British for 7heir Decision

4. The Western Foreign Ministers have indicated their opposition to any discus-
sion in Berlin of Far Eastern problems. Their opposition might be more defensible
if they could refer to the Korean problem as one with which the United Nations has
long been seized - witness the Indian desire to report to the General Assembly on
their activities with regard to unrepatriable prisoners of war.

5: Prospects for agreement being reached on a Five-Power Conference seem very
slim. Nevertheless, as reported in London teletype No. 107 of January 27, a copy of
,which is attached, the main reason given by Mr. Lloyd for the British having
reached their new position is their decision to support the idea of a Five-Power
Conference with its agenda confined to Far Eastern questions, of which ; Korea
would be the first item to be discussed. They have no commitment from the United
States in support of a Five-Power Conference but, while they are exploring the
implications and possibilities of this altered approach, they think it prèmature for
the Assembly to convene.
6. You will recall exploring the possibility of a similar conference being convened

concerning Korea on the understanding that the initiative should come from the
lesser members of the group of 16, who would waive their rights to attend the con-
ference under the relevant Assembly resolution. The new British attitude entails
taking the Korean issue out of its United Nations context to which Canâda has
consistently attâched importance; the abandonment of a Geneva Conference on
Korea in the form envisaged by the General Assembly; and the shelving of India as
a possible member of that Conference. It would seem that the implications and
Possibilities of the altered British approach will require much time to explore.
Therefore, it is difficult to see that an Assembly, reconvening on February 9 and
Probably lasting no more than two weeks, could seriously complicate the self-

of the United Kingdom. The British had decided not to oppose the
,Indian proposal but this was before Mr. Eden had talked with Mr. Dulles. Undoubt-
^1Y the Cabinet decision concerning the Five-Power Conference was also in the
^ng before the two Foreign Ministers consulted. Possibly it stemmed from a
desire to find a formula which would assist France to be extricated from its difiicul-
ues in Indochina. It is, therefore, difficult to escape the conclusion that the role of
Mr. Dulles in the British volte face was large. In this connection you might wish to
look back at CRO telegram Y No. 21 of January 22 a copy of which is attached, in
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which British moral arguments for not opposing an early meeting of the Assembly

are outlined.
7. It is also interesting to note that the State Department reaction to the Canadian

disposition to accept the Indian proposal as reported in Washington teletype WA-

162 of January 27, `a copy of which is attached, covers Johnson that omet agree-
ment Department representative who s h ge best

^ch^ as a result of consultations
ment in the matter of reconvening mig
among Messrs. Dulles, Eden and Bidault in Berlin.

C. Conclusions
8. The British reversal of decision will probably result in the Indians not getting

the necessary majority for their proposal. The question then arises as to.whether
your decision concerning the reconvened Session should now be implemented. We
-think it should because, having warned the Indians of the difficulties which might
be expected to confront them in a reconvened session, we still have some obliga-
tion to do our part towards giving them a hearing; because the impact on Indian and
'Asian opinion would be good; and because the arguments advanced by both the
U.K. and the U.S. in favour of a contrary course do not, in our opinion, stand up.

9. If you agree, you might wish to consider the despatch of the attached draft
teletypet to our Permanent Representative in New York (repeated to London, New
Delhi and Washington) requesting him to inform the U.N. Secretary-General on
Thursday, January 28, that we agree with the proposal made by the President con-

cerning reconvening of the Assembly.
R.A. M[ACKAYI

,

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 11

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in' United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Afffairs :

TELEGRAM 107

they are explonng t e^mp ^ca i po
United Kingdom concluded that it would be prematnre' to have the Assembly

Eastern questions, o w c
theh l t'ons and ssibilities of this altcrcd approach,

net to support the ea o a i
f hi h Korea would be the first item to be discussed. While

telegram un et te ere .
h'd f F've-Power conference with its agenda confned to Far

1^ng om s ng
amplifies and explains their reasons for the reversal of position reported in our

A f nce The Forei n Secretary has been authorized by the Cabi-

1. Selwyn Lloy as as e m
d'' ht-about-face on the questi n of calling a General Assembly, which

d h k d e to conve to ou at once his gloss on the United

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 103 of January 27.

KOREA - RECONVFSIING OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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reconvened on February 9 to discuss Korean questions. I asked Lloyd if they had
secured any commitment from the Americans that they would entertain the idea of
a Five-Power Far Eastern conference in return for the United Kingdom abandoning
its argument for an early meeting of the Assembly. He said he did not think they
had attempted to do so.

2. He insisted that this new political consideration had determined the United
Kingdom's position on the expediency of reconvening the Assembly, and that for
his part he did not attach comparable importance to the other points mentioned in
the Foreign Office explanation reported in our telegram under reference.

(rIkE touNrE 2iEivcLOSuRE 2j

L'ambassadeur aux. États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires. extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-162 Washington, January 27, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE,

ment would consider the delaying of a formal answer on the meeting of the
Assembly pending Communist reaction to Dean's proposed reply. We made no
comment on this suggestion. It was recognized, however, that receipt of the Com-
munist response by the deadline of January 29 was improbable.

4• We are sending a full report of the meeting by teletype tomorrow morning.• ,^,}.

F y o e recent Communist
letter about resumption of the Panmunjom talks by making clear his willingness to
renew discussions and making the assumption that satisfactory arrangement for the
clearing of the record was implicit in the Communist letter.

2. There was general support for the United States argument against an Assembly
in the near future. We summarized the present Canadian view as given in EX-142
of January 26. We were alone in voicing these views and the Americans expressed
some regret at the inability of the sixteen to reach unanimity on this point.
1 Dean threw out the suggestion, without pressing it, that perhaps the Canadian

Govern

Repeat Permdel No. 30; London No. 11.

KOREA - RECONVEMNG OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
(State Department Meeting of January 27).
It was agreed at the meeting that Dean should re 1 t th
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DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum front Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET
[Ottawa], January 29, 1954

KOREA - RECONVENING THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Since we discussed this subject this morning, there have been three new devel-
opments which you may wish to consider.

(1) Telegram No. 56 of January 29t from New Delhi confirms our previous
impression that Mr. Nehru would not be unduly disappointed if the Assembly is not

reconvened;
(2) Mr. Menon, whom Mr. Johnson encountered last evening, expressed bitter

views about our attitude and implied that the Indians would be very unhappily
âffected by the vote against them.

(3) The Swedes have decided to concur in the holding of the Assembly.
The difference between Menon's and Pillai's interpretation of the Indian attitude

is probably due to a large extent to differences in their outlooks and temperaments.
It is possible, however, that we may have read Mr. Reid's telegrams out of context.
The last word he had from us indicated that we would concur in reconvening unless
we had an indication that the Indians were changing their position. It is possible
that, in his telegrams reporting Pillai's and Mr. Nehru's attitude, he has assumed
that our decision to concur has been taken. There might well be j, a difference
between the Indians reconciling themselves to a total negative vote,which appears
inevitable and their accepting with equanimity a Canadian vote in the negative.

= J.W. H[OLMES]
for R.A. M[acKay]

18. DEA150069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner. in India,

TELEGRAM 45 New Delhi, January 29, 1954

CONFmENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington EX-179; London No. 131; Permdel No. 72.
Please deliver following message'to Mr. Nehru from Mr. St-Laurent:

. Quote. I am anxious that you should understand fully why we have today after
very serious consideration and with much - reluctance informed the Secretary-
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General that we thought a session of the United Nations, General Assembly would
not be advisable at this time but might be considered at a later date.

2•
We have been most anxious to meet your wishes in this matter because we

sympathize entirely with your desire to report to the Assembly on the discharge of
the difficult and thankless responsibilities which Indians have fulfilled so ably in
the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and in the Custodial Force. Your
willingness, furthermore, to forego a reconvening of the Assembly early in January
when we were discussing this matter before the Assembly, completed its sessions in
December has also, I recognize, placed an obligation upon us to accept your request
for a date after January 22. We should have had no hesitation in accepting your
request if it had not been for our growing fear that, for many reasons of which you
are aware, a meeting of the Assembly at this time might serve to aggravate differ-
ences and to complicate the process of negotiations at Panmunjom rather than to
promote harmonious solutions. It was for this reason that I askéd our High Com-
missioner in New Delhi to explain to you frankly our doubts on this subject.
3. In the last few days there have been proposals at the Berlin Conference for

discussions on Asian subjects, which may or may not prove acceptable, but which
we think had perhaps better be explored before an Assembly session is reconvened.

have, as you know, also been indications that the discussions at
might be resumed. It is true that none of these general matters need be discussed in
the Assembly, which could have been limited to a discussion of the work of the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, but we have been very doubtful and I
think you yourself have recognized that a limited agenda of this kind would be very
difficult to maintain.

4• It was with these many considerations in mind and in the belief that you would
not misunderstand our motives that we have finally given our repl to the Secr
^y-General. I am very much looking forward to an o y e
coming visit to India to talk with you further on this subj

ctnlUnquote.
my forth-

5. For your own information we were prepared to concur in the Indian
uest foan Assembly if the Indians had pushed us harder.

req
r

and those received by the British indicating that the ndians them elve,sges, however,
werestnongly attached to the holding of an Assembly as we had reviousl benot as

determined our final stand. Ends, p y heved,
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2e PARTIE/PART 2

NFÉRENCE À GENÈVE SUR LA CORÉE, 26 AVRIL - 15 JUIN 1954
LA COGENEVA CONFERENCE ON KOREA, APRIL 26 - JUNE 15,19 54

,.. .
DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion hebdomadaire des directions

Extract from Weekly Divisional Notes

Ottawa, February 22, 1954

THE UNITED NATIONS

1. KOREA - POLTTICAL CONFERENCE

Far Eastern Division: On February 18 at the conclusion
of United and lthe

in,
the Foreign Ministers of the United States, France, the

Kingdom
conference

Soviet Union announced in a communiqué that they had agreedwgr that ^d the other
of representatives of the Big Four, the Peking regime,
countries the armed forces of which participated in the Korean co nflict

settlement
desired to attend should meet in Geneva on Apnl 26 to reacha p
of the Korean question. They also agreed that the conference should discuss the
problem of Indo-China, on which occasion in addition to representatives of the Big
Four and of the Peking regime, other interested states would bé invited.

On February 19 representatives of the 16 United Nations Governments con-
cerned in Korea and of the Republic of Korea met in Washington to discuss this

Berlin agreement. They raised no objection to the State Department view that in the
present circumstances no action should be taken to reply to the Communist letter of
7anuary 26 demanding the return to Panmun,lom !of U.S. Emissary Dean to resume
the talks preliminary to the Political Conference. •

agreement constitutedAt the Washington meeting Mr. Dean said that the Berl in ,

to a considérable degree acceptance of the major U.N. aims at Panmun^om. He
pointed out that under the agreement the Soviet.Umon would be' a full participant
in the Conference and thus obligated t'y its decisions. Moreover, the, form of Soviet

attendance meant that the difficult question of the participation and designation of

neutrals would not now arise.
of the State DepartmentConcerning procedures for the

^on nt a la ec^ttimeyMr. Dean said that Mr.said that this would require consul
Eden had expressed the opinion in Berlin that there would be no need for further

talks with the Communists and that the Conference itself should deal
preliminary
with procedural matters. Our Ambassador in Washington. spealung pecsonallY,

expressed the view that questions of facilities and expense were of secondary

importance at this time and that the principal cause for satisfaction about the Berlin
• dagreement was that it was witlun the framework of U.N. ecsons.



Mr. Scott has reported from Seoul that, according to the U.S. Ambassador there,
President Rhee, while disappointed at the Berlin agreement, will probably not boy-
cott the Conference.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET
[Ottawa], February 25, 1954

...

. GENEVA CONFERENCE; CANADIAN PARTICIPATION
42. The Secretary of State for External Affairs reported that an invitation had been

received for Canadian participation in the conference in Geneva on April 26th,
being arranged by the United States, the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R. and France,
and to include the Chinese People's Republic. It seemed desirable that the smaller
powers should not participate in the conference until towards its conclusion, but, if
other middle powers were determined to participate, probably Canada would be
obliged to do so.
43. The Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs, and

agreed that Canadian participation in the Geneva Conference be left to the discre-
tion of the Secretary of State for External Affairs, after consultation with other
potential participants apart from the rive major powers concerned s

DEA/50069-A40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissariat au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commission in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 377
Ottawa, March 30, 1954

SECRET

Repeat Washington EX-487; Paris No. 131.

KOREA - POLITICAL CONFERENCE

We are a little worried that the United States, the United Kingdom and France
^ft have in mind partially insulating lesser United Nations participants from

erence proceedings through some form of steering committee which would go
; rat,

ss
Canada a accepté officiellement l'invitation des États-Unis de '

kLe 2^ 19S4
the Gene a ConferenceI On March 3 1 954

Jranada fonmally accepted the American invitation
participer

^ ^^ .
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far towards permitting these , three powers to speak for our side as a whole. Such
qualms stem from the following considerations:

(a) The Geneva Conference itself will come to pass because the United States, the
United Kingdom and France reached a preliminary agreement concerning it at Ber-
lin and then sold the idea to the Soviet Union;

(b) There are indications that the United States, the United Kingdom and France
have, since the Bermuda Conference,6 been exchanging ideas concerning Korea
and that of late these ideas have concerned procedural and substantive matters to be
considered at Geneva.

(c) Since the concept of Communist China as the "Big Fifth" is anathema to the
United States, the latter might be tempted to lay particular stress on the importance
of the Big Four set-up and on our side, the Big Three;

(d) Since both Korea and Indochina will be discussed at Geneva and since on our
side only the Big Three are likely to participate in discussions on both subjects, the
idea of a steering committee composed of the Big Three may be advocated in the
interests of procedural efficiency. This idea would probably have an appeal for the
French since they are strongly conscious of the inter-relationship of the Korean and
Indochinese problems.

2. We are aware that it would be preferable if the United Nations side at Geneva
could speak if not with one voice at least harmoniously on Korea and are satisfied
that the desired result could be suitably achieved through adequate consultation. We
have long recognized the special position of the United States and, of course, of
South Korea vis-à-vis the Korean problem, but such recognition does not entail our
acceptance of any first- and second-class arrangements for United Nations mem-
bers at the Geneva Conference. On the United Nations side the history of the
Korean problem contains no special mention of a "big power" approach to it. For
such approach to be developed now would increase the likelihood of friction
among the countries on our side, most of which contributed forces as responsible
United Nations members, not on the basis of their obligations as great or small
powers. Nothing in the above comments should be interpreted as hostile criticism
of the inviting powers making preliminary arrangements for the Conference. No
other course is feasible.

3. It would of course be a rather delicate•matter to raise this issue directly with the
Foreign Office, but we would like to be re-assured that there is no such move on
foot. I suggest you might approach the matter indirectly by enquiring at a fairly
high level about how the United Kingdom authorities anticipate that the conference
will be organized. You might suggest that since we have no direct interest in Indo-
china we do not expect to take an active part in this phase of the conference. On the
other hand, as one of the major contributors to the United Nations effort in Korea

^ ^..
. ,._. . . . . ,' ^ , ,

;,,6 Eisenhower, Churchill et Laniel se sont réunis aux Bermudes le 8 décembre 1953 pour traiter différ-

entes questions ayant trait à l'OTAN, ainsi que la situation en Extréme-Orient. Pour le texte du com-

muniqué final, voir./
Eisenhower, Churchill and Laniel met in Bermuda on December 8, 1953 to discuss various NATO

mauers as well as the situation in the Far East. For the teat of the final communiqué, sec:
Documents on International Affairs 1953, London: Royal Institute of International Affairs, Oxford

University Press, 1956, pp. 110-11.
1



we would expect to take an active part in the sessions on Korea, and although not
one of the inviting powers we would expect to participate on an equal basis with
any other members of the conference. The main point is to make clear to the United
Kingdom authorities that we would not be content with a second-class position, as
would in fact be the case if anything like a steering committee of the Big Four were
set up which would in fact operate as the effective conference. Ends.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50069-A40

TELEGRAM 341 -
London, April 1, 1954

KOREA - POLiT1CAL CONFERENCE

I. I think your misgivings about the way in which the proceedings of the Korean
conference may work out may prove to be pretty well grounded. It is likely to take
some contrivance and goodwill on the part of our friends to prevent the conference
organizing itself into inner and outer circles. In the circumstances I thought it
would be;just as well to tell Lord Reading, the Minister of State who will be Eden's
second and successor at the Geneva conference, just what we were worried about
so that the point could be kept consciously in mind in any pre-conference discus-
sion of arrangements there may be between the United Kingdom and the inviting
Powers. Reading took the point quickly enough, but did not come up with any pro-
cedural suggestions that might help to meet it. He said they were a little behind-
hand in their preparations for the conference and he had not yet had an opportunity
of talking over such problems with Eden, but would see that the point I made was
kept in mind.

2.
One procedural point that seems to me to have a bearing on our problem is

whether the conference will usually meet in open or closed session. The further one
Yields to the demand for open sessions the stronger will be the pressure for trans-
acting the real business of the conference in bureaux or steering committees. Read-
ing said that the United Kingdom would very much prefer closed sessions, and I
should think it would be in our interest to support this
mentioned that applications for accommodation oin Genevat from inews aallryme1e
already totalled 1,500.) P Pe n

3• Another complication which will have to be taken into ac

n
tralian'delegation

will 'âlso be headed by its Foreign Minister, who I abel é euis
Planning to fly back from Geneva to take part in the final stages of a general elec-
tion- On past form the Australians can be expected to push very hard for member-
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ship of any steering committee that may be set up. All ^nings
d n n message com-com-

me that the best chance of preventing the situation ou your

ing to pass is to try to get the idea put about and accepted in advance of the confer-the
ence that its business sessions must be secret; secondly, to NA,I,O M pnisterial
technique which I am told worked very successfully at the las

Meeting of creating a de facto steering committee strictly limited to the heads of

delegations.
DEA/50069-A40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-528
Ottawa, April 2, 1954

SECREf. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No. 398; Paris No. 146.

GENEVA CONFERENCE - DISCUSSIONS ON KOREA

Following from the Acting Under-Secretary,' Begins: I understand that the United
States is now prepared to begin preliminary discussions concerning the Geneva

Conference, and that you will be seeing State Departmeadvance firm Canadian
future for this purpose. At this stage we do not
views. We have, however, set forth a number of talking points below with some
indication of our thinking at the official level, which we hope you will find useful
in eliciting State Department views on a number of subjects, and which may sug-
gest to them some further avenues of exploration.

Objectives
, 2. There would appear to be general agreement on two basic objectives for the

Geneva Conference. All parties on our side (with the exception of South Korea)

agree that as a minimum we should ensure that the armistice is continued; at the
same time we all agreed that the ultimate objective is the establishment of a uniGed,
independent and democratic Korea in accordance with Unitëd Nations resolutions

on the subject, and that negotiations should be directed towards the eventual
achievement of this goal. Between the minimum acceptable and the final objective

is the area for manoeuvre at Geneva.:

,3. The first stage of negotiations will presumably revolve around, the ultimate

objectives of unification and the withdrawal of foreign troops. In th^s connection
we are pleased to note that State Department thinking at the. "working level" is in

ed tri d draft lan for tlié unification of Korea.general agreement with the Un^t ng om p
We are, of course, in full accord with the view that if elections and the establish-
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ment of an all-Korean government is agreed, that this should precede the with-
drawal of foreign troops and that a unified Korea should be free to maintain such
international security and economic relations consistent with the United Nations
charter as it may find appropriate. Accordingly, we would not support any scheme
for an "imposed neutralization" of Korea.
4.

As the prospects of reaching agreement with the Communists for an over-all
plan for the unification of Korea seem poor, we agree with the United Kingdom
that it will be most desirable to explore some alternatives so that some agreements
of a more limited character can be reached. A complete breakdown of the confer-
ence might thus be avoided, and the way might be left open for further negotiations
at a later date. We are not convinced, however, that it would be a good idea at this
stage to work out a detailed overall modus vivendi which would be advanced as a
comprehensive second stage plan if and when deadlock is reached on discussions
concerning unification procedures. Such an approach would almost certainly be
regarded by' the South Koreans as a betrayal of their cause, and would doubtless
provoke strong criticism from other quarters. It might also enable the Chinese
Communists to declare that peace, rather than just an armistice, had been estab-
lished in Korea while holding firmly onto North Korea. During the discussions on
unification, however, it might be possible to form a fairly accurate assessment of
the sort of concessions which the Communists would be prepared to make. With
this knowledge, and a flexible approach, it might be

work out in piece-piece-meal fashion agreements on a number of points whichs would:
(a) ensure the continuance of the armistice;

(b) provide a basis for future resumption of negotiations;
(c) continue United Nations interest in the Korean problem;

(d) ease North-South relations in Korea wherever practical; and yet not give the
appearance of accepting a half-settlement as good enough.
5.

We would be interested in knowing what thought the State Department has
given to the more limited objectives we have suggested above. We are inclined to
think that a willingness to review in a practical way measures which would main-
tain the armistice"and leave the way open for future negotiations would stren then
the United Nations side's position in respect to world public opinion. g
Uaintaining the Armistice
6.

We think that the armistice agreement could usefully be examined '
conference so that its validity over a longer pnor to the

period can be assessed and necessary
adjustments can be considered. In particular, we have the following points in mind:
(a) Neutral Nations Supen ►fsory Conunission. We understand that some United

Nations Command officers are not satisfied with the way this body is now function-
ICo, p^icularly in regard to the restrictions placed on its investigations in NorthTC^-

We would be interested in knowing whether the State Department thinks
that better scrutiny of the movement of personnel and goods into North Korea
Wght be attained by means of some amendment to the Commission's terms of
reference, and if so, whether they think it might be worthwhile to propose the nec-
eSsa,lŸ amendments at Geneva; or whether they feel that the best course is sim ply to
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take the retaliatory action of restricting the activities of n^Commission in South
Korea in the same way as the Communists have done in ested a zone 20

(b) Width of Demilitarized Zone.
o^e desirabil

Kingdom
this, and feel that the pre-

miles wide. We are not.convmced
sent zone is wide enough. We would be interested in knowing what United States

views on this point are.

(c) Méthod of Policing the Demilitarized Zone. We feel^ that some cons force or
a neutral" ice

might be given to the possibility of the establiihme^ot ^e Joint Obseler Teams in
at least the attachment of neutral representat ves United
order to reduce the possibility of misunderstandings and

the
stice Agree-

States likes this suggestion would it require an amendment
ment or simply an agreed interpretation?

Troops as Suggested by the
(d) Establishment of a Drawback Area for Foreign p., sal,' and would

United Kingdom. We are doubtful about the D^sihas gvenot any thought.
be interested in knowing whether the State Department

Political Liaison Arrangements
7. If the conference fails to make progress towards the unification of Korea the

United Nations side will wish to indicate its willingness to resume discussions at
any time. Provision might be made for this in a number of ways:

(a) An agreed statement to the effect that if either side had any fresh proposals to
advance, discussions would be opened through normal diplomatic channels, and a
further conference would be convened if necessary; ^

If

(b) an agreement could be made for political liaison of a type
forma politicalemployed at Panmunjom when . Mr. Dean was negotiating

conference;
(c) a subsidiary political body might be set up as an adjunct to the Military f^-

stice Commission with advisory, reportorial and "good offices" functions

tate political liaison; arrangement for(d) UNCURK might be converted into a liaison body if some a
Communist representation on it could be worked out. This might have the disad-
vantage of giving the Chinese Communists an excuse to claims ic esstatus ôd^ ^
United Nations, and by the same token this arrangement might be 8^
quarters as a form of concession to Communist Chinese claims for representation
in the United Nations. The problem of a headquarters for UNCURK thus trans-

:
formed would also be a difficult one. eneral
We would be interested in State Department views on these ideas and the B
question of political liaison arrangements.,,' -

United Nations Interest . ^ .
• ' th name of the Unitede

8. As action to resist aggression in Korea was takcn all
Nations, we wish to see the United Nations interest in Korea maintained. We would
anticipate that at its next session the General Assembly would pass resolutions con
firming any agreements reached at Geneva, and possibly review past resoluN^`lons
seems likely that the possibility will be raised of rescinding some United



resolutions (e.g. the one branding Communist China and North Korea as aggressors
and the one imposing trade controls) in return for certain concessions from the
.Communist side. Rescission would have to be made by the General Assembly
itself, and-the countries represented at Geneva would presumably not be able to do
more than undertake to recommend rescission or maintenance of the resolution, as
considered desirable. This matter would need very careful study. We would be
interested in knowing whether the State Department expects any pressure to
develop before the next meeting of the United Nations General Assembly for
rescission of some United Nations resolutions, and how it plans to meet this pres-
sure should it arise.

9. If the United Nations position in the picture is to be maintained, some consider-
ation of the position of UNCURK would appear to be called for. We wonder how
the State Department weighs the arguments for and against the suggestion that
UNCURK be developed into a liaisoi. body if some representation on it of the
Communist side could. be arranged.

10. In discussions on the unification of Korea we feel that it should be emphasized
that a unified Korea must be economically as well as politically viable, and in this
context the question of external economic aid to Korea is of some importance. The
UNKRA organization is already established in Korea and it is highly desirable in
our view to maintain the United Nations special interest in the country. We would
be interested in knowing what consideration the State Department has given to the
economic problems of a unified Korea, and whether any thought has been given to
the future of UNKRA in this connection.

North-South Relations in Korea

1l. If it should prove impossible to secure the unification of Korea on acceptable
terms, it may be desirable to consider whether there are matters of North-South
relations in Korea not adequately covered by the Armistice Agreement on which
further practical arrangements could be made to tide over the period until further
Progress can be made toward unification. We suppose that most questions of North-
South relations can be covered by the Armistice Agreement, but wonder whether
the State Department is aware of any matters which are not covered and for which
additional limited practical agreements could be usefully discussed at Geneva? For
instance, is the question of exchange of mail between North and South covered by
the Armistice Agreement? Is it possible for individuals on compassionate or other
grounds to make return journeys across the line?

provision for at least local exchange
of produce and goods for communities on or near the line? Perhaps there are other
matters in this category that should be examined.
Tactic,r f

;12• ,we would be interested in United States views as to how deleg at ions
Nations side should organize themselves at the conference,ai^d^ what rela-tionship

tionship between the Korean talks and the Indo-China talks is envisa ed. We feel
that the conference will afford an unusual o g
SinaSo^et relations and t • , pPonunity to gain some knowledge of

o ascerta^n Clunese Communist views on general Far
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Eastern questions and wé would be interested in knowing how far the State Depart-
ment would be prepared to go in drawing out these views.

13. Wé would like to know whether the State Departm ent
at thelconfer-

how the United Nations should be kept informed of d vloPm
ence, as called for in the General Assembly resolution of

uto^nforming non-

participants

obligation, we feel that special attention should be given

participants
- particularly India and the other interested Asian States = of the

progress of the talks, and consideration might well be given to ascertaining their
head off some

views on an informal basis from time to time. Such action might
criticism from being voiced at the May 4 Colombo meeting eof South

d
Asian Prime

of Asian
Ministers who may be'expected to resent exclusion f United
problems. We feel that no effort should be spared t Wi^ not represented at
case is understood and appreciated in countries whichu

Geneva.

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

KOREAN CONFLICr

DEA/50069-A-40

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

'TII,EGxAM EX-551
Ottawa, April 5, 1954

SECCff
Reference: Our teletype to London, No. 377 of March 30 and their reply No. 341 of
`April 1. Both of which have been repeated to you.
Repeat London No. 417; Paris No. 156.

. . . " , . s• • + '.

KOREA -- GENEVA CONFERENCE

The teletype exchange under reference lends weight to our concern lest the
United Kingdom, the United States and France should so organiZe the conference
that they will serve as the effective negotiators for United Nations members partici-
pating on our side. Since the continued failure of the State Department to shift into
high gear the Korea consultative machinery in Washington, though understandable,
may be expected to strengthen progressively. the tendency of the Big Three to run
our side of the conference, some action on our part seems desirable, lest our appar-
ent inertia contribute to this trend.

2. I am impressed by Mr. Robertson's two suggestions as to how the developing
situation may be righted, i.e. (a) to have the conference conduct its business ses-
sions in secret, and (b) to have a de facto steering committee strictly limited to the

heads of delegations.

I Voir/See Volume 19, Documents 156,157.
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3. I should be grateful if you would approach the State Department informally at afairly
high level and make clear to them our assumption that in conference sessions

on Korea we expect to participate on an equal basis with any other member'of the
conference and that, although we hope that there will be the closest collaboration
and team spirit among the democratic participants, we do not envisage the confer-
ence as a meeting between two sides, with our side expressing its uniform view
through one of the Great Powers as spokesman. You might also put forward the
suggestions concerning conference secrecy and a steering committee.

As for secret
sessions, I recognize that there may be a good number of domestic pressures on Mr.
Dulles to keep the negotiations in the public realm, but I would hope that these can
be resisted.

4. If you think
desirable you might try out Mr. Robertson's suggestions on repre-

sentatives of other lesser governments which will be participating with us at
Geneva, and inform us of their reactions. We have already mentioned our uneasi-ness to Australian and New Zealand representatives here.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Extental Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-607

SECRET

Repeat Permdel No. 84; London No. 39; Paris No. 3.

Washington, Apri17, 1954

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE

We brought to the attention of Alexis Johnson today the question raised in your
messages gX487 of March 30 and EX-551 of April 5. Johnson heads the State
DePartment Geneva conference "team". He said he was appreciative of the point of
principle involved, which he would keep very much in mind, together with your
suggestions regarding secret sessions and a steering committee limited to the heads
of delegations. It was clear from Johnson's remarks that the State Department
not come to any decision on how our side of the conference should operate. Joh

n
ve

son..who observed that so far he has not even discussed the matter of any sort
steering committee, said that he would be glad to continue to receive from us an of
views or suggestions which we might care to give. y2.

He expressed the opinion that, after the opening general round of s eches at
Geneva, thene would have to be some sort of planning and or pe

ganizaon on
so that orderly and effective presentations of our points of view dtirebuuals

our side,

G01fimunists could be given. He assured us that the United States would wish to the
W^^h the Geneva conference the same sort of close consultation with C s^ommon-

countries which had been carried out through the armistice negot ât ons.
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There would of course be the usual difficulty in.that the consult^ le consultations
sixteen governments would have a lack of security, while inner c

would arouse resentment.
d that the Berlin conference was a model ope ration ^^lar 1 n s,

3. Johnson sai ht be conducted on somewhat
that the Geneva conference mig

its unwieldiness would make this much moreou
difficult- He

ld

thought
have to be made by

althoughmany decisions as to co-operation on the allied si e
heads of delegations on the spot.

4.

ri12 have been
The departmental views contained in EX-528 a^d^ ô^ message,,. They have

communicated informally to tCeoSÔ D^th Embassies concerned
also been conveyed to other lied to its invitation to
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Washington, Apri18, 1954

gORBA - GENEVA CONFERENC6
self and the

Yesterday the Australian and New Zealand ambassadors an ô^ceive a paperState
British Minister were requested to go

to
the

for r unir andoutlining United States v iews on the
pro^'ch the allied side might begin the Geneva conference. Walter Robertsonch wwluAlexis Johnson spoke for the State Department: The te^,^ fr

the pa
iendlÿgOVemments,

described as meant to provide a basis for consultations
immediately , following teletype.

is contained in my one of
2. The Commonwealth representatives questioned thew^sWom afmo^ ^d prop^

the general objectives the'emergence from the conferen otiations
ânda victory, on the grounds that this gave the 'impression ^ dt^n ôverstated and

gwere not expected. Robertson agreed'that tlus objective

badly worded.'

L'ambassade`â
Affairestextérieures

au secrétaire d'Éta

Ambassador in United StatesA
to SecretarY of State for External ^
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3. There was also some questioning, chiefly by Spender, about the emphasis on
the necessity to preserve the integrity of the ROK Government. Robertson and
Johnson, particularly the latter, argued vigorously for this position on the grounds
both of principle (in accordance with United Nations resolutions) and tactics with
regard both to the Communists and the ROK. They expressed the view that in any
case the ROK could not be carried into the conference on anything less.
4. There was a confused discussion about whether the State Department paper set

forth an extreme position which would be susceptible to modification by negotia-
tion. The State Department officials seemed reluctant to state this positively but
that it is so seems apparent both from its general character and from certain state-
ments in it, e.g.:

(b)1 "We believe we should seek allied agreement to begin the Geneva conference
with proposals for resuming the United Nations plans for unification of Korea
which the Communists frustrated by 'political opposition and a,ggression."
(c)2 "They (ROK) would not understand starting the conference with proposals to

do away with the ROK . .. if we go to the ROK first with the above position, it will
give us a better argument to persuade the ROK to accept more generalized forms
for accomplishing their objective - Korea's unification."

(c)4 "It is tactically dangerous to begin our consultations or start off at the confer-
ence ... with a final, fixed, rigid formula. We do not wish to be traded out by
concessions before the conference begins."

(c)6 "If the ROK and North Koreans each present positions, then the set-up and
atmosphere will be created for the allied side to favour at a latter stage in the con-
ference some modified position commanding ROK, allied and world-wide
support:'
(CF. WA-529 of March 30.)t

5. The State Department would like to have your views on their paper on the
reunification of Korea. Robertson and Johnson indicated that they would probably
open consultations with the ROK Government on this matter soon whether or not
the ROK has replied to' its invitation to attend the Geneva conference.

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^EGRt►M WA-612

SECRT,' IMPORTANT.

Reference: My immediately preceding teletype.
Repeat Permdel No. 86; London No. 41.

Washington, April 8, 1954
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KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE
Following is the text of the State Department paper on the reunification of Korea,

Begins:
UNTTED STATES VIEWS ON REUNIFICATION OF KOREA

A. General Objectives on Korea
In general the United States and the Commonwealth agree on our substantive

objectives:
1. to obtain agreement from the Communists on establishing an' independent and

united Korea;
2. to withdraw foreign forces from Korea with adequate safeguards and in connec-

tion with the unification of Korea;
3. to maintain a strong united allied and United Nations position and frustrate

Communists attempts to divide us;
4. to emerge from the conference with a moral and propaganda victory, placing

the onus of failure squarely on the Communists; and
5. to take only such positions at Geneva which will help maintain

ina cluding the
political and military strength for United Nations forces

ROK.

B. Specific Proposals

1. Fulfilment of United Nations Resolutions.
We believe we should seek allied

agreement to begin the Geneva conference with proposals for resuming the United
Nations plans for unification of Korea which the Communists frustrated by politi-
cal opposition and aggression. We have in mind specifically the assembly resolu-
tions of November 14, 1947, October 7, 1950 and December 1, 1950, and August
28, 1953. The principal points of these resolutions are:.

(a) The United Nations has frequently attempted to assist the Korean people in re-
establishing their freedom, independence and unity which Korea people.

(b)

right-
ful claims

National
and that the

independence

Korean of ques tion
should be reestablished and foreign forces

withdrawn thereafter.
(c) Elections should be held on the basis of adult suffrage and by secret ballot and

the number of representatives from the voting districts should be proportionate to
population; elections should be observed by an international commission with free-
dom to observe and consult throughout Korea.

(d) The ROK is the only lawful sovereign government in Korea insofar as the

United Nations is concerned.
(e) The United Nations has in being a commission with per sonnel and experience

in the Generalto carry out the terms of reference on Korean unification established
Assembly resolution of October 7, 1950.

(f) The United Nations has in being an agency to rehabilitate all Korea once it is

unified.



2. In order to preserve the legitimacy, sovereignty and integrity of the ROK, the
United States would prefer proposals along the above lines. This would bring about
the integration of North Korea under the ROK through elections either only in the
north or simultaneously throughout Korea under United Nations supervision. Such
arrangements would safeguard our security requirements in Korea. If such a propo-
sal were worked out it would be combined with phased withdrawal of foreign
forces staged,before and after elections and the establishment of a single national
government of Korea.

3. The Comrnunists undoubtedly will reject and denounce such a proposal. How-
ever, it would appear to the world at large more favourable to Korean interests than
the Communist plan because it would:

(a) preserve the integrity of the nation and people which fought, with much allied
and United Nations blood and treasure, for three years against Communist
aggressors;

(b) resume the interrupted efforts of the United Nations since 1947 in good faith
to establish the independence and unity of Korea;

(c) give voice to the viewpoint of the overwhelming majority of the Korean peo-
ple; and

(d) not put the ROK on a par with the North Korean regime.
A. The situation in Korea is substantially different from that in Germany so that
the parallel for the Eden plan for Germany should not be rigidly applied as a prece-
dent for Korea. The Republic of Korea is a fully sovereign government; the West
German Republic is not. The three allies are responsible for working out plans for
the unification of Germany, and still retain certain powers over and above the West
German Republic. The Republic of Korea in the last analysis will determine
whether or not any plan on the unification of Korea is workable in its area of juris-
diction; it alone is responsible to the people of South Korea.

C. General Tactical Conuideratiota
1. As a practical matter, no agreement at Geneva will be valid without the joint

endorsement of the United States and the Republic of Korea. The United States has
a moral obligation to go as far as possible in supporting ROK views and ROK
claims to leadership in Korea.

. 2. In •view of the position and size of our forces now in Korea and the need for
support from the ROK population, we favor maintaining the integrity of the ROK
in principle. In view of the casualties the American people sustained to defend the
ROK, they would not understand starting the conference with proposals to do away
With the ROK. The ROK will not accept the Commonwealth position, as such. If
we go to the ROK first with the above position, it will give us a better argument to
persuade the ROK to accept more generalized forms for accomplishing their objec-
five - Korea's unification.

^ 3Jn order to maintain the United Nations aspect in brin in about Korean ' -
pendence the above plan would uphold and not ignore, or ^ompromise, the succes-
sion of United Nations resolutions and efforts to unify Korea, which are still on thebooks.
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1
dan erous to begin our consultations or startlOto abe ^ad^ out by

4. It is tactiical Y g We do not wi
in substance with a final fixed, rigid formula.
concessions before the conference begins.

of establishing the broad framework and
5. The above plan has the advantag y from specificsaway

context or seeking Korea's unity and independence. It agreem ent..
such as elections, constitutions, and variant fe o

f
positions, then the set-up and

6. If the ROK and the North Koreans P ^`in the confer-

ence

will be created for the allied sideRtOoKa ^lie,adt and Wo^d wide support•
ence some modified position commanding

7. The Communl' sts
may attempt to link their proposals in Korea ^dCo^un'st

The generalized plan for Korea might serve as a precedent for a si
•na which would be unacceptable to Vietnam ` and France and the

plan for Indoclu
other allies.

D. The Second Stage Plans or Modus Vivendi
strongly feels that it is undesirable

1. At this stage, the United States G
extensive , compromises with the

and dangerous and unwise to anticipate seeking
Communlsts after the failure to reach agreement on unification. We n^ad mai

n
is

there a firm effort to achieve that objective by acceptable mean ^^S g our efforts.
re any chance of ever reaching it and not diluting or comP for the parti-

Fûrthermore, the ROK will
denounce any plans implying or providing P

freezing the status quo. The ROK will accuse us of the"sf t
tion of Korea or lace. Discussion of this matter is sensitive becausetion
they now fear may take p

it

were divulged, it would probably provoke a ROK walkout or stay h^videna modusprodoes
tip our band to the CommWeicould live withC

agreement
Ends.1vivendi which we be ieve

28.

CAj3u&q DocuMENT No. 99-54

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet"

SECRE'r
, I .

PCO

Ottawa; ApriL 14, 1954

GENERAL INSTRUCIIONS FOR THE CANADIAN DEI.EGATION

TO THE GENEVA CO .

submit for the approval of Cabinet general instructions for-thé Canadian dele-
Igation to the political conference scheduled to convene on April 26 in Geneva.1954, at

' This conference is the result of an agreement reached on hee Û^^g^ngdo^n,
Berlin among the foreign ministers of the United States,

and the U.S.S.R. It will have on its agenda the Korean, and Indo-China
France



problems. Canada, as a contributor of armed forces to the Korean conflict, has been
invited to participate in the consideration of the Korean question only.

While both the Communists and the United Nations are agréed that Korea
should be unified and foreign troops withdrawn from its territory, neither side hav-
ing lost the war can be expected to approve any scheme by' which such goals might
be achieved to its evident disadvantage. On our side the United States Government,
limited by strong Congressional pressures and by positions taken publicly, on a
number of Far Eastern issues concerning which there might have been bargaining
at Geneva, will probably approach the conference with very little flexibility. Fur-
thermore, the South Korean government will not be bound by decisions of the Con-
ference which it does not accept. On the other side the Communists cannot be
expected to surrender control of North Korea at the conference table which we did
not wrest from them on the battlefield. Although the chances that the conference
will produce' a lasting solution to the Korean problem are slight, the Canadian dele-
gation, in close consultation with other friendly delegations, will seek to exploit
any opportunity for easing tensions within the general limits set out below.

L KOREA

1. General Objectives
The long term objective of the United Nations in Korea is the establishment of a

unified, independent and democratic Korea. The delegation should support propos-
als directed towards the achievement of this end and in accordance with United
Nations General Assembly resolutions on the subject. With regard to procedure, the
delegation should support the view that if free elections and the establishment of an
all-Korea government is agreed, this should precede the withdrawal of foreign
troops.

.2. Secondary Objectives if Agreement Cannot be Reached on Unification and
Withdrawal of Foreign Troops

(a) As a minimum objective of the conference the delegation should consider sup-
porting any reasonable measure which will ensure that the armistice is continued.
(b) If the conference fails to make progress towards unification of Korea it will be

desirable for the,United Nations side to indicate its willingness to resume discus-
sions at any time. The delegation should accordingly support proposals which will
Provide a suitable means for reopening negotiations at a future date. •

(c) The delegation should support any, . practical proposals of a limited nature
which will serve to ease tensions in Korea and facilitate the continuance of the
armistice, eiffier through amendment of the Armistice Agreement of July 27, 1953,
or the negotiation of supplementary agreements. In this connection the desirability
of reducing Canada's military commitment in Korea should be borne constantly in
mind.

'(d) The delegation should support efforts to ensure that any agreement on Korea
reached at Geneva, whether of a permanent or temporary character, is kept within a
United Nations frame of reference and that any continuing arrangements take due
account of past resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly.
ll. MO-CEüNA - : t
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Canada had not been invited to take part in the
in

discuss ions
the unlikely event of it

invitation has not been sought, but should be accepted
being extended. It is also possible that broade âis find it desirable to iconsult with
versations on which the -direct participants may
other delegations attending the Geneva Conference. The delegation should be pre-
pared to take part in such consultations.

M. OTHBR MATTERS
1. Recognition of Communist China and the Admission of Communist

China to the

United Nations
Since the Berlin communiqué stated that neither the invitation to, nor the hold-ecogniti n

ing of, the Geneva Conference should be deemed to imply diplomatic ^at this will
in any case where it has not already been accorded, it is not epe
be a subject of negotiation at Geneva. If, however, the negotiations reach a point
where the Communists state that United Nations proposals for at Geneva wereKorea would be accepted by them if the governments represented

Cabinet
Nations , 'the

to 'agree to support the seating of Communist China in the United
delegation should seek instructions from Ottawa so that, if po

be consulted.
2., Reduction of United Nations Forces in Korea

•in Korea, some reduc-
tion in the light'of the anticipated post-conference situation
tion of the United Nations forces in Korea seems feasible, the delegation should be

prepared to explore with the United States, Commonwealth and other delegations
the general considerations which would govern such reduction:

3. Canadians Detained in China
The delegation should take advantage of any opportunity for informal

discussions with the Communist Chinese delegation concerning the question of
Canadians detained in mainland China.

4. Relaxation of Trade Restrictions
'Canadian restrictions on trade with Communist China and North Korea stem

from a United Nations General Assembly resolution of 19519 It is quite possible
that the Chinese Communists may exert considerable pressure at Geneva to have
trade restrictions removed. The delegation should consult with delegations of other
countries represented in the Paris Consultative Group on this matter should it be
raised, bearing in mind that countries represented at Geneva can, in any event,
make no commitment other than to recommend to the next meeting of the General
Assembly that the above-mentioned United Nations resolution be rescinded.10

L.B. PEARSON

9 Voir/See Volume 17, Document 119.
10 Approuvé par le cabinet, le 14 avril 1954JApproved by Cabinet, April 14, 1954.



L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures {

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEAJ50069-A40

1MEGRAM WA-656
Washington, April 14, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: WA-654 of April 14.
Repeat Permdel No. 94; London No. 43.

KOREA - GEI:EVA CONFERENCE

Alexis Johnson gave an oral exposition, at the meeting of Heads of Mission at
the State Department yesterday, on the United States view of the position which
should be taken at Geneva on the question of re-unification of Korea. He empha-
sized that the integrity of the United Nations actions in Korea should be maintained
by the preservation of the State of the Republic, to which the puppet North Korean
régime should not be regarded as an equal. He explained that by preservation of the
Republican Government he did not mean preservation of governing personnel but'
the continuance of the forms of government which had been established by the
United Nations. He said that, if the ROK were unanimous about anything, apart
from desire for unification, it was their fear that they would be "sold down the
river" by their allies. This was a factor which could not be ignored. The United
States

would consider politically and militarily dangerous any move which seri-
ously threatened the structure or morale of the ROK Government.

2. Johnson then outlined the United States position, as given in the working paper
transmitted with WA-612 (this paper was not distributed to the meeting).

3. He concluded by observing that, generally speaking, two proposals had been
offered for re-unification:

(1) To promote a plan within the framework of the presently constitutedRepubli-
can State;

(2) To start anew through an election of a constituent Assembly and the establish-
mént'of a new constitution.

The United States considered the approach in the first to be essential and w
not in favoûr of the second alternative. as

4. Scott of the British Embassy said that his government thought the United States
position could be taken as a reasonable basis for discussion. He stressed, however,
the.need for flexibility. I pressed Johnson on the flexibility point and asked him
whether my understanding was correct that, from the United State's point of view
the negotiating area might be between the following two limits: '
(a) Elections in the North to fill up the present Assembly, and..,i ,
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(b) all-Korea elections for a National Assembly with the forms of the present con-

stitution of the Republic preserved.
Johnson replied in the affirmative. stion

5. I asked Johnson about the probablé ROK position on the
to
unification n ^at the

He replied that, from past statements, they might be expected
following steps should be taken in the order given:

(1) Complete withdrawal of the Chinese forces;
(2) Extension of the ROK administration into North

fill the vacant assembly seats:(3) Holding of elections in North Korea to

B
consultations

6. Johnson expressed the opinion that there would be for
usiness ses-

sions

the allies even after the opening of the Geneva Conference He said
sions would be unlikely to begin until a week or ten days^ iehe should get.together
that he intended to recommend

beforeethe opening of the Conference:with heads of allied deg

DEA/50069-A-40
30.

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

T&EGRAivt EX-620
Ottawa, April 15, 1954

SECRET. IIVIPORTANT.

Reference: Your teletype WA-612 of Apri18, 1954.
Repeat London No. 482; Paris No. 182

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE
a

Generally we have the impression that the State Department are putting down
the

first statement of a unification proposal which would not only be acceptable
ROK but could be advanced by the latter as their own. Although the paper recog-
nizes that its specific proposals will be unacceptable to the Communists, you have
pointed out in your teletype WA-611 of April 8 that there are indications in the
paper that the position adopted could be susceptible to modification by negotiation.
Since the lines along which modification of the position might develop are not
made clear, we should like to know more about the United States views concernin8
stages; beyond the' one outlined, to which the negotiations might progress.
-'2., The paper makes clear the opinion that if the attempt to achieve unification
should fail, the seeking of 'the extensive compromises necessary5 for

a modus

vivendi should not be anticipated at this stage. However, we should like to know
whether the paper is considered to outline proposals for unification which in fact
would be put forward by the ROK Government and thus set the stage for the situa-
tion envisaged in the paper's paragraph C6. If so, the further point arises of whether
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the initial assumption by the ROK Government of a relatively inflexible position
might not affect adversely the manoeuvrability of the United States and other coun-
tries on our side. Moreover, this paragraph as it now stands seems inconsistent with
the statement in paragraph Cl that "the United States has a moral obligation to go
as far as possible in supporting ROK views ..:'.

3. Perhaps the most evident differences in emphasis between the United States
working paper and our own approach are the provisions to protect the position of
the ROK Government throughout the processes of unification: We recognize that
the ROK Government will only be bound by decisions of the Geneva Conference to
which it adheres. We also recognize the special experience and responsibilities of
the United States Government in dealing with the ROK Government. We certainly
do not want to put forward proposals that would needlessly undermine the ROK
Government. Nevertheless, if there is to be unification, the present ROK Govern-
ment cannot just absorb North Korea but must eventually submerge its present
identity in the greater Korea. Some risks to the positions of individual incumbents
may be involved, but we think should be taken in the interests of achieving unifica-
tion. We would hope that the United States Government would take the lead in
persuading the ROK Government to accept proposals which are reasonable and to
recognize the position of inter-dependency which it and associated states occupy
vis-à-vis the Korean problem. The United States Government has played this role
on occasions in the past in the interests of all those states concerned with the
United Nations effort in Korea, including the ROK.

4. Turning to the particulars of the paper, we would comment first on the list of
general objectives, with all but two of which we fully agree. Concerning paragraph
A4, we concur in the criticism of the propaganda victory reported in your WA-611.
We remain convinced that any propaganda victory arising out of the conference
should be a by-product and not an objective of that conference.
5.

As for paragraph AS, our approval is qualified. While we would not needlessly
work against the ROK Government and believe strongly that any proposal for uni-
fication should not be put forward in a way liable to antagonize that Government,
We cannot give assurances that we would not take a position which might appear to
some ROK officials as undercutting their political strength.

6.1he proposals contained in paragraph g I seem to be based on an interpretation
of the relevant provisions of various Assembly resolutions. We wonder if it would
not be better tactics to adopt a position that these provisions speak for themselves
on the various points necessary for a Korean settlement and that it is up to the
CommunisM to establish that any plan which they put forward is more reasonable
and morally defensible than that which would stem. from such provisions. If,
instead of having the ROK Government put forward proposals which in effect
would provide for the absorption of North Korea, we were to pursue the latter
course without berating the other side for failure to accept the resolutions previ-
ously, most of the general tactical considerations listed in the working paper would
be taken into account. Moreover, this course would have the added advantage of
not committing us to an inflexible stand on which the Communists might conceiva-
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bly wreck the conference, the while successfully assessing us with responsibility in
neutral Asia, or from which we would eventually have to retreat with losses.

7. We question the paper's proposal for elections
= paragraph B2. We favor all-

Korean elections and would hope that the United States scheduled for next Mayto request the ROK Government to postpone the elections
until the outcome of the Geneva Conference is known. We think such ^ i t^h â
ment a prerequisite to any agreement concerning elections which mightg

with the Communists. President Rhee has given some indication that he is not
averse to all-Korean elections, even for his own office. We would find it difficult to
support any proposal for elections in the north only as a prerequisite to a united

Korea.
- 8.

We would want general elections under assured conditions but do not see the
necessity of insisting that UNCURK as now composed should serve as part of the
assurance machinery when another form of supervisory body might work just as
satisfactorily but be less objectionable to the other side. The ROK electoral law,
which provides for universal adult suffrage and secret ballot, is in harmony with

democratic principles and has the general approval of UNCURK We see the posi-
tion of the ROK Government so secure in territory where two-thirds of the Koreans
live that they need have no fear of accepting suggestions

other side Pe hapsthe application of the law to meet reasonable requests of the
even the Communists might be permitted to campaign below the parallel if a simi-
lar concession is made in the north to ROK Government parties. Through the gen-
eral elections the people might choose (a) a president, (b) a constituent assembly,
and (c) whether they wish such assembly to adopt the constitutional laws of South
Korea, of North Korea, or to conduct its own review of them. We suggest that some
such scheme for elections would neither be repugnant to world opinion nor reason-
ably be regarded by Syngman Rhee as a threat to his power.

9. In paragraph C2 of the paper, reference is made to a "Commonwealth position".
We hope that the use of this phrase does not indicate a United States assumption
that a common "Commonwealth position" has in fact been agreed upon. If you
think there is any misunderstanding in this regard, I should be grateful if you would
correct the misapprehension. The United Kingdom draft plan given us in your WA-
.423t is skeletal and cannot be regarded as a"Commonwealth position". Our EX-
528 only stated preliminary Canadian views at the official level.
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Extental Affairs
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DEA/50069-A40

TE[..EGRAM WA-667
Washington, April 15, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT:

Repeat Permdel No. 98; London No. 44.

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE

The State Department, through Kenneth Young, have given us comments on
views and suggestions contained in your message EX-528 of April 2. the

Objectives

2. The Department would increase the emphasis on serious negotiations for u'
cation and withdrawal of troops and lessen that on working out a plan f r n'fi-
ôther sort of secondary agreement, if the main one cannot be achieved. They â some
however, that in the latter case it would at least be desirable to ensure the ontinuagree,
ance of the armistice.

3. In the negotiations at Geneva the United States wishes to link the objectives
unification and withdrawal of foreign forces. The Communists will pesum bl ofyseek to deal with the withdrawal of foreign forces as a first item. Young recalled the
Proposals for a political conference agenda which they submitted in writing at
Panmunjom on November 30, which were: (a) the prisoners-of-war question;
withdrawal of foreign forces; (c) peaceful settlement of the Korean question and
other related matters. The United States believes that withdrawal of forces should
be. based on performance and accompanied by safeguards. They are thinkin of a
Phased and synchronized plan for unification and withdrawal. Withdrawal mi gg
commenced before the holding of elections but it would not be com le dunt^i
after unification. The ROK make out a strong case that the Chinese should l

of the country Frst. This is unrealistic, but commencement of withdrawal before theelections
might present a symbolic affirmation of good faith by both sides.

4•
The State Department agree with your opposition to imposed neutralization.

They are considering what would be the most suitable instrument of guarantee to
the security and political independence of a unified Korea. A plan un der review i
to'incorpomte a section dealing with this matter in an overall agreement on unifica-
tion and withdrawal of forces. This would involve all participants in the confer-
ence, although without specific commitment, rather than a se arate8uarantee. P great power

S. The State Department agree that chances for achievin
CaUon and =withdrawal questions are slcnder, g settlement on the unif-
this U Nevertheless, they are very leery at

me - bout considering an alternative plan for some lesser or second-stage
agreement. They consider this dangerous from the point of view of the attitude of
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ht ive a sense of
the ROK and they are not in favour o f doing

say that consideration of
legality or permanence to the divis ion of Korea
what is to be done if the main negotiations at Geneva fail must be approached with
extreme care because of the strong ROK sensitivity worked out on Korea
and because of the possible effects which any agreements
might have on the Indo-China problem, the State Department prefer not to discuss
the details of a second-stage plan but to keep it in mind for later consideration in
the light of developments at Geneva.

Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission

6. The Department consider your reference to the un satisfactory functioning of. the
term of

Commission to be an understatement. The United States
reference of the Commission have been deliberately circumvented by the Commu-
nists. Swiss and Swedish Embassy representatives

could under presentment yesterday to express doubt that their membe
circumstances carry out their proper functions of observing the movement of men
and material into North Korea. The United States Government will probably bring
this situation to the attention of governments concerned and to the public in some

detail. The method of doing this has not yet been decided .
^derstanding of what

out that the frustration of the N.N.S.C. is fundamental to
an agreement with Communist countries means. The Department have not worked
out proposals for renovating the N.N.S.C. or of possible1Gen

future
eva with^regard lto

UNCURK; they prefer to wait to see how things go
unification.

Width of Demilitarized Zone

7. They do not regard with favour the British suggéstion of a twenty-mile zo ne

because it would: (a) impinge on the United Nations defence positions; (b) press
the Allied forces closer to Seoul; (c) take arable land out of cultivation.

Method of Policing Demilitarized Zone
8. Establishment of a neutral police force would be administratively difficult but

will be examined. The joint observer teams have not worked out well in practice. It
might be preferable to form neutral teams with freedom of movement on either side
of the. line of demarcation.

Establishment of Drawback Area for Foreign Troops `

9.* The State Department do not view this suggestion favourably.^

Political Liaison Arrangements
10. The State Department believe that these suggestions should be examined at a

later stage but they express reserve about them.

United Nations Interest
11. The State Department agree with the principle of inherent United Nations

interest in Geneva. "They, believe that the Secretary-General " should be kept
informed but not through attendance of his representative as an, observer, which

°
might establish an undesirable. precedent. They suggest that specific arrangements

., . ,, . i ^. .t .,^t-:.•, . .. . _

^
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might be made for information to be passed either directly to the Secretary-General
or to a representative designated by him in Europe. The position of UNCURK
should be considered in the light of developments at Geneva. .,
North-South Relations in Korea

12.
The State Department say that this is an extremely touchy subject. The y

it is one which is best left to be worked out between the Koreans them-selves.
We should be ready to assist but we should not take the initiative, which

would be like "backing into a blow-torch".
Tactics"

13. There has apparently been little advance beyond the nebulous situation out-
lino in our WA-607 of April 7. The difficulty is how the unwieldy Allied side
should be organized efficiently so as not to be at a disadvantage with the Commu-
nists. Young said that the State Department and the Secre
aware of the, delicacy of the matter and the danger of ruffling people's feelings.
There is a possibility that some of the smaller delegations may not wish to take a
very active part in the conference.

32.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Ambâsssador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TF1EGRAM WA

DEA/50069-A40

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Washington, April 20, 1954

Repeat Permdel No. 99; London No. 47; Paris No. 4.

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCB
The views contained in your message EX-620 of April 15, were conveState

Department yesterday in the form of a written "oral message". Theytwe r̂egiven to Kenneth Young in the absence of Alexis Johnson, who was. in Atlantaconfércing
with the President and Secretary of State prior to his departure for

Geneva. Arthur Dean, who was in Young's office at the time and who has
giving advice to the State Department on the Korean conference, joined in the d sn
cussion of the Canadian views. Young expressed appreciation for the Canadian su -gestions, which he said were helpful. g
2. Some of the points made in your message EX-620 have been covered

messages 'WA-656 of April 14, 667 of April 15, and 675 of April 17.t You will
have seen from Para. 5 of WA-656 that the State Department regard their working
paler as going a little further in the way of concessions than the ROK would wish,
smce'the latter might be expected to press for withdrawal of Chinese forces first
follovved by extension of the ROK administration into the North. Nevertheless ,

, the
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ance of going into the ROK ^^ent do`Americans constant1Y stress the import
essential not to frighten Rhee off at the outse^g

That is
possible modifications of their

not wish at this time to go further, in mdi otiatin area might be
position, than the statement of Alexis Johnson that the neg

g

between the limits of h to fill up the present Assembly, and
(a) Elections in the North the forms of the present

(b) Al1-Korea elections for a National Assembly
constitution of the Republic preserved. °
You will recall that Bedell Smith emphasized to me that the initial

û PonPo^ at ^é

Communists should adhere closely to, the United Nations Reso
outset extend only to elections in the North. eva con

Young, in confirming ROK acceptance of the invitation to atten^et ROKnabout the

United States Government, he characteriZed as misl ^^gador Yang,
the articleference; told is that the United States had ti fe eazd to ass^rances given to President

substantive matters of the conference. Wlt g

Rhee by the Uni
in the New York Times of Apri119, whi é)rtrakeP°rt e ^^ÿ ô° n rc^ease Korean military
as saying that the United States had und û^ ment for a large number of addi-

epower. Young said that Rhee had demanded eq P^d onl to send some d>
thedonal Korean divisions but the

had
ions. This undertaking

atequipment to fill out the ROK s presen ro ess is being made
promise to consult with the ROK if^étônl ninety givén ô Rhee on the eve of
Geneva, represent, we understand, Y

the conference.
nt a ree with you "

that the present ROK Governmencan nt
4, The State Departme g

'ust absorb North Korea, if by --government is meant the present a rYUnis

^
concerned to preserve is the constitutional form of the ROK Govern-

What they are
ment, and their understanding is that your

view is similar.

ared interested in the arguments; contained in Para^ â f^ d toappeared The5. Young this
re arding tactics. Dean also commented on

aspect.
f^ly° on 1the United

g sition should beagree that, although the allied po Dean in fact
Nations resolutions, it should not be marked by complete ^é neces y of keeping
said it should be as reasonable as possible consonant
the ROK in the conference. ractic3ble to ask

6. Neither Young nor Dean seemed to believe that it would ^ât such a request
the ROK Government to postpone its elec^s attitude towards the conference and
would have a very adverse effect upon Rhee thought that the
there would also be constitutional difficulti ^^N made RoK if there were prO'
suggestion for postponing elections might u^tion. The State Department
gress at Geneva towards the solution of the Korean q_ in^ of view.
are giving close study to the elections question froa11 SPoon99 refe^ to in Para.

7. Wë made orally the point about a "Commonwealth po of the situation.
9 of.EX-620. Young replied that there was no misunderstanding draftartment working
The phrase had been used rather ca h h^s1^^^State

^e views of Co^°n"
becâuse of certain assumptions which
wealth countries.
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8. Young said that a real difficulty had arisen in the discussions ' between the
American, British, French and Russian technical liaison officers in Geneva. Con-
sideration of the seating plan was not promising because the Soviet representative
maintained that his instructions would not allow him to discuss the seating of the
nineteen powers, but only that of a"big five".

9. The Secretary of State met at noon today with the Ambassadors of the sixteen
powers and of the Associated States of Indo-China, in order to have a general dis-
cussion with them on the eve of his departure for Geneva about the Korean and
Indo-China conferences and about the security of South-East Asia. This discussion
will be reported in following messages. Some of the points made by Mr. Dulles
with regard to the Korea conference also have a bearing on your message EX-620.

33. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur auz E`tats-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux A,,ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External A,,^`'airs

^[.EGRAM WA-683 . Washington, April 20, 1954

Reference: WA-681 of Apri120.
Repeat Permdel No. 100; London No. 48; Paris No. 5.

' KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE

-^sToday the Secretary of State met with the diplomatic representatives of "the six-
t^n" powers`and of the Associated States of Indo-China. He discussed in general
terms the Korean and Indo-China conferences and his proposals for the security of
South-East Asia. These topics will be reported in separate messages,t this teletype
be•ing confined to his remarks about the Korean conference. ^
, 2. He began by referring to the complications of the Geneva conference as com-
Pared to the recent Berlin discussions. He was^ disturbed by the endeavours of the
Russians to give it the aspect of a big five meeting, with other participating powers
in'a subordinate capacity. This objective on the part of the Soviet Union was
reflécted' in the Russian suggestions for the operation of the conference. Dulles
took a serioûs view of this attempt to subvect the Berlin agreement. He recalled that
^e issue had been fought out in Berlin and that specific Soviet concurrence in
abandonment of the big five idea was contained in the Berlin communiqu6. If this
Was now going to be questioned by the Soviet Union, it raised the fundamental
issue of the value of trying to reach any agreement with the Communists. Dulles
s^d that, subject to the important doubt being allayed, he thought that it should be
Possible to work out practical arrangements for the conference, since he believed
that `the Communists wished it to proceed. Another important outstanding matter
Was`the Chairmanship. Dulles suggested that perhaps a national of some neutral;$,... ^ ,^ :^^^ s ^. ^ .
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be, invited to preside, or HammarskJold in a
country such as Switzerland might important that he should make
personal capacity. Dulles said he

friendly
Sregarded

delegations
Geneva, in order to arrange

quick contact with the heads of fquestions. He

'
h level discussions with the Russians at Genel a o^é R s aans qo agreement

for lug waY of bnng g t
surmised that this would be the only
within a short time. of State said he was happy to have

3. Turning to substantive matters, the Secretary
been informed that the ROK would participate in the conference, si.l He

Kore
cult to conceive of an. effective conferoenWOUldttake an active and

attendance
leading part

expressed the hope that the ROK delegation the party pnmanlY concerned
in the presentation of their case, in which they wereUnited Nations side and repre-
as the only lawful government recognized by the ulation. He said he understood

that the

senting 75 percent to 80 percent of the Korean pop
Korean delegation was proceeding directly to ô the Kor;ean delegation to

th irintentions but he thought it would be appropriate f
ex ted toFI-

e to

enin resentation on the allied side w hen subs â le ationte^ peCmake the op g p said that the ROK g
important for heads of the alliedbe discussed. The Korean representative-

on A ril 24. Dulles said it would be
be in Geneva P n as p°sslble.
delegations to exchange views at Geneva as soo Secretary the basic p°S1-

4. He said that he had discussed with the British ForeigneS^on and that he under-

tion which he thought should be taken on the K
^e f

CIU
irst question to be decided

stood Eden to be in general agreement wlth
ssible basis for serious negotiation

was whether we regarded the conference as a po
a propaeuni

and independence of Korea or whether we considered
ë oinabout the tY

that a solution was impossible and
the view of the U

r^- have
nited States Government that an

ganda position. He stated it to be th
effort should be made at Geneva to bring about the unity a^t and that this

earnest
of Korea. He recognized that the cl^Ôneso bs^c^e ROK Government. Neverthe-

essimism was shared even more s g YLy less. He maintained that a cer-p
less, the conference should not be regarded as Hope agree, in the

- CI*-in gain had been achieved at Berlin in getting We
conferen enlto a st ément that

resolution providing for the calling of the Geneva
nde ndence of Korea was a step conducive , to the rnl^ü estab-

the unity and 1 Pe eement in th
tension in Asia. This was an advance over

of a eu.mt'^e.•dst a^ndgndependent Korea. ,^1e
conferencelished the principle of the des^ra y

viet Union might not intend to.bring, this ai^out, but. thetG^aiv^e unity andso
would at least start off with the recognition of all partlclp; nfli to Asian security.

independence of Korea was an importanr
ecognition

J thece was an implicit relation-
The Secretary of State noted that in this
ship to the end of the fighting in Indo-China. position

5. Turning to tactics he said that we should avoid putting foW^ a^nful p roCess
at the outset. He observed that traing w ithi^ ^^^mp ^se and exchange UP
and that it was necessary to have po The United States attitude at
one's sleeve, if there were to be a successful outcome: ^e --non that the United

th aaswo uaon Po the aimsccoGeneva, ::ooamP
begin wi
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with regard to Korea which are repeated in the Berlin communiqué. Had aggression
in Korea not occurred, the United Nations Commission which had been appointed
to achieve these aims should have been able to complete its task. Now that fighting
has ceased, the United Nations programme, which had been interrupted by aggres-
sion, should now carry forward.

6. Dulles declared that, as an initial position, this would be sound and moral and
would also contain certain'bargaining elements, if it were necessary to employ
them. Such an initial position would call for holding of elections in the territory to
which the United Nations Commission had not yet had access, fulfilling in that way
the United Nations task. He said that he realized that many, in his own government
as well as others, would not regard this proposal as the final acceptable solution.
However, in his • view it was important not to give away the trading points in
advance. He then argued, perhaps at this point with a little sophistry, that, if the
objective at.Geneva were only to win a propaganda victory, it might then be advis-
able to start off with a more ideal position and rest on it in order to appeal to the
world. •

7. He concluded his discussion'of the Korean aspect of the conference by entering
a reservation that, in this whole matter, the views of the ROK were of the highest
importance; so that what he had said was conditional upon talks which he would
have with the ROK delegation at Geneva. He stated that there was no possibility of
taking a position which the ROK would not accept because no one proposed to
force anything upon the Korean Government. Generally speaking, he advised that
the initial position should be presented in vague and general terms, so as to ascer-
tain the mood and intentions of the Communists.

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur en France .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

I

TELEGRAM 169 Paris, April 22, 1954

SECREr. IMMEDIATE.1- 1.
Repeat London No. 45; Washington No. 24; Permdel No. 1.

GENEVA CONEERENCE

We discussed the Geneva Conference at a lunch Eden gave in London yesterday
for Australian, Canadian and United Kingdom representatives. It is clear that noth-
ing at all has been settled on procedural matters essential before the conference can
open..
! 'A number of suggestions have been tossed about on the question of a chairman,

or at, least of providing someone to open the first meeting. I did not encourage a
suggestion Eden made on Tuesday that I might act as chairman. We considered the
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b ree that the Russians - and probably
possibility of HammarskJold presiding, ut ag

grounds

the Americans as well - would not accept this because of their of having the Pres -Geneva
ciating the United Nations from th^he confereneelas-host was also rejected on the
dent of the Swiss Republic open not

d ebeen a good chair-rounds of the Swiss desire to stay neutral. Eden wondered, ha
we might consider Molotov as a permanent chairman• Heif The objection to

man at Berlin, and the role would inhibit him somewhat.nder a North Korean
having

or a
cotating chairmen is that the rotate with the interested parties, i.e. the two Koreas
Chinese. I suggested we might
and China, excluded. Eden and Casey liked this idea, and Eden said he would sug-

gest it to Dulles.
resumabl with Dulles and Bidault - that the

3. Eden said it had been agreed - p Y
ld be allowed only take pics.

meetings would be private and the press wou sible for briefing theopress on what
As at Berlin, each delegation would be respon

took place. to a so-called
4. As for the seating arrangements, consideration is being given• provides foreneva. This

"auditorium plan", based on the Assembly Ch
én^s like it because it would

two horseshoe rings, one behind the other. The after having made no
place them directly behind the South Koreans. The Frencb ui

have no alternative to
comment on this for a week, now say they don t l^ke it,
offer. It is most important that some agreement be reached, at 16 tn

^ the
at

to be used so that a start can be mes c uld be delive Edenfrom a platform.
least the opening round of speech

5. Dennis Allen reported his talks a few days ago in p aris
or at least French offin

Indo-China. For the first time it appears that the French

cials
- instead of repudiating any mention of partition, have talked tentativelysts

ht seek an agreement wit âte tirely, and tthealong the following lines. They mig g _
according to which the latter would evacuate

sos f ed in tbehé r agreements with
French would restrict themselves to po azed t ^k to the Communists about a
those States. They would also be prp

o

mutual withdrawal to positions in Vietnam which would leaveathall s
Vietminh

cifc about
north and Vietnam in the rest of the country. Allen was not pe

these ideas, reflecting, I think, the very general terms in which the French had

talked. composition of
6. Eden was emphatic that agreement should no t

Co ombo conference had ended,
the conference sessions on Indo- China unu
lest an opportunity be given to Nehru to point to the exclusion f^mÛnited States

Colombo. Howe ,sions of all the countries represented in
were anxious to settle the question of participation in Paris. Casey mentioned the
Australian desire to participate, which he seemed to take for granted. Eden, while

----- de la Bitmanie et de l'Indonésie devaient
11L,es premiers ministres de l'Inde, du Pakistan, du Ceylan, en

se réunir à Colombo le 2 mai 1954 pour discuter du désarmement, du colonianisme et de la crise

-Asie du Sud-Est.
Ceylon, Burma and Indonesia were to meet in

Colombo on
The Prime Ministers of India, Pakistan, y

-4 &L- 'si in Southeast Asia.
May 2, 1954 to discuss disarmament, colomalism ^
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agreeing, had told me Tuesday evening that he had hoped that Indo-Chinese discus-
sions might be limited to the four - the Indo-Chinese and "neighbouring states",
e.g. Burma and Thailand.
. 7. There was a discussion of the next phase of consultation. Eden, Dulles and
Bidault will be meeting in Paris on the subject today, although Eden was somewhat
caustic about the fact that he had made a great effort to leave London early and had
then learned that Bidault could spare only forty-five minutes. There will undoubt-
edly be informal talks in Paris, as the Australians will also be on hand, but it was
agreed that there were obvious objections to anything in the way of more formal
consultations among the NATO countries involved. It was proposed, however, that
we should meet on arrival in Geneva Sunday evening. Eden thought it impôrtant
that some one but not all three western inviting powers, see Molotov Sunday morn-
ing to reach some agreement on the essential procedural matters.

[L.B. PEARSOrrj

DEA/50069-A-40
La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève12

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Delegation to Geneva Conférence oit Korea'2

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

T11EGRAM 7
Geneva, April 28, 1954

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE

On April 26 the procedural difficulties which had threatened the conference with
delay were cleared up without trouble.

2. In the morning Mr. Dulles presided at a meeting on the foreign ministers' level
of the group of sixteen. After expressing the hope that the members of the group
would pursue a common approach at the conference in carrying out the objectives
of the whole action in Korea. He said that since certain details for conference
arrangements had [devolved] upon the four inviting powers as a result of the Berlin
conference. Mr. Eden was interviewing Mr. Molotov and will report to the meeting
on any agreement reached with the latter on these details.

3. He then explained the seating arrangements for the conference to which Mr.
Molotov had agreed. The plan called for the seating of all delegations according to
the English alphabet, with China being listed under `P' for Peoples Republic of
China, and North Korea under 'D' for Democratic Peoples Republic. The inner
Semi-circle would have eight delegations, the second eight and the last three.

t

^"La délégation canadienne était composée de L.B. Pearson comme délégué, John Holmes et Chester.`° Ronning comme délégués suppléants, et Charles McGaughey et A.C.E. Joly de Lotbinitre commeconseillers.
The Canadian delegation consisted of LB. Pearson as delegate, John Holmes and Chester Ronningas alternates and Charles McGaughey and A.C.E. Joly de Lotbinitre as advisors. •
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. 4.-1VIr: Eden then arrived and informed the meeting of his agreement with Mr.
Molotov on the following principal points:

(a) concerning language interpretations it was agreed that subsequent translations
would be made one day in English, one day in French, and the third day in Russian,
continuing in such order. At such time there would be simultaneous translations in

the five principal languages;
(b) the press would be excluded from all meetings;
(c) no nation would be permitted to have an official observer,
(d) there would be a panel of three chairmen. Each of whom would be chosen

from one of the following groups:
(1) the Soviet Union or China;
(2) France, the United Kingdom or the United States;

(3) one from the remainder.
5. The meeting of the sixteen agreed that the panel of chairmen should consist of

Mr. Molotov, Mr. Eden and Prince Wan of Thailand. Subsequently Mr. Eden
obtained Soviet concurrence in an arrangement by which Prince Wan would act as
chairman of the first meeting, with Mr. Molotov and Mr. Eden following in rota-
tion of subsequent days.

6. Mr. Dulles then suggested that meetings at the deputy level be held every
morning and stated that Mr. Alexis Johnson would represent the United States at

these meetings.
7.1VIr. Pyun of the R.O.K. asked for the opportunity to speak first when the con-

ference turned to substantive matters and received the support of Mr. Dulles: There
was no objection to his request.

8. Turning to the agenda Mr. Dulles said that the inviting powers might seek
agreement on it. :He thought it much more satisfactory to have this conference
based on the Berlin agreement, rather than on the armistice agreement, since the
former called for the "establishment of a united and independent Korea", and did
not mention the withdrawal of belligerent forces. Moreover, the R.O.K. could
request the withdrawal of the Chinese from North Korea so that the Chinese might
purge themselves of aggression without a corresponding. withdrawal of United
Nations forces from the South.

9.- Considerable discussion took place as to the advisability of adopting United
Nations procedure, but Mr. Eden explained that Mr. Molotov had agreed that for
the time being no rules of procedures needed to be adopted.
-10. The conference opened in the afternoon on schedule with Prince Wan in the
chair. He announced the various arrangements which had been reached earlier and
described above, and said that each chairman would be free to chose his own assist-
ants in his task, at which time he called on Mr. Kural, the Secretary-General of the
Allied Secretariat for the conference and an associate to flank him. He mentioned
that he only had the name of the R.O.K. on his list of speakers and said that speak-
ers would be called on in the order in which their names were inscribed. Since the
day's meeting was only to settle the organization of the conference he then
announced an adjournment.
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DEA/50069-A-40
La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, April 28, 1954

KOREA

The first of whatare intended as regular, possibly daily, sessions of deputies of
the sixteen was held this morning (April 27). Kural, as our Secretary-General,
opened the meeting but Alexis Johnson took over on the assumption that these
meetings were to be a continuation of the Washington sessions.

• 2. Johnson began with a lengthy exposition of American aims and intentions on
the Korean question. It was a rigid statement of views already known to you. Our
policy must be based on the position 'that we were not making a fresh start on
Korea but were merely seeking to complete the process of reunification already
undertaken by the United Nations. Unless the Communists were willing to give up
their position on North Korea the conference was bound to fail. He emphasized the
importance of the united front while recognizing that there might be differences of
emphasis and minor differences of tactics among us. ,

' 3. In a somewhat formal session of this kind with the ROK present, it was difficult
to have anything .like a frank discussion of the issues. Neither we nor the Aus-
tralians and New Zealanders are very happy about the American approach which
seems to be based on the assumption that we are victors and leaves no room for
manoeuvres at all. Allen of the United Kingdom tactfully expressed agreement with
the fundamental aims of the Americans, but emphasized the importance of our put-
ting forward proposals which the world would recognize as reasonable,and the
Communists will have difficulty rejecting. Watt of Australia and Lacoste of France
spoke of the importance of not always s
even though we maintained a basic unity^^ng with the same voice in meetings,
4.

The rest of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of tactics for the after-noon's
meeting, in particular of plans for, frustrating Molotov's knavish tricks

which, as it turned out, he didn't play.*
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La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

to SecretarY of State for External Affairs

Geneva, April 28, 1954

KOREA -- GENEVA CONFERENCE

conference was again happily marked by^n^l ^
of the

The second day of the and bothcompetent c
expected to materialize. Moloto v of North Korea spok with unfamiliar modera-
pyun of South Korea and Nam the conference and his countrys

tive
good case fortion. The third speaker, Angel of Colombia, put . He made a g

in a United Nations perspcc undparticipation in it firmly which might be fo,
consistency between any solution of the Korean problem

and Korean policy as laid down by the United nas speech,
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2. Both Korean delegates spoke in Korean. Pyu slation by his staff inter-

uent inept English translation ^ forwas further marred by the subs ^ ed techmcally by his Pausing after each p
preter. Nam 11's speech was imp
translation. ha-

be an by pointing out that all Koreans were of
Governors Who had sold out3.Pyun g

sized the hostility of most of those in the north to their ninsula since
the fatherland to foreigners.. He recounted dev^lo^l ^n néd to achieve the
1945 and pointed out that before the aggressio

of Korea under United Nations auspices were elec nssi^ec ^ns ere

now

unification

^al-

leL It would, therefore, adversely reflectKorea. He attacked Communist China for
called for in both South and North

interfering in the internal affairs of Korea and said that the ChineledCha his gov-
like all Communists, owed allegiance to the Soviet Union. He den ^Ce of

the

freedom
rnment. Heloved fighting

concluded by

but insisted that peace could not bebut no specific
e calling for co-operation all aroun

d proposals.b recounting the familiar Communist interpretation^fe Korean
4. Nam 11 began y

developments since 1945. He assessed the United States
He S^ ^^é ^°npor<^Ce of

sion but did not deliver an harangue on this point. H
strict observation of the Armistice Agreement as a pre-condition toori ^é =nf^ ë^^é
of Korea and then made proposals for achieving this goal which,

neither implausible nor surprising
for a• conference decision by which:5. In summary, they called

joint Korean commission would be elected by both Assemblies which â ûri
(a) A ^

i-
rovide for free elections to a National Assembly from which would come

fied Korean Government.
P
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(b) In the interim the commission would work for the establishment of economic
and cultural relations between the two Koreas.
(c) The necessity of all foreign forces withdrawing from Korea within six months

would be recognized.

(d) The states primarily concerned would recognize the necessity of creating'con-
ditions helpful to bringing about rapid unification of a democratic independent
Korea.
6. Nam Il did not say that both Koreas would be equally represented on his pro-

posed commission, but this conclusion would seem to follow from his proposals.
His plan also cuts across the principle of internationally supervised elections.
7. Since Dulles, the next speaker on the list, preferred to speak on April 28, Molo-

tov adjourned the afternoon meeting at 5 o'clock.

38. DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 25 Geneva, May 1, 1954

CONFIDEM7AL

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE

: As this week has progressed, the conference has developed into a debate on
Korea in the fashion of the United Nations and no less public. The principals of
both sides have staked out their positions and the usefulness of further general
debate in accomplishing the purposes of the conference has become highly ques-
tionable. The problem came under consideration at a meeting on April 29 of the
sixteen, at the ministerial level. Then Eden advocated that the group approach the
Communists with the suggestion that the conference begin restricted sessions, i.e.,
those concerning which the press would not be briefed, and state our final position
on the necessity of elections being internationally supervised.
2. Pyun, with the support of Dulles, insisted that he be given an opportunity to

reply in the general debate to Communist allegations. While recognizing the desira-
bility of private negotiations with the Communists, I emphasized the importance of
the group reaching first an agreed position. I hoped we could start discussions
among ourselves very soon towards this end. While we could not permit the confer-
ence to break up on the question of the scope of the elections, we should take a
vety strong stand regarding their supervision. I
3•1hroughout the meeting Dulles threw his weight behind Pyun and called for

consideration of the issue of life and death facing the ROK Government. Pyun must
have adequate time for consultation with Seoul. I made it clear that we did not wish
10 alter the status of the ROK Government as the only legitimate one in Korea but
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said that on such narrower questions as the scope of the ô^s de could not be for-
have earlier discussions. Pyun insisted that proposals on

hastily and stated flatly that his government would make no concessions
mulated

t

for nothing.

States, theUnited
event it

Kingd
was

om,
dècided

France,

to appoint a subcommittee consisting of the
Phil-

ippines

In the ROK, Thailand, Australia, Colombia,
and Turkey, to meet at the official level - and formulate Pâ sPoâ^^ah^ h

was
might be submitted for consideration to the group^ f^xunist charges.
Pyun should have a chance to reply in plenary

5.
A member of our delegation attended as an observer âa^me should

group of nine on Apri130. Johnson for the United States sai
group

should
draft proposals which would be the last word among ourselesA.1Hn th

ese'
the United

be used tactically would be a matter for subsequent decision.
Kingdom pointed out that as long as the proposals were carefully drafted they need

not be detailed.
6. At this point the Philippine representative presented a plan calling forao

consti-

to
districts,

tutionalonal convention. The peninsula would be divieded into
the conve

p

ntionp n free
by 200,000 people and each choosing one repres t v

elections. These would be internationally supervis bby panel of countries, per-

haps neutral, acceptable to both North and South Korea. g
7. This plan immediately drew the fire of the South Korean R^e ROK must atna l

who said that the constitutional authorities and sovereignty
times be upheld. The Philippine proposals by-passed the United Nations, which had
already supervised elections in his country. Johnson backed him up strongly an

d
took the position that any international supervision of Korean e lections

on
United Nations. The Filipino replied that the Communists were not represented
'UNCURK and that we should now devise some form of supervision far we
be acceptable to them. Johnson defended the basic question as being how
could move towards the Communists and answered it by saying that we could not
abandon the point of United Nations supervision. If the Communists accepted free
and proportional elections, they would accept United Nations supervision.

8. It then dawned on both Johnson and Yang that the Philippines was scheduled to
speak in the general debate that afternôon. The Filipino confirmed that their state-
ment would outline the plan he' had suggested. 1ohnson attacked the plan from
another angle by saying that a constitutional convention gave rise to quote enor-
mous problems unquote such as the setting up of a new administrative structure
while the present one was still in existence and then trying to effect the transfer of
authority to the new organization.` After a fûrther bitter exchange during which
Yang asked if the Filipino would accept a demand by the Huks for aconstitutional
convention, the Philippine representative agreed to defer their statement until Mon-
day and to review the matter with his minister:

with the ROK
9. Critchley of -Australia who has beén maintaining close contact

`delegate, tells us that they are operating undër+ very narrow instructions which still

preclude' them from accepting elections other than in North Korea.
: + . ": 1 , , "; , ^' - . a^ ; , y
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, ere re, are considenng interventions on
Monday, or Tuesday which we hope may give some solace and comfort to our
friend

on exactly the same lines We both th ro ' ng o en
3. As it happened while Merchant was talking to me Dulles was talki t Ed

2. I told him that I would have a word with Eden and that while we thought their
worries exaggerated on this score I could make a statement on Monday if that
Seemed desirable.

, statements g re^ m public
initial position an

Ili rs• use it was only an
p yway and they would not mind if we i no d't '

. erc ant said that we need not wo about th' beca

p s an ere ore did not wish to
give the appearance of opposing these proposals by ignoring them in a public state-
ment M h

cause we iad [doubts] about the initial position taken up by South Korea
and the United States in regard to unifrcation lan d th f

on-partrc^pation in the
debate =was dictated merely by our anxiety to get down to the work of negotiation;
also be 1 •

s speec es on international
opinion, but he disagreed. I also emphasized that our n

y in e general dis-
cussion there had been no speech from a European delegate or from us. I replied
that I though he exaggerated the effect of the Conununi t h

more or less indifferent in between. This he felt would create a very bad impression
in, the United States and in Asia. He mentioned specificall that ' th

m m AIS it
appear that it was the United States against the Communists with the t f

nen against
attacks made by the Communists who had to some extent succeeded i ' .111o

1.Y g y an epressed state
of mind over conference developments. In so far as Korea is concerned the United
States and United Nations had received little support from their f' -I-

an as i hecould see me. We talked for an hour. He was in a ve loom d d

Following from the Minister, Begins: On Friday Livingstone Merch t ked f

SECRET

s.
4. Merchant was even more gloomy about Indo-China. H r-1 th

perp g natune u l moves last week-end hadPlaŸed its pait.

out in Europe. French weakness and uncertainty added to the confu-on, v^^le the lexin f •
si

° : ' •

What is- ' - y not go to the Jungles of Indo-Ctuna and that
required now is a modus vivendi with the Communists along the lines ofthat'wôrked

-11.111 LU change ii in day to day with Nixon, one week hinting at the
^s^ty _of sending troops while President Eisenhower and others were giving

assllrance that American bo s w'11 ' •

n

,

g s rarn on the allrance. I
ag^d, but said that the confusion emanated in part I thought from Washington
where views

e t at the drffenng
v1eWS and the growing confusion was puttin a sevete t'



oves and assured Inc that

5.
Merchant gave me the American accent of these m

they

pleas ^ough heitabl French
really were in response to feverish and had not been very wise and might

agreed that the intervention of Admiral Radford against the
have been the source of legitimate British

n fears.
unable to

Their
co-reopefate

complaint
last week-end but

United Kingdom was nôt that it had been position at
that London had refused to keep on building u p Mr. Dulles's

to a meeting of the "10" before the conference
Geneva by agreeing an impres-

sion

That would have made q
cuss Southeast Asian security questions.

itpee

sion on the Communists. that Mr. Dulles should have been
(. 1 then gave him the British side of this case;

the London communiqué and that his move tof Wloûid havee had
willing to stand on remature and
a meeting of the 10 before the but onfree Asian public opinion.
a bad effect not only on the conferenceo noth

discussed possible solutions for ending the Indo-itCion a ainst an

b
y form

7. We then 8
ing new emerged, except a restat^mi nssf icion that the British were now active in
of partition and an indication of P along

n this idea, something which I do not believe to be the case though
promotig ssible way out of the difficulty it is being canvassed by the
with every other po
United Kingdom and indeed by o^, er delegations.

Dulles to talk to me alongMr.
8. I think it is safe to say , that Merchant was sent

the visitbwas a personal idea of his.
the above lines though he mdicated rtunity tome an oppo

q. I^,vas glad to have this talk with Merchant be b' s^â 8^d o avo d any position

emphasize to him our desire toW ^ iridiffere ts^o United States difficulties or less
which would suggest that we them.than anxious to co-operate in overcoming
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PRELIMINARY CONTACTS Wm1 CilNESE roMMUNISTS have been

'
Communists who knew Ronning in Chungking and Nanking

Chinese
very
tion cordial in personal contacts. Wang Pin-Nan, Secretary General of their dsh^k

who frequently visited the Canadian Embassy in China i ^ Ge^^,

hands with Ronning on the first day and greetings ,were exchanged
• also shp0k

indicating relaxation regarding ° exclusive âsfeWf ^^n^;^Subsequently, ^•
hands with Chou En-Lai and the wish of Chou to meet the Canadian Min
Wang approached Ronning P
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ister. The meeting took place casually on the following day after the meeting, and
the two Ministers spoke very briefly. After this meeting Wang again approached
Ronning and in a fairly lengthy conversation referred to the unofficial negotiations
which had been conducted in May 1950, regarding exchange of diplomatic mis-
sions.13 The Canadian Prime Minister's recent statements in the Far East had been
regarded as statesmanlike by them. Wang was politely informed that no considera-
tion of this question was being given by the Canadian Government nor could be
until after an acceptable peace had been reached in Korea ending the conflict in
which Canadian troops had participated. Wang said that he understood and
expressed hope that a settlement would be reached during this conference.

2. The Commonwealth Foreign Ministers have expressed the opinion that it is
desirable to have such informal interchanges. Mr. Casey has expressed a desire to
meet Chou En Lai. Mr. Kenneth Young who was with Arthur Dean in Panmunjom
has informed us that he has exchanged pleasantries with the North Koreans who
had been so completely unapproachable when they sat across the table from him in
Panmunjom, but he has found the Chinese who were there unapproachable, includ-
ing Huang Hua who has also avoided greeting Ronning although he was the first
representative of the Peking Foreign Office in Nanking after, Communist
occupation.

41. DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève -
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KOREA

Allen of the United Kingdom delegation has given us a report of the second
session held Saturday afternoon May I by the Heads of the United States, United
Kingdom, USSR, French, Chinese, North and South Korean delegation$.
2• By agreement in advance Eden presided. Dulles produced a proposed agenda

which merely mentioned the rive major headings:
Election withdrawal of forces etc. The two Koreans were invited to speak. Pyun

reserved his right to speak and Nam Il set out on a forceful recapitulation of the
points he had made in plenary session. He was supported by Chou En-Lai and
Molotov. Allen said that what was most notable in the three presentations, was the
cOnunon insistence on the fact that this conference had nothing to do with the
United Nations, that the United Nations was not a neutral and that by "the aggres-
sor resolution" the United Nations had forfeited any moral right to act as mediator

u VoidSce Volume 16, Document 1021.
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or arbitrator. At the very end, Pyun took up his right to speak and set out fiimly the

arguments he had previously made. sub-
3. Eden and Dulles endeavoured to bring the meeting d own some

It was agreed
jects, such as the nature, of supervision, but without much success.
that nothing would be said to the press except that the meeting had taken

conference
objection was raised when Dulles said that the other members of the
would have to be informed of what took place. At the lansconclusion

were made forea
s
siur

on
-Dulles said it had been a useful exchange. No specific pthe

ther meeting but Eden indicated that they would conside^^^n v S^msatoehave
plenary statements had been concluded. The tone of session'ion". The 16 are to meet
been reasonable. Allen described it as "not an angry
this morning to receive a report. It remains to be see o frustrated and impor-

tunate

these secret sessions continue resist for long the hordes
journalists encamped hereabouts.

and American drafting group is trying
4. In the meantime a small British, French ad b the 16.

to hammer out a series of initial proposals which might be put forwary.
This would represent our first position, and would not m^mo m ^l of the 16 are
although it might call for elections in the whole country as
unhappy about the American and South Korean position on subject.

wou dlhave
being said about the tripartite drafting as it is hoped that the
a better chance to sell the end product to the South Koreans if they belwaré it

be
of t

all-American. Delegates on our side are becoming inc g Y

impression caused by our failure to produce concrete proposals,^^ ch out the general
these can be agreed upon soon. We shall probably have
debate, however, for several days before we can find e ven an

one handtiand ontthe
acceptable to the South Kore ans and the

who have s somewhat surprisingly turned
other hand for example to the Philippines
out to be our left wing. (Magsaysay's anxiety to work his passage

c
back

onfe en e
a
^

Asian may turn out to be a not unimportant political factor at commit
eR d

5. Eden and Bidault have not yet decided to speak. Eden does not Î have to
himself at this point and Bidault is not much interested in Korea.

Pref

not to make a statement either in the hope that we could all get down to business
sooner if the general statements were limited. However, the Americans have made
so clear to us their disappointment with their friends for not declaring their support
that I shall probably make a brief statement on Monday or Tuesday refuting
of the grosser slanders against the United States and asking Nam, Il a few questions
related to his proposals. ^ ,.

,,,
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SECRET

MEE'ruvc OF 16, MIMSTERIAI, LEVEI,, AT AMERICAN HEApQUARTERS

Bedell Smith presided, and Eden presented a brief account of the restricted
meeting held on Saturday afternoon, a rpport of which has already been sent to you.
The only additional information given by Eden was that the Communists insisted
upon complete equality of the North and South Korean Governments. They were
also opposed to the creation of any buffer or neutral zone, after unification. Eden
summed up his impression by saying that the meeting had been useful in showing
where each side stood, although it did not bring the two sides any closer together.

2.
Bedell Smith gave as his first impression of the restricted meeting that the

Çommunists were resorting to their traditional technique. He had not expected to
hear such charges against the United States expressed so vehemently, and stated
that he would never allow such falsifications to go unanswered. He solicited the
support of all delegates present to give effective answers: The Communists had
made a serious and grave challenge to the United Nations which had been assaulted
violently. He considered this a greater issue than Korea. The integrity and future ofthe

United Nations called for vigorous defence. The United Nations must not be
considered a belligerent.

11 referred to the Communist technique of all s
have Peak'̂ ng with one voice. So far we

been unable to do this as we have not yet agreed upon specific concert propos-a.s. The sooner this is done the sooner can we put the Communists in a defensive
position, such as that into which we have already been forced. Webb and the Philip-
pine Minister pressed for early agreement on the proposals being worked upon by
the committee of nine. It was evident that Alexis Johnson's hesitation in announc-
ing the probable date when these proposals would be finished was due to the fact
that they were now being given consideration by ROK,
so me time would be taken befoc^ë ROK's support

through Mr.

three could be obtained. A sub-com-
(U.S.A., United Kingdom, and France) have now agreed on a draft

which will be submitted to the committee of nine before consideration by the six-
teen which cannot very well take place before Friday.
de.. The Philippine Minister took sharp issue with Mr. char i '

^^d, that we should now devote ourselves to studying the
Pyun

ommuniS that t s
^s n order to counter them,, was a negative approach. propos-

e

S•„when Lord Reading suggested that some time would have to be devot
qu^uon of Indo-China this week Mr, ed to the
about iri • Pyun immediately expressed his misgivings.

troducing that question. He feared that there would be a demand to count
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oted to Korea in the total of 90. This would
bleOnthBé the c^o.^um

only those days dever-90 day limit which he seemed to assume would
ence beyond the
time for the conference. Bedell Smith took the position that we must

6. At the conclusion of the meeting
ed of Dulles' state-thi

conférence was based on United Nations decisions and that we
emphasize that ^entl had not been mfo
were here to carry them out. He app Y

first
meeting which emphasized mat this conference must by no means

ment at ourbe considered to b e under the auspices of the United Nations, but had been called
9-A-40entirely as a result of the Berlin conference.
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TELEGRm 36 oin forward by air mail. Fol-
Copies of my speech in today's general debate are g g

lowing are excerpts: these United
ian Government has supported and remains bou theirThe Canad roPosal w^ch denies

therefore we cannot support any proposal status ofNations decisions,validity or.which would equate at this conference the moral and politicalquestion with those governments
the United Nations in respect of the Korean a sive military
which have broken the United Nations Chartertf ^^ ,n t^ lude the obli actiongation
against the Republic of Korea. The right , site
to be Communist and Asia for the Asians is not the same. ^e sle ^Ce or

of Asia for the Cominform. It wou i f^Jâ ^^ b^t ^ian cô-prospenty sphere
prosperity, independence or dignity P
were exchanged for the' Chinese East Asian co-Cormnunist empire.of the Soviet

the leaders of the del g aIn their speeches to this conference,
Union and the Peoples' Republic of China have attacked the United StatesW ÿrof

policy of aggressive imperialism in Asia which they allege stands
for the Asian peoples. As the leader of the delegation of country

cw^

nvicti
ch is

on
a neighbour of the most powerful state in the ôf ^é United States are neither
based on our national experience that people

of the United States that freely elect
aggressive nor imperialist and it is the people the rights and inter-
their governments• If indeed the United States did not respectpower but merely a satel-
ests of others, Canada would not today be an independent pce^niythe
lite of her , great neighbour. lier representatives would aview

ble,
conferences

are âble,to speak their own minds and ^^ ^oPef ^^ ôn^ m^t disagreeing l^
of the nations even if this means,

ts of the policÿ of the United States of `Amenca. Uessome aspects En-Lai brought up the q.
In his second statement made yest lt^ to understand,whY, if he is smcere in tus

tion of , priss , of war. It is diff icu



desire to press forward with a peaceful solution of the Korean problems. If the
Geneva Convention is cited by the leader of the Chinese delegation I would remind
him of the thousands of South Korean prisoners who disappeared without a trace
shortly after capture, of the failure to account for many United Nations prisoners,
of the refusal to allow the Red Cross to visit them or to give information concern-
ing them, of the cruel treatment and torturing interrogations to which many of them
were subjected. Certainly, if this question were raised for discussion at this confer-
ence, there would be much to talk about but the net result would be merely to delay
and possibly prevent the work we have come here to accomplish, namely, to bring
peace and freedom to a united Korea.

While, Mr. Chairman, the questions I have been raising are all important, our
primary concern at this conference is a peace settlement for Korea. On that subject
the leader of the North Korean delegation has presented a number of proposals
which have been endorsed by the delegations of the Peoples' Republic of China
and the USSR. Those proposals have not, however, been adequately defined or
explained. The first point concerns the method of selection and operation of the
proposed All Korean Commission. The question on this point which I had intended
to ask was answered yesterday by the leader of the delegation from North Korea.
He said that his proposed All Korean Commission must be simple in its organiza-
tion and function in all matters procedural and otherwise by agreement on both
sides. We know from long and bitter experience what this means. It means that the
All Korean Commission would operate as the Communist members wished or not
at all. This device of agreement on both sides, irrespective of the number of mem-
bers or the number of people represented, would, if nothing else, make the All
Korean Commission completely unworkable, unfair and unacceptable and that
Commission seems to be a central and vital part of the North Korean proposals.

There are one or two other questions about these proposals that occur to one.
What is meant by the largest democratic, social organizations in South and North
Korea? Does the word 'democratic exclude anti-Communist or non-Communist
organizations? How would the representatives of these democratic social organiza-
tions be chosen for the All Korean Commission and would there be an equal num-
ber, from North and South Korea? Does the phrase "terror groups" man anti-
Communist political parties? Furthermore if no United Nations or other impartial
international supervision of Korean elections to ensure that they will be free is per-
missible - as Mr. Nam Il states, how can this freedom be guaranteed in districts
where bitter animosities and fears and local tyrannies would make impartial Korean
supeFvision quite impossible?

It is clear, Mr. Chairman, that the most superficial examination of the North
Korean proposals shows that they provide no hope for bringing about a free united
and democratic Korea. Such hope lies in the acceptance by this conference of the
Principles laid down by United Nations resolutions for the solution of this problem,
Principles accepted by the vast majority of the nations of the world. These provide
for a union of all the Korean people under a government chosen by those people.
This-United Korea will need some international guarantee against aggression. It
will also require and be entitled to economic assistance from other countries to
repair the cruel devastation and destruction of war.
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,
Mr. Chairman, I would hke to 'r- r

Before concludingication which we have received from the Conference of
an icnp°rand significant commun met in Colombo. This represents

has just
Asian Prime Ministers which d, I hope,

e effort by a group of free Asian states to assist in, anin their parttant and constructive for the peaceful settlement of Asian problems
take some responsibility

of the world: rim^lY with the question of Indo-China I do not
As the communication deals P• of the recommendations it contains. I would,

wish to make any detailed app^s^ rtance attached by these Asian leaders
confer-however, Me to call attention to the impo the ceful purposes of this confer-

the role of the United Nations in furthering the P^ ^ful pu^s^ are. not

ence, particularlY in respect of Indo-China. If these p^ uences will be

bad and

a
probably

ust, far
honourable and negotiated settlement, the conseq

achieved by j reaching. Failure here may well necessitate furtherln re^ing y
f

consideration by those who, as a result of such ^^^^t w^s in its turn may
threatened of further waYsand means to meet th

at
division in the world which

harden and make more dangerous
ten-now exists. The reward for success

the at great and tragic in terms of peaceful
Geneva

greater in^ terms of increasing
progress but the penalty of failure may all•
sions and the risk of a war which ^°uhs

lf and
should be

destroy us
passed to New. Delhi.

You might consider whether las p g
DEA/50069-A-40

r- b.4,.y to the interesting
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113; Pans No. 11; Delegation to Geneva Conference No. 4.
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L'ambassadeur aux A
ffaires

tU^térieures
au secrétaire d'État

Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for &terna1 Affairs

Washington, May 5, 1954

TEI,EGRAM WA-776

effective. ; ; .

GENEVA CoNFERENCB ^e Dep^

w^d Allen of the State Department bas just telephoned to Vexp
ress^te^aY• The

ment's appreciation for the speech which the Mituster. ôf the speech, may. the
United States delegation, in cabling a lengthy summary

net effect had been to strengthen the broad basis of allied unity,
observation that its ^at the
which had become somewhat battered. The delcg f fnûn a tihon w^ p^icul^lY
Minister's analysis of the North Korean plan , 6 . ,:
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TELEGRAM 39 Geneva, May 6, 1954

CONVERSATION WITH WANG PIN-NAN

Ronning lunched with Wang Pin-Nan yesterday, to obtain consideration for
Canadians in Chinese prisons. Mr. Trevelyan, United Kingdom Chargé in Peking,
had already informed Chinese , Communists that Ronning would like to discuss
Canadian cases with them. The conversation took place entirely in Chinese..

2. Wang spoke at length on the subject of great progress made in China under new
regime which had introduced new, reforms and elevated the standard of living of
the people. He invited Ronning to return to China to see for himself. Wang was
given a report of the great progress in Canada in recent years which had benefitted
Canadian people and Ronning invited him to come to Canada to see for himself
how well off Canadians were.

3. Wang again referred to importance of establishing diplomatic relations and was
told that their failure to accept United Kingdom recognition prevented many others
from considering the problem. Wang replied that the United Kingdom had failed to
support them in the United Nations and that there were a number of other minor
issues, which he did not specify, that still stood in the way. He agreed, however,
that these issues"could be cleared up more easily when Peking sends an Ambassa-
dor to London.

4. The discussion then drifted to the issues at stake in the conference. Wang felt
that the differences on the question of the scope of the elections could be resolved
in the light of Mr. Casey's appeal to the South Koreans to agree to elections
throughout Korea. On the question of withdrawal of troops, however, he feared that
the Americans would not consent to release the foothold which they had in Korea
which provided a base for them to carry'out their designs to bring about.a'collapse
of the Peoples' Government. He was assured at this point that the Americans were
just as anxious to withdraw their troops from Korea as the Canadians were and that
there was no doubt about Canadian desire to withdraw troops as soon as the situa-
tion in Korea made it feasible. He was also told that our side was not opposed to
the principle of withdrawal of troops and that if the Chinese were prepared to with-
draw their trôops from North Korea that the question surely could be resolved by
an agreement for some sort of withdrawal by stages. On the question of supervision
of elections Wang stated it was very important to leave this matter to the Koreans
themselves to settle so that their own freedom would not be interfered with by
outsiders. He was informed that it was not the intention of our side to interfere with
the affairs of the Koreans but that in order to ensure free elections to protect the
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themselves, our side would stand firm on the question of
rights of the Koreans then said to Wang "surely the Chinese, who have always
supervision. Ronning
attached importance to the calling in of a middle man t o understand the bsolute
interfere with the rights of the contending parties, would

of su rvision by a third Party so that free elections co^ulld^o a reality in
necessity o Pe - argue a amst the analogy .
Korea". Wang smiled and said he would not

g

5. In again referring to the importance of establishing diod
ng ati

ou differences
between Canada and China, Wang said there were no re^ that after a peace
between our nations and no insolublmb sues• culdlno doubt be resolved. The.
settlement had been reached that other
Canadian people were very sensitive about the ill treatment which had been

to man y
in China by the new regime. Thr ô Roman ^^n

accorded Y three
priests at least were still being held in prison d another

^is was a matter of
denied an exit permit to leave Shanghai to return

-grave concern not only for the Roman Catholic population in Canada, which com
promises about 40 percent of the total, but for all the people of Canada and theresolv

ian Government. It was suggested that if Peking was sinceretolhis govern-Canad •s art to recomm
differences it would be wise action on Wang

part
he fully

ment to free these priests and permit them to resee a^wnvestigation was
understood and gave his assurance that he wou ld
made of the possibility suggested, if the names were submitted to him. He was then
given a list of the names and he again promised consideration would be given to the

matter.
DEA/50069-A-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le chef de la Direction de 1 Extrême-Orient ..

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Head, Far Eastern Division

Geneva, May 8, 1954

yourself on theI would be glad to have the comments of Mr. McGaughey and
attached points, which I scribbled yesterday afternoon at the sess

ion .
, ht then see to

After you have examinéd, amended and added to them, we ^8

w
hat extent the Communists have, up to the present, succeeded in achieving the

aims in question. ^,,g, pEpRSON `
per J.W. H[olmesl
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Geneva, May 7, 1954

COMMUNIST AIMS
1. To divide us from, and isolate the United States.
2. To strengthen the prestige and position of Communist China.
3. To establish that the two sides to the Korean conflict are on the same basis at

this conference, and that the United States, not a discredited United Nations, is one
side.

4. To rule out and get acceptance for the idea that Asia for the Communists is the
same as Asia for the Asians - a Communist Asian Monroe doctrine.
- 6. To propagandize the idea that Communist in Asia means national, economic
and social freedom.
7. To accustom us to the idea that Asian problems cannot be settled, let alone

negotiated, without the Chinese Communists participating.
8. To solidify the Moscow-Peking axis, at least in the eyes of others.
9. To take over Indochina, or to keep the war going there as a weakening and

dividing issue for the free world.

10. Notwithstanding the above (9), to pose as the champions of peace, and convict
the United States as the intransigent and uncompromising war-mongers.

DEA/50069-A-40
Note du chef de la Direction de l'Extrême-Orient
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Far Eastern Division,
Io Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, May 10, 1954

COMMUNIST AIMS AT THE GENEVA CONFERENCE

' In your memorandum of May 8, a copy of which I attach, you requested com-
inents on your ten point list of Communist aims at the Geneva Conference.
Z.1 attach a statement we have prepared which attempts to distinguish between

Chinese Communist objectives and those of the Russian Communists. Although
o!u format is different, it covers the various points you have raised.
3. Only a small portion of the attached statement is devoted to Soviet aims. This is

becaüse we have sought to limit our consideration to immediate Soviet objectives
here,rather than to outline those of long standing duration. It may be that Mr.
Holmes will wish to supplement or amend this section of the statement.
-`4. You° have asked to what extent the Communists have succeeded in achieving
thei^ aims. In our opinion the very fact that the Conference has been convened
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way towards their goal of acceptance as a

points
P Commu^espn^âCÿ of their position in Asia. The two most

great
c^es the

power and
Chinese

combustible problems of Asia are Korea and Indo-China, and this nsideration.
meeting recognizes the importance of Chinese participatio

n
t develo ment is not clouded by Mr. Dulles' ignoring of the Chinese

This importan p
Communists here. rominence to the Chinese

5.
Moreover, the extent to which the pre`ss has given P

rence seems to us a good criterion for measuring the latter's world
role at the Confe
importance.

6. In so far as the importance of Communist China in the worled balanceiô^a i po
wer
has

has gained acceptance here, the importance^ of
entatives of

the Chines
the latter henceforth playing

declined. It is difficult to picture the rep
any important part in U.N. deliberations. Chinese the

7. The Soviet Union has so far followed a policy of deferring to the of a,ctionThis
Conference and of being reasonable

f^the Chinese Communists.
has tended further to point up the

C.A, RIONNING]

Geneva, May 10, 1954

don and military mst •

2. To set the stage for (a) the establishment of diplomatie relations with tiYestern

nations, and (b) admission to the United Nations and replacement of the National'

ists in the Security Council.

• aUons ^ P

CHINESE COMMUNiST A1MS '
the "Big F

o be accepted by the world as a great power - one of thive"•
1. T

In
ovin towards this objective Communist China must tactically seek to

m g :.
counter both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. - stands four square against general

The United States - the greatest power ations.
recognition of the Peking regime and its admission to the United Nust seek ouwin
establish themselves as a world power,the Chinese Communists membersatters many
away from the leadership of the United States o ^^^hâve a ong these lines will
of the free world as possible. Any success they g position Since the
serve to strengthen both their prestige and their international̂  Asia, it is to be
Communist world is divided into two parts and the Chineseap^cularly with Asian
expected that the Chinese will concern ^ io ^eir desire to be recognized as a
problems. Their power is in Asia, soit is basic
great power that no Asian problem should be considered with

out
the cnthe pe^ng

r Until the Geneva Conference,. the Soviet
become the "Big Fifth" unless it can get

regime in world councils. The latter cannot
away from needing the Soviet Union as its spokesman and unless it candud r

uce
ialidzae

extént of its dependency on the U.S.S.R for the trade necessary for i



-(a) Diplomatic relations with the West can foster trade. Through trade the Chinese
Communists can build up their country and free it from its present dependency on
the Soviet Union. Probably the principal reason the Chinese delegation have gone
out of their way to be cordial with non-Communist diplomats and correspondents is
their desire to encourage the better relations conducive to international intercourse
- diplomatic and commercial." Their attitude towards non-Communist foreigners
is a reversal of that which they adopted on first coming to power.
(b) If Communist China were to replace Formosa as the representative of China in

the U.N. Security Council and General Assembly, that development alone could be
interpreted as international acceptance of Communist China as a peace-loving
nation as required by the Charter. Thus it could be argued that China had in fact
purged itself of aggression and that the new situation, now revealed, would make
previous United Nations Resolutions and decisions on Korea obsolete. Moreover,
U.N. membership would enable the Chinese Communists to meet the United States
as an equal in the international forum,'nor would they be dependent upon the good
offices of the Soviet Union to be heard in the United Nations.

3. To keep the peace in Korea.
'' The Chinese Communists would, of course, wish to have a Korea unified in

their favour, but if this is impossible, they would probably be prepared to keep the
armistice agreement for the reason that a renewal of the conflict in Korea would
undermine their whole position, vis-à-vis the winning of recognition as a great
power. Moreover, they have cause to fear that renewed fighting would not be lim-
ited to the Korean Peninsula and in such event their industrial installations in Man-
churia could be destroyed.

It is not inconsistent that the Chinese should try to discredit the United Nations
on the one hand, and seek admission to this organization on the other. In their eyes
the United Nations is discredited basically because it accepts as representatives of
one of the world's great powers the "Kuomintang Remnant Clique". Their fears
that the United States has designs on their territory are genuine. Moreover, they
seek through convicting the United States of intransigence and war mongering to
win the initiative in their struggle to achieve their aims in spite of the United
States.-',,; ï. .

4. To lialt the war in Vietnam.

It is[difficult to imagine any possible form of settlement in Indo-China which
Would not be eventually of advantage to the Vietminh directly and to China indi-
Rdy.tIn Indo-China time is on the side of the Communists. It is not unlikely that
they would accept a settlement by which that part of Vietnam, which was formerly
nnder *the` Chinese Empire, would fall into their orbit. However, it is doubtful that
the Vietminh would be satisfïed with this.. .

The Chinese might prefer to keep the war going in Indo-China on the former
basis. However, the United States has given them ample reason to believe that this
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re ime might therefore be to curb

cannot be the case: The present aim of the Peking
g

necessary for China to avoid becoming involved
Vietminh ambitions to the extent
in a war with the United States.

neighbours.
5, To ally the fears of their non-Communist Asian olia and Tibet, etc.,

In Asian countries which have become COemm ô^ ganâ g^riing acceptance for
owever,the Chinese have, of course, an interest in d p

ethat Asia for the communists is the same as Asia for $euA^s âanC However,and
the idea t
in non-Communist Asian states, su s

ch as
eekinlnto develop the ideas of co-existence

Jap^, the Chinese Communists are g ^in to a.common Asian bond,
and of Asia for the Asians. Here they are aPPe Western domination of Asians.

strong in these states. hewhich bond has been strengthenedn alism are very
Feelings against Impenalism and Colo

is no evidence of Chinese help for the local CommW^ds Indian Com-
India there
Chinese Communists seem to havea^pé ^hn S Co^ums^. The Soviet Union
munists as the Russians did towards had
only extended aid of importance to the Chinese Communisstsed ln i proving rela-
control over the mainland. In Japan, ^é first goal is to pry Japan loose from its
tions generally and in fostering tra situation
dependencY. on the United States and then to profit from the res°euC untries there

While in Asia the United States seems to bes^Ylng to ressi
force

on ththat they are Pie'
into line, the Chinese Communists have role so lo gpas they do not join forces
pazed to let such states play an independente

with the United States.

6. Russian Communist Aims.

The, Soviet Union is faced wl P

more

To retain China in its orbit Chinese ambitions

the energies released in the successful Chinese rev
olution.

theye haveresulting from power and the intransigent position
nese desire to become a world policy of easing
adopted may well be regarded by the Russians as a danger to their po

world tensions. ians cannot give this impression to the Chinese. Thus,
However, the Russians smo

Geneva

oth as possible.

, Molotov has tried to make procedural arrangements
the Chinese Communists along with him. As the Conference me^ ter

He has brought the m^uatrve
ops the Russians may be to eabs^^ to suppô Chinese and North Korean
of proposals. Rather, they might be expected• ro sals in Indo'•Çhina. Behind the
proposals in Korea and Chinese anV ié tnih tPe administrations to soften their
scenes they might use their influence there

ds and to urge on them that in Asia time is on their side and e th eéCtiv thande'' ^' wluch might be

h the roblem of curbing

other means of achieving Conununust go

nzilitary action.
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, The U.S.S.R. does not want the Sino-Soviet treaty of friendship and alliance put
to the test at this time. If China resorts to war, the Soviet Union must either fulfil its
obligations under the treaty and thus run the very grave risk of a third world war, or
abandon the treaty and China, with all the important balance of power connotations
of such a decision. x

C.A. RlorrrrINGl

48. , DEA/50069-A-40

,`. Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
pour lé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Geneva, May 12, 1954

COMMUNIST AIMS AT THE GENEVA CONFERFNCE

I am inclined to agree with all ten of the Communist aims which you have enu-
merated. The only additional aim which I would suggest is one about which we
,cannot be certain, but which, if it is in fact true, is probably more important than all
the others. This is the aim of reducing world tension and establishing a modus
vivendi with the Western Powers. This is clearly what Mr. Molotov has been imply-
ing ; in his conversations with Mr. Eden. His statements seem to mean that the
U.S.S.R., like at least some of the Western Powers, is anxious to stop whatever
fighting is still going on between Communists and non-Communists if that fighting
is likely to spread dangerously. Obviously one cannot base one's conclusions solely
on what Mr. Molotov has been saying, and it would be foolish to rule out the possi-
bility that Molotov is deliberately trying to put us off our guard. It would be just as
foolish, however, to assume that he doesn't mean what he says, particularly when
there is a great deal of additional evidence to support this conclusion.
; 2. Even though there have been some curious swings in Soviet policy since the
death of Stalin, it is possible to see some constancy in the desire to eliminate the
more extravagant aspects of their national life and the anxiety to avoid living too
dangerously. To say that the Russians have not, given up their ultimate aims but
have merely adjusted their timetable, is irrelevant to a consideration of their imme-
diate intentions. There have been periods of restraint and consolidation before in
Bolshevik history, and this may well be another. I think we ought not to underesti-
mate also the effect on Russian thinking, and perhaps also Chinese, of recent devel-
opments in hydrogen bombs. If, as we believe, American power in this field is still
greater than that of the U.S.S.R., the Russians have even stronger reasons that we to
be worried about small wars which might develop into big wars. This is, in a sense,
not a new element, but the really frightening developments of the past few months
may well have been sufficient to prod the Russians into a desperate anxiety to find
some policy of getting on with the Western world. It is frequently suggested that
this cannot be the case, as they have shown no willingness to make any major
concessions. The answer, I think, is that they do not estimate the relative power
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position at the moment to be such that they need make any concessions.- Wh^ h^
are prepared to give up is further conquest by force. As for fluid situations
Indo-China, they will struggle to obtain a settlement on the best possible terms.

enti
3. I agree with Mr. Ronning and Mr. McGaughey that it is important t^afbeorut togr

ate between Soviet and Chinese aims. This is not to suggest that the axis
crack, but there must be differences at least of emph e

clearly
sis is

differ-
ences of interest. My inclination is to think that the difference of emphasis

not very different from what it appears to be in Ge neva
Molohov appears to

the Russians are in fact the mediating and cautious influence
represent. The Chinese and the North Koreans may weel of

have some
the

of the
sibilty of

ness and belligerence of youthful movements and som Pons
people who have not had to assume a world role. Th Russ

iann al parts of the
statesmen who have to direct a course with many ramifications
world, who have learned the importance of caution and probably,

theliJnitled
of their own peculiar myopia, a better understanding and knowledge of
States and its friends than have their isolated Asian associates.

4. The only part of Mr. Ronning and Mr. McGaughey's memorandum with which
I would differ directly is the section on page 4 dealing with ^nn s^ wituhnl^at
It seems to me unwise to compare the position of the Indian
of the Chinese Communists just because the Chinese Communists have left them

alone. The important thing is that the Russian Communists have tclose Moscow
Communists alone. The Indian Communist Party has been under
control and that control has sometimes been expressed in such things as the hiring
and firing of leaders quite as crudely as it has in any of thé European Communist
parties. It may be that the Indian Communist movement developing"in the south
has some of the indigenous elements of the Chinese Communists, but for the most
part I think the Party itself is still as much as a satellite and alieri agency as Com-
munist parties in other parts of the world.

- 49.

J .W. H[ot.NtESI

DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

TEtEGttAm 63

SECRET

to Secretary of State for External Agairs

Geneva, May 12, 1954

Repeat London No. 20; Washington No. 2.
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KOREA

Some of us have been pressing hard for a meeting of the 16 to discuss our own
proposals for a Korean settlement and for a report on the attitude of the Republic of
Korea.

2. I put our anxieties at present delays to Bedell Smith last night and he added to
these anxieties by indicating that they were not making much progress with
Syngman Rhee; that we might have to forego any plans of our own, merely
rejecting those put forward by the Communists. He agreed that this was not a very
satisfactory position but thought that it was defensible in view of the attitude taken
by the Communists and the undesirability of an open split among the 16. They were
still very anxious to avoid that split and hoped to have news from Seoul soon that
might be more favourable than that received recently. They were still working on
Syngman Rhee.

3. Bedell Smith agreed that we 'could not postpone a meeting of the 16 much
longer and I have just heard that it is to be called for tomorrow morning. The hour
has been fixed at 10 to suit my convenience as I will go straight from the meeting
to the airport and hope to be in London in time for the opening of the atomic talks
later in the afternoon, when general statements are to be made by the five
delegates.16

50.
DEA/50055-B-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for Extenral Affairs

TEUGRAM 71
Geneva, May 14, 1954

CONFIDF.NTIAD, IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegrams Nos. 39 of May 6 and 69 of Ma 13.
Y 1'

May 4 on behalf of Canadians held in China. He stated that a telegram had been

CANADIANS HELD IN CHINA

Wang Ping-Nan invited Ronning for lunch today to reply to the request made

sent to
Peking immediately after the request had been made giving instructions to

inVeStigate the cases. He was happy to be able to report now that one of the individ-
uals concerned had already been released and that favourable consideration was
being given to the others who would also be released. Ronning thanked him for his
efforts on behalf of these Canadian citizens and for his prompt reply.
2•Are Port fth

,_ .
o e conversauon with Wang will follow.t



Geneva, May 14, 1954

KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE
13 making the following

Bedell Smith opened the meeting of Sixteen on May

points: sals at this time;
(a) Our side could not agree to detailed prop°had rejected a United Nations
(b) The Communists, and most recently Molotov, onate free elections;

basis for the unification of Korea including ro

as long as possible. Since Rhee
(c) We should keep the general debate going

remained ready to consider any of our proposals, some delegation might state cer-

tain principles which we could gradually develop;
Government and constitution founded on United Nations resolutions

(d) ROK
possi-must not be repudiated. ssi-

who was sharply questioned by Garcia of The Philippines ^ u
t̂he

that:2. Pyun,bility of any ROK flexibility in the issue of all-Korean elections,
(a) Controversial issues should not be raised nor concessions made at thi^i;ôns,

for
(b) Since the ROK constitution contained no ôrevi^ could acceptosuch elections;

his group would have to solve this problem bef
(c) The important issue was United Nations supervision of elections.,

Spaak a reed with Garcia that we were in an unfavourable position and sug-
3• P g for the principle of all-Korean

gested informing the Conference of our support
elections under United Nations supervision and the withdrawal ^ n° f^isr.°doeas
when security was restored. Eden favoured the early imPlem
Smith called for the compilation by the Group of Nine of a stateme ftoo^ ^ ÿ Were

upon which all the governments concerned -11A have to agree

presented to the Conference.

4.;, The Minister statea mar.

(
t world opinion from

a)
We should rally on positive common round to preven

assessing us with any blame for the failure of the fbe ng tield only in North
(b) If we did not so rally and insisted instead on elections

Korea and on only Chinese troops being withdrawn it would cause w^n ^°é Com-
to attach blame to us for a breakdown instead of placing all the blame

munists where it belonged;

KOREAN CONFLICT

La délégation à la Conférence su i^e exCorée à
térieures

enève

au secrétaire d ,État aux A.`^a

Delegàtion to Geneva Conference on Korea
External Affairs^`^to Seeretary of State for



(c) All-Korean elections were consistent with United Nations principles;
(d) Agreed principles for Conference consideration should be formulated in a few

days.

5. Smith said that if we failed to agree on these principles nothing should be put
forward.
6. Although Watt of Australia and Lacoste of France expressed preference for a

detailed plan it was finally agreed that the Group of Nine should meet the next day
to draft for consideration of the Sixteen a list of minimum basic principles. A more
detailed account of the meeting of Sixteen is going forward by bag.

52. DF.A/50069-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

d la délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

TELEGRAM 57 . Ottawa, May 17, 1954

CONFIDEIVT[AL. IMPORTANT.'. , ,

Reference: Your telegram No. 72 of May 14.

KOREA

Following from the Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: In view of the present
impasse in the discussions on Korea, we have been giving some thought at the
official level to the kind of proposals which might be advanced by our side in order
to gain the initiative at the conference. The suggestions we have outlined below
may.be of some use in connection with list of minimum basic principles which the
Group of Nine has been drafting.
f.2. We think that as a minimum, the ROK must withdraw its insistence athat
elections be held in North Korea only and (b) that Chinese troops be withdrawn
and Norea Korean forces disarmed before elections are held. As the Minister has
clearly stated, if these two points are not dropped, the blame for the failure of the
Geneva Conference will, in the public mind, rest mainly with the United Nations
side.,"=^'^

3. If ôther members of the Sixteen, including the ROK, agree that direct conversa-
tiôns' between' North and South Korea on elections might be undertaken on the
basis of câch side retaining veto rights in the talks and full domestic sovereignty
nntil agreement is reached, then you might find the following suggestions provide a
baslsôfr an approach to such conversations.
4• In' our suggestions, we have endeavoured to safeguard the position of

- ,^the>-ROK and at the same time to meet some of the points contained in the North
°^ proposals.



82 to the
ms to us that in spite of the United States ^^ South Korea

5. At this stage it s^ uation of North
North Korean prnPosals (that they call for an eq

general election law subject to a Communist veto), two
and that they make an^d:
points must be recogni . must be permitted to participate freely in the

(a) Both North and South K reaof an all-Korean state; ofnegotiations for the establishment
otiations, both Nordi and South Korea must retain the power

(b) ^^ese neg ress can be made .
veto, since unless they agr^, no progress following

On the basis of these assumptions, our suggestions are along
6.

lines: ements must be made forcation Korea,
(1) As a first step towards ^l^f Korea un obser^►ation in accordance

the holding of free elections throughout
with agreed arrangements. with mpresenta-

to ôrk out an agree-(2) For this purpose, an ElectionmentCommisansid
North i Korea s

et

dvés appointed by the ROK Govern
ment on election procedures within say six mon ths.

^^ur^ should be set up to
(3) An international Advisory Group on electio procedures offices as and when

assist the Election Commission with techni
Th

e Aaviry Group might consist of rep-
requested by the Election Commission. ThIndia, Burma, the philippines, Switzerland and Czechosloova ^e
resentatives of e.g. the two sides will proceed on

(4) In working out the free election procedur u, lation (i.e., constituencies or elec-
principle of representation in proportion

inosize by population).
toral districts will be approximately equal Commissionures, the Election

(5) When agreement is reached on^s Nauon of^the elections by setting up an
will make arrangements for the observationr^entatives of North and South Korea
Observer Group which would comprise representatives n• The Election Corn-

mission

of such other countries as may be mutually agreed osed composition of the
any technical assistance thatmission will inform the United UnNations of

ited Nationsefor
prop

Observer Group and may ask m
may be desired for the holding of the elections or for their observatio

n.
Of Korea where

of the elections would be carried out on the sanie basis in all parts

the elections are held. 21 days ptior to the no^na-
(6) The Observer Group would commenceiopemtions

d would remain in operation until all polls had been decl^so
tion of candidates an

7 Concurrent with the establishment of an Election Commtss^on• a 1
. with representatives of North and South Korea to fa^isOGroup will be established

tate negotiations on other matters relating' to the unifi ^^ `^hnthe c^s stryanCe of
group would have the power to seek the good offices . be mutuallY

country or countries as ^8ht hased with-rnational organization, any p an agreed plan for the phany inte ld also draw uy ,^
Jagreed upon. This group Wou,

drâwal of foreign troops from Korea. , • advanta8es:
'7. The suggestions outlined above seem to us to have the followmg
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(a) Both North and South Korea will retain complete freedom pending agreement
on the form of an all-Korean state and on the procedures.to be followed in setting
up that state.

(b) Western "interference" in the unification process is kept to a minimum and the
main task is left to the Koreans themselves, a feature which should appeal to neu-
tral Asian opinion. We can presumably rely on the ROK to look out for their inter-
ests and not to call for the departure of United Nations troops prematurely.
(c) The part suggested for the United Nations is sufficiently inconspicuous to

obviate strong objections by the Communists; at the same time the minimum
United Nations requirement of free elections under international observation is met.
The procedure suggested in item (5) will enable the United Nations to take appro-
priate action to bring its resolutions into conformity with the joint desires of the
North and South Koreans. It will be open for the South Koreans to urge the
employment of UNCURK in its present form or a modified form in the observation
of the elections.

(d) Since any proposal for the unification of Korea must in the final analysis be
acceptable to the North and South Koreans, details concerning the constitution of
the unified state or the steps that will have to be taken to transfer authority from the
two governments to one can be left to the Koreans to work out.
(e) While the Election Commission is functioning, the Liaison Group can, in addi-

tion to working out problems concerned with the transfer of authority and the set-
ting up of an 'all-Korean Government, deal with minor administrative and
"nomic matters which fall outside the scope of the Military Armistice Commis-
;sion '- e.g.; movement of mails, communications, commencement of trade, etc. If,
as is probable, the Election Commission becomes deadlocked, the Liaison Group
could continue to deal with these matters.

(t) The proposals require no immediate change in existing armistice arrangements.
g. We un^erstand that the Australians are considering proposals of a somewhat

similar type to those we have outlined.
.9• While we have not thought out the full implications of these ideas and while
there are numerous details that would need clarification (e.g., What happens after
Six months of unsuccessful efforts by the Election' Commission? How will the
annistice machinery be dismantled?) you may find these suggestions of some assis-
tance in your discussions with other delegations. This telegram should be consid-
eced as a departmental working paper for the Minister to use as he sees fit. Ends.
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délégation à la conférence sur la Corée à Genève
La , Affaires extérieures ,.

Geneva, May 17, 1954

KOREA rfunctory,
week, as the general debate became more and more peen by our

D^ng the past the impression of paralysis g towe became increasingly concerned over
conscious

around
of the failure of the Americans to bring the South Koreans of the

side as a result o osals. The Amen^s have bee
the acceptance of reasonable prop

of most other members of the Sixteen but anx'le t stassurances
growing impatience spite of the State Departm
any evidence of division in our ranks•original position need not be our final position,
last month in Washington that our orig Po

u
while Pyun held the floor has resulted in our becoming

our
xtricatinginability to speak p chances at e

increasingly entangled in the ROK position with diminislung se the fallacies

ourselves: Although our side has been able with âb eeto
effect

ay clearlpyowhat we do in
of the Communist proposals, we have not • into ROK soundingteriora
fact stand for. Meetings of the Sixte en forwere

meeeting of minds, and the United
boards rather than oppo^mues to becoming more marked. Thwas
States reluctance to convene such meetings nfere nWorking Group of British,
Group of Nine had met only once and the C oY From time to
American and French ceased their ,joint draf^é Û^`^ 5^^^ delegation indicating
time there were encouraging sounds from ht give in a little.man Rhee m• ^g
that if we would only have patience Syng

There is no longer very serious hope that even the most reasonab^dpro
ougsals

h the
2.which we put forward would be acceptable t éthe^ ^ ôf°^^North Koreans

South Koreans seem to think there is suffici g eeing to anY"
that they are reluctant to risk agreeingand manYdouble-crossing them in this way,

thing but the most conservative offers. What has be^e ^ôn ^ f^tion, our side
other delegations, is that if we fail to reach an agree ro-

effort to do so. Furthermore+ the p
will not appear to have made any very great for some years•

forward here are proposals we may have to stand by
posals we put informal discus

3. Before the meeting of the Sixteen onMay^l^d ^^ aand e^erlands dele
sion with officiais of the Australian, New

differenceound them much concern.d along the saine line. The British ^
gations and f

é

unhappy but, like the French, inclined to avoid at almost any cost
Y

at the bit and
etingwith the Americans on Korea. The Fi ^is ae^U^ was gin at our sma11 me haVe

angered the South Koreans already. Co
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to whether we should seek to put forward concrete proposals to match those of
*Nam Il or whether we could better minimize our differences with the South Kore-
ans by simply stating the principles, which we consider fundamental and thereby
avoiding, if possible, criticizing the South Koreans. The trend of opinion has been
in favour of the latter course and Eden has, to some extent, in his speech yesterday
in the plenary session taken a public stand on these lines. (Pyun was not happy
about the speech and told Eden he could not accept his fourth point - i.e. United
Nations supervision of elections by countries not necessarily belligerent.)
4. It was for all the reasons mentioned above that the Minister, as well as Eden

and others, persuaded Bedell Smith to call the Sixteen on May 13. The American
argument now being given to their impatient allies is that the Communists have so
completely repudiated - particularly in Molotov's speech - any United Nations
role in a Korean settlement that it is unnecessary for us to worry about stating our
own proposals. This argument, however, is not really acceptable. Some concession
was made in the Committee of Sixteen by the re-establishment of the Sub-Commit-
tee of Nine to try to draft agreed principles "to which we would all agree and from
which we would not defect", as Alexis Johnson rather ominously put it.
5. Every effort will be made to reach agreement and to minimize or to blur our

difficulties but there must be considerable doubt as to whether a compromise can
be reached between positions as difficult as those of the Filipinos and the South
Koreans. We may therefore shortly be faced with a difficult decision as to whether
it is more important to preserve our unity'at all costs or to stand by principles
which satisfy our conscience. To break publicly with the South Koreans, particu-
larly if this involved also a difficulty with the Americans, would be something
which everyone would want to avoid. The alternative, of course, would put us in an
invidious position; our Asian friends and others would accuse us of submitting to
American and South Korean dictation. Whatever course we follow would undoubt-
'edly affect future consideration of our policy in maintaining or withdrawing Cana-
dian forces.

54. < DEA/50069-A-40
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KOREA - GENEVA CONFERENCE

.week, the ROK delegation has approached informally a number of other
delega^ons, including ours, in an effort to win support for the South Korean posi-
tiô t̂t at this Conference.
2-The ROK Government is now prepared to accept all-Korean elections provided:
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(a) All Chinese
Communist troops are withdrawn from North K orea;

and
(b) The South Korean electorate approve of the proposal in a P

(c) UNCURK is the Agency for United Nations supervision..

3. The ROK
delegation has also emphasized the importance of our side maintain-

th
ee.

ing a common front i.e., we should all agree with President
em to insist that

4. We informed the ROK representative that, in our
in the absence

the Chinese must evacuate North Korea before any settlement was,

of a military victory over
the Communists, to insist on, the impossible.

ls that
explained the importance we attached to our taking a stand here on propo a
our own people and the world would recognize as reasonable even though, as we
expécted, the Communists would not accept them.

5. An account of our interview with Yang the ROK Ambassadotin
y

contained in our letter No. 3 of May 19t which went forward in
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TII^O

CorrMENTAL
Reference: Your telegrams No. 80 of May 17 and No. 88 of May 20.

KORFA
Be gins: We agree entirely that it is essen-

tial that
Following

our
fromside Acting

produce at
Under-Secretary,

least a set of principles which can be advanced at the

conference and that the American argument, that the Setmtlemn that it is unnec-
essary repudiated any United Nations role in a Korean acceptable.
essary for us to worry about stating our own proposals, is not really

2. We have particularly in mind the necessity that will face us at the ne^ meetingnited
of the General Assembly to explain and defend the attitude taken Y ad
Nations side at the Geneva Conference. It will be most desirable thdie stand
taken by the Sixteen at Geneva should at the General Assembly command
est possible support including, if possible, the support of those non-partib1é^ ^e
the war with neutralist inclinations. In our view this will not be po
Geneva Conference is allowed to terminate without a more positive effort by our
side to attain a peaceful settlement. agreed that
-.3. In your telegram No. 67 of May ` 12t you said ythât General Smith agrc
reasonable proposals might tie^ made by some delegation which would test ^e i
Connunists, and thatthe ROK delegation could then, if necessary, reserves . ^

position in the unlikely event that the Communists would accept them, or sImp Y
. 5 .. E 1 ^ ^
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remain silent if they were not acceptable. We believe that this approach should be
fully explored, and that if the Americans pursue this idea with the South Koreans
the obstacle which the latter now present to 'initiative by our side might be
removed. The Americans might take the line that due allowance would have to be
made for the inability of the South Korean delegation to agree in advance to pro-
posals or principles which will involve constitutional changes in the ROK, and that
any agreement reached at Geneva on a settlement or on the machinery to work
towards a settlement would, of course, be subject to ratification by the Govern-
ments concerned.

4. It is now generally known that none of the other delegations supports the stand
taken by the South Koreans against all-Korean elections on reasonable terms. If the
ROK succeeds in preventing the presentation of an agreed set of principles or pro-
posals for the peaceful unification of Korea, it will certainly appear that the United
Nations side has not striven for a settlement. This will have a very serious effect on
public opinion, particularly in those countries which maintain forces in Korea. If a
concerted effort to impress this point on the United States were made by like-
minded delegations at Geneva, it might assist the Americans in persuading the
South Koreans to. permit the presentation of an agreed set of principles at the con-
ference without the ROK delegation publicly repudiating them.
' 5.

We believe that an agreed set of principles should meet the followin criteria:
.(a) they should be reasonable g

(b) they should meet the legitimate preoccupations not only of the South but of
North Koreans as well the

(c) they should be consistent with previous United Nations resolutions

(d) in the event of the collapse of the Geneva talks, they should be defensible at
the next session of the General Assembly

(e) they should provide a basis for renewal of talks at a later date.
6• If the { ROK will neither acquiesce in nor keep silent on a set of

drafted by our side, we believe that these principles should neverteles sbe
pr^sented to the conference. In these circumstances it should be possible to per-
suade the ROK to state their reservations in a manner which would minimize the
aPPearance of an open break as far as possible. Similarly, in the presentation of the
s^t of principles agreed to by other delegations on the United Nations side, the
Point could be made that while we do not share the reservations expressed b y
ROK+ the position taken by the South Koreans is at least more in accordance with
United Nations objectives than that of the Communists.
7. It If bé a 'pprec^atd that the preceding represents dcpartmental views only. Wehave not consulted any minister. Ends.^.., -
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^ tin of the sixteen, Pyun presented the long awai ^^ time,
At yesterday s mee g

als on which the South Koreans and American ^hh^ been taken to Ottawa by Mr.
in the form of fourteen points, the text of wluc

Pearson." ut forward firm proposals

o2n
2. B

which
edell allSmith

sixteen
said theywere agreed. all have preferred to p ssible: It was for this

eed. This was clearly, not po sals to certain
reason that the United States had hoped plan. oweverl^ u En-Lai was to speak
principles rather than present a detailed must at this time produce a
in today's plenary and the South KoreansfIels^^ ^e .United States agreed that
counter plan of their own. In thes^sl u

^en.nBedell Smith was prepared at the first
Pyun should put forward his PTOp° eneral support

rate that they would
that other delegates would be able to do the same, or at ^yof the proposals the

refrain from criticizing them. Th ^terW They s have preferred that paragraphpro-United States would have liked to
would

that the elections should take place "in accordance withcoct° bine pamgmP2 state
cess of the ROK Government". They would have prefe

rred to
, advantage

d 13 on troop withdrawal and "fuzz it up a bit'but the
re
own^ He empi^ ^d12 an

putting forward something from wluch they could ^n^ed a Stariing position for
that these proposals were not hard and fast; they'rep wlll^ngness to
negotiation and it was possible that if the Communists showed any
negotiate some changes might be made. his instruc-

tions.

Pyun insisted that he must speak today and that he was ^i ôn on pamgmph 2

and
He

might had
be submitted t

authorized ô tohis alter
government of all-Korean elections r~aise ^éasubmitting

constitutional problem and they could not promise this . withoa^onal Assembly'
question to the people. It would have to be submitted to the p^gmpl1s 12

which would decide whether elections in the south were ^^^. nominal differ-

ence
and 13

was

a very elastic programme for with
as necessazYbetween United Nations and Communist forces. rc^^m^n^

withdrawal could be achieved provided even token United Nations fo

n: UNtcd
USI9S2-N, YolumeXVt. Woh'nBto
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till the end., He recognized that the proposals would be 'put forward as South
, Korean proposals only and that other delegations could, if they wished, make pub-

licly "some small differences". He was sure they were consistent with the general
principles other delegations had put forward. If the Communists were willing to
discuss these proposals we could talk with them.

4. The Filipinos tried unsuccessfully to persuade Pyun to hold off until the sixteen
could agree, a process which would clearly be impossible without further lengthy
delays. Eden thought paragraphs 3 to 11 were admirable but was not happy about 2
nor 12 and 13. He preferred the American version of paragraph 2 and thought it
better simply to talk about "phased withdrawals on both sides" instead of the spe-
cific suggestions in paragraphs 12 and 13. Watt pointed out the impossibility of
securing any commitment from his government before the plenary and had some
doubts if his government could accept all the proposals but he did not question the
right of the South Koreans to ban it. As the inference might be drawn that Pyun's
proposals had been approved at this meeting of the sixteen, Watt hoped everything
would be done to remove this impression. Bedell Smith suggested Pyun should
make clear in his statement that he spoke only for his own government. The
Colombians and French wondered if Pyun could at this stage put forward only the
first eleven paragraphs, on which we could all agree, but Pyun said the concession
of elections in all Korea by his government was dependent upon the amendment of
the constitution and the preliminary withdrawal of Chinese troops.
5. Mr. Pearson paid tribute to the Korean and U.S. efforts but said it was difficult

to comment in detail without further examination. He questioned the possibility of
holding a census and then elections within six months and expressed doubts about
paragraph 2. On the question of withdrawal, he recognized the validity of Korean
insistence on differentiating in principle between the U.N. and Chinese forces.
Nevertheless, we had to produce proposals which would not give the Communists
anÿ reason for summary rejection and which would appear sensible to our own
people. He suggested the following program which was accepted by the meeting.
Pÿun should present the proposals as coming from South Korea only and other
delegâtions should refrain from submitting proposals that differed, at least immedi-
â^ely afterwards. Those who felt inclined could give general support to the propos-
als as'a suitable basis of negotiation and might even suggest certain alterations.
'Mus we could find out whether the Communists wanted to make any concessions.
We might suggest either that the South Korean proposals along with. the North
Korean proposals go to a smaller committee of members of both sides for consider-
afion; or else the committee of sixteen might next week renew its efforts to secure
agreement. The advantage of sending the proposals to a negotiating committee
would be that we would then appear to have made a serious effort to start negotia-
hons and if these should break off we would find ourselves in a better position in
the eyes of the world. Both Bedell Smith and Robertson gave strong support to this
F": Pyun accepted it in somewhat enigmatic terms. 4
6^ (3ârcia insisted that differences existed not only on the details of the ROK pro-

s` but on the important principle of withdrawal of troops. Mr. Pearson agreedthst .
there were differences greater than mere details and the position of the Cana-
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'
could only be determinedafter it was seen to what extent these

than Delegation otiations.
differences could be ironed out in neg

57.

TELEGRAM 95

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDtATE_

KOREA Smi th
There will be a plenary session on Korea on WednesdaY at which Befdenainth

will speak. In his present draft Smith devotes most of his attention to d
efending

Nations and re-affirming its decisions. After this, he simply concludes by
Unitedsaying that there must be recognition of the role of the United °N i^^ng ^cei or
the Korean people to achieve unification, that there can
security unless an atmosphere of peace and freedom is p htiô^^^^ pr^principles the
of unification and political settlement, ^â ^^ that they meet the basic
United States has studied the ROK p°^s here support. He therefore, urges theu
prerequisites which the vast majorityvast majority . sals..
serious consideration. This is his only reference to the prop° possible to say a

2, The Americans are trying to line up as many other countries as p
good word for the South Korean proposals on Wednesday. We understand that so, gden is not anxious
far only Colombia, Turkey and possibly Thailand haveo^g^ S^ians, New ^a_
to speak but possibly might be persuaded to In our view,
landers and Belgians are most unlikely to agree, but the Dutch might., point. We should prefer
it would be wiser for us not to rush into a statementei ent th' 3,^ some reaction to it.
to study carefully what the Americans say Possible

at this point, the Ameri-
There seems a slight danger that if we all rally too strongly ht be tempted to seek to
cans, or at least some elements in their delegation, nug
break off the`negotiations on this note.

best to removerany impression that
.3. The South Koreans have been doing their the prov^tive
their proposals are intended as a serious basis for negotiations by holding a
way in which they put forward their proposals on Saturday and also by ^sed, he
press conference yesterday at which Pyun talked ln Saturday but claimed
admitted that he was not speaking for the United Nations o

's proposals were in agreement with the principles of the, other memô n ofthat lu
the Sixteen. When asked if South Korea wouldaccent^a NB^ 1

C
rland and

sion composed of non-Comnmunist countries lik. a,
Sweden, he launched,into an unbridled attack on India, which he claimed had never
been non-Communist, as we11 'as on Bunna andk Indonesia.
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Both the Americans and the South Koreans seem to think that they can dismiss
without serious analysis the Chinese proposal for a Neutral Commission and Nam
Il's clarification on Saturday about equal representation of North and South in the
preliminary Commission, but 'proportional representation in the resultant legisla-
ture. To describe these simply as "a couple of double built-in vetoes", as the Ameri-
cans have briefed the press, seems hardly good enough in view of the built-in veto
in paragraph 2 of the ROK proposals and in view of their specious reasonableness.
(Chou En-Lai pretty well convinced Krishna Menon that he believed they and the
North Koreans had made very real concessions and asked what more our side
wanted). If and when we do make another statement some attention might be
devoted to smoking out these latest Communist "concessions".

5. As we are approaching a stage which might be preparatory to the suspension of
talks for some months or even years, it seems important that we should not take a
strong or at least a categorical stand on principles which in unforeseeable circum-
stances we might wish to abandon. If in a year's time, for national or international
reasons, we are more desperately anxious to unify Korea, it seems pretty certain
that
(1) We would have to make use in some way of the technique of a Neutral Nations

Commission and that
(2) We would have to accept in fact if not in theory that the United Nations, as at

Panmunjom, is negotiating as one belligerent with another belligerent which it has
not defeated and must therefore treat as an equal in strength if not in virtue. We
ought, therefore, to be careful at this time to defend the United Nations and the
validity of its decisions, but without insisting that there can be no alteration in its
resolutions and without implying that any settlement would have to be one imposed
by the United Nations. The formula, "acceptable to the United Nations", is a safer
one as, even if we look upon United Nations merely as one party to the negotia-
tions, proposals would have to be acceptable to the United Nations on that basis.
We ought also to be careful not to dismiss in principle the conception of a Neutral
Nations Commission, although we could clearly attack the very unsatisfactory pro-
Posal by the Chinese for such a Commission.

- 6• Unless you advise us to the contrary we shall not speak on Wednesday. If we
wcrc to come in somewhat later in this phase of the discussions, we might be able
at that point to introduce your proposal that the South and North Korean proposals

ferred to a working group of some kind. It would certainly be too early to
Suggest this now.
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GENEVA CONFERENCE

will be s aking in the House tomorrow on the Geneva a^ n ^^e of what
I ^ factual and P lans2. The Korean part of my speech will be largely

in on, with explanation of views on our side andp a rinciples for a Koreanhas been go g
put forward by the Communists. I expec^ which we worked nout before I left.'s
settlement along the lines of the 7 poi

to the South Korean proposals, I state that while weC^n^éulit
about

3. As
or two points, e.g., South Korean veto on elecuons, and

nevertheless, they would be acceptable as a basis of discussion. I
drawal provisions, committee,
add the view that these proposals. should go to a,éW of the Communist attitude
though I hold out little chance for

to the all-Korean Commission.
toward the United Nations agreement

4.
As to the future, I suggest that the conference, in default of any ro blem

should suspend, and not terminate its work, with a view to.looking at the pest that it would be wise
again later when conditions may be é^ ae° ^able and necessarY until a peace
for the conference to confirm theis possible. I express my view that as a result of the Geneva discussions,
settlementewal of hostilities in Korea will be less likely,` and that this is no unimpo^^
ren : •
result. ment will be devoted to the Indo-Chinese side of the confer-

5. The rest of my state of security in Sou5.
ence, and certain general observations on strengthening

Asia. Ends.

is Voir Canada. Chambre des Communes. DEbats, le 28 mai 1954, pp. 5491-5499.
S 18S•S 192.

See Canada, House of Commons. Debates. May 28. 1954, l+p.
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COrrt:[nEN13Ar,

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 95 of May 25 and 97 of May 26.t

KOREA

I agree that it should not be necessary for you to speak in the plenary debate
immediately after Bedell Smith, but I think your intervention should not be post-
poned for more than a few days.

2. In the meantime, in your discussions with other delegations on our side, it
might be worthwhile to urge that the latest Communist "concessions" should not be
rejected out of hand and that it would be better tactics on our part to elicit from the
Communists more detailed explanations of their proposals as well as some com-
ments on the South Korean proposals. You might also canvass further other delega-
tions on our side on the suggestion that a small working committee be established
to study the ROK proposals and the North Korean proposals, too, if that seems
desirable. If no other delegation has done so before you speak and if there is gen-
eral support on our side for the idea, you might include in your speech the sugges-
tion that a working committee be set up to examine the details of the two sets of
proposals now before the conference.

11 agree that it would be most desirable that the Communist proposals be smoked
out both in plenary debate and in the working committee if it is established. While I
believe it would be unwise to mention at this stage the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission now operating so unsatisfactorily under the Armistice, I think we
should query the new proposal for a neutral commission with all the difficûlties of
the present NNSC in mind. A number of points in this connection could appropri-
ately be raised:
(a) Whom do the Communists propose to have on such commission?
(b) If United Nations belligerents are to be excluded from membership, will this

ban apply equally to Communist China? or the USSR - or any other member of
the Communist bloc?

^) Will the number of members be such that deadlock decisions can be avoided?
are the commission's decisions to be subject to a veto by any member?

4. If further probing shows the Communist proposal for a neutral commission to
be completely spurious as an agency to ensure free and fair elections, the United
Nations case will rest on much firmer ground than if the Communist proposals are
reJected without examination.
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94
posalCommunists need not be confined to the newestlpalroN rih5. Questions put to the o

for a neutral commission, but could also refert°û Ôn ^éldeliberation sof the All-
Korean proposals - e.g. Is any time limit to be P rincl les to be pre-any
scribed Commission in drawing up an electorb^l^^ ^ld the Repûblic of Korea
scribed on which the electoral law would be all-Korean electoral law? What
electoral law be used as a basis for drawing up an on an
arrangements are to be made if the All-Korean Commission ^to to agreebe ' an interim
electoral law? Fundamentally, is the All-Korean
Gov't or a negotiating forum? If the former, is it envisaged that it should be subject

to veto? Can even an interim Gov't function that way? ht find it worthwhile to
6. In discussions with delegations on our side, you mig

ssibili
of using the "principle of non-intervention of foreign states"

explore the po tYmentioned by the North Koreans (your telegram No. 92,t para. 9) as a device toof the
tici ated disagreement with the communists on the ^ât if a neutral

overcome anP We have in mind the possibility
withdrawal of foreign troops. upon and further. progress is blocked by
nations supervisory commission is agreed

agreement might be reached on an
the problem of the withdrawal of foreign troop

s
, that foreign

arrang
ement " whereby the neutral commission would ensure

Sulated from suchtr cons
remaining in Korea at the time of n^^te foreign^nterference in Korea's internal
tacts with the Koreans as might constitute

affairs.

TEMRAm 120

CONFIDFNTIAI-. IMMEDIATE.

KORBA
tand Eden have had a talk about the next sage in which Eden put

Bedell Smith
his suggestion for going into restricted session. (As our 'scssions are alreadY

upsupposed to be secret, the term "restricted session" is now being used trnosÛ b^ÿ one

in which statements are not released ton eof^rc an
arded p^n muuncements for world

some mutual discussion rather than a se ries p which the conference
consumption). Smith said he had been

ikind ând
a plan

emerge wwith a set of simple
would go into a restricted session of some
conclusions to which both sides would agree to the effect that:

i_ (1) Korea should be unified; :.^..

^(2)There should be free all-Korean elections;

(3) Foreign forces should be withdrawn;
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(4) We had not been able to reach agreement on the time procedure or method of
achieving unification. Smith said he had conceived this plan as a result of Krishna
Menon's having said to him that if we couldn't agree, couldn't we agree to disa-
gree. He has now sent this suggestion to ,Washington but doesn't expect a reply
until Dulles returns in a day or so from Duck Island.

2. Eden asked Molotov, before he left on Saturday, what he thought about going
into a restricted session to see if we could agree on general principles or if not at
least agree to disagree. Molotov didn't commit himself but didn't dissent.
3. It seems quite likely that a decision will be taken in a few days on a new phase

of the conference. In the meantime no plenary on Korea is scheduled and there are
no speakers on the list. We assume you would not want us to request a plenary
unless other delegations also want to speak. Although the members of the United
States delegation still talk about the desirability of further speeches along the lines
of those on Saturday, Bedell Smith indicated that he wasn't too. keen on having any
more oratory. Our disposition, therefore, would be to withhold any statement until
the procedural position is clarified. The points proposed in your telegram No. 77 of
May 28 might be more appropriate in a restricted session. To put them forward now
could provoke replies and thereby prolong the present highly unproductive phase of
the conference.

61. DEA/50069-A-40
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KOREA ,

We called on Prince Wan this afternoon to ask about his proposals which, so far,
seem to have attracted much more attention in the American press than in Geneva.
,Z. Wan said that lie had not made any proposals; he had been talking of possibili-
Ges.with newspapermen who had reported only part of his ideas. As a co-chairman
he,was much concerned over the failure to hold meetings or to get on with the
Korean discussion. In his view we should hold a meeting of the sixteen as soon as
possible and decide to seek agreement at the next plenary meeting, on the holding
of restricted sessions of the seven delegations, to study the proposals which had
been made. He assumed that agreement on unification would not be possible but
thôught that when this became evident a plenary session might appoint the seven as
a continuing commission which could go on working quietly in Geneva after the
p^ss4correspondents had departed. He was not sanguine about the prospects of
agreement in the Commission but he thought this was one method of preventing
debate on the subject re-opening in either a special session of the Assembly or in
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the commission it could carry on or peter out unostentatiously
the autumn. As for t
when the cost was clear•

had
t had with Pyun who insisted on the confer-

3. He told us also of a talk he jus
points. Wan told Pyun that if the

ence breaking uP on the issue of his foutteen po rt, It was

conference broke up on that issue he could not co ^ into .in th
ailand

e conferen ^ce because

essa
confry osals be studied and look
nec that these prop n that his fourteen

^â ^eUnited Nations wouldthere were aspects on which he wasdoubtful. mb m
points would not be easily accepted in the A said the ROK was not a member of
wish to continue discussing a settlement. Pyun ^ a settlement upon
the United Nations and the United Nations f u^t° nt ^^

them, an argument
ght of the American

ment which is peculiarly gn.ssue of the authoriry of the United
insistence that we should break up on the issue

Nations. to say that he
an told us that Robertson had come to see him that d him of Dulles' instruc-

4•
W an sals for a commission. He told

not accept Wan's p P°
to break up the conference on the United Nations issueS but only in order to puttionsprepared to have the conference go into restricted session t^ the authority of th fIthe question to the Communists of whether or not they a^P on ^at note.

United Nations. If they did not then the conferencent R
would

obertson was prepared to go

bis own doubts. ;

reached on that po
satisfactory agreement could be
ahead with Wang s proposed commission.

who is naturally an enthusiast for United Nations, see ô^^
rather woolly of

5. Wan Robertson supremacy
this point and said he had agreed to go along with in de nded on the form in
the United Nations. We said that we thought everyth 8 Pe

w

would repudiate
hich this question was put. If we expected that the Communists binding on them,

their aggression and accept the decisions of the United Nations
u since Wan said he

it was quite futile to hold restricted sessions for this p t^

thought they
would merely be asked to confinn their faith in legv ts^nUnited

theinted out that, whereas the Communists ha^ n^^^ CC of the United

Nations
P° action in Korea, they had never ques this out to
Nations or the principle of collective security. He said he had pointed tl •

Robertson

that
who was apparently not impressed (Johnson told us thi ^â die w oleCharter

' they thought the Communists were seeking toadin crh^l i^o^f^n^ could be
con-principle of the United Nations). We asked W

used by the plenary session in calling the restricted sessions into Se no ^^urin8

ference could hardly ask for restricted sessions foNNations. o We ^^ have to call
a Communist profession of faith in the United sible on the basis of p^
upon the restricted sessions t^ this argument which^seetned to confirm some of
posals already made. He accepted

• ë we could carry m.. on to the subject of the 110
6 . Pnnce Wan had to leave befor

a to the United Nations but he said he was shortly seein8 nsûlt of a message
PP^ârrived back in Geneva this môtning partly, it would seem, as

Wan`sent to himin London.
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Le sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d la délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

TE1.EGttAr1 86 Ottawa, June 3, 1954

CONFIDENIIAL, IMMEDJA7E.

Reference: Your telegram No. 126 of June 2.
Repeat Washington EX-954.

KORBA
Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: We have been somewhat dis-
turbed to note the growing evidence that the United States delegation in Geneva
has fairly categorical instructions to break up the conference on the issue of United
Nations authority. There does not appear to be a clear idea as to what exactly is
meant by "United Nations authority", and we are very doubtful about the reaction
in the world at large and in the United Nations General Assembly in particular if
the conference is broken off abruptly by our side on what does not appear to us to
be a clear and defensible issue.

` 2. There seems to be a considerable spread in the various views as to how far the
principle•of international supervision of elections should be carried. There is the
ROK view that elections should be supervised by UNCURK as presently consti-
tuted. Then there is the view expressed by Mr. Eden in his speech of May 13, that
elections should be supervised "under the auspices of the United Nations", the
countries providing the supervision not necessarily being those which have taken
part in the war. My own approach, as expressed in my statement to Parliament, is
close to this and would provide for supervision by an international agency accept-
able to the United Nations consisting of nations which do not belong to the commu-
nist bloc and which did not participate in military operations in Korea. Theie arc no
doubt other interpretations of just what the role of the United Nations should be in
the supervision of elections, but I would be surprised if the majority of delegations
on'our side would take as rigid a position as seems to be implied in the United
States instructions to their delegation in Geneva.
3*f I still feel that it is important to elicit from the Communists some indication as

tO their Ideas for a neutral supervisory commission. If, as we suspect, it is to be on
the pattern of the NNSC under the armistice, we will be able to demonstrate clearly. 4.F
!^*,unacxeptability and our own position will be the stronger.
4: I would be grateful if you would ascertain from the United States delegation a-.^,cl^r defnition of the principle on which they would like to sec the conference

brofeit ôff.'•You might express to them our apprehensions about breaking off the
blkâ1^I,;,,prematureiy when the issue as between our side and the communists is not as
^^Iâthe light of the various statements made by our side, as the Americans
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would appear to believe. To demand that the communists accept the authority of theseem
United Nations and to break off the conference if thŸy^^f

esfr n° al
d
public relations

point
leave the United Nations side at a considerable

bears little relation to the fact that the
of view, particularly as this PP

United Nati
ons must, for practical purposes, treat with the communists as an equal

in strength if not in virtue. available but
No. 128 just received. Minister not immediately ,

5. Your telegram
hopé to see him early tomorrow morning.
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63.
La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève

au secrétaire d 'bat aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, June 3, 1954
TEtEcxANt 127

SECRL'r
KOREA

We saw Alexis Johnson yesterday and he began by reading to us, the instructiontion intorical instruc
that had just been received from Dulles. It was a long rhe ould be broken off on
which he argued that it would be best that the negotiation s

of the United Nations.
a clear-cut issue and that this issue should be the position tter
The people of the world would expect us to take a lofty stand on thiw did not

an
dh alt

le

allow the authority of the United Nations to be questioned. Wlu
nge Dulles' argument we did point out that the issue of the United awe oughgto

not be entirely clear-cut and that if therewas to be a break on ^s issue
think through clearly what we were doing.

referred to Bedell Smith's proposals for ending the conference we i fw^
2. Johnson r

agreement to disagree (our telegram No. 120 of June'1` `w^t ^ hd the conference
clearly not in sympathy. He indicated that they did no

"n any jointsuch 'communiqué with the Communists..While there may h^ de ^b`ea,,Yd1
be internal political reasons for this position,f^Jû mon di,on o^nounce that we
argument, when he said that it would give P^s when there were
were all agreed on free elections and, the withdrawal of troops rinci les.
such fundamental differences'between our interpretations of these p h^at the
0. 3, We pointed out that it was becauseFof these differences jnat a^^^^ with the
proposals should all be submitted to ° a restricted gro p eS of
instructions in your telegram No.,77 of May i28 we put io^ .^ the éffdCÛvé john-
referring'proposals to a body m.which negotiation woul necess^Y
son clearly doesn't think negotiation in a restrncted scss1on is urgently ssibil-
but said that he would not mind another restriçted Rsession to look into the poof the

it Of further negotiation., By` restncted =scssion he méant a secret meeting µ.e^,
seven previously designated for such a purpose, that is the four sponsoring ^



China and the two Koreas. When we asked him if he would have in mind only one
session or whether he would be prepared to look upon this as a beginning of a
negotiation, if that proved possible, he said that they would naturally be prepared to
pursue discussions in this form if the prospects looked good but they would want to
cut them off if no further agreement looked likely. If this could be undertaken in
the right spirit we think it might be the most practical means of achieving the nego-
tiating phase which you had in mind. Johnson seemed willing to pursue this idea
and suggested that we discuss it among ourselves with a view possibly to having a
meeting of the sixteen on Friday. He thought there should be a plenary session to
convoke the restricted session. In discussing the timetable at a later stage he sug-
gested that the restricted session might then report back to the plenary where there
could be final statements. He dropped the hint that we might look forward to such a
plenary at the end of next week. It seems to us highly unlikely, however, that at the
rate at which Korean proceedings move we could wind up this negotiating phase in
less than a week, unless the Americans are not inclined to take the process of nego-
tiation seriously. If we all stick to our present positions - and there is no indica-
tion that the ROK will move an inch =- the negotiations might not take long but it
is by no means unlikely that the Communists will face us with further spurious but
attractive concessions which we should have to debate.
;A. We told Johnson that we recognized that the most important thing in Geneva
was the satisfactory conduct of the Indo-China negotiations and although we were
impatient to finish the Korea talks we did not want to insist on a policy which
would make the other proceedings more difficult. He indicated that they would be
quite happy to finish the Korean discussions as soon as it was possible to do so
satisfactorily, regardless of what was going on over Indo-China.
°:5.' Although Johnson was opposed to concluding the conference with any joint
communiqué with the Communists he did think the conference might be suspended
sine die. This is the first time any of the Americans have entertained this suggestion
ând'we indicated that it was in accordance with your thinking. Johnson thought that
this kind of suspension should be indefinite, leaving things so that the question
could be taken up again by this conference or possibly by another conference or in
the `Assembly. When we mentioned the danger of ending the conference in such a
way that Mrs. Pandit might find it necessary to call a special session of the General
Assembly immediately, he said that they had threshed this out a good deal and did
not think that anything we could do here would prevent the United Nations from
convening and discussing Korea.
.6. While the prospects of getting on to a negotiating stage look a little better there
13 noya4sûrance that Johnson's not exactly enthusiastic support of this procedureP •wnll` •prevail or last the night. Furthermore, it is quite possible that a negotiating
pho3e Ÿmight be accepted by the Americans with the intention of securing a quick
brêak`on the issue which Dulles has prescribed.



ts to rofess us

There will probably be a meeting of thi^ fof restricted sessions with the Ûn ^ d
Americans are expected to present a prog of the
'on of forcing the conference to break on the issue Cô^ônW^^ delegations as

t
Nations. We have grave misgivings shared by
to whether this is a clear cut issue on which to.break and as a resutll,té fWl hP^tinbgsi on
the United States delegation for a clear defin^^t^D ônPh°ave thought this questionbutlish we doubt if the Americans here or in, g
through very clearly. They are bound by Dulles' instructions which are f^s would
imprecise and it seems clear that if they w^^ ^Ô

2, pur grave

te^ in, any v

have to be done by raising the ma^n^ arise from the following reasons:
' doubts about the p ^éthe

(a) We would naturally reject most strongly the sion but
Communist thischarges

hardly
th

United Nations acted illegally and has committed agBTeS of different
to be good ground on which to break the negotiationts^, as in ^holding of settlement.
views on the subject by both parties does not really s

(b) Our present position vis-à-vis the United Nations is ambivalent and ^bengh^ ôf
too carefully defined. We would not want to be drawn into a en
the United Nations to settle disputes anywhere but the brute fact of our present

is that the United Nations is incapable of imposing a set^ç^m ^é ^erisituation
recognized that fact when we began negotiatiosPanmunjom.during ^er•s Assembly
cans in particular who insisted on this conception
when they rejected a round-table conference for one at which the two sides
sit opposite each other. To take a perfectionist stand on United Nat`oenhyp^ritical.
at a conference with such dubious parentage ôt ^e^^se of negoti-
We have come here and sat down beside the Communists
atmg with them. There is no reason for shame in what we have do ns ^it^ ^eXible

in accordance with our Canadian conception kinds forithatnmenng out solutions
instrument providing opportunities of various
but it is harder to 'in the fundamentalist tertns which Dulles seems to have injustify

mind. ^' faith in the United

KORF.^►
' on Friday morning at which the

(c) If the intention is to force th Commums Jr ression then ^e
Nations and its acts and thereby as they would 8^ to Geneva no^° ^°OS^
exercise is just silly. The Communists have co
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(d) The Communist attacks on the alleged presumptions of the United Nations
side (which incidentally they never refer to as such) are coupled with the repeated
argument that we cannot impose by diplomacy what we could not impose by force
of arms. This is not an argument we can afford to recognize in public but it unhap-
pily describes the facts as they exist. Our insistence on the authority of the United
Nations means simply to them that we maintain our right to impose a settlement on
them and this of course they would never accept unless the whole balance of power
in Asia shifted.

(e) None of the Communist delegations has attacked the Charter or the principle
of collective security but has merely maintained, that in the case of Korea, the
United Nations acted illegally. We must ask ourselves the question whether we
want to force them into extreme positions. It would seem particularly unwise at the
present moment to force the Russians into an attack on the United Nations and its
Charter.

(f) It is of course a debatable point but there might well be some inconsistency
between an insistence on the recognition by the Peking government of the authority
of the United Nations and the refusal to admit them. At any rate it is a question that
is better left untouched at the moment.
^(g) In choosing an issue on which to break, we must ask ourselves if it really is an
issue which we would insist upon indefinitely. It seems to us doubtful whether, if at
some future date, the Communi$ts were prepared to withdraw their forces before an
election and allow for international supervision under conditions we considered
safe and satisfactory, we would refuse to accept their terms simply because they
refused to acknowledge the moral authority of United Nations in general terms.
(h) If we broke on this issue it would possibly, as time passed, become simplified

in the public eye into whether supervision was to be by an international body of
some kind or whether it would be by UNCURK. This is hardly consistent with your
more flexible principle as stated in the House of Commons. It is contrary, further-
more, to the precedent for Germany put forward by the Allies at Berlin and swal-
lowed with no trouble by the public.
G) We have grave doubts whether the ROK would accept the right of the United

Nations to'impose a settlement on them. If they would, then the United Nations
Assembly would have a much easier mandate.
• 3•' in our view there are stronger and more clear-cut issues on which to break.
Sârélyr it would be better , to refuse to go on unless the Communists revise their
Prposterous proposals on elections and the withdrawal of troops. These would
,,. .. ü^,... ; a. • .8eem more reasonable in the eyes of the public and they are the issues on which we
^annot compromise. They arc issues, however; which would have to come up dur-
iug in honest effort to probe the various proposals in restricted sessions. To go into
these sessions with a preordained program for breaking them up, seems neither
Practical nor honest. There is every likelihood that our intention would become
lInowa to the press. If we could go into restricted session for the purpose of ezplor-
illg the proposals and if the United Nations issue should without any manoeuvring
° part arise in some form in which a breakoff would be justifiable then wes

d be prepared to look at this at the time. In our view a break is more likely to
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be

be justifiable on one of the other issues but we do not think
that this issue

te of Commu-
prescribed in advance. Furthermore, we think n ô^e nght pos ti^ on this issue in
nist skill to imagine that we can jockey th

ashort order. -
States4 . The United delegation have now conceived the idea that

wou
ld the absence

of any agreed conclusion to the confere^é S^^ G^é^ ôr to the Assembly.
report to the United Nations elther, to but unless it is in pretty general terms
Some such formaliry might well be required difficult to securewil
or is merely in the nature of an historical

^ ô^er tol thevSecret
ery

the
agreement. Possibly it might be best so to do or if the
records of the meetings, with an offer to try again if requested
circumstances seemed more opportune.

5. Unless we receive instructions from y ou before Friday's meeting we propose to
reserve our position as subject to instructions on the question of tclieaUnited ^ of the,
issue. We propose to express someif the Sixteen

press for a
propose restricted sessions

issue before we proceed further. Howev er,
sals or the possibility of

of the seven with a general mandatec to t look into
being^ino accordance with your

further agreement we would p

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
la Corée à Genève

à la délégation à la Conférence

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to Geneva Conferenee on Korea

instructions.

TFLEGRAM 87

COIVFIDBNTIAI.. 1MMEDIATB.

Reference: Your 128 of June 3.
Repeat Washington EX-956.

xottEA No. 86 of
Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: Further to my telegram with

e Minister,has now seen these two messages. He is in full accord ^on
the

June 3, that' ou should put them forward`views you expressed and agrees Y with assumption in last sentence
requires in the meeting of June 4th.'He also agrees
your para 5. Ends:
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Le secrétaire d'État aüz Affaires extérieures
à la délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

TIELEGRAM 84 Ottawa, June 4, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your telegram No. 120 of June 1.
Repeat Washington EX-946.

KOREA

We agree that it would not be desirable for you to request a plenary unless other
delegations also want to speak, and that the points suggested in our telegram No. 77
of May 28 might just as if not more suitably be made in a restricted session if there
is to be no plenary debate for the time being.
2. As the Korean discussions move towards termination it is important that they

be brought to an end in a manner satisfactory to our side. We believe that until the
Communist proposal for a neutral supervisory commission is fully examined and
exposed, there may be some confusion in the public mind on the question of inter-
national supervision of elections. The relative success of the Neutral Nations Repa-
triation Commission has entirely obscured the failure of the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission under the Armistice, and if the talks are broken off too
hastily it might give the impression that the United Nations side had given no real
consideration to the Communist "concessions" in proposing a neutral commission
to supervise the elections. For this reason we believe that the Communist proposal
for a neutral commission should be probed so that if the talks are to be broken off
on the question of international supervision of elections, the issue will be clear cut
and there will be no question as to which side is being reasonable.
I: If we are moving in the direction of agreeing to disagree, we believe it is
important that the Armistice Agreement should be confirmed in some way before
the conference breaks up, so that we may be assured of as much stability in Korea
as we have had during the past ten months.

' 4• In this connection you may be aware that the State Department is considering a
recommendation from CINCUNC that the Swiss and Swedish members of the
NNSC be invited to withdraw so that the Czech and Polish members could be
ezcluded from South Korea on the grounds that the Commission was inoperative.
we believe that a unilateral withdrawal by the Swiss and Swedish members might
have unfortunate effects on the stability of the armistice, and that it would be far
better,tp keep the commission in existence on a formal basis, applying whatever
ratory restrictions to its operations as might be considered necessary from a
wfiiiiy,pol nt of =vtew.
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5. To ensure that a confirmation of the armistice would not be^ regarded tb^ght
South Korean s as giving the division of the country a permanent

as I su ested in my statement to Parliament, to suspend the confer-
be worthwhile gg for a resumption of talks when
ence rather than terminate it, leaving the way open
circumstances are more* favourable.you would discuss these ideas with other delegations on

6. 1 would be grateful if y
our side.

DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur
Corée

extérieure
s Genève

au secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires
Delegation to Geneva ô^f^1e^ A^airsa

forto Seeretary of Statet

Geneva, June 4, 1954
TELWxAM 132

CONFIDENT IAL. IMMEDIATTE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 128 of June 3.

KOREA
ui

this morning's meeting of the Group of Sixteen with
Bedell Smith opened thi

of United States views. Out of the general debate had ^i v 8^éc^sition
summary
;cc»e which would command the support of publ ^ oP ^^°^ tnte if we permitted the
of the United Nations. "l"here was ulur- ►u s-, - ------- issue- lie men
discussions on Korea to hang on and MUS submerge this fundN e iZ of June 3); he
read extracts from bis instructions from Dulles tour tel gr^ plenary session of
solicited discussion of the United States PofiNorth Korea)tw

the
would have a com-

June 5(arranged at the request of Nam Il o .

mon position to which we might adhere• .'
tribution to the discussion by

2. Garcia of the philippines made here bis sole wu authority Of the
saYing. that we must stand on the principle of - maintaining the

United Nations. lenary
th . then turned to the matter of tactics. He said that a tomorro o'^row off

3. Smi
Nam 11 would probably make some gesture towards nn United Nation s

end• He doubted
balance our attempts to bring the United Nations p P t be ready to
the sincerity of any such gesture. He hoped that some nel f ^

temn
^v^ i.e., the 13'9

speak.° Next Monday there should be a restricted meeti ng
o

Four,
and the two Koreas, where our side would pose the following

question

, China
to the 'Commum'sts •.: • ^--- -,-.:,,.,< <»r,ervised by the

Were they ready to have Korea unineu unuca ,m- ^.w..--.._ -. uies-

Unitéd Nations. If they replied in the negative or signified spufu^e^égo,^tions

cence` it would be clear that at this time there was no bas1s for *4 to the sixteen and
in good faith. Our representatives in the group would then rcpo , for
thereafter a similar report would be made in plenary thus making it unnecessary
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further conference meetings on Korea. The plenary session should take place
towards the end of next week to permit delegates to consult their governments.
4. Eden said that the Communists had no intention of permitting free elections.

While upholding what the United Nations has done in Korea we should go as far as
we could to establish that we believed in free elections. This was an issue which
could be understood by the public concerned and he was anxious that we should
keep it parallel with the United Nations issue. Smith then said that his question to
the Communists would cover this point.

5. Pyun next said that his government thought all statements should be made in
plenary. He would ask for authority to attend the restricted meeting on Monday but
if this did not arrive we would "all" be in an embarrassing situation. Bidault
stressed the importance of precedents and said we should not accept "mixed com-
missions" in Germany, Korea or Indo-China. Ronning expressed approval for the
holding of a restricted session. He favoured the fourteen point ROK proposals as a
basis for negotiations and had understood that they had been put forward for that
purpose.,lhrough negotiations he thought we could get an issue on which we
would be justified in breaking up the conference. He supported Eden's point on
elections and said that before we came here we knew that the Communists rejected
the United Nations role in Korea. Since the General Assembly agreed to the con-
vening of a Korean Conference regardless of Communist objections to the United
Nations'we would be unhappy if this Conference were now broken off on this
issue.' A restricted session would give an opportunity for the Communists to be
smoked out concerning their ill conceived proposals. Then they could be forced to
break off on our reasonable proposals.
F.r6. The Netherlands representative said the Conference should be broken off soon
and that it was essential for us to maintain the authority of the United Nations. A
restricted session was necessary from the point of view of public opinion since
there had been no true negotiations. The question which Smith wanted put was the
,right one. The Belgian representative associated himself with these remarks.
=,7• Watt for Australia said that however the conference broke up the Armistice
Agreement must remain in force. The arrangement for meeting on Saturday and
Monday was a little tight. Any proposals made by Nam II tomorrow would have to
be'considered by governments and this might make it desirable for the restricted
,mceting to be held somewhat later. He was interested in what questions should be
asked of the Communists in the restricted session. All of us favoured upholding the
autlïrnity "of the'United Nations but hoped that our adherence to the cause of free
elections could be brought out properly in further meetings.
8: The Colombian representative raised the question of a report to the United

Nations on the failure of the conference. Experience indicated the importance of
°urâgrteing on a report whether it should require the Assembly being convened
and the tactics we should employ at the Assembly. Secretary General Kural sug-
gtsted that after the restricted session a meeting of the sixteen might decide policy
forthe last plenary and also the question of a report.
#9^ Smith then said that the two principles of free elections and the position of theU..-

mmd Nations might march side by side although the latter was more important inJUV,t. .
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that while it was very iinpor-

the eyes of the United States. EdenNâ ônsn^islon of elections ^ it was more
tant that there should be United
important that the elections should be free- ne^ ^^ment with all proposals• If

^ resentative expressed generalThe Turkish rep we should try to find out from the
Nam il said anything worthwhile on SaturdayCommunists their exact aims through a restricted session. Then the results of these

den uiries might be reported to the sixteen an a decision t en.
•

q '
of free

ith
elections

the as requisite
issue. If the

s ke again on the importance ulsite machin-

Communists
11. Ro^ing p°would accept the principle of free elections w

•1 then we could afford to ignore their attacks on the United
ery they would ental rov^ this line of reasoning and d stressed the
Nations. McIntosh of New Zealand aPP the motions of real negotiations.
desirability of our side going thro g s to Korea toprotect freenot sent-

12. Smith said that the United nt` t of had Un ted Nans. The free elections issue
elections but to uphold the autho Y^t. Ronning said 'that we attached so much
was important but not that impo were essential to the achievement of the
importance to free electionsbeca^ they
United Nations objectives for Korea. action which

13. Bidault argued that if we had to break off ,the' conference we might makeuences on 1ndo-China -,.woûld inevitably have unfortunate consequences
ment which would include both views relating to the

United Nations
a public state this idea and sald that

free elections. Prince Wan supported
delegations seemed to be those of emphasis and detail• United Nations

14. Pyun then said that free elections could not sh mt.e decgations seemed to
lobservation and supervision of such elecUonWm him and said that since the United

'want to make the separation. Bidault agreedthe main burden in Korea and had adoptai a firm attitudÔ he
States had carried
would acquiesce in,that attitude. The Gt^k rep^n^uve gave full Support

United States position also.
said that we were agreed on two principles and so long asa we ^ most to

15. Smith sa1

ke t t}^em

side by side we could each give the emphasis to'th rvauo lto the last part of his
ôuT public opinion. Ronning s^ t^°favounng intern ational supervision accept

E'. u were on to Cmmu';question was that yo u• utting jus questlonts putting . Smith`able to the United Nations. We did Pot object to ^^
1 on an issue we considcrcd very impot.

-nists sinceit should bring a rep y about our formula.
• urth but it wclear that he was not happy

said nothing f cr r
^- ^ ., ^^ ^ . . _ " ..^_ _.-, . •z t . . . _ ^ rt^i .
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La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

1ELEGttA11133 Geneva, June 4, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL.. IMMEDIA7E

KOREA

It is clear from this morning's meeting of the 16 and subsequent discussions
with the Americans that the latter are not prepared to consider objectively and
unemotionally any qualifications of the issue of the authority of the United Nations
to settle the Korean question. While they deny that they are insisting on imposing a
settlement on the North Koreans they react with a great deal of rhetoric to any
interpretation of the United Nations role that leads to any other conclusion. Above
all,` they refuse to face squarely the realities of the situation in which we find our-
selves and which we accepted when we started negotiations with the "other side".
After the meeting, Bedell Smith with some choler said that you had given him
clearly to understand before you left that you believed the basis issue was the
authority of the United Nations. The trouble is, of course, that the Americans will
not recognise that this is an issue with which one agrees or disagrees depending
upon how it is defined. Ronning made clear to Smith that he was acting under your
instructions. He had in fact quoted from your statement in the House of Commons
during this meeting.
:1,2. There is no future in any attempt to meet this issue head on. The other Com-
monwealth delegates agree entirely with us but the other members of the 16 are
deRrly not prepared to differ with the Americans. Bidault tried skilfully to propose
a,çompromise but concluded by saying that the United States had provided the
largest. effort in Korea and he was not disposed therefore to oppose them in this
^e^ Eden who had left the meeting before our differences with the Americans! f +a±,:: ,;

came out very cleârly is frankly not prepared to clash with the Americans on Korea.
HéIdid, however, provide a formula for attacking this question sideways which
seetns to offer our best method of procedure. He is prepared to let the Americans
hâŸé their United Nations issue providcd they will rrcognise the parallel impor-
tâncé ôf the issue of free elections and Smith seems prepared to accept this if we

not question the sanctity of his issue.

3•^Wénow have the Americans and all except the R.O.K. agreeing to go into a
session or sessions to look into the proposals before the conference and

Vort. ,^ k to the 16 = this much has bcxn achieved. The question as to what issue^
O Q'4'e break on will inevitably be dictated to some extent at least by the course of theer r ,

,,,- , ions the United Nations issue may not seem as clear to the Americans
the Cotnmunists have replied. We can count on the United Kingdom and pos-

sibl
Y rance to seek to draw out the Communists on parallel issues on which a
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be more effective. Our hope might be, therefore, to overshadow one
break would ones. In the meantime, if you agree our best policy
bad issue with several good legate

ld seem to be to continue the talks we have had with themU f^ v
States

aldityeof ourwou
on this point for the past- few daY dinpl

to
^cut opposition to what they are

fears while at the same time avoiding any clear be exerted more
heaven bent at the moment to pursue so that our influence might

effectively at a later stage.
4. As it is not very easy to get the Americans here to listen calmly to no,lents tothe

it
might be helpful if the Embassy in Washin8ton^a` ^ey ^ put forward in good

State Department in order at least to make clear
faith and to correct what might be somewhat inaccurate versions reaching them

from Geneva.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux É'tats-Unis .' '
< •

Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

^GRAm EX-964

CONFIDENrIAL. IMMEDIATTE.

Reference: My telegrams EX-954+ and EX-956 of June 3.

Repeat Geneva No. 89.

Sëcond is the question of timing..The Çonference has gone on or rcci ita^ed
and mûc6 time has been spent on the crucial Indochinâ negftiatioon,^t on has been

side had been shown to refûse not only rUnited Nauons supcrvpoint has,bccn found.
'trulÿ néûtral supervision,'-or. some other clear cut bréalung f only six v^ ecks

lapses is that our position shou u • ^^n^ The 11rst
that three principal arguments should be used with the S P^^ would not undef-
is that the issue of United Nations a S ôn bYs the Uned Nations unless the other
stand that we broke on élection supe , •s;on but a balanced,

DEA/50069-A-40

Ottawa, June 4, 1954

KOREA

Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: We would be grateful if youthe
would take up with the State Department at the earliest oppouni ô^, ^e Geneva
ner which you consider I most suitable the question of the next p we
Conférence on Korea. As should be clear from our telegrams ^ nore^` ^^ h^ppy

t

abo

(and apparently other -Commonwealth.Governments as well)
'about the scheme to break off the conference so early and tô

do it on theissueau cf

United Nations authority. It would be appreciated if you would express
pp

hensions on this score. col-
e essential need when the break-up comes and the Conference on K^ ^fore

^ ld be nassailable It would seem to me

ss"ble avcnue ro} g negbreâkfi` would leave ; doubt that, overy . po 4, i, i ,. ;, ,



explored in good faith. It took a long time to achieve an armistice in Korea, but
time and patience which are of the essence in negotiation with the Communists did
finally bear fruit. The third which is another aspect of the second and re-enforces it
is that a break at this stage when the principâls have to remain in Geneva in any
case and before the parallel negotiation on Indochina has settled down might well
endanger its progress..It would be difficult to dispel the impression in the public
mind that our break on Korea had been fatal to the achievement in the parallel
conference of at least a cease-fire.

3. You may also wish to use such arguments from EX-954 and EX-955 as you
may find suitable, and endeavour to get a clearer picture of what the instructions to
the United States Delegation mean with respect to the issue of United Nations
authority. In making your approach you might bear in mind the comment in para-
graph 1 of EX-955, that if the United States instructions are to be altered in any
way, this will have to be done by rais:ag the matter in Washington.
4. We appreciate that the United States position is affected to a considerable extent

by the intractability of the ROK. You might point out, however, that if the United
Nations side becomes infected with South Korean intransigence, it may have a very
serious effect on public opinion not only in our own countries but in other United
Nations countries which have been watching (with their own security in mind) this
first collective effort at peace making. It seems to us that the collective effort made
under the aegis of the United Nations to repel aggression has important interna-
tional psychological aspects which must be taken into account as well as the
Korean locus of that action. In the countries which have only limited interests in
northeast Asia,' particularly, the prestige of the United Nations might be seriously
damaged if . the Organization were forced to take positions which seemed unreason-
able or unrealistic merely to maintain solidarity with the ROK.

5. In our view, we should now go into restricted session at Geneva with the honest
intention of exploring the various proposals now before the Conference. As the
negotiations proceed, it should not be difficult to develop positions on which our
side can take a stand that will command the full sympathy of the public, not only in
thôse countries with forces in Korea but in other United Nations countries as well.
If the Communists find such positions unacceptable, the collapse of the conference
and the continued division of Korea will be shown unmistakably as their responsi-
bih't^. Ends.
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au secrétaire d'État aux Aij`alrs .

Delegâtion to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, June 5, 1954

DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève .
eztérieures

TE,xoxAM 136

CoxFIDEN11A- arguments on the United Nations issue arethatThere is some indication that our aed ^^ nn^^o Allenving a delayed effect. Alexis Johnson bas now admitthaving it.
their question as formulated was not formula the Communists could simply
Allen had pointed out that under the present ff the ne otia-
accept "international" supervision and leave u^ônsu^d ntern

o
tianal supervision.

dons on the differences between United Na ni ^nt ^^ questions, the
Bedell Smith told Eden yesterday afternoon he recog
âùthority of the United Nations and the question of free l^ 'o^t are impo

rtant

most
'and we could each emphasise the h n^i^which

ôns we sho 1d also stand firmly
However, he urged that if we emp
on the United Nations issue.

2. It is likely the restricted session will not be held on Monday. , i.... t.

71.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

à la délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

TELGitM 90
Ottawa, June 6, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIA7E.

Reference: My telegram to Washington of June 4, repeated to you as No. K-89 and

your telegrams 132, 133 and 136 of June 4 and 5.

Repeat Washington EX-972.

KOREA

Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: Since we expect to maltb^^o ^n
representations on economic questions in Washington this ofeek, the

the dvisability of
Washington has been doubtful on over all policy grounds

duplicating there the good fight which you are carrying on at Gen^ç^,o^success ^
glad to note from your last telegram under f

n fire until they receive furtherhave agreed to the Embassy withholding itst # .
instructions.
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2. The need to sound the warnings you have made is further shown by Hamilton's
report in today's New York Times of the Molotov "further examination" "reasona-
bleness" at yesterday's plenary.

- 3., It appears unlikely that there will be meetings of the 16 or plenary for some
days, and we are not party to the restricted sessions, should any be held tomorrow
or Tuesday. The Minister will be absent until Tuesday noon and cannot conve-
niently be reached by phone, but I shall have a word with him as soon as possible
and will advise you and Washington further.

4. 1 agree with you that there is no future in any attempt to meet the issue head-on.
Molotov's approach, however, seems to prove us right; "further examination" and
smoking out of his proposals would appear now to be even more desirable before a
break is made. ,

5. I would therefore suggest that, until you hear further from us, you withhold
expounding the views on which we were agreed beforehand, without indicating
that your instructions have or may be changed.

6. Please wire most immediately if situation changes and you are faced with a
meeting at which you would have to put views forward. Ends.

DEA/50069-A40
La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 140 Geneva, June 6, 1954

KOREA

The ëléctions shall be conducted on basis of secret ballot and universal suffrage.

rapprochement between Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea and Republic of

Following is text of Soviet draft resolution submitted in Plenary June 5, Text
bégins:
,.< Participants of Geneva Conference have agreed upon following fundamental
pnnciples relating to peaceful settlement of Korean problem:

}1.,With a view to unifying Korea and establishing united, indcpendent,-and demo-
Cçrlat_ic, Korean state free elections shall be held throughout territory of Korea. The

cetions shall be field within six months after conclusion of present agreement.

R^prescntation in all Korea legislature shall be in proportion to population of theeütiW,e .Korea.

Z With a view to prepai^e and conduct free all Korean elections and to facilitate a

Koreâ an all Korean body shall be set up composed of representatives of Demo-
^c Peoples Republic of Korea and Republic of Korea. The composition andtas^° of'"-^^, , , s, body shall be subjcct of furthcr examination.
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Korea within specified periods.

La délégation à la Conférence
sur la Corée a vers ve

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conférence on Korea

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50069-A-40
73.

further examination. Text ends.

question of the powers which are to assume og

Korea's peaceful development and of nature
of these obligations shall be subject of

Pe
which would facilitate settlement of problem o 1,1*. ations regarding ensuring of

ace in Far East to assume obligations to enf K
^,s national unification. The

5. Recognizing the *importance of preventmg any
deemed necessary for powers most directly

in maintenance of
Korea s

concerned
peashall be ceful development

sory commission shall be exanuned furdher' violation of peace in Korea it

4. It sliall be resolved that an appropnate interna io
to supervise holding of free all Korean elections. The composition of this supervi-

Korea prior to holding of free all Korean nsarninnussion shall be set up

3; All foreign forces shall be withdrawn fioul
and hases for' withdrawal of all foreign forces from^N.lo â fannhe South

Penods an P elections shall be examined

Geneva, June 7, 1954

KOREA

Saturday's [plenary] meeting has complicated the progcam for satisfactorily

breaking off the Korean Conference. Even before Molotov made ^^ô gh°salsthey
Nam Il and Chou En-Lai hadpurt,osn f^rlNreason$ ç^pemphasis on leaving the electo-
did help us in several important respects .
ral processes to the Koreans without interference from outside further ^^ ^e
opposition which we can criticize with some, force. Chou s proP°
N.N.R.C. should take over the supervisory job for unifying Ko mlonwealtheePr ^
attack. Bedell Smith, probably to some eWë ^1 Gndresulfor

ortant and stated the issue
sentations, did concentrate on the issues 1^ Iiis
of United Nations âuthority sufficiently imprecisely to keep us of ^^^^ ^^ or
attack on the North Korean proposals for, a supeçvisory commission
d^nce with the views put forward in your telegram No. 84 of June 4.
. 2. These gains however were overshadowed by Molotov 's proposals preceded by

a8andaa reasonable exposition quite out of keeping.with the sharp prop
line that

t
that one is

followed. He has probed the weaknesses of thë sixee so
Intelligence In Geneva. While

almost led to' speculate on the efGciencyof Soviet
his Pro Paganda attack was directed at the United Stâtes, on several Occasions he

cited Commonwealth spokesmen with , approvâl:° 1hroughout the a fternoon
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Communist spokesman seemed to be deliberately making concessions for the bene-
fit of those of us who have doubts about 'South Korean and American policy
thereby, of course, making our position all the more difficult.

3. As you said in para 4 of your telegram No. 90 of June 6, we must give careful
consideration to Molotov's proposals at least in order to smoke them out before we
can break off. Pyun rejected them immediately as unworthy of consideration and
Bedell Smith ignored rather than rejected them. His enigmatic final statement that
the United States was preparing to'rest its case which he- read from a hastily
scrawled note left , an unfortunate impression. Bentinck's position seerned to us
much better in that he continued to attack the unacceptable features of the Commu-
nist proposals but said he would study the Soviet resolution with care. -
4. It is not true as Molotov implied that his proposals represent principles on

which we have all agreed even though we differ in details. No one on our side has
accepted the principle of an all-Korean commission. We have not agreed on the
withdrawal of all foreign *forces prior to the holding of elections. We have not
àgreed ,on the 'establishment of "an international commission" nor have we
accepted the principle of obligations to be assumed by the interested powers.
S. However, although the Communist proposals on all these matters have been

ünacceptable in the form in which they have been put it cannot be *said that they are
âll patently unreasonable as stated in terms of general principles in Molotov's reso-
lütion. Even the idea of an all-Korean commission could, if properly constituted
ànd given the right functions, serve a useful purpose and might well be essential in
preparing for elections in a divided country. (The built-in veto the Americans talk
so much about is built in to the facts of the situation and not merely into the Com-
munist proposals). Although you have called for withdrawal of forces by stages
which would leave some troops in Korea at the time of the elections it is not easy to
argue against staged withdrawals before elections as Molotov has put it. As for the
question of an international or United Nations commission we have not been pre=
Parcd to make an issue of this provided the composition is satisfactory. The propo-
sal for obligations or guarantees to be assumed by interested powers is one for
which the Communists seem to have questionable intentions but we have thought
that if there is ever to be a unified Korea it must be protected from interference by
some kind of mutual undertaking by the great powers.

'6^Under these circumstances, the most sensible thing would be to consider Molo-
i4'3 resolution as a basis for discussion, with a view to accepting it'with some
acnendments as the first stage of a settlement."Having accepted it with modifica-
dons or explanations we could then decide whether to continue discussing the
d Isnow or whether this might be the note on which to suspend the Conference

resumed at a more propitious moment. (Although Molotov's proposals are
COmPlicated by being somewhat morespecifc, tactically they resemble Bedell
:$,Sr^th's abortive suggestions described in our telegram No. 120 of June 1st.)

;?^^e inescapable fact which we must face, however, is that there is no possibil-4of seriously examining Molotov's proposals unless we are prepared to make an°l?^!^break with the ROK, and probably also the U.S. - a break which wouldserve
no useful purpose as we are no more able to impose a settlement on the ROK
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than on the North Koreans. A debate on the proposals would probably serveoonel^t

show uP the intransigence of the ROK, while the Commf Wsch they would post-
behind reasonable general principles, the ugly details

pone
whether

to a later stage. We, are, in fact, increasingly wonderinge onati ons. • I'he ROK
press too hard for negotiations when there and Bedell Smith told Ron-
have no intention of negotiating any point
~  mng'on Saturday that although he could not say so out loud, Kô^

was
s a country

long as Syngman Rhee lived there could be no unification o
f sition

P articip ating in this Conference we find ourselves in a totally é havepnot even3 ote
it does not in the end matter at all what we think is right. We.
in the Conference because there is no voting. unsatisfactory alternatives.

g. We seem to be confronted with a choice between the ROK. Such
We could pact up and go home, announcing our disagreement.

h butwith would serve no
a step would relieve our feelings and put re erecord ur ^â ô s with the Colombo

powers

useful purpose except possibly to 8^would
owers and give us an excuse to withdraw our forces. IV ConferencenlThe ^ter-

damaging effect on the more important phase of the Gene ssible in a way
native is for our side to try to break off the Conference as soon as po
which can hardly be satisfactory but which would berthe least unfa^ s^^é i Thsuch
might be done by picking up the argu ment

would any a dishoi .nest impression to the
as that contained in Molotov's resolution g hide
world of agreement where there is_ no agreement. If the Communics^ t^ lk about
behind general principles and ignore the details we should force ^ls are so
details first, insisting that so long as the details of^^u Cagreement p in pnnciple. In
utterly unacceptable we could not ho m wY ^kk about the terms of free elections
this way we could go on forcing ^a,t^ng on

from
hô ÿ^ém By the^enU^nN. In orderwhich' woûld, we hope, impress the world'as

the se détails we might also divert the U.S. we mi ht even go so far as to
not to be accused of rejecting reasonable proposals ,

g hi s would
say to Molotov that we could possibly ;accept his n1u^ ^o if hsc`o11 ^nable us to

first' make4 the necessary changes in their detailed suggestions
believe that we really are agreed on principles.

9•
shall continue to urge the necessity of suspending rather than ten i^p `o

We do
the Conference although it might be worth considering whether wensibilit without
become involved again in a Conference in which we have respo Y

power and are so thoroughly cased by built-in vetoes on all sides.
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DEA/50069-A-40
La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 145
Geneva, June 8, 1954

KOREA

The Sixteen found themselves in general agreement this morning on tactics.
Bedell Smith began by reporting on his dinner last night with Molotov at which he
had found him utterly amiable and agreeable but refusing to budge from the posi-
tion on supervisory commissions for both Korea and Indo-China that they should
be composed on a fifty-fifty basis of theirs and ours. (After a similar meeting yes-
terday Bidault described Molotov as "the smiling log'). This confirmed Smith's
impression that in his resolution Molotov yielded nothing but nevertheless, taken
out of their context, the proposals could look reasonable.

2. Bedell Smith then read to us from the instructions he had received from Dulles.
Dulles said that Molotov's statement of principles solved no important issue and
contained little more than what the Big Four had agreed upon in Berlin on Korea.
There were two good issues on which to stand; the position of the United Nations
and the demand for truly free elections. Dulles attached little importance to the
differences of emphasis on these points as between delegations on our side. Smith
said that he felt "very strongly" that in the light of the developments on Saturday
last we should not now propose a restricted session. If we did we would give the
unfortunate impression that we attached more importance to the Molotov proposals
,than they deserved. They should be refuted and exposed in plenary session.
3•Lord Reading agreed that a restricted session was now ill-advised and sug-

gested that since Chou En-Lai at the last plenary had reserved the right to answer
Sroith's criticism of Polish and Czech representatives on the NNSC we might well
leave the next move for a plenary to the other side. Later he added that after the
plenary,we should have to consider whether it was still advisable to have a
restricted session.

4: Ronning expressed agreement with both Smith and Reading on the desirability
of a plenary session and suggested that while the next move for a plenary might be
left to the Communists we should not stand idly by if they delayed action for long
8iace this could give the public the unfortunate impression that we were not paying
suflicient attention to the proposals of the other side.,
't^Pyun°emphasiud that any waiting attitude on our part would be bound to
aeakea `our case. Therefore he would like to see us call a plenary session. The
Philippine reptiesentative supported this view and suggested that if the Communists
^ tiotâcted within the next two or three days we should call a plenary and put to
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them the question of whether they were prepared to accept the authority of the

United Nations. . - issue by
6. Smith nicely saved us from another unprofitable discuasSsi^e^ ^t^é so many

referring to his instructions from Dull Sixteen we should avoid getting into the
minor points of difference between th w
discussion Molotov wanted in which our diffe re nces would em phasizing g f srtee^élece
should get on with our two issues wih ^th^^Çoe United Nations issue.
tions if they wished, and others emp g

7. As a result of further discussion it was agreed that if bywôu
ld. If they did no t

Communists had not requested a plenary session our side

want the conference to meet on Friday we would agree to ô^f acce attance of theirwould
Communists requested a restricted s si ^nn ae session first. pAfter such a
request conditional on their agreeing plenary

in order to have the opportu-
restricted session we should press for another plenary of Sixteendisagr
nity to make clear for the public our areas of cons derefut

ment.
ure Il e

should meet again alter the next plenary to
B.After the meeting Bedell Smith:expressed great satisfaction o^ d^„ by which

instructions from Dulles who he said h éWS1not
onoem hasis but quite approved it. Our

he meant the general Commonwealth vl p
notposition on this subject is now much happier becanderstood eno^s attitude onoc real yber of other delegations have accepted -7

the United Nations authority issue but because they have assü é^ ^dsfactory and

content if we can emphasize our W azéP^^ • stted to questionable definitions
may cause some trouble later i

ld bbut is undoubtedly the best we can do. It woue advisable for us under the cir-
cumstances if you agree to include in out statement a rejection otfhé 1^ émphatic
attacks on United Nations action in Korea which need not, be any

because it is defined in our terms.
s. . ; DEA/50069-A-40

75.
;:^. ,. .

` La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève

;., au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extErieures

^. Delegation to GenevaBConferenee on Korea °

to Seeretary'of State for External Affairs

To,EGtta►M 150.

CONFIDENT[AL IMMEDIATB..

Geneva, June 10, 1954

•. , >y z.^#_ ^
„ ^ • , ;

KOREA

re ared a rough draft for, a,statement , which might be,. made if^a
We, have p P . W. think this might be timely

Korean plenary is held on Fnday ort Saturday.
there has been no Canadian statement since you departed and there is of the a 8UsomctW

• aki our comments on Molotov s resoluUon before so rpDC asald for m ng
ments have become hackneyed and before we have been hamstrung by m°
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extreme positions that might be taken by other delegations. While in our draft we
are guided by the principles established in your parliamentâry statement, we seek to
avoid any clearly defined differences with other members of the Sixteen. There are
inevitably differences in implication but we do not wish to encourage the Commu-
nists to probe them. ,

2. The statement begins with a strong rejection of Communist allegations against
the United Nations. Then we reject as a sordid distortion of the truth the Commu-
nist argument that the "United States" is seeking to impose at this conference what
it was unable to achieve by force of arms, and go on as follows: The United
Nations did not seek by force of arms to impose its will upon any country. It set out
to defend the Republic of Korea from aggression and this it was happily successful
in'doing. Having repelled aggression the United Nations has resumed the effort
which it had accepted many years before 1950, to seek the unification of the two
parts into which the country had been divided. It is not a question of the United
Nations seeking to impose a settlement on either part of Korea but in accordance
with its practice in all disputes which have come before it, to seek by methods of
conciliation to bring about a just and practical solution which will be accepted by
the parties concerned. It is in order to seek such a solution that the Canadian dele-
gation came to Geneva and we are determined patiently to work towards such a
settlement at this conference -- or at any subsequent meetings for this purpose. But
,we will not be diverted from this effort by allegations that the United Nations has
acted illegally and that we have been the participants in aggression".
3. Our argument on the Molotov resolution is that we should like very much to be

able to reach an agreement in principle of this kind and have carefully studied the
resolution in the hope that we could do so. We have been driven inescapably how-
ever, to the conclusion that it would be dishonest and would mislead the world if
we were to announce agreement in principle leaving the details until later when the
so-called "details" are a fundamental part of the principles. We support this argu-
ment with reference to each point of the resolution as follows:,11
(a) Secret ballot, universal suffrage and proportional representation are essential to

free elections but notsufficient to guarantee freedom of choice. These principles
are observed in the Soviet Union but we would not call theirs free elections. Unless
we are agreed on an effective programme of supervision we cannot say that we
have agreed on the principle of free elections.
`:b) We do not necessarily reject the conception of an all-Korean commission to
P!epare for the elections but it is meaningless to agree to the principle unless we are
agreed on the commission's composition and functions. The proposals for composi-
uôn and function put forward by the Communists suggest this is intended not as an
agency to secure free elections but to establish Communist influence grossly dis-
ProPortionate to the amount of its support in the country.
;(c) We cannot pretend to have reached agreement in principle on the withdrawal
°f`fonces when there is a basic difference among us on the treatment of United
Nations forces seeking to enable Korean self-determination and forces which have
t°teiid ithe country to impose a form of government not wanted by the Korean
d1a,ji^rity.
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from your
thi

Ottawa statement on a supervisory enum ne1y1 neutral but(d)"We quote
our flexible attitude towards this commissionsoRC proves that there is no agreement at
point out that Molotov s Support Fu^e^O1e here again there can be no agreement

, ,all on the meaning of neutraliry•

in
rinciple unless we agree on the function of the commission., sug-p

gestions
(e)

We for

say that we have listened with an open mind to repeated Communist sugd
a guarantee or acceptance of responsibility by interested not

that these have always been couched in such obscure 1 an oa agme in princi le on

this
possiblyquestion we had agreed in principle. It is meaning p f

ion when Molotov himself said in his explanation that ^é^ô^ °.f we

obligations and the states to take part would be discussed later.
are talking of accepting economic responsibilities UNKRA has done so and it is not
our fault that it does not operate in the entire country•anyth ing about the suspension

4. We do not think it appropriate at this
th
stae armistice because these questions have

of the conference or the affirmation of
been thoroughly discussed among the Sixteen and no o^oû âeseülecnent.not yet

licly admitted that we are ready to break off the ns on this point in private con-

versations

are nevertheless bearing in mind your
versations and in the wording of our statements. ssible.on as

5. We should be glad to have your instructions onm ^n^^1 ^e framework of
We should like to feel free to make additions or ^e
previous instructions but will notify you of anything substantial.

DEA/50069-A-40
76.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée'd Gtn2ve

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

;TELEGRAM 106
^^^ . .

Ottawa, June 10, 1954

CONFIDENI7AL IMMEDIATTE.

Reference: Your telegrams No. 145 of June 8 and No^e 5Noof ^8 e 10.
Repeat Washington EX-1008. London no. 801, Perm

^. l
vnnnw

in the direction
Ibelieve the United States,have moved as far as could be hoped and though

of,môdifying their position on the-United Nations authonty.lss ^n some of the
agree that the danger still exists that the United Nations side may, we
speeches that will, doubtless be, made, , appear tu' be; comnutted to

,would not wish to accept, I think we must now be content to let the U
bothnedsUes ^^

issue and the free elections issue run,together in harness, and ^abit In the cir-
be usefully developed in replies

lscourse
^ ^ 81^ ^

is toOur follow
examine the

cumstances I agree that the
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:Molotov resolution critically in plenary session, pressing. the Communists for
answers on details which are vital in any agreed procedures for free elections and
the international supervision thereof, "rapprochement" between the two Koreas and
the establishment of an all-Korean government..This approach should produce not
one but several issues on which our side can take a fin stand and which, if rejected
by the other side, should provide ample justification terminating the talks. We
agree, subject of course to further advice from you on the basis of new develop-
,ments; with the time table.outlined in para. 7 of your telegram No. 145.

.2. Prior to receipt of your telegram No. 150 we had drafted a telegram to you
outlining points which you might suitably make in a statement in the plenary
debate., I believe that in view of the pressure we have exerted on the United States
to agree to develop some other issue besides that of United Nations authority on
which to break off the conference, it would be desirable for you to make a state-
ment developing the "free elections" issue in all its aspects. I concur in the opening
passages of your statement as contained in paragraph 2 of your telegram No. 150,
but' feel that the last two sentences might be somewhat amplified. You might say
that the presence of Canadian troops in Korea and the presence of a Canadian dele-
gation+ at Geneva attests Canada's unqualified support for the United Nations as the
pre-eminent international agency for making and keeping peace; that we have sup-
portéd every step taken by the United Nations in its efforts to bring about the unifi-
cation of Korea, and that we firmly believe that any agreement that is worked out
to achieve this objective must be in accordance with the principles of the United
Nations. You might go on to say that if the Geneva Conference is not able at this
stage to reach an agreement on procedures for the establishment of a united and
independent and democratic Korea, the Canadian Government is confident that the
United Nations will continue to seek the attainment of this objective by peaceful
means and Canada will continue to support these efforts.

' 3. This should give the United States some comfort in that it supports in a general
way the concept of the responsibility of the United Nations in the Korean affair, it
should help to impress on the Communists that there is no inclination in our camp
tô'concur'in the`elimination of the United Nations from a Korean settlement, and it
shôuld serve to notify the South Koreans that the breakdown of the Geneva Confer-
ence does not mean the end of United Nations efforts to seek a solution of the
'Korean problem through negotiation.

A.Similarly, your introductory on the Molotov resolution might also be ampliGed.
You might point out that a number of the fundamental principles contained in the
% .+a fMolotov resolution wereagreed upon even before the Geneva Conference (e. ., the.+
^sfablishment of a united and independent Korra, the ultimate withdrawal of for-
clin, forces) and hence represent no advance. Furthermore, principles have a differ-
tnt tneaning for each `side in respect of the way they envisage them being carried
out, and consequently agreement on principles can be relatively meaningless unless
thete, is also agreement on the methods by which these principles aré to be imple-

. Moreover, experience has shown that some terms (e.g., free elections, a
tic state, supervision) mean one thing in non-Communist countries and

a mng quite different in Communist countries, and it is therefore vital that both
ean the same thing if a true agreement is to be arrived at.
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5. With respect to the individual points of the Molotov resolution, we thought it
might be a good tactic to ask a numberof questions both real and rhetorical which,
if answered would serve to show the Communist hand more clearly and, if unan-
swered, would demonstrate that the other side is seeking only a fraudulent agree-
ment. The following comments refer to each point of the Molotov resolution and

your own corresponding outline.

Item 1.
We would prefer to see you include queries along the following lines rath er

than your reference to "elections in the Soviet Union": Do the Communists agree

that any Korean citizen can be a candidate, or do they in tend that only candidates

"approved" by the all-Korean "body" may seek election? As free dom for candi-
dates to campaign is a vital part of free elections, are the Communists prepared to
agree to the terms of the fifth item of the South Korean proposals, calling for full
freedom of movement, speech, etc., for candidates, campaigners and their families?
Under the Communist proposals, would the all-Korean ' legislature be completely

sovereign within Korea, and would the executive branch of the government derive
its authority from majority support in the legislature? Or would the executive be
separate from the legislature? If so, how would the executive be chosen? By the all-

Korean "body", in which the Communists would retain veto power? Since the
Communists state that the question of Korea's future constitution is not a matter for
consideration by the conference, do the Communists envisage that . the freely-
elected legislature would be a constituent assembly, empowered to draft a constitu-
tion by majority vote? Or do the Communists intend that the Korean constitution
should be drawn up by the all-Korean "body"?

Item 2. In amplifying your suggested approach i n ^ ParagraPh (b), you might wish to

include the following: If the body is to act only by unanimous decision, the veto
power involved will be of crucial importance in connection with the tasks to be
carried out. What exactly do the Communists mean when they say that the body
would "facilitate a rapprochement" between the two Koreas? Would this mean that

it would act as an interim government or that it would set up an interim govern-
ment of some kind? Or would it be responsible for drafting an all-Korean constitu-
tion? How far will the responsibilities of the body go in the preparation of conduct
of the elections? Would the body be expected to rulé on the acceptability of candi-
dates? and of parties? Would the body be solely responsible for,the selection of
scrutineers? Would it be responsible for establishing a policer forcé to maintain law
and order during the elections? Or would the international supervisory commission
assist it in this task? What other functions `would the body have? If the body
have, any significant executive pôwers, and is to be more than a negotiating agency
for arranging elections, the veto power involved ;could `completely prejudice'the
freedom of the elections or the establishment of a truly representative government, . ^: .. .
after elections.

Item 3. We concur in your proposedcomment here. We had considered saying that
discussion of the phased withdrawal of foreign forces would be better left over
until further progress is made on procedures for the holding of elections and the
setting up of, an all-Korean government.
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Item 4. In amplification of your statement you might wish to include the following
questions: What do the Communists mean by "supervision"? Would the commis-
sion which they envisage merely observe the elections or would it have the power
and the means to correct conditions which interfere with the proper conduct of
elections? Would it be competent to appoint scrutineers? Would it assist the all-
Korean body in maintaining law and order prior to and during the elections? In
short, would it be a powerless excrescence or would it have an active and useful
role to play in ensuring fair play and a free choice of representatives by the
electorate?

Item 5. We concur in your suggested approach, and in the additional paragraph you
have suggested in your telegram No. 153 of June 10.t •

The above is for your guidance and wehope assistance, to be used by you in the
light of your appreciation of the circumstances at the time.

DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 154 Geneva, June 10, 1954

CoriF►nErrr[AL

GENEVA CoNFERENCE. - GENERAL

As a result of the last two plenaries on Indo-China, there is an attitude of almost
unrelieved gloom on our side about the prospects of the Conference achieving any-
thing on either Korea or Indo-China. There was some hope after Molotov's per-

Who asked to speak. There is clearly no possibility of moving forward in plenary

fonmance on Tuesday which, like Bidault's seemed clearly intended for the Paris
rather than the Geneva audience, that this was nothing more than a blatant effort to
influence the French Assembly and one which by reason of its humiliating attack
on France might boomerang. This hope that after an excursion into politics the
Communists might, if there were no disastrous developments in Paris, go back to
negotiations in private has been considerably dimmed by Chou En-Lai's utterly
uncompromising speech yesterday in, which he seemed to go out of his way to
emphasise what he knew to be points on which the Conference might well break.
As the United Kingdom delegation have pointed out, there was nothing new in any
of the speeches. Old positions were being repeated but they were becoming more
rigid by repetition.

"
2. Eden, after agreement on tactics with Bedell Smith, asked Molotov in the inter-

val what he wanted to do today and suggested that they could get down to business
'on the problem of Laos and Cambodia in restricted session. Molotov merely said
that they should go on in plenaries which were more useful and there were others
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session. Présent tentative thinking in the United Kingdom delegation is that after
conclusion of the French debate they should have one more try at a restricted ses-
sion..If the Communists do not respond this will be a pretty clear indication that
they do not want a settlement and it might be best to break off the Conference.
They are concerned, howéver, that the military talks should go on and are wonder-
ing if a kind of skeleton conference might carry on here.

ever but the3: Bedell Smith and Eden seem to be working in as close harmony as
of the Indo-

China

might be somewhat more impatient to break off. As a result
China developmenZs Smith is now anxious to get the Korean talks over with.
Although it was he who proposed at the last meeting of the 16 to sit back and wait
for a Communist move, yesterday he took the initiative in pressing for a Korean
plenary on Friday afternoon to which Molotov agreed. He is now thinking of a
meeting of 16 on Saturday and doés not want to go on with restricted sessions at
all. If the 16 insist on restricted sessions he would agree but he doesn't see much

point. in them now.
4. Decision on tactics for the Korean Conference are now more dependent than

previously on the Indo-China Conference. If the latter breaks up there will probably
not be any very strong disposition to continue the former, given the fact that the
latter was the only conference for which there was any real hope of success. If the
Indo-China sessions end with a bang not much notice will be given to the terms on
which the Korean Conference was broken off or suspended. Nevertheless we
should presumably continue trying to put our case in the best possible light in the
time which may remain. It is, of course, also possible that if the question of
whether or not the Indo-China Conference is to continue enters a fragile stage in
the near future we may be asked to carry on quietly the Korean talks in order not to

break any windows.
5. The United Kingdom and possibly New Zealand will be speaking in the plenary

on Friday and we have put our name down tentatively pending receipt of your

instructions. , . :. ^

78. .
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à la délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to ' Geneva Conference on Korea

Ottawa, June 11, 1954
TELEGRAM 109

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 154 of June 10.
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KOREA

If at the next meeting of the Sixteen, there is any disposition on the part of other
delegations to ask for a restricted session, you might give some support to this for
the following reason.

2. The conference has produced some minor concessions from the other side, and
in view of Wang Pin-nan's conversation with you it might be possible to get them
to concede one or two more points of detail. While this probably would not lead to
productive negotiations at Geneva, it could leave us in a more advantageous posi-
tion when. some further effort to negotiate a Korean settlement is made. We could
reasonably expect that the Communists could, in a future conference, be held to the
points to which they agree at Geneva.

3. If the Americans are reluctant to hold a restricted session on the ground that it
would give the appearance that we set more store by Molotov's resolution than it
deserves, you might consider suggesting that a restricted session limit its agenda to
the first of Molotov's "principles" -- free elections.

DEA/50069-A-40
La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEUGRAM 160 Geneva, June 12, 1954

KOREA
: Ctïou En-Lai opened Friday's plenary session with a statement announcing full
support for the Molotov proposals and said that they should be adopted by the con-
ference "as the basis for further discussion". The United States delegate, by oppos-
ing the reaching of agreement through consultations between the two Koreas, was
seeking . to ! maintain the antagonism between them and to make impossible the
peaceful settlement of the Korean problem. As for United Nations supervision of
elections it was inconceivable that one of the belligerent sides should have this role.
It should be, taken by the Supervisory Commission which he had proposed. He then
went on to defend the work in Korea of the NNSC and in particular of its Polish
and Czech members. He accused the United States of repeatedly violating the
Annistice Agreement and making difficult the work of the NNSC. The United
States was seeking to abolish this commission in order to have more freedom to
arm South Korea and threaten the peace in Korea and the security of China.
Although the United States had agreed to the composition of the NNSC in Korea, it
objected to the supervision of an armistice in Indo-China by a commission of simi-
lar composition,` thus the United States was trying to prevent an armistice in Indo-



China. The conference had already reached agreement or had come close to agree-

ment on not a few points and there was "no reason â S^d ^at ti was prepared to
going on". On June 5 the United States delegate h
rest the points of difference in the discussion before the bar of, vo^^nglâut off the
meant to respond to the clamouring of Syngman Rhee oin Chou
conference and thought there was no need for the conference to keep g g.

En-Lai could not agree nor would world opinion. t9
2. Ronning spoke next. (Our telegram No. 158

^a
June
t the spirit of give and take

3. McIntosh of New Zealand said it was clear Pirit

essential for negotiation was wholly lacking. The Molotov proposals, he said, con-
tained much with which it was impossible to disagree,

disagreement notdeclare principles at the conference when there was fundamental
only about the method of translating such principles into reality but even about the
meaning of the principles themselves. We were in fundamental disagreement about
the preparation and conduct of elections. The form of supervision proposed by the
Communists was inadequate since it would provide for an unsatisfactory outside
body giving advice to an unsatisfactory All-Korean Commission. The United
Nations was capable of providing a genuinely impartial supervisory body because

it was so broadly based. By abandoning their perverse attitude towards the United
Nations the Chinese could open a way for settlement of the Korean problem. The
United Nations was unlikely to withhold its endorsement of any supervisory
arrangement acceptable to the conference.

4. Nam 11 covered no new ground. He endorsed the Molotov
attack-

ing

his own proposals in the light of that resolution. He
ing Smith's statement of June 5 about the NNSC.

5. Eden opened his statement by expressing his "complete agreement" with every-
thing said earlier by the Canadian and New Zealand representatives. The confer-
ence had thrown into relief two fundamental issues, the first being the authority of
the United Nations. It was by carrying out the principles of the United Nations
Charter that this conference could find a peaceful settlement in Korea. By taking up
arms to resist aggression the United Nations had strengthened its authority as a
supreme international organization. The second issue was the question of free elec-
tions. It was essential that these should be supervised by a truly impartial commis-
sion composed so - that it could take effective decisions and commanding the
authority to carry them out. ,The All-Korean Cotnmission proposed by the Commu-
nists could not work effectively because it would give a veto to the North Korean
minority: Moreover, the Chinese proposed Supervisory Commission would leave
unaltered the functions and responsibilities of the All-Korean Commission. If no
way could be found to resolve the differences on the two basic issues, then we
would have to admit that the conference had not been able to complete its task. The
United Nations members should report back to that ° organization concerning this

10 La déclaration du Canada est tirée du télégramme N• 1S0 du 10 juin 1954, de la délégation et du
télégramme N° 106 du 10 juin 1954 d'Ottawa., i

_£,^;The Canadian statement was based on Delegation Telegram No. 150 of June 10. 1954 and OU01a
Telegram No. 106 of June 10, 1954.



position and this would ensure that while the armistice remained in force the search
for a Korean political settlement could be resumed whenever the right moment
came.

6. Prince Wan'devoted most of his statement to a defence of the moral authority of
the United Nations. He reiterated his endorsement of the ROK proposals as a basis
for discussion and declared himself in favour of Korean elections being supervised
by the United Nations.

7. Spaak spoke forcibly from the briefest of notes. He said that for our side to
accept the international supervisory body proposed by the Communists - a body
outside the United Nations - would be to admit that the United Nations had been
an aggressor in Korea. This would kill the United Nations and the principle of
collective security. He then suggested that we could move forward if the Molotov
proposals concerning elections could be amended along the following lines: "In
order to prepare and organize free general elections throughout Korea the United
Nations shall appoint a commission: The members of this commission shall be
selected impartially in order to enjoy the trust of both sides. This commission shall
act in close co-operation with the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea. The questions pertaining to the final composition and terms of
reference of this body shall be the subject of further consideration."

If they could not be so amended then we would have to face the conclusion
drawn by Eden.

8. Bidault defended the United Nations and rejected the Molotov resolution. He
then listed five principles for a Korean settlement. These principles were those
which Eden had made at a previous plenary (our telegram No. 22 of May 14) with
this small difference that one of them called for United Nations sanction to any
Korean' settlement. If the Communists rejected these principles the failure of the
conference would be their responsibility.

DEA/50069-A-90

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. , ,
Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

to Secretary of State for Ezten:al Affairs

Q, c KOREA

its The Americans are preparing a program for submission to the 16 on Monday In
present tentative state it recommends that we hold no more meetings, either

plenary; or restricted, as these would merely give the Communists a chance to
develop'théir point about an international guarantee. The representatives of the
"IM Allied inviting powers should write in similar terms to Molotov saying that
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the and their associates consider that as the Communists h iosejcontinued'ses-c Y
essential principles of United Nations ng in t rms of issuing a joint
sions would serve no useful purpose. They are
declaration by the 16, at • the same time . explaining wh to ^ Ü^^N̂na ions the
conference. Furthermore, the 16 would prepare a report
general principles of which would be worked out in Geneva with the final drafting

ngton .left to a working group in Washi

2. When we discussed this plan at the Commonwealth meeting there be no meet-
was general agreement that it would be very difficult specific ro sal, Bidault's
ings after yesterday's session becas s of nP^l S^d

uite
the question had outlined.

less specific re-introduction of Eden p P
We may be caught up, however, in what seems to be an Ameriacndan ^ém^^uô fh^é

the whole Geneva Conference:t iAm ë^^°é
their ^at there will be no further

United States delegation make li Commu-
Communist concessions on Indo-China for the simple nferenea the only proper
nists consider it to their advantage to prolong the
course fôr our side is to stop it - in order to do it is not quite cele ^ what).

arto talk
- 3. Chou's speech yesterday made it clear that the Commue conference will have
about Korea indefinitely and that the initiative to break up yesterday to move
to come from our side. The 16 for the most

twosele
had

cted issues but Bidault, inten-
tionally more solid ground for a break
tionally or unintentionally, may have opened up new grounds and propo-

sal

arrived in Geneva the night before, made his effective intervention

sal without consulting the 16.
erstand that in its original form the United States draft declaration spoke

;4.Weund
of the possibility, of reconvening the conference but that this

to any onoof
ertson. He may have acted because of strong ROK objections

Y sugges

suspending the conference. a
5. One of those who worried at American pressure for a quick break p the Ûn tted

of Colombia. As one of the few people here who knows anything He would
Nations he is quite properly concerned about bur case in the Assembly.
like to slow down the American program by requesting three or four days to con-

I think we should insist on adequate time
sider this after it is presented on Monday.
to seek instructions while showing no inclination to drag the conference on unduly.

6. It will probably be impossible to avoid someissue of United
kind of joint declaration

authoritY.
but we fear that this will force us to face

of the Supervisory CommissionSpaak took a strong position on the importance
issuing from the United Nations although Eden, Bidault and McIntosh used lan-
guage on this subject more in accordance with our thinking. While we might getfind a
around the question of authority in general terms, it will not be easy to les

by on, ou,

the Supervisory Commission which is in accordance with Princip

st
for

ated
formula

Eden and Bidault and accePtàble to those who' are on record as•
believing that to compromise with the United Nations right to appo^nt the SupeNl-

•• th I l« : # d NationssoryCommission is to destroy e tuk e ^. ë
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7. We doubt,if there will be much inclination among the 16 to press for a
restricted session, but if there is any support for such a move we 'shall use the
arguments contained in your telegram No. 109 of June 11. As the possibility of
getting the ROK and the Americans to agree to restricted sessions is slight, there
might be more (although not much) chance of getting the Chinese to concede
points in plenary. We continue to be worried about restricted sessions for negotia-
tion for agreement mentioned in paragraph 7 of our telegram No. 142 of June 7, a
view which is pretty widely held among our friends here.

81. DEA150069-A-40

La délégation à1a Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairsr^...

TE,.EGRAM 163 Geneva, June 14, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIA7E

KOREA

The sixteen met this morning and after considerable discussion agreed that at
the plenary session which Molotov has requested for Tuesday afternoon they would
listen to Communist statenients then 'ask for adjournment during which the sixteen
could meet. If as expected the Communists presented nothing new, Spaak and
Garcia representing a European and an Asian country would make statements in
plenary saying on behalf of the sixteen that we saw nothing new in what had been
said and as far as we were concerned the conference was at an end and we would
report to the United Nations.

2. The next day Eden and Prince Wan as our Chairman would meet with Molotov
as Chairman for the other side and present him with our declaration which at the
saine time would be made public.

3. Consideration was also given to the American draft declaration as contained in
our No. 162 of June 13.20 Certain drafting changes were suggested by Spaak and
others and it was agreed that a Drafting Committee consisting of the United States,
United Kingdom, ROK, Thailand and Canada should meet this afternoon to attempt
to provide an agreed text. If an agreed text is not available by this evening for
consideration by another meeting of the sixteen tomorrow morning, a request will
be made to Molotov to postpone plenary until Wednesday.
4. TheAmericans are clearly determined to end the Korea conference at the earli-

est possible moment with no more than one further session at the most. There was
very wide agreement among the sixteen for this policy and unless the Communists
introduce some quite unexpected move it would be virtually impossible to alter this
programme.' Bedell Smith emphasized the importance of breaking off the confer-

, 20 Voir/See FRUS, 1952-54, Volume XVI. p. 365.
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the

when we had a measure of agreement among the
sixteen and

ive alteration, notwithout extensiveence now American draftalso of accepting the

b
ecause it was a perfectly satisfactory document, but because delegation pressed its

promise among the views of the s^ involved dless efforts to reach agree-
arguments for alteration we would
ment and made a strong plea for delegations to accept the phrasing which he recog-

'zed did not entirely satisfy them in order not to induce discord at this important
ru
moment. ave a rett clear demonstration of

5. Pyun who made a few suggested changes g p. Y
Smith had in mind by threatening that the ROK tnight disassociate themselves

whatfrom the declaration and generally acting like a fighting cock to the intense annoy-

ance of Bedell Smith.
6. It is clear that the United States and other delegations believe theyt rincie

reached
genuine compromise with our views andthe

in defin
nnlciple to^ supervisionpof an

believe they have. The reference in not in strict accordance with our views and
appropriate United Nations body" istered this point at the meeting with-

outboth provokm
Ronning g aand Mclnt

dangerous debate on the subject. In the Drafting Committee we

shall make every effort to secure a change in this phrase but forabreaking up the
if we shall succeed and w ôn ^isdissue. Our three Commonwealth colleagues who
fragile unity of the sixteen
are still holding the same position are not prepared to press aeupois ^andVé S^ hope

that you will agree to our not don ^e United Nations SAssembly by reason of our
be saddled with this position there has been frank recognition within
having signed the declaration. However,
the sixteen that there is a difference of opinion on and preventing
accepting the declaration as a formula for covering ou
an open breach. Under these circumstances we could probably move o

from
f b difa^si-

tion in the Assembly if we wished to do so without being accus
ed
DEA/50069-A-40

82.
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4 Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extéri` ^^enh^e
d la délégation d la. Conférence sur la Cori

Secretary of State for External Affai ^orea
to Delegation to Geneva Conference on

Ottawa, June 14, 1954
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KOREA

We agree with the proposal to break and while it looks a little hurried we would
not hold back the U.S. timetable; unless, which is unlikely, Molotov had something
really concrete to contribute tomorrow.
2. You have well understood and expressed the reservations which we would have

on text of declaration given in your 162. We realize the importance of retaining the
minimum of apparent unity among the sixteen. We would urge however that as 'a
first preference the second principle should refer to "appropriate international body
acceptable to the United Nations"; as a second best we would ask that the phrase
"within the framework" introducing the two principles be changed to read "in
accordance with". We also think that the use of the phrase "rule of the United
Nations" is inaccurate and confusing.
3. If you are unable to obtain either of the above amendments, you may agree to

the communiqué goirig forward; you should make it clear to the Sixteen however
that this agreement is with every reservation as to our accepting to be held "within
the framework" of the two principles as they are reported in your 162, when the
question of Korea is taken up again in the United Nations; and that at the U.N. we
would have to interpret "U.N. authority" as a demand by the Communists that we
disavow United Nations authority; and "appropriate U.N. body" as an "interna-
tional body acceptable to the United Nations". This would be our approach at the
U.N. and the one I would take before the Canadian Parliament and people.

83. DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation d la Conférence sur la Corée d Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 165 Geneva, June 15, 1954

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIAiB-

KOREA

My" immediately following telegram contains the text of a statement read by
Ronning at this morning's meeting of the Sixteen in accordance with instructions
in your telegram No. , 113 of June 14. In the Drafting Committee we made every
effort to secure amendments to meet our wishes but with little success. It seemed
aPPropriate, therefore, to make this honest statement in order to avoid controversy.
The Colombian and New Zealand representatives associated themselves with our
position. This frank exposition seemed to be well received and we were thanked by
several representatives for our accommodating attitude. Bedell Smith expressed
aPP^iation and said that in the same spirit he would explain the American posi-
tion,whichvv'as'quite different from ours. After the meeting he telephoned to say
that he`could not thank us enough for the attitude we had taken which had helped
un', enormously in his very difficult problems with the ROK. He said he had told
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n that if he caused any trouble over this question he personally would "side
Pyu
with the Canadians".:

After agreeing on the text the Sixteen considered tactics in the evel,n^thaan the
2.

Communists as expected may this afternoon for a
immediately say that we

stice. It was agreed that in this case Bedelld ference.
stood by the armistice and that its continuance was RÔK is

sue
position on the armistice

Pyuii threatened to follow with an explanation of the po
but every effort is being made to keep him quiet as he could upset the entire appletee when
cart. We had an ominous indication of his attitude in theDrafti^ge Cn setntence of
he opposed the inclusion of the words "by peaceful m^
our original draft which defined the United Nations objectives in Korea. ils, he
did not say that his Government intended to resort to other peaceful

said that this phrase would imply that we intended to go on Korean view we h ad
the Communists and more conferences on this subject. In
now exhausted these peaceful means. We finally got round the problem by altering

the conclusion of the declaration.
3. Bedell Smith was extremely sharp with Pyun this morning and is clearly in no

mood to stand for any nonsense.

DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^

Delegation to Geneva Conférence on Korea
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

TEiEOttAm 166
Geneva, June 15, 1954

SECxM. MOST INtNt®iAM

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram No. 165 of June 15.

Text Begins:
, I should like, under instructions, to make a brief statement of the Canadian posi-

tion on the draft declaration. In order to avoid any âppearanca of disunity at this
important time and in order not to delay the programme for ending this Confer n it.
on which we have allagreed, we are prepared to accept the declaration and sign
We appreciate the spirit of compromise with which .other delegations have sought
to`meet our views but we fëel bound to make clear, however, that the declaration as
it now, stands in several respects does not represent the views we have put forw'ard
at this Conference and continue to hold. We'have no intention of making any public
declaration of dissent. We consider, however, that we should frankly explain that

whe. }n this subject is •considered again in the United Nations• or in any other Confer-^ ^,
ence in which we m^ght take part we would feel free to put{ forrd again the V1ews

cY bywhich we have expressed,here and which have been^stated as Canadian poli
^^k^.ià t,^ ,. ... ,. - - . . s. . -, ., a = . . . r ^ f •...., .{ ,t '
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the Secretary of State for External Affairs before Parliament. In the circumstances
we would wish to interpret the reference in the third paragraph to "the authority of
the United Nations" in the context in which we have used it at this conference
which was for the purpose of rejecting the Communist denial of the legitimacy of
the United Nations mission in Korea. We would also wish to interpret the reference
to "United Nations supervision" in the second principle as embracing our formula
of "an International Body acceptable to the United Nations".

2.4 should like to make clear that I am not raising this question for further discus-
sion. We accept an honest difference of opinion on the subject but would like to
make this explanation to our friends in order to avoid any possible charges of bad
faith. Ends. ,

85. DEA/50069-A-40

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, June 15, 1954

KOREA

Following is draft declaration by the sixteen "as agreed upon at this morning's
meeting", Text Begins:

Pursuant to the resolution of August 28, 1953 of the United Nations General
Assembly and the Berlin communiqué of February 18, 1954 we as nations who
contributed military forces to the United Nations Command in Korea have been
Participating in the Geneva Conference for the purpose of establishing a united and
independent Korea by peaceful means.

We have made a number of proposals and suggestions in accord with the past
efforts of the United Nations to bring about the unification, independence and free-
doïri of Korea and within the framework of the following two principles which we
believe to be fundamental:

"The United Nations under its Charter is fully and rightfully empowered to take
collective action, to repel aggression, to restore peace and security and to extend its
good oftices to seeking a peaceful settlement in Korea.

2 In order to establish a unified independent and democratic Korea, genuinely
. Y.,f^ l,êlections shoûld be held under United Nations supervision for representatives
1° ^e N^iônal Assembl tn which representation^e ^^ :. y ' ' shall be in direct proportion to

genous population in Korea.
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ve• earnestly and patiently searched for a basis of agree ^é
We ha e fund n^1

enable us to proceed with Korean unification in accordance with

principles.
} . : :.

ele ationsl have rejected our every effort to obtain agreement.
The Communist d g

The rinciple issues between us therefore are clear. Fi rstly
and reject t

and
he authority

of the United Nations. The Communists repudiate
authority

P

om etence of the United -Nations in Korea and have labeof the

Nations itself as the tool of aggression.
Com-and c p Were we to accept this position

munists,^ it would mean the death of the principle 1^^ elections. The andCommu-

msts

United Nations itself. Secondly we desire genuinely ssi-
nists

-

insist upon procedures which would make genuinely free °d effectiveaccept
ble. It is clear that the Comm^nlist^e ilhâ etshown themiri ntention to maintain
supervision of free elections. Mainly, Y
Communist control over North Korea: They have persisted is the ,19 e attitudes

which have frustrated United Nations efforts ^e fact of our disagreement than to
We believe, therefore, that it is better to face

raise false hopes and mislead the peoples of the world into believing that there is

agreement where there is `none. and mgmt{ully to con-
In the circumstances we have been reject thettwo fundamental pnnci-

clude that so long as the Communist delegations
princi-

ples which we consider indispensable further consideration ands
examinationf^ the

Korean question by the conference the United Nations in Korea: In accord^Ce
continued support for the objectives of st 28,
with the resolution of the General Assembly of the United ^a ^é ÛnUnited Nations
1953, the member states parties to this declaration wil
concerning the proceedings at this conference: Text Ends.',

• r:.,;:4 'tt f;.',r

Reference: Our telegram ,Nô. 160 of June 12.
CoNFmENML

DBAI50069-A-40
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La délégation d la Conférence sûr la Corfe d Gcnève
f É, „au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

T^cxAM 172

a2. Nam Il began by saying that the rejection by the Unitd
nist proposals made it clear that the conference was now unable to reachCommu

KORBA
f i..

Yesterday the Korean phase of the Geneva Conference was forminated accord
}..^..ing to plan. Other plans for the session,went astray. TheComm
knowour intentions inthis respect

unists unI
are

,
d.. and came well PrcP.

Ntions side of the

Delegation to Geneva Conferenee on Korea
to Secretary of State for Ezternal AJiatrs,,
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agreement on the peaceful unification of Korea, although he thought that we should
still try to reach a satisfactory solution. Therefore, the conference should consider
the problems pertaining to the strengthening of peace in Korea. He then proposed
that the conference participants should agree to continue their efforts for agreement
in.the interests of ensuring peaceful conditions in Korea. They should:

(a) Recommend to the governments concerned the proportionate withdrawal of
foreign troops from Korea as soon as possible. ,
=(b) Reduce within a year the North Korean and South Korean troop strengths to
100,000 men each.

(c) Form fnom'representatives of both Koreas a commission to recommend to both
governments proposals for the gradual -liquidation of the state of war and of the
transition of troops on both sides to "a peaceful position".
(d) Recognize that treaties between either Korea and other states which involved

military obligations' were incompatible with a peaceful unification of Korea.
(e) Form an all-Korean committee to work out and implement agreed measures

for establishing economic and cultural relations between the two Koreas.
(f) Recognize that the Geneva participants should ensure the peaceful develop-

inent Of Korea.

` 3. Chou En-Lai said the conference should continue its discussion of the Molotov
principles: However, it was clear that the United States delegate and the other dele-
gates following his lead were unwilling to reach any agreement on the peaceful
unification of Korea. In the circumstances, we should then strive for agreement on
the question of consolidating peace in Korea. Therefore, he supported the Nam 11
proposals. The Armistice Agreement would not make for the stable peace neces-
sary for the eventual peaceful unification of Korea. Paragraph 60 of the Armistice
Agreement obliges the countries concerned to withdraw their troops after the armi-
stice. He then went on to argue the reasonableness of the programme presented by
Nam Il and proposed that it be studied in restricted session b} the delegates of
China, the Big Four and the two Koreas.
4. Molotov, referred to Eden's statement of May 13 that it was necessary for the

conference to, agree on basic principles and said that it was because he shared
Eden's point of view that he had made his rive proposals. However, these had been
met with a"rude refusal" by the United Nations side to consider them concretely.
On June 11. the Canadian representative had asked "so many, irrelevant and com-
pletely inappropriate questions concerning the Soviet proposals ... that this may be
only .considered as an 'attempt to confuse the issue". Did that representative by
^!qng his proposals mean also to attack Eien's basic principles. Concerning our
twô issues he reiterated that his government stood for the authority of the United
Nations not to be'undermined by violations of its Charter and the principle of free
elections was fully provided for in his proposals. It was clear that the stand taken
bY the United Nations side made agreement impossible on even the first steps
t0,^Kocean"'unity. In the present conditions, the eventual unification of Korea
C°uld best be facilitated by the proposals now put forward by Nam Il which were inthe ,

interests of the Korean people and of strengthening international peace. He then
attacked the United States-ROK Defence Treaty as meaning the permanent foreign
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occupation of the Korean territory. United States "aggressive circles" were seeking
to make South Korea a spring-board "for unleashing a n s nbe to

in the Far
a declaratE on, the

conclusion, he suggested that the conference should sub
text of which is carried by my immediately following telegram.

5. At this point the conference recessed and the Sixteen met accord 11 donepl In
Bedell Smith termed the presentation by the other side "extremely
the circumstances, he now thought that our joint declaration

ould be read ^p^s

n^.y, Spaak agreed and pointed out that it would be almo
Molotov's declaration. Smith said that he was prepared to ref i^^ ^e M ô ov
Agreement as providing for the cessation of hostilities in pe^ y• didn't
declaration was only a statement of good intent. Eden s â hisadele ation could not
we could avoid accepting the declaration. Smith stated th 8

subscribe to the second part of the declaration "becauseon this occasion.f It
dence". He noticeably made no distinction between the Koreas stice ee-
was finally agreed that Smith should make his statement

reit rated thaAtwë wouldrnot
ment. Casey criticized the Nam 11 proposals. Garcia
compromise on our two issues and Prince Wan read our declaration into the record.

6. At the resumed session Smith said that the Armistice Agreement wôuld remain
in effect as long as the Communists observed it. Moreover, it provided fos^^etry-
thing in the Molotov declaration and in much more exact

in e Nocth and, thNam 11 proposals put the ROK on a par with the aggressor regime
sought to deny ROK access to its friends. In turning to the Mo^te o ^d^n b 1^ y of
said that while he would agree with its tone, he could not tak po

expressing confidence that North Korea might not threaten the peace•
7. Garcia flooded the ground he sought to cover with rhetoric, bu e môre

filled his assignment. Spaak speaking extemporaneously made similar points
economically. He said that he would have supported the Molotov had
except that the Armistice Agreement already dealt with the m atter.
come to separate, but nothing had been lost and in time it should be possible for the
parties to meet again and continue their efforts to reach agreime nt.

8. Pyun continued his record of unfortunate interventions by 'saying that th^ ^h
munist speeches had proved that they were trying to conquer all Korea
infiltration. The Molotov declaration was part of this sinister scheme. Then Prince

Wan read the declaration of the Sixteen?' ,xe

9. Molotov said he doed whether all the Sixteen had rèad the Nam Il Pr°P°S^s'here
It'was clear that the United Nations side frustrated efforts to reach a^^ntime on
because they wanted to use the conference to foist the South Korean that
North Korea. With Rhee crying for a new ceusâde to the North he had hoped
the' conference would say a word for peaçe. Thtre was nothing in our declaration
whicti'would help to secure peace ;in Korea.
10. Chou En-Lai pointed out that the Armistice Agreement was binding only on

two belligerent sides. The conference should have its own agreement but the United
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^e oncluding session of the Korean Conference was in many respects a prettysocrÿ
^fair. The Communists pressed hard and skilfully to break our common front

DEA/50069-A40
R7

13. Spàak then sought to extricate himself from his unfortunate position by saying
that he supported the Chou proposal because it stressed the hope that there would
be more discussion on Korea., He thought such discussion should be in the United
Nations. Chou replied that this could mean that China would be excluded from
further negotiations. That would make eventual agreement on Korea impossible.
14.11here were'no more speakers.r ,.

States were against any agreement on the Korean question. He then made a propo-
sal,'the text of which is carried by my immediately following telegram.

11. After Lord Reading had said that a break-off here did not mean the abandon-
ment of hope for the future and Spaak had said he did not oppose the spirit behind
the proposals of Chou En-Lai and Molotov, Chou stated that our declaration was
that of one side only. Why should the conference not express a common desire to
try again to solve the Korean problem. If we didn't have this much spirit of negoti-
ation, it would be a matter of deep regret to him. Spaak then said that to remove
any doubt about his attitude he would be prepared to agree to Chou's proposal.
When Eden asked if Spaak's position was generally acceptable Smith intervened to
say that the Chou proposal made this conference responsible for a Korean settle-
ment. It was not intended to be a permanent body set outside of the United Nations.
It had been given a specific mission which it had been unable to achieve. He was,
therefore, not prepared to associate himself with the declaration. Our own declara-
tion had made it clear that the Communists could begin new negotiations any time
by, accepting our two principles. Eden, as Chairman, then said that since there was
no voting procedure the conference could only take note of the various points
raised. No one challenged Eden on this point.

12. Chou En-Lai said he was pleased that the conference would take note of the
proposal made by him and seconded by Spaak. He now knew how the United
States delegate had been preventing the conference from ever arriving at the least
conciliatory agreement. Pyun then said it was not right for the conference to make a
joint statement and that Spaak was not representing the ROK.

au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^GRAM 174 Geneva, June 16, 1954

Refercnce:' Our telegram No.' 172 of June 16.

C^NFIDEN7TAL

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corfe à Genève
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eir deliht when a crack appeared was illustrated by the Spaakt did notand th g said in Korean
laughter from all the North Koreans when Pyun
speak for. the 16. The situation would have been much worseif Bdehadsucceeded
in the Chair and able to produce a formula which, whi le not impeccable,

indiindignation overgn
in stopping the meeting before we were all in disarray. Spaak'sproposals had thrownt
American intransigence, the confusion which th e

d ffer withsthe Americans were all
into our ranks and the hesitation of deleg ates confirm
dramaticallY evident to those present. It must have done a good adealnd th.ROK.
Communist beliefs about our position vis-à-vis theUnited S tates

of Ameri
2. The basic cause of the trouble, in our view, was the rigidity nt declaraticon

instructions. We assume that they were ^buff to BedeliSmith's earlier proposal
with the Communists because of Dulles'

on this line (our telegram No. 127 of June 3). While some f^ ^l^o ^
^ g were justiGed, it is more dif jpaakboth Soviet and Chinese proposals

stify their

refusal to consider them at all or even to suggest amendments.' ^^is^ but S was
they found a clever formula to get round accepting the Soviet p Po nuni to
at best a debating point. It is possible also that welos^^ detetrent to North
secure a Communist declaration that would provide some objectionable in that it
Korean aggression. The Chinese proposal was perhaps more,

did seem to confirm the permanence of the present ma n.ider/ sethtlemente but this
the United Nations as at least an alternative body to co sistent
. might have been made a matter of interpretation. Furthermore, out, wenshould
with the United Nations resolution of last August. As Spaak pointedo^e effect that we
not seem to be rejecting the principles of the first aragmP
`were prepared to continue our efforts to find a settlement.

^ was a good deal of feeling at the beginning of the caucus which é we
"3. ; There

shared that we ought not to reject the Soviet proposal of ô^Çbus^Ce was

cans were not to be moved and the formula 1 of referring
armi

pro
accepted as a compromise. We had of course no time to di né Soviet proPo^
sal. Spaak, who had been indignant over the treatment g
exPloded over, the Chinese suggestion: As his neighbours he consulted us. Wetheresolutins but

he took his stand fo

warned
ee`âgreed sotto voce that A seemed to us unwiseto roj^ien

him of our understanding of American instructions. Wh
speech we felt some obligation to support him. We were on inthe thpoictl l

ight
of ^é

him up in terms which would mterprct the Chinese proposal uon and it wases
declaration of the 16 when Eden launched his compromise sugg ,

then clearly better to say nothing that"might lead to further public declaratlons and

a general debate. of
Pcrhaps in the long run this gesture

..4. There may be certain compensations. rovided some
free thinking will be seen as good democratic practice. It certa• ^nlY P n for so
relief for the feelings of those who haver had to knuckle under

^t is per
long. From the point of view of our own intentions and y

haa ain that the Americans were put in a position to reafficm our belief t^i the
Ps g bl^cl rei

armistice continues and to do so in terms that Pyun cLd not pu . Y esture made

conferenee. Spaak, furthermore, in his initial statement and in h^s gesture
^..
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clear that the 16 were by no means united in rejecting further efforts at 'a
settlement.
5. On the whole the Communists took the closing of the'conference relatively

mildly. One would not have expected them to miss any opportunity of placing the
blame on the United States and the ROK but they might have made more strenuous
efforts to prolong the conference. There was even `a note of resignation in Molo-
tov's initial statement. He was quite aware of what we had in mind partly because
it was pretty well reported in the press and partly because Eden had talked to him
of the' possibility several days ago and found him not much surprised or upset by
the suggestion. Although we were not able to end even on a note of agreement to
disagree it was not a particularly bellicose finale.

3° PARTIE/PART 3

RETRAIT DES FORCES CANADIENNES
WITHDRAWAL OF CANADIAN FORCES

PCO
Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le Cabinet

1ltemorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DoCUMENT No. 167-54 Ottawa, July 26, 1954

SEqtET

REDUCIiON OF FORCES IN KOREA

The possibility of reducing Canadian forces in Korea has been under considera-
tion for some time. The only decision that has been taken is the Cabinet decision of
Janûary 11, 1954 that the total number of Canadian military personnel in South
Korea should be gradually reduced, provided that this is done consistently with
Canadian obligations to the United Nations.
,2. On the basis of a Cabinet decision of Septémber 24, 1953, however, the United
Kingdom Government was informed that, on the assumption that it might be possi-
ble to, reduce the Commonwealth Division to an integrated brigade group pending
its complete withdrawal from Korea and, so far as the Canadian forces were con-
cerned,' from the Far East, the appropriate Canadian contribution would be one
Iafintry battalion and that a reduced Canadian naval contribution might be one
destroyer or frigate. It was to be understood that no firm commitment was implied.
^^Ili- Minister of National Defence subsequently agreed that Canada might also

tribûte' one field ambulance at a reduced strength tailored to the field medical
a^s of the proposed brigade group.
4`"•_^.• Military representatives in London of the Commonwealth nations concerned

have recently examined the stages in which Commonwealth military forces in
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far
Korea could be reduced. Their report, dated June 10, differs only sliag^htl^y C^efs of
Canadian forces are concerned, from a directive issued by the
Staff with the concurrence of the Minister of Na^o in two phasés. In the first

5. The report recommends that the reduction tak place the withdrawal of one
phase the Commonwealth Division would be further reduced down to one brigade
brigade group. In the second phase i
group. The military representatives further recommend that the Commonwealth

identity of the forces remaining in Korea should ^^Co^ô^wany ^
sugges-

tion that other United Nations forces be incorporated
Divi-

sion should be resisted.
6. It is estimated that Canadian Army strength in the Far East would be reduced

the first phase by approximately 30%, in the second phase by appro^umatelY 77%
.

would be reduced concurrently by
The contribution of the Royal Canadian Navy
the withdrawal of two destroyers during the first

of the Royal
leaving

Air Force
frigate in Korean waters. There are no units o

Canadian

involved.
7. The report has already been approved by the United Kingdom and New Zea-

land Governments.
8. 1 recommend, with the concurrence of the Minister of Nationalthe United States

the report be approved in principle as a basis for discussioni

authorities. I further recommend that approval be 8iV fo
r these

concernedl are in
commence as soon as the other Commonwealth Go

agreement.u L.B. PeAttsON

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa]; August 11, 1954

REDUCfION OP FORCES IN KOREA

38. The Secretary of State for External Affairs referring to discussion at the e 16
ing of July, 28th, 1954, said that, the United States had recently, informed the
governments who had forces in Korea that further American troops would̂ diWâns

drawn and that the U.S. hoped to reduce their contingent to a strength of d the
in the near future. At the same time, the U.S. authorities had

in Korea. In effect thisother nations would keep a force of divisional, strength It
i would. mean the maintenance of the Commonwealth Division at full streng
would bê recalled that ân agreement had béena reâched with the United Kingd01n
and New Zeâland whereby the Commonwealth Division would be reduced initiallY
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by 30 percent and in the second phase by 77 percent of the forces committed, and
that the matter would be discussed with the United States as soon as full agreement
had been reached with' other Commonwealth nations concerned. The Australian
Prime Minister had now indicâted that he saw no reason for immediate discussion
of the problem in Washington and that the matter might be considered at the con-
ference which was to be held in the Philippines, on September 9th, on the possibil-
ity of establishing a Southeast Asia Defence Organization. As Canada would not be
attending the conference in the Philippines and would, for the present, at least, not
be associated with this possible S.E.A.D.O., this seemed clearly undesirable. We
should press for immediate discussion of the problem in Washington and thereafter
make what announcements would be necessary. It was important to proceed expe-
ditiously with the withdrawal of United Nations forces from Korea as President
Rhee had been receiving some informal advice that the U.S. people would support
him in. any active operations which he might initiate. Such support was highly
unlikely and the further.withdrawal of United Nations' forces would help to make
it clear that Mr. Rhee could not expect the support he undoubtedly hoped for.
United Nations forces, including the Commonwealth Division, should be reduced
in size as soon as possible and an announcement made of what was being done.
= 39. The Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs
regarding the reduction of Commonwealth forces in Korea and agreed that the Aus-
tralian authorities be informed it would be desirable to discuss the matter in Wash-
ington as soon as possible and not at the conference being convened in the
Philippines to consider a Southeast Asia Defence Organization.

Top Secw
^,^.......

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa], August 18, 1954

I

KOREA; Wit1iDRAWAI, OF CANADIAN TROOE'S
32. The Secretary of State for Ezternal Af,ffairs, referring to discussion at the meet-

Ing of August 11 th, said that public announcements had recently been made that the
United States proposed to reduce its forces in Korea by three divisions. In view of
this announcement, consideration should now be given to the nature of the reply to
C°quiries regarding the Canadian government's intentions as to Canadian military
forces'yet remaining in South Korea.
33. ?1ce Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that in reply to any enquiry regarding the

Canadian government's intention as to reductions of Canadian military forces in
^^^Korea, it be stated that the form of the reduction in the size of the Common-

orces still in Korea was now under consideration.



Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

TOP SECRET

F.xtract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], September 8, 1954

KOREA; WIT11nxAwAL OF CANADIAN TRooPS,
of National Defence, referring to discussion at the meeting

41. The Ministerc r U.N.
August 18th, 1954, reported that agreement had now^ ^ f^ps f m^at

nations having forces in Korea concermng the wl of one infan-infan-
country. It was proposed to reduce the Canadian

to
O
the strength

ne of the battalions was
try battalion and a field ambulance by the end of y . It had been
due for relief in October, the others in April and May; r,
suggested that the fast of these be relieved by the despatch ofa^i^ `o battal-

ionion immediately and that all the infantry units now in orea be

at the time agreed upon. While this seemed a natural administrative
tivs fro

course,

public would likely think it strange to begin t̂hen• H^ ^ g t of the best course
by, sending out to that country a new
would be to bring home the two battalions which had served If it were found that
and leave the third one there until May if this were necessary. on-
Canadian troops would still be needed after that time, thersitust^now^^ be pûblic

sidered in the light of the exi sting
the tren8ih of the contingent had

announcement as soon as the plans
been settled. belonged to the

com-`42. In the course of discussion, itW ain z^^ ^ÿ ^f^^s to create a
permanent force and, further, that it
posite battalion of those persons who might volunteer to remain in Korea beyond

the normal tour of duty there. nal
,43: The ' Cabinet noted with approval the report of the Ministerof S t f^om
Defence concerning the proposals for the withdrawal of Canadian p

Korea.
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46 PARTIE/PART 4

COMMISSION DE SURVEILLANCE DES NATIONS NEUTRES
NEUTRAL NATIONS SUPERVISORY COMMISSION

DEA/50069-A-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures;.:.
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTtnL [Ottawa], October 14, 1954

KOREA - FUTURE (.F TiIE NEUTRAL NATIONS
" SUI'ERVISORY COMMISSION (NNSC)

I attach copies of the following communications between the Department and
our Washington Embassy concerning the desire of the United States to render the
NNSC inoperative:

Washington teletype WA-1693 of September 27;t
Our teletype EX-1828 of October 4;t

;.. Washington despatch No. 1743 of October 6;t
'Washington letter No. 1756 of October 8;t
Washington teletype WA-1788 of October 13.t
Briefly, the situation is this: President Rhee wants the Czech and Polish mem-

bers of the NNSC and its inspection teams out of his territory. In South Korea there
have been public demonstrations against the Commission and some attempts to do
bodily harm, to Communist representatives. While. Mr. Rhee was visiting the
.United States last July, Mr. Dulles promised him that the United States would con-
tinue to press the Swiss and Swedes to withdraw their representatives and so bring
,about `an orderly termination of the Commission. Mr. Dulles also stated publicly
that the United States was sympathetic to the abandonment of the NNSC.

The Swiss and Swedes have given no indication that they are prepared to with-
draw, from the Commission before the Korean item is debated in the General
^^ bly. (Our latest information concerning their respective positions is con-

n Stockholm and Berne telegrams No. 31 of October 8t and No. 49 of
(çtober 12t nespectively, copies of which are attached). Therefore, the State
D^Partment, under South Korean and Pentagon pressure for quick action, has
sought the approval of Mr. Dulles for 'a plan by which those governments repre-
*nted on the Group of Six I teen would suggest in concert to the Swiss and Swedish
governments' that they withdraw their representatives from North Korea to the
dei- zone. Such action would permit the United Nations Command to
usher'the Czechs and Poles out of South Korea to the same zone. This proposal was
coniinunicated by the* State Department to Old Commonwealth representatives,
who Were informed that it would probably be put to the Group of Sixteen verysb^y.

. ).4., . - ..
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We disliked the proposal because we thought inter alia:
CommissionsCommissions in Indo-

china that our membership on the international Supervisory in a concerted
china would be sufficient , in itself to preclude us, from joining

denapproach to the Swiss and Swedes;
(b) that rather than abandon the Commission, an attempt shoul

d n
^n^^d ttho e llronfor freer inspections

powers of inspection, since precedents,

and/or Bamboo Curtains would be desdbhave bad effects in neutral Asia, might
(c) that the execution of the plan woul

encourage the South Koreans to try to whittle the Armistice Agrceomnn`
,d̂  â gl

t
where, and at the Assembly might provide the Soviet Deleg

ood

opportunity to charge the UNC with violation of the Armistice Agreement.
to the State

We requested the Embassy to convey our thinking on these

Department and Old Commonwealth rePresentatives.
and indicated that if the other govern-

ments State Department were not impressed ,
ments concerned could not agree to action along the lines of their proposal the

United States might order the UNC unilaterally
rest,
to reû o^b ^^^ ^amônly

bers of the NNSC from South Korea. As for the State Dcpartment, and their
the Australians have been instructed to approach

position is very similar to ours. of the Sixtcen and
The latest development is that, without conventhas asked whether the United

with knowledge of our position, the State Department
Kingdom and France would join them in an app, roach to the Swiss and Swedes on^n^^ng^^o ^SC?'
behalf of the Sixteen to win acceptance of their plan welcome the

The United Kingdom position has been that wh ile theyfwoulddid not think any
withdrawal of the Swiss and Swedes from the Commission, they of the manner in
unilateral denunciation should be made which, espec ially in

into Communist
which the Korean item ended at ,Genev being u1 that the United States
hands. Early in September, howeve , on informed u^ung their immedi-
would make further approaches to the Swissi and Swedes enr •ôin them in making
ate withdrawal, and on being urged b the State

the Swiss ând Swedes to take an immedi-
similar approaches, the British requesteds
ate decision;'without suggesting what this should be or asking

.thcm to withdraw

the Commission immediately. We have no information as to British thinking
from . ; , :° .. ;. . .
on the latest'State Department proPosal•

'The French, on the other hand, have made rep been wor-
Swedes against the premature dissolution of the Commission. TheÛv^ might cause
ried lest its dissolution throuili, ^ s ^ ^^^^o ^e difficultics, and tl'at,
the Polish membèrs of th might adopt a
out of sympathy with their treatment in Korea; the Indiand `o

mem ers
therwisem 77^e French

line more favourable to'the Commub,e ^^^i ^s might have on the1r
were also `conce^^ib

ON^ f^` they w re'^►11 withdrawn to Naiphong• the
forces in northe

• ^ 5

^^.,.r:?i ' lJ
i siYe " , *'3'^

n Noce mar 'nale JMarginai now
^By what right would they act for the 16t 1..B. Pearson



French therefore prefer that the 'Swiss and Swedes should postpone their with-
drawal from the Commission for at least six months.

We find little merit in the arguments advanced by the State Department in oppo-
sition to the views carried in our teletypè EX-1828. These arguments are not new
and seem to have as their basis the idea that Mr. Rhee must be placated. Moreover,
we do not think that any of them invalidate the French reasons for wanting the
NNSC to continue for at least six months; which reasons seem to us basically
sound.

Since our Embassy has requested further instructions from us on which to base
their comments at the probable meeting of the Sixteen next week, when the State
Department are expected to put forward their suggestions, you might wish to con-
sider for despatch the attached draft teletype to Washington, repeated to our Dele-
gation in New York and to London.

J(UC.esl L(ÉcMl

DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

KOREA - MURE OP NNSC

I`would be grateful if you would take an early opportunity to ask a high officer

1Et.eGttM! EX-1905 - Ottawa, October 19, 1954

Reference: Your despatch No. 1743 of October 6t and Teletype WA-1788 of Octo-
berb.t

"'110 LZAPta3.Part4.
`,'^ ^^r k d,apitre 3.40 p&rt;e.

ï+̂̂ ^r

^round the fxed ports of entry is quite understandable and is appreciated. The pro-
tests made through the Military Armistice Commission were helpful in securing in
the léttec of the Indochina armistice agreements the promise of greater freedom for

iaspeçtion teams. We are now struggling to get maximum frecdom in practice

^e Papers on this subject.24 The UN Command's dissatisfaction with the restric-
UonsplacYd by the North Korean authorities, and connived in by the Polish and
Czech members of the NNSC, on the freedom of the inspection teams in North
Korea to look into reports of military material being brought in by routes going^ ,^...T

of the State Dcpartment if they would be good enough to reconsider in the light of
my following comments their proposal to render inoperative at an early date the
Neu^trâl Nations Supervisory Commission in Korea.<
R?.;Since6my return from'the Nine Power Conference in London I have reviewed
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be very important (aj in assisting the Laos Government to take
- and this may and Sam N ,
over administration of the two northern provincesn^ ^)Pn p^Vépreventing reprisals and
where the Pathet Lao forces are being conce Articles

roviding freedom of movement to the Southern zone as ^1°um freedom during

the
and (d) of

Vietnam theelections
Vietnam agreement,the Geneva Conference has set for July 1956. I believe

freer
that every effort should be made to broaden the precedecn^^of Sr of thelac ôn and
behind the Iron and Bamboo Curtains and that the 1mp situ-
method of action contemplated for Korea as it may affect In

dochina
be very, c^arefully

ations where international inspection has been proposed

thought through.
3. I recognize the pressure being exerted by President Syngman Rhee, for ocu^SC n

S tailing the activities of the Czech and Polish af ^e in^llig nce that North
Korea. These representatives cannot obtain a fraction of the problem is impor-

tant

spies can pick up. Also, the psychological aspects
tant but perhaps some other means than dissolution can be found lnentl he
Rhëe's anger. If he succeeds in upsetting this part of the Armistice g

may turn his attention to other parts of it. My inclination would be not to tamper

with the Agreement at this time.
4. Possibly the United States Government has given President Rhee some assur-

ance that it will take some action before long. I recognize that the1ud so that action
made that the Korean Armistice has now been sufficiently s
to render the NNSC inoperative would probably not upset f^é^could be
less, I am not in favour of such action being taken even

problem

regarded as a purely Korean one. In any event, because of Canadian membership•
on the International Supervisory Commissions in Indochina, whose functlons are
somewhat similar` to those of the NNSC,'the Canadian Governn ôCOmménts ro
associated with any concerted approach to the Swiss and Swedish 8 authoriza-
get them to withdraw their representatives, nor could it be a party to any
tion to the UN Command to evict the Czech and Polish representatives from South

Korea.
, 5.` If, taking into account the views outlined âbove, the United States Government,
with the support of some other governments, is still determined go ^o the fol-
taking some action, I would be grateful if consideration could be, g1
lowing suggestion regarding procedure: I think that the mot cAnstru^ould be f r
déaling with this problem, if it is felt that some âctlon must bè taken,
the UN . Command representative to introduce in the Militarÿ, Armistice S om^ six
siori ^proposed amendments to the térms of reference of the NNSC, Y

months time limit for their substàntial àdoption and implementation. ^Th n^^h^na
inents proposed might give the NNSC at least the freedoms promised in
and there might be'detailed rules of procedure appended that ensured that the Swiss
and Swedish members', enquiries',were not blocked by the Czechs and Poles. The
introduction of these proposed amendments in the:MAC should help to keep the
Korean action from affecting adversely the working of the Indochina Ca^hina
sions. Six months time would be given to consolidate th^ArmÎsWÔ in nope^ also,
and to secure maximum freedom for the inspection team
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that President Rhee would be satisfied that the introduction of these amendments
with a time limit represented sufficiently vigorous implementation of any assur-
ances given him: -

6. If the United States Government accepts the suggestions outlined in the precèd-
ing paragraph, we would be prepared to have a Canadian representative join them
and any other interested government representatives in drawing up on a confiden-
tial basis proposed amendments to the terms of reference of the NNSC and imple-
menting rules of procedure. , .
7. Please inform Embassies of old Commonwealth and French governments when

these representations have been made. I hope that these views can be conveyed
before the meeting of the Group of Fifteen. If not, please speak along these lines at

. , , . -the meeting.'

94. DEA/50069-A-40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

action by our side would be the Indo-China Supervisory Commissions.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 1

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

IbEGRAM WA-1822 Washington, October 20, 1954

CONFiDErmAL

Reference: Yoùrtcletype EX-1905 of October 19, 1954.
^ r.

FUTURE OF N.N.S.C

The views contained in your telegram under reference on the United States pro-
posals concerning the NNSC were given on October 20 to Everett Drumright, the
Deputÿ Assistant Secretary , for Far Eastern Affairs. He noted the views and said
theywould be taken into account but we suspect that they will not lead to any
SiBnifcant change in the United States attitude on the matter.
, 2. After' listening to the views which we put forward Drumright advanced the
United States arguments which were dealt with in some detail in our despatch No.
1743 of October 6.t Drumright indicated the strong belief of the State Department
that an action such as that proposed by the United States with respect to the NNSC
would have a salutary effect on the Polish members of the Indo-China Supervisory
Commissions. Turning a blind eye to known contraventions of the armistice agree-
ment in Korea could only confirm Communist powers generally in their belief that
theY: could ignore international commitments of this sort with impunity. It was the
United States opinion that now was the time for firm action to disabuse them of
this idea. In the United States opinion the first beneficiaries of relatively strong

3.-
In eommenting on your suggestion for action through the Military Armisticemut..'tee, Drumnght expressed the opinion that any attempt to amend the terms

of tefer^ence of the NNSC would, in fact, involve amending the Korean armistice
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .;,
d l'ambâssadé aux bals-Unis

I Secretary of State for'Ezternal Affairs
, to Embassy in Unitéd States

KOREAN COAIFUGT

agreement as a whole. The State Department is of the opinion
that

o
the

ut indef n tely.
would either refuse to negotiate or. would -pin the neg

Any attempt
to attack the problem in this fashion would, ineState D

hich woutldotiations of Panmunjomopinion, lead to repetitio.n of the dreary neg conceivably create larger problems
not meet the point at issue and which might

with respect to the armistice agreement.

4
Drumriht buttressed these two main arguments with additional arguments

4. g
which might be mentioned summarily. ly as a ult

(a) The United States Government was not acting in this ^etviewspof the United
of pressure exerted by President Rhee but âsôvernment, was convinced that Com-
Nations Command; and also because it, g
munist flouting of international responsibilities could not be endured

indefini tely.
(b) The United States Government had every r é i^^ Wlht^ey he ad assumed

Swedish Governments were anxious to be rid of

in
Korea and would respond favourably to any definite action initiated by the

UNC.
e United States Government was convinced from the inin South Korea

formation whiwé^e
(c) Tht

had received that the Czech and Polish members of the d ^ted by North Korean
obtaining substantial intelligence which could no p

,.. ,
espionage agents.

ri ht said that he was not certain now when the United States proposal
5. Drum g

would be put before the sixteen, although he implied that it would be,in the very

near future. We have learned that the United States proposal to the United King-
dom and French Governments which was dealt with in our telegram bl

^e State
October 13t has neither been rejected or accepted as yet. Presu y

Department will wish to have definite answers from these two governments before
proceeding with a meeting of the sixteen.

6. The substance of your telegram under reference was given to the State Depan=
ment, Old Commonwealth Embassies and the French Embassy as an "oral memo-
randum" i.e. an unsigned summary of your telegram.

SECRET

Reference: Your teletvDe WA-1822 of October 20.

Repeat Candel New York No.1 199;^ London No. 1674.
...1.^.
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KOREA - FUTURE OF NNSC

Following from USSEA, Begins: We remain as unimpressed by State Department
arguments in favour of their proposal relating to the NNSC as they seem to be by
our arguments against it..

2. Therefore, should the State Department put forward their proposal at an early
meeting of the Sixteen, you should stand with one exception on the views we have
set out in our teletypes EX-1905 of October 19 and EX-1828 of October 4.t That
exception concerns the State Department assertion that the Czech and Polish mem-
bers of the NNSC in South Korea were obtaining "substantial intelligence which
could not be duplicated by North Korean espionage agents". Since the Americans
are now echoing the same line as the South Koreans on this issue, we cannot very
well challenge its factual basis. However, you might meet this assertion obliquely
by suggesting as a possibility that means consistent with the Armistice Agreement
might be available to the United Nations Command to prevent the Czechs and
Poles from engaging in further important espionage activities.

'° 3. Presumably the next meeting of the Sixteen will provide representatives of
members other than France and the old Commonwealth with their first opportunity
to learn *about the State Department plan; the representatives of certain countries
will probably wish to refer the proposal back to their governments before com-
menting on it to any extent. The meeting might therefore develop in a manner
which would enable you to avoid taking the lead in criticizing the proposal. We
would hope so. Nevertheless, you should make clear to the meeting that we are not
anxious to join in any concerted approach to the Swiss and Swedish governments
along the lines the State Department envisage. If the United States should in the
end decide to take unilateral action to render the NNSC inoperative, we might have
to reserve our position and retain the right to explain it publicly if necessary. How-
ever, it would seem too early as yet for us to set forth our position in such rigid
terms. We prefer to deal with the matter one step at a time, and the next step is the
meeting of the Sixteen. `

4. For your own very confidential information, we are reliably informed that the
Senior Member of the UNC component of the Military Armistice Commission has
sug8ested to the Commander-in-Chief UNC that the MAC itself should be dis-
solved and its work taken over by a Joint Secretariat. His view is that the MAC has
smed its purpose and has nothing further to accomplish. He has also recom-
mended, that if this proposal prove unacceptable to the Communist side of the

M^
C, then the UNC should take unilateral action and leave only secretaries at

n-Ni or Seoul. It would seem that any decision on this proposal will bedef

^d pending action relating to the NNSC. Meanwhile, the UNC has ordered
,. representatives on the Joint Observer Teams to deny categorically all Com-
munlst charges of ground violation by our side, and its members on the MAC to

4
nes
"^' ^sist any Communist suggestion that such incidents be investigated by the NNSC.^<v

nt1y for the first time in many months the NNSC was able to file a unani-
1^ report with the MAC. This does not necessarily mean that the NNSC is now
d t^bg in North Korea as efficiently as the Swiss and Swedes would wish but it

°CS ° indicate` àn 'improvement in relations on the Commission and any such
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improvement would seem to make a negative contribut ion
on the terms the Ameri-

cans

and Swedes can withdraw from the Commission

cans wish. Ends.

. L'ambassade aux États-Unis ' _ ` ' . - ' ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Embassy in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

I

FUTURE OF THE NNSC

Reference: Our teletype WA-1960 of November.16. j'

Washington, November 18, 1954

COrrFnEMIAL

TMEGRAtvt WA-1977

November ; 18, convened by the,State
I attended the meeting on Thursday,

Department to discuss an approach to the Swiss and Swedish Governments con-
was in the Chair.cerning the NNSC. Murphy, the Deputy Under-Secretary,,

2.
Murphy opened the meeting with an outline of the United States views on thef

subject. He said that tensions were increasing in the Republic of Korea
wb

y
^n

the presence of Polish and Czech members of the NNSC who
"sabotage and espionage" in South Korea. Whether everyone agreed or on ot

f the shtuae
ROK point of view on the matter it was essential to deal with
tion as they were.^ The UNC could be put in an untenable position if violence were
to occur. The original thought of the United States had beento^5

^8^ and Swed-

ish

the fifteen interested governments for. an approach to
ish Governments with a suggestion that they should withdraw their representatives
from the, inspection teams in Korea. In the course of discussion with other govern-
ments a compromise plan had been broached which Murphy hoped would carry the
"community point of view".:

3. Murphy Proposed . for the consideration of the meeting the scheme which has
been dealt with in earlier correspondence and which would involve,
`(a) An approach by the Swiss' and Swedish representatives on the NNSC to the
Military Armistice Commission reporting that the NNSC was unable to function
because of Communist intransigence,
`(b) An, approach by the Swiss and Swedish` representatlves to the Military Artni-

stice Commission ^ with a viëw' to : developing new procedures or anending the
terms of reference of the NNSC, , , ^.,

x that nding action by
i(c) Notification by the Swiss1 and Swedish representatwes pe
the MAC, the Swiss and Swedish representatives on the'inspcction teams would be
withdrawn to the `démilitariûd zone: According to Murphy the inspection teams
I.could not then I operate and the, Poles and the Czcchs would have to leave Sou
Kôrean territory: He'suggested that' if the plan could bë approved by the interested
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governments the United States, the United Kingdom and France might make repre-
sentations to the Swiss and Swedish Governments on behalf of the group: Finally
he underscored the urgency of the situation as the United States saw it.
4. Since discussion and questioning of the United States proposal was somewhat

desultory I thought I should state our position at some length. I said that Canada
recognized the factual basis of the United States anxiety, i.e. the Czech and Polish
members were violating the spirit of the terms of reference of the NNSC, that the
Swiss and Swedish members could not discharge their mandate in North Korea,
and finally that the United Nations command had legitimate grounds for anxiety
over the state of affairs in South Korea. On the other hand I stressed your anxiety
concerning the consequences that a cessation of activity on the part of the NNSC
might have for Canada in its unique position arising out of service on the Indo-
China Commissions. I spoke of your concern lest grounds be given for Communist
contentions that the United Nations side had violated the armistice. I mentioned in
addition your view on the -usefulness of maintaining inspection teams behind the
various Communist curtains even if they were not completely effective.
5. 1 attempted by my questioning to shift the emphasis in the United States propo-

sal from the withdrawal of the inspection teams to the action through the Military
Armistice Commission to produce a new mandate for the Supervisory Commission.
I hope I was successful in leaving this emphasis in the minds of representatives at
the meeting: Murphy agreed that the proposal involved two stages. The first would
be direct demarche to the Military Armistice Commission on a confidential basis
by the Swiss and Swedish representatives indicating that the NNSC terms of refer-
ence and their implementation were not good enough. At the same time notice
would be given of intention to withdraw Swiss and Swedish representatives from
the inspection teams. While he agreed that the communication of protest to the
MAC would precede the withdrawal, I do not believe that the United States envis-
a8es any lapse of time between the "two stages".

'6.^Murphy made it clear that in the United States view some approach should be
made to the Swiss and Swedish Governments in the very near future before these
governments had come to any firm conclusions as to whether the matter should be
brought up in the General Assembly. He mentioned specifically that something
should be done before November 29 when the Korean item was likely to be consid-
ered by the General Assembly.

7. There was a good deal of discussion as the difficulties of forcing the withdrawal
of the Czech and Polish members of the Commission and inspection teams even if
the Swiss and Swedes indicated their intention to withdraw to the neutralized zone.
Mwphy, said that in the United States view the inspection teams without Swiss and
Swedish participation would legally be "in a non-operating condition" and the
UNC could edge them out of South Korea, e.g. by tampering with or cutting off
logistic` support. This situation worried the Belgian Ambassador particularly.
8: Nor presentative at the meeting offered direct opposition to the United States

pfOPosal. The United Kingdom and French representatives indicated the willing-
ness of their governments to act as spokesmen for the group in any approach to the
Swiss?and Swedish Governments. Some representatives such as the Greeks gave
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wholehearted 'support to the United States position. The Australian and Newe New
Zealand representatives were non-committal but certainly n`to aP ro Ca the Swiss
Zealand representative suggested that the next step might be pP

and Swedish Governments informally with an inquiry as to what they would think^, Murphy
of a course of action such as that ouieined, in the United States proposal.

that this would be a logical s p
. 1 found it difficult to object to an approach to the two governments on the basis

9of an informal inquiry as to their opinions and suggested that when that inquiry
I stressed the desirability

was made the results could^^^dt ^^ry^u^g^. The Belgian repre-
of keeping these communications what
sentative suggested that at the next meeting some f^on indication fused to move
would do if the Czech and Polish members of the inspection

should be spelled out.
10.I believe that Canada is not committed one way or the ôther at th isd st^ag^ to

support the scheme. I think at the next
to what

mee ting- aendments might we shoube put forward in
position to make some suggestions as

the Military Armistice Commission. The compromise scheme n^^V^ obm de
Americans is, I am sure, considered by other interested reptese
up in part of a Canadian idea. A certain responsibility it would seem, therefore, lies
with us to make suggestions as to useful and effective, amendment wil l

teûs^e

the armistice agreement. I believe that no frmember
om o

f
withtelephone conversation

suggestion completely. I got the impression Y
Mr. Holmes yesterday that you would wish the way left open fOabyl^ to

bereserveI the
Ca

nadian position at the end of the exercise if that seemed desi
able to do that. The nature of the "inquiry" to the Swiss and^^ of ^ leJ°^c^é^s

be important and I shall make every effort to keep you tn o out
of the inquiry. Finally, I think early attention should be g iven

will bethat action
detailed Canadian views on the proposal ^VÇ^ ^t°^d^ve

next meeting may be
pressed vigorously by the United States
called in the near future. ;

DgA/50069-A-40
' . . x . . .. .

Le secrétaire d'État auzAffaires eztÈr3eures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ^

.^ # ^ ..,
Secretar

3
y of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador, M. United States

,0
,
t

,
tawa, November 27, 1954

RF.FExENCE.
Your teletype No. WA-1977 of November 18;-1954.
Repeat London No. 1821; Candel New York No. 33.6.,

,3,..: , ., . . ^ . .

. , t i :,.- _ . ^ .. .. -. - ..



KOREA - FUTURE OF THE NNSC

You have asked for an expression of my views concerning the compromise pro-
posal which Murphy explained to the meeting of Fifteen on November 18 and
which attracted general support.

2. The new proposal, by providing for the introduction of amendments to the
terms of reference of the NNSC which might enable the problem to be dealt with in
a constructive way, goes a considerable distance towards meeting the objections I
posed to the original scheme and I welcome its acceptance by the United States
Government. I can well understand the compulsions arising from the situation in
South Korea with which that Government must cope and in the changed circum-
stances would not wish to add to their difficulties by continuing to press for the
adoption of all the suggestions set out in my EX-1905 of October 19, or by taking
the lead among the Fifteen in opposing any aspect of the proposal. The Poles and
Czechs have clearly used their position not only to frustrate the purposes of the
NNSC, but also to pervert it. Since they have created an intolerable situation, there
would seem some justice in their having to suffer the consequences.
'¢3: I still have my doubts, however, about the State Department view that the first
beneficiaries of unilateral action by the United Nations side in Korea to render the
NNSC inoperative would be the International Supervisory Commissions in Indo-
china. I remain of the opinion that such action is liable to increase the difficulties
with which we have to contend there and that if we are associated with it, the
adverse effects might be worse. I admit, however, that if the Swedes and Swiss
weré to agree to the proposal and could take the required action without giving the
appearance of succumbing to pressure from our side, then perhaps the increase in
ouc difficulties and the undesirable consequences of our association with the propo-
sal might not be so great. Whether the State Department view is the correct one, of
course, can only be determined after the event when the Polish, Viet Minh, and
more particularly the Indian, reactions become known. While I am not now dis-
Posed to try to dissuade either the United States or other Governments concerned
from supporting the compromise scheme, I would hope for their sympathetic
understanding of the uniqueness of our position in the Group of Fifteen, resulting
from-the commitments we have undertaken in Indochina in the general interest.
4.4hatever the Swiss and Swedish views on the proposal may be, I doubt very

much-if we should associate ourselves with the rest of the Group in supporting the
p l^We might better remain benevolently aloof. The proposal as I understand

not require our adherence to be put into effect, and provided we explain our
,"d to our friends solely in terms of our involvement in Indochina, they should
60t're8ând us as being obstructive. We do not block but stand aside for reasons
Peçuliar to ourselves. By remaining uncommitted we would be free to put as con-
a66ctive ân' interpretation as possible on any action vis-à-vis the NNSC to which
^ Utited States and the rest of our friends would be parties, consistent with pro-
^6118our, position. Moreover, we might then better serve the gener-d interest in
'UdOchina'as well as our own. =

"51should be grateful if you would infonnally discuss these views with the State
Partment and your French and Old Commonwealth colleagues. As an earnest of
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our good intention, you might also pass on my views on the question of amend-

which ownwould be
information, , I

acceptable seetoments to the terms of reference
being devised

your

virtually no prospect of ame be made
the other side and to the ROK, but nevertheless consider the effort shsCdwhich the

6. I think mat any amendments to the terms of reference of the NNSC,
UNC may introduce for consideration in the MAC, shoûl fl have for m^ :I,oo which

the enabling of the Commission and iMSoof those provisions or f t he Armistice
they ,were created, namely, the supe litary men
Agreement which prohibit the introduction into Kor ô°^o a

re-enforcing
tions of the lagreement

and material and the special inspections relating
which they may be requested to conduct outside the de-militarized zone by either

side of the MAC.

: 7. . The essence of the problem would seem to be its
the veto power which thelCom

of
munist members of the Commission have ove oIfthéir duties as
inspecting personnel tomâve about t be North ÿoa r^ in

rollarythe of this.ursuit • oThus, no inspec-

tion
as desirable would appear

tion team can decide to move unless its Communist memberCCagâ Wi^ ^^ththatiof
tion of why the NNSC has been ineffective would seem to
the Swedish and Swiss and of the Americans. Thus, in their ^tt of ^^^i 95ôn
Generals Mohn and Gross, the Swedish and Swiss membe
stated that its operations were hampered by the equal division of votes, resulting in
deadlock, and that the control activities of the fixed teams^é North oo the teams
satisfactory "owing to the restricted practices imposed Conf er-
by their Czechoslovak and Polish members:' In his speech ta é^^ons from their
ence of June 5, Bedell Smith quoted, with approval, appropn

letter to this effect.
Communists could be deprived of their veto power in the Commission ifone

its
8. The

membership were to be increased by one non-Communist ^cht to the pro 1 mb Î f an
Communist state. I am inclined to prefer the latter appro of Inda, to the
increase were proposed, the other side could dcclare itsclf in fa ôo^e ROKI Motc°'
ernbarrassment of our side, since India would be unacceptable t
ver, the establishment of a five-member Commission and five-member Inspection
.Teams could give rise to extra administrative problems. ;To effect Ân ^^e^dee

proper; tactics might be to suggest that the Commission should
members, two of whom would be holdovers, say Poland and Sweden,andlthelt^^
to be agreed upon. The UNC might then work for agreement on Sw.^tu

a

country with first-hand experience in the work to be performed ; Th•e^ ^â m ^ould
could still nominate India, but our side,would be in a better position
opt for Switzerland.

-r; 9. If the veto problem is solved and a majority of the Commission is truly neutral,
itselfYthen it might be left to the, Commission to adopt such rules of procedure for

.and its inspecting teams as it may. COMM"" "1-11-7 for the pe^ o^^now laid
duties. If the reformed Commission thinks that its terms of refctence, as

• • I f rocedure then, under Para-
down, require modification to ensure adequate ru es o p

iatc amendments
r graphf49 of the Armistice Agreement, it may recommend appropr
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to the MAC in the interests of a more effective armistice. There, of course, the
Communists could block any such recommendations. Adequate rules of procedure
would allow the requisite freedom of movement provided neither Command inter-
fered. So far, the Communist Command has been able to leave responsibility for
interference to the Czechs and Poles but they have derived their power from the
veto. Therefore, it might be desirable to consider the terms of reference with a view
to so amending them that any interference from, or even failure to co-operate by,
the Communist Command with the Commission, would be a breach of the Arini-
stice Agreement and the Commission would clearly have the right of untrammelled
movement in its work.

10. Sub-paragraphs 13(c) and (d) of the Agreement provide for inspections at des-
ignated ports of entry. If re-enforcements of men and material enter Korea else-
where they do so in violation of the Agreement. Paragraph 28 permits either side of
the MAC to request the NNSC to conduct inspections where such side considers a
violation to have taken place and sub-paragraph 42(f) provides that these inspec-
tions will be conducted without delay. I think that it might be especially written
.into, the Agreement that the NNSC, through its inspecting personnel, may go any-
,where in Korea outside the de-militarized zone, on its own initiative to check
whether military material is being improperly introduced into the country. It would
be incumbent on either Command to provide facilities for movement satisfactory to

Æ̀ a majority of the inspection team.
It

.11. If armistice violations are to be investigated properly, they must be investi-
gated promptly. Thcreforc, consideration might be given as to whether the Com-
mission should have its own transport to prevent it from being held up by the
military authorities on either side.^,.._
¢` 12. You will appreciate that the suggestions above are general rather than specific
bocause;we have little first-hand information concerning the operations or the
reports of the NNSC. Also, I think that the UNC, in making proposals on this mat-
,ter in the MAC should rely heavily on the advice of the Swiss and Swedes, who are
neutral and have long since made public their dissatisfaction with the operations of
the Commission.

DEA/50669-A40

L'ambassade aux États-Unis
r. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Einbassy in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs^^j", ^.., ^ .,. ^^... . . ... . . . .

^^>tAM WA-2016 Washington, November 30, 1954

^^ENTLAL

Refercnce; Your telegram EX-2185 of Novcmbcr 27.
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KOREA -- FLMJRE OF THE N.N.S.C.
Thank you for your telegram under reference. It is very helpful t^^n^n

our

contacts with the State Department to have this fuller exposition of yo g

on this delicate and complicated matter.

2. " We believe that we btppreciaté fully your anxiety lest any action taken
respect to the NNSC should compromise the Canadian position on the Indo-China
Commissions. The Americans, as' you know; do not share your view about this.
Nevertheless, I think, they do now understand your motives.

and Swedish
3. If, as a result of the enquiry which is now being made of the Swiss

Governments, a proposal is put to us for approval (along with the other govern-
ments contributing to the.UNC) which involves withdrawal of the teams from
North and South Korea, it would, 'of course, be possible for us to "abstain" in a
meeting of the fifteen. We could do this, I think, without opposing approval by the
others, pleading ourown unique position. The trouble would come if and when we
decided that we should make our dissociation public. And this I take it we would
have to do if we were to achieve such advantage as there might be in standing
aside. In this connection, I should like to know what procedure you have in mind
for making our position known publicly should it be decided by the others to go

ahead.
4. Of course, we have still to learn of the Swiss and Swedish reactions to the

enquiry being made. Such indications as we have indicate little enthusiasm in
Berne for negotiation of the terms of reference of the NNSC. We should have some
news this week. Presumably another meeting of the fifteedwilt be called when the

reply is received.
5. It is difficult to determine what action we should take; particularly as to the

nature of any "dissociation" on our part, until we knowthe Swiss and Swedish
Governments' response and the reaction thereto' of the United States and our other

allies. Quite likely the response will be neither wholly negative nor wholly affirma-
tive. In any event, it would be wise, I think, to defer any further conversation with
the State- Department until we know. Otherwise we may simply'cause difficulty
over a purely hypothetical situation.

6. The general suggestions which you make in paragraphs 6 to 12 of your tele-
'graïn under reference concerning possible amendments to the terms of reference of
the NNSC provide us with useful material for discussion with the State Department
and other interested representatives. Because -of the Swiss Government's requcst,
however, that we do not raise the question of re-negotiating the ternis of reference
of the NNSC, I am in doubt as to whether in fact the essence of the problem is the
veto power which the Commûnistf inembérsV of the Commission hold. There seems
to, be desire on the part of both the Swiss and Swedish Governments to reduce
`sûbstântially the burdens which they have been bearing in Korea. We feel certain
that the United States, partly to meet its problems with the ROK GovcrnmenL
would also hope that any amendments to the terms of referencè of the NNSC would
result in the severe limitation of thé activities of the Commission. The ROK GOV-
ernment itself would probably be satisfied with nothing less than amendments
which would keep the NNSC within the bounds of the demilitarized zone.
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7. We also foresee great difficulties in the establishment of a new three-power
commission. The Swiss would not be acceptable to the Communists and India
would not be acceptable to the ROK Government. For tactical purposes the Com-
munists might well suggest the inclusion of India in the hope that the allied side
could be discomfited completely. We would certainly not enjoy the experience of
opting for Switzerland against India. We might well find ourselves faced with diffi-
culties in this context worse than those which faced us prior to our attempts to
amend the terms of reference.

8. With reference to paragraph 5 above, I spoke to you on the telephone this morn-
ing and you agreed that we should not, repeat not, approach the State Department
until the reactions of the Swiss and Swedish Governments to the enquiry concern-
ing the proposed procedure are known. For this reason we are deferring action
upon the instructions contained in paragraph 5 of your telegram under reference.

.

d l'ambassade aux ttats-Unis

Secretary of State for F.xternal Affairs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Embassy in United States
,, , . .

TELEGRAM EX-2208
: Y:
CONFIDENfIAL IMMEDIATE.

DEA/50069-A-40

Ottawa, December 2, 1954

Reference: (Washington) Your teletype WA-2016 of November 30.(London) Your
teletype No. 1479 of November 30.t Repeat London No. 1843.

KOREA - FVRlRE OF THE NNSC$
You will recall that when we noticed that the papert which was to serve as gui-

daiice for the United States, United Kingdom, and 'French representatives in their
concerted approach to the Swedes and Swiss regarding the NNSC went farther in
indicating unanimous support for the proposal by the Fifteen than a proper, appreci-
âtiôn of our position justified, we suggested a slight amendment of which the State
Ikpartment took note. The purpose of our amendment was to leave the way open
for us to dis-associate ourselves from the proposal and to reduce pressure on the
Swedes and Swiss to accept it. We have since learned that the guidance paper went
focarard to the representatives concerned in Stockholm and Berne without
amendinent.

Our representative in Stockholm has informed us that the Swedish Government
^h to know whether we are supporting the proposal. Our Ambassador in Berne
nPotts a similar interest in our position on the part of the Swiss. Since accepting
,jlnvitation to`servc on the Supervisory Commissions in Indochina we have on a
11*béc`ôf 'occasions discussed with the Swedes and Swiss the functioning of the

,^„WSC with a view to obtaining the benefit of their experience. In these discussions
^ attitide concerning the relationship * between the operations of the NNSC in
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d la légation en Suède - .

Seeretary of State fôr`External Affairs
to Legation in Sweden '
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ut.
Korea and those of the Supervisory Commissions in ou ochstionavis-ànvisothe
proposal of this it is' incumbent on us now, to e^ p Po

roPosal on which their views had been sought by the Americans, Briti
sh,

French. Moreover,
inqwry

I think we must tell them that wlu gr

should be made, we could not associate ourselves in an S wa ^wd^hPn^$
^WÔUId

put on them since, having not dissimilar responsibiliU repre-
not wish pressure to be put on us. I might add thatwehave do concerning
sentations to either the nw o ed^é

^SC
Swiss as to what Y should

continued representatio

3•
am sending a telegram to our representatives in Berne and Stockholm inform-

ing I
theing them of the lines along which they might speak in confidence to

authorities on this matter. This telegram will be repeated to you. .
, 4• In the changed circumstances I should be grateful if you would now take up
informally with the State Department and your French d o^No

^ber 27. ÿo
colleagues the views I have set out in my teletype EX-21 85

should also tell them that we are informing the Swiss and Swedes of our position
relating to the proposal the latter now have under consideration.

5. In Paragraph 3 of your teletype under reference you inquire as to the rochdÛiâ
I have in mind for making our position known to the public if that action
become necessary. I cannot anticipate the developments lik ely

leave us free to do
mental purpose behind our dissociation from the proposal is to
what we consider necessary to protect our position in Indochina.

(Following for London only)

6. You may inform the Foreign Office of the 'views contained in my. teletype No.
1821 and that we are informing the Swiss and Swedes of our position.

No. 63 of Nov. 26•t
Repeât Berne No., 65; London No 1842;' Washington EX-2207.

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIA7E. "

Reference: (Stockholm) Your telegramNo. 43 of Nov. 29.t (Berne) Our telegrarn

have long since recogniied that the Polish and Czech representatives, --..
NNSC and its subsidiarÿ bodies have 'used

.
thë^r

.pos^Uon not only to frustrate the

local authorities along the following Hnes. on the

-,,, . , , roriate
Concerning this matter you might wish to`spe^k in confidence to the app p

• s a .. . + Y
+f • • s

FIITURV OF THE NNSC
- ,; .
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purposes of the NNSC but also to pervert it. As a result of this behaviour both their
Swiss and. Swedish colleagues and the United Nations Command have for some
time been faced with an intolerable situation. We thought that a constructive
approach to the problem might be for the UNC to propose in the Military Armistice
Commission, with a time limit for their acceptance, amendments to the Armistice
Agreement which would have two objectives - the removal'from the Czechs and
Poles of their veto power, and the assurance of freedom of movement for the
inspection teams,of the Commission. During the period allotted for renegotiation
we suggested that the NNSC be permitted to function as usual. This delay would
give us some time to consolidate precedents in the International Supervisory Com-
missions in Indochina.

: 3. The United States Government, however, while willing to authorize the UNC
to try to renegotiate in the. MAC the terms of reference of the Commission, (the
nature of the amendments to be proposed by the UNC was not revealed), wanted

,the withdrawal of NNSC inspecting personnel to the Demilitarized Zone pending
the outcome of these negotiations. At the November 18 meeting in Washington of
the Group of Fifteen, the United States representatives proposed this scheme for
consideration andtfound no direct opposition to it. Our representative reserved our
position while agreeing to an informal inquiry to the Swiss and Swedish Govern-
ments as to their,opinions on the proposal. Our understanding was that this inquiry
would entail no pressure on such Governments to agree with the scheme.

;• 4. Since we are the only membersof the Group of Fifteen with responsibilities in
_Indochina, (responsibilities not unlike those which the Swiss and Swedes have
undertaken in Korea) we do not wish to urge any action relating to the NNSC on
the Swiss and Swedes nor to be a party to any unilateral action to render the Com-
mission inoperative. Nevertheless we expect that Swiss and Swedish concurrence
in the procedure they now have under consideration would not greatly increase the
difGculties with which we have to contend in Indochina.

5. Our position vis-à►-vis the proposal might be described as benevolently aloof
and derives solely, from our involvement in Indochina. By standing aside for rea-
sons peculiar to ourselves we hope better to serve the general interest in Indochina.^. , . .
'f.

DEA/50069-A-40
L'ambassade aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures

Embassy in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

-.EGRAM WA-2035 Washington, December 3, 1954^^.F.
CONFIpIMAL. IMPORTANT.;:.

Reference: Your teletype EX-2208 of December 2.
R^yt Candel New York No.* 30 (Important); London No. 67.

^1f.! 1.f. .. . . ' . , ^ .. . . .. . t '
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OF THE NNSCFUTURE

, t- put the views contained in your telegram under reference and ^-2natel
of

We p
November 27 to Jones at the Korea Desk in the Department .

Berne
.
and' Stockholm,

we had not seen the instructions to our representative

forwarded to us in EX-2207 of December 3. Jones was g lad to have this ' latest

`exposition of your views since, from sonie source which h^e dsdVn^ ^^ Sf,Y^eShad

heard that Canada was "using back-door influence on enquiry
2. He agreed that our "abstentionist" attitude to the Swiss and ofSwedish

fifteen on
was in line with the Canadian position explained at the meeting

November 18 (WA-1977 of November 18). His only con WlrnC ^âd
^n put the

failure to comment one way or the other on the scheme _
Swiss and Swedes might tip the delicate balance, w c^h^ôeoft^é c pro ese

believes exists at the moment between acceptance o r J

scheme by the Swiss and Swedish governments. Jones del'
ts tel gram No 735tto

ment in the U.N.'s first Committee on December 2 (

Ottawa)t was interpreted by the State Department as something V^,thnature of
cautiously drawn final balance sheet which, taken tog

past

about the situation from the Swiss and Swedish representatives on the NNSC, pre-
pared the way for Swiss and Swedish withdrawal from their , heavy ^ burdens in

Korea - possibly through acceptance of a scheme along the lines of that which

they had been asked by the fifteen to examine.

3. Carrying on with this point Jones referred to the explanation' we had given him
of your views set out in paragraph 3 of EX-2185 of November 27. He said he could

respect your view (without agreeing with it) that unilateral action in Korea to

render the NNSC inoperative` might increase Canadian difficulties in Indo-China.
At the same time he noted, however, that you might regard as less undesirable,

action taken by the Swiss and Swedes, which did not give the appearance of suc-
cumbing to pressure from our side. For that reason it had occurred to him that you
might regard it as in the Canadian interest to encourage mildly at least S
Swedish acceptance of the compromise scheme. He did not believe'that the present
approach to the Swiss and Swedes could properly be termed "pressure

!', since none

of the fifteen governments were in a position to force the Swiss and Swedes to do
anything and he added rather ruefully that the Swiss and Swedes reÛ iz ^^ ^"d
too wel". Some action on Korea was essential, however, and if
Swedes did not accept the cômpromise'scheine, the State Department would be
unable to stand against the opinion of other interested United States authorities. In
these circumstances, unilateral action bythe United Nations Command might well
be authorized. ' , , - - :, .*..: , -% - - . : ;;. r " •

4. Jones repeated the United States views on the effect which action in Korea
might have on the ' work of the Supervisory Commissions in Indo-China. Thcse

views are well known to you. Jones did, however, add one new argument. He
believed that the Viet-Minh (and their Polish voice on the Commission) were oPer"
âting on the premise that, if events took their natural course, South Viet-Nam wouldattitude
fall to the Communists by "fair" elections. If this estimate of the Viet-Minh
was correct, the Communist aim would surely be to allow the International
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mission to operate reasonably effectively. In the final analysis they would then
claim some element of international support for their peaceful victory. Neverthe-
less, they would be only as reasonable as they had to be. Action in Korea to prove
that the free world (and the representatives of two widely acknowledged neutrals)
could not forever remain patient in the face of Communist double-dealing, com-
bined with firm and objective supervision in Indo-China, would, in the United
States view, cause the Poles and the Viet-Minh to take an even more reasonable
line: They would wish to furnish as few excuses as possible for the free world to
charge violation of the Geneva Agreement and thereby to upset what the Commu-
nists probably already regarded as a "sure bet". '
5. Jones hinted that, since both Mr. Pearson and Mr. Dulles were likely to be in

New York over the weekend, an opportunity might arise for discussion of the sub-
ject between them. We have not had an opportunity to pass your views on to all our
Commonwealth colleagues as yet but we will do that as soon as possible.

6. Our rather inconclusive discussion with Jones of possible amendments to the
terms of reference of the NNSC will be reported in a separate message.ta

102. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassade en Suisse .

KOREA - FUTURE N.NS.C
1. Gave substance of your views to Luy at noon Friday just before fie attended

meeting to discuss Swiss reply to British, French, American approach wliich was
apparently interpreted more as a formal démarche than an informal enquiry. On
Saturday morning I gave Luy almost the complete copy of your telegram to pass to
Zehnder, Secretary-General, Political Department.

32; I-uy{was very grateful to have your views and said that while no decision has
Yet been taken he personally does not, repeat not, favour withdrawal from dernilita-
rization zones nor does he imagine Switzerland can openly take initiative as sug-
8ested

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Embassy in S►vitzerlwui
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TH.EGRAM 58 Berne, December 6, 1954

CUNFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your telegram No. 65 of December 2.
Repeat London No. 16. (Please pass to Stockholm)

in proposal.

3• They now intend to treat approach as a trial balloon and may, repeat may, Luy
Stated,reply along lines of their suggestions to us outlined in my telegram No. 56
of November 23.t.^ ..
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KOREA

Today, Jarring told us Swedes do not expect to reply to the proposal (men-
tioned?) immediately. Debates and resolutions in New York alter the position and
makes the suggestion for amendment of NNSC appear inappropriate at this time.
While no governmental decision taken Jarring considers December 2 statement on
NNSC by the Swedish delegates in the General Assembly will eventually require
amendment of the terms of reference or the Swedish withdrawal.

of our telegram No.appreciate any comment you feel you can make on paragraph
45 of December 4.t

2. Resulting from the debate in New York and the Chinese reaction of the ôverUn ited
tlthe

States-Formosa agreement Swedes expect the Korean problem to be active
next few weeks and are worried whether serious developments may not take place
which, would jeopardize the whole armistice agreement and completely change
Sweden's position as member of NNSC.

3. Have tentatively concurred (group corrupt) MacKay to take leave in Canada
over Christmas. Please advise whether, in view of present situation, you would pre-

fer me to remain here.

KOREAN CONF1.iCT

~ La lé ation en Suède

au secrétaire Atat aux Affaires extérieures

• Legation in Sweden
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Stockholm, December 11, 1954

fr

L'ambassade en Suisse

DEA/50069-A40

, au secrétaire d'État aux A,ffiaires extérieures
- - . .. ...ï), .> ,s-.. . . . , ..

Embassy, in Switzerland
to Seeretary of State for'F.xternal Affairs

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

,Repeat London No. 17., (Please pass to Stockholm) ^-.
Reference: My telegram No. 58 of December; 6th. .;^;
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KOREA - FUTURE OF NNSC
1. On Friday, December 10th, Luy of Political Department informed us United

States had made second démarche to Zehnder, Secretary General of Political
Department. I have reason to believe that among suggestions made was a proposal
that Swiss and Swedes (a) withdraw to demilitarized zone, (b) reduce strength of
their delegation, and (c) maintain liaison officers in South Korea while Poles and
Czechs maintain liaison with North Korea., .
2. Luy said that Zehnder wondered if United States was acting alone and asked if

we had anything on the 15 power meeting in Washington. As neither American,
British nor French in Berne had informed us of their approach to the Swiss Gov-
ernment concerning joint proposal, MacLellan thought it in best Canadian interests
to let Zehnder see copy of Washington's telegram No. 1977 of November 18th.
3. Luy informed us Monday evening that Federal Council on Monday, December

13th, decided on Swiss action which from hint given to us may be as follows:
(1) No reply is to be made to American, British, French proposal.
(2) Aide mémoire will be addressed to Washington and Peking suggesting reduc-

tion of numerical strength of NNSC but no withdrawal to demilitarization zone.
°(3) Swiss have now passed this aide mémoire to Stockholm to see if Swedes wish
to join Swiss in this action.
i^ (4) Aide mémoire• will probably be later this week as soon as Swedish opinion is
obtained. We have been promised copy.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre en Su2de

Secretary of State for Extenuil Affairs
- to litinister in S►veden

DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM 57 Ottawa, December 23, 1954

CONFIDEENiTAL

Reference: (Stockholm) Your telegram No. 46 of December 11. (Berne) Your tcle-
8ram No. 61 of December 14. -
Repeat Berne No. 67; London No. 1970; Washington EX-2379. '

KOREA - FUTURE OP 711E NNSC

'ni following views may be communicated informally and confidentially to the
^priate Swiss and Swedish authorities on procedural problems confronting us

ochina.

2-10 carry out the Armistice provisions we think the Commissions there and their
subordinate bodies require freedom of inspection, movement and inquiry. If these
8re to obtain and the business of the Commissions advanced with efficiency, then
the!^ must be reasonable harmony within the Commissions and between them and
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the local authorities.
We hope to avoid at least until the Armistice becomes

ttto
established the hardening of lines which^os l hdo en ^ay ^ÇO^ ^il^dnsif the vari-
carry out their intended responslbilltles. Pe
ous representatives continue to pay, deference to the independent attitude requiredr if the
by .the spirit of the Geneva Agreements. It may be thWart Ô^^me clearly
approach of the representatives of any country, concerned
open to question in this respect. Although the Polish

for the Vietminh, it is
power, they have a great capacity for lntrans gence
important that they should not have reason to think themselves on better ground to

withhold the co-operation needed.

3. While we cannot prophesy what would be the effects on the
more^iineffective,

supervi-
sorysory machinery in Indochina of the NNSC becoming even
think that the problems in both are sufficiently related ô^^Y^gnext^tt de

velo
whi h

ment concerning the NNSC may have effects on the rations
these will be adverse will largely depend on how a change is made i

n the
for a solu-

of the NNSC. Since the proposal recently put forward seems provide inconsis-
tion which would neither do violence to the Armistice Agreement,Vncerning NNSC
tent with previously expressed views of the Swlss and S uld
inadequacies, we have informed you that their concurrence in

hairne
procedure

since
not greatly increase our difficulties. The Swiss and Swed , g

made public their dissatisfaction with the working of the .Commission, have athey
responsibility to do what they can to right the situation. It is in our interrs^not be
exercise this responsibility. One basic element in the problem which
ignored is Rhee's insistence that the Czechs and Poles get oofSouth Sos^i and
the United States promise to do something about this. The Swedes
take cognizance of this aspect of the problem if they are to deal with the main
difficulties facing the Commission. In the meantime there is a danger of violence to
Commission personnel in South Korea. uaint-

4. For your own information we do not want to go beyond the above in acq
ing the Swiss and Swedes with our views on the NNSC.and in giving them advice
as to what they might decide concerning continued participation. While we un
stand the reluctance of the Swiss and Swedes to move when such move may be
interpreted as succumbing to pressure from South Korea or the United Nations

side, we do not want them to be able to use the Canadian position onhwith an
NNSC as a means of resisting this pressure. We agreed only to go g

enquiry. We asked you to explain our position to them and to say that we did not
wish to be associated with the application of pressure to have the proposed course
of action outlined in the enquiry accepted. It would not accord with this position é
we,were now to be caught in a cross-fire between the rest of. the Fifteen
Swedes and Swiss over, action relating to the future of the NNSC.
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5° PARME/PART 5

AIDE À LA CORÉE
KOREAN RELIEF

106. DEA/8254-G-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoxFTDENTiAI, [Ottawa], October 11, 1954

, , . FUTURE OF UNKRA

In a memorandum to Cabinet dated October 4 you make proposals concerning
future Canadian contributions to various United Nations relief and assistance
programmes - among them, the UNKRA programme?5 The UNKRA section of
the memorandum mentions the efforts made in recent months to improve
UNKRA's financial position and refers more specifically to a United States propo-
sal for a reduced total programme for 1954-55 of $44.9 million. This proposal
involves a contribution of $9.9 million from the United Kingdom, Australia and
Canada, of which $7 million would be met from the unpaid portion of previous
United Kingdom and Australian pledges and the remaining $2.9 million from pos-
sible increased contributions by the three countries. You are suggesting to Cabinet
that an additional $750,000 would be an appropriate Canadian share of the approxi-
inately $3 million gap to be filled if the United States proposal is to be made work-
able. The memorandum further notes that the United Kingdom and Australia are to
be asked whether they would also be prepared to increase their original pledges to
help fill this gap.

The purpose 'of this memorandum is to acquaint you with the present United
Kingdom and Australian positions (as reported by our Delegation to the General
Assembly) and to seek your approval for a proposed joint approach to the United
Kingdom by Australia and Canada with a view to securing an increase in their
original pledge.

7he United Kingdom Position

Our Delegation to the General Assembly reports that the United Kingdom
would be prepared to pay the balance of their pledge'provided their contribution
aôes not exceed 17.5 per cent of total contributions past and present. 17.5 per cent
° total UNKRA receipts to date ($123 million) is $21.5 million. In fact, the United

gdom has already paid $22.5 million (out of their original pledge of $28 mil-
lion) ot approximately 18.3 per cent of total receipts. The implication of the present
lhited Kingdom stand is that their original pledge will only be paid when total
c0ntribütions1mount to $160 million, and that it will take additional contributions' f. if.... , .
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amounting to more than $6 million before any additional Uni te ô KiôgW repreSen

bution can be contemplated. Si ^ since Unitedledges from all other countries (excluding

United
68.6 per cent

States ofand.
total

United
pledgesKingdom) ^oünt to $3.1 million (Australia $1.5 million,

other countries $1.6 million), the United Kingd^iecK
decision is tantamount to a

. refusal to contribute anything more at this time t
... , .

The Australian Position
While Australia is willing to pay the balance of its original pledge o^^ of

million
fur-

(i.e. $1.5 million), there has been until very recently an obstacle in the
ypledge.

ther consideration by the Australian Cabinet'of an increase a^ `originalsubstantial
This obstacle was due to the fact that UNKRA had not e pe However, latest
extent the credits deposited in Canberra indicate that this obstacle is likely to be
reports from our Delegation in Newent General of UNKRA to purchase $2 million
removed if a proposal of the Ag the Australian Dele-

gate

of Australian wool goes through. nthis
that the Australian Cabinet -

gate in New York has expressed the personal opinion
being seriously concerned over the political implications of a hurried

ndingup of
of

the UNKRA programme - might go as far as increasing its p
g irrespective

the United Kingdom position, provided the United States and Canada persisted in

their positive approach to the problem.
The United States position continues to be that they are ready to match any

future payments provided the United States contributioûtdoes on^ exceed ^568 6
cent of total receipts. As mentloned above, their contribution P
percent; thus it will be impossible for the Administration to recommend an addi-
tional contribution to UNKRA in the President's budgeto 5m^^nt byzUhe end of
unless'the United States contribution is brought do'wn per

thé year.
'The restrictive position taken by the United Kingdom during the inform ed;n

cussions between the United States, United ICingdom, Am i
^a, theirVStand

New York has led the other three to wonder whether the implications of
hâve, been fully thought out by all concerned including the Foreign Office. This
situation has prompted the Australian Delegate to suggestthat Australia an

a de^

âda might approach the United Kingdom, preferably at a high 1 ,

persuading them to increase their original pledge in proportion to possible similar
Australian and Canadian increases. The United States Delegation has approved this
idea of a joint approach but has regretted that the United States could not parriici'
pate in view of their recent démarches in London and New .York.

j:6 It should perhaps be mentioned here that while another $11 4. million ofwill be
^eir

required to permit the United States to pay the balan^^i.e.are $8^ u^ ÿ ou^^ to
req

pledge this year,' only $4.7 million from other, coun Delegation has
bring the United States percentage to 65 per cent. The United

ormtorelwere received
indicated that if additional contributions in the latter

ance

of all or part of the United Kingdomby:UNKRA -either,through payment
dom bal-

of $5.5 million or by additional payments by the United Kingdom, Australia
and Canada - they might suggest to the Administration that the United Statcs
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make what might be called an "advance payment" which might be announced at a
possible pledging conference to be held during the General Assembly session.

In view of the considerations set forth above, and on the assumption that Cabi-
net is in agreement with your recommendation concerning a Canadian contribution
contingent on parallel and proportionate contributions by Australia and the United
Kingdom, would you agree with the proposal for a joint Australian-Canadian
approach to the United Kingdom with a view to persuading them not only to pay
the balance of their pledge but also to make some additional contribution propor-
tionate to possible additional payments by ourselves and Australia.26

Your recommendation to Cabinet was framed in consultation with officials of
the Department of Finance. In view of the recent advice we have received, how-
ever, it is clear that we may face the possibility that the United Kingdom Govern-
ment will not contemplate a new and additional contribution. In order to avoid a
further reference of this matter to Cabinet, the question arises whether Cabinet
would be prepared to agree to authorize an increase of $750,000 in our pledge if
the United States and Australia alone are prepared to make similar additional
contributions?'
f Thëre are informal indications that the Australian Government might decide to
increase its pledge if two main contributors act similarly. So far as the United
Kingdom is concerned, should the effort to secure an additional and proportionate
contribution be unsuccessful, the secondary steps might be to request them not only
to pay the balance of their original pledge with a pledge to contribute an additional
amount based on the contributions announced at the pledging conference should
one be held, or as a last resort to pay as large a proportion as possible of the out-
standing balance in order to help bring down the United States percentage to the
lowest possible level. While this would evidently be a less satisfactory solution,
and would mean that we would be asked to make an additional contribution,
together with the United States and Australia even though the United Kingdom
were not prepared to do so, the problem of UNKRA is a serious and urgent one.

In view of the effects of the failure of United Nations economic assistance in
Korea; Canadian contribution in this case should be governed more by political
considerations than by strictly economic and financial criteria which normally
obtain. - -

For`this reason it would be most helpful if some flexibility could be given in the
Cabinet authorization with respect to a Canadian contribution.i

J[Ut,ESI 14>rGEltl

%N^ nwginale Marginal note:
" Ya - if Cabinet agras with m retommendation [n Peazsonl

Pearson àï souligné les derniers mots de ce paragat+heet a noté «500 000 » dans la marge.
Pearson tunderlined the final clause of this paragraph and noted in the margin "S00,000'.
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Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

pledge.

Reference: Your telegram No. 119 of October l l.t

FUTURE OF UNKRA

The discussion of tactics on the UNKRA item during the Ninth Session was
resumed yesterday as scheduled. The Australians were invited to participate this
time in the discussion in addition to the Agent General and to the United Kingdom
and United States representatives.

2. It was more or less agreed that the decision whethecvor e results of the pro-

posed

conference should be postponed, until we kno
posed informal meeting of the Commonwealth and European countnes•'There was
general agreement that as in the case of the 60 nations pledging conference it was
unlikely that the conference of European and Commonw^e to the meeting
achieve substantial progress unless the four major contributors
with something to show. It was felt that if the four countries merely told the other
participants of their past contributions and simply asked each nation to indicate
what it was ready to do, the meeting might very well have little if any results.

3. At this point, the United States" representatives (Graham Hall and William
Hall) announced their intention of suggesting to their government that the balance
of the United States appropriation for this year, i.e., 8.4 million dollars should be
paid here and now without awaiting as per usual previous contributions by other
countries to be matched.:The United States representatives were aiuious to knoW
what would be the likely reactions of the other main participants in the event that
this proposal would actually be accepted by the United States administration.

4. Me United Kingdom representative (Arthur Clough)of 5.5 million ldollars
ready to recommend that the United Kingdom pay its balance
if Hall's suggestion was approved in Washington. He indicated however that he
was not optimistic that his government would accept his recommendation.

5. The Australian representative (Mr. Cutts) said that he was ready to recommend
to his government that Australia make a contribution over and above its pledge if
Hall's suggestion was accepted and if this in turn was matched by a modification of
the present United Kingdom stand and by an additional Canadian contribution.
After having spoken to Sir Percy Spender, Mr. Cutts expressed the view that his
government might well decide to do nothing more than to pay the balance of its

TELEGRAM 222

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.
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^
` 6. The Canadian side expressed its readiness to recommend to you that considera-
tion given to an additional contribution provided the other three major contribu-
to made positive gestures along the lines indicated abové. We, at the same time
indicated that it was most unlikely that Canada would make an additional contribu-
tion if two of the other main contributors, i.e., Australia and the United Kingdom,
refused to make contributions over and above their pledges.
- 7. It was agreed that the Australian, Canadian and United Kingdom representa-
tives would inform their governments of the possibility of an additional United
States payment and ascertain their reaction to the recommendations which each
side undertook to make in the light of Hall's recommendation to his government. It
was hoped that the reaction of the four governments would enable each of them to
come at the forthcoming informal meeting with something new, although it seemed
to be taken for granted that the most the United Kingdom Government would do
would be to offer the payment of the balance of its pledge. In any event, the deci-
sions taken by the four governments would first be presented to the European and
Commonwealth countries as promises to be implemented if these governments did
their share.

8. It was generally recognized at one point during the meeting that should the
concern of those present at the meeting over the political repercussions of UNKRA
failure be shared by their respective governments, the ideal step to be taken in the
very near future should be an informal discussion between the foreign ministers of
the four major contributors or better still of the foreign ministers of Common-
wealth and European countries. Graham Hall confided to one of us during the
meeting that he would personally suggest that Dulles take the initiative in this mat-
ter. It occurs to us that the forthcoming meeting of the NATO Council in Paris
would provide a convenient opportunity to raise this question with European coun-
tries. Should this opportunity be taken, Commonwealth Ambassadors in Paris
might be brought in these discussions. We should appreciate receiving your com-
ments on the various proposals outlined above as soon as possible.

108' DEA/8254-G-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au cluf de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

^GRAM 143 Ottawa, October I S , 1954

CÔNFIpËkTLqL IMPORTANT.

Réfecéûce; your telegram No. 222 of October 13.

FUiURi3 OF UNKRA
ile we am kee in the M' ' t 'r.. 11 ip g in^s er y nformed of the New York discussions

^d, !'hle,we fully appreciate the importance of maintaining a flexible approach,
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we think that our position at the official level can and should be quite firmly stated
during any further informal ' talks between the United States, United Kingdom,
Australian and Canadian representatives. Our position is that a possible further con-
tribution by Canada is dependent on additional contributio nobeing made ^â while

by the two other main contributors. From your telegram it
appears

the United Kingdom position remains unchanged the Australian position has weak-
ened to some extent. This situation suggests to us the importance of our maintain-
ing a firm stand in these discussions and not to leave any impression that we wouldwing
be prepared to recommend an additional Canadian contributionmao.o^tnbutorsoare pret
least what minimum "positive gestures' the other three ,1

pared to make.
rivate information, it should be mentioned that Cabinet did not taketo

2. For your padecision at its meeting yesterday regarding possible Canadian contributions
extra-budgetary programmes. However we understand this general question will be
considered again shortly by Cabinet. In the meantime you will appreciate that wethe
cannot authorize you to say at this time what Canada might ÛN domf and
present limited and tentative statements by United States,
Australian representatives.

DpA/g254-G-40

La délégation à l'Assemblée'générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TÈtmttANt 407

CONFIDENT[AL.IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 143 of October 15.

New York, November 2, 1954

FUTURE OF UNKRA

Clough of the United Kingdom yesterday showed us a letter from London incor-
porating his latest instructions on UNKRA.

possible further
2. According to the Foreign Office, it is unrealistic to think of p

contributions of the magnitude of $50 `million to $100 million. The problem ion be
faced is what sort of end can be made of UNKRA with, at best, only $
$20 million in additional tcontributions or, at the worse, nothing éVCall.

penny will
3. Notwithstanding the above, the Foreign Office considers that ry^ for

be of some help" and that the Advisory Committee should continue ro3ch s to a
contributions. In this connection, London would prefer diplomatic app
pledging conference: The Foreign Office agreed with Clough that these approaches
would be more effective if the four, largest contributors were able to d^lûctan to
their own generosity by ^further conttibutions. London was therefore
return a wholly negative answer to Clough's suggestion that the United Kingdom



pay its balance of 5.5 million dollars, should the balance of the United States
appropriation for this year ($8.6 million dollars) be made available.
4. If the United States does give a further 8.6 million dollars, for a total contribu-

tion of 93.9 million dollars, the United Kingdom will now be prepared to give 2.52
million dollars, thus increasing its total contribution to 24.75 million dollars. This
additional 2.52 million dollars would maintain the desired ratio of 65:17.5 between
the United States and United Kingdom contributions; the amount would therefore
be considered as an' advance to match the contributions of other countries, which
should finally represent 17.5 percent of the total. It should be made clear that the
United Kingdom would only contribute again when the contributions of all other
nations have reached a point where the 65:17.5 ratio attracted a matching contribu-
tion from the United Kingdom (i.e., when the member countries other than the
United States had contributed an additional $5,000,000.)

` 5. The Foreign Office considers that before the end of the present session the
General Assembly should recommend that UNKRA has now reached "the term of
its useful life". The relevant resolution should therefore be designed to bring about
the winding up of UNKRA's work and should call for generous contributions from
all members, without specifying any revised target.

6.` We have been informed by the Australian delegation that Canberra is now pre-
pared to pay the balance of the Australian contribution in full and that the amount
of 1.2 million dollars has been included in the budget for this purpose. (Actually,
the balance of the Australian contribution is about 1.5 million dollars. The remain-
ing $300,000 will be made available next year.) The present Australian position is
that they are not considering any contribution over and above their pledge unless
such a move is warranted by extra contributions, not only from Canada, the United
Kingdom and the United States, but also from other countries.
° 7. With reference to my telegram No. 301 of October 21,t Coulter told me last
week,- that, when in Paris, Dulles had spoken about UNKRA to Eden who under-
tooklo'look into the matter. The letter which Clough showed us yesterday did not
say 'whether, in fact, Eden had taken any action.

Albe United States delegation have not yet had any reaction to their proposal to
Washington that the balance of the United States appropriation for this year should
be'released.

9•,We should appreciate your comments on the points raised in this telegram about
thé United Kingdom and Australian positions. We are holding a meeting of the
I JN_ARA AdvIsory Committee at noon on Thursday and it would be most helpful to...,
receive them before that time.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Séeretary of State for External Affairs
Assembly

to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General

TELEGRAM 244,

CONFIDENTTAI.. IMPORTANT.

Ottawa, November 5, 1954

Reference: Your telegram No. 407 of November 2, 1954.

FUIVRB OF UNKRA

You will have noted from our telegram No. 233 of November 4 that Cabinet 'é
decision regarding a Canadian contribution to UNKRA for 1954-55 is based on the
United States proposal for a reduced programme of $4cov would
include an amount of $3 million in the form of addi^o contributionso

above original pledges) by the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada.

2. We know that Australia is now prepared to contribute in full the balance of its
pledge and that they would be willing to consider an addidonal contribution if other
countries, including the major contributors, would also make the extra contribu-
tions. The Australian position therefore seems to be slightly more generous than
you were able to report earlier. However, the United Kingdom position continues
to be rather disappointing since it seems certain that their contribution will fall
short of their pledge unless the United States is prepared to contribute more than
the $8.6 million appropriated for this year. Under these circumstances we think that
the most you should do during further informal discussions with the three other
major contributors is to indicate that the Canadian Government would be prepared
to seek parliamentary approval for a further contribution of $750,000 if proportion-
ate additional contributions were forthcoming from the other countries concerned.
We would not wish to go=any further than this in view of the fact that the final
position of the United States is not yet known Nor would it be advisable to make
any public statements in â forum wider than the four principal contributors at this

stage..,.
2. We would welcome any suggestionsthat you might have regarding the line we

should now take with other major contributors in the light of Cabinet's decision.

3. The substance of the foregoing was communicated to you on the telep
report ^prior to yesterday's (November 3) meeting and we should welcome a repo

soon as possible on the discussion.
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DEA/8254-G-40
La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEMGRAM 435
New York, November 5, 1954

CONFIDENTIAI,,, IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram No. 407 of November 2.

FUTURE OF UNKRA

We discussed UNKRA informally yesterday afternoon with Clough of the
United Kingdom, Graham Hall, and William Hall of the United States, Cutts of
Australia, and 'General Coulter. William Hall said that the United States is now
prepared to make available the $8.6 million representing the balance of the amount
appropriated by Congress for this year, provided that the United Kingdom pays its
balance of $5.5 million and Australia its balance of $1-5 million and that Canada
makes an additional contribution.

2. Clough reviewed the United Kingdom position as outlined in paragraphs 2 and
jof our telegram No. 407, i.e., that if the United States gives its $8.6 million, the
United Kingdom will be prepared to give an additional $2.5 million. Further contri-
butions would only be made when contributions of countries other than the United
States total $5 million.

33• Cutts confirmed what we reported in paragraph 6 of our telegram No. 407, i.e.,
that Canberra is now prepared to pay the $1.5 million representing the balance of
the Australian contribution.

4•`As we had not received your telegram No. 233 of November 4, we indicated
that we were in no position to make a firm statement about a possible additional
Canadian contribution. We made it clear, however, that it was most unlikely that
Canada would make one unless Australia and the United Kingdom were,prcpared
tOmake contributions over and above their pledges.

156 Coulter said that Van Kleffens had told him that the Netherlands had decided to
double its pledge (from $500 thousand to $1 million), that Pakistan has pledged
^50 thousand, and that Indonesia has promiscd 300 tons of raw rubber.

6•- Clou8h thin said, that, whatever happened, the United Kingdom would not be
U^^tO pay any more than its pledge. He added that the Foreign Office feel the

^tcd States and the United Kingdom cannot continue to make up the bulk of the
Qrta8o in UNKRA funds and that the future financing of UNKRA should be the
ftsPonsibility of a much wider group.

Âçsaid that in view of the positions taken by the United Kingdom,
.^isand Canada the United States would not be able to make its $8.6 millionavai^lè:` a_`;.,.^r,.,,^:., ..s.,... .L _ -, - -- - 0 -*-------- -^^.^, N•^ •^•^^ v, u^^t iunvunt was conuiuonai on dona-
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tions by the United Kingdom of $5.6 million, by Australia of $1.5 million, and by

Canada of an additional contribution.
8. There was some discussion about the necessity for an earây romeeting

of Western
the fifteen countries with troops Korea

gram Noy1̂96 of October 11).^(OurEuropean and Commonwealth co
We reiterated our preference for the latter alternati ve.

some further thought tokthns
since the United States representatives wanted to gi
question. It was generally agreed that at the forthco ming meeting very

a Coul-

ter
of UNKRA financial plight should be made. Clough g8

ter might be prepared to answer questions about what UNKRA's position will be if

(a) No further contributions are forthcoming; or
million become available; or

(b) Contributions of the magnitude of $10 to $ ,

(c) The unlikely event that contributions up to $100 million will be made.

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoNFIDeNnAt-
Ottawa, November 11, 1954

FUTURE OF UNKRA

Yesterday afternoon Mr. Mayer of the United States Embassy called on Mr. Res
in United Nations Division and gave an oral explanation of the latest United States
position concerning payment of the,balance of their cuttent, appropriation for
UNKRA. Shortly thereafter we received the attached telegram (No. 483)t from our
Delegation to the General Assembly which confirms the information given to us by

Mr. Mayer.
You will recall that, in accordance with earlier U.S. proposals, the United States

was prepared to pay the balance of their UNKRA appropriation for this year ($8.6
million) provided (a) that outstanding balances of pledges by the United Kingdom
($5.5 million,) Australia (1.5 million) and other countries ($1:6 million) were paid
in full and (b) that the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada made adit^
pledges totalling approximately $3 million. - While • Australia has agreed

pay in

full the balance of its original pledge, the United Kingdom has up till now stead-
fastly refused to pay more than $2.52 million of their $5.5 million balance -- and
then only on condit3on that the Unitedk,States; pays a furthcr, °$8.6 million. (Ibis
attitude has been motivated by a desire to maintain a ratio of 65:17 1/2 betwecn the
United States and U.K. contributions).

During recent informal talks between representatives, of the four major contribu-
'` ht nd this situation ofetors, we have been powerless to make any offcr wluch tnig

stalemate since Cabinet's approval ofan,additional;Canadian. contribution of
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$750,000 was dependent on the United Kingdom and Australia making proportion-
ate additional contributions over and above their original pledges.

In an attempt to break the stalemate the United States is now making a modified
proposal, i.e., to pay their $8.6 million balance in full provided the United King-
dom will give $4.3 million, Australia $1.3 million and Canada $500,000. Australia
having already indicated its willingness to pay in full its balance of $1.5 million,
the United States is urgently soliciting U.K. and Canadian agreement to their latest
proposal.

, Mr. Dulles has already made a direct appeal to Mr. Eden in an attempt to secure
the necessary modification of the U.K, position (Mayer told us that Eden had
reacted sympathetically when this matter was broached earlier in Paris). In order to
add weight to Dulles' appeal, the State Department is hoping that we would con-
sider it appropriate to authorize our High Commissioner in London to stress to the
Foreign Office the importance we attach to a further U.K. contribution.

Considering that we have paid in full our pledge of $7.25 million, I think we
would be quite justified in urging the U.K. to do likewise, bearing in mind of
course that they have already paid three times the amount of our contribution or, to
put it another way, over 18% of total contributions received by UNKRA to date.
We could strengthen our case by saying that the Canadian Government is willing to
seek parliamentary approval for an additional contribution of $750,000 if the U.K.
and Australia would be prepared to make proportionate additional contributions
over and above their original pledges. We could also stress the importance of the
four major contributors entering the proposed meeting of Commonwealth and
Western European countries in New York with a united front and a reasonably good
bargaining position.

If the United Kingdom refuses to pay the balance of its pledge plus an additional
contribution, but does agree to pay the $4.3 million portion of its balance as pro-
posed by the U.S., the question then arises as to whether we would be prepared to
make an additional contribution of $500,000. In this connection we should perhaps
tike into ' account the possibility that other countries may increase their contribu-
tions. It has already been reported privately by the Agent General of UNKRA that
the Netherlands has decided to double its pledge from $500,000 to $1 million and
that Pakistan hasx pledged . $450,000; other increased or new pledges may be
foithcoming.

^^The four major contributing countries are all aware of the serious political impli-
cations of an. announcement, at the present session of the General Assembly, that
the U.N. effort to rehabilitate South Korea has failed for the lack of adequate finan-.
C1s1 support. The best that can be hoped for is a good showing of "last-round"
Fôntributions;which would enable UNKRA to carry on its programme for at least

eryëar, if not eighteen months, and to liquidate itself in a gradual and orderly
mannér.

In` our opinion UNKRA's f n 'al l' h' ff 'C, e^ p ^g t. s su ĉ.444 ently se nous to wan^ant a
^er contribution by Canada, at least on the scale now suggested by the United
Stat6. This view is shared by our Delegation to the General Assembly (see para-
graPh 4 ôf the attached telegram). However, we think it is essential first, and as a
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matter of urgency to secure the largest possible final contribution from the United
Kingdom. In the light of these considerations, I would ask you the following:

(a) Would you agree to instructing our High Commissioner in London to call on
the Foreign Office and stress the importance we attach to payment by the U.K. of
the full balance of its pledge to UNKRA; the High Commissioner could also say
that if the U.K. and Australia would also make some additional contribution

beyond their respective pledges, Canada would be ready to contribute an additional
proportionate amount not exceeding $750,000?3

(b) If the final U.K. offer is less than the balance of their pledge (automâtically

eliminating an additional contribution), but at the same time meets the $4.3 million
requirement of the United States, would you consider asking the Prime Minister
and the Minister of Finance whether they would agree to our making an additional
contribution of $500,000 (or even $750,000), which would enable immediate and
final agreement to be reached between the four major contributing countries?'
Should you agree with (a) above, you may wish to approve the attached draft tele-
gram to our High Commissioner in London.

J[cn.ES] L[tGat]

113.
DEA/8254-G-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 1747 Ottawa, November 17, 1954

CoNFmFNTM

Reference: Telegram 483 of November 10,t from Canadian Delegation to Ninth

Session of General Assembly.

FUTURE OF UNKRA

1. With reference to paragraph 5 of the above-quoted telegram I'should be grateful
if you would call at the Foreign Office at your earliest convenience and inform
Eden or his immediate subordinate that we attach the highest importance to pay-
ment by the United Kingdom of the full balance of their pledge to UNKRA•
2. In our view there is a real danger thatUNKRA's activities in Korea may be

brought to an abrupt end as a result of inadequate financial support from interested
countries. Rapid collapse of the programme in the near future would almost cer-
tainly result in further ]ôss of prestige for the United Nations and could have seri-

2° Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes [LB. Pearson]

?' Note marginale :/Marginal note-
Yes [LB. Pearson]
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ous political implications for the Western cause. At this stage we think it both
necessary and urgent for countries which have not yet done so to pay in full the
balances of their respective pledges. This would at least ensure a gradual and
orderly winding up of the UNKRA programme during the next eighteen months.

3. You are authorized to say that if the United Kingdom were to pay in full the
$5.5 million balance of their pledge ($28 million) and if they (and the Australians)
would also be willing to pay an additional contribution over and above their respec-
tive pledges,, the Canadian Government would be ready to seek parliamentary
approval, for an additional Canadian contribution not exceeding $750,000. In this
connection you might point out that the payment of an additional contribution by
Canada witlwut proportionate additional contributions from the U.K. and Australia
would put us in the position of being the only one of the four major contributors to
pay more, than its pledge.

,4. For your private information, if the U.K. can make no better offer than to pay
the $4.3 million portion of its balance as required by the latest United States pro-
posals, we might still decide to pay an additional contribution of $500,000 in order
to secure immediate and final agreement between the four major contributors. This
would enable the four to enter the proposed informal meeting of Commonwealth
and European countries in New York with a united front and a reasonably good
bargaining position for extracting maximum final contributions from the others.

DEA/8254-G-40

La délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^^^ 734 New York, December 2, 1954

CONFIDEMf[AL. IMMEDIAM

Reference: Your telegram No. 316 of November 23.
Repeat Washington No. 141.

MURE OF UNKRA

We have convened a meeting on UNKRA for tomorrow morning (Friday) at 10
o'clock of representatives at the Head of Delegation level of the fifteen countries
With troops in Korea.The R.O.K. has not been invited.

2•!.Thet primary purpose of the meeting is to emphasize the seriousness of
UNKRA's financial condition. General Coulter will make a statement reviewing, in
essence, what he had to say in his report and asking the representatives to impress
°n other delegations the pressing need for further contributions and prompt pay-

ébt of existing pledges.
3• The representatives of the United Kingdom the United States Austral' d, 0 a an

ovrselves are also prepared to make short statements indicating the importance we
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attach to a continuation of UNKRA's activities, at least until such time as they can
be wound up in an orderly fashion. Unless we hear from you to the contrary, we
will say that, because of the seriousness of the situation, the Canadian Government
would, under certain conditions, be prepared to seek Parliamentary approval for 'a

contribution to UNKRA in addition to that we have ^eGé emraaldCoulter, Graham

4. At an informal meeting we had this morning
Hall and Mr. Clough, it was agreed that no reference should be made at this stage
to the distinct possibility that, unless the United Kingdom contribution is forthcom-
ing, UNKRA would have to announce the failure of its programme.

5. Graham Hall told us this morning the Staté Department had heard from London
that UNKRA was on the Cabinet agenda earlier this week but had not come under
consideration. The Foreign Office will try once again this week to get Cabinet to
deal with this matter; if they are unsuccessful, they will attempt to have the minis-
ters concerned give the necessary authorization for payment b^n^b

contribution.
King

dom of the $4,300,000 necessary to release the United
6. In a following teletype we shall be sending you the text of a draft resolution

which is being considered for submission to the second committee. It is not at all
improbable that, with matters now moving quickly in that committee, the UNKRA, .. , . ., . , . ,
item will come up by the end of next week.

7. We shall keep you informed of developments. If thére* is time, we should appre-
ciate your comments on what we propose to say at tomorrow's meeting.

115.
DEA/8254-G-40

La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEixGttAm 736

Reference: Our teletype No. 734 of December 2.
Repeat Washington No. 143.

CorrFInErrrtAL

UNKRA item in the Second Committee may begin next week.

FUTURE OF UNKRA :

Given below is the text of a draft resolution on UNKRA prepared by the Agent
General's Office for consideration by the members of the Advisory Committee.
The resolution is, of course, predicated on the assumption that the United Kingdom

% will authorize release of its contribution of $4.3 million and that the agency will,
therefore, be able to wind up its affairs in` an orderly fashion.

:. - . .
i "

.: r

Z.` Your comments on the drift resolution will bè apprec
^̂ ated. As we indicated in

our teletype under reference there is a good possibility - that discussion of the
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The General Assembly
Recalling its Resolutions 410 (V) of 1 December 1950, 701 (VII) of 11 March

1953, and 725 (VIII) of 7 December 1953,
Taking note of the report of the Agent General on the work of the United

Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency for the period 1 October 1953 to 1 Septem-
ber 1954, and of the comments of the United Nations Commission for the Unifica-
tion and Rehabilitation of Korea thereon,

Noting with increasing concern that the programs approved by the General
Assembly`in resolution 725 (VIII) have not been fully implemented because of a
lack of contributions,

Recognizing the particular importance to the United Nations of the fulfilment of
the organization's program for the relief and rehabilitation of Korea;

1. Commends the Agent General of the United Nations Korean Reconstruction
Agency for the encouraging progress made in the work of assisting the Korean
people to rebuild their economy;

2. Endorses the statement of the Secretary-General in his annual report on the
work of the organization that a failure to follow up the program of assistance to
Korea might be widely interpreted as a sign of basic weakness and might shake
faith in the United Nations in those very areas where such faith is of special value;

3. Rea,,BSrms its approval `of the programs covering the period from 1 July 1953 to
30 June 1954 and 1 July 1954 to 30 June 1955 'and stresses its desire that imple-
mentation of these programs should be achieved to the maximum extent possible;
4. Urges all governments to give the financial support necessary to the continua-

tion of the agency's work, whether in the form of prompt payment of existing
pledges or in the pledging of new contributions to the program;
5.`Expresses appreciation for the valuable and continuing assistance given to the

United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency by specialized agencies and non-
governmental organizations;
6. Requests the Negotiating Comrnittee for Extra-Budgetary Funds appointed pur-

svant to General-Assembly resolution top to undertake negotiations with
governments regarding the making of new pledges and the prompt payment of
existing pledges to the United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency. Text Ends.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

11MRAM 369 Ottawa, December 3, 1954

CNFIDEiYi7AL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 734 and 736 of December 2.
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FUTM OF UNKRA

Reference paragraph three of your telegram No. 734 we assume that you made a
short and general statement this morning in the meeting of the fifteen along the
lines you suggested and with which we concurred.

2. Regarding the draft resolution contained in your telegram No. 736 we think the
resolution is, generally speaking, on the right lines but we consider that too much
emphasis is laid on the fact that the UNKRA program is speedily losing its momen-
tum through lack of financial support. For this reason we would therefore make the

following suggestions: h or(i) Preamble; paragraph three - It would be preferable to omit this paragraph
to substitute a positive consideration to the effect that further contributions will
be required to enable programmes approved by the General Assembly to be fully

implemented.
(ii) Paragraph four - Omit the words "to the United Nations".

(iii) Operative part; paragraph two - We would strongly urge that this para-
graph be omitted altogether since its only effect is to emphasize_ a fear which it
would be quite unwise to admit publicly.
(iv) Paragraph three - We do not think there would be any point in the General
Assembly reaffirming its approval of specific

of sufficient funds. lIt would be pref-erable impossible to implement due to lack ;n out reviouslyerable in our view merely to express the desirability of cany g p

approved programmes to the fullest possible extent.
(v) Paragraphs one, four, five and six are acceptable.

3. We. would be agreeable to your accepting co-sponsorship of the resolution pro-
vided that other co-sponsoring Delegations are prepared to accept amendments to
the draft resolution along the lines indicated above.

La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Seeretary of State for External A6 irs

New York, December 3, 1954TELEGRAM 747

Reference: Our teletype No. 734 of December 2.

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 146.
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FUTURE OF UNKRA

13 of the 15 countries with troops in Korea were represented at the meeting this
morning of heads of delegations at which UNKRA was discussed. They were
United States, United Kingdom, New Zealand, Greece, Netherlands, Thailand,
France, Turkey, Belgium, Australia, Luxembourg, Colombia and Canada.

2. After a few opening remarks, I introduced General Coulter who reviewed the
financial situation in which UNKRA finds itself. He stated that what has been done
so far to rehabilitate Korea is imperilled by the fact that the agency will soon run
out of 'funds and will not be able to fulfil its mission unless substantial additional
pledges and contributions are'received from governments in the immediate future.
He asked the representatives present to make an urgent appeal to their governments
to support UNKRA and also to evidence that support during the Second Committee
debate.

3. Kyrou of Greece agreed that the situation was serious, not only from the point
of view of UNKRA itself, but also because of the political implications. He referred
to the statement in Committee One on December 1 by Mr. Malik who attacked
UNCURK and UNKRA (Malik claimed that the American and United Nations
programmes of assistance for South Korea have failed and compared these efforts
with what was being done by the USSR and China for North Korea.)
4. Wadsworth of the United States then made a strong statement supporting

and Kyrou. gHe said that the United States administration is convinced that noth-
ing less than a major, immediate response from governments involving significant
contributions to UNKRA will avoid an immediate and drastic curtailment of the
programme. He added that the United States is prepared to contribute "a major
sum" in addition to that which it has already contributed.

5. Nutting of the United Kingdom expressed full support of the previous speakers.
He was not yet in a position to say what the United Kingdom could do with regard
to a further contribution. However, he said that if the United Nations does not do
something about UNKRA it would be playing into the hands of the Communists.
Spender (Australia) and Munro (New Zealand) also spoke along the same lines.
The French representative said that he realized that his country's contribution had
not been as important as those of other countries but this was because of France's
hiavy burden in Indo-China, earlier because of the war and now because of the
refugee problem. Despite this he would send a telegram to his government urging
'mmediate consideration of the possibility of further contribution to UNKRA. The
other representatives indicated that they would do the same. The Colombian and
Tbai representatives said flatly that it would be most difficult to get any further
Pledge from their countries.
- 6. . 1 made a short statement about what Canada would be prepared to do, along the
lines outlined in paragraph 3 of our teletype No. 734 of December 2.
'l. The question of future action was then discussed and Spender suggested that a
Pledging conference might be called in three or four weeks to dramatize the situa-
60n and rally financial support behind the agency. Nutting thought that a pledging
Wnferenee should not be held unless it had been ascertained that it would be suc-
"fu1+ otherwise it would simply advertise the failure of the agency's programme.
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Urrutia of Colombia said that it was most improbable that UNKRA could get con-
tributions from any of the Latin American countries, particularly in view, of the
results of ; the Rio Conference; for. that reason it might be unwise to consider a
pledging conference. I suggested that perhaps a better alternative might,be to seek
additional funds through the Negotiating i Committee for extra-budgetary , funds,
even though inthe past this procedure had not been notoriously successful.,,

8. It was generally agreed that tactics for handling the UNKRA. item in the Second
Committee and later for seeking funds should be discussed in ;the small group
(United Kingdom, United States, Australia and ourselves) which has up to now
been principally occupied with UNKRA. We. are planning

this
next Monday afternoon and should appreciate your comm ents

meeting
on

the draft resolution sent up to you in our teletype No. 736 of December 2. We
should also like to know whether you have any objection to our co-sponsoring the
resolution. In view of our close connection with this matter, I think it would be

difficult not to do so.t
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Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion hebdomadaire des directions

Extract from Weekly Divisional Notes a

SECx^r
Ottawa, December 13, 1954

4. KOREAN RExABt[aTAT1oN
United Nations Division: On December 11 the Second Committee adopted by a
vote of 38 to 5 a resolution commending the Agent-General of UNKRA and urging
all Governments to give the necessary financial support to enable the Agency's
programme to continue. Before the Agent-General's report came up for discussion
in- the Committee, informal agreement was reached between the United States,
United Kingdom, Australian and Canadian Delegations that théir respective state-
ments in the Committee would avoid ôver=emphasis of the financial difficulties of
UNKRA and concentrate more on the Agency's positive achievements in rehabili-
tating Korea. It was also agreed that the United States Delegate`would mention in
his statement that the four major contributing countries were considering a further
contribution of $14.8 million to the Agency to ' enable it to 'carry on its work.
Announcement of a specific pledge by eâch'country"would be deferred until an
approach had been made by the Negotiating Committee after this session of the
General Assembly.

The figure of $14.8 million to be contributed by 'the four countries was finally
arrived at after lengthy negotiations whicti were complicated by the fact that the
United Kingdom Government was unwilling to pay the full balance of its original
pledge of $28 million. Agreement was finally reached on the basis of a formula
proposed by the United States Government whereby the United States would make
available the balance of their UNKRA'appropriation for this year ($8.6 million) if
the United Kingdom would pay $4.3 `milliow($2.2 million less than their pled8e),



Australia $1.5 million (the full balance of their pledge) and Canada $500,000 (addi-
tional to our original pledge). (RESTRICI'ED) *
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE NINTH SESSION

OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNTfQ) NATIONS

The ninth session of the General Assembly is not expected to result in relaxation
of major international tensions. None of the items on the agenda offers hope for
significant rapprochement between the free nations and the communist world. Most
of the contentious items on the agenda have been debated previously. The outcome
of the Geneva Conference provides little scope for constructive action on a political
settlement for Korea, and the decisions of the Conference on Indochina are not
expected to come directly before the Assembly. Some new items, such as CYPNS
and West New Guinea, raise grave problems for the countries of the free world, and
lend themselves to communist exploitation.

CHAPITRE II/CHAPTER II

NATIONS UNIES ET AUTRES ORGANISATIONS
INTERNATIONALES

UNITED NA}I'IONS AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
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2. Since the end of the eighth session, the communist alliance has achieved a num-
ber of. diplomatic triumphs outside the United Nations. Its members in the United
Nations undoubtedly will seek to pose as protagonists of peace, and to exploit and
derive propaganda dividends from differences between non-communist countries
which will be aired on a number of issues at the ninth session. In accordance with
past practice, the Canadian Delegation', therefore, should use its influence to medi-
ate and conciliate disputes involving the non-communist countries in the interests
of a united front for the free world. On the other hand, the Delegation should not
support any initiative which would deprive the communist members of their rights
under the Charter or which, without some important compensatory advantage,
would provoke them to leave the Organization.

Elections

3. The Canadian Delegation should support Dr. Van Kleffens of the Netherlands
for the. Presidency of the General Assembly. In the Security Council elections, it
should support Belgium to replace Denmark, and any candidate agreed upon by the
Latin American bloc to replace Colombia. Canada 's choice for the third vacancy on
the Security Council, which results from the retirement of Lebanon, will not be
made until further information on candidates becomes available. In the elections
for the Economic and Social Council, the Canadian Delegation should vote for
France for re-election, the Netherlands to replace Belgium, the choices of the Latin
Âmerican bloc to replace Argentina and Cuba, and probably Burma and Egypt (a
retiring member). The Canadian Delegation should vote for Dr. Pal of India in the
by-election for the seat in the International Court of Justice left vacant through the
death of Sir Benegal Rau, and the candidates nominated by the Canadian National
Group in the general elections. The Group nominated Sir Zafrulla Khan, if he
decides to contest the election, Professor H. Lauterpacht of the United Kingdom,
Mr. J. Basdevant of France and Mr. C. de Visscher of Belgium.

18 aoùt 1934, le Cabinet approuve les nominations suivantes à la délégation canadienne :
LB. Pearson
David M. Johnson
SEnateur Charles B. Howard
O.D. Weavet
Lucien Cardin, député
M• K.O. Montgomery ,

liead '

chef
délégué
délégué
délégué
délégué suppliant
délégué suppléante
dElEguE suppléant

On August 18, 1954, Cabinet approved the following appointments to the Canadian Delegation:
^. LB Pearson

s.D. Henuley .

-David M. Johnson
, ^ Senator Charles B. Howard

.

a O.D. Weaver .
Lucien Cardin, M.P.

` Mn. K.a. Montgomery
'. S.D. Hemsley.

`^ Cabinet convient également que Paul Martin fasse fonction de chef de la délégation en l'absence
de Pearaon.

°u also agreed that Paul Martin would serve as llead of the Delegation in Pearson's absence.

Delegate
Delegate
Delegate
Alternate Delegate
Alternate Delegate
Alternate Delegate
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Korea e . the fifteen nations
4 . ^A joint report will be 'submitted to the General Assembby D le ation should

which participated' in the Geneva Conference. The Canadian g

seek to have the Assembly simply note the report, andb'ea^ hi ^ oe re-affirmrm
Korean unification to â more propitious time. The Ass y g

the Armistice Agreement and re-stàte United Nations obj ectives
should seek to have the

question of the future of UNCURK arises, the Delegation
Commission continue its activities without substantial change, pending `new devel-was
opments in Korea. The-Assembly may be rerriino^ ^a suffenng fro.whm a serious
established to promote relief and rehabilitation in Korea,
shortage of funds and a new appeal for increased financial support may be tnade.

Representation of Communist China in the United Nations settlement in Korea in
5. In view of the failure of efforts to reach a final Nau,ons the Canadian Del-

egation

with the principles laid down by the United Nations,
egation should continue at the ninth session to support measures to postpone con-

siderationsideration of the question of Chinese representation for a limited period.
unlikely event that a vote is in prospect on the substantive question, the Canadian

Delegation should refer the matter back to Cabmet.

Admission of New Members ' . 11 '
It is understood that the Committee of Good Offcesappointed by the General6.

Assembly at the eighth session to investigate the possibilities of breaking the dead-
lock on the admission of new members will be unable to report any progress to the
ninth session. The Canadian Delegation should support any measures which may
be made to implement a suggestion by the Secretary-General in his latest Annual
Report, that progress might be made by. considering individuall n^C1 conflicting
countries "which do not directly enter,into the balance betwee to
camps". The Canadian Delegation also should support an Australian proposal
seat Laos and Cambodia in view of the favourable references to their future inde-
pendence made at Geneva in the settlement on Indochina. It should examine care-
fully any new "package deal" proposals;which may emerge but should refuse to
consider any proposals involving the applications of the North Korean and Viet-
Minh States in view of plans for the eventual unification of Korea and the Viet-
Minh-Viet Nam States.

Cyprus
7. Consideration of the future .of Cyprus has been requested by the Government

Greece, which complains that the Government of the United Kingdom has refused
to agree to bilateral discussions. The Government of the United Kingdom has indi-
cated it will invoke Article 2(7) of the Charter concerning domestic jurisdiction in
an, attempt to prevent discussion. The past policy of the Canadian Government on
siilar questions has been to favour the right of the Assembly to discuss the issue

• the d mestic jurisdic-but has been opposed to resolutions trial clearly impinge on o the ^ght of
ton of states and involve intervention: While consistently upholding
the Assembly to discuss questions involving Article 2(7). Canadian Delegatning
occasionally in the past have recognizedthe desirabilitytiof avoiding or postpo

• :^ a., ..... . . . . _ . .. ,^ . ^,,. ., .... .
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discussions on political grounds. The attitude of the Canadian Delegation on the
Cyprus question should be aimed at minimizing embarrassment to the free world,
and views of the Canadian Delegation on the usefulness of the Assembly's discuss-
ing the question should be determined in the light of circumstances prevailing at
the time and after further consultation with other friendly delegations.

Tunisia ând Morocco
8. At its seventh session, the Genernl Assembly adopted two resolutions in con-

nection with Tunisia and Morocco. The Tunisian resolution urged France to con-
tinue negotiations with Tunisian leaders to develop increased measures of self-
government in Tunisia. The Moroccan resolution was similar but referred to the
development of "free political institutions" rather than self-government. As negoti-
ations have continued in regard to Tunisia and since the French Government
recently offered important concessions there, the Canadian Delegation should use
its influence to discourage renewed intervention by the Assembly. Corresponding
developments have not taken place in Morocco, however, and the Delegation, in
accordance with past practice, should not attempt to prevent discussion of the
Moroccan problem.

The Question of Dutch New Guinea (West New Guinea)
9. This item has been proposed by the Government of Indonesia to bring pressure

on the Government of the Netherlands to resume negotiations on the question of the
future of the western half of the island of New Guinea. Discussions which began in
connection with negotiations between Dutch and Indonesian authorities on the
transfer of sovereignty in the Netherlands East Indies have reached a stalemate and
the Dutch have shown unwillingness to negotiate further. The Dutch wish to retain
West New Guinea for strategic and economic reasons. The issue has political sig-
nificance in Indonesia and is being pressed by the Indonesian Government to
soothe nationalist bitterness. It has been suggested that the problem might be solved
by the establishment of a long-term Dutch trusteeship - a solution that would have
advantages for the parties directly concerned as well as for interested third parties.
The Canadian Delegation probably should not oppose inclusion of the item on the
agenda providing the Indonesian proposal is limited to a request to the Dutch to
resume bilateral negotiations, since new discussions have a reasonable prospect of
achieving a solution. The Delegation should not define its attitude definitely, how-
ever, until further, information becomes available on the plans of the Netherlands
and other friendly governments for dealing with the question.
South Africa (Items on Race Conflict and Treatment of People of Iiulian Origin)

10. The Canadian Delegation should continue to support the right of the Assembly
to discuss these questions but should abstain on resolutions constituting interven-
tion in domestic affairs of South Africa.
Disarmament

^^ 11 •`A' substantial improvement in the position of the West on disarmament has
resulted from the private conversations which took place in London during May
and June 1954. Canada should participate in Western efforts to capitalize on this
development during the ninth session on the assumption that the Western Powers
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will present a united front on the main aspects of the disarmament programme. In
any event the Canadian delegation should support the continuation of the Disarma-
ment Commission which is the proper forum for a detailed examination of the
Anglo-French proposals on a comprehensive disarmament programme (and the

ll most
London, whichUnited States working paper on international 'onv o

^ asked to
has yet to take place. The General Assembly probabl
express its opinion on the Indian proposals for a "standstill agreement" on hydro-
gen bomb tests. The Canadian delegation should support any reasonable position
taken in this matter by the United States and the United Kingdom, which are more
immediately concerned.

Economic Questions
12. Proposals to establish a special United Nations Fund for Economic Develop-

ment (SUNFED) and an International Finance Corporation (IFC) will again be dis-

cussed. While recognizing the needs of under-developed countries, the Delegation
should adhere to the previously expressed Canadian view that it is inadvisable to
set up the Fund or the Corporation until circumstances, including progress in dis-
armament, are such that developed countries can contribute on a worthwhile scale.
Canada would not be prepared to contribute at the present time. The Delegation
should, however, support action to keep alive both the'SUNFED and the IFC
projects until a more propitious time.

13. A separate memorandum will be submitted on technical assistance matters,
with recommendations for the Canadian contribution to the Expanded Programme
for 1955?

14. The Canadian position on the international flow of private capital is that the
most important steps toward creating a favourable climate for investment must be
taken by the under-developed countries desiring to attract capital.

Human Rights and Social Questions
15. The Draft Covenants on Human Rights have been finally completed by the

Commission on Human Rights, and unless a special conference is convened to con-
sider them, this session of the General Assembly may possibly be our last opportu-
nity to influence their content. The Delegation should repeat earlier Canadian
suggestions on the drafting of the- Covenants, insofar as these have not been incor-
porated in the final draft, and in particularI should-pressforthe inclusion of an
acceptable federal-state clause. If the present Soviet-sponsored clause, which
requires unlimited application of the Covenants by federal states, is retained, it may
be impossible for Canada to sign the Covenants. The Delegation should therefore
be careful not to commit Canada to signing the Covenants. .
- 16. The Delegation may, support in principle the proposals of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees that the Negotiating Committee for Extra•Budg-
etary Funds should assume the responsibility of raising funds for emergency aid to
the refugees under his mandate and that a five-year programme of integration ana

, 2.Voir les documents 215-217JSee Documents 215-217:'
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resettlement of refugees should be undertaken. No commitment can be made, how-
ever, for a Canadian contribution to the High Commissioner's Fund at this time.
• 17. On the various lesser items relating to human rights and freedoms and social

problems, the Delegation should endeavour to have the United Nations and its sub-
sidiary bodies undertake projects which are realistic in terms of prevailing world
conditions and in which there is a possibility of practical results.

Questions of Dependent Territories

18. In trusteeship matters, it has been the Canadian view that the details of the
administration of trust territories. should be left to the Trusteeship Council and the
General Assembly should concern itself with broad principles. The Delegation
should maintain this attitude. It should also seek to moderate the inevitable dis-
agreements between those countries that administer trust territories or colonies and
those that do not and are critical of the administering powers.

19. The United Kingdom proposal to end its trusteeship of British Togoland and
unite this territory with the Gold Coast appears to warrant Canadian support.
Although there is no prospect of South Africa accepting any form of accounting for
South West Africa to the United Nations, the Delegation should support the proce-
dure which has been worked out by the Ad Hoc Committee on South West Africa
in an effort to implement the International Court's opinion on the status of the
territory.

Personnel Questions

20. The International Court has ruled that the General Assembly has no right to
reject the awards of compensation made by the United Nations Administrative Tri-
bunal to dismissed United States nationals. The United States may continue to
oppose payment of the awards, but the Canadian Delegation should vote to uphold
the opinion of the International Court.

L.B. PEARSON

PCONoI. 2656
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
I

Top SECRET [Ottawa] September 8, 1954.-Ï ..

UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSUfBLY; 9Tti SESSION; INSTRUCTIONS
hOR CANADIAN DELFGATiON

124;1- Thé` Secretary of Stati for F_rtenral Affairs said that the 9th session of the
!^Aera1 "Assembly was not expected to result in relaxation of major international
tensions: None of the items on the agenda offered hope for a significant rapproche-
ment betvveen the free nations and the communist world. Most of the contentious
itemson the agenda had been debated previously. The outcome of the Geneva Con-
ference provided little scope for constructive action on a political settlement for
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Korea, and the decisions of the Conference on InochiûCh were norus
expected

West
come directly before the Assembly. Some new items, CYP
New Guinea, raised grave problems for the countries of the free world, and lent

themselves to communist exploitation.
. ', Since the end of the 8th session, the communist alliance had achieved a number

the
of diplomatic triumphs outside the United Nations. Its membersmbe é^d to exploit
Nations undoubtedly would seek to pose as protagonists p^
and derive propaganda dividends from differences between non-communist coun-

tries
which would be aired on a number of issues at the coming session. He felt

the Canadian delegation should, therefore,

use
that, its

in influence
^^ate and conciliate disputes involving the non-communist

countries in the interests of a united front for the free world. On the other hand, the
delegation should not support any initiative which would deprive the communist
members of their rights under the Charter or which, without some important com-
pensatory advantage, would provoke them to leave the Organization.

Draft instructions to the Canadian delegation on such matters as elections, .
Korea, representation of Communist China in the United Nations, admission of
new members, Cyprus, Tunisia and Morocco, Dutch New Guinea, South Africa,
disarmament, economic questions, human rights and social . questions, dependent
territories and personnel problems in the United Nations secretariat, were submitted

for consideration.
Some of these items presented rather difficuli^p ^ba` ^•eFor

event the substan-substan-
suggested that the Canadian delegation be instruc that,
tive question of whether Communist China should be admitted to United Nations
came to a vote, the matter should be referred back to Cabinet for consideration.
This was merely a device to avoid the necessity of taking an immediate decision on
a question of importance on which United Kingdom and United States views were

sharply divided. ^
It was also feared that the question of Cyprus might give rise to a difficult situa-gov-

tion. Consideration of the future of Cyprus had been
m^â ^used to take part inernment who had complained that the United Kingdo

bilateral discussions. The U.K.government had indicated it would invoke Article
2(7) of the Charter, concerning domestic jurisdiction, in an attempt to prevent dis-
cussion and that, in the event the question actually did come up for discussion, the
U.K. delegation would walk out. The past policy of the Canadian government on
similar questions had been to favour the right of the Assembly to discuss the issue,
but had been opposed to resolutions which clearly impinged on the domestic juris-
diction of states and involved intervention.°At the same time, Canadian delegations,
occasionally, in the past, had recognized the desirability of avoiding or postpon!ng
discussions on purely political grounds. He felt that the attitude of the Canadian
delegation on the Cyprus question should be aimed it minimizing embarrassment
• to the free world, and views of; the Canadian 'delegation on the usefulness of the
Assembly: discussing the question should bë'determined in the light of circum-
stânnces prevailing at the time and after consultation with other friendly delegations.

^; . .
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In the event the question came to a vote, the Canadian delegation might abstain
without taking a positive stand one way or the. other.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Sept. 7, 1954 - Cab. Doc. 187-54).

25. In the course of discussion the following points emerged:
(a) It was suggested that the Canadian delegation should be extremely careful in

handling the Cyprus question. Of the total population on the island, approximately
80 percent were of Greek origin, 18 percent of Turkish origin and 2 percent of
other origin. The Greek government contended that what it wanted was to enable
the local population to determine by free vote, whether it wished to remain under
British jurisdiction or to go to some other jurisdiction, or to have independent gov-
ernment. On the other hand, the U.K. government felt that the Greek government as
an ally had been extremely ill advised in raising this issue at the present time in
view of the recent withdrawal of British forces from the Suez Canal zone and the
continuing need of Cyprus as a U.K. military base in the eastern Mediterranean.
•(b) Problems arose more and more frequently in the United Nations which
demonstrated the apparent conflict between that Article of the Charter which
removed domestic matters from U.N. jurisdiction and another Article which stipu-
lated that any matters came within U.N. jurisdiction if they affected peace and
security. It was suggested that the Canadian delegation might consider the advisa-
bility of suggesting that this question be refenred to the Secretariat for full consider-
ation and report.
-(c) With regard to proposals to establish a special United Nations Fund for Eco-
nomic Development (S.U.N.F.E.D.) and an International Finance Corporation
(I.F.C.), it was noted that, while Canada was not prepared to contribute at present,
the delegation should support action to keep alive both the S.U.N.F.E.D. and the
I.F.C. projects until the time might be propitious to implement them. Some doubt
was expressed as to the advisability of having the Canadian delegation give support
to these projects on the basis proposed.
26. The Cabinet approved the draft instructions to the Canadian delegation to the

9th session of the United Nations General Assembly, as submitted by the Secretary
of State for External Affairs; it being understood that the stand to be taken by the
Canadian delegation on proposals to establish a special United Nations Fund for
Economic Development and an International Finance Corporation would be con-
Sidet,ed further by the Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Minister of
Fiance.
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DEA/5475-DW-33-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LurtR No. 811
New York, September 10, 1954

NINI'N GENERAL ASSEMBLY PREVIEW: POLITICAL ITEMS

It may be of some assistance to you if I try to put togeÂ^^bl^ ewhich we
estimate of the probable character of the Ninth General y on

have been reporting piecemeal, item by item.
2. I think most Western Delegations here would now agree that the Ninth Session

will have its quota of headaches, but is unlikely to be of the same order of impor-
tance as, for example, the Seventh Session when an outline of the Korean armistice
was evolved. Unless some unforeseen development takes place, there is unlikely to
be any one théme of predominating importance to Canada throughout the Ninth
Session. Fo% a variety of reasons of which the most important is perhaps the
unresolved question of the representation of Communist China, the major political
questions - certainly those dealing with Far Eastern affairs - cannot really be

negotiated in the United Nations at present; the pattern of negotiating outside the
United Nations has been set at Berlin and Geneva.
: 3. 1 he time was when a Canadian Delegation could begin an Assembly in the
hope that concrete accomplishments would be achieved, and if there is no such
optimism this year we can at least hope that the world will be in a no more unhappy
state at the end of our labours than when we began.

4. This may sound cynical. It is not. It is the general impression among Permanent
Delegations that the United Nations is going through a critical phase. It is for the
time being no longer fulfilling its primary function as a place where major differ-
ences are settled, or where the attempt to settle them is at least made. Differences
are now aired,, not settled. The United States Representative compares the odd
shape of the General Assembly to a megaphone, and uses it accordingly, following
the pattern long established by Soviet Delegates.

5. Nor can the smaller Delegations be absolved from all blame for the situation in
which the United Nations finds itself. A number of the Latin American Delegations
and most of the Arab and Asian Delegations have gradually been using the United
Nations more and more as a kind of "wailing wall". The General Assembly gives
them a unique opportunity every year to attack the colonial powers for the slow
pace at which non-self-governing and trust territories are being brought to self
government. At the same time they insistently hold out their hands for some kind
of capital as well as technical assistance in the economic development of their terri-
tories, calling for help in most cases upon the very countries they have been
assailing as retrograde imperialists.
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6. The fact is, of course, that the United Nations as at present constituted is not a
suitable place for conducting serious negotiations. It is literally and metaphorically
a glass house set in the news capital of the world. Our ezperience last year showed
that even such a subject as disarmament - a United Nations subject par excellence
- could not be profitably handled in New York among all members of the Dis-
armament Commission meeting in public. It was dealt with by means of a private
sub-committee of the five powers principally concerned meeting in London. This is
a pattern which may have to be followed in dealing with other subjects which have
not only a propaganda but a substantive value.

7. If no convenient tag is yet evident for the Ninth Session, it is nevertheless
apparent that colonial questions will feature prominently,on the agenda of the Polit-
ical Committee. We shall have to grapple as best we can with the legal and political
nettles surrounding the questions of Cyprus, West New Guinea, Tunisia and
Morocco. The Canadian Delegation may have to face a re-examination of our
views of former years on the interpretation to be given to intervention in domestic
affairs of states and the precise meaning of Article 2(7) of the Charter. For although
we could with reasonable confidence assert that Assembly discussion of apartheid
in South Africa and even of the restless evolution of French North Africa was per-
missible, the attempt by Greece to detach from the United Kingdom a territory to
which the United Kingdom Government has clear title raises the prospect of anti-
colonial agitation in the United Nations on a scale never contemplated at San Fran-
cisco. Indeed, it is becoming increasingly clear that if the drift in this direction is
not checked by an upsurge of robust commonsense, the colonial powers will come
co regard the United Nations as a liability, reacting in a manner detrimental to the
high aims and purposes of the United Nations - and to their own national interests
as members in good standing of the international community.

8. While the colonial issues will unquestionably be the most important for the
Western European powers, the question of Chinese representation will again domi-
nate the scene for the United States and colour its approach to every other question
and every election. Although United States leaders of both parties have permitted
themselves to speak in less rigid terms about this issue in recent weeks, I think that
their. moderation is based on the assumption that, as Sir Winston Churchill evi-
dently suggested in Washington earlier in the summer, the admission of Commu-
nist China to the United Nations should not be considered until there is peace in
Kôrea. This would give the United States further cause for contentment with the
stcuus quo in Korea were they not relieved of responsibility for that deadlock by the
joint^in^sigénce of the Communists and President Rhee.
9. In keeping with ftheir equivocal attitude towards the Geneva Conference and the

settlement reached on Indo China, : the United States Delegation will in all
pirobâbilitj try to head off any General Assembly resolution calling for the resump-
6on of negotiations with the Communists on Korea or the convening of a Geneva
Conference on Korea. Their attitude may be in direct conflict with that of the
Indian Delegation. Judging from some of the recent discussions in Washington on
the' report of the 16, the United Kingdom, Canadian and other Commonwealth

g ons may find themselves in an awkward position.
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10. Indo China offers the Soviet
the

Delegation i^^1 of t^hessibiG
United

ties for
Kingdom,

divisive and
French

rather fruitless debate. Althoug P
and Canadian Governments have been successful in difsa8d^^ Â^i^m
proceeding with his item on the threat to the security of sion of Laos
with little or no prior cônsultation have submitted an item

on Îndo
the

China, seven though
and Cambodia which will, it is feared, open a debate o
the damage may be minimized by discussing the subject as part of the general

question of the admission of new members. Soviet omnibus item on
11. In any case, it seems altogether likely that the ô S^peace and secur-

ity

to avert the threat of a new world war and strengthen opaganda
ity among nations" will be resuscitated in an effort to drive e^n^ for he benefit
wedges between the Western Powers on both Korea and Indo
of Communist propaganda in Asia and in Western Europe.

will come up with
^ 12. We do not yet know whether the United States Delegation
any new move in the cold war. They have been considerin^tern Europe and else-
where, would aim at spotlighting Soviet imperialism in
where, to off-set the effect of the items which will put the United

and France "in the dock". Although an item 8

nation in Eastern Europe must clearly be classed as a"ed war item"
recent years

seem to be a grave injustice in the pattern which has been ped
of, so to speak, "picking on the good boys". The Soviet Government has rarely
been attacked, and never directly by the Arab and Asian group which have made
the deliberate calculation that only the colonial territories of the Western Powers
could conceivably be detached by the intervention of the United Nations.

13.
We are also in doubt as to how the United States Delegation will treat the

proposed Agency for the peaceful development of atomic energy which was
announced on Labour Day by President Eisenhower. His omission of any referenceby United
to the United Nations in his announcement has been quietly regretted last
Nations commentators who recall that the President told the General Assembly
December 8 that the United States expected that "such an Agency would be set up
under the aegis of the United Nations". When the President's plan was first laidand the
before the General Assembly it was greeted with remarlcable e^u`O ^e United
failure 'to' follow 'through with an Agency in some way relat
Nations, even without the participation of the Soviet Union, would be not only a

disappointment but, in our opinion,' a missed oppocturuty.
an atomic agency

14 If the United States has decided not to feature its plans for

related to the United Nations, the` 'disârtnament debate will in all probability b

dominated by three proposals:
,:
(a) the'Anglo-French memoranduirï submitted during the Sub-Cotnmittee

talks in

London;
^. ; .

,:..,
(b) thé Soviet proposal to ban the use ôfi the atomic bomb; and ,

s(c) the Indian proposal to stop all further thermonuclear test explos^ons.

, 15 . Both the Soviet and the Indian proposals may cause the Western Powers some
embarrassment. For this reason,; if for no other,'.Western tactics will Probably fc3'
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ture the Anglo-French proposals which have so far failed to receive the attention
from the press and the public which they undoubtedly merit.

16. Any review of the Assembly's agenda which passes over the economic, social,
administrative, financial, legal and trusteeship problems is obviously incomplete. I
have tried however to concentrate on the political problems which will be receiving
the most public attention and which will therefore largely determine the character
of the Assembly.

17. Finally, there is one question, namely Chinese representation, which is not on
the agenda but will colour and influence every election and every political question
to be discussed.

18. The United Kingdom Government now seem willing to agree to a procedural
motion to postpone this issue once more for the rest of the year, by which time the
United States Mission hope that the Ninth General Assembly will be over. The only
Western Europeans who will probably not support postponement are the Scandina-
vian Delegations. With the support of the Latin American Delegations assured,
there seems no doubt that the postponement motion will carry. The issue which was
raised in such dramatic terms in Washington in July is therefore largely unreal
insofar as the forthcoming session is concerned. But looking further ahead the
United Kingdom, France and other Delegations foresee that it might become a very
real issue at the Tenth Session next year (which is not an election year in the United
States), provided there has been no new outbreak of violence in the Far East or
elsewhere in the meantime.

19.' Until this issue is solved the United Nations cannot hope to function as it was
intended that it should. With the possible exception of such neutrals as Finland and
Austria, no headway towards universality of membership can be expected until it is
solved, nor can the Great Powers do other than by-pass the United Nations in any
negotiations that must involve Communist China.
20.1t may interest you to know that when I asked Mr. Hammarskjold how he

ght the Ninth General Assembly would develop he replied that it was impossi-
ble for anyone to make predictions with any degree of certainty until they knew
*-Dulles' mood and Mr. Vyshinsky's instructions.

DAVID M. JOHNSON.
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, DEA/50141-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ;

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of Statefor Externalnuwl Affairs

to Secretary of State for External ,^`

SECRET
[Ottawa], August 20, 1954

STATUS OF CYPRUS

Since April of this year we have been pressed by the Greek Government to use
our influence to persuade the United Kingdom Goveve statedat unless
"friendly talks" with Greece about Cyprus. The Greeks
bilateral negotiations took place, they would be obliged to make an appeal to the
United Nations- presumably a plea that the Cypriots be permitted to express their
views on the future status of the island. The Greeks confidently, believe that the
majority of Cypriots would in any official plebiscite vote for union with Greece.
We have made clear to the Greek representatives our desire not ^ b^m^i Nationds
in the dispute and have deplored the prospect of a debate a t is
which can benefit only the communists. (The history of the Cyprus question
attached as Appendix At and a summary of the Canadian attitude on the domestic
jurisdiction clause of the Charter, as Appendix B.t)

2. It is clear from recent informal discussions with United Kingdom officials that
we shall shortly be faced with a formal request from the United Kingdom Govern-
ment for support in their effort to block the inscription of the Cyprus question on
the Assembly agenda. If we are agreed that for politi practical

no doubt d devise ashould support the United Kingdom in this^ attempt,
formula to reconcile _ such a position with our past performance at the United
Nations on the question of competence and particularly in its relevance to colonial
questions. The reconciliation lies, however, in a practical rather than a legal

approach to the problem.
3. The Greek Delegation at New York has now requested that the Cyprus issue be

placed on the provisional agenda of the forthcoming Assembly. We have also been
informed by the United Kingdom that they will strenuously oppose the inscription
of the item on the agenda. The United Kingdom Government has informed the
Department that, if the United Kingdom failed to block the placing of the item on
the agenda, its representatives would absent themselves from the debate on the sub-
ject. It seems that in such event the United Kingdom Government would also
reconsider its policy of cooperation with the United Nations on colonial matters.
The United Kingdom authorities take a very serious view of the jurisdictional ques-
tion, implicit in the Cyprus issue, and believe that if the Assembly is permitted to
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debate this issue, there can be no limit to its investigation of colonial and other
domestic matters. Other United Kingdom officials have said that the Cyprus issue
at the United Nations will be regarded as a test friendship. The United Kingdom
would like the full support of its NATO and Commonwealth partners. A recent
report stated that the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands had agreed to
support each other in an effort to keep all colonial issues off the Assembly agenda.
While this pooling of resources would not seem particularly helpful to the United
Kingdom case, it does help us to assess the probable voting at the Assembly.

4." The United States has exerted strong pressure on the Greek Government to
persuade it to withhold action at the Assembly. The Papagos regime, although pro-
fessing reluctance to. stir up this potential hornets' nest of embarrassment for the
Western democracies, is unwilling for reasons of domestic politics to be restrained.
It seems likely, moreover, that the Greek authorities strongly resent the curt rebuff
by the United Kingdom of their suggestion about bilateral negotiations. Because of
public opinion in Greece about Cyprus, the Greek Government may require a face-
saving device. The Greeks appear confident that they can win wide support at the
United Nations.
•` 5. Much will depend on the attitude of the United States and Turkey. The United
Kingdom authorities believe that the United States will give them support at the
United Nations but there has been no United States commitment to vote against the
inclusion} of the Cyprus question on the agenda. Although United States officials
are sympathetic to the United Kingdom position, domestic opposition to colonial-
ism and irritation about the United Kingdom policy on other matters might oblige
the United States Government to withhold full support. However, there has been a
hint of a horse-trade between the United Kingdom and the United States involving
the admission of Communist China. The United States will no doubt be influenced
too by the attitude of Turkey. There seems little doubt that the United States will, in
any event, do its utmost to moderate the debate. For their part, the Greeks appear to
be counting heavily on United States support.

61The attitude of Turkey is now clear. The Turkish Delegation will vote against
the inscription of the Cyprus item on the agenda and, if it is inscribed, will continue
tO oppose discussion at the Assembly. Turkish officials have in the past expressed
stron8ly their opposition to any change in the status quo. They apparently do not
relish the prospect of Greece acquiring sovereignty in Cyprus. Apart from their
Own aspirations, the Turks are concerned about the Turkish minority which forms
about 18 percent of the population of Cyprus. The Turks have not aired these views
t00.0Penly. because of their close relations with Greece and particularly because of
"'cent developments toward a Balkan alliance.

7 The United Kingdom stand-fast policy is based primarily on an appraisal of the
S^eBic value of Cyprus. For the foreseeable future the United Kingdom Chiefs of
staff consider that the island must remain under United Kingdom sovereignty. The
United Kingdom officials recognize that this argument would attract little support.
T1C1t fuit line "of defence will be the domestic jurisdiction clause (article 2(7) ofthe

on"which a strong legal argument can be made. As further arguments
agamst,debating•the question at the United Nations, United Kingdom may urge

^^^-s::.
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practical reasons such as the futility of a sterile debate, the need for stability in the
area, the material advantages to the Cypriots of United Kingdom occupation, the
recent decision to establish limited self-government. However, because of the emo-
tional appeal of the,Cypriot demand for self-determination, because of the inflexi-
bility of the United Kingdom stand-fast policy and because of the past trend at the
United Nations in favour of a full discussion of colonial issues, the United King-
dom arguments may well not succeëd in preventing inclusion of the item on the

agenda.
8. United Kingdom officials are apparently aware that our past liberal attitude on

the domestic jurisdiction clause might create
support.rt^r We have given themhope we can find some formula for giving them full ppo

our reasons for believing that the majority in the
about their proposal nota debate on Cyprus. We have expressed our grave concern

to participate in the debate - which action, we believe, will only aggravate the
embarrassment which the debate will cause the Western democracies. They seem
aware of these possibilities but not unduly worried about them.

9. The United Kingdom Government is no doubt under heavy pressure to main-
tain its position in Cyprus. It has to bear in mind not only the roused public opinion
in the United Kingdom but the attitude of loyal Cypriots. United Kingdom officials
believe that any suggestion of bilateral negotiations with, Greece would be inter-
preted in Cyprus as a sign of weakness and the beginning of a withdrawal from the
island. Thus the administration would be undermined. Nevertheless, although this
exercise of power politics may be unavoidable, the achievement of its principal aim
- a stable location for key military establishments in the chain of command and
communications - seems unlikely because of the methods being employed. The
recent announcement that anti-sedition laws would be rigidly enforced to prevent
the campaign for union with Greece is perhaps the forerunner of increasingly strin-
gent measures to maintain order on the island. The recent decision to establish a
constitution patterned on but not as liberal as the one rejected in 1948 seems
unrealistic. Many sections of the United Kingdom press have begun to deplore
these tactics, though sympathizing with the Government's desire to maintain

. a ever
the damage at the United Nations. The Soviet Union and its sympathizers will no
doubt seize the opportunity to embarrass the United Kingdom and its NATO allies,
to woo the opponents of colonialism in Asia and Africa, and to exploit the rifts in
NATO solidarity which the debate. will open. The United Kingdom, whose record
at the United Nations is reasonably clean, may also be assailed by anti-colonial
operators from Asia, Africa and Latin America. Perhaps the heaviest loser, how-
ever, will be the United Nations which 'will have one more burden which might
more appropriately, be borne by= the parties concaned.

- 10 Wh t the merits of the case we shall have to do what we can to minimüe
soverei

eral Committee, we shall not be required to take a 'stand on the procedural9ues

11. The courses open to us are as follows:

mscn on e agcn . i
ton'

(a) We can work with the United Kingdom to prevent the Cyprus item from seing
bcd th da S'nce Canada is not likel to lue rcpresented on the
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until it is raised in plenary session. In this event we could vote against inscription
and explain our vote in practical rather than legal terms. We could argue, for exam-
ple, that the proposed discussion was untimely and unlikely to yield beneficial
results3 In consultation with the United Kingdom, which would have to be made
aware that our view was based more on the "untimeliness" than on the "impropri-
ety" of the Greek appeal, we might also use our influence to canvass support for
the movement to block the item. If these efforts failed and if the United Kingdom
appeared to welcome our doing so, we might work to moderate the debate and head
off troublesome resolutions. The foregoing course of action would please the
United Kingdom but not the Greeks, who might nonetheless understand our posi-
tion in the matter.
,(b) We could vote for the inscription of the item on the agenda and work for a
moderate resolution,' calling upon the parties concerned (perhaps to include Tur-
key) to enter into negotiations or perhaps merely taking note of the situation. This
action would be most unpopular with the United Kingdom (which has not often
requested that we lend support on colonial matters) and, in view of the latter's
inflexible attitude, would be unlikely to yield beneficial results for the United
Nations or for the Cypriots. It would certainly encourage extreme Greek national-
ists to intensify their campaign for Pan-Hellenism which has wider implications
than Cyprus.

(c) l.ike the Turks, we could vote against the inscription of the item on the agenda
and, if the effort to block it failed, continue to oppose the discussion of the ques-
tion. This approach appears to be what the United Kingdom would like us to do but
in view of our attitude on earlier colonial questions like Tunisia and Morocco,
might be hard to justify, in spite of genuine distinctions which can be made. More-
over, we would then be precluded from taking action to moderate the debate and
the resolutions and from advocating the United Kingdom's case.
` , (d)' We could hold aloof from the debate and abstain in all voting. While this
action might be consistent with a neutral attitude on colonial questions, it would not
be consistent with our general desire to be helpful at the United Nations and might
be misunderstood in many quarters.
(e) We could take no part in the procedural debate and abstainon the vote whether

the item should be inscribed on the agenda. We could explain our abstention as
being a balancing of our past attitude on domestic jurisdiction with our belief that
°o,^practical benefits would result from the debate. If a debate were proceeded with
(which we believe is all too probable) we could work to moderate the discussion
^d any resolutions which might come out of it. We might counter communist
P°Pagahda by pointing to the benefits which the Cypriots have derived from
UNted'Kingdom administration. We would oppose immoderate resolutions and
ini8ht alsoAry to persuade the United Kingdom not to stage a "walk-out".„^^W=

's 1; {

^ Hft marginale :lMarainal note:

` u'Mbcnaticl discussions 11-13. Pcxson)

4 N WV, a^e in the paat? 14.D. Peusonl
°^^intle :/Marainal note: '

Wh+t hava d i
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11. There seems.to be no need at the moment to take a decision on these courses
of action. Indeed, it may be desirable to hold off until the policy and tactics of the
United States and other friendly governments become more fully known. Shortly,
however, we shall have to tell the United Kingdom, and presumably the Greeks,
what position we propose to adopt at the Assembly.

12. 1 see few advantages and some difficulties in courses (c) and (d). If you agree,
we might discard them now and continue to study the implications of. the other
three, in consultation with friendly governments s Your views on this approach

would be appreciated.
-JIut,ps] L[ÉGERI

123.

SECRET

DEA/50141-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs "

[Ottawa], September 9, 1954

CYPRUS

The Belgian Ambassador called on Mr. Chapdelaine yesterday to discus s
subject. Mr. MuQls had been instructed to ask for our views on a suggestion of Mr.
Spaak that each one of the NATO powers should make separate representations to
Greece and to the United Kingdom with a view to persuading them to take some
action to avoid the threatened debate between NATO partners on Cyprus at the
ninth session of the General Assembly. Although the Belgian Ambassador did not
say so, we assume that the démarche would be designed to persuade the two parties
to enter into bilateral talks. The Belgian Government would like to have our reac-
tion to Mr. Spaak's proposal, if possible, by Friday. _

2. At an early stage we considered in the Department whether the Cyprus question
might be introduced .for discussion , by, the NATO : Council. We concluded that
although the Council might be an appropriate forum for such discussion, in view of
the inflexible attitude on both sides there appeared to be. little possibility that that
course of action would alleviate the situation and it might, moreover, have graver
consequences for NATO than a debate at the United Nations, without satisfying the
demands of the Greéks or improving the lot of the Cypriots. We also concluded that
any action within NATO and any Canadian initiative in this regard would be bit-
terly resented by the United Kingdom; although it might be,welcomed by. Greece.
We believe that similar considerations apply, to Mr. Spaak's suggestion.

3. The Greek Government would be only too happy to comply with any démarche
along the lines of Mr. Spaak's suggestion,', subject to its being accepted by the
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United Kingdom. There would probably be no difficulty about withdrawing the
item frofn the Assembly agenda: In his most recent despatch on Cyprus (No. 423 of
September 1)t Mr. MacDermot has reported his impression that Greek officials,
notably Mr.- Kyrou, are anxious about the consequences of the decision to precipi-
tate the issue at ± the . United Nations. The Greeks have been amply warned by
friendly governments about the harm which is likely to result.lfiey are fearful too
because hopes in Greece may have been raised too high and because of the possible
repercussions of a Greek failure at the Assembly. In effect the Greeks are clinging
to their argument that the Papagos Government was obliged by the pressure of pop-
ular indignation to take action at the United Nations. Of equal value as a face-
saving device, without the attending disadvantages would be an opportunity to dis-
cuss the Cyprus issue bilaterally with the United Kingdom. ,
4. For its part the United Kingdom considers that the status of Cyprus is a domes-

tic matter and one not open for discussion by third parties. The United Kingdom's
standfast policy is designed to win friends among the Cypriots, more of whom are
believed, by the United Kingdom authorities to be favourably disposed to the pre-
sent rule than would appear on the surface. The United Kingdom officials are rely-
ing heavily on the loyal Cypriots to make greater efforts to combat the extremists
of the right and the left who have been pressing for union with Greece. These rea-
sons, among others, have much to do with the United Kingdom's refusal to listen to
any suggestions about discussions concerning the future status of the island. The
United Kingdom officials apparently believe - perhaps as a result of the bitter
experience in Iran and Egypt - that talks of any kind will be interpreted by all the
Cypriots as the beginning of the end - the forerunner of a withdrawal from
Cyprus. The extreme Greek nationalists would be thereby encouraged to intensify
their activities; the loyal elements would be completely disheartened; and the unde-
cided Cypriot majority would have no real choice to consider. The United King-
dom Government hopes that its policy of firmness will work in the opposite
direction (and incidentally will calm the roused rebels of the Conservative Party).
They hope too that, combined with the material benefits of United Kingdom occu-
pation and the most recent constitutional reforms, the standfast policy will turn the
tide against Enosis.
5. While we may not share the United Kingdom's optimism about its present poli-

cies on Cyprus and while we may deplore the tactics employed, we should only be
askingfor trouble if, knowing as we do the motives behind United Kingdom pol-
Ie were to press the United Kingdom Government to take steps which it has
,,— . _s y carefully considered and found unacceptable. Unless Mr. Spa^k has some
information from United Kingdom sources which indicate a softening of attitude,
%ye can see no likelihood that an approach by NATO powers, either jointly or sepa-
^te1Y^i can do anything but aggravate the situation by incurring the annoyance of
the United? Kingdom. This irritation might greatly add to the present difficulties
Within NATO. As you know, we tried earlier to find some room for manocuvre in
th°,United Kingdom position but our approach in London met with a rather blunt
rebuff, The United Kingdom is obviously hoping, among other things, that this ada-^
^^ ^ at^tude w^11 persuade others to support its effort to block the inscription of the

m on ^ Assembly agenda. In any evcnt, it seems, the United Kingdom Govern-
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ment has firmly decided to do nothing which can be remotely regarded as weakness
on Cyprus. The conclusions are,- therefore, that Mr. Spaak 's suggestion has come
too late and that even if it had come earlier, it would have been doomed to fail.

6. Accordingly, if you agree, I might speak to the Belgian Ambassador along the
following lines: our present information indicates that there is no hope of avoiding
the unpleasant situation which threatens at the forthcoming Assembly. We greatly
deplore the prospect and have, in fact, made informal efforts to dissuade the parties
from pursuing the policies which have led to the item being placed on the agenda.
Our understanding is that the United Kingdom has no intention of changing its
stand on Cyprus. If the Belgian Government has any reason to believe that this is
not so, we shall be glad to reconsider the question of an approach by the several
NATO powers. As presently advised, however, we regret we can see no benefit and
perhaps some harm, particularly to NATO, in Mr. Spaak's suggestion 6^.

J[u[.ESI LOER] .

DEA/50141-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECM [Ottawa], September 16, 1954

CYPRUS.

Following your comments on my memorandum of August 20, the Department
has continued to examine the courses of action which appear to be open to Canada
when the Cyprus item comes up for discussion at the ninth session of the General
Assembly. We have been concentrating on the inscription issue, that is, whether the
item should be inscribed on the agenda. Recent reports from London and New York
have given a clearer, though not much brighter, picture of the prospects at the forth-
coming Assembly.
,2."The discussion is likely to develop along three main lines, the first two of
which may become intertwined:

(a) The Inscription IssueThe General Committeë will discuss whether the item
should be inscribed and make its recommendation to the plenary session, which in
all probability, since the issue will be closely contested, will re-examine the
question.

(b) The Competence Issue-If the Assembly, decides that the item should be

inscribed on the agenda, the question will then have to be decided whether the

Assembly is competent to discuss the merits. ' '.,
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(c) The Merits-If the Assembly decides that it is competent to discuss it, the
Cyprus issue will probably be presented by the Greeks as a plea that the Cypriots
be allowed to express their views on the future status of the island - in short, to
exercise the right of self-determination said to be embodied in Article 1(2) of the
Charter.

3. These lines of development can and should be considered separately in decid-
-ing the policy and tactics which the ^ Canadian Delegation to the ninth session
should adopt. The inscription issue is obviously the most important, because if it is
decided against Greece the other issues will not arise, at the forthcoming Assembly
at least, and the United Nations and the Western democracies will have been saved
from a most unpleasant situation. The inscription issue should be decided primarily
in the light of the harm which is likely to stem from a United Nations debate on
Cyprus. It is now clear that this debate will have no beneficial results for anyone
but the communists. Our aim is, therefore, to find a formula which will enable us to
work for the prevention of that harm.

4. It should be emphasized that the inscription issue has not often been raised
concretely at the Assembly. Most delegations have in the past been content to allow
all items to be inscribed on the agenda - although there have been occasions when
delegations have been persuaded to withdraw items or when items have been post-
poned for future sessions. Those opposed to the discussion of any specific item
have usually waited until the debate in plenary session or in the relevant committee
tô urge the well-known arguments on the competence issue, that is, whether the
Âssembly has the right under the Charter to discuss the matter before it. Past Cana-
dian policy, which in a general sense has been liberal toward the Assembly's right
to discuss, has usually been related to the competence issue rather than the inscrip-
tion issue. You will recall that the Assembly has decided (in 1952 when your ruling
on Rule 80 was overruled) that the competence issue should not be argued until a
decision has been taken on whether the item concerned has been inscribed on the
agenda.

Ç 5. The -most recent reports indicate that the United Kingdom will approach the
Cyprus item somewhat along the foregoing lines. The United Kingdom authorities
now say that, although they must of necessity and for the record emphasize their
legal objections to the inscription of the Cyprus item on the agenda, it is not their
intention to base the United Kingdom case on inscription exclusively on legal con-
sider`ations. They do not wish to turn the debate on inscription into a series of arid,
legil dissertations when the subject matter of the Cyprus issue is so .important for
the maintenance of good relations between Greece and the United Kingdom, for the
'stability of the Balkan alliance, for the continued progress of the people of Cyprus
and for the continuance of the work of the United Nations in relation to non-self-
governing territories. In the debate on inscription in plenary session, at which stage
the Canadian point of view is likely to be expressed, the United Kingdom Delega-.
t^on pibpo^, after a passing reference to the legal position, to appeal to members,
whatever their views on the legal issues, to recognize that the discussion of the
'I-YPNS issue in the General Assembly would be most unpropitious at present.
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6. The United Kingdom officials have admitted that this change of tactics is
designed to win support. They hope that their approach will make it possible for
member states, like Canada, who have in the past regarded "discussion" as being
something less than the "intervention" contemplated in Article 2(7), to lend their
support to the United Kingdom effort to block inscription.

7. The most recent : tabulation of the anticipated vote on the inscription issue
reveals that the United Kingdom is having some success in persuading member
governments to their point of view:

(a) The following countries have signified their intention to vote against inscrip-
tion: Australia, Belgium, France, Liberia, Luxembourg,

^dthat
Netherlands, wNew

11 also
Peru, South Africa and Turkey. (We now und
against inscription.)

(b) The following countries have replied to the United Kingdom representations
in such a way as to suggest that they will abstain: Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Denmark, Iceland, India, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Mexico, Norway, El Sal-
vador, Sweden, Syria, United States and Yugoslavia.

(c) None of the countries approached has definitely stated its intention to vote for
inscription but the responses of Afghanistan, Burma, Guatemala, Egypt and Indo-
nesia, indicate that they are more likely to vote with Greece than to, abstain. The
Soviet bloc was not approached but it is regarded as certain to favour inscription.

(d) Some twenty countries, including more than half the Latin American states,
are as yet unaccounted for. There is no indication that either, the Latin American or
the Arab states will vote en bloc.

(e) The United Kingdom attaches great importance to being able to change some
of the abstentions in (b) into votes against inscription. They may be successful in
the case of Chile, Colombia and Iraq and possibly El Salvador.

8. The United Kingdom has been informed that the United States will abstain on
the question of inscription. We assume that this abstention will be on the general
; ground that it is not expedient to discuss the Cyprus question at the forthcoming
,Assembly. Whether the United States is prepared to use its •influence with other
governments to assist the United Kingdom is not clear. We are expecting a report
from Washington on United States policy and tacdcs. â,

i-9. Interesting reports from New Delhi and Karachi indicate that neither the In ed
ans nor the Pakistanis have much enthusiasm for, the Greek appeal to the Uni
"Nations and both are anxious to avoid any, embarrassment to the United Kingdom.
They apparently regard the Cyprus question not so much as a colonial issue as a
dispute about a piece of territory between two European powers. The Indians have
explained that their previous attitude toward the domestic jurisdiction clause makes
it difficult for them to oppose the inscription of the Cyprus item; they will probably
abstain on this procedural issue. The Pakistanis have expressed the same difficulty
,but have apparently found a formula which will permit them to oppose inscription.
,The attitude of these two powers may, influence other states in the Arab-Asian bloc,
although most of the latter may; not caref,whether^ .the' United, Kingdom is
embarrassed.
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^ 10.. The foregoing assessment, largely based on information from United King-
dom sources, indicates that the voting on the inscription issue will be close. Previ-
ously we had concluded that there was little chance that the United Kingdom
opposition to inscription would gain much support. Now, it seems, the United
Kingdom authorities are cautiously optimistic about the outcome of the inscription
vote. In these circumstances, the Canadian vote might assume considerable impor-
tance. It will be wise, therefore, to withhold our flnal decision on the voting, until
the line-up has become more clearly established.

11. In the meantime I suggest that we give serious consideration to the following
recommendations:

(a) Canadian policy on the inscription issue must take into account our past liberal
attitude toward the Assembly's right to discuss many matters not unlike the Cyprus
issue and the political and practical question whether a discussion of Cyprus in the
Assembly at this time would exacerbate rather than improve matters. If we were to
be guided solely by our past practice we should probably not oppose inscription of
the Cyprus item. However, on political and practical grounds, there is a strong case
for opposing discussion of the issue by the Assembly at the present time. On bal-
ance abstention seems to be the best course for Canada to adopt on the inscription
issue. However, if it becomes apparent that the Canadian vote may well be decisive
on whether the item is to be inscribed - and the present indications are that there
will be a close vote - we should be prepared to consider a vote against the inscrip-
tion of the item. Like New Zealand, we could confine our explanation of the vote to

have to play by car as the matter develops.

political and practical arguments why the Assembly should not discuss the Cyprus
issue now, without specifically denying its competence to discuss the matter.
(b) If the item is inscribed on the agenda and the competence issue continues to be

contested, we should abstain on the competence issue and explain our abstention on
the grounds that we have in the past usually voted in favour of the Assembly's right
to discuss, that we have serious doubts whether this right extends to the Cyprus
item and that, as we would have previously said on the inscription issue, we have
grave misgivings about the wisdom of an Assembly discussion.
µ(c) If, notwithstanding the foregoing, the merits of the Cyprus issue are debated,
we shall have to consider carefully the course to be adopted. As a matter of tactics
we might work to have the matter referred to one of the non-political committees.
We have until now considered that in any such debate Canada would try to moder-
ate the discussion and to head off troublesome resolutions. Our High Commissioner
in London has recently reported, however, that the United Kingdom would proba-
bly prefer a harsh resolution to u a moderate one, because the former could more
easily be ignored. This attitude creates a complicated situation which we may well

l2.jf you agree, this memorandum might serve as the basis of the policy guidance
Section of the commentary note.

1 JULES LÉGER
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Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELmRAm 25
New York, September 23, 1954

CoNMENnAL
Reference: Our telegram No. 19 of Septembér 22, 1954.t
Repeat Washington No. 7.

GENERAL COMMITIEE-CYPRUS

By a decisive majority, the General Committee this morning recommended the
inscription of Cyprus on the assembly's agenda. The vote makes it a foregone con-
clusion that the issue will be inscribed. Nine countries voted in favour (Burma,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Iceland, Syria, Thailand, USSR), three
were against (Australia, France, United Kingdom), and there were three abstentions
(Colombia, the Netherlands, United States). °

2. The motion to postpone consideration of the Cyprus question at this time,
which might have squeezed through the General because

Greeksy as soonoaswas abandoned and never presented this morning
they realized they had a majority behind them, naturally refused to accept a post-
ponement. The unexpectedly large vote in support of inscription was due to the fact
that the Arabs, and probably Iceland and some of the Latins, had instructions to
abstain if the vote was ! going to be close but otherwise to 7 support inscription.
Although Van Kleffens abstained in the General Committee as its Chairman, the
Netherlands will oppose inscription in plenary. , a

3. Although both sides of the case were well and forcefully presentul, the state-
ment of the United Kingdom's position by Selwyn Lloyd was outstanding. VirtU-
ally conceding that the Greeks had a good case on legal grounds, based on the
largely accepted interpretation of the Charter, Lloyd treated the inscription issue as
"a test of the political wisdom" of the General Assembly. maintaining that the
function of the United Nations was to diminish tension not to increase it. He spoke
feelingly of Anglo-Greek des of friendship and, although he touched on the strate-
gic argument, asserted plainly that the goal of the United Kingdom Government for
Cyprus was self-government.`.Without going into specific examples he reminded
the General Committee that almost every country has foreign ethnic groups within
its frontiers and the inscription of Cyprus would create a precedent which could be
used and abused indefinitely with most unsettling effects. It,was all very well, he

- said, to maintain that discussion was not intervention, but in his case the Greeks

were plainly asking in their memorandum for United Nations action, not merely

discussion.
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4. Kyrou presented the Greek case basing himself on the Charter, on United King-
dom promises in bôth world wars regarding the future of Cyprus, and on the princi-
ple of self-determination of peoples.

DEA/50141-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Seeretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TELEGRAM 40 New York, September 24, 1954

CONFIDEN'i1At.

Reference: Our telegram No. 39 of September 24.t
Repeat Washington No. 11.

CYPRUS

6;In the light of the vote. Greece cannot claim moral victory although her item

Having heard that the Scandinavian and Canadian delegations intended to
oppose inscription, the United Kingdom Delegation persuaded Jamali of Iraq to
propose, under Rule 76, the adjournment of the Assembly's consideration of the
inscription of Cyprus for a few days. Jamali's proposal was strongly opposed by
Kyrou of Greece and was lost on a tie vote (24-24-12) in which the United King-
dorn nô doubt regretted that they had scrupulously abstained.

2. Lloyd then developed the same arguments he had used in the General Commit-
ftee, stressing particularly (chiefly for the benefit of the Latins) that the precedent
would be dangerous for any country having minority ethnic groups within its terri-
tgry,or ;whose frontiers had been fixed by treaty agreement, for Greece had
accepted the status of Cyprus under the Treaty of Lausanne.

' 3. Lange of Norway also spoke strongly against inscription for reasons similar to
our own.

4. Stephanopoulos then presented the Greek case with less clarity and effect than
Kyrou had achieved in the General Committee. Nevertheless the vote went in his
favour 30-19 (Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican

I ,JRepublic, France, Liberia, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Para-
y,!, Peru, Sweden, 7%rkey, Union of South Afnca, United Kingdom) with 11

.,. .„abstentions (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Pan-
^; United States, Venezuela).

5. In explanatjon of vote Krishna Menon explained that he would abstain because
qüestion`at issue was not really the liberation of a colonial people but the trans-

fu^of sovereignty from one power to another.

hii,,^ béen"inscribed.' It is unlikely, however, that the postponement which was sone^ •
y4achieved would have given the United Kingdom Government time to affect

016 votes of enough countries to make a difference in the outcome.
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127.
. DEA/50141-40

to Secretary of State for External A,nirs
Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exténeures
Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEniATE .

Reference: Our telegram No. 39 of September 24.t
Repeat Washington No. 13.

CYPRUS

1. As Dr. MacKay was informed by telephone, I decided shortly before the ple-
nary session met yesterday to consider the general committee's report on the
agenda that, on balancé I should vote against the inclusion of the Cyprus item
rather than abstain. It was not an easy decision. It was taken on the basis of the
assumption that our vote on inscription so far as the Cyprus issue was concerned
should be based upon consideration of two main elements:

(a) Our view of the Assembly's competence to consider the Cyprus question hav-
ing particular regard to Article 2(7);

(b) Our view of the wisdom of a discussion of Cyprus in the United Nations at the
present time.

. i
I had come to the conclusion that this item could not be opposed on legal grounds
of competence. In previous years, however, we had indicated that in matters of
inscription our judgment as to the value and effect of a particular decision must be
applied as well as purely legal criteria. It was therefore aftcr balancing the consid-
erations in this second category that I came down against the inscription of the
Cyprus item.

3 : - The following factors seemed to me to tip the scales:
(a) The United Kingdom delegation had made an extremely effective case bril-

liantly presented by Selwyn Lloyd.
,' (b) They had won the support of all oûr closest Western friends except the United
States and Iceland. A number of other governments including India and Pakistan
and five Latin American states which normally would not have opposed inscription
on colonial issues shifted their position to one of abstention:

(c) Up to the last moment the vodng situation remained so fluid and uncertain and
was the subject of such conflicting reports, that it was just'possible that our vote
might have had some direct influence in the `result.
é`(d) I had warned in the Tunisian debate in 1952 fof the danget of putting items on
the agenda indiscriminately; Mr. Pearson `made the same point with considerable
'emphasis in his opening statement in the, plenary' session:;

2 W'th re ard to (a) and having in mind our traditional attitude in related matters,
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(e) The form and language of the Greek item do not merely call for a general
discussion of Cyprus but refer to "application under United Nations auspices of the
principle of equal rights and self-determination". Presumably this would involve
action by â United Nations plebiscite, which in our view would most certainly have
prejudged the issue and set the Assembly from the outset on the path towards
intervention. ,
4. On balance, therefore, I felt justified, in accordance with the general Cabinet

decision on this matter and the specific instructions in the departmental memoran-
dum of September 16, in deciding that on this issue and at this time, a vote against
inscription should be cast.

5. In the case of the West New Guinea item on which we abstained in the matter
of inscription, there were two main considerations which prompted this stand. In
the first place I understand that Mr. Pearson had informed the Indonesian Ambassa-
dor in Ottawa that we would not oppose inclusion of this item, and that this posi-
tion had also been communicated to the Netherlands Government. In the second
place, the fact that Indonesia was itself a product of United Nations effort and that
organs of the United Nations are still technically seized of aspects of the Indone-
sian settlement provided a basis for distinguishing this case from the Cyprus issue.

DEA/50141-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A,,(j^aires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'^`tat aux Af,^aires extérieures

Memorandurn from Under-Seeretary of State for External A,,(j^airs
to Secretary of State for External A,^airs

S^^T [Ottawaj, October 18, 1954

Cl(PRUS

According to United Kingdom sources the Greek Delegation has been trying to
sell a"b^nign" resolution calling for confidential talks, either between the United
Kingdom and Greece or to include them and Turkey, about the future status of
^Ÿp^us. The Greeks have approached the Turks on the proposed resolution but the
,latter have rejected it in either form. The United Kingdom is opposed to any sub-
staz^tive resolution by the Assembly and would regard a"benign" resolution, as
Proposed by the Greeks, as in some ways worse than the original Greek proposal
for a United Nations plebiscite in Cyprus: Such a resolution would tend to obscure
^é United Kingdom contention that the passing of any resolution by the Assembly,
ex^ept one to close the debate, would constitute an intervention by the United
Nations in the domestic affairs of the United Kingdom and would recognize the
S^d^ng of Greece us a party to a dispute with the United Kingdom about Cyprus.
MO^ôver, s^nce the Greeks have made ^t clear that they are prepared to negotiate
^1y ôn the basis of the United Kingdom's eventual relinquishment of sovereignty,
^ Assembly resolution calling for diplomat^c talks, far from being a neutral move,
would endorse the Greek case. A related United Kingdom objection is that the^,,.
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Greek proposal would have the effect of retaining the item on the agenda for a
subsequent session, an outcome which the United Kingdom is anxious to avoid.

2. The United Kingdom has asked for Canadian support to have the Cyprus debate
disposed of in a summary manner, that is, to have the Assembly approve a procedu-
ral motion not to discuss the item or to close the debate. The objective is to forestall
a discussion of the merits and to remove the possibility of a substantive resolution.
The United Kingdom hopes by this means to kill the

12, 1954, contains theThe attached copy of a letter from Earnscliffe, dated October
request for assistance, although it lacks clarity as to the exact procedure the United
Kingdom proposes to adopt. The letter points out that Canadas opposition to the
inscription of the Cyprus item has clearly carried great weight in the Assembly and
that in the United Kingdom view it would powerfully assist the attempt to get the
Cyprus item disposed of summarily, if Canada would find it possible to approach
suitable governments for their support. The United Kingdom authorities have sug-
gested Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Pakistan, Venezuela and Yugoslavia as the most
effective countries to be approached. The Norwegian Government was also to be
asked to assist in this way, although it is not clear whether the Norwegians were to
approach the same group of governments or a different one.

3. The Delegation at New York has been consulted about this United Kingdom
request. Mr. Martin has expressed the view that we should do nothing further about
Cyprus, at least for the present? He considers that the question will not be raised
again until the end of the session. From his conversations with Mr.' Selwyn Lloyd,
moreover, Mr. Martin believes that the United Kingdom Government's primary
concern at the moment is its political position at home. I find myself largely in
agreement with Mr. Martin and I understand that you hold similar views.
4. The following assessment supports the conclusion that a negative reply be

given to the United Kingdom request:
(a) The United Kingdom attempt to have the Cyprus item disposed of summarily

will probably fail. It is clear that before the vote on the inscription issue the respon-
sible governments represented at the Assembly gave careful consideration to the
position which they should adopt. It is unlikely that many would change that posi-
tion. Even if all the abstentions voted against Greece, a most improbable event, the
vote would be a tie. The United Kingdom must hope, therefore, for a weakening
among the members which voted in favour of. inscription. The United Kingdom
could succeed only if the members voting against inscription stood firm and picked
`up some support from the abstentions and perhâps from among those, voting in
favour of inscription, or if there were substantial abstentions from among the last
mentioned group.

(b) Without active canvassing by the United States in favour of the United King-
dom, the United Kingdom move to,dispose of the item stands little chance of suc-
cess.As is usually the case in close voting at the Assemblÿ, the desired results call

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I agree L.B. Pearson
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be achieved only by obtaining the bulk of the I;atin American votes. It is unlikely
that Canada or Norway exerts sufficient influence to accomplish this end.

are also strong:

(c) Of the countries we have been asked to approach, we might succeed in per-
suading Brazil and Pakistan to vote in favour of a motion not to discuss or to close
the debate. It is doubtful whether we would persuade any of the others, particularly
Yugoslavia which probably has no desire to shake the Balkan Alliance, already
weakened by the split between Greece and Turkey.
(d) We must not overlook ôur relations with Greece. The Canadian Ambassador in

Athens has reported that towards the Commonwealth members the Greek attitude
on the voting on the inscription issue has been less reproachful than dejected, the
disposition being to attribute the stand of the Commonwealth countries to "loyalty
to their partner", rather than to pressure and intrigue by the United Kingdom. This
absence of hostility is no doubt due in part to the fact that Greece succeeded in
having the Cyprus item inscribed on the agenda. If we were to campaign actively in
favour of a United Kingdom motion to dispose of the item summarily and regard-
less of whether the move succeeded, the Greeks might conclude that we had carried
our "loyalty" in one partner too far at the expense of loyalties within NATO.
'- (e) As you know, our decision to vote against inscription of the Cyprus item was
reached only after we had carefully weighed the implications of the present Greek.
appeal against our past attitude toward the Assembly's right to discuss, in particular
colonial issues. We concluded that the Greek appeal in its present form implied an
intervention in the domestic affairs of the United Kingdom which the Charter
clearly prohibits and that, moreover, a debate by the Assembly was likely to do
much harm with benefit to none but the communists. Notwithstanding these con-
clusions, we considered that our vote against inscription represented a marked
departure from our earlier attitude toward the Assembly's right to discuss. To can-
vass actively for a further move to block discussion, after the Assembly has voted
to inscribe the item, would be to move too far from our past policy and might be
difficult to justify.
5. The arguments in favour of giving additional support to the United Kingdom

(a) Consistent with our belief that the present Greek appeal implies an interven-
tion by the Assembly in the domestic affairs of the United Kingdom and that, in
any event, the debate will result in nothing but harm, we should be prepared to
support any move to eliminate further discussion, particularly discussions of
substance,

(b) Already most unfortunate irritation has been generated by the Cyprus discus-
sion. The strained relations between Greece and Turkey have been a source of con-
siderable anxiety in Athens. The reaction in Turkey bodes ill for the Balkan
Alliance. The friction between the United Kingdom and Greece has increased. The
^ppointment in Greece about "uncertain friends", particularly the United States,
Is not helpful.

(c) According to a report from Mr. MacDermot, under the surface reaction of
'vIctOry flows an uncertain and unpredictable current of dissension in Greece about
the Government's handling of the Cyprus affair. Opposition to the union of Cyprus
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with Greece exists among a small but important section of the business community
and is being reflected at Cabinet level. The conclusion is that although the Cyprus
exercise has won recognition at home and abroad for the Papagos Government, it
has created difficulties which may be more far-reaching than they appear. These
undesirable effects are not likely to be decreased if the Cyprus item is proceeded
with. Accordingly, although the Greek Government cannot take the initiative in
moving to dispose summarily of the Cyprus item, the Greek authorities might not
be too upset if the matter did subside without further repercussions.

6. The balance of argument suggests the following:
(a) Although we need not yet decide, we should be prepared to consider a vote in

favour of any United Kingdom motion not to discuss, or to close the debate 8

(b) We should, however, inform the United Kingdom, in reply to its request for
assistance, that in our view the attempt to have the Cyprus item disposed of sum-
marily will not succeed, with or without our help, that in the light of all the circum-
stances we can see little advantage in our canvassing for support.9 We suggest that
our reply should be made informally to Earnscliffe a long lines of the attached

to them, unless they
draft Aide-Mémoiret which, however, would no t
specifically ask for a written reply. We would at the same time assure the United
Kingdom authorities of our desire to help them as much as we can in the debate

itself.
(c) We should continue to consult with friendly delegations about the next phase

of the Assembly discussion in the hope that some other formula for minimizing the
harmful effects of the debate will emerge before the closing days of the session. By
that time presumably the United States Government will not be pceoccupied with
domestic elections and will be in a position to assess its position on Cyprus; we
suspect that the Turkish reaction may be causing anxiety in Washington.

7. I shall be glad to know whether you agree with the _suggested course of action '°
J[u[.ES] L[ÉGEt]

° ' Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes [LB. Pearson)

^ Note marginale :/Marginal note: , , , ,
Yes-see my notet on conversation with Lord Swintônï today. L.B. Pearson

' 10 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes L.B. P[earson] -
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DEA/50141-40

TEL.EGRAM 1583 Ottawa, October 15, 1954

CONFIDEIVTIAI, '

Reference: Your Telegram No. 1293 of October 13.t
Repeat Washington EX-1883; Candel New York No. 141.

CYPRUS

On October 7 Earnscliffe informally left with the Department a memorandum
requesting Canadian assistance to organize support for a United Kingdom sugges-
tion "that the (Cyprus) item be disposed of in a summary manner". The United
Kingdom objective was stated to be "to avoid any substantive resolution and so far
as possible any debate". We assumed that this approach related to the course of
action; outlined in sub-para. (a) or para. 2 of your Telegram No. 1258 of October
5t and presented as an alternative to course (b) of the same paragraph.tt The
United Kingdom memorandum suggested that we might wish to canvass states, to
include Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Pakistan, Venezuela and Yugoslavia, which had
either voted in favour of inscription or abstained. A similar request for assistance
was to be made to the Norwegian Government.
2. When we received your Telegram No. 1270 of October 8t stating that the Colo-

nial Office had decided to abandon the attempt to kill the item outright in the early
stages of the Political Committee's proceedings, we assumed that the United King-
dom authorities, having decided that course (a) mentioned in your Telegram No.
1258 would be unlikely, to succeed, were falling back on the alternative course (b).
We believe that ours was a reasonable interpretation of those two telegrams
together. We relayed this information informally to Earnscliffe and assumed that
we would not be pressed concerning the request for assistance.
3. However, on October 12 Earnscliffe sent us a letter formally requesting our

assistance in substantially the same terms as the informal approach of October 7.
Until we received your Telegram No. 1293 of October 13 we continued to believe
that the United Kingdom authorities were merely slow in making the Colonial

"I.e texte du paragraphe se lit comme suit:/Ihe text of the paragraph reads as follows:
(a) If they think there is a{air prospect of killing the Cj,prus item outright (i.e. by putting

° throùgh a motion "not to discuss" or to close debate under Rule 118 before any substantive
., : •

may have less time on its hands, and, with the Congreuional elections over, active American
Y

support will more likely be forthcoming.

m of the agenda, by which stage parliament in London may be less excitable. the assembl

(b) If (a) seems unlikely to work. the delegation should seek to have the item placed at the
botto

discussion has taken place). they should work to have it taken early in the committee's agenda in
the hope of getting it disposed of within the next two weeks•
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Office change of tactics known to the United Kin gdom
from Barnsncl ffeland are

Ottawa. We had therefore made no reply to the approach
now considering what form it should take.

the Telegram No. 1270 we4. For your own information, even before receiving
had tentatively reached the conclusion not to' give assistance in the manner sug-about
gested. We fully appreciate the concern of the United i gd^o f^r °V^e Assembly
a "benign" resolution and about striking the Cyprusp
agenda once and for all. However we considered it extremely unlikely that suffi-
cient support could be mustered for the proposed United Kingdom move, which we
understand still to be a motion not to discuss or a motion to close debate to be made
at a later stage in the session. Most of the member governments, having given care-
ful consideration to the Cyprus question before taking a stand on the inscription
issue, would be unlikely to change their attitude if any new'effort were made to
eliminate a debate on the subject. Moreover, a canvass by a Commonwealth partner
might prove more of a hindrance than a help to the United Kingdom. These nega-
tive conclusions were reached notwithstanding our previous position on the inscrip-
tion issue and the possibility that we might give further support to the United
Kingdom if the motion not to discuss or to close debate were voted upon.

5. Accordingly we now find ourselves in the position of having to give a negative
reply to Earnscliffe's letter of October 12. We should like to avoid a formal reply.
Our present inclination is to express our views informally and as tactfully as possi-
ble through Earnscliffe to the United Kingdom authorities, at the same time sug-
gesting that, as the threatened debate draws nearer and in consultation with the
United Kingdom and possibly other delegations, , ^m fm the debade vise some
other formula for minimizing the harm likely

130.
DBA/50141-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures
au;haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs,:
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom ,

TELWRAiut 1636 Ottawa, October 20, 1954

of the item on the agenda and that it would be if ^c
gations as requested: He was told that we appreciated the strength of the United
Kingdom case; and the Minister thought we would be able to support the United

• d f ult for us to o y o e

Reference: Your telegram No. 1311 of October..18, 1954.t

Repeat Washington EX-1926; Candel New York No. 167.

CYPRUS

On October 18 Lord Swinton informally discussed this matter with Mr. Pearson
who pointed out to him that we had gone pretty far in voting against the inclusion

1 bb th r Dele-

SECRET. IMPORTANT.
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Kingdom Delegation in the vote on any resolution. The Minister suggested that, in
addition, in informal discussions at New York we might be helpful to the United
Kingdom in underlining the danger to the United Nations if the Greek contention
were accepted.

2. On October 20 we gave the United Kingdom Deputy High Commissioner
informally a negative reply to the United Kingdom request that we approach suita-
ble governments to support the United Kingdom efforts to have the Cyprus item
disposed of summarily. We advanced the reasons outlined in paragraph 3 of my
telegram No. 1583 of October 15 and - also stated that for Canada to canvass
actively for a further effort to forestall discussion after the General Assembly had
decided to place the item on the agenda, would be to move too far from past Cana-
dian policy at the United Nations. We added, however, that our reply should not be
taken to mean that we did not share the United Kingdom's desire to see the Cyprus
item disposed of quickly and decisively; nor did it mean that we might not partici-
pate in some alternative proposal for minimizing the harm likely to result when the
item comes before the First Committee.

. 3. Pritchard expressed some disappointment with our reply and said he had hoped,
after. our vote against inscription, that we could find it possible to support the
United Kingdom in the way requested. We reviewed briefly the difficulties we had
faced in reaching the decision on the inscription issue and expressed again our
regret that we could not in the circumstances follow up with a formal canvass in
favour of the United Kingdom position. Pritchard argued that Swinton had been left
with the impression that the Minister did not dismiss completely the idea that we
might be helpful in New York in canvassing support. To make the record clear we
reiterated to Pritchard what Mr. Pearson had told Swinton.

DEA/50141-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures12
Memoratufum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Afj''airs12 I
EOW

[Ottawa), November 30, 1954

CYPRUS

On November 26 Mr. J.J.B. Hunt of the Earnscliffe staff left with Mr. Ford a

the United Kingdom would like the debate on Cyprus to be held at this session,

lpy,of C.R.O. Circular Telegram Y 513 of November 24, 1954 on Cyprus. This
gram confirmed information we had received from the Canadian Delegation in

New,York that the United Kingdom had abandoned the idea of avoiding the Cyprus
issue simply by having it placed low on the agenda of the Political Committee. On
Nôvember 24 Mr. Nutting emphasized to a meeting of Commonwealth Delegationst*

Ote marginale :/Marginal note: `
Minister took original (of this memorandum) to New York. G. M[urrayl
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the defeat
that a postponement would have an undesirable effect in Cyprus and b ae United
of any resolution proposed by Greece would be the result preferred by
Kingdom. Accordingly, the United Kingdom has discarded its earlier plan to intro-
duce a motion to postpone the discussion or not to discuss the Cyprus item at all.
The United Kingdom aim now is to concentrate on defeating the passing of any

resolution whatsoever.
2. The United Kingdom Delegation has been instructed to continue to lobby vig-

orously against any resolution, making it clear that the. United Kingdom Govern-
ment (a) denies the right of the United Nations to interfere in matters of essential
domestic jurisdiction; (b) will not be, represented at any discussion of such matters;
(c) will ignore any resolution passed; and (d) does not wish its friends to initiate or
support any softening of the terms of the original Greek item, because a "benign"
resolution might obscure the illegality and undesirability of any United Nations
intervention. The United Kingdom authorities are considering what further action
is necessary, consistent with the foregoing, to ensure that the United Kingdom case

is brought prominently to " the attention of other Delegations -during the actual

debate.
3. In handing us the circular telegram Mr. Hunt had been instructed to ask infor-

mally for our support. In accordance with his instructions, he added in confidence
that the United States had given the United Kingdom a confidential undertaking
that it would actively oppose the passing of any resolution and would do all possi-
ble to keep any discussion to an absolute minimum. The United Kingdom Govern-
ment hopes, according to Mr. Hunt, that Canada will find it possible to do no less
than the United States has undertaken to do. The United States attitude is, I think,
an important factor we must keep in mind. It would be difficult for us to take a
stand that offered less support to the United Kingdom than that of the United
States. The United Kingdom authorities would like to know, if possible, our reac-
tions to the policy they have decided to adopt and the positbinwe ourselves might
adopt if such a policy were pursued at the General Assem y•

4. The Canadian Delegation has reported that the Greek Delegation are consider-
ing a draft resolution which will not recommend negotiations (an earlier "benign"
resolution which the Greeks had in mind would have recommended diplomatic dis-
cussions by the parties concerned) but will now seek Assembly recognition of the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples as applied, under United
Nations auspices, in the case of the population of Cyprus. Not having the exact text
it is not easy to assess this Greek proposal. However, if it is made to appear merely
as a re-statement of one of the purposes of the United Nations (Article 1(2) of the
Charter), placed in the context of the Cyprus issue, the resolution might be difficult
to defeat, even by applying the two-thirds majority rule, because some delegations
whicli voted against inscription for reasons not related to' the competence issue
might find it hard to oppose a draft resolution which was superficially innocuous.

5. No matter how the Greek draft 'resolution is worded; itf will probably be
• d• which subsê uent applications to the United Nationsdesigned as a foun ation upon q

can be based, if the Greek Government decides to reintroduce the Cyprus itemi ti
future session. However innocuous the resolution may appear on its face,
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assumed that the underlying aim of Greece is to effect, perhaps not at this session
but as an ultimate result, a change of sovereignty in respect of Cyprus. During the
course of the recent discussions at the United Nations and the lobbying behind the
scenes there and in the various capitals concerned, the fundamental aim to change
sovereignty through action by the United Nations has emerged as the most signifi-
cant element in the Cyprus issue and as the factor which tends to distinguish it from
all similar issues, such'as the questions of Tunisia, Morocco and even West New
nGuinea. The emotional appeal of the Greek arguments is strong but it should not be
permitted to obscure the issue of sovereignty.

6. It is not surprising that the colonial and administering powers, in particular,
should resist in the United Nations efforts to advance the notion that one member
could bring about a change of sovereignty in the territorial possessions of another
merely by raising the principle of self-determination. The objection to that notion is
one that all states should weigh carefully. In addition to its inherent dangers, the
notion is not supported by any text in the Charter. The Charter defines one of the
purposes of the United Nations as the development of friendly relations "based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of. peoples"; and
provides that the General Assembly shall initiate studies "assisting in the realiza-
tion of human rights and fundamental freedoms" and that the United Nations, with
a view to the creation of conditions of stability which are necessary for friendly
relations "based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination"
shall promote universal respect for and observance of human rights; but the Charter
does not create a right to self-determination which many spokesmen from the anti-
colonial countries seem to assume is contained in it.
7. Of particular relevance in this connectiodare the Charter provisions concerning

non-self-governing territories (Article 73-74) and the international trusteeship sys-
tem (Articles 75 and following). In both cases the administering powers recognize
their obligation to develop self-government within the territories concerned. There
is`no mention of any obligation to grant independence or, in other words, to allow
the free exercise of the principle of self-determination. It is true that the anti-colo-
niâl powérs, 'in keeping with their view that the General Assembly represents the
conscience of mankind, have persistently tried to endow it with powers to free
dependent peoples. In the absence of a supplementary international agreement,
however, such powér cannot be held to exist under the Charter.

g. Notwithstanding their validity, the arguments in the preceding paragraphs are
unlikely to attract wide support at the General Assembly. There is no denying the
colonial flavour of the Cyprus issue. Like other issues of its kind, the Cyprus ques-
tion will be assessed not on legal grounds but in accordance with the political aims
of the vatious voting blocs in the General Assembly. The communist countries and
the. cônsistently anti-colonial states of Asia, Africa and Latin America can be
ezp^ted to support the Greek contentions. The usual line-up of votes on colonial
issues tias, however, been disturbed (a) because of the Commonwealth connection
and (b) because of the attitude of Turkey. Although the Turks were late in starting,
they have : since the inscription of the Cyprus item been lobbying energetically
against Greece. They too will oppose any resolution on Cyprus. There is some rea-
SOn for believing that the Turkish lobbying may have changed the attitude of some
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of the states which either voted in favour of inscription or abstained on that issue.interest-
Another significant factor is the attitude of the United States.

il theing to know whether the United Kingdom authorities have correctly interpreted
"confidential - undertaking" that the United States will actively oppose the passing
of any resolution.13. If the United States uses its influence in this way and if the
Turks have managed to collect their own supporters, addition to those of the

by Greece.there may well be a defeat of any resolution proposedUnited Kingdom,
9. It is not easy to foresee what the effect might be of a Greek failure to have a

at
victory

resolution on Cyprus passed at the present session. After e; of

about the vote on the inscription issue the Greeks
bedfellows and were somewhat shaken to find none of their NATO partners were
present. The strain which the Cyprus issue has placed on the Balkan Alliance has
been another cause for concern. On his recent trip to Spain and Portugal, although
,the, opportunities for propaganda were available, Marshal Papagos

G V Gover [App Y

mittee, if we sti ieve
amount to interference in the internal nffairs of Cyprus and would have a

In reply to the United Kingdom approach of
deplorable effect on the situation there.
November, 26, I recommend that we tell Earnscliffe that we cannot give a^
commitment at this ' stage to vote against any Greek resolution but that our p resent

inclination is to do so for the reasons outlined in this memorandum."

' 11. As a procedural matter leading to the final vote, the United Kingdom
Delega-

'tion may resort to the two-thirds majority rule.` In doing so they would have to

make the case that the Cyprus item involved important questions for the United

reserved in his comment about Cyprus. The ree
lines of text are missing from the only located copy of this memorandum.] possible,

if the United Kingdom would only say that at som ç^^ent. If the ouc omeegoes
talk about the status of Cyprus with the Greek Go
against Greece presumably the Government will be ablWill be better tthan nothing
failed; that it was defeated by Great Power politics. This
but it may lose Marshal Papagos some prestige, at a time when he is losing support-
ers owing to a Cabinet shuffle.

. . . . .. . . . ., .
4

'Recornmendations
10. Unless we decide on general political grounds to support the United Kingdom

by opposing whatever resolution the Greeks put forward, we shall probably have to
await the text of the draft resolution before making a fn'al decision. If the Greek
resolution is to be anything like'the one discussed in paragraphs 4 and 5, we shall
have to consider carefully whether we should oppose it, if for no other reason than
to ensure that no precedent or foundation is provided for subsequent efforts to self-

Having votcd against the inscription'detëimine territory from one state to another.
,of the present Greek item, largely for political reasons, I think it would be inconsis-
tent if we did not'vote against the substance of the question, when raised in Com-

'll bel' that United Natiôns approval of the resolution would

3 >.p ,

' Minister's comment: We should mare out own euquuies about ,s Note marg^nale JMarg, n tLt. O M[urrayl
, - . -.1 ptMo.

I• Note marginak s/Marginal note:
Minister's comment: Agree P. Murrayj ,
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Nations. In view of the sovereignty issue and the domestic jurisdiction clause, this
should not prove too difficult in theory but if the delegations which supported
Greece on inscription stand fast for tactical reasons, the United Kingdom would not
succeed. I suggest that the Canadian Delegation could probably support the United
Kingdom in a move of that kind, since there are undoubtedly important issues
involved.'s

JIULES] L(tcERI

132. DEA/50141-40
La délégation à l'Assemblée géi:érale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for Eztenurl Affairs

1EiEGRAM 699 New York, November 30, 1954

CONFIDFMIAL
;
Repeat Washington No. 127; London No. 11.

CYPRUS
Following is the text of the draft Greek resolution on Cyprus, which Kyrou

handed to me this morning with the remark that it was a resolution "more than
moderate to which no one could object".

^ "The General Assembly,

Having examined the item for the application, under the auspices of the United
Nations, of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples in the
case of the population of the Island of Cyprus,

` Mindful that one of the purposes of the United Nations, as set forth in Article I
of the charter, is "to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for
^ principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples",

Recalling that, by Resolution 637 A (VII) of 16 December 1952, it had been
recommended that "the states members of the United Nations shall recognize and
prôinote the realization of the right of self-determination of the peoples of non-self-^°^ rv

8^!enning and trust territories who are under their administration and shall facili-
taté the éxercise of this right by the people of such territories according to the prin-

es and spirit of the charter of the United Nations in regard to each territory and
to the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned, the wishes of the people
Ming âscertained th h I b ' •er41ÿ mur, p c isctes or other recognited democratic means, pref-

under the auspices of the United Nations",
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Taking into Account the maturity and fitness of the population of Cyprus to

determine for themselves their future status,

Express the Wish that the principle of self-determination be applied, under the
,auspices of the United Nations in the case of the population of the Island of

Cyprus:'

TE[,wRAM 1494

DEA/50141-40

Le haut-commissariat au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Ezternal A,flairs

London, December 2, 1954

CONMErrrAi.
Reference: Our telegram No. 1468 of November 26,t and CRO telegram Y No.
533 of December 1.

CYPRUS

I expect you will have heard from Earnscliffe that, consequent on the tabling of
the Greek draft resolution on Cyprus, the United Kingdom authorities on strong
American advice, have reconsidered their earlier decision to work for the defeat of
any resolution whatever on this item. The Greek resolution is so mildly and seduc-

tively worded that officials here have virtually abandoned hope that it can be
defeated. Accordingly with the object of preventing it from being put to vote, the
United Kingdom delegation in New York has been given discretion to work for one
or other of the following alternatives:

.(a) A procedural resolution "not to discuss" the item; or, in the last resort

(b) A move to crowd the item off this year's agenda.
2.-Alternative (b) above would appear in effect to mean postponing the itcm until

the next session. The United Kingdom authorities do not like this prospect but if
postponement is unavoidable they would prefer to have it on their own terms rather
than as part'of a Greek resolution containing an unacceptable provision regarding
self-determination. It may be significant in this connection that in discussing ^e
advantages of the various possible âlternatives, Lodge is'repôrted to have hinted to

delegadon in New York that in the event of the item beingthe United Kmgdom
^ stp°ned, the United , States, would consider, ^ the possibility of persuading the

Greeks 'to drop it altogether bef6re,,the next session. This indication of possible
American intentions' should be treated cautiously as we „are unable to conGrm the
exact terms in which Lodge spoke.
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DEA/50141-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

Ta.EGRAM 382 Ottawa, December 7, 1954

CONFIDENIIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our Telegram No. 522 of Dec. 3, 1954t to Permdel; Telegram No. 1494
of Dec. 2, 1954 from Canada House repeated to you.
Repeat London No. 1865; Washington EX-2248; Ankara Air No. 4; Athens Air No.
3.

CYPRUS

You are no doubt somewhat bewildered, as we are, about the many shifts in
United Kingdom tactics on the Cyprus item. The most recent United Kingdom
decision not to work for the defeat of any resolution whatever but to return to the
earlier alternatives (mentioned in Canada House Telegram No. 1494 of December
2) was not passed to us by Earnscliffe and as a result we had based our thinking on
their request of November 26 for'our support. When questioned unofficially about
this` Pritchard of F.arnscliffesaid they had suppressed C.R.O. Telegram No. 533
**e it seemed to contradict so flagrantly their previous stand. We are not quite
sure.,where matters stand at the moment but assume that you will be consulting
closely with the United Kingdom Delegation.

Z..We are wondering what prompted the United States to advise the United King-
dom to reconsider their decision to work for the defeat of any resolution on the
CYPrus item. In our telegram under reference we have stated our views on the
Greek draft resolution (your Telegram No. 699 of November 30) which however
mildly worded has grave implications for the United Nations. In our view it would
have been desirable to defeat the Greek attempt to win recognition for its conten-
tions concerning the self-determination of Cyprus, not only because of tlie conse-
9uCnces as regards the Cyprus issue but because of the unfortunate p"=dent which
would be established. Moreover, in view of our earlier attitude towards self-deter-,
uu^auon, as expressed in our vote against resolution 637 A(VII) of December 16,
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1952,16 it would not have been too difficult for us to vote against the present Greek

draft. to introduce a
3. We have never been happy about the United Kingdom proposal

"motion not to discuss" the item. Procedural niceties apart, we cannot view such a
motion as being anything but a second attempt to choke off discussion. For many
delegations the voting on the motion not to discuss would merely be a repetition of
the voting on the inscription issue. The United Kingdom would probably suffer

another defeat.
4. The move to crowd the item off this year's agenda is perhaps even less satisfac-

tory. We are not sure how this aim would be accomplished but we assume that
some delegation might move that because the agenda was too long, 'a specific item
or items should be dropped. It might not be easy for us to associate ourselves with
such a move. Furthermore, as the United Kingdom authorities are fully aware, this
alternative would amount to little more than the postponement of the item until
next session. In our view such a postponement wouldlu Ô perhaps less palatable than

an Assembly endorsement of the Greek draft reso
5. Referring to our Telegram No. 741 of December 2,1' although we do not place

too much reliance on the Greek Delegation's unofficial hope concerning Cyprus
and future Assembly agenda, if the Greeks are not keen to press the matter beyond
the present session, it might not matter too much if their draft resolution were to be
accepted by the majority of the Assembly, over the firm opposition of a substantial
number of delegations which would no doubt include many h^ Greece's

e é^
partners. We are somewhat surprised that the Greeks s
privately, that the Cyprus item had been merely an experiment at the present ses-
sion. It is doubtful whether the advantages which will accrue to the Papagos Gov-
ernment from this action will outweigh the mischief which has been done by the
raising of the matter at the General Assembly.

.. i ^ . . ^ . . . . _ ^ . .. . . i -

Cette résolution engage les membres da Nsuons Unies g tnaintenir et ^ promouvoir le princiE+e de

l'autodétermination pour les territoires non auwnomes ou sous tutelle. Voir Nations Unies. Rfsolu•

tions, adoptées par l'Assemblée générale g a septième session pendant 1a période du
14 octobre 20

21 décembre 1952, Assemblée générale. Documents Officiels : septième session. supplément N•

(,Al2361), New York. pp. 25-26. . %- ^iple of self-
This resolution urged members of the United Nations to uphold and promote ^
determination for non•self-govanins and trust territories. Soe United

Nmio=
at^ ^0 21 De mber

by the General Assembly at its Seventh Session durinj the period from 1 N^w
1952, General Assembly, Official Records:- Seventh Session. Supplement No. 20 (NI-^bl,

Yorlc, p. 26.
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135. DEA/50141-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Clurirman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

Tfx.wRAm 424 Ottawa, December 13, 1954

SECREr. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington EX-2306; London No. 1917; Ankara Air No. 5; Athens Air No.
4.

CYPRUS

For the present we are directing our attention to two courses of action which are
likely to come into play successively in the expected debate on Cyprus. They relate
to:

(a) The so-called "motion not to discuss" which will be a procedural measure
introduced by one or more of the United Kingdom's friends (telegram from Canada
House suggests Pakistan or Denmark) and designed to choke off the debate on the
Cÿpius item; and

(b) The Greek draft resolution which was contained in your Telegram No. 699 of
November 30.

2. Regarding (a), while we are still to be persuaded that this procedural move is
anse or that it will succeed, we are prepared to accept the United Kingdom assess-
ment that several delegations may have shifted their position from that taken on the
inscription issue and that, if there should be a large number of abstentions, the
voting on the procedural motion might go in favour of the United Kingdom. This
result is more likely to be obtained if the United States does conduct a vigorous
lobby for support, adding its influence to that of Turkey. It would be entirely con-
sistent with our vote against inscription to vote in favour of a motion or a resolu-
tion to stop the debate, although we retain strong doubts that rule 114, which deals
With points of order, provides the necessary basis for the procedure which the
United Kingdom have in mind (your 852 of December 10).t '

3. What is being attempted is to create a new rule of procedure applicable to the
case of Cyprus. Even though we would not wish you to work activeljr to that end,
Youmàÿ wish to point out to the British that if the resolution fails to stop the debate
^^ ëatlŸ stage, a similar resolution could still be presented later on since it would
^ prefeiable that the debate conclude on such a resolution than on the Greek reso-
lvtiOn::A iiecision to that end, however, would have to be based on the expectation
W4 t theGreek `resolution would not carry.

4' As for (b) in paragraph 1, if notwithstanding the procedural motion, the sub-
stantivédebate on Cyprus is proceeded with and is based upon the present Greek

Canad^an Delegation should be prepared to vote against the resolution,
.^e Cûrumstances now foreseen alter substantially. You are already aware of
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our'views on the Greek draft (Léger's memorandum for the Minister of November
30 and our telegram No. 522 of December 2t addressed to PERMDEL), and of our
broad conclusion that on the Cyprus. issue we could give no less support to the
United Kingdom than 'that given by the United States.

5. The Delegation should not participate in the debate on substance and should
confine its remarks if at all necessary to an explanation of the vote which might

among other things:
(a) reiterate in effect the arguments you have already expressed on the inscription

issue;
(b) restate the doubts we have voiced at earlier sessions concerning attempts to

have formally recognized by the General Assembly the so-called "right" to self-
determination when no such right is established by the Charter,

(c) express our regret that the raising of the issue at the Assembly has occasioned
ill feeling between member states concerned with the status of Cyprus and had an
unsettling effect in the area of Cyprus.

6. We have told Earnscliffe that we would vote with them but that we would not
wish to intervene in the debate.

7. We hope these views will assist you in discussing this matter with friendly
delegations, particularly at the Commonwealth meeting on December 13. We shall
be grateful for reports on any changes in the present situation which you think
might affect the views we have expressed in this telegram.

136.
DEA/50141-40

. La délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
;au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
{ to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

CYPRUS^:

When Committee One met this morning it had before itthe Greek resolution"
which was tabled firstand the New Zealand resolution providing that the item be
not considered further (see my telegram No.` 852 of December 10).t As soon as the
Chairman had declared the debate open, Munro, of New Zealand, who had agreed to
carry' the ball on behalf of the United Kingdom, asked to speak on a point of order•., .^ .

New York, December 14, 1954

Repeat Washington No. 188; London No. 16.

It[,WRAM 879

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

_!' Cette résolution est la même que celle qui figure dans le docmnent N• 132 modifié 1+.v la s`qpro'

„, sion des articles 3 et 4. , , n •, .1:
This resolution is the same as the one in Document 132 amended by thé deletion of P.W17,103 3

and 4. `
. . _
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He declared that his delegation had submitted its resolution because of its concern
at the grave political consequences of a vote on the substance of the issue. He
requested that his resolution be discussed and voted on before any discussion of the
Greek resolution. He said, however, that he was not attempting to prevent a full
expression of Greek views.
2. Kyrou of Greece declared that he was thoroughly opposed to any plan for not

discussing the issue. The New Zealand `resolution would require a two-thirds
majority under Rule 124 because it in effect reversed a decision of the General
Assembly which, by inscribing an item on the agenda, intended the item to be
discussed.

3. As prearranged by the United Kingdom delegation, Turkey, Pakistan, United
States, Denmark, Sweden, Brazil and the Philippines spoke in favour, during the
course of a somewhat confused discussion, of the New Zealand motion for priority
submitted in the following terms:

That the draft resolution contained in Document A/C.1/L.125 do have priority
in discussion and vote over the draft resolution contained in Document
Â/C.l/L.124:'

The representative of El Salvador supported Kyrou in his contention that a two-
thirds majority was required and the U.S.S.R. and Poland made statements
objecting to the terms of both the New Zealand resolution and the motion for
priority.

4. Throughout this confused and at times heated discussion, Urrutia was in a most
uncomfortable position as chairman of the committee. He declared that Kyrou was
correct in saying that if the item were not discussed Munro's resolution "not to
consider further" would require a two-thirds majority. He allowed a number of
statements to be made on the New Zealand proposal for priority until the Norwe-
gian representative moved under Rule 118 that the débate be closed. This motion of
closure w^ adopted by 45 votes in favour, none against and 12 abstentions (includ-
ing Yugoslavia and some Arab-Asian and Latin delegations).
5. The New Zealand proposal for priority, (which Kyrou declared at this point was

,"absolutely out of order",) was then adopted by 28 in favour, 15 against and 16
abstentions. (We voted for the proposal.) The Chairman said that the priority reso-
lution had carried and then stated that a two-thirds majority would be requinrd for
the main New Zealand proposal if no debate were held. Kyrou asked that the vote
be taken at once on the New Zealand resolution but the Chairman declared that as
the general debate on the New Zealand resolution had opened and as he had speak-
ers on his list, the general debate would proceed.

of -^ strong statements were then delivered by Munro of New Zealand, Lodge
the United States and Nutting of the United Kin dom in supportg of the New

Zealand resolution. All three statements stressed the strategic aspect of the prob-
lenL Nutting declared that his delegation would not deal with questions of sover-
e18nh► because those questions were not raised by the New Zealand resolution. He
did ask, however, that all delc ations "solemnl "the ^ g y pondcr on the consequences of.mbly intervening on the Cyprus question.
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7. The Chairman's ruling that a two-thirds majority would not be required for the
New Zealand resolution if a general debate were held had not been fully understood
by most delegations and in their statements, Lodge and Nutting reiterated their
view that a two-thirds majority would not be required. Kyrou spoke briefly near the
end of the morning meeting to emphasize that such a majority was needed. At the
close of the meeting, the Chairman made it clear that because the general debate
had begun, a two-thirds majority would not be required for the New Zealand reso-
lution, since before the vote the committee would have given some consideration to

the Cyprus question.
8. Kyrou mentioned in his last statement that he would make a lengthy speech this

afternoon. During this morning's discussion he had argued that the New Zealand
resolution was intended to gag him while Munro had repeatedly, reassured him that
there would be a full opportunity to make a substantive statement. If, immediately
after the vote on closure and before the vote on priority, Kyrou had proclaimed that
he would not take part in the debate if the New Zealand proposal were adopted, he
might have succeeded in securing a number of the votes of those who abstained. He

failed - or was prevented by the Chairman's decision that no interventions would
be permitted at this stage -- to make this announcement and thus missed the oppor-
tunity of striking the United Kingdom plan of action at its weakest point. With this
opportunity gone, Kyrou's subsequent declaration of his intention of speaking in
the general debate was undoubtedly based on the knowledge that the debate on the
New Zealand resolution would probably give him his only chance at this session to
put the Greek case on the record.

9. On the other hand, Hethereby abandoned his main justification for requesting
that "Article 124 be applied to the voting on the main New Zealand resolution. In
any case, as Kyrou knows, the Greek delegation can argue in plenary that the New..
Zealand resolution (if adopted in committee) is an important question requiring a
two-thirds majority. This is now the chief worry of the United Kingdom delegation
who'will say in plenary that the resolution is procedural, requiring only a simple

. ,.
majority.

137.
DEA/50141-40

La délégation d l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Repeat Washington No. 192.

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly '
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Referénce• Our telegram No. 879 of Décember 14.
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CYPRUS ' ''

The United States delegation received instructions this morning that they should
support the United Kingdom delegation's bid for a simplé majority being required
in plenary to secure the adoption of the New Zealand resolution (not to consider
further. the Cyprus question) in whatever [form] it emerges from the First
Committee.

2. When we discussed this plan of campaign at a Commonwealth meeting this
morning (before we knew the United States position), I said that, although I was
without instructions, I thought we might have difficulty in supporting the United
Kingdom on this procedural point. I did not recall any occasion on which the Cana-
dian delegation had opposed the application of Rule 85 on major political questions
even when only the procedure for dealing with them was involved. In the présent
case, the New Zealand resolution would presumably be the only action to be taken
by the Assembly on the Cyprus question. Our disposition in the past had been to
feel that an Assembly resolution on an important subject which did not secure a
two-thirds majority did not commend sufficient support to make it worth very
much. It seemed to me that the Assembly's rules in this respect differed from the
Security Council's where there was a clear distinction between substantive and pro-
cedural questions for purposes of the veto. I also pointed out that the French were
hoping to upset part of the Moroccan resolution (also a postponement resolution) if
necessary by the application of the two-thirds rule.
.3. Although Duplessis of South Africa agreed with my hesitation in voting for a
simple majority decision when the Western group so often need to invoke the two-
thirds rule themselves, Lall of India and Munro of New Zealand thought they
would be able to support dealing with this question by simple majority.
4. Nutting said he thought the rules could be so interpreted as to justify taking a

decision to postpone by a simple majority consideration of an item inscribed by
simple majority. This was clearly the common sense solution, he said, since, if the
New Zealand resolution was not adopted, the Greeks could commence in plenary a
discussion of their own resolution and have it put to the vote which was precisely
what the New Zealand resolution was intended to avoid. He appealed to me pri-
vately after the meeting on the basis that our vote might be crucial and that a proce-
dural resolution which did not deal with the merits of the case could not really be
called important although the question of Cyprus certainly was important.
- 5.1 In view of your general instructions that Canada should not give the United
Kingdom less support than the United States was prepared to give, I take it that you
Will wish me to go along with the proposition that the New Zealand resolution
requires only a simple majority in plenary despite our misgivings.
^ 6• I expect this question will be decided in plenary on Friday, December 17.1=

u Le 17 dErtmbre 1934, la résolution de la Nouvelle-Zélande est adoptée en séance plénière par 50
^x ett teveu^t (Canada). aucune contre et 8 abstentions.
U° ^ec^►bet 17, 1951, the New Zealand resolution was adopted in plenary with 50 votes in favour
^GIIada). none against and 8 abstentions.
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SUBDIVISION IIUSUB-SECTION III

DÉSARMEMENT
DISARMAMENT

138.
• ' DEA/50189-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétairé d'État aux Affaires extérieures19

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs19 :

SECRET'
[Ottawa], October 1; 1954

DISARMAMENT DISCUSSION AT NINTIi SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The participation of the Canadian Government at the London meetings
Sub-committee of the Disarmament Commission, held between May 13 and July
15; 1954, was based upon the following premises:

(i) Our interest is in achieving substantial disarmament, and not in catering to a

false sense of security;
(ii) Effective measures in the disarmament field depend upon the establishment of

a climate of international confidence and decreasing tension;
(iii) In considering the problems of disarmament the only certain method of elimi-

nating atomic warfare is to eliminate war itself.
2. The Sub-committee discussions were marked by the introduction of important

princi-new proposals by the Governments of France and the United Kin
Anne^9 of thepal points in these proposals, the details of which are given in

attached report of the Sub-committee - DC/53 of June 22, 1954, were:

(i) A proposal to ban the use of nuclear weapons except in defence against
aggression.
,(ii) ,The division of the prohibition of nuclear weapons into three phases:

(a) The conditional, ban on the use,
(b) The ban on manufacture to come into effect after half the agreed reductions
in conventional armaments and armed forces has been completed,

(c) The total prohibition and elimination of nuclear weapons after the co p
andtion of the second half of the agreed reductions in conventional armaments

armed forces.
(iii) The phased introduction of the controforgan.
(iv) The freeze on military expenditure and overall military manpower as soon as

the control organ is able to enforce it.

(v) The completion of the agreed reductions of conventional armaments and
armed forces in two phases.
,p .. . . . . . . . . .. ... . ..

. . ' . ^ , * . e i , .; .. . ^ . . - , . .. ..: ..
^.. ^,' , . ^..

obcr 7" Approuvé par LB. Pearson le 7 octobre 1954lApproved by LB. Pearson on Oct, 19•
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r- 3. The United States Representatives expressed "their general support" of the
above proposals which were "not inconsistent with basic United States concepts".
They said, however, that they could not accept the interpretation placed on the prô-
posals by M. Moch but that their general support applied to the proposals "as inter-
preted by Mr. Lloyd".
(a) M. Moch had indicated that heconsidered the ban on the use of atomic weap-

ons except to meet aggression as a new proposal.
^(b) Mr. Lloyd had said that there was nothing new in the obligation not to use
atomic weapons except to meet aggression since that obligation was implicit in the
Charter.

4. Specific United States objections to the Anglo-French proposals were:
(i) That the U.S. does not want even a conditional ban on the use of nuclear weap-

ons separated from the comprehensive disarmament treaty.
(ii) The U.S. would not be satisfied with the loose type of inspection by "sam-

pling" envisaged by M. Moch during the first stage.
(iii) The U.S. considers it would not be compatible with its national security to

accept an 80% or 90% effective plan now but preferred to maintain its position that
any control plan for "safe-guarded disarmament" must be "no less effective" than
the majority plan for atomic energy. ,.
(iv) The U.S. would be most reluctant to give complete data on its atomic produc-

tion and plant capacities at the beginning of the second stage, before there had been
a reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments.

5. The Soviet position included a significant concession, namely, that it no longer
required a total unconditional prohibition of the use and manufacture of atomic
weapons as a precondition of disarmament but indicated that it would be content
with a prohibition on the use of such weapons. Apart from this, however, the Soviet
position seemed to be what it had always been:

(a) ' A cut of one-third in the armaments and armed forces of the Five Great
Powers;

(b) Simultaneous 'entry into force of effective international control of these
arrangements.
F6 The Russian proposals were unacceptable to the Western Powers if for no other

son^^ than because the'; Soviet Representative refused to admit that the control
or8an should be given adequate powers'or established and positioned before the
entry into force of any agreed prohibition and reduction.

, Reponing on the discussions in the Disarmament Sub-committee Mr. Robert-
said, in a gTOP SECRET despatch No. 1180, June 23,t that he thought:

the
Western Powers should be careful to avoid putting themselves in the position

of,ng a series of unilateral concessions. Perhaps the chief lesson to be learned
from the London talks is that the Soviet Government does not consider the present

opportune for serious negotiations and is still seeking to derive the last ounce
pTP 8anda advantage from its latest 'Ban the Use of the Bomb' proposal. In

thesç'citcûmstances it is the line of least resistance to stand on a fixed position.
T^ course of action can be justified by the undeniable fact that up to the present
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time the question of disarmament has been treated largely as a propaganda exercise
and that any, agreement in this field is almost certainly unattainable. Although this
line of reasoning is unassailable, if the cold war premise is accepted, it is just possi-
ble that it might 'not be true; and for this reason we cannot afford to give up too

easily."
8. In view of the apparent stalemate, the Western Powers concerned felt it to be of

primary importance for them to present a united front at the ninth session. Accord-
ingly, the United Kingdom drafted a suggested resolution to be co-sponsorcd by
itself, France, the United States and Canada. The text of this draft is given in tele-
gram No. 767 of September 15, copy of which is attached.

^g of S^29)United States prepared a draft (see attached telegram N September

which, unlike the United Kingdom draft, made no mention of the Sub-committee
discussions nor of the proposals put forward by the U.K. and France in those dis-
cussions. In an effort to retain some of the more positive and constructive tone of
the U.K. draft, and in order not to lose the possible propaganda advantage of
declaring willingness not to use atomic weapons except to meet aggression, a num-
ber of suggestions for amending the United States proposed draft were put forward
in our telegram No. 76 of September. 30, copy of which is attached.

9. The latest development (see telegrams Nos. 83, 90 and 94 of September 30)t is
that the Soviet Union is proposing to introduce its own resolution containing what
appear to be additional significant concessions. The gist of the U.S.S.R. proposal is
that the Disarmament Commission should prepare a treaty for submission to the
Security Council taking as a basis for discussion the Anglo-French proposals but
including the following fundamental conditions:

ts and military budgets(a) The simultaneous reduction of armed forces, armamun

the neccssâiy scope to insurethe execution of the prohibition.

within 6 or 12 months by one-half of the diffcrcncx bctwcxn the levcls of Dcccm-
bcr 31, 19531 and fixed levels or norms to be agreed, with control

toreduction by means of a temporary commission set p
b
y the Y

which governments would be required to furnish the information necessary for
insuring that the reductions were actually carried out;

(b) Simultaneously with the completion of the reductions in conventional arms,
forces and budgets within 6 or 12 months, there should be a total prohibition of an
mass destruction weapons together with the establishment of a permanent intcrna-
tionâl control organizatiôn which would have powers of permanent inspection and

1r0. The tSôviet proposals are chietly remarkable for the absence of any reference
to* banning even the use of atomic weapons as, a precondition of acceptance of a
disarmament scheine and the adoption instead of at least`a temporizing attitude
toward the Westeni concept of a conditional prohibition except in defence or,.. et

â"* W ion; to `which the Soviet' C3overnment feel the Disannaunent Commission

midevote additional study. These proposals are also notcworthy in the follow-
,s,,
^g respects: .. ^ .

^) y ^:.
(a) The traditional Soviet dc mand fory "propô

.
r

a
tionate reduction" In conventional

^, . ,.. .
arnnaments " and arnIlled forces is abandoned in : favour of the Western concept of

..^, t
noms, 1;
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(b) The Anglo-French proposals are accepted as a basis for discussion.
11. In assessing what the Canadian attitude should now be, the following consid-

erations would seem relevant:
(i) The premises listed in paragraph one, above appear still to be valid.
(ii) It is unlikely that the U.S.S.R. has jettisoned its propaganda objectives and is

now sincerely searching for a practicable solution to the disarmament problem,
although the possibility of mixed motives should never be ruled out.
(iii) Nevertheless the Soviet proposal will undoubtedly tend to give the U.S.S.R.

the initiative in the eyes of the world.

(iv) It will be up to the West to devise an attitude that will protect its position
(especially with respect to the need for disclosure, adequate control and inspection
machinery) without making it appear that they are callously throwing cold water on
what the man in the strcet will probably regard as a forthcoming Russian proposal.
; 12. Accordingly, in line with the suggestion made in paragraph 4 of telegram No.
9020 and subject to the continuing and over-riding need for Western unity on dis-
armament questions, it would seem appropriate to instruct our Delegation to urge
the other Western Powers:

.(a) To express cautious welcome of the Soviet proposals, noting that they seem to
indicate a less negative approach than that hitherto adopted by the U.S.S.R.

#(b) To agree to accept those proposals as a basis for further discussion (preferably
in a renewed session of the Sub-committec) on the assumptions that the U.S.S.R. is
sincere in its desire to Gnd a solution and that the U.S.S.R. will co-opcrate, in fact,
in practicable and workable arrangements for inspection and control as a

qua non of any such solution.

Z T emphasize that there is indeed no other way in which the U.S.S.R. can
vino cingly demonstrate its sincerity, except by recortiing its recognition that the

crneation of adequate and authontattve machinery for inspection and control of dis-
pnament is not inimical to its interests, and by joining with the other countries
ooncerned in an honest effort to bring such machinery into effective operation.

JItn.F-S) 1411-M1

Il
G suggestion au t►srajrsph 4 se lit :/ifie suggestion in paragat+h 4 rrsds:
^Out prelhrtiuatp inclination, shat,md bp th^ otlkts at the u»atiet, wus tlxreforc to COMM takin j
!Op tba item next weclc b P1:nned, and ue},1nj to minimiu or a^roid subsequent deb3te by bavina::..^8q+Ptotxiste country intrvduoe a resolution rtfertin j to the London talks and the new Soviet
Propôsal, and asking the memben of the disarmanxnt wb.cornmittoe to resume their private mat-
Iap in a funher etiott to tcam agreerniet,-
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IpiÈoE JomE 1/ENCLOSURE ll

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. ,^
Permanent Representative to United Nations

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
. . ,

'IÈLEGxAM 767
New York, September 15, 1954

CONSDExnAL
Reference: Our immediately preceding message•1'
Repeat Washington No. 345.

dis-

fo the problem• - ? , .

5: Endorses the proposal contained in the memorandum DGSC 1/ 10 on a compn-
i thc draft

which, in a genuine attempt to reach agreemcnt, demonstrat

proposals,
4. Commends the efforts of those powers which submitted these pmposals and

ed their tlexibility of

. , ,

GENERAL ASSEMBLY .^- DISAMiAbtENT

Following is text of resolution drafted by United Kingdom delegation. Text begins:

The General Assembly

a. Rea,` ìrmin8 the responsibility of the United Nations for seeking a solution of

the problem of disarmament;
b. Conscious that the continuing development of armaments, increases the urgency

of the need for such a solution; for the
c. Believing that the solution of international controversies necessary

establishment of a lasting peace would be considerably aided.by an agreement on
disarmament, qr at least on a substantial reduction of armaments;

d. Desiring to lighten the 'burden of armiunents 1n order.}to facilitate pcaceful

development and reconstruction; the 29tü
e: Having received the fourth report of the Disarmament Commission of

Resolution 715of July 1954, submitted in accordance with General Assembly
(VIII) of the 28th November, 1953;

f. Endorsing the Commission's hope that circumstances will facilitate a continued
and fruitful consideration of the question of disarmament;

1. Takes note of the fourth report of the Disarmament Commission.
nt Commis-

2. Expresses its regret that the Sub-Committee which the Di^
sion established as suggested in General Assembly Resolution 715 (VIII) did not
find an acceptable solution to the problem; .

3. Recognizes that the discussions in the Sub-Committee led to the clarification of
the views of the powers principally involved,' and to the submission of nc

hensive disarmament programme Mat provistons ahould be made n,.,.,v ,.., . w rc rc
armament treaty wh

,
^ch the Disarmament Commission is required to p P a

+ a ' . . _ . c . - - ,...,r
0

. .

côvenng: , t c ,
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(a) The total prohibition of the use and manufacture of nuclear weapons and
weapons of mass destruction of every type, together with the conversion of existing
stocks of nuclear weapons for peaceful purposes. J

(b) Major /eductions in all armed forces and conventional armaments.
(c) The establishment of a control organ with rights and powers and functions

adequate to guarantee the effective observance of the agreed prohibitions and
reductions.
6. F.ndorses furtlier the proposal in this memorandum that the provisions in the

Disarmament treaty regarding the total prohibition and elimination of nuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction and the agreed reductions of
armed forces and conventional weapons, should begin to enter into effect as soon
as the international control organ, as established by the Treaty, has been constituted
and positioned and is able effectively to enforce them;
I: Believes that the proposals in the memorandum DC/SC1/5 would lead to the

establishment of an effective international control organ;
8. Requests the Disarmament Commission to make further efforts to seek agree-

ment, on the basis of these memoranda,' taking into account the other memoranda
already submitted to it;
'` 9: Reminds member states that pending agreement on the total prohibition and
elimination of nuclear weapons, they should regard themselves as prohibited in
'aocôrdance with the terms of the charter from the use of nuclear wcapons except in
'defence against aggression; '
iA0. Rtqutstithe Disarmament Commission to submit a further report to the Gen-
aa1 Assembly and to the Security Council;
{"11: Calls upon member states and particularly members of the Disarmament Com-
mission to cooperate in efforts to produce agreed proposals. Text Ends.

trtCce Jotxm 2tervclJosuRt: 21
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extfritures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 78
^- °

CONFTDENf IA4 IMPORTANT.

New York, September 29, 1954

^t Washington No. 20.

UISARMAMPNT - lJN1TtiD STATES DRAtr4 ^ : _ RCSOLUTION
^1lowing Is the text of the United States draft resolution on disarmament which
^ïïl,be discussed with members of the United States, United Kingdom, French and^...
^dlut delegations tomorrow morning, September 30. Text Begins:

^be Oman! Assembly:
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'Mindful of the international tensions which grip the world, of which the burden
of armaments is evidence, and believing that lasting peace can be firmly based only
upon just relations and honest understanding between all nations, .

Reaffirming
the responsibility of the United Nations for considering the

,Problems of disarmament,

Believin
g that all nations desire to lighten the burden of armaments and sotso

release more of the world's human and economic resources for peaceful purposes,
Reaffirming its belief that the increasing development of weapons of great

destructive power gives heightened urgency to efforts to reach agreement on a gen-
eral disarmament system, under adequate safeguards, N+hi will

to in
clude

mass destructions
bition of nuclear weapons and other major weapons adaptable
as the result of effective international controls and the regulations, limitation and
balanced reduction of other armaments and of armed forces,-

1.
*^^ion of 29 July

1. Takes note of the fourth report of the Disannb Resolution 715 (Vlll) of 28
1954, submitted in accordance with General Assembly
November 1953;

2. Endorses the Commission's hope that circumstances will facilitate the contin-
ued and fruitful consideration of the question of disarmament, the caPita1. imp°
tance of which, in conjunction with other questions affecting the maintenance of

international peâce, is recognized by all;

3. Reaffirms General Assembly Resolution 715 (VIII) of 28 November 1953 and
request^he Disarmament Commission to continue its efforts to reach agreement
on the problems with which it is concerned and to report again. to the General
Assembly and to the Security Council not later than 1 September 1955.

in
4. Calls on all member states, and in particular the major powers, to cooperate

aiding the Disarmament Commission to : reach, agreement on the problem with
which it is concerned. Text Ends.

2. We expect that this draft rather than the United Kingdom draft will probably
form the basis of the draft resolution which may eventually be submitted by the
four delegations.

3. We should be grateful for your comments.

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembl)'

tembcr 30. 1954
.11LEGRAM 76 Ottawa. Sep

Le secrétaire d'J;tat aux AB ires extérieures

âu chef de l4i délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
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DISARMAMFNT

The important thing is, of course, to demonstrate Western unity on disarmament
and you should go along with any reasonable resolution likely to achieve that
purpose.
, 2. Apart from this general and over-riding consideration we think the United
States draft resolution might be improved in the following ways: ,
(a) In place of United States preamble beginning "mindful" it might be preferable

to use the language in para. C of the United Kingdom draft, which is more down to
earth and more pertinent to the subject matter of the resolution.
insert In the second paragraph of the United States draft beginning "Reaffirming"rt the phrase "seeking a solution of in place of the word "considering". This
would inject a positive and hopeful note into the affirmation.

(c) It seems regrettable that the United States draft says nothing about the helpful
and thoughtful proposals discussed by the Sub-Committce.'Accordingly we think
that the draft might at least include between sub-paras. I and 2 of its conclusion a
,newnew para. reading: "Recognizes that the discussions in the Sub-Committee led to

clarification of the views of the powers principally involved, and to the submis-
sion of new proposals".

(d) We also think there might be propaganda advantage in including a paragraph
âlong the lines of para. 9 of the U.K. draft emphasizing willingness to forego the
use of nuclear weapons except in defence against aggression.
--3.£ Thcse changes are suggestions only and we are not weided to them to the
extent of wishing to place any obstruction in the way of achieving unanimity^•

-aQwng the four co-sponsors which, we repeat, is our primary consideration.
, 4• With respect to your telegram No. 83, it is not possible to comment on the
Russian proposals in the absence of more information. At first sight these appear to
^>^ent a further and welcome Soviet concession in as much as there is no longer
a precondition of a ban even on the use of atomic weapons. On the other hand,
befoie they could be acceptable to the West, it would be essential to ensure that the
_nspeçtion and control machinery was adequate in both stages. Ends.
t̂-.i•., i

.. - .

DF?A/5018940
Le secrétaire d'Étai aux Afj'aires extfricurts

chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
Secretary ojState for External Affairs

mmn, Delegation to United Nations Central Assembly

94 Ottawa, October 5, 1954

^tncé: Your telegram No. 114 of October d.t
'nuit No. 546. -
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DISARMAMENT DISCUSSIONS

Recent developments in respect of disarmament have beenfo^l'loewi closely and
with

in the following paragraphs an attempt is made to provide gu d
the various immediate questions arising out of these ev Minister, ô^ ômlwé ^e
dons are, of course, subject to whatever revisions the ^u^ty. . to
repeating this message, might wish to make when he has had an oppo
consider the latest developments.

proposals to offer sub-
stantial have noted particularly that the new Soviet

appear

stantial concessions to the Western point of ^ ^^^ tr an unconditional ban on
(a) they do not include the traditional Soviet

atomic weapons as a precondition of agreement on disarm ^ levels rather than by
(b) they envisage the reduction of conventional arms to

percentages; and
(c) they accept the Anglo-French proposals as a basis for further discussion.
3. There are, of course, many aspects of the problem which are not specifically

covered in the Soviet proposals, notably the status that is to be given to the United

States Working Paper on international control organs in
kcany ^u informed .of a11 new

departmental Working Party on Disarmament has been p

developments and its views on the technical features of the discussions inlthe
sought when and if this seems warrantcd by the course of the

Assembly.
Soviet Attempt to Obtain an Additional Agenda Item

for ^^^^Uonal agenda
4. Without knowing the phraseology of the Soviet request f

item for the consideration of the new proposals.it is difficult to assess what our
`attitude on this question should be. We think that it would be ue time but^^
the Soviet proposals as a separate item. This would not only

th t the Soviet proposals are completely - new departures

Soviet item as a sub-headmg of Item ,^ ^J
'-•!-.^ wi• aieA711An1P11i ACi•.oiUInQIY when the

run,these nsks ought W
20 w are not in appear unwilling to co-

heading of the existing item No. 20 on
be at least in the extent of agrceing to the inclusion of the

also tend to suggest
divorced from all that has gone before. This might unduly strengthen the crroncous
impression that there has been a Soviet initiative, that the Soviet Union's proposals
are more positive and hopeful than they might really be, and detract from the recent
solid work on disarmament carried out by the Western countries.

S.`The same might also be true even if the Soviet item is merely included as a sub-
•• • disarmamcnt. Nevertlxless, we think that

operate witn tne V.a.a.r"
V// yYWUV.w v• ^...^ ^^_---- -- _ _ -

question isdiscussed in plenary you should suppoct inclusion of the Soviet it^s as
part; of item 20 while attempting at the same time to place the Soviet propo
thei'r trueperspective so as to minimiu the disadvantagcs outlinal above.
.,:. , .

Attitude ro Soviet Proposals n t}lc
6. Our participation in disannament discussions continues to be based uPo

central premise that our interest is in achieving substantial disarmament, and not in
catering to a false sense of security.
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7. In line with and subject to this premise we consider that the Western attitude
must seek (a) to protect our security position, especially with respect to the need for
adequate machinery for disclosure, inspection and control, and (b) to avoid our
giving the impression that we wish to dismiss the Soviet proposals out of hand.
Although we may feel privately that it is unlikely that the U.S.S.R. is sincerely
searching for a workable solution we must act as though there may at least be a
possibility of progress, in the exploitation of which we are willing to co-operate
with the Soviet Union. Finally, and we consider this of great importance, we must
not allow the Assembly to lose sight of the fact that the real initiative did not come
from the Soviet Union but from the Anglo-French proposals and United States
paper on inspection submitted to the Sub-committee in London, to which the Soviet
resolution is a belated response.

8. Accordingly you should urge the delegations of the other Western countries
concerned:

(a) to express cautious welcome of the Soviet proposals, noting that they seem to
indicate a less negative approach than that hitherto adopted by the U.S.S.R. and
emphasizing that they are based on and were preceded by the thoughtful plan
worked out by the Western countries in London;
(b) while maintaining the positions set forth in the Anglo-French and United

States proposals to accept the Soviet proposals for discussion and study (preferably
in'a renewed session of the Sub-committee) on the assumption that the U.S.S.R.
may be sincere in its desire to find a solution and may co-operate in fact in seeking
practicable and workable arrangements for disclosure, inspection and control as a
'sine qua non of any such solution, and

^c) to emphasize that there is indeed no other way in which the U.S.S.R. can con-
vincingly demonstrate its sincerity except by recording its recognition that the crea-
tion of adequate and authoritative machinery for inspection and control of
disarmament is not inimical to its interests and by joining with the other countries
concerned in an honest effort to bring such machinery into effective operation.

t9: In view of the fact that the Assembly has not had the opportunity since last
autumn of discussing the disarmament question a number of countries will no
dôubt feel that it would be desirable to have some airing of problems of disarma-
meat in the Assembly. Indeed while we would hope that any such discussion would
be as brief and non-controversial as possible, it would serve to acquaint all mem-
bets of the Assembly with the very real contribution of a solution of the disartna-
mënt problem which was made in London by the submission of the Anglo-French
P*,posals and the United States Working Paper on the establishment of an intcrna-
t^onal control organ. Nevertheless we would hope that detailed discussion of the
Yazious proposals now in hand, and in particular, careful investigation and explora-i'^a
fiyon of the Soviet proposals. could be referred by the Assembly to the Sub-Commit-

of the Disarmament Commission. Such detailed study is not the function of the
Aaaembly itself.

K'attrn Joint Resolution

^i^Tléâpile the introduction of the Soviet resolution, we think it would be wise to
P^a.on with the drafting of an agreed Western text, because the Western Powers
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Lo don and because past expérience suggests'that the

final?'

12. We un erstan •
York for these discussions, and we shall keep you informed as soon as his plans are

iscuss^ :
A d that Mr Pearson may find it possible to be present in New

d' 'on of disarmament as the first item on e ag
your message, we think there is much to be sai or co g

th enda of the First Committee.

that the Soviet delegation wo
tage in similar fashion. For this and the other reasons outlined in paragraph 4 of

• 'd f ntinuin as planned with the

bly. we strongly suspect a
was carefully timed to coincide with the London talks on the German problems and

"m attempt to use a postponement to its own advan-

move to postpone consi era
th t the Soviet initiative in putting forward their proposals

^ming of e
11. In your telegram No. 90 of September 30t you indicated that there might be a

'd tion of the disarmament item until later in the Assem-

texts.

th Discussions

text might be agreed provi ng
Committee (which have already considered the Western proposals) of the Soviet

30. It may indeed be possible
'di , for a reference to the Commission and the Sub-

• e ovie wis

may have been made in reac g g
light of the suggested amendments contained in our telegram No. 76 of September

f th S ' ts ' h to appear conciliatory that a final

tion in every respect. Acco mg y
hin a reement on an agreed Western resolution in the

Soviet delegation wi s
rd' 1 we shall look forward to learning what progress

sought to advance matters at n ,
'lt tick to its own text which does not meet the Western posi-

140.

au secrétaire d État aux Aijaires tztfrteures

to Secretary of State for External Aiiairs

New York, October 6, 1954

Repeat Paris No. 3, Washington No. 40.
Reference: Your telegram No. 94 of October 5.

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
^ • •

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

DEA/50189-40

SECRST. IMPORTANT.

- DISARMAMENT `

first comtmttee âebate should be handled.`

most important political problem before this assembly.

ment are still quite fluid, thcre have n sonie prc munary
^ , f ,

2. -Although the positions of the delegations principallÿ côncerned with disarma-
, IL-- l. exchanges on how the

I am grateful for your prompt and detailed guidance on what is shaping up as the

voir le chapitre le 'q Quu 4.
?i^ pearioa wu in Europe for NATO diwtssions on the Qaman ^+robkm: See Chupter 3. Put

^obltme alkm^ndPeanon se trouvait en Euuope pour participer aux discussions de l'OTAN sur le
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3. Moch and Selwyn Lloyd discussed this yesterday evening and found them-
selves in general agreement on the following points:

(a) There will have to be a full debate in the First Committee to satisfy the interest
and concern of the smaller countries; but

(b) A full technical examination of the Soviet proposals can best be undertaken in
private in a small group;

(c) To reconstitute the disarmament sub-committee would mean reconvening the
•Disarmament Commission and would cause some delay;

(d) It might therefore be desirable, alter perhaps two weeks' debate in the First
Committee, to constitute a sub-committee consisting of Canada, France, USSR,
United Kingdom and U.S.A. to meet in private under the Chairmanship of someone
who could symbolize the participation of the smaller countries in our work as
Nervo did in Paris;

(e) The sub-committee could be instructed to report back to the General Assembly
before the end of its present session.

4. The principal considerations for the United Kingdom and United States delega-
,dons (and I presume for the Canadian delegation also) are:

'(a) To find out as soon as we can whether the new Soviet proposals are something
more substantial than a means of stalling German re-armament by increasing
French hesitations; and

2 , (b) For this reason, to get into a private technical examination of the Soviet prv-
posals without delay so that, if control continues to be the stumbling block, this fact
Fan be exposed before the French assembly face ratification of the London agree-
ment on Germany.I

S. We have learned very confidentially from the United Kingdom delegation that
as soon as Moch heard of the Soviet proposals he cabled Mendes-France saying
that, although the British offer to commit troops to continental defence on a long-
term basis, together with the proposals for armaments control, met most of his mis-
^n g ans, he thought France should not ratify the London agreement until there had

opportunity to explore the new^•• possibilities of agreement on disarmament.
Although Lloyd was at first afraid Moch might be tempted to put off sub-commit-
toe examination of the Soviet proposals until January, he is now reassured that
MO^h is ready to proceed without delay during the present session of the assembly.
^"^ 'regards paragraph 9 of your telegram under reference. would you agree, on
., .,. ^..basts of the information we have reported above, to allow the smaller members
ôf tlie`I;rst Committce enough time to debate disarmament, probably beginning
nqtt Monday, so that they will not feel the great powers are giving them the brush-
^,°f `,^Ihe Indians. from indications we have had from them, are particularly sensi-
^,°o this score because they are not members of the Disarmament Commission
or ^c sub-committee.

^nak JM"nal note:^..
a V.W. Ilotmeaj
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7.
Would you also agree to having an assembly sub-committee set up, for the sake

of speed, consisting of Canada, France, USSR, United Kingdom and U.S.A. under
some neutral Chairman such as Nervo, Urrutia (Chairman of committee one) or

Entezam?23
8. As regards your paragraph 10, Vyshinsky blandly asserted in the general com-

mittee yesterday that the Soviet proposal was the only proposal before the assem-
bly. If he presses this preposterous assertion, the principal western delegations may
consider putting in a resolution, on the. Anglo-French proposals. In any case, the
tabling of the new Soviet proposals has, in the eyes of the United Kingdom and
United States delegations, more or less antiquated the= previous draft resolutions of
these two delegations. Although we have taken up with them the points made in
your telegram No. 76 of September 30, the United Kingdom delegation is a in
sent thinking of the possibility of reviving the informal Canadian draft prepared
London during the sub-committee talks last June which incorporated the Anglo-
French proposals in resolution form. What are your views on reviving this Cana-
dian draft to offset a possible Soviet resolution presenting their counter-proposals
in resolution form? The United Kingdom delegation fear Vyshinsky may capitalize
on the more specific form of presentation of the Soviet proposals if the Western
Powers have not an equally specific alternative.

9. As regards the timing of the discussions, the Soviet delegation will not object to
disarmament being taken first in the First Committee and to a concurrent discus-
sion of the two items on disarmament which will be inscribed separately this after-
noon on the recommendation of the general committee.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef dé la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External AffiaIr
Assemblyto Chairman, Delegation to United Nations Gene ral

111EGttAHt 110

SFrRr?c ImtWID[A'[E.

Ottawa, October 8, 1954

Reference: Yourtelegrams Nos:154 and 162t of October 6 and 167 of October 7.t

, DISARMAMENT i. ., , _
.ff+ We agree W11.11 paca: 6 of your telegram No: 154 that it.would be desirable to
permit a general,^ though preferably brief, airing of the disarmament question in the
First Committee. This.would help to avoid giving the smaller countries the imprcs-
sion that we' think their views are unimportant. In 'addition, the fact that we have
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heard their views in the First Committee, may stand us in good stead should it
become necessary to forestall their representation in the private talks.

2. We feel it would be unfortunate if countries other than those represented on the
existing Disarmament Sub-conunittee took part in the private talks envisaged, since
this might obstruct our fundamental purpose of seeking to force the U.S.S.R. to
demonstrate its real intentions for good or ill as soon as possible.
3. With respect to para. 7 of your telegram No. 154, you have yourself given a

forceful answer in your telegram No. 162.^ We are, therefore, opposed to the forma-
tion of an ad hoc sub-committee of the General Assembly for the purpose of dis-
cussing the disarmament proposals. Instead you should urge that the necessary
private talks be held in a reconvened session of the Sub-committee of the Disarma-
ment Commission. We do not think that the time that might be lost in reconvening
these bodies would be sufficiently great to endanger the realization of our funda-
mental purpose. Substantial progress has been made by using this machinery,
which was specifically created for the task now at hand. It would be illogical and
certainly of doubtful value to change this machinery at this stage of the negotia-
tions, especially since this would open the way to potentially embarrassing and
protracted arguments on the question of rcpresentation. We would hope that the
Indians would not press for a seat on the Sub-committee at this time, in view of the
fact that in private conversations with us they expressly disclaimed any desire for a
seat during the discussions on the constitution of the Sub-committee before the
London talks and said that this attitude had been communicated to Vyshinsky. It
may be that Mr. Menon's zeal is greater than that of his Government on this issue.
However, we should not wish to oppose India's candidacy publicly, and for this
reason it would be best to stick to the existing Sub-committee with its restricted
membership. Should any Government feel exceptionally strongly that it should be
allowed to present views during the'Sub-committee talks, it might be possible,
though perhaps not wholly desirable, for the Sub-committee or the Disarmament
Commission to invite them to attend on an ad hoc basis.
A. 'On the question of timing, as has been said, we feel strongly that the greatest
âdvantage is likely to lie in the expeditious handling of this question not only to
forestall any possible Soviet attempt to postpone discussion to a moment advanta-
geous to the U.S.S.R. but also to expedite the exposing of the true Soviet motives.
Aocordingly you should work for a procedure that would enable the Sub-commit-
tee of the Disarmament Commission to be reconvened as soon as possible, having
in itind, of course, the need to allow adequate time for the expression of views of
other interested Governments in the First Committee. In view of the possibility that
thiSoviet concessions are timed to influence ratification in France of the West
Europe Defence arrangements, it would be best to leave flexible the time of the
obligation on the Sub-committee to report back(^o (presumably through the Disarma-
..^.ment Commission) to the Assembly. Perhaps some such wording as the obligation
^ nport as soon as progress warrants would permit the Western Powers to rctain^b.
^trol over the timing of any second phase of the public debate in the General^^..,
Aasembly. We should like further information about United States views as to tim-
^8! and, also about Mr. Moch's thinking. Obviously we would hope that he is not
^âvertently playing into the hands of the Soviets, since this might jeopardize the
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unified Western approach should our suspicions about Soviet good faith prove true.
The maintenance of Western unity on the disarmament question is a matter of the

,greatest importance.
5. We think your suggestion for a revival of the draft Cwtildian resolution pre-

pared during the London talks is a good one.' The text of this draft will, however,
require changing from that embodied in London telegram to Permanent

of that text would beNo. I 1 of June 1, 1954.t The preamble and the C^t paragraph
appropriate but we think the rest of the draft should read along the following gen-

eral lines:u
(2) Reaffirms the obligations inherent in the Charter of the United Natictud^nd

accepted by all member nations, not to use their arms and armaments, n g

nuclear weapons, except in defence against aggression.

(3) Requests the Disarmament Commission immediately to reconvene its Sub-
committee for the purpose of preparing for eventual presentation to a World Dis-
armament Conference including all states possessing substantial armed forces and
armaments, a comprehensive disarmament convention covering all types of weap-
ons, all types of armed forces and military facilities of all kinds.

(4) Considers that the basis of the private talks to be held in the Sub-committee
and of the discussions in the Disarmament Commission should be the Anglo-
French proposals, including the plan for inspection and control which they envis-
age, and the recent proposals of the U.S.S.R.

(5) Requests the Disarmament Commission to rcport back to the General Asse
,bly as soon as the progress that may be made in the Sub-committce talks would
warrant such a report and, in any event, before the end of the currcnt session of the

,General Assembly.
6.'While we think it doubtful that the Soviet delegation will agree to one resolu-

*tion, we think it worth keeping the Western text as simple and non-eontrovcrsi.111s
possible in order to exploit any such possibility there may be., -
1,7.'The foregoing was drafted before Mr., Martin's latest telephone convcrsation
,with Mr. Léger. We are by no means weddcd to the above draft although we think it

which ou have been

3F1

. working in New York before taking a final deas:on as to casronso p•
is on the right hne and will a, ait amval of,^o^nt text on y

. • tshi

préambule et le premier paragraphe de la tEaolutioo transmise 11a dflEgatioa pem►aneate dans le

The ('iCIItICtI /ltienrbip

^ ., - -e t : F;s ^^:^i .^^^ : • ..^
.:.^ç.., ^ y„^. ^ ^^"' ^ ^'F^ ^`s` , . .

4' Le
. télégramme. MI 1 du 10 juin 1954 se lisent comme ait :/ilu! pteatoble and the fast psra^^ of the

resolation transmitted to the Permanent Dekptioo in tektraa^ No. 11 d lune 1, 101U rc^d &I f o1-

iowsi _ ` .

to ordec to diaunüh the threat of a new wottd wat.{to trcdua idta^tioo^ teasiaa to tig!►un the

r burdeo of aroumeati thereby releasing t^ote ot the,wotW'a homaoaod ecoaomic rcs^t^ (d
^^^ âod soatrit âmoog atata.and to stteogtheo conf idence, peaae , y-0
1. Soltmntr na,^inRt the obligation assurtxd bp membet^ of the United Nations to tcfrain in
their lnteroattooaltelatiod^from the threat or use of force agarast the territotial inut^iry °t

^ ,^
politieal ïodepeodeocâ cf any tvte: 0U, ^^ !1 x^-^ z ^: ^ ' ^ °>' ) k ' `
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14Z.
DEA/5018940

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

T1;tEGRA1`t 180
New York, October 8,, 1954

SBCREt : IMMED1A7E.

Reference: My telegram No. 184 of October 8.t

DISARAtA11iENT

Yesterday afternoon, concerned at the divergent and relatively uncongealed
ideas among friendly western delegations regarding how the disarmament item
should be handled, we suggested to Selwyn Lloyd that representatives of United
Kingdom, United States, French and Canadian delegations should meet, and he
called such a meeting for this morning. We also arranged a private Canadian-
A,tnerican meeting yesterday evening, which I have reported separately in my tele-
grâcn under reference.

^ 2. At the quadrapartitc meeting held. this morning in the British offices it was
agreed that the regular disarmament item and the Soviet disarmament item should
be inscribed as the first two items on the agenda and discussed together. Lloyd then
producxd a first draft of a resolution which he suggested should be introduced
immediately the committee takes up the item. It could, Lloyd said, be amended
later in whatever ways seemed appropriate in the light of the debate, but by intro-
*ng it now, and having the Soviet item as second on the agenda it would pre-
sumably come up for a vote before the Soviet resolution which would be tactically
nseful. Its early introduction would also prevent Vyshinsky repeating his claim that
his resolution is the only disarmament proposal before this Assembly. Therc was
8" agreement on these points.

3•On the text of the resolution there was a certain amount of discussion and a
ranewhat revised text was worked out by a drafting group of the four delegations.
The text, as it now stands, is being sent to you in my immediately followingtekg^,

^^k£We would appreciate your very early comments on the text. These should, if
P^aible, be received this afternoon or Saturday morning. Our own feeling is that
a^tatt is now entirely satisfactory (tLough it might be desirablc to delete the prv-
Vi3ion at the end that the sub-committec must in any case report "by September
^ as this seems to detract from the force of the instructions to report "as soon

possible, and might make it more difficult to resist pressure for a report back
this Assembly).

"
^^.,

S•SPonsonhip. We sec considerable advantages in having United Kingdom spon-
^p slone, since they would thus retain flexibility of control in their own hands.
^ hitnself would like this bcst. However, it will probably be imposs toible^
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Lloyd, therefore, hopes that we and the Ameri-
resist Moch's desire to co-sponsor.ô r•^d i feel we should do this if the Americans do
cans will also agree to co-sponsor,
so.

We would like your authority for this by the end of this afternoo ^if po^ibtlhe^

6. Moch suggested that the ideal ^é Üti be States said that he was not at all
U.S.S.R. as the fifth. Wadsworth for
sure that he would be authorized to co-sponsor with the U.S.S.R., though he prom-

ised to seek instructions on this.
7. (Having the Soviet co-sponsor, while superficiallY attrac tive,

impression of unity,
be very unwise as it would give the world ^ç^ 8s

is
ÿ^i false

evidence for. Moreo-
ver, imply a much greater agreement than
ver, if Vyshinsky agreed to co-sponsor providing the resolution, were slightly

amended say to provide for a report back to this assembly, th h`o
probaban

be difficult to keep Moch in line as he would probably
accept

amendment. Selwyn Lloyd privately agrees with us on this though neither of us

meetings could be postponf un

said so at the meeting.)

11 ,8.
Moch said that his attitude on further procedure will depend on Vyshinsky's

answers to twenty questions which he proposes to put to him on Monday mo
g

debate
9. Moch, and also Lloyd, seemed at first to envisage about three h^ ^old us pri

in the first committee, before the resolution was approva! (Uoyd
vately that one advantage he sees in a long disarmament debate isthatto faci it tc
more likely that the item on Cyprus will be reached sufficien y late
âdjournment of the assembly without discussing it! This in our view shows a false
proportion on the importance of the items.)

possible,' to have the disarma-10: Our own view is that it would bedcsirable, if
inent debate end with a resolution along the lines of the revisai ^^e Dia-
or 12 days of debate. It could then be passed through plenary so

ment

1 0

ment Commission could meet forthwith and the sub-committee begin work during
that^ the sub-committce

the Assembly session: The Amcricans still, however, hope
ea til art" the new ycar.

-•1DF./U50189
143.

to Secretary of State for, Exirnal Adjairs
.. , 3 ^ F

New York, Octobcr 8, 195^
TELEGRAM.181

, _.... .... ^._.._ ,
CONFIDENIIAL. IMMEDIA iE

Reference: My immediately praodiâg telegram No. 180.

ciu secrétaire d'^tat aux A,^ires1ezt ; ture

Chairman,Deltgation to United Nations General Assumbl^:

nte^eu^uL'utT ^ hQApi• QRSOLtÎÎlÛi'Î

Following is text of resoludonon disarmament dralted by Working Gr^P of
to ----- -L • * r t * ations this mornjng _ Text beg`ns:

.^ ^ , ..,
s Nutio►u un ies

Le chef de la délégation d 1'Assemblfe gfnfral

g •
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"The General Assembly
Re-affirming the responsibility of the United Nations'for seeking a solution for

the diswmwnent problem
Conscious that the continuing development of arm^-unents increases the urgency

of the need for such a solution
Having considered the fourth report of the Disanrkvnent Commission of the

29th July, 1954, and the documents annexed thercto25
Concludes that a further effort should now be made to reach agreement on pro-

pos.-ds to be embodied in a draft international disarmament convention which
should include, among others, provisions covering the following:

(a) The total prohibition of the use and manufacture of nuclear weapons and
weapons of mass destruction of every type, together with the conversion of existing
stocks of nuclear weapons for peaceful purposes;

%(b) Major reductions in all armed forces and conventional vtnvncnts;
_(c) The establishment of a control organ with rights, powers and functions ade-
quate to guarantee the effective observance of the agreed prohibitions and
reductions.

Rcquests the Disartnvncnt Commission to seek an acceptable solution of the
dis.^vncnt problem on the basis of the Anglo-French proposals of the 1 I th June,
'1954 ► (DGSC.1/10)20 which have been accepted by the U.S.S.R. as a basis for an
international disarrna^unent convention, taking also into account any other rroposMs
âithin its terms of reference;

Suggests that the Dis.vm.^uncnt Commission again consider the desirability of
establishing a sub-committcc as proposed in oreratrve paragraphs 6 and 7 of Gen-
'âal Assembly resolution No. 715;21

the General A,cscmbly as soon as possible and
` not later than Septcmbcr 1:' Tcxt

Requests that Disarmament Commission to report to the Security Council and to

c^ds. .

:i
VwdSee iirtet V. (iul. !h*cllnuru g" Amcrlmn Forrigrt Rclaticwu, lVtl. New Ycxk: Council on^• -

^! Offioe. 1954. Allnex 9. m i 1.12, ^ r °t . don: l ler J11s)cxtr S Statwc^n•
ot lancYUtcr !ti>.ue London Ma 13•1 22 1951 Lon •

3 I
^ ___.........^

-1` as 5nw1CÜ9 1^/JJ. M 441-448. F

^^^ AictQ
Report on the pmrecYlingt of the Sr6-Ci^rn,rliace tfthe United Nati^ru !)isarnusnlcnt C.I+n.

73tei)twn J. I)jonovicll. Utile! Natimu Remtrrian.t, Series 1, Resolutions adopCtd by the Glen-
Msetnbly, Volume IV, 1432.S1, New Yotk: Octans Publications. 1971, pp. 178-179.
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144.

(7PI1°IFD NATIONS AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

DEA/50189-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretaryyof State for External A^B`'a

TELEGRAM 188

CorrFIDENTIAL. IMEDIATE

New York, October 8, 1954

Reference: Our telegrams Nos. 180 and 181. '

DISARMAMENC DRAirf RESOLUIION

The Americans cannot agree to co-sponsor thethey could support the
disarmament resoluUrocnsolu-

resolu-
drafted this morning and it is even in doubt whbth ^e United Kingdom and French
tion in its present form if it were co-sponsored by
delegations.

2. The four delegations will meet tomorrow morning to consider what we sho
uld
ucn

do. It seems to us that the best course would ^ôn i^ben^etnt tothe support the
changes required by the United States del g
resolution if co-sponsored by the United Kingdom and French delegations.

145.

au secrEtaire d'État aux Ajuu ires

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assem6lj:

to Secretary of State for Fs7ernal Affairs
^^.^. , ..^

1tLGRAM 190

Rf,STRICTED. IMMEDIA7E.

DB,A/50189-40

- Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Reference: Our telegram No. 188 of October 8.

New York. October 9, 1954

` DISARMAMBNT RESOLUTTON -- UNnW STA709 RMSION

disarmament problem, ncy

The General Assembly

Reaffirms the responsibility of the United Nations for seeking a solution for the

Following is text of State Department revision of four power disarmament resoiu-

tion: Text begins:

of the need or au a so ,...... t^ . .
Conscioûs that the continuing development of annaments increases the urge

f ch lution• X

Nâti►inA`cônsidered the fith}repôrt of the disarinarnent Commission of 29 u Y

documents annexed o
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1. Concludes that a further effort should now bé made to reach agreement on com-
prehensive and coordinated plans providing for.
(a) The regulation, limitation and balanced ieduction of'all armed forces and all

armaments;

(b) The elimination and prohibition of all major weapons including bacteriologi-
cal adaptable to mass destruction;
, (c) The effective international control of nuclear energy to ensure the prohibition
of hydrogen and atomic weapons and the use of atomic energy for peaceful pur-
poses only.

The whole program to be carried out under,effective international control in
such a way that no state would have cause to fear that its security was endangered.

(Alternatively:
i- • Concludes that a further effort should now be made to reach agreement on a
general disarmament system under adequate safeguards which will include the pro-
hibition of nuclear weapons and other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction
as the result of effective international control and the regulation, limitation and bal-
anced reduction of other armaments and armed forces.)
` 2. Requests the Disarmament Commission in seeking an acceptable solution of the
disarmament problem to take into account the Anglo-French proposal of 1 I June
1954 which has been accepted by the U.S.S.R. as a basis for an international dis-
arcnament convention. the United States working paper of 25 May 1954 concerning
international control organs to implement and enforce disarmament programs, as
aell as any other proposal within the Commission's terms of rcfcrcnce?u
t3. Suggests that the Disarmament Commission again consider the desirability of
ro-establishing the sub-committee of five as proposed in operative paragraphs 6 and
lof General Assembly Resolution 715 (VIII),
4. Requests the Disarmament Commission to report to the Security Council and to

theGeneral Assembly as soon as possible and not later than September 1, 1955.Text cnds._^..^ .
^2-Mle United States delegation would still like to co-sponsor a resolution along
t6ese Unes with the United Kingdom, France and Canada. Thcre will be a meeting
Of die, four delegations this morning at 11:30 to see whether we can rrach agrec-
ment`on a text in time to have it on the table on Monday morning. We shall be
..^ ng atter this morning's meeting to ask for your authority to co-sponsor

er item emerges.,let ^^ V .-

United Statm iXlwtmaw of State. Bulletin, Volume XXXI. No. 788. August 2.1954.
419 LAMOM Tvb on MunianKnt. Report of the Sub-committa of the Disumunent Com-

^ . Aaon 4. pp. 1T9-1E1.



New York, October 9, 1954

DISARMAMENT RFSOLU7ION

At this morning's meeting of the United Kingdom, United States, French and
Canadian delegations, we further revised and combined the four power draft and
the United States draft. Your suggestions were substantially accepted. Although for
tactical reasons the other delegations would prefer not to include a specific refer-
ence to the Soviet counter-proposals at this stage, they agreed that we would proba-
bly wish to accept an amendment mentioning the Soviet proposals later.

2. The preamble remains as before, and the operative paragraphs have been

revised as follows. Text begins:
"1. Concludes that a further effort should be made to reach agreement on compre-

hensive and coordinated proposals to be embodied in a draft International disarma-
ment convention providing for.

3: Suggests t'a, e isa mramen
: established in accordance with paragraphs 6 and 7 of C3aural Assembly resolution

th D' t Commission t`a:onvene the sub-committee
Commission's terms of reference.

1954 (DG3C.1110) w ave as y •
international disarmament convention,: as.well as any other proposals within the

and all armaments;
The total prohibition of the use and manufacture of nuclear weapons and(b)

weapons of mass destruction of every type, together'with the conversion of existing
stocks of nuclear weapons for peaceful purposes;
`(c) The establishment of effective international control, including a control organ
with rights, powers and functions adequate to guarant^e the' effective observance of
the agreed reductions and `the prohibition of nuclear ând other weapons of mass
destruction, and to ensure the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes only; the
whole programme to be carried out under effective international control in such a
way that no state would have cause to fear that its security was endangered.

2. Requests the Disarmament Commission to seek anaceeptable solution of the
disarmament problem taking into account the Anglo-French proposals of 11 June

MO-9. h bee acxxpted b the U S.S.R. as a basis for an

(a) The regulation, limitation and major balanced reductions of all armai forces

715(VIII)..

UNIIFD NATIONS AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL OROANITATlONS
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" 4. Requests the Disarmament Commission to report to the Security Council and to
the General Assembly as soon as sufficient progress has been made." Text ends.
3. May we co-sponsor this resolution with France, the United Kingdom and the

United States? We are still hoping to secure four power agreement by Monday
morning, since Lloyd wants to discuss the resolution in his opening statement, but
the French representative this morning indicated that Moch much prefers rive
power sponsorship, if attainable. The rest of us said we thought it better to have a
four power draft tabled early in the debate, rather than to attempt to negotiate an
agreed text with the Soviet delegation who have already submitted as a draft resolu-
tion their September 30 proposals. If Moch insists, the alternative might be for the
United Kingdom to sponsor alone. Realizing this,llioch will probably agree to four
power sponsorship.

DEA/50189-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztfrieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
Secretary of State for External A^(%airs-^ _

to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

â7^1.EGRM! 118
Ottawa, October 11, 1954^' `.. . s

CONFTDi?N17AL IAiMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegrams No. 190 and No. 191 of October 9.

,ntsAot►uuseNr

fora five power sponsorship on the assumption that It is his objective to see that the

the essential point is Soviet support rather than Soviet co-sponsorship and

As you were informed by telephone we consider that the draft set forth in your
telegram No. 190 as revised in accordance with paragraph two of your telegram
No:61191 Is satisfactory.

We should have preferred a more specific factual reference
tô the Soviet counter proposais but are satisfied with the revision as it now stands
on the understanding that we shall probably have to accept an amendment mention-
m8 the Soviet prb posals in the course of the debate. ,

`?:#So far as the question of co-sponsorship is concerned, you are authorizcd to co-
^,,^.. ,sp°âsor this resolution, together with the other three Western Powers. If this is.^

w^oceptable to" thc French, we agree that the alternative is for the United Kingdom
ponsor the resolution by itself. We have some sympathy with M. Moch's desire

^

rcaolûtion commands Soviet support and that general agreement is reached to refcr
^^cnt question as soon as possible to the Sub-committec. On the other

04 may Indeed be a tactical advantage in reminding the Assembly that it was theWàtttp Powers that first put forwand new sals with rrs^^his reason we would not p^° ^t to Disarmament... . .
ma^Soviet co-sponsorshïp. R^ n0t ^^^ to take any initiative in sccur.
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DEA/50189-40
148.

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

;1 ` au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 204
New York, October 11, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 118 of October 11.
k . . .

DISARMAMENT

After Vyshinsky's speech in the First Committee today, which is being reported
separately, I met with Selwyn Lloyd, Jules Moch, Wadsworth, and their principal

advisers.
2. The main topic discussed was what if anything to do about thè draft resolu^ful

The Americans felt strongly, and we and British
backing filling about spon-to have it tabled. There was however considerable

sorship. Moch thought that sponsorship by the four of
could notu ccept Soviet

that it would isolate Vyshinsky. The Americans however
co-sponsorship and as you know, Lloyd also does not favour this. Moch would be
unhappy about the United Kingdom sponsoring alone and for this reason among
others Lloyd does not want to do this, though it would in our view be the best
solution. Lloyd suggested that Canada should sponsor alone, and France and the
United States enthusiastically supported this. We did not encourage the idea, but

undertook to submit it to you, and to try to have an answer by Tuesday morning.
3. On balance, my recommendation is that we should do this. Though the Amcri-

cans, the British and ourselves felt that Vyshinsky's speech showed that they are
not prepared to move much if at all on the vital question of the powers of a control
organ, and there is in my own view no doubt that their. main object is through
propaganda to delay or prevent a French decision on the re-arming of Germany,
nevertheless the French delegation were in some respects heartened by Vyshinsky's
statement. (I ,understand that Moch yesterday gave Vyshinsky a preview of his
`=`twenty questions".) After the speech today Hoppenot, the French i least t n̂ .
gate, told me that he was confident the Russians wanted peace
This in my view makes the procedural point, of getting the disarmament debate to
the Sub-Committee where it can be thrashed out seriously in private, a matter of

some importance. The Americans naturally am strongly of this same opinion. How-

c ever, it seems probable that if we do not sponsor the resolution now agreed between

; the four of u3, no resolution will be put forward at this atage, although we cannot be
sure how the situation will develop in the next few days.

A, . - In! any case I would appreciate , your : instructions, if possible by 11 am•
I

tômon^ow, as to whether Canada should agree to sponsor the resouti on Anne.
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- 5. The text of the resolution was gone through, and amended slightly. The amend-
ments are an improvement and are as follows:

The third preamble which begins "Isaving considered'. has the following phrase
added "and the Soviet draft resolution concerning the conclusion 'of an interna-
tional convention on the reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic,
hydrogen, and other weapons of mass destruction". Sub-paragraph (c) of operative
paragraph 1 is amended by changing the phrase "the effective observance of the
agreed reductions ..." to "the effective observance of the agreed regulations, limita-
tions and reductions ..:'. The final sentence of operative paragraph I is amended to
read as follows: "The whole programme to be such that no state would have cause
to fear that its security was endangered".

6. There was also some discussion on the question of timing of action if the reso-
lution is adopted. As you know, the Americans have been opposed to any substan-
tive meeting of the sub-Committee until after French ratification of the NATO and
Brussels Treaty revisions. On the other hand, the French have insisted on early
meetings of the sub-Committee, and their view is that to seek to prevent early meet-
ings would bë to adopt a very unpopular and probably untenable position. At the
meeting today, Selwyn Lloyd proposed that the sub-Committee should meet at
once, for a week or ten days, after the resolution is adopted (by plenary) and should
set up two or three sub-Committees at the official level, charged with bringing in
recommendations on such questions as the control organs, phasing and scope. Dis-
cussion about the terms of reference of the sub-Committee would doubtless take up
three or four meetings and would show signs of activity, without getting to sub-
'stance. This idea was warmly accepted by both Moch and Wadsworth.
7. 1 look forward to your early instructions.

DEA/50189-40

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairmwn, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAI►t 130 Ottawa, October 12, 1954

SEQtQr. IMMEDIATE.
A,
Refcrence: Your telegrams Nos. 200,t 204 and 205t of Oct
V! ober 11.

DISARMAMENT

Your telegrams under reference were reccived in the East Block very close to,
daight last night and it was not practicable to discuss them with the Minister

^mtll first thing this morning. As you were informed on the telephone and in the
voi of our discussion with the Minister, our view is as follows:

^On the whole, we continue to prefer a four•powcr sponsorshi f th 101i p o e reso ut1on
tvised since this would symbolize a unified Western approach on the question: .
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of the, next steps to be taken. Failing that, .we should have preferred an Anglo-
French co-sponsorship. We can understand the difficulties created by M. Moch's
attitude which evidently precludes, four-power sponsorship, and the reasons why
Selwyn Lloyd is not anuious, to proceed alone since this might appear to represent
some weakening of the joint positions achieved in the Anglo-French memorandum.
For these reasons we -would be prepared to consider sponsorship by ourselves of
such a resolution, which after all is largely procedural rather than substantive. Our
final decision, however, depends upon a prior understanding with our partners as to
the responsibilities of single sponsorship. As we see the position, if this resolution
were to be collectively co-sponsored, the co-sponsors would be bound to consult
and reach agreement on the disposition of any amendments which might be put
forward in the course of the discussion.
-2. In particular, we foresee two main types of amendments. In the first place, the

Indians and possibly the Latin Americans may insist on broadening the composi-
tion of the Sub-Committee. In the second place, there may be some discussion on
the last paragraph of the resolution with respect to the timing of the report back to
the General Assembly. If we are asked to sponsor this resolution alone, we must
reserve to ourselves the right to accept or reject amendments which might be put
forward even though the United States, the United Kingdom and France may desire
a firm stand on the text of the resolution as it is now drafted. To be quite specific,
should the Indian Government insist on full participation in the Sub-Committee we
would; not necessarily feel bound to oppose this even though the United States
might feel obliged to do so. It would be preferable to clear up this point with the
other three Western powers so that there will be no misunderstanding at a later and
more decisive stage of the debate. ;: .

3. On the substance of the question of composition, we are at this stage satisfied
with the draft as it now stands which makes the Sub-Committee of the Disarma-
ment Commission the appropriate body, but the situation may arise where we might
not wish to oppose publicly India's candidature (and possibly that of a representa-
tive of the Latin American states) and where indeed it might not bedesirable to do
so. After all this resolution will require a two-thirds majority to be carried and some
concessions with respect to membership of the Sub-Committee may have to be
made even though the literal position (that it is a "Sub-Committee of the Disarma-
ment Commission') might have to be abandoned. This is a bridge which we shall
have to cross when we come to it but it is a point which our friends should accept
now rather than tax us at a later stage with bad faith should they feel required to
take a different stand on this part of the resolution.
.4. In the light of the foregoingxwë should be grateful if you would discuss the

position urgently with the United Kingdom, the United States, and French Delega-
tions and advise us further in the•light of which a final decision on sponsorship can

•5 ^ . ,s . < # , • ,, ; ; ^ ,be made:
t5. We understand that the Soviets have tabled their proposals in the form of a
resolution (as contained in your telegram No.. 194 of September, 30).t The Soviet
resolution is substantive rather than proccdural and we would assume that an effort; ,:.
will be made to have the Soviets' accept our resoluuon as the bcst method of consi -
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ering in detail their own proposals. We should be grateful for clarification of this
point and also for word on how the Western powers propose dealing with the
Soviet resolution itself.
6. This telegram is intended as à written confirmation for the record of the instruc-

tions conveyed to you on the phone at ten o'clock this morning and does not take
In•_

150. DEA/50189-40

Le,chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
- au secrétaire d'État aux A0^aires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 211 New York, October 13, 1954

CONFIDEMIAL. IMMEDIA7E.

Reference: Our telegram No. 210t and your telegram No. 130 of October 12.
Repeat Washington No. 52.
.^. , >, . , .

DISARMAMENT ^

After yesterday morning's meeting of the First Committee we had a meeting of
the French, United States, United Kingdom and Canadian representatives to con-
'sidér sponsorship. I explained the conditions you had attached to Canadian spon-
sorship and made a strong plea for four power sponsorship. After some discussion
Moch came up with the ingenious suggestion of Canada sponsoring the resolution,
putting it in yesterday afternoon and inviting the other four delegations represented
on the Sub-Committee, including Vyshinsky, to co-sponsor today. This we did after
obtaining your authority. 1 am sending you separately the text of my lettert to
VYShinsky.
2. Unfortunatély,'Lloyd could not attend our meeting and by the time he got word

to us agreeing with the procedure proposed, the Canadian resolution was officially
submitted half an hour after the Philippines resolution (foreshadowed in yestcrday
morning's debate in Committee) had been put in. This means that our resolution
will.in the ordinary course be voted on after the Philippines resolution - a proce-
dural difficulty which would have been avoided had four power sponsorship been
attainable earlier as we had urged.

,3.,.. •.Immediately< after I speak this morning, it is agreed that Moch, Uoyd and Wad-
sworth' will respond to My invitation to co-sponsor and by the end of the morning
the resolution will be in the names of our four delegations. None of us expect
VYshinsky'to join us, at least without making conditions we might be unable to
accept, but this procedure meets Moch's point of not isolating Vyshinsky from the
^^by confronting him with a resolution in the name of the four other powers
represented on the Sub-Committee.

^ _^•^^ -, .
: Tl
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4. At yesterday's meeting of the four delegâtions we also narrowed the gap
between the ideas of our four delegations on thet met^^^ o^âedF ô t^hCo^mdmlith^ve
debate and the reconvening of the Sub-Committee.
now tentatively agreed that there should be a full debate in the First Committee
lasting probably another week or - so; that no attempt should be made to curtail
debate in Committee; that there should be no delay in having our resolution con-
firtned in plenary alter it has been adopted in Committee, nor in calling the Dis-
armament Commission and activating the Sub-Committee. (Sarper of Turkey is
Chairman of the Commission for October, Vyshinsky for November). This timeta-
ble commits Wadsworth to holding at least some meetings of the Sub-Committee
this fall even before November 20 and it also commits Moch to the proposition that
there should be no automatic or early deadline by which the Sub-Committee must
report during the present session of the Assembly. Lloyd agreed with the timetable
later on the understanding that the Sub-Committee when reconvened might spend
most of its time initially on technical projects such as examining which weapons
should be prohibited and which limited or reduced. Moch has, of course, not agreed
that the Sub-Committee should initially be preoccupied with purely technical work.

5. With all the last minute changes of tactics of the past few days, my statement
for this morning has grown longer than it

012^ of vOctober 12 for an immediatetime. I fear your request in your telegram No.
text of the entire statement will have placed a severe strain on communications in

Ottawa as here.

.^mRAM 226 New York, October 13, 1954

DEA/5018940
151.

i
, Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extfrieures

Chairman, Delegation to, United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

IMMEDIATE
,.;.^ ^ , ^..;... .,..

DISARMAMENP -- CANADIAN RESOLU77ON

To avôid confusion over final wording of Canadian resolution submitted yester-
3 . . . , , ^. ^3 l. .. ^ r . . .. ^ .t . ,. .

`day, text follows:
,

"The General Assembly,
a 7 .. . . .. q , .: ...

^ . .. ,. < . . . ... . . , . > .,. . . -. . . . .

Rea,^`'irming the responsibiliry of the United Nations for seeking a solution of the
disarmament problem,

rA Conscious that the continuing development of armaments increa.ses the urgency

of the need for such a solution,
. Having`considercd the fourth report of the Disarmament Commission of 29 Jue`

1954 (D.CJ53 and D.CJ55), and the documents annexed thereto, and the Soviet

resolution (A/C.1/I50) concerning the conclusion of an international conven-
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tion (treaty) on the reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic, hydro-
gen, and other weapons, of mass destruction,29.

1. Coticludes that a further effort. should be I made to reach agreement on compre-
hensive and co-ordinate proposals to be embodied in a draft international disarma-
ment convention providing for:

(a) The regulation, limitation and major balanced reduction of all armed forces
and all armaments;

(b) The total prohibition'of the use and manufacture of nuclear weapons and
weapons of mass destruction of every type, together with the conversion of existing
stocks of nuclear weapons for peaceful purposes;

(c) The establishment of effective international control, through a control organ
with rights, powers and functions adequate to guarantee the effective observance of
the agreed regulations, limitations and reductions and the prohibition of nuclear and
other weapons of mass destruction, and to ensure the use of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes only;
^, The whole programme to be such that no state would have cause to fear that its
security was endangered;
=2. Requests the Disarmament Commission to seek an acceptable solution of the
disarmament problem taking into account the Anglo-French proposals of 11 June
1954 (DGSC.1/10) which have been accepted by the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics as a basis for an international disarmament convention, as well as other
proposals within the commission's terms of reference;
,:3. Suggests that the Disarmament Commission reconvene the sub-committee
established in accordance with paragraphs 6 and 7 of General Assembly Resolution
715 (VIII);
.',4. Requests the Disarmament Commission to report to the Security Council and to
the; General Assembly as soon as sufficient progress has been made." Text ends.

I

^'Pbur le projet de résolution de l'Union soviétique (MC1r750), voir Nations Unies. Docununu
officldt de l'Auanblte afüfral4 nmtibne session, Annexes, 21 septembre- 17 décembre 1954,
New York, points 20 et 68 de l'ordre du jarr, p. 3.
par the Soviet draft resolution (Aic1/750), sec United Nations, Official Records of the GeneralAu ŷ. Nurtb Sasion. Annexs. September 21-i)ocember 17, 1954, New Yotic, Agenda item 20
4nd 68,p.3.
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152.

iiLOItpM 227
New York, October 13, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL.. IMMEDIATE.

DISARMAMENT - SOVIET AMENDMENTS TO CANADIAN RESOLUTION

Following is text of unofficial translation of the amendments to Canadian disarma-
ment resolution given Johnson by Vyshinsky at Polish delegation party this eve-
ning. Acceptance of Soviet amendments would enable them to'co-sponsor. Text

begins:
1. The resolution should refer in the title not only to the wording of the'western

disarmament item but also to the Soviet item.

2. Amend paragraph 1(A) to read "major reduction of all armed forces and all

conventional armaments;

3. Amend paragraph 1(C) to read "the establishment of effective international
control, through a control organ with the necessary rights, powers and functions to
guarantee the effective observance of the , agreed reduction of âll armaments and
armed forces and the prohibition of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction,
and to ensure 'the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes only;"

4. Amend paragraph 2 to read "requests the Disarmament Commission' to f ind an
acceptable solution of the disarmament problem taking into account the Anglo-
Frénch'proposals of 11 June 1954 (DC/SC.1/10) and the U.S.S.R. draft resolution
of 30 September 1954 (S/C.1/150) providing for the conclusion of an appropriate
international convention, to be based on the Anglo-French proposals:' Text ends.

153.
DEA/50189-40

1JNITED NATIONS AND OTHFR INTERNATIONAL OROANIIATIONS

DEA/50189-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assémblée générale des Nations Unies
-au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman,.Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 139 Ottawa, October 14, 1954

DIS/1RMAMENT- CANADIAN RESOLUIiON ; ' -

Our comments on Vyshinsky's proposed amendments are as follows:
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(1) The text of the Canadian resolution, as given in your No. 226 of October 13,
contains no title, and we find it difficult to comment usefully on the title wording.
Perhaps as an alternative to giving the Soviet item equal prominence with the West-
ern item, it would be possible to devise a neutral phrase which could include both.
In any event, this does not seem to present any insuperable problem.

(2) The language of the proposed amendment in paragraph one (a) is similar
though not entirely identical with paragraph two (b) of the Anglo-French memoran-
dum which reads as follows: "Major reductions in all armed forces and conven-
tional armaments". The difference from the Anglo-French memorandum, however,
is slight. On the other hand, the principal difference between this Soviet amend-
ment and paragraph one (a) of the Canadian (now four power) resolution would
seem to lie in the fact that the reference is to "all forces and all armaments" in the
Canadian draft whereas it is restricted to "all armed forces and all conventional
armaments". We should welcome clarification of this point, although in our own
view it does not constitute a major difficulty when sub-paragraph l(a) is read in
conjunction with 1(b).
" (3) We see no substantial difficulty in the acceptance of the Soviet redraft of para-
graph 1(c) or even paragraph 2 providing it is acceptable to the other co-sponsors,
and contains a reference to "other proposals within the Commission's terms of
reference".

2. We should be grateful for your early comments on the Soviet draft amendments
on the basis of your consultation with the other three Western powers. In the
meantime,-the foregoing comments will indicate that on a first study we see no
major difficulty, on the basis of the texts, in the way of accepting the Soviet
amendments.

,3..The position is that, by pre-arrangement with our three partners, an offer has
been made to the Soviet Union to co-sponsor what has now become a four-power
resolution. We think it would be difficult for the Western powers to refuse to wel-
come Soviet acceptance on the grounds only of the apparently minor textual
nmendments suggested by Vyshinsky.
4. We recognize however in this matter, as in many others, the important thing is

not only the text itself but the cold war implications of reaching agreement with the
Soviet Union on concerted courses of action. If it is assumed, as apparently our
United States colleagues assume, Chat the recent Soviet response in the disarma-
ment field is entirely propagandistic in character there might have been solid
ground for avoiding five-power sponsorship. If, however, we consider that,
although the Soviet proposals must be viewed with the utmost skepticism, they
déserve a thorough study in the appropriate forum; we must welcome Soviet sup-
Pât for our procedural resolution and should not balk At Soviet co-sponsorship
^ .,^, ,(âssuming their amendments are not objectionable in themselves). The decision to
Appeal for Soviet co-sponsorship has already been taken and we consider that the
itnendments which they have proposed are now to be examincd on their merits and
°nf the assumption that there is a chance of the Sub-committee doing some serious
work_ in this important field.
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5. Nevertheless, in this as in other aspects of this complicated problem, a principal
concern must be the continuance of Western unity, and the four co-sponsors will
have to reach agreement on the disposition of the Soviet texts. In our view the four-
powers would be well advised to avoid giving Vyshinsky any basis for suggesting
that we are unwilling to consider the Soviet amendments on their merits and are
merely being frustrated from doing so because of an unwillingness on the part of
the United States to accept any, kind of Soviet co-sponsorship. All this being said
we consider it important that agreement by the Soviet ^^û^' h Iu dn not be
Canadian resolution, which after all is. very largely p
allowed to mislead public opinion into thinking that this implies agreement on the
substance of a comprehensive disarmament scheme. Time alone can tell. Although
we are inclined to think here that Soviet acquiescence in co-sponsorship is prima-
rily a continuation of their general tactics evident this our ownl i é rest

pos ing as
ti^ere

partisans of peace, for the moment it is consistent with
should be agreement on a limited procedure for studying the disarmament problem
and we therefore should not reject even this limited offer of Soviet co-operation.

. 6. We have just seen your teletype No., 238 of October 14t indicating that the
main difficulties appear to be centring around paragraph 2. As indicated in our
paragraph 1(3) above we do not consider that there are insuperable difficulties in
devising an acceptable redraft of this paragraph to meet both the Soviet and United
States positions, but we think it would only confuse matters further if we were to
attempt to prepare an alternative draft at this distance. We hope, however, that the
effort will be continued to reach agreement on a resolution acceptable to and if
possible sponsored by the Soviet Union, though retaining the main form and all the
substance of your own proposal.

^ : ^^c k "^'.. t: t R . . , ... •.. . ^ .^ ..

Reference: Our telegram No. 238 of October 14.t

au secrétaire d'État aux Apaires extÉrieures ^

Chairman, Delegationuto United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External AUairs

York, Octobcr 14, 1954New239

CONFIDEN77 AL. IMMEDIATE.

Repeât, Washington No. 53.

DF.A/50189-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

-.4, ;: ,
ARMAMmm-NSOVIET AMENDMEM'S TO CANADIAN RESOL.Uf10N

Attér we hâd had the Soviet amendments to théf Canadian resolution translated
.:... .

yesterday evening, I called a meeting with our co-sponsors this morning be fore the
;= ^Y^.^.: :`.'.^^ '^» :^.^ . ^ .',i ^`,.; ..:^.' _o j'I ' -.;.^ • 'ï _,,, .

-

• First Committee.

2. The first reactions of Moch and Lloyd were favourable towards accepting most
of the Soviet amendments with some changes, since, as Uoyd said, we were gain-
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ing our essential points of maintaining the membership of the sub-committee and
the timetable as we wished: to secure Soviet support forour procedure would keep
Vyshinsky "from fishing in troubled waters" and avoid embarrassing discussions in
the committee on Indian membership or (as the Australian and Philippines delega-
tions have proposed) on requiring the sub-committee to make an interim report
before the end of the present session. Moch also echoed our point that the Western
powers must endeavour (a) to stick together on the Soviet amendments and (b) to
avoid giving the appearance of unreasonableness or rigidity.
3. Wadsworth, however, said that it was his understanding that we had all four

agreed that we would invite the Soviet Union to co-sponsor the Canadian resolu-
tion as it stood. He had thought it was understood there would be no question of
negotiating amendments and his present instructions clearly require him to oppose
any Soviet amendments. Moreover, even at first glance there were the following
points of 'substance in the Soviet amendments which he did not think the United
States could accept:

(a) The concept of "balanced" reduction was basic for the United States as was
also the idea of the regulation and limitation of armaments.

(b) The Soviet draft resolution should not even indirectly be given an Assembly
blessing and it was dangerous to imply that the Anglo-French and Soviet proposals
were so close that they could be taken together as a basis for preparing a
convention.:,. . .

(c) The Soviet omission of a reference in paragraph 2 to "other proposals" was
totally unacceptable.
°4. Lloyd and Moch agreed that the Soviet amendments could not be accepted as

they stood but thought something acceptable to all rive delegations could probably
be worked out. They did not sec how they could refuse the Soviet amendment to
paragraph I of the Canadian resolution which simply reverted to the wording of the
Anglo-French mernorandurn but they agreed that a reference to "other proposals"
was necessary in paragraph 2. The United Kingdom Government would prefer not
to give the Soviet proposals equal status with the Anglo-French proposals and the
United States could not in any event agree to take the Soviet proposals (even with
others) as a basis for an international convention.

4'SI adopted a cautious attitude between Wadsworth and the others, having in
mind principally the undesirability of encouraging false hopes in France that agree-
r.,ment was just around the corner. At the same time I recognized that in the tactical
Position in which we now find ourselves it was in our own interests to be rcasona-
b1e and in any case not to reject the Soviet amendments out of hand. It was agreed
that if Vyshinsky put forward his amendments in committee we would all say that
V^c would have to study them.

6•` Although he has spoken to the press in general terms about some "small Soviet
Mendments" Vyshinsky did not speak at this morning's meeting of the First Com-
^aee and our next meeting is not until tomorrow (Friday) afternoon. lie spoke to

after this morning's meeting and I said that we would need a little time to
^qaslder his amendments. He theri suggested I show them to the other co-sponsorst,,
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and I agreed. He told me he had spoken to the press about the amendments and did

not press me for an early reply. -

7. We shall report in a separate message (No. 238) some of the alternative ver-
sions of the Soviet amendments which we discussed at this morning's meeting of

the four delegations.

DEA/50189-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^GRm 249
New York, October 15, 1954

CONFIDENZlAL. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 139 of October 14 and our telegrams Nos. 238t and

239 of October 14.

DISARMAMENT - SOVIET AMENDMENTS TO CANADIAN RESOLUTION

1. At a working level meeting of the United States, United Kingdom, French and
Canadian delegations this morning, we discussed subject to higher authority in
each case, possible compromise wording which Mr. Martin, on behalf of the four
co-sponsors, might put to Mr. Vyshinsky on Monday if agreement among our four
delegations has been reached by that time.

2. All four delegations agreed there was no difficulty, about acçepting the Soviet
amendment to the title of the resolution. ) .°

-3. On paragraph 1(a) of the Canadian resolution the United Kingdom, French and

Canadian delegations could agree to the Soviet umendmcnt. The United States

could agree to the addition of the word "conventional" but could not agree to drop
"regulation, limitation and" from our original text. They might, however, be able to
agree to drop the word "balanced". ;

; 4. On paragraph 1(c) all four delegations are agrced that the Soviet amendment is

acceptable, provided, in the case of the United States delegation, that they have a

reference to "regulation, limitation" in paragraph l(a).
On paragraph 2,`which raises the chief difficulty the United States and Frcnch

delegations prefer the alternative language reported in paragraph 1(d) of our tele-
gram No.- 23830 The French would, however, change "divergent" to "different".
The United Kingdom delegation would probably agree to (d) but prefer (c) since it

.^: . , .
' »La variante se lit cocmne :uit :line alternative text ttad as foibrvs: 1, , _ .

04 -à - --s---- ,- r.. .,....,^.^,ts which
4

~Requests LM LnSBrmamaA %.vru[nufflun .V scu .v . a.,..^..^ b+•r .m....... _.. _--- or -
tti0g..t Otto ,q;^,urnent nroblem

Into sccountthe An^lo-^raich proposals of i l Imie. the Soriet 1̂+roposab of Septanb^ ^^d °^a
proposals within the Commission's terms of reference."
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does not place the Soviet proposals on the same level as the Anglo-French
proposals.3t

6. We also discussed the possibility of including in whatever version of this para-
graph is acceptable to the co-sponsors a specific reference to the United States pro-
posals covering the rights, functions and powers of the control organ. The United
States delegation suggested "taking into account proposals within the Commis-
sion's terms of reference including the United States working paper of May 25, the
Anglo-French proposals of June 11 and the USSR resolution of October 8". There
is something to be said for referring to the United States proposals in some way so
that the Soviet delegation, if they agreed to the insertion, cannot later pretend that
the Assembly had given a special blessing to the Anglo-French and Soviet
proposals.. ;..
7. We also agreed that the four delegations should adopt a cautious attitude in

commenting to the press on the Soviet amendments, neither rejecting them nor
minimizing the points of substance they involve. The four delegations have inde-
pendently told Hamilton that his report in this môrning's New York 77nus stating
that the French had not yet agreed to co-sponsor was incorrect, and a correction
will be published tomorrow. A revision of the Canadian resolution was issued last
night in the naines of the four sponsors.
` 8. We should be grateful for your instructions by Sunday afternoon, as the next
meeting of the four principles may take place Sunday evening, October 17.

156.
DEA/5018940

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chtf de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 150
Ottawa, October 16, 1954

C4NFIDENi1AL
Re&f"'P..• v,.... .A_ nun No. 249 of October 15.

DISARMAMENT - SOVIET AMINDbtEN7s

Our comments on the positions outlined in your telegram under reference are as
follôws: The paragraph numbers have reference to the paragraph numbers of the
Canadian (now four-power) resolution.

? Paragraph 1(a) We could agree to the Soviet amendment and hope that it will be
Possible for the United States not to press for the words "regulation, limitation and"

-^^

u 4 ràdannte (c) se lit comme suit JAlternative (c) t^ead as fol v ►bs:
'ir`xequab the Disarmament Commission to soek Jul acceptable solution of the disarmament problem
^^ Into iceount the Angb-Pr,ench Ixopossis of I1 lune, together aith the USSR proposals of^eptetnbet 30 and oth ' • ^^.,, a&Woposas wythin Inc Commission s tcrnu of refertaee."
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in the original text. Failing this we do not see why these words could not be
accepted by the USSR if the United States refuses to budge.

Paragraph 1(c) See comment above.
Paragraph 2 We could accept either. the text contained in paragraph (c) or (d) of

your telegram No. 238 of October :14. Of the two we prefer the text in paragraph
(c).

2. However, would it not strengthen` the U.S. objective of ensuring that the Soviet
proposals are not' placed on the' same level as the Anglo-French proposals if we
were to revert to the language used in the operative paragraph of the original draft
sent to us in your 181 of October 8 which used the phrase "on the basis of the
Anglo-French proposals" rather than the weakened United States draft "taking into
account the Anglo-French proposals". Perhaps a draft on the following lines might

be acceptable: "Requests the Disarmament Coo ^ë l^nclusion of an international
tion of the Disarmament problem prov^ding f
disarmament convention on the basis of the Anglo-French proposals of June 11,
1954, taking into account the USSR resolution of October 8, the United States
Working Paper of May 25, and any other proposals within the Commission's terms

of reference: '
,

3. We agree with the importance of the point made in your paragraph ^^an the
four delegations should adopt a cautious attitude in commenting to the press o
Soviet amendments, neither "rejecting them nor minimizing the points of substance
they involve:' This is all the more important if subsequently it should become nec-
essary to back away from the Soviet co-sponsorship.' One other point which was
reflected in our telegram of October 14th on the same subject, is the importance of
making it clear that this co-sponsorship of the Soviet rrsolution is only a procedural
step and that itiremains to be seen whether they ceally mean business in the subse-
quent negotiations. Many people who have not followed.the history of thcse discus-
sions closely may be tempted to think that Soviet co-sponsorship of the resolution
may imply a measure of agreement on the substance which is of course not the

case. k
4. In connection with the foregoing, your attention is drawn to a Cnnadian l^s

report by Harcourt in New York which appeared in October 14th Globe and J^fail

which refers to the fact that "the Sov^et act^on ,(^.e. to co-sponsor) "wi11 follow
agreement among the other four powers on several comparatively minor Russian
amendments to the Canadian resolution". Later in the same text it is stated that "the
ôther three Western powers also were studyin'g Vyshinsky's amendments and t11e
general impression wasathat the suggested_cizanges would present no difficulties:'
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157.
DEA/50189-40

Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 260 New York, October 18, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 256 of October 16.t

DISARMAMENT - SOVIET AMENDMENIS TO FOUR-POWER RESOLUTION
I met again this morning with Lloyd, Moch and Wadsworth to consider which

alternatives to the Soviet amendments the four of us could accept. Agreement was
reached that I should see Vyshinsky this morning and suggest to him that the spon-
sors would be willing to put out a re-draft of our resolution, including the USSR as
co-sponsor, on the following basis:

(a) To refer in the title of the resolution to the Soviet item as they proposed;
(b) To have paragraph 1(A)'rrad: •The regulation, limitation and major reduction

of all armed forces and all conventional armaments";
(c) To accept the Soviet re-draft of paragraph 1(C);

f(d) To amend paragraph 2 as follows:
."Requests the Disarmament Commission to seek to find an acceptable solution

of the disarmament problem, taking into account the Anglo-French proposals of 11
lune, 1954 (DC/SC.1/10); the draft resolution of the U.S.S.R. of October 8, 1954
(A/C.1n50) providing for the conclusion of an appropriate international conven-
tion, to be based on the Anglo-French proposals; the United States working paper
of May 25, 1954; and any other proposals with the Commission's terms of
reference".

During this morning's meeting of the First Committec, I saw Vyshinsky in a
^vate room next door and put the western proposal to him in writing. He said that

would have to consider it and would try to let us know in one or two days. The
.Sôviet amcndments were, he said, aimed principally at two points:

^(a) The deletion of the words "regulation, limitation and balanced" from our para-
^Ph 1(A); and
(b) The inclusion of a reference to the Soviet resolution in our paragraph 2.

I pointed out to him that we were agreeing to drop the words "balanced", that
.,::^e.wordh "regulation" was charter language (Article 26) and that the Soviet dclega-

Uon► had previously not objected to this form of wortis when it had been used in^^^
&4embly resolutions (e.g. those of April 8 and Novcmbcr 28, 1953). I added that

had agreed to include a reference to the Soviet resolution in paragraph 2 and
^i particularly hoped he would not object to our proposcd addition to his amend-

,vvhich had been worked out after careful thought and consultation...^,
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4. After the First Committee had adjourned, Moch told me that he had been speak-
ing to Vyshinsky and that both Malik and Vyshinsky are recommending to Moscow
acceptance of our revised amendments.

158. DEA/50189-40

Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 285 New York, October 19, 1954

SECRET. IhtiNEDIATE

Reference: Our telegram No. 260 of October 18.
Repeat Washington No. 59.

DISARMAMENT - VYSHINSKY'S REiLY;

Immediately following Selwyn Lloyd's farewell reception this evening, we
received a telephone call asking whether I could receive Mr. Vyshinsky tonight. We
met at 9 p.m. in Johnson's apartment.

2. Vyshinsky began by regretting the delay in replying to our counter amendments
to his amendments to our draft resolution by explaining that consultation with Mos-
cow had taken time. He said that he appreciated the substantial concessions we had
made to meet his point of view and accepted our revised version with the exception
of paragraph 2. On this he accepted our suggestion of adding "and any other pro-
posals within the Commission's terms of reference". However he could not accept
reference' to the United States working paper of 25 May,,, 1954. He also wanted to
insert after the words "Anglo-French proposals of June 11, 1954" the phrase "to
which the United States agreeci".

3. He said that this was meeting us half-way and he hoped that we could acccpt
paragaph 2 reading âs 'follows:

"Requists the Disarmament Commission, to seek an accéptable solution of the
disârmament problem taking into account; thé Anglo-French proposals of June It.
1954 (DC/SC.1/10) to which the United States agreed; the draR rc.solution of the
U.S.S.R.' of October 8, 1954 (A/C.m0) providing for the conclusion of an ade-
quate international convention to be based on the Anglo-French proposals: and anY
other proposals within the Commission's terms of referencx "_ ;f
±.4: ,,Vyshinsky made it very clear that his government could not repeat not accePt
the fUnited States working paper to 1which; ° he 'said; they took excxption both in
principle,and detail. ; He said there were parts they could accept but they could

; never, for example, agree to a provision that the control organ would have the right
to make aerial surveys. = 3 ^ i ' ,. ki #

S: Naturahy we pointed out to,Vyshinskÿ.thatthé phrase "taking into account" did.,
not involve a general Assembly bléssing as would stich language as "based on '
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Though we assured ourselves that there was no mistranslation on this point, he
insisted that for a sponsor specifically to request that the sub-committee take a cer-
tain document into account would involve a high degree of responsibility for that
document's contents. It would be "dishonest" for the Soviet Government to give
any such blessing to a paper of which they could not accept even half.

6. We pointed out that if specific reference in this paragraph to a document
implied approval rather than a mere readiness to consider and discuss, then we
would not have been able to accept a reference in this paragraph to the U.S.S.R.
draft resolution of 8 October, 1954, with several features of which we and our asso-
ciates were deJinitely not in agreement. Vyshinsky insisted that this resolution was
in a different position than the American paperbecause it took the Anglo-French
proposals as a basis.

7. We tried out phrases such as "taking into consideration", "noting", "bearing in
mind", etc: etc., all to no avail. We also suggested reversion to our original !an-
guage for paragraph 2, which omits reference to both the Soviet resolution and the
American working paper, referring only to the Anglo-French proposals "which
have been accepted by the U.S.S.R. as a basis for an international disarmament
convention". Vyshinsky could not accept this. As far as his government was con-

,cxrned, there had to be reference to the Soviet resolution and not to the American
` oontrol paper.
¢.8. We suggested to Vyshinsky having the paragraph refer to the Anglo-French
pnnposals, the U.S.S.R. draft resolution, and to "working papers or proposals sub-
mitted or to be submitted on the functions and powers of a control organ, and any
otiKr proposals ..."; and for a moment or two Vyshinsky and Soblev seemed to
hmitate on this but then replied that they could not accept reference to past working
papers on this subject as this would refer exclusively to the American document.
k9A then told Vyshinsky that I could not understand the logic of his position. He
said he was willing to include reference to "any other proposals within the Com-
'tnission's terms of reference"; the American working document was unqucstiona-

; bly within the terms of reference, (he agreed), and therefore was covered by this
lan8uage- Why then could it not be mentioned specifically? Vyshinsky replied that
the sponsors could not be held accountable for the contents of "any other propos-
alâ" not specifically mentioned.

l0. I asked Vyshinsky whether, if his language were accepted, he would agree that
.s...^, .rtWaub-committee could discuss the American working paper on an international
aoatrol organ. He said that that would be for the Disarmament Commission or sub-

^44"mtnittee to decide. When I pressed him, he made it pretty clear that he would►Qté a

c
'gainst such considcration, but implied that be would accept being outvoted.

^ 1. After about an hour and a quarter of anluous exploration to try to find somehasïs of agrccmcnt, we both trcognizcd that nothing more could be donc tonight. I
ook to discuss the matter with my co-sponsors, and we both agreed to think

Mover. On this note Vyshinsky left.

11t gh his office's request for an interview came only after Lloyd's naxption
be innin f th-0 g o evenmg, a remark thcr^e had g•̂ ven me the impression that

Yshinsky fclt he had bad news. As I reported the day before yesterday, Jules
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Moch told me then that Vyshinsky and Malik had stated to him that they had rec-
ommended that Moscow accept our counter proposals. All in all, it seems pretty
clear that Vyshinsky has been over-ruled by his government, and it is now unlikely

that he can budge. - ^ -
13. Naturally I am disappointed. Tomorrow morning I shall report the situation

frankly to our co-sponsors, the United States, the United Kingdom and France at a
meeting which I have called for 9.30. I expect that the Americans will be unable to
accept deletion of the reference to their control paper, though Moch will urge it and
be restive over the discipline implied in his commitment to co-sponsor.

14. My disposition is to recommend that despite Soviet refusal to co-sponsor, we
revise our resolution on the three points which the Soviet Union would accept, and
incorporate the compromise language which we have been prepared to accept Jul
the title, paragraphs lA, 1C and paragraph 2. I might then appeal to Vyshinsky still
to reconsider and co-sponsor, and express the hope that if he cannot do this, he will
at least be able to vote for our resolution as a whole while making his own delega-
tion's views clear, on the record, about the United States working paper.
:=15. If we follow this course, I would propose, after the required final discussion
with Vyshinsky, to explain to the First Committee, more in sorrow than in anger,
the various steps we have taken to meet the Soviet viewpoint in order to satisfy the
desire expressed in the Committee for an unanimous resolution. Vyshinsky told me
this evening that he did not propose to speak until Friday; we therefore have a day
or two to see whether any alternative wording can still be worked out to achieve
five-power sponsorship. But it seems to me that the inclusion of the United States
working paper is now likely to be a sticking point on both sides. Meanwhile I shall
urge on my associates here that we say nothing of this to the press.
.16. I had hoped that despite the dangers of creating unwarranted optimism, we

could have secured Soviet co-sponsorship on our resolution. We have certainly
made every effort to make this possible, first by urging all reasonable concessions
and moderation on our associates, and tonight by doing all we could to thrash out
with Vyshinsky every line that gave even the slightest appearance of agreement.
Our efforts thus far have kept the French delegate in the same camp with the Amer-
icans, the British and ourselves, despite a very wide divergence of motives. (Moch
told me yesterday in confidence that if Vyshinsky agreed to co-sponsor our resolu-
tion = as he then confidently expected, Moch would immcdiately. , wire Mendes-
France urging on him a two months' delay in any steps to debate ratification of
France's agreement for German rearmament.) Though we cannot be too confident
that Moch will remain with us, nevertheless it seems unlikely that the French Gov-
efnment would concur in â breach with their three co-sponsors now. Moreover the,.
issue onlwhich negF ot^at,̂ ons with Vyshinsky have broken down is one on which a
stand can be taken which will be thoroughly defensible to public opinion in West-
ern Europe as in this hemisphere. For the real `difference between the two positions
remains essentially tlie question of contr'ol:

makt+
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DEA/50189-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SEtRET. IbiRlEDIATE.

Reference: My telegram No. 285 of October 19.
Repeat Washington No. 60.

New York, October 20, 1954

DISARMAA![Nt

At an informal four power meeting this morning I gave Moch, Wadsworth and
Selwyn Lloyd an outline of my conversation with Vyshinsky last night. Wadsworth
stated that his instructions were not to accept a revision of paragraph 2 which
refenred specifically to the Soviet proposals and did not include a specific reference
to the United States working paper. He said, however, that he would still be agreea-
ble to a formula which did not specify explicitly any of the various proposals.
f2. We then, at Moch's suggestions, agreed to try out on Vyshinsky the followin
compromise text for paragraph 2. g
1."; "Requests the Disarmament Commission to seek an acceptable solution of the
disarmament problem, taking into account the various proposals referred to in the
preamble ôf this resolution and any other proposals within the Commission's terms
of reference."

`3. It was decided that I should see Vyshinsky this morning. Bearing in mind his
insistence last night on the inclusion of reference to the Soviet proposals, I am not
optimistic as to the outcome but I do feel that a refusal by Vyshinsky on this point
will leave the onus for the failure of our efforts for rive power co-sponsorship on
hitn. ,

^,'4.'As for the future of our resolution, in the event that Vyshinsky does not accept
*above suggestion, it was agreed at the mecting-that we should table'a revised
bY t of our resolution, incorporating those amendments which have been accepted

the Soviet Union and ourselves, leaving paragraph 2 in the form which Vyshin-
akŸ refused to accept last night. On behalf of the four western co-sponsors I would
8t^vé_ the committee an explanation of these revisions.
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DEA/50189-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

'•- Seerétary of State for External Affairst 11,
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TEŒGRAivt 163
Ottawa, October 20, 1954

DISARMAMENt

The United States Embassy here has shown us a copy of a telegram despatched
from Washington to the United States Embassy in Paris in which grave doubts are
cast on M. Moch's good faith in the current four-power and five-power negotia-

tions on disarmament.

2. What is objected to is not the fact that M. Moch has taken up different views on
particular issues which have arisen over the past week or ten days from those held
by the United States, but that he has been not wholly frank with his Western part-
ners in the matter of his own contacts with Vyshinsky.T̂he message makes the

point that on a number of occasions M. Moch has clearly
of Soviet intentions with respect to the disarmament resolution and that in fact he
knew the substance of the Soviet amendments before they had been transmitted to
the other Western powers concerned by Mr. Vyshinsky. The implication of the mes-
sage is therefore that he has been "free wheeling" with respect to the disarmament
question and not playing the game entirely according to Hoyle.

3. While the United States Embassy in Paris has not been ^n asked to ensure
doubts and misgivings to the French authorities, they
that instructions are sent to Moch which would serve to bring his actions at the
^Assembly more closely in line with what are presumed to ^ ^e in tentions

est rn PowersFrench Government and the concerted policy of the
concerned.
4:,While we are fully aware of Moch's general attitude to disarmament anu^lic

anxiety to seek solutions, we felt it necessary to say that in all the recent p
statements which he had made in New York, he had been as critical of the Soviet
proposals as anyone else, (reference his "twenty questions" spcech), and that WC
ourselves had had no evidence either that he was not acting in good faith or that his
contacts with the Soviet Delegation in New York were out of the ordinary given his

.I! intense interest in this subject.

{ 5. We are not required and we do not intend to take any action. For our own

information, however, we should welcome any comments which you might wish to
make on the basis of your experience of negotiations with M. Moch. Needless to
say, the United States approach to us in this matter should not repeat not be dis-
cussed with any other delegation.
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161. DEA/50189-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale `des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for Exiernal Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General•Assembly

ULEGItAM 165 Ottawa, October 20, 1954

SECREr. IMNteDIA7E.

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 285 and 290 of October 19.
Repeat Washington EX-1925. -

DISARMAMENT

Following from Holmes: In the absence of the Minister and temporarily of the
Under-Secretary the following are the views of the Officers concerned:32

2. It would seem that if Vyshinsky rejects the compromise text given in para. 2 of
your No. 290, every possibility of reaching agreement with the Russians on the
question of co-sponsorship will have been explored to no avail and, as you suggest,
the onus of the failure will be on the U.S.S.R.
3. In these circumstances we think the procedure outlined in para. 14 of your 285

and para 4 of your 290 is a good one. This should enable it to be emphasized with
advantage that Canada is, as always, ready to make every effort to reach mutually
acceptable compromises with the U.S.S.R. on the disarmament question. At the
same time the narrowing of the differences to the one outstanding point on which
agreement cannot be reached, should afford an opportunity of focussing public
attention on the fact that this point, which may seem small in relation to our proce-
dural resolution, is in reality of the utmost basic importance to the fundamental
disarmament problem since it concerns the question of control. We believe that it is
difficult to over emphasize that the Soviet wariness in this respect seems to under-
line their continued reluctance to accept the kind of authoritative and workable
control system which the Western countries are prepared to accept as the only prac-
ticable means of insuring the success of any disarmament scheme. i
:4. It would seem desirable to make a special effort to make this clear to Menon
whose proposed amendments, which will presumably now be submitted, may tend
to minimize the full import of the Soviet intransigence on the question of control.
15 , 'Disappointing as it will be if Vyshinsky cannot co-sponsor the Canadian resolu-
tion, there is some consolation in the knowledge that you have reached a sound
position; from the West's point of view, on which to break off the negotiations with
him. In any case, if Moch's intention is to consider the comparatively unimportant
question of co-sponsorship of our procedural resolution as somehow being a signif-
-- i;. .

i.xi Pear:on se trouvait à une conférence en Europe pour discuter de sécurité et de l'intégration de
Voir le chapitre 3. 40 partie.

.1j,Pearson was ai a conférence in Europe to discuss security and European integation. See Chapter 3,
Part 4.
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icant approacli towards agreement on disarmam^ét eanaof French
Government to relate Five Power sponsorship to question

ratification of the agreements on German rearmament, it may be fortuitous that
Soviet co-sponsorship is unobtainable. While it is hard to believe that the French
Government would agree to any proposal of this kind along the lines of para. 16 of
your message No. 285, it would be unfortunate if a strong plea from Moch should
muddy the waters and increase the hesitancy that impedes French ratification. In
addition, you will have noted from our telegram No. 163 that the personal position
of Moch is itself cause for some anxiety. As you know our fundamental purpose is

to maintain Western unity on disarmament and we would hope that whatever
Vyshinsky may do with respect to co-sponsoring our resolution will not have the
effect of further weakening the bond between Moch's viewpoint and that of the
other Western representatives.

5. Our message No. 163 has been repeated to the Minister in Paris, and he has also
being sent a summary of this telegram and your Nos. 285 'and 290.

162.
, DEA/5018940

Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies
,, iau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs ; ,.

New York, Octor 20, 1954

CorrMErrr[A[.. IMEDtATe.
Reference: My telegrams No. 285 of October 19 and No. 290 of October 20.
Repeat Washington No. 61.

DISARMAMFNt -- VYSHINSKY AGAIN

After this morning's meeting of the Trust Committee I saw Vyshinsky again, this

time in the offices of the Soviet delegation; and put to him the alternative wording

of paragraph 2 which had been worked "out this morning among the four western
co-sponsors. I impressed upon him that it had taken a considerable effort to suffive
at this counter-proposal and I urged him to let us know if possible today whether he
could accept it and agree to eo-sponsor,the revised resolution:

groP. Z. Vysinsky. a.%"# at once that the final mi of the preamble would thcnh
define the proposals which the Disarmament Commission and the sub-committce
would have to take into account: He made thâ peraonal suggestion that the follow'
ing words nught be added to this final paragraph of the ° preamble "to be based on
the Anglo-French proposals of. June 11 ". But.when ,1 hesitated he said he did not
think he should press his suggestion, at least "not yet".
!:3: You may well wonder why I hesitated.:This was an ^t on my part. Aller our

meeting this morning with the other three, I was having coffee with Wadsworth and
^ ^ ^ n rtr.

I ââid to`^ htm that - in the` revised dratt (which I was shortly to W s w^ 8
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Vyshinsky) we had not mentioned the Anglo-French proposal. This, at first, dis-
turbed him, as it did Inc. On reflection we both realized, however, that in the Soviet
resolütion reference is made to the desirability of "a convention on the basis of the
French and United Kingdom proposals of June 11". The result is of course that, if
Mr. Vyshinsky accepts our latest draft, there would be no going back on the Anglo-
French memorandum as a basis for discussion. Later I talked to Lloyd about our
failure to mention the Anglo-French memorandum specifically. He was not upset
though I have reason to believe his advisers do not share his view.
4. I thought if I acceded too readily to Mr. Vyshinsky's suggestion I would be

without any bargaining position whatsoever. I indicated that the draft which I had
presented to him was not easily surived at and if he was going to keep on making
suggestions he would make our position difficult. I think he understood and I hope
he believed me.
5. As you may imagine, I was therefore really pleased when he suggested we

should add the words "to be based on the Anglo-French proposals of June 11".
After I saw Vyshinsky I sought out Wadsworth. He was enthusiastic and said of
course we must accept this suggestion. The French agreed too, so Moch told me as
I hurriedly descended the escalator to get away from this madness.
6. Vyshinsky said he would "telephone Moscow" and try to let me have a reply

this evening at the Ukrainian delegation reception. I remarked that at the end of our
conversation yesterday evening I had not had much hope of five power sponsor-
ship, but now had more. Vyshinsky replied that he had hopes but was not "full of
hope". However, I have the impression that he will try to secure his government's
agreement to co-sponsor on the basis of our further revision of paragraph 2 which
avoids the problem of mentioning specifically the United States working paper by
referring to the preambular reference to the disarmament sub-committee's report
(including both the Anglo-French and the United States papers) and the Soviet res-
olution of October 8.

A A few minutes after we had advised our three associates of Vyshinsky's reac-
don, Hamilton of the New York Times had the full story of developments last night
!ad. this morning - not, I may say, from us.

4: Since it seems to be impossible to keep any of these negotiations from the press
and in view of the New York J' <mes editorial this morning which cnticitcs the
United States delegation for being too conciliatory in the disarmament negotia-
aons, I think the sooner matters arc brought to a head and fully explained the bet-
tct• I hope, therefore, if I hear from Vyshinsky this evening, to spcak in the First
,Ĉotnmïttee tomorrow morning and to announce either Soviet co-sponsorship of our
tevised text or the reasons why their co-sponsorship could not be obtained. At the
Same time, of course in consultation with our co-sponsors, I think we should bring
Out. a revision of our draft resolution incorporating what we can of the Soviet^.
Imeudmenta as agreed among the four delegations this morning (our telegram No.
?^:fI.j^^..
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this resolution. Ends.
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DEA/50189-40

to Secretary of State for External A,,Qa!rs

Paris, October 21, 1954

SECREr. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Telegrams Nos. 583 and 585 of October 20 and 21.t
Repeat Candel New York No. 168.

DISARMAMENT

Please pass the following message to the Honourable Paul Martin fr om the Minis-
ter, Begins: I have been reading with great interest telegrams regarding your untir-
ing efforts to arrange for Soviet co-sponsorship of the disarmament resolution.

2. It would have been unfortunate if Russia had
^é g^e effort has bantmadeifsuch co-sponsorship, but I would not myself worry

she is not able to join the other four, and I do not think that the effort should be
continued to a point where it would cause trouble between us and the United States.
I am strengthened in this view by the information that Moch might counsel delay in
Paris on ratification of the London agreements if the Soviets sponsor our disarma-
ment resolution.
1. I think that you have done everything you possibly'could, and that if the effort
should now fail, you have no reason 'for either reproach or discouragement. My
original worry was not so much that Russia was not a co-sponsor as that she might
complain that no opportunity had been given to her to participate with the others in

D2.A/50189-4u164.

to Secretary of State for F.zternal Affairs

SEaKEr. Mossr IMMEDtATE r

` Martin, Begins: Thank you for your thoughtful telegram of the 21 of Octo
which I greatly appreciate.,We too have had the feeling during the past two days
that quite sufficicnt effort has been made to obtaln Soviet co-sponsorship., _,. . n .,.. ,t .

ercnce. gam . 0,
Please pass the following message immediately to Mr. Pearson in Paris from ^r
R' f •` Your fi-là. No} - 168 of October 21 ^

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord,

'- d t dflf Y f t' à l'Assemblfc fnfrale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d État aux A,^rres ext neures ;

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

chef e a ga ion 8
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, . : A _ . , r . ..

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly;
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2. We do not yet know whether they will decide to co-sponsor or not, but we will
not be unhappy either way. The important thing has been to make all reasonable
efforts to allow them to join in co-sponsoring our essentially proceciural resolution
because that course seemed intrinsically right. It also seemed best calculated to
maintain French-American unity in this field and to obtain or retain the sympa-
thetic support of world opinion for the Western stand on the disarmament problem.
3. If Russia does decide to co-sponsor, we will of course take steps in our state-

ment to show the situation in perspective and to emphasize that facile over-opti-
mism would be fatuous and could be dangerous. If, on the other hand, the Soviet
Union refuses to co-sponsor despite our considerable efforts, then the issue
between us and text of the resolution will have been narrowed and pointed up,
focussing on the all-important question of control.

4. Incidentally, I would not wish you to think that we have, during the past few
days, had to put pressure on the Americans. This was the case on October 14, when
the State Department instructions were against even considering any Soviet sugges-
tions for revision of our resolution. The rather strong line we took then seemed
necessary to prevent an open United States-French break. Since that date, however,
the Americans have seen considerable advantage in being conciliatory, and have at
times been prepared to go somewhat further than has seemed to us wise. For exam-
plé, in paragraph two of our draft resolution, the Americans, British and French
were at first prepared to have us offer Vyshinsky a wording which would instruct
,the Disarmament Commission to take into account specifically the Anglo-French
memorandum, the Soviet resolution "and other proposals", without any specific
`reference to the United States Working Paper on control machinery. It was at Can-
ada's suggestion that reference to this United States paper was included. This mat-
;ter ,;of giving the same reference in paragraph two to the United States Working
Paper as to the Soviet resolution has so far proved the sticking point with the
USSR, but all our co-sponsors are in the event satisfied that the four of us have
been right to insist on this point, and that if it proves the issue on which our co-
sponsorship efforts toward the Soviet Union fail, then the Western position will be
rrâdily defensible and will be supported by the overwhelming majority of the
sssembly.

-15.=A1l in all, this has proven a very interesting exercise. Incidentallÿ, one of the
benefits it has yielded has been to bring about extremely close and confident rcla-
tiôris between the United States delegation and our own -- closer than has previ-
toûaly existed since the Republican administration has taken over. All of us have
t`ormed the highest opinion of Jerry Wadsworth.
Wiïcântly more divergence between Pentagon th

As far as we can
inking and that o the Un i ted

States delegation here, than between the United States and Canadian delegations.
0â ho I have not fumbled,^ , but I do want you to know how much I appreciate^ value what Dav'd Arn 1 •and Jim George have done. Personal regards. Ends.^^*:
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DEA/50189-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassade en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Embassy in France

ZÈI.EGRAM 593

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 1655; Candel New York No. 172.

c in Paris to comment on the significancx of Soviet co-sponsorship of thepaÎled upon
four=power resolution, you will no doubt wish to take what steps are open to make
the position clear.

a r+ nsorshï than the` fâcts justify ' and for this teason `f n' the event that you may be

^, y, r
We An not dismrss the possibiliry that M. Môch will we more in Soviet co-

anô by a further detailed exploration of Soviët intentions.'
gramme the possibility of which can only be deternuned by future devclopments
step should not bë confused with agreement on 'any substantial drsarmament pro-

présent today in London, Ontario where he is receiving an honorary degrce, and %ti c
have been in touch with him. His view, which is strongly supported by the United
States and the United Kingdorn Delegations in New York, is that Mr. Johnson
stiôuld be prepared in the Assembly_ to speak on behalf of the Western powers if
this sub,léct comes up this afternoon, sind we are proceeding on these lines.
4. As you well know, we have been careful to emphasize throughout lhis exercise

thé importance of ensuring thât' the importance of Soviet co^-sponsorship is not
over-played. The Delegation; therefore, 'will do its best to try to make clear that
what is now involved is merelÿ agreement on the terms of a procedural resolution
tos study ,the problem of disarmament, in the Sub-committee and that this proccdural

Ottawa, October 22, 1954

DISARMAMENT

Following for the Minister from Under-Secretary, Begins: My immediately follow-
ing telegram repeats the text of telegram No. 290 from the Delegation in New York
indicating that agreement had been reached by the four powers to try out on
Vyshinsky the compromise text set forth in paragraph two of the Delegation's tele-

gram No. 290 of October 20.

2. We have just heard by telephone from New York that M. Moch had informed
our Delegation that Vyshinsky had agreed to this compromise text. This now
removes the last basis of difficulty so far as rive-power co-sponsorship is con-
cerned, and in view of the importance that will be attributed,to the Soviet agree-
ment, it is likely that the Soviet Delegation will take early action, possibly today, to
make its concurrence known.
'3. This raises the question for our side of seeing to it that this co-sponsorship by
the Soviet Union is placed quickly and carefully in its proper context. Mr. Martin is
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166.
DEA/5018940

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale' des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly;
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 317 New York, October 22, 1954

IAiMEDIA'IE

DISARRiAMFNT

Following is text of rive power resolution tabled this afternoon as Document
A/C.1l752/REV.2. Text Begins:

The General Assembly,
Reaffirming the responsibility of the United Nations for seeking a solution of the

disarmament problem.
Conscious that the continuing development of armaments increases the urgency

of the need for such a solution,
Naving considered the fourth report of the Disarmament Commission of 29 July

1954 (DC/53 and DGSS), and the documents annexed thereto, and the Soviet draft
resolution (A/C.1l750) concerning the conclusion of an international convention
(treaty) on the reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic, hydrogen, and
other weapons of mass destruction,

1 Concludes that a further effort should be made to reach agreement on compre-
.. . z.:..;:hénsive and co-ordinated proposals to be embodied in a draft international disarma-
ment convention providing for.

Ÿ(a) The regulation, limitation and major reduction of all armed forces and all con-
enuonal armaments;

r(b) The total prohibition of the use and manufacture of nuclear weapons and
!Ieapons of mass destruction of every type, together with the conversion of existing
âtockàl of nuclear weapons for peaceful purposes;4 ^- .
^^:The establishment of effective international control, through a control organ

rights, powers and functions adequate to guarantee the effective observance of
^; agreed reductions of all armaments and armed forces and the prohibition of
Wear and other weapons of mass destruction, and to ensure the use of atomic
Aagy, for peaceful purposes only;
O*7ba whole programme to be such that no statc would have cause to fear that its
^çurity was endangered;
2.'Requests the Disannament Commission to seek an acccptable solution of the

^^t problem, taking into account the various proposals referred to in the
^of ^ of this resolution and any other proposals within the commission 's terms

_;^„tefatnce,
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3. Suggests that the Disarmament Commission reconvene the sub-committee
established in accordance with paragraphs 6 and 7 of General Assembly resolution
715 (VIII);

4. Requests the Disarmament Commission to report to the Security Council and to
the General Assembl}i as soon as sufficient progress has been made 3j=Text Ends.

SUBDIVISION IV/SUB-SECTION IV

UTILISATION PACIFIQUE DE L'ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE

PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

167. DEAI14001-2-1-40

Note du chef du Comité consultatif sur l'énergie atomique,

pour le premier ministre,
le ministre de la Production pour la défense.

le ministre de la Défense nationale
et le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :

Memorandum from Chairman, Advisory Pane, on Atomic Energy,
to Prime Minister,

Minister of Defence Production,
Minister of National Defence

and Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa]; January 6, 1954
^ ' . . F ^ ^^ . . . . . ^

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY -

The Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy* met on January 5, 1954, to explore the
implications for Canada of President Eisenhower's proposal that a new interna-
donal agency to further the peaceful uses of atomic energy and related material
should be established,^ and to prepare for your consideration some suggestions as
to action and policy which =might be followed by representatives of the Canadian
Government during the next few months, when methods of implementing the pro-
posals are being discussed between the countries concerned.

• The membership of the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy it as fotlows:

The Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman)
The President. Atomic Energy Control Board

'The Under-Secretary of State for External Affain '
The Chairman. Defence Research Board .
The President, Atomic Energy of Caaada. Limited
Mr. (;.G Bateman

, i . ;
,

Also present at the meeting of January 5. 1954. were the Chainman.
Chiefs of Staff, and the Canadian Ambassador to the United Stata.

3 I:ï résolution a été adoptée à l'unanimité par l'Assemblée t EnErak k 4 novembre 1954.
Tbe reaolution was adopted by the (kneral Assembly on November 4. 1954 in a uunanimow Yote.
Voit/See United States. Department of State. Ankrican Foreign Polky, 1950-1935, Basic Docw"

ments. Volume II. Washington: Departinent of State, 1957, pp. 2798-28o.
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2. In preparing this report the Panel took into account the information contained
in the attached telegramst dated December 16, December 24 and December 30,
1953, from our Ambassador in Washington. These telegrams, in addition to 'giving
useful information on current American ideas on the implementation of the plan,
also point out that United States officials would welcome any Canadian sugges-
tions, particularly in the immediate future while their own views were still fluid.
The Panel also noted the attached telegram dated January 4,'1954,t from our High
Commissioner in London, which indicated that the United Kingdom authorities are
only just getting around to a serious study of the problem.

3. In view of the public statements made by the Prime Minister and the Minister
of Defence Production immediately after the President's speech of December 8,
and because of the coincidence of the Eisenhower proposals with the general aims
of Canadian policy, the Panel has assumed that the Canadian Government will wish
to support the United States Government in their cndeavour.
' 4. After careful consideration of President Eisenhower's plan, and the factors, so
far as they are known at present, which mi ht be expectedg to affect Canadian par-ticipation in it, the Panel believes that the Government might proceed as follows:
{(a) that the Canadian Government should endorse the general idea of an intcrna-
tional agency to facilitate the development of the peacetime uses of atomic energy,
as suggested by President Eisenhower in his speech of December 8, 1953, to the
United Nations General Assembly, and in doing so should accept the implicit obli-
gation to make contributions to the agency on a basis to be negotiated when the
requirements are known;

^) that the Secretary of State for External Affairs should be authorized to instruct
Canadian Ambassador in Washington and the High Commissioner in London to

tnform the United States and United Kingdom authorities of this fact and of the
views outlined in the following sub-paragraphs;

t'(c) that it would seem desirable for the proposai international agency to be associ-
ated with the United Nations,probnbly as a"specializcd agency"; (It will be impor-
tânt, however, to insure that in determining its policies and programme, the views
of the'important contributing powers have appropriate weight. One way of accom-
Plishing this would be to follow the precedent set when the International Monetary
Pund was established and include some system of weighted voting. Another
method might be to have an executive council composed of permanent members
^ enting the important contributing nations, and elected members representing

er countries.)

(d) that the following suggestions regarding the scope and nature of the proposed
agency be given to the United States and United Kingdom authorities for their
ôonsideration:

#C (i) The agency should secure uranium and fissionable material from countries
supporting and contribuung to il: should itself hold only small stocks of such
materïal, but be in a position to draw upon the stocks held by contributing

^ nations up to the amounts pledged. Such stocks held for it by contributing coun-
tries would be • • •N8re8ated and subject to its inspection.
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(ii) The agency should supply on .a rental or sale basis, but subject to its contin-
ued inspection and control, uranium and fissionable materials for the establish-
ment of power and research reactors by countries willing and able to establish
and operate such reactors with the help of the agency..
(iii) The agency should be given the duty, in addition to,furnishing of materials,
of arranging for the provision of professional and technical services in the con-
struction and initial operation of power and research reactors to those countries
capable of making effective use of such services.

(iv) The agency should, in due course; in co-operation with other agencies
assisting in the development of under-developed countries, make available
atomic materials and technical assistance for the building of atomic, power
plants in under-developed countries, when the technology of such plants has
advanced to the stage where this is practical.
(v) The agency should be enabled to finance the sale on credit or rental of ura-
nium and fissionable materials provided to recipient countries as described, but
should not provide other capital required for the construction of reactors, leaving
this role to the recipient nation itself or to other institutions, including the Inter-
national Bank and any agencies engaged in assisting economic development of

other types. Payment by recipient nations might be in materials of use to the
Agency in lieu of money.
(vi) The A ency should not itself construct, own or operate atomic reactors, but

sulted before any firm proposals were put forward to countnes o er

(e) that it is important for a clear understanding to be reached between those likely
to be the principal contributing powers (other than Russia) before getting involved
in. discussions with other countries or in the Disarmament Commission; for this
reason it would be desirable for informal, discussions to commence forthwith
between the countries represented on thejCombined Policy Committee that deals
with atomic energy matters (i.e., the United States, United Kingdom and Canada);
in any event, Canada, as an important potential contributor, would wish to be con-

AL than those

might conceivably undertake certain key processing work if this contributed to
the more effective control of fissionable materials furnished to recipient nations.

represented on the Combined Policy Committee."
R.B. BRYCB
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168., '
DEA/14001-2-140

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures
pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa], January 28, 1954

nature of the Canadian views reardin theg g possible form of the proposed interna-

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

I thought it might be useful, prior to your departure on your trip around the
world,^6, if I gave you a brief report on the developments since President Eisen-
hower made his proposals on atomic energy to the General Assembly of the United
Nations last December. A copy of this memorandum is included in the handbook
which is being prepared for your use en route.
2. You will recall that the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy recommended cer-

tain actions and policies which might be followed by representatives of the Cana-
dian Government during the next few months when methods of implementing
President Eisenhower's proposals are being discussed between the countries con-
cerned. A summary of the Panel's proposals regarding the nature of the proposed
international agency to administer the plan is attached as Appendix "A".t
3. As a consequence of your approval of the report, our High Commissioner in

London and our Ambassador in Washington were instructed to inform the United
Kingdom and United States Governments of the Canadian suggestions. In addition,
they were directed to state that in the view of the Canadian Government it was
important for a clear understanding to be reached between those likely to be the
principal contributing powers (other than Russia) before getting involved in discus-
sions with other countries or in the Disarmament Commission; for this reason,
Canada as an important potential contributor, would wish to be consulted before
any Grm proposals were put forward to countries other than those represented on

Combined Policy Committee (i.e. the United States, the United Kingdom and
Canada).

4. Subsequently the French Embassy in Ottawa was advised informally of the

tional agency, but was not informed of Canadian views regarding procedure for the
negotiations.

S. Just before he left for the Conference of Foreign Ministers,111r. Dulles had two
^ ngs with Zaroubin, the Soviet Ambassador in Washington. In the course of

meetings Zaroubin indicated Russian agreement with the U.S. view that dip-
b_matic channels be employed to begin with for confidential consultations, it being
Understood that subsequently discussions might be moved to the Disarmament
C6mmission. Zaroubin added that the necessity for bringing othcr represcntatives
ktn`the consultat' .
^^ ivisa could be considered later, affirming that such others should
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be those who had "the principal responsibility for peace and security". The Ameri-
cans wonder whether this means Communist China.

6. The Soviet Union consented to consideration of President Eisenhower's propos-
als and the undertaking of negotiations thereon; at the same time the reply stated
that the Soviet Government considered it necessary to negotiate simultaneously on
the Soviet proposals, that is to say by "rotation". Zaroubin explained this as indicat-
ing a meeting one day on the President's proposals, the next meeting the next day
on the Soviet proposals, and so on.

7. The U.S. is now contemplating an exchange of memoranda between Dulles and
Molotov toward the end of the Berlin meeting." The U.S. memorandum, which
would be concerned with the substance of the President's proposals, would be
cleared in advance with the United Kingdom and Canada, "probably" with France,
and "possibly" with Belgium and South Africa.

8. Both my Department and the U.K. Foreign Office have doubts regarding the
U.S. proposal that the discussion of substance with the Russians might in the first
instance be pursued through diplomatic channels, and Eden has spoken to Dulles
about this at Berlin. Although Dulles reiterated his strong preference for the diplo-
matic channel, the Foreign Office does not appear to be unduly concerned over the
way things are developing, and are assuming that some satisfactory arrangements
will be worked out by the time the memorandum on substance is ready for presen-
tation to Molotov.

9. It is probable that matters may develop rapidly in the next two or three weeks.
In the event that anything arises which it would be helpful for you to be informed
. . .. ^ ---- it --.='1 - 11a re rt sent fin you

. t;:

IVi,EGRAM
:wa^=

Refeience: My letter No.' 350 of February 23, 1954.t

nge to ve a po •

L.B. P[EARSONI

DEA/14001-2-1-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ` ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
Io Seeretary of State for £rternal Affairs

. . . . . . . . . . . a . . . _ . . -

WA-328,

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

_,^
•a.. , , . .:_ t._^ Tt,^ ^...^ te ;n mV
by£the Acting Secretary of State to the Soviet Ambassad

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROi'OSAI.S ON ATOMIC ENERGY
^,w•

'^
a.

were given this mornmg the proposed text of thé memorandum to be handedWe

.irnmediately following teletype F ,

37 Voir/See United States, Department of State, Bulle* Vol. XXXI, No. 797, October 4, 1954. eP•

478-489.
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2. The 'Acting Secretary hopes to deliver this memorandum at the end of this
week. If, however, it is impossible for you to reply in time for tha(he would con-
sider delaying until early next week. It was, however, indicated to us that any com-
ments expressed would be welcomed more in relation to subsequent negotiations
and plans than as amendments of this text.
° 3. This memorandum has been handed to the United Kingdom Embassy here; it
will be handed to the French Embassy today; and will shortly be handed to the
South Africans, Australians, and Belgians.

4. It is still intended that negotiations be diplomatic and bilateral. You will note in
paragraph III(A)(2) that only the United States and the Soviet Union are men-
tioned. The State Department have still no defined plan for procedure of negotia-
tions subsequent to their discussions with the Russians.

5. As to the document itself, you will note that it is proposed that the agency is to
be set up by treaty and is not to be under the authority of the United Nations. This
means that membership would not be confined to members of the United Nations
and that there is nothing in the document to prevent Communist China from
becoming a member of the Governing Body. This is fully realized by the United
States authorities, who believe that if the Soviet Union wish to emphasize the posi-
tion of Communist China, they will do so, whatever the form of the proposal.
6. With reference to III(B)(2), Arneson said that the word "initially" meant that

any material supplied by the agency would remain the property of the agency, but
any fissionable material produced by a reactor might become the property of the
récipient nation.

DEA/14001-2-1-40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

I

,11)e following is the memorandum referred to, Begins: ^GYIt. ^

i'RESIDENT EISM{OWER'S CROPOSAIS ON ATOMIC

'TEi.EGRAM WA-329
Washington, March 1, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

,Reference: My immediately preceding teletype.
ii . .

OUTï.1Nt: OP AN INRiRNAT10NA1 . ATOAfi

f

,.

C tNERGY AGE^ICY
The United States Government wishes to submit additional tentative views

amplifying the proposals for an International Atomic Energy Agency as presented.6hôcthe I
ember

'resi
8 d 'e19nt53

of the Unitcxl States to the United Nations Gencral Assembly on
, .

L The Objectives of the United States Proposals
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The United States proposes that there should be established under the aegis of
the United Nations an International, Atomic Energy Agency to receive supplies of
nuclear materials from participating countries with stocks of such materials to be
used for the following objectives:

A. To encourage world-wide research and development of peaceful uses of atomic
energy by assuring that engineers and scientists of the world have sufficient materi-
als to conduct such activities

B. To furnish nuclear materials to meet the needs of agriculture, medicine, and

should define standards and principles which would govern the Agency in the dis-
treaty among the participating nations. To the greatest extent pracUcable, the treaty
A. The Agency would be created by and derive its authorityunder the terrns of a

other peaceful activities including the eventual production of power.

H. The International Atomic Energy Agency

charge of its functions.

through specific arrangements in each case.
or services of the Agency should,biprovided by the recipient country concerned

2. Funds for specific projects submitted by member nations to utilize the materials
tions by individual members to the United Nations.-
might be possible to utilize the'general principles governing the scale of contribu-
accordance with a scale of contributions to be agreed upon. It is suggested that it
projects should be provided through appropnation by the participating states in
, 1. Funds for the central facilities and fixed plant of the Agency and its research, , .. .

staff. .. , , :
E. Financing

C. Governing body.
1. The highest executive authority in the Agency should be exercised by a Board

of Governors, of limited membership representing governments. In determining the
composition of the Board of Governors, it might be desirable to take account of
geographic distribution and membership by prospective beneficiaries. It is expected
that the principal contributors would be on the Board of Governors.
2. It is suggested that decisions of the Board of Governors generally should be

taken by some form of majority vote. Arrangements could be worked out to give
the principal contributing countries special voting privileges on certain matters,
such as allocations of fissionable material.
D. Staff - the staff of the Agency should be headed by an Administrative Head

or General Manager, appointed for a fixed term by the Board of Governors and
subject to its control, and, of course, include highly qualified scientific and techni-
cal personnel. Under the general supervision of the Board, the Administrative Head
should be responsible for the appointment, organization and functioning of the

B. Membership - all signatory states would be members of the Agency.

P. Thé .'Administrative HeadQuarters 'ôf the AAencv I could be located at a place
inutually agreed upon, such as at the seat of the United Nations or, Geneva.
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G. Relationship to the United Nations and other international bodies - since
operations of the Agency may affect the maintenance of international peace and
security the Agency should report periodically to the United Nations Security
Council Tand GA, and should report specially as requested by either of these United
Nations organs. Necessary action in the Security Council or GA should be decided
in accordance with their. own voting procedures. The Agency should also consult
and cooperate with other United Nations bodies whose work may be related to that
of the Agency.

H. The facilities of the Agency would include:
1. Plant; equipment, and facilities for the receipt, storage, and issuance of nuclear

materials.

2. Physical safeguards.

3. Control laboratories for analysis and verification of receipts and inventory con-
trol of nuclear materials.
- 4. Necessary housing for administrative and other activities of the Agency not
included in the preceding categories.

5. Those facilities, as might in time be necessary, for such purposes as education
and training, research and development, fuel fabrication and chemical processing.
IIi. Functions of the Agency

A. Receipt and storage of materials.
1. All, member nations possessing stocks of normal and enriched uranium, tho-

rium metal, U-233, U-235, U-238, plutonium and alloys of the foregoing would be
expected to make contributions of such material to the Agency.

'2. The United States would be prcparcd to make as a donation, a substantial initial
contribution of nuclear material towards the needs of the Agency. The USSR would
make an equivalent donation towards these needs.

3. The Agency would specify the place, method of delivcry, and when a rori-
ate, the form and composition of materials it will receive. The Agency would also
yerify stated quantities of material received and would report to the members thesc
amounts. The Agency would be responsible for storing and protecting materials in
a way to,minimite the likelihood of surprise seizure.
B. Allocation of materials by the Agency.
^1• Tiu Agency would review proposals submittcd by participating mcmbers dcsir-
â8^o receive allocations of Agency stocks in the light of uniform and equitable

a, including:

)L{The use to which material would be put, including scientific and technical
f^sibility.

lk=The adequacy of plans, funds, tcxhnical personnel, etc.. to assure effectiv
of the material. e use
sr

;i!^;Adequacy of proposed health and safety measures for handling and storing
aterials and for operating facilities.

d Equitable distribution of available materials.ALI
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• 2. Title to nuclear materials would initially remain with the Agency, which would
determine fair payment to be made for use of materials.

3. In order to insure that adequate health and safety, standards were being fol-
lowed, and in order to assure that allocated fissionable material is being used for
the purposes for which it,was allocated, the Agency would have the continuing
authority to prescribe certain design and operating conditions,, health and safety
regulations, require accountability and operating records, specify disposition of by-
product fissionable materials and wastes, retain the right of monitoring, and require
progress reports. The Agency would also have 'authority to verify status of allo-
cated material inventories and to verify compliance with the terms of issuance.

4. Information about all transactions entered into by the Agency would be, availa-
ble to all members.

C. Information and service activities of the Agency.

1. All member nations possessing information relevant to the activities of the
Agency would be expected to make contributions' from that information to the
Agency.

2. In addition to data developed as a result of its own activities, the Agency would
have available:

a. Data developed by participating countries as a result of the utilization of the
materials, information, services, and other assistance of the Agency.
b. Data already publicly available in some of the countries.
c. Data developed and previously held by principals or other members and volun-

tarily contributed to the Agency.
3. The Agency would encourage the exchange of scientif c and technical informa-

tion among nations, and be responsible for making wide dissemination of the data
in its possession.
4. The Agency would serve as an intermediary securing the performance of ser-

vices by one participating country for another. Among;the, specific activities the
Agency might provide would, be the following:
a. Training and education:
b. Services concerned with developing codes for public health and safety in con-

nection with the utilization of fissionable materials.
e. Consultative technical services in connection with the establishment and carty-

ing on of programs. ,
d. Processing of nuclear materials (i.e., chemical separation' and ^ purification,

fabrication of fuel elements, etc).
e. Supply of special materials, such as heavy water.

f.' Design and supply of specialized equipment.,
g. Special laboratory services such as conduct of experiments and tests.a. ,
h.'Aid , in' making financial arrangements for the support of appropriate proJects•

Ends. r .,,..:
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DEA/14001-2-1-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-326 Ottawa, March 2, 1954
SBCRE'I : IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your WA-328 of March 1, 1954 and telephone conversation MacKay-
Heeney of March 1, 1954.
Repeat London No. 257; permdel No. 120.

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

Following from the Minister. Unless after consultation with Makins you wish to
propose other action, I think you might speak to the State Department along the
following lines:

1. The timetable suggested by the State Department would seem to preclude full
and effective discussion of the text of the memorandum, particularly in view of the
statement in paragraph 2 of your telegram that "any comments expressed would be
welcomed more in relation to subsequent negotiations and plans than as amend-
ments of this text". We gave the State Department our suggestions on the imple-
mentation of the proposal" nearly two months ago and since that time have
repeatedly asked for information on U.S. views and for an opportunity to consider
and discuss them prior to their presentation to the Russians. Mr. Dulles' aide-
mémoire to Mr. Eden, in which he said that the memorandum would be given to
the Russians only after the prior concurrence of the U.K., Canada and France as to
the essential lines of the plan, reinforced our understanding that there would be an
ôpportunity for consultation in advance. We do not regard the procedure proposed
by the State Department as even approximating this understanding. However, we
will endeavour to give Canadian views by the time requested. 1:12.

In the meantime we would appreciate being informed of the considerations
which led the United States to conclude that the Agency should itself hold the
âtocks of fissile materials "in a way to minimize the likelihood of surprise seizure"
rether, than having the donor countries hold the fissile material on behalf of the
Âgency as we suggested. It seems to us that this feature of the U.S. plan creates a
number of problems that our scheme avoided. In discussing this point, you might at
the same time seek to obtain U.S. comments on the other aspects of the Canadian
P1aa, particularly where they differ from U.S. views.
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172. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

1'ELEGRAM EX-376 Ottawa, March 10, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Washington telegram WA-329 of March'1, 1954.t
Repeat London No. 300; Permdel No. 145.

DRAFT U.S. MEMORANDUM ON PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROi'OSA1S

ON ATOMIC ENERGY

1. The Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy has made the following observations on
the text of the U.S. memorandum as given in your WA-329?' You may transmit
them to the State Department as the comments of the Canadian Government.
, 2. The Canadian Government is in agreement with'the general lines of the U.S.
memorandum but wishes to make the following comments which can be taken into
account in subsequent negotiations if the U.S. Government is not prepared to con-
sider revision of the current memorandum. It is desired to emphasize the view of
the Canadian Government that it is difficult to comment constructively on a com-
plex memorandum of this nature without having had,a prior opportunity to discuss
the text with the appropriate U.S. officials in order to appreciate the intentions of
the drafters of the document. The Canadian Government wishes to re-affirm its
belief that the Combined Policy Committee would provide,a useful forum for such
ezploratory discussions.

General Observations °
3. In our view, possibly the most significant and valuable parts of the whole mem-

orandum are those in Sections III C-3 and III C-4 a-h. If the memorandum could be
recast to enhance the importance of these'proposals we believe it would be greatly
strengthened.
..A.As stated in our comments of January 6, 1954, we remain of the opinion that
the Agency could best accomplish its purpose if it operated primarily as a"broker'
rather than as a "banker", as the U.S. memorandum seems to envisage. It seems to
us that the U.S.- proposal makes necessary a more complicated organization with a
much larger staff x and budget, . j._ than we believe . is desirable, and raises the

is I.e mdmoire a Eté remis à?.aroubin par Dulles, le 19 man 19jq, ! Washinttan. A l'exception de
qnelqves changements mineurs, k texte qui a ftE présentE au Canada Etait identique à la M^s
finale prEsentée an rcprEsentant de l'Union wviEtïqve. Pnut !e texte Intégral du mémoire. Yoirl
The memorandum was handed to ?.aroubin by Dulles on March 19. 1951 in Washington. With the
exception of a few small changes, the draft which was praented to Canada was identical to the final
vcnion submitted to the Soviet tative. Fvt the complete text ni the memorandum. ke:
United States, Depautment of St^e.B^etin. Vol. XXXI. No. 797, Octobet 4. 1954. I+I+. 480'482*
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difficult problem of how and where the Agency is going to hold its stocks of fissile
materials "to minimize the likelihood of surprise seizure".

Objectives

5. The objectives outlined in the memorandum seem, in emphasis at least, to dif-
fer from our understanding of the original proposals, by accentuating the provision
of materials and ignoring the most important ingredient, "knowledge" (our com-
ment in paragraph 3 above refers). In addition, objective B seems to relegate atomic
power to the background by lumping it in with a number of other uses apparently
connected with radioactive isotopes, which, of course, are already being freely cir-
culated to the rest of the world.

International Atomic Energy Agency
6. We assume from Article II(G) of the United States memorandum that it is

intended that the Agency should be a specialized Agency of the United Nations.
We entirely concur in this approach since it would provide for close integration of
the Agency with the United Nations, which we consider essential, and at the same
time enable all present and prospective contributors of nuclear materials to partici-
pate in the work of the Agency whether or not they are members of the United
Nations. As a Specialized Agency, it would presumably be brought into relation-
ship with the United Nations by means of an agreement between the Agency and
the United Nations in accordance with Article 63 of the Charter. The Agency
,would, nevertheless, have an independent status separate from the United Nations.
,i7.. We are in general agreement with the outline of the Agency contained in Arti-
cle H of the memorandum (although as stated in paragraph 4 above it would appear
that the United States Government has in mind a more complicated organization
,and larger staff than we had thought would be desirable). Paragraph (C) of Article
!II would seem to protect the interests of the main contributors. This paragraph, as
well as paragraphs (D), (E) and (F) of Article II, seems sufficiently broad in scope
to serve as an adequate basis. for negotiation.^
8. In view of the importance which attaches to a close association of the Agency

with the United Nations, it is suggested that the link between the two organizations
jould be more clearly emphasized in the memorandum. Specific reference to Arti-

le 55 "of the Charter, which sets out the United Nations purposes in economic,
aoc^al, cultural and educational matters, could usefully be made in the declaration
'of objectives and purposes of the Agency. Reference might also be made to other
relevant Articles of Chapters IX and X of the Chapter, e.g. Articles 57 and 59 and

`^60 which would serve to establish in a clear manner the relationship of the Agency
tô^ the United Nations.

1n this connection, it is noted that in Article 11 (G) of the Asemorandum the
,M.poaal is made that the new agency should report periodically to the Security
Council and the General Assembly. While there am clearly security implications in
tkc work of the proposed agency -et will S. borne i ' d th S' l'9 n tnm at pc^a izcd Agen-
des uornially report to the General Assembly through ECOSOC, which would also
^^,., ti#^ve an Interest in this case in view of the fact that the use of atomic energy for
^fui purposes would conform to the economic and social objectives of the
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Charter. The agreement defining the relationship of the new agency to the United
Nations could contain such provisions as are appropriate regarding the agency on
the one hand and the General Assembly, the Security Council and ECOSOC on the

other. End of comments.
10. United Kingdom authorities in London and Washington may be informed of

these views. Ends.

173.
DEA/14001-2-1-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ^
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

.TELEGRAht WA-476 Washington, March 19, 1954

SECRET

Reference: My WA-424 of March 12,.1954.t
Repeat Permdel No. 68.

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

Yesterday Arneson telephoned that he was ready to discuss the United States
views on the comments which we had made in our memorandum dated March 11.
He indicated that there was no pressing hunrybut we made an appointment at the
first time convenient to him, which was this afternoon. ,

2. Just before leaving the Embassy we saw the AP ticker showing that the United

`States memorandum had already been handed to Zaroubin. ,We are sending two
. following telegrams as follows:

(a) Revisions made in the United States memorandum to meet pur suggestions
and those of the United Kingdom;

` - n^^^ nt^ce No: 148 ôf March 19. 1954?^
; ^^i -^---- - -r- c

,r 3. We had a short conversation with °Arneson and Wainhouse (who was called in
by Arneson to explain the United , Nations aspect of the matter). jjiis United

Nations aapect, in fact, boiled down to an explanation somewhat as follows: The

4United States considered It specialiud agency; but rejected the idea in order to
^avoid the delay involved in reporting through the Economic and Social Council. It
is clear, however, I think from the paragraph as presently draftcd that the rclation-
; ship to the United Nations is general enough to allow for changes as a result of
négotiâtions. } `af.:, F; ^,- ..:•,^ !: '.: .^^ . ^, ; . , ^ had

^ F4. we thought that we should take the opportunity, now that the memorandu^ ^e
been presented to the Soviet Ambassador to enquire as to the methods by w hi
,United States consider that subsequent negotiations would be conducted
^.(. f . . ^^ ^ .^ . . ` i ^ ^ . . r .. .

gtal du communiquE, voidFar the full tut of the press release, sec Urut^ Pau le texte ln' té
Deparmxnt of State, Bulktfn. VoL XXX, No. 770. Mardi 29, 1954, p. 465.
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(a) Between the western powers concerned, and
(b) With the Soviet Union.

Arneson said, as he has before, that they have not yet appointed an individual who
will be the negotiator and intimated that until this was done, discussions with Can-
ada and other western powers would be deferred. I then expressed as 'a personal and
tentative view that it would be advantageous to make arrangements at an early date
for what, I suggested, might be quite complicated discussions on the exact form of
the agency, its functions, and relationship to the United Nations. There was some
tendency to suggest in reply that the Soviet answer might be such as to make fur-
ther negotiations with the Soviet Union difficult. They might, for example, well
relate the President's proposals to disarmament. I continued to suggest, however,
that particularly in view of the fact that it was not clear whether or not the Eisen-
hower proposal would be pursued even without the Soviet Union, it might well be
desirable for officials immediately concerned with this subject to meet and examine
the substantive problem in detail, even if that work might be nullified by a later
Soviet attitude.

5. I said that I had no specific instructions but that I would ask you if you wished to
make some suggestions along these lines, possibly with concrete suggestions as to
when and how discussions between western powers should take place. I should add
in this connection that the Americans seemed still quite unwilling to use the C.P.C.
or indeed, apparently, anything other than bilateral discussions.
6. It is quite clear not only from Arneson's ignorance of the fact that Dulles was
today presenting the memorandum to Zaroubin, but also from Arneson's dry com-
ments on the lack of integration between American agencies concerned, that our
difficulties here in discussions at this stage continue to exist. I believe, however,
that Arneson would welcome some definite suggestion from the Canadian Govern-
ment as to the desirability and preferably the nature of discussions between the
western powers concerned. He would like to transmit this to the Secretary of State
and intimated that it might expedite the whole proceeding.
7. I made no direct reference to the form in which substantive negotiations with the
Russians might take place, nor did I ask questions. I assume, however, from your
previous telegrams on this aspect that you may wish to instruct me to put at least
aome point of view. There appear to be no American plans in this connection.
80 I should be grateful also if you would inform me whether it would be useful to
diiscuss the present situation with Makins and if so, whether there are particular
Canadian views whi h I ' •c nught put before h1m.
9'1 have not marked this for repetition to London but 'you may wish to send it or
some short indication of the situation here..^
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174.
DEA/14001-2-1-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures -

Memorandum frôm Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Secretary of State for Bzternal Affairs

SECRET r 1 [Ottawa], May 10, 1954
^ .. ° .

R.M. M(AcDONNELt.l

PRESSSIDENT EISENHOWER'S ATOMIC ENERGY I'ROPOSALS

You may recall that on March 19, the United States Government gave a Memo-
randum to the Soviet Government outlining U.S. views as to how the Eisenhower
proposals for the peaceful use of atomic energy might be implemented. The Soviet
reply was given to Mr. Dulles by Mr. Molotov in Geneva on Apri127. In brief, the

Soviet position was that it could not consider the Eisenhower proposals unless there
was a prior agreement to prohibit atomic weapons.
.2. The United States up to now has treated the substan ce

vcn to the Canadian Govern-ment secrecy and the text of the Russian Note was given
only after attention had been drawn to the United States desire to keep it

secret. However, this morning's Montreal Gazette carries a story from the New

York Times correspondent in Geneva, dated May 9, giving the substance of the

Soviet reply.
3. In anticipation of a possible question in the House, we asked our Embassy in

Washington this morning to find out as soon as possible
^bdor to call andproposes to say..The State Department has req

discuss the matter later this morning and we expect to have his report some time
this afternoon. In the meantime, if a question is asked in the House, I suggest that
you state that you are not at present in a position to comment but that you hope to
be able to make a statement later today or tomorrow.

Reference: Our letter No. 1462 of August ' 12, 1954.t
TOP SECRET

au secrétaire d'État aux Afi Ires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for F_zternal Affairs

. .,

'IExmRAM WA-1424 Washington, August 18, 19S4

DEA/14001-2-140

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux Étau-Unis
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PRES1DENP EISENIIOWER'S'PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

The State Department have given us a memorandum, which is copied in our
immediately following telegram. Their suggestion is that President Eisenhower
should make a speech on this subject in about three weeks. The tenta!ive lines of
this speech are: That the Soviet Union has indicated that it would participate only
under its own conditions (and that these are unacceptable); that the United States
can now go ahead with friendly countries to negotiate a treaty for an agency; that it
is hoped that all nations interested in atomic energy will eventually become mem-
bers; that the United States will hold available a reasonable amount of fissionable
material and hopes that other countries will do the same. He would add that the
countries involved have been consulted and agree to these general principles.
2. The State Department assume that the process of making a treaty would take

time..In the interval they would propose to help individual countries to set up
small-scale reactors. They might provide training for nationals of other countries in
reactors and might furnish fissionable material on these bilateral arrangements. The
points mentioned in this paragraph may also be included in the President's speech.
3. Copies of this memorandum will now be given to the United Kingdom, France,

Belgium, Australia, South Africa, and Portugal.

4. The State Department would be grateful for at least a preliminary answer next
week. They point out that while this time is short, the memorandum appears to be
so close to Canadian original proposals, that it might not require a long period to
consider. They would, however, welcome any suggestions in the form of changes,
^ • • . .Mons, or delctions that you might think important.

DEA/14001-2-1-40
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for Eztenurl Affairs

7ELEGRAM WA-1425

Top SEcRxr

Reference: My WA-1424 of August 18, 1954.

1 176.

Washington, August 18, 1954

PRESiDENT EtSENHOWER'S PROhOSAC.S ON ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
Ille tollowing is the text of the mcmorandum mentioned in telegram under refcr-
wee, Begins: The United States has considered the situation arising out of the
4sa1 of the Soviet Government to participate in the International Atomic Energy
ABency proposed by the President in his speech of Docembcr, 8, 1953, before the
tieneral Assembly of the United Nations.

^The United States believes that, even in the absence of Soviet participation, an
alntdttiational Atomic Encrgy Agency can usefully be formed by the nations willing
^" uuppott its activities. The program for organizing such an agency should not
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delay present plans for bilateral cooperation, under the provisions of section 123 of
the Atomic Energy Act as revised.

Early announcement of plans for proceeding with the international agency and
with other international cooperative activities is considered desirable.

The International Atomic Energy Agency as it is now conceived would be estab-
lished by treaty among interested nations. It would be loosely affiliated with the
United Nations, the exact nature of the relationship to be subsequently agreed upon.
It is expected thât the agency will be open to all countries (including the USSR)
which accept the objectives and obligations stated in the treaty. Initially, the pri-
mary functions of the agency would be to support training and exchange of techni-
cal information and services, to encourage cooperation in research, to assist nations
wishing to acquire facilities such as small-scale reactors, and in general to aid
nations in developing their capability to achieve the peacetime benefits of atomic
energy and in particular nuclear power. Nations in a position to do so would make
available source or fissionable material for projects approved by the agency, but it
is not expected that at the start the agency would hold stocks of fissionable mate-
rial. The United States is prepared at the outset to hold a reasonable amount of
fissionable material at the call of the agency. The operating expenses of the agency
would be allocated on an equitable basis to participating countries and costs of
projects such as construction of reactors .would be borne by, the nations in which
they are constructed.

The United States foresees that some considerible time may elapse before a
treaty can be negotiated and the necessary ratifications obtained. During this period
it is planned that the United States will initiate activities of the sort which the
agency might, in due course, appropriately take over. Activities of this sort now
under study include a training course in reactor engineering, and bilateral assis-
tance in the construction of small-scale reactors abroad (including provision of nec-
essary modest amounts of fissionable matcrial)." .

international agency at this time. Ends.
an early date if they agree in principle with this general outline for establis1`1111g an

The United States requests that the other nations principally involved indicate at

DEA/ 14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadcûr aux' bats-Unis `-

Secretary of State for, Exteirial Affairs
. to Ambassador , iIn United States .,_^. ,. ,.; ,,_ 1.

26 1954
^ Ottawa, August ^
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PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S i'ROI'OSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY
The Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy met today to 'consider the matters cov-

ered by your telegrams Nos. WA-1424 and WA-1425 of August 18.
2. The Panel considered that the outline in paragraph 4 of WA-1425 of the concept

and method of operation of the International Agency corresponded so closely with
Canadian views that there could be no objection to a statement by President Eisen-
hower that Canada agrees with the general principles. In this connection we would
like to know precisely how and when the United States announcement is to be
made as the Canadian Government will probably wish to associate itself publicly
with the plan.
3. The Panel expressed the hope that the United States announcement will be

couched in terms which will not encourage false hopes. A study of the new United
States legislation makes it clear that the negotiation of agreements under Sections
123 and/or 124 of the Atomic Energy Act will be a slow process, and when this is
coupled with the current state of the art of applying atomic energy to peaceful pur-
poses, it is evident that it will be some time before recipient countries receive sig-
nificant bcncfits.

^' 4• The Panel was concerned over the possibility that the President, in his speech,
tnight say that because some considerable time might elapse before the Agency
ôôuld be established, the United States proposed during this interim period to initi-
atc activities of the sort which the Agency might in due course appropriately take
per. The Panel considered that, if at all possible, it would be desirable to avoid
public reference to the question of interim arrangements and in particular to unilat-
eral United States plans for such arrangements, at least until an effort could be
6de to arri%v at a modus optmndi with the other countries capable of launching
drnilar progr'anmcs. The Panel fclt that the proposal to make interim arrangements
g^^n^ to a number of difficulties, and that little advantage in time would be
g. :, because of the necessity for compliance with Section 123 of the new Act. It
;:eemed to the Panel that if the United States did make such a unilateral announce-
ment, other contributor countries would have to do likewise, and the establishment
ôf bilateral arrangements anticipating the Agcncy'a actions on an unco-oniinated
^.:..,.:bsis between different groups of countries might adversely affect the cstablish
!neat of the International Agency. Moreover, the announcement might be used by4,<

.,unfriendly to the United States as a basis for charges that it was attempting to
„^une a dominant position with respect to the pcaaful uses of atomic encrgy vis- à-
v^s otber countriçs.Ah.a... .,, . ; . .
s The Panel assumed that if the United States should make a bilatcral arrange-

PP.- toWi^ another country, e.g. i3elgium. it would then presumably proceed to
^..^.!ce available to that country classified information now covcncd by the Modus

of 1948. It was suggested that at some appropriate time you might put this
leq V.S. authorities and ask them if they agree with our assumption that if this is

wouid be frec to do likewise.
Panc1'a views are being submitted to Ministers and as soon as approval is
wç 0*0i11 notify you in order that you may communicate them to the State

t as me views of the Canadian Government. In the meantime we sec no
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Seeretary of State for F.xternal ^ffairs

LErrEtt No. 1602
Washington, September 9, 1954

reaction to the United States proposals-
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reason why you should not advise the State Department informally of the Canadian
a

Reference: Our WA-1542 of Sept. 7, 1954.t

3.., - , 5

sunested.
lQiovir€ whethcr his oaro` superior officers would approve of a
p rôc.edure; subject to your approval. I should °add that Ocrar on,

hat ho tcntativdy

Ucularly conccrncd. On the o er .
wâyatudy as the first stage: Only the thrcë eountries in question have scriously

cônsiderai and discuss«i previously the°propôatd^agcnry and only these threc have

had in the past close relations with each othcr on atomie energy matters gencrally.

We made the personal comment that on the. whôle `vYe saw real advantages in such a
'th docs not yct

wise il would embarrass the State ^^. in tluce.,' th hand 'therc are obvious grcat advantag cs
-, ., t n rob a ons v^n o

of the United States,' United ICmgdom and Canada. We a11 ngrad
ôone; the fact of such conversations would have to remain confidential, as othcr-

i 1 ti th thcr countrics par-

pRESIDENr EISENHOWER'S PROPOSAIS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

Wewere asked to attend yesterday an informal meeting in the State Department
to discuss in a preliminary, way the project of ;an international atomic c gy

ne of his assistants; the only otheragency. In addition to Mr. Gerard Smith and one'
person present was a representative of the IIritish Embassy Wc' were given two

copies of a"Preliminary Outline of an International "Atomie Energy Agency": one

copy of this is attached. It was made clear to us that this imper was a very prclimi-

narY one and should not yet be regarded as more .than a draft prepared in one office

of the State Department.
2.A number of points were brought up in the course of a long meeting and we

shall attempt to, draw them to your attention under headings:

A:. Procedure for Reaching Agreement on a Treaty or Comparable Document

0 I (i) The State Department officers asked ûs whcthcr we thought it would bentati^'
possi-

ble to have at lest preliminary and Infornial conversations between represe
, th-11 if this were

! Lo 31 aoCt' 195"0 k INini^âe a iofonoé rmbmadeot am 6mwthds que ki otini" d" voc

. renéuem la politique oerid^ au c___ ¢ 4^ r
â On An^iit 31,195^. the Oep^ adri^â tbe Amba+wador là die t?aited Su^ca cltiat

die Pand'^
à #

V -im wae the offidal poticy or we CROMM Oa►reramaaL
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(ii) The countries "principally involved" are made up, as you know, of the follow-
ing: the United Kingdom, United States; Canada, France, Belgium, Portugal, South
Africa, and Australia. These then would be the group which would consider the
agency either after it had been worked on by the three, or initially. The question
arises as to whether a working party, as suggested by the French, would be desira-
b1e. Our own preliminary impression was that the countries other than the three
would have fewer comments to make than the three themselves, but that probably it
would be necessary to provide some forum in which the matter could be discussed
as between all the countries principally concerned. If the three countries had
already agreed (though not admitting it), the working party would perhaps tend to
have a brief life but have some value in avoiding any hurt feelings. We should be
grateful for your comments on this point as well.

(iii) The next question in the procedural field is how to deal with the countries not
principally involved, i.e., those other than the eight. No views were expressed on
this and the State Department have not yet even a list of what these countries might
be.t .

B. 'Relations with the United Nations

(i) The present intention which has been made known to the press here is that the
Secnctary of State should in his general statement in the opening period of the Gen-
eral Asscmbly devote some time to explaining the plan for an atomic energy
âgency. It is thought that this should be followed up by a more detailed statement
by the Permanent Representative in a committee of the Assembly. The present
tbôught is that he would do this on an emergency item in the nature of a report and^_. .
not directed towards a vote. We were asked what we thought of the above, particu-
1at1y whether there should be the second report attached to an agenda item.
It .
(ü) There are obviously a series of traps in bringing this subject before the Asscm-

bly at all, necessary as that may be. It is almost inevitable, it seems to us, that the
Soviet Union will take advantage of this item, however raised, to make their usual
^ecches on the necessity of banning the bomb and on the unreal and deceptive
nature of the President 's proposals.
(^ü) The State Department plan to give us as early as they can a draft of Mr.

Dülles' Intended remarks before the General Assembly, presumably for any com-
^meeuts, and latcr on a final text both of Mr. Dulles' speech and of Mr. Lodge's, if he

to tnake one...,

^.,) We have not yct been gi^^cn any suggestions on what is pcrhaps the more
patant aspect, that is, the continuing relation of the agency to the United

Nuiôos. Any suggestions you might have on this would, we are sure, be welcomed.
^ta11y, we were told that the Secretary General of the United Nations was
^itma^lly edvised in advance of the President's Labour Day speech and also
^^^ned that the Secretary of State would make a further statement in the General

ly.
;, 3;
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gration difficulties could be overcome.

C. Proposed Scientifce Conferenee'1 ^ - : '

:(i) We were told yesterday that Professor Rabi had received a good response in the
United Kingdom to his âpproach on this'conference. We were also told incidentally
that Mr. Longhair was present at at least some of these discussions. No doubt you
will have had some report from Mr. Longhair and if , so, perhaps you could let us

have a copy. There is in the State Department what looks like a lengthy report by
Professor Rabi, and minutes by Sir John Crockroft. We were not given a copy of
these documents, perhaps on the assumption that they had already gone to Mr.
Longhair.

(ii) There has been some . discussion of whether or not it would be desirable to
have United Nations' sponsorship of the scientific conference. The State Depart-
ment have the impression that the United Kingdom would favour this. The French
view evidently is that sponsorship would be helpful if the Soviet Union was to be
encouraged to attend the meeting but that otherwise it would be less helpful. The
United States thinking leans now less towards United Nations'sponsorship of the
atomic energy agency and therefore officials are less inclined to think of United
Nations sponsorship of the scientific conference. - Gerard Smith personally sug-
gested that the scientific conference might come under the sponsorship of the
United Kingdom, United States, and Canada. In answer to a question, he said that
he thought there would be no difficulty on the financing of the conference, since
the United States Departments could obtain the necessary funds from private
sources.

(in) They are wondering as to the best location of the scientific conference. They
would still hope that it could be held in the United States, provided that the immi-

week, we should appreciate having it.

^r! Gerard Smith asked the British Embassy representative and ourselves to meet
him again next week, which we agreed to do. He does not, of course, expect any
authoritative answers or comments on the various points raised. On the other hand,
if there is any guidance which you would care to give us by the middle of next

D. Subsequent Discussions '

erew. sM
United Stata, DepaUnent of Sup. BMlk" Vol. XXX. Na 775, May 3. 1934. pp. 659-662.

:$t
dent to convene an international caaferame of scientists to explore the paceful uses of atortuc

pacifique de l'EnerEie atomique. Voir!
In an sddrcss before the Los Angeles Worfd Affairs Council on April 19. 1934, Lewis L Stmuss,

(:hairman of the United States Atomic Enerq ► Commission. announood the intention of the l'resi-

L ^ président des États-Unis de convoqua une coAfâaice internationale, de sdentifiqua sur l'utilisation
L Strwss résident A. la United States Atomic P^etay Commission. a Hill. Pan Or, I nten

^. b.. .^>.. .
il Dans une allocution prononcée devant k Los An=eks Woiid Affsirs Council k 19 avril 1954, Lewis

^^ , • •i tive du
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[PIÈCE JOINTF/ENCLOSURE)

Projet d'une note +

Draft Memorandum

SECRET
[Washington], September 8, 1954

pItELIININARY OUILINE OF AN INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

I. The Objectives of the Agency
The International Atomic Energy. Agency shall have the following objectives:

A. To encourage world-wide research and development of peaceful uses of atomic
energy, by assuring that scientists and engineers of the world have sufficient mater-
ials for such activities and by fostering the interchange of information.
B. To arrange for nuclear materials to meet the needs of agriculture, medicine and

other peaceful activities including the eventual production of power.
" C. To conduct its activities in such a manner as to prepare for the time when use
of atomic energy for peace becomes the predominant and perhaps the exclusive use
of atomic energy.

H. Organization of the International Atomic Energy Agency
'A. The Agency will be created by and derive its authority under the terms of a

treaty or other international arrangement among the
treaty will deGne standards and principles which will govern the Agency in the
discharge of its functions, and will state the obligations of the members of the
Agency. The treaty will specify procedures for amendment in order to permit the
Agency to assume greater responsibilities in the interest of member nations and of
world peace.

B. All states which originally ratify the treaty shall become members of the
Agency. Subsequently, all applicant states shall be accepted to membership in the
'Agency and sign the treaty when, in the judgment of the Board of Governors, they
have duly accepted applicable commitments regarding the supplying of materials
,and information for the work of the Agency, provision of financial support ,
facilitating open discussion and 'contacts among scientists engaged in peaceful
research activities.
C. Governing Body:

' 1.` Thc Agency shall be managed by a Board of Governors consisting of nine
persons representing governments. The principal contributors of materials shall

^ be represented in the Board of Governors and other representatives shall be
.:;elected with due regard for geographical distribution.,
2. Decisions of the Board of Governors will be taken by majority vote.

M Staff -Mie staff of the Agency shall be headed by an administrat'v h d^ e ca or
âeneral manager, appointed for a fixed term by the Board of Governors and subject
l̂o,its control. The staff may include highly qualified scientific and technical pcr-
^onnel, though technical advice will in the main conie from consultants provided
^y roember nations. Under the general supervision of the Board, the administrative
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^ for member nations.

head shall be responsible for the appointment, organization, and functioning of the

staff.
E. Financing:

1. Expenses for the operation of the Agency? and for any necessary facilities and
fixed plant shall be met by the member states in accordance with a scale of
contribution 'to'be defined in the treaty, with provision for modification as new
members are added.
2. Funds for specific projects submitted by member nations will be provided by
the submitting nations through specific arrangements in each case.

F. The administrative headquarters of the Agency will be located in

G. Relationship to the United Nations and other international bodies. In accom-
plishing its objectives, the Agency will as appropriate cônsult and cooperate with
UN bodies whose work may be related to that of the Agency, and will make reports
on its progress and accomplishments to these bodies from time to time. The treaty
establishing the Agency will be registered with the United Nations in accordance
with Article 102 of the UN Charter. The Agency will cooperate with regional
atomic energy organizations (e.g., CERN).

H. The facilities of the Agency shall include:

1. Necessary office space for administrative and related activities of the Agency.
2. Those facilities which may be necessary in connection with the Agency's role
in arranging and monitoring the provision of nuclear materials, such as physical
safeguards and control laboratories for analysis and verification of receipts and
inventory control of nuclear materials.
3. Those facilities which prove necessary in connection with the Agency's activ-
ities in fostering research, development, education and training.
4. Those facilities which may prove necessary to provide joint technical services

III. 'Functions of the Agency,, ..

3.. The Agency may at a later. date have in its custody nuclear matenals dedi-

.:..,
1. All member nations possessing stocks of uranium or thorium (in the form of

J; ores, concentrates, metals, or salts), enriched uranium, U-233, plutonium, and
alloys of the foregoing will be expected to hold reasonable amounts of such
material available for the activities of the Agency.

, . ; 2. The Agency will arrange and, verify shipments of nuclear materials from con-..,^
tributmg nations to projects approved by the Agency.

:`' A. Provision of materials.

cated to peaceful purposes.

`the light of uniform and equitable criteria,including: ; s ,
ing to receive allocations of materials held available by contributing nations, ^n
i1. The Agency will review proposals submitted by participating members des!"

B. Allocation of materials by the Agency. F -

& .The use to which material would be put, Including scientific and technical
feasibility.': _ .
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b. The adequacy of plans, funds, technical personnel, etc., to assure effective
use of the material.

c. Adequacy of proposed health and safety measures for handling and storing
materials and for operating facilities.
d. Equitable distribution of available materials.

2. Title to nuclear materials may either remain with the supplying nation or pass
to the recipient nation. Fair payment shall be made for nuclear materials whether
leased or purchased. A supplying nation may elect to require the return of fuel
elements for chemical processing.

3. In order to insure that adequate health and safety standards are being fol-
lowed, and in order to assure that allocated fissionable material is being used for
the purposes for which it was allocated, the Agency will have authority to
approve and monitor agreements for projects. Where amounts of nuclear materi-
als involved are small, the Agency may adopt minimum monitoring procedures.
It shall have authority to prescribe certain design and operating conditions,
health and safety regulations, require accountability and operating records, spec-
ify disposition of by-product fissionable materials and wastes, retain the right of
inspection and require progress reports. The Agency would in particular have
authority to verify by inspection the status of inventories of allocated material
and to verify compliance with the terms of issuance.

4. Information about all transactions entered into by the Agency would be avail-
able to all members.

C. Information and service activities of the Agency.

1. The Agency will have available, and will take positive steps to disseminate to
members:

a. Data developed by member nations as a result of the utilization of the
materials, information, services and other assistance of the Agency.
b. Data developed as a result of the Agency's own activities.
c. Data. already publicly available in some of the member nations.
d. Data developed and previously held by member nations and voluntarily. contributed to the Agency. f

2. In accordance with III (C) (1) (d) above, all member nations possessing infor-
mation relevant to the activities of the Agency will be expected to make contri-
butions from that information to the Agency.

, J. The Agency will encourage the exchange of scientiGe and technical informa-
s` tion among nations, and be responsible for making wide dissemination of the

data in its possession.

4. The Agency will serve as an intermediary securing the performance of ser-
vices by one member for another. Among the s
might provide by this means or through joint facilp ties might be the fo lowiny
(the cost of such services being borne by the recipient nation): g

;^ è' a.` Training and education.
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b. Services concerned with developing codes for public health and safety in
connection with the utilization of fissionable materials.

c. Consultative technical services in connection with the establishment and
carrying on of programs.
d. Supply of special materials, such as heavy water.

e. Design and supply of specialized equipment.

f. Special laboratory services such as conduct of experiments and tests.

g. Aid in making financial arrangements for the support of appropriate
projects.

DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TEi.EGRAM EX-1671 Ottawa, September 15, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your letter No. 1602 of September 9, 1954.'

(iii) We have no immediate views on how to deal with the countries not pnnci-

probably be desirable and necessary to have the proposals considered by a working
party of representatives of the countries principally concerned.

(ii) The Panel agrees that following the preliminary tripârtite discussions it would

a number of occasions during the preceding negoUations we urged that this s ou
be done.

between the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada. You will recall that on
• • • h ld

(i) 1he Panel is very much in favour `of preliminary confidential consultations

. .,
A.' Procedure for Reaching Agreement on Treaty

Energy. The following comments are numbered in accordance with your letter.

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSAIS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

We discussed your letter of September 9 with the Advisory Panel on Atomic

pally involved, but will attempt to develop some ideas.

B. Relations with United Nations

, : , ., ..
you later. ,

The questions you have raised are being considered. Comments will be sent to

C. ; Proposed Scienti.fie. Conferenee r
^ . ...

g
seems to officials of External Affairs that if United Nations' sponsorship is desired
atron views on either the sponsorship or location of the conference. However, R
minutes and we will send you a copy as soon as we get them.,The Panel has no
xr Longhair has just returned from the United Kingdom. He has a set of Cockrott's
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the matter should be kept separate from any United Nations item concerning the
establishment of the International Agency. This would be of particular importance
if the United States' decides to raise the question of the Agency at the General
Assembly under Rule 15 in the expectation that it will be able to hold off attempts
to introduce any form of United Nations control or sponsorship of the Agency.
2. We are studying the draft "Preliminary Outline of an International Atomic

Energy Agency" and will send you our comments shortly.

180.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
DEA/14001-2-140

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External AJj`'airs

Tx.EGttAM WA-1624
Washington, September 17, 1954

S ECRirI'. I MPORTANT.

Reference: Your EX-1671 of September 15.

PRESIDENT EISENiIOWIR'S PROPOSAS ON ATOMIC ENERGY
Your comments were helpful in 'an informal meeting we had yesterday with re

resentatives of the State Department and the British Embassy. p-
2.

There seems to be no difference of opinion on the views expressed in paras1(A) and ( 1)(A)(II) of your telegram.
3.

There is, however, a difference between the Americans and the British over
how this subject should be introduced into the General Assembly. As we pointed
out in para 2(B)(1) of our letter number 1602 of September 9, the present United
States intention is to do this in two stages. The British are worried about the second
atage, thinking that it would open the way to a
that another delegation might introduce an unhelp ûlctresoluqon ^le discussion and
,,4. We were not able to make any comment on this except that contained in oupara 1(C). y r

0. There is to be a further tripartite meeting on Monday afternoon. If ou can give
us any instruction on the General Assembl y as y 8^
w"view of the imminence of the Assembly meeting. f ore then, it would be helpful^, ,
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181.

• Seeretary of State for External Affairs
. to Ambassador in United States -

I

TsxGRAM EX-1699
Ottawa, September 17, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your WA-1624 of September 17.
Repeat Permdel No. 470; London No. 1411.

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATTOMIC ENERGY

Following from Under-Secretary: We are inclined
a end

with
a of thedforthcomçwould be unwise to include an item on the Agency on the g

ing Assembly. It would seem to be useful for Mr. Dulles in the general debate to

refer to the Agency and to report that details are now being worked out in consulta-
tion with other interested powers, and inform the Assembly that when agreement
had been reached the Agency would seek some form of relationship with the
United Nations, but we, like the British are of the opinion that to introduce the
matter at this session as an agenda item would open the way to a protracted and
futile discussion to no particular purpose.

; 2. We are repeating your question and our reply to Permdel in New York with the

suggestion that they might discuss this with the Minister on Monday morning and
telegraph to you any comments he may wish to make.

182.

Washington, September 21, 1954

Reference: Our WA-1624 of September 17.
Repeat Permdel No. 149.

UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER IIIIERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

' DEA/14001-2-1-40
. ..

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires. extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

. DEA/14001-2-1-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
toSeeretary of State for External Affairs

ZEt.EGRAM WA-1645

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

representative of the British Embassy was also present.

,

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

We attended yesterday a further meeting in the State Department at which a
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2. The discussions on this subject resemble more a scene in "Alice in Wonder-
land" than an orderly discussion of a complicated subject. Unfortunately, however,
they lack the humour of Lewis Carroll.

Speeeh by Dulles to the General Assembly
3. We had â quick look at the draft prepared in the State Department: The officials

had no knowledge of whether this text would be used, it having been taken to Duck
Island. We can only hope that it will be` materially changed, since it struck us as
unnecessarily provocative and somewhat too detailed. The draft specifically refers
to a subsequent speech by Lodge, it describes some interim measures by the United
States, and it forecasts the conference of scientists. The draft is intended to give the
quantity of U235 to be tuimarked for the agency by the United States. This would
be given in figures. Tomkins protested against using a figure without previous con-
sultation with the United Kingdom on the ground that the figure might not be such
as the United Kingdom could or would match. It was inferred that this was a cen-
tral point that could even govern the whole attitude of the United Kingdom towards
the agency. We expressed more tentatively the view that the figure would be better
omitted. Smith said during this discussion that the amount of U235 that the United
,States contemplated would be sufficient for about a dozen research reactors.

Presentation of the Atomic Energy Agency to the U.N.

4. The plan for consultation over Dulles' speech has, of course, failed. The United
States seems determincd to follow with an agenda item on which Lodge will speak
of both the agency and the conference of scientists. The State Department are
guessing that the date of this would be Mid-October. They seem to have no idea of
how far Lodge intends to go on the agency; but as far as we could clarify the issue,
it scems that our efforts should now be directed towards making any changes which
you suggest on the document sent to you with our letter 1602 of September 9. This
paper now appears to have the approval of the United States agencies concerned.
The State Department is anxious to get your comments. We would suggest that
these should be made as quickly as possible, especially as it appears that Lodge's
fttatement will at least be based on this paper. In other words, the completion of the
outline of the agency and the preparation of Lodge's speech are becoming insepa-
rable. While it occurred to us here that the paper would benefit from redrafting,
Tomkins indicated that the United Kingdom were at least in general agreement.
^S. There follows detail on the programme to be undertaken by the United States in
the interim period and on the conference of scientists.

lnter3m Programme fl

John Hall, Director of the Office of Special Projects of the AEC, outlined the
:^vities in international *cooperation that the United States plan to undertake in the
interim before the International Atomic Energy Agency is established. These activ-
idea have been reviewed by Strauss and they can be considered as having his
"oval.

l^A reactor school is to be set un at either Argonne or Brookhaven. It will covcr
^1$ssified information only and the curriculum will be similar to that given in the
2choo1 wtuch was held recently for the Belgians. It will be a six months course and^,.
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the first session will probably start in February. A second session will be held if
. there are sufficient applicants.- The course would take eighty students and it is
planned to admit fifty foreigners and thirty Americans. The mechanics of issuing
invitations and accepting applicants will be the responsibility of the State Depart-
ment but the AEC will require some evidence that the applicants are technically

qualified to undertake the course.
8. The AEC already ôperate for their own nationals an advance reactor school

dealing with classified information and they may be prepared, after agreements to
cooperate have been 'signed, to admit Canadian or United Kingdom scientists to

}(a) The con erence wi po

-ï (b) It'will ^not be held in 'the United States.'The Americans now arc in favour of
f 'll be jr nsored by the United Nations.

^ 13 Smith said that two things had been decided:
Inlernational. Conference of Scientists

if we weré p^rcpared to say what we intend to do along U113 11M
outline the programme in detail. At the time of Lodge's statement it woul

12. Dulles in his ad at e n^
this interim training programme and Lodge in his statement at a later date will

d be w'ell

pass on the information to, the Americans. -; -1 - : : ^ : ^ '
dress th U'ted mations will make a general refercnce to

authorized to act as consultants.
11. Gerard Smith expressed the hope that in some way the United Kingdo ndind

and if any activities are contemplated, we hope you will inform

this sclhoo . . . , , ,

Canada would share in this general programme and asked if any corresponding

activities were planned in the United Kingdom and Canada during the interim
period. Tomkins said that it was unlikely that the United Kingdom would establish
a formal reactor school but most'probably would arrange to accept a few forcign

Yscientists for training at Harwell.,We could offer no information ^^^di Wç plans

9. In addition to the reactor school, the AEC plan three - types ,of short training

courses:
(a) The radioactive isotope school. This school has been in operation for ë^e

years and a few foreign scientists have been admitted. It is planned to enlarg
school so that all qualified foreign applicants can be accepted. =

phys-(b) Short courses in industrial medicine, industrial
laboratories.

radiological
Also the

ics at Brookhaven, the University of Rochest er
facilities for consultations and discussions on cancer research at Argonne Cancer
Hospital and Massachusetts General Hospital will be made more,rcadily available
to foreign physicians and surgeons.

(c) A course on radiation medicine will be established at Brookhaven. Hall
thought that this school might be turned over to the International Agency when the
. agency is finally established.

10. The AEC have plans for assisting friendly countries to build research reactors.

Specifications will be made available certain American scientists will be

holding it in Rome in the late spring.
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14. The conference will be introduced to the United Nations through the general
item on the agenda - "report by the United States on progress on international co-
operation in peaceful uses of atomic energy". Lodge will discuss it in his statement
and then a steering committee will be set up to write the agenda, make proposals
for issuing invitations and arrange the general plans. The principal nations con=
cerned would be on this steering committee and should dominate it.

15. The State Department gave us a copy of the papers covering the meetings
between Rabi and Cockroft in England, namely, an outline programme, suggestions
for programme by Cockroft, and organization of an international scientific confer-
ence by Cockroft. If you have not already received these papers from Longair, we
shall send copies to you by bag.

183. DEA/14001-2-1-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Exterru:l Affairs

TFI.EGRAm WA-1650

CONFlDENfIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our WA-1645 of September 21.
Repeat Permdel No. 151.

Washington, September 21, 1954

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY
Since sending our telegram under reference, we have been given by the State

Ikpartment a copy of their instructions to New York about the placing of this item
#oâ,the agenda. It is said that the request should not be made until after the Secretary
ôf State has begun his statement in the general debate. There should be no advance
pûblicity. The following paragraph is added:
itp,"As previously indicated to USUN the department is communicating on a confi-
deatial basis its intention to submit such an item to the individuals in the Washing-
1.^n embassies of the states principally involved in this matter with whom the

ent has been negotiating arrangements for the agenda. The embassies con-
,^ate United Kingdom, Canada, France, Belgium, Portugal, South Africa and

.

^^. The above seems to emphasize the necessity of the three-way discussions going
as tast as possible before the cight•power discussions begin.
3. My following telegram contains the text of the request and explanatory

^amorandum.^^ -
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DEA/14001-2-1-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

• Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

ItIMRAM WA-1651

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our WA-1650 of September 21.

Repeat Permdel No. 152.

pâtiôn inathisgreat venture. As more precise plans take shape, ail nations intcres
constivctive uses of atomic energy.'Ihis approach excludes no nation from p ted

`The,Unit ta es ^n p
other nations principally involved, to create an international agency to develop the

• artici-

' ed S t ' tends to roceed immediately in contuncUon w^t -
energy âgency: • • : I the

objectives of the proposal { and 'on the' general nature of the international atom

this endeavour has not been successful, the orner governments wi
United States has discussed this "proposal have indicated general agreement on the

larly with the USSR. While the attempt to secure the cooperatlon o c
. ` 'h hom the

Washington, September 21, 1954

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

The following is the text of the request and explanatory memorandum mcntioned in

my telegram under reference:

Text of Request
"I have the honor to request under Rule 15 of the Rules of Procedure that an

item entitled 'International cooperation in developing the peaceful uses of atomic
energy: report of the United States of America' be added to the agenda of the Gen-
eral Assembly as an important and urgent question.

"In connection with the above-mentioned request I attach an explanatory memo-
randum, in accordance with Rule 20 of the Rules of Procedure. "Accept, etc."

"Explanatory Memorandum
International cooperation in developing the peaceful uses of atomic energy:

report of the United States of America.
The President of the United States, in his statement to the eighth Regular Scs-

sion of the General Assembly on December 8, 1953, made far reaching proposals to
set up an international atomic energy agency under the aegis of the United Nations
to develop plans whereby the peaceful use of atomic energy would be expcditcd.
The President further indicated the willingness of the United States to take up with
the powers ^"principally involved" the development of plans for such an agency.

the Unitcd States has" engaged in discussions on this sub-"During the past year
ject with the powers principally involved with atomic energy matters, and particu-

' f i t , I in
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in participating and willing to take on the responsibilities of membership will be
welcome to join the planning and execution of this program.

`The United States believes an international scientific conference of representa-
tives of governments and scientists would assist materially in identifying the tech-
nical areas in which the international atomic energy agency might operate most
effectively and accordingly suggests that the United Nations should convene such a
conference. The United States intends at the appropriate time to describe in greater
detail the nature of such a conference and its objectives.

`There have been other significant developments during the past year in connec-
tion with peaceful uses of nuclear energy concerning which the United States will
report.

-'The United States believes that an explanation of these matters is of such
import to all nations that it warrants the addition of this item to the General Assem-
bly's agenda as an important and urgent matter".

1^• DEA/14001-2-1-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

- Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

LBrtF.R No. D-1153. Ottawa, September 21, 1954
_ . . ;

SECRff

Reference: Your letter No. 1602 of September 9, 1954.

i'RESIDF.NT EISENHOWER'S i'ROPOSAtS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

In telegrams No. EX-1671 of September 15, and EX-1699 of September 17, we
gave you our views on the immediate procedural questions raised in your letter of
September 9. The purpose of this letter is to comment on the substance of the
American proposals put forward in the draft "I'reliminary Outline,of an Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency", dated September 8, 1954, which was forwarded
under covcr of your lctter.. ,. . _

Z. As a preliminary observation it might be mentioned that the Advisory Panel on
tômic Energy cxpressal some irritation nt being prescntcd with yct anothcr

lUnited States draft document for comment, the more so because of the lack of
evidence that much attention had been paid by the U.S. authorities to Canadian

trews in previous cases. The Panel felt strongly that the time had come for the
: eatâblishment of a working group composed of both the diplomatic and technical
-^^ ntatives of the countries involved, which could be given the task of prepar-

a mutually acceptable draft.

The following comments are numbered to correspond with the United States
paper of September 8, 1954:
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I. The Objectives of the Agency
No comments.

H. Organization of the International Atomic Energy Agency

A. No comments.

B. No comments.
C. Governing Body:
1. This section specifies that the principal contributors of materials shall be repre-

sented on the Board of Governors and other representatives shall be elected : with
due regard for geographical distribution. This invites the question of what is meant
by the phrase "principal contributors of materials". The word "materials" is def ned
in Section III A.1 as uranium or thorium (in the form of ores, concentrates, metals,
or salts), enriched uranium, U-233, plutonium, and alloys of the foregoing. By this
description the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, South Africa,
Belgium, Australia and Portugal could all be considered to be able with some jus-
tice to claim a permanent seat on the Board of Governors. If you include thorium
from monaziteFyou could add India and Brazil to the list. On the other hand France
would be excluded from permanent representation.

It seems to us that this point needs to be studied further with a view to develop-
ing either a more precise definition or a different formula. Possibly the suggestion
we made last January of a system of weighted voting similar to that used by the
International Bank would be worth examining.
2. To avoid any possibility of an attempt to take advantage of the United States, it

is suggested that the statement "Decisions of the Board of Governors will be taken
by majority vote" might be supplemented by the following proviso: "Such deci-
sions shall not purport to impose upon any member country an obligation to make
available materials or information except in accordance with the law of that
country."

D., No comments.
E. No comments.

T. No comments.
G. Relationship to the United Nations

United Nations. It is the view of the Canadian Government, as stated in the Report

We assume that the vagueness of this paragraph stems from the indecision of the
United States Government on the question of the relationship of the Agency to the

of the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy, dated January 6, 1954, that it would be
desirable for the Agency to be associated with the , United Nations, probably as a
specializéd agency. It is recognized that it is necessary that the Atomic Energy
Agency must enjoy a reasonable degree of autonomy so that its` operations will not
b#e'interfered with by those members of U.N..which are opposed to' it, but we can
sée'no reason why thei action of bringing it into, relationship with the United
Nations should prejudice this. The important point at this time, in our view, is that
tlié' countries principally concerned,' and in pardcular the United States, the United
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Kingdom and Canada, should discuss the matter and reach agreement prior to the
pending discussions at the General Assembly.

H. Facilities of the Agency
No comments.

III. Functions of the Agency
A. Provision of Materials

Paragraph I of this section, which imposes on all member nations possessing
stocks of materials to make (hold) reasonable amounts of such materials available
for the activities of the Agency, serves to illustrate the difficulties which we believe
will arise in attempting to assign permanent appointments to the Board of Gover-
nors on the basis of being "principal contributors".
B. Allocation of Materials by the Agency

Paragraph 4 requires that information about all transactions entered into by the
Agency would be available to all members. If, as would seem to be possible, some
countries could be participants in the Agency without at the same time having bilat-
cral arrangements with the United States under Section 123 of the U.S. Atomic
'Energy Act, is it not possible that Section 123 might operate to prevent United
States compliance with this obligation?
C. Information and Service Activities of the Agency

It seems to us that paragraph I.A. of this Section might raise the same difficul-
ties for the United States as for B. above.

M.H. WERSIioP '
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

186. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

I
4I^EGRMt EX-1736 Ottawa, Septembcr 22, 1954

f
EcRff. UtMRTAt1T.

a Reference: Your WA-1645 and WA-1650 of September 21.
Rcpeat Candcl New York No. 26.

PRE:SIDFNT EISENHOWER'S I'ROPOSAC.S ON ATOMIC ENERGY
^Following from the Under-Secretary: When your telegrams arrived we had just fin-
Isbed drafting a letter commenting on the U.S. draft paper of September 8, and we
are sending it in today's bag (with a copy to New York).
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2. We most heartily endorse your view that it is essential that discussions between
the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada should get,under way at once.
It would seem to be essential that these three-party talks should take place prior to
Lodge's speech in the General Assembly, which we understand is to be in October.
In our judgment there should be both diplomatic and technical representation at
these discussions. A possible incidental benefit is that it might result in the State
Department and the Atomic Energy Commission getting together for,a change.
,Unless there are immediate indications that the Americans intend to organize three-
party talks I think that we may,have to di United Kingdom the advis-
ability

with the
ability of joint representations to the United States concerning our concern with the
way things are developing and make it clear that if they want our support a greater
measure of co-operation is necessary. I would welcome your comments on this
suggestion.
3. At the last meeting of the Panel the question of what Canada might do by way

of international co-operation prior to the establishment of the Agency, was dis-
cussed briefly but no concrete suggestions emerged. Both Bennett and Lewis are in
the United Kingdom at the moment and it is doubtful that we will be able to say
anything on this subject until they return. However we will endeavour to'obtain a
statement of the Canadian position prior to the discussion in the General Assembly.
4. We would appreciate your sending us the papers on the scientific conference.

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

New York, September 29, 1954

Réference• Our tele s Nos 66 and 67 of Se tenmber 28 +
Repeat Washington No. 21.

- technical operation to be interfered with by the United Nations and those who seck
'the maximumx polidcal benefit which' could be denved f] rom association with the

each governmént, coûnselsy appear to bedivided betweenthose who 'do not wish a
ship between the Atomic Energy, Agency and the United Nations is that, within

Frenchmdelegations, it is our impression'that the main reason for the United King-
dom and United States' reluctance to come to grips with the problém' of the`rclation-

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

MTERNATiONAL^ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY - itE1.A710NSliü'
TO THE UNttED NATIONS

From our private talks with members of the United States, United Kingdom and

United Nations.

DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
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2. All four delegations take for granted that there will be some kind of relationship
between the Agency and the United Nations for each, a specialized agency is one
possibility. On balance, however, the United Kingdom view is at present (assuming
the Soviet Union,will not participate) that the looser the relationship between the
Agency and the United Nations the better. The United States view is similar, but
with the important qualification that they are deliberately seeking the maximum
political beneft from their proposal and have therefore been led to bring their item
into the Assembly against the wishes of the United Kingdom. The French position
is that some sort of specialized agency would provide an appropriate relationship,
probably linked to ECOSOC.
, 3. At our four power, meeting yesterday, Wadsworth (United States) asked us to
defer raising the problem of relationship on the grounds that the plans for the
Agency itself would have to be developed more concretely, probably following the
conference of scientists next spring, and that it might be premature to discuss the
relationship until the Agency was established. He said, however, that he did not see
how the United States could agree to "vesting control in an international secreta-
riat" such as would serve a specialized agency.
4. This view was reinforced by Williams of the United Kingdom delegation, who

pointed out that the original United States proposal for a pool had now been
watered down to an agency that would merely be a"a broker" between suppliers
and users of fissionable materials and "know-how". The contrast between the
March 19 proposals of the United States (now published with the rest of the United
States-Soviet documents) is, he thought, bound to give rise to difficulty in the com-
nllttee debate.

,S.: In the March 19 memorandum, the United States proposed that the agency
stould "report to the General Assembly and the Security Council when requested
by either of these organs". Wadsworth said he now thought that reports to the Gen-
eral Assembly might be all that would be required, but he was not sure whether, in
the`committee debate this year, the United States would go even this far despite the
factthat they were now publicly on record as having made such a proposal to the
U.S.S.R.

Item this year. Having taken the plunge, we must, however, anticipate pressure

6. At our suggestion, it was agreed by all present at yesterday's meeting that,
because of the importance which would be given to the relationship problem in any
debate hem, we should at least try among the four delegations to work out a com-
inon line on what we should say in the committee debate on this question. This
effort at precision cannot, in our opinion, wait for next year. In plenary speeches,
die repttsentatives of the Philippines and Pakistan have already given the lead,

, Which other under-developed countries will certainly follow, in ^ seeking a close
I nelationship betwcxn the agency and the United Nations, in order to have some say
in the operation of the agency when established and, if possible, during its forma-
tive Stage. This difficulty was clearly foreseen by the United Kingdom delegation

^ and ourselves when we sought to dissuade the United States from submitting an

, frorn the under-developed countries, and we think the only way we can do so intel-
Nenuy Is to work out, in the three or four weeks we may have before this debate
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begins in the First Committee, some reasonable relationship which will meet our
political objectives, without in any way prejudicing the effective control of the
agency passing from the hands of.the principal contributors.
7. Although we did not make any specific suggestions at yesterday's meeting, we

ourselves consider that these twin objectives could be achieved by means of a spe-
cialized agency similar to the International Bank which could be set up as proposed
by the eight - principal contributors ` and which ` could then negotiate a specialized
agency: relationship with ECOSOC. It would be unnecessary to have the atomic
energy agency reporting to ECOSOC if it was preferred that it should report to the
Disarmament Commission or even direct to the General Assembly. There is much
to be said, however, from both the political and practical aspects, for the agency to
report in the first instance to either ECOSOC or the Disarmament Commission, as
an assembly debate on their reports would in any case follow.
= 8. In favour of an ECOSOC relationship, it can be argued that a "billion dollar"
agency, as foreseen by Wadsworth yesterday, will have the greatest importance in
international economic affairs. It is also an operation analogous 'to technical

9. In favour of a Disarmament Commission relationship, is not only the fact of
permanent Canadian membership on this body, but the clear interest the Disarma-
ment Commission has had from its inception (see the 1951 Assembly debates) in
not only the international control but the development of peaceful uses of atomic. . , , , . ..;. ... .. -^ ;energy,.

`10. To sum up, the arguments in favour of defining as soon asf we can the relation-
ship of the proposed agency to the United Nations might be put as follows:

assistance.

Nations specialized agency;

,(a) The scheme was born with a proposal that the agency should be set up "under
the,aegis of the United Nations";, . . ,... . , e ,
(b) The United States has proposed, in its March 19 memorandum to the USSR,

that the agency should report to General Assembly and the Security Council and
should also consult and `cooperate with other United Nations bodies whose work
may be related to^ that of the agency;

(c) If it appears from the committee debate that the western powers want to dodge
the issue of relationship and would really prefer to set up the agency,outside the
United 'Nations, the Soviet, Union will have nothing ; to do with the proposal,
whereas it is possible that the Soviet now might pârticipate in ;organizing a United, ..

proposals by. imposing impossible pre-conditions, inasmuch as the Soviet Govern-
ment no longer poses the banning of the use of the bomb as a pre-condition for
joining an international atomic energy agency; F" , â . I_

western powers to argue„ that the USSR has in, effect rejected the United States
(e) Since the Soviet aide mémoire of September 22, it is no longer so easy for the

the partial penetration of the iron curtain which might develop in this field;
(d) Soviet participation' in' the agency is 'desirable on manygrounds not least for

.. ^ ..
. . . , f. .^
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(f) If our general policy is, to strengthen the United Nations, this as the Minister
said in his opening statement, is one field in which the United Nations should not
be by-passed.

l^. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External A0irs
to Cluiirman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 153 Ottawa, October. 19, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 80 of September 29.
Repeat Washington EX-1900.

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY - RELATIONSHIP

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

As you suggest, it would seem imperative to reach as much agreement and pre-
cision as possible in the thinking of Western countries, including at least the United
States, United Kingdom, France and Canada,' on the best means of implementing
the proposed scheme for an International Atomic Energy Agency before that pro-
posal is debated in Committee One. We are repeating separately our telegram EX-
1901 to Washington giving our further views on the constitutional character of the
Agency. This message is concerned mainly with the question of relationship
between the Agency and the United Nations.

2. The detailed relationship with the U.N. obviously cannot be worked out before
the character of the new organization has been determined nor, perhaps, before the
Agency has been established. We envisage that this will take place at an intergov-
ernmental conference of interested countries, and that while it might be practical
and politic to invite as observers or advisers U.N. specialists on technical questions
such as personnel, administration and the like, we do not contemplate that the U.N.
as such would control the establishment of the Agency.

3. Nevertheless it seems desirable to agree in principle now on the question of
relationship since it seems probable that this will be discussed in the Assembly.
The suggestions on this question in paragraph G of the revised preliminary outline
of. the United States scheme, dated September 30, seem to us inadequate and
ûnnecessarily vague.

, 4. Our general policy is to strengthen the United Nations and an agency com-
pletely divorced from the U.N. would create suspicion of Western good faith. We
therefore think that, in addition to depositing the treaty setting up the Agency with
thc U.N. under Article 102, a specialized agency relationship ought to be entered
into along the lines of the International Bank's agreement with the U.N. This would
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establish a clear-cut link with United Nations and yet would protect the Agency's
autonomy by.

(i) stressing the Agency's need to function independently and to safeguard confi-
dential information,

(ii) limiting right of reciprocal representation,
(iii) limiting obligation of the Agency to include agenda items proposed by the

United Nations,
(iv) restricting right of the United Nations to present recommendations in the

absence of reasonable prior consultation,
(v) recognizing that it would be sound policy for the United Nations to refrain

from making recommendations on particular operations,
(vi) limiting the compulsory character of Security Council decisions,

(vii) permitting full independence in respect of the form and content of the
budget,

(viii) providing for termination of relationship on six months' notice.
5. In this way, based on the precedents of the Bank and Fund, it should be possible

subsequently to devise an agreement with the United Nations that would satisfy
even the strictest criteria for control and security. Any such danger as contemplated
by the Americans that control might be "vested in an international secretariat"
could be obviated by appropriate provisions in the constitution of the, Agency
(including a system of weighted voting) and in the agreement with the United
Nations.

6. Once the new Agency is established through intergovernmental agreement, and
'once it is brought into relationship with the United Nations, the question arises
whether it should report through the Economic and Social Council or through a
body such as the Disarmament Commission. In favour of the Disarmament Coin-
mission it can be argued (a) that we are permanent members of the Disarmament
Commission and only occasional members of the Economic and Social Council; (b)
the Disarmament Commission by its very terms of reference hâs a continuing inter-
est in the peaceful uses of atomic energy; and (c) that since the Disarmament Com-
mission reports to the First Committee of theAssembly, it is likely that greater
attention would be focussed on its discussions of the work of the proposed new
Agency than would be the case if these discussions were reported through
ECOSOC to the General Assembly, a procedure which is less likely to attract pub-
lic interest and attention. However, it seems to us that on balance rcporting through
ECOSOC would be preferable. Here the main considerations would appear to be:

(a) The public,view of the Disarmament Commission is colourcd by the frustra-
tion and fright arising out of the stalemate on disarmament.

, (b) The Disarmâment Cômmission's tribulations in respect of disarmament mightt!,
'affect the'objectivity of its concern for the peaceful uses of atomic

bé disbanded by an onünary resolution of(c) The Disannâment Commission can
the Assetnbly
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(d) The chief importance and appeal of the President's proposal would seem to be
in the hope of accelerated economic advance it offers to less fortunate countries,
which relates closely to subjects dealt with in ECOSOC.
(e) The usual manner of linking a Specialized Agency with the United Nations is

through ECOSOC.
(f) ECOSOC could do with more useful and high priority work and a working

scheme of this character in the field of the peaceful use of atomic energy seems
closely related to its aims.

7. If the Agency's need to function independently and to safeguard confidential
information is protected in the agreement with United Nations, the question of
reporting to the United Nations, whether through ECOSOC or otherwise, need not
cause real anxiety, and ECOSOC or Assembly debates should not prove more diffi-
cult than for the Bank and Fund. Accordingly the objection that Canada is not
always a member of ECOSOC is not compelling. In particular it is to be noted that
Article 64 of the Charter uses permissive language and indicates that "the Eco-
nomic and Social Council may take appropriate steps to obtain regular reports from
the Specialized Agencies". Presumably, if it were desirable on occasion for the Dis-
armament Commission to receive a certain type of report on the work of the
Agency, adequate arrangements could be made to use the Disarmament Commis-
sion on occasion for this purpose.

8. We hope that you will discuss these tentative views with other interested dele-
gations especially the Americans and let us know their rractions as soon as possi-
ble. Our own thinking is still exploratory on both the question of the constitution of
the Agency and of its relationship to the United Nations. The fullest indication of
the thoughts of other countries and of the Secretary-General's committee will help
us to refine these views.

9. Tactically we would wish to avoid a detailed discussion of the relationship
question in the Assembly at this stage, since that might tend unduly to take away
from the interested founding countries the initiative and control in the creation of
the Agency and might pre-judge its nature before the interested countries have had
an opportunity to assemble in a private intergovernmental conference.*
a10. Washington please discuss with State Department. Ends. ^

189. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Afjraires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Réfacnce: Your Despatch No. 1757 of October 11, 1954.t
h_*t Candel New York No. 154.
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PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PROPOSALS ON ATOMIC ENERGY '

Your despatch of October 11 brings out very clearly the major issues which
must be resolved prior to the establishment of the International Atomic Energy
Agency. As we see them, these might be summarized as follows:

(a) Is the Agency to receive supplies of nuclear materials from donor nations and
subsequently to furnish the materials to applicant nations (U.S: Proposal of March
19), or is it to function primarily, as a"broker" (Current U.S. Proposal)?

(b) What influence should the participation or non-participation'of the Soviet
Union have on Western policy regarding the role of the Agency?

"(c) How is the Agency to be organized and govenied?

(d) What is to be the relationship of the Agency to the United Nations?
In the following paragraphs the Canadian position on these issues will be discussed
in some detail.

Role of the Agency
2. You are correct in your understanding (paragraph 7 of your despatch) that the

Cânadian Government believes that the role of the Agency should be to assist in
making arrangements between nations for the provision of materials and technical
assistance for approved projects and facilitate the flow of scientific information,
rather than function as a"bank" receiving stocks of fissionable materials from
donor countries and issuing them to applicant nations. It is considered that this
provides the most practical basis for operation, removes the necessity for a large
staff and for a large capital investment in plant, and avoids the thorny problems
which would stem from a decision that the Agency should itself hold stocks of
nuclear material.

Participation by the Soviet Unionrr: .
^3 The views expressed above are in no way affected by• the question of v^•hethcr

or not the Soviet Union participates in the Agency. We agree with you that it does
not seem realistic to contemplatc two plans, one for use in event of Soviet partici-
pation, and another if it appears that the U.S.S.R. will not join. Like you, we
believe that the convention setting up the Agency must contain sufficient provi-
sions and safeguards that the Agency can at any time accept the entry of Russia.
4. As you suggest, the problem of determining how the Agency would deal with

applications for assistance is a difficult one. Apart from the political implications in
reaching a decision as to whether the applicant country would be referred to say.
Russia or the United States, economic considerations will become increasingly. . . . . • e

" fines of the present outline`that will pr'ovide safeguâr`ds'for all contingencies.

March 19 proposal as the current one, and we can see no advantage in reverting to
the earlier scheme. As you say it should be possible to write a convention on the

important, and commercial rivaines between such countries as the United State,
the United Kingdom, and for that matter, Canada,. may. cause even more trouble
than purely political differences: We suspect that in' the end a pragmatic approach
may!, well prevail
} 5. It seems to us, however, that these problems would be as much a part of the

, , n . . . . - C 6 - . . .
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6. One important point to be kept in mind is that we, and also, we believe, the
United States and the United Kingdom, regard the proposed agency as a means of
supplementing existing arrangements, particularly with a view to helping the less
advanced countries. It is not our thought that the proposed agency should preclude
the continuance of existing arrangements or prevent new arrangements being made
with other nations outside its framework.

Orgcinization and Governing of the Agency

7. In your telegram No. WA-1683 of September 25,t you reported that the United
Kingdom considered that at least originally the membership of the Agency might
be confined to contributing nations, but that United States officials thought it was
desirable for appearance's sake that at least some nations who might benefit
greatly, but who had nothing to contribute, should be members in the beginning.
However, the Annex to the U.S. Preliminary Outline, forwarded under cover of
your despatch of October 11, suggests that, "Alternatively, membership might be
limited to nations in a position to make a substantial contribution in the form of
rnaterials or technical knowledge and services, with beneficiary nations not under-
taking the obligations of inembership."

8.11e advantages of limiting the nations concerned with the proposed agency
during the period while the convention is being drafted, to those in a position to
make contributions to the Agency, are obvious. In our judgment however, once the
Âgency has been established and the Convention ratified by the charter members,
inembership should be open to any nation willing to undertake the obligations set
forth in the Convention, and not limited to those "in a position to make a substan-
'tial contribution." It seems to us that such limitations in membership would weaken
or even destroy the political advantages accruing from the western initiative in
establishing the Agency. In addition it might well tend to reduce the value and
effectiveness of the Agency as a medium for facilitating the exchange of
information.

Assuming that membership in the Agency is open to any nation prepared to
âubscribe to the obligations of the Convention, it would seem that the International
Bank provides a useful model in devising the system by which the Agency is to be
8overned. A scheme along the following lines might be possible: i

(a) Each member nation would have a representative on the Governing Council.
^(b) The budget would be divided between member countries. Payment by any
g'tven'country of its share of the budget would entitle its representative to cast a
given number of votes, say one hundred, at the Governing Council.^..
,(c) Nations setting aside nuclear material for the purpose of the Agency would be
61gned additional voting power, dcpendent upon the quantity and quality of the

c6lear material. For example an assignment of a given quantity of refined uranium
'^,ôuld carry with it more votes than an assignment of uranium ore. It might be
11xxasary to specify upper limits to the amounts of any given material which could
b§ assigned to the Agency, and the proportion of the total amount which could be
?ustgned by any one country.^<,^,
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(d) As in the case of the International Bank, the Governing Council would dele-
gate most of its powers to a Board of Directors, composed of representatives of the
five nations possessing the'largest number of votes, and four additional nations
elected annually by the members of the Governing Council not represented on the
Board of Directors.

10. It will be appreciated that we are by no means firmly wedded to a scheme
along the lines suggested above. It is put forward in the absence of United States or
United Kingdom suggestions as a means of stimulating discussion.,

Relationship of the Agency to the United Nations .
11. Our views concerning the relationship of the Agency to the United Nations

have been set out in detail in a telegram we are sending to the Chairman of the
Canadian, Delegation to the General Assembly in New York, and which will be
repeated to you.

Drafting of a Convention
12. We are not convinced that with so many unresolved details, both political and

technical, there is much to be gained by our attempting, in isolation, to draft a
convention. As we have said before, we think the way to do this is to have a tripar-
tite drafting body with both diplomatic and technical representation. If such a body
were set up we would make arrangements to have a senior official from Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited (probably Mr. Bennett) serve as the Canadian technical
representative. If the United States is not prepared to approach the problem in this
way, then it seems to us that our position should be that we have given our views to
the United States Government on the substance of the matter, and we will consider
any draft convention that it prepares, but that for the present at any rate, we have no

may yet be effective tripartite discussion of the problems which must be resolved
before, the Agency, can be established.

1 13. We note that arrangements are now under way for a meeting in Washington on
October 23, between diplomatic and technical representatives of the United King-
dom, the United States and Canada. This seems to us to be a hopeful sign that there

intention of drafting a convention ourselves.

_ . L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis `
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Ambassador in United States >
tô Seeretary ôf State for Ezternal Affairs

DESPATai 1827 Washington, October 25, 1954
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ATOMIC ENERGY

As you may have expected, there was considerable activity here on atomic
energy over the weekend. As a preliminary step in our talks we prepared a short
paper incorporating, the views expressed in your EX-1900 and EX-1901 and
presented this to the State Department and to the British Embassy early on Friday
morning. We thought that in this way we could set out our concern with this prob-
lem and could emphasize the points that we considered to be the major issues. We
entitled our paper "Canadian comments on certain questions relating to the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency", posed the four questions given in EX-1901 and
quoted your comments at length. ,

- 2. On Friday morning we met with the United Kingdom representatives. On our
side, besides myself, Bennett, Lewis and Babbitt were present. For the United
Kingdom, Sir Roger Makins was there and in addition, Sir Edwin Plowden, Sir
John Cockroft, Edward Tomkins and, for a time, Sir Robert Scott. This meeting had
been suggested in order that we might coordinate our thinking on the problems that
we were to discuss with the Americans on Saturday, but it was apparent from the
beginning that there was some confusion about the object of the meeting. The
United Kingdom representatives were interested only in negotiations for a bilateral
"agreement to cooperate" with the Americans and had little or no interest in the
Agency. As Plowden said, he and Cockroft did not come all the way to Washington
to discuss the Agency; they were interested only in obtaining bilateral - or, better
still, trilateral - cooperation with the Atomic Energy Commission. On our side, as
you know, our main concern was the Agency; Bennett is sure that he will get a
"bilateral agreement" from the AEC and although he wants to see the United King-
dom get a similar agreement he knows that under the new act these agreements will
have to be bilateral and that a tripartite arrangement is not possible. He was not
interested, therefore, in coordinating our approach to the United States with that of
the United Kingdom any more closely than he had already done in England.
3: It was evident that the United Kingdom are fairly happy about present planning

for the Agency and they intimated to us that they are now prepared to meet the
discussions at the United Nations. I expressed our concern that Committee One
would be debating atomic energy in two weeks and we felt that it was imperative

. that we reach agreement on several important points before the debate began.
Although Makins clearly felt that the primary purpose of the meeting with the
United States was not the Agency, he agreed that it would be useful for me to
Present our views. On our side, although Bennett afterwards expressed some mis-
givings; we agreed that Makins should make his plea for tripartite cooperation.
^,4^-The meeting on Saturday at the Atomic Energy Commission was a sizable gath-

g..The United Kingdom and ourselves were rcprrsented as on Friday. For the
Atômic Energy Commission, besides Strauss, two of the Commissioners, Murray<<r{,
wd Campbell, were present, and the General Manager, Nichols, the General Coun-
se1.1 IVi^tchell,' McDaniel from the Research Division, Rabi of General Advisory
Co. 11mtnittee and several others. Gerard Smith was there for the State Department.
'S. Makins started the meeting by making his plea for maintenance of the tripartite
!elsdon'that had existed undcr the CPC. Strauss said that he felt a kindred feeling
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about tripartite cooperation but unfortunately the new Atomic Energy Act would
not permit the. United States: to.make a tripartite agreement since it specifically
limited cooperation to bilateral agreements. He said, however, that the same effect
could be obtained by concluding two identical bilateral agreements, one with the
United Kingdom and one with Canada. If the same areas were covered in the two
agreements and it was specified that in these areas Canada and the United Kingdom
were free to pass on information to each other, then in effect the cooperation would
be tripartite. Makins said that the United Kingdom was interested only in the effect
and would be happy with such an arrangement.

6. There followed considerable discussion on what topics should be included in
the agreements to cooperate. Cockroft produced a paper giving some detailed sug-
gestions of the United Kingdom and it was finally decided that early this week the
United Kingdom will get together with technical , representatives of the Atomic
Energy Commission to discuss topics that could be included in an agreement to
cooperate. Since neither Bennett nor Lewis is remaining in Washington, Babbitt
will represent AECL at these meetings.

. 7. The meeting then passed to a discussion of the International Atomic Energy
Agency. I opened by saying that we were worried about the coming discussions in
the United Nations and for that reason had prepared a paper. outlining what we
thought were the more important problems that required solution. Strauss and the
Atomic Energy Commission had not had an opportunity to study our paper but
promised to do so. Smith said that the State Department has now decided to accept
a Specialized Agency which was one of our main points and was only waiting for
confirmation by the Secretary. He said that the Department has prepared a draft
speech for Lodge to use in opening the debate in the United Nations and he thought
that we should find most of our points covered in that draft. He said we could have
a copy of the draft immediately after the meeting and in addition he would like to
discuss our points with us on Monday. We have sent comments on Lodge's state-
ment by teletype.

8. Cockroft then introduced the question of the activities of the Agency and pro-
duced a paper giving the United Kingdom ideas. In this paper he considers three
classes of reactors which might be promoted by the Agency and estimates the quan-
tity of enriched uranium that would be required by such a programme. We are send-
ing a ; copy , = of this paper to you by bag. ' The= "Americans said' the technical
representatives of the Atomic Energy Commission would consider Cockroft's sug-
gestions and,would arrange a meeting sometime this week to discuss the activities

. ^of, the, Agency.
-9: The final subject discussed at the meeting was the international Conference of

Scientists. Dr. Rabi reported on the results of a meeting which was held on Friday
at which Cockroft had represented the United Kingdom, and Lewis, Canada. At
this . meeting ' the 'Agenda for the Conference had been gone, over in detail and a
fairly complete list of suggested speakers drawn up. There is now a more optimistic
feeling about this Conference and it seems that it will be possible to present papers
that,will contribute something worthwhile. The; Atnericans are planning to hold
back from publication considerable information that is to be declassified between
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now and the Conference so that they will have new material for presentation. The
Americans asked if the meeting thought it would be appropriate for Lodge to intro-
duce the Agenda for the Conference to the United Nations at the time of his speech.
I said we probably would not have any objection but before giving our approval we
should want to know whether it would be presented as an American or an agreed
document and, in addition, would like to consider whether this would be the best
tactics. We shall take this up with the State Department.

A.D.P. HEFIŒY

DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation d l'Assentblfe générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for Ettenral Affairs
to'Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TE[.EGRAM 209 . Ottawa, October 29, 1954

SECRET. IMMEn1ATE.

Rëpeat Washington EX-1981.

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

On our first quick reading of Lodge's draft speech on the atomic energy item in
Committee One we have noticed two points which are of some concern to us .42 On
page 8 of our copy of the draft the following words are used: "We explained to
representatives of these governments (the United Kingdom, France, Canada, Aus-
tralia, Belgium, Portugal and South Africa) our views on the nature and organiza-
tion of the International Atomic Energy Agency and all agree that the refusal of the
Soviet Union to participate made it advisable to change in one important respect
the concept on which we had previously proceeded. This is that the Agency, at least
initially, would not need to hold fissionable materials itself but could act as a clear-
ing house for requests made to the Agency by various beneficiaries ..:'. As you
are aware, this statement, so far as Canada is concerned, is untrue since we have
advocated that the Agency should be established in this latter way irrespective of
Soviet participation.
Z. The second point which gives us concern is that Lodge's spccth does not make

^t clear to us whether oi flot in the United States' view the Agency would have to....^_,
tevât to the first concept if the Soviet Union subsequently decided to participate.
Our own views on this matter were developed in some detail in paragraphs 3, 4 and
S of our telegram No. EX-1901 to Washington repeated to you as No. 154 on Octo-
be`r 19. We agree with Lodge's argument that Soviet participation, and concrete
evidence that the Soviet Union would be willing to give up stores of fissionable....

a Le' disco= de Lodje a été prononcé k S novembre 1954, devant la Première Commission.
VWtL-odae's speech was delivered on November S. 1934, in Committee I. See United States.
D"Mnent of Suit. BwJktin. Vol. XXI. No. 803. November 13. 1954, pp. 742-750.
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material, exchange information, and accept obligations which would signify a dif-
ferent attitude toward the non-communist world, would be most desirable. It seems
to us however that this objective neéd not exclude Soviet participation in an
Agency established on the "broker" principle. Then, as mutual trust and confidence
grew, and as expérience in the operating problems of the Agency was acquired, it
could develop in the direction of the original United States proposal. Whatever the
American position is to be, it would seem to us that there should be no ambiguity
about it since unfriendly countries would no doubt welcome the opportunity to cap-
italize on it.
;'3. You might consider suggesting to the United States representative that they take
these points into consideration in redrafting Lodge's speech.

192. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le chef de la délégation d l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extfrieûres

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Tt.EGRAM 375 New York, October 29, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram No. 368 of October 29.t
Repeat Washington No. 68.

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Following is text of United States draft resolution on peaceful uses of atomic
energy which was circulated and discussed at a meeting of the United States,
United Kingdom, French and Canadian delegations this morning, October 29. Text
Begins:

The General Assembly,
Desirous of placing at the service of mankind the benefits stemming from die

momentous discovery of nuclear fission;
Believing that all nations should cooperate in promoting'the widest dissemina-

tion of knowledge in the realm of nuclear, technology for peaceful ends;

Hoping that international cooperation in developing and expanding the peaceful
uses of atomic energy will assist not only in easing the burdens of hunger, poverty
and diseasé but also in promoting international confidence,essential to the mainte-
nance of peace;

A., Concerning an international atomic energy agency

1: Recalls the initiative of the' President of the United States embodied in his
address of December 8, 1953; :
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2. Notes with satisfaction that negotiations are in progress for the establishment as
quickly as possible of an international atomic energy agency to facilitate the use by
the entire world of the peaceful applications of atomic energy;

3. Suggests that the international agency be constituted in such a©anner as to
encourage international cooperation and the sharing of responsibilities in the fur-
ther development and practical application of atomic energy for the benefit of
mankind;
4. Requests the states participating in the negotiations to report to the United

Nations as soon as sufficient progress has been achieved in the establishment of the
agency;..
5. Recommends that the agency, once it is established, should negotiate an appro-

priate form of agreement with the United Nations in order to develop an efficient
working relationship between the agency and the United Nations.

B. Concerning an international conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy
1. Declares the interest and concern of the United Nations in helping in every

feasible way to promote the peaceful applications of nuclear energy;
2. Decides that an international conference of government representatives should

be held under the auspices of the United Nations, to explore means of developing
the peaceful uses of atomic energy and, in particular, to consider the technical areas
- such as biology, medicine, health, physics, fundamental science, and nuclear
power - in which international cooperation might most effectively be
accomplished;
' 3. liivites all state members of the United Nations, UNESCO, FAO and WHO, to
participate in the conference and to include among their representatives experts
competent in the atomic energy field;
4. Establishes an Advisory Committee composed of representatives of Canada,

France, United Kingdom, United States and (if possible not more than
three other states giving adequate geographic representation) to advise the Secre-
tary-General on the calling, the organization and participation in the international
conference;
15: Requests the Secretary-General of the United Nations, upon the advice of the
Advisory Committee, to issue invitations to this conference, to prepare and circu-
late to all invitees a detailed agenda, and to provide the necessary staff and
services;
6. Invites the heads of interested specialized agencies to designate persons to

represent them at the conference;
7.?Suggests that the international scientific conference should be held no later than

^gust 1955 at a place to be determined by the Secretary-General and the Advisory
mittee;

8.'Requests that the Secrctary-General circulate a report on the results of this con-
erence to all members of the United Nations and to all other governments and the
pccialiud agencies participating in the conference, for their information.

.# , . ,
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2. We also considered the, possibility of adding at a later stage in the debate, if
discussion showed that some concessions were necessary:

(a) The following paragraph to part "A" of the resolution:

"Transmits to the states participating in the creation of the agency for their care-
ful consideration, the record of the discussion of this item at the present session of
the General Assembly and, in particular, the various suggestions made concerning
the agency".

(b) The following paragraph to part "B" of the resolution between paragraphs 4
and 5 of the present text:

"Recommends that the Advisory Committee should consult as appropriate with
representatives of UNESCO, FAO and WHO".
.3. The text of the resolution as given above is the one thatemerged from our
morning's work among the 4delegations and represents a number of improve-
ments, from our point of view, in the original United States draft which included,
for example the words "through international cooperation" in paragraph 2 of part
"B" of the resolution, suggesting that an international conference might not be kept
separate from the negotiations for the establishment of the international atomic
energy agency.
4. The reference to UNESCO, FAO and WHO in part "B" of theresolution have

been tentatively included
(a) to define indirectly which countries (e.g., Communist China, East Germany,

Outer Mongolia, North Korea, Vietminh) would not be invited, and
t,(b) to meet strong French representations in favour of not by-passing UNESCO
and the other specialized agencies directly concerned.
It is for this reason that the supplementary paragraph which might be added to part
"B" is being considered.
15. In this connection, the French and United Kingdom delegations told us that,
because of the UNESCO conference meeting in Montevideo, I believe next week,
the Latin American group have agreed to , take issue with the western powers if
UNESCO is excluded from a hand in the conference which they think they should
be asked to organize. This would, of course, be anathema to the United States but
the French delegation could not oppose a Latin amendment in this sense. The sup-
plementary paragraph is, therefore, intended as a compromise on the basis of which
the probable sponsors could keep together on amendments urging the participation
of UNESCO,

6. As regards the membership of the Advisory. Committee; - it was tentatively
agreed this morning that Brazil, India and probably, the USSR should be includcd,
the latter only if their attitude to theconference and the agency seemed reasonably
côôperative: The United Kingdom alsosuggested that New Zealand might be added
to the Advisory Committee but this did not meet with pany tesponse. ,

. ,;->. , s . . _.. . ,. : . . , .

,7 0 As we are being asked 'to'co-sponsor a resolutionalong thelines of the text
discüssed this mormng, we,should appreciate your comments and instructions ex1Y
next week.

.. , I , w : , ^ I; . ,
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193. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assèmblée'géitér"ale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 381 . , New York, October 30, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 209 of October 29, and our telegram No. 375 of
October 29.
Repeat Washington No. 69.

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

At this morning's meeting of the United Kingdom, United States, French and
Canadian delegations, we also discussed how far we should go in outlining to the
First Committee next week the ideas of our governments on the negotiation of an
Atomic Energy Agency together with its general character and functions. It soon
transpired that the French (who had not been in on last week's talks in Washington
and had not seen Lodge's draft statement) thought it would be best to avoid giving
any details publicly as to the type of Agency we hope to negotiate. They opposed
saying anything about whether the Agency should be established as a bank (along
the lines of the March 19 memorandum) or as a broker, or as a broker which might
develop towards a bank in certain contingencies (if the Russians should decide to
participate).
2. At this morning's meeting (and more specifically since receiving your telegram

under reference), we passed on your comments on the subject matter of statements
to be made by the four delegations in opening up the debate. We added that we
thought, judging from the reports we had received from Washington, that there was
general agreement among our four governments as to the character of the Agency
we wanted and that it was desirable to say as much as we could without getting into
areas on which there might be important differences of view as bétween the four.
We were supported on this opinion by the United Kingdom delegation.
3'After a good deal of discussion we suggested that until we could all see a draft

of what Mr. Lodge proposed to say upon this subject, we could not usefully carry
our discussions further. It was agreed that the United States delegation would send
eâch=of us as soon as possible the revised draft of their statement.
?4: There seems to be a real danger that, because of inadequate consultation with
tbe French, the statements of the other three delegations may have to be less spe-
cifie as to the type of Agency we are aiming to negotiate than we had hoped. This
would be regrettable from the point of view of Assembly debate since even the
preâent outline as agreed by the United States, United Kingdom and Canada will be
râxived with some disappointment by countries who had hoped for an Agency like
that of the March 19 memorandum. If the western powers arc to get any credit from
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the Assembly's agenda, with no encouragement from the United Kingdom or Can-
âda; and I think we may all have reason to regret the decision unless our future
tactics are very carefully handled. It is perhaps not an exaggeration to say the item
the United States psychological warriors have been building up as the "big thing"
of this Assembly may turn out to be an embarrassing and-climax.

this debate,,I think we should try to get agreement among the four to be as specific
as the first draft of Lodge's speech which you have.

5. Certainly the present situation has the United States delegation worried. They
are aware that India and others may try to have the debate postponed for a period of
digestion after the sponsoring powers have introduced their proposal. In any case,
no amount of manoeuvring will, in our opinion, succeed in persuading the Assem-
bly to focus its attention upon the Scientific Conference, as the United States have
been hoping, and leave the question of the Agency to the wisdom of the sponsoring
powers.

6. I think our objective in the forthcoming debate, therefore, should be to say as
much as we can about the proposed Agency without embarrassing our friends, to
allow a full discussion of these very tentative proposals which are still subject to
negotiation, and to conclude with a resolution such as the one we discussed among
the four delegations this morning. This would, I think, leave the Assembly with the
impression that the organizing powers had taken the Assembly somewhat into their
confidence by outlining what they hoped to negotiate. In so doing, the organizing
powers would not however be relinquishing any control whatever over the actual
negotiations. On the other hand, if we say very little about our objective and merely
explain, as the French would like, that since the matter is under negotiation we
cannot talk about it, we run the risk that the under-developed countries will try to
fill the vacuum by putting forward their own resolution:

` 7 It was after all the United States Government which decided to'put this item on

k

r.^ ^ . . # . ^ . - .

194.

t

'DEA/14001-2-1-40

` Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. ,
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

- Secretary of State for External Affairs ^
to Chainnan, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

,TF1EGttAM 218
.. ^ , ^

SÈCRF:T. IMMEDIATE..x•,

Reference: Your telegram No. 381 of October,30.
Repeat Washington EX-1991.-

,, , INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC aIERGY 'AGQdCY '

on this subject.. Like you, however, we feel that unless this process is accelerat
what is likely to he aluâd now that the U.S. has precipitated `Assembly discussion-1
,NX It k gratifying to see the gradual`emergencx of a more tangible joint approach to
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the kudos which the United States has relished in anticipation may turn into a har-
vest of suspicion and bad feeling. t

2.^ To help avoid this regrettable possibility we agree that our objective in the
debate should be to say as much as we can about the trend of our thinking without
provoking disagreement with our friends. We do not understand why the French
wish to be vague and we do not see why the other interested powers should have to
follow an unfortunate example of this kind.

3. In this connection while the resolution (your telegram No. 375 of October 29)
seems unobjectionable, we anticipate that the fact that no mention has been made
of the countries which are to participate in the negotiations envisaged, may provoke
unfavourable comment. We doubt that countries like India, for example, will be
content to hear the negotiators' names restated to them in Lodge's speech. Presum-
ably this procedure is thought to be unavoidable if the initiative and control over
the establishment of the Agency are to remain with us. If this is so, we think thàt
the least that should be done to make this palatable to outside countries would be to
emphasize that Lodge's justification for restricting the countries to be included in
the initial negotiations is both reasonable and logical.
4. Debate on this aspect of the resolution may well lead into some discussion of

the eventual membership of the Agency and it may be difficult to put Assembly
inquisitiveness on this score off with the generalities in Lodge's statement which
seem to leave the question of membership to the sole decision of the negotiating
countries. In order to be prepared to meet such a contingency there would be merit
in working out a concerted answer with the other main delegations, which might
allay any worries there may be. It might, perhaps, even be desirable to enunciate a
tentative formula for membership, subject to the eventual outcome of the negotia-
tions on establishment. A suitable formula to take account of the difficulty over
Portugal might include as a matter of right any negotiating country or any member
. of the United Nations willing to accept the relevant responsibilities. The formula
might also include provision for the election of other countries. Obviously we
would hope that the debate would not turn to policy questions of this kind, espe-
cially when there has been insufficient time to consider their full implications. On
the other hand we should seek to place ourselves in a position to rise to any occa-
âion that may face us.

1

S. As we have said before, we fear that the lumping of the atomic energy agency
and the proposed international scientific conference together in one resolution may
open the door to 'over-concern by the scientists with the establishment of the
Agency. The objections to this would, of course, be increased if, as seems likely, it
should become necessary to insert an extra paragraph recommending that the Advi-
sôry Committee should consult, as appropriate, UNESCO, FAO and WHO. We are
sending you separately a summary of our instructionst to our Delegation to the
UNESCO Conference on the draft resolution submitted by India which seems to
envisage intimate concern by UNESCO with international co-operation in the field
of atomie energy. In our view it would be desirable in your statement to do what
You can to emphasize that these are related but nonetheless separate exercises.
Wa
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6. We should be grateful for any comments which you might wish to make on the
above observations which we know you will wish to discuss with the other inter-
ested delegations. However, despite these misgivings, we think that the resolution
is, generally speaking, a good one. In the light of these comments we would be
prepared to recommend co-sponsorship to the Minister, but before seeking final
authority would wish to know which other proposed negotiating governments are
also co-sponsoring the resolution.
7. If any additional thoughts should occur to us after this matter has been dis-

cussed in the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy we shall, of course, notify you. In
the meantime please let us know when and at what stage of,the debate the draft
resolution is expected to be tabled and when your ôwn statement will likely be
made. Ends. ^•

DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TEI.EGRAM 225 Ottawa,' November 2, 1954

Reference: Your telegram No. 401 of November 2.t

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
You are authorized to join with the Governments of the United Kingdom,

France and the United States in co-sponsoring the draft resolution along the lines of
the text contained in your telegram No. 375 of October 29. ,•

. . _.. . ,. . 1LB. PEARSOAtj

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.5 -

DEA/14001-2-1-40

La délégation d l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies
•;''', au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, ^ . . A .. M. .. . . ..:t t' , .. .

::. Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for, External Affairs

Reference: My telegram No. 429 of November 4t and your telegram No. 235 of
Nôvecnbér 4.t

. New York, November 5, 1954

ÿx ^f
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-_';' : PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

The 7 delegations met again with Lodge this afternoon. Some editorial improve-
ments were made in the draft resolution. The text as it now stands is given in our
immediately following message.
2. Lodge said that he thought it was important, to maintain the momentum of this

item, to have the resolution submitted in time to catch the Sunday papers. However,
when it became clear that South Africa could probably not secure instructions
before Sunday, it was agreed that the 7 delegations should aim at submitting the
resolution on Sunday unless the South African delegation can get instructions
earlier.

3. After it became clear that all delegations present except South Africa could
agree to co-sponsor, I indiclted that we could too.

197. DEA/14001-2-1-40

,- La délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

MELEGRAM 445 New York, November 5, 1954

RESTRICTED

Reference: Our immediately preceding telegram.

PEACEFUL USES OP ATOMIC ENERGY

Following is text of revised draft resolution which will probably be submitted by
the 7 powers on Sunday. Text Begins:

Draft Resolution on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
The General Assembly}
Believing that the benefits arising, from the momentous discovery of atomic

energy should be placed at the service of mankind;
Hoping that international cooperation in developing and expanding the peaceful

uses of atomic energy will assist in lifting the burdens of hungcr, poverty and
disëase;.^..^ ,^
= Believing also that all nations should cooperate in promoting the dissemination
of knowlcdge in the rcalm of atomic energy for peaceful ends;
T

Concerning an international atomic energy agency
3^ Recalling the initiative of the President of the United States embodied in his
address of December 8, 1953; 1

Noting that negotiations are in progress for the establishment as quickly as pos-
sible of an international atomïc energy agency to facilitate the use by the entire

,; world of atomic energy for peaceful purposes and to encourage international coop-
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eration in the further development and practical application of atomic energy for
the benefit of mankind;

1. Suggests that, once the agency is established, it negotiate an appropriate form of
agreement with the United Nations, similar to those of the specialized agencies;

2. Transmits to the states participating in the creation of the agency, for their care-
ful consideration, the record of the discussion of this item at the present session of
the General Assembly; -

3. Suggests that members of the United Nations be informed as progress is
achieved in the establishment of the agency.

B. Concerning the international eonferenee on the peaceful uses of atomic energy

1. Declares the interest and concern of the General Assembly in helping in every
feasible way to promote the peaceful applications of atomic energy.

2. Decides that an international technical conference should be held under the aus-
pices of the United Nations, to explore means of developing the peaceful uses of
atomic energy through international cooperation and, in particular, to study the
development of atomic power and to consider other technical areas - such as biol-
ogy, medicine, radiation protection; and fundamental science - in which interna-
tional cooperation might most effectively be accomplished;

3. Invites all states members of the United Nations or of the specialized agencies
to participate in the conference and to include among their representatives individ-
ual experts competent in the atomic energy field;

4. Suggests that the international conference should be held no later than August
1955 at a place to be determined by the Secretary-General of the Advisory, Com-
mittee mentioned in paragraph 5;

5. Requests the Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting upon the advice of
a'small committee composed of representatives of to issue invitations to
this conference, to prepare and circulate to all invitees a detailed agenda, and to
provide the necessary staff and services;

6. Suggests to the Secretary-General and the Advisory Committee that, in making
plans for the international conference,, they consult with competent specialized
agencies, in particular FAO, WHO and UNESCO;

7. Invites the interested specialized ° agencies to designate persons to rcpresent
them at the conference;

8. Requests that the Secretary-General circulate for their information a report on
the results of this conference to all members of the United Nations, and to other

>pecialiïed agencies participating in the conference. Text ends.
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198. DEA/14001-2-1-40

La délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

.. , . . .
Trz.mRAM 504 New York, November 11, 1954

SECRET. IMM®IATE.

Repeat Washington No. 92.

i'EACF.F<JL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY `

At his suggestion, I had a long talk this morning with the Secretary-General
about the establishment of the international atomic energy agency and the organiza-
tion of the international scientific conference.

2. Mr. Hammarskjold explained that he wanted to talk to me very informally and
on a personal basis. He had not, he said, discussed his personal views on this sub-
ject with anyone outside his top advisors in the secretariat except one member of
the Norwegian delegation.

3. Not unnaturally the Secretary -General's main concern was that the atomic
energy agency should not be set up in such a way that it was in fact outside the
United Nations, even though it might in name be a United Nations agency. By way
of illustration, he observed that although his own relations with Black were good,
neither the Secretary-General nor any of the principal organs of the United Nations
had any control whatever over the International Bank. Clearly, he did not favour
that type of relationship.
.14. The problem was, he thought, both complex and new. There was no reason why
this venture should be made to conform to the old pattern of the specialiZCd agen-
cies. Indeed, he thought there was much to be said for establishing any agency with
süch great potentialities as an additional principal organ of the United Nations. It
would, he considered, be inappropriate to have the new agency report to ECOSOC
and he agreed that it was politically undesirable to set it up as a subsidiary of the
Security Council, although its importance would justify such a position. He there-
fôre'thought that the agency should report directly to the General Assembly where

all members would have an opportunity to review the agency's reports annually.
He did not, however, make clear what powers, if any, he thought the assembly
should have in directing or supervising the policies of the agency. As I understood

,; him, he conceived of the agency's relationship to the assembly as fulfilling the
politieal function of giving all members a sense of participation, without allowing

numerical majority to direct the operations of the agency, although it is clear
from his comments on the International Bank's loose relationship that he would
like to see the atomic energy agency much more closely tied in than the Bank with
the United Nations itself. As he said, he is more interested in the substance than in
the form.
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5.' He realizes that at the present early stage of negotiations, the sponsoring coun-
tries could not commit themselves to any specific relationship. He did however,
with some diffidence, give me the two following paragraphs which he thought
might be added to the seven-power resolution in order to keep the door open for the
constitutional relationship he thinks would be desirable: Text Begins,

Recognising the desirability that the agency, under the aegis of the United
Nations, make the fullest possible contribution towards the achievement of the pur-
poses of the United Nations,

Recommends that an appropriate relationship be established, by. . agreement,
between this agency and (the principal organs of) the United Nations. Text Ends.
The Secretary-General would be prepared to drop the words in brackets if they
caused any difficulty for the sponsors, and in that event agreed that the principal
organ should be designated as the Assembly.

6. The Secretary-General also discussed with me his role in organizing the scien-
tific conference. He was not sure about the creation of an advisory committee to
assist him in carrying out his responsibilities under the seven-power resolution, but
since the suggestion had now been made, he' would not oppose it.

7. He did, however, hope that consideration might be given to adding Norway to
the Advisory Committee. He has been much impressed with Dr. [Gunnar] Randers,
the Director of the Norwegian-Netherlands Atomic Energy Establishment and
Vice-President of the European Atomic Energy Society. I gathered from Randers
(whom I met later in the day) that if Norway weré ndded to the Advisory Commit-
tee, he would be their representative and would éndeavoui to present the strong
preference of most European atomic scientists for a smaller conference with a more
specific agenda than that which has been contemplated by Admiral Strauss.

8.' As regards procedure in the present debate, the Secretary-General thought that
there would likely be a short suspension of discussion, perhaps a` day or two, if as
now seems to be expected, the USSR âgrce in principle to participate in the scien-
tific conference and possibly the agency as well.

9.'Although I expressed interest in the Secretary-General's ideas on both the
agency and the conference, I was carefully non-committal, saying that I wanted to
Ziscuss" these suggestions, with'you over the weekend.

. ' S s . . ^ . . . . . . ^ ^ . ^ . . . ^ .. y , . . F ^ . . . .

DEA/14001-2-1-40

, La délégation â'l'Assemblfe générale des Nations Unies
=au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dele
. . .

gatiôn to United Nations General Assémbly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

MILEGRM 518 ', New York, November 12, 195-t
F-7- :`

xFIDErmAL: IMIWEDUTE. i
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PEACF.FUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

The following is the U.S.S.R."delegation's "unofficial translation" of five amend-
ments to the seven-power draft resolution which was delivered by Soviet messen-
ger this evening. Begins:

1.'Add after the first paragraph of preamble the following paragraph: "seeking to
promote by all means the uses of great inventions in the atomic energy field for
peaceful ends only for the benefit of peoples and for the amelioration of their living
conditions".
2.'Add as the first paragraph of the operative part "A" the' following paragraph:

"Recommends that the corresponding'states should continue negotiations with the
aim to come to an agreement in the field of international cooperation in the peace-
ful uses of atomic energy".
-3. Numérate the paragraphs 1, 2, 3 of the operative part "A" correspondingly as 2,
3,4. :

4. Paragraph I of the operative part "A" so re-numbered as paragraph 2 to read as
follows: "2. Recommends that the agency should be established as an agency
responsible to the General Assembly and in the cases provided for by the Charter of
the United Nations to the Security Council".
5. Paragraph 2 of the part "B" to read as follows:

"3. Invites all states members of the United Nations and of the specialized agen-
cies as well as all other states which will express their desire to participate in the
conference and to include among their representatives individual experts competent
in the atomic energy field". Ends.

200. DEA/14001-2-1-40

La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for Fxternal Affairs

'IELEGRAM 519

CONFIDEMIAL. UutEDIATiw

New York, November 12, 1954

Referencc: Our immediately preceding telegram.
Repeat Washington No. 95.

PFJICEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY - SOVIET AMENDMENTS
t` The seven sponsoring dclcgations met briefly after the First Committee to con-
aider our first reactions to the Soviet amendments which had just been handed to us
by the Soviet delcgation followin th-- mcttin The tria of these amendmcnts is
given in our immediately preceding message. g
Z. Although Lodge made it evident that he was disinclined to consider any of the

stnendments very seriously and that he thought they were all intended as delaying
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devices, most of the other delegations represented seemed to feel that we should
make at least some effort to meet the Soviet point of view where we could without
compromising our own principles or delaying the setting up of the agency.
Although nobody seemed very hopeful about securing a unanimous resolution, the
possibility exists and in any. case the joint draft resolution is bound to secure a
larger vote if : the sponsors react reasonably' to Soviet suggestions since w e all
would prefer to secure Soviet participation in the.agency.43

3. The first Soviet amendment looked innocuous but when Nutting and Lodge
thought it might be interpreted as endorsing the Soviet prohibition of the use of
atomic weapons, Moch suggested we should simply substitute the corresponding
paragraph from the disarmament resolution which has.already been accepted by the

Soviet Union.
4. On the second Soviet amendment Lodge explained that Vyshinsky had indi-

cated that "by corresponding states": he meant the United States and the U.S.S.R.
Moch rather ingeniously suggested that if. the Soviet second amendment were
added as the second paragraph (rather than the first paragraph) of the opcrative*part
of part "A" of the resolution it could only be read as sanctioning the continuation of
negotiations among the eight powers, and, possibly the Soviet Union. In other
words the assembly would not then be directing the eight powers to wait for the
United States and the U.S.S.R. to agree.

5. The fourth and fifth Soviet amendments were generally regarded as unaccept-
able. However to meet in part the point of the fourth Soviet amendment, it was
suggested by the Belgian, French and Canadian representatives that the final words
of each first paragraph ("similar to those of the specialized 'agencies") might be
dropped. This would leave the precise type of relationship vague, not prejudging
the issue as requested by Vyshinsky!"

delegations after Monday, afternoon's session of the First Committee.
t which have been officially tabled. We are to have a further meeting of the seven

gg
sulted at an appropriate stage in these negotiations in order that their views may be
fully taken into account". The Canadian representative supported this suggestion.

8 We should be grateful for your instructions on the above amendments, none of

"Su ests that those member states which have indicated their interest be con-
joint resolution was as follows:

6. The fifth Soviet amendment seemed, to all of us, unacceptable as it would mean
inviting Communist China.4s

7. Nutting also suggested adding the following paragraph to molify those delega-
tions who now feel they are being completely,left out of the negotiations for setting
up the agency. The wording he suggested for a final paragraph of part "A" of the

z - . x.- . P ^ •r
ls* ..^ .^6t, # . ... s . ..., .> ..i L^. ....

^ Note marziaate JMuginal aotG °
ym yes [J.W. HoUnesj ,

!' NOW marginale JMusinal note:
yés p.W; Holmesl

tl Note marginale :/Marginal now
of course [J.W. }iolmei]
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201. DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Clurirman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

'M1.EGRAM 270 ',. Ottawa, November 13, 1954

CONFIDENIIAL. IMMEDIAZE.

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 517,t 518 and 519 of November 12.
Repeat Washington EX-2068.

' i'EACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

We agree with you that, although the prospects of securing a unanimous resolu-
tion are not very bright, it would be sound tactics for the sponsors to react reasona-
bly to the Soviet suggestions.

2. Our comments on the Soviet amendments are as follows:
Soviet Amendment (1): While the British and American suspicion of the underlying
Soviet intention in putting forward this amendment may be somewhat farfetched,
we agree that it is probably desirable to avoid inclusion of a provision of this kind.
We are at a loss to follow Moch's suggestion to use the corresponding paragraph
from the disarmament resolution since none of the paragraphs in that resolution

.séem to us to be either appropriate or relevant.^.
Soviet Amendment (2): If there is any possibility that Lodge's explanation of the
term "corresponding states" is accurate, the amendment should be opposed. We do
not think Moch's suggestion, though ingenious, mects the situation on all scores.
Even if it would have the effect of avoiding the need to wait for United States and
Soviet' agreement (which is by no means certain), it would still be open to the
4objéction that it would simply be spelling out what is already implicit in the draft
resolution, and might make it difficult for the Soviet Union to accept the resolution
since it*wrould be endorsing explicitly the negotiations already in train.
Soviet Amendments (4) and (5): We agree that these amendments are unacceptable
^bût :we also agrec that it would be in order for you to concur in dropping the words

similar to those of the specialized agencies".
7 3. We agrre with the suggestion put forward hv Nuttin that a ara h mi ht I.

;;îidded to the resolution to mollify those delegations who now feel they are being
o^ompletely left out of the negotiations for setting up the agency. The wording sug-
8âted by Nutting is agreeable to us.
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DEA/14001-2-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for F.zternal Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

Ottawa, November 15, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 504 of November 1 l.

pEA(EFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

I can understand, if I cannot share, the Secretary-General's personal predilection
for an atomic energy agency closely associated with the United Nations. I cannot,
however, follow his arguments that it would be possib^tof the United Nations

principal

organ which would, on the one hand, give all m
a

sense of participation, without, on the other hand, allowing the numerical majority
a controlling voice in the agency's operation. As I understand it, it would be impos-
sible to create a new principal organ in the sense of paragraph I of Article 7 with-
out amending the Charter, which would not, only afford the Assembly an
opportunity to assert control but would open the establishment of the agency to the
veto. Even if Mr. Hammerskjold is really only thinking of a subsidiary organ of the
General Assembly as under Article 22, there is still the objection that the majority
of United Nations members could assüme control during the course ofr . . ., ^ . , ,
establishment.

2. I an further, confused by 'thé Secretsüy-General's suggested new paragraPh
which seems to envisage thata the agency is to be established by the countries most
concerned and'that thereafter an appropriate relationship, with the United Nations
will be worked out by means of agreement with the General Assembly. I do not see
how this procedure would create either a principal or , a subsidiary organ. It seems
to I me that the only thing the prôposed newa paragraphâ would do would be to delete
specific reference to the eventual creation of â specialized agency relationship and
leave the door , open for a way around reporting through ECOSOC. Why does the
Secretary-General consider that it'would be inappropriate for the agency to report

through ECOSOC? Surely to do so ,..willati1l afford the Assembly the opportunity of
discussing the 'âgency's annual report.

3: Froin theF outset we have thought that contiol over the establishment and evcn-
tu'nl operâtion of the ` agency should remain*with "tho limited number of countrics
most intimately concerned. Furthermore, as you know; we have anticipatedtô c^^ for
some years to come the role of the agency would be a relatively modest
give it a apecial relationship to U.N. would, in our judgement,^ be tnisleading since
it would give the impression that it would be able to play a much larger part in the
development of the peaceful uses of atomic energy than it will, in fact, be able to
do.' Accordingly, you should offer no encouragement to the SecnctaryGeneral to

- ..^:.
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think that we would support any closer relationship with the U.N. than that of a
specialized agency similar to the International Bank and we should not be prepared
to go along with his suggested amendment. •I ;
4. I think, however, that his suggestion to include Norway on the Advisory Com-

mittee for the International Scientific Conference is a reasonable one and you may
indicate to the other sponsoring delegations that we are prepared to support its
inclusion.

5. In discussing this matter further with the Secretary-General you might wish to
indicate my doubts as to the practicability of his scheme as I understand it and to
seek further clarification of what he has in mind, which may remove some of those
doubts. You might also indicate our appreciation that the Secretary-General has
taken us into his confidence in respect of his own views in this matter. I hope to get
to New York shortly and to have the privilege of discussing this and other matters
with him.

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/14001-2-1-40

La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies'
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

'IEIEGRAAt 535 New York, November 15, 1954

CONFIDE•NflAL IMPORTANT.
I

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 270 of November 13 and No. 271 of November 15.
Repeat Washington No. 97.

FE'.ACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

^{'Following this afternoon's meeting of the first committee, the seven sponsoring
Cegations met to discuss the amendments Vyshinsky had given ui on Friday (ourk

^p gram No. 518 of November 12).

^2 Lodge explained that it was his intention to sec Vyshinsky tonight and tell him
Q the sponsoring group could and could not accept. He did not wish to become
iâvolved in negotiations with Vyshinsky and was unwilling to discuss what alterna-
ve wording we might fall back on if Vyshinsky did not agree to our counter-

Pnoposmas.
^: In brief. for masons which you will rcadily appreciate, the sponsors decided to
Kjoet the fifth Soviet amendment (regarding participation of all states in the scien-
tÎfc^ conference) and to propose the following changes in the joint resolution to
^Mctt his other points:^x.^ .

) Add after the first paragraph of the prramble the following: "Desiring to pro
motethe use of atomic energy to serve the peaceful pursuits of mankind and to^.
^meliorate their living conditions".^.
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(b) Add as'theFfourth paragraph of operative part "A", the following: "Suggests
that the present negotiations should continue with the aim to come to an agreement
in the field of international cooperation in the peaceful uses of atomic energy".

(cj Amend the present first operative paragraph of part "A" by deleting the words
"similar to those of the specialized agencies".

4. We also discussed'the Secretâry-General's suggestions which he had given to
the United Kingdom, United States and French delegates as well as to me (our
telegram No. 504 of November 11). He had meanwhile added a third paragraph to
the other two which'would read as follows: "Suggests that consultations be held
with the Secretary-General on legal or constitutional issues arising in anticipation
of the agreement to be concluded by the United Nations and the agency".

5. Although Lodge saw no great objection to the first two paragraphs proposed by
the Secretary-General, we all quickly agreed that the third (quoted above) should
not be written into the resolution but such consultations would in' practice take
place informally. `

6. As regards the second, I made the points indicated in your telegram No. 271
and then suggested that we kill two birds with one stone by using the modified
language of operative paragraph 1 of part "A" (deleting "similar to those of the
specialized agencies') to meet not only Vyshinsky but also the Secretary-General.
This was agreed.

7. The Secretary-General's first paragraph could have been accepted as it stood
but South Africa objected to the word "achievement" which was therefore replaced
by ``towards the principles and purposes of the United Nations". .

8. Nutting's amendment regarding consultation was discussed briefly. I supported
it but as Moch had received instructions to oppose it, we dropped it for the time
being.

9. As regards the membership of the Advisory Committee of the scientific confcr-
ence, Lodge and I raised the Secretary-General's interest in Norway being addcd,
but the majority clearly felt it was better to hold the fine as the addition of one more
would probably involve adding at least half a dozen. It was, however, agreed that
the Secretary-General should be encouraged to consult Dr. Randers of Norway on
technical problems instead of adding him to the Advisory Committee.
,,10. Lodge is to report to the sponsoring group tomorrow mominj on his talk this{^
evening with Vyshinsky but I doubt whether Vyshinsky 'will 'say very much before
he' gets instructions.
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204. DEA/14001-2-1-40

La délégation d l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TMEGRAM 561 New York, November 17, 1954

CONFIDEN71AL IMAiEDIA'IE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 549 of November 16.t

PEACFFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

After this morning's meeting of the First Committee, Lodge told Vyshinsky that
he would like, if possible to have the latter's comments on the counter proposals of
the sponsors by 3 p.m. this afternoon. Lodge then called a meeting of the seven
sponsoring delegations for 4:30 p.m.
2. As he had evidently not yet received his instructions, Vyshinsky did not get in

touch with Lodge this afternoon. The sponsoring group therefore considered possi-
ble amendments in the light of Vyshinsky's preliminary comments to Lodge on
November 15 and in the light of the suggestions which Menon had made in com-
mittee this morning. Lodge said in no uncertain terms that he did not regard him-
self as negotiating with Vyshinsky and, with Spender's emphatic support, added
that he did not think we should wait indefinitely for Vyshinsky to give us his con-
sidered views. In fact, Lodge and Spender proposed that the sponsors should sub-
mit their revised draft resolution without further ado since in their opinion,
Vyshinsky was not waiting for instructions but merely stalling and like Micawber
"hoping for something to turn up."

3. Moch, Nutting and I took a different view. We maintained that our objective in
this matter was to secure an unanimous resolution if we could do so without giving
way

11
on any of our basic principles. I said that I thought that to submit the revisions

without giving Vyshinsky at least a little longer to respond to our counter proposals
would not be in harmony with the prevailing mood of the committee at this session.
When Moch raised the question of Soviet co-sponsorship, Nutting doubted whether
we should "try too hard" although it was generally agreed if Vyshinsky asked to co-
sponsor we should accept his offer. .
4:'After a good deal of discussion, it was agreed that Lodge would send a copy of

the revised draft resolution in its present form to Vyshinsky this evening and would
aeeYyshinsky in the morning, rrporting to the sponsoring group what transpires.
15.4iu text which Lodge will give Vyshinsky is substantially the text you have.

^= Part B is unchanged, except for the addition of the words "of governments" after
^^ntqnational technical conference" in paragraph 2. The pr+-..amble and part A have
however been amended to mad as follows (new language underlined). Text begins:

The General Assembly.
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= Believing that the benefits arising from the momentous discovery of atomic

energy should be placed at the service of mankind,
Desiring to promote energetically the use of atomic energy to serve the peaceful

pursuits of mankind and to ameliorate their living conditions,

Recognizing the importance and the urgency `of - international cooperation in
developing and expanding 'the peaceful uses of atomic energy'to assist in lifting the
burdens of hunger, poverty and disease,

Believing also that all nations should cooperate in promoting the dissemination
of knowledge in the realm of nuclear technology for peaceful ends., •

have' manifested their interest be fully considered. Text ends.
âchieved in the, establishment of the agency; and that the views of members who

- - Recognizing the desirability that the agency, under the aegis of inc United
Nations, make the fullest possible contribution towards the principles and purposes
of the United Nations, °
-1. Expresses the hope that the international atomic'energy agency will be estab-
lished without delay.

2. Suggests that, once the agency is established, it negotiate an appropriate form
of agreement with the United Nations;

3. Transmits to the states participating in the creation of the agency,for their care-
ful consideration, the record of the discussion of this item at the present session of. à ,
the General Assembly;

Suggests that members of the United Nations be informed ` as progress is

Concerning an international atomic energy agency recalling the initiative of the
President of the United States embodied in his address of December 8, 1953,

^ Noting that negotiations are in progress and the intentional that they should con-

tinue for the establishment as quickly as possible of an international atomic energy
agency to facilitate the use by the entire world of atomic energy for peaceful pur-
poses, and to encourage international cooperation in the further development and
practical application of atomic energy for the benefit of mankind,

DEA/14001-2-1-40

. La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deleg'ationf to United Nations Genéral Assembly
toSccretâryof State forEzternal A,,Q^alrs

ItiECwAM 574

CONFIDFNIUL- IMMEDIATE. : ;

Repeat Washington No. 101. .

R11

New York, November 18, 1954
. Æ.:,• .... L^ , , .^ ..

Reference: Our telegram No.' 561 of November 17.
6
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PEACEFlJL USES OP ATOMIC ENERGY

At a meeting of the sponsoring powers this morning, Lodge told us that he had
presented Vyshinsky last night with the text of the amended resolution as given in
our telegram under reference. This morning Vyshinsky had offered the following
three amendments:

(a) In the second paragraph of the preamble, that the word "only" be inserted after
the word "serve";

(b) To delete the final•paragraph of the preamble of Part A, commencing "recog-
nizing the desirability"; ^ I

(c) In paragraph 3 of Part B, that the words "as well as all other states which will
express their desire" be inserted after the words "specialized agencies".
2. Lodge said that as far as he was concerned he thought Vyshinsky's amendment

(b) was acceptable but he was opposed to (a) and (c). We all readily agreed that (c)
was unacceptable, even though Vyshinsky had not mentioned China and had con-
fined himself to urging that East Germany, Outer Mongolia, North Korea, etc, be
invited to the conference.
. 3. As regards (a), Lodge found himself alone among the seven in opposing the
acceptance of the addition of "only". The rest of us argued that although we did not
much like the addition, we had frequently expressed similar hopes before and it
would be more embarrassing to oppose this amendment than to accept it. Finally,
after an interval for consultation with Washington, Lodge was able to agree to
amend the second paragraph of the preamble to read as follows: "Desiring to pro-
mote energetically the use of atomic energy to the end that it will serve only the
peaceful pursuits of mankind and to ameliorate their living conditions".
4. As regards (b), opinions were divided. Spender thought it would be difficult for

Vyshinsky to make a public case for opposing this language. Lodge explained that
Vyshinsky's objection was principally to the word "aegis". Nutting wished to retain
the paragraph since this was the only one of the Secretary-General's suggestions
the sponsors had accepted but when it was pointed out that Vyshinsky might try to
substitute for "under the aegis of the United Nations" some closer link with the
United Nations and the Security Council in particular, the sponsors agreed to drop
the whole paragraph and explain to the Secretary-General that we were doing so in
the interests of reaching agreement with the USSR.^{. .
,,'5. Lodge will now inform Vyshinsky that we can accept, in effect, two of his three
amindments. The revised seven power resolution will be tabled when the First
Çonmmittee meet again at three o'clock this afternoon, when Lodge, on behalf of
the sponsors, will explain the revisions we have 'made to meet Vyshinsky, Menon
ând' others.

6. We expect to vote on the resolution tomorrow and there seems a good chance
that although Vyshinsky will be unable to support paragraph 3 of part B, he should
be "able to vote for the resolution as a whole. '^. ,
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La délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
1 au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ' , - ^ ^

,.. ,,:;.. _.
Delegation"to 'United Nations General Assembly

to Seeretary of State for External Affairs
. , , .. . .

^GRAM 577 New York, November 18, 1954

. .. . . : . , . . . ._ . ,

CONFIDENTIAI.. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram No., 574 of Novetnber 18.

PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

The revised 7-Power resolution was tabled in committée tone this afternoon.
Lodge spoke shortly and on behalf of the sporisors explained the reasons behind
each of the alterations. He also said that the U.S.S.R.'s suggestion for inviting "all
states" to the conference had not been acceptable to the sponsors.

2. Lodge was followed by Vyshinskjr who spoke in a conciliatory tone and echoed
Lodge's remarks about the agreed changes in the resôlution. Vyshinsky introduced
an amendment to cover, his suggestion (C) contained in our telegram under refer-
ence. In support of this' amendment he quoted statements from Dulles and Lodge
saying that all nations should participate in the conference.'

3. The representative of Brazil made a brief statement in which he said'that his
country' would be happy to take part in the work of the Advisory Committee.

4. The delegate of Peru then said that since there was agreement among the great
powers there was `no reason for anÿ further debate. He did, however, take the
opportunity to say, that he felt that no region of the world should be excluded from
the.work of the agency and that regional centres for the peaceful uses of atomic
energy should be established.

At this point. there was considerable discussion about procedure. Both the
United States and theU.S.S.R.. said they were prepared to vote but Menon inter-
poséd and said that because the grëat powers were agrced was no reason to assume
that other countries did not have something to say. He did not find that the amend-
ments completely satisfied his suggestions. 7he whole continent of Asia was not
., ,,. ..., , ,
represented in.the negotiations. He felt that the amended resolution required deep
consideration "and he was not sure that he would be ready to vote even tomorrow,
wh^n according to thé rules of procedwe a vote would be called. He could not
e^ipëct to receive instructions before Monday. It was evident that Menon was not in
a happy mood and was not, prepared to make any concessions to the committee.
5."After fuither discussion it was decided ôn,Lodge's motion to adjournfunti14:00

.:. . . . , .-. . .

p.m. tomorrow. At this time the ^comm, ^ttee will meet to resume debate and when
that is concluded, to vote on the Soviet amendment and the 7-Power resolution.
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DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion hebdomadaire des directions

Extract from Weekly Divisional Notes

No. 47

SECRET -

Ottawa, [n.d.]

4. PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

Defence Liaison (1) Division: Ibe debate in Committee One of the United Nations
General Assembly on the peaceful uses of atomic energy ended on November 23
when the Committee adopted unanimously a resolution co-sponsored by the United
States, the United Kingdom, Canada, France, Belgium, South Africa and Australia.
In brief, the resolution expressed the hope that the international atomic energy
âgency would be established without delay and suggested that once the agency was
established it should negotiate an appropriate form of agreement with the United
Nations. The resolution also provided for the holding of an international technical
conference of governments, to take place during the summer of 1955. Arrange-
ments for the conference are to be made by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, acting on the advice of a small advisory committee composed of represen-
tatives of France, the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Brazil, India and
the Soviet Union.

Now that the United Nations debate is over the United States will no doubt
resume discussions with the other co-sponsors of the resolution, the Soviet Union
and Portugal, with a view to reaching agreement on a convention to govern the
establishment of the international agency. It remains to be seen whether the United
Nations debate will have had the effect of making the negotiations with the Soviet
Union more fruitful than heretofore.

SUBDIVISION V/SUI3-SECTION V

SOCIÉTÉ FINANCIÈRE MERNA11ONALE
IIIIERNA710NAL FINANCE CORPORATION

I

PCONo1. 2656

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET ^ [Ottawa], November 18, 1954
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UNTTED NATIONS; PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORP0RAI7ON

19. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that, following the decision at
the meeting of September 8th, 1954,4e Canadian delegation now attending the
Ninth Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations had been instructed
to indicate that Canada had been willing to support an International Finance Corpo-
râtion under the management of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development. Since neither the United States nor the United Kingdom had been
prepared to support the proposal at that time, Canada had not gone beyond indicat-
ing positive interest in it.

The U.S. had recently reconsidered its rather negative attitude and the U.S. Sec-
retary of the Treasury had, on November 11th, announced that the Administration
would seek Congressional approval for U.S. participation in the establishment of
this Corporation. Although it had originally been suggested that the total çapitaliza-
tion of I.F.C. be the equivalent of $400 million, Mr. Humphrey had now suggested
that the Corporation's authorized capital be $100 million and that the 'subscription
of each member country should be in proportion to that member's stock in the

International Bank.
.The U.S. view was. that the Corporation should not directly provide. equity

financing. It should, however, be empowered to hold securities bearing interest
payable only if earned, as well as debentures convertible into stock when purchased
from the Corporation by private investors. In that way, it would operate in the area
of,venture capital without holding equity right of control. It would not compete
with either the International Bank itself or the Export-Import Bank..- ;

_ Mr. Humphrey had emphasized that the operation of such a corporation would,
of necessity, have to be experimental and subject to review from time to time. Its
success would depend upon its effectiveness in stimulating an increased interna-

tional movement of private funds.
ï£ The U.K: government had not yet commented on the new proposal and the U.K.
delegation in New York had been asked to try to` get further discussion postponed
so that there might be time to give further thought to the matter. The Canadian
High Commissioner in London had indicated, however, that the U.K. Treasury con-
ceded that, if the idea of equity financing through the proposed corporation had
been abandoned, the scheme might be "a^ little less unsound" than it was before.
The U.K.'s lack of enthusiasm for the proposal stemmed, at least in part, from
reluctance to draw further on the limited funds available for spending abroad. How-
aver, if enough countries were now in favour of the I.F.C. to ensure its crcation, it
might be difficult for the U.K. to stay out - both for political re3sons and in ordcr
to protect or increase markets for U.K. capital goods abroad.

It was probable that the U.S. decision to support early establishment of the Cor-
poration stemmed partly from the `expectation that the U.S. would be under
increased pressure for economic assistance to Latin American countries at the
fôrthcoming conference of the Organization of American States in Rio de Janeiro.
While this consideration did not affect Canada as directly as it affected the U.S., it
would seem desirable to acquaint the Canadian observer at Rio with present Cana-
dian views on the proposed Corporation before the Conference opened so that lie
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might mention, 'informally, that Canada favoured the proposal. This would offset
the negative attitude Canada would probably adopt toward many of the topics to be
discussed at Rio.

The proposed Corporation was a more modest and immediately manageable
project than the proposed Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development
(S.U.N.F.E.D.). It would no doubt be expected to serve underdeveloped countries
in many parts of the world, but some benefit would likely accrue to Asian countries
which Canada was assisting under the Colombo Plan. India had established an
Industrial Finance Corporation and Pakistan and Ceylon might follow suit. The
activities of I.F.C. would usefully supplement the work of such corporations in
stimulating and assisting private investment. There might be political, as well as
economic advantages in supporting the proposal.While pressure for S.U.N.F.E.D.
would no doubt continue even if the Corporation was established, Canadian oppo-
sition would be more readily understood by the underdeveloped countries than it
would if Canada did not support I.F.C.

On the basis of a Corporation capitalized at $100 million and 'a Canadian contri-
bution in the same ratio as the Canadian contribution to the International Bank, the
cost tô Canada would probably be between $3 million and $4 million. This money
might not have to be found before the fiscal year 1956-57, but it might at least have
to be pledged during the coming fiscal year.

In view of the recent change of heart on the part of the U.S. Administration and
because of Canada's long standing support of this proposal, he now recommended
that Canada participate in the proposed International Finance Corporation on the
understanding that the Canadian commitment to subscribe to the capital of the cor-
poration would not be significantly different, in proportion, from that applicable to
the International Bank and would not, in any event, involve a subscription in
ezcess 'of $5 million during 1955-56.

An 'explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Nov. 17, 1954 - Cab. Doc. 246-54)t

20. 77:e Cabinet.,

(a) approved in principle Canadian participation in a proposed International
Finance Corporation to be established, under the management of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development; for the purpose of helping to finance
productive private enterprise in underdeveloped amas through loans without gov-
ernment guarantees; and,

(b) approved Canada undertaking to subscribe to the capital of the Corporation, in
e` proportion not substantially different from Canada's share in the subscriptions to
the International Bank, and in an amount not larger than $5 million.
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DEA/11423-40

Note du ministère des Finances

Memorandum by Department of Finance.

[Ottawa], December 9, 1954

INTERNA IIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION— DISCUSSION A'i' UN>'IED NATIONS .
DECEMBER 4; 1954'

Attached herewith is Resolution L249 . sponsored by : a group of countries
(including the United States and Canada)!".This resolution was designed to replace
a resolution put forward by a large group of under-developed countries earlier in
the General Assembly and before the United States had decided to support the idea

of an IFC.
The new resolution requests the International Bank to prepare draft statutes to

govern the Corporation to present the draft to member governments of the Bank for

discussion and invite them to indicate the support that may be expected from them
in providing the capital. The Bank is also requested to take steps to bring about
agreement among its members on the statutes and, finally, to report to the Twenti-
eth Session (July, 1955) of the Economic and Social Council. The ECOSOC in turn
will report to the next session of the General ;Assembly.

The Canadian Delegation shared in the preparation of Resolution L249 and in

the talks conducted by the United States, the United Kingdom and, France and a
few others on the one side, with Cuba on the other side representing the under-
developed countries. There were two minor issues at stake. The under-developed
countries wanted the resolutiori to affirm, in effect, that the IFC "was a good idea".
Cuba's point was that the United Nations has never given formal approval to the
idea and they dislike the thought of an IFC coming into existence without the
United Nations feeling entitled to take'credit for it. The United Kingdom was
unwilling to say this, partly because it involved a contradiction of everything it had
said in previous discussions about the IFC and partly because their approval of the
idea would depend on the ultimate châracter of the institution. Certain fluffy
phrases were placed in the preamble to meet the needs of both parties.

^: There' «,.« some unhappiness on the part of the United States and the other
countries of the West at the idea of the Bank's report being presented - as was the
wish of the under-developed countries - to the next General Assembly for discus-
sion. . In ^ the outcome, it was agrced that the report of the IBRD would go. to
ECOSOC and ECOSOC would, in the normal course, report thereon to the General

Assembly.
It will be noted that the procedure for setting up the IFC, assuming that the Bm,k

can reach agreement on the statutes with its member countries, is IeR blank. Thc

,"developed" countries all recognize the danger of a full-scale discussion of the

----- . . p °
Vol-

^ Voir/See Untt d Natio^u Ruolutïonr Seria 1 Rpolutionm Adopted by the (3eneral Assembly.

ume 5.1954-1956, Dusan J. Djo=4ch ed., New Yor1C Oceans WbUcstions, 1973, p. 128.
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draft statutes of the Bank in the General Assembly but it has been tacitly agreed to
cross that bridge, or to, find a way around it, when we come to it.

I was able to stay for only the first day of debate on the IFC. The United King-
dom made a statement which is attached, as did Canada. If Resolution L249 is
passed virtually unchanged, it will be up to the Bank to negotiate with its members
concerning the character of the IFC. I was advised privately by the Bank's repre-
sentative that the Bank will very shortly begin to present draft statutes informally
and privately to the principal members of thé` Bank, including Canada. The Bank
may have to wrestle with the problem of how to enable non-Bank members to par-
ticipate in the IFC (e.g., Argentina). I was told privately that the Bank would like to
confine membership of the IFC to the members of the Bank. The Bank feels that
this will put legitimate pressure on non-members to join the Bank and Fund. In any
case the participation of non-Bank members would raise complicated problems.
The admission of non-Bank members will make it impossible to preserve intact, for
the IFC, the existing representation on the Board of Directors and the existing divi-
sion of participation with respect to capital subscriptions. The Bank would like to
see the IFC operated by the same Board of Directors, and managed by the staff of
the Bank under a management arrangement with the IFC. The IFC would have a
president different from the president of the IBRD but the president of the IBRD
would be the chairman of the Board of Directors of the IFC.

. Attached to this file are copies of the speeches made by the representatives of
the United States and the United Kingdom. The Canadian statementt will come
along later from New York.

P.S. The Second Committee on December 6th approved the resolution without
change by a vote of 45 for, none against and five Soviet bloc abstentions.

[J.F PARKINSON)

SUBDIVISION VUSUB-SECrION VI

ÉVALUAMON FINALE
FINAL ASSESSMFNt

'210. DEA/5475-DW-33-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

Permanent Representatit ►e to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

'NFiDExilAL New York, December 22, 1954

Réference: Your telegram No. 432 of December 15.t
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DELEGATION ASSESSMENT OF THE NINTii GENERAL ASSEMBLY

AnJanalysis of the General Assembl}iin retrospect isattâched, together withe
outline for the benefit of those who are interested only in particular aspects of

. ^ ...^, . .
session: ^ .

2: It maÿ be helpful in this covering despatch to refer to a few of the main charac-

teristics of the session.

,3::First - a Period of Détente. For two=th'irds ôf the session there was more
sweetness and light in evidence than at any time since the first General Assembly
met in London nine years ago. Although a number of the older and less important
items' continued to run in the familiar groves, throughout most of this period the
unanimity achieved in the First Committee on disarmament and on the setting up of
an Atomic Energy Agency pervaded the other Committees and past controversies
were muted in the general chorus of conciliation of which the theme song was co-

existence.
k4. Second - a Period of Increasing Tension. Before delegates had been able to

resolve to their own satisfaction the question of whether the more agree,able face of
the new Soviet diplomacy was tactical and temporary or sincere and lasting, the
Assembly was pitch-forked back into the cold war. The Soviet group, introduced
three propaganda items, two of which concerned China. The Chinese Communists
themselves, perhaps anticipating and wishing'toxdistoït the motives of the forth-
coming Treaty between the United States and Nationalist China,^ set off a furor in
the United States by the announcement that they had sentenced eleven United

long prison terms.States airmen, who had served the United Nations in K^rea,t^fore the AssemblY
In short order the case of the American fliers was also brought
and a series of angry exchanges and recriminations occurred, while outside the
United Nations tension was increasing as ratification of the London and Paris
agreements to re-arm Western Germany drew nearer.

5. Nevertheless, the hope generated by the unanimous resolutions on disarmament
and atomic energy persisted. As the President of the Assembly said in his closing
remarks, these agreements, though procedural; do provide the "essential prerequi-
sites" for successful substantive negotiations. Delegates were acutely conscious of
the risks which might be entailed if the Secretary-General failed in his mission to
Peking to secure the release of the American airmen. Not only would tlure be a
loss of prestige for the United Nations but it was possible that public opinion in the
United States might force the United States Delegation to,request members of the
United Nations to take some additional action tô secure the release of these airmen.
On the other hand, it could not be denied that if the Secretary-General succeeded,
the prestige of the United Nations would be greatly` augmented and an important
step would have been taken towards normalizing relations with Communist China,
if no fresh provocation were committed From the point of view of New Delhi, the
Assembly's resolution on the fliers might appear singularly unhelpful but give h the

$ stâte of public opinion in the United States the United Nations could hardly

done less.
6 Thlyd -- Succcss of Colonial Powers. During the Ninth Session the colonial

powers had a greater measure of success than in any recent session. It was notewor-
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thy that the Netherlands and Australia were able to muster sufficient votes to pre-
vent a resolution acceptable to Indonesia, which had received a majority of more
than two-thirds in the First Committee, from receiving the necessary two-thirds
majority' in Plenary. The United Kingdom and France were each even more suc-
cessful. The United Kingdom succeeded in having a resolution passed on Cyprus
which was acceptable to them. Similarly the resolutions on Tunisia and Morocco
were both acceptable to the French Delegation. In the cases of Cyprus, Tunisia and
Morocco, friends of the colonial powers found themselves in the unusual position
of being begged by the colonial powers to vote for instead of against the resolu-
tions which were eventually passed on these three items. The reason for the success
of the colonial powers was partly the United States-United Kingdom co-operation
at this Assembly referred to below and partly the increasing caution of the Scandi-
navian and Latin American members in intervening in this field.
7. Fourth - United States-United Kingdom Co-operation. Behind the headlines,

one of the chief features of the session was not the tenuous and superficial détente,
for purposes of mutual convenience, between the United States and the USSR, but
the solid and real entente, between the United Kingdom and the United States.
These two delegations between them invariably have great influence in the United
Nations but at this session of the Assembly they achieved a remarkable degree of
accommodation and co-ordination which for the first time began to extend beyond
East-West issues and into the colonial and economic fields.

8. This unparalleled degree of United States-United Kingdom co-operation was
based on practical exigencies. The two delegations badly needed one another's sup-
port. Although there was, so far as we are aware, no "deal", both delegations, build-
ing on understandings arrived at during Sir Winston Churchill's visit to
Washington last summer, supported one another effectively on such otherwise con-
troversial issues as Chinese representation, the case of the United States airmen,
and the Cyprus question.
,9. Fifth - Personnel Problems. Personnel problems of the Secretariat, which had
plagued the two previous General Assemblies and which had tended to separate the

-United States from its closest friends, seemed to be on the way to a satisfactory
solution. The United States Delegation agreed at this Assembly to support the pay-
ment of the controversial awards of the Administrative Tribunâl to dismissed
ë ees and at the same time obtained a decision in principle of the General
Asiembly that there should be a judicial review of future awards of the Administra-
tive Tribunal.
1,10. Sizth - General. Taken as a whole the Assembly seemed to reflect an encour-
^,gmg slackening of tension and a real desire on both sides to proceed step by step
jjwards mutual accommodations so that the nations of the world might gradually
môve onto firmer and surer ground instead, as Sir Winston Churchill has recentlytà_ ,

put Zt, of "roaming and pecring around the brim of hell".
11. At the United Nations, the Great Powers have to put on their Sunday best, for

#l+ay , are paraded before a world public. To some extent, therefore, the agreements
4fived at and. the sentiments expressed are artificial. Resolutions are worded so
that they can be variously interpreted to satisfy fundamentally divergent points ofI.t,_.
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view. This papering over of the cracks is not without value if it fosters the funda-
mental purpose of the United Nations, of harmonizing conflicting points of view or
creating a climate of opinion in which negotiations, whether inside or outside the
United Nations, become both possible and fruitful. But. in the last analysis, the
accomplishments of the present session will be worth little if; when the eyes of the
world are turned elsewhere, the Great Powers do not seriously follow up the pos-

sibilities which have been opened by the work of this session.
DAVID M. JOHNSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ; . '

Évaluation
.. w Assessment

CONFIDENTIAL
[New York], December 20, 1954

OUTLINE OF DELEGATION ASSESSMENT OF THE NINTi{ GENERAL ASSEbiBLY

General Introduction: Political
Disarmament
Atoms for Peace
Korea
American Airmen
Cyprus
New Guinea
Morocco and Tunisia

Colonialism and the U.N.
Competence and Realism

The Work of Other Committees: the Ad Hoc
Burma
South Africa
Palestine

- New Members
Soviet Propaganda Items'

The Economic Committee and the Under-Developed Countries
International Financial Corpocation'

' SUNFED '
- Human Rights and Wrongs

Forced Labour
wAssembly; vs. ECOSOC:'-

Trusteeship and Colonialism: Stretching the Charter
Administrative' and Financial Matters: the Per Capita Principle

Tribunal Awards
. Secretariat Re-organization ^ :
Legal Problems

Continental Shelf and Fisheries
Groups 'and Personalitics =
,, Leadership i , -.

Chinese Representations
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THE NINTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN RETROSPECT

Another Assembly is over. Once again procrastinating Committees which had
approached their agenda in a leisurely fashion fôr thé first two months of the Ses-
sion managed somehow to tackle, postpone or otherwise dispose of all their
remaining items in the final month, and concluded in time for most Delegates to
return to their neglected families for Christmas. In many ways, the Ninth Session
which ended on December 17 ran true to form: the last minute rush to finish, the
incessant speeches, the ubiquitous press, the receptions, the papers, the weariness.
But in more important ways it was different. From the point of view of most par-
ticipants and for the Canadian Delegation in particular, it was perhaps the most
interesting and hopeful session of recent years.
{ 2. Both the interest and the hope were, of course, relative. After the rather stultify-
ing Eighth Session, it had seemed as if nothing of importance could be negotiated
in the United Nations, at least not until the problem of Chinese representation had
been solved and the Organization had become much more nearly universal in mem-
bership. At Berlin, Geneva and elsewhere, the United Nations was being by-passed.
United States opinion was becoming increasingly negative towards it. Informal pri-
vate talks on disarmament among the Five Powers in London had got nowhere and
had seemed totally unreal as relations between the East and West worsened over
Indo China and Germany.
`3. Between June and September, a break in these ominous clouds occurred. The
fighting in Indo China was stopped. For the first time a session of the Assembly
met in a world at peace = or at least an absence of war.
4. Unknown to each other, both sides in the remaining "cold war" were preparing

peaceful initiatives for the Assembly. Despite the lack of enthusiasm of many of
his technical officials, President Eisenhower was determined to accept no further
delay in carrying his "Atoms for Peace" plan a step further towards the establish-
ment of an International, Atomic Energy Agency under the aegis of the United
Nations, as he had proposed before the Assembly on December 8 last year. Public
opinion throughout the world was becoming sufficiently disturbed by the appalling
prospect of thermonuclear warfare that a bold United States initiative to dramatize
and develop the peaceful uses of atomic energy had become necessary, whatever

'the technical complications.
5. At the same time, the USSR, watching Western efforts to wrest agreement from

_ the ashes of E.D.C. on some alternative means of having Western Germany pull its
yeight in the defence effort of Western Europe, was preparing a new disarmament
proposal to present to the Assembly in time to put a spoke in the wheel of French
ratification. For, as the French representative on the Disarmament Commission, M.
Jules Moch, had long argued, if a measure of actual disarmament could be achieved
(or.even if there were a reasonable hope of achieving it), German divisions would
become unnecessary to redress the military imbalance on the European continent. It
: was no accident that Mr. Molotov gave an advance copy of the Soviet proposals to
the_French Ambassador in Moscow.
^:6.`From these two initiatives of the Great Powers, announced in the opening
.Vetches of Mr. Dulles and Mr. Vyshinsky, the Assembly drew hope - hope that^^:
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was later consolidated by the not inconsiderable achievement of unanimous resolu-
tions on both these subjects, disarmament and "atoms for peace". Though much of
the rest of the Assembly was routine, and there were times when we seemed to be
back to the "cold-war:as•usual", these two major items gave the Assembly a lift
that the United Nations badly needed. No doubt they encouraged many wild and
wishful hopes of an : approaching golden age of co-existence. General Romulo
could carry himself away with a rhetorical vision of "the United Nations energized
by_the atone'. The cautious and shrewd Foreign Minister of Norway, Mr. Lange,

thcir scarch for a

States .or. the United Kingdom or France sole sponsor; Mr. Moch madc We 8
nious proposal that Canada should sponsor alone initially. and invite the other four

crn powcrs po
objected on the grounds that the Soviet Union,'the ffthinember of the Sub-Com-
mittee;`should not beexclud^. Asthere were difficulties about having the United

in e-

Disarmament ; . :

i 8. In the disarmament item, the fust to be discussed by* the Political Committec,
the*Canadian Delegation was fortuitously pushed into unaccustomcd prominence.
In the private preliminary discussions among the four main Western Delegations
involved (United States, United Kingdom, France and Canada), the main objective
was clearly, as one delegate put it, "to keep the French in bcd with us".

9. When agreement had been reached on the text of a tesolutiôn providing for the
reconvening of the Five Power: Sub-Conunittee (United States, United Kingdom,
Fiance, Canada and USSR) to scek an acceptable solution and tô report as soon as
suffcient progress had been made (and not by a'fuced date which might give the
USSR ân Assembly platform during ratiGcation`proceedings in Paris), the question
of. sponsorship`^arose. The procedure for dcaling, with the item which had becn
âgrced . among the' Four, was substantially that proposai by Mr.` Martin. Wc had
âssumed, along with the United States and the United Kingdom, that the four W^t-

would s^f nsôr the resôlution,on 'disarrnament; but Mr. Moch of France

affirmed without qualification that the Russians were smcere in
disarmament agreement. As soon as he heard of the Soviet proposals, M. Jules
Moch wired his Premier advising him to delay, ratification until there had been an

opportunity to explore fully the new possibilities of agreement. But even the most
conservative assessments conceded that the atmosphere of the Session as a whole
was much improved and, whether or not any substantive advances had been made,
there were sufficient grounds for hope to make, it worthwhile to go on trying to
secure Soviet cooperation in a United Nations atomic energy agency,, in disarina-
ment and in other efforts to lessen international tension.

7. In this sense, the • main accomplishment of the Session may have been the
renewed impetus given towards a genuine effort on all fronts to arrive at a modus

vivendi that would give meaning to "co-existence~. This new sense of direction was
strengthened by President Eisenhower's reiterated counsels of moderation, patience
and restraint in the face of difficult domestic and foreign pressures and provoca-
tions. The same impulse found vigorous expression in the statement and personality
of M. Mendes-France who chose the Assembly as the'forum for his proposals for a
meeting of the Big Four next May to discuss Gcrmany, and perhaps Austria and a
European armaments control plan as well. ^
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members of the London Sub-Committee (United Kingdom, United States, France
and USSR) to co-sponsor. The Western three would at once accept. As the resolu-
tion was largely procedural, it would be difficult for the USSR, on its present tack
of sweet reasonableness, to refuse; and there would be no obvious "ganging up".
$ 10. Within the limits of a general assessment of the Session, the story of the intri-
cate negotiations between Mr. Martin on behalf of the Western sponsors and Mr.
Vyshinsky cannot be told in detail. On several occasions, the talks nearly foun-
dered; but thanks to persistence and a conciliatory spirit on both sides, Mr. Martin
was able to achieve agreement on amendments which were acceptable to the West-
ern Powers and permitted the USSR to co-sponsor. the amended resolution. It was
the first time since January, 1946, that East and West had agreed to co-sponsor a
resolution. Ten days efforts had paid off.
' 11. It had been an interesting and in many ways valuable exercise for the Cana-
dian Delegation. We were perhaps given more prominence in the press than was
altogether warranted, for it had been a Western teamwork operation from beginning
to end. On the other hand, Canadian Delegations at past Assemblies had too often
been given far less recognition than was warranted because we have been content
to exert what influence we could largely in private - as, for example, the untold
storyyof Mr. Pearson's leading part in the Korean negotiations at the 1952
Assembly.

12. In the negotiations on disarmament, a good deal more than publicity was
achieved at little risk. As M. Moch had realized, Mr. Vyshinsky was in a position in
which he had to appear reasonable; he could not afford to be otherwise or it would
undercut the favourable impression created by Soviet acceptance of the Anglo-
French disarmament proposals as a basis of negotiations. Soviet counter-proposals
already made it doubtful that the USSR had really given much away by accepting
the Anglo-French paper "as a basis", and if they were shown to be reluctant to
accept a non-controversial definition of the fundamental disarmament objectives
and a'reasonable procedure for resuming private negotiations, the sincerity of their
n , ew approach would have become highly questionable, even for European opinion.
Any gain for Soviet propaganda by accepting the Western resolution was, in our
opinion at least, more than paid for by the advantage to the West of pinning down
the`USSR
,(a) to a timetable and procedure which would not conflict with French ratification,
aâd^^^-r,; ,

;^(b) to a definition of objectives in basically Western terms.
;01-Moreover, in the course of debate on this item, the Soviet "concessions" were
p%ively cut down to site by diligent Western cross-examination of Mr.

Y nsky s proposals.
*14.(On some important points - to do chiefly with phasing, the prohibition of
atomic weapons ` and the reduction of arms and armed forces - there appeared to
liave bccn a mal âdvance in the Soviet position. However, on the crux of the prob-
km; ôontrol, there was little change in their basically unacceptable proposition that
^t^ôhibition of atomic weapons must precede the effective institution of control in
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,.,the sense of inspection, though there was a narrowing of the gap in the time table of

prohibition and control.
15. It remains for the disarmament sub-committee to see w ne^er,^me pi^e1eWe^steWestern

ofprogress towards the controlled reannament of Western G ermany,
agreement on a comprehensive disarmament system with effective safeguards and
controls can yet be reached. When the Disarmament Sub-Committee had its first
meeting on December 8, Mr. Sobolev, the Soviet Reprrsentative, sounded a'dis-
couraging note. He said that the decision of the Western Powers to permit the re-
arming of Western Germany was contrary to the spirit and intent of the disarma-
ment resolution and would make a comprehensive system of disarmament difficult

to obtain. When Mr. Sobolev was asked after the meeting if his statement meant
that the Soviet Union would not be interested in taking part in disarmament

1 ed that his statement was notthe decision to rearm Germany was ratified, he P

ised Agencies. This concept o a pec i 8 cY
initially suggested by the Canadian Delegation, was, however, the closest form of

10. Mr. ge resis g
accordance with the Charter, to raise a matter affecting its ,security in the Security

Council. What he' wished to avoid was having the new Agency "bogged down in
the veto". He did not, however, rule out some connection with the Security Council
and in the end agreed to a modification in the wording of the Western resolution
(which -Canada joined in co-sponsoring) so as' not to' prajûdge this issue. As
adopted; the resolution said simply that, once established, the Agency would nego-
tiate an appropriate relationship with the United Nations. After some private nego-
tiations between Mr. Lodge and Mr. ^Vyshinsky (who died a few days later), the
sponsors omitted an explicit reference to their intention of establishing the relation-
ship,of the Agency to the United Nations on a basis similar to that of the Spec ^

• f C ial'red A en relationship which had been

states from the nsk of fissile mate al being dive rt all pcace
poses and in order to protect the minority group in the Agency from having its
atomic policies wholly dictated by the majority.

Lod ' ted this ar ument explaining that it was open to any state, in

;,. .
16. Disannament and the next political item "Atoms for Peace" took up two-thirds

of the First Committee's time. The "Atoms for Peace" item also culminated in a
unanimous resolution although it was not co-sponsored by the Soviet Delegation.
In some respects, however, the achievement of unanimity on this resolution was at
least as important as the unanimity on the disarmament resolution. Both resolutions
were, on a number of points, vague and evasive, dealing "with procedure and broad
objectives. But whereas few observers considered at the end of the session that a
disarmament accord was within sight, there were good reasons for believing that, if
the Western Powers wished to take the trouble, they might secure Soviet participa-
tion in an International Atomic Energy Agency under the United Nations.

17. The main outstanding problem which emerged from the debate was the ques-
tion of the proposed agency's relationship to the Security Council. The Soviet Del-
egation maintained that some such relationship was essential in order to protect

• • • • ' ^ f ful to warlike pur-

Atoms for Pence

intended to have that implication but he did not elaborate.
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relationship the Western organizing powers (United States, United Kingdom, Can-
ada, France, Belgium, Australia, South Africa, Portugal) were likely to accept.

19. Once the chief bone of contention between the United States and the USSR
had been buried and unanimity on the resolution assured, the other delegations not
directly involved showed the same tendency as in the disarmament debate to avoid
putting forward amendments which might in any way upset the precarious apple-
cart. On both the disarmament and atomic energy items India, Lebanon, Philippines
and a number of other delegations would have pressed amendments or alternative
resolutions but for the fact of Great Power unanimity. For fear of disturbing that
rare achievement, India held back from pressing her intended claims to participate
in both the disarmament and atomic energy private negotiations, although Mr.
Krishna Menon made no secret of the fact that he had misgivings. Indeed, in the
final stages of the atomic energy debate when the Peruvian Delegate was so rash as
to say that since the Great Powers had agreed he thought the smaller ones should
desist from efforts to improve matters, he was sharply taken to task by Mr. Krishna
Menon who for the first time publicly expressed Indian apprehensions lest some
day the United States and the USSR should agree and divide the world between
them.
20. India and other countries were also critical of the Atomic Powers for their

declared intention of negotiating. a complete treaty setting up an Atomic Energy
Agency before consulting more than perfunctorily with other countries and without
convening a general conference of all prospective participants as had been' done
when other Specialized Agencies had been set up. To meet this criticism, it became
necessary for the principal Western spokesmen to promise that before any treaty
was ratified they would broaden the scope of consultations. This vague promise is
taken to include India, Brazil, and other countries who would be in a position to
make some contribution to an Atomic Energy Agency.
21. Aside from these rather marginal criticisms, the decision of President Eisen-

hower to report to the General Assembly on the progress of negotiations for the
establishment of an Atomic Energy Agency, although the negotiations had hardly
gone beyond consultations among a small group in Washington, was in the event
vindicated by the enthusiasm and gratitude of the great majority of member states,
all of whom were promised an opportunity to participate in the future work of the
Agency. Indeed the problem became one of restraining the enthusiasm of those
who fondly imagined that the era of atomic power was just around the corner. It
was explained by Western spokesmen that the first requirement was for states to
prepare themselves technically for economic power development which was still in
the future, that the first function of the Agency would be to assist in technical train-
ing and research programmes. To this end, as a concrete indication that there was
more to the Agency proposal than "training courses and isotopes" as Mr. Vyshin-
sky had caustically observed, the United States pledged to provide 2201bs. and the
'United . Kingdom 44 Ibs., of fissile material for the future Agency. These offers
undoubtedly made. a great impression and contributed to the successful outcome of
the debate.
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- 22. Although the` main interest of the debate naturally focused on the Atomic
Energy Agency, unanimity for the secondary part of the resolution was also suc-
cessfully negotiated, providing for the Secretary-General to convene next summer
an International Scientific Conference. In organizing the Conference he will be
assisted (and in fact guided) by an Advisory Committee composed of representa-
tives of the USSR, United States, United Kingdom, Canada, France, India and Bra-
zil.+ Here too the under-developed or non-atomic countries unsuccessfully sought
additional representation on the Advisory Committee.

, - - _
Kôrea
23. Although muted by the conciliatory mood created by the previous items, the

spokesmen of the Soviet bloc in the Korean debate reiterated in routine fashion the
old'arguments of previous Assemblies and of the -Geneva Conference. Genuinely
free all-Korean elections could not take place, they said, in the presence of foreign
occupation forces. They emphasized this point much more than the côntroversial
character of United Nations supervision of the elections; for the formula presented
in the report of the fifteen powers with troops in Koreâ was (thanks largely to per-
sistent back-stage Canadian efforts) so flexible that it was difficult even for the
Communists to take exception to it.

24. Apart from the Communists, there was general acceptance of the fact of stale-
mate in Korea and therefore of the probable futility of any future attempt in present
circumstances to carry on negotiations from where the Geneva Conference left off.
The attitude of the Indian Delegation in this regard was particularly helpful and it
was unfortunate that the United States could not see its way clear to supporting an
Indian resolution in substantially Western terms. In any `event, however, the West-

ern resolution was adopted with only four abstentions and the Soviet bloc alone in
opposition.

Arneriean Airmen 1; . 3 ,
25. Perhaps the best example of, the way in which the close teamwork of the

United States and United Kingdom worked at this Assembly. was the inter-play
between the two Delegations in private at the time of the debate towards the end of
the session on the American fliers. The United Kingdom Delegation was so appre-
hensive when Mr. Lodge had first told Mr. Nutting of their intention of bringing
this case before the United Nations and seeking at least condemnation of Commu-
nist China that Mr. Nutting had cabled home suggesting that Sir Winston Churchill
intervene at once with the President. As it turned out this,was not done 'because the
.United Kingdom Delegation was able to restrict the scope and moderate the lan-
guage of the original United States resolution.
26. Looked at from the vantage point of New Delhi, the terms of the final resolu-

tiôn no doubt appear. to be "singularly unhelpfuC' but in the atmosphere of New
York and `of the United States as a whole the rrsolution'vas about as moderate as
eould be expected. It could be argued that there would have been more chance of

' securing the release of the prisoners if no United Nations action had been taken and
if the United States had followed the course taken by Canada in obtaining the
release of Squadron Leader MacKenzie (i.e., negotiations in private). 15ut once
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President Eisenhower had publicly said that United Nations prestige was involved,
some United Nations action became inevitable. Certainly the United States Delega-
tion was determined, either with the support of the states with troops in Korea or
without their support, to introduce a firm resolution at this Assembly.

27. Instead of a resolution being submitted in the Security Council condemning
the Chinese Communist Government, a resolution was submitted in the Assembly
condemning not the Government but the act of detaining the eleven United States
airmen as a violation of the Armistice Agreement, while requesting the Secretary-
General to mediate for the release of the airmen. Having secured the type of action
acceptable to United States public opinion but least likely to lead to undesirable
consequences in the event of a Communist rejection, the United Kingdom Delega-
tion then spoke up vigorously in the Assembly in favour of the United States case.

Cyprus
, 28. The handling of the Cyprus item was another example of close United King-
dom-United States co-operation. Nutting's wholehearted support of the United
States on the prisoners of war item was, no doubt, given with the hope of obtaining
the wholehearted co-operation of the United States on the Cyprus item. This came
about. The United States position on Cyprus was crucial and decisive. They were
prepared to vote against any resolution on substance no matter how innocuous it
might be but they were not prepared to canvass actively among Latin American or
other Delegations in support of this position. The United States were, however,
prepared not only to support a procedural resolution that the General Assembly
should not further consider this item but were also prepared to canvass actively in
support of, it. The United Kingdom in order to attract the greatest United States
support, persuaded the New Zealand Delegation to introduce a procedural resolu-
tion (that the General Assembly should not consider this question further) and to
have it voted upon first.
29. In view of the fact that the Cyprus question had been inscribed by an Assem-

bly vote of 30 to 19 with 11 abstentions, a very awkward vote on the apparently
innocuous Greek resolution on the substance of the Cyprus question could not have
been avoided without strong United States support among the Latin American
Delegations in favour of the alternative procedural motion. So strong was the sup-
port for the postponement motion on Cyprus that had Mr. Kyrod, the Greek Dele-
gate, not shrewdly decided to support it himself, (once the Latins had amended it
by adding "for the time being"), he would have been left with only the Soviet bloc,
Iceland, and a handful of Arabs and Latins supporting him. Indeed from the time he
had heard incredulously of the United States decision to oppose rather than abstain
on the Greek resolution, Mr. Kyrou had, with a good deal of dignity and modera-
tion, reconciled himself, to being a "good loser". (The mobs of angry students
outside American Missions in Athens did not.)

New Guinea
30. The handling of the Indonesian item clearly points the contrast. Here the

Netherlands delegation had been unable to secure the support of the United States
which decided from the outset that it would abstain, in keeping with its traditional
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policy on colonial questions.-The result was that, although in logic and in law the
Netherlands had at least, as good a case as had the United Kingdom for resisting
Assembly pressure to negotiate, the Dutch had a much harder time of it in defend-
ing their point of view: Despite, the strong and, well, reasoned opposition of: the
Netherlands and Australian Delegations, the First Committee adopted by more than
a two-thirds majority a resolution , expressing the hope that Indonesia , and the
Netherlands would pursue their endeavours to find a solution to the dispute and
report on progress to the tenth session. This resolution was only defeated in plenary
on the application of the ,two-thirds rule when Canada and five other countries
changed their votes. The upshot was, therefore, that the Assembly adopted no reso-
lution on this question.- It is fully expected, however, that ,when the Indonesians
return to the charge at the next session, the Netherlands will have to accept at least
a reference to the International Court for an advisory opinion, as suggested at this
session by the Canadian representative, on the questions of whether.

(a) the Netherlands retains sovereignty under the Round Table Agreements in the
absence of a negotiated settlement, and

(b) the Netherlands has any continuing obligation to negotiate with Indonesia in
view of the failure of the negotiations prior, to the dissolution of the Netherlands-
Indonesian Union.
A
Morocco and Tunisia

31. Taking their cue from the failure of the resolution on Indonesia and the suc-
cess of the resolution on Cyprus, the Arabs progressively.watered down their pro-
jected resolutions on Morocco and Tunisia until they merely postponed for the time
being consideration of these questions. Here the decisive factor was not United
States support for the status quo (as in the case of Cyprus), but the fact that the
Mendes-France Government had adopted amuch more conciliatory and liberal atti-
tude towards North Africa, and , 71nisia in particular. At the time of the Assembly's
consideration of these questions,'negotiations on Tunisia were actually proceeding
in Paris between the Nationalists and the French Government, with comparable
reforms and negotiations in prospect for Morocco, although the situation there was
admittedly more difficult because of the position of the deposed Sultan. In view of
the circumstances, the Arabs were not disposed to press for Assembly action at this
session, pending the outcome of the negotiations on Tunisia and the evolution of
French policy in regard to Morocco. Their limited objective, which they attained,
was to keep the issue alive before the United Nations so that, if pending negotia-
tions,and reforms were not satisfactory, it could be raised again at future sessions

Y ^ , ,, Ÿ • , . . ^: F ^. .: . , . ^ , . t , 9 , [of the. Assembly. ° ♦
- 32. In any event, the Arabs probably knew that in its present mood the Assembly
would not have found a two-thirds majority in favour'of doing anything more than
this bare minimum. The French Delegation found itself in the unusual position of
begging its friends to vote for both the resolution on Morocco and the resolution on
Tunisia.
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Colonialism and the United Nations
33. The same basic minimum was achieved by the Greek Delegation in the

Cyprus debate. In this case, however, the Greeks were far less ready than the Arabs
to acquiesce in a postponement resolution for, although they had succeeded in hav-
ing the question of Cyprus recognized as one of "international concern", they had
not secured the slightest encouragement for bilateral negotiations which they had
sought to force upon the United Kingdom.
34. It may be said in passing that, although we are here discussing the Cyprus

question with colonial questions since it was debated in the Assembly in that con-
text, it cannot properly speaking be considered a colonial question since what is at
issue is basically the transfer of sovereignty of a colonial territory from one
member of the United Nations to another. There is, however, little question that
given the right of self-determination - a right nowhere embodied in the Charter
although there is a generâl reference to the principle - the Island of Cyprus would
go to Greece. A similar argument can be made for not considering the question of
West New Guinea as a colonial issue, but here the force of the argument is weak-
ened by the fact that self-determination could have little meaning for the Papuan
bushmen who, as the Foreign Minister of Indonesia said to the Australian Minister
of External Affairs, "look a lot more like me than like you", although racially dis-
tinct from the Indonesian people. 1

35. It may be said, therefore, that the clearest colonial issues before the Political
Committee at the present session were those of Tunisia and Morocco: Here the
United Nations could legitimately take some share of the credit for creating during
the past few years a sufficient body of public opinion, even in France, sympathetic
to the aspirations of the North African Nationalists, to enable the Mendes-France
Government, despite the colons lobby, to start on the path of negotiations and
reforms which could scarcely have been contemplated by any French Government
before the issue came to the United Nations. This may be an over-simplification,
but in our opinion some credit should go to the United Nations for indirectly bring-
ing a French Government to the point of tackling the problem by means of evolu-
tion and negotiation, rather than by purely repressive measures.
: 36. For its part, the Assembly responded to the new French policy towards Tunisia
by expressing its confidence, in an almost unanimous resolution,' that a satisfactory
solution would be found.

Competence and Realism
I, 37. The positions on these so-called colonial issues of a number of middle-of-the-
road delegations, including the Canadian, show a significant shift during the pre-
sent session. Although the South African, Australian, Belgian and French delega-
tions, continued to advance the classical arguments on competence based on the
strict interpretation of Article 2(VII) (domestic jurisdiction), the United Kingdom
delegation led the way, when opposing the inscription of the Cyprus issue, towards
gaining increasing support for the "colonial position", on political and practical
grounds rather than on grounds of competence. They found considerably more
sympathy for arguments against adding additional items, the consideration of
which could serve no useful purpose and which might lead to undesirable political
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and strategic consequences, than they did on the basis of legal arguments on com-
petence. Australia also invoked the strategic argument in opposing action on New
Guinea.
38. It was clear that ` a number of responsible delegations with liberal traditions

with regard to the Assembly's competence to discuss almost every question were
becoming concerned by the tendency to overload the Assembly's agenda with spe-
cial grievances and use it as a sounding-board year after year for publicizing their
points of view which could only come to fruition by bilateral negotiation outside
the United Nations.Not only was this involving the Assembly in an increasingly
long list of annually recurring items of doubtful international concern (of the type
of "Indians in South Africa"), but there seemed to be a serious risk of the practice
spreading and the Assembly becoming a"wailing-wall" for any country with an
ethnic minority in some other country. From this point of view, Cyprus - the last
remaining British-owned base in the Near East - might be but the first of a series
of complaints seeking to detach bit by bit other strategic links in the chain of
empire; and though even the best friends of the United Kingdom might feel critical
of official public statements to the effect that the United Kingdom would "never"
give Cyprus independence and would "never" talk to the Greeks about the future of
the island, nevertheless there was a general reluctance to involve the United
Nations on a course which could do little but exacerbate relations between friendly
powers and drastically reduce the co-operation between the United Nations and
some of its staunchest supporters.. . ;

39. For these reasons among others, the Canadian, Norwegian, Swedish and Dan-
ish delegations showed a stronger tendency than before to take sides on questions
like Cyprus and New Guinea. For the first time in such a case, the Canadian Dele-
gation opposed inscription of the Cyprus item. We also, in the end, gave outright
support to the Netherlands and United Kingdom Delegations in the voting. The
Scandinavian Delegations (with the exception of Iceland, which had its own axe to
^grind with the United Kingdom over fisheries) also came "off the fence" on these
issues at this session and gave timely support to the United Kingdom in the Cyprus

- debate. Like the Canadian Delegation, the Scandinavians and others who shifted
from a neutral position on these issues, did so on grounds of practicality and timeli-
ness without in any way. modifying their views on the question of competence.

The Work of Other Committets: the Ad Hoc
40. Most of the items assigned to the Ad Hoc Committee at this session had been

discussed many times before and gave rise to very little in the way of new, original
or. creative ideas as to how solutions might be reached.

Chinise Nationalists Leave Burma
"`41: Sub'stantial progress towards a satisfactory settlement was evident with respect
tô ôtily*one of the items, i.e.; the Burmese complaint against Nationalist China. The
~umiese, acknowledgïng a rem improvement in the situation, again handled their
cise âénsibly and moderately and, in fact, the harshest words uttered in the debate
camé fi ni the Indian Representative. A resolution noting the progress made was
^âdoptéd -unanimously although* the , Chinese Delegation did not participate in the
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vote. This item and that on Palestine refugees were the only two of the eight items
before the Ad Hoc Committee which did not produce either an East-West division
or a division between the supporters and'opponents of Article 2(VII).

South African Items
42. The atmosphere of the debate on trèatment of Indians in South Africa ,was

very much better than that of the later debate on race conflict. The resolution pro-
and placed fullduced on the first of these items contained nothing condemnatory

stress on direct negotiations as the only hopeful course. The South African Delega-
tion showed its appreciation for this relative moderation by only abstaining on two
parts of the resolution instead of following its usual policy of voting "no" on every
part of every resolution relating to South Africa. The resolution on race conflict, on
the other hand, was in much stronger language, and the debate, particularly the
main Indian intervention by Mr. Trikumdas, was marked by a number of harshly
worded accusations.
43. The Soviet bloc voted in favour of all parts of the resolutions adopted but

played,a brief and rather casual role in the debate. The 2(VII) group supported
South Africa's arguments on domestic jurisdiction; the United States, Scandinavian
and some Latin Delegations voted in favour of the innocuous expressions of decent
sentiments and abstained on the more extreme parts of the resolutions, but took
almost no 'part in debate; Canada continued nearer than the rest of the Old Com-
monwealth to the Indian position but expressed doubts on competence and utility.

Palestine Refugees
44. The debate on Palestine refugees consisted of a week or two of angry recrimi-

nations between the Arab States and Israel, and revealed no compromises on either
side. The countries contributing to UNRWA managed to work in a few short state-
ments to the effect that something had better be done fairly soon to get the refugees
off relief because contributions would not be forthcoming forever. The Soviet bloc
,took no part at all in the debate on this item and abstained on the final resolution,
along with Israel, Burma and Iraq. The Latin American and Afro-Asian delegations

New Memben

(other than Arabs) took almost no part in the debate at all, probably appreciating
that the price; of admission to this particular squabble was a contribution to
UNRWA. The resolution was put up by France, Turkey, the United Kingdom and
United States, all members of the Advisory Commission of UNRWA, and approves
a relief and rehabilitation budget for the next fiscal year of UNRWA and extends
the mandate of the Agency for rive years. The fact that both Israel and Iraq,the

probably indicates that the sponsors,did not go too far in acceding to the
Rdemands of either side.

45. On this subject, as on the three Soviet bloc items, the Committce divided pri-
marily on East-West lines. All the familiar arguments and proposals with respect to
new members were brought up again, but the permanent members of the Security
Council, who, alone, can end this deadlock, showed no inclination to change their
positions. The Soviet Union will refrain from vetoing Western candidates only as
part of a package deal, and the other permanent members will not agree to any such
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approach. The main issue of new members was to some extent obscured in the
debate by a side-show controversy between India and Australia over the admission
of Laos and Cambodia. A number of Latin American countries again suggested
solutions which ignore the veto right of permanent members of the Security Coun-
cil, while India, Burma and the Scandinavian countries took a position, more or
less shared by Canada, stressing the desirability of universality and not explicitly
ruling out a package deal of some'sort. Eventually, in a superficial show of una-
nimity, all outstanding applications were referred back without dissent for consid-
eration by the Security Council. There was no serious consideration either of the
Secretary-General's suggestion for breaking the log-jam by letting in a few quasi-
neutrals or of a suggestion which the United States favoured (but did not mention
in the debate) for some form of "non-member participation".

Soviet Bloc Items on War Propaganda, Aggression Against the, People's Republic
of China, and Freedom of Navigation in the China Seas

46. The first two of these items were clearly cold war propaganda productions and
were treated as such throughout the debate. The Czech resolution on war propa-
ganda was transformed into a United States resolution against the,iron curtain and
was passed by a large majority with only the 5 Soviet votes against and 10 absten-
tions (Afro-Asian countries and Yugoslavia). In a similar vote, the Soviet resolution
on the item on United States aggression against China was rejected and. was not
replaced by any Western resolution. ,, , . I,'•. r
47. The final Soviet item on freedom of navigation in the China Seas might have

proved embarrassing, particularly to the United Kingdom, but also to all delega-
tions interested both in freedom of navigation and in avoiding open disagreement
with the United States. However, the Soviet bloc resolution and speeches were
offensively anti-American, every act of the Chinese Nationalists being ascribed to
the United States GovernMent. This made it relatively easy for the United King-
'dom, Scandinâvian; Western European and Commonwealth countries, which would
not have supported Nationalist China against well-founded charges, to line up with
the United States in another straight East-West division. The final disposition of the
item,-â last-minute United States resolution refemng rec.oids of the debate to the
International Law Commission, was passed with only the 5 Soviet votes in opposi-
tion. By its own tactics the USSR had ensured the large majority which the United
States can easily obtain when,it is underdirect Soviet attack. .
48 There was certainly, little general enthusiasm 'for the 'straight propaganda

exchanges on these three items, and participation of countries other than the Soviet
,'bloc on the one side and the United States and China on the other was rather per-
functory. The Canadian Delegation spoke in support of the United States on only

f one of the items, the charge of aggression, which was the most blatantly far-fetched
of the three. . . :. ' I
49. 'Of the eight items before the'Ad Hoc Committee, only`one, the admission of

new members, seemed really to be of general interest to the whole Committee. On
°every other item, the countries or small groups of countries directly involved car-
'ried on a debate amongst themselves, -while ` the great majority of Delegations
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watched from the sidelines and either took no part at all or made only short and
routine statements of their points of view.

The Economic Committee and the Under-Developéd Countries
50. In the Second (Economic) Committee, the United States Delegation found

themselves in a peculiarly embarrassing position. For years Western spokesmen
had made a great point of the constructive work of the United Nations Programme
of Technical Assistance to which the USSR had never contributed "ône red ruble".
In the very year in which the Soviet Union had made its first contribution, however,
Congress had seen fit to delete this portion of the United States foreign aid pro-
gramme. Although the Administration hoped to remedy this misfortune in January,
the United States at the present'session was unable to pledge anything for the
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, althoûgh for the first time represen-
tatives of the Soviet bloc were joining in the general chorus of praise for the
Expanded Programme and pledges of continuing or increased financial support.

International Finance Corporation
51. To meet this criticism, as well as for other reasons, the United States not only

decided to play up its initiative in proposing the establishment of an International
Atomic Energy Agency but announced on November 11, its decision to support the
early establishment of an International Finance Corporation. This latter decision
came as a surprise to practically all delegations but was almost universally wel-
corned as an important advance in international co-operation in the economic field,
and as a significant concession to the "have nots" on the part of the United States,
which pledged $35 million to the capitalization of the Corporation. The debate on
the I.F.C. resolution, which requested the International Bank to draft statutes for the
Corporation, was speedily completed in an atmosphere of cordiality and the resolu-
tion was adopted almost without opposition.

SUNFED
52. Aside from this advance in a related field, the underdeveloped countries made

relatively little progress towards the achievement of their main objective - that of
gaining the support of the industrialized countries for the early establishment of a
Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development (SUNFED). As was the
case at the previous session, the partisans of the Fund pressed hard not only to keep
the idea of the Fund alive, but also to obtain the agreement of the industrialized
countries to steps which would bring its establishment nearer. The United States
and the United Kingdom, who would be the major contributors to the Fund if and
,when it is set up, were determined not to advance beyond the position they adopted
last year, i.e., that the establishment of SUNFED should not be considered until
sufficient progress has been made in internationally controlled world-wide dis-

^attnament. In view of the widely divergent points of view on this question, the
'SUNFED resolution, which was finally adopted after weeks of negotiation, repre-
- sented an unsatisfactory compromise for both sides. In its most important operative
)tlauses it asked Mr. Raymond Schcyvcn, a former President of ECOSOC, to con-
finne his consultations with governments about the Fund, and to prepare a new

giving "a full and precise picture of the form or forms" such a Fund might
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take. In accepting this provision, the industrialized 'countries tnade it clear that they
did not interpret it as giving Mr. Scheyven a mandate to draw up draft statutes for
the Fund.

53.: SUNFED will undoubtedly be the most controversial economic issue at
ECOSOC, nezt spring and again in, the, Second Committee during the Tenth Ses-

'Sion. We gathered from the United States Delegation that the Administration evi-
dently regrets having gone as far as it did in supporting,even the principle of the
Fund. There appears to be a growing disposition in Washington to concentrate on
bilateral aid programmes and to refuse to make any further concessions with regard
to SUNFED or any other similar global plan. .

54. The positive result of the debate owthe International Finance Corporation
appeared to have a mellowing effect on the Second Committee which dealt with all
its remaining items in an atmosphere of cooperation and objectiviry. The Soviet
bloc, in fine with the milder approach adopted by its representatives in all commit-
tees, directed its main criticism of Western economic policies to the debate on the
report of the Economic and Social Council, in which they renewed with considera-
ble effectiveness their demands for an casing or removal of the restrictions on trade
with Communist countries. About the only note of real political discord was
injected during the debate on UNKRA when the representatives of the USSR,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia charged that programmes of,economic assistance
sponsored by UNKRA, and bilaterally by the United States, had failed completely,
while, on the other hand, the assistance given by the Soviet group to North Korea
had been of great benefit to its people.

Human Rights and Wrongs
55. The Third 3(Sociâl) Committee was I successful this year in taking some practi-

cal decisions. The most significant of these were:
(a) to authorize the United Nations High Commissioner for refugees to undertake

a $12 million five-year programme in consultation with the Advisory Committee;

(b) to establish a Universal Children's Day;,. , ,.,
(c) to authorize the Secretary-General to render to member states'services outside

the scope of technical assistance programmes with a view, to promoting freedom of
information; and

(d) to set up a United Nations Narcotics Laboratory in Geneva:
Except in the case of the High Commissioner's programme, which was opposed by
the Soviet bloc, these decisions did not prove controversial.`

56. However, the Committee made little,' if any, progress on any of the items on
its agenda which had apolitical contént. The draft International Covenants on

,Human Rights, which at last came before the Assembly, were the subject of a pro-
'cédural decision. The 'first reading` of the 'Covenants took the form of a general
debate; no decision, even`of a provisional nature, was taken on the contents of any
of the Articles. In line with the suggestion of the Commission on Human Rights,
the Committee decided that special priority should be given at the next session of
,theAssembly to the second reading of the Covenants.'Although no tangible results
'ensued from the general "debate on the Covenants, which occupied some twenty
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meetings; this discussion had a sobering effect on the self-appointed champions of
human rights in the Third Committee by underlining the fundamental differences
still separating different groups of states in spite of the painstaking efforts of the
Human Rights Commission to produce drafts which would provide a common
denominator. From the Canadian point of view, this discussion gave federal states
the opportunity of emphasizing once again in unmistakable terms the impossibility
of their signing the Covenants unless theré is a suitable federal clause in place of
what has been referred to as "the anti-federal clause" proposed by the Commission
at the instigation of the Soviet Union. Although no satisfactory federal state clause
was proposed, one worthy of the name would probably have secured a majority, if
not a two-thirds.

# 57. Except for Mrs. I,ôrd's short statement at the beginning of the debate, the
United States Delegation remained aloof from the discussion and abstained on all
but one of the fifteen votes taken on the Human Rights resolution. This attitude was
no doubt dictated by the decision of the Administration, reiterated in Mrs. Lord's
speech, not to sign the draft Covenants. In view of the great importance which a
very large number of states obviously attach to this question, not to mention the
emotional attitude of many of them in this matter, this decision of the United
States, if it is maintained, may in the end do them more harm than good in the
world at large. But Congress is another matter.

Forced Labour ,
, 158. The West had the advantage over the Soviet bloc in the main "cold war" item
on the Third Committee's agenda, Forced Labour, on which ECOSOC's condem-
nation was endorsed. It gave rise, however, to a depressing propaganda exercise
reminiscent of the Stalin era. The United States this year was silent on conditions
in the Soviet Union and instead gave detailed data on Communist China and Alba-
nia. In reply, the Soviet delegate used fairly strong language vis-d-vis the United
States and accused the United Kingdom delegate of having joined in this exercise
as a result of United States pressure. From the restraint exercised by Common-
wealth and other Western European countries in this matter, it was apparent that
these countries will be glad to see the subject returned to ECOSOC and ILO.

asse,nbty vs. ECOSOC
1'59: The Western European and Commonwealth countries found themselves iso-
lâted when the Afghanistan delegation submitted a resolution which was tanta-
mount to a vote of censure of ECOSOC for its failure to transmit to the Assembly
two resolutions of the Commission on Human Rights on the question of self-
deterniination.
^ 60. The Arabs, Asians and Latin Americans also succeeded in having the Assem-
blyrcvise a decision of ECOSOC to leave aside for the time being the perennial
question of an International Convention on Freedom of Information. Hem again the
'Assetnbly specifically requested ECOSOC to make recommendations for consider-
atiôn it the eleventh session. During many discussions of the Committee, a number
U'`Asian and Arab countries implied that they regarded ECOSOC as the "instru-
ment of the imperialist powers" (which clearly have less trouble controllingM" _.
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ECOSOC than they do ... the Assembly). The Third Committee's reaction was a
sign of dangers to come if Western control of ECOSOC is abused.
61. The Session furnished itirther evidènce that the West'is almost constantly on

the defensive in the Third Committee. The long experience of some of the leading
Moslem delegations Who have sat in the Committee for almost a decade, facilitates
their task. Western weakness became particularly apparent during the Ninth Ses-
sion in procedural discussions, and the Czechoslôvakian chairman did not make life
easier for Western delegates:

Trusteeship and Colonialism.• Stretching the Charter
62. Once again the non-administering members of the United Nations in the

Fourth Committee (led this year by the Delegations of Yugoslavia,. Lebanon and
Venezuela) have pushed ahead in their efforts to extend the supervisory role of the
General Assembly over the Trusteeship Council and the administering members,
and to equate the provisions of Chapter XI of the Chartcr.with those of Chapter XII
and XIII setting up the Trusteeship Council. In this, of course, they are deliberately
following the aim which they have set themselves, of "wiping colonialism from the
face of the earth".
63. While the United Nations interest in promoting the well-being of the inhabi-

tants of dependent territories and their development towards self-government or
independence is fully recognized, the Charter clearly sets forth the rights and

. . .
responsibilities of the administering authorities. These rights and responsibilities
cannot be changed except by amending the Charter.-This point was stressed on
several occasions by the delegations of Australia, Belgium, France and the United
Kingdom. These delegations pointed out that there was a bland assumption on the
part of the non-administering powers that the General Assembly was entitled to
alter or amend Charter obligations by simply adopting resolutions. This danger of
"back door" Charter amendments influenced the vote of the Canadian Delegation
and to a lesser extent that of the Scandinavian countries on' at least half of the
fourteen resolutions which were tabled in Committee during' the Ninth Session.
64. Another persistent characteristic of the Fourth Committee debates inheritcd

from previous sessions waithe tendency of the and-colonial group to develop fixa-
tions which tie their minds to particular solutions, closing them to all other pos-
sibilities. Thus,: the anti-colonial group - insisted upon unification as the only
'solution for the problem of Togoland and Trusteeship as the only possible future for
South West Africa.,

65. This year the Indian Delegation proved to be a striking exception to this gen-
eral rule. Perhaps more because of a change of representatives than of basic policy,
India voted in favour ofaasking the International Court for an advisory opinion as to
the, legality of the, procedures proposed for I the Assembly's consideration of peti-
tions and reports on South West Africa. Again on the case of Togoland, India actu-
ally sponsorcd the United Kingdom proposal that after, the Gold Coast attains its
independence, and the United Kingdom would no longer be administering British
Tôgoland âs 'a Trust Territory, that the views of thelnhabitants as to their future
status should be âscertained. Since the majority view is likely to oppose unification
'of the Togolands, this was a radical approach for a leading "anti-colonial" power to
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take. India's decision to act in this manner sprang from a promise given by the
Prime Minister of the Gold Coast to Mr. Nehru earlier this year to champion the
cause of independence of British Togoland united with the Gold Coast.

66. The inhabitants of Trust Territories have not been long in realizing the mean-
ing of the resolutions adopted year after year by the General Assembly, curtailing
the powers and responsibilities of the administering authorities. Except in matters
affecting their every day life, they have come to consider the Fourth Committee of
the General Assembly, rather than the Trusteeship Council or its Standing Commit-
tee on Petitions, as the proper venue for their petitions relating to the future politi-
cal status of their territory. No less than 17 petitioners, most of them from the Trust
Territory of Togoland, appeared to plead their special causes before the Fourth
Committee at this session.

Administrative and Financial Matters: The Per Capita'Principle
67. For Canada, the issue of greatest direct interest in the Fifth Committee was the

Report of the Committee on Contributions which proposed, on a new interpretation
of the per capita ceiling principle, an increase from 3.3% to 3.63% in Canada's
assessment for the United Nations Budget, and also called in question the principle
itself. As the per capita ceiling is Canada's unique protection against an inequita-
ble assessment, it was necessary to put up a vigorous Gght against the Contribu-
tions Committee's recommendations. At the price of accepting the slightly higher
assessment, the delegation succeeded in getting the per capita principle reaffirmed
and interpreted so as to freeze our contribution against further increases until we
reach per capita parity with the United States, or until new members are admitted,
or the economic capacity of present members improves. The Contributions Com-
mittee's interpretation of the per capita principle was demonstrably incorrect and
its questioning of the principle unwarranted, but most of the underdeveloped coun-
tries, and even some of our Commonwealth and European friends, were initially
unsympathetic to the Canadian position. The final result was therefore a considera-
ble victory.
T..

?Wbunal Airarrfs
68. Toward the end of the session, the question of the awards of compensation

made by the Administrative Tribunal troubled the Fifth Committee again, though
much less acutely than at the Eighth Session. In view of the clear opinion of the
International Court of Justice, there was no longer any doubt Chat the Assembly
must pay the disputed awards, but the United States was determined that there
should be safeguards against excessive or unwarranted awards in the future. It pro-^,^.,
posa! a number of amendments to the statute of the Administrative Tribunal, the
môst important of which would establish a Board of Judicial Review. The Canadian
1-legation was not at all hapt)y about many features of the United States proposals
md.we could see that there would be very strong opposition to them in the Fifth

. Cômmittee. We recognized, however, that this was a very important issue for the
: Vnited States and we did not wish to see a headlong collision between them and
otber, Western delegations. After discussion with the United States Delegation,a,,K,^

enefore, Canada took the initiative in the Fifth Committee in proposing that the
Assémbly should decide in principle to establish a procedure for judicial review of
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the Administrative "Tribunal's decisions but postpone consideration of the details.
This solution was eventually accepted, but not without much resistance from the
Western European countries, India, Egypt, Brazil and others. In acceding to the
wishes of the majority, the United States had to make major concessions and
deserves crediffor doing so.

Secretariat Re-organizatt'ôn

69. Although 'the Secretary-General's Budget for next year, already reduced
through staff cuts and other means, by approximately $1 million from the present
Budget, was given a relativély easy passage (the:1955 , net Budget figure being
fixed at approximately $39,500,000), the Secretary-General ^ ran into trouble over
his plans for the re-organization of the top structure of the Secretariat and the
allowances, particularly the representation allowances, which he proposed to give
to his top men. It may be that Mr. Hammarskjold's honeymoon with the Assembly
last year led him to over-estimate the freedom of action he had been granted. The
Fifth Committee demonstrated at the present session that it was still master of the
purse, and the Secretary-General had unwillingly to accept a considerably modified
system of allowances for the upper ranks of the Secretariat.

Legal Problems
70. Once again the work of the Sixth Comniittee underlined the unreadiness of

member states to seek the early codification and application of international law to
current international, problems. 'As in previous years, general agreement was
secured only on procedural dispositions of the various questions coming before the
lawyers and postponement was the order of the day.

Continental Shelf and Fisheries
71. Important areas of substance were, however, discussed. It would be well to

take warning for the future that serious trouble is brewing over the Continental
Shelf, High Seas Fisheries and the Regime of the High Seas generally. The Interna-
tional Law Commission is to make recommendations on these questions to the
1956 Assembly - in the case of Fisheries, the International Law Commission will
be assisted by a report from a Scientific and Technical Conference* which is to be
convened in the meantime. The basic conflict of interest which is reflected in the
legal positions' adopted on these questions stems fro m the fact that some countries
wish to fish in other people's waters,' somé have fishing grounds in their own
waters and want to protect them, and others, having few fish in their waters, never-
theless have valuable natural i resources in the côntinental 'shelf below. Relations
between the United ` Kingdom and Iceland are already seriously strained by Ice-
land's proteçtionism. Other.disputes in this,field have set some of the Latin Ameri-

can countries (particularly Peru, or and Chile) âgainst the United States. As

the develo ment of fisheries' and 'the exploitation of resources in the continental
shelf become increasingly important; widely divergent legal theories will be devel-
0pedto justify national economic interests, and the sooner a comprehensive re-
Nnking and re-negotiation of basic concepts and present law Is undertaken by all
concerned, the better chance there will be of avoiding serious international disputes
ô n these questions in" the future:
_. , . tF.. . . , , ^,. _ .
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, 72. The other issues postponed by the Sixth Committee are less likely to cause
difficulty in the future. The majority of the Latin American and Arab delegations,
supported by the Soviet bloc, are however likely to resist indefinite postponement
of these issues and we may therefore expect repetitious debates at future sessions
on such subjects as a draft Code of Offences, the Definition of Aggression, and the
establishment of an International Criminal Court. Only the United States is
opposed to all three schemes, though most Western countries (except France and
the majority of the Latin Americans) are skeptical of the possibility of defining
aggression in a satisfactorily comprehensive manner. The United States and the
Soviet bloc are the delegations chiefly opposed to the International Criminal Court
and most members seem anxious that a Code of Offences should not go beyond the
Nuremburg principles already affirmed unanimously by the General Assembly. It
does not seem likely that the Assembly will be called upon to adopt any of these
projects in' the near future.

Groups and Personalities

,,73. Few delegates enhanced their reputation at this Assembly and some definitely
suffered a loss of prestige. Mr. Krishna Menon, for example, although helpful and
constructive in his handling of the Korean item, was too obviously piqued by find-
ing himself unable to hold the centre of the stage as the great mediator when East
and West agreed, without his assistance, on the disarmament and atomic energy
items. Mr. Menon nevertheless spoke indefatigably on almost every subject, even
where his ability to contribute was clearly limited by the circumstances of East-
West agreement or, on colonial questions, by unusual willingness of the Latin-
American Delegations to postpone colonial questions rather than urge negotiations
as they have in the past.
74., Sir Percy Spender also achieved little in return for his active efforts on dis-

armament and on new members. He did, however, handle the Australian case on
West New Guinea vigorously and successfully. By and large, Sir Percy was too
obviously in the U.S. orbit to exercise much influence at this Assembly. His col-
league from "down under", Mr. Munro of New Zealand, maintained a better bal-
ance and was one of the few who did enhance their reputations.
75. Among the Arabs, both Dr. Jamali and Dr. Azmi of Egyp4 (who died at a

Security Council meeting during the Assembly) reflected the marked improvement
in the relations between the Arabs and the Western Powers in recent months.
Although both remained solid supporters of special Arab causes, they and most of
their colleagues were more outright in their support of Western positions on East-
West issues. In fact, only Mr. Shukairy of Syria maintained the fiction of "the
Western menace" to the Arab world through the building up of Israel.

In their more pliant mood, the Latin American Delegations did not produce
i, any outstanding spokesmen at this session. The Chairman of the caucus, Mr. Tru-
ji11o of Ecuador was sensible and usually helpful but leadership in the group more

,often came from the Brazilian and Colombian Delegations who maintained the
closest relations with the United States and United Kingdom Delegations. Their

: most influential figure was the Columbian dclegate, Mr. Urrutia, who presided over
,the First Committee with rare skill and judgment. Though the Latins were prepared
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at this session to accept the leadership of the main Western Delegations on most
colonial and economic questions, it should not be assumed that they have aban-
doned their objectives or their principles and will necessarily be prepared to repeat
their votes in favour of postponement of such issues at future sessions.

Leadership . ^ ,

77. Although the President of the Assembly, Mr. van Kleffens of the Netherlands,
made an impeccable presiding officer, correct and impartial, he showed a lack of
warmth and imagination in his public relations and seldom if ever gave a private
lead, as have some of his predecessors.
• 78. Led by the late Mr. Vyshinsky, who showed the Assembly his most urbane
face before his sudden death, the USSR once again sent half a dozen of their top
diplomats to the Assembly - probably a higher concentration of national talent
than any other delegation. Although their tactics were much more flexible and
intelligent than in the past, their attempts to open up divisions in Western ranks,
whether over disarmament or on Asian matters, were unsuccessfuL On disarma-
ment, they tried to do so by sweet reasonableness but were met in kind, while in
Asian matters,'where they might have done better,'they reverted to cold-war propa-
ganda. One of our unexpécted conclusions from the 'disarmament and atomic
energy negotiations was that Mr. Vyshinsky was apparentlyi given more latitude to
decide tactical questions on the spot than we had supposed.

79. The well-concerted United States-United Kingdom leadership, was undoubt-
edly strengthened by the authority of President Eisenhower's cautious approach to
troublesome international questions.` At the " Assembly itself, the United States
gained rather than lost by the substitution of Mr. Wadsworth for Mr. Cabot Lodge
on most political questions. Mr. Lodge handled only the items dealing with the
atomic energy agency and with the United States ' airmen in China. In othcr
respects, he gave the impression of a man whô did not expect to stay long in his
present position. Coming into his own for the first time, Mr. Wadsworth proved an
able and agreeable spokesman and exerted (at times unsuccessfully) u'constructive
and moderate influence on the State Department. Indeed, but for his private intcr-
ventions, the United States positiôn'on disarmament and on Korea might have been
difficult for its allies to support wholes-héatedly. ^'' . '
'80. The chief architects of Anglo-American co=operation' at this session were the

leaders' Of the United Kingdom Delegation, Mr. - Selwyn ' Lloyd and later, Mr•
Anthony Nutting. Both set out deliberately to achieve U.S. support for U.K. objec-
tives. Mr. Lloyd distinguislied himself `once again by his capacity to simplify and
clarify the essential featüres of the technical disarmament debate, while Mr. Nut-
ting endeared himself to awide television'audience`in the United States by his
strong support for the'American airmen,^ though his comments (outside the Asscm-
bly) on the defence of Formosa landed him in hot water at home.
'11 Once again; the French Delegation played a relativelyt passivc role, while the
influence of the fifth permanent member of the Security Council, Nationalist
China, had become almost non-existent: It is#^an interesting commentary on the prc-
aent roleof Nationalist China in the United Nations that during the entire debate on
the-atomic 'energy agency; we learned from their'delegation that they had sent no
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cables home. Yet they continue to sit on all United Nations bodies as a permanent
members.

Chinese Representation
82. This raises a question which, thanks again to Anglo-American cooperation,

proved much less troublesome at this session than had been feared. Without diffi-
culty, it was decided at the beginning of the session not to consider the issue for the
remainder of the year. As a result, the Soviet delegation did not even raise the
question of Chinese Communist participation in the debate on the American airmen
in China in which the Chinese were condemned in absentia.
83. It is, however, an open secret that at the next session the United Kingdom

Government reserve the right to raise the question. How they will do so has not
been decided, but the possibility of giving Formosa membership at the same time
as admitting the Communist Chinese has been considered, dependent upon the
good behaviour of the latter in the meantime. When it comes to the point, however,
the United Kingdom, faced with a renewal of the Cyprus debate, will be very
strongly tempted to dodge the Chinese representation question once again, if opin-
ion in the United States remains as strongly opposed to the admission of the Com-
munists as it is now. Without United Kingdom support, Communist China could
not conceivably gain the Chinese seat, as it is doubtful whether the United King-
dom's contention that the issue of representation (as distinct from membership) can
be decided by majority vote would be supported by the Assembly. Potentially,
however, this is the biggest question for the next session of the Assembly.

SECTION B

CONTRIBUTIONS INTERNATIONALES DE SECOURS
INTERNATIONAL RELJEF CONTRIBUTIONS

211. - DEA/10170-C40

Note de la Direction européenne
pour la Direction des Nations Unies

1ilenwrausdum jrom European Division
to United Nations Division -

CONf1DEN71AL [Ottawa], September 7, 1954

ASSISTANCE TO PALESTINE REFUGEES

Mr. Chaput has asked for the views of the European Division on the policy
which Canada should adopt on the question of assistance to Palestine Arab refu-
gies, which is to come up for consideration during the ninth session of the UN
General Assembly.
g 2: Last March, when Canada's contribution to UNRWA was announced, the Cana-
dian Permanent Representative was instructed to tell the Chairman of the Negotiat-
ing Committee that future contributions from the Canadian Government would be
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dependent upon the progress made toward a final solution of the Palestine cefugee
problem.47
3. In Jordan, where the main body of refugees is congregated, a certain number

have been absorbed during the past year in agriculture and in business enterprises.
Somet of these had-'obtained loans from the Jordanian Government under an aid
programme 'suggested by British officials. Others were able to get off to a fresh
start because they had just recovered savings frozen for the past rive years in Israeli
banks. Still othérs have managed to find work in oilfields of neighbouring coun-
tries. Every such instance of self-help has been welcomed as a sign that six'years of
abnormal living conditions have not entirely destroyed the self-respect of refugees.
These individual cases of rehabilitation, however, have not appreciably affected the
main refugee problem, encouraging though they may be in themselves.
4. After allowing UNRWA to operate for over a year without a Director, the Sec-

retary-Generàl of the United Nations finally found in Mr. Henry Labouisse a man
whom he considered capable of taking charge of the Agency effectively. In the
period since March 1, 1953, when Mr. Blandford left, the administration has been
carried on on a provisional basis. Various administrative experiments have been
introduced, and some of them discarded. It would have been surprising if some
ground had not been lost, since in a situation where so many conflicts of interest
are involved, continuous and effective United Nations leadership is an essential.
Now that a Director has been appointed, the United Nations component in the joint
enterprise should be ready once more to play'the part allotted to it in the fields of
planning, diplomacy and administration.

5. Of two main projects for large-scale refugee resettlement (in the Sinai Penin-
sula and on lands in Syria and Jordan to be supplied with water and power from the
Yarmuk-Jordan Basin) we understand that the former has continued according to
plan. There seems to have been no interruption of the preparatory work required for
the resettlement of 50,000 refugee families in the Sinai Peninsula on lands to be
irrigated by water drawn from the Nile Valley. The very much larger Yarmuk
development scheme, to which both Syria and Jordan agreed some time ago, has
been held up this year, however, as a result of a train of events set off last Septem-
ber when Israel began canal-digging operations to divert the water of the Jordan
River without the agreement of its neighbours..The Security Council dealt with
aspects of Israel's action which related to non-observance of the armistice agree-
ment. Meanwhile the United States Government decided the time had come to try
to secure a rational plan for the exploitation of all the meagre water resources of the
area in the interests of the four countries concerned - namely, Jordan, Israel, Syria
and Lebanon. It sent Mr. Eric Johnston to sound out the various governments on
the possibility of, an agreed programme of development of the. Yarmuk-Jordan
Basin. Although Mr. Johnston arrived when feelings were highly inflamed over the

'0 Le 4 man 1954. le Cabinet a autorisé pour l'annEe financière 1953-1954 une contribution de
,' 500 000 t g l'Office de secours et de travaux des Nations Unies pour les rEfugib de Palestine dans

1 t le proche-Orient
,^r i On March 4. 1934, Cabinet authorized a contribution of 5500.000 to the United Nations Relief and

' Warks Agency for Palestine refugees for the 1953-54 financial year.
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Qibiya affair, and'although neither Israel nor the Arab states would at first accept
the principles he suggested, he persuaded them not to reject his proposals without
further thought. He pursued the subject with them later and was able in June of the
present year to report that all four governments had agreed to the principle of uni-
fied development of the Jordan-Yarmuk Basin and an equitable and mutually
acceptable division of its waters, to be controlled by an impartial international
authority. This agreement in principle represents the first break in the mutually
uncompromising attitudes of Israel and its neighbours. Although it has meant that
work on the Yarmuk development scheme sponsored by UNRWA has had to be
held up pending the outcome of negotiations between Mr. Johnston and the four
governments, the fact that an agreement'in principle has been reached for the first
time on a substantial issue dividing Israel from its neighbours is considered to be of
greater importance in the long run, and represents greater progress toward a final
settlement of issues outstanding between the parties to the Palestine conflict than
was considered possible last autumn.
6. For UNRWA the agreement on certain principles obtained by Mr. Johnston

seems to mean three things:
(a) There will be an additional delay before the refugees can be settled, since the

.Yarmuk plan cannot be put into effect until details of the unified development plan
have been worked out.
(b) The unified development plan may be financed by bank loans and private

investment rather than by international contributions through the United Nations,
although this is not yet certain.
(c) In the meantime the refugees will continue to need relief on a scale which the

Arab states will not be able to meet, although they may be expected to continue to
provide aid on the present scale.
7. In considering whether Canada should or should not contribute this year to the

relief, as distinguished from the rehabilitation, of Palestine refugees, the following
points should perhaps be kept in mind.

8. There is an alternative to relief which UNRWA has never suggested because it
would be beyond its competence to do so. This would be more just, perhaps, than
the existing arrangement and therefore preferable to the operation in which we are
at present engaged. The alternative would be to cut off, all international relief for
Arab refugees after providing Israel with a long-term loan with which to pay them
the compensation which is their due. The two chief obstacles to suggesting this
course of action at the ninth session of the General Assembly, however, are that
there is no agreement yet on the amount of compensation owed by Israel, although
Israel has repeatedly said that it will meet its obligations in this respect, and the

The initiative in suggesting a proper scale of compensation for Arab refugees lies

total is likely to be very much greater than anything the United Nations would be
called on to contribute in the way of relief over a considerable number of years.

with the Palestine Conciliation Commission, and Israel has shown a marked disin-
clination to have that body take up the matter actively. In the circumstances this
proposal is not likely to be made at the'ninth session of the Assembly, although if
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the way were properly prepared for it we do not see why it should not be suggested
at the tenth session. : ' ` . . : .

9. For the following reasons we would recommend that Canadian contributions to
the relief programme should côntinue:

(a) Relief, even on the very limited scale ôf 3¢ a day, has hitherto prevented the
refugees frôm getting out of hand. This is not alarge price 'to pay, for absence of
general conflict.

(b) There is no reason to suppose that the refugees will be tempted to make seri-
ous trouble in the future if the present,scale of relief continues.

Shonld they feel themselves abandoned, however, by governments which took
an active interest in the partition of Palestine and have been trying since 1948 to
maintain a just balance between the parties to the Palestine conflict, the revulsion
of feeling might be expected to assume grave proportions. .

(c) Canada has given renewed proof of its desire to help ease the tensions in the
area by making available the services of General Burns as Chief of Staff of the UN
Truce Supervision Organization and sending four officers to serve as military
observers. It is also preparing to open diplomatic missions in Tel Aviv, Cairo and
Beirut with a view to establishing closer bonds of friendship with the peoples of
that area. It would be inconsistent with this policy to leave the entire burden of
refugee relief to others, particularly since withdrawal from the operation would be
likely to place fresh obstacles in the way of General Burns' success at a time when
he is already burdened with serious difficulties. It would also get Canada's three
new diplomatic missions in the area off to an ûnfortunate start. '(It must be
remembered that international relief for Palestine Arab refugees is beneficial to
Israel as well as to the refugees themselves since it relieves Israel of pressure to pay
refugees the compensation which is due them and prevents infiltration of Arab ref-
ugees into Israel on a very much greater scale than already exists.)
:A0* It seems to the European Division that we should be in a position to maintain
that there is good reason for Canada to continue to participate in the UN pro-
gramme for relief of Palestine Arab refugees in-.view of:

(a) the progress made during recent months toward securing Arab-Israel coopera-
tion in the development of water resources of the areawhich should reduce existing
tensions' and provide a more secure basis for resettlement of displaced persons;

4, ,'(b)I the recent appointment of Mr. Luisse as Director of UNRWA;

(c)the uninterrupted work on the Sinai project.
^3,

R.A.D. FORD
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212. DEA/5475-DU-1-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,

Memorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
$ Io Seeretary of State for F.xternal Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], September 14, 1954

CONTRIBUTIONS TO VARIOUS UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMMES

A number of interested officials have become increasingly aware of the adv^n-
tages that would result from considering simultaneously and as one subject the con-
tributions to a number of United Nations programmes that are to be recommended
for Cabinet approval. Officials of this Department and of the Department of
Finance met together on September 10 to discuss in this way what might be appro-
priate contributions to UNICEF, UNKRA," UNRWA and the Expanded Pro-
gramme of Technical Assistance (ETAP). Mention was also made of the possibility
of a, contribution to the fund which the High Commissioner for Refugees is
attempting to have established; this programme was thought, however, to merit a
separate decision when further information about its full implication has been
received.
2: Those in attendance were: '

Mr. Rae (Cluirman), United Nations Division
W. Chaput, United Nations Division
Mr. 1•1cGi11, United Nations Division
Mr. lay, United Nations Division
Mr. Ritchie, Econonic Division

; W. 1ladweo, Economic Division
Air. liemiley, Finance Division
Miss MacGllum, European Division
Mr. Plumptre, Finance Departn-ent
Mr. Clarke, Finance Departimat

A 3. The meeting recognized the desirability of bearing in mind the possible size of
the next contribution to the Colombo Plan in dealing with the question of contribu-
tions to the above programmes!° Nevertheless, it was thought that the two matters
,were essentially separate.

Mr. Plumptre said that he was particularly pleased to participate in discussions
âimed at bringing into one focus the several contributions to the programmes in
question, since he was anxious to approach Mr. Harris with a comprehensive pic-
ture of all contributions to the United Nations. He felt that this procedure might
offer a better chance of securing his Minister's favourable consideration of the con-
5tributions than would a procedure entailing piecemeal consideration.

5. Mt. Plumptre informed the meeting that his own thinking started with the
knowledge that a Treasury Board directive would soon be issued to all Departments

48 Voir les documents 106-118. Sec Documents 106-118.
'"Voir/See Document 390.
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urging the maintenance of estimates at not more than last year's overall level.
Accordingly he felt , that the total to be contributed to the four programmes
(UNICEF, UNKRA," UNRWA and'ETAP) should not be substantially different
from last year. He agreed with the view of the External officials that there seemed
to be special justification in carrying over into the civil field the large measure of
support hitherto given in the military field in Korea. For that reason he intimated
that he would be disposed to favour an increase in the Canadian contribution to
UNKRA as the External ' officials had proposed. The increase in mind would be
based on the present relationship among the contributions of Canada, the United
Kingdom and Australia, would be conditional upon increases in the pledges of the
other two countries, and would be designed with their increases to fill a $3 million
gap that would otherwise remain in what appears to be the most acceptable plan for
a reduced total programme in 1954-55 of $44.9 million which the United States has
formulated.

6. Mr. Plumptre also felt that there might be some justification for an increase in
the contribution to UNICEF, since that programme seemed to have a particularly
wide appeal in Canada and had the reputation of being, efficiently administered.
The meeting agreed that, contrary to the suggestion made by officials last year,
thére is much to be said for making an un-tied contribution to a programme like
UNICEF to which there is every prospect that Canada will continue to contribute
over a number of years. Accordingly it was decided to consult further with Mrs.
Adelaide Sinclair from the Department of National Health and Welfare with a view
to arriving at what might be an appropriate total for an increased contribution that
could be recommended to Ministers. (See Annex re 1954 recommendation.)t

7. Mr. Plumptre went on to say that in view of the increases contemplated for
UNKRA and UNICEF, he felt that the contributions to ETAP and UNRWA
required most careful thought. With respect to the latter he pointed out that in its
earlier decision, Cabinet had stipulated that continued participation in UNRWA
would be contingent upon the progress made towards the final solution of the Pal-
estine refugee problem. Since he was unaware of any significant measure of suc-
cess achieved in this regard, he assumed that it might not be inappropriate to
consider a reduction, if not a discontinuance, of the xCanadian contribution."
, 8. In respect of the contribution to ETAP, Mr. Plumptre noted that Canada is
already out in front in the sense that hers is the third largest contribution, was
increased by almost 90 per cent last year and represents a greater percentage of the
U.S.A. contribution thanis usually the case. In addition he expressed the views that
BTAP was not as popular in Canada as for example UNICEF and that there is rea-
sôn to believe that the programme is badly administered.3 '
.9. As against Mr. Plumptre's views with respect to UNRWA and ETAP, the offi-
cials concerned in this Department have had in mind a contribution to UNRWA of
the same magnitude as last year and an increased contribution to ETAP. A number
ôf pcrdnent arguments in support of an increase in the tcchnicâl assistance contri-

* Voir/See Document 700.
Si Note marginale JMarginal noW.

what reawo? ILB. Peanonj
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bution were adduced by the External officials. *(e.g. the increasing needs of the
programme as it progresses, the increasingly important role which it is playing in
reinforcing our Colombo Plan operations, the indications that several coûntries
might be prepared to increase their contributions particularly if encouraged by our
example.) It was noted that if we made available only the same amount as last year,
our effective contribution to technical assistance activities would actually be
reduced this year since some ten per cent of any new contribution will be absorbed
in the Working Capital Fund and will not be available for financing current opera-
tions. So far as UNRWA was concerned, the difficulty of assessing progress in a
matter of this kind was noted and special emphasis was of course laid on the facts
that we are opening new missions in the Middle East and that a Canadian, General
Burns, has recently been appointed Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce
Supervisory Organization. It is generally thought within this Department that, in
the light of all political, administrative and financial circumstances the proposed
increase in our contribution to ETAP and the maintenance of our UNRWA contri-
bution are justifiable.

10. The officials of the Department of Finance however seemed not to be entirely
persuaded 'to the External view on the appropriate size of the contributions to
UNRWA and ETAP. In any event, it seemed clear that if they were to come more to
the External position they would be less inclined to favour an increase in the contri-
bution to UNICEF.
: 11. It was agreed that there would be merit in preparing for your signature a com-
prehensive submission to Cabinet covering the contributions to the four program-
mes and that, although the Finance officials might feel compelled to make their
own possibly conflicting recommendation to Mr. Harris, it would be useful if sub-
stantial accord on the factual presentation on each contribution could be reached.

12. Under the circumstances it would be helpful to know
(a) whether you would favour a comprehensive submission to Cabinet dealing

with all of the contributions in question as one problem, but covering separate
annexes detailing the argumentation appropriate to each of the programmes
individually;

(b) and whether, in spite of the likelihood that Finance officials will probably rec-
ommend appreciable lower amounts for UNRWA and ETAP, you would wish such
a submission to seek authority for the following contributions which your officials
feel would be appropriate and justifiable:S2
(1) UNKRA: $750,000, which is the balance remaining out of the total contribution

of $8 million already approved by Cabinet and would provide for a proportion-
ate Canadian share of the gap of $3 million in the United States plan, subject to
proportionate increases in the pledges of the United Kingdom and Australia.

,(2) UNICEF: $600,000 (subject to further consultation with Mrs. Sinclair), which
would provide for an increase of about $100,000 over last year's contribution.

j(3) UNRWA: $500,000, which is equal to last year's contribution.

VsI Note marginale :/Piuginsl note:
yes [L.D. Pearson]
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(4) ETAP: $2 million or $2.5 million (i.e. an increase of $500,000 or $1 million);
alternatively a figure of $1,650,000 might be suggested if we would be content
to have our effective contribution (after allowing for the $150,000 required for
the Working Capital Fund) kept at last year's level 33

Jlt1LESl LItGERI

213. DEA/5475-DU-1-40

will recall that the 'memorandum explained that officials in the Department of

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CpNMENTIAi, Ottawa, September 21, 1954

Dear Mr. Pearson:

CONTRIBUTIONS TO VARIOUS UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMMES54

Attached are two copies of the comprehensive draft submission to Cabinett rec-
ommending the following contributions to four programmes, provision for which is
not included in the regular budget of the United Nations:

1. UNKRA-$750,000, subject to proportionate increases in the contributions of
the Governments of the United Kingdom and Australia.

2. UNICEF-$600,000.
3. UNRWA-$500,000.
4. Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance-$2.5 million.

This draft has been prepared in accordance with your wishes as marginally
noted on the memorandum on this subject prepared for you on September 14. You

Finance would probably recômmend that the contributions to UNRWA and ETAP
be appreciably lower than those recommended in this draft submission. We have
since learned informally from the Department of Finance that the proposed contri-
butions to these two programmes, particularly the contribution of $2.5 million sug-
gested for ETAP,'will undoubtedly meet with firm opposition from the Minister of
,Financewhen the subject is discussed in Cabinet. In view of the possibility that the
full request for the ETAP programme might not receive Cabinet approval, you
might wish to considerwhether it would be desirable for you to be prepared to
agree, to a compromise figure providing for maintenance of the contribution at last
year's level --, namely $1.5 million ^- plus an additional 10% to help meet the
effect of withholding from current operations a sum of $3 million for the Working
^apital Fund. This would constitute a total contribution of ,$1,650,000.
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, It had been our intention to have this item included on the agenda of the Cabinet
meeting on Wednesday, September 22,- in order to obtain an early indication of the
size of the Canadian contributions in question for the guidance of the Delegation.
Since, however, neither the Prime Minister, Mr. Martin, nor you will be able to
attend that meeting, it seemed preferable not to place the matter before Cabinet this
week. Although the Prime Minister will be able to attend next week, Mr. Harris
will not be available. His officials have informed us that he would wish to be pre-
sent when this subject is considered. In these circumstances we plan, subject to
your approval, to place the draft submission before Cabinet during the first week of
October.

I should be grateful for your views on our suggested timing and on the contents
of the draft submission. I

A copy of the draft submission, together with an explanatory note, is being sent
to the Prime Minister for his information.

Yours sincerely,
JULES LÉGER

214. DEA/5475-DU-1-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], October 7, 1954

CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES

You will recall that in my memorandum of September 14 (copy attached) I
informed you that it was likely that officials of the Department of Finance would
recommend to Mr. Harris that the contributions to UNRWA and the Expanded
Technical Assistance Programme (ETAP) should be appreciably lower than the
contributions envisaged by this Department. You indicated marginally that a com-
prehensive submission should be prepared for Cabinet recommending contributions
at the levels contemplated in this Department, namely:
^ (i)UNKRA $750,000
(ii) UNICEF $600,000111
(iii) UNRWA $500,000
(iv) ETAP $2.5 million.
2. Subsequently it was confirmed that Mr. Harris would argue against the amounts

proposed for UNRWA and ETAP. Accordingly I wrote to you in New York on
r September 21 and enclosed a copy of the draft comprehensive submission that had
^.been prepared in accordance with your wishes. I explained that, since neither the
Prime Minister, Mr. Martin nor you would be able to attend the Cabinet Meeting
on September 22, while Mr. Harris would not be available for the following meet-
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ing, I planned to have the submission placed before Cabinet during the first week
of October. I also said that I would welcome your views on the suggested timing
and on the'content of the draft submission. A copy of my letter is attached for your
ready reference. . . , . ' .

3. At the same `time a memocandum was - sent . to the Prime Minister `(copy
attached)t to inform him that the submission would likelyt be made in the first
week of Octobec. He was asked whether, in the`event that you could not be present,
he would wish to make the submission himself or would suggest that it be further
. delayed until your return.

4. When it became apparent that you would not be available for the Cabinet Meet-
ing on October '6, it was ascertained by telephone that the Prime Minister would
make the submission on your behalf. The draft was, thereforè, completed in final
form (copy attached),t and sent to the Privy Council Office. for inclusion on the
agenda for that meeting. A copy of the submission in final form was also sent to
Mr. St. Laurent under cover of a memorandum mentioning that he had indicated
that he would act in your absence.
5. I understand that at the meeting on October 6 Mr. Harris said that he wished to

oppose parts of the submission and that he was reluctant to do so in your absence.
Accordingly there was no discussion on the submission and consideration of this
subject has been held over until you can be present.

6. Decisions on the size of the contributions to` be •made to the programmes in
question are now a matter of some urgency, not only since this information would
be useful to our Delegation at the General Assembly, but. also so that the depart-
mental estimates may be completed. In these circumstances I hope it will be possi-
ble for you to attend the next Cabinet Meeting on October 13 3S Should this not be
possible you might wish to arrange for this submission to be made on your behalf
by the Minister who will be acting for you at that time.

J(u1.ES1 L11`GERj

PCONoI. 2656

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
. . i .

`Eztractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

Top SF.Cttl.ri' [Ottawa], October 28, 1954

i .t 7 A .. .
"

. v

's Note marginale JMargïnal note:
, ,Yes L.B. P[earson]

Â sa réunion du 13 octobre195d, le Cabinet & décidé que liard:' et Pearm devaient poursuiffl-
=1a discussion de 1aprolosition. , - . ' `' 1 " : . ^ ` . ° - . .
, At the meeting of October 13,1954, Cabinet 'decided that Harris and Pearson :üould discuss the

submission furtbet.
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PARTICIPATION

59.41e Secretary of State for External Affairs submitted recommendations for
Canadian participation 'in four United Nations relief and assistance programmes.
Thé agencies concérned were the' Korean Reconstruction .Agency (U.N.K.R:A.),
the Children's Fund (U.N.I.C.E.F.), the Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees (U.N.R.W.A.) and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance to
Underdeveloped Countries (E.T.A.P.): `

In 1950, the government had agreed to make a total contribution not to exceed
$8 million for U.N.K.R.A. Subsequently, when it became apparent that the
agency's total budget would not be met, Canada made available $7.25 million
rather than the full amount of $8 million. At the 8th Session of the General Assem-
bly of the United Nations, an overall target for U.N.K.R.A's programmes of $266
million had been approved but there were indications that the total amount of con-
tributions received would not be as great as hoped for and, in fact, the results there-
fore had been disappointing. Efforts had been made to secure payments from
contributing countries for the full amount of this programme, but several countries
thought the plan unrealistic and the United States had proposed a less ambitious
alternative amounting to a total of $44.9 million. It would be unwise not to con-
tinue in the civil fields a substantial measure of aid to complete the effort which has
been made in the military fields in Korea. Accordingly, the U.S. proposal was wel-
come as a means of avoiding the possibility that U.N.K.R.A. might be obliged to
terminate its activities without having completed its original programme. It was the
present intention to proceed on the assumption that no further contributions would
be made after the fiscal year 1955-56. The $44.9 million total suggested included
contributions from the United Kingdom, Australii and Canada of $9.9 million with
most of the balance being made up by the U.S. Approximately $7 million would
comprise the unpaid portion of previous United Kingdom and Australian pledges,
leaving a gap of about $3 million to be filled by increased contributions from those
countries and a further contribution from Canada. The balance of the original $8
million authorized, or $750,000, would appear to be a reasonable share of the gap
of $3 million,` and the Minister recommended that such a contribution be made at
this time.'

U.N.I.C.E.F. commanded a large measure of support in Canada and under effi-
cient administration, had made a positive contribution towards meeting the problem
itwas set up to overcome. The Funds target was $20 million but, despite steady
incneases in contributions of various participating governments, it had not been
possible to reach that amount and a number of useful projects had been denied
assistance. The U.S. contributions were based on a matching formula of 60-40 and
Itswould appear that unless contributions from the other member countries were
Increased, the fund would not be able to avail itself of the $8 million the U.S.
Congress seemed prepared to provide. In the circumstance, he recommended that

' Çanada increase its contribution this year to $600,000 from the $500,000 granted in
Past ÿears.
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For the current year, the government had agreed to a contribution of $500,000

for U.N.R.W.A. In doing so, the view was expressed that continued Canadian par-
ticipation in assisting in. the financing of this Agency would depend upon the pro-

gress made towards the final solution -. of the refugee problem. ,The ultimate

responsibility rested, ° however, with Israel and the Arab States, the Conciliation

Commission of Palestine and U.N.R.W.A..Though Israel had acknowledged its
obligations to compensate refugees for properties the Israelis had taken over, the
government had, as yet, not begun any payments. Little progress had been made in
the re-settlement of refugees , in , the Sinai Peninsula, but agreement had been

reached in principle by the Arab nations concerned and Israel to, the development
of the Jordan-Yarmuk Basin so that a large quantity of land could be irrigated and
made fit for habitation by a considerable number of refugees. There were hopes

that the new Director of U.N.R.W.A. would operate it more effectively. The Truce

Supervision Organization was now led by a Canadian and, although this body had

no responsibility for trying to achieve a settlement of the refugee prôblem, its work
was important in preventing a possible breakdown of security. On the whole, there
appeared to be some indications of progréss'in solving this difficult problem. For
this reason and the fact that Canadian diplomatic missions would be opened in the
Middle East in the near future, he recommended that a further contribution of
$500,000 be made to the programme.

Canada had made several contributions to the programme of technical assistance
to underdeveloped countries (E.T.A.P.) and last year . had almost doubled the
amount made available for the previous period. Of all the United Nations program-
mes it was thought that this one had the widest public appeal and offered one of the
best opportunities . for assisting effectively the economically less well-developed
countries to overcome their problems and to raise the low standard of living of their
peoples. The increase in Canada's contributions was of direct benefit last year in
helping to avoid a serious curtailment in the programme's activities. In the past
year, a number of administrative and financial improvements had been made and at
the same time requests for assistance had grown. There was broad agreement that a
real and pressing need existed for an upward revision of contributions if the pace of
the existing programme was to be maintained. A further increase in Canada's con-
tribution would help to meet the increasing volume of requests for assistance, sat-
isfy a number of representations made in Canada for increased support of this sort
of thing, reinforce Colombo Plan operations and set an example to other countries
to increase their contributions. He recommended thafthe Canadian contribution be:.,, ..
set at $2.5 million for the next year.

.An, explanatory ymemorandum had been ' circulated.
,(Minister's memorandum, Oct. A'1954-Cab. Doc.° 218-54).t ^

60' Mr Ptarson 'addedthât there were two general points he thought should be
képt in mind in considering these recommendations. The first was that mutual aid

for military purposes would probably decrease in the forthcoming fiscal year and

there might, therefore, be more funds available for more peaceful uses. Secondly,

those responsible for the spending of Canadian funds contributed to U.N. pro8ram-
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mes had seen to it that a good proportion of those funds and of the money made
available by other nations had been spent in Canada.

- Following,discussions with the Minister of Finance, he now proposed that the
contribution to U.N.I.C.E.F. remain the same as for the previous year, that is at
$500,000, and that thé suggested contribution for E.T.A.P. be set at $2 million
rather than $2.5 million.

61: In the course of discussion, the following points emerged:
(a) The Korean situation remained dangerous, particularly because of the intransi-

gent attitude of President Rhee on the question of reunification: This fact, together
with Mr. Rhee's views as to how the money allotted for rehabilitation purposes
should be spent, might lead to a complete breakdown of the programme, with the
result that no 'contributions would be necessary.
(b) The Middle East was now the most explosive area in the world and, if assis-

tance for the refugees was not continued, serious incidents on a large scale might
occur. While little progress had been made in dealing with the problem, the politi-
cal atmosphere had, nevertheless, improved slightly. The money was needed to
keep people alive. Israel had recently agreed, in principle, to the release for relief
purposes of $6 million belonging to some of the refugees. On the other hand, the
governments in the area, and particularly Israel, had not taken all the steps they
should to alleviate the conditions of the refugees. Their number was growing by
natural increase, and if the present situation were allowed to continue, contributions
might be required for ever. In the circumstances, it might be desirable to cut the
proposed grant to a token amount as a gesture of protest, because so little had been
done.
(c) There had been some feeling that the U.N. technical assistance programmes

had been badly administered. This was not the case now. The Agency was doing
good work and, as far as it was possible to ascertain the money provided was being
well spent. Of all the international programmes this one had the most promise in
helping to meet the problems of the underdeveloped countries. On the other hand,
the increase recommended, even though it had been revised downward, was a sub-
stantial one, having in mind the increase in contribution made last year and the
efforts of other nations associated with E.T.A.P. There had been suggestions that
Canada's contribution to the Colombo Plan might also be increased. These sugges-
tions and the proposal for E.T.A.P. under consideration might be studied in relation
to'each other before any decisions with respect to either of them were reached.
^(d) 7be'government was now faced with a probable budget deficit of $ 100 million
this year. If business conditions remained as they were now throughout the next
ÿeâr; the deficit for 1955-56 might be of the order of $200 million. In the circum-
staiices, it would be desirable to make as few commitments for increases in
expenditures as was possible.

62: The Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs
^ !tgarding contributions to United Nations relief and assistance programmes and
agreed..

a) that,subject to assurances from the governments of the United Kingdom and
"'Australia that they would be prepared to contribute proportionate amounts to meet
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the gap of the additional $3 million required to implement the United States propo-
sal for the 1954-55 programme, the Canadian Representative to the United Nations
be authorized to announce the intention of the Canadian government to seek parlia-
mentary approval for a further contribution to the United Nations Korean Recon-
struction Agency of $750,000; I .

(b) that authorization be given to announce the government's intention to seek
Parliamentary approval for a contribution to the United Nations. Children's Fund
for the year 1955-56 of $500,000; and that the fund be encouraged to continue its
favourable record of purchases in Canada;

(c) that authorization be given to announce the government's intention to seek
parliamentary approval for a contribution of $500,000 to the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency for Palestine for its financial year 1954-55, on the understand-
ing that payment of the Canadian contribution be made subject to informal assur-
ances by the Agency that this contribution would be used, as far as practicable, for
the procurement in Canada of the commodities required; f and.,

(d) a decision be deferred on the size of the contribution to be made to the United
Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance to Underdeveloped Coun-
tries pending further consideration of the matter by the Secretary of State for Exter-
nal Affairs and the Minister of Finance.

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs ;

[Ottawaj, November 4, 1954

PROGRAMME > . .

the Delegation might observe that it is naturally expected that the contributions of

We have had further discussions with officials in the Department of Finance
,with a view to clarifying the rather general conclusion reached by Cabinet on this
subject. In the light of these exchanges we would suggest that you might discuss
with Mr. Harris before your departure this aiternoon the possibility, of sending
instructions to,the Delegation on the following lines: 'a,,;
,(a) The Delegation should indicate the willingness of the Canadian Government to

maintain its contribution at last year's level, i.e. $1,500,000,U.S. In this connection,

ôther countries ,will be on a scale which will permit of an effective programme-. ..., ,
(b) The Delegation should indicate further that theXCanadian Government would

be .The to consider increasing Its contribution by a maximum of 5500,000 U.S.
y.nûllion by which the total excecds $25 million. Theat a rate of 5100,000 for ever

Oélegation ` tnight observe that the reason for offering this sadditional amount when
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our contribution is already relatively high is that the Canadian Government desires
to underline the importance of securing as large contributions as possible from
those countries which may be able to do more thân they are doing for, this U.N.
programme.

We understand that Mr. Harris is willing to accept (a) above but may not be
ready to commit himself to (b) at least until the budgetary prospect is clearer. You
may, nevertheless, wish to persuade him that if we are likely to increase our contri-
bution in the end, it would be best to say so now in order to encourage other coun-
tries to contribute more than they now plan to.

. It is hard to see how an offer of this kind could have any very serious budgetary
consequences. Even if, as seems unlikely, the whole of the $500,000 were to be
required, the direct effect on a budget of $4 or $5 billion could scarcely be signifi-
cant. Any indirect effects on the budget would also probably not be substantial as
this conditional increase in our contribution could hardly be used as a precedent for
other departments in pressing claims for additional funds.

. If Mr. Harris is quite unwilling to accept at this time instructions along the lines
of paragraph (b), you might get him to agree that the Delegation should at least be
informed that in the event of total pledges exceeding $25 million, the Canadian
Government would be prepared to consider increasing its contribution. The Delega-
tion might also be given permission to mention this possibility in private to other
delegations without, however, indicating by exactly how, much we might be willing
to raise our contribution. The Delegation would then be expected to advise us of the
total reached in order that the Government might determine at that time what
would be the appropriate increase in our subscription.

Finance officials have spoken with Mr. Harris and he will be in a position to
discuss the `matter with you this afternoon if you can find an opportunity to call
him.

JluLEsl LlÈGERl

217. PCO/Vol. 2656^..
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa], November 18, 1954

UNITED NATIONS; CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO EXPANDED PROGRAMME
OF TECI,*MCAL ASSISTANCE TO UNDEtDEVi?IAi'ED COUNTRIES

17. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that, in accordance with the
decision at the meeting of October 28th, 1954, lie and the Minister of Finance had
discussed further the question of the Canadian contribution to the United Nations
Eiepaiided Technical Assistance Programme to Underdeveloped Countries for 1955.
It`wâs now suggested that the Canadian representatives be authorized to announce,
Uie intention of Canada to contribute $1.5 million, provided contributions by other
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countries were substantial enough to ensuré successful continuance of the pro-
gramme. It was not intended, however, to provide immediately in the estimates for
more than $850,000; it being understood that, if contributions of other countries
were as high as expected, the balance required to bring the Canadian contribution
to $1.5 million would be sought in the supplementary estimates. It was also pro-
posed that, if contributions by other. countries were verysubstandal, the govern-
ment might reconsider its decision with , a view possibly to increasing its
contribution beyond $1.5 million.

18. The Cabinet agreed,
,(a) that the Canadian representatives ` at the Fifth Pledging Conference of the
United Nations Expanded Technical Assistance Programme for Underdeveloped
Countries be authorized to indicate that the Canadian government was prepared to
contribute $1.5 million to the programme for 1955, provided contributions were
made by other countries in sufficient volume to ensure the continued success of the
programme;

(b) that, for the time being, the sum of $850,000 be provided in the main estimates
for this purpose; it being understood that, if circumstances warranted it, the balance
of the moneys required to bring the Canadian contribution to $1.5 million would be
sought in supplementary estimates; and,

(c) that, should othec countries make total'contributions substantially in excess of
what was now anticipated, the desirability of increasing the Canadian contribution
to the programme beyond $1.5 million would be reconsidered.

2e PARTIE/PART 2

ACCORD GÉNÉRAL SUR LES TARIFS DOUANIERS ET LE COMMERCE :
NEUVIÈME SESSION DES PARTIES CONTRACTANTES

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE:
NINTH SESSION OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

DEA/50092-B-40

Note du ministère du Commerce
pour le Comité interministériel sur la politique du commerce extérieur

Memorandum by Department of Trade and Commerce
for.lnterdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy

ICETP DOCUMENT No. 166 . ., [Ottawa], June 14, 1954

CONFIDEN7TAL

PROi'OSALS TO DEFER THE REVIEW SESSION 'OP GATTa a , ,

Exploratory â discussions on the future of GATT and commercial policy took
- • d u of our;en members of the United States State Department an a gro p
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own officials, in Ottawa, on May 26 and 27 S6 An informal record of these discus-
sions has been circulated to interested departments.

The Americans took the position that it is desirable to proceed in November
with the Review Session of GATT, even if the position of Congress is insubstantial
and disappointing with regard to the future of United States foreign economic pol-
icy. The Americans evidently hope to submit an internationally negotiated parcel of
proposals to a more receptive Congress in 1955.

In these discussions, Canadians expressed alarm at the prospect of commending
the Review Session in circumstances in which the United States would be unable to
increase its own commitments with respect to any part of GATT and in which it
would be withdrawing from its present level of commitments in certain important
respects, notably agricultural import controls. The Canadian officials also
expressed distaste for getting involved in such important negotiations with the
United States Administration, in advance of any indication whatsoever of Congres-
sional willingness to accept the results. Mainly for these reasons, the Canadians felt
it would be desirable to press for a delay in the Review Session of GATT until
about the end of the first quarter of 1955, to provide additional time for Congress to
consider the President's proposals.

In advance of the forthcoming meetings of the United Kingdom - Canada Con- ,
tinuing Committee, it is desirable that the above position be reviewed by the Inter-
departmental Committee on External Trade Policy. It is clear that any position
officially adopted on the timing of the Review Session of GATT should be suffi-
ciently flexible to be revised in the light of developments in the United States. The
Committee will also wish to bear in mind the possibility of various overseas coun-
tries moving toward convertibility and the desirability of adjusting the timing and
substance of the GATT Review to the constructive needs of such countries. In the
Collective Approach, it was made clear that the United Kingdom would wish, as
part of a convertibility operation, to reach firm understandings with other important
trading countries on the subject of the rules of trade during a transitional period.-"
In reaching our own decision about the timing of the Review Session of GATT,
therefore, it is desirable to explore with the United Kingdom the relationship of the
Review Session to a convertibility operation.

A separate memorandum has been circulated by the Department of Finance, on
the subject of Tariff Negotiations under GATT, including the re-negotiation of
selected items now included in GATT schedules.

I

% Pour les discussions antérieures entre le Canada et les États-Unis à ce sujet voir/For earfier Canada-
United States discussions on this subject, see Document 523.

n VoiNSee Document 388.
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[rIUe JOINTEIENCLOSURe]

Note

Memôrândum

CONFIDENI1AI.. [Ottawa], May 26 and 27, 1954

COMMERCIAL POLICY DISCUSSIONS WMI UNITED STATES OFFICIAIS

After a frank exchange of views, which were particularly divergent on the time-
table for "reviewing" the GATT, the United States team left for Washington in the
words of their leader "severely tested". We cannot say what impact may have been
made on the State Department officials but we expect they are now reappraising the
case which they expounded in Ottawa for renegotiating GATT this Fall. For our
part, we continue to have very grave doubts about the wisdom of attempting the
revision of GATT at this time. This memorandum provides an outline of the discus-
sions - with as much detail of the specific proposals for rewriting the, General
Agreement as appears useful in the circumstances. ,

2. Evans said that their proposals concerning the timetable for the Review of the
General Agreement were Administration views as such, but that their specific pro-
posals for various parts of the General Agreement had not as yet been discussed
with other agencies nor with Administration's political leaders.

7imetable for Review of the GA7T
3. Evans declared that it had been decided in the > White House both to seek a

renegotiation of the organisational provisions of the ^ General Agreement and to
make at least a start on the substantive provisions this fall. The United States would
propose that the Intersessional Committee meet this summer for a very preliminary
exchange of views and that the Review Session commence in the second week of
November.
4. Evans explained that the Administration wished to submit the renegotiated

organisational provisions of the General Agreement to Congress early next ycar.
He inferred that it might well be of some assistance ' to the Administration in
obtaining a three year Trade Agreements Act in 1955 if the organisational provi-
sions of GATT were already in a form which Congress could accept; and he sug-
gested that the alternative was that a three year act might be jeopardised. He also
saw other reasons for proceeding with the review this fall. The following develop-
ments would be taking place:

(a) In OEEC further progress would be made in considering the intra•Europcan
trade rules which would apply as countries moved towards convertibility or went
convertible;

(b) The United Kingdom and the United States would be discussing standby
arrangements for sterling convertibility.
These developments and the GATI' Review are all closely related and if some pro-
gress were not made on each, it would be difficult to conclude any one of them.
Fïnally, Evans observed'that the State Department was worried at the possibility
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that those who had supported a liberal commercial policy would lose interest and
heart if nothing seemed to be happening on the GATT this year.,

5. We indicated that in our opinion this fall appéared to be an inopportune time to
go ahead with the Review Session for several reasons:

(a) Canada and the United States represented the element in GATT which wanted
high standards of commercial behaviour. Hitherto progress in this direction had
been made at a time when U.S. commercial policy generally appeared encouraging
to other countries and there were prospects of expanding trade owing to the U.S.
power to negotiate tariff reduction. Now, however, the U.S. Administration
appeared to have suffered a severe defeat. What had been described as the most
important clément of its program in the field of foreign economic policy had been
set aside. While opinions might differ about the practical value of the contents of
the Trade Agreements Bill, the fact that the Administration had acquiesced in the
shelving of it appeared ominous to the outside world. Other countries might be
justified in wondering whether the Administration would be in a better position
next year than now to obtain necessary legislation. In this atmosphere (which was
also affected by uncertainty about possible "escape clause" actions) it was hardly
likely that other countries would be prepared to accept a tightening of the trade
rules. Experience showed that it was very difficult to conclude satisfactory negotia-
tions on these matters when there was not a fairly good idea of what the United
States might do.

(b) To endeavour to renegotiate the GATT in this climate would be a very difficult
exercise which might do real harm to the General Agreement. Moreover, the
United States would be entering into such negotiations with the avowed intention
of subtracting from its obligations on both the organisational and substantive sides:
Previously the United States had been able not merely to move forward but in fact
to provide some leadership. The GATT is a finely balanced instrument and it would
seem likelÿ that other countries might well use the Review in order to lessen their
own obligations. The net effect might approach a disaster.
^(c) The U.S. proposals concerning the agricultural provisions were for us perhaps
the most troublesome feature of the circumstances which would exist at a review
session this fallAnternational trade is becoming more competitive. The United
States would be asking other countries to bind themselves concerning manufactures
but to leave the United States free on agricultural products. Considering the nature
of Canadian trade this was hardly a program which could be readily sold to public
opinion here - particularly if there was no positive element in the package. There
would have to be a reasonably balanced deal.
6. Evans did not dissent from our views. He could only take careful aim with what

wéapons he had. He observed that the United States program was not entirely nega-
tive and their "subtractions" from GATT would likely be modest. They would hope
to`tnake'the GATT a more effective instrument both by strengthening the balance
of pâyinents clauses and by the United States possibly accepting GATT as a full
fledged international organisation with well-defined procedures and with an effec-
tive secretariat: Rosensen observed, perhaps significantly, that account must also be
taken of what the United States might be doing outside the GATT. If the United
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States supported convertibility for sterling this would be a forward movement and
could provide a very favourable outlook. In such circumstances, the major trading
countries might be prepared (we thought the word he implied was "induced") to
proceed with the GATT review. ..

7. We suggested that countries might not be ready in November to define their
attitudes to the new long term trading rules and that it was hardly likely that Nov-
ember would provide the atmosphere which the United States side suggested might
prevail.

8. There was some discussion about whether it appeared feasible to proceed with a
review of the organisational provisions without getting into the substantive provi-
sions: If such a separation was possible it might appear more feasible to have at
least a partial review this autumn. This discussion was inconclusive but the follow-
ing points emerged:

(1) A review of the organisational and substantive provisions could not be entirely
divorced, largely because some of the important substantive provisions (i.e. Bal-
ance of payments and economic development) involved procedures which would
be affected by the proposals for modifying the organisational provisions;

(2) Some sort of start might be made on both the organisational and substantive

provisions - which might be enough to show the U.S. Congress in what direction
the Review was moving.

(3) A renegotiation of some of the provisions might be completed this fall but
accepted only ad referendum.

The United States Proposals Concerning the Organisational Provisions
9..T1e exposition by the State Department team was very helpful and it removed

or reduced some of our doubts about the United States proposals. The State Depart-
ment have in mind a fairly tight. criterion which would have to be met before a
contracting party could stand aside from a majority or a two-thirds decision. As
Evans explained the criterion, the decision which the Contracting Parties were tak-
ing would have to alter explicitly a specific right or obligation in the basic contract
in a manner which would materially affect the minority contracting party. The two
main provisions of GATT involved were waivers and economic development mea-
sures affecting itemsrtin the schedules. In such circumstances, and only in such cir-
cumstances, the contracting party affected would have the rightto terminate on a
bilatiral basis its obligations towards the contracting party obtaining the waiver
(while continuing to be a member and to have a voice in GATT discussions includ-
ing those affecting the other contracting party). Evans observed that such a termi-
nation was so drastic that it seemed unlikely, that countries,would go so far unless a
very., itnportant right , was , affected. (The majority 'would be reluctant to place a
country- in a position where it would have cause to resort to'such action, and the

y.., •,;: . .. , . .., r ,.,. : ` •
Contractmg Party itself might even then hes itate to avail itself of the nght'of termi-
nâting its`^`obligations unless the case' was a very serious one.) The' United States
aide pointed out that in most instances it would not be legally possible to terminate
obligations on' a discriminatory basis since` old most-favoured•nation agreeme^se

. .
. •

ârould comé into play in the event of any suspension of obligations under
GATT and would prevent such discrimination.
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10. From this discussion it appeared that the cases in which United States would
be unwilling to subject 'itself to the majority opinion of the Contracting Parties
might be more limited than had been expected. In respect of most provisions in the
GATT (e.g. balance of payments, nullification and impairment, etc.) they would
hope that sufficiently precise standards could be incorporated in the organisational
instrument (or possibly in the substantive provisions) that the Contracting Parties
would merely have to determine whether those standards were being lived up to.
The United States would apparently in those cases be prepared to be bound by such
collective determination and to comply with any procedures for enforcing these
standards (including any necessary consultations). They would also be willing to
have the Contracting Parties given considerable powers of interpretation and to
have the Contracting Parties make recommendations for the consideration of gov-
ernments on almost any subject. The "let out" which they would require would be
only in the case of waivers and closely analogous provisions.

The Balance of Pa)ynenls Provisions
11. The United States team explained their "highly tentative" proposals in consid-

erable detail. With the United States' general objectives there was of course no
disagreement. These proposals include
(1) replacing the present unsatisfactory "objective" criteria (e.g. level of reserves)

by procedures which could take account of underlying conditions and not merely
symptoms;
(2) getting the important trading countries out from Article XIV of the I.M.F. to

Article VIII so that countries going convertible would not have to fear new quota
restrictions, or countries might undertake not to use for three years Article XIV
without prior approval of the Fund;s'
(3) obtaining the abolition of existing restrictions over a further period - possibly

three years;
(4) taking care of the special case of the underdeveloped countries under Article

VIII; and
(5) devising some means of closer cooperation between GATT and the Fund.
12. Under the arrangements in (3) above the State Department is considering two

approaches, one through I.M.F. and the other through GATT. The U.S. team agreed
that the form and method by which joint GATT-IMF consideration might be given
to these questions appeâred to raise several problems.
^(a) the criteria by which the "level of restrictions" might be judged posed a formi-
dable problem and it was not evident that the appropriate "level" could be deter-
mined without regard to the nature or composition of any proposed list of
restrictions. Internal policies would certainly have to be examined.
(b) The IMF and the GATT had different forms of voting and the establishment of

any form of joint consultation would tend to raise certain juridical problems, partic-
ularly as to the relationship of any joint body to the Fund. The extent to which
conclusions of any joint body would be reviewed by, or could be appealed to, the

'" Voir Canada. Remit dei maufi, 1944, No 37JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1944, No. 37.
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full GATT and Fund membership.would have to be considered. The views of the
Fund and GATT might then. have to be reconciled if they differed. The State
Department have not thought these problems out yet. '
'(c) For the Fund to determine that the trânsitional period is at an end might not be
satisfactory unless all - the important trading. countries agreed; and it appeared
unlikely that they would voluntarily terminate the transitional arrangements and
accept the Fund as presently constituted (e.g. weighted votes, and full time officials
without responsibilities in their own capitals) as the final arbiter on restrictions.

(d) From the point of view of timing we also observed that it could hardly be
expected that the countries with restrictions would agree to any new regime until
the new trade rules had been agreed. In particular the countries which, were not
going convertible would find little attraction in the proposed new arrangements
which would further limit their freedom without giving them any apparent benefits.

The Agricultural Provisions
13. Evans declared that the State Department's objective (which in fact was the

original intention of Section 22 of the A.A.A." though it had not taken this form)
was to obtain agreement to the following "fair share" principle. If as a result of a
domestic program imports are entering in larger volume than if there were no such
program, imports could be restricted to the level at which they might reasonably be
expected to have entered in the absence of a domestic program (which would nor-
mally be the amount of imports in a previous representative period). Evans said that
an attempt would have to be made to revise Section 22 accordingly. The GATT
might therefore be renegotiated along these lines this fall, the United States would
reserve its position, and hope to be able to accept the new provisions when, and if,
new legislation replaces Section 22. Alternatively, (as the U.K. has apparently sug-
gested) this Article might be left temporarily in its present form in any GATT
emerging from the proposed Review and the U.S. might merely attach a rrservation
to it until it can be renegotiated..

14. We pointed out that apart from the problem ofy defining a "fair share" the.
United States would be seeking a concession from the present provisions in the
GATT or, would be leaving a good deal of uncertainty concerning their attitude
towards restrictions on agricultural imports. We agreed that it would be helpful to
obtain some well-definéd concept of imports which would not be interfered with,
but côuntries would be looking for some additional commitment to restore the bal-
ance of the Agreement. At present agricultural export subsidization was of grave
concern and we wondered whether the United States could not enter into some
international cornmitment along the lines of the provisions in Section 550 of MSA
not to interfere with normal marketing.

. . . .. S . . . .. . . . . .^ . . . .. . . .

^^r ^` . . , .. ^ . . , . .

-" L'article 22 de l'AgricultnralAdjustmént Act exigeait que le président in" des restrictions sur
les importations de produits agricoles qui entravaient certains programmes agricoles, notamment
cm ayant pour objet de réduire la production et la commerdalisation nationales, et de soutenir les
priz intEtieara.
Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act tequired the President to impose restrictions on
imports of sgicultural products which Interfered with certain agricultunl programs. including those
designad to restrict domestic production and marketing. and to support domestic lxices. .
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15. Evans saw. logic in this proposal but he suggested that any effort to obtain
such commitments in present circumstances would do more harm than good. He
thought the Administration could àccomplish more by administrative action and if
they tried to get some international commitment they might be over-ruled by Con-
gress. Weiss said that United Kingdom officials had indicated that they did not
want the subsidy question opened -= owing to the pressure to apply quotas in the
U.K. to reduce the agricultural subsidies in the budget.

Tariff Negotiations ►1•ith Japan
16. Evans thought'that there was some possibility that the Ways and Means Com-

mittee would report out the Trade Agreements Bill without any strings attached. At
least this was the White House intention. No consideration had been given as yet to
fitting negotiations with Japan into the GATT timetable. He hoped however that a
multilateral negotiation with Japan might be feasible. Negotiations would take at
least two and a half months and an announcement in the United States would have
to be made towards the end of August.

17. We indicated that while we would welcome Japan's accession to GATT, we
were about to extend to Japan low most-favoured-nation rates; and inasmuch as
Japan was not the principal supplier for many items of interest to us there would
not be much scope for direct negotiation. The scope for reductions might however
be widened if there were concurrent negotiations with the United States on items of
interest to Japan. Evans did not appear to rule this possibility out.
, 18. Evans also remarked that if there appeared to be any great difficulty for the
Administration in obtaining Congressional passage of both the one year extension
of the Trade Agreements Act and the Customs Tariff Simplification Bill the
Administration would opt for the former. He thought the chances were good for the
Jenkins' bill on valuation.

Further Binding of the Tariff Schedules
19. We pointed out that consideration would have to be given to the future status

• of the Schedules before their present period of validity expired. The Schedules have
been extended until June 30, 1955, but at the Eighth Session of the Contracting
Parties it had seemed to us that a number of countries were anxious to make adjust-
ments in their tariffs. It seemed likely that there would be more pressure than there
was last year for adjustments in the schedules; and this pressure might endanger
tariff stability. The United States team agreed that further steps to ensure the con-
tinuation of the Schedules should be considered before too.long, although the exact
timing might depend upon the prospects for holding new negotiations.
} 20. We had a word with Evans about the possibility of a postponement of the
Intersessional Meeting. Evans was non-committal but indicated that he would give
the matter further consideration during the next few weeks - (no doubt in con-

; junction with a re-examination of the timetable for the Review Session).
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219. DEA/50092-B-40

' Note du ministère des Finances
pour le Comité interministériel sur la politique du comnieree extérieur

Memorandum from Department of Finance
for Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy

ICETP DOCUMENT No. 167 Ottawa, June 14, 1951

GATT TARIFF SCHEDULES

1. The GATT tariff schedules incorporate all the concessions, including bindings,
granted in the course of the three rounds of tariff bargaining held at Geneva,
Annecy and Torquay. There is a separate schedule for each Contracting Party.
These schedules lay down the maximum tariff rates which Contracting Parties may
apply to one another's trade.
2. The tariff schedules were initially bound for a period of three years - until

January 1, 1951. Since that time, they have been extended for further periods; at
Torquay they were bound until January 1, 1954; and at the last Session they were
bound for a further period of 18 months. Under present arrangements, therefore, the
GATT tariff schedules are firmly bound until July 1, 1955.

.
3. The decision of the Contracting Parties last fall to extend the schedules was

taken in the expectation that arrangements would be made during 1954 for a further
round of tariff bargaining, for negotiations with Japan, and also for a re-examina-
tion of present schedules. This tentative timetable was predicated on the hope that
the United States would obtain new tariff-cutting powers early enough to partici-
pate in this programrne. As events have turned out it is now virtually certain that
the United States will not be in a position to engage in a further round of tariff
negotiations to fit in with the July 1,1955 expiry of the assured life 'of the present
schedules. It is not yet clear what the United States position will be with respect to
negotiations with Japan. Regardless of what the position may be respecting new
negotiations and negotiations for Japanese accession, a decision will have to be
taken on the future status of existing tariff schedules.

4. Thé discussion which follows on various alternative methods for dealing with
this problem is based on the assumption that the United States Congress will extend
the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act for one year, with or without a rider that the
tariff-cutting powers are not to be used for any major negotiations (i.e., negotia-
tions with Japan). Should events turn out otherwise, this whole matter will, of
course, have to be reconsidered. `

Status of the Present Tariff Schedules

5. There are three possible methods of dealing with the future status of the
existing tariff schedules:

(1) Allow the provisions of Article XXVIII to come into operation after July 1,

1955. This would mean that the tariff schedules would remain in effect subject to
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the right of Contracting Parties to withdraw or modify bound rates in accordance
with the procedures of that Article. It should be pointed out that in the last analysis
Article XXVIII allows countries to modify tariff rates unilaterally.

(2) Extend the present schedules without any modification at all for a further firm
period.
(3) Renegotiate the present schedules and bind the results for a firm period. In

such negotiations' countries would endeavour to maintain a general level of recipro-
cal concessions not less favourable to trade than that provided for in the present
agreements. Following such a negotiation the modified tariff schedules would be
extended for a further period of say two or three years.
6. The simplest method would be to allow Article XXVIII to come into operation,

since this would not require any positive action or decisions. This approach, how-
ever, has serious disadvantages. It would further impair the stability of tariff rates
which has been one of the principal achievements of the GATT. Article XXVIII
would establish a new escape clause which does not have the safeguards contained
in the present Article XIX. The only sanction to discourage countries from making
excessive use of its provisions is the right of other countries to withdraw substan-
tially equivalent concessions in cases where a satisfactory settlement is not reached.
Withdrawals and counter-withdrawals could start an unravelling process with a pro-
gressive deterioration of the value of tariff bindings.

7. The second alternative, a simple extension of the, present schedules without
modification, while it would have obvious advantages, will not likely be acceptable
to a number of countries. Discussions at the last Session indicated that quite a few
countries will want to modify certain bound rates as soon as the next opportunity
arises. These countries agreed to an 18-month extension with considerable reluc-
tance and are not likely to agree to a further extension. In this connection it is
relevant that Canada may also wish to modify certain bound items. On balance,
therefore, it would seem reasonable to assume that present schedules will not be re-
bound without some changes.
. 8. In the circumstances, the only realistic approach would seem to be to arrange
for limited renegotiations prior to July 1, 1955. At best, such a process will be
protracted and difficult, and if it is to be completed before next July it will be nec-
essary to have a renegotiating Session not later than the spring of 1955. Arrange-
ments can be made either at the next regular Session of GATT, or alternatively, the
Intersessional Committee can be charged with the task of devising appropriate
procedures.
#,9. ,The question arises as to what position Canada should take when this matter
comes up for discussion at the fall Session. In the past, Canada has taken the lead in
urging the extension of the schedules without modification. This would not be a
realistic policy in present circumstances, either from the point of view of our own
needs or the needs of other countries. At the same time it should not be necessary
for us to take any initiatives in arranging for a re-examination of the schedules. It
would seem reasonably safe to proceed on the expectation that the minimum
requirements of other countries in this regard will provide sufficient scope for the
limited iuijustments required by Canada.
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10. The foregoing analysis has been based on the view that Canada-would derive
trade benefits from the continued binding of GATT tariff schedules. Should it turn
out, however, that the United States makes widespread and indiscriminate use of
the Article XIX escape clause, this assumption may no longer be valid., In. this
event it would matter little if Article XXVIII is allowed to come into operation. We
would no doubt wish, in such circumstances, to re-examine our position and to
decide whether it would not be preferable for Canada to avoid, what in effect are
one-sided commitments withrespect to tariff bindings.

Negotiations with lapan'
11. Reports from Washington in the past few 'days suggest the possibility that the

Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act may be extended for a year in its present form,
without restrictive riders. If this were to materialize the United States would be in a
position to enter into meaningful tariff negotiations with Japan. Accordingly it may
be useful to examine some of the problems involved, and the position which Can-
ada might take with respect to Japanese negotiations.

12. It is the established practice under GATT that a new country accede only after
extensive tariff negotiations. The acceding government is expected, in the course of
such negotiations, to offer tariff concessions in payment for any new tariff reduc-
tions as well as for benefits accruing to it from the existing' tariff schedules. Japan
has been willing to pay appropriate "membership dues" for several years now but,
thus far, has not been admitted to full membership.

13. At the Eighth Session arrangements wêre made for fuller participation by
Japan in the GATT meetings and also for the application of GATT provisions,
including the tariff schedules, between Japan and those Contracting Parties willing
to do so. In return Japan agreed to bind a substantial part of its tariff in favour of
those countries which were prepared to enter into this undertaking. This was
intended to be a transitional arrangement pending tariff negotiations with Japan
directed to its full membership. Some twenty-four countries, including Canada,
have now entered into these transitional arrangements.

14. Canâda has, in principle, favoured full Japancse membership. On the question
of timing, however, we held the view that thé`effective:absorption of Japan into the
GATT trading community could be best achieved after multilateral tariff negotia-
tions, in which the major trading countries, including the United States, took an
effective part. This approach was supported by a large number of Contracting Par-
ties, including the United Kingdom.

15. The present Reciprocal Trade,Agreements Act provides authority to reduce
tariffs by 50% of the 1945 rates. If extended without`crippling limitations it would
allow the United States to make significant concessions not only to Japan but also
to third countries in part payment for concessions they, make to Japan. In their

w broadest form these powers would seem to offer`scope for meaningful tariff negoti-
ations with Japan and also with countries which have not exhausted the possibilities
for tariff concessions under the present R.T.A.A.; i.e.; the United Kingdom. Even
the broadest interpretation, hôwever,'would, only have limited value for Canada,

since we have prctty well used up all the existing United States tariff-cutting pow-
, ^" ^^ ,
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ers. We would,. of ; course, benefit indirectly. from United States concessions to
Japan and other countries.

16. The question is raised, how far Canada shôuld get involved in direct tariff
negotiations with Japan. On balance it would seem that there is not much scope for
a tariff deal of this kind. Japan is, at present, chief supplier to Canada on less than a
dozen ` relatively minor products. For most products which Japan would be inter-
ested in exporting to Canada, the United States is the chief supplier.. We would
hardly be willing to negotiate on such products in circumstances where the United
States is not in a position to make concessions of direct value to us. Looking at the
concessions which Japan might make to us, we are much more concerned with
direct restrictions imposed by Japan than with her tariff, which is quite moderate.
Furthermore, there is something to be said for holding back on further tariff con-
cessions to Japan until Canadian industry has absorbed the effects of the substantial
tariff reductions resulting'from the extension of Most-Favoured-Nation treatment.
It would seem therefore that any direct negotiations between Canada and Japan will
likely be of a limited nature. Nevertheless it would be in our interest to encourage
the broadest possible agreements between Japan and other countries in order to
make maximum use of United States tariff-cutting powers.

DEA/50092-C-40
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L GATr REVIEW SESSION; PROPOSAL TO DEFER UNTIL EARLY • IN 1955

1. The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce said that the Canadian members
of the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing Committee on Trade, who were leaving
at the end of the week for meetings in London, required guidance on the attitude
they should take with United. Kingdom officials about the timing of the Review
Session of the 'GATT. Ris department and Finance had prepared memoranda
respectively on proposals to defer the Review Session, and on the status of the tariff
schedules.

2. Mr. Isbister said there was an increased feeling that it would be desirable to
reconsider the date of the Review Session.

Meetings had been held in Ottawa on May 26 and May 27 with representatives
of the United States State Department, and exploratory discussions on the future of
the GATT and commercial policy took place. The Americans took the position that
it was desirable to proceed with the Review Session in November, as planned,
despite the disappointing position in the Congress. The Canadian officials, on the
other hand, expressed alarm at commencing the Review Session in what they con-
sidered to be very unfavourable circumstances. The proposed Review Session had
been timed to take place after the Randall Commission had reported and when the
United States presumably would be implementing its recommendations. Now,
however, it appeared fairly clear that little action, if any, would be taken at this
Session of Congress on the President's important recommendations on trade policy.

The United States would be in the position of being unable to increase commit-
ments with respect to GATT and would, indeed, be seeking withdrawals in certain
important respects, notably with regard to the agricultural provisions. This would
quite possibly lead to a chain reaction of withdrawals by other countries. The Cana-
dian officials also expressed distress at the prospect of becoming involved in nego-
tiations with the U.S. administration in advance of any Congressional willingness
to accept even part of the results.

In the circumstances, it appeared desirable to defer the review until U.S. policy
was firmer. It was clear that the U.S. officials were in retreat but they hoped that if
the session was held as scheduled they might be able to present a programme to a
more receptive Congress after the fall elections with some reasonable chance of
favourable action being taken on at least a portion of it - in particular the three-
year Trade Agreement Act with power to negotiate tariff reductions.

While it seemed desirable now to press for postponement of the 'Session, our
attitude should be flexible in case of a change in the United States atmosphere. The
possibility of various countries moving towards convertibility should also be borne
in mind. In the collective approach, it was made clear that the U.K. would wish, as
part of the convertibility operation, to reach firm understandings with other impor-
tant trading nations on rules of trade during a transitional period. It was not known
what these rules might be, nor the auspices under which they would be negotiated,
and the timing of the Review Session of the GATT wouldt in part depend on
whether these rules were to be worked out under the GATT, or elsewhere. Cana-
dian officials also were not aware of the degree of positive action on commercial
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policy in the United States which the British would regard as a pre-requisite to
convertibility.

In reaching our own decision about the timing of the Review Session, it .was
therefore desirable to explore with the U.K. the possible relationship of the session
to a convertibility operation.

With the foregoing in mind, Canadian officials at the Continuing Committee
meetings might explore with the British - and perhaps later with the United States
- the possibility of postponing the Review Session of the GATT.

(An explanatory memorandum - ICETP Document No. 166 - had been
circulated). - '

3. Mr. Réisman said the United States wanted to go ahead with the Review Ses-
sion as planned, for two reasons: to keep up what momentum existed,'and to deal
with the organizational provisions of the GATT.

Many Congressmen were hostile towards the GATT. It was a multilateral agree-
ment embracing several bilateral arrangements and, by a majority vote, the parties
to it could modify those bilateral arrangements entered into by the United States
and other individual nations. There was a strong feeling in Congress that this
should not be allowed to happen, and U.S. officials felt that, if the organizational
provisions could be modified to prevent such action occurring, much Congressional
antagonism toward the GATT would be removed. if the organizational aspect could
be looked into independently, the United States might agree to a postponement of
other substantive revisions.

4. Mr. Isbister said that considering organizational problems in relating to the
Review Session would lead into many confusing issues about which we were not
fully informed., It might be better, therefore, to base a decision solely on the ques-
tion of the Review Session.
` 5. The Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce asked if the review
could be postponed indefinitely.

6. Mr. Isbister said that the tariff schedules had been bound to July 1, 1955. In
advance of discussing their future, most countries would want to have a look at the
iubstantive provisions of the Agreement. In suggesting a delay for the review, he
,was thinking of a postponement, say, until early 1955, and not indefinitely.
.: 7. The Deputy Minister of National Revenue asked, if the Review Session were to
be held in March, 1955, whether it would be completed before July and in advance
of a round of tariff bargaining.

8. Mr. lsbistcr said he thought that if a positive programme were under way, coun-
tries concerned might agree to a further short binding of schedules until negotia-
tiôns were completed.
9Mr. Ritchie, in reply to a question from Mr. Sharp concerning the organiza-

and the like. '
tional provisions, said they were concerned with such matters as sanctions, waivers,

10. Mr. Sharp said it would seem difficult in these circumstances - if an attempt
liere'made to negotiate on only the organizational provisions - to avoid getting. . . .mt,o discussion on the agncultural Escape Clauses which were of vital interest to us
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and about which national representatives would have to know the policy of their
, _.respective governments.

11. The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada was under the impression that
what the U.K.` wished, in relation to a convertibility operation, was a fairly broad
understanding on trade policies rather than a revision of specific rules. In the cir-
cumstances, he thought the United Kingdom would probably, agree to a postpone-
ment 'of the Review Session.

12. Mr. Isbister agreed that the U.K. desire for a Review Session in November
had probably disappeared because the Kean Bill, which embodied the main recom-
mendations of the Randall Commission and the provision for the Executive to
reduce tariffs by 15% over a three-year period, was not being proceeded with at this

Session of Congress.

13. The Chairman said that the central question appeared to be whether the U.S.
representatives at a Review Session would have no clear indication, of Congres-
sional policy or whether they attended with some firm directive which, if accepted
at the meeting, might be presented to the Congress with a reasonable expectation of
it being ultimately approved.

14. Mr. Rasminsky said that if the Session were to be held in November as
planned, U.S. representatives would wish to change the organization in two ways:
They would wish to remove from the Articles of the Agreement anything which
was repugnant to their domestic legislation and to strengthen the balance of pay-
ments provisions, substituting procedures which would require prior approval of
participating countries for the present objective tests. The United States, of course,
was the one country which would be unlikely to ever have to resort to the balance-
of-payments provisions. In practice, this would mean writing into the GATT the
restrictions now in the Agricultural Adjustments Act and the removal of executive
authority to negotiate adjustments in the GATT arrangements which would affect
the existing tariff concessions. The U.K: might, however, find a strengthening of
the balance-of-payments provisions helpful in meeting difficulties which might
occur in a move towards convertibility. There was not much hope for the negotia-
tions, however, if the U.S. wanted to; arnend the ; GATT in the manner he had
outlined.. .,

,,e ti_ n_d-...,... teto d,.. it e aarl 1-..-.-n' fhinkinQ only of the sterling area and
. 1 30 /III. •4w..ra^.• .v. ..- - - .- _ ___- _ _ ___

had not given mûch consideration to European, LatinAmerican and certain Asian
nations.

16. Mr. Ritchie said that if IMF funds were made available there might be a
counter balance to the U.S. proposai.

17. Mr. Rûsminsky 'did not think this " would be too convincing, since countries
which might obtain funds were not those who were concerned too directly with the
possible changes.

18.Mr. lsbister raised another question in connection with timing of the Review
Session. If negotiations were carried out ad refçrcndum and the document which
emerged was not accepted by Congress,'there would be a real danger of complete
confusiôn. aA pçrfectly"valid excuse to withdraw from the GATT would be
presented to the countnes concerned.
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19. Mr. Sim said the arguments all seemed to favour delaying the Review Session,
since there appeared to be nothing to lose - and there was a possibility of making
some gains - by doing so. I . .
20. The Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs agreed that the

logical policy seemed to be to press for a delay with, however, a degree of flexibil-
ity in case the situation changed in the United States.

21. The Committee,' after further discussion, agreed that the Canadian representa-
tives at the forthcoming meeting of the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing Com-
mittee on Trade discuss with the U.K. authorities concerned the timing of the
Review Session of the GATT, including the question of whether it would be desira-
ble to postpone it until the spring of 1955, unless developments in the United States
in the meantime tended to alter the situation, in which case the Canadian position
would be reviewed; it being kept in mind that tariff schedules were bound only
until July 1, 1955, and in any event it would be highly desirable to have a review of
the substantive GATT provisions prior to the conclusion of another round of tariff
bargaining.

H. STATUS OF GATT; TARIFF SCHEDULES

22. Mr.. Plumptre said that, under present arrangements, GATT tariff schedules
were bound, until July 1, 1955. Regardless of the time of new negotiations and
negotiations for Japanese 'accession, a decision would have to be taken on the
future status of these schedules. There were three possible methods of dealing with
them: '
(a) To allow the provisions of Article XXVIII to come into operation after July 1,

1955. This would mean that the tariff schedules would remain in effect subject to
the right of Contracting Parties to withdraw or modify bound rates in accordance
with the procedures of the Article; in other words, tariff rates could be modified
unilaterally.
(b) To extend the present schedules without any modification at all for a further

fum period; or,
(c) to renegotiate the present schedules and bind the results for a firm period.

Although (a) would be the simplest method to adopt, it would have the serious
disadvantage of further impairing the stability of tariff rates bÿ the establishment of
a new Escape Clause. Alternative (b) would provide a number of obvious advan-
fages; but it would probably be unacceptable to a number of countries who had
indicated that they would wish to modify certain bound rates as soon as opportu-
nity arose. Canada itself might wish to modify tariffs on certain items.

In the circumstances, the most realistic approach appeared to be to arrange for
limited renegotiation prior to July 1, 1955. In order to meet the timetable, the rene-
gotiatiôn Session would have to start not later than the spring of 1955. Arrange-
ments could be made either at the next regular session of GATT or, alternatively,
the ' Intersesslonal Committee could be charged with devising appropriate,.
prôced

^,
ures:

:v,The question arose as to what position Canada should take at the fall session
when this matter would be discussed. It did not seem realistic to press for the exten-
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sion of schedules without modification. At the same time, it should not be neces-
sary to take any initiative in arranging for a wholesale re-examination of the
schedules. It would seem therefore that it would be reasonably safe to proceed on
the expectation that the minimum requirements of other countries for re-examining
schedules would provide adequate scope for a small number of adjustments
required by Canada. If, however, the U.S. were to make widespread use of the
Article XIX Escape Clause, our whole position would have to.be re-examined.

As far as negotiations with Japan were concerned, it appeared possible that the
RTAA might be extended for a year in its present form and, if this were so, the U.S.
could enter into meaningful negotiations with Japan.

At the last session of the GATT, arrangements had been made for fuller partici-
pation by Japan but it was held that the actual absorption of Japan into the GATT
could be best achieved after multilateral tariff negotiations in which the major trad-
ing nations, including the U.S., took an effective part. Canada had used up for its
own purposes most of the existing U.S. tariff cutting powers but we would benefit
indirectly from U.S. concessions to Japan and other countries. It appeared that there
was not much scope for Canada for tariff negotiations with Japan and, in any event,
most-favoured-nation treatment had been extended to that country already. While it
seemed therefore that direct negotiations between Canada and Japan would likely
be of a limited nature, it would nevertheless be in` our interest to encourage the
broadest possible arrangements between Japan and other countries in order to make
the maximum use of U.S. tariff cutting powers. We should, however, participate in
any negotiations directed towards Japan's admission to the GATT if such negotia-
tions did in fact occur.

not that Canada hoped to make some withdrawals, it would be possible to suggest a

position would be one,of rebinding. Such, modifications as might be looked for

(An explanatory memorandum - ICETP Document No. 167, - had been
circulated).
23. The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada asked why existing schedules

could not be rebound instead of risking the collapse of GATT by the renegotiatiôn
of all items.
24. Mr. Reisman said that many countries wanted to make adjustments in their

rates so that renegotiation would probably be inevitable. We should bear in mind
our own situation with respect to wool.
25. Mr. Isbister said that before the Torquay session several of the' major trading

countries had decided not to withdraw items from the existing schedules. If it were

.-siinilar restriction for the forthcoming session

'26.` ?he Deputy Minister of National Revenue said that essentially"the Canadian

would be comparatively modest and we should aim to fall back to the present situa-
tion as `far as that was possible.
27. Mr. Isbister pointed out that if the few items of direct concern to Canada could

be 'withdrawn under Article XIX, it would seem preferable to have a general
rebinding at the negotiating session. The U.S. might be encouraged to take the^., . , ^ ,
same position, although the less use there,was made of Article XIX the better. The
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reference to the Tariff Board on wool would not necessarily be prejudicial since it
had not been entirely specific.

28. Mr. Reisman agreed that if major trading countries were willing to rebind their
schedules, it might be possible to look into the few problem items that we had and
work out understandings with the countries affected. It should be borne in mind,
however, that if any progress were made on removing quantitative restrictions,
there would undoubtedly be more pressure to raise tariffs.

The main benefits which had accrued to Canada in the multilateral negotiations
.over the past few years had been as a result of concessions from the U.S. If that
country was to make extensive use of Article XIX, it would not matter much to us
whether we had a general rebinding of the schedules or not.

29. Mr. Plumptre said everything should be done to avoid Article XXVIII coming
into operation. Our most preferable tactics would be to work for a general
rebinding, with an indication perhaps that on some items certain countries might
wish to make freer use of Article XIX. So far as possible, we should avoid a gen-
eral renegotiation.

30. The Committee, after further discussion, agreed to recommend that when the
future status of the GATT tariff schedules was being considered, Canada should
take the position that they should not be allowed to lapse with Article XXVIII com-
ing into operation; that, rather than having a general renegotiation of schedules,
there should be a rebinding for a further period, with some recourse, if necessary,
to the use of Article XIX in certain specific cases or to an arrangement made simi-
lar to the one reached at the last regular session of GATT whereby certain limited
revisions in tariffs could be allowed subject to the approval of the Contracting
Parties.

W.R. MARTIN
Secretary

221. DEA/9100-AO-40

- ^ Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
et de l'OECE au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

3
Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and
OEEC to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LBrTER NO. 1846 Paris, June 18, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference Your Letter E-368 of June 2, 1954.t

COMMERCIAL t'OUCY DISCUSSIONS WITN THE UNITED STATES OFFICIALS
MAY 26 AND 27, 1954

I was interested in reading over the Note prepared in the Economic Division on
the discussions with United States officials about the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade. In this letter I wish to comment on paragraph 5 of that Note, which sets
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forth the reasons given by the Canadian officials for not going ahead this year with
the review of GATT.

2. When I learned about the severe defeat suffered by the U.S. Administration in
their attempt to secure enactment of the commercial policy recommendations of the
Randall Commission, I shared the misgivings expressed by the Canadian officials
regarding the difficulty of maintaining high standards of commercial behaviour at a
time when the United States was not able to assert effective leadership. Since then,
I have attended the meetings of the OEEC Examination Group on Convertibility.
This has entirely altered my view regarding the prospects for the Review Session. I
can now see that it would be a great mistake to postpone the review of, GATT
because in the United Kingdom view it has become one of the essential steps
towards convertibility. *!

3. The United Kingdom appear to have given up,their original intention of defer-
ring the drafting of trade rules until the countries whose currencies become con-
vertible have had some experience of the operation of convertibility. Sir Leslie
Rowan, at the meetings to which I have referred, strongly expressed the view that
the trade rules for world-wide application should be established by the forthcoming
review of GATT. What the United Kingdom is now asking is that there should be a
period of grace of one year from the time the currency of a country becomes con-
vertible until that country is obligated to apply fully the new trade rules. In other
words, the United Kingdom wants a period of one-yearbefore it dismantles
entirely its bulwark of restrictions on dollar imports. In the meantimë,' there would
be a set of rules for the transitional period, which would be briefly set forth in the
revised GATT, but could be provided for with greater precision in the OEEC Code
of Liberalization, subject to such modifications as changing circumstances might
dictate. Rowan endeavoured, without success, to obtain the agreement of the group
to an endorsation of the principles set forth in Paragraph 15 of the United Kingdom
paper on "Convertibility" (OEEC Document No. GMC (54)1) to be applicable to
the review of GATT.
4. 1here was a` distinct tendency on the part of the OEEC veterans, such as the

Representatives of Belgium,. Italy, and Switzerland, to have the OEEC made the
organization responsible for the administration of the trade rules not only for the
transitional period of grace but also for the long term. At the final meeting nearly
all the countries on the Continent subscribed to this view for the reasons set forth in
our letter No. 1737 of June 4 .60 I felt it incumbent on me to intervene on behalf of
GATT, and Rowan endorsed what I said as representing the position of the United
Kingdom. It became clear from private discussions that there would be no possibil-
ity of Congress approving the assumption by the United States of full membership
in OEEC. Marjolin proposed the adherence of the other countries of the Common-
wealth as Associate Members of the OEEC. Rowan pointed out in private conver-
sation that there would be no possibility, of the Asian members of the
Commonwealth becoming associated with the OEEC nor could the United King-
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dom agree to some members of the Commonwealth becoming Associate Members
of the OEEC without others.
5. The firm stand taken by the United Kingdom'means that in the coming review

of GATT, the leadership in maintaining high standards of commercial behaviour
will have passed from the United States to that country. We shall still be able to
count on United States support, for what it is worth, for the maintenance of tariff
stability, but in upholding' the main principles of non-discrimination and the
removal of quantitative import restrictions as well as in the attack on bilateral bal-
ancing of trade, it will be the United Kingdom that will provide the chief and the
most effective leadership.'
6. The transition from association with the United States to association with the

United Kingdom'in the leadership of GATT should present no great difficulties for
Canada. We should welcome the change in the United Kingdom position from that
of a reluctant and somewhat half-hearted partner to that of a leading exponent of
our views. Whereas formerly the United States and Canada were out in front of the
other, countries, we shall now be associated with a large number of like-minded
countries. Most of the other Commonwealth countries may be expected to respond
to United Kingdom leadership. We should also have the full support of the Western
European countries who expect to make their currencies convertible. After my
speech, Mr. Schaffner, one of the principal economic officers of the Swiss Govern-
ment, told me that what I had said indicated the possibility of Switzerland becom-
ing a contracting party to the General Agreement. He said that if Rowan was
correct in his forecast about the end of bilateral balancing of trade, all that Switzer-
land would require would be exceptions to permit them to continue bilateral deals
with state-trading countries, e.g., those behind the Iron Curtain.
7. We are entering a new era in GATT in which the trade rules become more

important than reductions in tariffs. It is in the latter field that United States leader-
ship has been so essential and can not now be accorded at least until effect is given
to the recommendations of the Randall Commission. I do not think we should yet
despair of the United States. My testimony before the Randall Commission gave
me the opportunity of seeing and hearing such dominant figures as Senator Milli-
kin, the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and Mr. Dan Reed, the Chair-
man of the House Ways and Means Committee. It is necessary to see and hear them
in order to believ& Since then, I have not had much faith in the possibility of any
favourable developments when action was dependent on the committees over
which these two men presided. I was encouraged by the recent demonstration in
favour of the recommendations of the Randall Commission put on by five Demo-
cratic Senators and Senator Morse. The balance of parties in Congress is so even
that we must always keep in mind the possibility of a change in the Chairmanship
of the two key committees.
` 8. The U.S. Administration attach importance to the organizational agreement of
GATT being presented to Congress as part of one package, along with the Randall
Commission's recommendations on commercial policy. I think it is encumbent on
us to help them achieve this end. •
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9. We should be grateful in one sense that the Randall Commission's recommen-
dations were not enacted this year. I was full of qualms about the swollen pro-
gramme with two different kinds of tariff negotiations and a review of GATT all
planned to take, place within the space of a few months.

10. There is another factor which the Canadian officials may have overlooked,
and that is the difficulty we shall have in maintaining the validity of the existing
schedules to GATT beyond June 30, 1955. This±will be one of the chief problems
with which we will be confronted at the next session. It became clear at the last
session'that the majority of the contracting parties wanted a review of GATT at an
early date. In particular, greater freedom must be accorded to the under-developed
countries in their legitimate desires to promote the development of new industries.
We should encourage them to resort to tariff action rather than the imposition of
quantitative restrictions to achieve this end. If we are to retain their membership in
GATT, we must, however, make exceptions in their favour when drafting the new
trade rules (Article XVIII). , .

11. If, at the Intersessional Meeting in July, we were to propose a postponement
of the review of GATT, I feel that this would lead to a weakening in the support for
GATT of the under-developed countries. This would later be reflected in wide-
spread resort to Article XXVIII when the validity of the existing schedules expires

on June 30, 1955.
12. To sum up, I would state that we are irrevocably committed to -a review of

GATT late this year, and that any postponement would do more harm to GATT
than the harm envisaged by the bankruptcy of United States policy. Moreover, the
United Kingdom has come out strongly in favour of GATT in connection with the
trade rules for the period after convertibility. They are prepared to undertake the
revision of these trade rules at an early date., Although I believe they would prefer a
review session commencing in January, they are now reconciled to one commenc-
ing in November. r i

13. In view of all this, I hope that the Canadian officials will feel that in their
discussions with the United States officials they have made 'a useful demonstration
against the bankruptcy of United States policy, but that they will agree that there
can be no question of postponing the review session of GATT now contemplated

for next November.
' 14. I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. N.A. Robertson, High Commissioner
for Canada in London, in order that he may bring it to the attention of the Canadian

ôfficials who will be âttending4 the meetings ; of the Continuing Committee next

week.;
L.D. Wa.GResS
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222. DEA/10364-A-40

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion
du Comité permanent Royaume-Uni-Canada
sur le commerce et 7es affaires économiques

Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of United Kingdom-Canada Continuing Committee

on Trade and Economic Affairs

SECRET London, June 21, 1954

Present:
In the Chair

` His Excellency Mr. N.A. Robertson, High Commissioner for Canada in London
Canada

Mt. W.F. Bull
Mr. J.G. Taggart
Mr. L Rasminsky
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre
Mr. C.M. Isbister
Mr. R.P. i3ower

Also Present .
" Mr. R. Campbell Smith

United Kingdom
Sir Frank Lee
Sir Leslie Rowan
Sir Henry Hancock
Sir Eric Bowyer
Mr. 7J.S. Garner
Mr. W. Graham

Also Present
Sir R. Hall
Mr. LH. Robinson
Mr. A.W. France
Mr. B.A. Cohen
Mr. A.E. Percival
Mr. C.W. Sanders
Mr. R.F. Bretherton
Mr. J. Thomson
Mr. J. Thomson
Mr. S.H. Levine
Mr. 11.0. Curran

Secretarief
r^ Mr. J.F. Grandy Mr. R.G. Chisholm

TiEM 1(C) - TUE G.A.T.T. , ^
'f i Sir Frank Lee said that the U.K. side had two main reservations in discussing
G.A.T.T. at this stage viz: (a) our thinking on what we should press for, or resist, at

Ci.A.T.T. Commonwealth countries should together have had a thorough review of

wonld be represented at a high policy level at the Commonwealth meeting of offi-
cials on 5th October. We regarded it as most important that before the review of the

As the Canadians knew, the U.K. hoped that other Commonwealth countries

the next review of the G.A.T.T. was very far from complete; and (b) we required to
do"much more thinking about the trade aspects of the Collective Approach. In the
U.K. nothing in the way of officials' preliminary views on the trade rules had yet
been put to Ministers, but it was intended, some time in the summer, to send a
paper to Commonwealth Governments as a prelude to high level talks early in
October. He could not thcrefore say anything of a definitive nature at this stage.
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their policies in regard to the basic principles of the G.A.T.T. In addition to giving
further consideration to the trade rules to be applied under the Collective Approach
and to the changes in the GA.T.T. that might be necessary to this end, the meeting
might be expected to consider such major topics as strengthening the provisions
relating to export subsidies, whether parts of the draft Havana Charter, e.g. those
relating to employment policy, commodity policy and restrictive business practices,
should be brought into the G.A.T.T., and if we or any other Commonwealth coun-
try wanted to raise the matter in any form (and he could not say whether. or not the
U.K. might want to do this) of Imperial Preference.

In considering the timetable the U.K. had been troubled by much uncertainty
about what the U.S. would want; the U.K. hoped for a reasonable interval, after the

October meeting, for Commonwealth officials toat Geneva. It arnthat
secure firm instructions as to the line they should follow appeared

in this regard the thinking of the U.S. Administration
G A T.T. ^and they werefor securing Congressional approval for the reviewed

therefore anxious to start the review as early as possible in Novembér.,The U.K.
had agreed with reluctance to fall in with this though from many points of view we
would have much preferred to put off starting the review until early 1955. Our fear
was that the U.S., in their anxiety to put proposals ^°oud wCongress,

Sir Frank
incline

Lee
towards a review much less searching than the
wondered whether a fundamental divergence was not developing between the U.K.
and the U.S. view concerning what should be a really long term Agreement. He
hoped that Mr. Isbister could tell the Committee something about what the U.S.
officials had said about all this.

Mr. Isbister saw no reason why October 5 d^at it should
uld

a
be

satisfactory
the opening of the Commonwealth talks and sai possible to

the U.K. view about representation. Referring to the timing of the Review Session
of G.A.T.T., however, he said that Canadian officials were now considering the
desirability of some temporary postponement, until a date early in 1955. Canadian
views had been deliberately formulated in a very tentative way until it could be
discovered whether the U.K. regarded the Review Session in November 1954 as an
integral part of its progress towards convertibility. It would be recalled that the
prospect of the three-year Trade Agreements Act had given some urgency to the

decision to review G.A.T.T. in the autumn of 1954! Now that the Kean Bill had
been postponed we were still waiting to see what the position of the U.S. would be

on commercial policy. The Randall Report had recommended that the organiza-

tional side of G.A.T.T. should be renegotiated and submitted to Congress which
was one reason why the U.S.'wanted an early review session. Canadian officials
were wondering, however, whether it would be wise to proceed with the review in
November in the absence of any positive indication of what sort of commercial
policy might receive the approval of Congress. There were some risks in going into
the session at a time when the U.S. would have nothing new or positive to offer in
exchange for what it might wish to withdraw: Mr. Isbister pointed out that as the
schedules were only bound until.June 1955, something would have to be done
before then. 4f any delay was desirable it should not be a long delay. ,^
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Sir Frank Lee said that while the U.K. might consider a'postponement of the
review session, it would not wish to alter the date of the preparatory Common-
wealth talks.

Sir Leslie RoKan observed that the Canadian views on timing were based upon
an assessment of the net negotiating position of the U.S. He wondered whether this
position would be any stronger by March 1955.

Mr. Isbister replied that it was already fairly clear what the position of the U.S.
Administration would be in November. Although no one could say what their posi-
tion would be in March, there was, at any rate, the possibility that it might be
better.

He went on to say that feelings of urgency in the U.S. about the review session
were mainly concerned not with the substance of G.A.T.T., but with the constitu-
tional question of putting the administrative provisions to Congress. Some U.S.
officials were not sure that the administrative provisions could be separated from
the substantive provisions. If so, this would mean that the review would have to be
done in one piece. It appeared that opinion in Washington on the timing of the
review session might still be a little fluid.

Sir Frank Lee agreed that there might be some difficulties in the idea of trying to
separate the administrative from the other provisions in G.A.T.T.

Mr. Plumptre pointed out that one main reason why Canadian officials had come
to favour postponement was that the U.S. had said clearly that they did not want to
review the whole of G.A.T.T., starting in November. This would mean attempting
to deal with it in two parts which was undesirable.

Mr. Cohen wondered whether the U.S. could not have its aims decided by Janu-
ary. There was a danger that if the review was postponed momentum would be lost.
Moreover, the review would have to deal with changes needed for the collective
approach. It might not be desirable to delay consideration of these changes too
long.

. Mr. Isbister said that it was not known yet what sort of tariff negotiations would
have to take place before June 1955. Some countries might want certain items rene-
gotiated. The U.S. is evidently hoping to be in a position to negotiate with Japan
and to make tariff concessions to countries which are willing to negotiate with
Japan. If the process was well under way before June it ought to be easy to get the
schedules'rebound until the conclusion of the negotiations. Because the U.S. may
not be in any different position on commercial policy by January than it is now, any
postponement should probably be until about March, 1955; if there is to be post-
ponement of the review session.

Mr. Isbister added that it was realized that the consideration of the trade rules in
G.A.T.T. had been related by the U.K. to the transitional rules of trade for a con-
vertibility operation. He asked what kind of 'organizational forum the U.K. would
want for the discussion of the transitional trade rules.

Sir Leslie Rowan replied that the U.K. had contemplated the I.M.F.-G.A.T.T.
f Advisory Group, not for the purpose of drawing up rules, but as an organization in
which to discuss broad developments and possible remedies. It might also discuss
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the application of rules, but whether it should was less certain. Some of the Euro-
pean countries at the recent meeting had suggested an extended O.E.E.C. for,this
purpose, but this raised the difficulty of appropriate representation for non-member
countries. If an I.M.F: G.A T.T. body was given appropriate powers by.its parent
organizations, there should be no conflict of jurisdiction. In the transitional period
countries would be moving towards broader trade rules, and at the same time would
be keeping the code of liberalization in being and gradually bringing their other
liberalization up to that level. This could be supervised partly by G.A.T.T. and

partly by O.E.E.C.
Sir Frank Lee agreed that the G.A.T.T. review would be the appropriate time to

have the trade rules that would be required in the conditions of the collective
approach worked out, but he was not certain that this was an argument for an early
date for the review. It might even be an argument for making it later.

Mr. Rasminsky pointed out that until recently the U.K. had wanted to have some
experience of convertibility before adopting long term trade rules. It now appeared,
however, that they could be worked out in the review session if this began in Nov-
ember. If, however, it was postponed until March h in ô^er ^towhether the

avoid any l
ong-term
postpon

rules should be worked out in some other
ment of the whole operation.

Sir Leslie Rowan agreed that the U.K. now thought it possible and desirable
htwork out long term tradé rules in advance. It was possible that Ministers g

look to the G.A.T.T. review for an indication of U.S. policies. If so, a postpone-
ment of the review would delay that opportunity of judging the U.S. position unless
some other developments in the meantime gave an indication'of U.S. intentions
which he thought on the whole was unlikely.

Sir Frank Lee said that there was a real dilemma here. We ought to work out
both "possible" and "desirable" proposals. On the one hand there was the need to
keep up the momentum, and on the other the difficulty that could arise if the
G.A.T.T. review were started at the time when the U.S. position was insufficiently
clear. If a "State of the Union" message had been issued, it might be that the latter
part of January would be the` best time for the review session.

bJance
Mr. Rasminsky added that while the U.S. attitudé on such things as the

of payments escape clause was a strong one, their difficulty was that they could

exert less influence if they had no tariff concessions to offer.

Mr. Cohen suggested that the question of reviewing G.A.T.T. itself might

almost be easier and lead to better results if there was no tariff bargaining, particu-

larly with Japan. It should not be assumcd that the Lon g
have to be some modi-

fications
differ radically from the existing Rules. There would

fications of G.A.T.T. and arrangements for the termination of certain transitional
provisions: He suggested that this was an argument for having a fairly early review

of the G.A.T.T.

, Sir Frank Lee summed up by saying that thcre appeared to be no great differ-
ence of view between the two sides on this question. It was clear that a number of
considerations would have to' be balanced, and it would be advisable to feel our

As orso
way in Washington where the situation might become clearer in a mon •
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Mr. Isbister agreed generally, and stressed the fact that one thing the Canadian
officials were afraid of was a set of negotiations which might lead to a new instru-
ment which would go to Governments ad referendum during a period in which the
present G.A.T.T. might become ineffective.

Sir Leslie Rowan concluding the discussion on the subject said that he wished to
stress again that, from the U.K. point of view, there was no "timetable" for
Convertibility.

Messrs. Cohen and Sanders left the meeting.

223. DEA/9100-AO-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TEUGRAM EX-1168 Ottawa, July 6, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

REVIEW OP TiiE GATT AND TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS WITH JAPAN

Thibodeaux of the U.S. Embassy came to see us on July 2 on instructions from
the State Department about the two above referenced matters.
Review of the GA7T - Thibodeaux reiterated the U.S. desire that the Review
should be held this fall. He pointed out that since the discussions on this subject in
Ottawa on May 26 and 27 the United States Administration had pressed forward
with the one-year extension of the Trade Agreements Act without strings and it
would likely soon be law. The climate at the Review Session therefore should not
be such as to make impossible a reasonably successful Review.

We indicated that in the light of the fact that countries contemplating converti-
bility wished to reach agreement this fall on the long term trading rules (which was
apparent from the document which the United Kingdom had submitted to OEEC
and from our recent discussions at the Canada-U.K. Continuing Committee), and in
view of the progress in obtaining a one-year extension of the Trade Agreements
Act with a green light for tariff negotiations with Japan, we would probably be

= prepared to agree that the Review should be gone ahead with this fall. However that
` was not to say that some of the difficulties in holding the Review in the absence of

fumer indications of what United States trade policy might be in the near future
would now be absent. It was still not clear how the countries which were not con-
,templating convertibility for themselves in the near future could be convinced that
there was something for them in a revision of the GATT at this stage. The success
of the negotiations would depend in large part on careful preparation and presenta-
tion by the United States. Thibodeaux did not dissent from this observation and I

fi think that our conversations on May 26 and 27 have impressed on the State Depart-
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ment that the United States will have to present its proposals in a very careful man-
ner and might be well advised not to force those issues on which their bargaining
position is particularly weak.

Tari,,ff Negotiations with Japan
The United States want the Intersessional Committee to schedule multilateral

tariff negotiations for the pûrpose of Japan's full accession to GATT. Such negotia-
tions would commence about February 1, 1955 and would have to be concluded of
course at least thirty days before the expiration of the one-year renewal of the U.S.
Trade Agreements Act. Thibodeaux indicated that present tentative thinking in the
United States contemplates these negotiations including (a) bilateral negotiations
between Contracting Parties and Japan, and (b) additional negotiations among the
Contracting Parties on those items in which Japan was not the principal supplier
but had an interest and was anxious to obtain some concession.

The usual domestic trade agreement procedures in the United States will be
observed. The proposed list of commodities should be published by September 1,

. ,

We said that, as had been pointed out at the May 26 and 27 discussions, there
appeared to be little scope for bilateral negotiations between Canada and Japan.
However, if the Japanese wished to submit to us informally a list of proposed items
for direct negotiation with Canada we would be glad to examine it. If we did enter
into these GAIT negotiations it seemed that the useful opportunities (if any) for us
would more likely arise in negotiations with third countries, in particular the
United States. We were not ruling out the possibility of Canada entering into the
negotiations for Japan's accession - participation of course would require a gov-
ernment decision - and we pointed out that we were already on record as being
prepared to look for a suitable basis for Japan's accession to, the General

1954.

Agreement.

MEETING OP GATT MERSESSIONAL COMMfCiEE

'For Mr.'Wilgress

to OEEC

Le secrétaire d'bat aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

i et de l'OECE

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantie'Council and

^Uur representatives to inc meeting commencing on Ju1y 26th w 'll be Re.^sman

and Barrow. We have had indepartmental consideration of the agenda for the meet-
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ing and the following outlines our views on the more important questions which
will arise:

1. Review of the Agreement. As you know we think the Review should now go
forward this fall. The proposal in Document IC/W/26 that the Ninth Session should
commence on October 28th and that the Review should be discussed in plenary
meetings commencing on November 8 appears satisfactory to us. However, we
would be prepared to discuss alternative dates if a majority of the Contracting Par-
ties had other dates to propose.
2. Agenda for the Ninth Session. The draft Agenda circulated under IC/W/25

appears adequate to us but we may wish to discuss with other delegations the inclu-
sion of the recent French Compensation Tax on imports. We also note that the taxe
de transmission which was discussed at the Eighth Session, and which the French
have since increased, has not been included.

3. Accession of Japan. Our record with respect to Japan's application to negotiate
with a view to accession has shown our sympathetic attitude and we will be pre-
pared to support efforts to make arrangements for tariff negotiations early next year
directed to Japan's accession. The question of our participation in such negotiations
if they are held has not yet been submitted to Cabinet but we are prepared to indi-
cate at the Intersessional Committee that officials would be willing to recommend
to the Government that Canada join in any such negotiations if 'satisfactory
arrangements for general negotiations can be made. For your own information, pre-
liminary studies by Finance and Trade and Commerce on the possible scope for
negotiations indicate that there is limited scope for direct negotiation with Japan
but possibly more latitude with respect to negotiations with the United States on
items of interest to Japan.
4. Article XVlll. As indicated in our discussions at the Commonwealth Economic

Conference, we recognise that there is a case for differentiating between "under-
developed" countries (if they can be deGned) and the more developed countries for
the purpose of determining rights and obligations with respect to quantitative
restrictions. The same reasoning would seem to apply to tariffs insofar as they are a
substitute for q.r's. We appreciate that this differentiation is necessary in order to
avoid watering down the commitments of the more developed countries. With
respect to the proposal set forth by Wyndham White, officials in Ottawa feel that it
does not contain adequate safeguards against abuse for protectionist purposes. We
would not be able at the Intersessional meeting to take a firm position on a deGni-
tive dralt. However we will be prepared to indicate a willingness to consider pro-

:- Oosals for dealing with the special problems of under-cieveloped countries and to
participate in informal discussions at the time of the Intersessional Committee to
this end. In this connection we attach great importance to the problem of defining
the category of undcr-developed countries in order to limit its application.,r .

5. Substantive Questions arising at the Revinv Session. To the extent that the
wviews expressed in our telegram to you No. 470 of July 1561 are relevant to any
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formal or infôrmal discussions during the Intersessional meeting, they will serve as
guidance for our representatives in any such discussions.

225. DEA/9100-A040

Le délégué 'permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegate to European Office of United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaEGRAHt 123 Geneva, July 27, 1954

CONFIDFNTIAL IMPORTANT.

Following from Canadian delegation to GATI'; Intersessional Meeting.

1. At the first meeting of the Intersessional Committee, United States, New Zea-
land and Cuba gave notice that they would seek authority to re-negotiate certain
bounded items under the "exceptional circumstances" provisions relating to Article
28. If the Committee's consent is obtained these countries will enter into negotia-
tions with substantially interested contracting parties before the Ninth Session.

2: Items involved are: °
(a) United States tariff paragraph 15 30(e) - boots, shoes the uppers of which are

composed wholly or in chief value of wool, cotton, etc., with sole composed
wholly or in chief value of leather - 20 percent. A bill has been passed by Con-
gress which affects the binding Of this item. Congress has given the Administration
180 days from July 8th within which to renegotiate. This item was negotiated with
Czechoslovakia. Under provisions of HR 6465 if wearing surfaces of outer sole
consists of rubber or a rubber substitute then sole will be deemed to be wholly or in
chief value of rubber. This will prevent classification of such footwear at a lower
rate of duty by inserting a piece of leather between sole and upper and thus making
sole in chief value of leather.
(b) New Zealand tariff items 195'= children's boots 'and shoes and 196(2) -

slippers, NEI. The most favoured nation rates are bounded to Czechoslovakia.
There is no, repeat no, British preférential rate on children's boots and shoes. In the
case of slippers a preferential rate of 30 percent is bounded to Canada under GATT.
Preferential rates of 25 percent and 35 percent are bounded to United Kingdom and
Australia respectively.- .

(c) Cuba part 2 (ii) schedule 9 tariff item 36(b) - wrought iron or steel rolled: in
bars of all shapes, includingprods,LL rims, hoops. Binding to United States. The most
favoured 'nation rate.is not, repeat not,' bounded. In view of this, Canada has no,
repeat no, legâl grounds on which to object to an increase of most favoured nation
rates. The preferential rate is extended only to the United States.,

3: Please inform us of Canadian interest inf these items. No doubt you will notify
us to be guided in considering these requests by the general instructions which
were forwarded to the Canadian representative in connection with the Indian
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request under Article 28. When further details are made available concerning these
requests we shall forward any relevant information to you.
4. The draft agenda for the Ninth Session was reviewed and adopted with certain

additions. At the request of,Italy an item pertaining to France's new compensation
charge was placed on the agenda. It was agreed to have an informal exchange of
views concerning the review session on both procedural and substantive problems.
A similar meeting will be held to assess, informally and unofficially, the views
regarding status of schedules after June 30th, 1955. The purpose of these informal
exchanges is to give some indication to the governments of what issues are likely to
arise with respect to both review and tariff schedules in order to facilitate their
preparatory work over the next few months.
5. The Intersessional Meeting is being taken most seriously and a number of the

more important trading countries have sent large and high level delegations. It is
expected that meetings will carry through until at least the early part of next week.62

226. DEA/50330-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassadeur in United States
to Secretary of State for Extenuil Affairs

MELEGRAM WA-1616 Washington, September 16, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

MEETING OF COMMONWEALTIi FINANCE MINISTERS, WASIiINGTON, 1954

We have received from Denis Rickett, Economic Minister in the British
Embassy here, an invitation for Canadian officials to attend a Commonwealth
meeting at 11:30 a.m. on Wednesday, the 22nd of September, in the British
Embassy. The purpose of the meeting would be to discuss the three papers which,
we understand, you have already received from Whitehall - one on the GATT
review, another on the junctions of the International Monetary Fund and the GATT,
respectively, after a decisive move towards full convertibility his taken place, and a
third on Articles VIII and XIV of the Fund Articles of Agreement. In addition, the
United Kingdom representatives would like to discuss still a fourth paper which
you have not yet received and which will be described below. We can appreciate
that the date suggested for the meeting may not be very convenient from the Cana-
dian point of view since, under present arrangements, some of our key officials
would not have arrived by that time. Rickett, however, explained that Sir Leslie
Rowan and the other officials coming from London were anxious, if at all possible,

^ Des rapports ultérieurs de la délégation canadienne portent sur'les détails techniques ayant trait à
I arucle 28 des nEgociations et n'apparaissent pas ici.
Subsequent reports from the Canadian delegation cover the technical details associated with Article
28 negotiations and are not reproduced here.
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that the -meeting should be held on Wednesday morning, since that afternoon the
British enter discussions with United States authorities, which will continue until
the opening of the Bank and Fund meetings; and they would like to know before-
hand the reactions of the Commonwealth countries to their papers.
2. The fourth paper which United Kingdom officials would like to'discuss deals

with international organizations. Unfortunately, it will not be ready for circulation
until immediately before the proposed meeting of officials. We learned from Rick-
ett yesterday that it contains a new United Kingdom organizational proposal and,
after considerable prodding, we managed to obtain from him some of its details.
We gather that it calls for establishment by the Fund of a Council of Governors
which would have functions not very different from those proposed for the Joint
GATT-IMF Committee. The new council would be charged with keeping world
trade and payments problems under 'review. In particular, the council would be
responsible for considering the problems arising under Article VII of the Fund
Articles of Agreement, insofar as this article might be used, as the United Kingdom
has proposed, to deal with a"general scarcity" of any currency rather than with a
"technical scarcity" in the Fund. The Council of Governors would also be asked to
keep watch over the operation of the escape-clauses in the Fund Articles of Agree-
ment, and in GATT, to see that they were not militating seriously against achieve-
ment of the agreed objectives.

3. Under the new United Kingdom plan, the Council of Governors would have
perhaps ten members, some of whom might be permanent and others selected on a
rotational basis. The managing Director of the Fund would also be a member ex
officio and GATT would be represented as well. It is also hoped that the contracting
parties to GATT might agree to supply the council with trade information and other
assistance.,
4. The proposed council would meet three or four times a year and more often, if

necessary. Normally, the Governors would be represented by alternates, who
should be senior officials in their own capitals. They should be seconded, in the
view of United Kingdom authorities, by senior trade officials. If this plan were
accepted, the United Kingdom, for example, would expect 'normally to be repre-
sented at the meetings by Sir Leslie Rowan and Sir Frank Lee.
5. As you will see, this proposal goes a long way towards meeting the view of the

United States Treasury that responsibility for supervising the new regime of inter-
national trade and payments should be vested in the Fund. One of its features, how-
ever, may lead to United States opposition.`.Under the United Kingdom proposal it
is not contemplated that the system of weighted vôting ,would be carried over into
the new Council of Governors, where it is hoped that unanimous decisions might
be reâched without a vote. Decisions reached by thé Council of Governors would
be bindingôn'the, Fund, provided they, were taken within the Council's field of
competence. They would not,' of course, be binding of the contracting parties to
GATT; but the United Kingdom authorities would hope that recommendations by
the new body would carry great weight in that forum, particularly if senior trade
officials has assisted in their formulation.
_... ^. .u.t
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6. You may of course have heard of this proposal from Lee. But, if not, this pre-
liminary information may put you in a position to offer some comment when it is
presented to you next week....

7. We should be grateful to learn as quickly as possible what reply we should give
to the invitation transmitted through the British Embassy. In the light of the timing
of the proposed meeting, which it seems virtually impossible to change, we should
also like to know who the Canadian representatives are likely to be.

227. DEA/9100-AO-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétâire d'E`tat'aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Tr].EGRAM WA-1671 Washington, September 23, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram EX-1695 of September 17.t

MEETING OP COMMONWEALTH OMCIALS, WASHINGTON, 1954

The meeting of Commonwealth officials yesterday morning, as we expected,
turned out to be short, ragged and tentative. •
.

2. Discussion was focussed by Sir Leslie Rowan on the United Kingdom paper
concerning the respective roles of the Fund and the GATT in supervising restric-
tions. There was no discussion of the paper on the GATT review; and the other two
papers on Articles VIII and XIV of the Fund agreement and on international organ-
ization were considered only very briefly. Our immediately following telegramt
contains the text of the new United Kingdom paper on international organizations
that was circulated at the meeting.
3. After Rowan had made a brief exposition of the United Kingdom's idea of how

responsibility should be divided between the Fund and the GATT for supervising
import restrictions imposed for balance of payments reasons and had explained the
United Kingdom proposals concerning weighted voting in the Fund, Rasminsky
offered some informal comments. He acknowledged that the United Kingdom's
revised proposals marked some progress in accommodating divergent viewpoints.
Following Rowan's example, but making it explicit, he set aside for the time being
the question of prior approval of import restrictions; and after outlining the division
,of responsibility contemplated in the United Kingdom paper in order to make sure
that there was no misunderstanding, he obtained from Rowan one clarification of
some importance. It was confirmed that if the Fund made a determination that the
totality of the import restrictions imposed by a country in balance of payments dif-
fculties were not justified and if, nevertheless, the country in question still per-
tâisted in the error of its ways, it would then be for the GATT to take formal action.
When` this step had been taken, the offending country would be in default of its
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obligations under GATT rather than in default of its obligations under the Fund
articles of agreement. The reason for this proposed procedure, Rowan confirmed,
was to protect the eligibility of the defaulting country to use the Fund's resources.
4. Then turning to the question of weighted voting in the Fund, Rasminsky said

that he sympathized with much of the reasoning that underlay the United King-
dom's proposals. The less use that was made in the Fund of the system of weighted
voting, the more effective the organization would probably be. -Indeed, it could be
argued that it had been a mistake to adopt the system of weighted voting at Bretton
Woods. But the fact remained that these provisions had been written into the arti-
cles of agreement and had been widely stressed when Congress was asked to ratify
the agreement. While the United States administration might give a general indica-
tion that it would seek to avoid using its weighted voting power to impose its views
on a large and respectable minority, it could not 'give any formal undertaking to
forego the exercise of this prerogative without either seeking congressional
approval of the amendment to the articles of agreement or at least obtaining the
consent of congressional leaders. Either form of approval would be almost impossi-
ble to obtain; and, in any case, the administration could hardly be expected to seek
it at a time when the Fund was being asked to extend a large stand-by credit (the
bulk of which would no doubt be drawn in United States dollars) to support the
convertibility of sterling.

5. Representatives of the under-developed countries showed considerable ner-
vousness about vesting larger powers in the Fund than it enjoys at present. Prasad
of India seemed to think that some quid pro quo should be received for what he
regarded as the concession to - United States opinion involved, in widening the
Fund's authority over import restrictions. In addition to the weighted voting in the
Fund, there was also, he said the difficulty created by its "weighted staff'. Judg-
ments by the Fund, in his opinion, had been sometimes too lenient and sometimes
too severe. He also was, apprehensive over the possibility that, under the United
Kingdom's proposals, the Fund would be given larger authority to supervise quan-
titative restrictions imposed to conserve exchange resources needed for economic
development. This worry was also shared by the representative of Southern Rhode-
sia. Rowan and Rasminsky seemed to be successful in lulling these latter fears and
in convincing representatives of the under-developed countries that supervision of
the quantitative restrictions to be permitted to under-developed countries would
remain the responsibility of GATT, where each of the contracting parties had an
equal voice. Rowan noted, however, that the United Kingdom proposals probably

needed to be clarifed a little in order to put this point beyond doubt.
6 In advance of the meeting we had learned that the Australians had submitted a

very stiff memorandum commenting on the United Kingdom's papers. This report
was borne out by what Dr. Roland Wilson, the Australian Secretary of Finance, had

. to say yesterday morning. Without descending to details he said that the direction
taken in the papers was very distasteful.to Australia. The balance of payments was

the most significant economic fact in Australia and Australian ministers were
determined #16,,t ultimate control over Australia's external balance should remain in
.their own hands. For this reason they were reluctant to give any international body
firm authority over import restrictions. There had been a revival of uneasmess
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within the Australian Government about the present provisions of the general
agreement; and he was afraid that other contracting parties would find that the Aus-
tralian representatives would take a difficult and critical line in the course of the
GATT review. Even greater apprehensions were felt in Australia about the Fund,
which was dominated excessively by United States influence. Australia would
therefore consider it a retrograde step to entrust the Fund with increased authority
over import restrictions, since this might be expected to leave Australian ministers
with less latitude to impose quotas than they had at present. One of the troubles was
that, although special provision was contemplated for under-developed countries
and although the rules and procedures that had been proposed might be satisfactory
to highly developed countries, too little attention had been devoted to the problems
of a country like Australia, which could be called neither developed nor under-
developed. The existing charters (i.e. the Fund articles of agreement and the GATT)
were by no means entirely satisfactory from Australia's point of view. But he
thought they might continue to be regarded as reasonably tolerable by Australian
opinion. It would therefore be preferable to operate within them rather than to
attempt any radical revision of their rules or of the relationship between them, since
such an attempt would inevitably revive in an acute form all the old doubts and
fears that were latent in Australia.

7. Discussion of the paper of Article VIII and Article XIV was sharply curtailed
by the shortness of the time available. Wilson said that he thought the Australian
Government would have a slightly more open mind on this question than on the
proposal to increase the authority of the Fund; and he conceded that it would be
difficult for other sterling area countries to oppose a move from Article XIV to
Article VIII if the United Kingdom decided to take it. It was obvious however, that
the whole question needed more extended discussion. Kamat of India noted that, if
the transitional period were to be brought to an end, the question of timing would
be very important. Agreeing, Rasminsky said that the decision on the timing of a
move from Article XIV to Article VIII was one which the United Kingdom herself
would have to take and that some of the considerations which the United Kingdom
would no doubt have in mind were

(a) that the Fund might expect currencies which had been strengthened by the
extension of stand-by credits and which had in fact become çonvertible to come
under Article VIII; and
,, (b) that international confidence in sterling might be weakened if, after current
non-resident sterling had been made convertible, the United Kingdom still insisted
on retaining the protection afforded by Article XIV.
He also made a blanket reservation regarding the proposal that, even after the tran-
sitional period had come to an end, the United Kingdom should be permitted to
discriminate in favour of the sterling area in any exchange restrictions that it might
have to impose. The proposal to eliminate the necessity of prior approval under
Article VIII would also, of course, require further examination.

8. The attacks made by the Australian and Indian representatives on the Fund
seemed so extreme and untimely that Rasminsky at length felt obliged to speak up
in its defence. No doubt the operations of the Fund, he said, had been less satisfac-
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tory and successful than had been hoped. But one important reason for the Fund's
shortcomings had been that it had been designed for a world into which many of its
members - in some cases for reasons beyond their control had been unable to
enter. That situation had set up inevitable stresses within the organization. But it
might be hopèd that, once major currencies became convertible, the Fund could
pursue its objectives with a greater chance of success. In any case, an obligation
had rested on members of the Fund's staff to see that the principles embodied in the
articles 'of agreement were not slighted.' After the meeting Rowan commented to us
privately that he had been disturbed by the attacks made on the Fund's operations
and was grateful that a few sentences had been said in its defence.
9. It was agreed that a further meeting should be held if possible within the next

few days. Subsequently, a meeting was arranged for this afternoon; but it has had
to be cancelled and it is not yet known when it will be possible to continué yester-
day morning's discussions.

228. PCO

Note du ministre du Commerce et du ministre des Finances
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Trade and Commerce and Minister of Finance
to Cabinet

CABüNu pocUi`ÆNT No. 211-54 [Ottawa], September 24, 1954

THE NINTH SESSION OF THE CONTRACTIhG PARTIES TO GATT;

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANADIAN DELEGA'i1ON67

1. General Approach
The Contracting Parties to the General Agrecmcnt 'on Tariffs and ,Trade will

review the Agreement at their Ninth Session which commences at Geneva on Octo-
ber 28. A preparatory meeting of delegates from Commonwealth countries is due to
start in London on October 5.

During the seven years of its existence, tariffs have been reduced under this
Agreement, world trade has been facilitated by it in many ways, and governments
have been influenced to pursue more liberal commercial policies than would other-
wise have been the case. The Canadian delegation should p<^rticipate in the review
of GATT and should attempt to strengthen the agrecmcnt, limit deviation from its
basic principles and thereby support the promotion of trade.

, . a
2: The Organizational Provisions

°63 Le présent document et le document suivant ont été approuvés par le Cabinet le 30 septembre 1954.
La délégation était dirigée par CI). llowe, en sa qualité de ministre responsable et par [)ana Wil-
gress, en qualité de président. Les autres principaux membres étaient A.F.W. Plumptre, L.E. Couil-
lard. B.G. Barrow, A. Annis et M. Scfiwanmann.
Ibis and the following document were approved by Cabinet on September 30, 1954. The delegation
was led by C.D. Ilowe as the "minister in charge" and I)ana Wilgreu as chairman. It also included

, A.F.W. Plumptre. 4E. Couillard, B.(3. Barrow, A. Annis and M. Schwarzmann.
i . : . , .
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The United States Government has already outlined its provisional ideas as to
the largely formal changes it may wish to seek in the organizational provisions of
the GATT. These suggestions are designed to enable them to get Congressional
approval for their participation in the GATT. While Canadian support of these pro-
posals can only be tentative at this stage, it would seem to be in our general interest
that,the Canadian Delegation should sympathetically and constructively examine
United States proposals on this subject, provided these do not involve material
weakening of the Agreement nor a dilution of its essential objectives.

3. Provisions Applicable to Countries in Balance of Payments Di,fj`'iculties
The GATT contains a general prohibition of quantitative restrictions but goes on

to recognize the right of countries in balance of payments difficulties to impose
such restrictions and to recognize certain circumstances in which the restrictions
may be discriminatory in form. The United Kingdom now proposes a general tight-
ening and redefinition of these balance of payments escape clauses to take effect
after an agreed interval, perhaps a year, following a major move towards converti-
bility. If the major currencies are made convertible in the near future, it would not
be unreasonable to provide for a transitional period of a year for countries to bring
their policies into accordance with the new trade rules. It is to our advantage to
seek to confine the use of quantitative restrictions which have limited our trade and
the benefits of past tariff concessions in many countries overseas. It will undoubt-
edly be necessaryto continue to recognize that countries in balance of payments
difficulties may have recourse to quantitative restrictions, but the Delegation should
insist that they be non-discriminatory in character, and should seek more satisfac-
tory agreements with regard to the circumstances in which they may be imposed,
the length of time for which they may irmain in existence and the role of the Con-
tracting Parties and the International Monetary Fund in effectively supervising
them.

4. Discriminatory Restrictions Against a Persistent Creditor
The United Kingdom apparently will propose that discriminatory import restric-

tions may be applied only in one instance of importance, namely where a country's
currency is recognized by the International Monetary Fund as being scarce because
of the country's persistent creditor position. When the major move to convertibility
that is now contemplated has been made, there will no longer be any economic
justification for discrimination. However, the GATT and Fund Agreements now
contain a scarce currency provisiodand there is little likelihood of its deletion.
While, therefore, the Canadian Delegation could raise questions as to the desirabil-
ity of a persistent creditor clause, its main efforts should be to seek reasonable
safeguards to limit the use and application of any such clause. In particular, it
should make sure that any right to discriminate should be restricted to the trade of a
country which is a persistent creditor and whose currency has been declared scarce.

5: Transitional Period
'^^% ^- It will be proposed that a transitional period be provided following the converti-
bilitÿ operation to permit countries to adjust their existing import restrictions to the
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new rule's. The Canadian Delegâtion should attempt to make this transitionnl period
as short as practicable.

_ . . . • . . .
6. Use of Quantitative Import Restrictions for Protective Purposes

Since many of the quantitative restrictions which have been imposed for finan-
cial reasons have also come to serve a protectionist purpose in the countries con-
cerned, some countries may wish to retain certain of their quantitative restrictions
even though there is no longer a balance of payments justification for them. It may
be proposed that a further period of time be permitted, extending the transitional
period, in cases in which there is a protectionist core of quantitative restrictions in
existence. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade does not permit the imposi-
tion of quantitative restrictions for protectionist purposes, and the Canadian Dele-
gation should not accept any proposals that countries with quantitative restrictions
now in existence would have the right to continue them explicitly for such pur-
poses. If it is unavoidable that some recognition be given to this problem, then the
Canadian Delegation might explore the possibility of a compromise which would
avoid unilateral rights, which would limit such measures to a short period and min-
imize their discriminatory character, which would provide cover only for a small
number of specified industries, accompanied by an agreed program for dismantling
these restrictions under close scrutiny by the Contracting Parties.'

7. Import Restrictions in Agriculture and Fisheries
Recognizing the special character of the problems in these fields, the GATT now

contains carefully limited provisions for the imposition of import restrictions on
agricultural and fisheries products. In any discussion of this problem, the initial
position of the Canadian Delegation should be to avoid widening the scope which
is now given for import restrictions in these fields. It is likely, however, that the
United States will have proposals to make in this field which have not yet been put
forward. The Canadian Delegation should critically examine any alternatives to the
existing provisions of GATT, should attempt to ensure through 'whatever general
rules are agreed upon that Canadian products will have access to the United States
and other markets on a fair and equitable basis, and should seek instruction before
agreeing to any proposals in this field.
^ÿ4a ,. .. . - .

8. Export Subsidies^ .. _ . , .
The GATT does not at present contain any effective restrictions on the rights of

countries . to make use of export subsidies. : Recognizing that ; it would be in our
interest to control more effectively the use of export subsidies, the Canadian Dele-
gation should attempt to ensure that export subsidies should not be such as to harm
the, normal trade of other Contracting Parties.

9: Customs Valuation '
The Canadian Delegation should seek to avoid any weakening of the present

provisions relating to customs valuation. To clarify a point which has proved troub-
lesome, _ the Canadian Delegation should also seek the concurrence of the Con-
tracting Parties that, in valuing goods, it is not necessary to exempt taxes which are
not levied directly on goods.
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10. Special Treatment for Under-Developed Countries
The GATT now makes provision for under-developed countries to resort to spe-

cial protective measures to assist in their programmes of economic development.
The problem of under-developed countries will again be raised at the GATT
review, and proposals will be made to give these countries greater freedom of
action on trade policy than they now have. While the Delegation should keep in
mind the desire of the Government to safeguard the basic principles of the GATT,
they should also give sympathetic consideration to the special position of under-
developed countries. Moreover, they should recognize that it may be possible to
obtain tighter trade rules for the major trading countries if reasonable proposals are
accepted, giving somewhat greater freedom to under-developed countries.

C.D. HowE .
I concur.

W.E. HARRIS

229. PCO

Note du ministre des Finances et du ministre du Commerce
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Finance and Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 212-54 [Ottawa], September 24, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

TARIFF POUCY - BINDING OF TARIFF RATES BEYOND JUNE, 1955

1. At the Ninth Session of the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which begins in Geneva on October 28, one of the first
items of business will be the "Status of the Tariff Schedules". The question will be:
What action should be taken regarding all the many tariff rates which, as a result of
negotiations at Geneva (1947), Annecy (1949) and Torquay (1950), and the tempo-
rary prolongation of last year, are "bound" until - but only until - June 30, 1955?
.2. If these rates became "unbound", they would not automatically go back'to
where they were before the negotiations; on the contrary, they would remain at
their present reduced levels. But after June 30, 1955, countries would have certain
rights, under the GATT, to raise tariffs - unilateral rights which they have agreed
to forego until that time. The procedure that is laid down'in the Agreement for
exercising these rights is described below:
-3. The bound tariff schedules, together with the "fair trading" provisions of the
Agreement itself which protect them from impairment and from circumvention,
embody the commercial policy of the Canadian Government: the policy of reduc-
ing barriers and broadening trade on a multilateral and non-discriminatory basis. In
addition to the general economic reasons which have in past years led Canada to
àdvocate and to practise this policy, there are special reasons at present:
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The United Kingdom, in leading the "collective approach to frèer trade and pay-
ments", has removed a large number of quantitative restrictions, including many
such restrictions that discriminate against dollar imports, and is urging complete
abolition 'of all such restrictions subject only to rigorous "escape clauses";
Most of the leading Continental countries show signs of following the lead of
the United Kingdom;
The United States, which since the war made great strides toward liberalized
trade policies, has faltered slightly under the present Administration, and the
forces for and against further progress are somewhat precariously balanced.

Under such circumstances as these it would seem particularly desirable for Canada
to continue its established policies. Accordingly,'our Delegation to Geneva should
seek a re-binding of tariff schedules on the broadest base acceptable to the Con-
tracting Parties, and, if possible (as in former occasions), for a three-year period.
4. It is clear, particularly from preliminary GATT discussions last month, that

there is no likelihood that the Contracting Parties, or even a majority of them,
would agree to complete unqualified re-binding of all the present schedules. Many
countries have serious difficulties with particular tariff rates, and some countries,
by now accustomed to the protection of quantitative restrictions, may find it quite
impossible to remove these restrictions without some upward adjustment of tariffs.
Hence, the question is not whether there is to be some relief from the full rigor of
tariff re-bindings, but what form such relief will take and how far it will go.
5. Most delegations at the discussions last month seemed to envisage a fairly gen-

eral resort to their unilateral rights to raise tariffs. Under the agreed procedure, as
embodied in the GATT, countries will be free to withdraw tariff concessions after
June, 1955; they may offer what they consider satisfactory concessions in return,
and the countries directly affected may. if not satisfied, withdraw other concessions
in their turn. It may readily be seen that, if a round of tariff "renegotiations" were
held under this procedure, much of thé fabric of tariff concessions, laboriously bûilt
up at Geneva, Annecy and Torquay, might be quickly torn down:

6. Such negotiations would be entirely different from previous GATT negotiations
(Geneva, Annecy and Torquay). ` On those occasions, led by the United States
which offered the biggest market, there was a general reduction of tariffs which far
mpre than counterbalanced the few and minor tariff increases that occurred. How-
ever, the U.S. is now unable to offer any substantial leadership and will be unable
to do so until the Congress gives' new powers to the Administration. This year's
one-year extension of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act does indeed provide
suffcient powers for 'a round of negotiations ^with Japan, but the present intentions
of the Administration seem to be to use those powers very sparingly. When the
intentions of the United States, the United Kingdom , and others regarding tariff
negotiations with Japan have become `clearer, a memorandum ` regarding those
negotiations will be submitted to Cabinet. Thus,'any general round of negotiations
that took place during the coming winter or spring would inevitably lead to higher,
and not lower, trade barrmers.

7. Accordingly; it "would seem 'desirâble for the Canadian Delegation to seek to
minimize the dangersin the present situâtion. One method of pursuing this objec-
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tive might be as follows: As many countries as possible, and particularly the United
States, the United Kingdom and others with major trading interests, should be per-
suaded not to exercise their rights to increase tariffs after June 30, 1955; instead,
and in so far as relief from present bindings was absolutely necessary, such relief
might be sought piecemeal, from time to time as required. For this purpose it would
probably be sufficient to embody permanently in the GATT something along the
lines of a special escape arrangement agreed upon a year ago when the tariff bind-
ings were last extended. Under this arrangement, the country in need of relief has to
establish, with the other members of GATT, a general case for special consideration
before the process of renegotiation can begin; it thus carries no unilateral rights.
This escape (together with the existing escape clause allowing relief for an industry
suffering "serious injury") would prrovide a continuing element of flexibility to
deal, if necessary, with exceptional cases after tariffs had been rebound for a further
period beyond June, 1955.

8. In conclusion, it is recommended that the Canadian Delegation should:
(a) seek to achieve a general re-binding of tariff schedules for a further three years

on the broadest base acceptable to the Contracting Parties;
(b) seek to avoid any general tearing down of the existing structure of tariff con-

cessions, such as might be involved in a general round of tariff negotiations; and,
(c) seek further instructions before accepting any positions materially at variance

with (a) or (b).
W.E. HARRIS

I concur.

C.D. HOwB

DESpArctt 1697

DEA/9100-AO-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington; September 27, 1954

SECRËT$ . .

Reference: Our telegram No. WA-1671 of the 23rd of September, 1954.
i

MEETING OP OOMMONWEAL'iN OR7CIALS, WASHINGTON, 1954

,it m The discussion of the United Kingdom papers continued its rather sluggish and
theoretical course at a second meeting on Friday afternoon. India, Pakistan, and
Çéylon were unrcpresented; and the New Zealand and South African representa-
tives, for the most part, were without instructions. As a result, the meeting was
prof table only for the additional light it threw on Australian attitudes, for some
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clarification of the United Kingdom's intentions, and for the opportunity' it pro-
vided of making some Canadian comments.

2. The meeting was opened by Sir Leslie Rowan asking representatives of sterling
area countriés to express any opinions they might have formed on the United King-
'dom proposal that it should inove from Article XIV to Article VIII of the Fund
Articles of Agreement. Rowan directed attention particularly to the two questions
raised in the covering memoranda:

(a) Would other sterling area countries see difficulty in acceptance by the United
Kingdom of the obligations of Article `VIII after non-resident current sterling had
been made convertible?

(b) Would other sterling area countries be themselves disposed to assume the obli-
gations of Article VIII?

3. The representative of South Africa said that his country was in favour of assum-
ing the obligations of Article VIII and would be prepared to move from Article
XIV as soon as non-resident current sterling was made convertible. Dr. Roland
Wilson, the Australian Secretary of Finance, then made some remarks which
showed how much backsliding there has been in Canberra. Addressing himself to
the first of the two questions put by Rowan, he expressed concern over the position
of some Australian industries in the event that the United Kingdom assumed the
obligations of Article VIII. After such a move the United Kingdom would not be
able, under the GATT rules, to take advantage of Article XIV of the Fund Agree-
ment to discriminate in favour of imports from Australia. This would certainly
cause injury to Australia's trade with the United Kingdom in some comparatively
minor, but politically critical, commodities. Production of dried and processed
fruits, for example, in Australia had been encouraged by the discriminatory quanti-
tative restrictions that had been operated by the United Kingdom. There was no
"doubt that much of this production was not competitive. In time its competitive
position would improve. But if the United Kingdom were obliged to discontinue its
discriminatory import restrictions in such fields, he was afraid that the damage that
would be caused in Australia would be considerable and that the consequent politi-
cal clamour would be very hard to manage. The problem would be aggravated
because of Australian worries *about subsidized exports of United States agricul-
tural commodities.
4. Perhaps by connivance with Rowan, the representative of Southern Rhodesia at

that point remarked that his country would almost certainly face similar problems
over its exports of tobacco to the United Kingdom; but, for his part, he thought that
these problems would have to be faced as ' an inevitable consequence of the logic
inherent in the Collective Approach. Rowan then added his support to that view
and recalled that these issues had been' thrashed out as long ago as the fall of 1952.
On the second question raised by Rowan,Wilson said that if the United Kingdom

°^ moved from Article XIV to Article VIII, Australia would certainly be under some
pressure to follow suit. Whether that would be desirable, it would hardly be for him
. to say since the consequences of Australia making its exchange restrictions non-
`discriminatory would not fall on Australia's'own resources but would rather have
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the effect of putting some additional stress on the central dollar reserves of the
sterling area.
5. The discussion then turned t6 an examination of the United Kingdom proposal

that, if at some stage after sterling had been made convertible and had come under
the provisions of Article VIII it became necessary to reimpose exchange restric-
tions, the United Kingdom should be permitted to discriminate'in favour of sterling
area countries. Mr. Rasminsky said that it seemed difficult to the Canadian authori-
ties to see how such a new and far-reaching amendment of Article VIII could be
urged on the United States and on the Fund generally at a time when the United
Kingdom was hoping to secure a large stand-by credit that would be principally, of
course, in United States dollars. Such a proposal would have to be based on one or
other of two possible assumptions:
(a) It might be argued that the sterling area should be considered as a unitary

monetary area. But such a thesis would have corollaries that would hardly be
acceptable to all sterling area countries. In that case the sterling area should have a
common quota in the Fund and should speak with one voice

(b) Alternatively, it might be argued that in all circumstances the payments
problems of the United Kingdom and the sterling area would best be met if there
were no exchange restrictions within the area. At the very least, that proposition did
not strike the Canadian authorities as being self-evident.
There then followed some inconclusive sparring about the technical feasibility of
operating exchange controls within the sterling area. Fighting down their sense of
outrage as best they could, the United Kingdom officials argued that what was in
question was a temporary balance of payments problem and that an emergency of
short duration should not be allowed to disrupt the complicated banking and trad-
ing links that bind the sterling area together. They also explained that, if they were
faced with such a situation, they would certainly not be prepared to impose
exchange restrictions on transfers to other sterling area countries and, that being so,
it hardly seemed honest not to seek an,amendment of Article VIII. Shortly, how-
ever, Rowan recovered his equanimity and said that he could see the strength of the
point that the game might not be worth the candle. It might be enough if in the
course of discussions with United States authorities and with the Fund, the United
Kingdom were to make its position clear rather than try to negotiate an amendment
of Article VIII. Before discussion of this issue was concluded, Rasminsky had also
introduced the idea that the same logic that could be used to justify exchange dis-
crimination in favour of sterling area countries could be used to justify trade dis-
crimination. This risk would not be absent from the minds of those who might be
asked to agree to an amendment to Article VIII.
6. In general, Rasminsky suggested that just as the United Kingdom would expect

the Fund to place some reliance on the good faith of the United Kingdom and not
demand too precise guarantees about the dismantling of restrictions and the aboli-
tion of discrimination, so the United Kingdom should be prepared to have some
confidence in the good faith of the Fund. It might well be that, if in a particular
situation the United Kingdom had to reimpose exchange restrictions, it would not
be sensible to erect them against sterling area countries. But the United Kingdom,
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he thought, would. be well advised to trust the good sense of the Fund in such a
contingency. In the same vein, he expressed some doubt about the wisdom of seek-
ing an amendment to Article VIII to remove the necessity of prior approval for the
imposition of exchange restrictions. His views, he said, were more open on this
score. But hé suggested that here again the better course might be to trust that the
Fund would show good sense and despatch in dealing with any application made to
it by the. United Kingdom in an emergency: ,

7., Discussion of the, United Kingdom paper on international organizations pro-
duced one useful clarification from Rowan. He said that, in his own mind at least,
the function of the proposed Council of Governors would be to give advice to gov-
ernments. Initially, at least, it should not be asked to take decisions that would be
binding on the Fund. He hoped that it would gradually come to inspire such confi-
dence that the Fund would invite it to assume greater authority. But it might well
begin, he thought, as a body charged only with offering advice. Its recommenda-
tions might not always be precisely formulated They might sometimes even be
comparatively fragmentary. But it seemed to him that such a body would fill a
useful purpose even if it only served to remove some areas . of ,disagreement
between the views of the financial and commercial advisers of the various govern-
ments that would be represented on it. Rasminsky commented that, with this clarifi-
cation, he thought the proposal would be much more likely to command the support
of the United States and Canadian authorities.

D .V. LEPAN
for Ambassador

231. DEA/9100-A040

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

1

TELEGRAM 1309 London, October 18, 1954

'COMMONWEALTH TALKS ON O.A.T.T.

The following summaryrif endorsed by Plumptre and Isbister may be useful tor
those who cannot read the' full minutes.
2. This very full and useful exchange of information owed a great deal to the

friendly and eapable`chairmanship'of Sir Frank Lee,"as well as to the high calibre

and tâctful Mr. Melville of the Colonial Office, I sândwiched between Mr. Gomes

of many of the principal delegates. Mr. Jha, for example,was a skilful spokesman
for India, Mr. de Waal Meyer of South Africa wâs forthright and concise, and Mr.
Crawford put the Australian case with a kind of stubborn eloquence. The urbane

and Mr. Bustaments and assisted, if that is the word, by a host of Colonial advisers,
spoké effectively ôn` behalf of the diverse interests of the'several colonies.
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General Commercial Policy
3. The opening statements under this head set the tone for much of the subsequent

discussion; it drew the lines between those who wanted stricter trade rules and
those who thought the G.A.T.T. was already too rigid. Sir Frank Lee stressed the
need for tight trade rules for the sake of the collective approach, and Mr. Plumptre
followed with an assessment of the achievements of G.A.T.T. and a warning about
the danger of giving way at this particular time to the protectionist pressures which
were naturally being felt now that post-war shortages had disappeared.
4. Mr. Crawford however replied that the present GATT was incomplete, partial,

and overly rigid. It was "incomplete" because so many of the provisions of the draft
ITO Charter had been left out, and "partial" because too much designed to suit the
interests of advanced industrial nations. Mr. Johnsen of New Zealand followed Mr.
Crawford's line of criticism here, and throughout most of the meetings.
5. If Mr. Crawford thought GATT was a rigid instrument, Mr. de Waal Meyer

criticised if for being too flexible. It had not yet led to sufficient progress towards
free and multilateral trade. He said the South African Government had no sympathy
for industries which looked for protection to cover inefficiency, and South Africa
had never used quantitative restrictions for protective purposes. He added a plea
that countries should liberalize their trade progressively prior to the date of
convertibility.
6. The Asian spokesmen were all on the side of flexibility. Mr. Jayasuriya thought

the United Kingdom attitude towards the review was too much concerned with the
problems of the collective approach; Mr. Sukthanker and Mr. Taffazzal Ali
reminded us how vulnerable was the sub-continent to the caprices of nature.
7.'Mr. Melville endorsed the aims of the collective approach but reminded the

meeting of the problems for colonial products that arose as the United Kingdom
proceeded with trade liberalization.

Japan
8. It was clear that few if any Commonwealth countries other than Canada were

prepared to endorse Japan's admission without qualification. There was full recog-
nition however that the application of Article XXXV was most undesirable in the
general context of Japan's relationship with the rest of the world and with individ-
ua1 Coinmonwealth countries.
`9. The discussion was mainly centred on the United Kingdom proposal whereby
Article XXXV. would be amended so as to provide that the obligations of existing
contracting parties towards a new member acceding to the GATT could be subject
to a bilateral agreement between an existing member and the new member. Sir
Frdnk Lee said the United States officials with whom this had been discussed had
obje`cted that it would weaken GATT if bilateral agreements were allowed to over-
ride: GATT. These officials had suggested that it might be better to amend Article
XXXV so as to allow members to apply its provisions to Japan at any time instead
of "at the time of Japan's accession. Thé United Kingdom delegates, however,
thought the United States proposal unsuitable because the safeguard it would pro-
vide was wider than would be needed and would therefore be very difficult to use.
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10. Australia, South Africa and New Zealand were thinking along the lines of the
United Kingdom scheme, although Mr. Crawford thought there was just a chance
that Australia might find a solution compatible *with the existing GATT as Canada
had done. Thedelegates from India and Pakistan sympathized with the United
Kingdom's difficulties, but left open the question whether they would support the
United Kingdom proposal.

11. Dr. Isbister expressed some misgivings about the desirability of GATT giving
its blessing to bilateral agreements which would over-ride the GATT Articles with-
out the contracting parties having an opportunity of seeing the terms of the bilateral
agreements before concurring in an amendment to Article XXXV. Sir Frank Lee
replied that it could be provided that such bilateral agreements would not affect the
rights of other contracting parties, and added that the bilateral agreements would be
registered with GATT. He said, however, and in this was followed by South Africa
and Australia, that the United Kingdom could not put its bilateral agreements up
for judgment by other contracting parties.

12. One of the main United Kingdom worries about. Japan's admission is of
course the effect of Japanese competition in third markets, especially Australia.
When asked whether there was any thought that a bilateral agreement between the
United Kingdom and Japan would contain any provisions designed to protect
United Kingdom interests in third markets, Sir Frank Lee replied that an agreement
between the United Kingdom and Japan would only relate to United Kingdom and
Colonial markets; the United Kingdom hoped that the third countries by virtue of
bilateral agreements of their own with Japan would effectively safeguard United
Kingdom interests in those countries.

13. There was a little desultory discussion of the formula that had been devised by
a GATT, working party on the admission of Japan, but the United Kingdom and
other countries thought its adoption was out of the question since it would put the
action of an individual country up to the judgment of a majority of the contracting
parties.

Quantitative Restrictions

the ' danger `really. lay in the use of discriminatory restrictions. (Mr. France later

(a) Permanent Tradt Rults : ',
14. opposition to'the United Kingdom proposals was led by India and Australia.

Mr. Jha said they appeared to be designed mainly to prevent other countries from
accumulating convertible sterling by restricting imports from the Sterling Area. He
argued that non-discriminatory quantitative restrictions would not have this result;

pointed out how difficult it was in practice to determine whether or not quantitative
restrictions were being applied in a discriminatory fashion). Mr. Jha looked upon
QRsas only one among several means of controlling imports, and saw no reason
why,they, should be outlawed when tariffs were not. But he was willing to have

-CiA IT "control" a situation in which a` country by 'using' quotas pcrsistently main
tamed an 'external surplus. . : : . ^

15; Mr. Ctâwford thought the United Kingdom proposals suited only the highly

d loped côuntries which wanted to further their exports of manufactures. The
CYC

pustralian economy was highly vulnerable to pricx change in a few main crops. He
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disliked the proposal that ex post facto approval should be required for QRs; no
such approval was required for export subsidies. He also disliked the notion of a
two-year limit on balance of payments QRs and the suggestion that if a balance was
not restored within two years a waiver (requiring a two-thirds majority of con-
tracting parties) would have to be sought. He thought the recent need to intensify
the import restrictions Australia had imposed in 1952 and had gradually relaxed
since then proved that a two-year limit would be unrealistic.

16. Mr. Plumptre reminded the'meeting of the fundamental difference between
QRs and tariffs, and Mr. Cohen pointed out that tariff negotiations had no meaning
unless they were based on the premise that quotas were not permitted. Mr. Cohen
said the United Kingdom regarded ^ QRs as a "pernicious obstacle to international
trade". But for all that, Mr. Crawford yieldéd no ground at all.

17. Mr. Crawford also criticized the role proposed for the IMF in this field,
although Mr. Plumptre pointed out that this was already implicit in Article XV. Mr.
Crawford thought the IMF was unduly dominated by the United States, and could
not be convinced that its proposed task of "judging the facts" would be carried out
without bias.

(b) The Transitional Period
18. Mr. France said that the length of the transitional period would depend on how

much time elapsed before convertibility was achieved. The United Kingdom had
proposed a transitional period of about a year, but it was possible that after this
transitional year the elimination of a hard core of restrictions might require up to
another year. Mr. Isbister suggested that it was important during the current period,
i.e. before convertibility, that the sense of progress should be maintained. The
longer the current period the less necessary it should be to have an extended transi-
tional period. There appeared to him to be no need to provide for a hard core period
unless convertibility was expected to come fairly soon. Sir Frank Lee agreed with
this, and promised that the United Kingdom would continue to relax its restrictions
as far as possible during the current period.

(c) Agriculture
19. In the light of the expressed inability of the Americans to yield any ground on

the'application of QRs to agricultural commodities subject to price support opera-
dons, Mr. Cohen put forward some personal suggestions that might be examined:
retaliatory measures by affected countries; the acceptance and legalization of the
United States position (by amending Article XI); or requiring a country maintain-
ing such restrictions to negotiate for them in the same way as it would renegotiate a
bound tariff. None of these suggestions appeared to the Canadian delegation to be
very helpful. There was already provision in GATT for retaliatory action, and the
other two suggestions would have the effect of legalizing the United States default.
Nor was Mr. Crawford willing to legalize the United States stand. He pointed out
that it was often impossible for an affected country such as Australia to find ade-
quate compensation for the harm suffered: The loss of the United States market was
only part of the problem; the same agricultural policies led to over-production
which in turn led to dumping. Mr. Crawford was unwilling to yield any ground to
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the Americans on this point, and said that if the United States continued to use QRs
to protect its, agriculture , and did not abandon dumping it was unreasonable to
expect Australia to regard GATT as a satisfactory instrument. He was supported
throughout by Mr. Johnsen. Mr. Jha suggested that it was up to the United States to
make some compensatory offer, Commonwealth countries would lose their bar-
gaining position if they took the initiative in looking for methods of improving the
United States position.

20. Sir Frank Lee explained that it was not the United Kingdom intention to go to
Geneva with a readymade proposal to legalize the United States stand or to try to
make it easy for the United States to maintain its present attitude. But he thought
that it was not too early to give preliminary thought to the possible outcome that
might result if the United States could not be induced to change its position.

21. There seemed therefore to be general agreement with the Canadian view that it
was essential to take a strong stand against the Americans on this issue and main-
tain it with some tenacity for as long as possible. No doubt everyone recognized
that in the end the amount of ground the Americans might yield would probably be
small, and that an unsatisfactory compromise was the only eventual outcome that
could be expected.

(d) Under-developed Countries
22. It was clear that the under-developed countries wanted more freedom to use

QRs for development than they now had in Article XVIII. Mr. Jayasuriya proposed
that they should be allowed to impose quotas to protect nascent industries without
prior approval, and that any contracting party materially affected should be free to
open bilateral negotiations and, if necessary, to bring the matter before the con-
tracting parties. Mr. Tafazzal Ali agreed that prior approval should not be required.

23. Mr. Jha said there should be a clear definition of under-developed countries
ând they alone should be given the right to use QRs for protective purposes. Ceylon
and Pakistan took a similar view, but Mr. Johnsen and Mr. Bertram (Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland) did not want to see Article XVIII restricted in this fash-
ion. Mr. de Waal Meyer was opposed to the use of Article XVIII at all, but thought
if it must be used a time limit should put on the action taken under it.

24: Mr. Melville thought the terms of Article XVIII should be broadened to per-
mit,the United Kingdom to take exceptional measures in the United Kingdom mar-
ket to assist Colonial development.

Subsidies
'17` 25. Sir Frank Lee pointed out that the United States had indicated that they would
be prepared to see the provisions of GATT brought into line with Article XXVIII of
the draft Havana Charter (the equitable share concept)., Mr. Crawford, however,
thought this inadequate. He thought that something along the lines of Article XXVI
of the ITO Charter should also be brought in. He had little confidence in the ability
of the United States Administration to carry out a reasonable policy with respect to
agricultural surpluses. He said there'must be igenuiné collective approach which
embraced everyone, and importing countries deriving immediate benefit from
chiap United States supplies must ' play their part.; He proposed that importing
^^^.,;
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countries should be obliged to impose anti-dumping or countervailing duties
equivalent to the amount of the export subsidies concerned.

26. The Australian suggestion got some support from South Africa, and India. Mr.
France explained that it would raise difficult technical problems for the United
Kingdom. Mr. Johnsen said that this was also true of New Zealand, and suggested
that, for that reason QRs might be a better answer to export subsidies. However,
even Mr. Crawford thought this would be going too far. Dr. Isbister suggested that
an attempt might be made to'negotiate a positive prohibition of export subsidies.
He thought the implications of the Australian suggestion would need a good deal of
study.

Discrimination Against a Persistent Creditor
27. The brief discussion of this subject was somewhat inconclusive, but it was

recognized on the United Kingdom side that "organizing" discrimination, if it ever
became, a practical issue, would be far from easy. It was agreed too that this ques-
tion should be thought of in terms of discrimination against a persistent creditor as
a country, not against a currency.

Bilateral Trade
. 28. Mr. Cohen asked for general support for the United Kingdom's objective of
discouraging bilateral trade arrangements which would be likely to frustrate the
approach to freer trade and payments, but he did not think it appropriate to seek any
new provisions in GATT. Dr. Isbister agreed that it would not be possible to write
into GATT provisions which would outlaw the kind of bilateral trading Mr. Cohen
had in mind. He thought that to some extent Article I already covered this point.
The Asian delegates, while supporting the principle that bilateral arrangements
generally should be discouraged, indicated that in a number of cases they them-
selves would not be able to give them up entirely.

International Conu»odiry Arrangements
29. The Australians argued that the vacancy left by the exclusion from GATT of

the essence of Chapter VI of the ITO Charter must be filled at the review session.
This was part of the "package" Australia expected to receive at that time. The
approach now should be a little different however. In particular the prior require-
ment of a "burdensome surplus" before a commodity agreement can be made
should not apply. If no agreement was to be reached on commodity policy provi-
sions Australia would want Articles XX (i)(b) and XXIX(i) eliminated. The Aus-
tralians disagreed with the United Kingdom suggestion that this should be left for a
working party to deal with after the Review Session.
" 30. There was fairly general agreement with the aims of the Australian and United
Kingdom proposals, although a number of differences of view on the
methods to follow remained.

Preferences

31. Sir Frank Lee recalled the Ministerial discussion on this subject at the Com-
monwealth Economic Conference when the notion of a general release from Article
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I was rejected.64Commonwealth Finance Ministers had generally reaffirmed this
attitude in Washington this year, although Sir Arthur Fadden had reserved his
position. }

32. Mr. Crawford said Australia had regarded Article I as part of the package
which would also have contained Article 15 of the ITO Charter. Now the value of
preferences was being destroyed by domestic and export subsidies, and had been
reduced by inflation. Moreover the restrictions of Article I made tariff-making in
Australia unduly complicated. He argued too that the admission of Japan might
make some higher tariffs necessary; Australia would not wish this to require
increases in tariffs against Commonwealth countries. Finally, Mr. Crawford spoke
of the possibility of developing certain Australian industries for regional defence
purposes which might require some action along the lines envisaged in Article' 15
of the ITO Charter. Mr. Crawford got no support at all for a frontal assault on
Article I, but everyone was willing to examine sympathetically any specific propos-
als for waivers to meet special Australian difficulties. Mr. Johnsen however did
give some support to the idea of a provision along the lines of Article 15 of the ITO
Charter.

33. Mr. Jha reminded Mr. Crawford that many countries besides the United States
were opposed to preferences. He had agreed that there was a lack of balance
between say the GATT rules about QRs, and the freedom to use subsidies, but
India's views on QRs were cast in non-discriminatory terms.

34. Mr. Plumptre pointed out that because of restrictions in Commonwealth coun-
tries the ; benefit of existing preferences to Canada was largely nullified. Canada
expected that over the years the GATT would result in a gradual withering away of
preferences and other barriers to trade. He warned that if the proposal to revalorize
specific margins of preference was pressed, the idea of revalorization would proba-
bly spread to specific tariffs in general.

35. After further discussion Mr. Crawford explained thai Australia was not look-
ing for a general enlargement of preferences, but merely wanted to be free to nego-
tiate adjustments where necessary. Australian officials had been looking for some
formula in between outright attack on Article L and continued reliance on the
waiver.

36. Mr. Cohen made a somewhat non-committal speech in which he did not rule
out a case for making preferences, negotiable in. the same way as tariffs, but he
thought such cases should be dçalt with by the contracting parties ad lwc. Nor did
hé rule outrevalorization, although again he thought the ad hoc approach should be
followed.
37. The Colonial views on preferences are dealt with in paragraphs 39-42 below.

Tariffs
38. Mr. Plumptre made three suggestions for discussion:

(a) Universal rebinding of existing schedules, and a renunciation of the right to
withdraw concessions under Article XXVIII;: z,;t ,

- N VoidSee Volume 18. Documents 570-607.
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(b) a special procedure, continuously available, whereby countries would be given
the right to renegotiate on special considerations and in exceptional circumstances;
(c) if this special procedure was granted, countries should try as far as possible to

postpone recourse to it.
With the exception of Mr. Sanders, however, other delegates seemed unduly preoc-
cupied with their several special difficulties and showed a disturbing lack of inter-
est in rebinding.

Special Problems of the Colonies
39. Mr. Melville opened this discussion with a reasonable statement of the diffi-

culties of the Colonies during which he proposed the following formula as a basis
for dealing with these in the GATT Review:

"It is recognized that the maintenance of economic and social stability presents
special problems in the case of small and structurally weak economies, in partic-
ular the economies of territories classified as `dependent overseas territories'.
Metropolitan governments associated with such territories - and the Govern-
ments of such territories themselves - therefore require the right to take such
action from time to time in respect of regulations of tariffs and commerce as
maÿ be necessary for the preservation of economic and social stability, even if
such action deviates from one or more of the Articles of GATT'.

'40.` There followed statements by individual Colonial Advisers explaining their
special difficulties. Most of them spoke in restrained and sensible terms. The last
speaker, Mr. Bustamente, however, after pushing his coatsleeves well above his
elbows plunged into an embarrassing tirade, whose flavour has entirely escaped the
official record of the meeting.
41.` Delegates of other countries showed great sympathy with the difficulties of the

Colonies and a willingness to examine whatever proposals the United Kingdom
wished to put forward to meet them.
42. Mr. Cohen. thought the United Kingdom could hardly hope to negotiate a

formula as broad as Mr. Melville had proposed, but felt it might be possible to get
an amendment of Article XVIII designed to enable a metropolitan country to take
action for the benefit of one of its dependent territories as if it were part of the
metropolitan territory. What could be done under such a provision would vary from
commodity to commodity.

Géneral
The most serious difference of opinion was clearly that between the United

Kingdom and Australian conceptions of the kind of trade rules that should apply
after convertibility has been achieved. The Australians were particularly shocked
when the United Kingdom first proposed the two-year time limit on QRs; and they
have little more affection for the notion that QRs should be subject to the approval,
even ex post facto, of the contracting parties.
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232. DEA/9100-AO-40

L'ambassadeur aui bats- Unis.,; ., . ,
au secrétaire d'État'auz Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States .. ,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TFIEGRAM WA-1824 Washington, October 21, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

REVIEW OF GATT,

Following for Ritchie from Couillard, Begins: Guy Smith and I have had two long
sessions with a group of State Department officials in which we covered, in varying
detail, the main questions which will be discussed at Geneva. Present were Ben
Thibodeaux (who has just been appointed Director of the Office of Economic
Defence and Trade Policy), Leddy, Frank, Corse, Weiss, and a couple of others.

2. I made clear that I was talking with them informally and as a member of the
Canadian Delegation rather than of the Embassy. I stressed that although I would
be able to pass on to them some of the information gathered in London about the
position of individual Commonwealth countries on various. issues, I was not
"reporting" on the recent Commonwealth talks:

3. As you will appreciate I had two main objectives in mind: (1) to obtain such
new information as was available on the American position with respect to the
main issues - this is summarized below; (2) to confirm and impress on these offi-
cials the strength of feeling towards and the resultant damaging effects of the
United States inability to move forward in the agricultural field. I think our report
on other countries' attitude - an attitude, as you will have seen from the London
minutes, which permeates practically all ,the important issues to be discussed at
Geneva - brought home to these officials â fuller realization of the adverse conse-
quences of their position. Thibodeaux said (at our second meeting) that,our report
had already been passed on to Sam Waugh of course, and also to the "top people"
in the Department of Agriculture.
4. The following summarizes the new information on the United States position

which we obtained. On a number of issues (e.g. Article XVIII) they are still search-
ing for a more or less final position.

(a) Two instruments. They will press for this in the hope that the first instrument,
containing the organizational provisions, will be approved by Congress at its next
session. Officials think that in doing so Congress will, in fact, (although indirectly
and rather,vaguely) be' endorsing the Administration's commercial policy as
embodied in the second instrument: Officials have in mind that both instruments
will be drawn up for "acceptance" and definitive application. The functions of the
organization as they will be contained in the first instrument will in no way be
more limited than the present functions of the contracting parties acting jointly;
indeed, they envisage that these functions will be expanded. As regards the perma-
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nent seats which are to be provided in the 15 - or 18 - country body which they
propose, they have in mind that the provisions of the charter should be adopted.

(b) Export subsidy. They will agree to a provision in the Agreement for the appli-
cation of the "fair share" principle, with mention made, if necessary, of the crite-
rion of the "representative period". They point out that this commitment represents
some sacrifice for them (i.e. an act of bravery by the Administration) in that it
probably goes further than existing United States legislation permits and that it will
surely be considered by many in Congress as contrary to existing legislation: in
entering into this commitment under GATT, the Administration would, in fact, be
leaning on the President's policy statement which in the opinion of many sections
in this country was an unnecessary and over-liberal interpretation of existing legis-
lation in favour of foreign countries.65

(c) Agricultural import restrictions. There appears to be some backsliding in that
officials now hope that some provision will be made in GATT which would remove
the stigma of infringement now borne by the United States import restrictions.
Their present plan is to agree that Article XI should stand but to change the date of
1947 which now appears in the Protocol of Provisional Application to 1955 and to
write this date into the Agreement. The United States would then agree that the
Agreement should provide for a review by the contracting parties of the progress
made towards the lifting of restrictions which are contrary to the provisions of Arti-
cle XI. Officials consider this solution necessary. Otherwise, they explain, Con-
gress, in "endorsing" the provisions of the Agreement, would be in fact agreeing to
obligations vis-h-vis which the United States had been labelled an infringer.

(d) Article XXVIII. You will have seen their proposal. It is their view that the
contracting parties acting jointly would have to agree to such renegotiations as may
be sought. Something which is new in their position, I think, is that if the con-
tracting parties (acting jointly) do not agree or if there is no agreement reached by
the individual contracting parties engaged in any given renegotiations, then the
contracting party seeking the withdrawal of its concession will not, repeat not, be
free to do so.
(e) Japan. They do not agree with the United Kingdom proposal and consider that

GATT should have control over the terms and application of the bilateral agree-
ments. They also want to ensure in some way that at least the major trading coun-
tries will share the responsibility of making room for Japan in the GATT.
i° (f) Enabling clause. They see no objection to such a clause which would permit
the contracting parties to consider a widening of the scope of the Agreement pro-
vided no specific mention is made in the- clause of commodity policy and
agreements.
'(g) Bilâteral termination. They have abandoned the idea of proposing that provi-
sions to this effect should be included in the Agreement. Ends.

%^.VoirlSee United States, Del+artment of State. BuUMn. Volume XXX. No. 773. April 19. 1954. pp.
^ , : 602-607.
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Note deA la délégation auprès de l'Accord général ,
sûr les tarifs douaniers et le commerce

^^... , .,. . . . _ . ^ ,
Memorandum by Delegation to General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

ICETP DocuMErrr No. 170 [Ottawa], December 28, 1954

. GATT REVIEW - POS17]ONS AND POLICIES

1. In the current review of the GATT, the basic objectives of the Canadian Delega-
tion have been,

(a) "new rules of trade", under stricter supervision by the Contracting Parties, to
take effect at a future date to be agreed. These new , rules envisage.

(i) lessened use of quantitative restrictions when in balance of payments
difficulties,
(ii) elimination of discriminatory restrictions;

(b) until these "new rules" come into effect," to provide for better enforcement of
the existing rules and continued dismantling of existing restrictions;'

(c) rebinding of tariff schedules, with'minimum escapes, but recognition that
some escapes are necessary.
2. The United States shares the above objectives but is not providing leadership or

offering incentives sufficient for their attainment. The only incentives held out by
the United States to other countries in Geneva are:

(a) the hope of reciprocal tariff negotiations under, the Keane Bill, based on 5
percent reductions per year for three years, and on peril points, .,

(b) a willingness to consult, on the basis of a"fair share" principle, regarding the
impact of their export subsidies on the markets of other GATT members.

On the negative'side, the most important element in the . American position is
their request for a "waiver" from GATT rules to permit them freely to operate
import restrictions under Section 22 of the A.A.A., which latter permits import
quotas of 50 percent of a previous representative period or ad valorem fees of 50
percent. The United States is seeking blanket approval, not only of restrictions
already imposed, but of agricultural import restrictions they may impose in the
future. Not only is the United States thus asking a good deal of other countries in
return , for minor• concessions from themselves, and seeking to be released from
some of their own most important commitments, their negotiating position is fur-
ther weakened by the emphasis they are placing upon a number of points to render
GATT more attractive to Congress. In this latter category, special mention should
be made of the United States refusal to cooperate even in the discussion of pos-
sibilities in the field of international commodity arrangements. Although their posi-
tion in this matter is not inconsistent with the views held by ourselves and the
United Kingdom, for example, it is regarded as a serious deficiency by a majority
of GATT countries, including all of the under-developed countries. As a major con-
tributor of economic aid to the outside world and as the major trading country,
United States support of GATT was of crucial importance from the very beginning.
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While the United States Administration might not regard itself as having joined the
ranks of those who are weakening GATT, their negotiating position at this Session
permits no other conclusion to be reached. i
3. The United Kingdom is a stronger ally at the present session than the United

States. As the principal sponsor of the Collective Approach to convertibility and to
freer trade and payments, it is in a pivotal position in the negotiation of the "new
rules of trade". Consideration of the "new rules of trade" has fallen into the dol-
drums, however. The United Kingdom is encountering resistance from some of its
sterling area partners and from some of its OEEC partners. For the moment, they
have lost the initiative they assumed in connection with the Collective Approach.

4. Another group, comprising the stronger trading countries of Europe, South
Africa, and some Latin American countries, accept in principle the desirability of
stricter long-term rules and a stronger Agreement, but are apprehensive about vari-
ous problems which will arise along the way. Some feel they may need to adjust
tariffs upward to replace the protective effects of restrictions. Others foresee the
need for some import restrictions, especially in the agricultural field, more or less
indefinitely. A weaker group, including most of under-developed countries along
with Australia, New Zealand and some of the European countries, are in pursuit of
objectives rather different from our own. While they are generally sceptical about
the desirability of enforcing any "new rules of trade", they are in some cases in
search of concessions from the high tariff countries and in other cases in search of
solutions based upon commodity agreements.
5. In this situation the position of the United States aggravates:
(a) the position of those delegations that believe the present Agreement to be

already "unbalanced" in favour of the United States and other industrialized and
well-developed countries and against countries dependent on exports of food and
materials, and
(b) the position of those delegations from industrialized countries which accept

the long-term trade rules in principle but which feel some need to retain restrictions
or adjust tariffs to care for "soft spots" in their own economies. In short the United
States attitude undermines the position of almost all other delegations in greater or
less degree, thus endangering the success of the Review Session.

6. One of the considerations of the United States Administration in desiring a
review has been their hope of getting Congress to accept GATT and commit itself
to membership in an organization administering the Agreement. Considerable
stress is being laid on this point by the United States delegation in the Geneva
discussions. It cannot be doubted that GATT would be on a firmer basis if the
United States Congress was in some sense committed to it. It would not seem desir-
able, however, substantially to weaken the fabric of the Agreement itself by waiv-
ers or by amendments, in order to buy such approval. Moreover, it is doubtful
whether the present is the most propitious time to put GATT to Congress, particu-
larly in view of the hope that, at a later date, the United States might not have to
seek such sweeping exemptions from the obligations of the Agreement in the field
of agriculture.
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7. From Canada's point of view, GATT would look very different if the United
States Administration had, in effect, éxplicitly withdrawn from its agricultural obli-
gations. This might not jeopardize the continued existence of the GATT nor would
it necessarily prevent Canada's _ continuing participation in it.' Our government,
however, could. not very well support a blanket waiver for the United States to
impose agricultural import restrictions in the future. It would be an important pol-
icy decision'for the Government as to whether it could accept such a waiver if the
United States were to obtain the requisite support of two-thirds of the Contracting
Parties in the face of our opposition. Further it would seem questionable whether
the Government would wish to enter into any new tariff negotiations under GATT
auspices as long as the results of past negotiations were overshadowed by such a
withdrawal on the part of the'U.S.
8. It would seem desirable that representations should be made to the United

States Administration, at the earliest possible date and at the highest possible level.
Such representations might cover the following points:.

(a) An Appraisal, from the Canadian point of view, as to where the GA 7T Review
stands. (It should be noted that only one U.S.'official, and that a fairly junior one,
returned to Washington from Geneva for the Christmas recess; and it is questiona-
ble whether senior U.S. officials, let alone Ministers; are fully aware of the
position.)

(b) Exploration of possible changes in the United States position point in the hope
of bringing the present Review to a reasonably successful conclusion within the
next two months.

(c) Warning that Canada cannot accept the sweeping United States waiver now
proposed and will have to oppose it, or anything like it, with the utmost vigour in
the Conference.

(d) Indication that Canada would accept specific waivers covering existing United
States agricultural restrictions for limited periods, as an evidence both of Canada's
recognition of the special position and problems of the United States and of Can-
ada's desire to bring the Review to a successful conclusion.
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234.

SECItI:'I' [Ottawa], January 7, 1955

Present:

Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre. Department of Finance,
Mr. S.S. Reisman. Department of Finance.
Mr. J.F. Parkinson, Department of Finance.
Mr. A.B. I tockin. Department of Finance,
Mr. A.W. Brown, Department of National Revenue,
Mr. Ii.R. Kemp, Department of Trade and Commerce.
Mr. C.M. Isbister. Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. B.G. Barrow, Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. All. Ritchie, Department of Eaxternal Affairs,
Mr. L. Couillard, Department of External Affairs.

Also Present:
Mr. L. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada.

W. R.B. Bryce. Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman)
Mr. J.E. Coyne. Governor of the Bank of Canada.
Mr. K.W. Taylor, Deputy Minister of Finance,
Mr. D. Sim. Deputy Minister of National Revenue.
Mr. F.W. Bull. Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. M.W. Sharp. Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. II.B. McKinnon. Chairman of the Tariff Board.
Mr. R.M. Macdonnell. Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.
Mr. L.W. Pearaall. Department of Agriculture.
Mr. W.R. Martin, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet (Secretary)
W. D.B. Dewar, Privy Council Office (Assistant Secretary)

- Mr. T.D. MacDonald. Department of Justice.

GATT REVIEW SESSION

l. The Clurirman said that the Committee might first wish to be briefed on what
had occurred at the GATT Review Session, and then perhaps discuss what action
,ought to be taken by Canada in the light of the impasse into which the Conference
appeared to have fallen.

2.'Mr. Plumptre said the real initiative for the Review Session had come from a
number of small countries who thought the GATI' was `wnbalanced". These coun-
tries; who are generally more interested in commodity arrangements and other fea-
tunes discussed at Havana for the proposed ITO than in trade and tariffs, were eager
to'change the Agrecment, which they had regarded as primarily a stop-gap arrange-
ment. The United States was not providing the leadership expected of them in the
GATT. Although they could have offered some concessions in the arrangement of
"an umbrella organitation outside of, but related to GATT, for the working out of
Cmmodity agreements, they had taken a stand of unalterable opposition in this
rcgaid. On the other hand, certain countries like Australia were committed politi-
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cally `at home' t6 obtain such changes in the GATT. The result was complete
frustration.

The United States and the United Kingdom, who were both interested in the
tightening Of long-term trade rules, had not consulted with each other sufficiently
before the Conference on the matter of tactics, and as a result had had disagree-
ments over methods. The United Kingdom wanted to make the minimum changes
in the Agreement.necessary for tighter rules; the United States wanted a completely
rewritten Agreement, partly because they desired to show a wholly new GATT to
Congress. The two delegations at Geneva had at last put forth jointly a document
which proposed that a country, upon getting into balance-of-payments difficulties,
would be granted two years to extricate itself, within which time the country could
impose restrictions subject to automatic consultation with affected Contracting Par-
ties. Canada had tentatively supported this draft, but almost all other Contracting
Parties were opposed to the two-year limit. There were indications that even the
United States regarded the time limit as too stringent, and thought of it as a bar-
gaining position.

Germany and South Africa had once supported tight long-term trade rules, but
had now withdrawn that support. Germany had an agricultural interest in quantita-
tive restrictions, and South Africa was demanding firm provisions against export
subsidies before she would support tighter rules on other matters.

The United States was asking GA IT to award her a waiver of her obligations
not to impose quantitative restrictions on agricultural imports, and at the same time
was holding out for a strengthened GATT in other respects. As a result, it was
difficult to see how the Review Session could reach a reasonably successful conclu-
sion in the next few months.

(An explanatory memorandum, "GATT Review, Positions and Policies", had
been circulated - ICETP Document No. 170.)

2. The Governor of the Bank of Canada suggested that the United States might
bargain for the waiver by relaxing its stand against commodity agreements. Mr.
Rasminsky pointed out that the American opposition to commodity, agreements in
GATT was consistent with their stand in ECOSOC. Mr. Plumptre thought the
United States opposition was not primarily a bargaining position, but could be used
as one. He also observed that Canada's position on commodity agreements in gen-
eral coincided with that'of the United States.

3. Mr. Plumptre, said the Americans, although inflexible at Geneva, were very
eager to see the Review Session proceed. They, were interested in "keeping up thc

momentum" ofGATT and, more particularly, in obtaining the waiver and the sepa-
rate,organizational agreement so that the latter could be sent to Congress for
approval at the next Session. They regarded the submission of the proposed organi-
zational agreement to Congress as essential, and they considered that Congress
would pass it only if GATT granted the United States a general waiver condoning
past actions and explicitly allowing any future actions in the field of quantitative
restrictions of agricultural imports. The :United States was not likely to accept any
time limit for the waiver, but the Contracting Parties could,vote to withdraw it at
any time in the future.
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Mr.' Coyne suggested that Canada should approach the United States and the
United Kingdom in an attempt to have the Review Session postponed for about six
months until the U.S. business recovery had progressed further, the agricultural sit-
uation had improved and there was a more settled appreciation of the effects of the
new flexible price support programme. Under more favourable circumstances the
.United States might be willing to modify its demands.

5. Mr. Ritchie thought that the United States, and to a lesser degree, the United
Kingdom, were satisfied with the way the Review was now going, and would not
listen to a request that it be postponed.

6. Mr. Couillard pointed out that the smaller Contracting Parties would refuse to
leave Geneva until more favourable provisions for the under-developed countries
had been written into the Agreement. In addition, the United States wanted to sub-
mit the GATT to Congress in February, and would want the waiver granted and the
organizational provisions drawn up by that time.
7. Mr. Plumptre and Mr. Barrow said they thought the United States would suc-

ceed in obtaining a waiver to cover both past and future actions. They could offer a
weaker Article XVIII to win the support of the under-developed countries and
could gain further support by offering to accept tighter controls on export subsidies.
The French, Germans and Belgians were interested in seeing the principle of a
waiver get into GATT, and would presumably support the United States. A flood of
requests for waivers might come to GATT after convertibility was achieved and
such countries as Germany could no longer impose restrictions for the special bal-
ance-of-payments reasons. Almost all the Contracting Parties were eager to see the
Review achieve' a successful completion, and were, moreover, willing to assume
that it was essential that the GATT win Congressional approval. There was, there-
fore, a general willingness to give the United States what it wanted and thus to
obtain from it the concessions necessary to make the Conference a success.

8. Mr. Reisman thought it was not necessary to assume that the waiver would be
granted. Canadian-U.S. trade was the largest single operation carried on under
GATT, and the United States might not wish to press for a waiver against vigorous
Canadian protests. Canada might also win the Commonwealth countries and others
like Denmark and the Netherlands to support her in opposing the waiver.
= 9. Mr. Couillard pointed out that complaints could still be made to GATT about
the actions of a Contracting Party, even if these actions were condoned by a waiver,
and retaliatory action could be taken by a country adversely affected, under Article
X3ûIl. Members of the GATT Secretariat and Mr. Wilgress had said that Canada's
best plan might be to complain to GATT while the waiver was being discussed, and
seek compensation from the United States when the waiver was granted.

10. The Chairman said it would be difficult to claim compensation as soon as the
waiver was granted, because the extent of damage to Canada from U.S. actions
under the waiver could not yet be known. Canada could, however, use Article
XXIII at any time to take retaliatory action.
"'I 1.'Mr. McKinnon asked whether the tariff schedules would be left unchanged if
Canada were successful in obtaining a postponement of the Review. Mr. Plumptre
said that a postponement had not been discussed at Geneva, and he was, therefore,
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unable to answer the question. There was, however, a strong feeling at the Confer-
ence in favour of rebinding the schedules for three years. Mr. Reisman noted that if
a series of waivers were granted, tariff revisions might be meaningless.

12. The Chairman wondered if it would be advantageous to try to have the discus-
sions on the trade rules postponed until after the GATT had gone to Congress. Bet-
ter trade rules might emerge if they were not negotiated while the United States
was bargaining for support for the waiver and the organizational provisions.

13. ,Mr. Plumptre and Mr. Isbister said that the postponement of negotiations
would entail an unfortunate postponement of the movement toward convertibility.
The United Kingdom needed new trade rules to point to as essential preconditions
of convertibility. It was not the place of Canada to urge postponement and thus to
slow down the United Kingdom in its movement toward its goal. The United King-
dom'had now a draft before the Review Session and presumably thought its provi-
sions were good enough, if accepted, to make convertibility possible. Should the
United Kingdom feel that negotiations at this time were going to result in weak
trade rules, it was up to the United Kingdom to initiate a proposal of postponement.

14. Mr. Isbister said he considered that the best course for Canada was to say that
although we would consider waivers for specific past actions,:we were unalterably
opposed to a general waiver for future actions of the United States under Section 22
of The Agricultural Adjustments Act. If we opposed the granting of a waiver and it
was nevertheless granted, the United States would feel compelled to consult Can-
ada before placing specific restrictions against our exports to the United States in
future. Our bargaining position would therefore be strong. Our credentials for dis-
cussing quantitative restrictions with other countries who might also want waivers
would also be improved if we stood in firm opposition to the U.S. request now.

15. Mr. Sharp suggested that if Canada declared at Geneva that she was opposed
to a waiver for future actions by the United States, we might well be embarrassed
by being asked to state a principle setting out the conditions under which we should
be prepared to.grant waivers in future. Refusal to declare such a principle would
indicate unreasonableness. He reminded the Committee that in every case affecting
us under Section 22 of The Agricultural'Adjustments Act, we could not quarrel
with the treatment we had received from the United States.

16. Mr. Isbister said such an idea had been considered but had been abandoned
because it was clear that the United States would be unwilling to accept a limitation
of principle, on its future actions under Section 22. Congress would not approve
GATT unless the waiver left Congress free to impose restrictions without being
limited in power by an international agreement.

17. Mr. Plumptre said that while a declaration'of principle would be advantageous
in that it would give Canada a firm arguing position against waivers that went
beyond the principle, it would be impossible to obtain its inclusion in the Agree-
ment itself, where it should be. The preamble . to each specific waiver would cer-
tainly refer to the past practice of the United States in giving freer access to its
markets; such a reference would serve the purpose of a statement of principle and
would be consistent with the U.S. position that no international commitment should
over-ridé domëstic law.
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18. Mr. Plumptre said he personally thought that Canada should be willing to con-
sider a waiver condoning past actions of the United States under Section 22
because refusal to do so might bring upon Canada the blame of the, Contracting
Parties for making it impossible for the Review to achieve success. Mr. Plwnptre
noted that his Minister was very reluctant to contemplate the acceptance by Canada
of any waiver for either past or future actions of the United States.

19. Mr. McKinnon said it appeared that all the past actions of the United States
under Section 22, except one, could be justified under the present GATT. The
United States, therefore, really wanted a free hand for future actions, and Canadian
acceptance of a waiver for past actions would not satisfy the Americans.
20. The Chairman and Mr. Taylor pointed out that it would be the purpose of the

Canadian position to embarrass the U.S. Administration when it attempted to take
future actions under Section 22, and thereby to strengthen our negotiating position.
21. Mr. Rasminsky said the question now was whether Canada should place before

the Review Session a statement outlining the terms under which we would accept
waivers for past actions and declaring that we would not accept a waiver for future
actions of the United States. It might be preferable for Canada to await the presen-
tation of the waivers to the Conference before we said what our conditions of
acceptance were.
22. Mr. Coy►u and Mr. McKinnon suggested that Canada should declare her oppo-

sition to all waivers. If, then, a proposal for a waiver condoning past actions of the
United States under Article 22 were presented, Canada could consider whether to
accept it.

23. Mr. Plwnptre pointed out the danger in saying that Canada was willing to
"look at" specific waivers. If an eminently acceptable waiver were subsequently
presented, we would hardly be in a position to turn it down. Yet, to avoid the
charge that Canada had wrecked the Conference, we must declare our willingness
to "look at" specific waivers.
24. Mr. lsbister suggested Canada need not declare a willingness to "look at" new

requests for waivers in the future. We needed only to call attention to our willing-
ness in the past to cooperate with the United States in an attempt to find solutions
for her difficulties.

25. Mr. Plumptre said that immediate representations to Washington, at a high
level, seemed the only means by which Canada could hope to prevent the United
States from obtaining the general waiver.
26. The Chairman said that since it was not yet known whether the representations

would be made by Ministers or by the Canadian Ambassador to the United States,
the Committee might feel it wise to draft instructions to the Ambassador on the
matter.

27. Mr. Coyne suggested that a visit of Ministers to Washington would be more
desirable if it was the intention of Canada to obtain concessions from the United
States on the matter. If it was our purpose only to record our opposition to the
granting of a waiver, representations could be made to that effect by the
Ambassador.
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28..The Committee agreed: ', I

(a) that immediate representations should be made in Washington, at a high level,
concerning the problem created by the request of the United States for a waiver of
its obligations under GATT not to impose quantitative restrictions on agricultural
imports; •

(b) that the representatives should:
(i) express the concern of the Canadian Government that the U.S. request for a
waiver would have a damaging effect on the continued development of healthy
commercial relations between the two countries and upon the Review Session of
the GATT; and
(ii) urge that the Government of the United States should not press forward with
a request for a waiver which the Canadian Government would have no alterna-
tive but to oppose; and

(c) to meet again on Friday, December 31, for further'consideration of the repre-
sentations to be made to the United States Government.*

D.B. DEWAR
Assistant Secretary

DEA/50092-B-40

Proeès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
sur la politique du commerce extérieur, le 31 décembre 1954

Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental Committee
on External Trade Policy, December 31, 1954

Present:

SECRET [Ottawa], January 6, 1955

Mr. R.B. Bryce, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman
Mr. L. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada.

Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board,
Mr. R.M. Macdonnell. Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Mr. L.W. Peanall, Department of Agriculture. . ,,

Mt. W.R. Martin. Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet (Secretary). ,
Mr. D.B. Dewar, Privy Council Office (Assistant Secretary). '

_ Mr. F.W. Bull. Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce. .
Mr. D. Sirn. Deputy Minister of National Revenue..
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre. Department of Finance. ,
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Also Present:
W. S.S. Reisman. Department of Finance,
Mr. A.B. Hockin, Department of Finance.
Mt. N.R. Kemp, Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. B.G. Barrow. Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. A.E. Ritchie, Department of External Affairs.
Mr. P.A. Bridle, Department of External Affairs,
Mt. L. CouiUard,' Department of External Affairs.

REPRESENTATIONS TO THB UNITED STATES

1. The Chairman asked if it was yet known whether Ministers would be able to go
to Washington next week or whether the representations regarding the U.S. request
for a waiver from GATT obligations would be made by the Ambassador.
2. The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce said the Minister of Trade and

Commerce was prepared to go to Washington any day next week. The Minister of
Finance and the Secretary of State for External Affairs could go only on Thursday,
January 6.

3. Mr. Ritchie said that theCanadian Embassy had been asked to try to arrange a
meeting of the Ministers with the Secretaries of State, Agriculture and the Trea-
sury, and with Mr. Sherman Adams on Thursday. If a meeting could not be
arranged for Thursday, the Minister of Trade and Commerce would meet with
members of the U.S. Cabinet on any other day in the week. The meeting would not
be considered to be a session of the Canada-U.S. Ministerial Committee.
4. The Chairman asked whether the Ministers concerned had concurred with the

fine of action proposed by the Committee at its meeting on Wednesday.
5. Mr. Bull said the Minister of Trade and Commerce agreed that a waiver for

future actions under Section 22 of The Agricultural Adjustments Act was unaccept-
able. Canada would consider specific waivers for past actions and decide upon
them separately.

6. Mr. Plumptre said the Minister of Finance had indicated that he would accept
any waiver only with reluctance. The Minister of Finance would probably concur
with the position taken by the Committee.
7. 77ie Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs said that the Secre-

tary of State for External Affairs was in general agreement with the line proposed
by. the Committee.
- S. The Committee considered a draft representation to the Government of the
United States, which had been circulated (ICETP Document NO. 171)t and sug-
gested certain drafting changes.
'9. Mr. Rcisminsky asked whether the representations would carry the implication
that, if the waiver were granted by the Contracting Parties, Canada could not accept
the new General Agreement.
•' 10 . -The Cluiirman pointed out that the representation did not commit Canada to
such an 'action if the waiver were granted. A GATT with a waiver might be prefera-
ble for Canada to no GATT at all.^^..^. _ - . .
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11. Mr. Ritchie said that he had just been informed that a meeting had been
arranged with the U.S. Secretary of State for the afternoon of Thursday, January
6th. An attempt would be made to have the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secre-
tary of Agriculture at the meeting.

12. The Committee:
(a) noted that a meeting had been arranged to take place in Washington on Thurs-

day, January 6th, between the Minister of Trade and Commerce, the Secretary of
State for External Affairs and the Minister of Finance, and members of the U.S.
Cabinet; and

(b) approved, subject to the suggested changes, the draft representation to be made
to the Government of the United States.

D.B. DEWAR
Assistant Secretary

30 PARnE/PART 3

FONDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL, WASHINGTON, 11 AOÛT 1954
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, WASHINGTON, AUGUST 11, 1954

236. DEA/6000-H-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires ex4rieures
pour le secrétaire d'État 'auz Affaires extérieures

^ •. ,. , . .• ,

Memor`andurn from Acting Under-Secretaryof State for External Affairs
to Secretary ofFState for External Affairs

CoNFIDENfIAL [Ottawa], June 23, 1954

POSSIBLE EXPULSION OF CZECIIOSLOVAKIA FROM TIffi IN7ERNA7IONAL
MONÉi'ARY FUND

You may recall that last October the Executive Board of the International Mone-
tary Fund had under consideration various complaints which had been laid against
Czechoslovakia in connection with its failure to fulfil its •obligations under the
Fund's • Articles of Agreement. At that time the United States was pressing for
action to declare Czechoslovakia ineligible to use the resources of the Fund under
Article XV(2) which could, in due course, lead to the expulsion of Czechoslovakia.

Otir position at the time was that while expulsion of •Czechoslovakia from the
Fund would have the disadvantage that it might remove any opportunities to influ-
ence Czech policies through the discussions in the Fund, it would be undesirable to
condone serious breaches of obligations by member'countries in important interna-
tional organizations, particularly financial ones. Moreover, there would be serious
difficulties in adopting what might be interpreted as a"soft" policy towards a Cocn-
munist State's breach of the Articles of Agreement which might bring us into open
disagreement with the United States. In the circumstances, the view of the Depart-
ments concerned was that the Czechoslovaks should be given every opportunity to
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explain their position but if they did not give a definite indication of cooperâting in
a reasonable way with the Fund the Canadian representative should be prepared to
support a declaration of ineligibility ûnder Article XV. When this matter came up
for discussion last November there was agreement among the majority of the mem-
bers of the Executive Board that Czechoslovakia had failed to fulfil its obligations
under, the Articles of Agreement and therefore should be declared ineligible to use
the resources of the Fund. A decision to this effect was recorded by the Board.66

We have just been informed through our Alternate Representative, Mr. Warren,
that the United States is now proposing that the Board of Executive Directors rec-
ommend to the Board 'of Governors that the Government of Czechoslovakia be
required to withdraw from membership in the Fund. The Government of Czecho-
slovakia has been notified of this proposal which will be discussed by the Execu-
tive Board on July 7th.

In the view of Mr. Rasminsky, the interpretation of the Articles of Agreement
advanced by the representative of the United States may be open to question. In his
opinion the relevant Articles of Agreement might be interpreted equally well to
mean that the failure of Czechoslovakia to fulfil its obligations would not necessa-
rily require any action by the Fund to expel this member. In actual practice the
Fund has never resorted to expulsion of any member for failure to fulfil its obliga-
tions but instead has adopted a more moderate attitude with respect to breaches of
obligations under the Articles of Agreement. Mr. Rasminsky feels that the position
to be adopted by the Canadian representative should depend largely on political
considerations. It seems fairly evident that the United States has primarily political
motives in pressing for expulsion at this time. Mr. Warren has reported that several
of the representatives of other countries have expressed their misgivings about the
wisdom of the United States' proposal. A number of directors appear to be in
favour of not making any recommendation to the Board of Governors but simply
passing on to them a full statement of the facts for their consideration. The legal
aspects of such a step by the Executive Board are now being considered by the
legal authorities in the Fund.

At our request Canada House has reported that the United Kingdom Treasury
and the Foreign Office do not consider it advisable for their representative on the
Fund to take any firm stand on this issue until Czechoslovakia has had an opportu-
nitÿ to present its case, at which time the United Kingdom will consider its attitude
with 'respect to the desirability of supporting the United States' proposal to expel
Czechoslovakia from the Fund. The United Kingdom Treasury are not inclined to
think that a decision to expel Czechoslovakia would be particularly embarrassing at
the'present time but the Foreign Office apparently are not so optimistic in this
respect. The Foreign Office are somewhat concerned that Czechoslovakia might
make a "kind of half-way reply" so forthcoming that it could not be rejected out of
hand, yet not sufficiently satisfactory to dispose of the issue. Such a situation obvi-
ously might create some difficulties in the sense that the United Kingdom and Can-
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ada might be put into the position of having to decide whether to disagree openly
with the United States if the latter should still press strongly for expulsion.

Our alternate representative to the Fund has informed us that it is likely there
will not be any interval following the consideration of the Czech case by the Exec-
utive Board on'July 7th during which Governments might have an opportunity to
re-examine their position in the light of the arguments advanced by the Czech rep-

resentatives. Mr. Warren will be sending us in the near future a report on the way
the lines are being drawn along with information on the extent to which other coun-
tries are in default of their obligations under the Articles of Agreement of the Fund.
In the circumstances and pending Mr. Warren's further report on the situation, we
are giving serious thought to the following considerations in consultation with the
Department of Finance:

(a) The political desirability, or otherwise, of supporting the United States' propo-
sal to expel Czechoslovakia from the Fund;

(b) The value, if any, of continued Czech participation in the Fund bearing in
mind the fact that expulsion may mean virtual Czech withdrawal from participation
in the GATT which is likely to be working more closely with the Fund in the near
future; generally speaking we are in favour of encouraging the active participation
by the U.S.S.R. and the satellites in the work of the Specialized Agencies, and
expulsion from the Fund at this moment might have an unfortunate effect;

(c) The distinctive features, if any, of the default of Czechoslovakia as compared
with the breaches already committed by other members of the Fund, particularly
Nationalist China and France;

(d) The situation surrounding the expulsion of Czechoslovakia from the Interna-
tional Bank (which has already taken place);

(e) Any reports which we may receive concerning the attitudes of other members
of the Fund, particularly the United States and the United Kingdom;,

(f) The importance which we should attach to the relationship, if any, between the
expulsion of Czechoslovakia from the Fund and the understandings recently arrived
at during consultations which were held in Ottawa with the delegation from Czech-
oslovakia on trade and financial matters.

We felt it advisable to bring this matter to your attention at this stage. After we

have had an opportunity to give further thought to this problem in the light of the
considerations which we have outlined above we plan to submit for your approval
recommendations regarding the instructions,which might be, sent to the Canadian
representative to the Fund. Since it is our understanding that you will be leaving
Ottawa for a brief period commencing July lst, we plan, if you agree, to forward
such recommendations for your consideration on June 29th. Your colleague, Mr.
Abbott is being apprised of the situation by officials in his Department. Mr. Ras-
minsky is away in London but we are keeping in touch with other officials in the

µ Bank.
R.A. M(ACKAY]
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237. DEA/6000-H-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures f

Memorandum front Acting Uruier-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], June 29, 1954

POSSIBLE EXPULSION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA FROM THE INTERNATIONAI.

MONETARY FUND

In my memorandum to you of June 23rd on this subject, you will recall that I
outlined for your information a list of the main considerations which officials in
this Department and the Department of Finance felt should be borne in mind in
formulating any instructions for the Canadian representative. In addition, I men-
tioned that we expected a full report from our representative which would assist us
in determining the Canadian attitude.

The attached telegram from Mr. Warren covers pretty well most of the main
points we have in mind and shows quite clearly the way the lines are being drawn.
You will observe the rather interesting comparison which might be drawn between
this case and the default of France in 1948. The main difference, of course, is that,
unlike Czechoslovakia, France has been a cooperative member of the Fund and the
French Executive Director has continued to participate actively in the discussions
of the Fund.

I might draw your attention to the compromise proposal (paragraph 10) which
would meet the United States' desire to expel Czechoslovakia and at the same time
give the Czechs a further period in which to bring themselves back into good stand-
ing, and the rather promising sign that the United States' Director has agreed not to
press the issue to vote at the July 7th meeting (paragraph 11).

We have studied this telegram in the light of the information already available
and, in consultation with officials in the Department of Finance, we suggest that it
would be appropriate to send our representative preliminary instructions along the
following lines:

(a) Mr. Warren should support the United Kingdom'and other representatives in
pressing for an interval following the meeting on July 7th during which period
Governments would have an opportunity to consider final instructions in the light
of the case presented by the representative from Czechoslovakia;67
(b) shoûld it prove necessary to vote at the July 7th meeting on a recommendation

for the expulsion of Czechoslovakia the Canadian representative should support
any compromise proposal receiving substantial support which would have the
effect of giving the Czechs a reasonable,time within which to mend their ways (e.g.
a recommendation to the Board of Governors that Czechoslovakia be expelled at

Note marginale JMarginil note:
OK [LB. Pearson)
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the 'end of 1954 unless the Executive Directors should in the meantime make a
contrary recommendation);". , ,

(c) if it appears quite certain that any efforts to either postpone the issue or to give
the Czechs an opportunity to bring themselves back into good standing (along the
lines of (a) and *(b) above)'will not receive sufficient support, the Canadian repre-
sentative, rather than côme into open disagreement with the United States, should
vote in favour of a straightforward recommendation for expulsion by the Board of
Governors. (An alternative which you might wish to consider would be to author-
ize our Representative to abstain in these circumstances).69

I would bé grateful for an expression of your views. Your colleague, Mr. Abbott,
is being consulted by officials in his Department.

R.A. M[ACKAY]

[PIÈCE 101NIFJENCLOSURE]

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretâry of State for External Affairs

TFI,EORAM WA-1138 Washington, June 24, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your EX-1083 of June 23.t

POSSIBLE EXPULSION OF CZECilOSLOVAKIA FROM 7NE I.M.F.

Following for A.E. Ritchie from Warren, Begins:
^., . . . , ^

(1) Features of Czeehoslovakian Default
In November last, the Fund declared Czechoslovakia ineligible to use Fund

resources because of failure (a) To furnish the minimum information necessary for
the effective discharge of the Fund's duties (Article VIII section 5(a); and (b) Fail-
ure to consult the Fund in accordance with Article XIV section 4 as to the further
retention of restrictions inconsistent with Article VIII.

': 2. In connection with the above decision, you will be aware. that Czechoslovakia
hasrefused to provide information on national income, exports and imports, and
balance of payments on so-called , security_ grounds, and • has pleaded technical
inability to provide; information on prices. While it is the, continued failure of
Czechoslovakia under (a), and (b) above which is the formal basis of United Statcs
complaint and demand for withdrawal, there are a number of other features about

^,.

Note marginale JMarginalf note:
OK [LB. Pearson]

W Note mu1pnak JMuginal note.
and the DePt Of

I would not object either to expulsion or abstention if those chiefly concerned -
Finance - could decide which course to pursue L.B. P[esnonj
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the Czech case which are factors in any judgement about Czechoslovakian relations
with the Fund. You will remember that in June of last year Czechoslovakia changed
the par value of its currency , ` without consulting, the Fund, and argued that this
action 'did not require Fund concurrence because it did not effect the international
transactions of members. The Fund rejected this argument and decided that the
change which had been made in the Czech par value did not fall under Article IV
section 5(e).
3. The United States will argue that in addition to the specific issues mentioned

above Czechoslovakia has, in a general sense, been a relatively uncooperative Fund
member. In this connection Southard points out that other countries which have had
technical difficulty in providing all the information required have, nevertheless,
remained in close consultation with the Fund, and have done their best to overcome
statistical short-comings. By contrast, the Czech attitude has been defensive, and
fruitful consultations have not been possible. He recalls also that since the Czech
Director walked out some years ago on the issue of the presence of a representative
of Nationalist China, the Czech Governor has not voted in Fund elections.

- • ; :
(2) Breaches of Obligations of Other Fund Members
' 4. I am unable to provide a full list of the many individual departures by members
from the Articles of Agreement. The staff has advised that this information is not
readily available and would require considerable research. The situation is that
nearly all countries have at some stage, and in some way, failed to live up to the
letter of the Articles. For the most part the Fund has felt able to countenance these
technical breaches, and in a number of cases Fund policy has been adjusted to situ-
ations which have developed. Only in the case of France and Czechoslovakia has
the_Fund actually made a declaration of ineligibility to use Fund resources.
` 5. The following are examples of failures on the part of members to observe the
strict obligations of the Fund, but which have not resulted in the imposition of
sanctions. (a) China, Greece, Indonesia, Italy, Thailand and Uruguay have not yet
established a par value, and in consequence have not yet paid that part of their
subscription which is due in their own currencies. (b) Canada and Peru no longer
observe the par value of their currencies in exchange transactions. (c) Many multi-
ple currency countries from time to time introduce rate changes in their exchange
systems without prior consultation with the Fund. (d) Various countries, including
South Africa, permitted premium sales of gold at a time when this was regarded as
contraty to Fond obligations. (e) While the situation has. considerably improved,
there,was a time when the Fund was not receiving adequate economic information
from a number of South American countries. This is probably still true of Uruguay
and Paraguay, although these countries have consulted with the Fund.
I- 6: In relation to the Czech problems, the French situation is particularly interest-
ing.,-Ifi Jan'uary 1948 France consulted the Fund about the proposed devaluation of
lts currency and the concurrent introduction of a premium market for convertible
cutrencies. The Fund was not prepared to concur in the free market proposal, which
involved multiple currency practices and currency discrimination. Despite the Fund
objection, the French went ahead and in the circumstances the Fund concluded that
France had. made an unauthorized change in its par value, and had, therefore,
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become ineligible to ùse the Fund resources. Now, six years later, France has still
not made its peace with the Fund on this issue, but no one has proposed that France
should be expelled from the organization..In all other respects, France has of course
been a most cooperative member of the Fund, and the French Executive Director
continues to participate actively in Fund discussions.

(3) Present Attitude of Other Members on Czechoslovakian Case
7. The United States position is pretty clear - unless Czechoslovakia gives con-

crete evidence of a desire to behave as a normal Fund member, Southard will be
pressing a recommendation for expulsion. He tells me he can count on the support
of six or seven Directors, which would suggest that he has lined up the South
American countries, China, a couple of the European_countriés, and possibly Japan.

8. The Executive Directors for the United Kingdom, India, Australia, Scandina-

via, and the Middle East countries are opposed to action at this time leading to the
éxpulsion of Czechoslovakia when the Governors meet. It is, however, not possible
to report how they will vote on the issue, since,their final attitude will.be deter-
mined only after the Czech representative has been heard. It is reasonable to expect
that all of these countries will support any formula which can ' be devised which
would either postpone the issue or at least give the Czechs more time. Prasad of
India has been authorized to vote against the United States proposal even if he is in
a minority of one. However, he has also been given discretion in the matter, and in
the final analysis may abstain and conceivably could vote in favour of a compro-
mise resolution which was generally acceptable.

9. In my letter to Rasminsky of June 7,t I referred to the difficult position of Saad,
the Middle Eastern Director, who represen'ts countnes which may well have oppos-
ing views on the issues of Czechoslovakian expulsion. I understand Saad's sugges-
tion that the Executive Board should not make a substantive recommendation and
should leave the matter entirely to the Board of Governors has not won much sup-
port amongst his colleagues or in the staff. The consensus is that the Board must
consider the :matter and make the -best recommendation possible in the

circumstances: '

10. On the assumption that the Czechs prove unwilling'to mend their ways, some
Directors are considering the possibility of a compromise recommendation which
would meet the United States desire to expel Czechoslovakia and at the same time
would give the Czechs a further period in which to bring themselves back into
good standing. The thought is that the Executive Board might recommend to the
Governors that Czechoslovakia be expelled at the end of the year unless the Execu-

tive Directors should;`- in ` the meantime, ' make a contrary recommendation. This
solution would not only give the Czechs additional time, but would bring the date
of expulsion from the Fund into line with that of expulsion from the Bank. As you
know; Czechoslovakia will automatically cease to be a member of the Bank as of
December,31 'of this year unless before then action is taken in the matter of the

non-payment of the balance of their Bank subscrnption.
11: In sending instructons on `the general issue, perhaps you would also comment

fr ' hi-16 I undërstand would be acceptable to the Unitedon the above compronuse, w
States. Incidentally, at Hall-Patch's Insistence, Southard has agreed not to press the
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issue to a vote at the July 7 meeting. There is to be an interval in which Executive
Directors will have an opportunity to consult their governments before a vote is
called. For what it is worth, my personal guess is that, reluctant as the United King-
dom will be to see Czechoslovakia pushed out of the Fund, it will not, in the final
analysis, vote against the proposal for expulsion. Particularly at a time when United
States support is needed for the convertibility operation, I should be surprised if the
United Kingdom would wish to add the Czech case to the important political issues
which are bedeviling United Kingdom-United States relations at this time. One
thing at least seems certain, and that is that the United States, having precipitated
the question will not be able to accept any solution short of a recommendation for
expulsion at some time in the not too distant future. The United States motivation is
political, and for this, if for no other reason, they are unlikely to prove receptive to
contrary arguments based on action taken in the Fund in other cases which may
appear to be comparable. Ends.

BCA/220-25C-3

`. L'adjoint exécutif du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada '
au représentant suppléant auprès du Fonds monétaire international

Executive Assistant to Governor of Batik of Canada
to Alternate Representative to International Monetary Fund

[Ottawa], July 15, 1954

Dear Jack [Warren],
The comprehensive outline of the Czech situation contained in your teletype

message of June 24th was very helpful in the consideration given here to the possi-
ble expulsion of Czechoslovakia from the Fund.

As you are aware the general policy of the Government is to encourage the
active participation of the U.S.S.R. and satellite countries in U.N. agencies. We
have ourselves just concluded fairly satisfactory arrangements with the Czechs on
certain outstanding trade and financial matters; and this is a particularly inoppor-
tune time for us to join in an expulsion move. I
,,,.On the other hand, the tone of the Czech reply to the Board's invitation to the
Jüly 7th meeting is certainly not conducive to a sympathetic attitude. Indeed, the
most important difference between the Czech case and the other cases of default
listed in your teletype message is that the other countries have shown some willing-
ness to cooperate with the Fund while the Czechs have not. In these circumstances,
and having in mind that expulsion is a final sanction which is not mandatory on the
Executive Board in the case of a member which failed to fill its obligations, it
,^ould seem to us desirable that the Czeths should be given a further opportunity to
show '. their willingness to cooperate. This could be *reconciled with the apparent
Atneriean determination to press this matter to a decision immediately by action
long the lines suggested in paragraph 10 of your teletype message of June 24th.

!'''Aceordingly, the instructions by which you should be guided are the following:
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(a) If the U.K. obtains sufficient"support for a decision to allow an interval follow-
ing the next meeting of the Board before any vote is taken you should concur in
such a postponement to allow Governments time to prepare final instructions in the
light of whatever case is presented by Czechoslovakia. It is not felt, however, that
an interval is essential since it seems unlikely that the, Czechs will have very much
new to add to the arguments they have already advanced.;

(b) Should it prove necessary to vote at the meeting ,on a recommendation for the
expulsion'of Czechoslovâkia yoû should support any compromise proposal receiv-
ing substantial support which would have the effect of giving the Czechs a reasona-
ble time within which to mend their ways. Such a compromise proposal might be a
recommendation to the Bôard of Governois that Czechoslovakia be expelled at the
end of 1954, unless the Executive Directors in the meantime make a contrary
recommendation.

(c) If it appears certain that any efforts along the lines of (a) or (b) above to either
postpone the final decision or give the Czechs an opportunity to re-instate them-
selves will not receive sufficient support, and there is a vote on the straightforward
recommendation for immediate expulsion by the Board of Governors, you should
vote affirmatively rather than come into,open disagreement with the United States.

Thought has been given to the possibility of abstaining in the situation described
in (c) above, but it has been decided that you should not, abstain. The purpose of
abstention would be to expréss disapproval of the tactics employed by the United
States rather than any disagreement in principle, but it is feared that our abstention
would be interpreted an unwillingness to take a definite stand on the substantive
issue.

Yours sincerely,
L RASMINSKY

Le représentant suppléant auprès du Fonds monétaire inttrnational
au gouverneur supplfânt de la Banque du Canada

Alternate Representative to International Jttonetary Fund
to Deputy Governor of Bank of Canada •-;

.
Deâr Jim [Coynej.. , ^.,. , , ^ ; ;{ ° ', r •

In Lou's absence on leavë, I am`agaln writing to you on Fund,s,matters. This
letter will bring yôu up-to=date on the discussions we have been having on the U.S.
complaint that Czcchoslovakia has continued its failureto fulfill the obligations of
'the,Agreement'concerning consultation and the,provision of information and

iould, therefore,, bei required to Pwithdraw, ffrom the Fund.

Therehave ho-en two lengthy meetings so far and we are still a long way from

any decision on the recommendation to be made . The„Cuch represcntativcs are not
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offering to provide any additional information about their economic and financial
position but are arguing that the Fund cannot now proceed to take expulsion action
because, in their view, certain prior legal requii-ements have not been fulfilled.

'Meir position is that the November 4 decision of ineligibility was not taken as a
sanction against Czechoslovakia but rather in recognition of a factual situation and
that expulsion action under Article XV, Section 2(b), can only be taken if the pre-
cedent action under 2(a) was in fact taken as a sanction. Their second main argu-
ment is that a declaration of ineligibility under XV 2(a) and expulsion action under
2(b) are only permissible if a member fails, to fulfill its obligations without having a
legal justification. In this connection, they emphasize that the question of their jus-
tification for withholding information was not fully considered in the discussions
leading up to the November 4 decision and go on to argue that the national security
interest of Czechoslovakia is a valid reason in international law for denying infor-
mation required by the Fund. A third legal argument which the Czech representa-
tives have advanced is that the phrase "after the expiration of a reasonable period"
in XV 2(b) must mean after the expiration of a specified period - as you know, no
special period was prescribed in the November 4 decision on ineligibility.

The procedural arguments so far put forward by the Czechs have been vigor-
ously opposed by Southard and their interpretation of Article XV has been disputed
by the acting Legal Counsel who has given the preliminary opinion that the only
prerequisite to action under Article XV, section 2(b), in a case of this kind, would
be a declaration of ineligibility under section 2(a) and the passage of a reasonable
but unspecified period. In the circumstances, the Czech representatives have taken
the position that a question of interpretation of the provisions of the Agreement has
arisen and have asked for the decision of the Executive Directors under Article
XVIII. The staff is preparing a paper on the points which the Czechs have raised
and when this is available the Board will consider whether in fact there is a ques-
tion of interpretation, and if so how the Article should be read. It is interesting to
note that if there is a question of interpretation the Czechs under Article XVIII(b)
could appeal the decision of the Executive Directors to the Board of Governors.
:{ F This morning, on the understanding that the discussion was without prejudice to
the procedural points raised at the first meeting, there was a debate of the substance
of the issue in which the Czech stated the reasons which in"their view justify the
withholding of information on exports, imports, balance of payments and the
national income. The burden of their argument, as was the case last year, is that the
U.S. is waging economic warfare against Czechoslovakia'and the other "socialist"
states, has improperly discriminated against them and that as a measure of self-
defence'and for security reasons Czechoslovakia is obliged to withhold vital statis-
tic'sF âtiôut' its economy.

The question of whether or not a member may withhold information on grounds
of national security may prove to be the central issue in the debate. While the Arti-
Cles of Agreement arc silent on the subject of exceptions to the obligations for
setucity reasons, this question has arisen in the past in connection with the restric-
tlons of current payments and transfers to Communist China by the United States
{̂d Cuba. The Fund's policy on that occasion is spelled out in Executive Board
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. _ . ^.__ . ^^..

decisions 144 and 145 of August 14, 1952, to which you may wish to refer. You
may also wish to look at Article XXI of the GATT which is quite specific on the
point and provides nothing in the Agreement requires any contracting party to fur-
nish information the disclosure of which it considers contrary to its essential secur-

ity interest:
So far, only Southard, Saad (Middle East) and Prasad (India) have taken an

active part in the discussion with the Czech representatives. The interventions of
the latter Directors have been designed to elicit arguments from the Czechs, partic-
ularly-those relating to national security, which the Board might conceivably be
prepared to recognize as adequate reasons for withholding information. Southard,
on the other hand while quite prepared to listen to any explanations which the
Czechs wish to give, does not consider that the national security argument is a valid
reason in the case of Czechoslovakia for denying the Fund economic and financial
information. He is pressing for a quick decision on the grounds (a) that the Board
took all the factors into account when it decided last November that Czechoslova-
kia had failed to fulfill its obligations and was ineligible, and (b) that a reasonable
time has now elapsed without any modification of the position. In response to the
argument advanced by Prasad that other countries have failed to fulfill their obliga-
tions and that no one is pressing for their expulsion, Southard argues strongly that
the cases are not parallel in that all other countries (including France which has
been declared ineligible) have consulted and cooperated with the Fund whereas
Czechoslovakia has not done so and refuses to supply information without which
the Fund cannot effectively discharge its obligations.

I think that the instructions given to me by Lou in his letter of July [15] are fully
adequate for the present. If, however, ` as may well be the case, the debate eventu-
ally turns on the question of whether a member has the right to withhold informa-
tion on grounds of national security it would be helpful to have your additional
views. Against the possibility that you would wish to discuss this question with
External Affairs I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this letter to Ed

Ritchie.
The next meeting to discuss the Czech case is scheduled for T'hursday W`, ^^

additional meetings may be required and it then seems likely that there
interval to permit consultations with governments before a vote is taken on any
recommendation to the Board of Governors. •^ z

auia.a.. ^n^,U D

J.H. wARRIN

transcript of the first meeting with the Cuchs w c sets o
P.S. The lawyers may wish to look over the attached extract from the verbatim

" ' hi h f ith their intcrpretation

of Article XV.
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BCA/220-25C-3

Le gouverneur suppléant de la Banque du Canada
au représentant suppléant auprès du Fonds monétaire international

Deputy Governor of Bank of Canada
to Alternate Representative to International Monetary Fund

[Ottawa], July 29, 1954

Dear Jack [Warren],

My personal reaction to your newst of the legal tactics of the Czechs is amuse-
ment rather than concern.

I will not comment on the procedural points, particularly as you expect there
will be an interval to permit consultations with governments before a vote is taken.
As regards the point that a nation should not have to provide information if it
deems such disclosure to be contrary to its national security, it seems to me that the
Czechs are pushing this point rather too far. Clearly there might be particular items
of information which a country might under some circumstances feel it had to with-
hold for reasons of national security. If, however, a country feels it must withhold
all information whatsoever it seems to me tantamount to saying it is unable to co-
operate with the other members of the Fund and should for reasons of national
seçurity resign from the Fund, unless, that is, the Board of the Fund agrees that
special circumstances exist, presumably of a temporary character, which justify the
stand taken by the country concerned. In the present case, obviously the Board
would not make any such finding, and on the point of substance, therefore, I would
say the.Cuchs have made no good defence to the proposal that their membership
in the Fund should be terminated.

Yours sincerely,
J.E. Com .

BCA/220-25C-3

au gouverneur suppléant de ta Banque du Ccuuzda
e, Le représentant suppléant auprès du Fonds monétaire international,.

Alternate Representative to International Monetary Fund
to Deputy Governor of Bank of Canada

Washington, August 3, 1954
iF^ { F

i^t..^2.....1' I f'I

Deir 1im [Coyne]:

Many thanks for your letter of July 29th and the helpful comments on the Czech
Cm which it contained. I don't think anyone down here is being taken in by the
legal manauvring of the Czech representatives, but some of the questions they
have raised are rather tricky and require careful handling.
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We have now carried the debate to the point where the discussion has been
adjourned to permit consultation with Governments. The next meeting will be on
August 11, whèn the first item of business will be a vote, if necessary, on the ques-
tion of interpretadon, followed by a resumption and, it is to be hoped, a final dis-
cussion of the substance of the United States complaint. ''

The greater part of Friday's meeting, which ended at midnight, was again taken
up with,interpretation. Without going into details, the tentative sense of the meeting
was to give the following bare bones answer to the various questions posed by the

Czech delegation:
"In response to the request of the Government of Czechoslovakia, and after hav-

ing considered the arguments put forward by, that Government, the Executive
nDirectors, acting pursuant to Article XVIII (a) of the Fund Agreement, interpret

Article XV, Section 2 as follows: , t..,
Action may be taken by the Fund to require a member to withdraw if the follow-

ing conditions are met:

1. The member has been declared ineligible to use the resources of the Fund

pursuant to Article XV, Section 2(a); _ _ ;. , , . I . " 1
11

2. A reasonable time has passed since the member was declared ineligibloeit ^ouùse

the resources of the Fund pursuant to Article XV, Section 2(a), whether or,
fixed period of time had been prescribed in connection with such action, and the
member persists in failing to fulfill its obligations;-,
3. The member has been informed in reasonable timeI of the complaint a^ n
and given an adequate opportunity to state, both orally and in writing,

Y fact

or legal argument relevant to the issue before the Fund."
At one stage we alcnost reached an affirmative vote on the above interpretation

but the Indian and Scandinavian Directors asked for time to consult their Govern-
ments and the Belgian Director had some reservations about the wording. The
Czech spokesman maintained throughout the discussion that the suggested decision
was quite inadequate in that no interpretation was provided for Article XV, Section
2(a), particularly whether the phrase "fails to fulfill" means the mere fact of non-
fulfillment or non-fulfillment without a valid justification recognized by Interna-
tional Law (i.e., national security). In thecircumstances the Czech delegation has
reserved its position on the question of interpretation pending an opportunity ,to
consult with its Government. On the relevance of the question of national secunty
most speakers took the line that while this factor would be considercd in deciding
what action to recommend : under Section 2(b), it did not provide could not
exception from the obligations of the Articles of Agreement an
be invoked to interpret'Article XV in the sense suggested by the Czechs.

In addition to Frank Southard, statements on the substance of the United States
complaint have now been made by the United Kingdom and Australian Di'` ;ks
the Latin American rcpresentatives, and the Director for India. Increas 8 Y
as though there will be a pretty overwhclming vote for expulsion. ^ c> j^"`oW^^h
United Kingdom has stated that he will support the United States p

out^ reservation" (a shift in position),''as have the' Latin American Directors. The
Australian rcpresentative,` while rëgretting the necessity of considering the expul-
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siôn of a member, has also implied that he will vote for compulsory withdrawal.
Only the Indian Director, with some support from the Far Eastern representative;
has argued for continued Czech membership. Prasad has pointed out that Czecho-
slovak non-cooperation has arisen from action which it considers has been taken
against it by the United States, that the failure of Czechoslovakia to provide infor-
mation has not hurt anybody or greatly impaired the Fund's work, that Czechoslo-
vakia has already been declared ineligible and that no particular advantage would
flow from its expulsion and that expulsion would be a more severe penalty than the
Fund has taken in respect to members which have been in breach of other Articles
of Agreement.

In response to these arguments Southard and others who are in favor of compel-
ling Czechoslovakia to withdraw, have drawn a pretty clear distinction between the
conduct of members who, although in technical breach of one or other of the obli-
gations, have' continued to consult and cooperate actively with the Fund, and
Czechoslovakia which has not. A good deal has also been made of the point that
the supply of information is a basic obligation and is vital for the effective dis-
charge of the Fund's duties.

The United States Executive Director has privately circulated the attached draft
deeision; which you will see recommends that Czechoslovakia be expelled as of
December 31,'1954, unless the Executive Board determines prior to then that
Czechoslovakia has provided the information required and entered into consulta-
tion with the Fund. In accordance with instructions, I would propose to support this
decision when it is put forward on August 11.

Yours sincerely,

J.H. WARREN

242.' BCA/220-25C-3

Le représentant suppléant auprès du Fonds monétaire international ;
au gouverneur suppliant de la Banque du Canada

Alternate Representative to International Monetary Fund
to Deputy Governor of Bank of Canada

Washington, August 11, 1954

Dear Jim [Coyne]:

POSSIBLE EXPULSION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

- r mThe Executive Board this morning completed its action on the U.S. complaint
against Czechoslovakia. I attach a copy of the decision taken, the effect of which is
to recommend that Czechoslovakia be required to withdraw from the Fund as of
December 31, 1954 , unless the Executive Directors determine prior to then that
qzechoslovakia is supplying the information required under Article VIII, Section 5
and has entered into consultation under the provisions of Article XIV, Section 4.
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'. Those supporting the recommendation were, in addition to the United States, the
Directors for the United "Kingdom, Australia, the Southern European countries,
Germany, China, the Far East,` the two South American Directors and Canada. The
Directors for -India, the Middle East, Scandinavia, and, surprisingly, Belgium and
the Netherlands and France disassociated themselves from the decision. The action
of these -three Directors was. unexpected and apparently, reflected last-minute

instructions received from their Governments.
The Netherlands representative indicated that in his opinion the recommenda-

tiontion for expulsion was too severe in the circumstances• Godeaux for Belg
the line that the recommendation was undesirable because it seemed to close the
door to possible improved relations between Czechoslovakia and the Fund at some
future time. Saad, the Middle Eastern Director, opposed the recommendation on the
grounds that the question of national security raised by the Czechs was a matter of
international law which could not properly, ` be dealt with by the Board; for this
reason he considered that only a factual report on the situation should be made to
the Board of Governors. Prasad (India), the most vigorous spokesman against
action leading to expulsion, came closest to supporting the Czechoslovakian con-
tention that they were justified in withholding economic information from the

Fund. His final statement was inter alia to the effect that the Board had not.given

adequate consideration to the national security case advanced by the Czech ave
representatives. In this connection he seemed to suggest that the Board should have
gone into the counter-charges levelled at the United States.b hes1 the with-
order to form a judgment whether the reaction of Czech
holding of information, was justified. He again brought out the point that no posi-
tive advantage would accrue to the Fund by Czcchoslovakian withdrawal.

The French spokesman indicated that his Government was quite prepared to rec-
ommend that Czechoslovakia withdraw at the end of the year, but considered the
question of whether or not before that time Czechoslovakia had rectified the situa-
tion by'supplying the reqùired information and entering into consultation should be
reserved to the Board of Governors, and not léft to the discretion of the Executive
Board. This point may wellt come up in the Annual Meeting - as a practical ques-
tion I doubt that it matters tôo much one way or the other except perhaps that a
decision by the Executive Directors would be administratively more convenient.

In the end there was no vote and the decision was taken as the "sense of the
meeting". The record will, of course, show which countnes supported the decision
and which contracted out for one reason or another.

The first business at the opening of the meeting was to take a decision on the
interpretation of Article XV, Section (2).-1 attach the text of the interpretation
adopted,t which was approved without a vote: The Indian Director made a state-
ment for the record to the effect that, in his view the interpretation was narrowlyâf
legalistic, did not deal with some of the broader points raised by the d elegatio

n Czechoslovakia and showed rathei less flexibility than had been the case in previ-
ous Board interpretations of other Articles 'of the Agreement. 4 ^ tedl ,^e

As soon.as the intetpretation had been adopted. and not une pcc Y

Czechoslovakian . representatrve, in accordanc.e with Article XVIII (b), asked that

1
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the matter be referred to the Board of Governors. He also asked that further consid-
eration of the case be deferred until the Governors had given their decision on the
question of interpretation. The ruling was that while Czechoslovakia was fully
within its rights in appealing the Board's interpretation to the Governors, there was
nothing in Article XVIII (b) to prevent the Executive Board from going ahead and
making its recommendation on the substance of the United States complaint.

As the matter now rests, there will be two questions in relation to the Czech case
before the Governors; first, the appeal from the Board's interpretation of Article
XV, Section (2) and, second, the action to be taken on the Executive Board's rec-
ommendation arising from the United States complaint.

- You will be receiving copies of the corrected verbatim transcript of today's
meeting as soon as they are available.70

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL TIN AGREEMENT

Yours sincerely,

J.H. WARREN

, 4e PARTIE/PART 4

ACCORD INTERNATIONAL PROPOSÉ SUR L'ÉTAIN

PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet ,

Alemorandum from Actir:g Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 130-54 [Ottawa], May 13, 1954t ; . . ,_..:. , .. .
CoNFrotsrnAL

PROi'OSED INTERNATIONAL TIN AGREEMENT

- z.j On November 4, 1953, the Cabinet approved of Canadian participation in the
United Nations Tin Conference which convened in Geneva on November 16, 1953
and from which emerged a proposed International Tin Agreement designed to sta-
bilize, international trade in tin by preventing the development of either shortages
ôr bûrdensome surpluses. This Agreement calls for the establishment of an Interna-
tional;Tin Council in London on which both producers and consumers would be
represented with the voting power of each producing country related to its past
production and that of each consuming country to its past consumption. A buffer
stock (financcd entirely by producers) will be established which, together with pos-
^<^^^.! ^ . . .:.1 4e . . - . . .. .. ' • .

^-^^. i,

,, 0Gi 'décision du Conseil ex6cutif fut adoptée pu le Conseil des gouverneurs lors de sa neuvième
_V ' atsemblEë annuelle, qui a eu lieu D Washington. du 24 au 29 septembre 1954.

The FAecutive Board's decision was accepted by the Board of Governors at their Ninth Annual
Meeting. Washington. September 24 to 29. 1954.
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sible export and (indirectly) production restrictions, will be used to maintain fluctu-
ations in prices within a given range. The Agreement establishes, as an initial basis
for operations, a floor price of £640 (sterling) and a ceiling price of £880 (sterling)

per long ton.
2. As Cabinet was informed in a Memorandum of November 3, 1953,, Canadian

import requirements for tin are not great and the direct interest of Canada on
agreement is small. The initial price range in the proposed Agreement was arrived
at after intensive negotiations and is subject to alteration by. the Council on which
Canada and other consumers would have votes equal to those of the producers..The
proposed Agreement would involve no commitments for Canada to impose domes-
tic controls or to agree to import quotas. Except for membership fees, the proposed
Agreement would impose no direct financial obligations on Canada. The question
of Canadian participation in the Agreement would therefore appear to be affected
primarily by broader economic, strategic and political considerations.

3. It will be recalled that when the question bine^ i was recognized that the
United Nations Tin Conference was before the Cabinet,
Canadian attitude toward a possible tin agreement would depend in part on the
willingness or the unwillingness of the United States to participate. On March 5,
1954, the United States formally advised interested. governments, including Can-
ada, of its decision not to sign the Agreement, apparently for a variety of reasons
including the domestic political situation. At the same time, the U.S. Administra-
tion announced its conviction that the Agreement could operate without the partici-
pation of the United States and that the United States would have no objections
should other governments decide to proceed with it. Privately, U.S. officials have

indicated that - the attitude of the U.S. Government goes , further than "benevolent
neutrality"; it is apparent that the Executive Branch of the United States Govern-
ment are anxious to have the Agreement come into force and are prepared to give
informal encouragement to other countries to take part.

4. The decision of the United States not to participate in the Tin Agreement has
meant that the attitude of less important consuming countries with respect to partic-
ipation will be of major importance in determining whether the Agreement is to
come into force or not. A rough analysis has led to the conclusion that the attitude
of Canada may well be decisive. Representatives of a number of interested govern-
ments including those of the United Kingdom, Belgium, and the Netherlands, have
expressed the strong hope that Canada will accede to, the Tin Agreement.,

5. The question of Canadian` participation has been examined by the Interdepart-
mental Comrnittee ôn External Trade Policy: It was noted that the successful opera-

tion of the rAgreemint might represent a useful contribution` tô the economic and
'thus to the political stability of tin producing areas. It was observed that Canadian
association with Asian countnes, not only in the Commonwealth but also in the
Colombo Plan, lènds special weight to this consideration: From the strategic stand-
point, the view was expressed that an effective tin agreement might well lessen
possible emergency shortages of tin. It was suggested that the Agreement, with its
provisions for consumer participation, might be preferable to the likely alternative
of a producer cartel. It was noted that most of the countries interested in this agree-

.^._
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ment are already parties to the Wheat Agreement and that the attitude of certain
other countries (e.g. the United Kingdom) toward the Wheat Agreement might con-
ceivably _be influenced somewhat by our decision on tin. The general view of the
Intérdepartmental Committee was that, for political réasons, it might be desirable
for Canada to participate especially'since there appeared to be no disadvantages for
Canada in such participation.

6. Consideration should be given to the possible desirability of.
(a) giving authority - to -N.A. Robertson, Canadian High Commissioner in the

United Kingdom, to sign the International Tin Agreement, subject to ratification;"
(b) informing other interested Governments of the decision of Canada to sign the

Agreement. Where appropriate the reasons for the Canadian decision - including
our interest in the future of the Wheat Agreement - should be communicated to
interested governments.

7. In the event that a favourable decision with respect to Canadian participation is
reached, Ministers may wish to consider the manner and timing of any discussion
of the Agreement in the Canadian Parliament. In this respect, it will be recalled that
when the International Sugar Agreement was tabled in the House, an announce-
ment was made of the intention of the Government not to accede to the Agreement
until the House had an opportunity to study its provisions and to offer any com-
ments or submit any questions with respect to its provisions. This opportunity to
discuss the Sugar Agreement is to be afforded to the House when the estimates of
the Department of Trade and Commerce are under consideration.

BROOKE CLAXTON

1

Approuvé par le Cabinet,' le 20 mai 1954. Voit aussi Recueil des traités, 1956, N° 9.
Approved by Cabinet, May 20, 1954. Set also Canada Treaty Séries, 1956, No. 9.
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REVUE ANNUELLE ET LA POLITIQUE D'AIDE MUTUELLE
ANNUAL REVIEW AND MUTUAL AID POLICY- . . . ,

^ DEA/50030-L-11-40

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade en Grèce,,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. Chargé d'Affaires, Ernbassy in Greece,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LmrrER No. 236

SECRET

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID TO GREECE

I am prompted to write to you following the recent visit of Air Commodore
Millard and Wing Commander Fincham of the R.C.A .F.,

Greece, and upon fu
discussed

various aspects of the Canadian Mutual Aid Programme for
ther consideration of the present Mutual Aid machinery. There is no doubt that the
present machinery, insofar as Canadian aid is concerned (as described so fully in
your memorandum attached to your despatch No. D-31 of February 1, 1954)t is
cumbersome and slow to the extreme. Even more important, it certainly does not
allow Canada to obtain the maximum credit due to our country for its very substan-

tial contributions to our fellow members of NATO. Because Standing Group's
approval is always required, and because bids are submitted by recipient countries
to Standing Group in the first instance, it makes it very difficult to preserve the
purely Canadian nature of our various contributions. Even though it is true that the
Canadian Government in the end must first approve Standing Group's recommen-

dations, undoubtedly the S.G. calls the tune and, in effect, directs the Canadian tax-

payer's dollars to particular NATO countries. From the standpoint of the Canadian
mission in Greece, for example, this means that very often Canadian Mutual Aid is

confused with American Military Aid, in some form or other, and full credit is not

given to us. (Such confusion is very likely to become even more evident when, as I

was horrified to learn, a newly-affiliated NATO staff officer (American) serving as

= a liaison officer on the Greek General Staff, expressed his complete ignorance

about Canada's Mutual Aid Programme ^t offi^to Greece t discuss Canada'seF-
good thing that the R.C.A.F. sent He o
86 jet programme direct with the Greek Air Force. I believe that Air Commodore

&;.. . ... , a ^,
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Millard has suggested that an R.C.A.F. officer be attached to our Embassy for the
purpose of dealing with the many details connected with our jet programme for this
country. This, too; is, I believe, an excellent idea and should be implemented. Nev-
értheless, I think that Canada will not obtain the full credit due to her unless some
new NATO machinery can be developed to enable the needs of NATO countries,
such as Greece, to be submitted direct to the Canadian Government when Canadian
equipment is required. We could determine their, . availability and then initially
assess for ourselves the desirability of filling the request. NATO Standing Group
advice would,^ of course, be sought, especially on a large transfer, such as that of
our F-86's. It is on smaller requests, such as aircraft spares, that the slow and awk-
ward machinery becomes so manifest. I was told, for example, that if Canada knew
that a certain type of piston were required by Greece, this could have been included
on Canada's availability list and usefully disposed of.
° 2. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the technical details to make intelligent
recommendations at this time for improving the system. However, I do believe that
it 'wôuld be most worthwhile for the Head of our NATO Division to have a lengthy
discussion with Air Commodore Millard who, I feel sure, will be pleased to outline
the difficulties which he has from the matériel point of view. From the point of
view of proper publicity and credit for Canada's very substantial Mutual Aid con-
tribution to her NATO allies, and to ensure that the Americans do not always call
the tune in countries such as Greece (which they are wont to do following the very
substantial American aid of various sorts given to Greece in the past several years),
I think that active consideration should be given to ways and means of changing the
machinery so as to make it more direct. This would not only result in countries
such as Greece realizing that Canadian Mutual Aid is quite separate and distinct
from American, but it would, I am told, greatly reduce the long timelag under the
present system between the first step and the last step, i.e., the actual delivery of the
equipment. Furthermore, it would enable us to know what was required before
drawing up our availability lists, and it would establish a closer direct working
relationship, between the Greek and Canadian armed forces.
3. I might perhaps illustrate the type of irritation with which I am constantly con-

fronted by citing two, recent examples, both having to do with American (i.e.,
Standing Group ?) influence. When this has to do with the Canadian Government's
Mutual Aid Programme, I think it is time that we sat up and took notice. In a recent
conversation which we had with a First Secretary in the American Embassy, we
mentioned that we might, at some stage, have a Canadian Air Force officer attached
to the Embassy to deal with our jet programme. (He, or course, already knew -
well' before we did - that Canadian jets would be given to Greece - a further
irritant!) His first reaction was that this was a natural thing for us to do "to protect
ôuc.tax=payers' money". But then he said, "I hope that he won't make any sugges-
tiôns (to the Grteks) which are contrary to the 'advice' which we are giving them:"
A' môre important example is concèrned with the question of Canada training
Greek pilots or other aircrew members under the other phase of our Mutual Aid
,Programme: At a small informal dinner given by the Greek Air Force for Millard
and lincham, _ I casually asked Air Vice Marshal Doukas, the youthful Deputy
Chief Of the Greek General Staff, whether the Greeks had contemplated requesting
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air crew training for Greek airmen. in : Canada. He said they would like to very
much but that the Americans (sic) had said "No!" I gathered that the Americans
had told the Greek Air Force that if they sent aircrew for training in Canada they
would not receive all the American military aid promised them. As it was not con-
venient to seek further details at that time, I did not pursue the subject. However, I
think, it'is worthwhile mentioning it. to you at this time, particularly as I heard
something else about American opposition to Canadian aid for Greece a few days
ago.- Mr: Eli Dimitracopoulos, an energetic though sometimes not too reliable
Greek journalist for the Athens newspaper Kathimerini; recently returned to Athens
after a visit of several weeks to the United States (and Montreal). While in Wash-
ington, he told me that he had several talks with our Admiral deWolfe (Chairman,
Canadian Joint Staff), of whom he spoke in glowing terms. Dimitracopoulos men-
tioned that the Americans had been opposed to Canada supplying jet. aircraft to
Greece and to the training of Greek aircrew in Canada, but that some, at least, of
the difficulties had been finally overcome through, I gathered, Canadian efforts in
Washington. As Dimitracopoulos is a reporter, I did not press him for details, but I
could easily do so. I could also, if you wish, call on Air Vice Marshal Doukas and
obtain further information from him because he is a close neighbour of mine. How-
ever, before doing so, I wanted to consult the Department to find out how inter-
ested we are in taking some initiative in this matter. Up to then, I had thought that
Greece just wasn't interested in training its aircrew in Canada. I naturally wonder

5 . ,Whileôn the subject of Canada's Mutual Aid Programme for Greece, I should

what this so-called American "opposition" is all about.
F 4. In summary, therefore, I would suggest
z (1) that the Head of our NATO Division have a talk with Air Commodore Millard
about his matériel problems under the present NATO Mutual Aid set-up;

(2) that, after that talk, (not only to assist Millard's work but, more important, to
promote the realization of the true nature of Canadian Mutual Aid and to give Can-
ada more direct initial say in the allocation of its equipment and more direct con-
tract with Greek (in my case) military officials, without American "interferencé"),
active consideration be given to trying to have the machinery streamlined and
altered to some extent; and
(3) that we find out why the Americans are opposed to Canâda` training Greek

aircrew and, if the reasons are not sufficiently valid from Canada's point of view,
that we pursue the matter further with the Greek authorities. As you know, Greece
is one of the very few NATO countries which does not participate in Canada's
NATO air training programme.

like'to raise the question'of publicity for our contribution of F-86 jet aircraft to
Gréece. You will recall that as long ago as last March (ôur letter No. 158 of March
29th),t we suggested that simultaneous press releases be made in Ottawa and Ath-
ens. Not having heard from you about such a press release; and having taken up, on
your instructions, the question of having a public ceremony to mark the arrival of
the first, Canadian jets in this country, we assumed that you had decided not to
publicize this contribution'until the proposed public ceremony, took place. On their
pâtt, the' Greek authonties : have conscientiously avoided up to now making any
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public reference to the gift of Canadian aircraft. However, today's Greek newspa-
pers carry an announcement, apparently originating in the Department of National
Defence, Ottawa, that Canada is giving 27 F-86 aircraft to .Greece and to Turkey.
Probably the visit of the Chief of the Turkish Air Staff influenced this decision to
make the matter public at this time, but nevertheless, from our point of view, you
will appreciate that it would have, been infnitely better for a release to have been
made simultaneously in both capials. Incidentally, I should appreciate knowing as
soon as possible when the first aircraft will be delivered to Greece and conse-
quently when the Public Ceremony is to take place. I should also appreciate confir-
mation that it is your intention that the ceremony take place here in Athens. Air
Commodore Millard seemed to be under the impression that our plan was to have
the ceremony in the United Kingdom. Needless to say, such a locale would be most
undesirable as there is already enough confusion in the Greek public mind about
Canada, the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth. In any event, the U.K.'s
standing in Greece at the present time is beclouded by the Cyprus issue. 'I might
also mention that Millard told me (and, subsequently, an officer of the Greek Gen-
eral Air Staff confirmed this to me) that the Greek Government is making arrange-
ments with the American Air Force to fly our aircraft to Greece from the United
Kingdom. This is an understandable economy move on Greece's part as we do not
pay.the transportation bill. However, from the point of view of retaining, for pub-
licity purposes, the purely Canadian nature of this contribution, I wonder whether it
might not be possible for at least the first of these aircraft (the one or ones to be
used for the public ceremony) to be flown to Greece by the R.C.A.F. I think that
you will agree that such an arrangement would be much more desirable. I shudder
to think what confusion,would be created if the photographers snapped pictures of
an American aircrew stepping out of our first Canadian jet to reach this country.
6. This letter is far too long but I thought that it might be worthwhile for me to set

down'all of my rambling thoughts in the one spot. You might consider that some at
least of them are worthy of serious consideration.., . , :

G.K. GRANDE

245.

TELiEG 401

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.
ï-...,; . , a .. , .

Reference: Our telegram No. 374 of June 3.t

DEA/50107-D-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for Extenial Affairs
to Delegation to North Atlantic Council,

Ottawa, June 15, 1954

3(d "'{çF' IéS '
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NATO ANNUAL REVIEW 1954

Following for submission to the NATO Secretariat is the Canadian statement on the
1953 Annual Review recommendations. Text Begins:
1. In their Résolution on the, 1953 Annual Review, the North Atlantic Council

requested member governments to furnish a brief written statement to the Council
by 15 June, 1954,'upon their progress towards impleménting the firïn force goals
and the recommendations made to them, whether so far accepted or not.

2. Canada expects to meet the 'force goalsagreed to for 1954 with the following
forces' at agreed standards of readiness.

(a) An Air Division of 12 squadrons of 300 day fighters.
(b) A Brigade Group in Europe, to be built up to a division as soon as possible

after M-Day. °
(c) A Naval force consisting of one carrier with two air groups and 42 escorts to

be provided at various times between M-Day and M plus 180.
(d) Provision- of 28 maritime aircraft. - - ' ` , - '
3. With regard to the recommendations made to Canada during the 1953 Annual

Review, it will be recalled that the Minister of National Defence, at a meeting of
the North Atlantic Council in December, 1953, made a statement in which he
emphasized that Canada had `now arrived at the point where a large percentage of
the defence budget is being taken up with the maintenance of the forces in being,
with the resultant effect that there is not very muchjlatitude for changes in policy or
for increased commitments in'any 'irection:
4. The qûestion of additional requirements under the Canada-US Regional Group

is being given further consideradon since the release`of information that the Soviet
Union may. have available after 1956 the H-bomb and the facilities for delivering
this type of weapon to the North'American Continent. The radar network and asso-
ciated interceptor forces are being built up as rapidly as - practicable. In addition, a
further early warning chain is to be constructed beyond the settled part of Canada.
It should be borne in mind that this incréased air defence of the Canada-US Region
will be an additional drain on the man-power and resources available for defence
Purposes.`

5. Four of the recommendations contained in the Canadian Country Chapter of the
1953 Annual Review may be considered major problems. These refer to the provi-
sion of a wing of all-weather fighters for SACEUR, the timing of the first division,
the improvement in time-phasing of naval vessels and the increase in numbers of
naval vessels and maritime aircraft. °

6. With regard to all-weather aircraft, provision of a wing of all-weather fighter
squadrônsxin addition to the existing four wings of day interceptors is not possible.
However, the implications of the substitution of all-weather , fighters for a propor-
tion of the day interceptors now assigned are being explored.

7. Canadian views on the timing of the first division have not changed. It is under-
stood that the problem of the transportation of troops is at present under study by
the Standing Group and our detailed views, including our movement problem, have
been forwarded to the Standing Group.
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8. Canada is continuing studies to determine what improvements in time-phasing
of existing ships in Reserve can be accomplished. Every effort will be made to
increase the availability of escort type ships, but until the current studies are com-
pleted, no changes in the present assignment of Naval Forces can be considered.
Plans and specifications are in preparation for a 24 knot A/S escort vessel suitable
for rapid production in wartime. Until the current programme for replacing present
maritime aircraft is completed, it will not be possible to consider an increase in the
number of patrol aircraft allotted to NATO.

9. With regard to providing replacement of Canadian type equipment held by
European NATO countries, our comment on this recommendation during the 1953
review still stands. As for the problem of increasing and expediting production of
all-weather aircraft, we are endeavouring to establish an economic rate of produc-
tion which will ensure that the aircraft industry can be maintained over a prolonged
period. `

"

10. The remaining recommendations refer primarily to logistic support of Cana-
dian forces. The implications of these recommendations have been and are being
considered carefully. This consideration is expected to result in improvements to
the present logistic support situation. Text Ends. Message Ends., . .

246. DEA/50030-IA-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
_11_ I f au luiut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

DESpArai B-895, Ottawa, June 21, 1954

SECRET

^ ...
PROPOSED SUBSTITUTION OF SWIFT AND HUNTER AIRCRAFT FOR THE F-86'S

SUPPLIED BY CANADA TO THE UNITED KINGDOM UNDER MUTUAL AID

-;.Attached, for your own background information, is a very tentative draft Memo-
randum on this subject which was discussed on June 15 by the Panel on Economic
Aspects of Defence Questions. Also attached, for your information, is a copy of a
memorandum to the Acting Under-Secretaryt which was prepared prior to the dis-
çussion of this subject by the Panel.
.2. The conclusion reached by the Panel and subsequently agreed to by Mr. Pear-
son and Mr. Claxton was that the U.K. and U.S. authorities might be approached
and informed that : the proposed , transaction contains elements which might be
embarrassing to Canada and,which might create difficulties in securing support
here for future mutual aid programmes unless the transaction is carried through
with considerable care. It is expected that the matter will now be discussed by Cab-
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inet where the final decision will be taken as to the attitude which the Government
intends to adopt.' '. ,
3. I should emphasize that the'material contained in this despatch and its enclo-

sures' is solely for your own information at this stage. '': ^ .

Acting Under-Secretary of State
' - for External Affairs

R.A. MACKAY

(PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet d'une note pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense `

Draft Memorandum for Cabinet Defence Committee.

SECRET [Ottawa], June 19, 1954

F-86AIRFRAMES SUI'PUED TO,THE UNl'IED KINGDOM
UNDER THE CANADIAN MUIUAL AID PROGRAMME,

Following a Cabinet decision on October 3, 1951, the United Kingdom was sup-
plied with some 370 F-86 airframes, with necessary spares, to a total value of
approximately $71 million. (The bulk of the engines for these aircraft was supplied
by the United States under its military aid programme). In addition, consistent with
our general policy governing the provision of spares for equipment supplied as
mutual aid, Canada is now supplying spare parts for the maintenance of the air-
frames which were transferred to the United Kingdom.

It has been learned through Canadian service channels that the United Kingdom
wishes to trade its present holdings of F-86 aircraft (including equipments supplied
by Canada) for U.K.-produced Hunter aircraft which the United States have already
undertaken to purchase with U.S. military aid funds. It is understood that, the
United States would then re-transfer the F-86 aircraft as U.S. mutual aid to other
countries such as Italy, Western Germany (after ratification of the EDC or similar
treaty) and Yugoslavia.

The United States Air Force has emphasized that from the logistic standpoint,
the proposed transaction with the United Kingdom makes sense.` It would permit
the grouping of Hunters in Northwestern Europe, i.e. the United Kingdom, Holland
and Belgium, with the United Kingdom being in a position to maintain them. The
F -86s would be grouped in Southern Europe; i.e., Italy, Greece; Turkey and Yugo-
slavia. Despite the apparent military advantages, it is obvious that other factors are
involved in this general type of arrangement which require careful consideration.
Even though title to these aircraft` has formally passed to the United Kingdom, it
would seem essential. to avoid any pôssible misunderstanding and hence criticism
of the arrangement in Canada: The effect on other NATO countries, many of whom
were anxious to receive these aircraft originally, must also be considered.... . -, ,r ,.•, .;. .,.. . . .

8 Approuvé par le Comité du Cabinet nv la défense le 25 juin 1954cAl+proved by Cabinet Defence
Committee on lune 25, 1954.`
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:' This problem has now been examined by the Panel on the Economic Aspects of
Defence Questions which has recommended further discussion with the U.K.
authorities in ocder to make our views known. Accordingly with the concurrence of
the Secretary'of State for External Affairs, I recommend that
(a) The Canadian High Commissioner in London together with the Chairman of

the Canadian Joint Staff in London should be authorized to discuss this matter for-
mally with the appropriate United Kingdom authorities and indicate to them that
the proposed transaction contains elements which might create difficulties in secur-
ing support in Canada for future mutual aid programmes unless the transaction is
handled with considerable care. While the F-86 aircraft and related equipment were
made available by Canada (following a Standing Group recommendation) with no
legal strings attached, they were supplied under Canadian legislation designed to
increase the individual and: collective capacity of NATO to resist aggression.
Accordingly, we would expect that if there is no longer a U.K. requirement for the
equipment, the United Kingdom would request the Standing Group to approve the
suggested exchange of aircraft so that, if necessary, the Canadian public could be
informed that the transaction had been determined by the NATO authorities to be in
the best interests of the defence of the NATO area. In this connection, it would be
made clear to the U.K. authorities that any public statement regarding the transac-
tiôn should be agreed to by the Canadian Government. With respect to the provi-
sion of spares for the overhaul of these aircraft, U.K. authorities should be advised
that it is Canadian policy to provide, when practicable, continuing spares as mutual
aid for aircraft transferred to NATO countries in order to keep them in operation for
the defence of the NATO area. In accordance with this policy Canada will continue
to make available to the United Kingdom maintenance spares in a generous amount
while the Canadian airframes remain in its possession. It would however be con-
trary to Canadian policy to provide as mutual aid overhaul spares intended to make
.the F-86 aircraft available for purposes other, than those of the original allotment.
,There would of course be no objection to the United Kingdom purchasing addi-
tional spare parts from Canada, if necessary, for overhaul purposes; and
(b), that the Canadian Ambassador together with the Chairman of the Canadian

Joint Staff in Washington should be authorized to discuss this matter formally with
the appropriate U.S. authorities and inform them that Canada is requesting the
United Kingdom to seek the Standing Group approval of the transaction in order to
give assurance to the Canadian public if necessary, that this exchange of aircraft
does in fact improve the NATO defence position, for which purpose the early allot-
ment of F-86s was provided. If the Standing Group endorses this proposal Canada
^wnuld not have any objection to the proposed U.S.-U.K. exchange of F-86s for
Hunter aircraft... , .
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DEA/50030-1A40...
Projet d'un télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures'

"d la délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Draft Telegram from Secretary of State for External A,fl'airs2,

Reference: Your telegram No. 178 of March ^ 17, 1954.t

[Ottawa], 'July 8, 19541 11

DISPOSAL BY EUROPEAN COUNTRIES OF MUtUAL AID EQUIPMENT

Your telegram requested guidance as to the proper procedure for the disposal by
Norway of Norseman aircraft received from Canada under mutual aid and now sur-
plus to Norwegian requirements. It is understood that, as there was no other NATO
requirement, these aircraft were "cannibalizéd" and used to meet Norwegian spare
parts requirements. While this particular problem has been solved satisfactorily, it
has been necessary to give careful consideration here to the pôlicy' questions
involved with a view to providing you with general guidance for the future.

,2. As you know, Canadian mutual aid equipment is supplied to NATO countries
with no legal strings attached. On the other hand, under the U.S. military aid pro-
gramme, title to equipment transferred to NATO countries cannot be transferred
without the express consent of the U.S. Government. Moreover, arrangements are
made with recipient nations for the return to the United States of equipment or
materials no longer required for the purpose for which they, were originally made
available. The reason for this difference between the Canadian and the U.S. mutual
aid programmes is of course obvious. Canada relies on the Standing Group (or the
Secretariat) to recommend an allocation of equipment made available and hence
complex agreements between,Canada and the recipient government governing the
end use of the equipment, its eventual disposition etc. have not been considered
desirable or appropriate: It is 'assumed that the allocation 'rrcommended by the
Standing Group would maximise the individual and collective capacity of NATO to
resist aggression.
,. .,..^ ;, . ^ •, ., r.
3. In order to make our position clear, ^consideration is being given here to the

desirability of requesting you to make ' a tstatement before the NATO Council, at
`some appropriate opportunity, setting forth the Canadian Governmcnt's desiderata
with respect to any re-transfer of Canadian mutual aid equipment originally offered
through the Standing Group. In such a statement you might indicate that Canadian

°I military' aid equipment was supplied under Canadian legislation designed to
increase the individual and collective capacity of the NATO Countries to resist
aggression. Accordingly, the Canadian Government would expect that where a sig-
nificant amount of Canadian mutual aid equipment was no longer required by the
original recipient and 'where it would appear that a NATO requirement for the
equipment might exist, the Canadian Government would expect that the equipment

= Non envoyéJNot sent.

to, Delegation to North Atlantic Council
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would be made available through the'Standing Group to meet such a requirement.
Your statement might also point out that the adoption of any other procedure for the
re-transfer of Canadian mutual aid equipment might create difficulties in securing
support in Canada for future mutual aid programmes. You might also request that
any public statement regarding the re-transfer of Canadian mutual aid equipment in
individual cases should be agreed to by the Canadian Government.
4. You will recognize that before any statement such as referred to in the previous

paragraph is made, the approval of Ministers would have to be obtained. Before
seeking such approval, I should appreciate any comments which you may have to
offer.

248. DEA/50030-IA-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

: Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

T'Vt.EGRAM WA-1216 Washington, July 8, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram EX-1160 of July 3.fi

CANADIAN MUTVAL AID PROGRAMME: F-86 AIRFRAMES SUPPLIED
TO 711E UNITED KINGDOM UNDER TEi*E CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PROGRAMME

In accordance with your instructions, we called yesterday at the State Depart-

up.^^:r

^ng o p4%-en p ans, e s wou r^e-a oca y,
Gérniany; and Yugoslavia. The Canadian interest in this transaction arose because
370F-86 airframes had been supplied to the United Kingdom by Canada under our
mutual aid programme at a cost of approximately $103 million. We also referred to
the very tentative approach that had been made to us early in May by the Canadian
Desk at the State Department, at which time it was indicated that a note on this
subject might be expected shortly. In the event, however, the note had been held

ment on Ben Moore, Director of the Office of European Regional Affairs, to
express the views of the Canadian Government on the proposed exchange of air-
craft by the United Kingdom. We were represented by LePan, Brigadier Bishop
(who is acting as the Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff in the absence of Admi-
-ral De Wolf) and McCardle. Horsey, the Officer in Charge of Commonwealth
`Affairs at the State Department, and Kranich of Moore's office, were also present.

2: We began by outlining the factual basis for our representations as it had reached
tis through service channels. We said that the Canadian Government had learned
thatthe United Kingdom wishes to exchange the F-86 aircraft which it now holds
for Hawker-Hunter fighters produced in the United Kingdom and to be paid for by
the'United`States out of mutual security appropriations. It was our understanding
thât; accot^d' t t I th V A40 1d be ll ted to Ital Western
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.3. There were two points which we wished to make in connection with this pro-
posed transaction, we explained. In the first place; the Canadian Government did
not wish to stand in the way of this exchange if suitable arrangements could be
worked-out. It was 'appreciated in Ottawa'that there might well be "considerable
logistic advantage in a regrouping which would result in the United Kingdom and
the low countries using Hawker-Hunter fighters while F -86's would, for the most
part, be concentrated in, Southern Europe. This point, however, hardly required
elaboration, we thought, since it had already.been made through.Canadian service
channels. ; . • .
4. The second point was new and therefore required more stress. The proposed

transfer had been considered by the Defence Committee of the Canadian Cabinet
and a decision had been reached that Canada could not disinterest itself in it. It was
true that title to the F-86 airframes had passed to the United Kingdom with no legal
strings attached. But the airframes had been : supplied 'by Canada to the United
Kingdom under legislation which was designed to increase the individual and col-
lective capacity of NATO countries to resist aggression. There might be misunder-
standing and criticism in Canada if it could be charged that the airframes were not
being used in accordance with the intent of the legislation. For this reason, the
Canadian Government had a number of suggestions to make côricërning the way in
which the transfer should be arranged and the way in which it should be announced
and presented. Accordingly, the Canadian High Commissioner in London and the
Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff there had been instructed jo tell the United
Kingdom authorities that, if there was no longer a requirement in the United King-
dom for the airframes, the Canadian Government would expect the United King-
dom to request the Standing Group. to approve, the suggested exchange so that, if
need be, the Canadian public could be informed that the transaction had been deter-
mined by the NATO authorities ; to be in the best interest of the defence of the
NATO area. It was also being pointed out to the United Kingdom authôrities that
the form of any announcement of. the transfer would be of interest to the Canadian
Government and that its agreement should be sought in advance on the text of any
public statements or releases.
.:5.We then explained the position of the Canadian Government concerning the
supply of spare parts for these airframes. At present Canada was, providing spare
parts to the United Kingdom,under its mutual aid programme, on the basis of rec-
ommendations made by the Standing Group. If, as a.result of the proposed
exchange, some, or all, of these aircraft, were to be re-allocated to other NATO
countries, the Canadian Government would be willing to consider supplying spare
parts under its mutual aid programme, provided that the Standing Group made a
recommendation to that effect. Under Canadian legislation, hôwever, it would not
bé possible for Canada to supply spare parts under its mutual aid programme to
other than NATO countries. Further, it was assumed in Ottawa that it would not be
United States policy tô requst Canada to provide mutual aid in the fôrm of spare
parts to the United States.
,, 6. After this initial statement of Canadian views had been made, Brigadier Bishop
added that it was the hope of the Canadian authorities that the Standing Group
would approve, not only the exchange of aircraft between the United Kingdom and
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the United States;`but also their ultimate re-allocation by the United States to other
countries. He indicated further that he had already spoken to General Whiteley, the
United Kingdom representative on the Standing Group, about this matter and has
stressed that any publicity given to the transfer should avoid casting reflection on
the qualities of the F-86 as a fighter plane. General Whiteley had undertaken to
bring this point to the attention of his service superiors in Whitehall. Brigadier
Bishop hoped that it would be borne in mind by the United States authorities as
well. He also drew attention to the possibility that public criticism of the trarisac-
tion in Canada might make it more difficult in future to secure mutual aid appropri-
ations from the Canadian Parliament.

7. Moore said that his initial reaction was that the Canadian conditions were rea-
sonable. His only further comment was to re-emphasize the logistic argument in
favour of the proposed exchange. Throughout, the transfer had been advocated by
the United Kingdom authorities on these grounds and not at all because they
doubted the qualifies of the F-86's. Horsey said that it would be useful to the State
Department if we could furnish them with the exact text of the relevant part of the
Canadian legislation under. which the airframes had been originally supplied by
Canada to the United Kingdom. In answer to this request, we read out the text of
the passage from the Defence Appropriations Act, 1950 as it is reproduced in the
first para of the memorandum forwarded to us under cover of your despatch E-895
of June 21 to the High Commissioner in London. Moore and Horsey agreed that it
would be useful to them in the consultations they must now have with the Depart-
ment of Defence and with the Foreign Operations Administration if we could give
them an aide-mémoire summarizing the Canadian views. Our immediately follow-
ing telegramt contains the text of an aide-mémoire which we submitted this
morning.

8. We received the impression from the State Department officials who were pre-
sent at the meeting either that this question has been in abeyance for several weeks,
or that the State Department has not been kept informed of the most recent devel-
opments: , Horsey did make one off-the-record comment which is perhaps worth
passing on to you, although we are not sure how seriously it should be taken. He
said that he believed a deliberate attempt had been made by the United States ser-
vice authorities to avoid submitting this matter to the Standing Group. Conse-
quently, the Canadian representations, reasonable though they were, might
necessitate an important change of thinking in the Pentagon.
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DEA/50030-Ir4-40
. . . , .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur auz États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM . EX-1206 -

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Ottawa, July 13, 1954

Reference: Your WA-1216 of July 8.
. .: s

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PROGRAMME: F-86 AIRFRAMES SUPPLIED.

TO THE UNTIED KINGDOM

In accordance with the telephone conversation this morning between MacKay
and LePan referring to paragraph 6 of your message, you should inform the State
Department that the Canadian authorities would not expect that Standing Group
approval would be sought for the ultimate re-allocation of these aircraft by the U.S.
to other countries. As indicated in recommendations (a) and (b) of the, paper
approved by the Cabinet Defence Committee, our intention was to ensure that the
proposed U.S.-U.K. exchange of Hunters for F -86's (insofar'as the latter had been
supplied by us under Mutual Aid) carried the endorsement of the Standing Group
as being in the best interests of the defence of the NATO area. Such a determina-
tion by the Standing Group would make it clear that our Mutual Aid was serving
the purpose specified in our legislation. We had not intended to become involved in
the subsequent re-allocation of the F-86's once they had come into the possession
of the United States.

. Even if we might have desired to follow the transaction through the subsequent
stages, it was our understanding that it would have been impracticable (if not con-
trary to U.S. law) to require that the United States sécure the approval of the Stand-
ing Group for its proposed redistribution of the aircraft. In these circumstances, to
have insisted on such a requirement might have prevented the U.S: U.K: exchange
from taking place. Moreover, it was doubted that these aircraft, once they had been
turned over to the United States would be distinguishable from other F -86's of U.S.
origin which the U.S. authorities might be distributing as military aid. Finally, it
was by no means clear that we would be wise to lay down conditions regarding the
possible retransfer of these aircraft, especially since non-NATO countries might be
involved and neither we nor the Standing Group might wish to comment on the
particular destinations proposed.

We understand that General Foulkes has also dealt with this subject in his mes-
sage C.C.O.S. 83 of July 12t to the Canadian Joint Staff in Washington. In any
approach to the State Department you will doubtless wish to keep'in touch with the
Joint Staff.
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250.
L'ambassadeur en Turquie

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extirieures

Ambassador in Turkey
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

477

DEA150030-I.-40

Ankara, July 26, 1954

Dear Mr. Pearson:
I am about to suggest that I be authorized to spend two or three days in Ottawa

and I am putting the proposal in a personal rather than official letter so that it can
be quickly and quietly turned down if you consider that such is the treatment it
deserves. I had thought of writing to Bert MacKay but decided that I might thereby
place him "on the spot" and 'so my letter is being directed to the level where a
negative answer can be given without a twinge.

My experiences of the past 20 months have made it abundantly clear that there is
lacking in Ottawa a full appreciation of conditions in this part of the world and in
particular, of the situation in this country. We have had some frustrating exper-
iences in the immigration and economic fields but they were not of sufficient
importance to do more than create the hope that I could modify certain views and
procedures when I get back on home leave. ".

In recent months, however, I have had cause for concern in connection with our
Mutual Aid Programme. There have been a number of representations I have
wanted to make concerning its operations but I think it could only be done effec-
tively in person. For example, many months ago, I put forward some suggestions
concerning our Air Training Program which were turned down by the Chiefs of
Staff Committee, but I noticed in a document received a few weeks ago that Mr.
Claxton had held a meeting of E[xternal] A[ffairs] and Nat[iona]l Def[ence] offi-
cials in which he uttered my exact words. I have no doubt that my correspondence
failed to 'make my point with sufficient clariry.

I would like to place before Ottawa a suggestion, with supporting reasons, for a
basic change in our Mutual Aid policy - at least insofâr as Turkey is concerned. I
:would like to discuss the problem of English language training for Turkish pilots
ôn.which the Turks are pressing me. I might not achieve my objective but we could
dispose of the matter, one way or another, on the spot.
^,-;While I would like to have a brief discussion with you on the general problems
it is particularly with the Minister of Defense, Charles Foulkes and Bud Drury that
I would like to sit down around a table. It would bë timc•saving - and in the long
run money-saving - to have some direct conversations on these subjects.

Turkey is not Western Europe - although I fear that sometimes we act as
though it were. The U.S. experience has been similar as witness the fact that during
my period in Ankara, the U.S. Ambassador has been back to Wash[ington] four
times and the head of the F.O.A. Mission three times to clear up matters in brief
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discussions. I hasten to add that it has not been this U.S. "junketeering" which has
sown the seed in my mind. The best evidence of this is that months ago I wrote to
Bud Drury to see if he could come over here. I was in the midst of correspondence
with Mr. Claxton about the possibility of his visiting ltirkey," when he resigned.
Then I wrote to Mr. Campney and he has explained quite understandably in a letter
received to-day that it will be a little time before he could be in a position to under-
take any such visits. I have had an exchange of correspondence with Charles
Foulkes and while he finds the proposition attractive he cannot arrange it at the
present time. All along I have felt that it would be preferable for the one man here
to go back to the several in Ottawa but have not wished to be tabbed as a tourist. I
put it forward at this time because I am confident that 3 days in Ottawa would
produce benefits for both sides. . ^ :

If the verdict of the juryis favourable I will then correspond with Bert [Mac-
Kay] concerning dates suitable to all concerned.

Best personal regards, s . ; . .

HERB [MORAN]

251.
Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

•au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Couneil
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50030-S-40

z.. ' .,. .
TELEGRAM 559 Paris, July 27, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.'

CHANGES IN NATIONAL DEFENCE EFFORTS

Following is text of a note circulated by Ismay:

"Recently there has been a tendency for member governments to take important
decisions • regard changes in ' £ defence effort - sometimes after consul-

Commanders concerned - without prior consulta-tation with one of the SuPrem,
.

. , ,
tion within the framework of the CounciL
Z. May I remind my colleagûes that Minister's at their meeting in'Âpril of this year

"found no 'evidence that the'ultimate 'aims' of the Soviet-.Union has altered, and
noted that the military strength of the Soviet Union and its satellites continues to
increase.' The Council therefore once more- agreed upon the n'eed' for continuing
efforts,' vigilance and nnity.'3 It is clear,`therefore,'that any changes in the NATO
defence effort of individual member nations' are' of the greatest concern to the alli-
ance as a. whole.

r Y , ^ t ( x £ ? • ,

3 vott/$ee Document 28 1.
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, 3. It might perhaps also be argued that with increasing prosperity in the majority
of the member countries, a continuance of defence efforts at the present level is
becoming a less onerous burden.
4. But be that as it may, I think that we ought to be quite clear about the procedure

which should be adopted when any country has it in mind to alter its defence effort.
In this connection, I would remind my colleagues that the Council has, through the
machinery used for the annual review, a method which can be used at any time for
testing any proposed changes in national defence programmes in relation to the
efficiency of NATO forces as a whole, and one by which the views of our principal
military advisers can most easily be sought.
5. May we discuss this at our private meeting next Thursday, 29th July? Text

ends.
6. You will note that the meeting on July 29 is a private meeting, and that, there-

fore, no formal decisions, procedural or otherwise, should be taken. Nevertheless, it
may occur that Ismay, in summing up at the end of the discussion, will use some
such phrase as "then we are all agreed". He could presumably justify such a state-
ment if he were to argue that no new procedure is proposed but that the discussion
has served to clarify procedures already in effect. We are not sure to what extent
you would wish the Council to affirm explicitly the suggested degree of authority
relating to individual national defence programmes. It is, however, not entirely easy
to challenge the individual points made in Ismay's note, and accordingly we shall
not object to an informal agreement (which the Council might at a subsequent
meeting be asked to reaffirm in writing) unless we hear from you prior to Thursday
morning.

252. DEA/50030-S-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord, ..

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TEx.EGRAM 500 Ottawa, July 28, 1954i

CONFIDEN7IAL. IMMEDIATE.r. ^. , , .

Reference: Your telegram No. 559 of July 27, 1954

NATO ANNUAL REVIEW

If Lord Ismay is suggesting that the Council endorse informally the Annual
Review : procedure as an appropriate method of effecting prior consultation on
changes which member countries may propose in their defence efforts, we would
raise no repeat no objection provided the practical limitations are recognized. For
example, the Annual Review procedure does not always fit in with national timeta-
blesnorcan it take account of emergencies which may affect national defence
Progcatnmes.,
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2. On the other hand, if it is Lord,Ismay's intention to establish a procedure which
would oblige ^ member governments to submit all changes and revisions in their
defence programmes to the Council for prior approval, we should have to reserve
our position. Such a proposal would have far-reaching implications touching on the
present areas of national responsibility in the defence field. It.could not repeat not
be properly considered except at a Ministerial Meeting.

3. In any case; we are not repeat not in favour of the Council adopting any formal
resolution on this matter at the pZe

4.

n`t time.
We should be interested to knwhether Lord Ismay's note was occasioned by

any particular case (e.g. the Netherlands' recent change in the period
I
of national

service or reports of re-organization of the Belgium army)

DEA/50030-S-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs :;-

TamRAM 579

CoNFIDExriAL

Reference: Your telegram No. 500 of July 28.

Paris, August 3, 1954

NATO ANNUAL REVIEW

It had been intended that Ismay's paper would be discussed during the session
on July 29. As matters developed, however, there was not time for such a discus-
sion at that meeting, and accordingly it was put off until Monday, August Z. The
discussion, preliminary and informal in nature, was perhaps less to the point as a
result of the delay, for in the' interval Ismay had gone on leave and the chair was
taken by Van Vredenburg, who' was presumbly hot completely aware of what
Ismay had had in mind in sending around his note.

2. Aside from a fewilefforts to read Ismay's mind in absentia, the discussion was
directed primarily to a search for cases in which some new procedure :would be
useful. In the course of this search, the SGLO emphasized the distinction between
N ^^ •slippage ,^.e. a failure to fulfill accepted goals within the agreed time limit, and a

definite decision to lower targets from the levels previously agreed. A further dis-
tinction was made between goals for the immediately forthcoming year, which as
âgreed in the 'Annual, Review process constituted formal commitments on the pan
of governments, and planning goals for future years which should not be regarded
is binding commitments. ^ ` : % ; ; '
,`A: It was recôgnized that thera is a real' procedural gap with "regard to definite
changés (as ôpposed tô slippage). A country may in December undertakè particular
programmes for the' foithcoming year, and for political or other rrasons may decide

• t1perhaps in the following June that it wishes to reduce these goals. it is apparen Y
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understood that any such reduction should be discussed with the Supreme Com-
mander concerned, but this, of course, affords no parallel to the multilateral assess-
ment of capabilities and requirements which the `normal Annual Review process
affords. Nevertheless, such changes in accepted commitments have an effect upon
the programmes and policies of other NATO countries, and accordingly, it was sug-
gested that there is a need for a procedure to provide at least for notification to
other governments in advance of the decision being announced. The French repre-
sentative, agreeing that such a procedure would be desirable, observed sardonically
that this kind of problem could not be settled by procedural methods as there was
little that 'other countries could do if a NATO member chose to dishonour its
commitments.
4. The U.K. was in rather a special position during the discussion, as they

accepted in principle the thesis outlined in Ismay's note, but were still studying the
question, and were not yet prepared to participate in the preparation of a document
defining an agreed procedure. It appeared that they have reservations not unlike our
own concerning a formal commitment to go through a detailed NATO procedure
with regard to changes in defence programming.

5. Van Vredenburg at the request of two or three representatives, agreed that a
further study could be carried out by the Secretariat and a paper prepared. Such a
paper would attempt to define the problem and to suggest a possible procedure for
dealing with it. He proposed that such a paper should be discussed in the Annual
Review Committee before examination by the Council.
, 6. The U.K. objected to this procedure, and asked that such a paper, if it were to
be prepared, should be discussed by the Council itself in private session before any
decision was taken with regard to its future handling. Since it was clear from the
discussion that there was strong sentiment in favour of working out a procedure,
we were pleased that the U.K. proposal proved acceptable. We consider that it is
the least harmful manner in which to have the matter handled, and will, of course,
let you know as soon as the secretariat paper appears.
11.' In the meantime, we suggest that the discussion so far has brought out an
important point. While many countries apparently believe that there is a procedural
gap which should be closed, it appears to be generally accepted that this should
apply only in the case of changes which would have a direct beâring upon formally
accepted commitments. In other words, it would not apparently apply to "all
changes and revisions in their defence programmes" (your paragraph 2) but only
those which relate to international NATO commitments. In the second place, it does
not appear that people have in mind so much "prior approval" by the council as an
opportunity for other countries to be made aware in advance of the proposed
changes and to take any related steps which they consider necessary in connection
with their own programmes.
8. In conclusion, therefore, while it. appears that a definite and binding procedure

is going to be proposed, it does not appear probable that there will be any intention
of having this procedure apply beyond the region of formally accepted commit-
ments and even then, it would be designed rather more as a procedure of notifica-
tion than as one involving surrender of sovereignty.
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9. With regard to your final point, we have been unable to learn directly the cause
of Ismay's initiative. We assume, however, that it is related to the recent Dutch and
Belgian action in reducing their period of military service, and the probability that
Denmark will take the same step (see our letter No. 2284 of July 29).t Message
ends.,

254. ^ DEA/50030-Ir9-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures "
` au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TELwRAM 522 Ottawa, August 10, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your telegram No. 178 of March 17, 1954.t

DISPOSAL BY EUROPEAN COUNTRIES OF CANADIAN MtTR1AL AID EQUIPMENT

We regret that owing to the important policy consideration involved it has not
been possible to date to send a formal reply to your telegram. You have however
received a copy of National Defence letter dated June 14t suggesting that the
Norwegians be told that we have no objection to their retaining Norseman aircraft
either as a reserve or for cannibalization. It may be that in the absence of a formal
reply from you the Norwegians have used the Norseman aircraft for these purposes.
You might let us know whether this is the case.

- As you know Canadian policy with respect with the disposal by European coun-
tries of the Canadian Mutual Aid equipment is being carefully considered here.
This consideration was originally started as a result of the Norwegian query and
received added impetus following the suggestion that the United Kingdom might
transfer some of its F86 aircraft and equipment supplied by Canada. We hope to be
able to consult you before recommending Ministerial approval of a Canadian pol-
icy in this respect. In the meantime any comments you may wish to offer would be
most welcome.
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255. DEAi50030-L-40
Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord-_.._

au séc`rétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELGRAM 599 Paris, August 12, 1954

CONi~7DENI7AL '

Reference: Your telegram No. 522 of August 10 and our telegram No. 178 of
March 17, 1954.

DISPOSAL'BY EUROPEAN COUNTRIES OF CANADIAN MUTUAL AID EQUIPMENT

In view of the very long delay in advising the Norwegians as to the disposal of
Norsemen aircraft, we notified them informally on receipt of a copy of National
Defence letter of June 14, that there would be no objection to utilizing the surplus
aircraft as a reserve or cannibalizing them.
2. With respect to overall Canadian policy regarding the disposal by European

côuntries of Canadian mutual aid equipment, we are glad to submit some brief
comments as requested. It would seem to us that one of the good features of our
mutual aid programme has been that it is remarkably free of any strings. In fact, the
only string which we have attached is the relatively minor one relating to shipping
arrangements for mutual aid cargoes. For this reason, we would hesitate to add any
too stringent provisions at this stage on the disposal of Canadian mutual aid
equipment.
,3. It might, however, be a potentially dangerous position if we contracted entirely

out 'of, responsibility for what happens to this equipment when European NATO
çountries no, longer require it. We believe, therefore, that it would be desirable to
notify recipients that the Canadian Government should be consulted in advance on
he disposition of mutual aid equipment. This would provide a safeguard and would
enable us where desirable to suggest seeking Standing Group advice. In effect, this
is alternative (c) as outlined in your letter of July 29 addressed to the Chairman,
Chiefs of Staff.t

<'?`:C; I `,
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256. PCO

Note du ministre de la Défense nationale
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Memorandum from Minister of National Defenee,
to Cabinet Defenee Committee

DoCUMENr No. D-12-54 Ottawa, September 2, 1954

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PLANNING

1. In 1950, at the time the original Canadian Mutual Aid Programme- was
approved, there existed within NATO large and general deficiencies both of armed
forces and of most types of equipment which NATO countries required to, equip
them. It was then considered that Canada could contribute most effectively to meet-
ing the situation by transferring to other NATO nations as 'Mutual Aid large
existing stocks of armament and ancillary equipment, and by increasing indigenous
Canadian capacity for defence production to meet the needs of the alliance.
2. Since the original Mutual Aid programme was approved there have been two

developments which have had their effect on the planning and composition of the
Canadian Mutual Aid Programme. Not only has Canada undertaken to provide sub-
stantial forces for the defence of the NATO area, both in Europe and in North
America, but there has also been a steady and marked improvement' in the NATO
equipment position, in which aid from the United States and Canada has played a
significant part. The need to equip Canai an forces for NATO defence has, to a
large extent, determined the pattern of Canadian defence production and the types
of equipment being produced in Canada. The large ' and increasing flow of; equip-
ment from North America and particularly from the United States under the Mutual
Defence Assistance Programme has recently brought about radical reductions in
overall NATO deficiencies, so that, where deficiencies still exist, they have become
more selective in nature and in most instances, less critical to the military strength
of the alliance.

3. Since its inception, the composition of the Canâdian Mutual Aid programme
has exhibited the following characteristics: 'I

(a) The emphasis in earlier programmes was on equipment of World War II types
which was available originally from existing stocks surplus to the immediate needs
of the Canadian Forces or which subsequently could be released by the Canadian
services as receipts from production made it possible for them to change over to
equipment of U.S. types in accordance with Canadian defence policy. The more
recent programmes have contained a significantly larger proportion of materials
and equipment produced since World War II, which has become available as
existing stocks of older types have been depleted and as Canadian capacity for
defence production has increased.
(b) Equipment of newer types included in the Mutual Aid Programme has been

included with a view to serving the dual purposes of developing and maintaining
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productive capacity in Canada to meet the equipment needs of the Canadian forces
and of contributing to meet the equipment needs of the forces of Canada's NATO
allies, thereby reducing overall NATO deficiencies.
4. With a continued need to maintain well-equipped Canadian forces both at home

and abroad, and with an awareness of the changed pattern of deficiencies and pro-
duction within NATO, studies are now underway in the Departments of Defence
Production and National Defence to:
(a) determine the long term equipment deficiencies of the Canadian Armed Ser-

vices and, in particular, those deficiencies which will exist following mobilization.
(b) determine which of the service needs can advantageously be satisfied by the

maintenance of production lines in Canada.
(c) select those lines of production considered desirable to maintain for which

service requirements alone will not permit economic operation but which might be
made economic if additional orders are placed for Mutual Aid.
5. Future Canadian Mutual Aid proposals will flow from the results of these stud-

ies. The basic factors determining the pattern of future Mutual Aid programmes
will, therefore, be found in the long-term equipment requirements of the Canadian
forces and in the measures taken to satisfy these requirements from Canadian pro-
duction. Influencing and rounding out the pattern so determined will be other and
broader factors which will include the level of forces maintained by Canada's
NATO allies, the nature and extent of overall NATO deficiencies of and require-
inénts for defence equipment, and the volume of deliveries of equipment from
United States' production and offshore procurement under the U.S. M.D.A.P. and
from indigenous production financed by the European NATO nations.

[RALi'H CAMPNEY]

DEAi50030-I,-40
- Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Uiufer-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External AJfairs

[Ottawa], October 26, 1954

NEXT YEAR'S MllTUAt. AID PIANS

I think you xmay be interested in the attached memorandum reporting on a con-
vtrsation'which an officer of this Department has had with Mr. E.B. Armstrong, the
Assistant De' puty Minister responsible for financial questions in the Department of
National Defence. While I know that you were prepared some time ago to contem-
plate the possibility of a reduction in mutual aid if that was necessary in order to,
lnctease our Colombo Plan vote, I think you may feel that the cut now envisaged
by. National Defence is rather drastic. Although it may be premature for us to
"Press any definite views at this stage, you may wish to have this information
coneerning the lines on which National Defence is now thinking in case this sub-
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ject comes up in connection with the discussions in Cabinet regarding our contribu-
tions to the Colombo Plan and to the various United Nations programmes 4

J[ULESJ L[tGER] ,
,., •. ,' . 7 .., . :f

. [I'IÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note du chef de la Direction 1conomique

Memorandum by Head, Economic Division

CoNFIDENnAL [Ottawa], October 25, 1954

PRESENT PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR'S MUTUAL AID* PROGRAMME

I spoke with Mr. Elgin Armstrong of National Defence this morning concerning
their latest thinking on the possible scale of mutual aid for the fiscal year 1955-56.
2. According to Mr. Armstrong, their plans are not yet definite although they have

prepared certain proposals which will shortly be considered by the Committee
which "screens" the National Defence estimâtes.-He was aware of our considerable
interest in the subject and would expect that, as was the case last year, we would be
invited to be represented at the particular meeting of the Screening Committee at
which their mutual aid proposals will be examined. He could not say exactly when
this will be but undertook to let us know as soon as a date hâs been settled. He
doubted that a final figure for the Mutual Aid Programme would be agreed upon
before December.

3. At the present stage, National Defence is apparently contemplating a very sub-
stantial cut in the total amount of mutual aid for the coming year. On the assump-
tion of an over-all defence budget of $1.8 billion, allowance is being made for a
Mutual Aid Programme of some $175 million. This would represent a reduction of
$125 million from the outside figure set for last year in the estimates, or of $105
million from the total of $280 million which was definitely earmarked for mutual
aid in last year's inter-departmental discussions. Since it now appears that our
actual Mutual Aid Programme during the present year will amount to about $260
million (after allowing for the recent decline in the quantity of certain "direct pro-
duction" items available for mutual aid and for the short-fall in requirements for
infrastructure), it is evident that the proposed figure for next year would be very far
below our performances this year. Such a substantial reduction is proposed despite
the fact that the over-all defence budget for the coming year is expected to be only
slightly less than the amount budgeted for last year ($1.8 billion compared with
$1.908 billion) and the further fact that the over-all budget will bé larger than the

Pamount
the curren^c`^l

Y v^ possible to spend this'year (Expcnditures during
year are expected to come out at about $1.7 billion and cash outlays will

be . a little less ttian $1.8 million):
; 4. In arriving at this tentative figure for mutual aid, National Defence had appar-
ently been influenced by:

' VoidSée'Document 214.
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(a) the likelihood that not much more than this amount could be used on the
equipment which will be available for mutual aid purposes in the light of antici-
pated Service programmes; '
-(b) the possibility that, although plans are still somewhat uncertain, U.S. aid to
NATO countries may be down next year;
(c) the necessity to provide' more resources for continental defence in North

America; and
(d) the impression which Mr. Campney had apparently formed that Mr. Pearson

would not be unfavourable to a fairly substantial reduction in our Mutual Aid Pro-
gramme this year.
5. I did not comment on these various considerations beyond noting that no doubt

anythingi which Mr. Pearson might have said regarding a possible reduction in
mutual aid was related to the likelihood of increases in certain other expenditures
of interest to this Department such as our contribution under the Colombo Plan.

6. Mr. Armstrong did not have all the details of the proposed programme at hand
but he said the largest item related to air training and the next most important item
had to.do with the provision of F-86 aircraft. He remarked that on present plans
thére was no expectation that CF-100's could be supplied on mutual aid during the,
conung year.
7. Mi. Armstrong went on to say that a reduction in the programme for 1955-56

would not necessarily imply a reduction in subsequent years since on the basis of
present production plans it might well be that a greater variety of military equip-
ment would be available in later years.

A.E. R(rrcfüE]

' 258. DEA/50030-L-40

Note de l'ambassadeur en Turquie

Mémorandum by Ambassador in Turkey

[Ottawa], November 1, 1954

I

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PROGRAMME

During my discussions with senior officers in Ottawa, I have expressed the view
that we have permitted the Standing Group to take over our mutual aid programme
and that the Canadian aspect of it has almost disappeared. Certainly what were
originally intended to be merely recommendations of the Standing Group are now
being regarded in most countries as decisions. I agree that we should continue to
rely on the advice of the Standing Group first because we do not have in Canada
the necessary facilities to determine the•requirements of the various countries, and
secondly, it enables us to avoid the uncomfortable position of having to choose
between friends. Therefore, we should continue to seek the recommendations of the
Standing Group but we should in my view cease emphasizing in each announce-
ment that the allocations have been made on the recommendation of the Standing
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Group and we should discontinue the present practice of telling NATO countries
that any representations concerning our programme should be directed to the
Standing Group in Washington.
2. Following the public hand-over ceremony of our first jet aircraft to Turkey

when extensive publicity was given by the Turkish press to the Canadian Mutual
Aid Programme, the French Ambassador in Ankara sent his Counsellor to our
Embassy to obtain some information about this new "programme". When Camp-
bell explained that it had been in operation since 1950 and that France itself had
been a beneficiary under it, the Counsellor replied "That is'a Standing Group pro-
gramme with'which I am familiar, but the press is'referring t6this programme as

3. You will recall that I reported in a recent letter that a head of a foreign mission
in Ankara informed me that some of his countrymen would be going to Canada.
When I inquired whether the visit was for business reasons, he replied "They are
being sent by the Standing Group to participate in its air training programme out
there".
4. My experience has been that the Turks learn direct from Washington of alloca-

tions long before formal notification reaches us from Ottawa and I am inclined to
think that they frequently receive the information ahead of Ottawa. For example,
your telegram of September 16 advising me of the allocations of vacancies in our
air training scheme contained information which had been given to me in Ankara
about one month earlier. Another example was the offer of our 55 additional jet
aircraft. When I approached the Foreign Office official on the matter, he told me
that I could send an immediate acceptance since the Turks had been informed some
weeks previously that such an allocation had been made to them and that the Turk-
ish Cabinet had already given consideration to and reached a decision on the mat-
ter. This is fairly clear evidence that the offers through Canadian channels have
been reduced to a mere formality.

5. My discussions on this subject with General Foulkes and Messrs. Drury, Bryce
and MacKay, have been quite full and, therefore, I need not repeat in this memo-
randum all my arguments and illustrations. It is, however, a question to which some
attention might be`directed to see if we cannot recover for Canada the credit which
it is not now receiving for the extensive aid which it is giving to European NATO

`Canadian"'.

countries.
H. O. M(ORANI
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259. DEA/50030-L-4-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TI1.EGRAM WA-1904 Washington, November 4, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Our WA-1255 of July 14.t

CANADIAN MUTUAi. AID PROGRAMME - F.86 AIRFRAMES SUPPLIED

TO THE UNITED KINGDOM

During the recent visit of the Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff to Paris he sent a
signal to the Joint Staff here enquiring about the status of the projected exchange of
F.86's now held by the RAF for Hawker-Hunters to be financed out of United
States mutual security funds. General Foulkes said that he had been under the
impression that the whole proposal had been cancelled. Admiral deWolfe ascer-
tained that the exchange had not been abandoned and so informed General Foulkes
on October 21. However, he thought - and we agreed - that it would be useful if
we were to try to find out a little more about how this deal stood through enquiries
at the Foreign Operations Administration. Accordingly, yesterday afternoon we
called on John Ohly, Deputy Director for programme and planning. Ohly con-
fumed that the exchange was still on the cards and indeed stressed that it was
boped by all the interested United States agencies that it could quickly be consum-
mated. However, he told us that fairly serious difficulties had developed over the
last few months which had delayed the transfer.
2. Most of the questions that had been at issue between the United States and the

United Kingdom authorities concerned significant details of the exact bargain to be
sttuck. FOA, he said, wished to have a clear idea of what front-line fighter strength
in the RAF would be created by the proposed allocation of mutual security funds to
finance the acquisition of Hawker-Hunters. The RAF was insisting on what seemed
to the United States authorities to be a very high ratio of planes in reserve. Moreo-
ver, •the price now being quoted for each individual Hawker-Hunter had also risen
substantially since the deal was first contemplated, so that, the proposed allocation
of mutual security funds would now buy fewer planes than had been expected. For
these• two reasons it seemed that the transaction would not be likely to produce so
inuch front-line strength as had been hoped. The United States authorities wished
to clear up this uncertainty before clinching the deal. They also wished to know
more exactly how many F.86's they would be receiving in return. They were argu-
ing that, since the F.86's now held by • the United Kingdom had been subject to
considerable ' use, the exchange should not be on a one-for-one basis but should
cesult in the United States receiving a somewhat larger number of F.86's than the
Aumber of Hawker-Hunters that the United Kingdom would be getting. 1-iaggling
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of this kind could hardly be avoided, Ohly explained, in view of the many existing
United States commitments to supply fighters to other European countries.

3. In addition to the bargaining that was going on between the United States and
the United Kingdom authorities, Ohly admitted that the transfer had also been
delayed becatise Mr. Stassen now felt that he should seek some informal but
explicit approval of it from a few congressional leaders. What was intended had
never been explained to Congressional Committees, and Mr. Stassen was, now con-
vinced that it would be necessary to take Congress more fully into his confidence.
4. In spite of the difficulties that had arisen over recent months, Ohly said that he

still believed the deal would go through. Both FOA and the Department of Defence
realized that plans for modernizing the RAF were in considerable measure depen-
dent on the proposed transfer and would make every effort to see that it was suc-
cessfully completed.

5. You will appreciate that this message may be of some interest to the Depart-
ment of Defence Production as well as to the Department of National Defence.

260. PCO

Note du ministre de la Défense nationale
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Memorandum from 1tlinister of National Defenee
to Cabinet Defcnce Committee

DOCUMENT No. D13-54 Ottawa, November 8, 1954

THE CANADIAN MUfUAL AID PROGRAMMM 1954-55
REVISED EStIMA'iE OF E}CYENDfRJRES

1. Cabinet Defence Committee approval was given on December 2, 1953, to an
appropriation of $300 million for the 1954-55 Canadian Mutual Aid Programme,
on the understanding that the programme would be initially planned for an expcn-
'diture of $280 million; in the light of the possibility that the balance might be
needed by the Canadian Forces.- It has now become apparent that the part of the
Mutual'Aid appropriation in excess of the $280 million will not be required by the
Services.

2. Following " a review of the original $280 million programme, taking into
account actual expenditures in 1953-54, changes in production forecasts, equip-
'ment availabilities, etc., and, in order to approach the original figure, the following
addidonal items have been considered for inclusion In the programme.

^ ^ . 4 Â ^ . ^
. . . .

(a), Approved Additions to Progrâmme

°,w Since the preparation of the original programme outline, the following items
have been approved for, inclusion and .taken into account in the above revision of
the 1954-55, programme, for allocation througb the appropriate NATO agency.
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Ammunition Components
Because of technical difficulties in filling, ammunition schedules have been set

back, with the result that the accumulation of certain Shell empties has caused a
serious storage problem. The transfer of these components as Mutual Aid will
relieve the storage problem and bring the scheduled flow of empties to the filling
plant closer to the normal requirement. The items which will be available prior to
March 31, 1955, at an estimated cost of $4,290,800 are attached at Appendix "B".t
The transfer of these components under the category of "direct production", will
correct the present position of imbalance between the production of components
and filled rounds.

One Mile Sets
On the recommendation of the Department of Defence Production additional

orders have been placed for One Mile Sets (GPRC-26) to maintain production
beyond November 15, 1954. As there is a possibility that orders for this set may be
forthcoming from the United States and as the sets can be considered a useful con-
tribution to assist in filling NATO equipment deficiencies, it was considered desira-
ble that the plant be retained in production until March 31, 1955 at the rate of 25
sets per day. The estimated cost of this addition is as follows:

No. of Sets to March 3l/S5 2.250 with Spaoa. etc.
Cost includiat Test equipmant. $2.300.000.
frritbt a,eaboud, p.cts jin=. ac.

The above equipments are in addition to 9,000 already allocated.
<_ .
(b) Furthcr Additions to Programme

The Services have advised that additional equipment acquired prior to March
31, 1955, may be offered as follows:

491

Number Amount

AMY 1
Cartridses. 20mra Oertikoa
Air ,Force
Adaptort Qua« M21A 0 U.
Amu^nmidon 20mm IIEI lnSPANO @ $1.50
Rds. Amawnitiou .303 in AP *%' ® .SO/I,000
Rds. Ammunition 2Aam SAP InSPANO e S1.S0
Nmry .
4' Mk 19 hrin band operated tnountinp dt puu

600.212 $ 952,664

3.600 30,240
750,000 1,181.250

2,000,000 105.000
1.000.000 1 ,575 ,000 2,891,490

3 220,500
TOTAL $4,064,654

It is recommended, therefore, that these additional items calling for expenditure
only In the current fiscal year be included in the 1954-55 Mutual Aid Programme.
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3. The above review and additions will result in a revised programme as follows:

Direct Production Item

- Estimated Expenditure
Original Revised

31,475.000
59,000,000

1,000,000 1,000,000
.18,000,000 19.000,000 10,000,000

$25.000,000
57,000,000

11.000,000

NATO Aircrew Training
Contributions--NATO Budgets
Common Infrastructure
Transfers of equipment acquired
prior to March 31. 1950

Amy
Navy
Air

Transfers of equipment acquired
after March 31. 1950

Army
Navy
Air

32.200.000 35.000,000
1.420,000 500,000
1,380,000 35,000.000 3,000,000 38.500,000

25,325,000 24,000,000
15,311,000 11.000.000
91.967,000 132,603,000 93.500,000 128.500,000

277.078.000 260.000.000

Details of the above revisions are attached at Appendix "A"
4. Offering of equipment acquired prior to March 31, 1950, for transfèr during

1955-56
The experience of the past several years indicates that there is much advantage

in Canada making our offerings known as early as possible, to permit of the pro-
gramme being examined by the Standing Group and possible recipients. In addi-
tion, with the increase in deliveries of equipment under the U.S. Mutual Defence
Assistance Programme and European production generally, it is most likely that it
will gradually become increasingly difficult to create interest in taking equipment
of older types and that European NATO countries will become increasingly selec-
tive in their bidding for equipment offered under the Canadian programmes.

It is therefore recommended that Canada offer in 1954-55 through the Standing
Group the equipment detailed in the attached appendix "C', with the proviso that
its release in 1955-56 was subject to the availability of funds and the requirements
of the Canadian Services s

lRA[.1'N CAMrNEYj

[PIÈCE IolrrrE lIErNI.osuRF. 1I

Appendice A

Appendix A

EXP'LANA?ION OP RBVISIONS IN PROGRAMME

(a) Direct Production
Delays in production of several items including 17 pdr APDS ammunition and 155
mm Howitzers, reductions in quantities of certain defence chemicals and the stretch
out of production of R-1340 Wasp Engines will result in a noticeable drop in esti-
mated expenditures in 1954-55, with a resulting carry-over to 1955-56 on approved

3 Noté avec l'autorisation du Cabinet le 24 novembre 1954JNoted with approval by Cabinet on Nov-
ember 24, 1954.
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production items totalling approximately $14 million. Present production schedules
will, except for small quantities of spares, result in the completion of the major
programmes for Radar Sets A.A. No. 4 MK 6/2 and One Mile Sets (CPRC 26). No
additional offerings of these equipments are contemplated.

(b) NATO Air Crew Training
A revised basis of. costing this programme would have produced an estimated
ezpenditùré of $65,700,000 for the year but this has been largely offset by the drop-
ping of certain proposed capital expenditures and some lag in pupil intake. The
continuation of the NATO Air Crew Training programme has been approved to
1957-58. ,

(c) NATO Budgets and Common Infrastructure
Recent estimates by the NATO Secretariat indicate a substantial reduction in
expenditures from their earlier forecasts.

(d) Transfers from Service Stocks
In addition to the items detailed in the original programme for 1954-55, the follow-
ing items have been added and offered: '

No. Value
Army
Equipments, Quad 20 mm A.A. CMK 1- 26 $ 659,555
Equipments, B.L. 9.2 in. Gun and P.C. Equipment 8 2.100.000
Shells. B.L 9.2 in. 3278 978.712
Equipments, BL 7.5 in. Gun and F.C. Equipment 3 787,500
ShdL, B.L. 7.5 in. 1025 148,922 4,674,689
Air Force
FlyinB Suits Various 425,000

$5.099,689

Advice from the Standing Group on bids received for the new offerings in 1954-55
indicates that there has been a good response with respect to the majority of types
of equipment offered. The revised estimate takes into account the additions referred
to in the preceding paragraph, Standing Group bids on new offers and adjustments
resulting from the carryover from the 1953-54 programme, etc.

(e)Tra»sfers from Current Production for the Services
Advice of bids from Standing Group indicates that all new offerings are overbid.
The increase from the earlier estimate is mainly due to a large carryover to 1954-55
in the spares support for the 370 F86's transferred to the United Kingdom and the
provision of spares support for the F86's allocated to Turkey and Greece. However,
these increases have been partially offset by a reduction in the valuation placed on
J47 Jet Engines.i„}.
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APpendix C

1955-56 PROGRAMME `

ADVANCE OFFERING OF EQUIPMENT ACQUIRED PRIOR TO MARCH 31, 1950

(NOT PREVIOUSLY OFFERED)

ARMY

Section I - Stock Available for Release without Replacement

Item Quantity

Truck, 4 ton, 6x6, FBE 40
Truck, 4 ton, W. Pontoon 63'
Truck. 3 ton, 6x6, Chassis 35
Truck. 4 ton, W. Chassis 10
Trailer, 20 cwt, 2-wh, OS 580
Suni-Traikr, Laundry - 9
Launcher, Rocket, 2.36-in 100
Wireless Set No. 88 400
Rockets, Smoke 2.36-in 2.500
Rockets, HEAT 2.36-in HE 32.007
Roctas, Practice 2.36-in 20,230

TOTAL - Section I

TOTAL- Section ll 2,2n926

Bombs, 3-in Moctar. HE 46,668 784.023

Bombs, 3-in Mortar, Smk 34,503 905•704
100 157,5WEqnipment 2-in Mortar

Bombs, 2-in Mortar, HE 13.000 . w 232,050
Bombs, 2-in Mortar. NE 2,241 27,049
Wireleu Set No. 31 113 96,600

$ value ,
(Including Charges)

384,520
638,379
257.250
73,500

913,500
133.117

11.500
336,000

25.000
348,876
211,404

3.335.046

Section II - Stock Available for Release following Replacement

261. DEA/50030-U-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
4;pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Ezterrial Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa], November 9, 1954

MUTUAL AID: TRAINING OF GERMAN AIRCREW IN CANADA

Atlantic Treaty and Brussels Treaty Protocols have been ratified, is almost certain
to raise sooner or later the question of admitting German airmen to the NATO air
training scheme in Canada.

2. As you will recall, this question was touched on briefly in Cabinet in the dis-
cussion on your submission prior to the recent Ministerial Meeting of the North

The entry of the German Federal Republic into NATO, once the relative North

NORT11 A7I.ANTIC TREATY ORQANIZATION

[P1ÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLASURE 2j
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Atlantic Council in Paris. At that time the view was expressed that it would be best,
because of the state of opinion in. Canada about Germany and because of the
problems that would be created by an additional language group in the Training
Programme, to discourage any proposal to train German aircrew in Canada as part
of the Mutual Aid Programme "at this time: '6 I understand that the Chairman,
Chiefs of Staff, is also of a similar view. He has on several recent occasions
expressed privately his fear that we might risk trouble and possible indignation in
Canada if some German airman training here chanced to meet a relative of one of
the Canadian prisoners shot by General Kurt Meyer in the last war.7

3. The question cf training German pilote in Canada was raised in a different
context two years ago as the result of informal inquiries by the Chief of German
Air Force Planning. At that time we concluded that no consideration should be
given to training Germans in Canada unless and until a formal request was
received through NATO-EDC channels. At the same time, however, General
Foulkes expressed objections, on grounds of both practicability and desirability, to
such a proposal no matter how the approach was made. Following is an extract
from a letter of October 29 from General Foulkes to the Under-Secretary on this
subject:

"From the standpoint of practicability, it is not considered that Canada could
provide training facilities in any of the Services unless the students can speak
English.
Apart from the above, from the desirability aspect, it is considered there is a
large morale factor. If German candidates were accepted at various training
schools and colleges, there is always the probability that they might be under
instruction with Canadian officers who have lost members of their immediate
family during World Wars I and 11, or have had other first-hand experiences with
Nazi attitudes' during World War II, which may have left them with strong

prejudices. Although this factor is hard to assess, the recent strong feeling
against mitigation of the sentence of Kurt Meyer must be taken as an indication
that it is questionable whether the old enmities can be forgotten as quickly as
present realistic interests would dictate. It would be most unfortunate if an inci-
dent did occur involving German and Canadian students which might prove
politically embarrassing to Canada and tend to retard, rather than foster, the
growth of mutual confidence necessary between lhese German forces and the
other NATO countries."

4. Circumstances have changed since then, however, and I submit that we should
now bear in mind in considering this problem that, once Germany is a full member
of NATO, it will be extremely difficult to find any justification for treating her on
any basis different from that on which we treat the other NATO countries.s I
assume that we shall at least wish to appear to treat Germany without discrimina-

}' ''Note marginale Marginal note:
.A Surely we don't have to be more sensitive than the Dutch. Belgians or French! [LB. Pearsonj

It VoidSee Volume 14, Document 789.
aNote marginale JAlarginal note:

I agee [LB. Pearson]
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tion. Unless we change our Mutual Aid procedure, therefore, we shall have to con-
tinue to offer, through the Standing Group, the available arms and equipment and
the vacancies in our air training programme to all the NATO countries who wish to
bid for them, and the Standing Group will be free to recommend allocation to any
NATO country, including Germany. Of course the Canadian Government will still
be free to accept, reject or modify the Standing Group's recommendations, but if
the Government does reject or modify them with respect to allocations to Germany,
it will be for the first time. .:^ . 3 . . t

5. It might be possible to reach some secret understànding with the Standing
Group that German aircrew should be trained elsewhere than in Canada and that
allocations of vacancies in the Canadian programme would therefore not require to
be given to Germany. Whether any such , understanding could be kept secret is
another matter, and if it were to leak out it might be extremely difficult to justify. It
would be hard to explain why the presence of . German airmen in Canada would
cause greater indignation here than our support for German membership in NATO,
or how it is more likely to cause incidents than the presence of Canadian service-
men and their dependents in Germany. As for the alleged problem of an additional
language group, it seems unlikely that the prospective German candidates, whose
working knowledge of English is likely, to be relatively: good, would cause any
more trouble in this regard than, say, the Norwegians or the Dutch; and they would
certainly cause less trouble than the Turks, Portuguese and Italians.

6. It could also be argued _ that Canada would offer particularly favourable oppor-
tunities for bringing members of the future German forces into contact with people
and ideas in Canada which would broaden their horizon and help to ensure that
those we are rearming will be our friends.

7. I have no specific recommendation to make at present but thought I should
bring these considerations to your attention in case there is further discussion of
this problem between now and the time, a few months hence, when the Govern-
ment may need to come to some decision on 19

ben of NATO. The longer the question of German air training in Canada can be postponcd. the

dian or German public opinion. L.B. P(earaon) I_

discriminated against them. The (3eanans, tightly, will refuse to be treated as second•class mcm-

better. Meanwhile, we should be careful to say or do nothing which would disturb either Cana.

If we can avoid receiving Germans for NATO training. we should do so, but not in a way which

J. L(ÉGER)

9 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
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DEA/50030-L-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État auz Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa], November 10, 1954

`101ST MEETING OF CABINET DEFENCE COMMITTEE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1954

Agenda Item 3 - Canadian Mutual Aid Planning (Document D12-54)
The memorandum before Defence Cabinet Committee which has been prepared

in the Department of National Defence attempts to establish criteria upon which
future Canadian Mutual Aid Programmes are to be based. Future proposals for
mutual aid would reflect primarily the need to maintain certain lines of production
in Canada considered desirable to meet the requirements of the Canadian Services.
"Influencing and rounding out", this pattern would be, among other things, "the
nature and extent of overall NATO deficiencies and the requirements (of other
NATO countries) for defence equipment."

It is difficult to argue as to the appropriateness of the criteria suggested. There is
moreover little doubt that, as the memorandum suggests, NATO equipment defi-
ciencies have become "more selective in nature and in most instances less critical
to the military strength of the alliance". In these circumstances, and bearing in
mind among other things that future U.S. military aid programmes for Europe are
likely to be reduced substantially from their present level (the level of the Canadian
programme has in the past been determined to a large extent by the size of the U.S.
programme) it seems that some further reduction in the level of Canadian military
assistance might be appropriate.

However, the memorandum does seem to have one significant shortcoming. It
does not seem to recognize that the size of the Canadian Mutual Aid Programme
has in the past been influenced very substantially by broad political considerations
having t6 d6 with our status within NATO. Canada has recognized a need to pro-
vide this special type of evidence of our willingness to do our part in strengthening
Eurôpean defence forces. In the light of our relatively favourable economic posi-
tion (and, incidentally, in the absence of compulsory military service in Canada), it
has been considered by our partners that even without resort to any rigid "burden-
shâring" concept, it would not be unreasonable to expect a considerable amount of
assistance from Canada..^.
^-, Since we were not prepared to give "economic aid", our allies reconciled them-
selves to the acceptance of assistance in the form of military equipment and train-
!âg . facilities under mutual aid. It would seem appropriate for our future
programmes also to take account of these considerations. Certainly if, as a result of
lirniting ourselves to the criteria contained in the memorandum which will be
béfore the Committee (with the different emphasis given to the various criteria in
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that paper), the level of future Canadian assistance were to be substantially reduced
we would be exposing ourselves to serious criticism within NATO and our standing
in the alliance might suffer. If the amount of equipment (and training) which we
found it advantageous to supply did not add up to a respectable total programme,
the pressure on us to provide the balance of what might be considered an adequate
programme in the form of "economic aid" might be revived, despite the change in
atmosphere over the past few years.

In summary then, it would appear reasonable for Cabinet Defence Committee to
accept as a basis for future Canadian Mutual Aid planning the paper submitted by
the Minister of National Defence. In accepting this paper, however, the Committee
may wish to recognize the political considerations which have in the past influ-
enced the level of the Canadian programme and the unfortunate effects which
might follow from a severe cut from its present level. It might also be noted that the
political consequences of any significant reduction in mutual aid might be some-
what mitigated if at the same time we were increasing our assistance to other coun-
tries of the free world under the Colombo Plan or other, arrangements.

J. L[ÉGER]

263.
DEA/50030-L-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État Faux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of National Defence

CoNIwEIVTIAL
Ottawa, November 12, 1954

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PROGRAMME

As you know, when our Ambassador in Turkey, Mr. H.O. Moran, was in Ottawa
recently, he suggested that our apparent reliance on the Standing Group (and, in the
case of the non end-item aid, the Secretary-General) for recommending allocations
of equipment offered by Canada as mutual aid has resulted in serious misconcep-
tions abroad as to the character of the'Canadian Programme. What were originally
intended 'to be merely recommendatiôns. of the Standing Group ; are now being

regarded in most countries 'as decisions and the Standing Group, rather than Can-
ada, is apparently, being' given a good deal of credit for such equipment as is sup-
plied under these arrangements. This is undoubtedly due in large measure to the
fact that word of the allocations recommended usually reaches the pro posed recipi-
ents through the Standing Group a considerable time before any notification is
received from Canada. While there are good arguments for continuing to seek the
advice of the Standing Group, Mr. Moran believes that we should no longer place
so much emphasis in each announcement on the fact that allocations have been
inade' on the recommendation of the Standing Group; nor should we continue the
present practice of telling NATO countries that any representations concerning the
Canadian programme should only be directed to the Standing Group in

Washington.
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I think you will agree that, bearing in mind the size of the Canadian Programme,
our present basic procedures are reasonably satisfactory. Nevertheless, I believe
that Mr. Moran has put forward some convincing arguments for a modification of
the present arrangements- a modification which would insure that recipient coun-
tries would be left in no doubt that our mutual aid programme was a Canadian
programme and that Canada was free to accept, reject or alter recommendations for
the allocation of Canadian mutual aid received from the Standing Group. With this
in mind, the following two alternative proposals might be considered:

1. An offer of equipment through the Standing Group could be accompanied by a
statement presented by the Canadian Military Representative emphasizing that the
Standing Group was being asked to suggest to the Canadian Government an alloca-
tion of the equipment offered in the light of bids received from potential recipients.
Steps could also be taken to ensure that allocation recommendations by the Stand-
ing Group would, in the future, be communicated only to Canadian authorities for
their consideration and would not be conveyed even informally by the Standing
Group to prospective recipients. The decision of the Canadian Government regard-
ing. the allocation of the equipment which was being made available would take
into account the Standing Group's recommendations and would result in formal
offers being made by Canada to European NATO countries. The Standing Group

,would then be advised of the decision taken.
2. All prospective recipients could be notified (possibly through diplomatic chan-

nels) of offers of Canadian Mutual Aid equipment. NATO countries interested in
obtaining the equipment offered would be requested to indicate to the Standing
Group their requirements. The Standing Group would in turn notify the Canadian
authorities directly of their recommendations. A formal offer of the equipment
would then be made to prospective recipients by the Canadian Government, taking
into account the Standing Group's recommendations and the Standing Group
would be advised.

= The above suggestions represent only two of the several possible methods of
meeting the problems raised by Mr. Moran. Both have shortcomings, although they
involve no radical departure from our present basic policies. I should be grateful to
receive your comments on this problem in due course.

A.E. RrrcHCE
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

264. PCO

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

[Ottawa], November 12, 1954
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IIl. CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PLANNING

8. The 'Minister of National Defence said that at the time the original mutual aid
programme had been approved, there had existed general deficiencies both of
armed forces and of most types of equipment which NATO countries needed. It had
then been considered that Canada could contribute most effectively to meeting this
situation by transferring to other NATO nations large existing stocks of equipment
and by increasing Canadian capacity for defence production. Since the original
programme had been approved, not only had Canada provided substantial forces
for the defence of the NATO area but there had also been a marked improvement in
the NATO equipment position, in which aid from the United States and Canada had
played an important part. The need to equip Canadian forces for NATO defence
had to a large degree determined the Canadian pattern of defence production and
the types of equipment produced in Canada. The large flow of equipment from
North America had radically reduced overall NATO deficiencies so that where defi-
ciencies still existed, they had become more selective in nature, and in most
instances less critical to the military strength of the Allies.

The Canadian mutual aid programme had initially consisted largely of Second
World War equipment available from existing stocks or of equipment released by
Canadian services as receipts from new production made it possible to change over
to equipment of North American types. More recently, mutual aid programmes had
contained a significantly larger proportion of, materials produced since the Second
World War. The equipment of newer types had been included in the programmes
with a view to developing Canadian productive `capacity, and contributing to the
needs of Canada's NATO allies. Against the background of the continued need to
maintain well-equipped Canadian forces, and of the changed pattern of deficiencies
and production within NATO, studies were now under way to determine the long-
term deficiencies of the Canadian Armed Forces, and in particular those deficien-
cies which would exist following mobilization, to determine which of the service
needs could be satisfied advantageously by the maintenance of production lines in
Canada, and to select those lines of production considered desirable to maintain, of
which service requirements alone would not permit economic operation but which
might be made economic if there were additional orders for mutual aid. Future
proposals would flow from the results of these studies. The basic factors determin-
ing such programmes would be found in the requirements of the Canadian forces
themselves, and in the measures taken to satisfy them from Canadian production.
The pattern would also be affected by the level of forces to be maintained within
NATO, the overall deficiencies of NATO nations, the volume of U.S. aid and indig-
enous production financed by European NATO nations themselves.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.

(Minister's memorandum, 'September^ 2, 1954, 'Cabinet Defence Committee
Document D12-54).
9. In the course of discussion the following points emerged:
(a) Therer was an added criterion of a political nature governing Canada's mutual

aid policy. This was found in the general desire to cooperate in building up the
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strength of NATO forces and mutual aid would remain to some extent as part of the
burden-sharing exercise adopted by all NATO nations.

(b) SHAPE had asked the Chiefs of Staff if Canada were in a position to assist in
the training of pilots for the West German air force contribution to NATO. For a
variety of reasons it would be desirable for Canada not to undertake this form of
assistance. It might be suggested to the Standing Group that it would be more logi-
cal for Canada to continue training French pilots and that the United States might
undertake to look after the German needs since it was likely that there were more
people of German extraction there than in Canada. In any event, it was necessary to
find a respectable reason for not including in Canada's mutual aid programme the
training of pilots for the German Air Force.'

10. The Committee:

(a) noted with approval the report of the Minister of National Defence regarding
Canadian Mutual Aid planning and the factors likely to determine such program-
mes in the future; and

(b) agreed that appropriate but tactful steps be taken to avoid vacancies in the
aircrew training programme being allotted to students from the flying components
of the Federal German Republic's NATO forces.

265. PCO
Note du ministère de la Défense nationale

pour le Comité sur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense
Memorandum from Department of National Defence
to Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions

DOCUMENT ED 11-54 [Ottawa], November 18, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

MUTUAL AID FOR TURKEY - FERRYING OF F-86 AIRCRAFT, PAYMENT
OF OCEAN SHIPPING CHARGES AND COST OF LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

^ 1. When the Canadian Ambassador to Turkey was in Ottawa recently, he
advanced a powerful plea for taking into account the precarious financial circum-
stances of Turkey and making, as a consequence, the terms of our Mutual Aid to
that country more generous.

, 2. In his view, Turkey is chronically on the verge of bankruptcy and is financing
its military and civilian effort on a hand-to-mouth basis. At the same time, Turkey
represents the largest military machine in Europe wholly wedded to the support of
the Western philosophy. Achieving this has led the Turks into difficulties and they
now'find themselves with practically no reserves of foreign exchange and inade-
qûate foreign income.

3. In the Ambassador's opinion, Canada should recognize the outstanding Turkish
military effort and perhaps be more liberal with her than other European allies.
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^ 4. Specifically, he has suggested that as. a token of goodwill, Canada should pay
the full cost of providing instruction in English for Turkish students coming out for
air training under the Mutual Aid scheme. There are very few people in Turkey
who can speak English and there are no schools apparently to which these young
men can be sent to learn English before coming to Canada. Mr. Moran suggests
that Turkey is in a special position in this regard. At the present time, we are pro-
viding board and lodging for these Turkish students but have suggested that the
cost of instructors should be found from Turkish resources. The cost of these
instructors, depending on the number of trainees at any one time, is roughly esti-
mated as follows:

Trainea at any Time Estimated Amount

25 s15.ooo to s2o.000
50 â25.000 to $30.000
100 S50.000 to t55:000 ,

The bearing of . this cost by Canada would ^ neither cure the Turkish foreign
exchange problems nor present grave difficulties for us. It would be a token of
goodwill which might have some advantages for Turkey, but would probably lead
to a suggestion by other countries that we do the same for them, and unless the Air
Force is to establish a large school for teaching English, would get us in bad odour
with those of our allies we refused.

5. Further, Mr. Moran has suggested that because of Turkish foreign exchange
difficulties, we should assume the cost of ocean freight of Mutual Aid as far as a
Turkish port. When it was pointed out that this would immediately be followed by
urgent pleas for similar treatment by Greece, Portugal, France and possible the
Netherlands, he suggested that an exception could be made for Turkey as an under-
developed country. I would think that perhaps the Greeks and the Portuguese might
lay claim to a similar state of underdevelopment if it meant that we would pay the
cost of ocean freight of Mutual Aid to their countries. It should be noted, however,
that if Canada were to assume the cost of ocean freight, a great many of the prob-
lem of the Maritime Commission in endeavouring to secure use of Canadian bot-
toms for carrying this cargo tivould disappear. On the other hand, it has been a
general feeling all along in respect of Mutual Aid that requests for Mutual Aid
assistance from Canada would probably tend to be better founded and more realis-
tic if the recipient countries had to make some kind of sacrifice in order to get it.
This is perhaps particularly true in the case of Turkey, in respect of which it has
been suggested in some quarters that she is endeavouring to maintain too large a
military apparatus for her resources to be able to support., 1 ;: -

6. A further suggestion was that Canada should undertake to ferry Mutual Aid
aircraft from the United Kingdom to Turkey. It appears that the Turks have diffi-
culty in finding the money to finance this operation, but even more serious, have no
pilots or at least very few, capable of performing this operation. If the latter is true,
then I would think a special case could be made. This would not be likely to lead to
similar, assistance; to countries other . than Greece, although it is understood the
Greeks themselves have sufficient pilots in the Greek' Air Force to carry out the
flights.
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7. I would recommend that we not assume the additional cost of instructors in
English of Turkish pilots, nor the ocean freight of Mutual Aid to Turkey, but that
we be prepared to ferry F-86 aircraft from the United Kingdom to a Turkish deliv-
ery point.10

266: PCO,.. .
Note du président du Comité sur les aspects économiques

des questions de la défense
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Memorandum from Chainnan, Panel on Economic Aspects
of Defence Questions,

to Cabinet Defence Committee

DOCUMENT No. 19-54 [Ottawa], November 22, 1954

Top SECRET

NATO ANNUAL REVIEW, 1954

A report on the 1954 Annual Review of NATO countries' defence programmes
will be submitted to the Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council now
scheduled to be held in Paris commencing December 17. This report will contain a
general survey of NATO's present position, a series of studies on the most impor-
tant problems of concern to NATO as a whole, and a chapter on each member
country.

2. The draft Country Chapter on Canada is submitted herewith. It is to have three
annexes. Annex I contains supplementary statistical tables and is not attached to
this memorandum. Annex II, which is attached, contains a list of military recom-
mendations (see paragraph 4 below). Annex III is to contain whatever Canadian
comments it is desired to make on the Country Chapter and on the recommenda-
tions (see paragraph 6 below).

The draft Country Chapter on Canada, like those on the other countries, was
p!epared by the NATO Secretariat (or International Staff) with the assistance of
certain designated delegations, and taking into accouni the comments of the NATO
Supreme Commanders. In the case of Canada, the designated delegations were
those of the United States, the United Kingdom and France, which formed a panel
to examine the Canadian reply to the Annual Review questionnaire. (The Canadian
Delegation itself was a member of the panels for Belgium and Denmark.) The
'Annual Review Committee then examined and revised the Chapter and agreed to

% 19 19 novembre 1954. le Comité sur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense a convenu
que le Canada financerait l'entrainement de pilotes turcs en anglais et le transport par convoyeur
d'avions F-86 du Royaume-Uni à la Turquie. Il a cependant refusé que le Canada assume le montant
du fret maritime d'une aide mutuelle à la Turquie.
The Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence agreed on November 19. 1954 that Canada would
PaY for training Turfdsh pilots in English and for ferrying F-86's from the United Kingdom to Tur-
key. It refused to have Canada assume the cost of ocean freight shipments of mutual aid to Turkey.
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transmit it to the Council. During this process the Canadian Delegation was able to
obtain a considerable number of amendments designed to present our position more
fairly and accurately.
4. The conclusions and recommendations in Part IV of the Chapter remain the

responsibility of the NATO Secretariat, who drafted them, and the military recom-
mendations in Annex II likewise remain the responsibility of the NATO Supreme
Commanders and the Standing Group. The Annual Review Committee has explic-
itly recognized this fact in the introductions to all the Country Chapters. These
conclusions and recommendations do not commit member governments in any way
and they will not come up for adoption or formal approval by the North Atlantic
Council. Nevertheless, member governments are asked to give these recommenda-
tions serious consideration, to comment on them if desired in Annex III of Country
Chapters, and to indicate if possible by the time of the Ministerial Meeting which
of them could be accepted.
5. The Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence Questions considers that the

Canadian Country Chapter (with Annexes I and II) is a reasonably satisfactory doc-
ument, bearing in mind the process whereby it was produced.

6. The Panel has approved a draft of Annex III (Canadian Comments), which is
attached. It comprises comments on the military sections of the NATO Secretariat's
conclusions and recommendations, and indicates acceptance by Canada of some of
the military recommendations listed in Annex II. The Panel recommends that these
comments, which are in elaboration of existing Canadian policy and do not involve
further commitments, be transmitted to the NATO Secretariat for attachment to the
Canadian Country Chapter. The Panel considers that no comments on the remain-
ing sections of the NATO Secretariat's conclusions and recommendations are
required.

7. The Panel gave special consideration to the International Staff 's
recommendation

`That the Canadian authorities should:
(1) continue mutual aid programmes, as of great importance to NATO. In this
respect it is noted with satisfaction that the Canadian Government is concentrat-
ing on the delivery of modern equipment, with provision for the supply of spare

: , parts as appropriate; . . :' :
8. The Panel was of the opinion that a comment on this recommendation should

not be included in Annex III. Rather, the Panel suggests that a statement reviewing
our Mutual Aid programme up to date and saying what is possible about future
mutual aid policy be made by one of the Ministers at the forthcoming Ministerial
Meeting. A draft statement will be prepared and submitted for ministcrial approval
in due course.

R.B. BRYCE
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Top SECRET November 16, 1954

ANNUAL REVIEW COMMITTEE

DRAFP COUNTRY REPORT ON CANADA

Introduction

This report on Canada has been prepared by the international staff, who have
received assistance from the delegations of France, United Kingdom, United States.
The report as a whole has been examined by the Annual Review Committee, who
have agreed to submit it to the Council. The recommendations at its close, though
discussed along with the remainder of the report by the Annual Review Committee,
remain the responsibility of the international staff. Comments of the Canadian (and
other) delegation(s) on this report and its annexes are at Annex III.

L MILITARY CONStDERATIONS

Main Trend

, At the end of 1954 the Canadian contribution to NATO in M and D-Day forces
will consist of an infantry brigade group in Europe, a naval force of 1 light carrier,
23 escorts, 5 minesweepers and 48 maritime aircraft, and an air force in Europe of
246 modern interceptor day fighters. These forces are substantially in conformity
with the firm force goals established in the 1953 Annual Review, except for a tem-
porary shortfall of some fifty aircraft due to deliveries of aircraft by Canada to
other NATO countries.
} 2. The general situation forecast for the end of 1954 shows an improvement over
that existing at the end of 1953. Canada has not been able to accept all the recom-
mendations made to her last year, particularly when these called for an increase in
the ^ size of the contribution to SACEUR and SACLANT over and above that
already planned. However, it is the policy of the Canadian Government to maintain
and improve upon the quality of their forces by providing them with modern types
of equipment.

11. Future plans for the three Services entail no marked difference from the end of
4954 goals and are generally in accordance with the goals set in the 1953 Annual
Review. Of some general importance is the question whether Canada will be able
to make an all weather fighter contribution to SACEUR's air forces, the outcome of
which is, in part, bound up with plans for the air defence of the Canada/US region.
Although not discussed in this review, it should be borne in mind that the Canadian
commitments for the defence of the Canada/US region are a matter of major con-
cern to the Canadian Government and are essential to the fulfilling of Canada's
1undertakings to NATO.

^ . .
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Army
4. The firm force goals for 1954 of one infantry brigade group in Europe at M-

Day, increasing to a full division as soon as possible after M Plus 30, will be met.
As last year, the availability of the 2/3 division is subject to the prior release of the
Canadian forces in Korea. The 2/3 division is an M-Day force in Canada, phased inship-
Europe between M plus 30 and M plus 90 ,

will be made to enslureythe mostping. Assurance has been given that every effort w
expeditious transit possible. In this connection, it is noted that arrangements are
being made for the stockpiling in the United Kingdom of the heavy equipment for
the division, so that only personnel and certain light equipment will have to be
shipped after D-Day. However, although this matter is being pressed, the comple-
tion of the stockpiling programme will take some time.

5. There is no change in the Canadian plans in respect of army forces for NATO
during the period 1955-57. As long as there are Canadian forces in Korea, there
will be an implied commitment for Canada to reinforce them when and if neces-
sary. This places a limitation on Canadian ability to accept a firm commitment as to
the time at which the remainder of the division earmarked for SACEUR can be
despatched to Europe.

6. In the 1953 Annual Review concern was exp s d^sv^or the complete divi-

sion
logistic support for the brigade group in Germany

when it was scheduled to arrive in Europe. It was recommended that Canada,
in consultation with the United Kingdom and SHAPE, should explore means of
improving the situation. Negotiations with the United Kingdom have now been
completed and the present Canadian plan envisages only the provision of non-divi-
sional Canadian support units totalling about 2,500 . men at the same time as the
balance of the Canadian division to provide support of a purely Canadian nature.
This is an improvement, but since 2,500 men are considerably less than the sup-
porting troops required in a divisional slice at army level and as the British forces
themselves lack adequate support, even after M plus 30, the position remains unsat-
isfactory both as regards M-Day support for the Canadian brigade and later for the
division. The whole position therefore calls for further active consideration on how
the necessary support forces are to be provided. is satisfactory to
other hand, that arrangements are well under way for the stockpiling of operational
reserves in Europe for both the brigade now in Germany and the whole division.
7. Reserve forces are now being reorganized but'detailed information is not yet

available. The recent formation of a Canadian Army Regular Reserve, in order to
enable rapid expansion of the active forces in an emergency, forms a part of this
reorganization. The Canadian plans envisage the formation of a second reserve
division which will eventually be earmarked for SACEUR, but it is not intended to
raise this division until after M-Day. Its equipment will be made available from

al f naval forces for end 1954 will be met except for 2 cruisers

holdings in .Canada.
IV, _ ► A . ;

vy
8. The firm go s or frotn

which are to be de-commissioned on D-Day and have therefore been dropped
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the force plans. In accordance with the agreed force goals for 1954 there will be an
improvement in time-phasing of escort vessels.
9. The Canadian authorities have not found it possible to accept recommendations

for further improvements, over and above those now planned, in the number and
time-phasing of escort vessels and for the provision of more maritime aircraft.
They, are, however, still studying this matter. and have already indicated that as a
result of the de-commissioning of the 2 cruisers it may bé possible to improve the
time-phasing of some "escort -vessels from 1956 onwards. Present plans for the
period 1955-1958, however maintain the 1954 time-phasing unchanged.
,;: 10. 48 maritime patrol aircraft will be available on D-Day, during the period under
review. It is satisfactory to note that Canada has placed orders for a prototype of a
new long-range maritime patrol aircraft which it is hoped will result in increased
effectiveness in these forces from 1957 onwards. In the meantime, Canada will
purchase a number of P2V-7 (Neptune) aircraft from the United States and will
make limited modifications to some of the Lancasters which remain in use beyond
1956.
11. As in 1953, there is a shortage of submarines for anti-submarine training. It is

noted that in conformity with the recommendation made in the 1953 Annual
Review, Canada has concluded negotiations with the appropriate British authorities
and that, by summer 1955, the anti-submarine training facilities will be adequate.

Air Force

12. There will be a shortfall of 54 aircraft against the firm force goal for end 1954
of 300 interceptor day fighter aircraft due to deliveries made to Greece and Turkey
under Canadian Mutual Aid. The 246 aircraft, all of which are stationed in Europe
represent an increase of 54 over the 1953 figure and are of a type which will be
fully combat effective throughout the period under review. On present plans, the
force of 300 IDF, which will be achieved by August, 1955, will be maintained
without change through 1958.

13. The Canadian Government has not found it possible to accept the earlier rec-
ommendation for the stationing of three all weather fighter squadrons in Europe
from 1956 onwards. They are, however, giving serious consideration to the present
alternative suggestion that all weather fighters should be substituted for some of the
interceptor day fighter units at present assigned in view of the serious shortage of
all weather fighters in Europe.

14. The logistic support of the Canadian Air Forces on the continent of Europe is
being substantially improved. Except for aircraft, Canada plans to build up by the

of 1954 the majority of the war reserve stocks required to support 90 days of
war operation based on approved rates.

15. 'As regards AC&W it is planned to provide a number of units on the continent
of Europe during 1956. However, as a result of procurement of an improved type of
radar at an earlier date than originally anticipated, Canada hopes to be able to pro-
vide a ground control intercept complex by the end of 1955.f . . >> .
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16. At the end of 1954, the average flying training for combat aircrews will be
240 hours per year. This level, which coincides with the minimum acceptable stan-
dard recommended by NATO, will be maintained for the period 1955-1957..

With regard to the serviceability rate of aircraft, it is noted that for the first six
months of 1954 an average of only 57% of the aircraft on hand were in commission
and only an average of 53% were combat ready. In this connection, the Canadian
authorities have stated that these low rates are due to the conversion to a new type
of aircraft and will only be temporary. It is hoped that early improvement will be
achieved.

17. It is noted that the number of vacancies for aircrew training in Canada under
Canadian Mutual Aid has now been reduced from 1,500 to 1,200. It is appreciated
that all available spaces were not filled in the past, but should it prove that there is a
need for more than the 1,200 vacancies now planned, it is hoped that Canada will
give sympathetic consideration to increasing this most valuable aid.

U. PRODUCTION AND PROCUREMENT

18. Since last year's Annual Review Canada has continued to strengthen her war
production base and a high delivery rate of practically all major militaryend-item
in production is reported, including the much needed AWX aircraft. A marked
expansion in the defence electronics industry took place during the last three years.
Canada is now producing asdic, radar, fire control and communication equipment.

19. With respect to Mutual Aid, it is to be noted with satisfaction that Canada is
concentrating on the delivery of modern equipment. In fact, the 1954/55 Mutual
Aid Programme contains approximately 60% by value of equipment produced
since April 1950, and only about 10% of World War II equipment which, when
necessary, is reconditioned before being offered for delivery to European NATO
countries. The remainder of this programme is accounted for largely by aircrew
training and infrastructure.

III. DEFENCE EXPENDITURES AND POLTI7C0-ECONOMIC CONSIDERATiONS

Defenee Expenditures

20. Expenditures for defence since 1949 are compared with the figures shown last
year in the following table:
Canaôian Fiscal Years (April-March) (milGon dollars)

1949/S0 1950/51 1951/52 1952/33 1933/34 1954/SS 1935/S6 1956/S7

- -AR(53) 411A 640.0 1540.1 1967.0 2135.5
AR(54) 1844.8 2066.8 -- -

In general, it appears that planneda expenditures for; 1954/55 are consistent with
force plans. The Canadian Memorandum points out that once - a physical pro-
gramme has been established by the Canadian Government, the carrying out of that
programme has never been hamMed„ by the inadequate provision of funds by

PazLament.
21. Total defence expendituresg fell short of original Review fôrecasts by $ 159

million in 1952J53 and $291 million in 1953/54. The Canadian authorities have
stated that a general factor contributing to the underexpenditure of appropriations is
the very considerable difficulty of estimating rates of expenditure in advance, par-
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ticularly on the production of military equipment, in a period of rapid build-up; and
that though shortfalls may occur in future, they may be expected to diminish as the
defence effort levels off.

22. Budgetary provision for Mutual Aid for 1954/55, at $300 million, is $24 mil-
lion lower than the main estimate for 1953/54, though somewhat higher than the
actual out-turn for 1953/54. The reduction affects principally the aircrew training
programme, expenditures on the initial provision of capital facilities for the pro-
gramme having tapered off. Table 7 at Annex I shows the development of the
Mutual Aid Programme, by value, since its inception.
23. The submission contains no tables for defence expenditures beyond 1954/55,

but the Canadian authorities now state that the implementation of the overall pro-
gramme for the Canadian forces, at any rate for 1955/56, would probably entail
expenditures of the same order of magnitude as those for the current year, and that
it is intended to ask Parliament at the beginning of each fiscal year for sufficient
funds to fulfil the physical commitments shown in Section A of the reply.

Politico-Economic Considerations

24. After several years of rapid economic growth in Canada, a gradual recession
developed in the last quarter of the year 1953 and continued into the first half of
1954. Among the factors contributing to this recession were the tapering off of the
growth in defence outlays, the termination of some large investment projects and
lower exports, together with a more cautious attitude towards the accumulation of
stocks and a reduction in the heavy demand for durable goods. Unemployment in
June 1954 amounted to 3.4% of the civilian labour force, twice the June 19531eve1.
For this current year as a whole, a slight fall in defence spending and a downward
change in inventories are likely to outweigh a small expansion of other civilian
demand. External demand for Canadian products has fallen and the terms of trade
have moved adversely, but imports have fallen even more markedly. Thus, the cur-
rent balance of payments, which had reverted in 1953 to the deficit position charac-
teristic of postwar years, showed an appreciably lower deficit during the first half
of 1954 than during the same period in 1953. Canadian reserves remain high and
the inflow of foreign capital continues.

4nnual Recurring Costs

15. The Canadian submission does not reflect Canada's long-term recurring costs,
but rather the recurring cost elements of the budget for 1954/55 forces. Annual
,operating costs are estimated at $1,019 million and total planned replacement at
$682 million giving a total of $1,701 million (of which the Air Force accounts for
$833 million, more than the other two services combined). The difference between
this figure and total planned expenditures of $2,067 million for the same fiscal year
is largely accounted for by Canadian Mutual Aid. A preliminary International Staff
analysis (which also leaves mutual aid to other countries out of account) suggests a
cost of between $1,600 million and $1,700 million for forces in being after 1957.
26. The Canadian submission does not give any appraisal of the economic impli-

cations of annual recurring costs. Recent levels of defence expenditure higher than
the estimated annual recurring costs have not, however, prevented the rapid devel-
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opment of the economy and it is difficult to be anything but optimistic about Can-

ada's longterm capabilities.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL STAFF,

27. The International Staff:
(a) Note that certain adjustments or improvements, as described in the previous

paragraphs of this report would still further enhance the value of the Canadian con-
tribution to NATO;

(b) Draw the special attention of the Canadian Government to the recommenda-
tions of the NATO military authorities in Annex II, which emphasize the primary
importance of the need to:

(i) Plan for the introduction of RCAF all weather fighter squadrons in substitu-
tion for some of the day fighter squadrons at present assigned to SACEUR;

(ii) Ensure adequate support in Europe for the Canadian land forces;

(iii) Accelerate the arrival in Europe of RCAF ground units for air control and

early warning;
(iv) Improve the time phasing of escort vessels;

(c) Recommend that:
Bearing in mind the priorities indicated by the NATO military authorities, the

Canadian authorities should, within the planned level of defence expenditures,
endeavour to implement military recommendations to the greatest possible extent.
Furthermore the International Staff consider that an increase in the planned defence
effort would be within the economic capabilities of Canada;

(d) Recommend that the Canadian authorities should: `

(i) Continue mutual aid, programmes,= as of great importance to NATO. In this
respect it is noted with satisfaction that the Canadian Government is concentrat-
ing on the delivery of modern equipment,"with provision for the supply of spare
parts as appropriate;
(ü) Indicate to the Council, by the time of the ministerial meeting in December
1954, which of the military recommendations can be accepted by that date and,
where appropriate, reflected in the agreed force goals of the - 1954 review;

(iii) Maintain close touch with the NATO military authorities - and the Interna-
tional Staff, where appropriate - regarding contemplated changes or adjust-

's defence plans, including those designed to enable them- ments in their country
to implement as far as possible the remaining military recommendations in

- Annex II to this report.
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TOP SECRET,

(This Annex contains statistical tables which have not been reproduced here.)

[ANNEXE Q/ANNÈX III

Top SECRET

COMPLLTE LIST OF MILITARY RECOMMENDATIONS

MOST IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS IN ORDER OF PRIORITY REGARDLESS OF
SERVICE

I. Expedite the study of the implications involved in the substitution of AWX's
for DIF's, with a view toward meeting a goal of one ( 1) Squadron (18 A/C) in 1956
and a total of four (4) Squadrons (72 A/C) end 1957, in place of four (4) Squadrons
(110 A/C) of IDF's.
2. Ensure, in consultation with SACEUR, adequate support in Europe for the

Canadian Land Forces.

r 3.' Phase forward the Tactical Air Control Centre and the two (2) Control and
Reporting Centres so that they may be deployed in Europe by end 1955.
4. Improve time-phasing of DDEs and DEs.

PRIORITIES BY SERVICE
E The following additional recommendations are shown in order of priority within
each service. They are not in order of priority as between services.
15.Navy
(1) Modernise "Lancaster" aircraft that will remain in service beyond 1956 by:

(1) replacing H2S radar with APS-33 radar,
(2) fitting of directional search receiver equipment,

,(3) fitting of directional sono-buoy equipment,
(4). fitting of "Glow Wonn" or multi-barrel discharger night illumination

i equipment.

1,, (2) Progress the construction of the prototype of the proposed "VANCOUVER"
clâss frigate.'A
(3) Increase the overall number of DEs by four (4) at D+180 in 1957.

t(4) Increase submarine services for anti-submarine training.
2(5) Complete bilateral agreement and arrangement for the use of specific facilities
and services of other nations.
D6) Pacpedite the storing overseas of stocks of non-common-use items required for

Day forces.
'(7) Expand the plans for fitting IFF Mark X equipment to include at least one (1)

interrogator in all ships having search radar.
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(8) Pursue the development of the helicopter in the anti-submarine role.
(9) Adapt a system of aircrew categorisation for maritimelpatrol aircrews.

6. Air Force
(1) Attain and maintain the MC-26/3 Standard of Readiness in all units as early as

possible.
(2) Take the necessary action to increase the percentage of aircraft in commission

and combat ready with a view to attaining as soon as possible at least the figure of

70%.

(ANNFJCE llUANNEX 11I1

TOP SECRET

SUGGESTED CANADIAN COMMENTS FOR INCLUSION IN ANNEX III
OF THE CANADIAN COUNTRY CIiAi'IER

27. The International Staff:
(a) note that certain adjustments or improvements, as described in the previous

paragraphs of this Report, would still further enhance the value'of the Canadian

contribution to NATO;
(b) draw the special attention of the Canadian Government to the recommenda-

tions of the NATO military authorities in Annex II, in which these authorities
emphasize the primary importance of the need to:

(i) plan for the introduction of RCAF all-weather fighter squadron s substitu-

tion for some of the day fighter squadrons at present assigned SACEUR

Comment
The subject of substitution of all-weather fighters for day interceptors in No. 1

Air Division is under active study at the present time and has been given, a very
high priority, taking careful consideration of SHAPE's recommendations. Whether
Canada will be able to make an all-weather fighter contribution and, if so, the date
of availability will depend on a number of domestic factors which have yet to be

resolved.
27(b) (ii) ensure adequate support in Europe for the Canadian Land Forces;

Comment
Discussions have been held with United Kingdom authorities on the composi-

tion of the non-organic support units for Canadian Infantry Brigade Group and in
due course for the balance of 1 Canadian Infantry Division. The non-organic sup-
port units now on the continent are considered adequate to deal with the purclY
Canadian administration of the Brigade Group, and these will be augmented to
mect the needs of the complete division when the balance of the division is

assigned to SACEUR subsequent to M-day. It does not appear logical or economi-
• al l' f the su rt of one

cal that Canada should provide a complete division s ce. or p(-
division.l Such support should be provided by the larger formations with which the
Canadian division is assôciatcd. Canada does not intend, therefore, to provide addi-
tionallogistic or combat support units for, the Division.
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27(b) (iii) accelerate the arrival in Europe of RCAF ground units for air control and
early warning: (Referred to in the Military Recommendations in Annex II as
`Tactical Air Control Centre and Control and Reporting Centres" and in para 15
of the Country Chapter as "ground control intercept complex.")

Comment ,
The RCAF has decided to provide an improved type of radar for No. 1 Air Divi-

sion. While no firm date can be given as to the availability of these facilities, it is
expected that they will be available by 1 December 1955.
27(b) (iv) improve the time phasing of escort vessels.

Comment
Improvement in the time-phasing of existing ships in reserve is constantly under

study. It is fully appreciated that the most critical period for the defence of shipping
in the North Atlantic is between D-Day and D+60. Every effort will be made to
increase the availability of escort type ships on D-Day and D+30, but until the
current studies are completed, no change in the present assignment of these forces
can be made.
27(d) recommend that the Canadian authorities should:

(ii) indicate to the Council, by the time of the Ministerial meeting in December
1954, which of the military recommendations can be accepted by that date and,
where appropriate, reflected in the agreed force goals of the 1954 Review.

Canadian Reply
The following military recommendations are accepted:

Recommendation 5(1)
Modernise "I.ancaster" aircraft that will remain in service beyond 1956 by:
(1) replacing H2S radar with APS-33 radar,
(2) fitting of directional search receiver equipment,
(3) fitting of directional sono-buoy equipment,
(4) fitting of "Glow Worm" or multi-barrel discharger night illumination
equipment.

" Comment '
20 Lancasters will be modified by May 1955 as follows:

(a) 112S radar will be replaced with APS-33.
,(b) Fitment of UPD-501, a broad directional search receiver capable of reception
on thé 3 or 10 centimetre band as desired, but not simultaneously.

(c) Filment of ARR26/SSQ2, non-directional search sono-buoy is not
contemplated.
(d) Fitment of APX-6B-IFF transponder.
(e) Fitment of 1.7 inch flare, hand launched.

Rccommendation 5(4)
Increase submarine services for anti-submarine training.

Comment
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Canada has concluded negotiations with the UK authorities and,. by. summer
1955 anti-submarine training facilities will be adequate..

. . - • , , .
Recommendation 5(7)

Expand the plans for fitting IFF Mark X equipment to include at least one (1)
interrogator in all ships having search radar.

Comment
RCN plans provide for the fitting of, interrogators in all ships earmarked for

assignment to SACLANT.

Recommendation 5(8)
Pursue the development of the helicopter in the anti-submarine role.

Comment
The procurement of helicopters for experiment and evaluation in the anti-sub-

marine role is now underway.

Recommendation 5(9)
Adapt a system of aircrew categorisation for maritime/patrol aircrews.

Comment
A system of aircrew. categorisation for 'maritime patrol aircrews is presently

under consideration by the RCAF and such a system will be introduced in the near

future.

Reeommendation 6(1)

mon to all aircraft when first placed in the field. It is anticipated that with the expe-

Attain and maintain the MC-26/3 Standard of Readiness in all units as early as

possible.
Comment

Canada will do everything possible to attain•and maintain MC-2613 Standard of

Readiness in all units as early as possible.

Recommendation 6(2)
Take the necessary action to increase the percentage of aircraft in commission

and combat ready with a view to attaining as soon as possible at least the figure of

70%.
Comment •

At the present time, the Air Division is converting to Sabre 5 aircraft. As this is
a new type aircraft, they are encountering maintenance and lôgistic problems corn

riencé being gained these problems will soon be resolved.

27(d) (iii) maintain close touch with the NATO military authorities - and the

International Staff, where appropriate == regarding contemplated changes or
adjustments in their country's defence plans, Including those designed to enable
them to implement as far as possible the remaining military recommendations in

` Annex II to this report.

' Comment
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Canada has in the past and will continue to maintain close touch with the Stand-
ing Group and the Supreme Commanders, and where appropriate, with the Interna-
tional Staff regarding contemplated changes or ^djustments in their plans for forces
earmarked for or assigned to NATO.

267. PCO

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Eztract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], November 24, 1954

L NATO ANNUAL REVIEW; CANADIAN COUNTRY CHAPTER

1. The Minister of National Defence presented the report of the Panel on the Eco-
nomic Aspects of Defence Questions on the Canadian country chapter to be
included in the NATO Annual Review Report. The country chapter had been pre-
panrd by the NATO Secretariat with the assistance of certain designated delega-
tions, and took into account the comments of the NATO Supreme Commanders.
The Canadian Delegation to NATO had been able to secure a number of amend-
ments which produced a fairer and more accurate presentation of the Canadian
position. The conclusions and recommendations in Part IV of the chapter remained
the responsibility of the NATO Secretariat, and the military recommendations in
Annex II remained the responsibility of the NATO Supreme Commanders and the
Standing Group. These recommendations did not commit member governments in
any way, although member governments were asked to consider them seriously and
to comment upon them. The proposed Canadian comments were contained in
Annex III to the chapter. While these comments made no mention of the mutual aid
programme, the Panel suggested that a statement be made by one of the Ministers
attending the forthcoming Ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic Council,
reviewing the mutual aid programme up to date, and saying what was possible
about future mutual aid policy. A draft of this proposed statement would shortly be
submitted for ministerial approval.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Memorandum, Chairman of the Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence

Questions, November 22, 1954 - Cabinet Defence Committee Document No.
D19-54).

2. In the course of discussion, the following points emerged:
(a) Considering the process by which it had been produced, the country chapter

was a reasonably satisfactory document. It contained nothing that was particularly
new, nor did the Canadian comments proposed for inclusion in Annex III. The last
sentence of paragraph 12 of the chapter was too rigid a statement, in view of the
fact that : it referred to the period to the end of 1958. While it was perhaps not
necessary to ask that this statement be modified, it might be indicated to the Secre-
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tariat, or a comment might be made during the Ministerial meeting that the govern-
ment viewed the question of maintaining 300 interceptors in Europe to the end of
1958 more tentatively than this statement would suggest, and in fact that all figures
quoted in the chapter for the period after 1955 were planning figures only so far as
the government was concerned.The same qualifying observation should be made
with regard to Section III of the chapter, "Defence Expenditures and Politico-Eco-
nomic Considerations".

(b) The proposed comment on the recommendation to substitute some all-weather
fighters for day interceptors was satisfactory in that it noted that the recommenda-
tion was receiving careful consideration, without indicating when a decision might
be expected. The remarks on the arrival in Europe of ground units for air control
and early warning took into account the decision made nine months ago to supply
fixed rather than mobile radar equipment. The comment on the recommendation to
ensure adequate support in Europe for the Canadian land forces would be improved
if the third sentence were altered to read, "It does not appear to be logical, or to be
making the most sensible use of our resources for Canada to provide a complete
divisional slice for the support of one 'division".

3. The Committee:
(a) noted with approval the report of the Panél on the Economic Aspects ri^

Defence Questions, subject to the one alteration in the wording of the comme
for inclusion in Annex III to the country'chapter given in paragraph 2(b) above;

(b) agreed that the NATO Secretariat should be informed that the Canadian gov-
ernment viewed all figures quoted in the country chapter for the period after 1955
as being planning figures only, no matter how confidently they might be stated in
the chapter, and that this cautionary observation applied particularly, to the refer-
ence in paragraph 12 to the number of aircraft which Canada would be maintaining
in Europe for the next four years; and,

(c) agreed that a statement reviewing Canada's Mutual Aid programme up 'to date
and saying what is possible about future mutual aid policy be prepared for delivery

at the forthcoming NATO Ministerial Meeting.

It avec l'autorisation du Cabinet, le 24 novembre 19S4JNoted with approval by Cabinet on Nov-
. . $ . . Ç -

ember 24,1954_. .
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268. DEA/50030-I,40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

-Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SECREr [Ottawa], December 8, 1954

MUTUAL AID PROGRAMME FOR 1955/56

The Sub-Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence at its meeting on December
6 had before it an official level draftt mutual aid programme for 1955/56 totalling
$185 million. This figure includes, however, $10 million for the military costs of
the NATO Budget covered in the estimates for previous years under a separate
heading. The figure comparable with last year's vote would, therefore, be $175
million (as foreshadowed in my memorandum of Oct. 26, 1954).

This figure compares with last year's programme under which $280 million
were earmarked for mutual aid (plus $12 million for the military costs of the NATO
budget) on the understanding that an additional $20 million might be used for this
purpose if. the funds were not required by the Canadian military services. In fact
expenditures are expected to total about $260 million for 1954/55. The proposed
figure for the coming year can therefore be regarded as being between $75 and
$125 million less than that for the current year.

Generally the draft programme would appear to reflect the criteria approved by
Cabinet Defence Committee on November 12, although it would not seem to have
allowed for the observation recorded in the minutes of that meeting to the effect
that, `There was an added criterion of a political nature governing Canada's mutual
aid policy. This was found in the general desire to cooperate in building up the
strength of NATO forces and mutual aid would remain to some extent as part of the
burden-sharing exercise adopted by all NATO nations."
, On the basis of informal discussions at the Sub-Panel, it appears that while there
is opposition to any increase of the $175 million total in 1955/56, it might be physi-
cally possible to devote a somewhat larger sum to mutual aid for 1955/56 if the
Government were to decide that a larger figure was desirable.

The'pcesent draft programme is confined to the kinds of items which the Cana-
dian Services will require in the future and for which, con'sequently, they consider
it desirable to maintain production facilities in operation. No items which were not
of such direct interest to the Canadian Services have been included in the new pro-
duction programme apart from a small carryover from previous years even though
some of these items which we have been producing in the past might be of consid-
erable value to other NATO forces (e.g. No. 4 Mark 612 radar sets). The programme
could be expanded by bringing in some of these excluded items and keeping the
production facilities (which will otherwise be closed down or switched to other
products) in operation specifically to meet these NATO needs.
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In the case of items which have been included in the present programme, the
quantities allotted to mutual aid could be increased if more emphasis were to be
given to NATO requirements and if production were not kept down to what is con-
sidered the minimum economic rate. So far in the preparation of the programme
Mutual Aid has been regarded as merely the residue. An estimate has been made of
the volume of production which would result in not unreasonable unit costs. The
requirements of the Canadian Services have then been deducted from that figure
and the remainder has been regarded as the amount available for Mutual Aid even
though the NATO requirement might be many times as large. If our production
capacity were to be more fully utilized, we would be able to provide an increased
amount under Mutual Aid in several lines (e.g. walkie-talkie radio sets, explosives,
and ammunition). ,

The possible increases in the size of the Mutual Aid programme from these
sources during this year, do not, however, appear to be very large. At the outside,
they might be something like $20 million. This would seem to be about the physi-
cal limit unless Mutual Aid is to be provided in forms other than those normally
included.in our programmes, fôr example the payment of shipping charges or even
the provision of direct economic aid.

At the Sub-Panel meeting, there were intimations, however, that instead of the
total of $175 million being increased, it might well be reduced by the deletion of
the item for the F86 aircraft with Orenda engines, representing approximately $35
to $40 million unless this Department saw fit to intervene. This reduction would be
based on the following arguments:

(a) The provision of F86 aircraft with Orenda engines might involve serious main-
tenance and overhaul problems for the receiving countries.

(b) Provision of this equipment might imply a commitment on Canada's part to
accept responsibility for the provision' of spare and replacement parts (including
engines) in the future. This was not true of the old F86 which had U.S. engines and
other equipment for which the United States assumed responsibility.

(c) These F86 aircraft could be usèd by 'reserve units in Canada to whom alloca-
tions of similar aircraft might have to be made in subsequent years if these were to

with Mr. Harris and Mr. Campney before the NATO Delegation leaves for Pas,
and with Mr.'Howe after your arrival in 'Piris.

J. L(tGEtl

Since the programme will need to be settled shortlÿ; you may wish to discuss it
1955/56.

It is necessary to consider,whetherin these circumstances we should work to
maintain or even to increase the tentative Mutual Aid figure of $175 million in

go to Mutual Aid. '

i .i`°
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DEA/50102-H40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Aeaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 952 Ottawa, December 8, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 1019 of November 22t and our telegram No. 881 of
November 20.t

;..: NATO ANNUAL REVIEW, 1954: MUTUAL AID

A draft statement on Canadian mutual aid for possible use at the forthcoming
Ministerial Meeting has been prepared, taking into account your useful sugges-
tions, and has been approved by the Deputy Ministers of National Defence and
Defence Production and the Sub-Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence Ques-
tions. We plan to include it with an appropriate explanatory note in the briefs for
the Ministerial Delegation, but thought you might wish to see it in advance.
2. Following is the text. Begins:

I wish at this time to make a brief statement concerning Canadian Mutual Aid
policy, with reference to the broad recommendation made to us in the Canadian
Country Chapter. While the NATO Aircrew Training Programme and provision for
the Canadian contributions to the cost of NATO common infrastructure facilities
and the NATO Budgets continue to represent large portions of our programme, my
remarks will refer particularly to the end-item aid portion of our programme.

In 1950, the year of the original Canadian Mutual Aid Programme, there existed
within NATO general deficiencies of equipment to which it was considered Canada
could most effectively contribute by transferring as Mutual Aid large existing
stocks of armament and ancillary equipment and by increasing indigenous Cana-
dian capacity for defence production to meet the needs of I Canada and the other
countries in the Alliance.

The emphasis in earlier programmes was on equipments from existing stocks
not immediately needed by the Canadian Forces. The more recent programmes
have contained an increasing proportion of the current types of materials and
equipment which have benefited the North Atlantic Alliance as a whole. Equip-
ments of current types have been transferred as Mutual Aid with a view to serving
the dual purpose of developing and maintaining productive capacity in Canada to
meet the equipment needs of the Canadian Forces and of contributing to meet the
equipment needs of the forces of Canada's NATO Allies, thereby reducing overall
NATO deficiencies.

Now, we find ourselves, in common with other members of the Alliance, con-
cerned with the problem of keeping in being the essential elements of the existing
Production base rather than with the development of a broader base. Our first
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response to this situation has been to undertake an examination of our production
capabilities from the aspect of a mobilization potential. When this analysis has been
completed we shall be able to identify more clearly than at present those elements
of the existing base'which should be retained and to consider whether Canadian
Mutual Aid equipment transfers could be used as a means to assist in the accom-
plishing of this new end.

At the same time as the emphasis in the supply of equipment and the develop-
ment of the production base has changed, there has been an increasing requirement
for additional Canadian efforts for North American Continental Defence for the
purpose of providing an effective defence of a firm base for the support of opera-
tions for the defence of Europe and to defend the retaliatory capacity of North
America. These new and additional commitments undertaken in this connection
are, therefore, the same kind of contribution to our common defence as those
involved in *stationing forces in Europe and in the supplying of equipment under
the Mutual Aid programme. These are all important factors in the defence of the
NATO area.

With respect to next year, the exact extent and composition of our programme
have not yet been settled. However, owing to the eonsiderations which I have out-
lined, and in the light of the overall limitation in our defence expenditures, it is
apparent that there will be a reduction in end-item aid in 1955/56. However, at the
same time, the NATO Aircrew Training Programme will be continued at its present
level of a total of 1200 entries annually, the emphasis on new pattern equipment
will be maintained, and, where necessary, spares support will continue to be given
for certain equipment already furnished, although it is our hope that European
countries will make every effort to avoid dependence on our Mutual Aid program-
mes in this regard. As in the past, while it will rest with my Government to decide
what equipment and supplies are to be offered, their allocation among the various
NATO countries will take into consideration the recommendations requested from
the Standing Group or the International Staff.
. Our Permanent Delegation will inform the Council of the actual content of our
programme for the coming year, together with any necessary supporting detail, as
soon as it has been established.12 Ends. Message Ends.

13 Pouc un rappon de la réunion ministérielle du décembre 1954. voir le document 381 JFor a report on
the December 1954 Ministerial Meeting. sec Document 381. '
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270. DEA/50107-D-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET. [Ottawa], December 9, 1954

tution had been effected - the political effect on our NATO allies might be worse
than if we were to tell them now that, after careful considerâtion, we had come to
the conclusion that we cannot accept the recommendation."

CABINET, DECEMBER 9, 1954
SUBSTITUTION OF 4 CF-100 SQUADRONS FOR 4 F-86 SQUADRONS

IN RCAF AIR DIVISION, EUROPE

The case for substituting four CF-100 Squadrons for four F-86 Squadrons in
Europe is set forth in the attached memorandum for the Cabinet. From the point of
view of our relations with our NATO partners there is certainly a great deal to be
said for concurring in the recommendation. I think, however, that very careful con-
sideration should be given to the possible implications for North American defence,
and to the possible implications for our NATO relations if a decision taken now
should have to be reversed in a year or two.
'2. In informal discussions that we have had in the P.J.B.D. and elsewhere, we

hâve learned something of the thinking of U.S. defence authorities. As a result, it is
becoming increasingly evident that we are likely to be faced in the not too distant
future with a choice between permitting United States squadrons to operate from
bases in southern Canada, and providing squadrons ourselves. This might mean in
effect that we would have to bring squadrons home from Europe. This would be
unfortunate in any case - whether the CF 100's had actually arrived in Europe or
not.

3. In paragraph 8(c) of the memorandum it is proposed that the NATO recommen-
dation be accepted subject to the condition that we might have to switch types
again if and when we considered such action to be in the best general interests. I
fear that if we had to bring back our CF-100's soon after sending them to Europe
-- or, worse, if we should be compelled to reverse our decision before any substi-

J. L[ÉGERJ

' 4 U Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Note for File - Cabinet dealt with this before the Minister returned from New York.
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# Note du ministre de la Défense nationale
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence
to Cabinet

CABnvff DOCUMENT NO. 269-54

TOP SECRET

[Ottawa], December 7, 1954

SUBSTITUTION OF FOUR CF-100 SQUADRONS FOR
FOUR F86 SQUADRONS IN RCAF AIR DIVISION, EUROPE

1. For the past two years SHAPE has requested strongly that, to bolster the air
strength of Western Europe, Canada should provide four squadrons of all-weather
fighter aircraft (CF-100's) in substitution of four squadrons of Interceptor Day
Fighter aircraft (F86's): The request is for one squadron (18 CF-100's) in 1956 and
three squadrons (54 CF 100's) by the end of 1957. In reply to the most recent
request, Canada has pointed out that whereas urgent domestic factors had stood in
the way of acceding to previous SHAPE requests for all-weather aircraft our posi-
tion was now developing to the point where we could give serious consideration to
SHAPE's recommendation.
2. During the period 1955-58 the major air threat facing SACEUR lies in the TU4

and the IL28 bomber aircraft which are capable of operating effectively by day, by
night and in bad weather, carrying atomic bombs. The NATO air defence forces
available to meet this threat are almost entirely day interceptors. The lack of any
appreciable air defence capability at night or in bad weather gives the enemy a
tremendous advantage in being able. to mount an attack under these conditions
where the probability of success at very little cost to his own forces is practically
assured. The air defences of Europe must be brought into balance as quickly as
possible to deny the enemy this advantage and discourage any thoughts he might
have concerning his comparative freedom of action to employ his bomber forces.

3. There is a serious shortage of Al1:Weather Fighter aircraft and none in operation
in the world today are better in all-round performance than the CF-100 which is
capable of matching the threat of the enemy TU4 and the IL28 bombers. A contri-
bution of 72 CF 100 aircraft would materially strengthen the All Weather capability
of the air defences of Europe and would have a deterrent effect out of all proportion
to the numbers of aircraft and the costs involved. Accordingly, NATO is looking to
Canada to make this contribution.
.4. Examination of the factors involved reveals that there is sound military reason

why Canada should provide all-weather fighters in Europe and that there is no
sound military reason for not doing so.

5. Having the same type of aircraft at home and overseas would permit the RCAF
to gain the broadest possible experience in all-weather operations which is the pri-
mary requirement in the North American Air Defence System. At the same time it

1
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would eliminate much of the duplication in training now necessary for personnel
transferred between home and overseas units. : .

6. The Regular Force all-weather squadrons in Canada will be built up to opera-
tional strength early in 1956. Intense study is continuing into the question of which
aircraft, CF 100 or F86, would provide the greatest possible effectiveness in
Reserve Squadrons in the crucial early' stages of war. These squadrons are sched-
uled to receive modem operational aircraft commencing in mid-1955 but are not
expected to reach operational standards of readiness until 1958 because of the lim-
ited time available to Reserve personnel for service training. Thus the transfer pro-
gressively of four Squadrons of 18 aircraft each to Europe commencing in late
1956 can be achieved without any significant effect on the capability of the Reserve
elements of the home defence forces in this period.

7. The exchange of the CF-100 aircraft for F86 aircraft in the home defence ser-
vice in Canada would be at some expense to the all-weather capability in the home
air defence system. This would be counterbalanced in part by the added height
capability inherent in day fighter aircraft. Also new developments and electronic
advances now in prospect would, if successful, give the F86 a limited night and bad
weather capability thus further increasing the effectiveness of the aircraft and mak-
ing it a more attractive addition to the North American Defence System than here-
tofore. Based on the developments and experience gained in the next few years, a
mixture of CF 100's and F86 aircraft in the home defence force should provide the
most effective utilization of our fighter aircraft.
1 8. A decision to send all-weather squadrons to Europe would be made subject to
the following conditions:

(a) Squadrons would be located on existing Air Division Bases and not be
redeployed elsewhere.

(b) The all-weather squadrons would remain part of RCAF Air Division, Europe.
They would come under the command of the AOC, Air Division, who would con-
tinue to exercise operational and administrative control over the whole force as
empowered in his existing command instructions.

^(c),The exchange would be made without prejudice to reverting to 12 Interceptor
Day, Fighter squadrons if and when, in the light of changing conditions, Canada
cônsiders such action to be in the best general interests.;^ ^

9. Attached as Appendix "A"t is an estimate of the manpower and financial
implications arising from this exchange of squadrons. In summary, the implications
are as follows:
C,(a) Manpower increases for the Air Division will total approximately 244.
(b) Additional construction and equipment costs are estimated to be S 10,570,000.

(40. Tbe Chiefs of Staff Committee have thoroughly assessed all aspects of this
Problem and recommend this substitution as a logical and desirable step for Canada
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to take. I concur with their views and recommend that four CF-100 squadrons of 18'
aircraft each be assigned to Air Division Europe to replace four F86 squadrons.'a

[RALPH CAMPNEY]

2° PART[E/PART 2. . : . _ . : . ; . :; ^.
, RÉUNION MINISTÉRIELLE DU CONSEIL DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD,

PARIS, 23 AVRIL 1954
MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE NORTH, A'TI.ANTIC COUNCIL,

PARIS, APRIL 23, 1954

271, DEA/50102-F-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au sec `rétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 229 Paris, April 1, 1954

SECRET

agreed policy concerning Germany. I suggested that other countries, and in particu-
lar the Secretary General, might be encouraged to take more initiative in this

arrangements. I supported their position arguing that the habit of consultation was
important as a means of strengthening the alliance ; and pointing out that, so far,
only the Big Three had adopted the practice of consulting the Council on their. . .

Pe 0
progress had been made in this field, an attempt should be made to develop present
2 As ex cted the Danish and the Norwegian representatives felt that while some

opment of political consultation.
sive discussion of the suggestion that Ministers might exchange views on the devel-

AGENDA FOR THE NEXT M[NISIERIAL MEEI7NG

At the informal luncheon session on March 31, there was a long and inconclu-

Reference: Our telegram No. 224 of March 31.t,

regard.

the subject would be,raised under the general political item, although I understood
4 In the end no firm decision was made whether Ministers should be warned that

should try to follow the example of the Big Thrce. The United States representa-
tive, although reticent, made the point that his government attached importance to
the development of political consultation.

clear that I^had merely suggested that other countries and the Secretary General
I am afraid my remarks as implying some criticism of the Big Three. I made it

., ,
3. Thë United Kingdom representative took a somewhat negative line interpreting,
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that both the Danish and the Norwegian Foreign Ministers might discuss the
matter.

5. It seems. to me that . a number, of points are clear as regards political
consultation:

(a) The strengthening of the habit of consultation is vital to the development of the
alliance;. .;:
(b) A majority of the member governments are in favour of developing the present

arrangements;

.(c) The Big Three are reluctant to take any initiative in this field; the British, in
particular, prefer, it seems to me, bilateral consultation with us, the Benelux coun-
tries and Denmark and Norway, perhaps because of concern as regards their posi-
tion vis-à-vis the United States as leader of the Commonwealth and of a number of
European partners;.

(d) Further progress is unlikely, therefore, to be made unless specific proposals
are submitted to the Council.

6. Under the circumstances, I wonder whether we should not consider submitting,
at the next Ministerial Meeting of the Council, a broad resolution, stressing the
importance of political consultation as a means of strengthening the alliance and
inviting the Council in permanent session to consider ways and means whereby the
habit of political consultation could be developed. If such a resolution were
adopted, it would provide a good, basis for further discussions of the subject in
Council; the Secretariat might be invited later on, in the light of these discussions,
to submit detailed proposals for consideration by member governments. I am
inclined to think that this is not a field where regulations are as important as atti-
tudes, but if the subject is kept under discussion greater awareness of its importance
will be developed and this in itself is bound to produce in time worthwhile results.,,.

DEA/50115-J-40

Le représentant pennanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
•- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

-Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External A,,B`'airs

Paris, April 2, 1954

THE SOVIET NOTE

The latest Soviet note is an expression of both the Soviet permanent philosophy
and recent tactics. As I interpret it, the note suggests, within the framework of
Peaceful coexistence with the USA, a joint Soviet-USA control of Europe. Such
^ approach implies a power conception of politics which corresponds to the Com-



munist way of dealing with situations and an assumption that Germany is the main
threat to Europe.
` 2. If the USA were to accept to join the USSR in the Molotov system for Europe,

(a) the present Soviet control of Eastern Europe would be confirmed;
(b) 'Germaiiy would be neutralized;
(c) the USSR could extend her influence in Western Europe; in any case, the

"respectable" Communist parties would be at once more powerful and instrumental
in achieving this policy.

3. As may be seen, the USA are` offered peace,` at the price of further concessions
in Eürope: the traditional Soviet approach of making 'profitable deals which involve
an accretion of strength to be used as a basis for further deals which progressively
weaken the opponent.
4. If I understand the Soviet move correctly, a further proposal could well be

made in Geneva for a similar sharing of influence in the Far East, for a while,
during the period of consolidation.

5. The reply for the USA (and indeed for the United Kingdom and France which
would be reduced to third rate powers under the Soviet scheme) as well as for all
Western nations is that the Soviet proposal is not compatible with` the Western con-
ception of international relations based on the fréedom and equality of right of all
nations. By stressing the democratic line, the USA can hope to rally the support of
the majority of nations which are not prepared to subscribe to.the Soviet theory of a
two-power domination of the world.
,6. As in the case of Germany at the Berlin conference, the Western nations must

accept the Soviet challenge and meet it through, an assertion of their own basic
principles: democracy and freedom both at the national and the international levels.
7. As long as the USSR pursues her present policy, the United Nations will not

achieve its objectives and, in particular, provide security, and she has only herself
to blamé if other nations, in self defence, set up regional organizations like NATO.
Under the circumstances, the Soviet desire to join such organizations provides
proof of her determination to interfere with legitimate defence arrangements of
other nations rather than of peaceful intentions.

8. I should be glad to learn, before the meeting of the Council on Apri17 when the
Soviet note will be discussed, whether you find yourself in general agreement with
the above line. .- ,
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273. DEA11802-40

Note du chef de la Direction européenne
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head European Division,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDErmAL [Ottawa], April 5, 1954

THE RUSSIAN NOTE OF APRIL 1

The Soviet Note is a most cleverly designed approach. It is the best example to
date of the new flexibility of Soviet thinking under the post-Stalin dispensation. Its
effect on E.D.C. prospects cannot but be bad. As regards NATO, there are two
aspects, the immediate and the long term. ;
2. In the immediate, the point could well be made that NATO is an association of

like-minded peoples for the pursuit of accepted principles of freedom and the
defence of their way of life and that it arose in large part as the result of fear of
Soviet aggression; and that it is based on mutual confidence in one another. NATO
would probably not exist, if the United Nations could have given its participants
reasonable safeguards against attack. The Soviets threatened Europe and made the
United Nations security guarantees inoperative. It is at the United Nations that they
must show by deeds that they have mended their ways - disarmament and cooper-
ation in pursuit of its aims.

3. In the long run, NATO having been established and there being more to its
purpose than defence, - a community spirit (Article 2) - the removal of the threat
to its members' security would push defence in the background and permit of har-
monious development of this community of like-minded nations. Future entrants
must show that they fulfill the conditions - e.g. respect for freedom; and it takes
time to rebuild the confidence that years of sapping operations have brought to a
low ebb, and which it would be required that a candidate for membership show
before he could be admitted.
4. The Note leaves unanswered two most important questions:
(a) Are the Russians ready to discuss disarmament realistically in the light of the

new situation, i.e. possession by both sides of frightful weapons and preponderance
of conventional armaments in the eastern camp, and to consider control of atomic
energy on the one hand and the scaling down of all armaments to a ratio and not
Proportionately to present levels.

(b) The Russians assume that the threat to security in Europe is exclusively Ger-
man. Are they prepared to remove the power vacuum in Central Europe and to re-
establish German unity by free elections and for its re-armament in some form but
Properly controlled.

There are however a number of useful points in the Note which should not be
let drop 'flat. They are:

t (a) The Soviets show - and admit to their people for the first time - a worry
(sincereor otherwise) over the effects of nuclear bombing, which cannot but influ-
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ence thinking among their leaders and their peoples and brings a new element in
policy formation.

(b) The whole portent of the Note is that they do not see us as sheep to shear at

They should also recognize the necessity of a German settlement in freedom as a

will - NATO has been and is useful.
(c) They show a high fear of German re-armament; they speak as if it existed in

the West, while it only actually exists now in the East.
(d) They recognize the United States interest in European security and European

interest in retaining United States protection.
(e) They do not inject China, irrelevantly, into the European picture.
(f) Their plan is a form of Locarno,'s which Churchill's May' 1953 speech first

propounded as a solution of the European security problem.
6. While I agree in large part with Mr. Wilgress' analysis, I think something

should be done to underline and exploit these Soviet admissions., In logic, they
should accept the re-opening of discussions on disarmament at the United Nations.

condition of effective European security and of the consequent establishment of
peaceful and confident co-existence in the European area.

J.A. CüAPDELAÏNE

274. DEA/50030-V-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TEtEGRAM 225

SECRET. IMMEDIA'IE

Ottawa, Apri16, 1954

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 239 and 242 of April 2; 1954.
Repeat London No. 4319 Washington EX-562.

. . _ . , , x
^ THE SOVIET NOIE OF APRIL It 1954

I am glad that members of the Council will be able to comment on the Soviet
Note before the three powers have prepared their reply., I understand that the United
Kingdom has suggested to the United States and France that a tripârtite drafting
group be set up in Paris to concert their reply and I assume that this drafting group
would take into account the views expressed in the Council. I hope that the Council

u Le pacte de Locarno, conclu le 1' décembre 1925, constituait une série d'accords négociés en Suisse-,A
^ et signés â Londres, par lesquels la Belgique, la France, l'Allemagne,' l'Italie et le Royaume-Uni

s'engageaient mutuellement à garantir la paix en Europe de l'Ouest. ' °' '
?he Locarno Pact of December 1.' 1925 was a series of agreements negotiated in Switurland and
signed in London whereby Belgium, France, (krmy, Italy, and the United Kingdom mutually

` '.guaranteed peace in Western Europe.
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will also be given an opportunity to discuss the'draft reply before it is put in final
form. This, as you know, would be in line with my views on political consultation:
2. I am in general agreement with the analysis of Soviet policy and motives out-

lined in your second telegram under reference. With specific reference to the Soviet
proposal for a European Security Treaty, however, I would prefer not repeat not to
comment for the time being. I do not necessarily take issue with your views but we
are still giving the question study. In any case, we are not so directly concerned as
others.

3. The proposal that the U.S.S.R. be' admitted to NATO is, of course, of direct
concern to Canada. In my view rejection of this proposal should be based on the
following grounds: '
(a) NATO was created precisely to organize for the defence of the countries of the

Atlantic Community because they felt themselves in grave peril of Soviet aggres-
sion and subversion and because the Soviet Government had demonstrated its
determination to prevent the U.N. Security Council (the only machinery for collec-
tive security then existing) from functioning.
(b) .The Soviet Government has so far not shown by any deeds (as opposed to

words) that this basic situation has changed; Soviet armed forces are still at a level
which reflects a preponderance of military strength in Europe; rearmament contin-
ues to be pushed in the Soviet satellites; rearmament of Eastern Germany goes on
apace^(which is not true in Western Germany) while the Soviet Government blocks
every effort to re-unite Germany on a democratic basis; the Soviet Government
continues to maintain sizable occupation forces in Austria and refuses to sign a
peace treaty; Communist parties in Western Europe are still used as an instrument
of Soviet policy to sabotage every effort at economic recovery and political
cooperation.
(c) For these reasons NATO in its present form continues to be essential for the

legitimate defence of the free world against possible Soviet aggression.
?(d) NATO is also important - perhaps in the long run even more important - as
avehicle of ever closer cooperation between like-minded nations united in a com-
munity of interest.
(e) In both these roles NATO is based on far reaching obligations which involve

the members in close and continuing cooperation and which require a high degree
of mutual confidence and exchange of information' in the military, political and
economic fields.
4. Although the arguments against the Soviet proposal régarding NATO are clear

and overwhelming, I think it is important to ensure that the impression be not cre-
ated that it is being rejected without serious consideration. On the other hand, we
should also try to ensure that the grounds for rejection are frankly stated and that,
as you suggest, the Soviet challenge is directly met.
5. I might have added above that if the USSR arc genuinely desirous of co-operat-

ing in'n a collective security system, they can show this by their attitude and policy at
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the. UN, as for example in regard to the forthcoming, we hope, talks on atomic
matters.16

DEA/50102-F-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative, to North Atlantic Council

`
,TELEGRAM 226

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your Telegram No. 229 of April 1, 1954.

' Ottawa, April 7, 1954

NEXT MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL

I fully agree with you about the importance of further developing political con-
sultation in the Council. I also think as you do that attitudes and habits are more
important than rules and procedures in this field and that continuous emphasis on
the problem is the best way of encouraging the right attitudes and habits. With this
in mind and in view, of the increasing interest shown by other members of the
Council, I think we should now propose that this subject be placed on the agenda of
the next Ministerial meeting as a separate item.
2. After this is done it may prove desirable for the Ministers to adopt some gen-

eral resolution on the importance of political consultation and we may wish to take
the initiative. As yet I have no repeat no firm views on these two questions how-
ever, and should welcome it if you would cane to try your hand at a draft.
3. I am sending a personal messaget to Mr. Lange telling him of my interest in

this subject and asking what he thinks might be accomplished at the Mitiisterial
meeting. The text of this message is being repeated to you for your information.

Pour un rapport sur les réunions du Sous-comité de la Commission du désarmement des Nations
Unies tenues à Londres, voir le document 138.
For a report on the London meetings of the Sub-committee of the U.N. Disarmament Commission-
sœ Document 138. '
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276. DEA/50102-F-40

. Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 260 Paris, April 8, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 226 of April 7.

NEXT MtN1StERIAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL

I was sure you would appreciate the importance of further developing political
consultation in the Council. I shall be glad to try my hand at a draft general resolu-
tion and will send you the draft by telegram as soon as it has been prepared.
2. I do not think it is necessary to propose a separate item on the agenda. The

Council approved the recommendation of the Working Group that Ministers might
wish either to raise themselves or to see discussed the "possibility of developing
political consultation" under the one substantive item on the agenda, viz: "consider-
ation of the international political situation" (reference Para 8 of Document C-
M(54)22).
`1 If you agree I could write to Lorti Ismay indicating that you would wish to see
the subject discussed. This would then enable the Permanent Council to give pre-
liminary consideration to the subject at our next meeting on April 20. You might
authorize me to outline in general terms the resolution you are thinking of
proposing.
,4. I have taken the liberty of giving Skaug a copy of your personal message to Mr.
Lange. He told me that this coincides with Mr. Lange's views and that he had made
a number of public statements on the desirability of developing political consulta-
tion.,You will also have support from Mr. Hansen of Denmark since it was the
Danes' who took the initiative of suggesting that the subject be discussed at the
Ministerial Meeting.
,5. When we had our discussion in the informal session following the luncheon at
Lord Ismay's house on March 31, Hughes emphasized the importance the United
States Government attach to political consultation. Steel, however, reflected the
well-established United Kingdom position of reluctance to develop further political
,consultation. They prefer that such consultation be conducted in other forums, such
as the Commonwealth, Brussels Treaty, and United Kingdom-Scandinavian gather-
ings, or through consultation with diplomatic representatives in London. Steel takes
the attitude that, whenever necessary, consultation does take place in the NATO
foium. However, since I have come to Paris the only consultations that have taken
Place has been when the Three Powers have asked for the views of their NATO
Partners on replies to be given to Soviet notes. This is extremely valuable but
unfortunatelÿ the representatives of the lhree Powers themselves merely listen to
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what the other representatives have to say and do not give the views of their own
governments until the reply to the Soviet note in question has been drafted. We are
then infôrmed a few hôurs before the note is handed to the Russians and published
in the newspapers.

6. An illustration of this"âttitudé was afforded at the interesting discussion we had
yesterday on the latest Soviet note. The Netherlands representative went out of his
way, to propose that the representatives of the 7hrce Powers should take part in the
discussion and give the views of their governments as freely as the other represen-
tatives had been asked to do. He pointed out that the latest Soviet note was unlike
previous notes relating to Germany, for which the Three Powers had special
responsibilities. It was of much more direct concern to all the NATO countries.
Hughes was the only representative of the Thrce Powers to respond to this invita-
tion. Steel and Alphand both confined themselves to stating that the views
expressed by the other representatives had been of value and would be taken into
consideration in the drafting of the reply to the Soviet note..- , - ,

7. In other words, the attitude of the United Kingdom representative tacitly
implies a political standing group within the Council and it is this attitude which is
resented by several of my colleagues.

8. What I feel our aim should be is to develop the habit of regular political consul-
tation. The Chairman of the Permanent Council should be encouraged to ask from
time to time if there is any political subject the Council would like to have dis-
cussed. If it is agreed that there should be consultation on a certain subject, a date
could be set for such consultation. This would give representatives the opportunity
of receiving instructions from their governments. The Secretary General could also
at the same time instruct the Political Division to prepare a background paper giv-
ing such facts as were available to the Secretariat. This is the procedure we were
trying to develop in the Council deputies but always in the face of passive resis-
tance on the part of the United Kingdom and to a lesser extent of the French rrpre-
sentative. I shall endeavour to embody these ideas In the draft resolution which I
hope to send you by, telegram in a few days.

DEA/50115-J-40

to Sccrttary of Staté for F.zttrnâl,Affoirs

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affairer extirieures

.. '- t •.c - µ i .4 ti11 . i 1 T ! e -£ t , ; .

Permanent Reprtstntathe to, North Atlantic Council

Paris; Apri19, 1954

S EdW

xReference: My telegram No. 260 of Apri18, 1954.
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NEXT MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL

Following are some notes on points you may wish to bear in mind when consid
ering the manner in which you would wish to introduce the resolution on political
consultation at the next Ministerial Meeting:
(a) In view of the conclusions of the paper on trends of Soviet policy that the

USSR still aim at dividing the North Atlantic powers, the resolution on political
consultation could be related to the discussion on Soviet policy and it could be
presented as an effective means of countering Soviet disruptive tactics;
(b) Taking into account United Kingdom susceptibilities as regards political con-

sultation within the Council and the real difficulties involved in developing tripar-
tite agreements in certain fields, it might be desirable to suggest that no criticism is
implied of the practice followed so far by the Three Powers who have, in fact, up to
now, largely taken the initiative for such political discussions as have taken place
in the Council. It could be stressed that what we have in mind is that the other
members of the alliance might be encouraged similarly to acknowledge some
responsibility for taking the Council into their confidence as regards any of their
problems which might be of general concern;
^(c) It might be stressed also that the proposals are not to replace existing channels
for consultation which are adequate for their purpose nor to suggest that there
should,be consultation about all topics without regard to their sensitivity to the
eountries conccrned; the proposals are intended to amplify, whenever this appears
to be desirable, existing opportunities for fruitful consultation.

278. DEA/50115-J-40

( 'j ''s . ' Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

NEXT MIN1STEiRIJ1L MEETING OF TIIE COUNCIL

The North Atlantic Council

Following is a draft for the resolution on political consultation which has been
PrFi*d at your request:

,Navingregard to the obligations assumed by the parties to the North Atlantic
Ti+eaty and to the fact that each of the parties is affected by developments in the
^te^national political situation,

Considering that the sense of unity and solidarity of the alliance will be fur-
"d by negular consultations on the international political situation,
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Agrees that it is desirable to develop the habit of frequent political consultations
within the Council,

Decides that from time to time the Council in permanent session shall discuss
what topic would be suitable as a subject for political consultation at one of its
subsequent meetings".

279. . . DEA/50102-F-40

Note du sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
, pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Sccrctary of State for External Affairs
to Seeretary of Statifor External Affairs

Ottawa, April 12, 1954

NEXT MINISTERIAL MEEIZNG OF MIE NORMi A7LAN11C COUNCIL: FOI.iI1CAL
CONSULTATION

You will have seen the replies from Paris and Oslo to our telegrams concerning
the desirability of discussing the question 'of political consultation at the next
NATO Ministerial Meeting and the possibility of introducing a resolution on the
subject. Mr. Lange says that he fully agrees with your views and that the Norwe-
gian Government would be prepared to support a resolution on this matter at the
forthcoming meeting. Mr. Wilgress points out that political consultation is not a
separate agenda item but that provision has been made for it under the item on the
international political situation. He suggests that he might write to Lord Ismay indi-
cating that you wish to see this subject discussed and that you authorize him to
outline at the next meeting of the Permanent Council on April 20 the general lines
of the resolution you have in mind.

2. I should be grateful to know if you'concur in Mr. Wilgress' suggestions."
3. The two most recent telegrams from our NATO Delegation in Paris (Nos. 269

and 270 of April 9) contain: (a) some notes on points you may wish to bear in mind
in considering the manner in which a resolution on political consultation might be
introduced at the Ministerial Meeting; and (b) a suggested draft for such a resolu-
tion. Copies of these two telegrams are attached for your, convenience.
4. The Department has also tried its hand at a draft resolution, which I now attach

for your consideration. It : differs from the Delegation's ; draft in the following
respects:

(a) it ties political consultation directly to Articles 2 and 4 of the North Atlantic
Treaty;

(b) it takes, account of the consideration given to' this question previously by the
"Committee of Five" and the Roïné'tnecting of#the;Council, and it reaffirms the
conclusions'thenreâched; and

"Note marginale *&WOW note:,

Yes [LB. Pearson]
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(c) the operative part of the resolution is addressed not only to the Council in
permanent session but also (and primarily) to member governments on the assump-
tion that it is they who must take the initiative if anything effective is to be done.
5. With regard to the notes contained in the attached telegram No. 269, I would

offer the following comments:
(a) Although a resolution on political consultation could be presented as an effec-

tive means of countering Soviet disruptive tactics, I do not think it should be
related solely to present Soviet. policy; it should also be related to the positive
objective of developing among the various members of the Atlantic Community a
closer identity of view, capable of providing a firm and continuing basis for collec-
tive action regardless of the existence of a threat or its nature."
(b) I fully agree that we should avoid implying any criticism of the practice so far

followed by the Three Powers and for this reason the draft resolution attached rec-
ommends that all member governments should bear in mind the question of politi-
cal consultation."
.(c) I also agree these proposals should not be represented as replacing the existing
channels for consultation; in this connection you may wish to point out, as you did
in introducing the final report of the "Committee of Five" to the Lisbon meeting of
the Council, that what is desirable now is the application of principles already
agreed rather than their elaboration.20
6. I should be grateful for your views on my comments in the preceding paragraph

and on the attached draft resolution?'
R.A. M[ACKAYJ

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet de résolution sur la consultation politique

Draft Resolution on Political Consultation

SECREI'

The North Atlantic Council

Having regard to' the obligations assumed by the parties to the North Atlantic
Téeaty to "contribute toward the further development of peaceful and friendly inter-
national relations" and to "consult together whenever, in the opinion of any of
them; the political integrity, political independence or security of any of the parties
is' tlïneatened",

"Note marginale Marginal note:

"Note marginale JAlarginal note:
Yes [L.©. Pearson]

I agree [L.©. Pearson)

30 Note marginale Marginal note:
^ .I- ditto (48. PearsonJ

n Note marginale Marginal note:
;`^ The dnlt resolution seems satisfactory but I would like to study it more carefully on the way to

Paris. I have suggested an addition to the last t+aragraph. LB. P[earson]
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Recognizing
(a) that the security and well-being of the Atlantic Community depends not only

on collective defence measures but also on co-ordinated diplomatic policies;
(b) that developments in the international situation of direct concern to one

member of the Atlantic Community may also affect other members and the solidar-
ity of the Community itself; and
-(c) that this interdependence of the members of the Community has increased
with the increasing destructive capacity of new weapons,
Reaffirms the following views expressed in the Interim Report of the Committee

on the North Atlantic Community (Document C8-D/6) and endorsed by the Eighth
Session of the North Atlantic Council at Rome:—

(a) that "there is a continuing need ... for effective consultation at an early stage
on current problems, in order that national policies may be developéd and action
taken on the basis of a full awareness of the attitudes and interests of all members
of NATO";

(b) that "the achievemënt of a closer degree of co-ordination of the foreign poli-
cies of the members of the North Atlantic Treaty, through development of the habit
of consultation on matters of common concern, would greatly strengthen the soli-
darity of the Atlantic Community and increase the individual and collective capac-
ity of its members to serve the peaceful "purposes for which NATO was
established"; and

(c) that the objective is "to develop such close consultation between the North
Atlantic Governments on particular problems and such co-ordination of action as
will best serve the common interesY';

Agrees that the North Atlantic Council should be used where appropriate for
prior consultation as well as for exchanges of views on political questions of corn-
mon concern;

Recommends
(a) that all member governments should bear constantly in mind the desirability of

bringing to the attention of the Council information on international political devel-
opments whenever they are of concern to. other members. of the Council or to
NATO as a whole; and

(b) that the Council in permanent session should from time to time consider what
specific subjects might be suitable for political consultation, and that its members
should be in a position to express the views of their governments on these
subjectO

22 Là note marginale de Peazson, dont il est question dans la note en bas de page précÉdente, a été
supprimée du document original.
Pearson's marginal note referred to in the previow footnote has been erased from the original
doctttnent.
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Note du représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
pour le'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET [Paris], April 22, 1954

DISCUSSION OF THE TRIPARTITE REPLY TO THE SOVIET NOTE

The Council in permanent session discussed again at its meeting on April 22 the
tripartite draft reply to the Soviet Note of March 31 (copy is attached for conve-
nience of reference). There was some discussion as to the timing of the reply.
While the United Kingdom and the United States Representatives agreed with your
view that, if at all possible, the reply should be returned before the Geneva Meet-
ing, the French Representative insisted that the three Ministers had not yet consid-
ered the draft reply and that so far as he knew no agreement had been reached as to
the time of the reply.
2. There was also some discussion whether the draft document should be submit-

ted to the Ministers for consideration. After Permanent Representatives had
exchanged views on the reply, it was thought that unless any Foreign Minister had
important points of substance to raise, it might be better if the Permanent Represen-
tatives were to agree to. meet on Saturday should anyone of them, having consulted
his Minister, have further points of detail to raise.
3. It soon transpired that while some delegations, the Belgian and the Greek in

particular, felt that the tone of the note was somewhat too timid, other delegations,
the Danish and the Norwegian, thought that, in general, the note was well balanced
and would be effective as regards public opinion. It was generally agreed, however,
that in certain respects at least the draft required some tidying up. For instance, the
United Kingdom Representative recognized that it might be desirable to invert the
order of the last two sentences in paragraph 4. The Greek and the Portuguese Per-
manent Representatives supported our suggestion that it might be preferable to
indicate in paragraph 5 that NATO had been created in view of the disparity of
strength between the two blocs and that there had been no fundamental change in
that situation. These and a few other points will be reported to the drafting group
and will be taken into account in the final revision of the draft, in the light of the
comments of the three Foreign Ministers principally concerned.
4. As I understand the position, unless one of the Foreign Ministers wishes to

raise, at the meeting today, a question of principle or unless one of the Permanent
Representatives, after consultation with his Foreign Minister, wishes to have partic-
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;,4H, I ,P,

tilar points discûssed at a meeting Saturday morning, there will be no further Coun-
cil discussion of the draft reply under, reference?3

L.D. W[ILGRESS]

I

If ;

i

I

281. DEA/50115-J-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures &
aux chefs de Poste à l'étranger

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Heads of Posts Abroad

CIRCULAR DOCUMENT No. A. 119/54 Ottawa, May 19, 1954

SECRET

MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

HELD IN PARIS ON APRa. 23, 1954 -

Attached for your information is a report prepared by our NATO Delegation on
the Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council held in Paris on April 23,
1954. Also attached as annexes to this report are:
(a) opening speech delivered by the Chairman of the Council, M. Bidault, at the

public session; t
(b) speech by Lord Ismay, the Secretary-General, at the public session;t
(c) text of the Council Resolution on Political Consultation;'and
(d) text of final communique.u

This meeting was attended by Foreign Ministers and was concerned chiefly with
a review of the most recent developments in the international political situation.

BENJAMIN ROGERS i
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

23 Pour le projet de réponse et la réponse finale des trois parties, voir/For the draft and final tri-partite
reply, see United States, Department of State, FRUS.19S2-54, Volume V. Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1983. pp. 505-507 et/and Bulletin. Volume XXX, No. 777, May 17, 1954. pp. 756-
757.

34 Voir, Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord, Textes des communiqués finals, 1949-1974, Bruxelles: Service
de l'information OTAN, s.d, pp. 85-86JSee North Atlantic Coundl, Tixu of Final Communiques,
1949-1974, Brussels: NATO Information Service, n.d., pp. 82-83.

®
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE Il '

Rapport de la Délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
i

Report by Delegation to North Atlantic Council

REPORT ON THE MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE
NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, ON APRIL 23RD, 1954

L PUBLIC SESSION

II. BUSINESS SESSION

Item I - Interim Report by the Secretary-General
Item II - Consideration of the International Political Situation

A - Trends and Implications of Soviet Policy
- Soviet Policy
- NATO
- The E.D.C.

-The Geneva Conference
B - The Status of the East German Government
C- - Political Consultation
D - The Duration of the North Atlantic Treaty
E -Site of NATO Headquarters

]I1. RES7RICTED SESSION

A United States Security Policy
B Indo China
C - Marshal Juin

iV. COMMUNIQUÉ
: .,

MINISTERIAL MEETING OF 1'HE COUNCIL ON APRIL 23RD, 1954

L PUBLIC SESSION

As usual, the Ministerial meeting began with a public session. The Chairman, M.
Bidault, and the Secretary-General, Lord Ismay, made short speeches on the gen-
eral theme of the fifth Anniversary of the organization. They pointed out that the
Alliance had been created to meet the Soviet threat, that during five short years it
had achieved important material and moral results; the danger, however, remained
and the need for continuing and developing unity and solidarity among the mem-
bers of the alliance, in the face of subtler Soviet tactics was as great as ever. (Cop-
ies of these speeches are attached).

ff. BUSINESS SESSION

2. In opening the second part of the meeting, M. Bidault invited the Council to
settle three procedural points:
(a) a working Group, under the chairmanship of M. Fenoaltea, the Assistant Sec-

retary-Gcneral for political affairs, was appointed to draft the communiqué;
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(b) in order to advise General Gruenther as to attendance at his briefing on Satur-
day, April 24th, a survey was made: it transpired that a large majority of the For-
eign Ministers would attend.

(c) a restricted meeting would be held in the course of the day, with only Foreign
Ministers, Permanent Representatives, and one adviser.

Item I= Report by the Secretary-General on the Work of the Organization Since
the Last Ministerial Meeting
3. Lord Ismay explained that he had not prepared a written report as only four

months had elapsed since the last meeting, and as he was preparing a more compre-
hensive survey covering the first five years of NATO.

4. The major developments since the last meeting were as follows:
(a) there had been an increase in political consultation;'
(b) emergency planning had gone forward systematically;
(c) two technical advisers had been appointed in the field of civil defence;
(d) liaison had been established - with the competent military commanders as

regards the problem of air defence;
(e) further progress had been made by the wartime commodity, committee and by

the shipping boards;
(f) a good deal had been done as regards information. The fifth anniversary had

provided a good opportunity to obtain publicity for the organization; -
(g) a large number of visitors, parliamentarians," journalists, radio officials had

been briefed by the Secretariat;
(h) infrastructure work was proceeding but slowly. ^ Difficulties were due to the

number of authorities involved, the technical and varied nature of the projects and
the checks and controls which were required.

(i) a substantially simplified annual review questionnaire had been circulated, and
if answers were received in time, a well-considered report would be submitted to
the next ministerial meeting.

Item II - Consideration of the International Political Situation
5. At the suggestion of the Chairman, it was agreed to discuss four general sub-

jects under this heading:
A. Trends and Implications of Soviet Policy.
B. The' Status of the East German Government.
C. Political Consultation'within NATO;
D. The Duration of the North Atlantic Treaty.

A. Trends and Implications of Soviet Policy

6. Most ministers expressed their appreciation for the Secretariat paper
(C.M.(54)33) and their general approval of its conclusions.

Soviet Policy
: ► ^ .

7. Mr. Zorlu, the Turkish Permanent representative, developed on behalf of the
Foreign Minister,' the Turkish thesis 'that the Soviet leaders were hoping to achieve

. £a, ., e « . .
.. P ' •1Y r _
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world domination, and that for the time-being, there was a disequilibrium between
their ambitions and the means at their disposal. Two stages could be foreseen:
:(a) in a first period, the U.S.S.R. are trying to lull the vigilance of their opponents
to slow down their defence effort and to divide them.
(b) as soon as they will feel strong enough, Soviet leaders will attempt an open

attack. : .

It was therefore vital, as Soviet policy always reflected an appreciation of the bal-
ance of forces between the two blocs, to develop the strength and unity of NATO.
This was the only way not only of preserving peace but of obtaining concessions.

8. The Greek Foreign Minister argued for similar reasons that NATO unity and
social stability within member countries should be developed; this might convince
the Soviet leaders, in the end, that it would be preferable for them to reach negoti-
ated settlements.
,9. Mr. Eden agreed that Soviet aims had not changed, and that the disruption of
NATO remained the main Communist objective while EDC was the point of attack.
If the USSR could not divide the alliance, their second best aim was to keep NATO
countries as weak as possible by placing every possible obstacle in the way of a
German defence contribution. Berlin had been a test of our solidarity., Soviet diplo-
macy had become more intelligent since Stalin's death. Soviet leaders wished to
prevent an increase of tension, hoping that we will relax and allow our unity to
weaken. It was possible that they had domestic and satellite troubles, but they were
not prepared to pay a serious price for a relaxation of the tension. They gave an
appearance of reasonableness, but were not willing to withdraw from any of their
fixed positions in Europe. It was, therefore, necessary to assume that if the camou-
flage was better, the threat still existed, and long, costly defence efforts had to be
continued.

NATO
10. Mr. Eden felt that the NATO countries had launched an experiment of excep-

tional significance. They had created a unique organization with increasing military
and political strength: More importantly, they had set a pattern of co-operation
which other countries might, in time, come to imitate, and thus, they had made a
great contribution to world peace.

11., M. Beyen was more restrained and somewhat worried about the future for two
reasons: `

;^ (#in , the past, NATO had worked against a definite menace - the long haul,
politically and intellectually presented more difficulties.
(b) in the future, the influence of developments in Asia would become more

important in our policies: While a community of conception and purpose was easy
tô realize in Europe, if we attempted to extend the scope of cooperation beyond the
NATO area, political difficulties of a serious nature were bound to arise.
Y 12. M. Beyen 'added that NATO would have to reconcile two conflicting require-
ments: on the one hand, what happened in other areas was of concern to NATO but,
ën the other, it was necessary I not to apply NATO solutions to different problems in
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other areas. There was no sense in suggesting, -for instance, that a South Pacific
NATO was possible.

13. In the course of his remarks, the Portuguese Foreign Minister made the point
that threatening developments outside of the NATO area had repercussions on all
member countries. Communist victories in Asia reduced the security of the NATO
countries. It was, therefore, in the interests of members of the Alliance to ensure
that aggression anywhere should not be successful. Even if the expansion of com-
munism was the main danger, it was not possible to overlook threats from other
sources.

14. The Portuguese Foreign Minister went on to say that his government were
now facing in Asia problems which might affect the Alliance. The integrity of the
Asian provinces of his country were not a matter of concern only to Portugal but
they represented advanced positions of the West and their protection had a sym-
bolic significance which it was difficult to overrate. In spite of her legal and moral
rights and her best efforts to reach an understanding the relations of Portugal with
larger neighbours in Asia were becoming increasingly difficult. If the threat were to
materialize, the Portuguese government might have to exercise their right of con-
sultation, as provided in the Treaty. "Territorial integrity" was involved.

(On the eve of the meeting the Portuguese Foreign Minister had called on Mr.
Pearson to stress the concern of his government about Portuguese possessions in
the Far East. In the course of the conversation there was mention of the remarks
which the Prime Minister made during his tour and, which had a bearing on the
position of Goa.)u

The E.D.C.
15. The Greek Foreign Minister felt that the moral unity of the West was perhaps

its most important protection against the new Soviet tactics. This unity would not
be complete, however, until Germany had become fully associated with NATO
countries. Delays involved uncertainty and weakness. I

16. Mr. Eden recalled that the United Kingdom had done their utmost to give
practical effect to their, support for the E.D.C. He hoped that this would encourage
countries to ratify. Every month which passed showed more clearly the need for
associating Germany to the Alliance. If no solution was found soon, Germans
would become impatient with their status. Further, progress towards integration was
therefore most urgently required if this fundamental problem was to be solved. If
the present opportunity was lost, another might not recur. With all its defects, the
E.D.C. still represented the most effective way b of bringing Germany into the
family.

17. The Netherlands Foreign Minister made a most moving and impressive speech
on this subject. He thought that the real problern was not ;oneof raising twelve
German divisions or even one of controlling German rearmament, but the essential
one of giving Germany the place she deserved in the Europcan community. In the
past, Germany had not been willing or able to âccept her place, as an equal. She
had sought to achieve domination by force, and as a result, she had been compelled

< _^ .f ... . . ^ , ., , . . ^ .. . . _ . . . ;, . . . . ,

b Voir/See Document 440.
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to accept often less than equal status. This had created a great and difficult problem
for the Germans, and it was to cope with this crucial matter that the E.D.C. plan
had been developed. The Benelux countries which had ratified the Treaty had been
aware of what the German menace was, but they had gone ahead, in the full reali-

importance to early ratification. Militarily, German contingents could facilitate the

flot at times as lucid as could be desired. He began by expressing his general agree-

zation of the sacrifices and difficulties involved because they felt that this was the
one way to solve the problem. They were moved by the political and psychological
reluctance of the French to overcome the practical difficulties created by the child
of their own logic. Whatever its shortcomings, the E.D.C. was the only approach to
the core of the German problem, and its failure would create confusion which
would be of benefit only to the enemies of NATO.

18. M. Beyen concluded by stressing that
(a) it was appropriate for those who had ratified to stress again the real importance

of quick action and to invite those who were looking for alternative solutions to
look at the real issue;
: (b) the problems of these future E.D.C. partners who were struggling with the
decision were fully understood;
(c) he was grateful to these countries which, being unable to join the E.D.C., had

created with it links which would strengthen NATO.
19. The Italian Foreign Minister reported that his government had submitted again

to Parliament the E.D.C. Treaty for ratification. The Treaty was in accord with the
fundamental European policy which they were pursuing, and they hoped that ratifi-
cation would be achieved without delay. Allied governments in eliminating
existing difficulties could rally democratic popular opinion behind this policy, and
thus facilitate the task of the Italian government.
20. The Norwegian and the Danish Foreign Ministers spoke along similar lines.

Their countries were unable to join the E.D.C., but they attached the greatest

defence of Scandinavia; politically, the E.D.C. was the only practical solution to
associate a free Germany with the West.
':21. M. Bidault seemed to be extremely tired and impatient. His intervention was

ment with those who had spoken before and, in particular, with Messrs. Beyen and
Eden. He recalled that, in Berlin, France had pressed for the establishment of a
free,'democratic and united Germany and that, in the E.D.C. Treaty itself, she had
agreed that there should be no discrimination between members, no dominating
position for anyone. '

22• M. Bidault expressed his gratefulness to the United Kingdom and to the
United States governments for their recent declarations. There would be an equita-
ble Proportion of United Kingdom and United States forces on the continent, the
f^+ard strategy had been confirmed, a degree of integration between the forces
assigned to the defence of Europe would be achieved, and the North Atlantic Treaty
would be `considered as having an indefinite duration. This was an historical ges-
tuné without precedent^.. . •



23. For their part, the French government (which was not so weak as many sug-
gested) and the ° French Foreign Minister (who was not so ephemeral as was
reported) intended to carry out their pledge and to go ahead with their plans for
ratification. It was not helpful, however, to urge ratification through press releases
or tospeculate publicly how-far M. Bidault himself might be prepared to go in
defending the Treaty. Furthermore, it was not really necessary to give public advice
to the French Foreign Minister as to how he might proceed.

24. At that point, M. Bidault suggested that a working group should be appointed
to draft the final communiqué; and the,Council dèalt with other matters. Later on,
at M. Bidault's suggestion, the Council had agreed that another meeting might be
held in Paris, later in the year to consider the annual review. Mr. Dulles intervened
to point out that, in the interval, circumstances could affect the future and even the
existence of the Organization.

25. Mr. Dulles recalled that at the December meeting he had stressed the essential
character of the E.D.C. as a means of providing a future for Germany and of adding
German strength to the forces available to the Organization to implement the for-
ward strategy. He still believed in-what he had said on that occasion. He had also
added then that unless action was taken soon, divisive forces might take command.
Good progress had been made but no one could say whether divisive forces could
not yet make it impossible to achieve a programme which was basic to the future of

thing would stand still until Decem-NATO. It was not possible to assume that every
ber. If critical conditions were to develop, a meeting might have to be held sooner.

26. M. Bidault thought that Mr. Dulles was , right and he was grateful to him for
having been right with moderation. He reiterated that his government were deter-
mined to wage and win the battle for the E.D.C. Treaty, and urged his colleagues
not to take seriously newspaper criticism of United Kingdom and United States
guarantees. In some quarters, opposition to the E.D.C. was such that no matter what
the United Kingdom or the United States had done, there would have been criti-
cism. M. Bidault thought that other governments could help if they could only
refrain from suggesting that all was lost. The French Government were not asking
for more, and they h^P^

makethat a speech
le t in ould be left to, them! (If, as was reported,

Mr. Dulles intended ' the public session or for the communiqué,
on the E.D.C., it is not surprising, in view of the tone'of M. Bidault's intervention
that Mr.' Dulles changedF his mind and took the ver y'- line which M.

Bidault noted with such satisfaction).
The Genevâ Conference.

27. The Greek and the Portuguese,Foreign Ministers suggested that the firm and

,:. .

yet unprovocative line followed in Berlin shôuld be'adopted in Geneva.
28.^ Mr. Eden hoped that the Geneva Conference would be a success and that it

would lead to a restoration of peace in Indo-China; he felt that the prospects of a
Pacific Pact which might give some stability in that area, depended on the possibil-
ity of attracting Asian , support. As regards Korea, proposals were to be based on
U.N. resolutions urging unification by peaceful means. The Communists were also
referring to unification on "democratic terms", and there could be no illusions as to
the difficulties involved in reaching an agreement. The United Kingdom were
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determined for their part, that if the Conference were to fail, as in Berlin, it would
be clear to public opinion that the fault was not their own.
B. The Status of the East German Government,
29. This matter had been raised by` the Secretary-General at the Council meeting

on Apri120th. He had been instructed then to prepare a draft resolution which .was
considered'and amended by the Council in permanent session on. Thursday, April
22.
30. After a short discussion; the Council âgreed that:
(a) member governments should not recognize the East German Government;
(b) Permanent representatives would prepare later on a detailed resolution on this

subject;
(c) reference to these decisions should be made in the final cominuniqué.

C. Political Consultation
31. In the course of his remarks, the Portuguese Foreign Minister emphasized that

his government appreciated highly the information given and the consultation
which had taken place before the Berlin Conference. They felt that this was a very
encouraging practice, and one which should be developed. There were no longer
isolated interests; if one member was concerned, so were all the others. Hence, the
need for close consultation.
¢ 32., Mr. Lange, the Foreign Minister of Norway, was glad that NATO had been
able to develop to such an extent the habit of free and frank exchanges of news on
matters of common concern. While the problems of peace and war were of a global
nature, our Alliance had set explicit limits to the defence commitments of the
member countries. From the point of view of retaining the strongest possible sup-
port on the part of public opinion for NATO policies, it was important not to create
the impression that commitments were extended beyond those approved by
Parliaments.
33: In developing political consultation, Mr. Lange felt that it might be useful to

distinguish between information on matters affecting peace and security and con-
sultation leading to decisions or commitments to a definite line of action. The latter
were justified only in so far as it related to the NATO Treaty area. There was a
danger of losing public support in sliding into a kind of universal security arrange-
ment; to meet these broader issues, it was better to envisage interlocking regional
security arrangements. Public support for NATO was now based not only on geo-
graphical considerations but also in all member countries, there was general accept-
ance of a common set of ideals, of a certain pattern of political institutions, which
were embodied in the Atlantic Community idea. If commitments were extended
beyond the present NATO area, the organization would experience much greater
difficulties in retaining its unity.
34. Mr. Pearson had circulated a resolution on the subject. He pointed out that his

resolution underlined the desirability of using the Council to the maximum extent
for, political consultation. It was highly satisfactory that an effective and increas-
ingly useful mechanism for consultation had been developed. It was desirable to
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build up NATO further as an indispensable agency for political cooperation as well
as for defence.
35. In the course of his remarks, Mr. Pearson stressed the point that all other

member countries wereindebted to the Big Three for the part they had played in
"developing the habit of consultation, among themselves first and then with their
NATO partners; it was not intended also to interfere with existing

.
channels of

diplomacy.
36. Mr. Pearson agreed with Mr. Lange that ; there , were two fields for political

consultation: in respect of situations which involved special obligations and com-
mitments (Articles 5 and 6 of the Treaty); and in respect of situations where mili-
tary obligations were not involved, but where information was most useful (Article
4). While in the first case the limits of our obligations could not be extended with-
out the approval of Parliaments, in the second case there was no limitation. When
one or more member countries were making or contemplating decisions which
resulted in proposals or policies which might affect the organization as a whole, it
was important that there should be consultation. Even if ,some member countries
were, not directly concerned, they rnight, on occasion, give useful support.

37. In conclusion, Mr. Pearson pointed out that the development of political con-
sultation was significant in terms of Article 2 which was not limited to social and
economic cooperation.

38. Mr. Lange, the Norwegian Foreign Minister, strongly supported Mr. Pearson's
proposal. He stressed the importance of consultation as far as possible in advance.
The Italian and the Danish Foreign Ministers also endorsed the resolution. Mr. Dul-
les, while agreeing in principle, hoped that the proposal would be given a reasona-
ble interpretation. A government like his own was complex and involved in a
network of Treaty obligations. The area of consultation both internal and external
could be so extended that it might restrict capacity for action. This might be partic-
ularly difficult in cases of emergency. Consultation was a means to an end: it
should not prevent appropriate and, on occasion, swift action. On the understand-
ing, which was readily given by Mr. Pearson, the Canadian rrsolution was adopted.
(CoPy is attached).
D. Duration of the North Atlantic Treaty

39. This matter had been discussed a few days before by the Council in Permanent
Session. The French representative had referred to the declarations made recently
by the United Kingdom and the United States governments as to the duration of the
North Atlantic Treaty: on that occasion the Permanent representatives of Norway
and Denmark had reported that their Foreign Ministers would require time to con-
sult, in accordance with their constitutional practice, the Foreign Affairs Parliamen-
tary Committee. The Council had agreed that the matter might be brought to the
attention of Foreign Ministers but that it would not be possible to consider a resolu-
tion on the subject in the course of the meeting.
; 40: In spite of this understanding, M. Bidault indicated that, on behalf of his gov-
ernment, he was prepared to declare that the Treaty was of indefinite duration. This
was', he' felt, of great advantage to European countries, and he suggested that a
general statement might be acceptable to the Council. The Norwegian, the Danish
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and the Portuguese Foreign Ministers, objected very strongly, and' it was agreed
that the matter should be considered later by the Permanent Representatives.
41. Mr. Spaak thought that, for purposes of ratification,^ it might be usefül to make

the point that if the E.D.C. came into being, the U.S. and the U.K. guarantees
incorporated in the North Atlantic'. Treaty would be extended indefinitely: the
Council agreed that a paragraph in the final communiqué might record that the
statements in question had been noted with satisfaction. On second thoughts, how-
ever, M. Bidault did not feel that such a statement would be particularly helpful,
and the paragraph was deleted.
E. Site of the Permanent NATO Headquarters
42. In the course of the meeting, M. Bidault announced that his government had

now decided to place at the disposal of the Organization one of the best sites in
Paris, at the Porte Dauphine, on the Boulevards Extérieurs. Full particulars would
be given to Permanent representatives later. In accepting this offer, the Secretary-
General expressed the hope that many delegations would find it possible to have
their offices with those of the international staff. Both were serving member gov-
ernments and cooperation would be facilitated if they could be in the same
building.

ID.' RESTRICIED SESSION

A. United States Security Policy
43. Mr. Dulles admitted in*his opening remarks that it was somewhat unpleasant

to discuss the use of atomic weapons. The subject did not lend itself to useful pub-
lic expression, because of limitations which derived from circumstances as well as
from moral restraints. It was also important that a potential enemy should not be
aware of any such limitations as his problem of defence would be simplified.
44. The primary purpose of the United States in their security policy was to deter

aggression and to prevent the outbreak of war. To this end, it was essential to rec-
ognize that atomic weapons had a vital part to play. The principal danger to the
West was the great concentration of military power within the Soviet bloc, com-
bined with imperialistic purposes which were subject to no moral inhibitions. Their
vast array of people and military equipment, centrally located, presented a threat
around a periphery of some 20,000 miles. From the center, they could strike in any
direction.
45. It was clear that the enemy could never be deterred from aggression if he

knew in advance that he would be countered only at the place and through means
he had selected. If he were sure of that, if he knew that his means would be met
only by like means, he could safely attack where he would be sure that he would
have the advantage of power and thus his valuable assets would not be endangered.
We knew that it would be difficult if not impossible for the Free World to attempt
tomatch the non-atomic military strength of the Soviets. If we attempted to do so,
we would develop economic and social strains so serious that we would be losing
Str6nB^ 'and exposing ourselves to subversion and unrest, to forms of attack against
which we must also be on guard.
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;.46. The Soviet Union had atomic weapons and had trained her permanent forces
personnel in the employment of such weapons.: "We must assume that, in case of
war, the. U.S.S.R. will use atomic weapons and try to achieve maximum surprise.
As. the enemy, would enjoy the advantage of surprisé,,the'United States Govern-
ment believed that the risk of Soviet aggression by means of open war could be
minimized to the extent that the Free World maintained a posture of superiority
through "adequaté retaliatory strength. It was , therefore. the basic policy of the
U.S.A. to develop and mâintain military strength with émphasis on the capacity to
exert rètaliatory power. The U.S.: government believed, however,' that the security
posture of the Free World could be adequate only if atomic means were integrated
within its overall military capabilities.
47. If the Free World did not enjoy an instant and formidable capacity to retaliate,

it would be dominated now by the U.S.S.R. Their power. was restrained by, the fear
of retaliation, the fear of defeat, and the feâr that in the end, their régime would
collapse. The power to strike back, in a state of instant readiness was therefore vital
until effective control of atomic power, with adequate safeguards could be
developed.
48. The current NATO programme was not sufficient to ensure the defence of the

West. The decision to level off the build-up of the forces and to concentrate on
quality weapons implied freedom to use new weapons in the event of attack. The
United States for their part had accepted the assumption that atomic weapons
would be available. Without these weapons, the security of the NATO forces would
be in jeopardy. The liberty to use these weapons as conventional ones was essential
to the defence of the NATO area. This was required if our military capacity was to
achieve the greatest deterrent effect.
49. The willingness to use atomic weapons whenever and wherever possible was

however subject to many factors, some of.which, were not purely military. The
United States Government intended to consult their.allies and to cooperate fully
with them. In fact, consultation was an important,means to assure that âvailable
strength was used to best advantage. It was important, therefore, to ensure that the
methods of consultation contributed to the common security. Under certain contin-
gencies, time might notpermit consultation. As far as, possible, it was therefore
desirable to seek understanding in advance on the best course to follow. Such
agreements would also help in deterring aggression and in assuring protection if it
occurred.
50. Throughout history, the more civilized peoples had depended on the greater

resourcefulness which their freedom generated for their ultimate protection. If the
Free World were to, renounce its potential superiority. in new weapons, it would
abandon the very principle which had enabled it to survive. With its very existence
at stake, it.would be suicidal to give;up atomic and thermonuclear superiority
unless safeguards could be assured. If the West were to say that these weapons
would be ,used only in retaliation and only if the'Soviets started a world war, its
deterrent power: would disappear. The temptation to start the war, in the expectation
that it would be fought on Soviet terms would be irresistible. The West must be free
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to use atomic weapons when this might be to its advantage; the West must be able
to strike where it hurts and this involves atomic power..
51. If the West was free, able and willing to make the aggressor lose more than he

was likely to win, the potential aggressor could not calculate his gains. If, on the
contrary, he was assured of sanctuary status for his main assets, aggression would
be encouraged. He could undertake local aggressions, concentrate his offensive
means,'ànd grâdually achieve superiority. To deny him these advantages did not
mean that all local wars would become general wars or that indiscriminate use of
atomic weapons was contemplated. The primary goal was to prevent war. The
Soviet Union had to recognize that the Free World would defend itself with all the
means at its disposal. The deterrent power of the new weapons was effective only
as long as the Free World retained the strength and the will to use them. -
. 52. If the West could meet these tests, general war might be avoided. Until effec-
tive controls could be established, the course outlined above was the only hopeful
one. The United States Government would continue their efforts to achieve agree-
ment. They were exploring with complete dedication the possibilities offered by
President Eisenhower's proposals but they were prepared to examine also any other
approach which did not involve an increase in the peril to the free nations.
53. Mr. Dulles spoke late in the day. He was reading an obviously carefully pre-

pared paper. His colleagues could hardly do more than note his remarks. Mr. Eden
intervened briefly, however, to stress the dominating character of the problem, the
special responsibilities of the countries which had done work in the atomic field
and the obligation of all to be realistic. He felt that the Free Nations had the duty to
go ahead in their work within the U.N. Disarmament Committee, even if one of the
parties was not prepared to attend.
B: Indo-China
54. Many Foreign Ministers, in the course of their remarks, had paid homage to

the gallantry of French Union forces fighting in Indo-China. Some had drawn
attention to the significance of their struggle both for the free world and for NATO.
55: In closing the restricted session, M. Bidault spoke briefly on this subject. To

put. it in a nutshell, the problem was that France had friends all over Indo-China,
and politically, she had to have forces everywhere. Laos covered half the area of
France. there was Cambodia with her "whimsical" King and a 2500 km. coast-line.
Militarily, French forces were overextended and weak everywhere. This explained
why nn`old military nation which had beèn given so much assistance was now fac-
ing a grave and difficult moment in her history. He concluded his remarks by
adding that what was happening at Dien-Bien-Phu was not a matter of indifference
to NATO: Our fight against Communists was the same everywhere.
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C.' Marshal Juin

56. At the Council meeting on Apri120th, the Netherlands representative recalled
that a few weeks before Council had passed a resolution concerning Marshal Juin.26
This resolution had been adopted on the understanding that the French Government
would take action. He wondered whether the Secretary-General or the French Rep-
resentative could give any information as to developments. M. Alphand reported
that he had been instructed by M. Bidault to advise the Council that this was a
matter which would be raised in a restricted session during the Ministerial Meeting.
It is interesting to note that M. Bidault did not suggest that there should be any
discussion concerning Marshal Juin's position or the intentions of the French gov-
ernment in this regard.

W. COMMUNIQUE
57. A communiqué had been drafted by a Working Group which met while For-

eign Ministers were in session. It was approved very quickly. (Copjr is attached for
convenience of reference.)

(PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Communiqué de presse. ._.. f. , .
Press Release

No. 15-54M For immediate release

RESOLUTION ON POLITICAL CONSULTATION
The North Atlantic Council

Having Regard to the obligations assumed by the Parties to the North Atlantic
Treaty.

, Recognising

(a) that the security and unity of the Atlantic Community' depend not only on
collective defence measures but also on co-ordinated diplomatic policies; and

(b) that developments in the international situation affect each of the Parties;
Reaffirms the views of the Committee on'the North Atlantic community

endorsed by the Eighth Session of the Council at Rome;
Agrees that the Council should be used when appropriate for exchanges of views

on political questions of common concerr
Reconunends

(a) that all member overnments shouldg^ bear constantly in mind the desirability of
bringing to the attention of the Council information on international political devel-

x Le 27 mars 1954, le maréchal Alfonse Pierre Juin, commandant en chef des Forces armées de
l'OTAN, Secteur du exntre, a critiqué publiquement la structure du commandement de l'OTAN et
s'est objecté aux projets voulant que la CED absorbe un contingent important de l'armée française.
On March 27,1954, Marshal Alfonse Pierre Juin, Commander-in-Chief, NATO Forces. Central Sec-
tor, publicly criticized NATO'a command structure and objected to plans for the proposed EDC to
absorb a substantial portion of the French army.
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opments whenever they are of concern to other members of the Council or to the
Organization as a whole; and

(b) that the Council in permanent session should from time to time consider what
specific subject might be suitable for political consultation at one of its subsequent
. meetings when its members should be in a position 'to, express the views of their
governments on this subject. . : ' '

3' PARTIE/PART 3

TELEGRAM 239

DEA/50030-V-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

, CONCERNANT LA SÉCURITÉ EUROPÉENNE
SOVIET PROPOSALS FOR EUROPEAN SECURITY

PROPOSITIONS DE L'UNION SOVIÉTIQUE

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires evIrieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Seeretary of State for F.xteriwl Affairs ,

Paris, April 2, 1954

LATEST SOVIET NOTER

As if inspired by our discussion on the previous day concerning political consul-
tation, Lord Ismay yesterday called together the Council at short notice in restricted
session to consider the latest Soviet notc28 and the position of Marshall Juin.29 I
shall be dealing with the latter subject in a separate tclcgrun.t
2. An interesting preliminary discussion took place on the latest Soviet note. The

United Kingdom represcntative was the only one with instructions as he was able
to read the statement which Mr. Eden was making in the ^ouse of Commons that
same anernoon 30

27 Pour la première note de l'Union soviétique, voir le document 272JFor the first Soviet note, sec
Document 272.

21Cette note exprimait le désir de Moscou de se joindre à l'OTAN. Voir/This note expressed N1os-
' cow's interest in joining NATO. Set !)(7cumcnts vn huctnatii,,nal Affairs, I9.54, London, Royal

Institute of International Affairs-Oxford University Press, 1957, pp. 39-43.
eN - Le 27 mars 1954, le maréchal Alfonse Pierre Juin, commandement en chef des Forces armées de
^^ I0OTAN, Secteur du centre, a critiqué publiquement la structure du commandement de l'OTAN et

:est objecté aux projets voulant que la CED absorbe un contingent important de l'armée française.resr

"Voir/Sei Great Britain, House of Commons, !)cbatcs, 5th Series, Volume 525, columns 2233-34.
Absa'b a substanrial nortion of the French army
Wr, Publicly aiticited NATO's command structure and objected to plans for the proposed EDC to

, s"u March 27, 1954, Marshal Alfonse Pierre Juin, (_'onvnander-in-(hief, NATO Forces, Central Sec-
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' 3. The. two most interesting interventions, were those of the French and Turkish
representatives. W Alphand, expressing the preliminary reaction of officials of the
Quai d'Orsay, said that they considered the note directed against the EDC Treaty
and German participation in the defence of western Europe. What was most inter-
esting in the note were the differences as compared with the Soviet attitude at Ber-
lin 31 First, there was the 'inclusion of the United States in the proposed European
security organization, whereas at Berlin the United States had been relegated to the
position of an observer. Secondly, Communist China has now disappeared and was
not even proposed for observer status. Thirdly, while at Berlin the North Atlantic
Pact had been attacked, it was now acceptable to the Soviet Union to the extent that
they were prepared to join the organization. This would have the, effect of making
NATO a Paris branch of the United Nations.

4. After Alphand had spoken Lord Ismay called attention to the last sentence in
the penultimate paragraph of the Soviet note where it is stated that "the ground will
be laid to prevent any part of Germany from becoming involved in military
groups". Lord Ismay said that this 'confirmed the contention of Alphand that the
note was directed primarily against German rearmament.

5. The Turkish representative ici a short but thoughtful intervention said that the
note should not be regarded merely as another propaganda effort; it should be taken
seriously as part of a determined peace. offensive. It was timed to coincide with
public consternation in western countries over the horrible efficacy of the hydrogen
bomb. It might be that the bomb had instilled genuine fear in the Soviet leaders and
this was leading them to intensify the peace offensive. This made it all the more
important for the NATO countries to work through Article II to strengthen their
unity in order that they may work together effectively in the face of a real Soviet
peace offensive.

6. All of the representatives who spoke said that the note should be taken seriously
in spite of its preposterous character. In framing the reply to the note the three
powers should have particular regard to probable public reaction. The Norwegian
representative and others said they hoped a further opportunity would be given of a
discussion in council so that representatives of other countries could make their
views known before the three powers had made up their minds as to the main lines
of their reply. ` ► _ :

7. Accordingly it was agreed that there should be a further discussion in council
after representatives had had an opportunity of obtaining instructions from their
governments. After some discussion it was agreed that there should be a restricted
session on Wednesday, Apri17, to discuss the note further.

" L.es ministres des Affaires étrangères de la France, de l'Union soviétique, du Royaume-Uni et des
États-Unis se sont réunis à Berlin du 25 janvier au 19 février 1954 pour discuter de la question
allemande, des problèmes concernant la sécurité internationale et européenne et du Traité de l'État

,autrichien. C'est à l'issue de ces discussions qu'ils se sont entendus pour tenir la conférence à
Genève sur la Corée et l'Indochine.Voir le document 19.
The Foreign Ministers of France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States met
in Berlin between January 25 and February 19, 1954 to discuss the German question, problems of
international and European security, and the Austrian State Treaty. These discussions resulted in
agreement to hold the Geneva conférence on Korea and Indochina. See Document 19.
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Action required
8. Your considered views on the Soviet note and concrete suggestions as to possi-

ble points which the three powers should bear in mind in framing their reply should
reach us before Wednesday morning, April 7.

DEA/7802-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Uitis
,au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

•TEt.EGRAM WA-1328 Washington, July 29, 1954

SOVIET NOTE OF TIiE 24TH OF JULY ON EUROPEAN SECURITY32

At our regular weekly meeting with Hayden Raynor at the State Department
yesterday, we received some information about the initial United States reactions
to the Soviet note of the 24th of July, and about the plans that are being made to
concert an answer, to it.

2. Raynor said that since, in the opinion of the State Department, it contained
nothing new and nothing that the west could accept, there was a strong temptation
to reject it publicly out of hand. However, every effort was being made in Washing-
ton to resist that temptation and to leave full room for unprejudiced consideration
by the three countries which have been specifically addressed, and by others, of the
issues that had been raised.
' 3. Reading from a State Department position paper, Raynor said that the note
seemed to them to be virtually a carbon copy of the Soviet note of the 31st of
March. The arguments that had been used in the western reply of the 7th of May
would still be applicable and valid, he thought. The immediate target of the note
was clearly public opinion in France. The Soviets were trying to make some capital
there from the success of the Geneva Conference in reaching a settlement on Indo-
China and were trying to play on the illusion that was prevalént in some quarters in
France that the Soviets and the Chinese Communists were now in a mood of sweet
reasonableness. The practical objective was so to influence French public opinion
that the National Assembly would reject outright the- EDC Treaty before it
adjourned. For a wider audience the note would serve, no doubt as the Soviets saw
it, to provide general support for the peace propaganda campaign. Its longer-run
Objective was to separate the United States from the Allies; and as such it was the
diplomatic counterpart of the "Americans go home" agitation now being conducted
by the local Communists Parties in Germany and France.

32 Voir/See United States, Department of State, Bulletin, Volume XXXI, No. 795. September 20, 1954,
pp. 398-401.
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4. Raynor said that, according to preliminary indications, the appraisals of the
note that had been made in the Foreign Office and in the Quai d'Orsay were very
similar to those made in the State Department. In an interview which the United
States Ambassador in Paris had with M. Mendes-France this Tuesday, the French
Prime Minister said that in his opinion the note contained nothing new and would
have little impact on French opinion. He did not expect that it would interfere in
any way with his plans to submit the EDC Treaty, to the National Assembly early
next month. In fact, he admitted that he had been somewhat surprised by its routine
and banal quality, since he had expected a démarche that would require more seri-
ous consideration. The Foreign Office had received the note with similar equanim-
ity so that it would seem that there should be little difficulty in reaching agreement
between the three powers on the reply to be returned. Raynor cautioned, however,
that it was seldom so easy to concert a reply as it often seemed at the outset; and
this optimistic forecast might be falsified if the note proved to have a more serious
effect on opinion in Western Europe than M. Mendes-France anticipated in the case
of France. „ .

5. Arrangements have now been made for a' working group, consisting of repre-
sentatives of the three powers, to meet in London to draft a reply. Since the note
would seem to be primarily addressed to Western Europe, the State Department are
endeavouring to give every consideration to the views which may be expressed on
the note by its European partners. With this end in view, no United States draft will
be tabled; and it is expected that the working group in London will begin by con-
sidering a French draft. The State Department are also anxious that there should be
a genuine consultation within the North Atlantic* Council over the reply. Raynor
admitted that on some similar occasions in the past consultation within the Council
had been rather hurried and pro forma. He thought, however, that this had not been
the case when the reply to the Soviet note of the 31st of March was being consid-
ered and hoped that you would agree that on that occasion the members of the
Council had had full opportunity to express the views of their governments at an
early stage in the drafting of the reply. A similar procedure would be followed in
the case of the present note. Indeed, it was possible that it would come up for pre-
liminary discussion in the Council today, the 29th of July.

284. DEA/7802-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. , . , _. , . ,

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for. External A,Q''airs .

. , . ;
TELEGRAM 577 Paris, August 3, 1954

SeCM

Reference: Our telegram No. 561 of July 27.t
Repeat London No. 90.
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NEW SOVIET NOTE

2. It appeared that the United States in particular (as forecast in Wâshington's
telegram WA-1328 of July 29) and the United Kingdom and France as well were
anxious to obtain a full expression of views from other NATO membèrs concerning
the purpose and significance of the Soviet note and the considerations which should
have a bearing on the content and timing of the reply.
3. It was the general opinion that the note had been rather hastily and rather clum-

sily prepared in order to take advantage of the political climate following the
Geneva Conference, and as a final effort to prevent the ratification of the EDC
Treaty. It was the universal opinion that the note contained little or nothing that is
new, and that its propagandist purpose is so obvious that its impact on .Western
public opinion need not be taken very seriously. All speakers agreed that there was
nothing in the note which would justify the Western powers undertaking a new
four-power conference at the present time, and indeed it appeared to be accepted
that the Soviet Union will have to give far more convincing evidence of a change
of heart before Western European Governments will be willing to risk the propa-
ganda war that a further meeting would probably entail.
: 4. There were no strong views concerning the timing of the reply. The big three
themselves - appeared to have formed no opinions on this, and none of the others
had any special case to' make. As to content, it appeared to be generally accepted
that the reply should be brief, simple, and frank. The Netherlands suggested that it
should refer to consultation among the NATO countries. Denmark, agreeing that
there was nothing in the Soviet note Chat could be accepted, nevertheless, argued
that the reply should avoid a negative tone. It would not be desirable to let it appear
that the Western powers were in principle unwilling to negotiate; rather the line
should be that we were ready to negotiate as soon as the Soviet Union by specific
action , with regard to free elections in Germany, the conclusion of an Austrian
treaty not involving continued occupation, and so on, should show it is prepared to
work for agreement. I

- 5. 1here was no indication of when the tripartite drafting group in London were
expected to produce a text. It appeared to be understood, however, that there would
be further discussion in the Council as drafting proceeded or upon the basis of a
tripartite text. Having received no indication of your views, we considered it unnec-
essary to intervene in today's discussion.33 If you have, particular comments to
make on the points discussed above or on other points relating to the note or the
reply, we should be grateful to receive them in the near future in order that we may
put them forward when the matter comes up again.

..,^.,.

i1 o Note muginale :/Marginal note:
?!.'^'4 .4ur telegram, first drafted on luly 30 was revised and was about to be sent on Aug. 3 when this

,.Poe came in - further revisions will be made by Mr. Ford and the telegram sent today - most

In private session on August 2 the Council gave preliminary consideration to the
latest Soviet note of July 24. ' '- .

01 OUT Points were however covered in the Council discussion. K.B. W[illiamson]
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'. Le secrétaire d'Étatauz Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

. .. _ _. :. :
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

Taxmm 513 Ottawa, August 4, 1954

Reference: Your telegrams No. 561 of July,27 and No. 577, of August 3.
Repeat London No. 1124; Washington EX-1322.

SOVIET NOTE OF JULY 24, 1954

1. We had not expected consideration of the Soviet Note to come for discussion in
the Council so soon as we had understood from United States Embassy here that it
would be discussed after tripartite working group had produced a draft. Comments
on the Note coincide very closely with our impressions here. ..

2. The U.S.S.R. appears to have miscalculated with regard to the extent of relaxa-
tion of tension which would result from the Geneva Conference. In this connection
it appears curious that the U.S.S.R. shôuld not repeat not consider it necessary to
advance any new proposals of substance. The Note may therefore have been pro-
posed simply with the purpose of influencing sufficient votes in the French Assem-
bly to prevent ratification of EDC. But Mendes-France seems not unduly perturbed
by this.

3. If the Soviet aim was limited, we think it likely that some further Soviet attempt
will be made to influence Western European opinion after this Note is rejected, as
the Russians surely expect it will. It is difficult to believe any further suggestions
for discussions on German unity will be forthcoming, but if EDC fails to pass the
French Assembly, the situation may seem to the Russians propitious for another
attempt of some sort at detaching the Bonn Government from its Western alliance.
4. We understand that the United States intends to let France and the United King-

dom take the initiative in drafting a reply and this seems wise to us. You will note
the claim in the Soviet note that the Western powers have failed to make any sug-
gestions "designed to safeguard the security of all countries in Europe" and that
"not all European states have' expressed their, views" on the Soviet proposal. It
seems particularly impôrtant in view of these claims that the Western reply should
handle these points,very carefully and not leave any impression that the leading
Western powers are negative in their approach and that they ^ fail to take into
account the attitudes of other Western European states. Since the Soviet Note also
tries to leave the impression in West European minds that "coexistence" means the
abandonment of NATO and EDC by the West, the reply might also make it clear
that from the Western standpoint coexistence between East and West cannot mean
that the, latter, leaves itself defenceless while' the closely integrated Soviet bloc
retains its present military power.
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., 5. We, think the Netherlands suggestion that the reply should refer to consultation
among the NATO powers is a good one. We are not sure, however, that the Danish
suggestion should be included in the reply.. We do not necessarily require specific
Soviet action as "proof' of good intentions before entering negotiations since nego-
tiations are presumably intended to lead to a conclusion of the Austrian Treaty, free
ëlectiôns in Germany, and so on. Rather we would need real assurances from the
Soviet Government that it was prepared to negotiate on these and other matters -
assurances which are not in evidence in the present note.

6.,The above comments may be useful to you when this matter comes up in Coun-
cil again.

J.A. CHAPDELAINE

DEAl7802-40

Le'représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Reference: Your telegram No. 513 of August 4.
Repeat London No. 91; Washington No. 40.

Paris, August 5, 1954

I SOVIET NOTES OF JULY 24 AND AUGUST 4

We were grateful to receive the views set out in your telegram, which will be
most useful when this question is discussed in the Council again. We expect that a
further discussion will take place before very long, almost certainly by Friday,
August 13, as a result of the new Soviet note of August 4.14,

2. Otir present information concerning this latest Soviet approach is very limited.
We have learned from the United States delegation that the approach made in
Washington took the form of an actual diplomatic note, and we assume that the
same course was followed in London and Paris. The United Kingdom delegation
has received no information from London beyond a brief summary of the principal
points made by the Soviet Ambassador in London, a summary which did not even
SPecify the form in which the approach had been made.
):3.=We were asked by the officer-in-charge of the Netherlands' delegation (a first-
sxretary dealing with political matters) for an interview to discuss the question.
The interview was not particularly productive however, as neither he nor we had
$vailable a text, and both were entirely without instructions. He appeared to be
Concerned lest it might be difficult for the French and the British to make a firm

^M Vdr/Ste United States, Department of State. Bullitin. Volume XXXi. No. 795. September 20,1954.
M 402.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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rejection to the new proposal for 'a fotir-power meeting in the near future. While we
have not yet been in touch with the French delegation, it is the preliminary view
'within the United Kingdom delegation that there should be no difficulty in taking
such a course, as the new note provides no new suggestion of a possible basis for
negotiation at,such a conference. This consideration suggests the possibility that
therè may be still to come a third Soviet note designed to make the request for a
conference môre realistic by indicating some new possibility, however illusory, for
agreement.
4. As the delegations to which we have spoken are without instructions, there is as

yet no specific request for a Council meeting to discuss the latest note. Neverthe-
less, it seems to be generally aceepted that such a'discussion is likely to take place,
and accordingly, we should be grateful to receive any views which you may have
as soon as possible, particularly with regard to the question of whether or not a
single reply to the two Russian notes would be the best course. We shall let you
know at once if a definite date is set.35

5. In our discussion with the United Kingdom delegation, they took the occasion
to underline the fact that, like the United States; London had wished the Council's
discussion of the note of July 2A to be as full and frank as possible. We do not
know whether the French hold the same view. It occurs to us that the latest note,
consisting as it does for the most part of a proposal for a four-power conference,
may not be regarded by the big three in the same light, but there is certainly no
evidence here to support this possibility.

287. DEA/780240

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Seeretary of State for Ezurnal Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TELECRAM 520 Ottawa, August 6, 1954

CoNFaENnAi,

Repeat London No. 1139; Washington EX-1341; Paris No. 391.

SOVIET NOTES OF, JULY 24 AND AUGUST 4
We have not yet seen the text of the August 4 note. The small amount of infor-

mation so far available to us suggests that the Soviet Government realized that the
proposal in the July 24 note for a conference of all Europe<1n states, far from arous-
ing opinion in Western Europe in its. support or delaying French plans for a deci-
sion on EDC, simply fell : flat because of the vagueness of the language and
unoriginality of the terms.

. , . . r .,^
^ Now marginale :/Marginal note:

draft of a reply sent to Mr. Ford 6J8/54 a.m. K.B. W(illiaauon)
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,:2.;The subsequent proposal for a Big Four meeting may have been intended in
part to bolster up the first note by persuading the West that the USSR was serious
in its aim of discussing European security. The Russians may also have realised
that it would be more difficult for the Western'powers to reject their proposal if it
involved a specific invitation.

3. This will obviously make it more necessary to draft a persuasive reply which
will not give the average Western European the idea that the West is not interested
in negotiations. Presumably the Russians expect a refusal and will therefore be pre-
pared to exploit it. The European security pact looks as phony to Western officials
as did the "peace" campaign, but in a develcped atmosphere of relaxation in West-
em Europe it may have the same kind of superficial appeal to the mass of the peo-
ple..We therefore consider it most important that this point be given consideration
in drafting the reply.
4. Our initial feeling is that one reply by the Western Powers to the two notes

would be appropriate and that it should be discussed in the Council.

R.A. MACKAY

DEAlI802-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for Eztental Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

1^4GRAM 584 Ottawa, August 31, 1954

,C4NFiDENT7AL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington EX-1534; London No. 1271; Bonn No. 197; Paris No. 454.

RF.PLY TO SOVIET NOTES

Western defence plans involved in the rejection of EDC, the strained relations

-:A report from London dated August 26 and published in the New York Times
stated that a draft reply to the Soviet notes of July 24 and August 4 was in more or
less final form. It would require only some drafting changes in the light of the
French Assembly decision on EDC. We do not know how accurate this report is but
we assume that a draft or a report of some kind will be put up to the three Govern-
tnents by the working group within a few days. In view of previous consultation in
NATO Council on this subject and its close connection with the general question of
-what happens after the defeat of EDC, we trust that the proposed reply will be fully
discussed in the Council. We understand that there is a Council meeting tomorrow
andithis may offer an opportunity to find out the -intentions of the three powers
about replying to the Soviet notes. We would be grateful for whatever information
YOU can get. We would hope to have a few days to consider the proposed reply
before commenting on it for the purposes of a Council discussion. The setback to

^^an France and other powers over the Brussels discussions, the possibility of
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another Soviet note ' or some new Soviet move in Germany all seem to make it
essential that a Western reply, while it should be sent shortly, should be discussed
fully by all NATO powers.

289. DEAl1802-40
! . . . , i p . . .

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 1 ,

'Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ta.GttA1N 650 Paris, September 2, 1954

SECRff. IMEDtnTE.
Reference: Oür telegram No. 648 of September l.t
Repeat London No. 100.,*

DRAFf REII'LY TO SOVWr NOTES

A council meeting has been called for 11:00 am. on Friday September 3 to give
preliminary consideration to the draft rcply to the two latest Soviet notes. The
United Kingdom delegation here has not yet received the text but is expecting to
receive it from London by teletype during the night. ,7be United Kingdom has
undertaken to produce enough copies to permit distribution at the meeting
tomorrow morning.
2. While the United Kingdom recognizes that governments can not be expected to

express a final view at tomorrow morning's meeting. the delegation has admitted
privately that they hope to obtain agreement tomorrow for a final meeting on Mon-
day, September 6: ^ : . t

.*LC représentant permanent aupr2s du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

3. We are asking Canada House by telephone to send us the text by telegram dur-
ing the night if they are able to obtain it, in order that we may have some opponu-
nity to look through it tomorrow morning prior to the meeting. We assume that
Canada House will wish to send you the text by telegram as soon as it is avaiBble
to them, but in case we receive it first, we shall certainly send it ourselves. it will
be helpful if you could inform us in time for tomorrow's meeting whether it would
in fact be possible - for you to send us final comments in time for a meeting on
Monday.x In view of the position consistently supported by the i3ig Three tlhat this
^teply. should carry the full support of NATO' as a whole, the proposed timctable
leaves very little time for atudy: We would, therefore; expect to find support from,
for example, our Scandinavian, Italian,,hirkish and Greek colleagues in rcqucsting
a deferment of the second meeting. If we have not heard from you by tomorroW
morning, we shall not refuse to accept a meeting on Monday. September 6, to

, t ` ^ ^^' •(
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which all others are willing to agree. We shall, however, reserve the right to request
a deferment upon receipt of instructions.

290.

TEi.EGRAM 1073

DEAl1802-40

London, September 2, 1954

CONFlDEN7IAL. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Canac's telegram to you No. 650 of September 2.
Repeat Canac Paris No. 72.

military ties. There can be no question either of modifying NATO or of abandoning
^pe. It now forms a free association of likeminded staies, with other than purely

^;3,, HMG note that the Soviet Government have again alleged that NATO consti-
tutes ati "aggressive military grouping". The aims of NATO are purely defensive
ând âtë in entire conformity with the charter of the United Nations. It was set up to.,^
et^ablé the western democracies to defend themselves against the threat created by

-,es ablishment since 1945 of a heavily armed Soviet grouping in Eastern

Following is text of tripartite draft reply which will be discussed in Paris tomorrow.
Text begins:

H.M.G., in consultation with the United States and French Governments and
other interested governments, in particular those of the NATO, have studied with
close attention the Soviet Government's note of July 24 and their oral communica-
bon of August 4.
2. In these communications the Soviet Government have repeated their proposals

which were fully discussed at the Berlin Conference. TiMG attach great importance
tô Eûropean security but it cannot be usefully discussed unless the fundamental
interests of all the parties concerned are safeguarded. Security in Europe cannot be
bç+oüght about by the signature of a general treaty of the kind proposed by the
Soviet Government. It will only result from the solution of concrete problems, of
which'thc most pressing are those of Germany and Austria.

, Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

REM.Y TO SOVIET NOTE OF JULY 24 AND ORAL COMMUNICATION
OF AUGUST 4

The association of the German Federal Republic with other peace-loving states

and^,,,...of Europe as a whole.
.tbe bést guarantee for the security of all Germany's ncighbours, of Germany herself
Py*tion from having independent recourse to the threat or use of force. This is
^ty, far from constituting a threat to European security, is intended to prevent

^ a c nswe systcm vais a tcr &%, rea nnmg o^ estern rope nEu ' d r_ ' 1 f tl f Eastern Ger-
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5. Neither in their note of July 24 nor in their oral communication of August 4
have the Soviet Government made any new proposals for a solution of the German
problem. Under the proposed Soviet security treaty the present division of Ger-
many would be maintained contrary to the profound desire of the German people.
HMG, on the other hand, believe that Germany must be reunited in freedom at the
earliest possible moment and 'that this can only be achieved by holding free elec-
tions throughout Germany'tinder international supervision. HMG remain prepared
to negotiate on the basis of the practical plan put forward by the three western
powers at the Berlin Conference for the holding of elections.

6. The simplest step towards the promotion of European security remains however
an éarly settlement of the Austrian question. In this connection HMG must once
again express the view that conclusion of an Austrian Treaty should not, as pro-
posed by the Soviet Government, be dependent upon an all-European settlement,
upon a German Peace Treaty, or upon any other matter extraneous to the Austrian
Treaty. At Berlin HMG offered, contingent upon pro mpt Soviet acceptance, to
accept the Soviet text of all the previously unagreed articles in the Austrian State
Treaty. HMG are prepared to renew that offer now. If the Soviet Government will
sign the Treaty in these terms, agreement could thus be reached at once to restore to
Austria the freedom and independence which have been promised to her since
1943.

7. Agreement on the question of disarmament would undoubtedly help to create
the necessary atmosphere in which the problem of European security could usefully
be discussed. HMG seek the abolition of the` use,'possession and manufacture of all
atomic, hydrôgen ând other weapons of mass destruction, within a system which
would include provisions for simultaneous and major reductions in conventional
armaments and armed forces to levels to be agreed, the whole programme to be
carried out in accordance with an agreed timetable and under effective supervision
and control. During the recent discussions in the United Nations sub-committee
HMG put forward proposals which could haveled to progress. Although the Soviet
Government were not then willing to consider these proposals, HMG will continue
to seek an acceptable and,effective agreement and hope that the Soviet Government
will contribute to this end.

8. These are the problems to which prâctical agreed solution must be found if
there is to be genuine security in Europe. Further international discussion of them
would only be useful if there is a better prospect of finding solutions than was
revealed in the exhaustive discussions at the Berlin Conference or than is now
revealed in the latest Soviet communications. Her Majesty's Government remain
determined to do all in their power to make progress on these problems. They hope
that the Soviet Government will contribute to such progress by:

(a) Signing the Austrian State : Treaty with. the Soviet, text of the previously
unagreed articles, an offer made at the Berlin Conference by the United Kingdom,
United States, France and Austria which HMG nôw'renew;
(b) -Agreeing to'free elections onI the "basis propôsed by. HMG at Berlin as the

essential first step towards German ïeumficauon in frr.edom.,..
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If progress could be made in this way, HMG would then be prepared to agree to
the convocation of a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the United Kingdom,

'France, USA, and USSR to complete the action on these problems and then to con-
sider the remaining aspects of European security. HMG sincerely hope that mean-
while the disarmament discussions can be brought to a successful conclusion. Text
ends.

DEAl7802-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council,

tember 2 from London.
Repeat London No. 1312; Washington EX-1576; Paris No. 468; Bonn No. 204.

Reference: Your telegram No. 650 of September 2 and Telegram No. 1073 of Sep-

TELEGRAM 598 Ottawa, September 3, 1954

SECRET. IMMED[A7E.

REMY TO SOVIET NOTES

,•:; We have no suggestions for change in the draft reply. It strikes an admirable
balance between a firm statement of Western policy and willingness to negotiate
with the Soviet Union at a four power conference, under reasonable conditions. The
note focuses attention on the two points concerning which Soviet intransigence is
most clearly evident. This seems to us to be the most effective way of replying both
to the lengthy and vague Soviet note of July 24 and to the specific suggestion for a
meeting made on August 4.

2.,We would expect this note to be satisfactory to all NATO members. However,
in any, general discussion which may take place about the note and about current
Soviet policy it may be useful for you to have some indication of our thinking on
the subject since the rejection of EDC.
- 3. In the first place it seemed to us that the reply offered a good opportunity for a
clear statement of Western policy which would put the defeat of EDC in its proper
perspective and underline the fundamental unity between France, the United King-
dom and the United States as well as the other NATO powers.
4: In our telegram No. 513 of August 4 we stressed the fact that the reply should -

not appear too negative. I think that the draft now prepared is positive in tone and
goes as far as possible to meet the Soviet suggestion for a meeting. We do not think
that by adopting as positive an attitude as possible to the suggestion of a four power
tneeting the Western powers will delay agreement of an alternative to EDC. It will
inevitably take some time to work out any method of bringing Germany into the
Western camp with adequate guarantees against a revival of German militarism. It
^would however be unwise to get into a position where the Western powers had to
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deal at the same time with the Soviet Union in a four power conference and with
Western Germany in negotiations concerning German rearmament and the restora-
tion of German sovereignty.
5. A completely negative note from the Western powers would have left the gov-

ernments concerned open to the criticism that the West objected in principle to
negotiating with the Soviet Union and that they were afraid that they could not
maintain a common front at a four power conference.

6. -The Austrians in particular would probably not have been very happy with a
Western note which implied that there could be no question of meeting with the
Russians until Germany was brought into NATO or into some other defence system
comparable*tô EDC. By giving the Austrian question a prominent position in the
note the three powers have dealt very effectively with this consideration.

7. The Soviet Union may intend to advance some new statements about Germany
and European security at the time the General Assembly of the United Nations
starts its fall session. The Western powers could moderate the propaganda effect of
any such move by making it clear as they do in the note that they are willing to
confer with the Soviet Union under certain specified circumstances and that they
await some indication of the possibility of fruitful negotiation:, '

8. At the moment it seems likely that the Soviet Union is not planning any real
change in its European policies and that it will not make any major move while
there is the possibility that a fate similar to that of EDC will overcome any other
such scheme put forward by the Western powers.

9. We cannot assume, however, that these policies are unalterable and that the
Russians might not make an offer tô Bonn, at least superficially attractive, to with-
draw Soviet forces from Eastern Germany and accept free elections in return for a
guarantee that Germany would not enter NATO. This could bring overwhelming
popular support in Germany and place the Western powers in an awkward predica-
ment. Therefore nothing should be allowed to delay the devising of a satisfactory
plan to obtain a German defence contribution. Another consideration to be' kept in
mind is the possibility that the Soviet Union wished to stabilize the situation in the
Far East by ending the war in Indochina' before making any changes in its Euro-
pean policies.

10. The only problem that remains to be solved therefore is that of the timing of
the note. It could be argucd that it would be best to defer the reply until a firm date
has been set for'the NATO Council meeting which Is to deal with the German
problem, and that it could then be decided whether it would be best to send the
reply immediately or to defer it until the Council could consider it in the light of
their discussion of the German problem. On the other hand, it is important to reas-
sert the unity of the NATO allies precisely at the moment when the alliance is
undergoing some strain, and this we presume to be the reason for the urgency of
the three power action.

11: While we do not feel strongly about the question of timing, we might raise this
question and ask if consideration had been ^ given to the arguments in favour of
postponing a reply

• ± r r.'
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292. DEAl7802-40

Le secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TE[EGRAM 599 Ottawa, September 3, 1954

SECREr. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 652 of September 3 and our telegram No. 594 "of
September 3. .
Repeat London No. 1315; Washington EX-1578.

DRAFT REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES

We have only one comment to make on the wording of the draft note. On the
assumption that the Western Powers would not want to include disarmament
among topics to be discussed at a Four-Power meeting, it might be preferable to
make that point quite clear by changing the last sentence in the note to read "Her
Majesty's Government sincerely hope that meanwhile the disarmament discussions
in the United Nations can be brought to a successful conclusion".

293. DEAl7802-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 674 Paris, September 7, 1954
x , .

SECRET

Réfërence: Your telegrams No. 598 and 599 of September 3.
Répeat London No. 108; Bonn No. 17; Washington No. 48.

REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES

'In informal session on September 7, the Council exchanged views on the draft
_reply to the two recent Soviet notes. The drafting powers were universally congrat-
ulated on an excellent document, and no point of substance was challenged. There
were however, certain suggestions on points of detail.^,^., +

^ 2. Belgium suggested the addition of a phrase in the sentence immediately follow-
?ng ; sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 8. The phrase would be designed to take
account of the suggestion in the Soviet note of July 24 for a conference of all Euro-
l^n states, on the ground that the present phrasing related only to the suggestion in
thé note of August 4 for a Big Four Conference. For the opening phrase of this



sentence as it now stands ("if progress could be made in this way") Italy suggested
the substitution of the following phrase: "If satisfactory assurance were given".
Luxembourg referred to the final sentence of paragraph 3 in the French text, point-
ing out that-the language'might'cause embarrassment in relation to possible future
changes in NATO membership. This led the United Kingdom to observe that it was
already planning to, change k this sentence to read "there could [be] no question
either of modifying or of abandoning this conception". It was agreed that this
change, applied equally to the French text, would meet the Luxembourg point.

3. Turkey suggested that there might be advantage in deferring the reply until
there had been substantial progress in the matter of arranging for a German defence
contribution. In reply, it was argued by the United States and the United Kingdom
that one of the prime considerations governing the proposed timing was the convic-
tion that a firm reassurance to the USSR of continuing unity among the Western
powers would be of great advantage at the present time in combatting the conse-
quence of the recent EDC - developments.
4. We made a statement along the lines of your telegram which incidentally sup-

ported the United States and United Kingdom point reported in, our previous
paragraph.

294. DEA/7802-40

Note de la Direction européenne
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from European Division
tô Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SOVIET ATrrrune TowAPJoS REARMING OF WESr GERMrnr I
Now that the Western note of September 1037 has been delivered to the Soviet

Government it is important to consider what the next Soviet move concerning Ger-
many may be. The firm refusal of the United Kingdom, France and the United
States to attend a foreign power meeting unless the Soviet Union agrees to sign a
peace treaty for Austria and accept free elections as the first step in Germany, and
the immediate steps taken in the West after the defeat of E.D.C. to find an alterna-
tive defence scheme, have presented the Soviet Government with clear proof that
neither the course of events in France nor the post Geneva blandishments of Soviet
diplomacy in Europe have shaken the resolve of the Western' Governments to Pur-
sue their basic objective of granting sovereignty to West Germany`and incorporat-
ing German defence measures in some kind of Western defence system. Although
the Soviet Government will do what it can to undermine these governments within
their own countries it can hardly hope, in spite of the uncertainties of French and
Gerrnan opinion, that this will provide a very sure way of halting West German;,, ,,,•. . c ^ ,

,;.., - : ..
?'Voir/See United States. Depurtment of State. BuUetfn. Volume XXXI, No. 795, September 20,1954,

pp. 397-98:
k ,
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rearmament. The Soviet Government must face the possibility that, by aiming at
something less ambitious than E.D.C. and by learning from the E.D.C. experience
just how French public opinion stands, the Western powers may agree within a few
months on a means of rearming .West German} ► and start putting that policy into
effect. The important question for the Western nations is whether the Soviet Union,
if faced shortly. with a workable scheme for German rearmament which only the
Communists in France would oppose this time, will choose to regard this as serious
provocation by the West and make,some move, other than a propaganda one, to
underline this fact.
'- 2. Any argument that the Soviet Government will regard final agreement on Ger-
man rearmament as seriously provocative would have to rest primarily on the prop-
aganda statements made in Moscow. There have, of course, been many statements
of . this kind, claiming . that rearmament of West Germany was tantamount to
unleashing another world war. The latest of these, published in Moscow on Sep-
tember 9, the day before the Western note was delivered, stated that remilitarization
of Germany in any form would enormously increase the changes of a third world
war. Although we do not yet have the text of this statement, which was issued by
the Foreign Ministry and published in Pravda, it seems clear that the Soviet Gov-
ernment had no new policies to put forward and no new threats to utter but felt the
need of another public statement on the subject to keep its views before the public
in the West. These statements are obviously intended not to jolt Western Govern-
ments by an ultimatum but to increase apprehension and resentment among groups
in Western countries opposing any kind of German rearmament who see in Soviet
protests about Western provocation one more reason for not allowing the West
Germans to have any army under any conditions.
: 3. The argument against the possibility of the Soviet Union's regarding the rearm-
ament of Western Germany as serious provocation by the West is based on a num-
ber of assumptions about Soviet foreign policy in general. Without repeating these
assumptions we can note certain points about the Soviet attitude towards Germany
which are relevant to the question posed in this memorandum:
1(1)' From the standpoint of Soviet interests E.D.C. was a greater threat than any
scheme which the West is likely to find to replace it,38 and the Soviet Government
did not deliver any serious ultimatum to the Western powers on this subject
although it did everything it could to defeat the project withôut a specific threat of
war. It might be argued that the Soviet Government was sure that the treaty would
never, be ratified and saw no need for an ultimatum. This argument, however,
assumes much greater confidence on the part of the Soviet Government in its own
foresight than that Government probably has when its vital interests are at stake.
Although the difficulties in putting E.D.C. into effect were obvious from the begin-
ning, the Soviet Government also knew that in spite of disagreements among West-
ern governments and the pressures of public opinion, Western nations were, as the
formation of NATO and collective action in Korea showed, capable of evolving
effective defence measures, even on short notice; if the Soviet Government really
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felt that any rearmament of Western Germany was tantamount to aggression by the
West it is hard to believe that it would not have said this much earlier in such a way
that the Western nations could not misunderstand.
(2) At this late date, it is hard to think of any kind of ultimatum on the subject of

German rearmament which the West would not simply have to reject. A rejection
would fâce-the Soviet Union with a humiliating loss of face or with the necessity of
taking some action which would almost certainly lead to war. The course of Soviet
policy since.Stalin's death argues against any intention on the part of the Soviet
Government to provoke such a crisis.

(3) If the Western reply to recent Soviet notes had been'combined with approval
of E.D.C. by the French Assembly, this rebuff to Soviet policy might have pro-
voked some Soviet gesture as an assertion of strength. The actual course of events
has, however, been embarrassing to the Western nations instead and the Soviet
Government, while it cannot claim to have manipulated more than a few of the
strings in the E.D.C. drama, is taking as much of the"credit as possible for the final
French decision. While exploiting the propaganda advantage by vociferous propa-
ganda campaigns about German rearmament, the Soviet Government does not
likely feel the need of any other action at present to"maintain Soviet prestige.
(4) From a purely military standpoint it is hard to believe that the Soviet Govern-

ment would be very much worried about the level of rearmament Western Ger-
many is likely to achieve within a Western defence system in the next few years 39
It is probably much more interested in the extent to which Western Germany enters
politically and economically into the Western world and is rendered immune to
Soviet offers of a bargain on reunification under terms contrary to Western inter-
ests. Whatever substitute is found for E.D.C.; it seems likely that Western Germany
will be a freer agent than under the terms of that treaty..This is a situation which the
Soviet Union might well be able to exploit. The Soviet Government probably
expects Western Germany to be rearmed shortly but hopes that this process will be
accompanied by as much bad feeling, suspicion and regret among,Western Govern-
ments and between these governments and the people they represent as possible.
The ground would then be well prepared for a Soviet (or an East German) direct
approach to Bonn on the subject of German unification and of , the ^ position of a
unified Germany among the European nations. The Soviet Government has proba-
bly given up hope of changing the course of Western policy by negotiation and is
now concentrating on making the most of the weak points, inherent in that policy
even after , Western Germany has, been granted, full sovereignty and is formally
associated with the West in its defence measures.; Until 'that happens the Soviet
Government will probably,devote its, main effort. to propaganda about German
rearmament since a . complete breakdown J n Western plans would be even better
than the uneasy situation described above.40,

R.A.D. FoRD

Note maiginale :/Marginal note:
In my view the USSR Is worried. [J. LEgerJ

M Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. Chapdelaine: If time permits. I should like to discuss thia with you and Mr. Ford. J. 1-fE8et1
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Note'de la Direction européenne
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from European Division
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], November 1, 1954

SOVIET NOTE OF OCTOBER 23 TO WESTERN POWERS

The latest Soviet note't to the Western Powers on Germany, Austria and Euro-
pean security simply, carries forward the theme of "more discussion" which the
Soviet Government has developed since the deadlock on European questions at the
Berlin Conference. It calls for a Four-Power meeting this month to discuss the uni-
fication of Germany, the holding of free elections in that country, the withdrawal of
occupation troops from Germany and collective security in Europe. It also calls for
a conference in Vienna of the ambassadors of the Four Powers and Austrian repre-
sentatives to consider "remaining unsettled questions connected with the conclu-
sion of this treaty (the State Treaty) with Austria". Examination of the text of the
Soviet note does not reveal any Soviet intention to meet either of the conditions
(agreement to genuinely, free elections in Germany and the signing of a State
Treaty for Austria) which the Western Powers laid down in their note of September
10 as prerequisites for further Four-Power meetings.

2. The note not only fails to give any indication of a real change in Soviet policy
but also repeats, as dogmatically as in previous communications, the assertions that
the NATO powers constitute an aggressive military bloc threatening the Soviet
Union and that no military bloc exists in Eastern Europe.
3. Except for the references to the agreements among the Western Powers in

London and to the Soviet disarmament proposal in the United Nations, the note
might have been drafted and sent in mid-September, shortly after the last Western
note was sent to.the Soviet Government. The only apparent reason why the note
was not sent earlier is that the much publicized Vyshinsky "acceptance" of the
Anglo-French disarmament proposals and the subsequent agreement among the
Four. Powers on procedure for further disarmament discussions could be used to
support proposals for another conference on Germany. The Soviet note of October
23 makes the most of these possibilities in claiming that "it is impossible however,
at one and the same time to propose a general reduction of armaments and to carry
out remilitarization of Western Germany. Such actions are incompatible". The note
^arried forward the disarmament theme by proposing agreement on the "size, dis-
position and armament of all types of German police in Eastern and Western Ger-
ro^Y," and by stating that it is known that East Germany has no objection to
`^►erification on the spot of the actual situation at the present time".

Voir/See United States. Department of State. Bulletin, Volume XXXI, No. 807, December 13.1954,
PP. 902-905.
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4.' Althoùgh developments in the field of disarmament provide a useful means of
building up the propaganda appeal of the note, particularly in France, one still won-
ders why the Soviet Government did not take some initiative towards a Four-Power
conference shortly after the defeat of EDC and before thelondon agreements. The
note of, October 23 points out that agreement on German elections at the Berlin
Conference was "prevented first of all by plans for creating the EDC". The defeat
of. EDC "opened possibilities" and the Soviet Government, says. the note,
"expresses its readiness again to consider, taking into account the aforementioned
new circumstances", the . Western proposals for, free elections made at the Berlin
Conference. The note,goes on to describe the London agreements as being every bit
as bad as EDC, however.. The implication of these statements, judged by the pre-
ceding ones, would seem to be that; again, agreement on Gérmany is not likely
while the West pursues these schemes of West German rearmament. This implica-
tion, if spelled out, would weaken the Soviet proposal. for 'a conference, however,
and the note, which is not very closely rea'soned ôr' imaginâtively drafted in any
case, goes on to other arguments in spite of these internal contradictions.

. . , . . , . . r -. . .. . .

5. So far as future Soviet policy towards Germany. is concerned, the present note,
like other Soviet pronouncements, manages to face both ways. The note warns that
"if matters reach the point of reestablishment of German militarism and involve-
ment of Western Germany in aggressive military; groupingsthen the German
nation 'for a long time will remain, torn in two , and from a remilitârrized Western
Germany there will be creatèd a direct threat to péâce in Europe". In comparison
with previous Soviet utterances, this statement is neither new nor extreme. It gives
no hint of what the Soviet Union intends to do in the face of such conditions. At the
same time if the eventual Soviet reaction is towards a "hard" line,'this statement
and many others like it will be brought forward as evidence that the Soviet Govern-
ment gave the West adequate warning that it would not take West German rearma-
ment lightly.
6. The note does, on the other hand, leave the door open for friendly moves

towards improved Soviet-West German relationsAt carefully avoids any identifica-
tion with the language of East German Communism ând refers to the German prob-
lem from the lofty standpoint of one who is depressed and alarméd by, the spectacle
of a nation "torn into two parts opposing each other". It does not commit the Soviet
Governmént on the delicate question of whethér or not the present government in
Bonn (and the people who support it in its present foreign policies) are out-and-out
warmongers: Without ever being precise,^ it speaks more in the future tense of the
possibilities of West Germany falling into the hands of militarists. To this contrived
ambiguity we must add the statements of Mr. Molotov in Berlin on October 6 about
the necessiry of "steps aiming at a rapprochement between East 'and West Ger-
many" and the particularly interesting statement about relations between the Soviet
Union'and the•German Federal Republic: ' -' {-, . , : - . .

M
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`°There is . . " 42, .. . , . . ., ,: ^ .
7. The note of Octobber 23 seems intended, therefore; to serve two main purposes:

- (1) to provide those in Western Europe who will oppose ratification of the
London and Paris agreements with a*more up to date version of the standing Soviet
offer "to negotiate" which they can use in mustering a campaign *similar to that
used against EDC,

(2) to hold the line on Germany and Austria while the, "peace offensive" in other
fields probes Western weaknesses and extends Soviet prestige in general and Soviet
influence on pârticular' countries.

8. I think we can conclude, therefore, that the Soviet authorities are more or less
reconciled to the rearinainent of the Federal Republic and its association with the
West, and are not prepared either to react strongly against it or to make great sacri-
fices to' prevent it, though, of course, they will probâbly continue to - exploit
whatever propaganda possibilities exist for creating suspicion and disunity in the
West on this issue. Soviet diplomacy_ is likely, however, in my opinion; to concen-
trate more on the West Germans than on the French and British and, as I suggested
some weeks ago, will likely in due course take the form of an attempt to "normal-
ise" relations between the Soviet Union and the Federal Republic as a preliminary
to more active direct diplomacy in Bonn with the aim of weakening German
attachment to the West:

R.A.D. FORD

296. ' DEAl1802-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to' Seeretary of State for External Affairs} . . .

TELEGRAM 1385 London, November 5, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your telegram No. 1691 of November It
Repeat Canac Paris No. 104.

WESTERN REPLY TO SOVIET• NOTE OF OCTOBER 3

The Foreign Office do not appear to attach any great significance to Adenauer's
statement in Washington on the subject of an eventual agreement with the USSR,

Le document original versé au dossier était endommagé et la citation à ce point du texte était incom-
plète. L'extrait suivant est tiré du discours qui était reproduit dans/i'he original document on file
was damaged and the quotation at this point in the text was incomplete. The following excerpt is
from the speech which was reprinted in Soviet News, Press Department of the Soviet Embassy in
London, October 12, 1954: "There are no few reasons for the fact that relations between the Soviet
Union and the Federal Republic of Germany should also begin to develop on a more sound basis.
Suffice it to mention in this connection the broad possibilities available, for example, in the sphere
of mutually advantageous economic relations."
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and regard it as having been made primarily for domestic consumption in Ger-
many, without prejudice to the, Chancellor's firm, intention of completing the
arrangements agreed on in Paris before considering any further discussions with the
Russians.

Hancock of the Foreign Office tells us that the working party here has not yet
started the actual drafting of the reply to the Soviet note, and are still working on
principles and tactics. He said that this time the drafting would probably take place
at a later stage. After preliminary consultations with the Germans and Austrians,
the general questions of substance and timing could be discussed in the NATO
Council next week.

The limiting factor on timing is the proposal in the Soviet note for a four-power
meeting in November. In view of this, it was the opinion of the State Department,
with which the Foreign Office have concurred, that the western replies should be
handed in before the end of. the month. If the operation is carried out as planned,
however, drafting would begin afterrthe NATO Council discussion next week, and
there should still be ample opportunity, for final form.

As you probably know, it had been suggested that it might be helpful to the
Austrians if the Austrian section of the reply, were dealt with separately, and in
advance of the reply on Germany. We understand from Hancock, however, that the
Foreign Office have never been enthusiastic about this idea, and that it has now
been dropped. As he pointed out, the references to the Austrian problem will proba-
bly strike the only "positive" note in the western replies, and if only for this reason
the two questions should be handled together.

On substance, so far as Germany is concerned, the intention is to put off any
meeting with the Russians until after ratification of the Paris Agreements. Han-
cock's own idea is that the replies should simply point out that the Soviet note still
contains no indications of how the Russians intend to put into effect the agreed
principle of free German elections, and that it is difficult to see what basis there
would be for further discussions until some clarification on this point has been
received. On Austria, he thinks the reply might offer to accept the Soviet `proposal
for a meeting of ambassadors on the assumption that this was for the purpose of
signing the agreed treaty.

[NA] RoBExTSON

297. DEA/7802-40

a

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TEt.EGttAM 833 Ottawa, November 9, 1954

:,.._ _. . . -,. . .^.
CONFIDENfIAL' ; f' . . . .

Reference:'Telegram No. 1385 from London (No., 104 from London to CANAC) of

November 5,' 1954.
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WESTERN REPLY TO SOVIET NOTE

We understand from telegram under reference that a discussion on the general
substance and timing of the Western reply to the Soviet note might be held in the
Council this week. The following comments are for your guidance and to be used
at your discretion in such a discussion.

2. The Soviet note of October 23 seems designed to provide a more up to date
version of the standing Soviet offer to "negotiate" which can be used by those who
will oppose ratification of the Paris agreements, and to hold the line on Germany
and Austria while the "peace offensive" in other fields probes Western weaknesses
and extends Soviet prestige in general and Soviet influence on particular countries.
It seems clear that the Soviet authorities are more or less reconciled to the rearma-
ment of the Federal Republic and its association with the West and are not prepared
either to react strongly against it to make great sacrifices to prevent it. In due
course the Soviet Government will likely make an attempt to "normalise" relations
between the Soviet Union and the Federal Republic as a preliminary to more active
direct diplomacy in Bonn with the aim of weakening Gertnan attachment to the
West.
3. In view,of this possible new direction in Soviet policy we were interested in the

statements made in the United States by Adenauer and Hallstein about negotiations
with the Soviet Union. Our Embassy in Bonn has reported the comment of an offi-
cial in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the Chancellor had in mind the "helpful
effect which such a statement might have on public opinion in this country (West
Germany) in meeting S.P.D. demands for four power talks". We have also noted
press reports about a statement made by M. Mendes-France on November 3. One
report in the New York Times on November 5 stated that he had said that negotia-
tions with Moscow could move "parallel" with the ratifications, but this report does
not seem too reliable since other reports of the same statement indicate that he
merely said that negotiation (after ratification) would not be incompatible with the
nature of the agreements being ratified. Wewould be interested in the views on this
point expressed by the French representative.
4. Since the Western reply can' hardly wait until all ratifications are completed, we

see no reason why it should not be sent towards the end of this month as planned.
Apart from noting the considerations already mentioned in the September 10 West-
ern note, 'the 'draft might also point out that, ''since 'then, ' NATO powers have
expressed approval of the agreements reached in London and Paris and in fact have
associated themselves with the Three-Power Declaration on Germany and Berlin,
thus answering earlier Soviet suggestions that the three leading Western powers
made declarations on European security which were not necessarily supported by
the other Western powers. However, it is possibly more important than in the past
to take into consideration German public opinion and we think the reply should be
côuched in such a way that it could not be used by Dr. Adenauer's opponents to
increase his difficulties with ratification.
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5. We hope that we will have an'opportunity to see the draft of the'proposed reply
before it comes up for discussion in the Council, when we may be able to give you
more detailed comments.4 . . , ..

(7. LÉGER]

, ,• . • ., .. . .
298. DEAl1802-40

Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.. au représentant permanent auprès dei Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

`Secretary of State for Externâl Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TE[..EGRAM 861 1 1 I , Ottawa, November 16, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your Telegram No. 975 of November 15,- 1954.t
Repeat London No. 1743; Washington EX-2084.

. ^ r. ,. ,

WESTERN REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES OF OCTOBER 23 AND NOVEMBER 1443

We understand from London that the working group in London will consider the
latest Soviet note as well as the one sent on October 23. Both notes will probably
be answered in one communication. There will be draft reply to either Soviet note
available for tomorrow's Council discussion but we understand that the representa-
tives of thé three Western powers will give a general outline of their proposed
reply.

2. The, comments we made on Soviet policy in our telegram No. 833 of November
9 seem applicable to the November 14 note also. This latest note switches over to
the other main theme, of. Soviet propaganda, that of general European security. It
does not use any more threatening language about the consequences of West Ger-
man rearmament than used in previous notes.'.

3. We assume that although several Western statesmen have recently indicated that
they , might be prepared to meet with the Soviet Government after the ratification of
the London and Paris 'agreements there will be no'direct reference to this timing in
the Western reply. It might be possible to say that if the Soviet Union can give
some concrete evidence of its desire to `negotiate seriously with the West on the two
points mentioned in the Western note of September,10 and if there is real progress
Inade' in the related field ' of disarmament through the Disarmament Commission it
might be possible for the Western Powers to agree that a Four-Power conference
was desirable.
4.1.wé assume that there will besomé. discussion about thenature of the replies

which might be made by European members of NATO apart from'the United King-
dom and France to the Soviet note of November,14. This is not a.question concern-

a Pour la note de l'Union soviétique, voir/For the Soviet Note, see Documents on internatinal
Affairs, 1954, pp. 58-61.
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ing'which we need. give much advice. If it seems appropriate to express. any
opinion, you might, point out that the latest Soviet proposal for an all-European
security pact can be answered most effectively by pointing to the fact that European
unity , was destroyed when the Soviet Union organized,a Communist political and
military bloc of nations in Eastern Europe and to the fact that all the general guâr-
antees for peaceful settlement of disputes and collective action against aggression
are already contained in the United Nations charter.

299. DEA/50115-J-40

Lé représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council `
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

MEGRAM 997

SECM

Paris, November 18, 1954

NATO COUNCIL MEETING - NOVEMBER 17

the draft 'reply prépared by the Working Group will be circulated to the govern-

London Working Group to know that this was the general desire.

; The Coûncil met in priva te session this morning. The main question 'discussed
was the reply *tô thé two Soviet notes.

2. The situation as described by the United States, United Kingdom and French
representatives now stands as follows. The Tripartite Working Group in London
met yesterday afternoon to discuss the broad outlines of the western approach. It is
intended that the replies to the October 23 and the November 14 notes will be
incorporated in one document. Once it is completed, the draft reply will be circu-
lated to the other NATO countries for their comments. It would then be for the
other nine NATO powers which have received the Soviet note to decide whether
they wish to reply in identical terms or not.
3. The Norwegian representative in general comments on the November 14 note

said that it does not contain any new element, and that the fact that it has been sent
to a large group of European countries does not in itself alter the situation. He
argued strongly in favour of co-ordinating the contents of the replies to be sent by
the nine NATO countries concerned, in order to forestall any attempt by the
U.S.S.R. to exploit slight differences for propaganda purposes. The Italian repre-
sentative supported this view, and suggested that the various replies should merely
reproduce the relevant part of the three powers' note. The Dutch representative
thought that identical replies would be the ideal solution but this presupposes that

ments concerned. The Chairman also expressed his agreement with this procedure,
ând'it was then generally accepted that the various replies should be couched in
identical terms. The United Kingdom representative thought it important for the
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4. As to the time-schedule, the United States and United Kingdom representatives
said that they hoped the text of the draft reply would be available towards the end
of the weêk,but they could give no'definite assurances atthis stage. The French
representative stated that he had just received the paper on "basic directives" which
the London group is now studying, and he offered to circulate it to the various
delegatioils. This was immediately accepted, and the NATO Secretariat undertook
to circulate this document either this afternoon or tomorrow.' We shall cable this
text to you as soon as available.

5. It was finally agreed that Council will meet again on Monday at 3:00 p.m. to
discuss the matter further. By that time it is. hoped that the text of the draft reply
will be available.

6. As Canada is not a recipient of the latest Soviet note which is more the concern
of the European members of NATO, we did not think it opportune for us to make
any statement at this stage. You may be interested to know that the Portuguese
representative told us in private that his Foreign Office thinks that Portugal has
been omitted from the Soviet list because they do not maintain diplomatic relations
with the U.S.S.R.
7. The Chairman asked whether anything was known about Finland's reaction to

the Soviet note, but no information was volunteered by any representative. With
regard to Sweden's reaction, the Danish representative said that he had heard from
reliable sources that Sweden intends to delay her reply 611 , after the reply of the
NATO powers had been made. As the latter will be negative, the Swedes will then
be in a position to say that no action was required on their part as the Soviet initia-
tive had found no support.

Paris, November 18, 1954

REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES

Following is' the text of communication to NATO Council from London Tripar-
tite Working Group referred to in paragraph 4 of our telegram under reference:

Text begins:
`The Soviet notes of 23rd October and 13th November have the same object,

namely to. postpone and, if possible, prevent plans for.Western European integra-
tion and in particular the ratification ,of the Paris Agreements. Indeed, this object is
speciGcally stated in para 22 of the second note.

DEA/50115-J-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
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" Neither note contains anything new except proposals for conferences at stated
times. The note of 23rd October shows no advance on the previous Soviet attitude
regarding the solution of the German and Austrian problems. The note of 13th
November simply repeats Mr. Molotov's old proposals on European security.

The note of 13th November provides a good illustration of the Soviet method of
dealing in generalisations and postponing particular issues. The western powers
have always favoured the opposite approach, viz., the solution of concrete
prôblems (particularly the German and Austrian problems), thus leading to a gen-
eral relaxation of international tension.

It seems legitimate to draw the following conclusions:
(a) The note is designed less to induce governments to agree to negotiations

before ratification than to influence public opinion against ratification;
(b) The door is left open for discussions after ratification;
(c) Despite refusal of the Western European Governments, the Soviet Union may

nevertheless hold a conference of Eastern European states perhaps to coincide with
the debates in the Bundestag and the National Assembly.
.2. 'Our first purpose is to secure ratification of the Paris Agreements and their
entry into force must not be deflected.

According to our present thinking a reply should contain the following:
(a) A rebuttal of the Soviet attacks on the Paris Agreements, NATO, and European

co-operation generally; and a restatement of our attitude on European security as
given in our note of 7th May;
_(b) On Germany and Austria, a request for elucidation of Soviet intentions, per-
haps coupled with a renewal of the offer made in the Allied note of 10th September
to proceed to the immediate signature of the Austrian Treaty;
' (c) A conclusion which, while making it clear that the essential basis for a useful
conference does not at present exist, would leave the door open for the future.
- 3. As regards the timing of the tripartite reply, it would seem best to send it some-
time in the last week of November. The Soviet Government has proposed a four-
power meeting during November and a general European meeting on 29th Nov-
ember. It would therefore probably be right to send in our reply before the latter
date.` I

- We will communicate the full text of our proposed reply as soon as possible to
the Council.

We should welcome the views of the NATO Governments and hope these will
be in line with our own." Text ends.

2. There seems to be little information contained in this text that is not already
available to you. We would appreciate, however, receiving any additional com-
ments you may wish to make in time for Monday's meeting.
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301: DEA/50115-J-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent, auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
• to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

11LEGRAM 878 Ottawa, November 19, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 997 and 1002 of November 18.
Repeat London No. 1770; Washington EX-2128; Paris No. 646.,

REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES

Until we see the draft text of the reply there are few additional comments we can
make.

2. With regard to paragraph 7 of your telegram 997 you will now have received
copies of telegram No. 37 from Stockholmt and No." 18 from Helsinki.t You may
pass the substance of these reports on to the Council meeting if you think fit.

3. It now seems very likely that there will be strong governmental and public
pressure in France, Germany, the U.K. and possibly other West European countries
for negotiations of some sort with the Russians after ratification of the Paris
accords. We were much impressed here by the seeming determination of Mendes-
France not to let the Soviet notes interfere with ratification. At the same time the
French advanced very cogent arguments in favour of not losing the initiative to the
Russians in this battle which they recognise as primarily engaged in the field of
propaganda but which could have an unfortunate effect in , time on the peoples of
Western Europe if not countered in an imaginative and positive fashion.

4. The above is for your own information but it does seem to underline the impor-
tance of avoiding a purely negative reply to the Soviet notes. We may have more
specific comments to make when the draft text of the reply becomes available.

302. DEAr1802-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External A,,(jrairs

, ; _ , •

TEi.EGRAM 1018 Paris, November 22, 1954

SECREf. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 878 of November 19.
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REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES

We will send you in a following telegram a summary of. the discussions that
took place today in private session of the Council on this matter. Following, how-
ever, is the text of the draft reply to Soviet notes of October 23 and November 13,
submitted to Council by the 'United States, United Kingdom and French
Governments.

-Text begins:
"Her Majesty's Government, in consultation with the United States and French

Governments, with the other NATO Governments and also with the Austrian and
German Federal Governments, have considered the note of October 23 in which the
Soviet Government proposed a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the four powers
in November. They have at the same time, in consultation with the interested gov-
ernments, considered the Soviet Government's note of November 13 proposing a
conference about collective security in Europe.

2. Here Majesty's Government are disappointed to find that, except for a sugges-
tion for the hurried convocation of a European conference on November 29, neither
of the Soviet notes contains any new proposal, whether on Germany, Austria or
European security, which has not already been considered by the Western powers at
the Berlin conference.
3. Both notes seem clearly intended to discredit and disrupt Western plans for the

organisation of Europe. It has been the consistent policy of the Soviet Government
since 1945 to attack all such plans, including those aimed at restoring normal con-
ditions following the war. This was the case in 1947 over the Marshall Plan; in
1948 over German currency reform and the conclusion of the Brussels Treaty; in
1949 when NATO was created and the German Federal Government was formed
on the basis of truly free elections, in 1950 when the European coal and steel com-
munity was set up; and 1952 when the European Defence Community Treaty was
elaborated; and in 1954 when it appeared that the occupation régime in the German
Federal Republic 'was to be terminated at an early date.
4. The association which is being built up by the Western nations is based on their

common civilisation and traditions and is far broader in its scope and significance
than a purely military alliance. The achievement in the countries of Western Europe
of a close union in all fields is a deeply rooted aspiration ;of their peoples. It is a
development of great importance in the history of Europe and is gaining in strength
and purpose. By settling old rivalries and forming new ties it will promote the
cause of peace in a region which in the past has given.birth to so many wars.
5. Since the end of the war rearmament in the countries of the Soviet bloc, includ-

ing Eastern Germany, has been massive and unrestricted. The Western powers have
been compelled to unite for their own defence and protection against this threat.
Under the Paris agreements, however, they have of their own free will accepted a
system of controls, limitations and prohibitions to be applied to their forces and
armaments. This system is designed to prevent any member nation from having
independent recourse to the threat or use of force. Her Majesty's Government are
not aware of any comparable measures taken on the Soviet side to reduce interna-
tional tension and lessen the feeling of insecurity.
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1 6. The Soviet note of November . 13 is openly and explicitly aimed at delaying or
preventing the ratification of the Paris agreements. Her Majesty's Government for
their part are resolved to bring the Paris agreements into force as soon as possible
and they do not intend to be deflected from this course. Her. Majesty's Government
do not believe that the cause of European security can be served by the destruction
of defensive associations between states inspired by the ideal of a common civilisa-
tion. It would in no sense further security to replace such associations by new
organisations which would leave fundamental divergences unresolved and would
thus constitute no more than a deceptive facade. Her Majesty's Government are
convinced that the Paris agreements provide the basis for the solutiofi of some of
the most difficult problems confronting Europe and that far from making the ques-
tion of European security more difficult to solve they will serve its promotion and

- ., .contribute to the cause of peace.
7. As regards Germany, Her Majesty's Government have noted with satisfaction

that the Soviet Government fully share their view that a settlement of the German
problem is of decisive importance for ensuring security in Europe. In previous
notes, Her Majesty's Government have emphasized that free all-German elections
are the essential first step in the process of German reunification in freedom. In its
note of October 23 the Soviet Government has given no indication of its view on
this point nor of its attitude towards the practical plan for the holding of early elec-
tions, which was put forward by the Governments of France, the United States and
the United Kingdom at the Berlin conference. Nor has the Soviet Government
advanced specific alternative proposals. Her Majesty's Government would wel-
come a more precise indication of any concrete proposal which the Soviet Govern-
ment may now have to make concerning both the timing and the nature of the free
all-German elections which the Soviet Government itself declares essential for the
re-establishment of a united Germany. The Soviet Government states in its note
that in such 'elections the German people must have 'the possibility of expressing
their free willAn the âbsence of specific proposals as to how the Soviet ,Govern-
ment would provide the German people with such an opportunity, Her Majesty's
Government must look to the elections recently held in the Soviet zone of Germany
as their only source of information. The denial of any free choice to the East Ger-
man voters on" that occasion taken together with the contents of the Soviet note,
appear to indicate that the Soviet Government has not changëd the position which it
took at the Berlin conference on these basic questions.

8. As regards Austria, Her Majesty's Government caii see no justification for the
continued denial to that country of the freedom and independence promised her by
the four powers in the Moscow Declaration of 1943. The 'Governments of the
United Kingdom; United States and France have expressed themselves ready to
sign the Austrian State Treaty with the Soviet text of the previously unagreed arti-
cles. The Austrian Government for their part made it plain at the Berlin conference
that they concurrèd in this view, and this remains their position. There should
therefore be no further obstacle in the way Of the signature of the'treaty and the
termination of the occupation and the withdrawal of all foreign forces as prescribed
therein. Her Majesty's Government note with disappointment that the Soviet Gov-
ernment nonetheless propose a meeting at Vienna to "consider the remaining unset-

nffiaft^.
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tied questions relating to the draft state treaty and other questions connected with
the conclusion of this treaty". Her Majesty's Government are at a loss as to the
nature of the questions referred to by the Soviet Government. Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment for their part hereby renew the proposal in their note of September 10 to
proceed to the immediate signature of the Austrian State Treaty..
,9. Her Majesty's Government have on many occasions given proof of their desire
to settle questions in dispute by negotiations conducted in a spirit of mutual respect
for the essential interests of all the participants. They remain convinced that this is
the best way of promoting the cause of peace. This cause would be ill served by a
conference ending in failure. In order that negotiations may be undertaken with a
reasonable prospect of success, they consider it necessary that the essential basis of
agreement. should have been carefully prepared and established in advance. The
essential basis for a useful conference whether on Germany and Austria or on
European security does not, in their view, at present exist. It is for this reason that
they desire early 'clarification from the Soviet Government of its views on the spe-
cific problems of Germany and Austria.

10. Accordingly, Her Majesty's Government propose the following programme:
(1) Clarification by the Soviet Government of its position regarding the specific

points referred to above relating to the German and Austrian problems.
(2) Should it appear from these clarifications that there is a real prospect of pro-

gress being made, a meeting of the four Foreign Ministers.
(3) Should it thereuftér* appear useful, a wider conference of European and other

interested powers to consider the question of collective security in Europe. Text
ends.

303. DEA/7802-40

.. : Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord '.
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Pennanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1020 Paris, November 22, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 1002 of November 18.

REi'LY TO SOVIET NOTES

The Council met tôday in private session to consider the reply to the Soviet
notes..'
2. The chairman opened the discussion by asking whéther it was the wish of the

Council that all replies should be in identical terms omitting, of course, reference to
Germany in the case of the nine powers. The Norwegian representative stated that
his government wished that identity of substance be retained, but would leave the
exact formulation of the note to each government. Both the Belgian and Italian
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representatives agreed on the other hand on the suggestion that the reply should be
couched in identical terms. The Italian representative added that their reply would,
of course, be confined to the second Soviet note, but in order that agreement might
be reached quickly on an identical text, he suggested that a working party be set up

. . , .._ . , .to consider the matter.
3. Some discussion took place as to _which countries would be represented in the

working party. At the early stage of the discussion it was understood that the work-
ing party was to be composed only of the nine. The special -position of Portugal
was briefly discussed. The Portuguese representative complained that none of the
three powers had transmitted the text of the Soviet note of November 13 to his
government. This brought up an explanation on the part of the French representa-
tive to the effect that his government had not seen fit to meet a'request that the
French Government transmit to a foreign government a note with which it did not
agree. At any rate, it was decided that Portugal should also be represented in the
working party. The French representative suggested that as this involved a matter
of general NATO interests, both Canada and Portugal.should be included in the
working party. I spoke briefly onthis point to say that although Canada had not
even been invited indirectly, it had a general interest in the NATO consultation on
the draft reply to the Soviet note, and that therefore we would wish to take part in
the meetings of the working party. Finally, it was decided that all fourteen NATO
countries should be `on the working party.
4. The working party is meeting tomorrow at 2:30, and will report to the Council

meeting of Wednesday, November 24. It is realized that most delegations will not
be in a position to submit -their governments' comments on 'the draft reply before
the Council meeting, but the United States' representative indicated it was the pre-
sent intention to send off the replies on November 26.
5. The Greek and Turkish representatives reported on the attitude of the Yugoslav

Government regarding the reply to the Soviet note. Although the Yugoslav. Govern-
ment considers the Soviet proposal to hold a conference on European security as
useful, it does not agree that the time to hold such a conference is propitious. The
Soviet Government has not met certain conditions, the fulfilment'of which is con-
sidered essential by the Yugoslav Government. Finally, it is the view of the Yugo-
slav Government that the initiative to hold a conference on European security
should not be left to the Soviets. The free world should seize the opportunity to
make proposals of its own. .

6. During the second part of the meeting, the representatives, at the request of the
chairman, submitted their general comments on the basic directives paper and on
the draft reply. . ^4 .
-7. .The Belgian representative stated that the draft prepared by the tripartite work-

ing gro up was extremely satisfactory. His government fully agreed with its two
basic assumptions: (a) that the Soviet note is directed at the disruption of the West-
ern plans for ratification of the Paris agreements; (b) it leaves the door opened to
further negotiating after ratification. '

8. The Turkish representative also noted his satisfaction 'with the text of the draft
reply. It contains all the points,which are considered important by his government.
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9.; The Italian representative stated that all their suggestions are. included in the
draft reply but he wondered whether we could make some gains - propaganda-
wise - by being more positive in our approach. He suggested for instance that the
date of the future conference to be held after ratification be mentioned. Also, the
agenda of the conference could be outlined. The Italian suggestion found no sup-
port. The United Kingdom representative pointed out that the reply was as positive
as it could be in that it outlined certain conditions which would have to be met by
the Soviets to demonstrate their good faith.

10. I made a brief intervention to outline our general views regarding the Soviet
notes, based on the instructions contained in your telegrams No. 833 of November
9 and No: 861 of November 16.

11., In reply to a question put by the Italian representative the United Kingdom
representative stated that Molotov's offer to delay the date of the proposed confer-
ence on European security, had not changed the plans to send the reply before Nov-

304. . DEAr7802-40

12. The meeting finally decided that no further information should be given to the
press about the present discussions nor the fact that a working party would meet to
study the possibility of sending identical replies to the Soviet notes. The matter will
be reconsidered at the Council meeting.

13. Action required. Any. comments you may wish to submit on the tripartite draft
reply should be received before 10:15 Wednesday, November 24.

ember 29th.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TE[.EGRAM 896 Ottawa, November 23, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 1018 and 1020.
Repeat London No. 1790; Washington EX-2147.

REPLY TO SOVIET NOTES

The draft reply of the three leading Western powers seems to us to provide a
very effective answer to the two most recent Soviet notes. There are two points of
substance concerning which you might raise the following questions.

2. One of the main points in the Soviet note of October 23 and in Communist
propaganda generally is that "it is impossible, however, at one and the same time to
propose a general reduction in armaments and to carry out the remilitarization of
Western Germany". It is possible that the Soviet Government will make a good
deal of this point when the Sub-Committee of the Disannament Commission meets.
This claim might be answered and paragraph 5 of the draft Western reply made
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even more effective as a reply to Soviet claims if a sentence were added pointing
out that, far from pursuing contradictory policies, as the Soviet Union had charged,
the Western powers had, in making plans for the entry;of the German Federal
Republic into a Western defence association, kept in mind at all times the policies
which they had been, advocating for years for a reduction. in armaments. This
sentence could go second from the last in paragraph 5.

3. We note that, whereas in the September 10 note of the Western Powers it is
stated that an Austrian Treaty should not be dependent "upon all-European settle-
ment, upon a German peace treaty, or upon' any other matter extraneous to the Aus-
trian Treaty", there is no direct reference to this point in the present draft. You
might ask whether consideration has been given. to. repeating this point, which
seems to us a good one. If the present draft is being shown to the,Austrian Govern-
ment, then the Austrians will have an opportunity to suggest this point if they think
it worth stressing. We would be interested to know, however, whether there is any
reason for not stressing this consideration this time.
4. If there is much discussion on wording, you may suggest that the last two

sentences in paragraph 9 might be rearranged to make clearer that the Soviet Gov-
ernment is responsible for the fact that no basis exists at present for a useful confer-
ence. The present two sentences might be replaced by one sentence along the
following lines: "Until they receive some clarification from the Soviet Government
of its views on the specific problems of Germany and Austria, there would not
appear to exist the essential basis for a useful conference, whether on Germany or
Austria or on European security".

5. With regard to paragraph 9 of your telegram No. 1020 of November 18 you will
be interested to know that the Italian Ambassador on Saturday asked for our views
on their suggestion of fixing a date for an East-West conference to be included in
the reply to the Soviet notes. He was told that we considered the idea of a confer-
ence should not be accepted as a matter of course, but that the necessary prepara-
tions had to be made first. Having not received an invitation, we obviou§ly could
not but play a secondary role and we would be prepared to accept what the majority
in NATO desired. I presume from your telegram that the Italians will not press this
further.
6. You will in the meantime have seen reports of Mr. Mendes-France's speech to

the U.N. in New York on November 22 in which he suggested the possibility of a
four-power conference in May, but our reading of this seems to indicate that the
French would not want to mention this in the reply to the Soviet note:^

44 Voir/See New York Timës, November 23, 1954.
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305.' DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion hebdomadaire des directions

Extract from Weekly Division Notes

SECRE'r , Ottawa, November 29, 1954

7. WESTERN REPLIES TO SOVIET NOTES OF OCTOBER 23 AND NOVEMBER 13

European Division: After several meetings of thé NATO Council and of the Three-
Power Working Group between November 24 and November 27, agreement was
reached among the nations concerned on the replies to be made to the Soviet notes
of October 23 (sent to the United Kingdom, France and the United States) and of
November 13 (sent to twenty-two European countries). It was originally intended
to have the Three-Power reply delivered to 'the Soviet Government on November
27, but last minuté changes in the wording of the note and in the plans for timing
postponed the delivery until November 29 45 The main points in the first draft were
retained but the final draft was shorter, no longer contained certain comments on
Soviet policies and spelled out in more precise form the various stages envisaged
by the'Western Powers in carrying on any serious negotiations with the Soviet
Government. The "Nine-Power Reply" (the NATO countries among the twenty-two
European nations minus the three leading Western Powers) had some last minute
changes also, which were felt by some of the nations concerned to have a softening
effect. This reply was based very closely on that part of the Three-Power reply
which dealt with the general question of European security. Notes from the nine
countries were sent to the Soviet Government at the same time as the Big Three
notes." The Canadian representative bn the North Atlantic Council had expressed
our general agreement with the terms of the Three-Power draft reply and had par-
ticipated in the discussion 'concerning the Nine-Power reply as well. Canada was
not, of course, closely concerned with the final stages of drafting and sending these
various replies to the Soviet notes. (Confidential)

u Voir/See United States, Department of State, Bulletin, Volume XXXI, No. 807, December 13, 1954,

pp. 901-902.
^ Voir/See Documents on International Affairs, 1954, p. 58.
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Note de la Direction européenne
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from European Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], December 16, 1954

SOVIET NOTE OF DECEMBER 9 TO THE THREE LEADING WESTERN POWERS47

The note sent by the Soviet Government on December 9 to the United Kingdom,
the United States and France was harder in tone than notes sent in October and
November, not because the usual threats abôut the rearming of West Germans were
changed to any appreciable extent, but because there was a reference to the inten-
tion of the Soviet Union and the satellite states to take measures to increase their
defensive capacity in retaliation for West - German rearmament and because the
accusations directed at the Western Powers concerning their refusal to attend a con-
ference are harsher. The note claims for example that it is plain that the three lead-
ing Western Powers "together with the other members of, the North Atlantic bloc
acted in such a way as to prevent a participation of other European states in such a
conference". The note sent to the French Government refers to the "tricks which
are being used in France ... to lull the vigilance of the peoples".
2. So far as the possibility of negotiation on German unification after ratification

is concerned, the Soviet note claims that ratification of the London and Paris agree-
ments "will make the four-power talks on the unification of Germany void of sub-
stance and will exclude the possibility of achieving agreement on this question".
Ratification of these agreements will also 'create new obstacles to achieving an
agreement on the reduction of armaments". The note warns the Western Powers
that they take upon themselves "the whole responsibility for the consequences of
their present policy which is incompatible with the interest of peace and'which is
leading to a considerable intensification of the danger. of a new war in Europe".

, 3. The note of December 9 is, in form, a warning and not directly a proposal for
any particular action, except that of stopping all attempts to integrate the German
Federal Republic in a Western defence association. Attached to the note, however,
was Declaration made in Moscow on December 2 by the Soviet Union and satellite
states. This Declaration contained the proposal that there should be, first of all,
rejection of plans for a re-militarization of Western Germany, then "achievement of
agreement on holding of free all-German elections in 1955"; "it would then
become possible at last to conclude the peace treaty with Germany". Mr. Molotov,
in a speech delivered on November 29, on the first day of the conference, proposed
"firstly to allow under no circumstances the resurgence of German militarism ..•
and patiently to settle the German question on the basis of agreement" and "sec-
ondly to establish a collective security system in Europe".

47 Voir/See New York Times, December 10, 1954.
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4. Both the Declaration and the speech by Mr. Molotov refer extensively to "mili-
tarists" in Germany. Mr. Molotov was more precise in estimating that "as soon as
implementation of the Paris agreements begins; the German militarists will have at
their disposal these millions of inen". "These millions" are the three million men
which Mr. Molotov said would come from the following sources: ,;.
(a) 500,000 men under the Paris agreements;
(b) 500,000 men from police forces and "service units and other militarized auxil-

iary organizations";
(c) 2,000,000 men from "militaristic organizations" of former Hitlerite soldiers.
5. The most interesting part, perhaps, of those sections of the Declaration dealing

with Germany is that which describes the happy future to which x Germans could
look forward if they would abandon plans for aligning the country with the West.
Germany could develop as "one of the great powers". There would be wide pos-
sibilities "for development of extensive economic relations between Germany and
other countries and especially with countries of Eastern Europe and with countries
of Asia with their immense population and inexhaustible resources".
6. The note of December 9 and the attached Declaration sound as though théy may

be the final pronouncement of the Soviet Government for the time being on the
ratification of the London and Paris agreements. The Soviet Government has hard-
ened the tone of its utterances on this subject about as far as it can without causing
a flurry of alarm in Western Europe, which would be more likely to help than to
hinder the final agreement on West European union. Apparently the Eastern bloc
does not intend to take any specific steps towards strengthening its defences until it
is clear that the German Federal Republic is going to be rearmed. Further notes
from the Soviet Government would, in the face of the stubborn insistence of the
Western Powers that the Soviet Union should make some really new offer on Ger-
many and Austria, probably cause the Soviet Government to.lose face. There will
certainly be organized activity 'of all kinds in Eastern and Western Europe to
impede ratification, but it is hard to see what new approach the Soviet Government
could find for official pronouncements which would not appear to be a bit of an
anticlimax.
7. It is true that Mr. Molotov, in his speech on November 29t" said that the neces-

sity for safeguarding the defences of nations threatened by. the Germans applied not
just to the states represented at the conference, but also to "other peace-loving
states which do not want to be servitors or abettors in preparing and unleashing a
new war in Europe". It might be argued that this indicated a Soviet intention to try
some new approach with non-Communist states not members of NATO which
would demonstrate that other governments, apart from the Communist ones, felt
themselves threatened. Finland is the obvious and perhaps the only country likely
to be approached in this way. It seems likely, however, that the Finnish Govern-
ment, which is adept at manocuvring in situations like this, would be able to make
it quite clear that the Soviet Government was applying pressure to make the Finns

41 Voir/See Soviet News, December 1, 1954.
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comply with their wishes. The result of this move might well be that the necessity
of strong Western defences was again made apparent.;,,.

` 8. M. de Villelume came in to give me the preliminary reactions of the Quai
d'Orsay which were' roughly similar to our views. They thought thé Soviet note
was tlmed to have an effect just before the commencement of - thé debate on the
Paris agreements in the French and German parliaments. They do not believe the
Russians are prepared to follow up their threats by action.

9. With regard to Austria, M. de Villelume pointed out that the French démarche
was made in Moscow. on December,7, and that the Soviet note was probably
amended at the last moment to include the paragraphs on Austria, which leaves the
door just faintly ajar. They believe this is probably intended to be the Soviet answer
to their démarche.

10. The preliminary view of the United Kingdom Government concerning the
note of December 9 is that "the tone is intimidatory and more aggressive than that
of recent Soviet notes, though without, perhaps, finally closing any doors". The
three powers are now working out an agreed tripartite line for dealing with the
note. There is a strong possibility that they will agree that no reply is required. In
that case, there will not likely be any formal consultation with the NATO Council
such as has taken place during thë drafting of the last two Western notes to the
Soviet Government. The subject will probably, however, come up at the meeting of
the Ministerial Council this week.49

R.A.D. FoRn

4° PARTIE/PART 4

LA COMMUNAUTÉ EUROPÉENNE DE DÉFENSE ET LE RÉARMEMENT
DE L'ALLEMAGNE

EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

307. L.B.PJVo1. 46

• Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Externcil Affairs

TEt.EORAM 741 London*, June 26, 1954
S . . a ,. , . . .. . . . , . . .. . . , , . . . ;

SECRET & PERSONAL. IMMEDIATE.

Following for the Minister from Robertson, Begins: During these last weeks in
which for the first time I have had something to do with disarmament problems, I
hate to .feel verystrongly that even if cast and west could conceivably agree on

49 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
It did not. I.A. C[hapdelainel
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"principles of disarmament" on which our positions are so : widely separated, we
would still be confronted with an almost impossible task in attempting to negotiate
agreement in 'a disarmamént convention on the detailed powers, functions and
methods ôf operation of "an adequate system of international control". Starting as
we must from positions . of mutual distrust, we would: be compelled to insist on
terms that one could not reasonably expect to. be accepted by the other side. Politi-
cally the pressure to try and plug every hypothetical loophole would be very hard to
resist. In the process we should -probably find ourselves constructing for safety's
sake a totalitârian system of control which in the fast place would have little
chance of acceptance, and in the second place, if by some political miracle it were
accepted, would probably be found to be unendurably cumbrous, complicated and
unnecessarily interfering.

2. At the same time from the very nature of the negotiation, any agreement ulti-
mately reached would be impossible to amend because the establishment and the
institution of the control system would be linked with what one would like to
believe were irreversible decisions about the abolition of nuclear weapons, etc.

3. Against this background I wondered whether there might be something to be
said for trying to tackle the problem of inventing a suitable and effective technique
of international control from another starting point; i.e., one might begin within a
group of countries who prima facie trust each other. The technical problems would
still be difficult, but in such a context they could be examined objectively and with
some hope of solution. Specific types and methods of control could be developed
empirically, amended, improved, or abandoned in the light of practical experience
of whether or not they were actually serving the purposes for which they were
instituted. Such a proving ground might be provided by NATO. In principle at least
the concept of international inspection of the forces, equipment training methods,
etc., of allies has been introduced into NATO thinking. It is true that its purpose is
to improve military efficiency, but it might be susceptible of a double-edged devel-
opment inside the alliance. Our principal preoccupation in recent years has been to
see that our allies and ourselves reach the military marks we have set for ourselves
inside the alliance. We may be moving into a phase in which it will become impor-
tant to make sure not only that those marks are met, but that they are not exceeded
or bypassed (this, I suppose was one of the central problems which E.D.C. was
meant 'to solve).
4. I had begun by thinking about the political and téchnical problems of establish-

ing an adequate system for disarmament, and wondering whether we could attempt
to work out within NATO a prototype control which later might become capable of
a wider or a universal application. It now seems to me, with the failure of our
disarmament talks and with the rapid deterioration of the position in respect of
E.D.C., that there may be certain immediate relevance in this line of thinking. The
problem of combining rearmament with effective international control is bound to
arise inside NATO if the EDC arrangements fall to the ground, and the only alterna-
tive put forward is the admission of Germany to NATO. It may be that events have
already overtaken us and it may be too late for what I would have regarded as the
most desirable line of advance. Politically the best course might be for the countries
of NATO, as at present constituted, to accept inter se and formally an additional
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obligation to work out and apply as between themselves a NATO system of control
of armaments - types, quantities, numbers, etc. - incorporating some at least of
the E.D.C. controls on arms production enforced by an international NATO inspec-
tion team: Such, a development might with luck be found to have within it the
beginnings of a world-wide system of armament control.

5. In the meantime',it might -provide a non-discriminatory' framework through
which Germany could be received into NATO without setting up grave additional
strains inside the alliance. Leaping further ahead one might wonder whether the
Soviet Union would have so lightheartedly talked about joining NATO if such an
obligation had been , one of its component parts. Alternatively it might be a little
awkward for them to withdraw their application for membership because member-
ship involved acceptance of an international obligation to accept whatever was
found to be the requirements of an adequate international system for the inspection
and control of armaments. Ends.

308. DEA/50322-40

Note pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum for,Seeretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Top SECRET [Ottawa], July 16, 1954

NATO, THE EDC AND ARMAMENT CONTROL

Introduction
Mr. Robertson's telegram No. 741 of June 26, 1954, was evidently prompted

(see his paragraph 4) by his concern over two' problems:
(a) the failure of the London disârmâment talks in which he had participated;50

and
(b) the rapid deterioration of the EDC 'situation.'' .' ^
2. He makes the bold and imaginative suggestion that NATO might be developed

in a way that would help solve both these problems sooner or, later. He suggests
that the members of NATO, as at present constituted, formally accept an additional
obligation to work out and apply as between themselves a NATO armament control
system, incorporating some at least of the EDC controls, enforced by international
NATO inspection teams. In his opinion two useful consequences might ensue:

(a) "such a development might with luck be found to have within it the beginnings
of a world-wide system of armament control," presumably because the West would
have constructed a working model of an armament control system, the merits of
which might eventually be recognised by the Soviet Union and other countries; and
(b) "it might provide a non-discriminatory framework through which Germany

could be received into NATO without setting up grave additional strains inside the
âlliance:'..

Voir/See United States, Department of State, Bulletin,' Volume XXX1, No. 788; 7lugust 2. 1954, pp.
t,e /`.>179-181.
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.3. It appears that Mr. Robertson was considering the disarmament problem when
these thoughts occurred to him, and he therefore gave second place to their bearing
on the -EDC problem. To us in Ottawa the latter problem seems much ,the - more
urgent of the two. In this memorandum we shall therefore take the liberty of. dis-
cussing Mr. Robertson's suggestion first and foremost as a promising solution of
the EDC problem. The more distant prospect that one day it may also open a way
out of the disarmament impasse will be mentioned only incidentally.

Nature of the EDC Problem ;
'4. Recent emphasis on ratification of the EDC Treaty has rather distracted atten-
tion from the basic problem of Franco-German relations. This problem, to which
the EDC may no longer be able to provide a solution, is fundamentally one of an
increasing unbalance of power between the two countries. This consideration is
examined in greater detail in a departmental memorandum of July 12 (copy of
which is attached as Annex "A").
5. There are only two ways to correct the Franco-German unbalance of power.

One is to keep Germany weak = which is patently impracticable - and the other
is to reinforce France. The only framework within which France can be reinforced
is provided by NATO. However, in order to bring Germany into NATO on self-
respecting terms and at the same time ensure that German re-armament is carried
out under proper safeguards, it would be necessary for all NATO countries to agree
to give the Organization additional functions in the field of armament control. This
brings us to Mr. Robertson's proposal.

Mr. Robertson's Proposed Solution
. 6. Although Mr. Robertson did not enter into such detail, a convenient outline of
an annament control system, covering both conventional and nuclear weapons, is
contained in a United States working paper offered to the Disarmament Commis-
sion sub-committee during its recent London meeting. This proposal (which had
been discussed with and approved by the United Kingdom, French and Canadian
delegations beforehand) called for the creation of a UN Disarmament and Atomic
Development Authority. Under this Authority would be a Disarmament Division,
responsible for the reduction and limitation of all armed forces and conventional
armaments, and an Atomic Development Division, responsi^le for the international
development and control of atomic energy. Details of the organization and func-
tions of the proposed Authority and its Divisions are attached as Annex "B".t
7. We have made a preliminary study of the technical, feasibility of developing

such a control system within NATO. This study is attached as Annex "C". We have
come to the conclusion that it would at least be feasible to set up in NATO a control
machinery along the lines of the proposed UN Authority, provided the member
countries were prepared to assign to this machinery the necessary powers of inspec-
tion. We have also suggested several ways in which NATO might establish the con-
trol 'machinery. in progressive stages in order to introduce flexibility into the
Procedure. The functions given to NATO in this field need not, in the first instance,
;be all-embracing but, if a start could be made, it might be found that, with growing
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confidence in,each other, member countries would be prepared to delegate to the
Organization an increasing. measure of their sovereignty in the defence field.

8. Mr. Robertson "suggested that the NATO armament control system could incor-
porate- some of the EDC controls. Attached as Annex "D" is a summary of the more
important controls 'provided by the EDC Treaty.t You will see that they go far
beyond those envisaged under the proposed UN Authority. While the latter places
its main emphasis on the disclosure and verification of information by means of a
Corps of Inspectors, the controls envisaged in the EDC Treaty rely primarily on the
assumption by supranational organs, notably the Commissariat and the Assembly,
of national functions in the defence field. The proposed UN Authority would be
given specific powers of inspection involving a certain voluntary limitation of sov-
ereignty by the participating countries. The EDC machinerywould go much further
toward establishing supranational direction in the military, political, financial, eco-
nomic and production fields.

9. Our study of the question leads us. to believe, that it would be impossibleto
establish in NATO the sort of supranational structure` and controls envisaged in the
EDC Treaty without completely re-writing, the North Atlantic Treaty. Not only
would the NATO Secretariat have to be given supranational functions along the
lines of those vested in the EDC Commissariat, but there ,would also have to be
instituted a NATO parliamentary assembly to bring the structure into line with that
of the EDC. In effect, the EDC control system could only be applied to all the
NATO countries if they were all prepared to adhere to the EDC Treaty.

10. Mr. Robertson's proposal, it should be noted, is not nécessarily an alternative
to the EDC. Ratification of the EDC Treaty and the Contractual Agreements still
remains the best way forward for all the reasons we have so exhaustively examined

' in other memoranda. We should allow no thought of alternatives to distract our
support from this familiar programme. Indeed, Mr: Robertsôn's suggestion might,
if it commended itself to the United Kingdom and the United States, radically
improve the prospect for EDC ratification in the next few critical weeks. The assur-
ance that France's major allies were prepared to tighten and strengthen the NATO
framework within which the EDC would be received might well win over some of
those French leaders who have opposed the EDC because they considered that the
United Kingdom and the United States were not closely enough associated with it.
This consideration involves the delicate question of whether there is some risk that
the NATO proposal might be used in France to justify still further delay in ratifying
the EDC.

11: If the EDC fell to the ground Mr. Robertson's suggestion might assume even
greater importance. Prompt action would then be needed to prevent the Western
Alliance from falling into a sad confusion. Part of such action has just been planned
in London, where means to restore German sovereignty in default of the Contrac-
tual Agreeménts ° have been worked out by Foreign Office and State Department
officials. But means would also have to be found to re=arm West Germany safely in
default of the EDC Treaty. This is where Mr., Robertson's proposal comes in, with
its admittedly ambitious, but at the same time practical means of strengthening the
Atlantic Community to enable it to accomplish successfully the integration within

_.^.
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it of West Germany. Mr. Robertson does seem to have found for us that elusive
"best alternative" to the EDC for which we have been looking in recent months.

Views of Certain Interested Countries '
12. We have attempted to estimate the probable reactions of the countries con-

cerned to Mr. Robertson's suggestion seen as an alternative to the EDC. Our esti-
mate ii given as Annex "E". We consider that the suggestion would be favourably
received in each of the six countries presently involved in the EDC. The Nordic
and Balkan members of NATO would be somewhat diibious, particularly the for-
nier, but they would be influenced by the United Kingdom and the United States
respectively. The attitude of the two Anglo-Saxon powers would therefore prove
decisive. The United Kingdom would not go much further than the United States.
The prospect of United States support, while gloomy, would not necessarily be
hopeless.
;13.oAs far as Canada is concerned, we believe that Mr. Robertson's suggestion
accords well with the thought, which the Prime Minister and you have often
expressed, that the'further development of the Atlantic community might help to
solve the stubborn problems of Franco-German distrust. It seems to us that it offers
NATO the best means of encouraging France to ratify the EDC, or of keeping the
upper hand over the situation which would develop immediately if the EDC should
collapse. It would also provide a useful and much needed fillip to morale in the
Western world at a time when its disunity is becoming increasingly dangerous.

Conclusions
1 14. The following are the main conclusions which emerge from the foregoing
discussion:
Ja) Mr. Robertson's suggestion merits serious and urgent consideration at the
highest level;
(b) It is technically feasible;

,(c) It, would either assist or provide a good alternative to EDC ratification; and
-(d) The attitude towards it of the United Kingdom and especially of the United
States would prove decisive.

Action Reconunended
' 15. If you agree with this appreciation we suggest that the following steps appear
to be indicated:

ratification or as an alternative if EDC fails of ratification.

(a) That you consult with the Prime Minister and your other Cabinet colleagues as
to whether Canada could accept the additional NATO protocol that would be
involved; then, if their reaction is favourable,
^(b) That the matter be taken up in an exploratory way with Mr. Eden and Mr.
Dulles with the suggestion that the idea may be useful either as an aid :to EDC

16. Subsequent steps would depend on the reactions of Mr. Eden and Mr. Dulles..,.
and on the factor of timing. If it is decided to await final decision on the EDC
before considering Mr. Robertson's suggestion, I would propose the following
course:



NATO, THE EDC AND THE GERMAN PROBLEM

Although Mr. Norman Robertson's proposal for a NATO system of armament
control (his telegram No. 741 of June 26) was 'put forward primarily in connection
with the problem of disarmament, it is in the context of the German problem that it
should be most seriously considered.

2. It is true that NATO as such has no direct responsibility for the German prob-
lem. For many reasons, however, NATO will be affected by the future status and
orientation of Western Germany and must willy-nilly be concerned with it. For one
thing, the defence of Western Germany forms an integral part of NATO strategic
plans. An attack on allied troops there would bring Article 5 of the North Atlantic
Treaty into operation. Moreover; NATO is publicly and irrevocably committed to
the proposition that Western Europe cannot be' successfully defended without
defending Western Germany and that Western Germany cannot be defended with-
out a German military contribution. For another thing, the Three Powers which
hold a special position both in NATO, by virtue of their membership in the Stand-
ing Group, and also in Germany, as occupying powers, are committed to the pro-
gressive restoration of German sovereignty. For better, or for worse Western
Germany will be re-armed and will become a sovereign state once more. The most
important question now is how these developments will affect the Atlantic Commu-
nity. As Sulzberger said in an article from Paris in the New York Times of June 27:

"It is no longer a question of how Western Germany shall be armed. It is a
question of where German weight will be felt in the global scales - and of
eventual repercussions in France. Ultimately it is a question of the very exis-
tence of the North Atlantic Treaty community - as now constituted."

3. At present these two parallel developments (German rearmament and the resto-
ration of German sovereignty) are tied together within the supranational framework
offered by the EDC Treaty. Unfortunately, this framework, which was ôriginally
devised to make German re-armament palatable to the Germans and safe for the
French; now seems to pose 'an insoluble dilemma. The French hesitate to sacrifice
such a large measure of sovereignty and to bind themselves so closely to their erst-
while enemy. The Germans, increasingly restive under, the, occupation régime,
thrëaten to go their own way if they are not soon restored to an equal place in the
western 'community of nations. To bring about ratification of the EDC Treaty suffi-
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(a) If the decision is unfavourable, then we should put the suggestion forward at a
special Ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic Council which should be con-
vened as soon as possible; but

(b) If the decision is favourable, as we may still hope, then we might still consider
putting it forward in NATO at, some appropriate time in the future, perhaps in a
modified form.
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ciently quickly to satisfy Germany risks alienating France and strengthening neu-
tralism there. On the other hand, to delay ratification much longer may jeopardize
Chancellor Adenauer's pro-western policy and strengthen support in Germany for
a second Rapallo: ,The result would probably deal a fatal blow to NATO. .

^ 4. I believe that to find a safe way out of this dilemma we must find a solution to
the basic problem of Franco-German relations; and I venture to suggest that the
EDC cannot now provide this solution. The problem is fundamentally one of an
increasing unbalance of power between the two countries. France is no longer a
first-class military power. The long blood-letting in Indo-China, where so many of
France's badly needed officers and NCO's have been lost, the economic difficulties
and political instability at home and the steady sapping of morale by neutralism
have reduced France to a position of relative impotence. She has been unable to
meet her NATO commitments; she was one armoured division short of the force
goals forecast for 1953 and SHAPE's estimate of the effectiveness of her army
forces shows serious shortages in the units to be mobilized after M-day. Germany,
on the other hand, has made a remarkable post-war recovery and is steadily gaining
in economic strength, political influence and self-confidence. From an original
position of reluctance, German public opinion seems to have developed considera-
ble support for re-armament as an attribute of sovereignty. Indeed, there has been
talk that the twelve divisions at present planned as the German contribution under
the EDC are only a beginning and should later be raised to twenty-four.
5. There are signs that a realization of relative French weakness is an important

element in French opposition to the EDC. For example, Marshal Juin, originally a
supporter of the idea of a European army,' recently made a volte face and
denounced the EDC Treaty. Also, Mr. Blankenhorn, Chancellor Adenauer's foreign
affairs expert, is reported to have said that the French had asked the Germans to
accept as the German contribution to the EDC four divisions instead of twelve
(Despatch No. 512 of May 26, from Bonn).t

6.` Recent 'emphasis on ratification of the EDC Treaty has probably distracted
attention from this basic problem of the unbalance of power in Western Europe. Yet
it is 'now becoming increasingly clear that, whether or not the EDC comes into
force, this problem will remain unsolved and will block the Franco-German recon-
ciliation on which the long-term peace and security of Western .Europe depend.
Even if the EDC is established, the chances are that it will founder on Franco-
German rivalry.
7. There are only two ways to ! correct this unbalance. One is to keep Germany as

weak as possible, to restrict German sovereignty and to prohibit or severely limit
German rearmament: This 7 is patently impractical. The other way is to reinforce
Prince; and the only method that I can see for doing this is to bring the United
Ringdom into whatever arrangement is made on the same terms as France and Ger-
many. The United Kingdom would in turn insist on the United States also being a
Paity, to whatever European arrangement the United Kingdom itself entered. The
obvious framework for such an arrangement is that provided by NATO. However,
in order to bring Germany into NATO on self-respecting terms and at the same
time ensure that German re-annament was carried out under proper safeguards, it
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would be necessary for all NATO countries to agree to give the Organization addi-
tional functions-in the field of annament control.

8. This is where Mr. Robertson's proposal comes in. It offers an admittedly ambi-
tious, but neverthelessr practical,' means of strengthening the Atlantic Community
sufficiently to enable it to accomplish successfully the integration within it of West-
ern Germany.' It is also a flexible means of doing this. It would avoid the stupen-
dous problems involved in establishing 'a supranational body such as the EDC. At
the same lime it would furnish a machinery capable of fixing and controlling the
level of forces of Germany (and of all the NATO countries) by common agreement.
The armament control functions given to NATO need not in the first instance be too
far-reaching (they might apply only'to forces assigned to NATO, for example) but,
if a start could be made in this direction, it might be found that with growing confi-
dence in each other member countries would be prepared to delegate an increasing
measure of their sovereignty in the defence field to the Organization. If such a step
is not taken, I foresee increasingly serious stresses and stains within the alliance .
and an increasing danger that both the three Western Powers and the alliance as a
whole will lose all influence over the course of events in Germany.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2]

Annexe C ,

Annex C .
. - . ._ . ,

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY OF DEVELOPING AN ARMAMENT
CONTROL SYSTEM WfPHIN NATO

Existing NATO arrangements for international supervision of armed forces and
their.weapons do not go nearly as far as the functions proposed for the UN Dis-
armament and Atomic Development Authority. described in Annex "B". The NATO
arrangements, of course, were not developed with either control or atomic develop-
ment in mind. They arose from the agreement by member countries of NATO to
raise specified `numbers ,of armed forces and assign 'them to NATO's integrated
commands, and to contribute to a common fund for the construction of fixed instal-
lations required for the support of those forces. Essential to the success of this com-
mon effort have been the mutual 'aid contributions of arms and equipment which
Canada and the United States have made to the European members.

2. One form of supervision which already exists in NATO is the Annual Review.
In ôrder to'arrive, at the agreed force goals and tô provide a basis for determining
the mutual, aid needs of the^ European members, NATO carries out each year a
review of the defence programmes of all the member countries, which involves the
collection of detailed information concerning their forces, their defence production
programmes and their defence expenditures, both present and planned. To assist the
member governments in compiling this information, officials of the NATO Secreta-
riat and officers from the NATO Supreme Headquarters,visit national capitals and
discuss outstanding problems with the government departments . concerned. When
the information has been compiled it is subject to a thorough examination, first by_ .. : ^ . .
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the NATO Secretariat and later by other member countries, and the country being
examined may be asked to clarify or amplify doubtful points.
,3. Another form of supervision exists in the work carried out by the special agen-
cies of the Standing Group in the field of standardization and by the Production and
Logistics Division of the NATO Secretariat in the field of correlated production
programmes in Europe. This division of the Secretariat contains experts on each of
the major items of military equipment and ammunition, who make it their business
to obtain as complete a picture as possible of defence production in Western
Europe and to assist in the solution of production and equipment problems.
4. In addition, the defence programmes of the European countries are subjected to
continuing surveillance by the Military Assistance Advisory Groups` (MAAG's)
which the United States maintains in national capitals to advise on the allocation of
United States mutual aid. It is a function of these Groups, and of the United States
Mutual Security Administration to which they report, to assess what level of forces
each NATO country is able to support and to judge what amount of United States
assistance could be efficiently used and would be desirable; in the interest of the
alliance as a whole, to supplement the country's own effort. This United States
machinery has in fact acted on occasion (particularly during the last year) as a form
of armament control system. In certain cases (Greece and Turkey, for example)
NATO countries have pressed for higher force goals than the United States consid-
ered they could afford to maintain over the long term on the basis of the mutual aid
they were likely to get. In these cases the United States used its influence to restrict
the level of forces recommended by the NATO military authorities as desirable for
these countries and to keep their force goals to a given maximum.
5. It is obvious from the foregoing that Mr. Robertson is suggesting an entirely

new development for NATO. The basis of the close co-operation and exchange of
vital information which now take place between NATO countries is the common
ôbjective of strengthening their collective defence. The emphasis is on the volun-
tary furnishing of information. On the other hand, there is probably no inherent
reason why this machinery of co-operation could not be developed into a system of
armament control if the member governments so desired. It would mean shifting the
emphasis from the present voluntary system, in which discretion is left to member
governments in'the last analysis, to a system of enforcement, in which member
governments would surrender a large part of this discretion to NATO. In order to
use NATO for this purpose, member governments would have to assume an obliga-
tion additional to those at present in the North Atlantic Treaty, to allow supervision
by a NATO inspection body of all aspects of their defence programmes.
"6. If such an obligation were accepted, there is no reason why the armament con-
t'rolsystem proposed by the United States could not be adapted to NATO. The
North Atlantic Council, composed as it is of sovereign states, could act for this
Purpose in the same way as would the proposed UN Authority. The Secretary-Gen-
eral and the Secretariat of NATO could fulfill the functions prescribed for the
Director-General and the Secretariat of the Authority's Disarmament Division.
NATO ' has nothing resembling the Corps of Inspectors which the United States



proposal envisages. However, provision could be made for the appointment of such
a corps by the Secretary-General on the nomination of member countries.
7. The Atomic Development Division of the proposed UN Authority might pose a

more difficult problem of adaptation.i In the United States proposal this Division
would bè under the supervision and control of the Board of Governors appointed
by the permanent members of the Authority, whereas the Disarmament. Division
would be under the supervision and control of the Director-General, responsible
direct to the Authority. There is a certain analogy in the NATO structure. Whereas
the NATO Secretariat, headed by the Secretary-General, is directly responsible to
the North Atlantic Council in Paris, the military agencies of NATO are responsible
to the Standing Group in Washington, on which only the Three Powers are repre-
sented and which acts as executive agent of the fourteèn member countries. The
Standing Group, like the Board of Governors of the proposed Atomic Development
Division, occupies a semi-autonomous position and is allowed considerable discre-
tion in handling matters of the highest security nature. For a NATO armament con-
trol system additional authority might be given to the Standing Group (perhaps
with the addition of Canada to its membership for this purpose) to enable it to act
as a board of governors in matters of atomic development. It could set up a special
agency under it to carry'out the functions of the UN Authority's. Atomic Develop-
ment Division.

8. The specific functions and rights of the Council, the Secretary-General and the
Standing Group in respect to disclosure and verification of armed forces and con-
ventional and atomic weapons, and the obligations of member countries in this
field, could be laid down in an additional Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty,
which would presumably, require ratification by all member countries. The same
purpose might even be served by a less formal procedure, such as a resolution of
the North Atlantic Council, but whatever form it took, it would have to embody
obligations sufficiently binding to give the control machinery real powers and deter
violations.

9. It would probably be neither possible or desirable to attempt implementation of
such an inspection and control system in NATO all at once. It should rather be
established in progressive stages (similar to those proposed by the United States in
the UN Disarmament Commission) starting with armed forces and the least sensi-
tive forms of conventional weapons and moving gradually into atomic weapons. It
might also be suggested; if this became necessary in order to win United States
(and possibly also United Kingdom) support,* that there be at the same time a pro-
gression of geographic stages, starting perhaps with control over the signatories of
the EDC Treaty, extending later to the other members of NATO and after that to the
United Kingdom, the United States and ourselves. There are several ways in which
such progressive implementation could be reflected in the Protocol (or other instru-
ment) establishing the control system. The Protocol might be comprehensive, bind-
ing member countries to the establishment of the whole system, but might leave the
definition and timing of the various stages to the Council; or it might bind member
countries only, to the first stage of control and leave it to the Council to obtain
agreement to subsequent stages.
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10. It is difficult to predict what effect the assumption by NATO of such armament
control functions might have on the Organization's ability to perform its primary
function of collective security. In the days of the rapid build-up of forces such con-
trol functions might have been incongruous. More recently, however, this, rapid
build-up has been succeeded by the "long haul" and the emphasis now is on the
level of forces and armaments that member countries can maintain over an
extended period. Under these conditions - the political or psychological effect on
NATO, of placing . a ceiling (as well as a floor) on member countries' defence
programmes is unlikely to be adverse. Indeed, as has been pointed out above, the
United States mutual aid machinery has already operated in practice to impose such
a ceiling. In any case, it would be essential to make clear that the establishment of a
NATO control system did not imply unilateral Western disarmament.

Annexe E

[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3j

Annex E

VIEWS OF CERTAIN INTERESTED COUNTRIES ON MR. ROBERTSON'S

SUGGESTION, SEEN AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO EDC RATIFICATION

Mr. Robertson's suggestion would seem to have obvious merit from the French
point of view. The hesitation about the EDC felt by several influential members of
Mr. Mendes-France's government (although, if Mr. Spaak is to be believed, no
longer by Mr. Mendes-France himself) indicate that all the concessions so far made
-- the protocols, the Saar, the United States and United Kingdom declarations -
are still insufficient. The French opponents to the EDC, while naturally satisfied
with its provisions insofar as they would limit German rearmament, seem to remain
dubious about two other points: they are reluctant to see the French army, from
whose glorious traditions they draw much comfort, dissolved into a European
army, in which the French contingents might be commanded by German generals;
and they are unconvinced that United States and United Kingdom relations with the
EDC would be close enough to counterbalance the ascendancy which Germany
would certainly gain within it before very long. The admission of Germany to a
NATO developed as Mr. Robertson suggests would seem to offer satisfaction on all
these points: it would ensure an adequate control of German rearmament, preserve
the integrity of the French army, and provide for United States and United King-
dôm participation on an equal basis.

Germany
.2. If the EDC, upon which the Federal Republic has staked so much, were to fail,
Mr. Robertson's suggestion would certainly arouse interest in Bonn. It would not
be the first step demanded by the new circumstances: the restoration of German
sovereignty would have to come first. But no matter how that was effected, the
Federal Republic would have to undertake not to rearm except under conditions
agreeable to the other members of the Western alliance. These conditions would be

France
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met if the Federal Republic were admitted' as a sovereign and equal member of
NATO, which would itself have developed an armament control system.

3. Such an arrangement would probably not affect the question of German reunifi-
cation very much one way or another. For reasons mentioned below Soviet hostility
to NATO, even in the altered form proposed by Mr. Robertson, would likely con-
tinue for some time to come. So, therefore, would the partition of Germany. How-
ever we do not believe that this prospect would diminish German interest in NATO,
any more than it has weakened their backing for the EDC up till now, and for the
same reason: the Germans would stand to gain so much in other ways.

Italy

4. The Italian delay in ratifying the EDC appears to be caused, not so much by any
feeling that it is defective, as by the desire to strike a better bargain over Trieste.
Unlike France, Italy is not seeking an alternative to the EDC. This does not mean,
however, that it would not be interested in such a reasonable suggestion as Mr.
Robertson's in case France rejected the EDC. Indeed, should Italy not receive satis-
faction on Trieste, it might itself reject the EDC, but still be willing to go along
with the development of NATO into a closer form of partnership.

Benelux

5. The Benelux countries, like the Federal Republic, have all ratified the EDC.
Should the decision go against the EDC, however, they have already informed Mr.
Mendes-France that in their view the only possible alternative would be the admis-
sion of the Federal Republic as a sovereign and equâl member of NATO. Although
the idea of developing armament controls within NATO does not seem to have
occurred to them as yet, there is no reason to doubt that they would be favourably
impressed by it, to the extent that they share France's fears of uncontrolled German
rearmament.. , .
Nordic and Balkan Members of NATO

6. Norway, Denmark and Iceland at the northwestern end of the NATO crescent,
and Greece and Turkey at the southeastern , end have always regarded the EDC
sympathetically. However, partly because of their geographical situation, they have
never seriously considered membership. They are therefore the first of the countries
so far reviewed for whom Mr. Robertson's suggestion would entail the surrender
not of less, but of more national sovereignty. It is probable that the Nordic coun-
tries at least would hesitate before making such a sacrifice. Their reserved attitude
towards NATO bases is hardly encouraging. However, they might find armament
controls easier to accept than foreign troops and installations. Also, they have all
expressed themselves as favourable to a controlled German contribution to Western
defence, and they are all themselves accustomed to a certain degree of such control,
as practised by the United States MAAGs mentioned in paragraph 4 of Annex
"C". Probably, in the end, the attitude of the United Kingdom would prove decisive
for the Nordic members 'of NATO, and the 'United States attitude for the Balkan
members.
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United Kingdom

7. British and, as we shall see, Americân reactions to Mr. Robertson's suggestion
are likely to be even more reserved, at least initially. Although the United Kingdom
has always supported the EDC for the six countries concerned, and has gone a long
way towards a close association with them, it has steadfastly opposed any notion
that it might itself become a member. It has also been reluctant to see the political
development of NATO extended beyond the present modest limits, e.g., its wari-
ness regarding political consultation within NATO's Permanent Council. These are
the understandable reactions of a great power. The United Kingdom fears to lose its
comparative freedom of action in Europe, and its privileged entrée in Washington,
by , any closer association with the continental countries than appears essential.
Nevertheless it would certainly not wish to remain aloof from any European devel-
opment in which the United States had decided to participate. In the end, therefore,
everything would seem to depend upon the United States attitude.

United States
8. Here the greatest difficulty is likely to arise. Since 1945 "security" has be come

a national preoccupation with the United States, as evidenced by the McMahon
Act, the McCarran Act, the investigations conducted by various Senate and House
committees, and so on. Americans attach great importance to the physical manifes-
tations of security, including security clearances of individuals, use of security
guards, and rigid control of security information on a "need-to-know" basis.
9. For these reasons it would appear most unlikely that the United States would be

prepared to release information, even to its NATO partners, on the size and distri-
bution of forces other than those specifically committed to NATO commands, or on
most aspects of its atomic weapons development and production program. The
United States does exchange information with the United Kingdom and Canada on
the development of conventional weapons, but has on many occasions made it clear
that it is not prepared to make similar cooperative arrangements with other NATO
countries. Under such circumstances it is difficult to see how any."inspection" or
"disclosure" scheme could be made to work in a NATO context.
i

10.'It is true that at the London disarmament talks the United States offered to
participate in a world-wide disarmament system. It would not be at all inconsistent,
however, if it were to refuse to take part in any system that' was not world-wide.
The United States could argue that its security would be imperilled if it were to
disclose any of its defensive arrangements, even to its allies, as long as any enemies
remained to whom thesé arrangements might subsequently be betrayed. The only
conditions on which it might consider accepting disclosure and inspection arrange-
ments within a limited group of allied countries would seem to be that all these
countries should submit to security controls operated from Washington. Consider-
^8.!^e present disrepute of these controls everywhere abroad, it is hardly likely
^hat the Western allies would submit to them at any price.
=.11. The situation is not without certain promising aspects, however. For one thing
the United States Administration has recently asked Congress for authority to pass
to NATO certain atomic information hitherto denied under the McMahon Act. Sec-
Ondly, if the proposed NATO armament controls were derived, not from the EDC
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but from a United States working paper as we are suggesting the State Department
could hardly refuse to give the idea a thorough examination. And thirdly, the
Americans are known to, be considering the. possibility that, the Western allies
explore the " peaceful . uses of atomic energy unilaterally, in default of the Soviet
collaboration which has been invited and refused. This notion of theirs - which,
incidentally, does not seem to have met with much approval in Whitehall - might
provide , a peg on which to, hang the suggestion that we tackle the disarmament
problem unilaterally.

Soviet Union
12. There remains the Soviet reaction to consider. Mr. Robertson -visualizes the

possibility that the Soviet Union might eventually be impressed by the honest
intention and efficacious operation of the NATO armament control system. It might
then be less reluctant to participate in such a system itself, either under NATO, or
more probably UN auspices. At last a world-wide system or armament control
would begin to look more feasible. But such a happy development, obviously, is
reserved for the more or less distant future. One, way, of determining just how dis-
tant might be to decide why the Soviet Union opposes German rearmament. If it is
motivated by a deeply-felt fear of Germany, it is likely to take an even darker view.
of Germany rearming under NATO auspices than ; within the EDC, because in
NATO Germany would seem to be under more direct control from the Pentagon.
But if its attitude is prompted more by the tactical opportunities the issue presents
for splitting the Western alliance, then once Germany, had been admitted to NATO,
particularly under the conditions envisaged by Mr. Robertson, it might well decide
to accept the situation with equanimity. In the first case Soviet hostility to NATO
might never be abandoned; in the second, a tacit agreement to live and let live
might be reached in the foreseeable future. Out.of such an agreement world dis-
armament might - or`might not = eventually, develop. All that can be said at this
stage is that there appears to be no reason to'suppose that the Soviet Union would
make Germany's admission to NATO in the near future a casus belli. Consequently

the Western allies might as well disregard the present Soviet attitude in making
their arrangements, even while allowing themselves the slight hope that it might
one day change for the better. .:.,. ,:,.

309. DEA/50322-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni. ,

: Secretary of State for External Afffairs ;
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TE[.eGRm 1031 Ottawa, July 20, 1954

SECREt

Reference: •Your telegram No. - 741 of June'26, 1954.
. .. .. . . . _, ,
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:.r. , NATO, THE EDC AND ARMAMENT CONTROL

Following for Robertson from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: We regret that an
acknowledgement of your important telegram No. 741 has been delayed until now.
The Minister is intrigued with your suggestion in relation to the Atlantic alliance.
He mentioned the idea casually and in very general terms to Mr. Eden during the
latter's visit here but we did not report this since neither Eden nor Caccia made any
response. As you will have gathered from my telegram No. 339 of July 14 to
Paris, fi repeated as No. 1006 to you, he also mentioned it in very general terms to
the French Ambassador last week.

2. Meanwhile the Department has made a detailed study of your suggestion. We
infer that you were principally concerned, in putting it forward, with the disarma-
ment problem. While recognising its long-term possibilities in this connection, we
have concentrated more on its relevance to the EDC problem. Also, we have modi-
fied your suggestion somewhat on technical grounds. We feel that it would be
impracticable to adapt EDC controls to NATO, but that it would be feasible to
adapt the controls envisaged by the United States working paper presented during
the London disarmament talks. With these variants we continue to believe that your
suggestion merits serious and urgent consideration as one possible means of assist-
ing EDC ratification or, if needs be, of providing a possible alternative thereto.

3. We have prepared a memorandum for the Minister to this effect. Copies are
going out immediately to you, and to "our missions to Paris, NATO, Bonn, Rome,
The Hague, Brussels and Washington and the U.N. We shall acquaint you with the
Minister's comments as soon as we receive them: Naturally, we look forward to
receiving your comments as well. Ends.

I
r

t

4

310. DEA/50322-40

• Le haut-commissaire au Rôyaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 904 London, July 28, 1954
: . .. . ,. , .

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 1031 of July 20.

NATO, E.D.C. AND ARMAMENT CONTROL

It has occurred to me that it might be useful to exchange ideas with the Foreign
Office at this stage. Would you see an objection to our suggesting that we give
them a copy of Annex "C" to the memorandum for the Minister of July 16th, in
return for the commentary which they prepared for Mr. Eden (my telegram No. 838
of July 17).t
2. One of the things I had in mind when putting forward the tentative ideas in my

telegram No. 741 of June 26th was that there already exists a precedent of sorts for
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an inspection procedure within NATO, to the extent that,, as I understand it,

SACEUR is responsible in peacetime for organization and training, and is therefore
empowered to exercise direct control over the higher training of national forces
assigned to his command and to inspect the training of all such forces. This is not

mentioned in the analysis of the present situation within NATO contained in Annex

"C", and I thought it might be worth drawing to your attention. ;

311.

TELEGRAM 1116

; DEA/50322-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures "
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in .United Kingdom

Ottawa, August 3, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 904 of July 28, 1954.

NATO, EDC AND RE-ARMAMENT CONTROL

I agree with your proposal to exchange ideas with the Foreign Office at the offï-
cial level at this stage. There are, I feel, positive advantages to be gained from
having a clear conception of United Kingdom thinking on German re-armament
generally and some reaction to our tentative views relating to re-armament control
within NATO before considering how we might approach other interested
governments.

2. There would be no objection to your giving the Foreign Office a copy of Annex
C of the Memorandum to the Minister of July 16 in return for the commentary
prepared for Mr. Eden. In doing so you may wish to mention the point raised in
paragraph 2 of your telegram which, I think, might be expressed in a more general
way. You might say that some measure of direct control already exists in the sense
that the integration of national forces under unified NATO command in Europe
already involves a measure of supervision over the numbers, equipment and state
training of the national forces involved. You [may] also wish in handing Annex C
over - as a [document] prepared to the official level - speak to it [in terms] of
Annex A to give its broad political background st ;

si Le coin inférieur droit du seul exemplaire que nous ayons trouvé de ce document était endommagé-
The bottom right-hand comer of the only copy of this document found was torn.
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312. DEA/50322-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affâirs

LErrER NO.1459 London, August 6, 1954

' ..
SECRET

1:

Reference: Your telegram No. 1116 of August 3rd.

NATO, E.D.C. AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

In accordance with your instructions we have given a copy of Annex "C" of the
memorandum to the Minister of July 16th to Laskey in the Western Organizations
Department of the Foreign Office, filling in the background in terms of the broad
political arguments contained in Annex "A". Laskey agreed that the fundamental
problem is the increasing unbalance of power between France and Germany, but
said he doubted whether there was really any solution to it other than the efforts of
the French themselves. This unbalance has been used, for example, as an argument
for United Kingdom membership of the E.D.C., but in his opinion such an
approach to the problem was misguided in that if adopted it would tend to
encourage the French to rely on outside assistance and to assume that on all occa-
sions the British would back them in any difficulties or disagreements with their
German partners. .

2. Laskey promised to look into the possibility of letting us have whatever had
been prepared in the way of commentary on Mr. Robertson's suggestions for a
control system within NATO, and in any case to discuss the analysis in Annex "C"

as soon as he has had time to study it.
3. In this general connection, we were very much interested in seeing the report

on thinking in the State Department on German rearmament contained in Washing-
ton's telegram No. WA-1347 of July 31st.t It would appear that, starting from more
or less similar premises and with the same goals in mind, the State Department and
the Foreign Office have come to opposite conclusions as to'the way in which the
necessary safeguards could be made most palatable to the Germans.
4. So far as we have been able to find out from recent conversations with officials

in the Foreign Office handling'German and NATO affairs, thinking here has not
progressed much, if any, beyond the suggestions regarding the transfer to NATO of
essential safeguards from the E.D.C. Treaty which were outlined in the working
paper submitted a month ago during the Anglo-American discussions on Germany.
The Foreign Office are apparently awaiting United States reactions, which have so
far not been received. It is still the assumption that the Federal German Govern-
ment would find it difficult, it not impossible, to accept any restrictions on rearma-
ment which were applicable to Germany alone. Hence the conclusion that the ideal
solution would be to deal with the problem through the incorporation in NATO of
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provisions from the E.D.C. Treaty in such a manner as to make them, in form at
least, applicable to some or all of the other NATO members.
5. With reference to the current odds on the chances of E.D.C. in view of the

increasing prestige of M. Mendes-France, the Foreign Office, like the State Depart-
ment, are much encouraged by the Premier's approach. They pointed out, however,
that the lâtest time-table does not 'leave much margin for possible delays. Even if
the Treaty is passed by the Assembly, it will in all probability be turned back by the
Council of the Republic: In this event, it is extremely doubtful that there would be
time for the Assembly to vote on the E.D.C. again before the recess, which would
leave the whole question still in abeyance until the Assembly reconvenes in the
Fall.

6. With reference to parliamentary procedure here in connection with the imple-
mentation of the Contractual Agreements, the Government is, as you know, com-
mitted to affording an opportunity for debate before ratification of any agreements
that are made. It is not felt, however, that this implies any serious delay, since
agreement on the next step could hardly be reachéd much before the end of Sep-
tember, and Parliament reconvenes shortly thereafter.

. i

313. ^ ' DEA/5032240

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

- . . . .; .; , „ , , .
LErrER No. 2484 Paris, August 19, 1954

TOP SECRET

Reference: Your Letter No. S-482 of July 20.t
. . , .. ;. ,

NATO, THE -D.C. AND 'ARMAMENT CONTROL

I. Introduction
We share your view that Mr. Robertson's proposal is of more immediate interest

in its bearing on the German re-armament problem than in relation to a world dis-
armament programme. In any case it is the former problérn which is of more direct
concern to this Mission,'and accordingly we shall confine our comments to this
aspect of the proposal. We shall, moreover, assumé that it is now too late to put the
proposal forward prior to the. E.D.C. debate to take place dûring the last week of, . . .. ; ., ,,
the month in the French Assembly., . ^..^_. _
II.° Our 'First Reaction

2.A Leaving aside 'for the moment the broad context in` which the matter has been
• set out in the Memôranduni for the Minister, all of us in 'this Mission were immedi-
ately^ struck by the considerable difficulty which the proposal,' if implemented,

R.E. COU.ws
^ ^ . .
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would create for NATO. While it is true that NATO has a number of aspects, there
is no doubt that throughout its existence its chief raison d'être has been the Western
re-armament programme. The most significant of NATO's regular activities is the
Annual Review, a process designed to use, all possible means to improve both the
quantity and the quality of the West's defence forces. It was for this reason that the
Permanent Council was set up. For the last two years or so, this programme has
been a difficult one, as the initial shock of Korea has'worn off and Governments
have become increasingly aware of the pressures opposing a continuing and expen-
sive armaments programme. NATO has had to strain every effort to maintain the
impetus which still survives. If to this single-minded purpose and structure there is
grafted a concept and a procedure for limiting armaments, we think there will inev-
itably be a conflict between the two. The loss of direction and of purpose which
would result would seriously threaten the defensive structure which has been
erected with so much effort and cost.

III. Franco-German Relations
3. Returning now to consider the proposal in a broader perspective, we recognize

that the point of departure for a study of this, as of so many other problems, is the
vexed question of Franco-German relations. We find ourselves only partially in
agreement with the outline analysis of this problem appearing in the Memorandum
to the Minister and elaborated in Annex A to that Memorandum. We agree that the
problem arises essentially from the imbalance, which is steadily increasing,
between the two major countries of Western Europe. Fundamentally this imbalance
is a question of resources, human and material, and of the use of these resources
which social and political conditions in the two countries make possible. France,
once a world power, is one no longer, while she still has considerable resources,
she appears unable to exploit them. Germany, on the other hand, is strong and is
rapidly growing stronger. Up to this point we are in entire accord with the views
outlined in the Memorandum.
4. The memorandum then suggests that "there are only two ways to correct the

Franco-German imbalance of power". Frankly, we consider that this imbalance is
inherent in the situation, is a fact of life with which the French will have to learn to
live in much the same way as the United Kingdom is gradually becoming adjusted
to a similar relationship toward the United States. We agree that it is patently
impracticable to keep Germany weak; but no amount of outside reinforcement can
make France strong if she cannot find the sinews of strength within herself.
5. 1he Memorandum then speaks of reinforcing France within the framework of

NATO. In effect this means, and we believe that this is the real line of argument of
the Memorandum even though it does not emerge specifically, that there should be
set in the balance against Germany not only France, but additional weights coming
Primarily from the United States and the United Kingdom. This general concept is
of course not. new, and underlies the "guarantees" and "associations" which have
been worked out to link the two latter powers to the proposed E.D.C. The concept
is 'certainly a valid one, but up to the present it has appeared that the U.S. and the
U.K. have gone as far in this direction as they are prepared to go. Their commit-
ments have not been. sufficient to overcome French hesitations concerning the
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future course of Germany, and accordingly there persists the likelihood that even if
E.D.C.` is ratified, it may be wrecked by German assertiveness or French suspicion
and sensitivity.

6. As we interpret the argument set out in the Memorandum, it is suggested that
Mr. Robertson's proposal makes a direct attack on this problem. It is true that it
does involve a new commitment which the U.S. and the U.K. might perhaps be
prepared to undertake in conjunction with France and Germany. It would not, in
itself, make France stronger or keep Germany weak, but to the extent that it bol-
stéred French confidence or restrained German "pushing", it would undoubtedly
help to make German re-armament palatable. We believe that it would not in any
fundamental sense solve the problem of Franco-German relations, but it might
make the problem more tractable.

IV. The E.D.C.
7. It may be useful at this point to review in broad outline the history of the

E.D.C. On very short notice and under strong U.S. pressure, NATO accepted in the
autumn of 1950 the thesis that a military defence of Western Europe was possible
only with German assistance. In consequence, the principle of German re-arma-
ment in some form was accepted, and is still held, as a NATO objective. To meet
this objective, the simple and obvious course would, of course, have been to admit
Germany to NATO and authorize the creation of a Germadmilitary establishment.
Such a course was regarded by the French Government of the day as politically
unacceptable to France. Accepting the obligation which this rejection imposed
upon it to produce an alternative plan, the French Government (again acting hast-
ily) devised the E.D.C. The essence of the plan was to incorporate German
resources, both human and material, in the Western rearmament programme in such
a way that control would be exercised, not by the German Government but by a
supra-national authority through which neighbouring countries could ensure the
protection of their own vital interests. It was, ôf course, the hope of the French
Government in putting forward the plan that the United Kingdom would become a
full member. In that case, Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and such other
continental countries as could be induced to join, would in effect be shut up
together in a tight little box where no country'could take any significant initiative
with regard to military preparations without the consent of the others. On the
assumption that France and the U.K. would act together to control Germany, in
case of difficulty, the box was seen as a container for Germany.

8. When it became clear that the United Kingdom was unwilling to participate in
this plan, France might have been well advised to seek a new and different solution
to the problem of reaiming Germany safely. The dangers ahead, however, do not
appear to have been clearly recognized; perhaps it was assumed that France with
the support (on which she could probably count to a fair extent) of the other four
prospective members, would herself have been able to control German ambitions.
If that was the position two years ago, it clearly no longer survives. In the face of
German economic and political strength, France obviously has no confidence that
-Germany can be effectively controlled within the bounds of E.D.C. The increasing
imbalance which has been discussed above, and the loss of confidence resulting

i
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from two more years of French impotence, have altered the picture considerably.
The box which was to be a container for Germany has now become a trap through
which France and the rest of Western Europe would fall under German domination.

9. We believe that this analysis provides a clue to the proposals which Mendes-
France has now put forward for the modification of the E.D.C. Treaty.52 The two
positive aspects of these proposals are to destroy the supranational control which
the E.D.C. was intended to embody, and to make withdrawal from the community a
very much easier process, in other words, to let France out of the trap. The negative
aspect of the new proposals (leaving aside the particular discriminations against
Germany, which are of local significance only) is to remove the former controls
previously laid upon Germany and thus, in effect, to permit Germany to re-arm
independently. As much of the support outside of France for the E.D.C. plan has
been based on its provisions for a considerable measure of integration of Western
Europe, and as that particular aspect is almost entirely removed by the new French
proposals, it is natural that they should find little support among the signatories
other than France. Nevertheless, this fact should not blind us to the strategic advan-
tage of the looser scheme. There is little doubt that the recruitment and training of
German forces under a German Ministry of Defence and General Staff would make
a faster and more effective' contribution to the military capacity of the Western
World. While such a development may justly give rise to misgivings, it has never-
theless been a declared aim of all NATO Governments for some years.

V. Germany and NATO
10. Consideration of the new French proposals leads to a further thought. If

France is in fact prepared to accept German rearmament in the form provided by
the new (or Mendes-France) version of E.D.C., then there is little practical reason
why she should not go further and accept German membership in NATO. On first
analysis, it appears to us that the Mendes-France proposals give Germany member-
ship in NATO in everything but name. T

11. While the press does not appear as yet to have recognized this fact, we suspect
that it soon will. Of course, it is already apparent that there is almost as much
opposition within France to the Mendes-France version of E.D.C. as to the original
version. This opposition is clearly based upon that large fraction of French opinion
which has never accepted the desirability of rearming Germany in any form. No
method of re-armament of Germany will satisfy this element in French opinion.
Nevertheless, it is unlikely that this element constitutes either in the country or in
the Assembly a genuine majority. The reason it has been so difficult to get a major-
ity in favour of E.D.C. is that the potential majority which accepts the principle of
German re-armament has nevertheless been bitterly divided upon the means. If, as
appears probable, this potential majority has now come to feel that the E.D.C. rep-
resents not a safeguard but a trap, then it is logical to believe that during the next
weeks or months, they may be prepared to accept the principle of national German
re-armament along the lines sketched out by the Mendes-France proposals. Yet to
preserve the name and not the substance of the original E.D.C. plan, will obviously
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involve, major. difficulties for all the other signatories: The reactions to Mendes-
France's proposals in other E.D.C. capitals are already.making this point clear.

12. The upshot of this admittédly - speculative line of thought is that it may be
possible upon suitable conditions to obtain French approval for. the admission of
Germany to NATO. It now seems unlikely that France will ever accept E.D.C. in its
supra-natibnal form. It may be that France would accept E.D.C. as emasculated by
Mendes-France, but this solution is unlikely to be acceptable to the other signato-
ries. It may prove that the only possible ground for agreement is an admission of
Germany to NATO under special conditions.

13. If Germany is to be re-armed with the consent of the Western powers there are
only four possible 'methods, and of these that involving free re-armament without
controls and without commitments to the West is obviously totally unâcceptable to
all concerned. The three remaining methods are:

(a) Under supra-national '(European) control, and tied to NATO - the old version
of E.D.C. . : . -

(b) Within the NATO frame but with effective control exércised by the German
Government.

(c) Through a special, non-NATO alliance, presumably with the U.S. and perhaps
the U.K.; this.would necessarily involve association with NATO.

14. For the reasons discussed above, we. do not believe Chat France will accept
alternative (a). Alternative (c) is presumably even less attractive to France, as it
would clearly mean that in a very short time France would become merely another
NATO power and the West's "Big Three" would be the U.S., the U.K. and Ger-
many. There remains alternative (b), which covers both the new or Mendes-France
form of E.D.C. and also the alternative of German admission to NATO. As we have
indicated, we do not think a "de-supra-nationalized" E.D.C. would be acceptable to
the'signatories other than France. German admission to NATO, on the other hand,
has nothing directly to do, pro or con, with -European integration, and iwhile the
others would not welcome it, there is no particular reason why they should refuse.
But for them, as even more for France, it would have to be accompanied by special
conditions.

VI. The Problem of German Admission to NATO
15. It might be argued that in her new-found strength Germany would insist upon

unconditional admission to NATO or none at all. Nevertheless it appears to us that
a reasonable case could be made out for the imposition of special conditions that
would not necessarily appear discriminatory. Leaving aside the fact that Germany
is an occupied country, an argument which Germany would not accept as relevant,
there is the non-controversial fact to distinguish Germany from present NATO
members that at the present time Germany has no Defence Ministry and no General
Staff. While we have not studied the question fully 'enough to propose an exact
formula, it appears to us that upon this fact one could hang a provision that the

t elevels for, Germany's various military programmes should be determined by h
North Atlantic Council as a part of the Annual Review process. Indeed NATO has
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already had to deal with the problem of two governments (Greece . and Turkey)
which have wished to carry military programmes beyond their economic capacity.

16. There could then be laid down a set of principles to cover the determination of
these levels ('in the light of economic and political"considerations') which on the
one hand would 'provide for effective limitation and on the other hand might be
presented as the necessary means of overcoming the technical problem created by
Germany's present lack of a Defence Ministry and a General Staff.

VII. Armament Control
17. The thoughts outlined above have led us some distance away from Mr. Rob-

ertson's proposal for a NATO armaments control programme. This is because we
have wished to outline the considerations which bear on our judgment of it. We
mentioned earlier our belief that the introduction into NATO of a general concept
of armament limitation, which would be in conflict with NATO's present guiding
theme; would cause great difficulty in maintaining the allied defence programme.
In general we support the interpretation (in Annex E of the Memorandum to the
Minister) of the probable reactions of various interested countries. In particular, we
believe that there is little if any prospect that the United States would participate to
the extent which would be necessary for the programme to be regarded by Ger-
many as more than a trick. The success of the proposal would certainly rest upon
genuine United States participation and such participation we regard as most
unlikely. It is well known that the United States Government and particularly the
Department of Defence has little confidence in the reliability of the security sys-
tems of a number of its NATO allies. As long as the risk of war with a well-armed
Soviet Empire exists, it is difficult to imagine that the United States would give
such vital information to Governments which are believed to have many Commu-
nists highly placed throughout their civil and military services.

VIII. Conclusions
18. Our analysis, in line with the declared NATO objective, has focussed upon the

particular question of German re-armament. While this is not the only possible
starting point, we believe that it is the most realistic one when the U.S. position is
given the weight it deserves. Recognizing this "militaristic" bias as an element in
our thinking, we might sum up our views in the following manner.

19. We believe the chance of genuine United States participation is so slight, and
thé prospect that even this would persuade France to accept E.D.C. in supra-
national form so remote, that we do not see Mr. Robertson's plan as a promising
complement to the old version of E.D.C. We consider the new or "pseudo-NATO"
version of E.D.C. to be unacceptable to the proponents of European integration, as
it represents for them the shattering of deeply held ideals. If France is to accept
German rearmarnent and still continue an effective member of NATO, we believe
that it can only come about through the establishment of a control over Germany in
which the United States and the United Kingdom would participate along with
France. This could be achieved through the admission of Germany to NATO under
certain conditions. The conditions would have to include provision for control over
the level of German armaments. While there are difficulties in either course, we
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believe on balance that such control is more likely to be obtained without damage
to other: basic objectives through the establishment of special conditions for Ger-
many than through the, application on a NATO-wide basis of Mr. Robertson's pro-
posed armament control scheme. This last point, however, is,certainly debatable,
and it is undoubtedly possible that it would be easier to obtain support for German
admission to NATO in both France and Germany if Mr. Robertson's plan were to
be used. We are impressed by the arguments in support of the proposal, particularly
those arguments relating to this political problem, which are set out in Bonn's des-
patch No.' 781 of August 13.t With most of those arguments we are in sympathy,
but we consider that the despatch in question does not give sufficient weight to the
harmful effect upon NATO'of combining the principles of rearmament and dis-
armament, or to the strong probability that the United States would not be prepared
to participate. Hence our conclusion, necessarily tentative, is more or less as
follows:

(a) France will reluctantly accept German rearmament, but not in a supra-national
structure limited to the continental powers alone.

(b) The other continental powers will not`accept German rearmament in a manner
which formally rejects the concept of European integration.

(c) It will thus be finally accepted that Germany should :be admitted to NATO.
(d) This could be done either with the help of a NATO armaments control plan or

through the negotiation of special terms of admission.
(e) Either of these courses would be difficult, but'we believe the former would be

seriously disruptive to NATO as a whole. We believé the alternative course is feasi-
ble and should be encouraged.

L.D. WILGRESS

314. DEA/50322-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.

TEi,EGttAM 1037, London, August 26, 1954

EDC

=I saw the Foreign Secretary this morning. He was not very happy about the
general state of things. He has been trying to work out within the Foreign office
and with the Cabinet a line of policy for the United Kingdom to pursue if, as seems
more and more likely, the French Chamber does not approve EDC in this week-
end's debate. He would himself like to find a way by, which the United Kingdom

• could enter into a modiGéd EDC; but thus far he had not been able to work out any
form of association which*could stand up to the scrutiny and criticism of his col-
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leagues. As matters stood he could not see any way of reconciling the French desire
for the inclusion of the United Kingdom as a full partner in a European Defence
Community with the political and strategic necessities of the United Kingdom

position.
2. In the circumstances the United Kingdom now felt compelled to think seriously

about the feasibility of containing German rearmament within NATO. He gave me
a copy of the Foreign Office working paper on the conditions and safeguards which
the United Kingdom should seek to secure in any negotiations looking to the incor-
poration of Germany into NATO. The text of this paper, which is going up to Cabi-
net this week, is contained in my immediately following telegram No. 1038. Eden
recognized that it would be difficult and probably impossible to get the Germans to
agree to all these conditions, and even if they did agree to them he did not feel
United Kingdom opinion would be very happy about German rearmament in this
inevitably much looser framework. In particular he felt the majority in the Labour
Party and the TUC which had loyally supported German rearmament within EDC
would find it very difficult to agree to the recreation of a German national army
with its own general staff, etc. On the other hand one had to remember that
Adenauer himself had not hitherto wanted Germany in NATO. This genuine reluc-
tance on his part would be reinforced by the increasingly strong bargaining posi-
tion which Germany with the aid of events had made for herself. The more closely
one looked at feasible alternatives to EDC, the less one liked them, but he feared
these alternatives would have to be pretty seriously and searchingly examined dur-
ing these next weeks if the French debate should end either with the rejection of
EDC or inconclusively.

3. He was inclined to think that the next step should be to explore with Adenauer
the`problem of German association with NATO. He did not like putting pressure on
the French by isolating them, and told me that he had intervened from Geneva to
block an earlier American suggestion which Churchill had been inclined to accept
for a conference of the EDC ratifying countries, plus the United States and the
United Kingdom, from which France would have been excluded. However, at the
present juncture he thought it would be waste motion for the other powers con-
cerned to try to start next week negotiating with France on the basis of whatever
riders, qualifications or amendments might have been produced by an inconclusive
EDC debate in Paris. There might be something to be said for giving France an
opportunity for its own "reappraisal" of the consequences of rejecting the European
Defence,Treaty. Eden thought the State Department, which probably recognized it
had been a little too officious with its good offices in Brussels last week, were
likely also to share this view.
4. Eden had not yet discussed with Washington the question of when and how and

by whom the problem on German relationship with NATO should be explored with
Adenauer. He did not want to invite Adenauer to London, and he did not himself
wish togo to Bonn. At the same time he thought the Americans might feel that
therë was a good deal to be said for the United Kingdom raising the whole range of
problems with the Chancellor informally and secretly and at the earliest.,.
opportunity.
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TELEGRAM 1038

TOP SECRET

. NORTH ATLANflC TRBATY ORGANIZATION

. Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
I au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
^ to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50322-40

London, August 26, 1954

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram No. 1037:

RESTRICTIONS ON GERMAN*REARMAMENT WHICN M1GHT BE FEASIBLE

IN THE EVENT OF GERMAN ADMISSION.TO NATO
(UNITED KINGDOM WORKING PAPER).. . . . .

Public opinion in France and other NATO countries will not readily accept Ger-
man membership of NATO without some restrictions on German rearmament.
These restrictions, if they' are to be acceptable to German opinion, must not dis-
criminate too obviously against the Germans and must apply to other countries as
well. The ideal solution would be to transplant to NATO as many of the essential
EDC safeguards as we can persuade the Germans to accept as the price of joining
the leading western "club" as a full member.

We might aim at agreements on the following subjects:
(a) Germany's initial contribution. The size and character of the initial German

defence contribution to NATO would be agreed with the Federal Republic as part
of the negotiations for her'admission to 'NATO. It would be based on the EDC
figures of twelve divisions and 1300 aircraft. It would comprise neither submarines
nor strategic bombers. The agreement might inc'lude a clause to' the effect that any
change in the composition or strength of the German contribution could only be
made in 'consultation' with the North Atlantic' Council (i.e., through the annual
review process) and in accordance with agreed NATO strategy.'

(b) Strategically exposed areas. A protocol might be added to the North Atlantic
Treaty to reproduce the EDC Agreement that within "strategic areas" certain types
of arms production and research,' including atomic and thermonuclear weapons,
submarines and military aircraft,° would only, be permitted by decision of the North
Atlantic Council. In order to avoid ôbvious discrimination against the Germans it
will probably be necessary to define as "strategic areas" not only the Federal
Republic ,but also parts of the NATO area also contiguous or nearly contiguous to
the Soviet "empire' such as North Norway, Denmark Thrace and Turkey north of
the Straits:. , •

(c) A European arms pool. A European arms pool would have political and psy-
chological value.' Thé six EDC countries might adopt within NATO a plan for an
arms pool, incorporating the essential features of the relevant provisions of the

The• EDC Treaty (i.e., control over production, import and export of war material).
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drafting of the plan for 'such an arms pool would have to be left primarily to the
EDC countries.

(d) Commitment of forces to NATO. In order to prevent Germany from maintain-
ing forces other than those committed to NATO, an agreement might be concluded
between all members of NATO on the lines of Articles 9, 10 and 11 of the EDC
Treâty. Thus NATO members might I agree that apart from forces placed under
SACEUR no armed forces. will be maintained except:

(i)'Police and gendarmerie intended for the maintenance of internal order;

(ii) Troops for the personal protection of the Head of State;

(iii) Forces required for international missions (e.g., UNO) or for any other pur-
pose approved by the North Atlantic Council;
(iv) Forces which any member required to fulfil its defence responsibilities in
the North Atlantic area other than the European mainland or outside the NATO
area.

(e) Integration and deployment of NATO forces.

(i) Measures might be 'taken to give effect to what is already agreed to be
SACEUR's first responsibility, namely, the creation of a genuine and effective
integrated forces, notablÿ in the air, so that all German air units could be
grouped with other nationalities in NATO air formations.

(ii) Thè position of Western Germany in the centre of the NATO front line, cou-
pled with the obvious temptation for German forces to cross the zonal frontier to
assist their compatriots in the Soviet zone or even later on to modify the Oder-
Neisse frontier, make it essential to establish effective NATO control over the
location and movement of the German forces.

We can reasonably expect the Germans to agree, as the United Kingdom and the
United States agreed in the recent declarations about the EDC, that their forces
shall be deployed in accordance with agreed NATO strategy. In addition, it might
be agreed that national forces placed under SACEUR shall not be moved within the
NATO area nor revert to national control for use within the NATO area without the
consent of SACEUR and the North Atlantic Council. We could not in the case of
Germany allow a repetition of the Italian action in September 1953 in sending
troops and ships to the Yugoslav frontier without any consultation with NATO. The
presence or Allied forces in Germany would of course be an additional and effec-
tive.safé-guard.
(f)Maintenance of United States and United Kingdom troops in Europe. To sup-

plement th' ese suggested measures of control probably •the most satisfying assur-
ance that could be given to the French (particularly from the psychological point of
view) would, be some guarantee of the continued presence of United Kingdom and
United Stâtes forces on the continent. Their presence would be essential in connec-
tion with; 'e.g.. paragraph (e)(i) above. The United Kingdom and the United States
have`already stated, in connection with their proposed links with EDC, their inten-
tion to r keep on the continent their fair share of forces required for European
defence"n,s long âs the threat exists. New declarations on similar lines might be
inadê bÿ, both governments.
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(g) Extending the duration of the North Atlantic Treaty. An additional reassurance
to the French (which would be particularly effective if guarantees as envisaged in
paragraph (f) above were given) would be the addition of a protocol to the North
Atlantic Treaty to remove the possibility, of denunciation before fifty years. The
idea that the treaty should be considered of indefinite duration has already been
ventilated in, the North Atlantic Council and in a broad sense approved. A legal life
of fifty years might greatly help to reconcile public opinion to German rearma- .
ment. This provision might be included in the protocol inviting German accession
to NATO.

(h) German assurance against any attempt to modify existing frontiers by force.
One of the main objections to German admission to NATO is undoubtedly the fact
that the Federal Republic (and probably a future reunited ' Germany) would be a
territorially dissatisfied power, under constant temptation - to - modify its eastern
frontiers by force and to drag the whole of the NATO alliance into war for that
purpose. This objection is a real one and cannot be completely met. But we should
at least require the German Federal Republic to make the type of declaration (suita-
bly amended to meet the altered circumstance) which Dr. Adenauer last December
agreed to make over the proposed security guarantees to be offered to the Russians
in connection with the entry into force of the EDC. This would be buttressed by a
version of the accompanying statement by the three western powers amended to
take account of the new situation and to include all other NATO powers.

316. DEA/50322-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Extenial Affairs

Top SECReT [Ottawa], Augûst 27, 1954

GERMAN ADMISSION TO NATO

You will have seen Mr. Robertson's account of his interview with Mr. Eden
(Canada House telegram no. 1037 of August 26) during which the Foreign Secre-
tary outlined the difficulties surrounding any arrangement to associate the United
Kingdom more closely with a modified EDC and the problems involved in impos-
ing conditions on German rearmament should Germany be admitted to NATO. It is
apparent that the United Kingdom is not prèpared to make any last minute conces-
sions which might increase'support for the EDC in France and consequently they
are currently studying seriously the feasibility of containing German rearmament
within NATO in the probable event that the Treaty'of Paris is rejected by the
French Assembly or the `debate is inconclusive.' (The outline of the United King-
dom plan for restrictions of German rearmament in the event of German admission
to NATO is contained in Canada House telegram no. 1038 of August 26.)

2. Mr.' Eden recognizes (and I think' yoû would agree) that it would be difficult
and probably impossible to get the Germans to agree to all these conditions as the
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price of joining NATO particularly since Germany, as a result of recent events, is in
a'stronger bargaining position 33 He has indicated to Mr. Robertson that the next
step probably should be for the United Kingdom to explore secretly with Chancel-
Ior Adenauer the problem of German association with NATO, although it is appar-
ent that he has not yet discussed this course of action with Washington.
3. According to the information we received earlier from our Embassy in Wash-

ington; the State Department is not enthusiastic, and in fact can see strong objec-
tions, to the United Kingdom plan for imposing restrictions on German
rearmament in the event that Germany is admitted to NATO. While they agree that
there,, must be restrictions on German defence production and German military
forces, their main objection to the United Kingdom plan is that it would result in a
type of second-class membership for Germany in NATO which would not for long
be acceptable to German public opinion. The State Department is thinking in terms
of a new agreement between the Three Powers and Germany which would come
into effect at such time as the prohibition of German rearmament might have to be
removed. In addition to binding the Federal Republic not to seek reunification of
Germany, or the reintegration of the lost German territories in the East by force of
amis, the agreement would prohibit the manufacture in Germany of some of the
items listed in the EDC Treaty (e.g. atomic weapons, biological weapons, etc.) and
at,the same time bind the Federal Republic to try to meet some of the force goals
set for it by NATO. In this latter connection the United States considers it might be
possible to draft a clause which could be interpreted in Western Germany as an
undertaking on the part of the Federal Republic to do its full share in contributing
to the common defence of the West and could be interpreted in France and the
United Kingdom as setting a limit on German rearmament.
4. In our view there would seem to be considerable merit in endeavouring to work

out as soon as possible a plan acceptable to both the United States and the United
Kingdom (and possibly to the other NATO members) for controlling German
rearmament within NATO before making any approach to the Germans, particu-
larly in the light of the possible repercussions in France should it appear that the
United Kingdom is attempting to put pressure on France by making a separate
approach to the Germans. In addition, an immediate approach to the Germans,
before a mutually acceptable plan for German rearmament has been worked out,
could mean that German rejection of most of the features of the United Kingdom
plan inight make it more difficult to obtain some compromise solution between the
opposing United States and United Kingdom viewpoints.
S.'Although we have not had an opportunity to study the United Kingdom plan in

'detâil, our preliminary reaction is that it provides a much more realistic practical
.approach to the problem (i.e. through modifications in existing NATO arrange-
ments which as you know is one of the basic features of Mr. Robertson's original
Proposals) and is more likely of acceptance from the French point of view (and
moreover would probably have the support of the other EDC countries smce e

United Kingdom plan envisages the incorporation of many of the safeguards con-
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tained in the EDC Treaty) than the United States plan of having the safeguards
included in a separate agreement between the Three Powers and the Federal Repub-
lic. In addition, any separate treaty would probably have to obtain parliamentary
approval in France. whereas modifications of existing NATO arrangements might
not.

6. In the circumstances, if you agree with this analysis of the situation, I suggest
that we might instruct our High Commissioner in London to inform the Foreign
Office of our views.- I suggest, if you approve, that Mr. Robertson might emphasize
our concern at the reaction in France to a separate United Kingdom approach to the
Germans at this juncture, particularly when you have already expressed to the
French Premier our sympathetic understanding of the difficulties which his govern-
ment faces and since we have stressed the importance'of obtaining a settlement
which will protect the interests of France and advance the cause of Atlantic cooper-
ation. A separate approach to the Germans at this time might also serve to convince
them (to borrow Mr. Ritchie's expression) that they are the "teacher's pets" while
France is "at the bottom of the class".

7. If you think it advisable we might also ask the Foreign Office and State Depart-
ment to consider jointly with us possibly in Washington the plan, originally sug-
gested by Mr. Robertson and elaborated on in the Departmental memorandum of
July 16, as a preliminary to raising this, in some larger body such as NATO
Council.-14

J. L(tm1, . . r. . , .
317. DEA/50172-40

I

TELGRm EX-1512 Ottawa, August 27, 1954

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Stcretary of State for Ex(ernal Affairs
Io Ambassador in United States'

SECRET

Repeat London No. '1259; CANAC

. ' NORTH ATLAN77CTRBA7Y OROAN¢A110N

Paris No. 575; Paris No. 445.

EDC

There are reports in the press emanating from Washington that if, as seems very
likely, EDC is defeated in Paris, a meeting of six European members of NATO,
plus Germany and the United States, will be called to decide what to do next in
regard to Germany's association with collectivé defence.'

Note marginale JRiarginal note:
How can we discnsa modifications to NATO with the Germans before we discuss them in the
NATO Camdl.1t..9. Pearsonl
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.2., I have been very surprised that in these references, which are apparently
inspired by the State Department, there is no suggestion that Canada should partici-
pate in such a meeting. This would certainly be hard to explain here in view of the
contribution we are now making to European defence, and which will certainly be
âffected by the bréakdown of EDC. Canada's absence from any such meeting
would certainly encourage those forces in this country who look forward to the day
when we can' lessen, or even withdraw from the commitments we have already
undertaken under NATO.
3. I would be glad if you would enquire of the State Department whether there is

any_validity to the above reports.

318..: DEA/50322-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TrdiGttAM EX-1538 Ottawa, August 31, 1954

SBCRBT. IMMEDINTE.

Repeat London No. 1275.
In the light of your telephone conversation this morning with Ford, you might

inform Elbrick that we are currently thinking in terms of German association with
NATO as the most practical means of providing for a German defence contribution.
However, in order to do this on non-discriminatory terms calculated both to meet
legitimate German aspirations and at the same time to provide for adequate safe-
guards on German rearmament, we are inclined to the view that it would be neces-
sary for all NATO countries to agree to give the Organization additional functions
in the field- of armament control. We consider that there may be some merit in
exploring the `pôssibilities of such a plan particularly since the United Kingdom
Proposals (as contained in Canada House telegram No. 1038 of August 26 repeated
to you) are open to the serious objection (already expressed to you by the State
Department) that they provide for a form of second-class membership for Germany
in NATO.
` 2. If our understanding of the present thinking in the State Department is correct
(as reported in your telegram WA-1347 of July 31),t the Americans appear to be
favourably disposed towards the idea of German admission to NATO but unlike the
United Kingdom, they would prefer to have the safeguards on German re-arma-
mént and German military action included in a new treaty between the Three Pow-
ers 'and the Federal Republic which would at the same time bind the Federal
Republic to try to meet some of the force goals set for it by NATO. Apparently the
State Department considers that it would be possible to draft a clause in this agree-
ment which could be interpreted in Western Germany as an undertaking on the part
of thé Federal Republic to do its full share in contributing to the common defence^^:.^k
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and could be interpreted in France and the United Kingdom as setting a limit on
German re-armament.

3. While we have not yet studied the United States views in detail (and we would
be grateful for any additional information you are able to provide) our preliminary
reaction at the official level is that they attempt to solve an essentially'NATO prob-
lem in a quadri-partite basis only. In addition it would probably be very difficult to
work out in that framework any agreement which would be acceptable to the
French and which would be able to obtain French parliamentary approval. In the
circumstances we-consider that there might be some additional merit in devoting
serious thought to the principles of our plan which, even if it were to require parlia-
mentary approval in France, would likely prove more acceptable to the Assembly.
4. Accordingly you might relay these thoughts informally to Elbrick. You might

also mention orally some of the salient points of Annex C to our memorandum of
July 16 avoiding, however, any mention of the parts touching on atomic control.

5. It would be useful to inform your United Kingdom colleagues to the same
extent that Foreign Office has been informed by Mr. Robertson.

6. We hope to be able to send you shortly further information concerning the next
steps. For your, information, our preliminary thinking is that talks might be held by
you with State Department officials in Washington and simultaneously in London
with the Foreign Office.

319.
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

PCO

TOP SECRET

:.:

F.xtract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], September 1, 1954

EUROPEAN DEFENCE COMMUNITY

24. The Secretary of State for External Affairs reported on the recent debate which
had taken place in the French Assembly concerning the European Defence Com-
munity. The Canadian mission in Paris had never thought' the E.D.C. would be
approved by the Assembly. Having in mind that Canada had a brigade group and
an air division of over 300 planes in Europe, he had sent a message to the Premier
of France, to record Canada's interest in the matter of the defence of Western

Euro 's Su risin 1 the message was made public and as a result had been inter-
preted in Canada as a warning; but Mr. Mendes-France had thanked him for it and
said that it was helpful and comforting. It appeared to have done no harm. While,
in many ways, it was useful to have the E.D.C. question settled, it had been decided
in a most unfortunate manner. The decision was taken on a motion of closure and
the prôponents of .,the plan had therefore been prevented from discussing it. The

31 VoidSea Canada, Departnnent of External Affairi. Press Relâase. 1954, No. 53. ait
<<f j. Voit awVSee also France, Ministùe des Affaires Evartgères. Docxnunu diplomatiques jrans

1954. Puis : Imprimerie nationale, 1987, Docunxnts 110 eUmd 116.
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Premier appeared to be playing a curious role. He indicated that he wanted E.D.C.ermoreapproved but he was apparently relievedconfidence. MrnoMendes-France was nowthe issue had not been made a vote of
going to endeavour to produce a solution to the problem himself.
"-The reactions in Washington and Bonn to the killing of E.D.C. could be danger-
ous. In the United States, the forces of isolationism might be strengthened or
France might be written off and separate defensive arrangements made with West-
ern Germany. In the latter country unless something useful were done in the near

future, Chancellor Adenauer's position would be gravely weakened. His position
had already been weakened by the defeat - of âD•Ch^^l othe defection of

r Adenauer could not
prominent West Germans to the Communist s
play an active part in public affairs much longer because of his age, and it was
doubtful if those who would succeed him would inspire the confidence he had
amongst Western nations.
." It now seemed desirable to have the whole matter of European defence and West
Germany's position placed before the NATO Council, as soon as some thought had

been given to the character of any new arrangement which might be reached. The

United States had wanted a NATO meeting immediately but, because of the discus-
sions at Manila regarding the formation of a Southeast Asian Defence Organiza-
tion, the earliest time at which such a meeting could take place would be in
October. The United States would probably suggest that West Germany be admit-

ted to NATO with a minimum of restrictions. France would resist this strongly. It
should be possible, however, to find a way for using the NATO machinery to con-
trol armaments. The Premier of France might try to reach an agreement with West

Germany outside of NATO auspices and then seek to have her admitted to the
organization afterwards subject to such agreement. We should press to have the
matter discussed fully with a view to integrating West ^^a` ^û ^^gh^t^ft
as soon as possible, otherwise it would be too l ate
rapidly towards a closer connection with the Soviet bloc. It was to be hoped that
public opinion in the United States and the United Kingdom would not become too
bitter towards France. Mr. Mendes-France's support in his own country was not too
strong'despite his successes prior to the E.D.C. debate.
25. In the 'course of discussion, the following points emerged:

(a) Canadians would be unlikely to want to continue to keep forces in West Ger-

mâny unless the West Germans themselves were permitted and were prepared to
shâre in their own defence.
t; (b) tWith regard to the Manila Conference, the position of the United States had
flow altered quite considerably and their proposals for a tight security pact had been
watered down. It seemed that U.S. policy was becoming more realistic but one

result was that Thailand and the Philippines were more impatient with the United
States than they had been heretofore.
^(c) French fears that Gertnany might dominate Europe did not seem realistic in an
âge of thermonuclear weapons of great destructive power.
`-26: ?he: Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs

• the debate in the
regarding the fate of the European Defence Community followmg
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French' Assembly, and agreed it would now be desirable that the question of the
defence of Europe and'the'pôsition of West Germany be considered at an early
meeting of the NATO Council.

320.,

Le secrétaire
.
d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royacune-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

DEA/50322-40

TELEGRAM 1291 - Ottawa, September 1, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: My telegram to Washington, repeated to you as No. 1259 of August 28.
Repeat Paris No. 462; CANAC Paris No. 591; Vashington EX-1545.
Following for High Commissioner from Minister, Begins: There is a Reuters des-
patch in this evening's paper to the effect that the British Cabinet has decided to
call an early Eight-Power conference, on Foreign Minister level, to discuss an alter-
native method of rearming Western Germany and associating her with NATO.
Apparently the Scandinavian states and Canada alone of the NATO members are to
be omitted from this consultation. You will appreciate the difficulty and embarrass-
ment that this would cause us. . , . - ; : . , , . . .

321.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom '
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

. ., , . ^ .

TEI.EGRAM 1068

DEA/50322-40

London, September 2, 1954

SECRSr.IMMEDIATE

Repeat CANAC Paris No. 69; Paris No.-111; Bonn No. 39; Brussels No. 10; The
Hague No. 18.

1. The press reports this, morning . that the United Kingdom Cabinet yesterday
agreed to seek an early'conference - perhaps within a fortnight - of the United
Kingdom, the United States and the six EDC signatories to consider the best frame-
work for Germany's defence contribution now that the EDC framework has been
shattered.

2. I have reminded the Commonwealth Relations Office: of the considerations put
forward in your telegram to Washington EX-1512, and enlarged on the embarrass-
ments that might arise from our omission from the list of countries to be consulted.
I am seeing Swinton and Kirkpatrick later: this afternoon and will put the same
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point to them. The United States is reported in the press to have expressed a prefer-
ence that the first general consultation should take the form of a NATO ministerial
meeting. I assume this would be your view too. In the circumstances I am inclined
to think the best object to work for is a verÿ early NATO council meeting, not
necessarily ministerial, ^ because of the time difficulty and Dulles' absence, which
could sponsor exploratory negotiations between those of its members most directly
concerned with the German defence contribution, and Germany. I assume that if
negotiations were sponsored by NATO, there would be no question but that Canada
would be among the countries invited to take part.

322. DEA/10935-F-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TuEGRAM 1072 London, September 2, 1954

RESTORATION OF GERMAN SOVEREIGNTY AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

We understand CRO will be providing you with a. more detailed account of
action which it is proposed to take following failure of French Assembly to approve
EDC. ,This message will merely attempt to outline the main points as told to us
tôday:
2. It is intended to proceed immediately with simultaneous consultations in Bonn

and Paris regarding the putting into effect of the Bonn Conventions. These consul-
tations will be based on the two draft protocols and the draft exchange of notes
produced by the Anglo-American working group here on July 12th. So far as Bonn
is concerned, the two High Commissioners are approaching Adenauer separately.
We gather that Conant had an appointment this morning and that Hoyer Millar will
be seeing Adenauer later this afternoon. Part of the reason for separate consulta-
tions'is that the Foreign Office wish to sound Adenauer out in a very general way
regarding his reactions to the solution of the rearmament problem through member-
ship in NATO `as envisaged in the British working papér transmitted to you in my
telegram`No. 1037 of August 26th. We gather that the State Department, on the
other hand, do not wish to go any further at this stage than discussion of the proto-
côls relating to the restoration of German sovereignty, although they have no objec-
tion to. the British raising the question of a defence contribution through NATO,
providing it is.made clear that is strictly a British initiative. The Benelux countries
and the NATO council will probably be informed Saturday of the action taken
regarding the Bonn Conventions, and, we assume, will be given copies of the rele-
"ant documents. .
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DEA/50322-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
" au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TE[.EGRAM 1297 Ottawa, September 2, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Canada House Telegram No. 1068 of September 2 to Ottawa, already
repeated to you.
Repeat Washington EX-1554; CANAC Paris No. 593; Bonn No. 202; Paris No.
466; Brussels No. 106; The Hague No. 102; Copenhagen No. 34; Rome No. 126;
Lisbon No. 53; Athens No. 87; Ankara` No. 67; Oslo No. 44.

GERMAN REARMAMENT AND NATO

Canadian High Commissioner in London has reported by telephone that, con-
trary to press reports, the United Kingdom has not yet issued invitations to an 8-
Power meeting. Robertson is seeing Foreign Office this morning and will express
Canadian Government views as follows:

(1) There should be an early NATO Council meeting, either at Ministerial level or
of Permanent Representatives;

(2) Question of German participation in Western defence should be considered in
the NATO forum and not in an 8-Power or 3-Power meeting separate from NATO;

(3) It would be preferable to allow enough time before the NATO meeting to per-
mit of careful preparation. However, if we must choose between a premature
NATO meeting and a non-NATO meeting, we strongly prefer the former.

(4) Our preference for the NATO forum applies even if it were suggested that
Canada be invited to any non-NATO gathering.
.(5) When the NATO Council meets it might well decide to delegate, to a group of

NATO members, the responsibility of negotiating with the German Government
and of course reporting back continuously to the NATO Council. This smaller
group might be the three Occupying Powers or it might be the Three Powers plus
the E.D.C. countries plus Canada. (We realize of course that the three Powers have,
as Occupying Powers, certain authority relating to German sovereignty which is
not and cannot be derived from the NATO Council.)

2. Please immediately inform at a high level the Foreign Office of the country to
which you are accredited of the,Canadian Gôvernment's views as given above.
3. `In answer to enquiries, press will be told here (and you may do the same in

reply to enquiries)' of Canadian views `given in sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) above,
and also that, while we are still studying the matter, we cannot at present see any
satisfactory alternative to Germany's association with NATO. We are not at this
stage telling the press of our idea that NATO Council should delegate the task of
negotiation with the Germans to a smaller group.
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- 4. This telegram is being sent for action to all Canadian Missions to NATO coun-
tries and repeated for information to London, Bonn and our Delegation to NATO in
Paris.
5. (FOR EMBASSY PARIS ONLY) This telegram will serve as the reply to your

telegram No. 392 of September 2.t

324. DEA/50030-P-1-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
% , to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECREr [Ottawa], September 3, 1954

NATO, EDC AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

The failure of the French Assembly to approve EDC has now confronted the
Western Allies with the same difficult problems (though in a more highly charged
atmosphere). to which the Paris Treaty appeared to provide the answer. These
problems -, West German sovereignty and a controlled German contribution to
Western defence - must be solved together if we assume, as we must, that French
co-operation in the formulation of Western policy with respect to Germany is
essential to the unity of the North Atlantic Alliance. Of the two problems, the most
difficult is that of German rearmament. When that is solved the problem of German
sovereignty should prove relatively easy, since it is not German sovereignty itself
but one of the important attributes of sovereignty (i.e. the right to national armed
forces) which, in French eyes, raises the spectre of German militarism. The basic
framework for terminating the occupation régime and recognizing German sover-
eignty has already been agreed between France, the United States and the United
Kingdom in consultation with the Federal Republic. However, to attempt to solve
the question of sovereignty first would almost certainly complicate the solution to
the rearmament problem.

Main Consideratiorts
2• Our approach to a solution of these problems is based on the following

assumptions:
(a) As agreed at the Brussels Meeting of the North Atlantic Council in 1950, a

Gernian defence contribution is essential to the defence of Western Europe;
(b) This contribution must be obtained in such a way that legitimate German aspi-

rations are met while, at the same time, the members of NATO, and particularly
France, .are assured of adequate safeguards against misuse of German military
Power,

(c) To do this inevitably involves tackling the underlying problem of Franco-Ger-
man relations, which in many respects is fundamentally one of an increasing unbal-
ance of power between the two countries; - '



•(d) With the failure of the EDC, NATO seems to provide the most practical frame-
work within which the harmful effects of this unbalance could be counteracted by
bringing in the United Kingdom and the United States to offset German military
and economic strength., ; ° , . ; • : : ; . ' .

(e) If NATO is used for this purpose, German admission must be brought about in
such a way as to preserve the unity of NATO and to ensure (as far as it is possible)
the permanent integration of Germany within the Atlantic Community.

3. These considerations have led us to the conclusion that the solution to the twin
problems of German sovereignty and a German defence contribution which offers
the best prospect of permanency is one involving the admission'of a sovereign Ger-
many to NATO after there has been instituted in NATO as a'whole a system of
armament control adequate to safeguard against a resurgence of German milita-
rism. Any restrictions on German sovereignty retained as a condition of Germany's
admission to NATO are unlikely to last for long and the strains among member
countries which their removal would create might disintegrate the Alliance.
Whatever controls on German rearmament we consider essential should be so
established that they appear non-discriminatory, or as nearly so as possible.

4. We set out in our memorandum of July 16, and particularly in Annex "C" to
that memorandum; a plan which would offer a solution along these lines. You will
recall that the plan was that the forms of armament supervision which already exist
in NATO (the Annual Review, the activities of the Standing Group agencies and
the NATO Secretariat in the fields of standardization of arms and correlation of
defence production, and the training and inspection responsibilities of the Supreme
Commanders) should be strengthened and that a system of inspection should be set
up in NATO under the authority of the Council. It was suggested that this control
machinery might be established in progressive stages in order to introduce flexibil-
ity into the plan.

Views of our Missions

5. We have reviewed our previous memorandum, in the light of the comments
received from our missions abroad. One of the main objections raised has been that
our plans would change the whole character and direction of NATO. Mr. Wilgress,
in particular, is concerned lest the introduction of what he calls "the concept of
limiting armaments" would result in a loss of direction and purpose in NATO, par-
ticularly at a time when member Governments are'experiencing considerable diffi-
culty in meeting their existing commitments.

6. In reply we would point out that our plan isnot for "limiting" armaments but
for controlling them and that such a system'could work in both directions (either to
limit or to maintain existing levels) according to individual circumstances. It is
fairly evident, moreover, that there has already been some loss of momentum in
NATO due in some part to the adoption of the ^"long haul" approach to NATO
defence planning and in some part to the uncertainty surrounding the German
defence contribution (which has been regarded by NATO as essential but has for so
long failed to materialize). 1here is good reason to believe that our plan, if success-
ful, would restore a positive purpose to the Alliance by obtaining willing German
participation in the Atlantic Community, binding the Alliance more closely
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together and providing it with - a flexible machinery capable of facilitating future
NATO defence planning, whatever direction it might take. For these reasons it is
our view that this plan, if properly presented to the public, would increase popular
support for NATO rather than the contrary.

7. Our Ambassador in Bonn is in full agreement with our analysis of the underly-
ing problem of Franco-German relations. He believes that since German support
for the E.D.C. was based to a large extent on genuine support for the "European
Idea", membership in NATO itself may not be a completely adequate substitute. He
feels, however, that one of the main attractions of our plan is that under it Germany
would adhere to the same "rules of the club". as the other members. A summary of
German views following the failure of the E.D.C. is given in Annex "B".

8. Mr. [C.S.A.] Ritchie has made one suggestion which in our view might with
advantage be incorporated in our proposals. He considers it important to secure
from West Germany, as a prerequisite to admission to NATO, a guarantee that it
will not attempt to re-unify Germany or recover the lost German territories in the,
East by force of arms. We think it would also be desirable to combine this with a
parallel undertaking by West Germany to devote the whole of its defence effort to
NATO, on the grounds that since West Germany, as a member of NATO, would
have renounced the use of force in dealing with the question of its eastern frontiers,
and since it has no overseas responsibilities, it can have no legitimate use for armed
forces beyond those assigned for the defence of the NATO area. Such undertakings,
which the Germans could hardly refuse to give, would of course furnish NATO
with a powerful weapon in the propaganda war with the Communists.
9. From the comments we have so far received we have no reason to think that the

French reaction to our plan would be. unfavourable. In fact Mr. Wilgress has
observed that Mendes-France, in advancing his amendments to the E.D.C. at Brus-
sels, was proposing German membership in NATO in everything but name. An
analysis of the French position following the failure of the EDC is given in Annex
«A„

10. The most important reactions ` to our plan will, of course, be those of the
United Kingdom and, more particularly, the United States. We have already had an
opportunity to study in a preliminary way the United Kingdom plan for controlled
German re-armament within NATO the text of which is contained in Annex "C".56
It is interesting to note that this plan contemplates modifications in the existing
NATO arrangements but that it would impose obligations on Germany additional to
those assumed by the rest of the member countries. The United States is opposed to
the United Kingdom scheme mainly on the grounds that it would result in a type of
second-class membership for Western Germany which would not for long be
acceptable to German public opinion. _
' 11. Our. missions have confirmed that'it is extremely unlikely that the United
States would be prepared to agree to the full inspection and control scheme
described in our memorandum to you of July 16th. At- the moment the United

% Le document britannique est réimprimé et appelé Document 315.
The British paper is reprinted as Document 315.



States appears to favour a new, agreement between the Tlvee Powers in Germany
which would contain safeguards on.German re-armament and at the same time
would bind Germany, to try to meet force goals set for it by NATO. Our chief
objections to this approach are that it represents an attempt to solve an essentially
NATO problem on a quadripartite basis only and that it is manifestly discriminatory
against Gérmany. • .

Conclusions
12. I think the time has now come when we should explore urgently with our

,NATO partners the possibility of implementing a plan such as that outlined in our
memorandum of July 16th, modified as might be necessary to command general
support, as a preliminary to the admission of Germany to NATO. In doing so I
would suggest that we put forward a series of variants of this plan, arranged in
order of their scope. An indication of these variants is given briefly below:

Variant A: Inspection and control of all armed forces and all armaments (both con-
ventional and atomic) in all NATO countries; '.
B: Inspection and control of armed forces and armaments actually assigned to
NATO Commanders; •
C: Inspection and control of armed forces and conventional armaments only in
all NATO countries;
D: Inspection and control of all armed forces and armaments on the Continent of
Europe;
E: Inspection and control of all ' armed forces and armaments in the E.D.C.
countries.

13. It is recognized that Variant A, although ideally the best, is most unlikely to be
even seriously considered, not to mention accepted, by the United States and the
United Kingdom. At the other extreme 'the last two variants involve such a measure
of discrimination that they hardly meet our req.uirements for a reasonably perma-
nent solution. The most likely possibilities would, therefore, seem to be Variants B
and C, of which the first appears to be by far the best. If Variant B were combined
with a solemn undertaking by Germany that she would devote the whole of her
defence effort to NATO, it would insure that all German armed forces and arma-
ments were subject to NATO supervision, while leaving the most sensitive areas of
United States and United Kingdom armament (the strategic air forces and the stra-
tegic reserves) and certain French forces outside its scope. The United States and
United Kingdom would probably still object but might in the end be willing to
accept it rather than risk the disintegration of NATO.

14. Variant C wôuld be lesssatisfactory in that it would leave beyond NATO con-
trol German atomic development for military purposes (unless, of course, GermanY
renounces its right to produce atomic energy). This may not be a problem at present
or for the immediate future but it is almost certain to become an important factor in
a matter of years. Moreover, an undertaking not to enter the atomic energy field is
likely before long to be regarded by the Germans as a far more humiliating limita-
don on their sovereignty, than an undertaking to assign all their forces and arma-

ments to NATO.
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15. The latter type of undertaking would be a natural corollary to a pledge by the
German Government that they will renounce force as a means of reuniting Ger-
many or recovering the lost territories (see para. 8 above). Twin undertakings of
this nature by Germany could be represented' not as discrimination against Ger-
many but merely as recognition of the key position of Germany between the Soviet
Empire and the Western Powers and the necessity of insuring that this position will
not be exploited to threaten either side. An alternative and possibly preferable form
of undertaking by Germany might be that envisaged under the United Kingdom
plan (annex "C" para. (d)) whereby all NATO members including Germany might
agree that, apart from forces placed under SACEUR, no armed forces will be main-
tained except national police forces, troops for the protection of the Head of State,
forces for international missions (e.g.' UN) and "forces which any member required
to fulfil its defence responsibilities in the North Atlantic area other than the Euro-
pean mainland or outside the NATO area".
16. As to a timetable, it would seem desirable, if you agree, to make known these
viéws immediately, in London and Washington, particularly since the State Depart-
ment appears to have expressed genuine interest in the general lines of our thinking
on German association with NATO and would be glad to examine our plan in more
detail (telegram WA-1516 of September 2 from Washington).t In the circum-
stances, I suggest that our representadvesexplain:
(a) that these views represent the thinking of this Department -and have your

blessing;
'(b) that they are not yet Canadian Government views;
(c) that if, after further study it appears desirable, we will put them forward at

whatever NATO Council meeting is convened for the purpose of discussing the
problem of a German defence contribution;
:(d) that we are disturbed that both the United States and the United Kingdom
appear to be going ahead with plans to restore German sovereignty before NATO
has had an opportunity to consider seriously proposals for dealing with the problem
of a German defence contribution.
17. If this course of action is agreeable, I would also suggest that, when instruc-

tions have been sent to London and Washington, copies of these instructions and of
this memorandum be referred to our missions in the other NATO capitals and to the
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff for any comments he may wish to make and that an early
opportunity be taken to discuss our plan in the Cabinet Defence Committee. This
consultation should not hold up our approach to London and Washington, in which
Speed is of the essence, but would be useful before proposals are put forward in the
NATO, forum. In addition, an effort will be made in this Department to study more
clôsély the United Kingdom plan with the object of determining the extent to
w.,hich some of its features are compatible with, if not adaptable to, our proposals.

1. L[ÉGERJ
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from our Ambassador to France. These were:

, French opposition to E.D.C. in the National Assembly, which was characterized
by a highly emotional content; crystallized on two points, according to the report

Annexe A

Annex A

'FRENCH VIEWS FOLLOWING THE FAILURE OF E.D.G'

light of this experience, that any provision or any alternatives to E.D.C. providing
for German sovereignty and rearmament might meet similar treatment in the
National Assembly, and debate would centre on a few salient points.

to a few essentials, notwithstanding the lengthy and detailed reports of the vanous
parliamentary committees which studied it. These reports, though unfavourable to
the Treaty, were not studied in the Assembly at any length. It would appear, in the

E.D.C. led to an emotional debate in which the highly technical Treaty was reduced
°-3. The highly charged atmosphere in' the French Assembly on the question of
able number of anti-clericals in France.
Roman Catholic political party is obnoxious, our Ambassador thinks, to a consider-
socialist leanings. The conception of a European Community influenced by a

in a large measure by Catholic parties (in France, Germany, Italy and The Nether-
lands) who, in a generic sense, have moderate right-wing political views or mild

(3) In France there is wide-spread anti-clericalisni among some sectors of the pop-
ulace and this, of course, is reflected in the National Assembly. E.D.C. is supported

ties to the Treaty.
Assembly approve the Treaty, resulted in increasing the antagonism of some depu-

and particularly Mr. Dulles, in attempting to force the French Government into
presenting E.D.C. to the National Assembly, and in endeavouring to have the

which stems from a number of causes. The recent efforts of United States officials,

politics in connection with the ratification of E.D.C. This resentment has been mag-
nified to some extent by the existence of some'anti-American feeling in France

(2) The French have resented intervention by the United States in their domestic
war crimes trials in France.

not nearly as apparent as the potential menace of ânn armed Germany with irreden-
tist aspirations in the East. They also remember three German. invasions within
eighty years, and animosity towards the Germans is presently being stimulated by

from German politics. In the minds of many Frenchmen, the menace of Russia is
the French wonder what will happen after the influence of Adenauer is removed
be repeated if Germany were again permitted to rearm. Mindful of recent history,

(1) The fear that the pattern of the second and third decades of the century would

follows:

(1) The refusal of the United Kingdom to participate in E.D.C.
(2) The rearmament of Germany linked to the limitation' of Frènch sovereignty.
2. Three important factors, which influenced the decision of the Assembly were as
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. 4. The Mendes-France proposals submitted at Brussels lend substance to our view
that the French would not be unwilling to have Germany rearmed within NATO.
These proposals provided for an intimate though inferior relationship of E.D.C. to
NATO. The protocol provided that all decisions relating to defence policy and
likely, to affect the E.D.C. as a whole would be taken unanimously by the NATO
and E.D.C. Councils in joint session, which in effect would give Germany the right
of attending NATO. Meetings, and of veto in matters of major policy. There was
also a provision that E.D.C. headquarters would be located in the same place as the
NATO headquarters. A further French stipulation was that the United States and the
United Kingdom would maintain forces on the European continent including Ger-
many at an agreed ratio to those of the E.D.C. powers, as long as any threat to the
security of Western Europe and the E.D.C. countries continued to exist.

5. An important part of the Mendes-France proposals dealt with the structure of
E.D.C. According to these proposals, the functions of the various organs of the
E.D.C.- would be, briefly, as follows during the important "initial period" of the
treaty (i.e. the first eight years):

(a) The Council of Ministers, the supreme authority, would take unanimous deci-
sions if any member considered the questions involved affected national interests.
In particular proposals to amend the E.D.C. Treaty must be approved unanimously
by the Council.

(b) The Commissariat, the effective organ, would be directly responsible to the
Council of Ministers, from which it would obtain directions, and would be limited
to administrative functions not involving political decisions.
^(c) The Commissariat would consist of: (i) a central organ; and (ii) territorial divi-
sions in all the member countries, under deputies which would be nationals of the
countries concerned. The function of these territorial divisions would be to co-ordi-
nate with the national authorities concerned the measures required for implementa-
tion of the E.D.C. Treaty. However, the legislation and regulations of the member
states in the defence field would remain in effect until E.D.C. provisions had been
drawn up and agreed unanimously.

(d) The E.D.C. Court, which was originally intended to adjudicate on questions
relating to the interpretation and application of the Treaty, would not have jurisdic-
tion in disputes arising out of the functioning of the Commissariat in each state.
6. According to the Mendes-France proposals the military provisions of the

E.D.C. would include the following:
(a) The concept of integration would apply only to the forces stationed in the

"covering zone" (which would presumably include Western Germany and possibly
other forward areas).

(b) Forces of non-E.D.C, members of NATO could participate in E.D.C. forma-
uôns.,ât the,tequest of SACEUR and the non-E.D.C. states concerned.;
7^-T6e Mendes-France proposals also would introduce the following important

1110dilïcations in the economic and financial arrangements of the E.D.C.:
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(a) During the first ' complete fiscal ° year following the entry into force of the
E.D.C. the contributions of the E.D.C. states would be determined not by the Com-
missariat but in accordance with the NATO procedure. ♦

(b) Thereafter thé procedure would be thât first the member's contribution would
be decided' in national parliaments, that then a combined E.D.C. budget would be
submitted by the Commissariat to the Council, which would have to approve it
unanimously, and that, this budget would be submitted for 'final ' approval to the
Assembly,- which could reject it, or re-allocate within it but côuld not increase it.

8. If the Mendes-France proposals had been adopted the,E.D.C. would have lost
most, if not all, of its supranational characteristics and would have become an alli-
ance similar but subordinate to NATO, though with certain additional organs (like
the Assembly and the Court) whose functions would in practice be severely cur-
tailed. The only area in which the E.D.C. would have functioned in a supranational
way, as far as can be seen, would have been in the "covering zone", where there
would have been an integrated E.D.C. force for'the Commissariat to administer.'

9. This examination would seem to lead to the conclusion that, provided NATO
could exercise some control over the size of the German defence contribution, the
French (or at least those prepared to support the Mendes-France proposals) would
not oppose the admission of Germany to NATO.

10. The French, according to press reports, regard the new German policy, which
was announced in a Cabinet Communiqué (see Annex ent ommen s of the Thisd
opinion would appear to be substantiated by the subsequ
of the Federal Government's press office, who stated that any impression gathered
from the communiqué to the effect that the Germans wished France to be excluded
from future negotiations on German sovereignty and rearmament was incorrect.

F` 11. In their turn the French have suggested that some plan might be drawn up in
which the United Kingdom would be able to participate with France, Germany and
the other E.D.C. powers. This proposal would• envisage a coalition of Iarmies, and
some degree of integration in armament industries, which would be facilitated by
the already established ECSC. However, the United Kingdom has already refusedthink
to accept any control by ECSC though the French, according to press reports,
that the United Kingdom may possibly reconsider its views about closer association
with France and Germany in Western European defence.,

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21 .

Annexe'B
.. ^

Annex B

GERMAN VIEWS FOLLOWING THE FAILURE OF EDC
to the

Our Ambassador to the Federal Republic has reported that, contrary

expected atmosphere of gloom, there is some "smug" satisfaction among ofhcials
of the German Foreign Ministry about the French rejection of EDC. This feeling

• has resulted from the record of German cooperation in regard to EDC and French
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lack of cooperation. - It has been, reflected in a press communiqué (see. below) in
which. it would appear that France was deliberately_ snubbed. °
2: At the same time Germany, according to press reports, is endeavouring to press

for complete sovereignty : in contrast to the type of sovereignty envisaged in the
original EDC: A press communiqué issued after a meeting of the German Cabinet
to discuss the French rejection of EDC made the following points:
(a) Continuation of the policy of seeking to ûnite Europe and consultations cover-

ing the further treatment of the question 'of military integration with countries that
have already ratified EDC, or are about to ratify it.

(2) Restoration of the sovereignty of the Federal Republic.
(3) Participation by the Federal Republic in the Western defence system on a basis

of equality.
(4) The conclusion of a legal settlement 'governing the stadoning of troops in the

Federal Republic by me' ans of new conventions.
,(5) Immediate negotiations between the Federal Republic and the United States
and the United Kingdom (about these issues).

3. Our Ambassador also reports that he was informed that a prominent member of
the Social Democrats (SPD) had stated that they would favour German participa-
tion in a coalition army within the framework of NATO and that reports that the
SPD as a whole favoured a neutralized Germany were not accurate. The Social
Democrats consider that such a contribution should be smaller than the French or
United Kingdom contribution. However, they would not fully support German par-
ticipation in NATO until it was clear that a Four Power Agreement on Germany
could not be reached, on the basis of negotiations as proposed in the recent Soviet
notes.

4: According to our Ambassador, Adenauer's position from an internal political
standpoint has not been appreciably weakened by the failure of the French to ratify
EDC and Germany's external position seems only to have been strengthened by
events.' Mr. Ritchie reports that there have been no very sharp criticisms of the
Chancellor and the, Government as a result of the failure of EDC; in fact there
seems to be a tendency to applaud the Chancellor's handling of recent negotiations.

325. DEA/50322-40

L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Germany

TELEGRAM 239

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Bonn, September 3, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No. 99; Paris No. 47 for Stadacona and Canac; Copies to Brussels
and The Hague.
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ADENAUER'S REACI'IONS TO UNPIED KINGDOM-UNITED STATES PROPOSAIS

Johnston of the United Kingdom High Commission hâs told us Adenauer's reac-
tions to the two protocols which were handed to him by Conant and by Hoyer
Millar yesterday were decidedly unfavourable. The Chancellor said that the proto-
cols contemplated so many restrictions being placed upon Germany that he could
not agree to place them before the Bundestag. When Conant showed the protocols
to the Chancellor, he told him that it was planned also to show them to the French.
The Chancellor. was very upset and because of this a dramatic last minute reversal
of instructions had to be given to Jebb and to Dillon. ,Jebb kept his appointment
with Mendes-France but was unable to discuss with him the principle reason for his

visit.

2. Hoyer Millar also was authorized to ask for the Chancellor's opinion on two
alternative plans which the United Kingdom Government considered as possible
means by which Germany might be brought into the western defence system. He
informed Adenauer that the United Kingdom Government favotired German mem-
bership in NATO with safeguards against unlimited German rearmament similar to
those embodied in the EDC Treaty. As a second and less attractive alternative the
United Kingdom Government had been exploring the possibility of a supernational
organization along the lines of the EDC but looser in form in which the United
Kingdom might also participate. Hoyer Millar explained that the United Kingdom
Government had not, however, been able to arrive at any satisfactory formula for
giving effect to the idea but that they would welcome any suggestions as to how
this might be accomplished. Hoyer Millar also delivered a personal message from
Churchill in which the United Kingdom Prime Minister suggested that Adenauer
might consider a unilateral declaration by the Federal Government offering to
restrict German forces to the level contemplated in the EDC Treaty.

3. The Chancellor appeared interested in and favourably impressed by the British
proposals. He undertook to study them and to give his government's considered
views on the question of German rearmament and on the problem'of German sov-
ereignty within the next few days. He was grateful he said at the evident care and
thought which had gone into the British proposals. He indicated that German think-
ing had been along similar lines. Indeed he referred to a German plan which he said
he hoped he would be in a position to discuss at the same time as he was able to
comment upon the British suggestions. •
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326. , DEA/50314-40

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
' au secrétaire d'État aux Aires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Paris, September.3, 1954

Reference: Our telegram No. 651 of September 3.t
Repeat London No.' 103; Washington No. 46.

NATO AND, GERMAN RE-ARMAMENT; PROPOSED MINISTERIAL MEETING

Prior, to the private session of the Council reported in our telegram, I was
approached by Ed. Martin of the United States delegation, who asked for our views
concerning (a) the site, and (b) the date, for the proposed Ministerial meeting..He
explained that the State Department was considering the possibility of holding the
meeting in the United States, and was thinking of the beginning of October as a
likely date. I said I had no instructions on the question of a site but personally
wôuld consider a trans-Atlantic site a mistake as the task in hand was to obtain
voluntary cooperation among the Europeans. On this count, and for convenience, I
thought Paris or London might be more suitable. Martin said that he and the dele-
gâdon here were disposed • to agree with me that a trans-Atlantic site might be a
mistake, but they were putting forward the idea of a meeting in Rome. He did not
know how strong the feeling in Washington might be on the matter of crossing the
ocean, but he thought no definite position had yet been taken.

2. As for the,date, I outlined your position as given to the Council later, and
reported i11 our telegram under reference.

3. Following the meeting I^ talked to Steel, who was concerned both about our
statement and about the site for the meeting. He said that the negotiations must
include the Benelux powers and Italy, whose foreign policies were so vitally
dependent upon the whole EDC-German question. Hence a negotiating conference
involving only Germany, the United Kingdom, the United States and France was
out of the question. But if the group were expanded to include Canada it would be
veryd,ifficult to reject the claims of Denmark and hence of Norway. Expansion to
this degree would produce an impossible isolation of Greece, Iceland, Portugal and
Turkey. This was the line of thought which had led to the United Kingdoms eight-
power suggestion.
4.'As- for the site, Steel was strongly opposed to a trans-Atlantic city. He said he

thought Rome would be the best choice, particularly as it would serve to buck up
the Italians at a difficult time for them. London would be another possibility. I
mentioned Athens, on the ground that the next chairman will be a Greek, but it has
slnce occurred to me that this would undoubtedly give rise to undesirable specula-
tion about Yugoslavia and might make life still more difficult for the Italians. I



gathered that Paris was regarded as unacceptable to the United States and in any
case, it has occurred to me since that the choice of Paris as a site would probably
create serious difficulties for Adenauer in obtaining acceptance, in Germany of any
solution which might emerge.

5. My own ideas about timing run alông the following' lines. To act as umbrella
for an actual negotiating party, a Council meeting would have to take place too
soon to permit the assembling of Ministers. Thus the initial Council examination
should be at permanent representative level and could take place sometime next
week - perhaps Wednesday or Thursday, September 8 or 9. It could be followed
by the negotiating conference, whether as a NATO working party of governments
or constituted in some other way, beginning a week or two later. The results of the
conferences' labours could then be considered at a Ministerial meeting in the first
half of October, at which time if fortune smiles, it might be possible to reach a
formal decision on` the solution of the German re-armament question.

6. An important factor in the choice of a date for the Ministerial meeting is that
fact that Mendes-France term as Chairman !of the NATO Council will end on Sep-
tember 18.'Both the United Kingdom and the United States do not trust him suffi-
ciently to wish him to occupy the chair during this proposed meeting.

7. A difficulty in all of this is the French position. During the recent debate
Mendes-France made clear his view that German sovereignty, except in regard to
re-armament, must be restored in the immediate future, and that shortly thereafter
agreement must be found on a German re-armament plan. But he was compelled to
agree that he would recall the Assembly to consider any new proposals on the Ger-
man question. How far his parliamentary commitments might interfere with the
timetable outlined above, I am unable to judge at present. Questions of timetable
aside, it would still be rash to predict in an y but the most speculative terms (see our
letter No. 2484 of August 19) what sort of agreement France might accept.
8. I shall take up in another telegram the question of the actual solution to be

sought for the substantive problem. In the meantime I should be grateful for your
comments on the questions of site and date of the Ministerial meeting and on the
timetable outlined in my paragraph 4 above. ^

DEA/50030-P-1-40327.

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^.^Tei^GRAM 661 Paris, September 4, 1954

TOP, SECREr. IMPORTANT.

Refee: Our telegram No. 656 of September 3:
Repeat London No. 105; Washington No. 47.'
^. . ^^...,, ,. . . . ^.:^.^.:.



NATO AND GERMAN RE-ARMAMENT

,Assuming that there is a NATO Council meeting at the Permanent Representa-
tive level within the next week or so to take up the German question, I think that
we should put forward the formula for convoking under NATO auspices a working
group of, governments consisting of, "countries signatory to E.D.C. or maintaining
defénce forces in 'Germany". The function of such a' working group would be to
seek an accéptable plan providing for the restoration of German sovereignty and
the provision of a German 'contribution to the I western . defence programme, and to
delineate the relâtionship between Germany, and NATO under this plan through the
preparation of some document such as a draft protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty.

. ^_., .
Composition
.1. In supporting the formula for the composition of the working group, I have had
in mind the concern expressed in your telegram No. 1291 to London and related
correspondence. It is certainly true that any solution which may emerge from -the
working -group is likely to be somewhat fragile until it has become generally
accepted through use. In these circumstances, any country not a member of the
working group.would have very little scope to.suggest modifications at the time
that the plan was put forward in a NATO Ministerial meeting, for fear of upsetting
a delicately balanced applecart. On the other hand, it appears to me an over-riding
consideration that the working group which will have a very difficult task indeed,
should be so arranged as to give it every possible prospect of success. The conse-
quences of failure in such a working group would be so critical that in my view
only the most vital considerations should alter the formula for its composition from
that most likely to lead to agreement. In spite of Steel's objections reported in my
telegram No. 656 of September 3, I do not think we should refrain from seeking an
expansion, to a nine or ten power membership, but if our suggestion encounters
serious opposition, I think we should not press it too hard.

Agenda
3. Despite'the tendency on the part of the United Kingdom and the United States

up to the present to deal with the German question in two stages (the fast the resto-
ration of sovereignty and the second the re-armament question), I consider that it
woûld be preferable to place the two problems simultaneously before the proposed
working group. There are such obvious connections betweeh the two that it appears
somewhat artificial to separate them., It is doubtful, moreover, as suggested in para
3 of Canada House's telegram No. 1299,t whether Adenauer would accept a two-
Phase programme. It has been suggested (see para 2 of Bonn telegram No. 236 of
September 2)t that the Germans might be willing to accept the two-phase approach
specifically for the reason that it would remove a French veto on German re-arma-
ment; for exactly the same reason, I suspect the French might be unwilling. Hoyer-
Millar's approach to Adenauer (Canada House telegram No. 1072 of September 3)
with aprobable 'sounding of reactions to German admission to NATO, suggests that

h,ule United Kingdom may now have veered away from the two-stage approac.



4. If there is any prospect of agreement concerning these two major problems,
there will inevitably be the question of preparing some operative document (such as
a draft protocol), which would serve to make explicit the terms.of the agreement.

Possible Terms of Agreement
,5. The generàl line which it appears is likely to be followed by the United King-
dom is set out in the working paper reported in Canada House telegram No. 1038
of August 26. This paper is generally in accord .with our own thinking here, and to
a large extent serves to put in precise form the pattern broadly outlined in our letter
No. 2484 of August 19 (see, for example, paragraphs 15, 16 and 19 of that letter).
We find ourselves substantially in agreement with the points made in para 2 under
sections (a),(b),(d),(e),(f),(g), and (h).
6. The suggestion in section '(c) for a European arms pool is an interesting one.

Such a'plan might find some real support in France as there has been a body of
French parliamentary opinion which for some time had promoted a scheme of this
sort as an alternative to E.D.C. The general idea might serve to mitigate the hostil-
ity of the European integrationists. While it would not' seriously impinge upon the
sovereignty of any state concerned, it would strengthen the internal position of the
United Kingdom Government in that it would provide for a commitment linking
the European powers to which the United Kingdom would not have to be a party.
This would meet in fairly innocuous form the separatist position which has had so
much to do with Britain's refusal to join the E.D.C., and which may in some ways
be regarded as the basic cause for the failure of the latter. On the other hand, if the
United Kingdom pushes this suggestion too hard, it. may merely infuriate those
Europeans whose opposition to EDC has been based to a considerable extent on the
haughty detachment which they- have attributed to Great Britain in its attitude
toward that treaty. On the'whole, I would see no harm in the United Kingdom
putting forward this suggestion;'' and then allowing the,EDC signatories a free
choice as to whether or not they should apply it.
5. Section (f) of the United Kingdom paper raises a rather delicate point. In the

purely military sense, the maintenance of.Canâdianforces on the Continent can
contribute very little to the' security of Germany's `neighbors. Nevertheless the
political value of a commitment by Canada as well 'as the United States and the
United Kingdom might be considerable, particularly in France. We do not know
what the Canadian Government's position might be with regard to possible assur-
ances on this point, as previous consideration of the matter has always related
directly to the, EDC. It has , been eâsy enough for us to say we have no direct
responsibility toward the EDC; but the position might be different with regard to a
NATO-wide scheme fôr^Gerriman re-armament.

6. Subject to the points raised in my two preceding paras, I, believe that the United
Kingdom paper represents a sound approach to the problem. I agree that admission
of; Germany to NATO ,is the best alternative to, EDC, , and that this can best be
achieved through the negotiation of special, terms of admission. For the most part,
the terms proposed by the United Kingdom appear to me satisfactory, although it is
clear that flexibility may be required in the course of the negotiations.
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Action Required
7. I should be grateful to receive your instructions as soon as possible on the pro-

posal in my first paragraph. We should also be glad to learn of the development of
your thinking on the broader aspects of this problem, as indicated in para 4 of your
letter No. S-482 of July 20 ^7

3?,g, DEA/50314-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TraEGRAM 1082 London, September 5, 1954

SECREf.IMMEDIATE.

Repeat CANAC Paris No. 73; Paris No. 116; Bonn No. 43.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

Nye who is now back in Canada hâss been instructed, to inform you of present
state of United Kingdom thinking in the light of last week's diplomatic exchanges.
They are now thinking of a nine power meeting in London in the week of Septem-
ber 13th and are so informing Washington, and the EDC signatories. Inter alia they
are telling them that they see no reason why the eight power meeting originally
envisaged should not be expanded into a nine power meeting by the invitation of
Canada "as a country with substantial armed forces stationed in Germany". They
do not think Denmark need be invited since her military contribution is insignifi-
cant and her presence would raise difficulties vis-à-vis Norway in particular.
2. They do not regard F such a meeting as preventing the permanent NATO repre-

sentatives from also considering these problems in restricted Council session
beginning, if this is desired,'next week. They do feel however that it would be a
mistake to start with a full dress Ministerial meeting of NATO before there is some
prospect of definite decisions in regard to German association with the west and to
a German defence contribution. Moreover they attach over-nding importance to the
fact that while Germany must be fully consulted from the earliest stage, it cannot
yet be invited to a NATO Council meeting.

'"Cette dépêche communique les documents 307 et 308 aux missions de Bruxelles, de Bonn, de Paris,
d'- Washington, de Rome, de New York et de l'OTAN.
This dispatch refers Documents 307 and 308 to missions in Brussels, Bonn, Paris, Washington,
Rome, New York and NATO.
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329. : DEA/50314-40

itant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
ecrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,, . ,

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEt.EGRANt 663

661 of September 4.
Repeat London (Immediate) No. 106; Bonn (Routine) No. 16.

Paris, September 6, 1954

Reference: Canada House telegram No. 1082 of September 5 and our telegram No.

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

We believe that the plan now proposed by the United Kingdom is the best that
can be obtained. The weakness in the suggestion made in our telegram under refer-
ence is that NATO cannot formally establish a working group to include Germany;
hence the best that could be obtained at a meeting of the Permanent Council this
week is a decision to "note with approval the proposal for a meeting" and ask the
NATO powers concerned to keep the Council informed, of developments.

It has occurred to, us that if a nine-power meeting is called, as proposed by the
United Kingdom, then Canada would be included by virtue of her special interest
in the question and not through any mechanical formula. If we accept such a propo-
sal we will by implication be accepting a significant measure of responsibility with
regard to the results of the meeting. This would mean that we may be under consid-
erable pressure to make some sort of guarantee in relation to an agreed solution. In
other, words, the question discussed in para ^ 5 of our telegram under reference
would become more important than if the ten-power formula for membership of the
meeting were to be used. It does not appear, however, that the United Kingdom is
prepared to extend the meeting beyond the nine-power limit.

TELEGRAM 1321

Reference: London telegra
- No. 1297, of September 2.

Le secrétaire' d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, September 7, 1954

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.
" . - • r _..,t.,n

DEA/50322-40



Repeat Canac Paris No. 601 (Most Immediate); as (Immediate) to: Washington EX-
1583; Paris No. 469; Brussels No. 108; The Hague No. 104; Rome No. 128; Lisbon
No. 54; Athens No. 88; Ankara No. 68; Oslo No. 43; Copenhagen No. 36; Bonn
No. 206.

GERMAN REARMAMENT AND NATO

Our preference for a NATO. discussion of the problem of a German defence con-
tribution is not incompatible with the United Kingdom plan to have an 8, 9, or 10-
power meeting. In fact, both the NATO Council and a special conference in London
could, we think, be seized of what is in essence the same problem, bearing in mind
the point raised in the last sentence of paragraph 1 sub-paragraph 5 of our telegram
1297 of September 2, regarding German sovereignty. We should make sure how-
ever that the North Atlantic Council will not, repeat not, be used solely to ratify
agreements already reached elsewherë. In this context the assurances given by the
Foreign Office to the effect that "the (London) meeting would not be intended to
make final decisions, but to reach agreement on lines on which experts should
work with a view to a full meeting of NATO later" appear satisfactory. (para. 3 of
CRO Telegram 891 of September 5). .

2. We consider that a regular Council meeting on September 8 or 9 should be held
to explore in a general way the question of possible German association with
NATO and a German defence contribution. At this meeting we should reiterate our
view that no decisions on these matters can be made outside NATO itself - and
that any such meeting as that proposed for London is preliminary consultation only,
and related to the necessity of bringing Germany into the discussions at once,
something presumably that cannot be done at this moment through attendance at
such a NATO meeting. Our role if we were invited to this London meeting would
be influenced by the nature of discussions in Paris.
3. In the event the talks in London are primarily concerned with the problem of a

Gennan defence contribution or German admission to NATO, we shall be prepared
to take an active part; on the other hand, if the meeting should be concerned with
some form of a looser EDC arrangement which,. according to information from
Bonn (telegram No. 239 of September 3) also seems to be under consideration, we
may then wish to decide to play a less active role in the discussions.
4. As far as the date of the proposed London meeting is concerned, we would see

considerable merit in having the talks commence on the 15th or 16th, rather than
the 13th or 14th. If such a slight postponement were possible, it would permit us to
examine in greater detail the views of the other NATO members on the general
question of a German defence contribution. In addition, it is possible that before the
beginning of next week we may be in a position, after discussions in London and
Washington, to bring a plan for armament control to the attention of other NATO
membersin the expectation that it might be examined by any working group which
msY ^ set up either by NATO or the London conference.
5. On the question of a full ministerial council meeting, we share the United King-

dom view that it should not be held in New York, but in Europe. The date need not
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be set now since it will depend in a large measure on the progress made during the
London conference.

6. (FOR CANADA HOUSE ONLY) I would be grateful if you could bring these
views immediately to the attention of the Foreign Office.
7. (FOR CANAC ONLY) The above should serve as guidance for the Council

meeting scheduled for the 8th or 9th. We are attempting to send you more detailed
views on procedure = generally we are in agreement with those you have
expressed in your recent messages.

9. (FOR ALL OTHER MISSIONS) For your information only repeat only.

331. DEA/50030-P-1-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 673 Paris, September 7, 1954

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Our telegram No. 663 of September 6.
Repeat London No. 107.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

At the request of the United States the private session of the Council on Septem-
ber 7 was preceded by a restricted formal session. The United States Government
wished to propose that a Ministerial meeting of the Council should be convened as
soon as possible aftera.October 1, at any time and place which might be mutuallY
agreed. If this proposal were acceptable the United States would suggest that the
time and place be decided and announced as soon as possible. The United States
had not as yet definite views on the agenda except that the prime purpose of the
meeting would be to note and to give consideration to the serious situation created
by the French Assembly's rejection of the E.D.C. plan.

2. Ultimately the Council reached agreement in principle on this proposal, but in
the course' of the discussion a great deal of attention was given to the proposed
preliminary meeting to be attended by û nurnber of NATO powers and by GermanY.
This matter was immediately 'raised by Portugal which appeared to object strongly
to the apparent exclusion from this preliminary meeting of a number of NATO
countries. Portugal was firmly supported by Norway which argued that the failure
of the E.D.C. had caused the German problem to revert tô NATO as a whole. The
opposite position was taken'by the Netherlands 'suppôrted by Belgium and Italy
Greece (and perhaps sudrprisingly, Denmark) appeared to be neutral. The major
powers did not intervene in this particular discussion, but undertook in each case to
report the points raised to their governments. i'`
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3.While the tone remained friendly, the rival positions were so strongly held that
a serious impasse appeared to threaten. Accordingly, we intervened in order to out-
fine a procedure which we suggested might meet all views. We said we were sure
that our government would favour a Ministerial meeting about October 1, and there
appeared to be general agreement that this was desirable. We suggested that all
could agree also that the most careful preparations for this meeting would be neces-
sary, and that such preparations would include exploratory discussions with the
Germans. Accordingly, we considered that the best course would be to hold a gen-
eral discussion of the question in the Permanent Council in the near future, at
which time those countries who would be participating in the talks with the
Germans would outline the ideas with which they would enter those talks. All
members of the Council would have the opportunity to put forward the general
views of their governments on the entire problem, but obviously no decisions could
be taken in the absence of adequate information concerning the German position.
Having thus available the preliminary views of all NATO governments, as worked
out in collective discussion, the powers most directly concerned would then con-
duct exploratory discussions with the Germans in order to determine the German
position and try to see possible lines of solution. They would of course keep the
Council completely informed throughout the talks with the Germans. Following
such exploratory. talks, there would take place the NATO Ministerial session at
which possible alternative solutions could be discussed and a decision reached.
^ 4. The programme which we suggested clearly commanded fairly general support
at least to the extent that no one objected to it and that those countries who would
be participating in the German discussions actively supported it. It was agreed that
the matter should be discussed again at the Council meeting on Thursday morning
(September 9) at which time it was hoped that a firm decision could be reached
concerning the proposed Ministerial meeting. A number of governments (particu-
larly the United States and Norway) were anxious that a place and an exact date for
the Ministerial meeting could be decided and announced in the near future, but
others (especially. the Netherlands) while not disagreeing with the phrase "as soon
as possible after October 1" considered that some flexibility concerning the date
should be left to take account of possible developments at the preliminary meeting
with the Germans: Van Vredenburch immediately pointed out that for housekeeping
Piuposes the Secretariat would need to know a fairly exact date as soon as possible.
5. In concluding the discussion and summing up the tentative agreement obtained

on the points outlined above, Ismay announced that Mendes-France would take the
chair at the meeting on September 9, and would briefly address the Council at that. •
time.°:He,would not be able to remain throughout the duration of the Council
business, session.



332. DEA/50115-J-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affiaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 675, r

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No., 601 of September 7.
Repeat London No. 109.

Paris, September 7, 1954

NATO AND GERMAN RE-ARMAMENT

1. Your paragraph 7 appears to assume that arrangements have already been made
for discussion of the German question during this week by the Permanent Council.
As you will note from our telegram No. 673, no such decision has been taken
although all or almost all members of the Council 'appear favourably disposed to
such a plan. At the session this morning, in suggesting a possible time-table (see
paragraph 3 of our telegram No: 673), I mentioned that the country sponsoring the
limited meeting with the Germans might wish to take the lead in arranging such a
discussion in the Permanent Council. In the absence of Steel his alternate did not
take this up, however, and thus no definite proposal has yet been made.

2. Some at least of the Council members no doubt expect us to make such a pro-
posal, as a logical consequence of our démarche reported in your telegram No. 593
of September 2. We have not wished to do so without your instructions, however,
as such action would commit us to a leading role in the discussion. While such a
role would not be in conflict with the instructions in your telegram No. 601, it
would tend to commit us at a later stage to a fairly active part in the subsequent
talks in London. All of this relates to the point made in paragraph 2 of our telegram
No: 663 of September 6.

3. Please let us know, therefore, if you wish us formally to request a Council
discussiôn of the German question: Such a'discussion should take place prior to the
London talks; which'we believe are likely to begin not earlier than September 14
and not later than September 16. As delegations will undoubtedly wish for a few
days to obtain instructions, the `date would appear to be in the range September 11
to 13. We would favour September 11, in order to allow the results of the discus-
sion to be taken into consideration by governments in preparing for the London
talks.
4. On the whole we think it would be desirable for the United Kingdom to ask for

the discussion rather than ourselves. This could no doubt be suggested either tw sh
Foreign Office or the delegation here. In any case, whatever action you may
to take should be taken rapidly in view of the timing considerations mentioned in
our previous paragraph.

NORTH ATLANT7C TREATY OROANIZATION



5. In any case, we would hope to receive prior to such a discussion somewhat
more comprehensive instructions than are given in your telegram No. 601. As this

will be the only NATO discussion prior to the London talks, from which the final

solution (if any) will in all probability emerge, and as we have played a leading role
in demanding the discussion, we will be under a considerable obligation to express
a view as to the kind of solution which should be sought in London. My own views
have been set out in our letter No. 2484 of August 19 and in our telegram No. 661

of September 4. Although we have made several requests, we have not yet received
the fiuther elaboration promised in paragraph 4 of your letter No. S-482 of July
20.f I would not wish to enter a discussion such as that envisaged in paragraph 2 of
your telegram No. 601 without a fuller account of your current views than that
given in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the same telegram on the final solution to be sought.

333. DEA/50322-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
. to Ambassador in United States

TmEGttANt EX-1592 Ottawa, September 8, 1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Our EX-1581 of September 4, 1954.t
Repeat London No. 1328 (Immediate); CANAC Paris No. 607; The Hague No.

105; Brussels No. 110; Bonn No. 210; Paris No. 475.

NATO. EDC AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

The plan set out in our memorandum for the Minister of July 16 has now been
modified somewhat. Having these modifications in mind, you should discuss it
with the State Department (for London substitute "Foreign Office") at your earliest
Opportunity stressing that it is not designed to limit armament but to control it and
that,a system along the lines we propose could work in both directions (either to
finit or to maintain existing levels) according to individual circumstances. The
mod.ified version in the form of a memorandum for the Minister outlining our
approach in detail is going forward by today's bag. In the meantime we are setting
out in this message its salient points which you may regard as your instructions in
presenting' our views to the State Department (for London substitute "Foreign
Office").

2. The main considerations outlined in our memorandum of July 16 (especially
Pamgraph, 4 and 5 and Annex A) are in our view still applicable in the light of
recent developments. We firmly believe that the best solution to the twin problems
of Gennan sovereignty and a German defence contribution which offers some pros-
pect of permanency is, one involving the admission of a sovereign Germany to
NATO after there has been instituted in NATO as a whole a system of armament
control adequate to safeguard against a resurgence of German militarism. Any
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a matter of a few yearsa Moreover, an undertaking not to enter the atomic energy
field is likely before long to be regarded by the Germans as a far more humiliating

renounces its right to produce atomic energy). This may not be a problem at present
or for the immediate future but it is almost certain to become an important factor in

trol German atomic development for military purposes (unless of course, GermanY
7. Variant t would be less satisfactory in that it would leave beyond NATO con-

gram 1038 of August 26).
might be that envisaged under the United Kingdom plan (para. (d), London tele-
either side. An alternative and possibly preferable form of undertaking by GermanY
and the necessity of insuring Ahat this position will not be exploited to threaten
the key position of Germany between the Soviet Empire and the Western Powers
be represented not as discrimination against Germany but merely as recognition of
recovering the lost tenritories Twin undertakings of this nature by Germany could
man Government that they will renounce force as a means of reuniting Germany or
6. This type of undertaking would be a natural corollary to a pledge by the Ger-

and the strategic reserves) and certain French forces outside its scope.
areas of the United States and United Kingdom armament (the strategic air forces

her defence effort to NATO. This would ensure that all German armed forces and
armaments were subject -to NATO supervision while - leaving the most sensitive

bined with a solemn undertaking by Germany that she would devote the whole of
5. Variant B in our view is by far the best solution, particularly if it were com-

sonably permanent solution. `

4. Since Variant A, although ideally the best, is we believe, unacceptable at the
present time, it could be discarded from the outset. The last two variants involve
such a measure of discrimination that they hardly meet our requirements for a rea-

countries.
E: Inspection and control of all armed forces and, armaments in the EDC
Europe;
D: Inspection and control of all armed forces and armaments on the Continent of
all NATO countries; ^. . : ,
C: Inspection and control of armed forces and conventional armaments only in
NATO Commanders;
B: Inspection and control oi armed forces and armaments actually assigned to
ventional and atomic) on all NATO countries;

Variant A: Inspection and control of all armed forces and all armaments (both con-
be arranged, in the order of their scope, as follows:
rating the idea that this plan should be viewed as a series of variants which might

3. In the circumstances, I suggest that in your presentation of this plan you should
use as a basis the Departmental memorandûm for the Minister of July 16 incorpo-

they appear non-discriminatory, or as nearly so as possible.
trols on.German rearmament we consider essential should be so established that
which their removal would _ create might disintegrate the Alliance. Whatever con-

restrictions on German sovereignty retained as a condition on Germany's admis-
sion to NATO are unlikely to last for long and the strains among member countries

, . ,.a ,. ., , .
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limitation on their sovereignty than an undertaking'to assign all their forces and
armaments to NATO:

8. Accordingly, I would be grateful if you could bring the se views to the attention
of the State Department (for London substitute "Foreign Office") at your earliest
opportunity explaining
(a) that these, views are submitted with the :full support of the Minister•,
(b) that theÿ 'are not yet Canadian Government, views;
(c) that if after further study it appears desirable, we will put them forward at

whatever NATO Council meeting is convened for' the purpose of discussing the
problem of a German defence contribution;
(d) thât we would be disturbed at both the United States and United Kingdom

going ahead with plans to restore German sovereignty before NATO has had an
opportunity to consider seriously proposals for dealing with the problem of a Ger-
man defence contribution (although we recognize their exclusive responsibility in
this matter).
Pleasè let us know as soon as possible the initial reaction'of the State Department

mitted only to London and Washington.,. .
ie being, the plan is being sub-

DEA/50322-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux,Affaires extérieures
.,'à l'ambassadeur aux États Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States -

Ottawa, September 8, 1954

Reference: CANAC Telegram No. 675 of September 7.
Repeat CANAC Paris No. 612 (Immediate); London No. - 1343 (Immediate); Paris
No. 477; Brussels No. 111; The Hague No. 107; Rome No. 129; Lisbon No. 56;
Athens No. 90; Ankara No. 69; Oslo No. 44; Copénhageri No. 37; Bonn No. 214.

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

TELEGRAM EX-1603

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT ' ^

We are glad that your efforts to avoid a serious impasse during the preliminary
discussions in the Council on' this subject have been successful and we are deeply
indebted to you for keeping us so fully informed.

2• We have' purposely avoided any definite instructions to you concerning Cana-
diati initiative, with respect to, a Council discussion on a German defence contribu-
tion pending some indication of the reaction, of other NATO members to the
approach made by our Missions (circular telegram of, September 2 addressed to you
as No. 593). We felt that an examination of the reactions to our approach and of
Yoilr reports on preliminary Council discussions would be necessary before decid-
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ing on a course of action, particularly since it seemed possible that one of the other
NATO members might, of its own accord, choose to take the initiative.

3. ^^ There are at the moment four main considerations which are influencing our
thinking:

(a) Most important is that the problem of a German defence contribution should
be recognized as being primary responsibility of NATO; the first step in its solution
should, therefore, be consideration -in the North Atlantic Council (Permanent
Representatives). . ^ , .

(b) There would be no objection to later consideration in a more restricted meet-
ing, but it should be preliminary and purely consultative in character, should be
under NATO auspices and the NATO powers not represented should agree gener-

âlly to holding it.
(c) Sufficient time should be allowed before initial consideration in the North

Atlantic Council at Ministerial level, so that the considered views of all concerned
can be expressed. -

(d) We would not wish of course failure to hold a restricted meeting in London to
be interpreted as a diplomatic setback for the United Kingdom.

4. Possibly the best way to deal with those consideration would be for the United
Kingdom to take the initiative in placing the question of a German defence contri-
bution on the conference. agenda. Such action would, in our view, serve to re-
emphasize and clarify their support of the principle involved (i.e., that a Gennan
defence contribution is essentially a NATO problem) and at the same time serve to
pacify those members (e.g., Norway and Portugal) who have been opposed to the
idea of a London meeting. In addition United. Kingdom initiative in bringing this
question before the NATO'Council could place a London conference (if it material-
ized) in proper perspective in the sense that the United Kingdom might explain that
a meeting in London would only work out the broad lines of any solution and that
the final'decision would be the responsibility of NATO. It would be preferable if
we ourselves could avoid taking the further initiative of placing this matter on the
Council agenda, particularly since we have already taken steps to make our views
known on the question of the principle involved.

5. A recent report from London, (telegram 1105 of September 8) suggests that
Chancellor Adenauer seems to be veering towards the position that the whole ques-
tion should be handled by the North Atlantic Council without direct German panic-
ipation, and that he is in favour of avoiding any precipitate action by the Council in
order to avoid another Brussels fiasco. On the basis of this German reaction and the
lukewarm reception in Washington to the Foreign Office proposal for a London
meeting, it seems more and more evident that the London meeting will be either
postponed or abandoned. In the circumstances ,'the United Kingdom may b
favourably disposed towards any suggestioii by us that they take the initiative in
raising the question of a German defence contribution in the Council. If you agree,
I suggest therefore that you should make an approach to your United Kingdom
colleagué, and we shall at the same time inform the Foreign Office and the State
Department of our action. You should we 'think mention to Steel that if and when
the Council meeting is held we would be prepared to` steer the discussion in the
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direction of our earlier proposal that NATO should sponsor or at least approve the
idea that some of its members (preferably the three Occupying Powers) should dis-
cuss the question of a German defence contribution with Chancellor Adenauer. You
will, of course, make it clear that our.main concern is to have .a full and frank
discussion in the Council at some mutually convenient date which will allow all
NATO governments adequate time to prepare instructions for their. members on the
Council.' :. t .

6. You sliould therefore speak to Steel along these lines. In the event that the
United Kingdom is not inclined to take the initiative, it is possible that the Secre-
tary-General, Lord Ismay, might place the subject on the agenda, particularly when
the Council, ' in effect;, has already -been seized of the problem. If the Secretary-
General should not see fit to take such action it is possible that the Norwegians
might either choose or be persuaded to raise the issue. As a last resort you shoûld
do it yourself.

7. In your discussions with your U.S. colleague you may assume that Washington
is aware of our views expressed in our telegrams of September 2 and 7.
8. In tomoirow's discussion, you may wish to use appropriate excerpts from the

Minister's speech at.Toronto yesterday (our telegram to you No. 603 of September
7),

9. London. Please speak âlong 'same lines to Foreign Office.
10. Washington. You may use above information at your discretion in speaking to

State Department
11. Other Missions. For information only.

335. L.B.PJVo1. 46

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner. in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGitAM 1131 London, September 10, 1954. , . _ .i

SECRET & PERSONAL. IMMEDIATE.`

Following for the Minister from Robertson, Begins: I saw the Foreign Secretary
this morning,,who gave me, for your private information, an outline of the ideas he
will take with him on his consultations with the EDC countries. He was not sending
a11y papers before him to any of the capitals he planned to visit. He did not propose
to give any press conferences before his return to London on Thursday next, nor
did he expect to have any opportunity of seeing any Commonwealth or allied dip-
lomatic representatives during his round of consultations with the several host
countries. If you wanted. to get anything to him during the next week, he thought
this could be most quickly and easily arranged through the Foreign Office.
.2• He was hopeful that before his departure he could get the Prime Minister's
consent to the United Kingdom stepping up the forces formally and permanently
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committed to SACEUR from the one division promised during the negotiations that
were hoped toi prepare the way for the ratification of EDC to say, three divisions.
Churchill is still reluctant to agree to the United Kingdom assuming an obligation
in Europe which would have no exact American counterpart; but Eden was trying
to persuade him that such an'undertaking by the United Kingdom would not only
make it easier for the European allies to accept Germany as a NATO partner, but
would strengthen the prospects of continued American cooperation in European
defence. He thought that if he could get the Prime, Minister's, approval to such an
offer, the rest of the Cabinet would quickly concur. s

,

1 1 . .
3. He attaches a good deal of political importance to the suggestion that the Brus-

sels Treaty might berevised to permit of the entry of Germany and Italy. He will
try this out in the first instance in Brussels: If the Benelux countries do not like it,
he will not pursue it further. If they do, he does not think that Mendes-France is
likely to oppose it. The Italians are expected to welcome it and the Germans have
already, in a quite different context, made some enquiries as to how they could
share in the social and cultural programmes, interchange of educational opportuni-
ties etc., which the Brussels Treaty countries have worked out between them under
its auspices.

4. He showed me a message he had received yesterday from Dulles." It was very
frank and forthcoming in explaining the difficulty he would have in coming to
Europe at this moment, but ended up with an offer to.try to come to London the
week-end of the 18-20th to discuss the situation with Eden and Adenauer and "per-
haps Mendes-France" if Eden thought that consultation at this stage would be help-
ful. Eden feels strongly that Mendes-France should be included in any such
meeting, if it materializes, and has told Dulles that he will send him further word
from Bonn if, after his talks with Adenauer, he feels that a preliminary meeting
between Germany and the occupying powers is, desirable at this time. Eden is still
thinking in terms of a nine power meeting rather than a smaller one, and would not
like to start discussions without Benelux or Italy. He seemed particularly concerned
about the internal political effects of the omission of Italy from any group of coun-
tries to be consulted, perhaps particularly because the problems of Trieste were also
on his desk this morning, with the Italians and the Yugoslavs still deadlocked over
about 'two square kilometers of territory across the harbour from Trieste.

5. Eden had not yet had a chance to go over the papers we left with Frank Roberts
last night, but he had remembered his conversation with you on this subject in
Ottawa in July, and said the United Kingdôm would be extremely interested in
studying -how you had developed the idea' of an armaments control built into
NATO. He anticipated that difficulties would be made by the United States and
probably by his own militarytadvisers, but he thought 'that even if its application
had to be worked out first among the European members of NATO, it might sim-

I

plify,the job of getdng` Germany in.

^ Voir/See United States, Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS)1952-

x 1954, Volume V, Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1983, pp. I155-1156.
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6. Eden asked me how worried. we were about developments. in the Formosan
situation. He did not like the look of things very much and felt this was no time for
the rather light-hearted ; skirmishing that had, been going on over Quemoy. I tried
out on him something of the line of argument in my letter to you, which he seemed
to find quite congenial. Ends.,

DEA/50115-J-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

I

2-

Paris, September 10, ,1954

SECRET. IMMEDIATE..

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

Reference: Your telegram No. 612 of September 9.
Repeat London No. 111 (Immediate); Washington No. 49. Copies sent by bag to all
other NATO capitals. . 4

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

In the Council meeting of September 9 (our telegram No. 681 of September
10),t there was renewed controversy (our telegram No. 673 of September, 7) con-
cerning the procedure to be followed in negotiating a solution to the problem cre-
ated by the French Assembly's rejection of EDC. There was general agreement that
this was a NATO problem, to be resolved if possible by a Ministerial meeting early
in October and to be discussed in substance in the immediate future by the NATO
Permanent Council. But beyond that there was no full meeting of minds.
2. It was generally accepted that speed was essential, and also (Ismay pointed out

that these two desiderata were in conflict) that careful preparation for the Ministe-
na1 meeting was imperative. Obviously, such preparation involved exploratory
conversations with the Germans, but agreement was lacking on how and by whom
these talks should be conducted.

3. The heart of the opposition was Norway and Portugal. The former argued that
all NATO members were equally interested in obtaining an acceptable means
whereby Germany could participate in western defence arrangements, and that
therefore all should engage in the exploratory talks with the Germans. Portugal, on
the other hand, while agreeing with Norway that no country's interest could be
Overlooked, was prepared to leave the exploratory talks to the occupying powers.
This suggestion, which was supported by reference to the Canadian démarche (your
telegram No. 593 'of September 2, paragraph 1(5)), was vigorously rejected by
Belgium, the Netherlands (supported by the United States) and by Norway as well,
none of, whom^ could accept the concept of a "political standing group". (The
Netherlands afterwards expressed annoyance concerning our démarche as having

-to Secretary of State for External Affairs , I



encouraged Norway and Portugal in their demands for participation by all, or none,
of the countries not having occupation rights in Germany.)

4. I understand that in the course of the day Robertson intervëned again in London
to ensure that Steel would take the initiative in settling this problem. He strongly
supported the case for an intermediate stage (between Permanent Representative
exchange of views and the Ministerial meeting) consisting of a restricted but
broadly based group which would explore possibilities with the Germans. He
explained that such discussions would involve (a) renegotiation au fond of arrange-
ments to cover foreign forces in Germany and (b) safeguards on German rearina-
ment. He argued that the membership should logically be (a) countries who would
have forces in Germany (which would not include Denmark after a German
defence contribution) and (b) those neighbours of Germany who were prepared to
make sacrifices to ensure that her rearmament would be subject to effective control.

5. Steel also agreed that the United Kingdom would be willing throughout such
negotiations to keep NATO informed of developments and would welcome the
expression of views by all other countries concerned (whether 'directly or indi-
rectly) on the issues involved. He finally suggested that an initial general discus=
sion should take place on Monday, September 13, but it was not clear whether he
was forced into this or was acting on instructions.

6. In my intervention, I (a) supported Steel, the Netherlands and Belgium on the
general issues and on the procedure which appeared most realistic; (b) re-iterated
the need for a group smaller than NATO's total which should hold exploratory talks
with the Germans; (c) asserted our view that all developments should be reported to
the Council as they occurred and should be discussed there so that NATO views
would at all stages be available to all concerned; '(d) made the distinction between
"interest" and "responsibilities" relating to Germany and tied the, latter to the main-
tenance of forces and to the EDC; (e) referred to the special responsibilities con-
cerning German sovereignty of the occupying powers and, - thus, explained our
reference (see paragraph 3 above) to them.`

7. I supported the United Kingdom suggestion for an early discussion of the sub-
stantive issues involved and (referring to your September 7 speech) outlined our
preliminary views. I spoke of the dual requirements of speed and the avoidance of
another failure, pointing out that we had something closer to four weeks than to the
four years which had elapsed since the first Council discussion of German reama-
ment: The EDC had been bold and imaginative - perhaps too much so - and had
had as primary objects: (1) the furtherance of European integration; (2) a Franco-
German rapprochement; and (3) a German defence contribution. Its failure had
seriously retarded (1), but we must'now in caution ensure rapid progress on (2) and
(3). This could be best accômplished through German admission to NATO under
suitable 'safeguards, as the alternative of including Germany in a looser European
defence association which the United Kingdom'might possibly join would involve
unduly protracted negotiations. We would hope that this would assist in further
steps toward European integration and, in the meantime, it offered the course wch

wouldensure our minimum immediate objectives.
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,.8. After further inconclusive discussion, it was agreed that a meeting would be
held about the middle of next week to examine the substance _ of the, problem
involved in obtaining a German defence contribution. It was hoped that Permanent
Representatives wouldï by that time be prepared to give as full an indication as
possible of their government's views. We believe that such a discussion may take
place on September 14 or 15, and in a separate telegram are discussing the line
which we might take..

337. DEA/50322-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TE[.EGxAM 686 Paris, September 10, 1954

, . . . . ,,, , . . .
TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram No. 682 of September 10.
Repeat London No. 113.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

After a good deal of waveri ng and confusion on procedural aspects,'we believe
that the Council's decision reported in our telegram to hold a full-scale discussion
about the middle of next week on the problem of obtaining a German defence con-
tribution is completely in accord with your wishes. We also believe that the devel-
opments which have led up to this decision impose on us a considerable obligation
to participate constructively in that discussion.

2.' Oui initiative in formally requesting in all NATO capitals that the problem
should be handled directly by NATO has certainly contributed to the controversy
over the proposed nine-power meeting. Whether or not that meeting takes place
(and Eden's intended tour of EDC capitals now makes it somewhat unlikely) and
whether or not Canada takes part in it, we believe that we should do all that we can
to make the discussion in the Council a real and fruitful one. This follows both
from our d6marche'to NATO capitals and from our consistent policy that the NATO
Council should be used as the regular forum for exchanging views and seeking
solutions on major political problems of this type. The case will be all the stronger
if the plan for a nine-power meeting should be dropped.
3. In our statement on September 9 (see our telegram No. 682 of September 10,

Paragraph 7) we outlined preliminary Canadian views as expressed in your speech
of September 7 .19 Nevertheless these preliminary views, and the similar indication
of United Kingdom thinking provided by Steel, related to general principles. In
themselves, such principles are certainly important, if only because there has as yet

Department of External Affairs, Statenunts and Speeches, 1954, No. 39.
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bèen ^ given to the Council no indication of whether or not such principles are
acceptable to the French Government. On this matter of general principles, we have
adequate guidance for the discussion next week, and would hope that other delega-
tions may by then be in a position to express their own ; governments' views on
these points.
4." It seems clear, however, that the Council will have to concern itself with more

than guiding principles. Steel indicated in the Council on September 9, for exam-
ple, that the United Kingdom would be particularly interested in the views of other
NATO countries on "safeguards". It was pointed out by Norway, Portugal, and
Greece that while they would certainly wish to exchange views upon principles,
they were also vitally interested in the means which might be chosen for imple-
menting the principles.60 In other words, they were quite ready to accept the idea
that controls of German rearmament would be required and guarantee would have
to be given. The essential question • was "what' controls and what guarantees?" If
consideration of these questions was to be left to a small group engaged in consul-
tations with the Germans until a final. stage when fairly complete agreement had
been reached, then. the theory that NATO collectively would take the decisions
would be seriously compromised 61

5. We have observed recently in the press indications that the general lines of your
proposal (discussed in your telegram No. 607 of September 8) are being taken up,
although these references have remained general and have not attributed the idea to
any particular source. In the light of the considerations set out above, we suggest
that it would be valuable for us to give some indication of Canadian views on these
aspects of the problem at the discussion next week. At this relatively early stage we
do not believe that these views should be presented as a "plan" but rather as a line
of thought which might contribute to a solution and which deserves further explora-
tion. If you agree, you will no doubt wish to send us more precise instructions, but
we would imagine that a statement on this subject should be based on the original
memorandum for the Minister of July 16, taking. full, account of the modification
(outlined in your telegram No. 607) of. which we expect to receive a fuller indica-
tion in the new memorandum being sent to us by bag.,,
I

6. As you will realize from our views on this subject, as given in previous corre-
spondence, we fully support the modifications that have been introduced since the
preparation of the July 16 memorandum. In particular, we agree with the views in
paragraph 5 of your telegram No. 607.-We might point out that the undertaking
suggested in the frst sentence of paragraph 6 can very easily be presented as non-
discriminatory in that it is a particular application of a general undertaking made by
all countries who have acceded to the Charter of the United Nations.
7. It may ka possible in the next &w daÿs to develop somewhat more detailed

thoughts on this subject, but in the meantime,, we would be grateful for an early

60 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes -- but not until we get some agreement on such principles. L.B. P[earson]

" Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Even more essential is to find out whether the French will accept German membership in NATO

if controls can be agreed on. [L.B. Pearson]
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indication of your thinking on our strong recommendation to make our statement in
the Council next, week as frank and forthcoming as possible.

338. DEA/50314-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
. w

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 693

655

Paris, September 13, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your letter No. D572 of September 7t and our telegram No. 688 of
September 11.t
Repeat London No., 115 (Important); Bonn No. 19; Washington No. 51.

ommunity. .C

• to Secretary of State for External Affairs

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT '

We have studied with interest the memorandum of September 3 on NATO and
German rearmament. It appears to us considerably more realistic than the memo-
randum of July 16, and we believe that its general points are likely to command a
good deal of support. We appreciate the new emphasis on "control" rather than
"limitation", which has led us to look beyond the general principles and consider
more fully (see below) the practical issues involved in the matter. of inspection.
2: We consider it particularly important that the armament control concept has

now been linked specifically with the admission of Germany to NATO. We have
already argued that such admission would provide by far the most satisfactory
answer to the need for rapid action-in the present political crisis. To the extent that
the armament control concept would facilitate the admission of Germany to NATO,
it is certainly desirable; but we'still believe that, in itself, this concept would carry
with it certain risks for the organization as the West's principal agency for organiz-
ing military defence. We do not disagree with the view that there might be restored
"a positive purpose to the alliance by obtaining willing Gérman participation in the
Atlantic Community, binding the alliance more closely together and providing it
with a flexible machinery capable of facilitating future NATO defence planning,
whatever direction it might take". We agree that such developments "would
increase popular support for NATO rather than the contrary", but we believe that
these desirable results (if they can be attained), will follow from the integration of
Germany in the Atlantic Community in a manner satisfactory to all concerned,
rather than from the acceptance by NATO of a concept which might be in conflict
With the organization's primary purposes: In other words, the concept should be
regarded as a means of obtaining the admission of Germany to NATO, and the end
to be sought is really the effective integration of Germany into the North Atlantic
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3. If this end is to be attained, it appears to us that that community will have to
become a significantly closer and more coherent entity than it has hitherto been.
The armament control idea could undoubtedly contribute to such a development. It
shoüld.be considered, however, that to the extent that it has this effect, the arma-
ment control scheme would have important implications for Canada. If we assume
that variant B (paragraphs 12 and 13 of the memorandum of September 3) is ulti-
mately accepted, it will mean that we must define those forces in Canada which fall
within its scope. It has been our consistent position, and one publicly stated, that
the entire Canadian defence programme, with the exceptiôn of Korea, is a part of
the NATO programme as a whole. We could scarcely advocate an armament con-
trol scheme of the type proposed as an element in the development of a closer and
more coherent Atlantic Community, and at the same time withhold from the opera-
tion of the scheme all Canadian forces not at present assigned to NATO com-
manders. Indeed the same problem will arise in more complex form in the Untied
States if the armament control scheme is accepted by that country, and it may be
necessary to give immediate consideration to the possibility.of replacing the present
Canada-United States Regional Planning Group by a corresponding NATO
Supreme Command to which at least the majority, of forces for the defence of
North America could be assigned.
4. It appears to us that if Canada is to suggest this plan, we will have to accept the

principle of NATO inspection of at least some elements in the defence programme
within Canada. It is not clear what machinery would be established for carrying out
such inspections, but we imagine that the armed services of the Standing Group
powers would insist on the inspections being made by military authorities, presum-
ably by the Supreme Commanders. (Mis, would make it almost inevitable that
some sort of North American Supreme Command be established). On the whole we
would consider inspection by the Supreme Commanders, a natural development, as
they are already formally responsible for the most significant elements in the mili-
tary content of the NATO Annual Review. Such an approach would tie in with what
is apparently the Dutch view, that the authority of SACEUR should be enhanced as
one of the means of controlling a German rearmament programme. (See paragraph
3(e) of telegram No. 107 of September 10th from The Hague).t

, 5. There is considerable press speculation concerning the possibility of revising
the Brussels Treaty so as to'include Germany and Italy, and at the same time make
provision by that means for the integration of Germany into the Western Defence
Programme. Obviously this is a matter to be finally decided among the seven coun-
tries concerned; but if it is proposed as an alternative to German admission to
NATO, then we believe that it should be discouraged. Such a plan would involve
protracted negotiations, at least if it were to define with any precision the militarY
relationship of Germany to NATO. At the same time it would tend to offset, against
the goal of incorporating Germany in` the broadest sense within an Atlantic Com-
munity,'an emphasis upon theeonsolidation of purely European links. Such a con-
solidation is not in itself undesirable, but if it were put forward as an immediate
objective in such a way as to impede or delay the broader and more important goal,
then it would surely be a mistake. In order to prevent this, we believe that Canada
should be prepared to make every possible concession which could help to
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strengthen a genuine Atlantic Community. Such concessions, on lines indicated
above and in fields other than the military as well, would in reality mean accepting
a concept of NATO as having a certain supranational content (if not form) which it
does not at present possess.

6. We would hope if possible to receive your preliminary views, and your estimate
of the reactions of other departments, prior to the meeting with Eden on Thursday
morning. The questions raised above have a bearing on our recommendation (our
telegram No. 686 of September 10) that we put forward in the Council, an outline
of the position given in your telegram No. 607 of September 8, and the memoran-
dum of September 3. ' . : .

339. DEA/50314-40

Le haut-co►nmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, September 14, 1954

SECREr. IMMEDIA7R

GERMAN REARMAMENT

the Frënch : Assembly decision, and there were difficulties with all the German

notas solid as the outside world thought, and it would not resist a slump as well as

Following is text of Mr. Eden's first report to Foreign Office on his talks with
Adenauer, Begins: Dr. Adenauer began the afternoon meeting with a long and not
uncritical summary of German historical developments from 1848 to 1939 to
explain without excusing German failure to build up a firm and democratic struc-
ture hitherto. This was now the task of the Federal Government. Fortunately, Nazi
ideas had for all practical purposes disappeared. Germany was however placed geo-
gcâphically between the East and the West and the division of the country
encouraged honest as well as dishonest Germans to look East. The European idea,
Which had a great appeal to German youth, remained the only certain way to con-
firni,Gërman association with the West and to strengthen German democracy. His
own authority, and that of his government, was still strong, but it had suffered from

Political;'parties, each of which, including the Socialists, had definite nationalist
téndencies: Germany's economic prosperity made for stability but even this was

the economy of other countries with a stronger capital structure. Our joint European
problenis' should be considered against this background, since the consequences for
Europe as well as for Germany would be disastrous if Germany fell within the
Soviet orbit either directly or gradually via neutralization.
2 The ,Chancellor said he would not waste any words on the Brussels six-power

^nfecënce or the French decision. Itwas no use now trying to revive the E.D.C., or
sOmething like it, although such a community might be possible later on. The entry
of G e^y into NATO was the right solution. Insofar as this meant a German



national army, he was prepared to accept self-imposed limitations and would also
be prepared to put this army into an integrated army, if this became possible later.
The German goal remained some European organization, and Germany was as anx-
ious as -France that the United Kingdom should be associated with it.

3. Any such solution presupposed the end of. the occupation régime. He preferred
to avoid the phrase "the restoration of sovereignty", since few countries now had
absolute sovereignty. If the occupation. powers could renounce their occupation
rights unilaterally, there would be no need for parliamentary ratification and this
should be helpful in France. He agreed of course that the three powers must retain
their special position in regard to Berlin and reunification and agreements to
replace the forces convention would be needed.

4. The Chancellor attached the greatest importance to maintaining the United
Kingdom automatic assistance to the E.D.C. and vice versa, which was not part of
the NATO Treaty. He hoped that, as soon as agreement had been reached in princi-
ple between all the powers concerned, the Federal Republic could begin prepara-
tory work on building barracks and factories for making only that material which
had been allowed under the E.D.C. Treaty. He hoped that Germany could then send
specialists etc. to the United Kingdom and the United States for training. There
was need for speed as the German personnel concerned were becoming frustrated
after such long delays and many were returning to private life.

5. The Chancellor then turned to his ideas of safeguards. One of his main reasons
for preferring the NATO solution at this stage was that SHAPE could ensure that all
the NATO countries did as much as they should but that no one did more. There
was always the danger that France would refuse (he was sure that the other thirteen
NATO countries would agree) and this possibility would have to be borne in mind.
But he thought that our idea of using and expanding the existing Brussels Treaty
Organization should be a great help with the French. Before he had known of this
he had been thinking rather of a new grouping within' NATO within 'which he could
meet the Prime Minister's suggestion for self-limitation. Such limitations which
could be on the same scale as in E.D.C. would cover German effectives and the
equipment with ,which they, would be provided. Germany would agree to call up
and train forces only'within the E.D.C. limits,.but such troops must be provided
with their- initial equipment, without prejudice to later agreements on German
equipment and arms -production, and the control of all this presumably through
NATO. 'I told the Chancellor that, once agreement had been reached on a German
defence contribution, German troops in the line beside our own must of course

The Chancellor was visibly pleased by this as thereceive the same equipment.,
Chancellor then turned to the idea of exchanging assurances within a smaller Euro-
pean grouping of NATO countries bound by assurances of automatic

and also

having means of political consultation among themselves. German m tarY experts
thought that Denmark might be added to the six E.D.C. countries and the United
Kingdom. The Chancellor would be prepared to'consider a joint general staff for
these countries in order to meet the general fear of German general staff. A ll

tt'e
would of course be part of NATO. In addition the Chancellor would expectdec-
various E.D.C. safeguards for` Germany, to be reaffrmed, e.g. the three po
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laration of May 1952 and the, United Kingdom and United States assurances of
April last.
6. The Chancellor then said that he now thoûght that all this could be done much

better through our plans of German entry' into NATO on the one hand, and the
expansion of the Brussels Treaty to include Germany and Italy on the other.
7. I thanked the Chancellor for his picture of the German scene, and said we

thought there were two problems before us: First a closer German political associa-
tion with the west; and second, the German defence contribution. We thought the
first even' more important than the second. Adenauer (group undecypherable?
agreed). I explained our difficulties with Adenauer [who] fully understood about
joining any supra-national'organization, and explained why we hoped the Brussels
Tréaty proposal would help to solve our problems. This proposâl met two condi-
tions to which the Chancellor had attached importance: Automatic assurances and
standing political consultation. We could consider whether Denmark and Norway
would also like to join. I thought the position in Italy was also most important and
hoped that our proposal would help the Italian Government in their internal diffi-
cûlties: All three Benelux Governments had welcomed our ideas and authorized me
so to inform the Chancellor. They had made certain additional suggestions which
we would consider sympathetically, and which seemed in line with the Chancel-
lor's own ideas for providing certain safeguards and assurances to NATO from the
individual members of the expanded Brussels group, provided always that the sys-
tem is a NATO system operated through SACEUR, SHAPE and the NATO machin-
ery.. This might help us to get over probable difficulties which would otherwise
arise for the Americans.
8. I then discussed the problem of ending the occupation régime. We were not far

apart in our general objectives although there were some difficult legal problems
which I was confident could be overcome. Apart from Berlin and reunification the
forces agreement was important not only to us but for the Pentagon whose attitude
to stationing American troops in Europe was now uncertain. The finance question
was also serious for us. We agreed that United Kingdom and German officials
should discuss this and the question of safeguards more fully after dinner tonight.
9. I then 'explained our anxieties about the growth of a new isolationism in the

United States. The Chancellor said that he shared these arixieties, and he welcomed
my intention to bring home the dangers to the French in Paris. I said that we would
do our. best to persuade the Americans that there was now a serious plan for an
early solution of our European problems, and I hoped Adenauer would do the same,
e.g., when he saw Mr. Murphy on Tuesday.

10. Adenâûer and Blank then reverted to the question of preparatory work on bar-
racks; ete which would not be of direct military significance, but they agreed with
mY suggestion what we should first try to get agreement in principle and should not
risk câusing further trouble with the French by raising these issues within the next
few weeks., Meanwhile they said that the Germans could discuss their practical
problémg"W;th the United Kingdom and United States experts.
:11: I thén Asked Adenauer about our programme. He said that the more he thought
over'our plans the happier he was. He thought the French would agree since the
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important points for most Frenchmen were that the British should participate on a
footing of equality with them and that France should not be left alone with Ger-
many. He also thought that Mendes-France would personally. welcome our plan as
the only way out of his parliamentary difficulties, and because it would enable him
to turn to the economic problems which primarily interested him. He was sure that
our ideas would also be welcomed in Italy and in America. He now favoured the
proposed London conference of the nine as soon as possible after I had completed
my European tour.

12. I told Dr. Adenauer that I planned to meet the NATO permanent representa-
tives and General Gruenther in Paris. He thought this would be most useful. I also
said that I would be telegraphing to Mr. Dulles who had expressed his readiness to
come to Europe this month. But I warned the Chancellor that I thought he was too
optimistic about probable French reactions. Dr. Adenauer nevertheless stuck to his
view of Mendes-France although he had -no confidence in him personally. He
thought we might have greater difficulties with the pro-E.D.C. group in Paris. Ends.

340. DEA/50314-40

.'Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1144 London, September 14, 1954

SECRET

Repeat Canac Paris No. 79; Paris No. 126; Bonn No. 49. Repeated by bag to other
NATO countries.

. GERMAN REARMAMENT

According to reports received by the Foreign Office Mr. Eden's meetings with
the Benelux Foreign Ministers in Brussels were very satisfactory and encouraging.

All three Benelux Ministers " agreed upon German membership in NATO with
the various safeguards which the British have in mind, and appeared convinced that
the British proposals would provide the best attainable solution. The suggestion
that the Brussels Treaty . should be expanded ' to include Germany and Italy was
warmly welcomed and it was agreed that this should be done in such a way as
would avoid creating another, and looser,^ EDC inside NATO. Finally, Benelux
Ministers approved the British suggestions on procedure and considered a nine-
power conference an essential preliminary to a Ministerial meéting of the North
Atlantic Council, expressing the hope that both these meetings might take place in

everythmg should be done to meet legitimate Frenc preocc p ^
NATO powers must be prepared in the last resort to go ahead without the French if

On tactics, they were convmc a progre
h u ations the other

non. ., ,
ed th t ss must be made rapidly, and while

Lo d
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necessary and should make this clear to the French before it is too late. This atti-
tude apparently reflects the distrust of French tactics resulting from the Brussels
conference and the EDC debate, and the feeling that the probability must be faced
that having rejected the EDC the French Assembly would also reject an alternative
along the lines proposed by Mr. Eden.

' , The Dutch and Belgian permanent representatives to NATO were present at the
afternoon session'and welcomed Mr. Eden's plan to meet the NATO Council on
September 16. They were particularly interested in working out safeguards within
NATO and strengthening NATO structure for this purpose. We understand that
informal consultations between Steel and the Dutch and Belgian permanent repre-
sentatives are now being continued on this point.

Mr. Eden emphasized throughout the discussion that the German contribution to
defence and the attendant safeguards could best be handled in NATO and that the
Brussels Treaty plan should be kept on a separate political plane. There was, how-
ever, a tendency on the part of the Benelux Ministers to suggest that while any new
commitments should be to NATO, the expanded Brussels Treaty grouping might be
used as a coordinating body which could go further in the direction of mutual
assurances, in view of the guarantee of automatic assistance under the Brussels
Treaty, than other NATO members would be prepared to go.

341.' DEA/50030-P-1-40

Le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent. auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TELEGRAM 640 Ottawa, September 14, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your telegrams 686 of Sept. 10 and 688 of Sept. 11,t and-693 of Sep-
tember 13.
Repeat London No. 1390; Washington EX-1660; Bonn No. • 224.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

I am very glad to note the Council's decision to hold a full-scale discussion on
September 16 on thé problem of a German defence contribution, and I am in accord
with your view that we should do our best to make the discussion as useful as
possible. Whether or not you should put fôrward at appropriate points in the discus-
sion the 'proposais contained in our memorandum.of July 16 as modified by the
memorandum of September 3 (draft of which was sent under cover of our letter D-
572 of September 7)t should, I think, depend to a cônsiderable extent on the course
of the discussion. I would hope that the United Kingdom would put forward their
oWn proposals, and thât the discussion might centre on these. If they seem gener-
al1Y acceptable,- then we can hold our own in reserve in case the Germans later
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decide that they cannot accept the U.K. proposals. If the United Kingdom proposals
are not put forwârd and no one else jumps in, you could begin the discussion by
putting forward our ideas. These should be presented, as you have suggested, as a
line of thought rather than as a "plan". I would not wish, at this early stage in the
Council's consideration of the problem, to give the impression that we have ready a
fully thought-out set of proposals which the Canadian Government has decided to
submit at some future date. You should, therefore, explain that, while they represent
the thinking of this Department and carry my judgment, they are not yet Canadian
Government views, but are being put forward at this stage in the hope that they
might contain useful points which , would contribute to an agreed solution of the
problem.

2. For your own information, there has not yet been an opportunity to discuss our
proposals in Cabinet Defence Committee or with other Departments. I have dis-
cussed them in general terms with the Prime Minister, however, and have had a
preliminary discussion of our two memoranda with Mr. Campney and General
Foulkes.

3. You will see that our present thinking, as presented in the memorandum of
September 3, takes into account the very useful comments you have let us have.
You will also see, however, that we have maintained the cardinal point of our origi-
nal plan, namely that whatever armament controls are considered essential to safe-
guard against a resurgence of German militarism should be instituted in NATO as a
whole in order that they should appear non-discriminatory. Our insistence on the
point that the necessary safeguards `and contrrols should be built into the NATO
structure before admittance `of Germany is based' on the view that any attempt to
impose on Germany discriminatory controls not, repeat not, applicable to other
NATO countries would-either be unsuccessful from the start or would create for
NATO as many problems in the future as it might now solve. If we are wrong in
this (and we will soon find this out) we would have to change our views. We are
convinced, however, that West Germany, which is already in a strong position to
insist on complete sovereignty and equality in the Western Community, would not
long be happy with a manifestly unequal status in NATO. Even if she accepted it
initially, she would soon be making efforts to change it, efforts which could not but
create most serious strains within the Alliance. In other words, the Western coun-
tries are rapidly reaching a point in their relations with Germany where they will be
unable to ask of her substantially greater obligations than they themselves are also
prepared to assume. , r .
A. It is on the basis of these considerations that we consider the application of an

armament control system on -a NATO-wide basis a more practicable proposition
than the United Kingdom approach of persuading Germany to accept a prior agree-
ment with limiting safeguards as the price of . obtaining the rest of her sovereignty
and joining NATO. However, I would not wish to emphasize any points of differ-
ence between the United Kingdom plan and our own ideas, but hope rather that the
best features of both could be used. There have, in fact, been indications in the
press and hints from your, United Kingdom colleague that the British may have
taken over some of our ideas. We have had no official confirmation of this, but if it
is true, so much the better.
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5: In your earlier comments you expressed misgivings lest our concept of an
armament control system in NATO would result in a loss of direction and purpose
which would seriously threaten the NATO defence structure. We assume that these
misgivings were due primarily to the fact that Mr. Robertson's original suggestion
was aimed partly at the disarmament problem and that we took the model for our
inspection machinery from the United States disarmament proposals. This is a mat-
ter of presentation which we have tried to take care of in the later memorandum
and telegrams outlining our modified plan. On the matter of substance, however,
we hope you agree with us that a concept of armament supervision and control not
too far removed from present NATO activity in this field would in so sense be
incompatible with the "long haul" approach to NATO defence planning and would,
in fact, be admirably suited to the dual task we shall have, if Germany is admitted,
of being in a position to strike a fair balance between German rearmament and the
defence efforts of the other NATO countries.
6. To this extent I would agree with your view (para. 2 of your telegram 693) that

the concept of armament control in NATO should, at least at this stage, be viewed
primarily as a convenient means of facilitating the integration of Germany in the
Atlantic Community rather than as an end in itself. On the other hand, it is my view
that the strengthening of that Community and the successful integration in it of
Germany are both desirable and complementary objectives; the first is necessary to
the second and the second will contribute to the first.
7. It is also my view that we should not put exclusive emphasis on German admis-

sion to NATO. We have consistently supported the idea of closer European integra-
tion within the frameworkof the Atlantic Community and we should continue to
do so. I do not regard our proposals for strengthening NATO as excluding further
Progress toward that objective but rather as facilitating it. I would hope that, once
Germany has been admitted to NATO, it would be possible for the European mem-
bers to make further progress in that direction. I agree with you, however, that the
Proposal to include Germany and Italy in the Brussels Treaty should not be viewed
as an alternative to German admission to NATO, but as complementary to it.

8• With respect to the implications for Canada of our proposals (paras. 3, 4 and 5
Of Your telegram No. 693), we recognize that they may put NATO in a position to
interferé to a somewhat greater extent in matters hitherto'regarded as exclusively
Canadian: Our membership in NATO has already meant for us some limitation of
s6Vereignty and obviously we cannot contribute to a strengthening of the Atlantic
COmmunity without expecting a further measure of practical (though not formal)
Wnitation in certain fields. As you point out this will mean some reorientation in
the attitude adopted here. I could not, repeat not, agree however that the establish-
ment' ôf; inspection machinery in NATO should or could result in itself in the
aPPonïtment of a NATO supreme commander for the Canada-U.S. Region. If we
subnut,fittnprvposals for an armament control plan we must, of course, be pre-
Pared tô âocept its application to the Canadian defence programme but the extent toW i hi

'chittwill apply will depend on the particular variant adopted. If Variant B ofom,
e refer and it need^emorandum of September 3 was adopted (this is the one w pbe ^^ t,_

,,. y, one, to which you would refer) only those Canadian forces and their
^ents actually assigned to SACEUR would be subject to inspection. Since



there is no . NATO commander in the Canada-U.S. Region, none of the Canadian
forces for North American defence would be covered; since we only "earmark"
forces for SACLANT, and do not assign them except in wartime, our SACLANT
forces would not be covered either.ç The United States would, of course, be in a
similar.position and it is with a view to the difficulties of obtaining acceptance of a
more comprehensive plan that I have indicated my support for Variant B.
- 9. Since drafting this telegram, we have received Mr. Eden's report of his talks
with Adenauer from London, No. 1143, which has been repeated to you. This may
well have a bearing on what you should say Thursday, but we have not had suffi-
cient time to study its implications in that connection. First reading indicates that
Eden has accepted the idea that limitations on German rearmament should be self-
imposed, while we had thought that in the British plan they would result from an
agreement prior to NATO admission. The message in question may make it even
more necessary for us to be cautious in putting forward our own ideas, but we will
cable you about this tomorrow. In addition, I think it would be useful if we had a
telephone conversation, and for that purpose, I will be phoning you . at 11.00
o'clock our daylight time.

342. DEA/50314-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TF.[.EGRAM 649 Ottawa, September 16, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your Telegram 661 of September 4.
Repeat London No. 1400; Washington EX-1678; Bonn No. 230.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT .

Following for your background information is an analysis prepared in the
Department of the United Kingdom working paper (text of which was given in
Canada House Telegram 1038 of August 26; it may have been somewhat amended
since then):

Sub-Paragraph (a): While Germany would probably not object to the level of
forces proposed here we think she might well decline to bind herself to it before
becoming a member of NATO, since she could argue justifiably that the German
contribution, like the contributions of the other NATO countries, should be decided
through the Annual Review process and in accordance with agreed NATO strategy

Sub-Paragraph (b): This is perhaps the most important part of the United King-
dom plan: We feel that the Protocol on "strategically exposed areas" would be man-

ifestly discriminatory since Germany would be the only NATO country whose total
resources'would be subject to these very 'serious restrictions. We also feel that,
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unless the Protocol was accompanied by the establishment of some machinery to
ensure its implementation, it would prove to be inadequate.

Sub-Paragraph (c): Like you we see no, repeat no, objection (indeed some psy-
chological advantages) to a European Arms Pool. However, this must be a matter
for the E.D.C. countries alone to decide and we would not, repeat not, regard it an
as essential safeguard.

Sub-Paragraph (d): Such an Agreement would be of great value and has in fact
beensuggested in our memorandum of September 3 (paragraph 15) as a necessary
accompaniment to any variant of our control plan which excludes atomic
armaments.

Süb-Paragraph (e): There would be advantage in including provisions along
these lines in any plan to admit Germany to NATO.

Sub-Paragraphs (J) and (g): These additional measures, which are not primarily
aimed at Germany; might also be worth considering in connection with Germany's
admission to NATO but are not essential to it.

Sub-Paragraph (h): We regard some assurances of this nature as a natural corol-
lary to the Agreement envisaged in sub-paragraph (d) above and as an essential part
of any plan to rearm Germany. It might be better, however, if this assurance could
be in the form of a NATO declaration to which all member countries would sub-
scribe..This would bring NATO obligations more obviously into line with U.N.
obligations and would add to the non-discriminatory appearance of the
arrangements.

343• • DEA/50314-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 710 Paris, September 16, 1954

SECRET.' IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 640 of September 14.
Rcheat London No. 119.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT
At the last moment Mendes-France elected to take the chair at the council meet-

ing summoned to hear Eden's report. Lange who happened to be in Paris at the
time also attended. Mendes-France's action apparently infuriated Spaak, who tele-
phoned Ismay immediately before the meeting to protest that other foreign minis-
ters had been given no opportunity to attend. De Staercke had been instructed to
Inake this protest in the meeting, but as matters developed, he had no opportunity
to do so prior to Mendes-France's departure.



2. The meeting was run with military precision. Eden ably and effectively outlined
the general United Kingdom 'attitude, as influenced by his talks in Brussels, Bonn
and Rome: In each of these capitals he had apparently found substantial general
support for the United . Kingdom approach. He explained quite frankly that this
approach was two-fold. One aspect would be the admission of Germany to NATO
as a means of providing for the full and equal participation of Germany in the
western defence programme, while the other aspect would be the modification of
the Brussels Treaty to provide for the entry of Germany and Italy. This latter step
was designed to meet the need for the close political association of Germany with
the democratic countries of Western Europe and would provide a means for the
exchange among such countries (including the United Kingdom) of more compre-
hensive engagements than were involved in the broader and looser NATO structure.

3. Mendes-France closed off the meeting with almost indecent haste as he was
apparently anxious to hurry to another appointment. There was no discussion, but I
did have the opportunity to ask Eden ' whether he çhought that the dual procedure
which he proposed would involve serious delays in the admission of Germany to
NATO. He replied that he did not think this would occur as the work on both
aspects of the matter could proceed simultaneously.
4. Following the meeting I had an opportunity to talk' to De Staercke and Van

Starkenborgh, and I may acquire still further information in the course of Gladwin
Jebb's luncheon for Eden. De Staercke and Van Starkenborgh were irritated and
depressed at the present situation, as it appears that Mendes-France has taken with
Eden in the current talks a line very similar to that which he followed at Brussels.
He has said that there would be no difficulty about ending the occupation régime in
Germany and admitting Germany to the Brussels Treaty Organization. He has
insisted, however, that at the present time no possible majority is in sight in the
French Assembly for German rearmament in any form. He has professed to agree
personally with Eden's proposal, but has raised the . old bug-bear of "questions
préalables" (the Saar, the Moselle, etc.). It appears `that at present at least he is
prepared to go no further than to back the admission'of Germany to the Brussels
Treaty Organization and defer any arrangement for German re-armament until such
time as a closer political accord can be established between France and Germany.
Eden is working steadily away on him and expressed hope that he may be able to
bring him around, but certainly the situation is far from encouraging.

5. Eden is fully determined to proceed with the nine power meeting in London,
and now considers that September 28 would be a suitable date. I propose to ask him
at lunch whether he would still proceed with that meeting and risk a repetition of
the Brussels failure (which this time would presumably mean a complete break-up

of everything) even if he has not been able in the meantime to work out a line of
agreement'with Mendes-France:

6. In a separate telegram I shall try to set ,out some general thoughts on the situa-
tion winch have occurred to me in connection with the recent developments.
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344. L.B.PJVol. 46

';` - Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,.
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom,

SECRET ', Ottawa, September 17, 1954

Reference: Your tels. 1143 and 1144 of September 14.

NATO AND GERMAN REARMAMENT

We have been studying with great interest the reports which we have received
from'you and others, and which are greatly appreciated, on Eden's recent visit to
Brussels,` Bonn and Paris. There are, naturally some gaps to be filled in and some
ambiguities to be cleared up, but on the whole we now have a good picture of the
U.K.^ proposals and of their initial reception on the continent.
2. As already indicated, it is important to be clear about what is meant by German

references to self-imposed limitations, and NATO's, and particularly SACEUR's
fnnctions in regard to armament limitation and control. Also, Adenauer's readiness
to put the German forces "into an integrated army" needs clarification. Was he
referring to some possible successor to the EDC Army, or to SACEUR's forces,
(which are also called integrated)? We assume that Adenauer realizes that before
anysuch step can be worked out, an understanding must be reached that Germany
will assign 'all her forces to the future integrated army. (Your telegram 1161,t
which has just arrived, throws considerable light on these and related matters.)

3. As I have already indicated, the dual Brussels cum NATO approach to the prob-
lem put forward by the British is ingenious but may have in it elements of danger
for the future development of NATO and the Atlantic Community. Eden seems to
regard the enlarged Brussels Pact as a convenient framework for closer political
consultation, to which United Kingdom assurances along the lines of those given in
the 3-power declaration of May, 1952, and of the United Kingdom declaration of
April,i 1954, can be extended.62 Adenauer, however, seems to be thinking in terms
of developing a looser form of EDC which would include 'the United Kingdom. He
talks,- for example, of being prepared to consider a joint general staff for these
countries (para. 5 of telegram 1143). Does he regard United Kingdom fuller partici-
Panon than previously promised as a prerequisite to developments along these
lines?

4. Furthermore, while Eden stressed in Paris that the new and enlarged Brussels
arrangement "must not conflict with NATO", nevertheless, the possibilities of
divorcement, if not of conflict, are inherent in the proposal that everything of a
1111litary nature should now be left to NATO, while European political, social and

0 Voir/seebocununts on International Affairs. 1952. London: Royal Institute of International AtCairs-
^ford University Press, 1955, pp. 167-168 eVand Documents on International A,,Q`airs, 1954.
London: Royal Institute of International Affairs-Oxford University Press, 1957. pp. 2-4.
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cultiiral co-opèration should be centred in the Brussels arrangements. Mr. Wilgress
well expresses our own worries in this matter in paragraph 3 of his telegram 712 of
September 16.t You will also not have overlooked the emphasis that Bonn has
placed on the Brussels arrangements as providing the new "European political
grouping", while NATO will look after the armaments control machinery.

5. A related and important point is thât raised in paragraph 7 of your telegram
1143. Eden and Adenauer seem to have agreed that a German defence contribution
comes only second to a closer political association of Germany with the West; other
reports seem to indicate that this has been the line pursued in other quarters
throughout Mr. Eden's journey, from which Eden did not disagree. We have been
looking at the problem the other way around and still think that it should be consid-
ered in this perspective. In the light of EDC experience, we feel that priority should
be given to German rearmament, with adequate safeguards, within the Atlantic
context. Once this has been agreed upon, the European countries would feel more
at ease, because better protected militarily, to work towards closer political associa-
tion with themselves. I am sure that you share our worry that if priority is to be
given to any form of political association this will be used as a device for further
postponements at a time we can ill-afford such delays.

6. We also see in such an approach a serious danger that the urgent problem of a
German defence contribution would again be treated outside the NATO context, as
it was when the EDC was under consideration. If this happens, we risk having a
situation in which the United States (with the United Kingdom willy nilly training
behind) would attempt to make their own arrangements with Germany behind the
back of an isolated France. In such a case; NATO might lose all control of
developments.
7. The stumbling block will probably be the French Parliament and it is a very

serious one. If it were decided, however, to go ahead with the idea of an enlarged
Brussels Treaty organization separate from Germany's association with NATO, it
should be on the understanding that the two questions are separate and that neither
is dependent on the other. In such a way, there may be some hope of an early
settlement of the military issue and of retaining the valuable European idea. Other-
wise, we would be worse off after the London Conference than we are now. The
key to this part of the problem seems to inc to remain in Paris, which is only one
reason why I regret that Mr. Dulles apparently prefers Duck Island to that city as a
port of call on his latest journey. Ends:
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TELEGRAM 734 Paris, September 21; 1954

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

t

[Ottawa], September 22, 1954

669

DEA/50322-40
. Note pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum for Secretary of State for Éxternal Affairs

NINE-POWER CONFERENCE ON GERMAN RE-ARMAMENT

At present writing it seems probable that the basis for discussion at the meeting
Will be the French proposals for German and Italian participation in a modified
Brussels Treaty Organisation. The purpose of the conference has been spelled out
bY Mr. Eden and Mr. Dulles and cleared with M. Mendes-France in a statement
intended to avoid misunderstanding. This statement, the text of which is appended,

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord. . ,

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

CANADIAN PROPOSAL FOR ARMAMENT CONTROL

1. The last opportunity for us to present the Canadian proposal for armament con-
trol to the Permanent Council will be at the restricted meeting which is to be held
follôwing the regular meeting of the Council tomorrow morning, September 22. . 1 , f
it is left until the London meeting; I fear it will be too late for those participating to
give the proposal consideration. Discussion will then be concentrated exclusively
on the Eden plan and the French plan with a probable attempt to effect a compro-
mise between these two plans.
2. Since the Canadian proposal offers possibilities of providing the last chance for

a solution along Atlantic as opposed to European lines, I would strongly urge that I
be permitted to put it forward tomorrow in very general terms, but with sufficient
clarity to enable the idea to take root. I would include a reference to the desirability
of keeping to the forefront the concept of the, Atlantic community.
3. In spite of United Kingdom misgivings, I have been - induced to send you this

message by re^son of a sudden interest shown in our proposal by the United States.
A member of the Bruce Mission rang up this morning and ask to have details of the
Canadian plan about which he had received word from Washington.'
4. I shall endeavour to reach the Under-Secretary by telephone this afternoon in

order that he may get in touch with the Minister in New York. If we are to take the
action recommended in this telegram it will be necessary for instructions to reach
us early tomorrow (Wednesday morning).
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declared that the conference was intended to discuss measures required equally for
the promotion of European unity and the defence of the free world through the
expansion of the Brussels Treaty to include Germany and Italy, and of NATO to
include Germany. The United States, United Kingdom, France and Germany would
discuss among' themselves plans for restoring German sovereignty. This statement
has not been shown to non-participating governments.

2. The NATO Council was not given an opportunity properly to discuss the ques-
tions arising out of the collapse of EDC, nor to authorise any smaller grouping to
act on behalf of the Council. The conference can presumably, therefore, discuss any
matters the nine ministers decide are appropriate.

3. The only other concrete suggestions advanced for a solution of the problem of
Germany are those made by Mr. Eden on his visit to capitals of the former EDC
countries. The United Kingdom has indicated that it would accept the French pro-
posals as the basis of discussions, but Mr.-Eden has not given the French Prime
Minister any assurance that they are necessarily acceptable to the United Kingdom.

4. The United States, so far as we know, has not produced any alternative. Mr.
Dulles did tell Herr Adenauer in Bonn that he placed the highest value on continua-
tion of the idea of European integration with supra-national institutions, but he did
not feel that the extension of the Brussels Treaty, offered any prospect of this. Mr.
Adenauer is said to have agreed to this. Mr. Dulles, according to our Embassy in
Bonn, revealed clearly to the Chancellor that the United States intends to press
ahead for an agreement in principle on German admission to NATO so that Ger-
man rearmament can commence immediately. He is reported to have urged the
Germans to reject any detailed restrictions on their rearmament proposed by
France.

5. There is a danger, therefore, of a clash between the ideas advanced on the one
hand by M. Mendes-France and Mr. Eden (though there are many basic differences
between them) and Mr. Dulles and Herr Adenauer on the other hand. In addition
there would seem to be clearly a fundamental difference of approach.

6. I attach the following studies:

(a) A summary and analysis of the French proposals, relating them to EDC as
modified by Mendes-France at the Brussels meeting;

(b) A summary and analysis of the United Kingdom proposals from the informa-
tion available - no papercomparable to the French was apparently prepared or

...,
circulated;

(c) A comparative analysis of the two proposals;
(d) An analysis of the motives behind recent French, United Kingdom and United

States moves on the subject of German re-armament;
(e) The Canadian Armament Control. Plan; •

(f) An analysis of the relationship of NATO to the French proposals.
7. In many, ways the French proposals, if they could be linked with German

admission to NATO, would be in accordance with past Canadian aims. We have
that West, European unity and solidarity, and therefore that of the whole
world, could best be served by closer United Kingdom association with it. The
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United Kingdom now seem prepared to give this movement greater support, though
it is doubtful if they could accept all the French proposals. It is, however, a con-
crete and pragmatic step towards closer European co-operation and should proba-
bly be encouraged provided it takes place within the framework of NATO. The
supra-national aspects of European unity are clearly not yet acceptable, to the
French and British and premature insistence on them might simply ruin the chances
of closer co-operation.

8. One of the objections to. the ,United Kingdom proposals is that they tend to
concentrate all the political and psychological aspects of German association in the
Bnissels Treaty and the military controls in NATO, thus taking away from the latter
much of its importance as the vehicle for developing an Atlantic community. The
French proposals would tend to concentrate supervision of the military and arma-
ment controls in the Brussels Treaty Organization, in accordance with the require-
ments of the NATO Council acting on the advice of SACEUR.
9. The French proposals make no mention of German sovereignty, or of the ques-

tion of the status of United States and Canadian forces in Europe. But presumably
if the basis of the proposals were accepted these matters could be worked out. It
would sëein unlikely that the French will accept any proposals (such as the United
States appears to have in mind) to issue separate declarations by the three occupy-
ing powers regarding German sovereignty until some acceptable plan for control-
ling German'rearmament has been worked out.
10. I would suggest that we do everything possible at the London meeting to assist

in reaching a compromise solution acceptable to both the British and the French,
provided that it includes the admission of Germany to NATO and the restoration of
Gennan sovereignty, and a reasonable compromise in emphasis between the Euro-
pean idea and the Atlantic concept, though naturally we would prefer that the unity
of NATO be preserved as the prime organ of Atlantic cooperation.

11. "It would seem inappropriate for us to advance I the Canadian suggestion for
armament control in NATO so long as there is a chance of our objectives being
achieved through a United Kingdom-French scheme which commanded general
approval.
12. It is possible that this whole concept may meet with United States and/or Ger-

man opposition, and if there were little chance of compromise, we might then intro-
duce our ideas. Another possibility is that the French and British fail to reach
agreement on the extent of United Kingdom commitments on the continent, in
Which case our ideas might provide an acceptable means of meeting the minimum
demands of each.

13. Our proposals could also appropriately be put forward if, in the process of
bazgaining, the principals appeared to be reaching a settlement with which nobody
was really satisfied, and which we ourselves saw as unsatisfactory for NATO as a
Whole. ;1
14. Tbere were suggestions from M. Mendes-France last week that he was going

to introduce certain "questions préalables", such as the Saar and the Moselle. He
made no mention of them to us or to the United Kingdom, but in his speech yester-
day in the Council of Europe Assembly at Strasbourg he is reported to have stated
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September 22, 1954

TF.Xf OP STATEMENT CONCERNING PURPOSE OF THE NINE POWER
LONDON TALKS

Thepurpose of the Nine Power Conference is to agree with a view to the forth-

that the 'proposéd solutions also might help solve the problem of the future of the
Saar. The introduction of these issues 'could well stop the whole process.

15. M. Mendes-France said formally that if his programme was accepted he would
stake the life of his Government on its acceptance by the French Assembly before
the end of the year. If we do give any support to his plan it would probably be wise
to insist that some such conditions be attached to prevent any further delays.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1)

Déclaration

rçquisite;to,the'entry of the Federal Gerniin Republic in,to the Brussels Treaty and
of their plans for restoring German sovereignty which would be an essen p

^ •. .
, Gerrnan Republic would also discuss among themselves and inform the Conference

• • tial re-

31be governments of the United States. United Kingdom, France and Federalbe organised within the revised Brusscls Treaty and witlun NATO.
Z. The Conference would discuss how best the accompanying arrangements could

, , • • • •

Republic.;
Federal Republic and Italy and of NATO so as to include the Germa,

• free world through the expansion of the Brussels Treaty to include the German
• Federal

required equally for the promotion of European unity and for the defence o e
• coming Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council upon the measures

• fth

mto NATO.

[Ottawa, n.d.]

- FRENCH PROPOSAIS FOR GERMAN REARMAMENT Wffli[N THE BRUSSEl.S
t O GANiL►TION wESiERN UNION)

Kingdoin has awixpted the French'prvposals as a basis for discusson

^^^ result is acceptable to his Government, to atake the futurcthe end of o the year. 111, United
°a+axoat^ce by the National Assembly before at London.

has ptoposed that they be d13cu33ed at the N^ne- f L'a Government on

z P1 Mendes-Frarx^e has now stated his terms for accepung German r
^^ • • powcr Iondon Conference and if

^11. ^ ;, ,< . . • . e^ament. He

I
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2: The French claim that their proposals for German rearmament within the con-
text of the Brussels Treaty are based on the following principles:

(1) No'discrimination.
(2) The limitation of troop formations and armaments.
(3) Control of troop formations and armaments.
(4) The provisions will apply only to the armed forces placed under the command

of SACEUR.
(5) Full participation by the United Kingdom.
3. Subject to the conditions outlined below, the French require that the Brussels

Treaty become the organization responsible for the security of Western Europe, and
that Germany and Italy participate in the Treaty as has also been suggested by the
United Kingdom. The French have proposed that the Brussels Treaty be modified
by the incorporation of clauses of a technical military nature which would permit a
German military contribution to the defence of Western Europe. This contribution
would, however, be strictly supervised by the members of the Western Union. The
French conditions are as follows:
(1) The Ministerial Conference of the Brussels Treaty Organization will agree to

adopt a level of armed forces to be maintained in Europe by each of the member
countries in accordance with the levels specified by the NATO Council acting on
the recommendations of its Supreme Command. In carrying out this function the
Brussels Treaty Council of Ministers is to take note of Article (7) of the Brussels
Treaty which provides in part that the Council is to be convened "in order to permit
the High Contracting Parties to consult ... with regard to the attitude to be adopted
and the steps to be taken in case of a renewal by Germany of an aggressive policy
--:". ('Ibe phrasing of this Article is no doubt to be suitably amended.)
(2) The `minimum levels of NATO will become maximum commitments of the

Brussels Powers. This will be guaranteed by inspection and controls which will be
organized to operate in the areas covered by the Brussels Treaty, and presumably
under the' supervision of, the Western Union Council, which would, of course,
include Germany and Italy. Mr. Mendes-France is however reported in the New
YorkT'uncs as having said in Strasbourg that these maximum figures "may be the
Sarne fguresas used by NATO, or different figures". Could it be more, or less?
France would have a veto in NATO on what minimum NATO requirements for
Germany 'would be. Would France be prepared to encourage Germany with the
expeCtauon'that she would get some forces uncommitted to NATO, or would the
Brussels Council set its sights lower than minimum NATO requirements?
(3) The French divide armaments into two categorics for purposes of control. The

fust category includes atomic, chemical and biological weapons, missiles and
unconventional mines, large naval vessels and submarines, and military aircraft.
lbe see0°dc-a'te8ory comprises conventional weapons, excluding those alreadymenti ^,on^d,

(a) Thea roanufacture of wea ns in the first category is to be prohibited inexPosed a
p°

trategic zones. The French have outlined these zones on a military
"'4P' ^sumably the French consider that the zones have been drawn up so that
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, UNfIED KINGDOM PROFOSALS

, The United Kingdom proposals advanced by Mr. Eden during his tour of the
European capitals are designed to meet two urgent requirements. The first and most

important from the United . Kingdom point of view is that Germany should be

incorporated into the association of the Western democracies. The second is that

Genmany should participate in the defence programme which those countries are
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there is no discrimination against Germany, and that the areas can be justified
purely on military grounds. The Council of Ministers of the seven powers must
have full authority to ensure that this provision of the Treaty is not violated.
(b) The manufacture of weapons in the second category will be subject to the
discretion and control of the "Council of the Seven". The Council would have
authority to apportion armaments between the member states and to receive
United States weapons and divide them between the national forces. No conti-
nental country which is a signatory to the Treaty would be able to make any
armaments without the authorization of the Council. The Council of the Seven,
moreover; would be able to authorize armaments for export, and for other signa-
tories of the Treaty, other than the member states.
(c) The French system of armaments control in terms of weapons in the second
category would also be utilized for the rationalization of armaments between the
member countries.

(4) At the present time the Consultative Council of the Western Union reaches its
decisions unanimously. The French wish to have this changed so that decisions
may be taken by simple majority, a weighted majority or unanimously. This proce-
dure would give greater flexibility to the Council, would prevent Germany from
vetoing consideration of its rearmament policies and programmes and could be uti-
lized to protect the interests of France.

[p&a 1omrE 3xNCmsuRB 31
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Annex B

orgamaaUon 0 not on y an ingenious way of l1n ng 16 ,65, y Po
West and of reviving the European concept inherent in the EDC, but a me^s for

the exchange of political views and more comprehensive engagements than are
possible within the broader and looser NATO structure. The admission of Ge^a"Y

, , 1 . . .
• ki G an litically wi

`12. ' The United Kingdom apparently considers that an cnlargcd Brussels Th the
?ht Brusscls Treaty

Kingdom view these two developments should take place simultaneously.
admission of Germany to NATO together with adequate safeguards. In e
sion and modification of the Brussels Treaty to include Germany and Italy an

t, United

carrying out through,NATO. The United Kingdom solution envisages the expan-
dthe

I
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to NATO would be a parallel development, but mainly for the purpose of obtaining
a controlled German defence contribution.
3. The Brussels Treaty establishing the Western Union (France, Belgium, Luxem-

bourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) was signed on March 17, 1948
and has a duration of 50 years. It was evolved as a rather hurried measure to
emphasize the unity of the Western European wartime allies and was couched in
terms which emphasized the danger from Germany. In general terms the coalition
of countries comprising the Union was formed for the following reasons: ,
(a) collective self-defence in the event that any member is the victim of armed

aggression in Europe;
(b) to strengthen the economic, social and cultural ties between the members; and
(c) to provide for the settlement of disputes between members by peaceful meth-

ods involving either conciliation or litigation before the . International Court of
Justice.,,,
4. The Treaty has functioned through a Consultative Council comprising the For-

eign Ministers of the five powers and a Permanent Commission which acts on
behalf of the Council between sessions, as well as several subordinate committees,
boards and sub-committees of ministers or experts.

5. Many aspects of the Treaty have been superseded by the provisions of the
North Atlantic Treaty, with the result that NATO has taken over the military func-
tions of the Union. Its economic functions are now handled by OEEC. In the cir-
cumstances, the activities of the Union have been confined to cultural and social
matters and agreements relating to these subjects have been signed by the member
states. Politically and militarily therefore it has been almost a dead letter in past
years, although it is the basis on which the Benelux countries are consulted on, or
aPPrized in advance of certain decisions in regard to Germany.
6. To provide for the admission of Germany and Italy to the Brussels Treaty, the

United Kingdom has suggested the delegation of those portions of the agreement
which would be. offensive to and discriminatory against the Federal Republic.
(Althoûgh we have not received detailed information on this point, we envisage
deletion of parts of the Preamble and Article 7 - see Annex A).
7. It is "clear that the Treaty does not contain any safeguards which would be suffi-

ciently binding to allay French fears about German rearmament. The United King-
dom would ` prefer to have any such safeguards included, within the NATO
framéwôrk," but'appears to recognize that there may be a limit to which some
NATO inembefs, partrcularly the United States, would be willing to commit them-
selves in relation to the control and supervision exercised by NATO. In the circum-
stances Mr.'p,den' in his conversation with Chancellor Adenaucr, indicated that it
might bé possible for the Brussels Treaty members, including Italy and Germany,
to agree among themselves to go farther in their commitments to NATO Chan the
othe1 NATO power`s, Although we have no firm indications of the United Kingdom
Plan in this'respect, apparently they are thinking in terms of listing in an annex to
the Bnisséls Treaty a list of the forces which each of the signatories would assign to
SA^R^ but without staung that th-s%_ forces should not be exceeded.

;
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maintalüing the SDC conception of avoiding manufacture of certain key

The United I{ingdom considcr it doubtful whether it would po vol
â^rTnarixntsr pool ; such as the one envisaged under EDC since the political con

and supranational institutions under f?DC have been rejected. iiowever, the Uh tb

Kïtigdoin would welcome any, action ,which the six EDC governments mig ce of
able to take along these lines.lhe United Kingdom lays stress on the impo^^ „s

. ,a , ,. '^ .0.., t a ^ ,.U
will have to be made to dal with arrnamcnts prji(7) Some arrangements

• • • DC. ssible to have an

e.g., overseas commitments. „ 0 tin"

(6) Arrangements w e s^nu ar o ose
Treaty to make it clear that in addition to the forces already committed to NATO,

a = w^ ; ^
NATO, members could. only have forces required for non-NATO responsibilities,

.e..s s.ts.a>a,. s . . . . - . ., ..

, :. ,
uld IL_ mad

•
1 t th under Article 10 of the

faither than the integration already achieved along these lines. r%r

;,Y (S)Germ^n forces might be integrated within NATO along the lines of the proce-

dure3already âdopted in the Northern Army Group ` and the Second Tactical Air

Force. The United Kingdom did not consider that it will be possible to go any

imade _more effective.

(3) All 'countries contributing forces to SACEUR should place them at his com-
plete disposal with respect to location and movement.
'(4)'SACËUR's control over the troops and rnatériel at his command would be

^ 8. Another* suggestion which the United Kingdom appears to be considering is
that two zones should be defined in the Brussels Treaty. The first would be the
forward zone and the other the zone of lines of communications. All forces in the
forward zone (which would include Germany) would be assigned to SACEUR

9. The United Kingdom also intends to tighten up the Brussels Treaty organiza-
tion and in particular to give special authority to its committee of Defence Minis-
ters., It.is.not clear at this point how.the United Kingdom plans to do this.

German Admission to NATO
10. The United Kingdom is anxious to bring about German membership in NATO

on a basis of equality with the other members and to develop to the fullest possible,
extent existing NATO machinery as a means of controlling German rearmament
and the deployment of German forces on a non-discriminatory basis. In effect,
although the United Kingdom is prepared to admit that some safeguards might
more conveniently be worked out within the Brussels Treaty framework, they
stress that there should be no duplication or overlapping between the Organization
and NATO and that the concentration of all military arrangements should be within
NATO.

11. On the assumption that the initial size and character of the German defence
contribution would be that envisaged under the EDC, the main features of the
United Kingdom proposals are: , ; . ,

(1) Anyl change in the German contribution would be negotiated within NATO.
(2) The'A:nnual Review procedure might be tightened up. At the present time firm

commitments for forces are laid down for one year ahead and less firm comInit-
inents'for" the, following two years. °
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in exposed areas such as West Germany. The list of . armaments outlined in the
annex to Article 107 of the EDC Treaty might serve as a guide in this connection.
(8) The life of the North Atlantic Treaty might be prolonged to fifty years and

declarations concerning security and the eastern frontier of Germany might be
made by the German Government and the NATO governments along the lines
agreed by the United Kingdom, the United States and France with Chancellor
Adenauer in December, 1953:

[PiÈŒ jouNre 41ENCLOSURE 41

Annexe C

Annex C

SECRET [Ottawa], September 21, 1954

COMPARISON OF UNTIED KINGDOM AND FRENCH PROPOSALS
ON GERMAN REARMAMFNT

The essential difference between the United Kingdom and French proposals on
German rearmament at the present time is that the French plan makes no mention
of German admission to NATO and provides for safeguards against uncontrolled
German rearmament within the Brussels Treaty, whereas the United Kingdom plan
is based on the assumption that Germany will be admitted to NATO and that the
essential safeguards will be included in its framework. The French plan would
entrust the supervision of German rearmament to the Council of Ministers of the
Western Union (Brussels Treaty Organization). However, the administration of the
supervisory function would be entrusted to NATO, on tüe basis of limits set by the
NATO Council acting on the advice of SACEUR: there is no elaboration of how
SACEUR is to act as the agent of the Brussels Treaty Council for this purpose; no
German armaments or troop formations are to be permitted except for service in
NATO::this'appears to indicate that the French would expect that the Germans
would dispense with a General Staff, which the British apparently have made no
provisiôn to,prevent their setting up.
2. The _United Kingdom, however, appears to rccognite that there may be a limit

to the`eztent to which some NATO members, particularly the United States, would
be willing to commit themselves in relation to the control and supervision exercised
by NATO: In the circumstances it appears the United Kingdom would be agrceable
to the incorporation of such commitments within the Brussels Treaty framewôrk.
I Â distin ishin as t of the French plan is that the United Kingdom must

^^^in4 â`fixed m^nimûm level of forces ôn the Continent of Europe. Although
Mr• Eden dunng his discussions in the European capitals, hinted that the United
Kingdom might be prepared to accept such an obligation, no finn proposals appear
to have been made. (Me United Kingdom papcr on restrictions on German reanna-
ment withinNATO indicates that the United Kingdom would be prepared to
decl^ their intention to keep their "fair share" of forces on the Continent as long
as tlâreat exists).

^.,.{^i..
}^, . ..
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4. On the question of producing certain types of weapons the French proposals go
much farther than those of the United Kingdom in that they not only prohibit the
manufacture of certain unconventional weapons but would strictly regulate the
quality and quantities of conventionil weapons manufactured in strategic areas on
the Continent of Europe. The French, unlike the United Kingdom, also envisage the
control by the Western Union Council of the import and export of weapons on the
Continent, and the rationalization of armaments in the member countries.
5. Our general impression is that the United Kingdom proposals are more flexible

than the French suggestions and consequently permit more room for manoeuvre at
the London meeting. In addition the French plan is obviously more clearly discrim-
inatory against Germany in the senser that it makes specific provision for action in
the event of a German breach of its obligations under the Treaty. Further views on
the comparison of the two plans, particularly in their relation to NATO, appear in
Annex (F).

subject.

Â. United Kingdom,: .

case entirely clear. This paper attempts to examine wnat evidence we have on tlus
recent moves towards solving the problem of German re-armament are not in every

. ^ . .

The motives and aims of the United Kingdom, United States and France in their
GERMAN REARMAMENT - MOTIVES BEHIND RECENT MOVES

SECRET [Ottawa, n.d.]

(PIÈCE JOINTE 5/ENCLOSURE 51

Annexe D . ,

Annex D

include Germany and Italy, and at the same time to admit Germany to NATO with
adequate safeguards is clearly intended: (a) to produce a quick solution of the

The United Kingdom proposal to revive the Brussels Treaty, expanding it co

dilemma acceptable to France; (b) to save some measure of real Western European
unity; and (c) to restore to Germany sovereignty and rearm it in the relatively safe

the United Kingdom apparently envisaged for NATO.
^^.1 /` : r ^ , .. ^ t _ : . . . ' . . . . ,., . . . . . . -

B., United States

give at least some,semblance of support to the European idea, and the role wtuc
explains in these terms Mr.` Eden's European,tour, the United Kingdom offer to

h

Mr. Wilgress has also suggested that the United Kingdom is attempting to regain
the leadership of Western Europe which.was almost in default after the French
refusal to ratify EDC and the United States failure to produce any alternative. He

context of NATO.

F"`10
the Secretary of State's conversations with H rr Adenauerptend to confirm that Mr•
Eurv ^n to th U ited ICi d Cerf 1 the rt from Mr. R^ c
attempt to restbre United States initiative and to prevent the leadcrship of Western

. . . . •t hie of

'? Mr: Wilgress also explains Mr. Dulles' trip 'to Bonn as at least in part, 0

I
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Dulles was in'part aiming at undoing Mr. Eden's work and to cast cold water both
on the Brussels Treaty idea and the nine-power conference.

Other aims may have been to proffer a deliberate snub to the French in order by
shock treatment to effect a re-assessment in Paris of the situation caused by the
French refusal to face up to the result of their rejection of EDC. Mr. Dulles may
have thought that his flight to Bonn and his wooing of the Germans ,would have
such a frightening effect on the French that they would be forced to comé into line.
The facts that Mr. Dulles will press for an agreement in principle regarding Ger-
man admission to NATO and has encouraged the Germans to reject any compli-
cated plan'for limitations on rearmament proposed by the French suggest that the
United States is not averse to isolating the French. It is difficult to imagine what
other aim' Mr. Dulles could have had since he could hardly have decided on the
visit to Bonn and London simply for the pleasure of administering to Mendes-
France an expression of his disapproval, unless, of course, he is concerned about
the need for dramatic action in an election year when the Senate has already regis-
tered its unanimous approval of granting Germany its sovereignty and bringing
about an early defence contribution from Germany. It is also conceivable that he
has in mind tactics which are intended to bring down the Mendes-France govern-
ment although this would be difficult with the Assembly adjourned.

It is difficult to see what he had in mind in stressing in Bonn the idea of Euro-
pean integration.with supranational institutions and at the same time rejecting the
idea of a revived Brussels Treaty. So far as we know he proposed no substitute for
EDC, and he must be aware that its revival is almost impossible. In the circum-
stances if he wished to stress European integration, it would surely have been wiser
to take the Brussels Treaty as a tangible starting point. At any rate it is interesting
to note that the Germans are not so convinced as Mr. Dulles is that it is either
possible or wise to attempt to isolate France in trying to work out a method of
rehabilitating Germany.
C. Gerniany

According to reports we. have received the Chancellor was generally sympa-
thetic to the ideas advanced by Mr. Eden during his recent visit to Bonn, but the
Chancellor was careful not to commit himself to the British proposals. On the other
and he appears to have been much more forthcoming in his reaction to the propos-

als subinitted to him by Mc. Dulles some of which ran contrary to the British sug-
gestions. It seems clear that the Germans are aware of their powerful position at the
moment and, as Mr. Ritchie has pointed out, Mr. Dulles's dEmarche gave them a
dangerollsly exaggerated idea of their own importance.

The GeRman Government for reasons of self-esteem appears to be motivated by
a strong desire to obtain the best possible deal from the German point of view. At
the sal"e-tune , the Chancellor must recognize that there is no strong feeling infavour of

^^ent in Germany and that the German people might not go along
with any solûtion which is unacceptable to the French, even though the Chancellor^ nself may be suspicious of the motives of the French Premier. It is our impres-

that tiurGennans above all at the moment wish to have full sovereignty assoon A a
possible and welcome the idea of membership in NATO more as a sign of
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respectability than as a means of protecting themselves and Western Europe against
Soviet aggression. Chancellor Adenauer himself appears to be primarily concerned
about the need to revive the European idea inherent in the EDC. In addition, in the
background as an ever-present motivating force, is the strong urge for reunification.

Viewed in this light we may expect the Germans to continue to press strongly
for an early return of sovereignty and a termination of the occupation and full
membership in NATO. It is conceivable that, if the Americans moderate their
strongly pro-Gennan bent, Chancellor Adenauer might be prepared to go along
with the French proposals provided they are not too obviously discriminatory
against Germany and : provided no unreasonable conditions are attached by the
French to German admission to NATO. The Chancellor, despite his remarks to Dul-
les to the contrary," may see in the French' proposals at least the shadow of the
European idea inherent in the EDC. At the same time he may view them as less
provocative to the USSR and as a more flexible arrangement than simple admission
to NATO,which might facilitate at some time any moves towards reunification of
Gennany. -^

D. France
Sincè`the 'rcjection of EDC by the French Assembly, the clearest statement of

the foreign policy of Mendes-France is that which he made off the record to the
Anglo-American Press Association on September 7, 1954. This statement, which
was reported in Pâris Telegram 417 of September 16, a copy of which is attached,t
may be summarized as follows:

(a) The fundamental idea of the Tnraty of Paris= was the establishment of a close
bond between Germany and the West. This must not be forgotten in the search for
some ottier prôcedure; k t
a. , ^ a. 6 ... }. f. . w a : ; i ^ C^ .e ' . .: . . . ^ .. . . ^ .. . .

(b) Germany cannot be neutralized for if it were it would some day throw itself in

with the East in exchange for unity;

Uniôn will bé rarwved: Thisaim, in the;French view, can be achicved by.

,.latead, ^ what# France, now, saks is a w y
migbt co^nâtituté s threat to either the western European countries or to the Soviet

ie; of controlling Germany; by,itself in an essentially military little
schente hereb the dan cr that Germany

to the nine-power conference, they , tndicate that France has given up r- ,^
A .. • EutOQe .

establishéd ôn,the bâsis of non-disiximinâtion;., . ..
(f) Francecânnot play its proper role internationally without the implementation

of the necessary economie and social reforms.< ' ` •
intc ration as theS.^TT^se pnnciplesclearly mark the abandonment of Furopcan g Fr^Ce

goal of French policy. Taken together with the proposals to be submitted by
thc st_war

R ^ ^7 ',.e' ♦ ,(: Y„^. .s;s...

(e) A Gernman militâry contribution is necessarŸto Western defence; this contn u-
tiônImisstbé;mâde.I within the frâmewo-rk of a system of control and guarantees

(d) Franco-German reconcihaUon is essenual but it is not possi
Unitect Kingdonm is closely, aassociated with its manifestations;

abandoned;
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(c) The concept of supranationalism is unacceptable to France and must le
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(a) placing wide controls on German re-armament, German participation in west-
ern defence planning, and German territorial ambitions; and
(b) bringing about the association of the United Kingdom with the task 01 conirol-

ling Germany on the continent.'
Present French thinking is, therefore, not in line with the United States desire to

strengthen;its European front against the Soviet'Union by the inclusion of * a re-
armed Germany in NATO. It is also opposed to the granting of sovereignty to Ger-
many without adequate guarantees against unrestricted re-armament.

If the United States refuses to consider the French proposals at the nine-power
conference, it would add a further rebuff to the series which it has administered to
Mendes-France since the Indo-Chinese settlement. Another United States rebuff
may not harm the political standing of Mendes-France with the Assembly and may
possibly improve it. A result of such a course of action by the United States, how-
ever, would be that Mendes-France would have an excuse for following the course
of action which his enemies claim he intends to follow: that is, to destroy NATO
and come to terms with the USSR. It must be admitted that United States policy has
at times in'recent months seemed deliberately formulated to assist such a process.
While this seems unthinkable as a possible French policy, some recent actions of
Mendes France cannot permit us completely to overlook it.

On the optimistic side, if the United States relents and if an agreement is reached
at London which Mendes-France endorses, the chances of its approval by the
National Assembly would appear to be good. The recent vote against the EDC was
319 (including 99 Communists) to 264. While some of those who supportai EDC
will perhaps :vote against an alternative plan, a good number of the opponents of
EDC, and notably the 73 Gaullists, would vote for the Brussels Treaty alternative
because of the removal of the supranational aspects of the EDC Treaty.

(f►1fJCt3 jotNTE 6&NCiASURE 61

Annexe E

Annez E

formulation of Westcrn policy with respect to Germany is
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A PLAN FOR ARAtAAtCNT (AN7ROL VYITf tIN NATO

The failure of, the French Assembly to approve EDC has now confronted the
Western A11ies with the same difficult problems (though in a more highly charged
atmosphere) to which the Paris Treaty appeared to provide the answcr. These
problems`=-^ ° ' .@„ w West`Gcrman soveragnty and a controllcd Gcrman contribution to
western defénce=must be solved together if we assume, as we must, that French

essentiâl tô tlxhtdt of the North Atlantic Alliance. Of the two problcros, the most
difficùlt is"that of Gernan rearmament. When that is solved the problem of German. ,^3...^ ^. No
sovereignty suld pcôve relatively easy, since it is not German sovereignty itself
but onc ôf the important attributes of sovercignty (i.c. the right to national armed

n Prrnch` eyes, raises the spectre of German militarism.
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2. Our approach to a solution of these problem is based on the following

assumptions:
(a) As agreed at the Brussels Meeting of the North Atlantic Council in 1950, a

German defence contribution is essential to the defence of Western Europe;
, (b) This contribution must be obtained in such a way that legitimate German aspi-
rations are met while, at the same time,- the members of NATO, and particularly
France, are assured of adequate safeguards against misuse of German military

power, .

(c) To do this inevitably involves tackling the underlying problem of Franco-Ger-
man relations, which in many respects is fundamentally one of an increasing unbal-
ance of power between the two countries;

(d) With the failure of the EDC, NATO seems to provide the most practical frame-
work within which the harmful effects of this unbalance could be counteracted by
bringing in the United Kingdom and the United States to offset German military
and economic strength.

(e) If NATO is used for this purpose, German admission must be brought about in
such a way as to preserve the unity of NATO and to ensure (as far as it is possible)
the permanent integration of Germany within the Atlantic Community.

3. These considerations have led us to the conclusion that the solution to the twin
problems of German sovereignty and a Germaddefence contribution which offers
the best prospect of permanency is one involving the admission of a sovereign Ger-
many to NATO after there has been instituted in NATO .as a whole a system of
armament control adequate to safeguard against a resurgence of German milita-
rism. Any restrictions on German sovereignty retained âs a condition of GermanY's
'admission to NATO are unlikely to last for long and the strains among member
countries which their removal would create might disintegrate the Alliance.
Whatever controls on German rearmaunent we consider essential should be so
established that they appear non-discriminatory,'or as nearly so as possible.

The Plan
4. In the light of the foregoing it should be borne in mind that the basic idea

behind the plan is that a system of armaments control should be instituted in NATO
applicable to all members, although not necessarily to the entire area or to all

forces. This does not mean disarmament. The plan is not,designed to lirait arma

ment but to control M A system along the lines we propose could work in 0

directions (either to limit or to maintain existing levels) according
to individual

circumstances. The main futures of the plan are as follows:
â¢The forms of ; armaments supervision which alréady exist in NATO (^e
O

Annual Review, 66 'of the Standing Group agencies and of th n^ NATO

Secretariat in we fields of standardization of arms and corrclation of dcf
duction, and the` training ând inspection responsibilities of the Supreme Com.
manders) should be strengthened.

^0 ^^. , fi ^% . ... `. 1b i . .:
m ..

. • ^-

(b) A systerln of inspection should be "set u
p

wrth^nyNATO under thero^ ^e p o
, hasis f romNorth Atlantic Council. Tfus would mean siufting the emp

sïütüary system of furnishing information, in which discretion is left to
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member governments in the last analysis, to one in which member governments
would surrender a large part of this discretion to NATO. Under this system member
governments would be required to allow supervision by a NATO inspection body
of armed forces and armaments actually assigned to NATO. There seems no reason
why, if member governments are agreeable to the introduction of such 'a concept
(derived from the U.S. disarmament plan for the U.N.) into NATO, the Secretary-
General and the Secretariat of NATO could not fulfil the functions of the Director-
General and the Secretariat of the proposed U.N. Authority's Disarmament Divi-
sion. Although NATO has nothing resembling the Corps of Inspectors which the
United States proposal envisages, it is possible that provision could be made for the
appointment of such a Corps by the Secretary-General on the nomination of
member countries.
(c) To allow for flexibility, the arrangements for controlling armaments might be

established in progressive stages, and/or variations in the scope of the plan might
be introduced. A study of the possible variants leads us to the conclusion that our
plan should provide for either.

(i) inspection and control ' of armed forces and armaments actually assigned to
NATO Commanders, or
(ii) inspection and control of armed forces and conventional armaments only in
all NATO countries.

The first, in our view, appears to be by far the best, in that it might be acceptable to
the United States and the United Kingdom, it would be non-discriminatory, and it
would meet our requirements for a reasonably permanent solution. If, combined
with a solemn undertaking by Germany that she would devote the whole of her
defence effort to NATO, this would ensure that all German armed forces and arma-
ments would be subject to NATO supervision while leaving the most sensitive
areas of United States and United Kingdom armament (the strategic air forces and
strategic reserves) and certain French forces outside of its scope. The second vari-
ant would be less satisfactory in that it would leave beyond NATO control German
atomic development for military purposes (unless, of course, Germany renounces
its right to produce atomic energy). This may not be a problem at present or for the
wmediate future but it is almost certain to become an important factor in a matter
of years. Moreover, an undertaking not to enter the atomic energy field is likely
before long to bé regarded by the Germans as a far more humiliating limitation on
^e^'sovereignty than an undertaking to assign all their forces and armaments to
NATO: ;'

(d) COupled with the plan would be twin undertakings by the West German Gov-
ernment to:

(i) Devote the whole of the West German defence effort to NATO. An alterna-
tive might be agreement by all NATO members including Germany that, apart
from forces placed under SACEUR, no armed forces will be maintained except
national'police forces, troops for the protection of the Head of State, forces for
ntern^onal missions (e.g., U.N.) or forces which any NATO member requires

to defence responsibilities outside NATO.
-3 ^.^^i, ^r ;,t _r9 ^
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French proposals the Brussels Treaty Organization would be responsible for

o aeas y g
^ against German rearmament added to the Brussels Treaty. It is true that under the

the

the Brussels Treaty Organization' as " little more than a facade which will have
useful ^ psychological effect in France: The French 'Premier has admitted to Mr-
Edén ' that for -this `reason he woûld like t h v' man safe uards as possible

particularly with` regard to the'authority'and scope of NATO. There is some evi-
dence,' however, to suggest that the French 'Government may view their version of

On the first point, the French memorandum leaves many questions unanswered,
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'Annexe 'F

Annex F

SECRET [Ottawa, n.d.]

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPLICATIONS FOR NATO OF THE FRENCH PROPOSALS

It seems clear that the French. Government has seized on the idea of an expanded
Brussels Treaty Organization as providing a substitute for the E.D.C. which would
not have the supranational characteristics of the latter and which would have the
advantage of closer United Kingdom participation. The Frenck may also think that
it would be less provocative to the Soviet Union than a solution involving only the
admission of a rearmed Germany toNATO. In addition, the obvious omission of
the French reference to German membership in NATO suggests that the French
would prefer to avoid this difficult topic for the time being or would try to use the
Brussels Treaty concept to make the pill more palatable to the French Assembly if
the other Western countries insist on a German admission to NATO. At the moment
the French appear to be veering around toward accepting the idea of German mem-
bership in NATO although (according to one comment we have received) they may
envisage it as the final stage in a evolutionary process. In the circumstances it is
assumed for the purposes of this memorandum that the French will not, in the final
analysis, object to Germany being admitted to NATO.

Viewed in this light; it is for consideration whether the French proposals would
diminish'or alter the present authority and responsibility of NATO. The answer
would appear to depend in part on the relationship in practice which the French
envisage between NATO and the enlarged Brussels Treaty Organization, and in part
on the extent to which the non-Brussels Treaty Organization powers would be Pre-
pared to strengthen NATO's functions.•

(ii) Renounce force as a means of reuniting Germany or of recovering the lost
German territories: (It is for consideration whether. - this . should be a separate
undertaking by West Germany or whether it might not be an undertaking, by
NATO as a whole, as a means of underlining the essentially defensive character
of the NATO alliance after the admission of Germany. In addition, it is conceiv-
able that such a general undertaking by NATO could be some assurance against
any tendency on the part of the United States to revive the idea of "liberating"
the Soviet-occupied territories in Eastern Europe.)

p
F
F
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security of Western Europe and for the supervision and control of the German
defence contribution. On the other hand, NATO would still be responsible for set-
ting the levels of forces to be contributed by the member countries (which would
serve as the maximum levels of the Brussels Treaty powers) and NATO machinery
would be used as far as possible to inspect and control these levels.

On the second point, there are many unknown factors and the attitude of the
United States is likely to be decisive. It is obvious that the admission to NATO of
an important country like Germany would tend to change the present balance in the
Organization.^ This tendency might be accentuated under the French proposals
unless the non-Brussels Treaty powers were prepared at the same time to tighten up
both the military and political cooperation within NATO. If they were to let NATO
procedures remain precisely as they are and to leave all questions concerning Ger-
many to the Brussels Treaty Organization, the primary emphasis would almost cer-
tainly shift from trans-Atlantic cooperation to European cooperation. There are
already disquieting signs that Mr. Dulles would regard such a development with
favour and that he is thinking in terms of German leadership in Europe. If the
primary responsibility for German association with the West were given to the
Brussels Treaty Organization, the United States might feel free to leave Western
Europe to, its own devices and to use NATO only as a vehicle for loose military
cooperation with Western Europe.

Mr.;Wilgress has already expressed concern that the United Kingdom idea of
employing the Brussels Treaty Organization as a means of obtaining closer Ger-
man political cooperation, while using NATO primarily to deal with the military
aspects, might tend to reduce the role of NATO to that of a "military club". He now
tbinks that both the United Kingdom and the French proposals are designed to pre-
vent Gennany having an opportunity to join forces with the United States in order
to control developments in Europe.

At present'the Brussels Treaty Organization is most active in the fields of social
and cultural cooperndon. It also has machinery to facilitate the exchange of politi-
cal views at , various levels. But the emphasis in this field is on informality and
flexibility: To this machinery would presumably be added, under the French pro-
p°Sals, certain agreements concerning the levels of forces of member countries and
ProCedures for dealing with problems arising out of the implementation of these
agrieffients. The important task of administering the inspection and controls would
^ NATO 's. There is nothing in the French proposals as they stand to necessitate
building up within the Brussels Treaty Organization functions that would compete
with'those of NATO. Nor do they suggest that NATO's present responsibilities
would bé'reducéd in any way. It is therefore quite possible that the French plan, or
acoroPromise between the French and the United Kingdom plans, could be imple-
mented without affecting NATO's functions as the prime organ of Atlantic cooper-
a60n• At the 'same time, great car^ewould have to be taken to avoid the dangeroustendency

noted'above,and to guard against a shift of emphasis from NATO to the
Brussels Treaty Organization.

. .,, ...
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Extrait 'des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa], October 13, 1954

important problems had been settled in the short period of rive days. The Confer-

. EX'IERNAL AFFAIRS; LONDON NINE-POWER CONFERENCE ON GERMANY;
CANADIAN RESOLUTION ON DISARMAMENT AT UNITED NATIONS;

REPORT CONCERNING GENEVA CONFERENCE ON KOREA

17. The Secretary of State for External A,,() irs reported that, as a result of the
Nine-Power Conference on Germany held in London between September 28th and
October 3rd, the Canadian government would be called upon to reach decisions on
several important matters. These questions could be dealt with in detail at the next
meeting of Cabinet.

The nine countries participating in the London Conference had been the United
Kingdom, the United States, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the three
Benelux countries, Italy and Canada. The Canadian objectives had been,

(a) that NATO should be maintained and strengthened as the chief organ of West-

ern collective defence and that the new Brussels Treaty Organization should be tied

as closely as possible to NATO;
(b) that the Atlantic Community should remain the framework for co-operation in

the non-military fields and that progress toward clôser European unity should be

made `within this larger framework; ',.: . .. '.. .
(c) that the interests of the other NATO countries

.
not represented at the Confer

ence should not be overlooked, and that adequate provision should be made for

'consideration by NATO of the conclusions of thé Conference; and,
e(d) that every effort should be made to find a solution acceptable to the countries
most directly concerned (i.e. the former E.D.C. countries), provided it met the fore-
going points.

In manÿ, ways the Conference had been difficult, not only because strong per-

sonalities with conflicting views, had participated but also because some very

ence had nearly broken down on a few occasions over such matters as the re-arm-

ing of Germany and what somey participants considcred ùnreasonable obstinacy on

the pait of Mr. Mendes-France with regard to relatively unimportant matters. He

felt, perhaps, this was too harsh a judgement. In order to obtain the
support of the

French Assembly, which had subsequently been forthcoming, Mr. Mendes-FranCe

pérhaps believed he had to adopt a more rigid attitude towards the other P'i

pants in the Conference, and particularly towards Germany, than might otherwise

have been necessary
fe^ Eventually, however, the more important problems had been solved. Of ail the

t econcessions made France's was perhaps the greatest in finally agreeing to h
âcceptance of West Germany as â full member of NATO. Chancellor Adenauer had
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also made a substantial concession in agreeing that West Germany would not man-
ufacture atomic, chemical or biological armaments. Another major concession, and
an important departure from traditional British policy, was the U.K's decision to
maintain troops on the Continent of Europe for the life of the Brussels Treaty. Mr.
Eden had been an excellent chairman and had conducted the meetings with remark-
able skill. It was understood that he had experienced considerable difficulty in con-
vincing some members'of the U.K. government including the Prime Minister, to
agree to the decision on maintenance of troops. Once the decision had been taken,
however; Mr. Churchill had been most helpful in bringing about a meeting of
minds between participants in the Conference, particularly between Mr. Mendes-
France and Chancellor Adenauer. The decision, apparently, had been well received
by the British public. The only dissenting voice had been the Beaverbrook con-
trolled press.

The decisions of the, London Conference were contained in the Final Act signed
by the niné,Foreign Ministers on October 3rd PThis Act was divided into six main
parts:

Part I recorded the decision of the U.S. the U.K. and France to end the occupa-
tion régime in the German Federal Republic as soon as possible, to revoke the
Occupation Statute and to abolish the Allied High Commission, retaining.their
special powers only with respect to those obligations under the Potsdam Agree-
ment which they could not relinquish prior to a final German peace treaty.
Part II outlined the arrangements to allow Germany and Italy to accede to the
Brussels Treaty and to give the Brussels Treaty Organization increased powers
and responsibilities in controlling the levels of forces of all its members and the
armaments production of its continental members (the levels of forces were to
be controlled by fixing maximum levels which could be increased only by unan-
imous consent; armaments production was to be controlled by a special agency
set up under the authority of the Brussels Treaty Council).
Part III referred to assurances made during the Conference by the U.S. (to con-
tinue its support for European unity), by the U.K. (to maintain its present forces
on the continent of Europe), and by Canada (to discharge the continuing obliga-
tions arising out of its membership in NATO and to support the objective of
European unity). _
Part IV recôrded the decision of the Conference to recommend to NATO that the
German Federal Republic be invited to become a member and that the NATO
machinery be reinforced to give SACEUR greater control over the forces on the
rondnent under his command (including powers of inspection to check the level
and effectiveness of these forces).
Part V contained akdeclaration by the German Federal Republic to refrain from
any action inconsistent with the strictly defensive character of the North Atlantic

" P= la d0ctima ►tation sut l'Acte final de la Conférence de Londres. notamment la déclaration tri-
Partite sur l'Allemagne, voirfflor documentation on the Final Act of the London Conferenee, includ-
in8 the Tripartite declaration on (3ennany. see United States. ikpartment of State. Bulletin. Volume
XX3CI. No. 798, Octoba 11, 1954, pp. 5 15-28.
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the U.S. suppotted South Korean contention that the report should refer to commu-
report on the Geneva Conference. Some difficulty had been caused, however, by
United Nations police action in Korea were now attempting to draft an agreed

Treaty and the Brussels Treaty and a joint declaration in reply by the U.S. the
U.K. and France with which the three powers intend to invite the association of
the other NATO countries.
Part VI outlined the procedure to obtain approval for and to implement these
decisions.

The procedure called for a meeting of the four Foreign Ministers, on the ques-
tion of German sovereignty followed by,a meeting of the nine Foreign Ministers,
.which would take place in Paris the following Thursday. 'The decisions of the
London Conference would then be submitted to a special meeting of the NATO
Council on Friday, October 22nd. If approved, the protocol of accession of Ger-
many to NATO and the other relevant documents would be submitted to the gov-
ernments of the NATO and Brussels Treaty countries for ratification. Insofar as
Canada was concerned, all the required measures could probably be taken by gov-
érnmental action except the protocol of accession` of Geimany to NATO, which
should perhaps be submitted to Parliament for approval prior to ratification.

Although it would be difficult, presumably, for Canadian ratification to be given
much before the end of January, 1955, there seemed to be a general desire to obtain
the required ratifications from âll countries before the end of the year, so as to
avoid any internal political difficulties that Mr. Mendes-France might have to face
if final disposition of the matter were delayed unduly. Early disposition would also
be helpful to Chancellor Adenauer, who had to face a hostile and increasingly pow-
erful socialist party in West Germany.

18. Mr. Pearson also referred to the statement made by Mr. Vyshinsky at the
United Nations on September 30th, when introducing a Soviet resolution on dis-
armament. This resolution was, in reality, a belated response to the Anglo-French
resolution on disarmament, which had been made during'the course of meetings of
the Sub=Committee of the Disarmament Commission of the United Nations the pre-
vious summer. Although, superficially, the Soviet resolution appeared to go a long
way towards meeting the views of Western members of the U.N. on disarmament,
it would be examined critically to ascertain whether in fact it provided a practical
framework for international disarmament. He added that the Minister of National
Health and Welfare was introducing that day a Canadian resolution on disarma-
ment." This was being presented by the Canadian delegation as a member of the
Sub-Committee of the Disarmament Commission because, for a variety of reasons,
it had not been possible to obtain, as had been hoped earlier, a joint resolution by
four of the five members of the Sub-Committee (U.K., U.S., U.S.S.R., France and
Canada). When submitting the resolution, however, Mr. Martin would invite other
members of the Sub-Committee to associate themselves with the resolution and it
was¢ understood that the U.K., the U.S.; and France would then do so.
;;^;,The Minister said further, that the fifteen countries which had participated in the
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nist aggression and not simply to aggression. The U.S. and South Korea also held
the view that elections in Korea ahould be supervised by the United Nations. It was
clear that this might not be acceptable to the Chinese, since they were not U.N.
members. In the circumstances, other countries engaged in the preparation of this
report were generally prepared to agree that the Korean elections be supervised by
any impartial international body that was acceptable to the United Nations. It was
hoped that the U.S. would eventually come around to this view.

19. The Cabinet noted with approval the reports by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs on the London Nine-Power Conference on Germany, the Canadian
resolution on disarmament recently introduced at the General Assembly of the
United Nations and, the preparation of an agreed report concerning the Geneva
Conference on Korea, and deferred final decision on various matters arising out of
the London Conference, on Germany pending further consideration at a meeting to
be held the following Tuesday, October 19th.

- Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum to Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABwFr DOCUMENT No. 224-54 Ottawa, October 18, 1954

SFCW;`,

NATO AND GERMANY

be lin"* f..: ---- --- . . . • - . _. . . -
any participant,

At the Nine-Power Conference field in London from September 27 to October 3,
agreement was reached on principles to govern the association of the German Fed-
eral Republic` with the West and on measures designed to obtain a German defence
contribution with necessary safeguards. Although the decisions reached at London
do not commit all the participating countries to the same extent, they are neverthe-
less Of interest to all the NATO members. All these decisions form part of a single
settlement which represents a delicate international compromise which could easily

2• The Final Act'signed at London envisages three interrelated measures: termina-
tion 'of the Occupation régime and restoration of full sovereignty to the German
Federal Republic; admission of the Federal Republic and Italy to the Brussels
Treaty Organization; and admission of the Federal Republic to NATO. At the same
tir'e► the machieiery and functions of both NATO and the Brussels Treaty Organiza-
tion ârë`to`bè ré!nforced in order to provide adequate safeguards against any misuseof Ge^^

reartnament. The Brussels Treaty Powers will set by special agreement
the maiiniûm lëvels for their forces on the Continent. However, NATO will con-
tinue 6 deiéne'year by year the force goals of all its members, and the ceilings

includ'ing
Canada. ----- ............... .,.. Y....
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set by the Brussels Treaty Organization will not be reviewed or altered unless the
force goals recommended by NATO for any particular year conflict with them.

3. To NATO will be given the function of inspecting the levels and effectiveness
of the forces under the Supreme Commander on the Continent and authority to
ensure that these forces are not used éxcept with 'the approval of the appropriate
NATO authorities.

4. To the Brussels Treaty Organization will be given the function of controlling
the levels of armaments to be produced by its members'on the Continent, these
levels to bé based on the requirements of the forces approved by NATO.

5. An additional safeguard is contained in declarations by the German Federal
Republic and by the Three Powers, designed to `ensure that the Federal Republic
never has recourse to force to achieve the re-unification of Germany or the modifi-
cation of present boundaries.

6. Since the end of the London Conference, working groups in Paris have pre-
pared certain documents to give effect to the various parts of the Final Act. These
documents will be submitted, first to a meeting of the nine Foreign Ministers in
Paris on October 21, and then to a Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Coun-
cil on October 22, both of which I shall attend. The following three of these docu-
ments are of direct concern to Canada and decisions are required on them:

(i) a resolution whereby. members of NATO other than the United Kingdom, the
United States and France will associate themselves with the Three-Power declara-
tion on Germany and Berlin;

(ii) a protocol to provide for the accession of the Federal German Republic to the
North Atlantic Treaty;

(iii) a resolution on the reinforcement of the NATO military machinery (including
.the amendment to SACEUR's terms of reference).

'L Association with Thrte-Power Declaration on Germany
3. Canada and otherF NATO countries have been invited to associate themselves

with the Joint. Declaration, of the,United States, France and the United Kingdom
which in essence acknowledges the solemn pledges of the Federal Republic, never
to have recôurse tolorce to achieve the reunification of Germany or the modifica-
tion'of the present boundaries of the Federal Republic; reaffirms the resolve of the
Three ^Powers to discharge the obligations contained in Article 2 of the United
Nations Charter, and underlines their agreed existing policy with respect to a final

° Gcrman settlement, the reunification of Germany, and Berlin. The text of this dec-
'laration, and of the accompanying one by the Federal Republic, is attached as
"Annex "A'.'. In addition, by way of a warning to the Federal Republic, the Three
PowersP agree to regard as a threat to their own peace and safety any recourse to^^a , , 1^ e^ero-
forcein violation of the pnnciples of the United Nations Charter and p g

1 selves `to take'âppropriate action against the offending Government.,TS., :, r /1^ ;Y,...^I , s 1 ,.. rm ofa
r` 8:,The;association of other NATO members with the Declaration, in the foo be
simple resolution of the Council (draft on which is attached as Annex
releaséd as a communi u6; is designed tô'enhance 'an^d widen the importance of the

.,. +.A ., = Ran , )
Declarat^on d tô istablish a close link in the public mind (particularly in France

®
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between the admission of Germany to NATO and the attitude of the Three Powers
towards any act in violation of the peaceful and defensive purposes of the North
Atlantic Treaty. It is not intended that the act of association should modify in any
way thé obligations and commitments of the associating countries which exist by
virtue of their membership in NATO. Nor is it intended to involve "any derogation
or alteration of the special rights and obligations of the Three Powers with respect
to such matters as an all-German settlement and the security and welfare of Berlin
resulting from the Postdam Agreement of 1945.

9. The principles enunciated in the Joint Declaration are in my view in accord
with existing Canadian policy as expounded in the North Atlantic Council and
other international forums. The association of Canada with this Declaration would
have a good effect on public opinion both at home and abroad and would not
involve any modification in the commitments or obligations which, already exist by
virtue of our membership in the North Atlantic Treaty.
10. In the light of the above considerations it is recommended that:
(a) approval be given to the association of Canada with the Joint Declaration as

contained in the Final Act of the Conference;
(b) in associating ourselves with the Declaration the Canadian representative at

the Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council should reaffirm our view,
either individually or jointly with other representatives, that association with the
Joint Declaration would neither involve any alteration in existing commitments or
obligations under NATO, nor entail any derogation or modification of the rights
and obligations of the Ttvee Powers under the Potsdam Agreement.

U. Protocol on the Accession of the German Federal Republic to the North Atlantic
Treaty

11. The draft "protocol is attached to this memorandum as Annex "C". The sub-
stance paragraphs of the protocol employ the same language as was used in the
protocol of 1951 on the accession of Greece and Turkey. The effect, when all the
members of NATO have ratified it, will be to authorize the issuance of an invitation
to the Federal Republic of Germany to accede to the North Atlantic Treaty.
12: It is assumed that, earl y in the forthcoming session of Parliament, both Houses

will be given an opportunitÿ to approve the protocol, by resolutions, prior to the
deposit of an instrument of ratification by Canada. However,'in the unlikely event
that all the other members of NATO ratify the protocol before January and that
Canada is holding up the accession of Germany to NATO, it may be necessary.for
Cabinet to reconsider the question of prior Parliamentary approval. This however
need not to be decided at the moment. '

13. it is recommended that authority be granted for the signature of the protocol on
behalf of Canada by, me, or by the Permanent Representative of Canada to the
North ptlan^ fic Council (Mr. L.D. Wilgress), or by both of us, and that an appropri-
ate

Order,in Council is issued forthwith.
^• Re-solution 6n' 'the Reinforcement of the NATO Military Machinery
14, pà^ IV of thë Final Act of London contained recommendations on the mea-

s^eS ^t were considered desirable, in connection with the admission of the Ger-
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man Federal Republic to NATO, to enable the Organization to retain effective
control over the forces placed under the Supreme Allied Commander on the Conti-
nent of Europe. The text of the relevant excerpt from the Final Act is attached as
Annex "D". These recommendations have now been amplified by the NATO Work-
ing Group in Paris and are embodied in a draft resolution which will be submitted
for approval to the forthcoming Ministerial Meeting. The text of this resolution is
attached as Annex `•E,,. ,

15. The main features of the plan` now recommended, which if approved will
necessitate the amendment of SACEUR's terms of reference, are the following:

(i) Acceptance by any BrusselsTreaty Power of force goals, arising out of the
NATO Annual Review, higher than the limits set by the Brussels Treaty Organiza-
tion'will be subject to unanimous approval by the Brussels Treaty Powers.

(ii)All forces of NATO countries in the area of AlliedCommand Europe will be
placed under the authority of SACEUR, with the exception of forces for the
defence of overseas territories and certain other forces to be specified.

(iii) The location of combat forces under SACEUR in the area of Allied Com-.
mand Europe will be determined in agreement with the national authorities con-
cerned and these forces will not be moved without the consent of the appropriate
NATO authorities.

(iv)' Integration at the army group and tactical air force level 'will be the rule,
provided there are no' overriding objections from the point of view of military
effectiveness, and integration `at lower levels 1 will be achieved whenever military

: F.^.efficiency permits:
(v). SACEUR's responsibilities and powers for the logistic support of his forces

will be extended to include the establishment of logistic requirements, priorities,
and distribution and the co-ordination of, infrastructure facilities for logistic
purposes• , , 9

(vi), SACEUR will be granted increased authority to obtain, through reports and
_inspections, information about the forces placed under him, including reserve for-
mations and their logistic support, within the area of his command.

(vii) SACEUR, with the approval of the NATO military authorities, will designate
a; high•ranking officer : to - transmit regularly : to the Brussels Treaty Council the
information relating to the forces of the Brussels Treaty Powers obtained through
these reports and inspections.

I---authonues. If dire are proposals ,foé mtegrauon at 1ower^.^,.. ^ ,
ensure that tbey will nott involve any alteration in the present organization of the

our or^ces tn JV W8
arlny°group and tactical air force level . 1he'deployment of these forces has been
agreed after consultation between SACEUR, ourselves and the host countries, and

we would not wish to redeploy them without the consent of the appropriate NATO

•• - rv ' • 1 vels we shall have to

f .' Euro are alread assi ed to SACEUR and are mtegrated a
n 16.- In general these measures stioùld not cause Canada any special difficulty. All

• t the

thë Mediterrânean
and will not alter the present status of United Kingdom and United States forces m
i(viü) The term "area of Allied Command Europe" will not include North Africa

]

I
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brigade or air division. By agreeing to the present resolution, however, we do not
commit ourselves in advance to accepting any particular proposals.
17. Since the logistic support of our forces in Europe is already integrated with

that of eithér the United Kingdom or the United States, any new arrangements aris-
ing out of SACEUR's extended powers in this field will affect Canada only insofar
as they affect the United Kingdom and the United States. It may be that the mea-
sures for increased integration of forces and of logistic arrangements will entail
some increases in commonly financed items of expenditure such as infrastructure.
If this proves to be the case, specific proposals will be submitted to the appropriate
NATO bodies for consideration in the normal way. It is premature to attempt at this
juncture to determine what these proposals might be ' and we shall of course retain
the right to ' accept, reject or modify them when and if they come up for
consideration.
183t is recommended that authority be granted for approval of this resolution on

behalf of Canada'.
19. It is further recommended that I be authorized to accept at the forthcoming

Ministerial Meeting minor amendments to the protocol and the resolutions noted
above provided:

(i) that they are generally acceptable to the other NATO members;
(ii) that they are in consonance with the spirit of the Final Act of London; and
(iii) that they do not affect Canada's interests adversely.
20. There are 'three other related matters on which Cabinet may wish to be

infonned though no decisions are necessary at this time concerning them:
(i) Discussions are proceeding in Bonn between the United Kingdom, the United

States and France, as occupying powers, and the German Federal Republic, on the
arrangements that will be necessary, once the Occupation Statute has been revised
and the Allied High Commission abolished, to provide for the status of forces in
Germany,and other related questions dealt with in the Bonn Conventions. The
Canadian Embassy in Bonn has been kept informed of developments by the United
Kingdom Ifigh Çommission and is concerned with ensuring that Canadian interests
(arisig out of the presence in Germany of the First Canadian Infantry Brigade
Group and the p"irst Canadian Air Division) are protected. A report on the proposed
arrangements will probably be made to the forthcoming Ministerial Meeting by the
Three Powecs

(ü),Tbe^ `^t protocol to the Brussels Treaty establishing an agency for the control
of armamènts con' tains the following provision: 'The Brussels Council shall trans-
mit to the; âgency, the information it has received from the Governments of the
United 'States and Canada with respect to the military aid to be distributed between
the cOntinéntal members of the Organization." This provision should not require
any substantial alteration in the procedure for allocation of Canadian Mutual Aid. It
would merély mean that, aRer the usual recommendations for allocation had been
r^lv^ ^m the Standing Group, we would inform the Brussels Treaty Council as
well'a{the BNssels Treaty countries themselves of an y orcated to ^em, . . , 4 Y equipment allo-

t ^,^-^.t ,Pi T_ •



:. (iii) Although there is no explicit mention of it in the London Act, it is generally
assumed that the reinforcement of the NATO machinery that is envisaged will
probably involve some tightening up of the Annual Review procedure in the direc-
tion of making the yearly negotiation of force goals a more truly multilateral exer-
cise. At present NATO countries decide first what they will do and then notify this
to NATO through.the Annual Review process, , and force goals are fixed accord-
ingly. The recommendations made during the Review, unless they are accepted by
the countries to which they are directed, have the status merely of NATO Secreta-
riat proposals. If this procedure remains entirely unchanged, the German Federal
Republic may choose to set its own force goals at levels that will be in conflict with
the maximum levels set by the Brussels Treaty Organization. We may therefore
expect a move to modify the Annual Review procedure so that recommendations to
member countries would become, like the rest of the matters dealt with in the
Annual Review Report, the subject of general discussion and agreement in the
Annual Review Committee. I think we should acquiesce in such a move 6s

L.B. PEARSON

[PIÈCE JOINfFIF.NCLOSURE]

, Annexe A ,

Anntx A

DECLARATION BY THE GERMAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND JOINT

DECLARATION BY THE GOVERNMENTS OF FRANCE, UNITED KINGDOM AND

. . ` UNnFD STATES OF AMERICA

The following declarations were recorded at the Çonference by the German Fed-
erâl 'Chancellor and' by the Foreign Ministers of France, United Kingdom and
United States of, America. f xs^ .,. .

., Upon 11r.1 ""cession to e o an c y ,
German Federal Republic declares that she will refrain from any action rnconsistent

• • tu German

with the rinciples of the Charter of the United Nations and accepts the obl^ga ^
set' forth in Article 2 of the ' Charter. °
^'°` 'th N -'th Atl d Treat and the Brussels Treaty, the

-^ The German Federâl ^Republic has' agreed to conduct its policy in accord,, ce
' t'ons

: DECLARATION BY GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC

with the strictly defensive character of the two treaties. In particul^ e
Federal Republic undertakes never to have recourse to force to achieve the reunifi-

cation of Germany or the modification of the present boundaries
of the German

Federal Republic, and to resolve by peaceful means any' disputes which may anse

betwèen the Federal Republic and other States.'

octobre 1934. tober 19, 1954.

DFIILARAT[0N BY T1iE GOVERNMENTS OFé,.:------ - ,
UNITED STATES OP AMFRICA, UNffF.D KINGDOM AND FRANCE

, . . . .. , _._ _ .> ..

,1 - ; f. ., , ,t.<.. 19---
'° d Lei ïecomro^tioaa`contèoua dans cette note de service ont été aFQr^vEes

^ le Cabinet le

The recommendations in this memorandum were approved by Cabinet on Oc

N

I
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The Governments of the United States of America,. the United Kingdom of
Greàt Britain and Northern Ireland ^and the French Republic.

Being resolved to devote their efforts to the strengthening of peace in accor-
dance with the Charter of the United Nations and in particular with the obligations
set forth in Article 2 of the Charter.
(i) to settle their international disputes -by peaceful means in such a manner that

international peace and security and justice are not endangered;
(ii) to refrain in their international relations from the threat ôr use of force against

the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other man-
ner inconsistent with the purposes of the, United Nations;
(iii) to'give the United Nations every assistance'in any action it takes in accor-

dance with the Charter, and to refrain from giving assistance to any State against
which^the United Nations take preventive or enforcement action;
(iv) to ensure that States which are not Members of the United Nations act in

accordance with the principles of the Charter so far as may be necessary for the
maintenance of international peace and security.

Having regard to the purely defensive character of the Atlantic Alliance which is
manifest in the North Atlantic Treaty, wherein they reaffirm their faith in the pur-
poses and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to live in
peace with all peoples and all Governments, and undertake to settle their interna-
tional disputes by peaceful means in accordance with the principles of the Charter
and to refrain, in accordance with those principles, from the threat or use of force
in their international relations.

Take note that the German Federal Republic has by a Declaration dated October
3rd accepted, the, obligations set forth in Article 2 of the Charter of the United
Nations and has undertaken never to have recourse to force to achieve the reunifi-
cation of. Germany or the modification of the present boundaries of the German
Federal Republic, and to resolve by peaceful means any disputes which may arise
between the Federal Republic and other States:
Declare that =

1• They consider the Government of the Federal Republic as the only German
Government freely and legitimately constituted and therefore entitled to speak for
Gennany as the representative of the German people in international affairs.
2. In their relations with the Federal Republic they will follow the principles set

out in Article 2 of the United Nations Charter. . ,
3. A peace settlement for the whole of Germany, freely negotiated between Ger-

mMy and her former enemies; which should lay the foundation of a lasting peace,
rem^ ^essential aim of their policy. The final determination of the boundaries
of Ger!*y must await such a settlement.
4. The achievement through peaceful means of a fully free and unified Germany

rerrl4ns,al .^n^ental goal of their policy.
Pow^ty and welfare of Berlin and the maintenance of the position of theeThree

there are regarded by the Three Powers as essential elements of the
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Treaty Organisation with this Declaration.
7. They will invite the association of other member States of the North Atlantic

measures which may be appropriate.
accordance with Article 4 of the North Atlantic Treaty with a view to taking other

goverïunent as having forfeited its lrights to any'guarantee and any military assis-
tance

,
provided for in the North Atlantic Treaty and its protocols. They will act in

any such action, the three Governments, for their part, will consider the offending
integrity and unity of the Atlantic alliance or, its defensive purposes. In the event of
which in violation of the principles of the United Nations Charter threatens the

6. They will regard as a threat to their own peace and safety any recourse to force
any quarter as an attack upon their forces and themselves. .
require it. They therefore reaffirm that they will treat any attack against Berlin from
maintain armed forces within the territory of Berlin as long as their responsibilities
peace of the free world in the present international situation. Accordingly they will

Welcoming the declaration made in London by the Government of the Federal

s: CONTAINED IN THE FINAL ACT OF THE LONDON CONFERENCE

`The North Atlantic Council, '

ASSOCIATION OF O'>HER NATO COUNfRIES WITH THE JOINT DECLARATION

Annexe B =

, Annex B

- t DRAFT RESOLUTION PREPARED BY NATO WORKING PARTY TO PROVIDE FOR

Annexe C

with the aforesaid declaration of the three powers."
Atlantic Treaty have, on behalf of their governments, today associated themselves

Notes with satisfaction that the representatives of other parties , to the North
(Annex B)
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the French Republic
made on the same occasion by the Governments of the United States of Amenca,
Republic of Germany on 3rd October, 1954 (Annex A), and the related declaration

CONFIDE1d77AL

I

/UieC C ,

DRAFT- PROTOCOL ON1118 ACCESSION OP THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

the;accession' of the Federal Republic of, Germany to that treaty, and
2. Being satisfied that the security of the North Atlantic area will be enhanced j

1949:^^^^;°,^ ^. t. ^^^^._ _^^ ^ ► ^^ ^

• x GERMANY TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

The parties to the North Atlantic Veaty'-aigned at Washington on 4th Aprih

^x: > a • fz^i ^ 3'^^ , . .
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3: Having noted that the Federal Republic of Germany has by a declaration dated
3rd October, 1954, accepted the obligations set forth in Article 2 of the Charter of
the United Nations and has undertaken upon its accession to the,North Atlantic
Treaty, to refrain from any action inconsistent with the strictly defénsive character
of that treaty, and
4. Having further noted that all member governments have associated themselves

with the declaration made by the Governments of the United States of America, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the French Republic on
the saine date in connection with the aforesaid declaration of the Federal Republic
of Germany.

Agree as follows:

Article 1.

Upon the entry into force of the present protocol, the Government of the United
States of America shall on behalf of all the parties communicate to the Government
of the Federal Republic of Germany an invitation to accede to the North Atlantic
Treaty. Thereafter the Federal Republic of Germany shall become a party to that
treaty on the date when it deposits its instrument of accession with the Government
of the United States of America in accordance with Article 10 of the Treaty.
Article 2.

The'present protocol shall enter into force when each of the parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty has notified to the Government of the United States of America its
acceptance thereof. The Government of the United States of America shall inform
.the other parties to the North Atlantic Treaty of the date of the receipt*of each such
notification and of the date of the entry into force of the present protocol.
Article d. '

The present protocol, of which the English and French texts are equally authen-
tic, shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United States of
America. Duly certifed copies thereof shall be transmitted by that government to
the governnients of the other parties to the North Atlantic Treaty.

In faith whereof the undersigned representatives duly authorized thereto by their
respeCdve governments have signed the present protocol.

Annexe D

Annex D

TEXT OP PART IV OP MIE FINAL ACT OP LONDON

The'powÇ1s présent at the Conference which are members of NATO agreed to
recon^end at the next ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic Council that the
Federal Republic of Germany should forthwith be invited to become a member.

The y
Y urther agreéd to recommend to NATO that its machinery be reinforced inthe following res^ -, , A ^ a _ ,pects•
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(a) All forces of NATO countries stationed on the Continent of Europe shall be
placed under the authority of SACEUR, with the exception of those which NATO
has recognised or will recognise as suitable to remain under national command.

(b) Forces placed under SACEUR ' on the Continent shall be deployed in accor-
dance with NATO strategy.

(c) The location of such forces shall be determined by SACEUR after consultation
and agreement with the national authorities concerned.

(d) Such forces shall not be redeployed on the Continent nor used operationally on
the Continent without his consent, subject to appropriate political guidance from
the North Atlantic Council.

(e) Forces placed under SACEUR on the Continent shall be integrated as far as
possible consistent with military efficiency.

(f) Arrangements shall be made for the closer co-ordination of logistics by
SACEUR.

(g) The level and effectiveness of forces placed under SACEUR on the Continent
and the armaments and equipment, logistics, and reserve formations of those forces
on the Continent shall be inspected by SACEUR.

4
Annexe E -

SECRET

The North Atlantic Council:, . ., .
1. Recognising the necessity of strengthening the structure of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization and of reinforcing the machinery for the collective defence of
Europe and desirous of specifying the conditions governing joint examination of
the defence effort of member countries:

2.-. Recalls that: ° ^ .
(â) The resources which member nations intend to devote to their defence effort as

well as the level, composition and quality of the fortes which the member nations
are contributing to the defence of the North Atlantic area are each year subject to
collective examination in the NATO annual review for' the purpose of reaching
agreement on force goals, taking into account expected mutual aid;

(b) The defence expenditures incurred by the member nations and the extent to
which the recommendations emerging from the annual review have been carried
out are the subject of periodical review during the year.

3. Agrm that with respect to the fortes which the Brussels Treaty powers Will
- place under NATO Command on the mainland of Europe, and for which maximum
figures have been established in a special agreement concluded between these po-
-ers and agreed by the North Atlantic Council, if at any time during the NATO
nnnnâl review recommendations are put forward, the effect of which would be tot
increase the level of forces above the limits established in this special agreemen
the acceptance by the country concerned of such recommended increases shall be
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subject to unanimous approval by the Brussels Treaty powers, expressed either in
the Brussels Treaty Council or in NATO.
4. Decides that all forces of inember nations stationed in the area 'of the Allied

Command Europe shall be placed under the authority of SACEUR or other appro-
priate NATO Command and under the direction of the NATO military authorities
with the exception of those forces intended for the defence of overseas territories
and other forces which NATO has recognised or will recognise as suitable to
remain under national command.

5. Invites member nations to make an initial report for consideration and recogni-
tion by the Council on those forces which they plan to maintain within the area of
Allied Command Europe for the common defence, but not to place under the
authority'of NATO, taking into account the provisions of relevant NATO directives
bearing on that subject; the initial report will include a broad statement of the rea-
son"for which the above forces are not so placed. Thereafter if any changes are
proposed Council action on the NATO annual review will constitute recognition as
to the suitability and size of forces to be placed under the authority of the appropri-
ate NATO Command and those to be retained under national command.
6. Notes that"the agreements concluded within the framework of the Brussels

Treaty Organization of the internal defence and policy forces which the member
countries of that organization will maintain on the mainland shall be notified to the
North Atlantic Council.

7. Agrees, in the interest of most effective collective defence, that in respect of
combat forces in the area of Allied Command Europe and under SACEUR;
(a) All déploÿments shall be in accordance with NATO strategy;
(b) The location of fonces in accordance with NATO operational plans shall be

determined by SACEUR after consultation and agreement with the national author-
ities,concerned; •

(c) Forces under SACEUR and within the area of Allied Command Europe shall
not be redeployed or used operationally within that area without the consent of
SACEUR, subject to political guidance furnished by the North Atlantic Council,
when appropriate, through normal channels.

8. Decides that:

(a) Integation. of forces at army group and tactical air force level shall bemaintained.,

(b) In view of the werfulcomat p° bat support units and logistic support organization
army level, integration at that level and associated air force level will be the rule,

wherever formations of several nationalities are operating in the same area and on a
COrftnontask, provided there are no overriding objections from the point of view of
*tary eectiveness;

.(c) 'Whereveic military efficiency pertnits, in light of the size, location and logistic
support of forces, integration at lower levels, both in the land and air forces, shall
be a chieved to the maximum extent possible;1 1) +^ ,- 1,. , I _



(d) Proposals to the Council, indicating any increases in commonly financed items
of expenditures, such as infrastructure, which might be entailed by the adoption of
such measures, should be submitted by the NATO military authorities.

9. Agrees that,'in order to improve SACEUR's capability to discharge his respon-
sibilities in the defence of Allied Command Europe, his responsibilities and powers
for the logistic support of the forces placed under this authority shall be extended.

10. Considers that these increased responsibilities and powers should include
authority;

(a) To establish, in consultation with the national authorities concerned, require-
ments for the provision of logistic resources*

- * By logistic resources should be understoôd all the material, supplies, installations and parts thereof
necessary for the prolonged conduct of combat operations.

(b) To determine, in agreement with thé national authorities concerned, their geo-
graphic distribution;

(c) To establish, in consultation with these authorities, logistic priorities for the
raising, equipping and maintenance of units; '.'

(d) To direct the utilisation, for meeting his requirements, of those portions of the
logistic support systems made available to him by the appropriate authorities;

(e) To co-ordinate and supervise the use, for logistical purposes, of NATO com-
mon infrastructure facilities and of those national facilities made available to him
by the national authorities.

11. Agrees that, in order to ensure that adequate information is obtained and made
available to the appropriate authorities about the forces placed under SACBUR
including reserve formations and their logistic support within the area of Allied

Command Eurôpe, SACEUR'shall be granted increased authority to call for reports
regarding the level and effectiveness of such forces and 'their armaments, equip-
ment and supplies as well as the organization and location of their logistic arrange-
ments. He shall also make field inspections within that area as necessary.

12. Invites nations to submit to SACEUR such reports to this end as he may call
for from time to time; and to assist inspection within the area of Allied Command
Europe by SACEUR of these forces and their logistic support arrangements as
necessary.

13.' Confirms that the powers exercised by SACEUR in peacetime extend not only
to the organisation into an effective integrated force of the forces placed under him
but also to their training: that in this field, SACEUR has direct control over the
higher training of. all national forces assigned to his command in peacetime; and
that he should receive facilities from member nations to inspect the training of
those cadre and other forces .within the area of Allied Command Europe earmarked
for his command.
c•14. Directs the ; NATO military authorities : to arrange for the designation by
SACEUR of a high-ranking officer of his command who will authorized to transu^t
regu larly to the Brussels Treaty Council information relating to the forces of the

Brussels Treaty Powers on the mainland of Europe acquired as a result ef that
reports and inspections mentioned in paragraphs 1 l and 12 in order to enabl

é
t

9.

1
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Council to establish that the limits laid down in the special agreement mentioned in
paragraph 3 above are being observed.

15. Agrees that the expression "the area of Allied Command Europe" as used
throughout this resolution shall not include North Africa; and that this resolution
does not alter the present status of the United Kingdom and United States forces in
the Mediten, anean. :

16. Directs the NATO Military Committee to initiate the necessary changes in the
directives issued to SACEUR to give effect to the above policies and objectives of
the North Atlantic Council." ,

349. DEA/50102-G-40

L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Germany
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TE[EGRAM 301 Bonn, October 19, 1954

SECRET

Repeat Paris No. 82 (Immediate) for Stadacona and Canac; London No. 142.
Please pass the following message to the Minister immediately on arrival.

When I saw Blankenhorn last night he said to me that there was one matter in
which you could, if you agreed, be extremely helpful to the Chancellor. He went on
to explain that the Germans envisaged that after the decision of the North Atlantic
Council to admit Germany to NATO had been taken there would be further discus-
sion in the Council of arrangements connected with the admission of Germany and
in Particular with the protocol to the treaty which would be necessitated by Ger-
many's entry. The Germans very much hoped that at this second stage in the pro-
ceedings the Chancellor might be asked to take his place at the Council table.
Blankenhorn's suggestion was that you might be prepared to further this develop-
ment. He said that a similar procedure had been followed in the cases of Greece
and Turkey and that their representatives had been invited to the Council at a com-
Parable stage in the procedure for their admission. (I am not sure whether Blanken-
horn's'stateinent regarding Greece and Turkey - is accurate, but I think from
memory that it is.) Blankenhorn said that, of course, it would be perfectly clear that
Ger"lanY's presence at. the Council on this occasion iwuld be purely provisional
Pending ratification of Germany's entry. He added that he did not anticipate that
there would be much opposition to such a proposal. He thought in fact that several
countries would be in favour and mentioned in particular the Belgians. I asked him
whether the French had been sounded out on this proposal. He replied in the nega-
tive but said that he did not think they would object.

2. I told Blankenhorn,that I would pass his message on to you but I of course did
not commit You in any way. At the end of the conversation Blankenhorn said that
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suggestion.
3. No doubt if you feel disposed to take any action on this "suggestion", this

would be much appreciated here and would be a good thing in terms of German-
Canadian relations. On the other hand, I do not know how strong French opposition
to the idea might be or what the general feeling in NATO circles on the subject
would be. Blankenhorn will be accompanying the Chancellor. to Paris if it is

, . .. fdesired to get in touch with him. , ^ 3
4. Incidentally, you are aware that the Chancellor is leaving for the United States

on October 26 to receive a degree at the Columbia University. There has been no
suggestion of a visit to Canada on this occasion. My immediately following tele-
gramt contains Blankenhorn's assessment of prospects for Franco-German negoti-
ations and the Nine-Power conference.

this was ^ not - a-"formal" request by the German Government but simply a

350. L.B.PJVo1. 46

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET' [Ottawa], October 20, 1954

ber 16,1954,t the Canadian Permanent Representative to the North Atlantlc
cil -reported that "the French have shown an extreme sensibility to the publicity

value of the-proposed Brussels Treaty Organization." Theintention of the French

Government seems to be:
(a) to reconcile through a strengthening of the Brussels Treaty those elements in

Freiice which are opposed to Germany's admission into NATO. Through the BTO'

EXTENSION OF THE BRUSSELS 7REATY ORGANIZATION

The details of the new Brussels Treaty Organization when it includes GermanY
and Italy,^ ând the site of the Council are not matters on which Canada can easilY
intervene. They are nevertheless of very great interest to us because the manner in
which they are solved is likely to have considerable effect on NATO.
2. Lord Ismay proposed on October 11 in a Note to the NATO Council that

administrative arrangements be worked out which would provide for the primary
authority of NATO over the Brussels Treaty Organization.- He suggested specifi-
cally that `The national Permanent Representatives should be the same on both the
NATO and Brussels Treaty Organization Councils, it being understood that when in
permanent session, both Councils should be situated in Paris". Since this proposal
was in accordance with the Canadian desire to see the primary authority of NATO
asserted.:. in both political and military matters, and also in order to assure the
administrative efficiency of NATO, the Canadian Delegate supported Lord IsmaY-
3: The Fiench authorities, however, have indicated that they are in favour of a

more or less autonomous status for the organization in NATO, and that they are not
ready to accept Lord Ismay's proposals as they stand. In telegram No. 823 of Octo-Coun-
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a hard core of guarantees against Germany within NATO, might make German
participation in Western defence more palatable to French opinion.
(b) The French also wish to preserve the idea of European integration and, as Mr.

Wilgress states: "In their mind, the BTO should be presented as the starting point or
the nucleus of European integration."
4. With a view to implementing those two aims manifestly brought up for internal

political consumption, the French intend to press for.
(a) strengthening of the Armament Control Commission
(b) separate representation on both Councils of BTO and NATO.
5. We are particularly concerned in this memorandum with the possible effects

upon the structure of NATO of the strengthening of the Brussels Treaty Organiza-
tion. We note that the present French proposals are such that close co-ordination
between NATO and BTO will become extremely difficult. Although the French
insisted thàt the first meeting of the Brussels Treaty Working Party be held in the
Quai d'Orsay, ,they have apparently joined with most of the other Brussels Treaty
countries in agreeing to London as the permanent site of the BTO.
6. Mr. Wilgress has now reported in telegram No. 1312 of October 18t that the

Brussels Treaty, countries are now pretty well agreed among themselves that the
headquarters of the Council should be in London, while the Armaments Agency
should be located in Paris. He adds that "in view of the political and psychological
importance which most of the Brussels Treaty countries, and perhaps more particu-
larly France, attach to the developing of a separate identity to the Brussels Treaty
groupirig: within NATO, I assume that neither we nor the Americans would wish to
Press, any countervailing arguments we might see in a Paris location."
7. There are' strong political and administrative reasons why, it seems to us, the

Brussels Treaty mechanism should be closely co-ordinated with that of NATO. The
most important is clearly that two separate organizations in different capitals are
going inevitably to duplicate a good deal of work and the efficiency of the defenceof

Weste^'Europe may be impaired. From a political point of view, it is not

on interests,
the Brussels Treaty countries may, in order to protect their com-

ts, tend to unite within NATO as a kind of "inner circle" which could
have a preponderant influence in the shaping of NATO policy. This would create a
Problem for Canada, which has inevitably tended towards allying itself within the
Council with like-minded middle powers, such as Belgium and The Netherlands.
These countries being members of the Brussels Pact, Canada would be left in the
Council-wlthnut its now natural allies. At such a junction we would have to look
of
elsewhere for ers, such as Norway, Denmark, Turkey and Greece. A grouping
^o^ w

.
^thin NATO, with these countries, would lead in effect to the forma-tion

In the Council: the Standing Group of the United Kingdom,United S^s
and France; a nucleus of Brusscls Powers; and a pcriphcral zone ofTurkey.fluence consisting of Canada, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Portugal, Greece and

8' This,,,sitûatiônaPPrehension.bwithin NATO has already been viewed with a certain amount of
:'

Brussels poq^^°NO^ay' Norway's natural reaction to the formation of this bloc of
has been to strengthen her tics with Canada by hinting at Canadian
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participation in ^ the ' Northern European Command. It seems that a re-grouping
within NATO is already in preparation. We cannot help thinking that such a state of
affairs might be prejudicial to the smooth working of NATO and to the unity of
purpose of its members.

9. On the other hand, it should be recognized that there may be certain advantages
in retaining London as the site of the Brussels Treaty Organization. In the first
place, such a location would probably permit the United Kingdom to exert an influ-
ence on the policies of the Organization more, in proportion to recent substantial
British commitments to European defence than might be the case if the headquar-
ters were in Paris. In the second place, a London site could serve to remind the
British people of the increasingly important role which the United Kingdom will be
playing in European affairs. Thirdly, if with London as the headquarters the United
Kingdom were able to take a more active part in the work and deliberations of the
Organization, this could serve to offset any, strong' German influence and thereby
lessen French apprehensions of German predominance. Finally, there is, of course,
the administrative convenience of retaining intact a headquarter which has already
been established: In 'this connection, the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, Lieutenant-
General Foulkes, has expressed his preference for London since it would be proba-
bly easier to maintain close contact with the military aspects of the Organization
through the Military Liaison Officers attached to Canada House.

10. In the light of the above considerations, it seems clear that there may be a
good deal to be said both for and against the French proposals and the proposal to
have the headquarters of the Organization in London. However, as far as Canada is

11 that it would be difficult andconcerned, I thmk we must agree with I V i r . Wi I 1
inopportune for us to raise objections to the proposals agreed among the Brussels
countries themselves.

: .' R.A. M[ACKAY]

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

' CONFIDPNfIAL

, , gram .
{ Repeât London No. 152. Passed to all NATO capitals and Bonn by bag.

rsto Secretary of State for Ezternal A,0 i

Reference• Oiir tele Mn 838 of October 19.

au secrétaire d'LEtat aux A,ffaires extfneures

Pernuinent Representative to North Atlantic Council

^ As he had, done, the previous day for the four power meetng, f^st invited
France proposed that Sir Anthony Eden chair the meeting. Sir Anot-athR Y^Sels Treary

NiNE-AOwER
?v Mendes

l U ana inc JCGrClâr^/ VGUGI w w..._ -

I
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Organization to join in the deliberations of the conference. He also announced that
the ceremony of signature of the four and nine power protocols would start at 2:45
p.m. on Saturday at the Quai d'Orsay.

2. The first item dealt with by the conference was the report of the four power's
meeting. Sir Anthony simply reported that the four power meeting had agreed on
the protocol terminating the occupation in the Federal Republic of Germany. Until
Germany formally becomes a member of NATO, however, the right to station
forces on German territory will be governed by a special convention which will
only be signed by the four powers but which will be open to accession to countries
maintaining forces in Germany. Sir Anthony, therefore, called for an immediate
meeting of representatives of Canada, the Netherlands, and Belgium to discuss this
point (see our telegram No. 847 of October 21).t

3. With regard to Item II on the agenda regarding the results of the Brussels Treaty
working group in London,' the following decisions were reached:

(1) Naine of the organization. Although in London, Germany had suggested that
the word "Western" be left out of the title "Council of Western European Union",
the Chancellor did not press the point at the meeting. The Council will, therefore,
be known as the Council of Western European Union.

(2) Voting procedure in the Council. The Belgians objected in London to a voting
procedure based on the principle of unanimity. As Mr. Spaak did not find any sup-
port for a simple majority voting rule, the voting procedure provided for in the
present protocol and based on unanimity remains unchanged.

(3) As you will recall, the London Final Act (paragraph 12, Section II) provides
that the Council should report to the delegates of the seven powers of the Brussels
Treaty of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe. As'there was con-
siderable doubt in the London working group as to the exact meaning of this provi-
sion, the matter came up for rather lengthy discussion at the Ministerial meeting. It
finally emerged that the delegates of the seven powers to the Consultative Assem-
bly of the Council of Europe would constitute a small ad hoc assembly to which the
Council of the Western European Union will submit an annual report on its activi-
ties. Council reports will not only deal with military matters but shall touch upon
all the other activities of the Council including cultural and social activities. The
French, Belgian, Dutch and United Kingdom Foreign Ministers favoured this
arrangement rather than the Italian suggestion which would have linked the Council
With the Consultative Assembly of the coal and steel community.
(4) On'the general question of relationship between NATO and Western European

Union raised particularly by Lord Ismay's memorandum, Mr. Dulles introduced the
following text which was accepted without discussion: "Recognising the undesir-
ability of duplicating the military staffs of NATO, the Council and its agency will
rely on the appropriate military authorities of NATO for information and advice on
military matters:' . -

(5) lt was also decided that the seat of the Council would be in London, while the
armamettts "agency will be stationed in Paris.
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4. Point 4 of the agenda relating to 'a'declaration inviting Italy and the Federal
Republic of Germany to accede to the Brussels Treaty presented no difficulty, and
was readily accepted.

5. The conference then considered each of the four protocols on the Brussels
Treaty. As these pro'tocols deal with matters of indirect interest to Canada as a non-
Brussels Treaty power, I shall only dwell briefly on the main points that were dis-
cussed. On Protocol II dealing with the forces of the Western European Union, a
prolonged discussion took place on the table of forces mentioned in Article I. The
Chancellor took exception to the number of divisions mentioned in the table on the
ground that one could arrive at a different set of figures if calculation was made on
the basis of effective strength rather than on the basis of the formula suggested by
Article I. Mendes-France on the other hand insisted that for political reasons the
number of divisions and aircraft agreed upon in the EDC special agreement be
included in the protocol. A new Article I will be redrafted which will refer to the
special agreement to the EDC Treaty without, however, giving the exact figures
contained in that agreement.

6. A prolonged discussion took place on Protocol III regarding the control of
armaments. The Dutch Foreign 'Minister took exception to the list of weapons
which the French want to fall under the control of the agency, on the ground that it
would present a departure from the general principle adopted in London. In the face
of the determined opposition of Mr. Adenauer and Mr. Beyen, Mendes-France
agreed to reduce the list of weapons contained in Annex 4. He only gave way,
however, on the control of machines specifically designed to manufacture arms on
the condition that the matter would be referred for further study to the proposed
Commission on Armament Production and Standardization.
7. Protocol IV of the agency led to â discussion regarding the appointment of the

director of the agency. In order to emphasize and insure his independence, it was
final.ly agreed that the tenure of the Director'soffice would be lengthened to five
years and that in addition he will not be re-eligible. An interesting change took
place on Article 22 dealing with foreign military aid between Mr. Mendes-France
and Mr. Dulles. In view of. the special. importance of the discussion for us, I am
reporting on it separately., T.. ;

8: M.-. Mendes-France's proposal #É% call for December 1 st a seven power confer-
ence to study the problem Of production and standardization of armaments with a
view to setting up an armaments pool, led to sharp exchanges between the French
Prime Minister and Mr.,Beyen. Mr. Beyen warned that the controversial nature of
the plan would, in his view, encouragef delays in ratification and that it would be
particularly unwise to jdecide on'holding such a conference on December I when
the London Agreements would be under consideration by most parliaments. (In the
course of this discussion, the Italian Foreign Minister said that it would not be
possible for the Italian Parliament, in view ` of constitutional requirements to ratify
before next February)., Mr. Mendes-France said that he had been under criticism in
the Assembly for havingfailed io' obtain' a`firm decision in London on this point.
Polidcally it was important to him that `the plan be under active conMdeSp ^
before the London Agreements came for ratification in the Assembly.
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finally introduced a compromise solution which . rallied general support. The
London working group will be instructed to convene in Paris on 17th January, 1955
to study the French draft' directives with a view, to submitting prôposals to the
Council of Western European Union when it comes into being.
9. The meeting adjourned at 8:00 p.m. last night after having covered the whole

agenda.' ;

352. DEA/50102-G-40

, Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative Io North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaEGRAHt 858 Paris, October 23, 1954

CorMENMAL

Repeat London No. 154. Passed to all NATO capitals and Bonn by bag.

POURTEEN POWER CONFERENCE

The Ministerial meeting of the Council met at 3:15 p.m. yesterday, and covered
its agenda in a relatively short time: The item relating to the results of the nine
power meeting, more specifically the protocols to the Brussels Treaty, gave rise to
some discussion. Prior to the meeting there were rumours that Norway and Den-
mark would question the protocol on forces 'of the Western European Union, and
that Turkey would insist that a specific clause be included in the protocol modify-
ing and completing the Brussels Treaty providing for the accession of other coun-
tries to the Brussels Treaty. In fact, although these interventions took place, their
tone was moderate and need not give us any concern.

2. The Norwegian Foreign Minister said that Protocol 1 of the Brussels Treaty
offered a difficulty for those countries which had not attended the nine power meet-
ing. Article 1 referred to a special agreement annexed to the EDC Treaty, a docu-
ment winch had not been officially communicated to the other NATO countries.
His government would therefore ask that the agreement in question be made availa-
ble. Sir Anthonÿ `said that this document, although it had not been published, was
known to most governments concerned, but if necessary, there should be no objec-
tion to formally communicating it to the NATO governments. The Chairman asked
whether this suggestion was agreeable to the six EDC governments, and no objec-
tion being raised, it was decided that the text of the special agreement would be
fonnally brought to the attention of the interested governments for their
infonnation `,

3' with regard to the resolution instructing a working group to convene in Paris
on lanuarÿ,17, to study the problem of production and standardization of arma-
ments;Mr,p Pearson suggested in order to avoid any duplication of work between
NATO and the Western European Union, that this group should invite in due course
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the new, text. This text is being forwarded to you in the following telegram.l
6. We are reporting separately on the NATO items of the agenda.

..^ .,, . .
3530 ' DEA/50030-V-4-40

members of the Production and Logistics Division of the NATO international secre-
tariat to assist the'group in its task..This suggestion met general support, and was
adopted. The Greek representative in supporting Mr. Pearson's suggestion, pro-
posed that the working group should come under NATO, but this point was not
taken up by the meeting.. .. . R

4. The Turkish Foreign Minister made a general statement in which he praised the
Big Four leaders for having successfully brought Germany into the western system
of defence, and furthered the cause of European unity. He said that his government
considered the Brussels Treaty in its new form as a foundation of European integra-
tion. He expressed the hope that the protocol providing for the accession of Ger-
many and Italy to the Brussels Treaty would not be interpreted in such a way as to
prevent other countries to accede to the Treaty. The eventual extension of the Brus-
sels Treaty was predicated, however, upon the establishment of the closest co-oper-
ation between NATO and the Western European Union.

5. Upon an earlier suggestion made by the United Kingdom Foreign Secretary, the
meeting considered the omnibus resolution on the results of the nine power meet-
ing, mentioned in your telegram No. 775 of October 19, 1954.t Mr. Pearson said
that in order to remove any impression that the results of the nine power conference
weakened in any way Atlantic co-operation, the resolution should express confi-
dence that the closest co-operation between NATO and the Western European
Union would be established. He also hoped that the resolution would record the
fact that NATO remains the foundation of the security and progress of the Atlantic
community. A drafting group was convened,during the meeting to work out a new
text and the, wording suggested in your telegram under reference was included in

. Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Pennanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TFI,EGRAM861 Paris, October 23, 1954

SF;cREr

Repéat London No. 156. ^

Up to the;very end of the session,- there was doubt whether there wou

ImpcMant points appeared somew, u smce every
question, of which no mention was made, of the unresolved problem of the Saar-

ld be ag

: The Council completed the business on its agenda in s vit o
points causing ^diffcult discussion. The atmosphere of complete agreement on all

hat tu^eal one had in their minds the

} - - h rder and with few
MINISlERIAL MEïfWa OP TFffi NORTH A!U►NriC COUNCIL ON OCTOBER 22

.. , ... . . _ ,. . . . }. _ . . „ . > . ir . . .... . .. . . .
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ment upon the release of the communiqué announcing that the various documents
would be signed on the following day, but when the time came there was no objec-
tion. Presumably, Mendes-France believed that he and Adenauer could come to an
understanding before the time for signature.

2. The first items on the agenda related to the Brussels Treaty and the various
documents were those which had been approved by the nine power meeting the
previous day. Several points of interest emerged in discussion of these documents,
and we are reporting on these matters separately.
3. The first item of strictly NATO business was the resolution of association with

the 3-power declaration of October 3. On this subject I made a brief statement
which has been reported in the draft verbatim record as follows:

'Mr: Chairman.

My government welcomes the important and valuable declaration with regard to
the future of Germany and the security and welfare of Berlin. The discharge by the
three powers concerned of their special responsibilities in these matters has I think
represented an important contribution to peace and security, and we should be
grateful to them for that.

"My own government is not in a position to share in all these responsibilities,
these special responsibilities, which flow from the Potsdam Agreement, but it fully
endorses and associates itself with the declaration which has been made. We will do
what we can, or should, to ensure that the objectives behind the declaration to
which we subscribe are realized".
4. Similar declarations were made by the other countries concerned, some of

whom made reference at the same time to the German Government's declaration
also made on Octobei 3 in London. Following these declarations the Council
approved the resolution as drafted.'

5. The, Council then approved the protocol providing for the accession of Ger-
many to NATO. In the course of his statement of this protocol, the Danish Minister
referred` to' the problem of the Danish minority in Schleswig-Holstein, and his
remarl^ Were supported by Norway. It was agreed that the protocol should be
signed at the paWs de Chaillot on Saturday at 4.30 p.m. following the signature at
the Quai d'Orsay*of the documents relating to German sovereignty and the various

menti involving the present or prospective members of the Brussels Treaty
ganizatiôn.

6• The Council agreed to hold its next ministerial session in mid-December, when
eChainnaiï hoped that the military authorities would be able to present a prelimi-
ary report on the "new look study". The exact date will be determined later by the

Iermanent council.
7.

Under 'other business, Italy and Portugal made statements on Trieste and the
bléu^^ teiritories in India respectively. The Italian statement was unexception-

'and the Poctuguese statement added little to previous statements made in the
Permanent council but at the same time reiterated Portugal's intention if the situa-
tion shôûld'deiiiind it of calling for consultation under Article 4.

,^ ,
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8.,-Dulles, Mendes-France and Eden then made statements concerning the devel-
opments of the last few weeks. Dulles' remarks were notable for their skill, temper-
ance and modesty, a veryeffective intervention.

9. Following an interval for drafting, the Council then approved an omnibus reso-
lution along the lines which we have considered desirable concerning the collection
of agreements recently worked out. Finally, an undistinguished but adequate com-
muniqué was agreed with little discussion.

10. As all of these various documents are being issued to the press and will be
available to you from other sources, we do not propose to send the texts by
telegram. •

354. DEA/501 10-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

1E1EGRAM 854 Paris, October 23, 1954
.. , , .

-ft
CONFIDErmAL
.. •^ t., . . , F . . . . ' . . r . . . i .. . . .. .

Reference: Our telegram No. 853 of October 22. ,
Repeat London No. 153. Passed to all NATO capitals and Bonn by bag.

ARTICLE! 22, PROTOWL IV, REGARDING MILrTARY AID PROVIDED BY THE
UNrIFD STATES AND CANADA TO 711E BRUSSELS TREATY POWERS

This matter came up for discussion at the end of the Ministerial meeting yester-
day in â manner which caused us some surprise.'Mr. Dulles said that he had been
asked, to give his opinion on a French proposal `which he had just received. The
other`delegations were unaware of the contents of the paper which Mr. Dulles had
before him.{.^ a , . ^ ,: _-, , . . • . , ^

2. Mr. Dulles proceeded to say that he could add nothing to what he had already
said in London on this subject. It was quitenatural that if the United States were
making gants of military aid, they should also decide what happens to them. ^e
United States did not wish to establish a formal consultation machinery whieh

inight prove cumbersôme and result in delays in allocating the military aid w^eh
they were 'oprviding to their allies.
^ 3. Mr.. Pearson said that }evidently a new proposal had been made, but unforro-
nately, he was unaware of its content.

^

Fra
â^ï>".'

Mendes-nce said that in London he sought the acceptance of the same

nci leahatrhad been$ a u'ie ardin EDC -whereb foreign military^dPn P
..
P^ 8 8 y to the

would, be assigned , directlyt to the community and allocated accordng
réqüirtmenta of the inernber coûntries. Mr Dulles, hôwever, had been opposed to

rthis as applied to the Brusséls Treaty Organization although he (Mr• Mendes
France) was unaware that Mr. Pearson had voiced any objection at the tin .
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this reason he had seen fit to seek the views of Mr. Dulles, and he wished to apolo-
gize for not having brought his new proposal to the attention of the Canadian Min-
ister. The French Prime Minister then proceeded to explain that the ideal solution
would be, of course, that the proposed agency assume the control of foreign aid, but
failing this, there should at least be a procedure of consultation set up comparable
to that which existed within the framework of OEEC regarding Marshall Plan aid
and which enabled the discussion on a multi-lateral basis of the allocation of Amer-
ican aid to recipient countries.
5. Mr. Pearson, who had by then been given a copy of the French paper, said that

as the proposal concerned American aid exclusively, there was no need for him to
make comments at this 'stage.

6. The Dutch Foreign Minister said the allocation of foreign aid to the Brussels
Treaty powers was a matter of common concern, and that if the matter was to be
discussed further, it should not be confined to a dialogue between the United States
and France, but the other powers concerned should be given an opportunity to
make their views known.
7. Upon Mr. Mendes-France's insistence that Mr. Dulles give assurances that the

United States would be prepared to reconsider the matter, the Secretary of State
simply added that âlthough the United States were eager to help in strengthening
the agency, he could only say that they were opposed to piling-up administrative
machinery as he was convinced that this would only defeat the purpose we all had
in mind. When the agency had come into existence, if it became apparent that some
sort of consultative machinery was essential for the efficiency of its operations, it
would then be' the time to reconsider the matter. Mr. Dulles said that he had no
objection to his statement being included in the record if this was considered help-
ful. Mr. Mendes-France asked that the discussion of this point be reproduced in the
conference 'minutes.;-.

355. ",`'.`

[Ottawa), October 28, 1954

NORTH ATLANTiC 7REATY ORGANi7J1Ti0N AND GERAtANY
53. ?7jj ' Secretatry ôf State for External Affairs, refernng to discussion at the meet-ing of pctob^e

19tk reported on the meetings of the nine foreign ministers and of
the NOrth Atlantic Council, which he had attended in Paris the previous week. Prior
to tbe^ jWo ^^^ngs, there had been a meeting of the three Occupying Powers and
the Federal`Repûblic of Ciermany, at which final agreement had been reached on
ending'thipatfon of the Republic, the restoration of its sovereignty and thestatue

_

i f (

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions
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aud mtenm financing of the troops remaining in Germany. An agreement
suppleting the NATO Status of Forces Agreement was also being worked out



to+deal with the privileges and immunities of foreign forces. The Nine-Power Con-
ference had concluded successfully with the approval'of protocols to the Brussels
Treaty providing for the accession of the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy to
the Treaty, the setting of maximum levels of the forces in Europe of the Treaty
powers, and the establishment of an agency for the control of arms produced by the
continental members of the Brussels Treaty. The Conference had also adopted, at
the insistence of the French, a resolution to convene a working party of the Treaty
powers to study the question of the production and standardization of armaments.
From now on, the Brussels Treaty Organization would be known as the Western

admission of Germany to NATO. In any. cae, none of the decisions being

European Union.
The NATO Council had met and noted with approval the reports of the two

previous meetings and itself approved the protocol providing for the accession of
Germany to NATO, a resolution associating other NATO countries with the Three-
Power. Declaration on Germany and Berlin, a resolution on the reinforcement of
NATO's. military machinery, and a resolution to ensure the closest co-operation
between the Western European Union and NATO. A convention on the presence of
foreign troops in Germany had been agreed to and provision had been made
whereby, non-occupying powérs having troops in the Federal Republic could
accede to it. Appropriate financial arrangements had been made whereby the Fed-
éral Republic would contribute to the cost of the foreign forces in Germany for the
interim period between the termination of this occupation and the entry of Ger-
many into NATO and for a 12 month period thereafter. Towards the end of the
meeting considerable apprehension had been created by the decision of the French
Cabinet that Mr. Mendes-France was not to,sign any document unless arrange-
ments suitable to France with respect to the Saar had been made. After a good deal
of difficulty and much hard work, such arrangements were concluded, largely due
toithe good offices of Sir Anthony Eden and the concessions made by Chancellor
Adenauer. France was able to adhere to all the agreements which had been reached
previously. The Western European Union headquarters would be established in
London, the Armaments Control Organization, within the Union, in Paris, and the
machinery for the inspection of- forces would be -provided by SACEUR under
NATO.

It seemed likely that all the appropriate agreements and protocols would be rati-

fied by. the, legislature of the NATO countries, but no steps would be taken by

others until the French Parliament had placed its stamp of approval on the n011

'agreements. There was no danger of Canada holding up Germany's accession to
NATO by failur+e to ratify` the protocol before January 15th. There would, in all
probability, be no great difficulty about the Annual Review procedures, as it was no
^onger planned to make any aubstantial changes in them. On the other hand, the
possibility still existed that there, might, in the fûture, be minor changes of empha'

ais,within the present procedures arising out, of the arrangements accompanYérithe

this4âtage wôuld prejudge what attitude Canada might adopt towards such changes

when and if they did arise.
54. În the course of discussion, the following points emerged:
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(a) The reaction of the Soviet Union to the events which had occurred in the last
few weeks had been quite mild. The only card which the Russians could play in the
circumstances was that of reunification of Germany, but this would have to be sub-
ject to free elections which it was quite clear that the Soviets would not concede.
The Canadian Ambassador to Moscow had expressed the firm belief that the new
Russian régime, was anxious to avoid war. Its domestic propaganda dwelt largely
on the possibility of improving the standard of living of the Russian people and did
not appear to` be indoctrinating them further with fears of the West nor prepàring
them for war.

(b);The new arrangements involved considerable risks, but there was no alterna-
tive than to, accept those risks. Germany was growing stronger at a rapid rate and it
was far better to have such a development take place within the framework of the
Western European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization than free
frôm'any foreign control. Already it was clear that the Germans would play an
active part in the Union and in NATO.

(c) It seemed unfortunate that the C.B.C. broadcast from Paris on this general
subject the previous evening had been so critical and pessimistic, and apparently at
variance not only with Canadian views but with most shades of French opinion as
well.
55. The Cabinet noted with approval the report of the Secretary of State for Exter-

nal Âffaiis on the meetings of the nine foreign ministers and of the North Atlantic
Council concerning the integration of the Federal Republic of Germany with the
Western European Community.

5" PARnE/PART 5

PLANIFICATION DE LA DÉFENSE A VENIR
FUTURE DEFENCE PLANNING

DEA/50030-AG-1-40

Le ministre de la Défense nationale
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Defence
to Seeretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

MY Deac 'Colleague:

1382°" Will recall that on the 5th May, Mr. Wilgress reported in message No.
.

fi on a meeting of the Council with the Standing Group held on April 30th.
The Standing Group explained to the Council the procedure for processing the
studY bY"the Supreme Commanders on the capabilities planning, taking into con-
slderation use'of mass destruction weapons. This report gave the following outline:^,

lulY 1st-Results of the work of the Supreme Commanders to be sent to the
Standing Gr,.P•
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Sept 1st U.K., U.S. and French Chiefs of Staff to examine and comment upon
the Supreme Commanders' . studies,
Oct 15th-The Standing Group to reconcile any conflicting views of the U.S.,
U.K., and French Chiefs of Staff that might emerge,
Oct 15th-The studies to be sent to the Military Committee (National Chiefs of
Staff) through members of the Military Representatives Committee,
Dec l st-The final reports^ to be ready for çonsideration by the Council.
This report was reviewed by the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, who was alarmed at

the suggested procedure whereby the results of the studies would be examined by
the Standing Group for the months of July and August, and then sent to the U.K.,
U.S. and French Chiefs of Staff for their comments to the 15th of October, and then
after the conflicting views of the U.S., U.K. and French Chiefs of Staff were recon-
ciled, the paper would then be sent on to the other eleven Nations, presumably for
concurrence.

General Foulkes has raised this matter at 'a special meeting with the Standing
Group held on 7 June, 1954. I am attaching a copy of the Standing Group's report
on these discussions.t As there were some private discussions held later between
the Chairman of the Standing Group and General Foulkes, I am attaching also a
report of these discussions.

I am sure that you will agree with me that' the stand taken by the Chainnan,
Chiefs of Staff, represents the views of the Government and that we should be
prepared to raise this matter in the Council should the Standing Group decide to
ignore the representations of the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff.

I consider that this review of the shape and size of the forces in the future, tak-
ing into consideration the use of mass destruction weapons, is one of the most
important military problems facing NATO, and that our experience in the past has
shown that once the military authorities of U.S.; U.K. and France have settled their
differences, they secure governmental approval of their views and it is virtuallY
impossible to have any change made. and

I would suggest that Mr. Wilgress should be advised of these discussions
should be informed that they are fully endorsed by the Government and he should
advise Lord Ismay of our views. It is suggested that in case the Standing Group do
not agree to reconsider the procedure of handling the studies, that Mr. Wilgress be
asked to take this matter up in the Council..`
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

. Compte rendu du président du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Report by Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

TOP SECRET

THE BASIS OF THE FORCES WHICH WERE ESTIMATED WOULD BE AVAILABLE

STANDING GROUP PROPOSE TO ADOPT IN PROCESSING THE STUDIES OF THE
SUPREME COMMANDERS, PARTICULARLY THE STUDY UNDERTAKEN BY SHAPE,
TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVE PATTERN OF NATO MILITARY STRENGTHS ON
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[Ottawa], June 17, 1954

REPORT OF GENERAL FOULKES ON HIS DISCUSSION WITH THE STANDING
GROUP ON 7 JUNE 54 WI'I1i REGARD TO THE PROCEDURE WHICH THE

IN 1957, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE EFFECT OF NEW WEAPONS

U.K., and French Chiefs of Staff that might emerge.

1. I referred to the report of the Standing Group meeting with the Council on 30
April. The report reads as follows:

``The Standing Group appreciated that the Council wished to move forward as
rapidly as possible with this work. However, the Standing Group, on careful con-
sideration, felt that it would not be possible to reflect the conclusions of the studies
in the 1954 Annual Review. The best that could be hoped for was that the results
could be included in whatever guidance would be issued for the 1955 Annual
Review. At present, the Standing,Group thought that the most optimistic timetable
for complëting the studies was as follows:

July 1st-Results of the work of the Supreme Commanders to be sent to the
Standing Group.

Sept lst .-U.K., U.S. and French Chiefs of Staff to examine and comment upon
the.Supreme Commanders studies.

Oct 15th--The Standing Group to reconcile any conflicting views of the U.S.,

Oct 15th-The studies to be sent to the Military Committee (National Chiefs of
Staff) through members of the Military Representatives Committee.
Dec lst--lbe final reports to be ready for consideration by the Council.

As wide areas of disagreement at the various 'stages could easily unset this pro-
grarrurie; the Standing Group did not wish to be held strictly to the above timetable.
^^^ ply to`a question' by Lord Ismay, the Chairman of the Standing Group said

far as possible, National Chiefs of Staff would be kept closely informed on
the pro8ress of the work as it developed, through mëmbers of the Military Repre-sentatives Committee:'
2' The Canâdian authorities are disturbed at this proposed procedure. The main

objections to the procedure are:
(a)

Canada`will not see the paper until 15th October.
Th^t ^ë US, UK and French Chiefs of Staff are going to have an opportunity

to exarrkilie 6d
PaPer. comment on the studies before the National Chiefs of Staff see this; , . .

};^
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(c) That the Standing [Group] are going to attempt to reconcile the conflicting
views of the US, UK and France. In other words they are going to settle their policy
before they have had an opportunity of hearing the views of the other 11 military
members of the Military Committee.

(d) How are the members of the Military Committee to have the opportunity to
discuss the paper with the Supreme Commanders?

3. This study was requested of the Military Committee by the Council at Lisbon in
February 1952. It is perhaps the most important military study since the TCC study.
It may have far reaching effects on all nations and certainly on national forces. This
is not just a re-shuffle in the Command set up or a review of strategy which is a
purely Standing Group matter, but a study affecting the ,shape, size and composi-
tion of our future NATO forces for the years to come, prepared by the Supreme
Commanders who are responsible to all NATO governments not just the big three,
and who report to the Military Committee.

4. There is some doubt as to whether the Standing Group can deal with this ques-
tion in the manner suggested within their terms of reference. When the Standing
Group was set up'at the first •meedng of the Militâry Committee on 6 October,
1949, provision was insisted upon so that representatives of non-Standing Group
countries could make their views known in anticipation of any Standing Group
resolution or decision. In elaborating on the functions of the Standing Group, Gen-
eral Bradley when questioned stated as follows:*

"I would say that in all ôf our actions we act through the Military Committee
and if there is any doubt as to the action we should take we should refer it to you"
(the Military Committee).
5., It will be noted that the Standing Group is required to take full account of the

views of the MilitaryRepresentatives Committee in all military matters involving
action by any of the National Chiefs of Staff or their Governments. There is no
doubt in my mind that this is a subject which vitally affects all nations. This is a
subject of vital NATO military policy which must be decided on equal terms by an
the 14 Chiefs of Staff and we cannot agree with the Standing Group countries mak-
ing up their minds, the other 11 countries being expected to accept the stand taken
by the three national governments. This position is unacceptable to the Canadian
Chiefs of Staff on the grounds that: . d there-

' '6a11 aff t Cana'-an 'ci Minn ^ present and future, ^,(a) .Tlus 111"Y v^ y ec . p^ p • Group
fore should bedealt with as a Military Committee matter and not a standing

th1
(b)] t is beyond the terms of reference , of the Standing Group to deal with s

subject as a Standing Group matter.

(c) ; We cannot agree . that the three NATO nations have a monopoly on miu^

thinking and military planning. Gov-
(d) As this may involve financial and other policy matters of the Canad' âccord

ernment, the Government will require the Canadian Chiefs of Staff to be ln u^
. datase9

. pârtiûrs any time théy involvé Canndian participation.
with the rccommendations, and . decisions on policy must be amYe
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6. Therefore, we make the following suggestions:
(a) That on receipt of the results of the work of the Supreme Allied Commanders,

they be studied by the Standing Group and the Standing Group prepare its com-
ments on the studies.

(b) Thatythe Supreme Allied Commanders' study and the comments of the Stand-
ing Group be then circulated to all Chiefs of Staff through the Military Representa-
tives Committee and the views of all the National Chiefs of Staff be dealt with by

Cu
^presented on the Standing Group. I could not accept the fact that any-

the MRC, or, if it is felt advisable, at a special meeting of the Military Committee.
(c) That no attempt be made to reconcile the views of the three members of the

Military Committee which might prejudice an adequate consideration of the views
of the other l 1 membërs.

(d) That the report be not circulated to the Council until it has been adequately
dealt with,by the Military Committee.

7. This is a matter of such vital import to all the NATO nations that the Standing
Group should carefully examine the views of all the NATO nations without
prejudice and an opportunity should be given for a full-scale discussion of the
views of the 14 nations and the Supreme Allied Commanders together, so Chat the
best possible results and greatest possible cooperation can come from this study.

g. We have been very concerned with the meagre accomplishments of the MRC
over the past year. I have had reason to review what has been achieved. A review of
the agendas and minutes reveal that startlingly little has been accomplished. Some-
thing like 20 meetings of three-quarters to an hour and a half with only seven items
of major import and most of these in preparation for a Military Committee meeting.
Certainly "this hardly justifies maintaining an Admiral and considerable staff forthis meagre âccomplishment. Now when a major policy matter does come it is
ignored until the Big Three harden their policy and amend the paper.

9. After much discussion in the Standing Group it was agreed that the Standing
Group would review this question bearing in mind the observations which we had
made and would advise us of what revisions they are prepared to make in their
timetable, w N ^ .

10.
Af^r ^e m^^ng` General Whiteley asked me to come privately to his office

so he'côuld'explain the situation. He pointed out that there were two things that
worried hiin`that he could not discuss very fully at this meeting. The first was
wudtY in regard to nuclear weapons and the second was security regarding certain
political'^^endations: He said I must realize that this paper would have cer-
tain refereÛceto nuclear matters in which there was considerable security. I empha-sized that°this
^waze of the ° argument, did not hold water at all. General Gruenther was well

sécürity'regulations of the McMahon Act and he would not put in his
p'Per anYthing4hich was prohibited by the McMahon Act and, furthermore, if it
was ahight for the Standing Group to see this paper it was certainly alright for
Canadk It is common knowledge that the worst security in NATO is in a country

ch could be seen by France could not be seen by Canada or any of the
^er NATO nations, General Whiteley soon saw the logic of this argument andPped th

matter of security. He then mentioned political security and said that
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there was a possibility that this paper would reveal that we would not be able to
defend Denmark and part of Holland without the EDC and that this would be a very

tricky question to be given to the 14 nations. , I again pointed out that this was no
secret. This had been stated to the Military Committee ever since forward strategy
had been suggested and Generals Ridgway and Gruenther had made it quite clear
that they could not carry out forward strategy without the EDC. Furthermore, the
Danes were well aware of their isolated position and the Danish Chief of Staff had
spent two and a half hours explaining the Danish isolated position to the Canadian
Chiefs of Staff about a year ago. I emphasized to Whiteley that I could not agree
that there was anything security-wise, either military or political, which could be
discussed with the members of the Standing Group and not with the members of all
the 14 nations. If there were difficult military and political problems to be solved I

was not at all convinced that the Standing Group could solve them any better than
the Military Committee. Furthermore, from my experience in NATO most of the

difficulties have arisen from the failure of the Standing Group nations to reach
agreement on military matters and not the whole 14 nations. As an example, I
pointed out the difficulties in setting up the Mediterranean Command in which the

Standing Group nations could not reach agreement and which had to be referred to
the Military Committee without the UK and US being able to agree, and yet this
matter. was successfully solved by the Military Committee. I further pointed out
that the setting up of the Iberian Command has been holding fire for over two years
because of lack of agreement between the UK and US. I reiterated that we were not
prepared to agree to the handling of this important military matter, which may

affect our forces in future, for us by the Standing Group. I was quite sure that there
were other NATO nations who felt exactly the same way. Whiteley said that Nor-

way had already raised the same problem with General Collins when he visited
Norway last month.

11. General;Whiteley then suggested that he might be able to arrange that they
would send out a preliminary paper and ask for comments and then the Standing
Group would work on these comments and produce a second paper on which per-
haps a meeting could be held. I said that I would be quite happy for the matter to be
dealt with in the initial stages by the MRC and finally by the Military

Comnutte,

but I was not prepared to accept the paper after the Standing Group nations had
reconciled their views and passed the paper on to us, expecting us to agree. From
my,experience in the past there was no hope of getting things changed once the
Standing Group had agreed because they get Government approval of their military

views and then there is little hope of any change. I was giving notice now that we
were,not prepared to accept this kind of an arrangement on this study.

Whiteley

assured me that he would go into this very thoroughly with the Standing GrouQ
when General Collins returned and would advise me of the, results.
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No; te du chef de la 11^r Direction de liaison civec la Défense` `
. pour le sous-secrétaire, d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Defenee, Liaison (1) Division,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET

Reference: Our Memorandum of June 30.t

[Ottawa], July 6, 1954

'FUTURE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING

that indicate that the Standing Group does not now envisage any basic change in

Mr. Claxton wrote Mr. Pearson on June 17 and expressed concern at the proce-
dure which the Standing Group proposed to follow in dealing with the SHAPE
studies on Capabilities Planning and 1957 Force Requirements in the light of new
weapons. In our memorandum of June 30 (attached) we suggested:
(a) that we endorse the views of National Defence: (i) that the procedure for han-

dling the SHAPE studies should be a matter for decision by the Military Committee
or Military Representatives Committee and not by the Standing Group alone; and
(ii) that the review of the studies themselves should be carried out in continuing
consultation with the Military Representatives Committee;
(b) that Mr. Wilgress be asked to inform Lord Ismay of the Canadian position and

be prepared to raise the matter in the Council if the Standing Group does not agree
to modify the procedure it now proposes for handling the SHAPE studies; and
(c) th a( if'it becomes necessary for Mr. Wilgress to make representations to the

Council, Cabinet approval be sought for the line to be taken.
2. In the meantime, however, General Foulkes had heard from Washington that

the Standing Group had made a' further study of this problem and had agreed to
modify their procedure. Attached is a copy of General Foulkes' letter to you of
June 30 along with a copy of Memorandum MRM-46-54 of June 23t to the Mili-
tary Representatives Committee informing them as follows:

"In amplification of the memorandum (MRM-29-54) outlining the program
which it was hoped to follow in presenting the new weapons studies to the
Côuncil, the Standing Group wishes to make clear to members of the Military
Representatives Committee that it is their intention to invite the comments of
members of the Military Representatives Committee before firming up their
final report to the Military Committee."

3• This move by the Standing Group was undoubtedly made in response to Gen-
eral Foulkes' previous representations and is intended as a mollifying gesture. For
the following reasons, however. I have doubts whether it will in practice mean any

modification of the procedure to which we objected: y
(a) MRM-46-54 is described merely as an "amplification" of the previous memo-

randum outlining the procedure for handling the SHAPE studies. This in itself

that procedure.
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(b) MRM-46-54 further states that the Standing Group intends to invite the com-
ments of the Military Representatives "before finning up their final report to the
Military Comnnittee." In my view this means" that the Standing Group will draft
their own report on the SHAPE studies and will circulate it to the Military Repre-
sentatives for comments before it is submittèd formally to the Military Committee.
This is tantamount to the original procedure whereby members of the Standing
Group were to reconcile their own national views before sending their report to the
Military Committee through members of the Military Representatives Committee.

(c) There is no mention of dates in MRM-46-54 and it must therefore be assumed
that the original timetable will be maintained and that members of the Military
Representatives Committee will not see the Standing Group report until October
15.
(d) There is no suggestion in MRM-46-54 that the Military Representatives will

see the SHAPE studies in their original form or that they will be asked for com-
ments during preparation of the Standing Group's report; indeed, mention of the
"final report" would seem to confirm that this is the only form in which the Mili-
tary: Representatives will see it.

= 4. If this reasoning is correct, I think we still have important grounds on which to
object to the Standing Group's procedure. As pointed out in our previous memo-
randum under reference, the Standing Group, by. its own terms of reference, is
under an obligation when dealing with matters of a policy and planning nature to
consult with the member, nations concerned "while studies are still in the prelimi-
nary stages" and Working Teams of the Standing Group are supposed to call upon
the staffs of the Military Representatives for assistance and advice "during prepara-
tion of papers which are of concern to them:' The procedure originally proposed by
the Standing Group manifestly did not àdhere to this principle and the Chairman of

• • te dis-
the Standln Group admitted as much to General Foulkes dunng their pnva

BEruMttN ROGERS

1

I

* (c) asking if he saw any objection to our informing Mr. Wilgress, as prevrous y

intended, and asking Mr. Wilgress to pass our views on to Lord Ismay.

message to the Military^Representatïves Committee; and
1

the Standing Group's procedure;
b) expressing doubts about the, practical value of the Standing Group's recent

. 5. "I would therefore suggest thât you speak to Genecal Foulkes:
(a) confirming our support for the position he had previously taken in objection to

ther. toward meeting our legitimate5 objections.
cüssion in Washington. The "amplif ïcation" contained in MRM-46-54 goes no fur-
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DEA/50030-AG-1-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SE= Ottawa, August 4, 1954

FUTURE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING

You may be interested in the progress report given to the North Atlantic Council
recently on the Capabilities Planning Study and the 1957 Force Requirements
Study, which are intended to indicate what NATO's military capabilities will be in
1957 in light of the effect of nuclear weapons. (Letter No. 2252 of July 27 from our
NATO Delegation in Paris, copy of which is attached).

2. Yoû will note that the original reports by the Supreme Commanders (of which
SHAPE's report was by far the most detailed and important) were submitted to the
Standing Group on July 1st, that they have been studied by the Standing Group
itself and are now being examined individually by the United States, United King-
dom and French Chiefs of Staff, and that the Standing Group's draft report to the
Council would be submitted to the Military Representatives Committee for com-
ments ôn October lst. Whether the report to the Council will be put in final form in
time for consideration by the Council at the next Ministerial Meeting (assuming it
is held in the second week in December) depends on how long it takes the Military
Representatives Committee and the Military Committee to deal with this important
matter. If the report is not ready for this Ministerial Meeting, it may be impossible
to incorporàte its conclusions in the plans for the 1955 Annual Review.

3• Mr. Claxtôn and Genëral Foulkes, when they first heard of this timetable,
expressed concern lest the Standing Group's procedure for handling of the
Supreme Cornmander's studies should prevent effective consideration by the
Clûefs Of. Staff of non-Standing Group countries of a matter which will have an
'mportant bearing on the size and nature of future national forces. Accordingly,
General Foulkes discussed the proposed procedure with the Standing Group in
June,as a `^ult f of whrch the Standing Group agreed to modify their procedure
someWhat. 'The Standing Group has undertaken to keep member countries
informed in a`general way and to invite the comments of the members of the Mili-
tary Représentatives Committee before firming up their final report to the Military
Comm.itteé;

long Itlstlll app^ likely, however, that member governments will not have very
(about two months) to examine in detail and comment on the Standing Group

report Woii Ministers may be asked to consider it in December.
"SYÿ

.. . . . ^ . a' * , _ . - . - , . R.A. M(ACKAYI
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[PIÈCE JOINTFJF.NCLOSURE]

La délégation auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux'Affaires extérieures

Delegation to North Atlantic Council
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LE-cIER No. 2252 Paris, July 27, 1954

SECR>^r

Reference: Our Telegram No. 560 of July 27.t

STANDING GROUP TIMETABLE FOR "NEW LOOK" STUDY

U.S., the U.K. and France as well. (A special technical team was visiting each of

meeting it was announced that by October 1st the Standing Group expected to com-

At the Council Meeting on July 21 the Standing Group Liaison Officer reported
on his recent visit to Washington. In particular, he gave a fairly detailed progress
report on the so-called "new look" exercise, technically known as the "Capabilities

Study,'.
2. Opening his remarks, he wished to make it clear that the name "Capabilities

Study" had some real meaning. At the Council's request, this study was being car-
ried out to form an estimate of what could be done by NATO with the military
forces expected to be available in 1957 and taking account of the impact of uncon-
ventional weapons. Hence, it was not a special weapons study alone; it was a study

of the military capabilities which NATO might expect to have when new weapons
were generally available.

3. The SGLO reported that individual supreme commanders had presented their

individual studies to the Standing , Group on schedule on July I st. These reports

from the supreme commanders were 'now being studied by the Standing Group

itself, and would shortly be examined individually by the Chiefs of Staff of the

thé three capitals in turn in order to explain'and elaborate upon these reports; it had
already visited the U.S. Chief of Staff, was believed to be in the U.K. on July 11

and would 'go to Paris from London.)
4.' This timetable, and' the proposed _ timetable for the future was outlined at a

meeting of the MRC attended, by the SLGO during his Washington visit. At that

Coun-
plete their draft of a report to be submittcd by the Military Committee to the
ci1:.This draft would be distributed to Military' Representatives on that date, and
revis on of the draft would be camed out by a date In the second half 01,N ovemtvr

This would allow a final periôd of about three weeks ' for the Military Comminee
4i .*.r.,:; ' t

_. . . . . • . . . . . , . 11 :. • ' • •

members to reach a final decision on the report wh^ch they might wish to subriut to

the Council, assuming a Ministerial Meeting in perhaps the second wne ^°a

December. It `might be that the Military Committee would have to meet dun g
time but as the original Standing Group draft would be available from Oc^be^C

it was hoped that the Military Committee might reach agreement throug
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without having themselves to assemble. With luck final report might be ready by
December 1st.

5. The SGLO reminded the Council that the present target date for the Annual
Review Report is November 15, although it was ` always possible that that date
might not be met. At a later stage it would probably become necessary to decide
whether the Capabilities Report and the Annual Review Report should be consid-
ered at a single Ministerial Meeting perhaps about December 10, or whether the
Annual Review Report should be considered separately, possibly at an earlier date.
,6. Concluding his'statement, the SGLO observed that the timetable was certainly
tight, but in his judgment it should be possible to meet it.
7. During discussion of this statement, the SGLO said that the Standing Group

had in mind the possibility that the Council might wish to hold a joint meeting with
the Standing Group during the Autumn (possibly late September or early October).
Such a meeting might arise primarily in connection with the Annual Review, but if
it were held, it would no doubt be possible to have some advance discussion of the
Capabilities* Report at the same time. The question of whether or not a meeting of
the Military Committee might be necessary prior to Ministerial examination of the
Report would really depend on the reactions to the Standing Group's first draft,
and, therefore, the general views of national military authorities should be available
some considerable time before an agreed Military Committee text was approved.

8. We intervened to ask whether the Standing Group had yet formed a view as to
whether or not the Capabilities Report would have a serious effect upon the direc-
tives for the 1955 Annual Review. If it appeared likely that it would, this would
have an important bearing on whether or not the Report should be considered at the
same time as the 1954 Annual Review Report - assuming that directives for the
1955 Annual Review would be considered at the same time as the report on the
1954 Review.

9. In reply, the SGLO said that he had no indication of the Standing Group's
views on this question, but speaking personally, he was quite sure that there would
be a very considerable effect. He was unable to suggest how great the effect might
be or what direction it would take. Nevertheless, it was certainly a possibility that
consideratiôri` might have to be given to the convening of a second Ministerial
MeetinB in the Spring of 1955 at which the implications of the Capabilities Report
for Annual Review purposes could be assessed, and applied to the Annual Review
Procedures• This question would become important if it proved impossible to take
adequà^ a^unt by the time of a December Ministerial Meeting of the impl'ica-
tions for Annual Review purposes of the Capabilities Report.
^n^ominénting on this question, Lord Ismay observed that in the old days it had
l^t custoniary'to hold meetings of a Defence Ministers' Committee; during the
lem ofo years this pmctice had been virtually abandoned. It might be that the prob-

mazTying these two reports could be turned over to a Defence Ministers'
Cotnmittee.': As a second point, he thought that there would be unfortunate conse-
quences,'-if a'decision were taken to hold a second Ministerial Meeting early in theSpdn be H e

considered that inevitably the purpose of the meeting (in effect to take
account of the use of atomic weapons in NATO planning) would become public
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with unfortunâte consequenc;es. We agreed with Lord Ismay's second point, that it
would be desirable to avoid a second meeting in early Spring. As for his reference
to a• meeting of Defence Ministers, we reminded the Council that it had been
decided at the Ottawa Meeting in 1951 to suppress the meetings of Defence and
Finance Ministers and to have all three Ministers concerned sit as regular members
of the Council. Certainly, it was still possible, and frequently desirable, for Defence
Ministers to gather during Ministerial Meetings, but it was scarcely practicable to
turn major, problems over. to such a group -for final settlement as the important
problems invariably are of almost equal concern to the other Ministers. Hence, the
operation of marrying the two reports in ; questiôn appeared to, us one that must
ultimately, be carried out by the Council as a whole.; Certainly, we would see no
objection, however, to a plan whereby Defence Ministers côuld have a first crack at
the Câpabilities Report before its submission to the full Council:

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Reference: Our letter No. 2252 of July 27.
Repeat C.J.S. London No. 200.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures

CAPAB[LRIES STUDY

...
K.J. BURBRIDGE

DEA/50030-AG-1-40

; 1é représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

JOINT MEERNG WITH STANDING GROUP - i'ROGRESS REPORT ON

General Collins of the Standing Group presented a progress report on the capa
At the Jôintmeetin of the Council and the Standing Group on September 15,

ties study. He reviewed the proposed timetable for the capabilitics study as Iouuw'•
Suprcme Commanders' reports by July11, distribution to National Chiefs of Staff of
censored ; version, by, September,13,} a Standing Group drait report based on the
Suprçme_ Commanders'. reports by October 1; discussion within the Military Repre"
sentatives Committee leadingding to a Military Committee meeting to approve a finai.:.... .
rçportàbyA December, l, and examination of this report,by Ministerial meeting In
mid•December. He stated that this timetable has been met up to the present and
believ^d it 'would be possible to hold et; it for the future....^ .g -.,^ t. . .^ . , . . _
t2. Stating that he did not wish to prejudge final conclusions on the subject, he said
the: Standing;Group were already, agrad on four points relating to the smdy*

w ta) ^Iac ttport should not bercgarded as' a final and definitive study of the sulr
^ illis

jéct,1but rather as the first in a series of studies on these complex questIons.
oI^duq

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
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a Standing Group document - i.e. one approved by the Chiefs of Staff of the threeS

series of studies would probably turn out to be a continuing process extending over
a period of approximately three to five years;
(b) The changes in military organization and planning which might result from

this series of studies would be more evolutionary than revolutionary. Thus, there
would be a gradual process of integrating new weapons, as they became, available,
within existing military organizations rather than the abrupt replacement of existing
armaments;

(c) Nothing had so far emerged in the course of the study to provide any reason
for delaying the implementation in full of the military goals stated in the 1953
annual review and those now being considered in the 1954 review;
(d) The study to date fully reinforced the conviction already held that an effective

German participation in the defence of Western Europe was absolutely essential.
3. General Collins, then spoke not as chairman of the Standing Group, but as

United States member, stating that the United States Chiefs of Staff felt themselves
unable to comment upon this study until the matter of German participation in
Western European defence was clarified. In response to a question, he said this did
not mean that the United States Chiefs would not actively consider these studies but
it did mean that they would withhold judgment until the German position was clari-
fied. This was in no sense intended to impose a deadline for solution of the German
question but the practical fact emerged that if the German question had not been
clarified by a date somewhere between November 15 and December 1, then it
would not be possible to submit an agreed Military Committee report for the con-
sideration 'of ministers until later. The Netherlands and the United Kingdom dele-
gations observed there would, in any event, be adequate material available relating
to other aspects of the annual review to justify a Ministerial meeting in December.
4. In response to a question, General Collins explained that the document which

would be circulated by October,1, (in accordance with the timetable), would be a
draft report prepared by the Standing Group staff, and would not have the status of

^umg Group countries.



au sous-secrétaire a État aux Auaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

LsrrER No. 2763 Paris, September 20, 1954

JOINT MEETING WITH STANDING GROUP - PROGRESS REPORT ON AIR
DEFENCE SIUDIES

General Valluy (France) gave the progress report on air defence studies. These
studies arose out of a report by the Chiefs of Staff of the three Standing Group
nations, together with SACEUR, prepared in 1953 which emphasized the serious-
ness of the problem of air defence of Europe.' The NATO Council in considering
the matter recognized the urgency of the problem, and asked for a definition of the
steps required to meet the situation. As a consequence, SACEUR was asked to
study all aspects Of the air defence of the NATO European area, such a study to
take âccount of new. weapons and techniques and to cover the three years July,
1954 to July, 1957.
2.1 General Valluy, went to some pains to explain the magnitude of the task facing

SACEUR and the consequent necessity, as the study developed, of setting ahead
ttie target date from the original one of June 1, 1954 to the present estimate that the
report would not be ready for communication to the Standing Group prior to the
first week of October: Although it was not possible at this date to give a summary

4.^ Although' it would not' be possible to present the recommenda f
defence for December next, it was hoped to provide a brief summary in the forn►

0

soveragnty. • alf• s on

the rabmmendauons arising out of inc atudy would bc costl , • ^
ment,- and undoubtedly contrary to some presently existing ^deas of national

comprehensrve system o au e enec or pe.
tena would have to function as a complete entity without regard for national fron-
tters. The fourth chapter would deal with. the present defensive system and the
recommendations required to Improve it. General Valluy stated categorically that
thërpresent air defence system of Europe was poor, the main reason for this be'ng
that it was parcelled out In too tnâny bits and pieces (fractionné). He forecast tliet

• • • d•fficult to imp

the capabilities of reducing or possibly destroying the NATO potenual by s rP
attack. The second chapter heading concerned the vulnerability of the area being
studied. It had to be recognized that the enemy air power may envclop or penetrate
the area without detection or without sufficient warning being given to NATO
forces to 'repel the enemy.' The third chapter would deal with the necessity for a

f' d f r 1w. it was envisaged that such a sys-

ôf the'study; the chapter headings have been prepared, and General Valluy com

inented upon them as follows:4
`' 3: The'first chapterheading was "The 7iueat". It was clear that the aggressor had

• u rise
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Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
. , • •
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a progress report. The recommendations themselves were expected to be presented
in the early Spring of 1955.
5. The Representative of Belgium asked whether the air defence of the European

NATO area could be contemplated without German participation. The answer given
by General Valluy to this question was "no", and he added that considerations relat-
ing to Germany would be included in the study. At this stage General Collins inter-
vened to add an. explanatory word on the connection between Germany and air
defence. Due to the speed of present day aircraft and also the very high operating
heights, the first requirement of modern air defence was a radar screen giving as
early a warning as was possible. To do this, it is necessary to have your radar as far
forward as was possible. With a radar screen limited to positions west of the Rhine,
it would be impossible to get fighters alerted and carry out an interception in time
to defend such places as Brussels, Paris, etc. Further, with enemy positions along
the Rhine, all the Western Europe and U.K. channel ports would be within guided
missile range. General Collins felt that the Russians would have this capability by
1957.

6. ,The Representative
_ . . ,

of Denmark referred to statements by General Gruenther
indicating that a week's warning of attack by land could be reckoned with, and
wished to know whether a warning of the same length would hold good for air
attack. In reply General Collins referred to the possibility of an enemy initiating an
attack solely by air. If such an attack were launched without the benefit of prelimi-
nary moves on land or of submarines, the enemy would sacrifice the full value of
surprise but would gain in the effectiveness of their air attack. In this event, the
only warning which the West would receive would come from the radar chain and
any reports by agents in enemy territory. The lesson to be drawn from this was the
importance of an adequate radar screen as far forward as was possible.
7. The Representative of Greece expressed concern at the lessons drawn from the

Malta manoeuvers which indicated that Greece and Turkey could not at present be
defended by air. Hence all the ports in this area would soon be lost, and he wished
to know whether or not this fact, with the consequent problems of supplying these
countries, concerned the Standing Group. General Collins stated fairly vigorously
that th?ey,were currently analyzing these problems and looking for solutions. He
then refemed in-some detail to the experience of the Normandy Invasion and the
Pacific eamp^gns of,World War II whereby all supplies had to be landed without
the benefit of ports. This matter had been reviewed that day by the Standing Group
in an effort to determine first if we had the proper organizations set up to deal with

mattersând secondly whether these organizations had proper directives to
accOmplish 'their tasks.
B.ThéRé p̂►esentative of France felt that the conclusions and decisions taken onth,

Studies should have an effect on the 1954 Annual Review and he wished to
know "he~thérrthe'conclûsions of the air study would influence decisions currently
^^g ^en on Infrastructure: For example, might it be necessary to modify currentviews
than^^ d^ for oonstructing advance air fields? General Collins replied thatthe i^ X-_ • _

cauons to date from these studies were that of the three main elements of
lnf r^^c^n^` air fields,' pipelines and communications, the requirements_. ., ,
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would, if anything, be increased with the advent of new weapons. More airfields
would be required for dispersal against surprise atomic attack, pipelines would, if
anything, have to be extended and signals would undoubtedly have to be improved.
Since the present studies had been prepared by the Supreme Commanders, he felt
that these Commanders would undoubtedly feed into the 1954 Annual Review, rec-
ommendations based on their conclusions from these studies.

9. The United 'Kingdom observed that although the timing for the submission of
the air study was set back, it appeared that this study and the capabilities study
would finish up abôut the same time. Because the two studies were so closely inter-
related, this appeared to him as a fortunate circumstance. The important point to
beâr in mind was that the studies should be available for guidance for the 1955
Annual Review, the indications being that this would be possible. -

10. The Chairman asked whether there might be some usefulness in submitting
the air study in two parts, the first part to be a statement of the problem and the
second, the recommendations. This might enable a portion of the report at least to
come forward at an early date. General Collins undertook on behalf of the Standing
Group to-give full consideration to this possibility, but did not hold out any great
hope that the report could be split in this manner.

.. ^.^^ . . . , , . r ^ _ , . . . ,
Refcrence: Our memoranaum of Scptembcr 23, 1954.t
^^ g . 1^ ^ . . + , ^ . - .

. . .. . . .

Note. du chef de la 117 Direction de liaison avec la Défense
, pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External A,,Qrairs

..,;a..a.. _ . ._
Top SEC^t^[' [Ottawa], October 13, 1954

CAPABILtT[ES PLAN AWID COMMAND EUROPE

weapons tnust UV us m a major war y
0f the Soviet use of such weapons; that the major re-adjustments in forces nec"-

_ , i.,.* n" effec

ed ' b th Allies without delay, an r g

^^.^^•. .^^^,.. ,. _.
P. ,,.As youwill note, SACEUR's Report is based on the assumptions that

. d e ardless

weapons. , t .s not mtcn o scrve m t pe
tomic", " 1' ' " I Il . ^ . ded t • 'tself as an o rational d>Irective.

I Z.:You will n..call ME eac o e capa ^ i^es a u ies
ïnentôf defence policy in the light of the changes brought about by the new "u"10

h f th b'l' ' t d' is intended to be a re-assess
September' 23 1954.

SACEUR s Report was subrrntted at a secret unci
--15;g1954,`â record of which was sent to you under cover of our memorandum of

: f ^ . . . , . . . .. . . . , . . . . - . . ' .

Reports jr ^
^^ '1 meeting of September

b SACEUR A SACLANT A' ro s re rt by the Standing Group
' • on

^.w or:y p
Chicfs ôf Staff tn the service Chiefs'of Staff giving summaries of the Capabilities

,_ ;_.t,: ► .., , ^ , _

Attached f oûr mformaton are co ^es of two letters from the Chainnan,

ive Ganian contribution will be available in 1957.
mury to adapt them to atomic war conditions will be impiemcnicu; :^^^ ^•-- -
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4. SACEUR's primary objective is to avoid losing the war quickly and to put his
command in a good position to continue it successfully. While the current posture
of allied forces would not permit them to survive an atomic effort of the magnitude
envisioned for 1957, this situation can be corrected "with a very high degree of
probability" if forces, organization and tactics are adapted to atomic warfare condi-
tions. There is also a high degree of probability that those defence objectives essen-
tial to the carrying out. of planned mobilization and reinforcement would be
accomplished, and a better than even probability that forward defensive operations
and a high degree of protection against sustained enemy atomic attack and attacks
on shipping could be carried out.

5. SACLANT; however, complains of inadequate defensive power owing princi-
pally to the comparatively small number of units available to him. He appears to
fear that a Soviet attack on ports could hamper or prevent the deployment of the
Striking Fleet Atlantic, his principal atomic delivery force, and hints at the neces-
sity of a re-allocation of forces by the Standing Group. SACLANT intends to offset
these deficiencies by increasing his offensive strength in order to deny access to the
sea to the Soviet forces.
6. SACEUR seems confident that the whole of the fabric of the major Soviet

industry could be demolished and that Soviet control of government, military and
economic resources could be nullified. Both SACEUR and SACLANT credit the
Soviet,with the advantages of greater strength in conventional forces and of initia-
tive bût state that NATO possesses superior atomic resources.
7. It may be that SACEUR considers that to arrive at any other conclusions than

he has would be a counsel of despair, but it seems to me there are several question-
able points in his thesis:

(a) SACEUR concedes to the Russians the strategic initiative, but does not seem
to assign to them any military advantages resulting therefrom. If the Russians
started with an effective H-bombing campaign against Europe and/or the USA I am
scepcical that SACEUR would be able to keep fighting, even if his own forces were
lar8ely intact,. and even if SAC was able to retaliate by H-bombing Russia.
(b) SACEUR's fundamental premise is that atomic weapons must be used in a

major war by the Allies, without delay, and regardless of Soviet use of such weap-
ons• The question in my mind is whether this concept is really valid, and whether
we are not approaching the time when it should be re-examined in the light of the
political realities stemming from the development of the H-bomb. Studies now
being made in 'the Department of National Defence indicate that quite a small num-
ber of super.bombs could knock out either side in a war, and point to the possibility
that no counuy would dare to initiate nuclear warfare unless it could be sure of
deStroying [the, enemy's capacity to retaliate in a single Pearl Harbour-type of
attack. I shall be sending you a memorandum on this subject within the next weekor two M. ^^..



8. I agree with SACLANT's concern •over. the defence of his forces, and particu-
larly of his base ports, but I don't follow the logic of his proposal to offset his
deficiencies by an increase in offensive strength.

BENJAMIN ROGERS

[PIÈCE JOINTE VENCLOSURE 11

Note du président du Comité des chefs d'état-major_ . r
Memorandum by Chainnan, Chiefs of Staff Committee

COSMIC TOP SECRET Ottawa, October 5, 1954

SACLANT CAPABILITIES STUDY 1-57 (CS 1-57)

1. One copy of SACLANT Serial 823 dated 21 June 1954,67 SACLANT Capabili-

ties Study 1-57 (CS 1-57)t is attached hereto.

2. A résumé has been made of this study for the purpose of setting down, in
abbreviated form, what were considered to be the most important factors brought
out by the Study. The résumé follows.

Problems
3. To determine the most effective pattern of military strength which SACLANT

can devise within the resources which it is anticipated may be made available for

his use in the year 1957.
^{ µ . .
Assumptions

4. SACLAIVT's basic assumptions are that combat operations in Europe will con-

tinue beyond D-60, and that replenishment of diminished European stock-piles will
tie mainly dependent upon safe conduct of trans-Atlantic shipping.

Forces , w
5. 'Aa a basis for thé evaluation of the 1957 forces SACLANT has used the final

1953 Annual Review Report, CM(53)150, together with information obtained in
1954 by his travelling team, and other pertinent information available such as

MDAP programmes, etc
6. Forces which may be assigned for the defence of Island Bases and Home Terri-

'"ories have not been included in SACLANT's estimate.

fi J. The 1957 naval forces shown in the appendices are "in comrnission" forces
. , , • .. .z
1n, frastructure ^^ t 1 .11
`. 8: The estimate of infrastructure to be available to SACLANT in 1957 is b^ed on

: the+tabulation of facilitie's available in Annex P to SACLANT's EDP 1-54 and no
.. , marked variations in àvailabilities are to be noted.
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New Weapons
9. SACLANT has considered new weapons and develôpmënts that will be availa-

ble to forces assigned to him by 1957. In so doing he has had to make manÿ
assumptions in order to arrive at reasonable conclusions: He has dealt separately
with weapons and developments affecting the , protection of shipping and with
weapons and developments used primarily in offensive operations.
10. SACLANT has also assumed that an adequate number of atomic weapons of

all categories will be available for planned operations, that radiological warfare will
not be employed on a large scale and that personnel will be adequately trained in
the use of new equipment and weapons.

11. The conclusions which SACLANT has reached from his study of weapons
available to him are `as follows: `

(a) Sonar, radar and ECM detection equipment in surface forces will be much
improved by 1957 and will be available to SACLANT forces in limited numbers to
be a factor in the anti-submarine campaign. .
(b) Guided missile ships will enhance the air defence capabilities of escort forces

and when combined with escort ships improved AA capabilities will have a strong
effect on the air defence aspects of shipping protection. The AA defence of other
surface, forces will ` be strengthened through improved electronic control and
improved weapons including guided missiles.

(c) Improvements in airborne detection equipment and methods should limit the
ability of U-boats to operate on the surface or at snorkel depth.
(d) Helicopter bôrne sonar equipment will augment the search capabilities of sur-

face forces. i `1 ; - . . ,
(e) Target seeking torpedoes used by surface, sub-surface and air forces have

greatly increased the "kill" probabilities of anti-submarine forces.
(t) Considerable improvement will have been made in the detecting, locating and

destrucdoi capabilities of forces earmarked for assignment to SACLANT during
1957. ^... a

(g) The striking power of carrier air forces will be improved to a considerable
degree through the general use of atomic weapons and improved aircraft perform-
ance and ôperating capability.

(b) The offensive câpâbilities of submarines will be significantly increased. The
striking power, of ithese submarines will be slightly greater than at present.
(') lmproveentin the capability of maritime/patrol aircraft to detect, track and

destroy conventional U-boats may be expected.

G) Some inerease in the mobility of amphibious forces is probable.
(k) The 'speed of replenishment at sea may be expected to improve.

Esti,nate afSoviet Bloc Capabilities as They Affect SACIANT in 1957
12. I^,general SqC^,pNT concedes that the overall objectives of the Soviet lead-

ers are•tô `s^n}- then the existing Soviet Bloc; to weaken the non-Communist,.^.^ . , 4 .
nations and to establish throughout the world a Communistic régime directed from
the *e^i.`SACI;ANr reco nizes the f t th t th S' ts th ...g ac a e ov e^ possess e i n itiative
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and will use it wherever possible to extend their domination by peaceful means. He
also considers that the Soviet Union will be in a position, economically, to support
its campaigns.; ., ,

13. As far as 4 Soviet U-boat offensive capabilities at the end of 1957 are con-
cerned, SACLANT considers it probable that, in the initial stages of a war, the
Soviets will operate - their U-boats in ; focal areas and on coastal shipping routes
where targets are likely to be plentiful and easy , to locate. He considers it unlikely
that U-boat operations, will occur in ocean areas on a significant scale in the early

, , :. . , . . . . :stages of a war.
14. Appendices b, c, d and e show the Soviet Naval Forces Order of Battle, the

Soviet Air Forces Order of Battle, Possible Deployment of U-boats on Sustained
Operations and Possible Deployment of U-boats on Intensive Operations.

Estimated Effects of 1957 Capabilities of Opposing Forces

15. There is little appreciable change in SACLANT forces except for some
increase in the number of escort vessels. However, Soviet increases in total forces
are' of the following order of magnitude; an additional 4 cruisers, 121 destroyers
and 189 improved ocean patrol U-boats. While SACLANT does not consider that
the increase in cruiser and destroyer forces changes the threat, he does view with
concern the significant increase in U-boat strength without a balancing increase in
his own escorts. He emphasizes the fact that this U-boat increase creates a need to
destroy the U-boat force by offensive action against its operating and construction
bases.

16. SACLANT indicates that the Soviet atomic capability will be less than that of
NATO, but he states that, since the Russians possess the initiative coupled with the
element , of surprise, this inferiority of weapons or means of delivery will be, at
least partially, compensated. He emphasizes that the NATO atomic warfare poten-
tial being greater than the Soviet will cause them to give highest priority to thei.._, ,
prosecution of attacks against NATO atocnic ` deliveryfacilities. In this respec t

SACLANT points out that in only a few instances is he charged with the responsl-
bility for defending the targets which might affect him the most.

17.Ahe Striking Fleet Atlantic, constituting SACLANT's principal atomic de
^, . , . estructionery. force; can be cons idered to represent a h igh pnonty target for early d

by, Soviet forces . If the* fleet is at sea it is considered fairly adequate defence can be

providéd,' but if the fleet is not at sea, it is considered the Soviet may attack princi-

pal I naval bases and fleet 'anchorages in an attempt to hamper or prevent its
:... ._ . ,

a deploymentl. .; ^ k . : ^ ! ; ; , ? ,

18.- SACLANT also considers thât 'the Soviet, with the knowledge that NATO
and

forces_on the continent cannot exist long without substantial logistic
support an

reinforcement from overseas, will probably make attacks on ports and
merchant

shipping concentrations and associated industrial facilities. -

19 The avâilability, of atomic, weapons and improved methods of
delivery will

^nsid 'eiablY enhânce, SACt:ANf'â `caPabilitY to carry the offensive
to the Soviet.

.• he nu ber
ôvvever; SACLANI' pointâ out that his atomic capability

.
^s limlted by t hly one-

f L t. '

weapôns assigned to him by, thé Standing C3roup, which numbec is rou

]

t
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third of the total initial requirement generated in a separate staff study not currently
available for, distribution.
20. SACLANT considers, in the field of direct protection of shipping, that : the

considerable improvement in the effectiveness of anti-submarines equipment
expected to become available to him, progressively from December 1956, will to a
large degree be counteracted by the increased range, under-water speed and possi-
ble reduced noise level at high speed of the U-boat, as well as the use by the enemy
of the long range target-seeking torpedo and passive ECM measures.
21: In the early stages of a war it is considered that the size of the Allied Com-

mand Atlantic escort forces will be inadequate for the protection of convoys. This
situation will be further aggravated should the Soviet choose to attack convoys with
atomic weapons, since this will result in the smaller composition of a convoy or
greater dispersion within a convoy. .
22. Due to the increased number of U-boats available to the Soviet it is estimated

that his minelaying capability will be greatly enhanced. While the mining threat in
the ACLANT region as such is comparatively small, the probable mining of Euro-
pean terminal ports constitutes a serious threat to keeping the sea lines of commu-
nication open.

23. It is not expected that Soviet anti-submarine effectiveness will keep pace with
improvements in SACLANT submarine capabilities.
24. Although small in number, allied nuclear powered submarines are expected to

have a very high unit effectiveness against all types of large surface vessels, as well
as against U-boats. .

Analysis of Opercitions and Operational Concept for SACIANT in 1957
25. Inasinuch as the Allies do not possess the initiative at the outset, SACLANT

considers that he must be prepared to conduct a large variety of operations over a
wide area: He indicates that the operations he will need to undertake to accomplishthe mission assigned to him are as follows:

(a) Offensive operations, including denial of the seas to the enemy;
(b)

control` of vital sea areas and protection of the sea and air lines of
conmunicâtion;

(c) defence of home territories and island bases;
(d) Support of SACEUR and other NATO and National Commands.

no6 w^^g^ to the availability and readiness of forces there will, by 1957, be
^p lable change in the size of D-day forces from the 1954 force levels.

^^S^A é^ANT having conceded that the potential enemy will have the initiative
cing hostilities, states it as one of his aims to deprive the enemy of this

initiative for which purpose._. ^^, the means he will use will be offensive operations
coropnsin8 the`atomic offensive, carrier striking force, submarine operations,offensive ^tin
offensive. S g+ and-U-boat transit offensive, hunter-killer carrier operations,

wîace force operations and offensive operations by Maritime/Patrol*craft.4Ij'j,b
0
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28. If the convoy system is in operation SACLANT, indicates that limited
"tluough'surface escorts will be provided for all trans-,A:tlantic convoys. However,
he points out that with the limited forces actually available it will be possible to
provide only one "through" escort for each convoy, increasing to two after D-30.

29. An exception to the one :"through" escort per convoy principle arises where a
convoy would transit a threatened area throughout its entire passage. In this case
the _"through" escort will be made up of 2 or 3 escort vessels.

30. Where enemy air attack is expected on shipping it will be countered by
SACLANT offensive operations supported by national shore-based fighter cover,
carrier based fighter protection and provision of escorting forces with AA
armament.

31. In the event that Soviet surface raiders might operate against Allied sea lines
of communication the EASTLANT cruiser force has as its primary mission opera-
tions against enemy surface forces.

32. SACLANT considers that enemy atomic attacks on ports or on convoys in the
early stages of a war might make it necessary to employ small convoys and inde-
pendent sailings for all shipping in order to reduce port congestion, and the utiliza-
tion of secondary ports and beaches. He concludes that this would increase the U-
boat threat to shipping and would generate an increased requirement for escort
forces.
1 33. By D-90 SACLANT considers that the strategic situation should have become
fairly well established and the course of subsequent operations should be apparent
He states that he will certainly have to continue his basic naval functions.

34: The pattern of offensive operations will be affected by the production, if any,
of additional new weapons,` the development of existing weapons and the natural
modifications to techniques arising out of their use.

Reassessnunt
35 A f th above makcs it fairl â arent that although SACLANT will

r - ^^ i • • • • .

;(c) a féw nucleâr` powéred submarines which should be effective in anti-subm
ririe ioles;x

(d) improved submarine detection equipment which should increase the detection

ers in^ Hûnter/Killer groups;

4. .t s . ; .

(b)' the larger CVS type carriers as rcplacement for the small CVFJCVL type

(a) "A larger number of :atomic weapons available and more effective means
delivery on target;

review o e y pp +
posséss certain increased strengths resulting from technological improvements, he
will continue to be plagued by the,weakness resulting from deficiency in numbers,
especially.in aircraft carriers and escort craft. The principal sources of increased
strength will be: f

nequire assignment of additional units, which could be obtained on y y
•be toward ` attemptmg to decrease the source of wcalrness • but, to 1 bdo thiswould

^sfer of

^of ^ndw^dual surfacc and air units.:,range
1*36: In devising a new or improved pattern of strength, we first inclination would

I

,
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such units from some other command in NATO. It is not within the scope of
SACLANT's study further to develop the question of re-allocation of forces within
NATO, since that is properly the province of the Standing Group.
37. There is always a possibility that some radical change in concept for defence

of shipping might result in an overall reduction of forces required. Many such radi-
cal concepts have been considered, including the so-called "Sanitized Sea Lane",
which visualizes a single heavily defended sea lane from North America, through
Bermuda and the Azores, thence to European or Mediterranean ports. This concept
also includes offensive anti-submarine forces as barriers to the passage of enemy
submarines from their home waters to the vicinity of the single sea lane and
employment of the Striking Fleet in attacking the source of enemy U-boat strength.
None of the radical concepts so far considered have produced encouraging pros-
pects for enabling measurable reductions in defensive force requirements, even
when equipment of anticipated improved performance is taken into account.
38. Since it is not within the capacity of SACLANT to increase the number of

units available to him, the only area of consideration for improving his military
pattern lies in the application of his increased offensive power so as to compensate
for the. deficiencies in defensive power. , ,
39. In view of. thé fôregoing, it is concluded that the most effective pattern of

military strength which SACLANT can devise within the resources which may be
made available for his use in the year 1957, must be predicated on early and effec-
tive application of his increased offensive strength, in the endeavour to reduce
enemy opposition and thus enable his otherwise inadequate defensive forces to
accomplish their assigned tasks with an acceptable degree of effectiveness.
40. Standing Group undertook to draft a report to Council concerning this capabil-

'h'study and it was to have been distributed to the Military Committee by the 1 st of
October. An opportunity for examining it by the Chiefs of Staff of the respective
countries is thus provided,. and Standing Group hopes that by the 15th of Nov-
ember, it will have received comments on the first draft. After the comments have
been assimilated, a second draft will'be prepared and it is possible that there may
be a meeting of the Military Committee late in November, possibly in Washington,
to approve the final report by 1 December in order that Ministers may have an
opp°rtunity. to study it before the Ministerial meeting in Paris.
41. The

^t report will be circulated when it arrives and it is requested that Ser-
vice comraents be completed by 1 November in order to permit discussion in
Chiefs of Staff Coronuttee.

JvC H.ILC. RlrR.t:DGe
for Chairtnan, Chiefs of Staff
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[PIÈCE JOINIE 2/ENCLOSURE 2j

`. Note du président du Comité des chefs d'état-major
^: . .

Memorandum by Clmirman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

su^^^°^-^ •and, Europe, in a good position to continue it

COSMIC TOP SECRET

operating effectiveness and ceadiness,- and the capability of supporting the maior
tànt' series of ineaurêâ and côrrective^actions to deve op the necessary state of
units The are de^ s ndcnt however u n the satisfacto completion of an impor-
âre'not dependent for their éxecution upon`the provision of additional in Or force

concerned. Specifically it is based on employment of major force units in the num-
bers estimated to be'available in mid-1957. The plan and the assessments therein

^3: Thé planis a câpabilities plan only insofar as numbers of major force units are
This study is not intended to serve in itself as an operational directive.
be required, other than major force increases, to achieve or better this capabihty.

security could be provided for Allied Command Europe within the expected force
levels, and, if so, what changes, modifications and programme readjustments would

2.' SACEUR's study was made to determine if an adequate degree of military
short summary of the salient points in the Plan. ^: ' -
It is not practical to further condense the Capabilities Plan; however, following is a
Standing Group which is actually a résumé prepared by SACEUR.

(c) Report on Supplementary Planning Project ' prepared by SACEUR for the
dations to reduce these risks without requiring additional major units are presented;
which areas of risk disclosed by the Capabilities Plan are examined and recommen-
:(b) Report on Measures Essential for the Support of the Capabilities Plan, in
prepared by SACEUR; -

(a) Capabilities Plan Allied Command Europe 1957 which is the formai study
hereto is:

1. In SGM-53-54 dated 12 Jan 54 the Standing Group requested the Supreme
Allied Commanders to prepare as a matter of priority a capability study of the most
effective pattern of military strength in each command for the year 1957. Attached

Ottawa, October 5, 1954

CAPABILTTIES PLAN At.LIED COMMAND EUROPE
. . ' , . .

- ` r , . . .

forces shown.

objectives- the things that must be`done in order to avoid losing the wul 4'
.. ,.eecf11^1V•

auons for a war in 1957 pnmary attention and effort has bee ick1Y,
A on vital

5. The first and key task of Allied Command Europe in the event of hostillties IS

in survive the initial period of intense atomic activity. Therefore, in planning oper-

be available in 1957
war conditions will be implemented and that an effective German con, n
weapons, that the major'readjustments in forces necessary to adapt them to a

• • , . 'bution will

T. e n en pretn^ses o p an are a m po
a major war by the Allies, without delay, and regardless of Soviet use of su ch

tomic

4 Th fu dam tal ' f thë 1 that to ic wea ns must be used in
I
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Operations incident to SACEUR's plans fall into distinct though inter-related cam-
paigns. These are as follows:

(a) to defend against and to destroy the Soviet air and atomic threat;
(b) to interdict the Soviet build-up, support and lines of communication;
(c) to arrest the Soviet land advance in Central Europe;

(d) to protect Allied shipping, sea lines of communication and naval forces;
(e) to arrest Soviet advances against Denmark, Norway, Italy, Greece and Turkey.
6. In carrying out the above campaigns, SACEUR will receive external support

from forces which have not been specifically assigned to the European theatre. This
support will come from the US Strategic Air Command, UK Bomber Command
and on or about D- 15 a SACLANT carrier task force with an atomic delivery capa-
bility. The successful delivery of a major proportion of the SAC effort contem-
plated in the event of war in mid-1957, should practically demolish the whole of
the fabric of the major Soviet industry, and should deprive the Soviets of any con-
siderablé control over, or direction of, their governmental, military or economic
resôurcés. Soviet forces in being, and such material resources as were not subjected
to atomic attack, would be dependent for their future support entirely upon their
existing supplies.
7. As a substantial part of the total forces available to Allied Command Europe

have a relatively fixed allocation, certain forces, such as post D-day reinforce-
ments, forces based in the UK, and a large segment of the air and naval air atomic
delivery forces available to SACEUR are pooled for use where required at the time,
or against objectives of overall concern. Major ground force reinforcements consti-
tute in effect a "strategic reserve".

8. In view of its purpose, this plan has been prepared in a form which facilitates
the linking of forces and operations to carefully delimited objectives, and not in a
form directly capable of implementation.

9. The current posture of Allied forces (organization, tactics,'would not deployment, etc)
permit them to survive an atomic effort of the magnitude envisioned for

1957• This condition must be corrected. The introduction of atomic and thermonu-
clear weapons in quantity on both Soviet and Allied sides necessitates major revi-
sions in the operational posture of Allied forces - their tactics, force dispositions
and organiiation. An initial determination of such a revised posture, prepared for
use as a basis for the planning of the various campaign plans is set forth in Enclo-
sure J to the Capabilities Plan and detailed proposals for revised tactics and organi-
'Oon ue also included.

10. The P^an' concludes that the Soviet is credited with the advantage of greater
conventional-strrngth and initiative, but that SACEURreso possesses superior atomic
ch^s' ^rtherrnore, because SACEUR will be on the defensive initially, he can
rela0vc^d p^p^ the site of the initial battle. The outcome may depend upon the
ato • pro^s made by both sides in adapting forces, organization and tactics to

mc `^varface, conditions. This study further concludes that if Allied forces arc
,^;..readjusQ for Atomic war generally as recommended, the Soviet advantage of the
.'.^
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initiative can be offset, his strength concentrations - should he keep them -
would become atomic targets and SACEUR could:

(a) with a very high degree of probability accomplish those defensive objectives
essential to avoid defeat;

(b) with a high degree of probability, accomplish those defence objectives essen-
tial to the carrying out of planned mobilization and reinforcement; and

(c) with better than even probability undertake and successfully carry out forward
defensive opérations and a high degree of protection against sustained enemy
'atomic attack and attacks on shipping.,

11. Standing Group undertook to draft a report to Council concerning this capabil-
ity study and it was to have been distributed to the Military Committee by the lst of
October. An opportunity for examining it by the Chiefs of Staff of the respective
countries is thus provided, and Standing Group hopes that by the 15th of Nov-
ember, it will have received comments on the first draft. After the comments have
been assimilated a second draft will be prepared and it is possible that there may be
a meeting of Military Committee late in November, possibly in Washington, to
approve the final report by 1 December in order that Ministers may have an oppor-
tunity to study it before the ministerial meeting in` Paris.

12. The draft report will be circulated when it arrives and it is requested that ser-
vice comments be completed by 1 November in order to permit discussion in
Chiefs of Staff. Committee. In this connection Appendices I to L of SACEUR's
capabilities study will be of particular interest.

pic as a basis of further military planning (i.e., to approve the planning ass

ou w^ n e presen un ers t g
istcrial Meeting401 be asked to approve the Military Committee's report in pnion

ump

rom our egat^on as at e tnpo an q
o take on the repo^what action the focthcoming Ministerial Meeting will be asked t0

of nûlitary
the Military Committeé , Is ` to submit;'on the most effective pattern
stizngth" for the next few years. This is ^ the'teport based on the Supreme ^m

manders' capabilities 'studies on thé effect of new weapons.11
^ 2 Y Will ' ôt #16.6# the ' t d T tandn in Paris is npparently that the Min-

NATO MINiSiER1AL MEEflNO, DEMtoat 1954:
MiLtTARY CAi'ABtU'üES STUDY

You will see from the attacedh telegrams No. 1034 and 1037 of No^^ember Zof
C NATO Del ' i Pari that al l : rt t uestion has been raised

DEA/50030-AG-1-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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that atomic and thermo-nuclear weapons will be used by the NATO forces in* any
future war regardless of whether or not they are used by the enemy).

3. We have not yet seen the Military Committee's report, but I have written to the
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, asking for copies of this and of any report he may have
prepared on the recent Military Committee meeting that he attended.
4. A decision, even in principle, to use atomic and thermo-nuclear weapons in any

future war, regardless of whether or not they are used by the enemy, has of course
the'gravest implications and it could be argued that it is premature for member
govenunents to take such a step before they have fully considered these implica-
tions. All of which adds urgency to the inter-departmental study which we have
proposed."

R.A. M(ACKAYJ
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

iPIÈ(:E JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 11

t Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
;., au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEUEGRAM 1034' Paris, November 24, 1954;.^ ..
Tor SECW

THE NEW LOOK

Lord Ismay today held one of his monthly luncheons for the permanent repre-
sentatives. This was followed by a discussion of the standing group paper on the
capabilities study or "the new look." This document has been approved by the Mili-
tary Committee this week and is coming up for the consideration of the Ministerial
Council on December 17.

2. The discussion - was provoked by a statement of the standing group liaison
off"er at this morning's meeting of the Council when he said Chat the Ministerial
Council would beexpected to give their approval to the document which had just

such a
l^sed by the Military Committee. There was a good deal of criticism Chat in

d^ ^on space of time governments would have to make up their minds on the
ment ôf such major importance, carrying far-reaching political, economic andfnanclal

^plications. This led to a rather acrimonious discussion between repre-
^^ fiYes of standing group and non-standing group countries. The former argued

^i document had been in the hands of governments for some time since it had
been $1Ven to the military representatives at the beginning of October. The repre-s,



sentatives of the non-standing group countries argued that, so far as they were
aware, the document had not been considered by governments in the respective
capitals since it had been treated in the first instance merely as a document for
consideration by the Military Committee and not for reference to governments until
that body had approved it.

3. Martin, the Acting United States Permanent Representative, showed himself to
be the most familiarwith the document in question and he explained that the action
recommended to be taken by the Ministerial Council had been carefully thought out
with a view to making it possible for governments to approve the document at the
December meeting. He himself had taken part in the consultation with the Presi-
dent, at which time it had been pointed out to the President that, while the docu-
ment carried far-reaching financial implications, all that could be asked of
governments initially was for them to give their approval that military planning
should proceed on the basis of the document. On the political question that was
worrying the Permanent Representatives, what would be asked of Ministers would
be to approve that military planning should proceed on the basis that atomic and
thérmo-nuclear weapons may be used in the future war. It was felt that this was as
far as it was necessary to go at this time since the actual decision, as whether or not
to use the weapons, could only be taken on the outbreak of hostilities in the light of
the circumstances prevailing at that time. This explanation by Martin served to
calm down the discussion which had become somewhat heated. The general con-
sensus of view, however, was that governments should have been given more time
to consider the document, even though domestic procedures may have been at fault
in that governments did not take up the matter as soon as the document had been
referred to Chiefs of Staff.
4. At the end of the meeting it was agreed that the whole question would be dis-

cussed again by the Permanent Representatives after they individually had had the
opportunity of studying the document. Copies are now being sent from Washington
and are expected in Paris at the beginning of next week. Martin again intervened to
say, that what was important was not so much what we did, but what the Russians
thought we.would do and, therefore, it was all important that there should be no
disagreement when the document was presented to the Ministerial Council for
approval. For this reason he considered it very . wise that the Permanent Representa-

tives, shôuld;consider the matter againrin a restricted meeting without advisers. I

should appreciate learning if the Minister has misgivings about the recommenda-
tions, included in the document for action by the Ministerial Council at its Decem-

,{.ba meeting. . - §
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[PIÈCE JOIME 2/ENCLOSURE 21 -

, Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TF[EGRAM 1037

Top SEcpm
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Paris, November 24, 1954

AGENDA FOR MINISTERIAL MEETING
At lits meeting on November 24 the Council re-examined document C-

M(54)102, the report from the agenda working group. The draft agenda annexed to
that document was approved, except for the deletion for the time being of item 4.
Supplementing the information which we have reported earlier, the SGLO said that
the standing group now wished to recommend that this paper should be dealt with
by the Permanent Council as a routine item and that it would not be necessary to
discuss it at the joint meeting of the Permanent Council and the Military Commit-
tee Permanent Representatives were prepared to agree thai this course might ulti-
inately be satisfactory, but the heading assigned to the subject has given rise to a
good deal of interest in national capitals. For this reason the subject could not at
present be regarded as routine. Until the paper was available, at which time it might
become clear that it raised no major questions, it was agreed to leave it on the
agenda for the joint meeting on December 15.

2. A most interesting discussion arose in connection with item 5 of the draft
agenda. It was the general impression that the Council should consider prior to the
ministerial meeting what action Ministers might be expected to take on the capabil-
'ties report, and what follow-up action msubs uentl bemight eq y required. Summing
up the discussion, Ismay observed that Ministers could scarcely be expected to do
more than approve the document in principle as a basis for further planning studies.This lead the Danish representative to suggest that possible political and constitu-
tional difficulties might be avoided if a formula could be worked out that would
avoid "âpprovalss of the document by Ministers. As we have not seen the text, the
s'nif Cancë of this nemark was not entirely clear to us during the meeting. Subse-quently!

^e`D^ish representative informed us that he had seen the text and that it
calls on governments to approve a policy under which the NATO military authori-tieS

would be nuhôn'zed to use nuclear weapons even prior to any use of them by
the prospeçtivé enem
of y. If this is indeed the case, we would imagine that a number

governments`tnight have difficulty at the present time in "approving" thed^^enL.,{ ,.zx< Y g

3' It was agrced that the SGLO would do eve rything in his power to arran
^ly distributiôn of he text to delegations, and that when it was available theCouncii Wrould'. '

o .
could

range to âénd us the text as soon as possible, in case there are delays in^imng its ttlCase to the Council through the standing group. In addition, the
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problem which is, rightly or wrongly, foreseen by the Danish representative would
clearly be an important one and we should be grateful if you would let us know
whether it is in fact likely, to arise âfthe forthcoming ministerial meeting. If so, it
would be of assistance to receive an early indication of your general approach.

. . ti .

CosHtiC Top SECttEr Ottawa, November 29, 1954

Le ministre de la Défense nationale
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Defence
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

363. DEA/50030-AG-1-40

My dear Colleague,

main items discussed at the meeting of the Military Committee of the North Atlan-
I enclose herewith a copy of the report by the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, of the

tic Treaty Organization, held in Washington, November 22, 1954, and a copy of
MC-48 t in its final form, both of which documents have just come to hand.

gested you may wish to forward these to your colleague, Mr. Pearson.

..^"M..t .,x ,...: . ' .. . . ..,. ,# 4^ ...., 'Ë...^a^,.

3. I am enclosinga second cop
s
y of the report and M.C. 48 (FINAL), as it is sug-

outset.
tiôn that atomic and^thermo uclear wéapons -will be uséd in defence from the
ti n for NATO autho 'ties t 1 k ând ma,. re arations on the assump
âpprove the use of mass destruction weapons, but rather to approve the authonzs
crâbly'modified from` the original draft and now Ministers will not be asked to
Monisteal meeting of the Council It will be noted that this paper has been consi
âttached, as this paper will be required to be approved by Ministers at the next

'd

2. Your attention is drawn particularly to the discussion of the paper on "The Most
Effective Pattern of MilitaryStrength for the Next Few Years", (M.C. 48) which is

meeting held in Washington on 22 Nov 54."'
l: Enclosed, herewith, is a` report of the discussions •at the Military Committee

Yours sincerely,
` RALPH CAMPNEY

[PIÈCE JOINTE I/ENCLOSURE 11

Le président du Comité des chefs d'ftat-major
.: au ministre de la Défense national

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee
to Minister of National Defence '

COSMIC Top SECRET [Ottawa], November 29, 1954

1 1: - - . . E, 1 : _ . ^ , ' I t .. _. . ! . xEsCtwtt.Es Foui.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 2JENQ,OSURE 21 :

Extrait du procès-verbal de, la réunion du Comité militaire
de l'Organisation du traité de l'Atlantique Nord 1

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Military Committee
of North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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Top SECRET Washington, November 22, 1954
The following items were discussed in the order as shown:

1. The Most Effective Pattern of Military Strength for the Next Few Years (M.C.
48).

1. THE MOST EFFECTIVE PATTERN OF MILITARY S7RENGT1i FOR T1iE NEXT FEW YEARS
(M.c. 48)

General Guillaume, Chairman of the Military Committee, in presenting this
paper for discussion, stated that the paper was based on an additional narrative by
the Standing Group on the Capabilities Studies of the Supreme Commanders rela-
tive to the overall problems of such studies. The paper, being based on these stud-
ies, was designed to reflect the problem of the nature of a future conflict and the
method to be adopted in combatting it; and therefore was valuable as it provided a
common basis for comments 'on the integrated studies of the Supreme Com-
manders. It was the intention to continue such studies and this was the first report
which the Military Committee had been asked to approve and send to the Council.

The main discussion of the paper was opened by Admiral Sir R. McGrigor, the
United Kingdom Representative, who stated that he was concerned with the refer-
ence to priority of the provision of forces in the initial phase, with a subsequent
build-up'of forces being given a lower priority, as contained in para. 34. He felt
that this needed clarification in view of the statement in para. 9 that "it cannot
safelY be assumed that hostilities will terminate at the end of the initial phase and
our forces must be prepared to conduct subsequent operations of much longer dura-
6o11', gecause of this he felt that in the conclusions we should make clear what it
meant bÿ, such priority. He was concerned with placing too much emphasis on the
initial phase being the determinate factor as he felt sure the enemy did not consider
he wôuld be defeated in the initial phase and would attempt to isolate our land
forces by attacks on ports and communications. He felt that the battle for the con-
trol of sea communications (as referred to in para. 26), including the transfer of
Penonnel. and war material from ships to ports, would start immediately on the
outbreak^f aw.. In view of this he considered that, on the outbreak of war, the
naval forces "in being"
as referred to in this paragraph should have the same priority

all other forces in the initial phase.
General Nasselman, the

emphasis
the Representative of the Netherlanafs, stated that he felt too

enem was being placed in the conclusions on the possibility that the
that

Y. capitulate after the initial phase. In his opinion it was just as likely
have^e ^emy might not capitulate after the initial phase, and as the Council wouldtô a .;. pprove the conclusions, he felt that this particular conclusion might be



interpreted as assuming that the most likely outcome of the initial period would be
the capitulation of the enemy, and this could then tend to a decrease in the defence
effort. In view of this, he proposed a modification of this aspect of the conclusions,
which was agreed. `

Admiral Wright, the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic, stated that, while he
was in complete agreement with the conclusions and the recommendations in this

national governments, and these are the measures 'which must be taken in order that

plans to the political authorities, we would fnd that the most difficult part would be
in ' getting *agreement to the adoption of the measures necessary to place us in a

flot

paper in that we needed the capability of tolerating an atomic attack by the enemy
and also the capability of retaliating with an atomic attack of our own, he felt there
was a grave danger if it became assumed that the next war would be a short one and
this assumption was used as a basis for future planning. The Soviet Union had a
large Navy, in fact larger than all the Allied Navies, and he considered that they
proposed to use it; and therefore they were not planning on a short war. At the
outset he was certain that the Soviet Navy would not be concentrated in their ports,
where they would be subject to atomic attacks, but would be dispersed in other
places. He felt therefore that the future pattern of NATO military strength needed to
include adequate provision for the controlling of the seas. His concern therefore on
this paper was that there appeared to be an over-estimation of the achievement of
atomic weapons in the initial phase, which would not allow us to have sufficient
forces for the second phase. In this connection he agreed fully with the remarks of
Admiral McGrigor.

` Genercil Fôulkes, the Canadian Representative, stated that he was somewhat
côncerned with the trend of this discussion. It appeared to him that most of the
discussion ,was emphasizing the second phase of the battle and the importance of
making sure that we would be in a position to meet that phase. However it would
appear from the report of the Standing Group that the greatest danger to NATO was
that we 'rnight get defeated in the first stage. He considered that one of the greatest
difficulties which the military would have to face when taking this paper to the
politicâl âuthorities would be to convince them of the necessary, measures to be
taken toënsure that we can win, or at least not lose, the initial phase, because the
'steps which would have to be taken to ensure this are difficult for democracies to
accept: One of these steps was the alerts measures, which are now under study by

we may move=from'apeace to a war footing immediately He felt that in a war of
attrition the West could win, and therefore the only way in which the Soviet Union
would have an opportunity of defeating NATO would be by a sudden blow. How-
evër,pââ the`initiative will always rest with the Soviet Union, it will be very difficult

ority isfor the military tob plan 4 to meet the initial onslaught unless sufficient pri
given tothese measures to ensure' survival.'üe considered that in presenting our

pôsition to withstand the first destructive blow. Therefore, although he appmciated
tliat thûe'were'further complications in what we might have to do if the enemy did

^ °^apitulate'âftcr the first phase., he considered that there was a danger that ifwe
werovnot sucxessful in obtaining 'politieal clearance to take the measures necessary

• to capitu^hi.dealing with the initial phase, we might be the ones who would have
bite after the first phase. . -1
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^ He would like, therefore, to emphasize that it was the preparation for meeting
the initial onslaught, which might come without warning, which was the most
important problem and the one on which emphasis should be placed.

Admiral Radford, who represented the United States, stated that he fully sub-
scribed to the views of General Foulkes.

Air Marshal Dawson, representing the Supreme Allied Commander Europe, andAdmiral Wright, the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic, assured the Committeethat there was no fear of conflict developing between SACEUR and SACLANT
regarding the priority of their roles or the build-up of their forces. SACEUR fully
realized the importance of sea communications at the outset and the need for fur-
ther studies in this sphere.

General Guillaume, the Chairman of the 1tlilitary Committee, in concluding dis-
cussion of the paper, stated that he felt that the main essence of the discussion had
been that we must be able to withstand the shock of the enemy in the initial phase
and if possible`win the war in that phase, but if we had any doubts about this, we
must also, at the same time, prepare for the second phase.

The paper, with certain minor amendments, was then approved by the Military
Committee for despatch to the Council.

DEA/50030-AG-1-4o
Le.reprfsentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

au secrétaire d',Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Couneil
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Paris, December 1; 1954

CAPA81LmES SIUDY

After the council meeting today I had a talk with Steel and Hughes about the
^s ^ â°f ^ging ^informal meeting of the ABC countries on the afternoon
Hughes ' ^ y' ^m^r 16, to consider a draft resolution on the capabilities study.

^tid that he ezliected Dulles and his party to arrive on December 15 and Isaid ^• k,.

^y 4)
^°, Party would probably be arriving on December 14. Steel is going to

in ot the United Kingdom party to arrive in the morning of December 16, but
yent they would arrive early in the afternoon.in 2.'a

Steel told me that the United Kingdom had a draft which was await
gCabinet approval as soon as they could get over "celebrating the Old Man's

S^^ ^loal"b^^y"- It was intended to submit this draft both to the United
by ^^ ^ att Governments, but since agreement will be difficult to achieve

elUnited Kingdom had concluded that it would be best to try to-, il. 1 11
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arrange a meeting of the three ABC countries and then show an agreed text to the
French.
3. Steel has promised to keep' me informed about the time and place of the

meeting.
4. It is obvious from what he said that the United Kingdom Government is very

.worried about the possible political repercussions of the capabilities study and they
are doing their best to see that a resolution is drafted which will cause the minimum
difficulty not only in the United Kingdom but also in the Scandinavian and other
countries including Canada.'

L.D. WIiGRESs

365. DEA/50030-AG-1-40

Note du chef de la l'^' Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A,,Q`'aires, extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (I) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

COSMIC TOP SECRET [Ottawa], December 2, 1954

FUTURE NATO DEXENCE PLANNING

As you know, we have just received from National Defence one copy of a report
by the Military Committee (M.C. 48 ( Final) of November 22). This report, which is
based on the studies on military capabilities in the light of new weapons which the
NATO Supreme Commanders have been carrying out for the past year, is to be
submitted to the forthcoming Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council
under Item V of the agenda. It is intended to be only the first of a series of studies
which the NATO military authorities intend to make over the next few years with a
view to reassessing the most effective pattern of NATO military strength.

2. In this report the Military Committee is asking the Council to approve certain
conclusions and to approve in principle certain measures as being most necessary

, to adapt NATO forces for a future major war. These conclusions and measures are
`intended to serve as a basis for further military planning. The summary of the Mili-
tary Committee's report is contained in Annex A. ü,

3. You will note that, if the Council approves the Military Committee's recom-
mendations, it will be formally authorizing the NATO military authorities to plan
and make prcparations on the assumption that atomic and thermo-nuclear weapons
will be used by the NATO forces from the outset in any future major war.
^.:4; We have also received from National Defence a brief prepared on this subjeCt
for the Canadian Delegation to the next Military Committee meeting, a copy of

which is attached. The conclusion of this brief is that M.C. 48 (pinal) is ,in a form

which, as far astân3da is concerned, can be accepted in its entirety." This conclu-

n" is based on the following reâsoning: 1 , ,
(a) that the Ministe 'al M ti 'll t be ked t a rove the actual use ofr^ n %,- ng w^ no as o Pp authoritiesmass destruction weapons, : but rather to, approve giving the military
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authorization to plan and make preparations on the assumption that such weapons
will be used;,
- (b) that the Council approved at the December 1952 Ministerial Meeting the paper
on strategic guidance which envisaged the carrying out of strategic bombing
promptly by all means possible and with all types of weapons without exception;
(c) that atomic and thérmo-nuclear weapons could in any case be used by the

United States, on the direction of the President, irrespective of any NATO decision.
5. The question of what action the forthcoming Ministerial Meeting should take

on the Military Committee's report has been discussed in a restricted session by the
Permanent Council in Paris and several of the Permanent Representatives have
expressed misgivings about the recommendations to be submitted to the Ministerial
Meeting (see telegrams 1034 and 1037 from our NATO Delegation and our Memo-
randum for the Minister of November 26). Our Delegation has asked for an indica-
tion of our general approach in preparation for a further discussion. The Minister
noted on our Memorandum under reference his view that "A decision of this
importance should not be thrown at the NATO Council so suddenly."

6. Apart' from the question of whether or not a prior decision to use atomic and
thermo-nuclear weapons from the outset in any future war is desirable, it has the
gravest implications for Canada and for NATO and should not be taken without the
most`serious consideration by governments. There is not sufficient time between
now and the Ministerial Meeting to give the consideration required. It would there-
fore seem desirable that the Council should not approve at this Ministerial Meeting
the Military Committee's conclusions, or at least the conclusion contained in para-
graph 37 of M.C. 48 (Final), but should only note them pending further study by
governments, If necessary, the Council could perhaps agree that further military
studies could proceed for the time being on the assumption that nuclear weapons
would be used, provided this did not pre-judge the final decision by governments.
7. It is true that the North Atlantic Council in 1952 approved a paper on strategic

guidance . which . assumed the use of atomic weapons and which has not been
revised since. However, that approval was given under very different circumstances
than thôse obtaining today. (It was before the development of tactical atomic weap-
ons or thermo-nuclear weapons, for example.) It recognized an already known fact

that theUnited States SAC would retaliate with atomic bombs against any overtSoviet ^ggressiôn -
and it did not envisage the actual issuing of atomic weaponsto NATO forces:-

report Indeed, the studies on which the present Military Committee
been based, wh ich were submitted to the Standing Group last July 1,

^e e PrePared before the factors of "fall-out" became known. Formal approval by
Council of the Military Committee's recommendations in present circumstances

would therefore, in effect, constitute a new decision. Moreover, the purpose of the
Present studies `'of which this Military Committee report forms part, is to reassessthe Previôûslÿ 7'accepted bases of NATO defence planning, and the decision thatNATO `

slrould use mass destruction weapons from the outset is surely one of the
most inipô^t °^nclusions that c ld irom th'ou come i3 reassessment.
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8. In the light of these factors, I would recommend that Cabinet should if possible
consider this matter before the Ministerial Meeting, or at least that it should be
discussed with the Prime Minister before the departure of the Canadian Delegation.

NOR7H ATi1►NTIC TRF.ATY ORGANIZATION

BENJAMIN ROGERS

(PiÈCE 1o11vTE IIFNCtASURe 11

TOP SEcREr

SUMMARY OF M.C. 48 (FWAL)

The. argumentation of the Military Cômmittee's report runs as follows:
(a) NATO's hope to deter Soviet aggression lies in convincing the Soviet Union

that they cannot quickly overrun Europe and that they would be subjected at the
outset of any aggression to a devastating counter-attack employing atomic
weapons.

(b) It is assumed that, if this deterrent fails, Soviet aggression will take the form of
a surprise atomic attack aimed at the sudden destruction of NATO's atomic

• capability.

^(c) NATO's chief, and almost its only, defence against Soviet atomic attack will
be a an immediate and intensive atomic counter-attack mainly against the Soviet
means of delivery.

', (d) Therr is only a remote possibility that the Soviet Union would attempt to take
advantage of their preponderance in land and tactical air forces to overrun Europe
without employing 'atomic weapons. If they did, however, it is considered"that
NATO would be unable to stop them without using atomic weapons both strategi-

thenno-

cally and tactically immediately ( "Any delay in their use - even measured in
hours'- could be fatal", acxording to the Military Committee).
"(e) It is assumed that the NATO powers have - and will retain for "the next few

year`s" - sufficient superiority in atomic and thermo-nuclcar weapons, and in the
ability, to deliver them, to give NATO the major advantage in the initial phase of
intensive atomic exchange and `to provide a residual supply for use in the subse-
quent phase of operations.

(f) FOffensive measures against Soviet ° atomic attack are stressed and the only
defcnsivemeasures'envisâged are those(such as the establishment of a satisfactory
âlect'âystem, the improvement.tof intelligence and communications and dispersal)
designed to protect the strategic air force and the atomic striking forces in Europe-
t^t`^

Tbe most important of the conclusions, which the Military Committee recom-
inends tliatthe North Atlantic' Council 'approve, are:4^ 4 ^ k4^^ a ^ _ . • t ; . , ,
^(a) that it is milita.rily eâséntial thât NATO forces should be able to use atomic and
thermo-nuclear ,weapons in their defence and that the NATO military authorities
wshouldabe authorized to plan and make preparations on the assumption^ at atomic

nuclear.,weapons.will be used in defence from inc outset,
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(b) that, should war occur, the best defence against atomic attack lies in the ability
of the Allied nations to reduce 'the threat at the source by immediate and intensive
atomic counter-attack; and

(c) that priority in defence planning should be given to the provision of "forces in
being", having "an integrated atomic capability" and supported by atomic delivery
forces, which will be able to contribute effectively to success in the "initial phase"
of intensive atomic exchange of any future major war.

The mëâsures recommended as being most necessary to increase the deterrent
and defensive value of NATO forces are:

(a) thë'provision of "an integrated atomic capability" (i.e., the ability to integrate
the delivery of atomic weapons with the delivery of present type weapons);
(b) the provision of a fully effective alert system;

(c) ^steps to give forces the maximum 'possible warning of attack;
(d) the allocation of high priority to "forces in being";

(e) dispersal and redeployment measures to enable NATO forces to survive atomic
attack. ;,^,

(PIÈCE JOINTE 21ENCLOSURE 21

' du Comité militaire de l'Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord
Brieffor Delegatiôn to 11leeting of Military Committee of North Atlantic Treaty

Instructions pour la dflfgation d la réunion

749

Organitahon

[Ottawa], November 30, 1954

BRIEF ON M.G 48 (FINAL) - 711E MOST EFFECMVE PATTERN OF
MILITARY SïRF.NCTft FOR T1tB NEXT FEW YEARS

L The Canadian Chiefs of Staff, after reviewing this paper along with the capabil-
'des studies of the Supreme Commanders, considercxi that the paper was suitable
for presentation to the North Atlantic Council as a first report on this problem not-
ing, however, that further comprehensive studies will be needed from time to time
to covér the later years ahead.
2. When,this

paper was approved at the Military Committee meeting held in
washington on 22 November, 1954, the main discussion revolved around the refer-
e°ce to Priority of. the provision of forces in the i nitial stage with the subsequent
build up of forces being given a lower priority; particularly with reference to theNavâl,%forcës

in being which both the United Kingdom representative and
SACLqT

felt should be given equal priority with those in the initial phase. Apart
from ^3^-diScussion centred on the emphasis Chat we must be able to withstand theshock of the

enemy attack in the initial phase and not lose the war in that phase.S ^Kki!
Thi , ,

ould inclûde the difficult task of obtaining from the political authorities
^oP^on^°f thed measures necess to place us in a pos ition wi thstandestrücwé b1owY^which would include approval of tlOsemeasures which must be
taken 0 n order that we can move from a peace to a war footing immediately. How-
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ever, as ' there , is no assurance that all the enemy forces will capitulate after the
initial phase, we must make whatever preparation is possible for the second phase
which will not interfere with the preparation and build up necessary for the first
phase.

3. It will be noted that this paper; M.C: 48 (Final), has been considerably modified
from the original draft and that now Ministers at the Ministerial meeting will not be
asked to approve the use of mass destruction weapons but rather to approve giving
the military authorities authorization to plan and make preparations on the assump-
tion that atomic and thermonuclear weapons will be used in defence from the out-
set. In view of this, it is considered that this paper is in a form which, as far as
Canada is concerned, can be acceptéd in its entirety.
4. As far as the authority for the use of mass destruction weapons is concerned, it

is felt that any discussion on this aspect would be academic for the following

cally for the following basic undertakings in furtherance of the common objec-
tive to` defend the North Atlantic Area. The successful conduct of these

"7. Overall defence plans must provide in advance of war emergency, specifi-
(Final))" which, in particular, stated in paragraph 7 the following:
Strategic Concept for the Defence of the North Atlantic Treaty Area (M.C. 3/5

(a) It will be recalled that in a North Atlantic Council meeting on 3 December,
'1952,' as'refenred to in Council Document CR(52)3 1, the Council approved 'The

reasons:

undertakings should be assured by close coordination of military action as set

(a) Insure the ability to carry out strategic bombing promptly by all means possi-

forth in overall plans.

sibility assisted as practicable by other nations.
^ ble with all types ofweapons, Kithout exception. This is primarily a U.S. respon-

(b) Arrest and counter as soon as practicable the enemy offensives against North

.

Y/^^^=;'Rw P 3
fi' ^s^ b..^e. _ 6 . t,^Z ,. ,^ . :

eï, .
, i ^^ ^ $ . .. 3 . t

refentd to in North Atlantic Council'resolution of 23 February, 1952, Document
may be`made available, taking into account the use of new weapons and techniques
tnilitary strength for the next few years within the resources which it is anticipated
Military Committee to initiate a reassessment of the most effective pattern of the
was written on the express direction of the North Atlantic Council requesting ue
(b)With regard to this particular paper, M.C. 48, it will be recalled that this repoft

authorities to use all weapons available.
From this it is considered ` that the Council have already authorized the military

delay "and in accordance with overall plans."
"from the European nations. Other nations will give aid with the least possible
^ psychological operations. Initially, the hard core of ground forces will come
Atlantic Treaty powers by all ineans avallable, including air, naval, land and

t s.rs 4 --- r-

use the
E

m
C y

re
-

sts withthe President. Therefore such weapons could be used by the
tnonuc ear weapons w^l provided b the United t3tes and that the e

1. d cision to
tô come the bulk of atomic and ther-t;ânll bé appreciated that for aome time

I+^
, - . . ^ ^ . , . .
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United States on the direction of the President, irrespective of any NATO decision,
as long as the operational use of such weapons is initiated solely from U.S. bases.

366.^.:^°.;,_^-

Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

1EAI50030-AG-140

Secretary of State for External Affairs

Meeting. Our tentative views are contained in our immediately following telegram.

to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TELEdRAM 940 Ottawa, December 6, 1954

TOP SECRE'r. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 1091 of December 3.t
Repeat London No. 1860; Washington EX-2240.

FITiURE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING IN UGiIr OF THE IFFECT OF
NEW WEAPONS

We have now been approached by the United Kingdom High Commissioner's
Office here with respect to the Military Committee's report on future NATO
defence planning, which is on the agenda for the forthcoming NATO Ministerial

2. Following is the text of the C.R.O. telegram to F.arnscliffe. Begins:
Ministers have, been considering ` the difficult question of the authority for

Saceur to use nuclear weapons which will arise at the forthcoming NATO Ministe-rial meeting.

2. Problem arises in the following way. In the report by the Military Committee
(MC 48 (final)) it is stated that Saccur's ability successfully to adopt a forwardtd^eefence

of Europe, depends on the NATO forces being able to use atomic and
rmo-nuclear weapons in their defence from the outset of a new war. Paragraph

37 of this Paper,concludes that NATO military authorities should be authorised to
Plan and to make preparations on this assumption, and paragraph 40 (a) rccom-
mends thàt the North Atlantic Council "approve the above conclusions noting the
signifcance of' this assumption.
3.

We do not question the military necessity for Saccur to plan on this basis. In its
é^e^ nn, however, the proposed recommendation removes from member gov-

of, the North Atlantic Council the responsibility to take final decisions
about the use of these weapons. Morcover, under the system of alerts set out in SG
129/4' (rivised final) of Ma y 8th , 1953 pa

ipossible forSaceur to take action without tcference t Ogovcrnm ntsain the vc t of
ô^^ ag^ion taking place in the North Atlantic Treaty area. It would there-
wi^out possible for Saceur to begin a thermo-nuclear war in certain eventualities

reference to governments.
4'

we are sure that public opinion in the west would not, in general, be willing to
^pt4is situation. Nor can member governments abdicate their rrsponsibility on



so grave an issue as this. The French Ambassador called on Foreign Secretary yes-
terday, December 2nd, and left with him a memorandum expressing the opposition
of the French Government to leaving these absolute powers in the hands of Saceur,
and suggesting that this problem should first be discussed with the members of the
Standing Group (see Foreign Secretary's despatch 837 to Paris, copy of which fol-
lows by bag).

5. Our present thought is that the best solution would be for the Ministerial meet-
ing of the North Atlantic Council to adopt a resolution which would both leave it
free to Saceur to continue to plan in accordance with military necessity, and, at the
same time, reserve to member governments the ultimate responsibility to take final
decisions. The following draft resolution expresses what we have in mind: "The
North Atlantic Council accept as a basis for military planning, that the measures in
the enclosure to the report are necessary to adapt our military forces for a future
major war, but emphasise that except in the event of a prior atomic or thermo-
nuclear attack by an aggressor it must remain the ultimate responsibility of member
governments to take final decisions, particularly in regard to the use of atomic or
thermo-nuclear weapons."

6. This formula has the advantage that if Saceur is attacked with atomic or
thermo-nuclear weapons, he can retaliate at once with similar weapons, but that, in
all other cases, the decision to use these weapons rests with governments.
^' WIf this resolution were to be adopted by the Council, it would, I think, be also
desirable for the elaborate systemof alerts contained in SG 129/4 (revised final) to
be re-examined in order to see whether it is` appropriate to the conditions of
thermo-nuclear,war, but this exercise could be undertaken by the experts after the
meeting of the Council.

8. United Kingdom Ambassador has been instructed to approach Mr. Dulles
urgently.and enquire whether he agrees with our thought that a resolution on the
lines set out above would be the best way of resolving our difficulties. Please make
,similar approach to Canadian authorities.
t'.9. ,!As regards procedure, Foreign Secretary told the French Ambassador yester-
day, December 2nd, that he did not think it likely that the NATO powers would be
willing to hand over the problem to the Standing Group. Please say that personally
we would rather'suggest that as soon as our two governments, together with the
United States Government whom we are also approaching, have reached agreement

af-,we should,try to obtain'the agreement also of the French Government and there
ter of the other NATO governments,

In, Forei • Secretacy haâ alcead roposeci to Mt Du11es that they might discuss

^.^ ---- -- - - -^ - n •French a prelmtinary reply;next week. we therefore nope that the
Mr: Pearsôn would t+e ready to join them. It will, however, be necessary to give the

. ^ dian Gov

this.further
CP-in

Paris on the afternoon of December 16th and we would hope that

ws without delay. Ends. MeSSaBe

I

I
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361DEA/50030-AG-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

Ottawa, December 6, 1954

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our immediately preceding telegram.
Repeat I.ôndon No. 1861; Washington EX-2241.

FURJRE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING IN LIGHT OF THE EFFECT OF

NATO , military; y authorities to pursue their present studies. This would enable

NEW WEAPONS

The United Kingdom views have been discussed with the Minister (who is in
New York) whose views are as follows:

(a) He concurs in the approach expressed in the proposed United Kingdom resolu-
tion given in C.R.O. Telegram No. 1362 of December 470 .
(b) He will be glad to meet Mr. Eden and Mr. Dulles before the Ministerial Meet-

ing of the North Atlantic Council to discuss this matter. He plans to arrive in Paris
on the morning of December 15.

(c) It is of the utmost importance to avoid controversy and debate At the Ministe-
rial Meéting, word of which would be almost sure to leak to the public.
(d) If agreement cannot be reached in advance of the Ministerial Meeting on a

resolution along the lines of the United Kingdom draft, it would be advisable for
the Council merely to note the Military Committee's report and to request the

°1erober governments to give further consideration to the matter and to take more
positive action either in the Permanent Council or at the subsequent Ministerial
Meeting., Meanwhile, the NATO military authorities could continue to plan in
a11ordance with,the terms of the strategic guidance adopted in 1952 and still in
force,

2 Tbe.'above have been given to Earnscliffe as our preliminary views, subject to
^^innation or amendment after discussion with the other Ministers concerned.
3' T1^ Wted>Kingdom has made a similar approach in Washington and we°naerstand

Mr. Dulles to have given as his preliminary view that this matter should
be aPim0iched'as far as possible on an informal basis by discussion among the
lowers principally concerned.

, z
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs -

Top SECRET [Ottawa], December 8, 1954

FUTURE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING IN LIGifT OF THE EFFECT
OF NEW WEAPONS

On the assumption that the question raised by the report of the NATO Military
Committee to the Council would be discussed in Cabinet we prepared a draft mem-
orandum which it was thought you might wish to pass around to your colleagues at
the Cabinet meeting. Subsequently we learned that the Prime Minister had decided
that, instead of having a discussion in full Cabinet, he would prefer to discuss it
with you and Mr. Campney. I attach three copies of the draft memorandum. You
might wish to give copies to the Prime Minister and Mr. Campney when you are
discussing the matter with them; or you may prefer simply to regard the draft mem-
orandum as a brief.

2: I also attach three copies of Top Secret Telegram No. 1097 of December 6 from
the NATO Delegation. This contains an account of a briefing given the Council by
General Gruenther. The telegram states very clearly the attitude of the military on
the very important question whether they should make their plans and preparations
on the assumption that atomic and thenmo-nuclear weapons will be used by the
NATO forces from the outset in any future major war. It does not, however, intro-
duce` any new considerations. ' . e ^

3. One of the very difficult problems that has not yet been resolved in NATO is
the question of what political decision, if any, is required before the NATO forces
can' engage in hostilities (except to defend themselves). Approval of the Military
Committee's report would not, in express terms, prejudge this question. There can
be no doubt, however, that it would strengthen the belief of the military that they
had been given authority to use nuclear weapons immediatcly on the outbreak of

war. I believe that urgent consideration should be given to the whole problem, but
that it is of such crucial importance that it should not be decided hastily in the
fortnight preceding the Ministerial meeting.,
1t 4. We have given Eannscliffe informally your tentative views, emphasi^n8 that
yon had not had an opportunity of discussing them with your colleagues. We said
that we'would give them considered views later. The British Embassy in Washing"
ton reports that the State Department appears to accept the necessity of a Councll
resolution - (presumably, something along the lines of the United Kingdom draft)

-- but may come up with an alternative draft.
' • R.A. M[ACKAYI

for Undcr-Sccretary of State

for External Affairs

A
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(PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1]
, •

fi Projet d'une note pour le Cabinet

FUTURE •NATO DEFENCE PLANNING IN LIGHT OF THE EFFF,(, T

Draft Memorandum for Cabinet
,. .

Top SECRET . [Ottawa], December 7, 1954

OF NEW WEAPONS

One of the items on the agenda of the forthcoming Ministerial Meeting of the
North Atlantic Council is a report by the Military Committee on "The Most Effec-
tive Pattern of Military Strength for the Next Few Years" (Document M.C. 48
(Final) of November 22). A summary of the contents of this document is annexed?1
This report, which is based on the studies on military capabilities in the light of the
new weapons which the NATO Supreme Commanders have been carrying out for
the past year, is intended to be only the first of a series of studies which the NATO
military authorities are making over the next few years with a view to reassessing
the basis of NATO defence planning. The Military Committee's report raises the
difficult question of the NATO Supreme Commanders' authority to use nuclear
Weapons. If the Council approves the Military Committee's recommendations it
will be fomially authorizing the NATO military authorities "to plan and to make
Preparations on the assumption that atomic and thermonuclear weapons will be
used by ,the NATO forces from the outset in any future major war".
2. The questi on of what action the NATO Ministerial Meeting should take on the

%Ltary Committee's report has been discussed in a restricted session by the Per-
manent Council, in Paris and several of the permanent representatives have
ezpressèd misgivings that governments should have to make up their minds in such
a short space of time on recommendations having such far-reaching
^y and fwancial implications.

political, mili-

3' Ksgivings have also been expressed by the United Kingdom in approaches
madejtô the United States and ourselves in the last few days.Govë The United Kingdom

rninent are afraid that the proposed recommendation will remove from NATO
Governménts the'iesponsibility of taking final decisions about the use of nuclear
SA pons and, under the system of alerts now being worked out, would enable

^'t0 ^gin a thermonuclear war in certain eventualities without reference to
woulents. The United Kingdom have, therefore, suggested that the best solution

bc'forthe
SA

Ministerial Meeting to adopt a resolution which would leave
CEUR'free to continue to plan in accordance with miiitary necessity but would

^^ ^s6me reserve to member governments the ultimate responsibility to take
Ns ^^sions• Sir Anthony Eden has proposed that Mr. Dulles and I might discuss
Mee^^^ in Pans on the afternoon of December 16 (the day before the Ministerial

gbe8ins). He has in mind the following draft resolution:
'The ,NOnh Atlantie'Council accept as a basis for military planning that the
Ineasrcs in the enclosure to the report are necessary to adapt our military forces

^^`'^^^'r^^
^0it le dct- •t 366. Mâ jointe 1/Sec Document 365, enclosure 1.
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for a future major war, but emphasizes that, except in the event of a prior atomic
or thermonuclear attack by an aggressor, it must remain the ultimate responsibil-
ity of member governments to take final decisions,` particularly in regard to the
use of atomic or thermonuclear weapons":

4. I understand that Mr. Dulles, in reply to this approach, agreed that political
control in this matter must be assured but said he would be opposed to any sugges-
tion to set up any mechanism within the NATO Council for giving such authority to
SACEUR. His preliminary view was that this matter should be approached as far as
possible on an informal basis by discussion among the powers principally
concerned.

5. I'also undérstand thât the French Government have approached both the United
Kingdom and United States Governments expressing opposition to the delegation
ôf powers of final decision in this field to SACEUR.

6. It is true that the North Atlantic Council in 1952 approved a paper on strategic
guidance which assumed the use of atomic weapons , and which has not been
revised since.' However that approval was given under far different circumstances
than those obtaining today (viz. before the development of tactical atomic weapons
or thermonuclear weapons). It recognized the already known fact, that the United
States Strategic Air Command would retaliate with atomic bombs against any overt
'Sovietaggression, and it did not envisage the actual issuing of atomic weapons to
NATO forces in Europe. Indeed, the studies on which the present Military Commit-
tee's report has been based, which were submitted to the Standing Group last July
1, were prepared before the facts of "fall out" became known. Formal approval by
the Coûncil of the Military Committee's recommendations in present circumstances
would, therefore, in effect constitute a new decision. Moreover, the purpose of the
présent studies, of which this Military Committee report forms part, is to re-assess
the previouslÿ accepted base's of NATO defence planning and the decision that
NATO should'use mass destruction weapons from the outset is one of the most
important conclusions that can come from this re-assessment.,..,^

'
,

7.^'It. ^s' my own v
,
^ew that a decision of this importance should not be taken by

ïnemb^r governments without more considered study than there is time for between
now and the Ministerial Meeting. I have, therefore, informed the United Kingdom
that`mystentative views, subject to discussion with my, colleagues, are as follows:

(a) I agreé with the general approach expressed by the United Kingdom;,. .,. a
,, (b) I will be glad to meet Sir Anthony Eden and Mr. Dulles before the Ministen
Méetingto discuss this tnatter, ^ ^ r
R.ks«..r , :..

l.^ (c).It-is of the utmost importance to avoid controversy and debate at the Mi^ste
rial Meeting, word of which would be almost sure to leak to the public; and

d 'f th Mnisterial Meeting on a^(d) If agreement cannot be rcactxd in a vance o e
• • be dvisable for

positive acuon later, citer in the Permanent Council or at die su e9

nu t^ry.; au ^cs to pursue e^t prescn •
member. governments to give further consideration to the matter and to take more

, , , • . bs uent NMiniste

resolution along the lines of the United Kingdom draft, it would a
thethe; Council merely to` note, the Military Comnlittee's report and to request th

IVATO 'U thori ' th L p studies This would enable

0
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rial Meeting. Meanwhile the NATO military authorities could continue to plan in
accordance with the terms of strategic guidance adopted in 1952.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2j

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord •
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaEGRAM 1097 M94 D

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

ans, ecember 6, 1954

Reference: Our telegram No. 1067 of December 1, 1954.t

the problems now facing NATO military authorities. Throughout he emphasized

BRIEFING BY GENERAL GRUENTHER TO NATO COUNCIL ON
CAPABILITIES STUDY

As indicated in our telegram under reference, General Gruenther gave a briefing
at SHAPE on December 3 to the Permanent Representatives on the capabilities
study and the miGtary thinking behind it. Wilgress and Burbridge from this delega-
tion attended.
2. Gruenther, as usual, was very forthright, forceful, and persuasive in outlining

repeatedly'the necessity of NATO forces in the event of a Soviet attack, making use
of atomic weapons including the bomb from the outset even though there was no
inwediate evidence of the enemy using such weapons. Among other things he
Pointed out the following:

(a) The basic assumption on which SHAPE started its consideration of the capa-
bilities study was the forces which were estimated to be available in mid 1957. This
date was entirely `arbitrary and had no special significance. In fact it now appears to
be a bit eârly because it seems unlikely that the German contribution would be
available by that `time.

(b) It wns esümated that the Soviet Union "would have the following military
potential available around'the above-mentioned date:ĥ:,.,,

(1) Te present 175 divisions with improved equipment and training. It was not
estirnated that these divisions would increase in number.
(ll) The present Soviet Air Force with an increasing percentage of jet aircraft
and the' beginnings of a reasonably effective long range air force.
q1^Appçoximately 89 satellite divisions which would be slightly improved in

, ty( but still relatively weak.
(iv)

q satellite air force of approximately 2400 planes and probably not veryeffeçtive...:J

(v) Some improvement in the 162 air fields which intelligence sources indicate
are now, available.
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(vi) Approximately 600 submarines of which 450 would be available for use in
the NATO area and the remainder, would be long range submarines. Gruenther
said that of this total Soviet military potential he thought an attack on Western
Europe might involve 134 Soviet divisions and 80 satellite divisions, supported
by about 22000 aircraft.

(c) Against these Soviet forces SHAPE estimated that NATO could have avail-
able by D plus 15:

(i) 84 divisions plus 23 brigade groups
(ii) 9724 aircraft. This figure exceeded that shown in NATO force goals because

- it includes some aircraft under national command. I

(d) It was assumed that the enemy would use atomic weapons, if not from the
outset, at least shortly after, and that the order of priority of attack by the Soviet
would be the following:

(i) Combat forces: atomic potential, striking power with conventional weapons,
command posts and lines of communication in that order
(ii) Centres of government
(iii) Depots and sources of supply
(iv) Ports and sea lanes

'(e) The conclusions emerging from the SHAPE study include the following:
(i) The most important, and probably difficult task for the Western powers would
be to survive the initial and likely surprise attack.,'.
(ii) In view of the comparative forces mentioned above, in order to survive the

initial attack it would be necessary for the Western powers to use immediately
all atomic weapons at their disposal.
(iii) Priority must necessarily be placed on combat-ready forces and on the first
30 days of war. In this connection he said there was some confusion about a"30

,`day'war". He stressed that this period did not (repeat not) mean that SHAPE felt

that a future war would belimited to 30 days or that navies or reserve forces had
no importance. He said that the intensity and the devastation would probably be

grrcatest in this initial ^period following which there may be a lull allowing each
side to remuster and settle down to a long war, but that the gains made in the
first 30 day period would probably intluence the outcome.
(iv) It will be absolutely essential for the Western forces to destroy at the outset

'the"atomic potential, including production facilities and atomic bomb carrying

aircraft, of the Soviet Union.'
II

^(v) In order to hold the line and survive the first Soviet attack it is essential to
greatly improve the NATO«system of air defence.

(f) Regarding the varios defence lines swhich the Western powers might hold, he
stressed that it was always assumed that 31 divisions at D-day and at least 65 at D

pluâ 30 would be essential to'maintain a defensive line on the Rhine• It would

reclu! ire at lëast 60 divisions at D-da y and 75 at D lus 30 for the West to hold, with
.:

to defend western Europeconventional weapons, a line ^east of the Rhine in plus micand particularly Denmark. He said'such forces were beyond the econo
and
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polidcal' capabilities of the NATO powers and concluded that the only choice
remaining was to use atomic weapons fully integrated into the forces which were
estimated would be available by 1957. .
(g) Without the use of atomic weapons the NATO forces would be hopelessly

vulnerable. With the use of such weapons the Western forces would have a distinct
advantage in attacking Soviet lines of communication and concentrated Soviet
forces. He said the military had no reason to believe that the traditional Soviet prac-
fice of using tremendous manpower in concentrated attacks would not be again
employed. Such concentrations of course would be ideal targets for atomic
weapons.

(h) Among the conclusions flowing from the SHAPE study, Gruenther mentioned
the following:

(i) Western forces would have to be dispersed much more in a future war than in
past wars as a protection against possible Soviet atomic attack.
(ii) The effective defence of the Central European Sector, particularly with
respect to air fighter forces, required that the protection of Southern Denmark be
entrusted to the Central Command.
(iii) Future NATO divisions would need to be smaller and more mobile and have
greatly improved communications. This was a most difficult problem and prob-
ably would not be solved until well on into next year.

(iv) The pattern of NATO airfields might require alteration. This involved two
questions. The first, whether it was appropriate to plan on deploying as many as
75 aircraft per airfield, which is the present planning assumption, and secondly
whether long runways could be eliminated. He did not think they could, at least
within the next five years.

(1) During the question period, Grucnthcr said that the recent decision of the Mos-
cow conferencx to integrate Soviet forces in the event the Paris agreements were
ratifiéd had no effect on the present situation. He said Soviet forces were already
1Ate8rated as closely as possible. He mentioned that the Soviets were already trying
to raise an East German army and that his figures on Soviet strength mentioned
above included 7 East German divisions.

DEA/50030-AG-140
Note'du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
emornndum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs:,,. . : .

to Stcrttary of State for Ezttrnal Affairs

Ottawa, December 9, 1954

NATO DEt•Ff1CE PLANNING IN UGIfr op Tite En•ECr op NEW
' ^' WPAPONS: NATO ANNUAL RMEW, 1954

ach for yout signaturc d R . into ^eir telegram No. 1109 of teDeccmber 7(coNAofOhchgstalalso . attached)PY ed)
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giving the draft of a resolution on the 1954 Annual Review to be submitted to the
- forthcoming Ministerial Meeting.

2. You will note that paragraph 1(a) of this draft resolution asks the Council to

note that an effective defence policy for NATO requires in particular action to
implement the decisions of the Council on Document MC 48 (the Military Com-

mittee's report on the most effective pattern of NATO military strength for the next

few.years). This paragraph obviously assumes that the Ministers will give full
approval at this meeting to the Military Committee's recommendations and that
they will be prepared to approve now the financial implications of reorganizing the
NATO forces to use atomic weapons.

.. 3. In the draft reply which I attach, we suggest that the Delegation should hedge

on this paragraph of the resolution.

. 4. We have not so far brought the Department of Finance into the picture with

respect to the Military Committee's report. We had hoped that we could reach

agreement with the Department of National Defence on a common line before

doing so. Under the circumstances, however, we have asked one of the officials of
the Department of Finance to come to the East Block today in order that we might
outline to him the present position.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Secretary of State for External Afiairs

Paris, December 7, 1954MIEGRAM 1109
.t...
NATO SECRff

DRAFT RESOLUTiON ON 7HE 1954 ANNUAI. REViEW

We have just received the text of the International Staff 's draft resolution on the

4954 annual review, Document AC/19•D/129 of December 7. The full text is as

follows:
Text Begins:

The North Atlantic Cou-cil: , . ;^,.- , .. ; r :
the

;: ...,. .:
Having considered report on the annual review 1954 and the comments o ft #1

the Military Committee thereon, in which the committee state that Soviet military

strength ywill remain at least undiminished, and in respect of submrine• air, and
âtomic capabilities will increase, during the period covered by the repon^

;- Recognising,' particularly in the light of the Council report on trends of Soviet
mins; and' tic All^ance repolicy that inc threat to the =ecunty of the North Atlan

Recognlsing thât the def^nee effort of the North Atlantic Comrnunity must be

correspondingly tustaïned; 4 }

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

KI
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1. Notes that an effective defence policy for NATO requires, in particular.
(a) action to implement the decisions of the Council on MC.48;
(b) the active participation of the Federal Republic of Germany in NATO defence;
(c) the build-up of forces to a level not lower than that of the 1956 planning goals,

agreed in the course of the 1953 annual review. '

Z Notes that the recommendations made by the NATO military authorities in the
course of the 1954 review reflect the general trend of the current capabilities
studies.
3. Reiterates the paramount importance which the Atlantic Community attaches to

the rapid entry into force of the agreements signed on 23rd October 1954 which
will provide for the early participation in Western defence of German forces.
4. Notes that despite the progress made in the course of 1954, existing forces are

below the firm goals agreed in 1953.
5. Notes with satisfâction that many recommendations of the NATO military

authorities, tending to increase the size or effectiveness of the NATO forces, have
been accepted by countries in the course of the annual review.
6. Notes, nevertheless, that the defence plans submitted by several countries in

respect of 1955, 1956 and 1957 envisage smaller contributions than forecast in the
1953 review; and that it may be necessary for some countries to allocate resources
for defence at a higher level than currently indicated in order to make adequate
Provisions for their forces as now planned.

1.Adopts the force plans set out in Annex I of each country study in Part III of the
rePort and summarised in the revised force tables in Part II of the report as firm
goals for 1955; provisional goals for 1956, and planning goals for 1957;

Urges govemnwnts individually and collectively not only to meet their commit-
ments with respect to the 1955 goals, but also to take all steps in their power at
least to attain the goals for 1956 and 1957.

S. Notes that the Council will study the statements made by ministers at this meet-
4 and the comments of member governments contained in Annexes III to the
country report in Part III of the report, in order to assess by lst February 1955 the
results of the; 1954 review.

9•Re9uests member governments to maintain close touch with the NATO military
7horities._.. and the International Staff where appropriate - regartiing contem

Ied.changes or adjustments in their defence plans, including those designed to
"able tknn to implement, as far as possible, recommendations in accordance with
te guidiiceon military priorities set out in the report:

10.
R^^^'member governments to furnish a brief written statcment to the

force 15th -April- 1955 upon their progress towards implementing the firm
^ 8oâ1s for 1955 and the recommendations made to them, whether so far

^tedâ not:
4i 11' Ises the' increased importance of raisin the effectiveness and ca abil-
^ available at the outset, and the need o form certain units, which are

or the common defence.



12. Accepts as military guidance the comments by the Military Committee on the

1954 annual review report; and
Calls the attention of governments especially, to the conclusions to these com-

ments (annexed).
13. Notes with satisfaction that a short-term study on national military service has

be prescntcd to the Council as soon as possible; and

been completed, and that a further study is to be undertaken in the coming year,
Invites member governments to give their most careful consideration to the mea-

sures described in the short-term study and to take all practicable steps to put into
effect such measures as might appropriately be adopted by them.

14. Notes that despite further progress during 1954, there is a continued shortage
of certain types of matériel, particularly of aircraft, electronics and communication
equipment, ammunition, escort vessels, and minesweepers, and a continued inade-
quacy of operational reserves.

15. Emphasizes the vital part played by the continued supplies of military equip-
ment to the European countries under mutual aid from the United States and

Canada;
Notes the important statements made by the Canadian and United States govern-

ments relating to assistance in maintaining equipment of North American origin

provided to European forces: ,
Recognises also the great value of the continuation of the Canadian aircrew

training programme and of the offshore, procurement programme of the United
States Government in assisting European member countries to overcome various
limitations on their own efforts. .., .

16. Invites member governments to take+appropriate action towards implementing
the recommendations on equipment and production and end-item aid contained in
special reports Nos 3 and 4 of xpart il of the renom

17. Notes that the conclusions of the current study on annual recurring costs will

Invites the active participation^pation of member governments in secking solutions to

the problems raised by the long-term maintenance of NATO forces.

18. Notes that economic developments in many member countries have been very

encouraging during the past year, and that economic circumstances should not pre-

vent most countries from inereasing the planned level of defence effort.

-; , Considers, nevertheless, that given the prospect of the continuance of the present

degree of tension over a long period, defence programmes must take account of

long-term politico-economic considerations and that, so far as these permit,

member governments should be prepaced to allocate to defence a proportion of any

future increases In national resources when necessary to meet important cnlhtary

needs.
19. Recognises that the well-being of the North Atlantic Community depends on

thetnaintenance of high and rising levels of production and trade•

: Notea that member goveraments, in seeking to improve tluir dcfence effoo ô^^

to raise living standards, are faced in varying degrees by political and eC
problems.
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f Urges member governments, in the light of the changing situation, to strengthen
individual and collective efforts to provide durable solutions to these problems, and
thus to ensure a sound social and economic foundation for lasting political and
defensive strength. Text Ends.

2. This draft is to be discussed by the Annual Review Committee on the afternoon
of December 8. We appreciate that it might be impossible for you to get comments
or instructions to us for the December 8 meeting. It is possible, however, that the
draft resoliition will be discussed at Council meeting on the morning of December
10. If you have any comments or amendments to suggest, we would be grateful to
have them by that time.

TELEGRAM 967

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: ï Your telegram No. 1109 of Decèmber 7.

Ottawa, December 9, 1954

NATO ANNUAL REVIEW, 1954

We are somewhat concerned with the firm assumption made in paragraph 1(a)
of the draft resolution given in your telegram under reference that the Ministerial
Meeting wil 1 give full approval to the Military Committee's report. It may be that
the decision of the Ministerial Meeting will be something less Chan full approval
and, if that is the case, it would cause less difficulty if there were alternative word-
ings for paragraph 1(a) or if the wording were at least less categorical.

2. You will be aware of the United Kingdom views and of those of the Minister
from our telegrains number 940 and 941 of December 6. 1 would therefore suggest
that you somehow reserve.our position for the time-being with respect to this
Pazagaph. , } .

DEA/50030-AG-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord, .,

L.B. I EARSON
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'e-Wrieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

nLEGRAM 1898 Ottawa, December 9, 1954

CONFIDENr[At.

Repeat CANAC Paris No. 964.

MEETING WITH EDEN AND DULLES

Mr. Pearson, in response to an enquiry from Earnscliffe, has agreed to meet with

Sir Anthony Eden and Mr. Dulles in Paris at 3:30 P.M. on Thursday, December 16
to discuss the handling of the report of the Military Committee on future NATO
defence planning. He expects to arrive in Paris before lunch on Wednesday,

December 15.

372. DEA/50030-AG-1-40

matter withyou in'Paris.
^ t to see this matter made

the subject of
4. The Pt^esident Is evtdently most reluctan ^ of the NW'.

formal action by the NATO Council. He is incl ined to regard the reP° which
-^-----0-.-- __ - #a.m nccmmntions on

, 3. However when he and the Secretary 01 Defence "au discus
the President, they found that he had decided views on the matter.

Mr• Dulles

would not therefore now be able to give a definite view before he had discussed the

• sed the ques
views on your draft resolution and perhaps to suggest some amendments., , . t'on with

^ 2. He aaid (as reported in mv telegram No. 2632) that he had hoped to give me
of the authoriry to be given to SACEUR in the matter of atomic weapons• .

H ^nAs a
meeting [of SEATOJ (your personal telegram No. 6065), he reverted to the question

:ign Office, Begins: SACEUR.
Whe I f' hed peâkin to Dulles last ni ht about the proposed Bangkok

,,. . ; . _ .

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

ACTION TO BE TAKEN ON M.C. 48

Following is text of telegram No: 2656 from British Embassy Washington to, For-

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
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SACEUR will proceed, and as not giving him authority to take action. If the time
for that ever came, circumstances rather than any formal procedure would dictate
the manner. in which the authority to SACEUR was given. The President seems to
be thinking in 'terms of an understanding between the heads of the Governments
who would have the principal responsibility. This understanding which would clar-
ify the political channels through which decisions would be conveyed to SACEUR
would be reached in informal discussion. His preference therefore is for the adop-
tion of the Military Committee's report by the Council without any formal resolu-
tion, but on the basis of an informal understanding between us, the Canadians and
presumably the French.
5. Mr. Dulles said that according to his information, the lesser members of the

Council had not shown much interest in this matter, and that it was rather the
French Government and ourselves who were most deeply concerned.
6. I said that I was not fully informed on the latter points, but I thought you must

have reason to suppose that other Governments would raise the question, and that
some action was necessary to calm their fears and enable SACEUR to continue his
planning unhampered. I again went over the points in your telegram No. 6014 and
concluded by saying that you had felt that something should be said to the French
this week in order to keep them quiet. Mr. Dulles replied that M. Mendes-France
probably had other things to think about. The State Department had not responded
to the French memorandum, and the French had not followed it up in any way. He
believed therefore that the situation could be held until he could sit down with you
and Mr. Pearson in Paris next week; in the meantime he had an open mind on how
to proceed. He realised that it was necessary to get a meeting of minds with you
and Canadians before tackling the French.

7• Mr. Dulles said at one point.that he had been toying with the idea of including
in a resolution some provision enabling SACEUR to use atomic weapons automati-
cally if;the other side used them first. The President however had objected to this
on the ground that the decision would certainly come out and might give the
lmpression that the Russians were being offered a standstill in the use of atomic
weap°ns in Europe. This might encourage them as far as Europe was concerned to
rely on this implied undertaking, and base their plans on the use of conventional
forces andweapons in which they had such a decided advantage. It was only our
supedority, in atomic weapons, and our powers of atomic retaliation which now
helped to hold, the balance of military power even in Europe against the Soviet
Union^ ind NATO could not possibly afford to have two establishments, one for
atOrnic and one for' non-atomic war. The President was not in favour of anything
ahich might imply a limitation on the use of atomic weapons in defence.

8•
No doubt Mr. Dulles will elaborate his views on these matters in conversation

with IVIr, Pearson and yourself, and I do not propose myself to seek further clarifi-
cation unless you wish me to do so.

British Embassy telegram Ends.
2'

Please show this and immediately following telegram to General Foulkes as
soon as possible.
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373. : DEA/50030-AG-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux An ires extérieures
au représentant perrnanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Seeretaryof State for. External Affairs,
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

TII.EGRAM 978 Ottawa, December 11, 1954

I

TOP SECRŒT, IMPORTANT

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram.

' ACTION TO BE TAKEN ON M.C. 48

4. Please'infornim Mr. i Dulles ôf the âbove. Ends.
until I see the French Pnme Minister on Thursday.

• , •shall now tell them that I do not expect to be able to rcply to their All
had hoped to oc able to give them rrmy draft teso u %j& à1 emorar,duro1 u tlus week to

_S s p anrung.
casions

Ille French have followai up their inemorandum here on several oc.
• • ctunk about. But

to ` try and do ' so ^ might create ^ the political difficulUes whlch wou

not only the French but others who are troublod. I 6A -" j
sôlve the'difficulty by the simply adoption of the Military Committee's report and

• • ld endan8

tion wtuch I have proposed wou ac eve ,
better formula I am of course ready tô considcr it. From our reports from Pans it is

t1 d bt whether we can

• ' id hi this but if the Amencans Cul ln
ing some at least of the NATO Governments polltical difficulues. The

^. k of a. •

"Lai r-
we, might proceed as the President has suggested, but unfortunately this is not the
case. My only objectis to enable Saccur to get on with his planning without caus-

• • • • draft resolu-

`- 2. If the Mil' Committee's Pa r did not contain mis specific recomme
authorities be authorised to plan and make preparations accordingly.,

that the Council should "approve" the conclusion that NATO forces wil a
use atomic and thecmo-nuclear weapons in their'defence from the outset of a new
war, and should "note the significance -of' the assumption that NATO militarY

NATO Council next week is the Military Committee's'report which recommends
• ' 1 be ble to

must of course consider these issues carefully. But the problem which faces the
I understand the President's preoccupations on the substance of this matter. We
SACEUR

Embassy, Washington, Begins: Your Telegram No. 2656.
Following is text of Foreign Office telegram 6116 of December 10 to British
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374. ), ^. ` , - ^ : DEA/50030-AG-1-40

'Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au ministre de la Défense nationale

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Minister of National Defence

TILEGRAHt 116 ,,. . Paris, December 12, 1954

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIA'IE.

For Mr. Campney from General Foulkes.
1. Reference our discussion in Mr. Pearson's office. I have had a discussion with

Admiral Radford and General Truesdale. They are prepared to have MC 48 (Final)
amended as Mr. Pearson suggested as follows:

Paragraph 37 last line delete word quote will unquote and substitute the word
quote may unquote and paragraph 40 sub-para (a) delete the last phrase quote not-
ing the significance of the assumption in paragraph 37 unquote. I have been unable
to get in touch with Air Chief Marshal Dickson the UK Representative who has not
as yet arrived in Paris but hope to get in touch with him later tonight. I have
arranged a meeting at 0900 hours Monday with ADM Radford, ACM Dickson and
Gen Gruenther to confirm the deletion of the above by the Military Committee to
be sponsored by the Standing Group. Will report later on Dickson's reaction. Rad-
ford agrees that if at all possible there should be no discussion on these matters at
the Council if this could at all be avoided. Will report later on discussions held on
Monday.

2. Will you please advise Mr. Pearson of above.

DF./1/50030-AG-1-40

.u, .r^prfsentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
,-, au ministre de la Défense nationale

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Minister of National Defence

TapnRAM 117 Paris, Dccember 13, 1954
Top S# EM,p'T«.;

AIG GunPney, from General Foulkes.
F^ther. to my,Telegram No. 116.

I^w ^it Chief Marshal Dickson at 2200 hours last night. He has agreed to the
aznendmC°ts of paragraph 37 and the conclusions so that they arc acceptable to
M^^5ters' wrll report earliest results of meeting with Admiral Radford. GeneralGruenthér aod .

Air Cluef Marshal Dickson 0900 hours today.
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376.+. DEAJ50030-AG-140

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
au ministre de la Défense nationale

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Minister of National Defenee

TEZEG1tAM 118 Paris, December 13, 1954

TOP SECFM
For Mr. Campney from General Foulkes.

1. With further reference to my Telegrams No. 116 and No. 117. Have been nego-
tiating all morning with the UK and USA to find suitable wording to amend
paragraphs 37 and 40(a) without much success as both countries were asking for
instructions.
- 2. Admiral Radford and Air Chief Marshal Dickson suggested that I should spon-
sor this revision to paragraphs 37 and 40(a) as it would create difficulties for both

bic wording which would meet the requirements of General Grucnther and yet not

the UK and US who are both Standing Group countries as they had previously
secured political clearance on this paper before the Washington meeting. I was not
anxious to put forward any UK amendment as a Canadian suggestion however at a
meeting of the Military Committee this afternoon General Gruenther made a state-
ment regarding this paper and referred specifically to paragraph 37 in which he said
he understood that there would be certain political difficulties in getting the Coun-
cil to approve paragraph 37 and General Gruenther emphasized the difGculties he
would be in if approval was not given to this paper. I seized on this opportunity and
stated that if the situation was as reported by General Gruenther and it was
expected that there might be political difficulties in approving this paper in the
present wording of paragraph 37 I suggested to the Military Committee that we
should have another look at this paragraph at the next session of the Military Coro-
mitteë to be held tomorrow afternoon and see whether we could not devise a suit

raise political difficulties. There was quite a bit of discussion on the appropriate
ness of this suggestion but it was, finally accepted by the Military Committee and
the Standing Group was instructed to produce a new wording for the meeting Tues
'day afcernoon...

3. This will now allow the French to be brou ght into these discussions without

'disclosing the previous concern of the UK. It will also give us an opponunity of

ensuring that the revised wording will be polidcally acceptable to us.
4.-I made it abundantly clear in my statement today that we considered this paper

as the first of a series of planning papers and not an authority for the use of mass
destruction weapon&
'---5. . l have kept Mr.Vilgrcss infortneds Ends.'Message Ends.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

11UGRAM 994 Ottawa, December 13, 1954

TOP SECREf. IMMEDIA'IE.

Referencé: Our telegrams No. 977 and 978.
Repeat London No. 1920.

FUTURE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING IN LIGIfT OF THE EFFECT
OF NEW wEAPONS

Notes the `report of the Military Committee on the most effective pattern of

While I am in general agreement with the views expressed by the President of
the United States, we may have to do something to meet the United Kingdom posi-
tion (as reportai in our telegrams under reference). In mÿ view the course least
likely to cause debate at the Ministerial Meeting or to draw unwanted public atten-
tion to the question might be to adopt a resolution along the following lines:

"The North Atlantic Council

NATO inilitary strength for the next few years (M.C. 48);
Requests the NATO militaryauthorities to continue their planning on the

assumption that atomic and thermo-nuclear weapons may have to be used in
defence from the outset in any future major war, and

on
Agrees to keep under review what further decisions for action may be necessary

s and subsequent reports on this subject."
Z. Such a{resolution would accomplish the following objectives:
(a) It,would correctly state the assumption, which is that atomic and thermo-

nuclear*weapons may have to be used, rather than that they will;
(b) It wowd meet the political objections to the Council's approving the Military

report in full as it stands;
^,^,^^(c) It would allow NATO military authorities to get on with their planning; and

(d) It wou1d enable member governments to give more adequate consideration to
$e WlQe p'roblem before reaching any final decisions.
3. I hâvé cô: F fi . .

mmunicated these views to the Foreign Office.4.j^^ ^,^^. . .
^.^! much deplore the leak which already seems to have occurred in Paris and

ar4Paasiblé for an article in the New York Times by Thomas Brady dated Decem-
^^ T^ of course, can only make our consideration of this matter moret..^..
SSi"^^x^, {

^m °d!^ng the above. I have seen copies of telegrams Nos. 116 and 117
Gneral

: DEAI50030-AG-140

Foulkes indicating that he hopes to secure agreement to amend M.C.;:=
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48 (final) so as to make it more acceptable from our standpoint. However I feel a
formula for Council procedure as suggested above might still be desirable. Ends.

TOP SECREr. IMMEDIATE.

OF NEW WEAPONS

Following is the text of C.R.O. telegram No. 1434, which has just been received
from Earnscliffe, containing the United Kingdom comments on the Minister's
views as communicated to Earnscliffe Monday: Begins:

Your telegram No. 954.

' DEA/50030-AG-1-40

. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

We agree that the Resolution proposed by Mr. Pearson would have the effect of

and United Kingdom Delegation to North Atlantic Council, Paris.

discouraging debate at the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation Council meeting, but
unfortunately it does not seem to meet a very important point which has not been
fully brought out in telegrams exchanged between the Foreign Office, Washington

2. This point is that the` system of alerts set out in paragraphs 10 and 11 (c) of
NATO Paper SO 129/4 of May 5th, 1953, read in conjunction with paragraphs 37

and 40 (a) of the Military Committee's Paper (MC 48) makes it theoretically Possi-
ble for NATO Commanders to begin a thermo-nuclear defensive war on their own
authority. Unlikely as such action may' be, we think that many NATO Mnisters

would find themselves in great political difficulty if they had to admit that circum-
stances existed under which atomic warfare could be launched without governmen-
tal sanction. ;,, f

3. As for as we can tee, the only way In which this situation can be avoided is by

passing a Resolution which spécifically,trserves to governments the responsibility

for the use of thermo-nuclear weapons except where NATO forces are attacked first
with such weapons. Even so, some contradiction will remain between

the alert sYs-

tem and the ultimate governmental authôrity. But the Military Committee have rec-
ommended that the alat` ây^steri^ shôuld be reviscd and we hope that the North
Atlantic Treatÿ Organisation Council will iesolve that a revision should be made to
being it into line with their conclûsions at the focthc6ming meeting. Ends.

Message

,-4. If you have an opportunity before he leaves please draw the attention of Nk•
Pcarson to` thC above^

h . . 1 ,

Ottawa, December 15, 1954

FUTURE NATO DEFENCE PLANNING IN UGiïT OF THE F.FFECT
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures '

Memorandum by Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET Paris, December 16, 1954

FVIVRE PATIERN OF MILrI'ARY STRENGTH

1. Mr. Campney, Mr. Wilgress, Mr. Rogers and I attended a meeting this after-
noon with Sir Anthony Eden, Mr. Harold MacMillan, Mr. Dulles, Mr. Anderson
and their advisers to discuss the handling of M.C.48, especially para. 37.

2. Mr. Dulles started off by saying that the report represented the opinion of the
military authorities on the best way to defend Europe. In his opinion the Council
should accept the âdvice of the Military Committee on this matter. He went on to
say, however, that the question of how plans should be brought into operation was
a separate problern and should be kept separate. In the United States the President
woûld never delegate to the military the power to make war, and the same principle
would be insisted on, he felt sure, in other NATO countries. This principle should
be maintained.` It would take time to find a solution to the problem of how a deci-
sion to employ special weapons in the event of war should be arrived at. Perhaps a
perfect solution would never be found: It would obviously be impracticable to have
to wait for the decisions of fourteen governments. (Later in the discussion Mr. Dul-
les said that perhaps the three or four governments who would carry the main load
in war ^-=. he obviously intended to include Canada among these - might try to
find a formula; and he hoped that discussions would be held outside the Council.)
3. Sir Anthony Eden said that he could not disagree with anything Mr. Dulles had

said. Unfortunately, however, paras. 37 and 40(a) of M.C.48 together with the
NATO Alerts system made it theoretically possible for NATO commanders to begin
a thermo-nuclear defensive war on their own authority. Eden and his advisers had
the wind taken out of their sails when it was pointed out to them that S.G.129/4 had
not been fortnally approved.

4• 1 took the line that, even with the Alerts difficulty removed, there was still a
lOlidcal difficulty in giving approval to para." 37 of M.C.48. Certainly, the impres-
sion would be created that governments had handed over to the military the power
to cominit us to atomic war, and that no other kind of war was conceivable. Policy,
I saikis hkely to bécome the victim of military plans, if great care is not taken.
5. Sir Anthony then distributed a draft resolution, as follows:

:.,."The Nortli Adantic Council accepts the conclusions of the Report as a basis for
aY planning; and âgrees that the measures in the enclosure to the Report

ém necessary,to adapt our military forces to meet a major act of aggression, but
P ses that, except in the event of a prior atomic or thermo-nuclear attack

by an aggressor, it must 'remain the responsibility of member Governments to
take final decisions, particularly in regard to the use of atomic or thermo-nuclear
WeapOng:'



6. Mr. Dulles thought that the resolution went "further and faster" than we should
go tomorrow. It left many questions unanswered: for instance, would the fourteen
member governments have to concur in the `Tinal decisions"? This, he said, would
be unworkable.;
, 7. I said that I thought that M.C.48 made military sense but might give use to
political misinterprétation and popular misunderstanding. In the public mind, plans
for the use of thermo-nuclear weapons meant not tactical weapons so much as H-
bombs to be dropped on big centres of population. I suggested that the Council
approve the report for planning purposes," but that we,should make clear that the
political factors involved would be referred to^ the permanent Council for consider-
ation. It was important, I said, not to stop the military planning but also not to give
the impression that we were politically divided on this issue.

8: Mr. Dulles said that he thought that the Council should `approve the conclusions
of the Report as a basis for military planning and preparations.
;f9. ,Mr. Anderson, U.S. Assistant Secretary of Defence, said that he thought we
should be very careful not to say anything that might undermine the deterrent effect
of NATO.

vverëtô come from ï Standing ¢Grovp country, oreven better, be submitted by the

1VAt one stage it was suggested that the draft resolution should be put forwar,
^1' Canada - but in the`end it was decidcd that j-# would be more apprropriate if it

resolution.

ful,• ttiey,would then canvass the other delegations. I undertook to speak to the Nor-
vircgian 3 Foreign ^ Minister, : Mr. o- Lange - who later agreed with. the proposed

â^ 12.- Messrs. Eden and Dulles agreed to seek the approval of M. Mendes-France at
a"méeting they were to have with him later in the afternoon. If they were success-

finto action in the event of hostilities."- - .
involve the delegation of responsibility of governments for putting the plans

b tions by . the NATO MilitaryAuthorities, noting that this approval does not

^..._
`The, Council approves the report MC 48 _ as a , basis . for planning and prepara-

follows:

atomic and thermo-nuclear weapons in defence.
, 11.-The text as agreed upon by the representatives of the three countries was as

suggèsting that the political leaders had handed over. the power to make vitally
important decisions to the military, and that at the same time it would not reduce
the=deterrent effect of the belief that the NATO countries were quite prepared to use. , ,

acxcpted, and there was added to it a clause stating in effect that approval of
M.C.48 did not involve the delegation of governmental responsibility for putting
plans into operation. It was felt that this would make it possible to meet criticism

,> . R,, . , . . ,
10. After further discussion, the first part of the U.K. draft resolution was

as a aecretariat draft pcepartd aftèr consultation with certain delegauons.
L.S. PEARSON
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Note du secrétaire d'Éfat aux Affaires extérieures f

;.. Memorandum by Seeretary of State for External 4ffairs, - ,

SECM [Ottawa], December 19, 1954

` MEMORANDUM OF A CONVERSATION WITH SIR ANTHONY EDEN

PARIS, DECEMBER 19, 1954• ..... ,
Before Ieleft for Canada this afternoon, Eden called on me to give an account of

the talks he and Dulles had been having with Mendes-France on Indochina, and to
discuss some other matters. Like Dulles, he was somewhat impatient with Mendes-
France, not merely because of his alleged misrepresentation in the press of the Sat-
urday Indochinese talks, but also because the French Prime Minister had been dis-
cussing with the Belgians and the Dutch and the Italians the possibility of having
some informal talks on military matters through their respective Chiefs of Staff, to
which the British would not be invited. Eden had apparently learned of this from
the Dutch or the Belgians or both.

The main purpose of Eden's visit to me, however, was to express his anxiety
over the steps which should now be taken to work out "alert" procedures by which
action could be coordinated in an emergency, reserving all the rights of govern-
ments, but `permitting: the military to make quick decisions. Like Dulles, he was
womed about the effects of any public discussion of this matter, but unlike Dulles,
he thought, that studies should begin at once to see if satisfactory arrangements
could `not be- agreed on. For this reason, he was going to ask Norman Brook in
London*to apply his mind to a solution of this problem. They would then take the
matter up=with Washington' nnd Ottawa in the hope that the three governments
couldagree on plans. Only then would they discuss it with the French, and later
with the other NATO members.

He felt that the procxdure we had adopted in regard to the formula for submis-
sion to the Council at this meeting, and which had solved the problem of recon-
ciling the necessities of military atomic planning with the ultimate responsibilities
of govenunents for decision, could usefully be applied to this other problem. He
was emphatic, however, that the first examination of the problem should be by the
t^ChB ertt^nents al one. He would be glad if Norman Robertson could keep in

th Norman Brook in London regarding this matter. I told Eden that we had
ô^yJwôrked out some technical arrangements with the United States in regard

"ale^ and emergency action in North America, and that this might be looked at
in reg^ toâmore general application. Eden said that they would be very gratefulif°ur

Çommissioner could tell them something about this in London.
L.B. PEARSON



PARIS, 17-18 DÉCEMBRE 1954
MINISTERIALf MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL,

RÉUNION MINISTÉRIELLE DU CONSEII. DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD,

60 PARIIE/PART 6

PARIS, DECEMBER 17-18, 1954

DEA/50102-H-40

Le représentant pernianentt auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Coeutcil
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Ta.EGRAM 1155

ning, military and political, was' depe dent on Mendes-France's (and Adenauer's)
success in this matter; and it the same time such success could be regarded only as
a hypothesis:,

bcyond thé ex ressiôn of utivcrsal ho fôr ratiGcation Yct almost all NATO plan-
French Assembly to ôpen ' the" following week, ♦ there was little that could be said
inents ând the rovision`of a Gërtnân defencê contribution '3 With the debate in the

I W,
1hé 'second background question concerned th e ritifcation of the Paris Agr^-

Paris, December 18, 1954

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OP NATO MINISI1RIAL MEEIINGn

The NATO Ministerial meeting of December, 1954, was in some ways disap-
pointing: Perhaps this is not surprising, for underlying the meeting were two ques-
tions the answers to which would profoundly influence most of the subjects on the
agenda but for which the answers could not be given at the time of the meeting. It
is true the Council did settle `the particular political problem, discussed below, of
providing authority for the development of NATO forces in such a way as to permit
them to be employed to best effect should a war break out in which new weapons
ârere used, without' at the same time formally committing NATO to a war of this.,. .. .
type..should war'occur. But aside from` this particular question there were in peo-
ple's minds âll the related problems'=} technical, administrative, and financial -
of converting NATO forces from the conventional'pattern to a pattern adapted to

the possibility of such a war. While these problems will be on a scale to require

many important ministerial da.tisions, particularly in connection with their financial
implications, the data were not yet available on which such decisions would have to

be based

pp. 14-14JSea Canada, DeQairtrneat of External Aitairs. F.xterna! Affatri, Volume ^.,
1955, pp.1a14.

^ Voir/see Docaunew 3o7-355.

955
'n Voit Caaada. Ministtre des Affaires ext^aa, Affaira allriewret, volume 7. Ni. l, janvier 1,

7 No 1 JanuzY
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3. Hence the basis of political planning at the time of the meeting was hypotheti-
cal, while military and financial planning could not be significantly advanced with-
out a great deal of detailed information which was not yet available. In these
circumstances it is perhaps not unnatural that the positive accomplishments of the
meeting were few. Nevertheless it is our impression that the work of the ministers
did bring out one important fact - the meeting of minds about what NATO's gen-
eral fine of policy should be was remarkable. Dulles spoke with every indication of
sincerity of the need for patience, co-operation, unity and restraint, while the more
timid and provincial countries bravely faced the prospect of a NATO which would
be committed, if war, came, to fight that war with all available means and with no
thought of hal.f : way measures.

4. Reverting to the particular political problem referred to in paragraph 1 above, it
is interesting to note that the Council did not in fact discuss in detail the report of
the Military Committee on the most effective pattern of NATO military strength
over the next few years, but merely approved it as a basis for planning and prepara-
tions. The main issue raised by, the report regarding the use of atomic weapons by
NATO was settled before the Council meeting when the Big Three and ourselves
agreed on the text of the resolution which was subsequently approved in Council.74
The decision reached is contained in the press communiqué's and further working
out of the "atomic formula" will take place in the Permanent Council through the
usual consultation process.
5. The wording."of the final communiqué perhaps retained the attention of the

ministers to a greater extent than has been the case in the past. The French Prime
Minister had given fum instructions to his representatives on the Working Group
that there should be no precise reference in the communiqué to the Council's hope
that the Paris Agreements would be ratified as soon as possible. The French were
aWous that NATO's action in this respect should not emulate the pressure that the
Soviet Governrnent was exercising on France not to ratify the Agreements under
the penalty of a denunciation of the Franco-Soviet Treaty. The communiqué there-
fore only refers to progress made towards the ratification of the Paris Agreements
wlnch the Council considers as an essential contribution to unification of Europe
and, the security of the free world.

6. Most niembers, of the Alliance would have liked to make some reference in the
conunùriiqûé to the fact that the west remained prepared to settle disputes through
negotiations. In the Working Group the United States and the United Kingdom
str0°glY> oPPosed the inclusion of any such reference although France would have
accepted 'a rather,vague formula which would haye mentioned not only negotia-
tions on the settlement of pending disputes but would have singled out the question

rue d strôngl'y infavour of a paragraph on negotiations and control of armaments
on the groünd that it would facilitate the ratification of the Paris Agreements by the

„yoir/See Document 379.
"Voir; OTAN, , Con^a, Ttztc: des communiqués1 inf ^ finals, 19I9-1974, Bruxelles: Service de

94b0n OTAN.11d.. pp. 90-92JSee North Atlantic Council. Texu of Final Communiqués,
I974, BNSSeIs: NATO Infomnation Service, n.d, pp. 86-88.
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Italian Parliament.' The French did not support him and both Mr. Dulles and Eden
agreed that any. reference to negotiations should be left out. Finally as a compro-
mise Mr. Eden suggested that the communiqu6 mention the fact that the Council
associate itself with the current disarmament proposals now under study in the
United Nations.

7. As for the remainder of the agenda, the Secretary General's report and the mili-
tary progress report gave rise to no significant new discussion. Statements on the
Annual Review report fell into two categories, the first comprising pious generali-
ties about the report as a whole or about the Annual Review process, and the sec-
ond devoted to particular national comments on Country Chapters and to national
planning for the future. No minister really tried, in a statement to the Council, to
come to grips with the problem of the general trend towards a reduction of defence
effort, a problem briefly, but forcefully set out in the Secretary General's cover
note.

8. In conclusion, the Council agreed that, in principle, its next ministerial session
would take place in Athens next April. As this arrangement might, however, give
rise to technical difficulties, confirmation and detailed planning would be left to the
Permanent Council.

382. DEA/50030-AG-1-40

. Note du chef de la l'^, Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour la I -'If Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Defenee Liaison (1) Division

^= ._ : , .•
SECRET [Ottawa], December 28, 1954

Reference: Telegram No. 1155 of December,18 from NATO, Paris.

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF NATO MINISTERIAL MEETING
I think that we should place on file a comment re¢ardine the last sentence of

ôn Deccmber.16. Mr. Dulles exnressed the view that it miQht be desirable for the
2. At the meéting which Mr. Pearson had with Messrs. Eden. Dulles, and others

1tâtion piocesses. •
° atotmc formula will take place in` thé Permanent Council through the usual consul-
paragraph 4 of this telegram. There it is stated that the further working out ot tne

Council to wçrk out what the Delegation calls atomic formula.
the impression that the United States might oppose any attempt in the Permanent
impossible to await the`decisions `of fôutteen or fifteen governments. I certa1nlY So
ties,'using atoMic weapons.' He said that in a period of crisis, it would obviously be
regarding the means whereby the military might be pcrmitted to engage in hoWli-

: the United Kingdom, France and. Canada - to, try to come to an understand^n8
E A

côuntries principally concerned he was obviously speaking of the United States,

„^ ^ ; , BENJAMIN ROGF7tts



CHAPITRE IV/CHAPTER IV

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

ADMISSION DE NOUVEAUX MEMBRES
ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS

DEA/50386-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

London, August 13, 1953

ADMISSION TO THE COMMONWF?ALI'Ii

The procedure for admission to the Commonwealth was reviewed in some detail
two years ago during the preparation of the Departmental paper on "Canadian Pol-
icy with respect to the Commonwealth".t I do not propose to go over all that
ground again, but perhaps you will find it useful to have some indication of how
the United Kingdom authorities are approaching the problem. I should say at the
outset that much of what follows will necessarily be speculative and unofficial,
since United Kingdom policy on many of the matters discussed is still very much
in the fonnative stage. •

2. Pe1haps the best poipt of departure for a survey of the United Kingdom Gov-
el"nent's approach to this extremely complex problem is the formula stated by Mr.
Gordon Walker in June 1951:

'Ne must mâke quite clear the distinction between the grant of responsible self-
govenunentt "within the Commonwealth, which is a matter for the United King-
dom Government and the territory concerned, and for them alone, and the ques-
6on of becoming a full member of the Commonwealth, which is of course a
matter for all members of the Commonwealth ... Were any question of admis-
sion to full and independent membership of the Commonwealth to arise, all
euSting members would, following past practice, be consulted".

^ Maz]orie McK
follo ' ^e a ajoutE Ies uiu °otq marginales qui ^ivent :/Marjorie McKenzie added the

^ng aixtem^^ notes:

°ever beea any diatinction between these; :ince the Commonwealth came into being.
t!rw---̂̂ ^bership has beea an immediate consequence of the attainment of full self-
govemment.
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ganted, amounted to the sovereign ;^ independence requirrd for Commonwealth
.ârould not deprive us of the right tojudge whether the degree of self-government
formula is more logical and that we should lose nothing by accepting it.7 To do so

some sort of informal consultation with other Commonwealth Governments before
the grant of self-government takes place or the final question of admission to full
membership arises. Nevertheless, I am inclined to think that the United Kingdom

This policy,2 which has been explicitly endorsed by the present Government, has at
least three advantages from the United Kingdom point of view:
(a) It underlines the contention that the United Kingdom, as an administering

power, has the sole responsibility for determining the pace of political advance-
ment of its dependent territories, and for actually granting them self-governing
status.

(b) It seeks to forestall any fears there might be among other Commonwealth
Governments that they will not be afforded an equal say in approving additions to
the present membership.

(c) In view of the expected South African opposition to the admission of African
Negro states, it ensures that Colonial Governments and peoples should be aware
that admission to the Commonwealth is not an automatic outcome3 of the attain-
ment of full self-government or a prize which the United Kingdom Government
alone is in a position to grant.

3. It is interesting to compare the United Kingdom position with the conclusion
reached in paragraph 9 of Annex I of the Departmental policy paper enclosed with
Circular Document A 61/51 of August 23, 1951. This conclusion reads: "The
United Kingdom is best able to pronounce on whether or not any particular terri-
tory over which it exercises control is ready for full self-government. Common-
wealth membership should not be automatic, but the general consent of existing
members should be obtained prior to any United Kingdom commitment to grant
full self-government to the dependency concerned".
4. As far as I know, we have never told the United Kingdom authorities of the

conclusion quoted above, although it differs somewhat from the policy enunciated
by Mr. Gordon Walker.4 Our conclusion seems to mean that the general consent of
Commonwealth Governments should be a condition precedent to the granting of
self-government to a territory under the control of the United Kingdom,s whereas
under the United Kingdom formula the granting of such status is a matter for the
United Kingdom Government alone to decide, the other members being concerned
only with the next phase - the transition from self-government to full member-
ship 6. This distinction may not mean very much in practice; there will probably be

f It Involva a change in the accepted bnis of Commonwealth membership.
- t ^ 7tiere bas aeva beea any such p6w^ ., , , , -

S No -- we detaikd part of A6US1 makes this clear.
t - '4 No - thaa poL'cy papen are not for communication go other govenunents.

2 Sa deip f atchl of June 18, 1952.t
I It always has been in the ys:t.
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membership, but would preserve what must surely be the right of the United King-
dom to grant full self-government to a territory under its control.a
5. If we recognize that the United Kingdom has the single right to determine the

form and timing of self-government, it follows that our own formal responsibility
in the matter of admission to the Commonwealth will not, strictly speaking, begin
unless and until the territory in question expresses the wish to become a full
meinber.9 -At that time, the attitude we adopt will presumably depend on our
answers to two broad questions: whether we consider that a full degree of self-
government has in fact been granted and whether, on other than purely constitu-
tional grounds, we are agreeable to the territory's admission. In other words, we
will want to feel confident that the territory has attained real political independence
and that it is willing and able to discharge the international obligations of a sover-
eign state, including membership of the United Nations. Among the factors which
will be relevant are: the territory's size, in area and population; its strength in terms
of economics and defence; and the quality of the civil rights 'enjoyed by its
population.

6. In an ideal world, the principles {sketched above would presumably be an ade-
quate basis on which to `judge the suitability of prospective members. There are,
however, two `additiônal factors which are likely to confuse the issue:
(a) South Africa may be expected to apply its own standard of judgment, a stan-

dard in which differences of, race and colour and degrees of civilization are
influential: '

(b) Nationalist pressures in the dependent territories may be so urgent as to force
existing members to'agree to premature admissions or run the risks involved in
rejecting an applicant.

7. These two factors arc at the root of the problem confronting Commonwealth
Governments. Their existence brings into relief the dilemma of how the multi-
racial composition of the Commonwealth can be further extended without irrepara-
ble damage being done to the existing structure and fabric. In what we have been
able to learn of their, approach to this problem, the United Kingdom authorities
appear, to have definite misgivings about the wisdom of adding indiscriminately
and hastily to the present nucleus of eight full members. Officials to whom we have
talked, Particularly in the C.R.O., are apprehensive lest the entry of new members
should cause the withdrawal of an. existing member10 or diminish the usefulness
and feasibility of the 'present pattern of intra-Commonwealth consultation. On more
than one'occysion recenuy,' C.R.O. officials have betrayed their concern that the
expansion of the.Continonwealth may go far to nullify the peculiar value of the
^riodic meeting's? of, Prime Ministers.

the â ctrcumstances, and because it is obviously out of the question to ignore
esues of advanced colonies to exercise their independence within the frame-0^_

^
. . .

. - ^-. 5 -^ .. . .Fuu &lf.g°
t i::overeign iodependence.'It if In the

for a
wealth even before it gets ulf-gov(ernmenJt. It has never hithato been necessary

country^country to express a wish to become a member.Some 'av8ht be no geat loss.



work `of the Commonwealth, officials here are wondering whether there is any
practicable alternative to the traditional practice whereby territories attaining sover-
eign independence are almost automatically admitted to the status of full members.
You may be interested to hear of one idea along these lines which was suggested to
us informally last week by Pritchard, Assistant Under-Secretary in charge of the
C.R.O. Foreign Affairs Division.

9. Pritchard's idea depends upon acceptance of the theory " that dependent territo-
ries of the United Kingdom can already be said to be "within the Commonwealth".
On the assumption that their status can be so described, he goes on to say that it
might therefore be possible for a territory such as the Gold Coast to pass from
dependent to independent status within the Commonwealth without any question of
"full membership" arising12 and thus without the necessity for existing members to
give their consent. In other words, Pritchard seems to be introducing the concept of
a new category of Commonwealth countries which, while constitutionally indepen-
dent and sovereign, would not enjoy to the full the privileges of full members, i.e.
the right of being brought on a basis of full equality into the pattern of intra-Com-
monwealth Prime Ministers. (It is interesting to note, incidentally, that Pritchard's
idea coincides with a prediction expressed in paragraph 19 of the Notes enclosed
with your despatch No. K-3259 of September 28, 1951;t that the adoption of Mr.
Gordon Walker's formula (paragraph 2 above) might lead to the creation of a new
class of countries, just as independent as Canâda, but precluded from enjoying the
rights of full members). Pritchard does not rule out the possibility that in due course
it might prove feasible, by general consent among existing full members, for coun-
tries enjoying "independence within the Commonwealth" to progress to the status
of full members. This would, however, take time, he thinks, and would depend on
the development of South African policy. For the moment, he considers it a matter
of priority to improvise some procedure which will prevent the Gold Coast and
similar territories from drifting out of the Commonwealth orbit, and at the same
time, to maintain the cohesion of the existing "full membership" structure.
'10. There are obvious difficulties in this scheme, as Pritchard is the first to admit.

The real nature of the Commonwealth is already difficult enough to explain without

complicating it with yet another constitutional refinement. Another difficulty is that
the dependent territories concerned might not be satisfied with anything less than
full mecnbership'in'the sense in which it is enjoyed by Canada or South Africa; in
this they might well be supported by India. But I think you will agree that the idea

is interesting and though it has no official standing at the moment, at least deserves

consideration: Incidentally, it is notewotthy that among the proposals which Dr.

Nkrumah's Government is ` considering ^(cf. C.R.O.'' telegram W. No. 58)t is a
frequest that the United Kingdom Government should make a declaration o lts,,._...,. ..,

readmess. to grant the Gold Coast "indepéndent status within the Commonwealth' •
This'wôrding is interesting`in'thé light 'of Pritchaid's remarks to us, though whether

^it is intentional (and not merely another way of saying "self-governing status") I

am not yet in a position to say.

It iso't a tlieory, it's a recogized fact.
13 Na a chaaoe.
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11. A. quite different view on how, the problem of admission to the Common-
wealth might be tackled was put forward by Mr. Gordon Walker in a recent conver-
sation with a member of this Office. Mr. Gordon Walker gave no indication that he
was thinking in the terms suggested by Pritchard. His thoughts, however, were
clearly directed at discovering some device which would serve to circumvent an
early crisis brought about by South African intransigence on the membership ques-
tion: In the first place, he did not appear to agree with the commonly held view that
the Gold Coast would assert a claim to full membership within perhaps the next
two years. He envisaged a waiting-period of some three to rive years. However the
time element_worked out, he thought that perhaps the best way of avoiding the
probable South African objections to the Gold Coast might be to offer the South
Africans some acceptable quid pro quo. Rather than have the Gold Coast's applica-
tion brought forward by itself, he wondered if it might be coupled in some way
with consideration of the position of the Central African Federation. South Africa
might give way on the. Gold Coast in return for an assurance in principle that the
Federation would in due course be admitted. India, which might be expected to
have, misgivings about the qualifications of the Federation, might, Mr. Gordon
Walker thought, refrain from pressing them if the Gold Coast had first been admit-
ted. In reply, to a question, Mr. Gordon Walker agreed that an arrangement of this
kind would not be practicable except on condition that the present protectorate sta-
tus of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were terminated and that the civil rights
of the African population throughout the Federation were brought more closely into
fine with those in the,Gold Coast. This, he admitted, would take several years, but
nevertheless he thought that some idea along the lines of a"horse-trade" might be
worth investigation.

12. After the Gold Coast, Nigeria and the Central African Federation are consid-
ered here to be the most likely potential candidates for admission to the Common-
wealth. There is much talk in Nigeria of "self-government in 1956" and I suppose it
is conceivable that this target date will be attained. In the opinion of Colonial
Office officials, however, the facts of the political situation in Nigeria indicate that
it can hardly be ready for full self-government in the accepted sense until at least
five years from now. The main reason for this view is that the Northern Region, the
largest of the three in Nigeria, does not share the enthusiasm of the majority parties
"' the Eastern and Western Regions for an early cutting of the existing constitu-
tional link with London. A great deal will depend on the outcome of the constitu-
aonal conference now being held in London, since this will throw light on the
prospects for future cooperation between the three Regions. Unless such coopera-
tion is achieved,. the^ can be no certainty that a united Nigeria in its present form
will continue to exist. For the moment, therefore, speculation on Nigeria as a possi-
ble full member of the Commonwealth is unprofitable.
13.qt 13 °djfficult to know what to say of the Central African Federation. Mr.

Gordon V^/aI •ker s remarks suggest the possibility of its becoming an eventual bar-
g^ning counter as against the Gold Coast. On the other hand, Colonial Office offi-
cials do not expect that the Federation will warrant consideration as a full member
before, at the earhest, 1960. They point out that the Federal Scheme provides for a
constitutional review in between 7 and 9 years' time. Despite the words of the Pre-



amble to the Scheme, that "when the inhabitants of the territories so desire", the
Federation should be énabled "to go forward with confidence to the attainment of
full membership of the Conunônwealth", it is not believed here that there is any
likelihood of this objective being attairied until after the constitutional review has
taken place. It is, however, recognized that because of, the history of the Southern
Rhodesian connection with the Commonwealth,some consequential problems will

which may demand our attention as new territories attain self-governing status. No
. . .

` 14. The above is no more than a preliminary survey of some of the questions
with a shortcut to self-government or Commonwealth membership.
they do not appear disposed to allow his personal position to provide the Federation

to invite Sir Godfrey to attend future Prime Ministers' meetings in the same capac-
ity13 in which he has attended all Prime Ministers' meetings since the War," but

will naturally expect to be accorded the same personal status in future as he has had
as Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia. The United Kingdom will certainly wish

arise when the Federation comes into being. It is felt that Sir Godfrey Huggins has,
over the last twenty years, established a special place for himself in Common-
wealth affairs and that, as the Prime Minister of the Central African Federation, he

• attempt has been made to examine the qualifications of particular candidates, since
the evidence available is too scanty and problematical to warrant detailed consider-

-grant it "independent status within the Commonwealth", are matters of direct mter-
est to all Commonwealth Governments, even though strictly speaking decisions on

'them may fall within the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom Government. It is
`interesting to learn, therefore, from Mr. JJ.S. Garner, Deputy Permanent Under-
?Secretary at the C.R.O., that talks have begun between the United Kingdom finis-
'trie's concerned, with a view to supplying a greater flow of information on these

• • f June

,request that the United Kingdom should make a declaration expressing readiness to

inereâse. Such questions as the Gold Coast's de *sire to have its affairs conducted
through the C.R.O. rather than through the Colonial Office's and its expected

that as the probable date of self-government approaches in particular dependent
territories, the degree of intra-Commonwealth consultation must inevitably

'ation at this stage. Perhaps the lesson to be drawn from the foregoing paragraphs is

questions to Commonwealth Governments. C.RO. Savingsgram W. No. 58 0
119t on the Gold Coast is an example of the kind of information which we are likely

Influence on the thinking of the United , Kingdom, authorities with regard to
= futuré structure and composition of . the Commonwealth. -

itheColonial Office and the C.R.O. have emphasized the value they attach to Cana-
"âian views on problems of colonial policy, both in the United Nations context and
ôutside it. We have the opportunity, therefore, if we are disposed to use it, to exertthe

" the' United Kingdom authorities - would, I know, particularly welcome Canadian
°comments on it and similar messages. On several occasions recently, officials of

° to`' be receiving with greater frequency in the future. Although, like other C.R.O.
messages, it is sent primarily for the information of Commonwealth Governments,

certainty shwldn't ba less than the observer uatuw hi has had hithato.
!' Not 1946 or 1949

. .Iwppoe h bas about ai mûc5 rijht to that privile=e as Southern Rhodesia.
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15: One fùrther point which may be worthy of consideration in any studies you
are undertaking concerns the relationship between our policy on admission to the
Commonwealth and the attitude we adopt in the General Assembly towards the
political advancement of dependent territories. In the past, this relationship has
seemed distant and academic. But as the Fourth Committee interests itself increas-
ingly in the political affairs of non-self-governing territories, its recommendations,
even though vague (and as the administering powers believe, illegal), may have the
effect of accelerating the pace of particular territories towards fully self-governing
status. This process is of direct concern to Commonwealth countries in so far as the
Assembly's resolutions may apply to non-self-governing territories (e.g. the Gold
Coast) under United Kingdom administration. The faster these territories advance
towards self-government, the sooner they will aspire to Commonwealth member-
ship. It seems to me important, therefore, that in deciding our attitude towards reso-
lutions deali ng with non-self-governing territories, we should guard against any
statement or action which might be inconsistent with or prejudicial to our policy on
the composition of the Commonwealth.16

N.A. ROBERTSON

DF.A/50386-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires txtfrieures
, au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

. Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

DESPATCH K-756 Ottawa, May 26, 1954
i

SECREr

Reference; .your despatch 1814 of August 13, 1953.

ADMISSION TO COMMONWEALTfi MEMBERSHIP

As you have pointed out, this problem seems likely to come to a head within the
next three or four years at most. I agrce that it would be useful to keep closely in
touch with the United Kingdom authorities who are trying to devise solutions.

2., 1
would hesitâte, however, to agree that we should commit ourselves to the

Gordon Walker for
' mula, at least at this stage. I say this not so much because we

wouldqù^tion the principle set forth in the formula, but rather because we are
doubtful abbût its im lications. ' •p ^ The formula draws a distinction between the grantof full sélf-govern^nent within the Commonwealth, which it declares to be a matter
solelÿ, for the'Utited Kingdom government and the territory concerned, and the
acceptance " of a country as a member of the Commonwealth, which it declares to be
a m^ on which` all inembérs of the Commonwealth would be consulted. There. . ^
^;t-f:•...::;-^ .,,^,

16 Y
Posku

the U.N. tends to Vp1y the tam `Ulf-goveming~ to Taritoria which do not in tact
T than donnesUc self-jovernmrnt.
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can be no doubt that such" a distinction, between the responsibility of the United
Kingdom'on the one hand and the interests of all Commonwealth members on the
other, should be drawn. But the weakness of the formula is that it ignores the way
in which self-government and Commônwealth membership have been correlated.
3. Since the Commonwealth arose, there has never yet been a self-governing

country within it which was not regarded as a member of the Commonwealth from
the moment when it became self-governing. (See Appendix I.)t Hitherto, therefore,
the Commonwealth has contained only two classes of political unit: independent
states (that is members of the Commonwealth) and dependencies of one or another
of the members. There is a weight of precedent here which places formidable diffi-
culties in the way of any plan to create a third category into which dependencies
might fit on attaining full self-government if it were not immediately apparent that
all existing members would welcome them as new members.
4. It is, I think, clear that the Gordon Walker formula would imply the possibility

of creating such a third category - a class of independent states within the Com-
monwealth which would not be members of the Commonwealth and which would
therefore be deprived of the privileges of consultation and of representation on a
basis of equality at Prime Minister's meetings and other major conferences (I
notice - that Mr. Pritchard, without specifically referring to the Gordon Walker
formula, has outlined an idea of this kind). Such states would be in a sort of limbo,
quarantine, or cold storage. It seems hardly conceivable that an arrangement of this
kind would meet the views of territories like the Gold Coast which are now aspir-
ing to independence within the Commonwealth. As it would work out in practice, it
would seem like an attempt to introduce a colour bar into Commonwealth relations,
and would I should think, offend some of the present members as much as it would
offend the ' possible candidates for membership. While we would not wish to
exclude the possibility of such an arrangement, I cannot think it probable that it
would be generally accepted.

5. The subject of your despatch under reference was "Admission to the Common-
wealth". I suppose that you had in mind the acceptance of an additional country as
a eo-equal partner in the Cotnmonwealth"along with the eight countries which now
comprise its membership. It might, therefore, be preferable if we were to speak of
admission to Commonwealth' membership rather than of admission to the Com-
monwealth. It is true that there is some basis in usage for employment of the term
,the Commonwealth". (or "`the Commonwealth of Nations" or "the British Com-
monwealth of Nations") as simply, describing the association of the eight indepen-
dent, self_ governing , members. Some Commonwealth spokesmen, notably Sir
Winston Churchill, even speak of "the British Commonwealth and Empire wben
they wish to make it clear, that they are talking about Commonwealth countries and
their dependencies taken together. In our view, there is no justification for the latter
terminology,, and weare hardly more fond of the use of the term "the Commoa
wealth" (or its equivalents) tot mean only ; the eight independent self-governing

members.
6. There appear to be certain valid reasons for asserting that the Commonwealth

in fact ctnbraces not only the self-governing members but also the territories over
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which these self-governing countries exercise control: At least in some contexts we
certainly mean to include, when we speak of the Commonwealth, not only the
freely associated self-governing members but also the whole geographical extent of
the territories _ under the control of Çommonwealth Governments.
7. There are'certain practical considerations in such fields as trade which seem to

require a comprehensive concept of the Commonwealth. So far as Canada is con-
cerned, it is worth recalling that some years ago we advised the law officers of the
Province of Manitoba, in response to an enquiry, to substitute `"The British Com-
monwealth of Nations" or `The Commonwealth of Nations" for "the British
Empire" in cettain legislation.

8. While this is a somewhat obscure and complex field, I think that what you have
described ` as 'the - "theory that dependent territories of the United Kingdom can
already be said to be within the Commonwealth", is something more than a theory.
Theïe appears to be every reason for rëgarding them as aLeady within the Com-
moriwealth, although not fully self-governing members of it. In fact, I see that a
recent Commonwealth Relations Office List in an article on the Commonwealth
provisionally adopts this view. In this connection I would like to refer to Appendix
II.1' It contains, in addition to the C.R.O. article, quotations tending to support a
comprehensive concept of the Commonwealth. It is by no means exhaustive and
does not include contrary views, but it is of interest as demonstrating a consistent
trend in a series of relatively authoritative pronouncements. At the same time the
difficulties^of reaching a satisfactory conclusion on this tenminological question are
such that we have thought it also worthwhile to include Appendix Ill,t which con-
tains`interesting obiter'dicta by L.C. Christie. The position has become clearer
since 1936, but Mr. Christie's memorandum still has historical and humorous
interest. ;

9.^ You referred in paragraphs 3 and 4 of your despatch to a statement (in the
APPendix. to' departmental policy paper on Commonwealth relations prepared in
1951)t which seemed to mean that the general consent of Commonwealth Govern-
ments should be a condition precedent to the granting of full self-government to
dependencies. The statement, taken in isolation, was certainly ambiguous, though
when read'as part of the whole section on admission to Commonwealth member-
shiP its intention becomes clear. The thought behind it (made explicit in the second
l^st séntence of ^paragrnph 4 of the Appendix) was that there should be general
consent^among exist^ng members to the acceptance of a formerly dependent terri-
tory as a mem^r of the Commonwealth.

10: It^^,âs implicit in our thinking at^that time that in practice the granting of full
self-g"o`vérnrnent

would almost certainly lead immediately to full membership
ûnless the tertitôry in question were to leave the Commonwealth altogether (unless
son1e new arrangement, such as that envisaged under the Gordon Walker formula,
were worked out, this would still be the case.) It was therefore thought desirable
that there should be the fullest possible consultation well in advance in order that^e' views ^

of existing members on the qualifications of the territory for Common-
a^th metnbèrship should be clearly understood by the member administering the^^.^^'^$}r .

. _^ ^^ ^-.^ fi.^ . ' _ .
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territory before it made a commitment to grant self-government. This is still our
view. `

11: You` will recall that in 1947 we developed a somewhat more positive and
clearcut principle as a possible basis for determining Commonwealth membership.
At that time, when we were considering the impending grant of Dominion status to
India, it was recommended to the Cabinet that, in replying to a communication
from Mr. Attlee on this subject, the Canadian Government should express views
not only on"the question of India's relations with the Commonwealth but also on
the general question of increasing the number of members of the Commonwealth.
(See Appendix IV).t It was suggested that we might assert that no state which is
not in fact and in law self-governing is eligible for admission to the Common-
wealth, and that no members could properly be admitted to it except by the general
consent (formal or informal, tacit or express) of the existing members. Although
we still see much merit in these views, and the requirement of self-government has
always prevailed in practice, the Canadian Government did not in fact at that time
endorse them or approve of their expression to the United Kingdom Government;
and we should, I think, refrain for the present from putting them forward.

12. We do feel, however, that there is room, and need, for consultation between us
and the United Kingdom in the period immediately ahead. At least for the time
being, any such consultation should perhaps be informal and bilateral and should,
in effect, be an exchange of views. It could be related to the general problem of
procedure with respect to new membership (the main point discussed in this des-
patch), to the question of qualifications for membership, and to such proposals as
those relating to the Gold Coast mentioned in paragraph 14 of your despatch under
reference.

13. We very much appreciate the information which the United Kingdom authori-
ties give us from time to time on developments in their dependent territories and on
proposals with respect to time territories which they have under consideration. We
welcome the fullest possible flow of such information. In relation to the subject of

this despatch, we are especially interested in information about developments in, or
proposals relating to the Gold Coast,-Nigeria, and the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland: We do not feel, however, that we are closely enough in touch with con-
ditions in dependencies of the United Kingdom to'offer views on particular propos-
âls such as those contained in C.R.O. Savingsgram W. No. 58 of June 19, 1953;

ui ofnor is there that specialization in our service which would afford the continty ,,,
approach and the expert knowledge which would be necessary if W-- wer^ tu
embark on studies of this kind. Perhaps the time has come when we should endeav-
our to find means of informing ourselves more fully and continuously of develop-

ments in colonial territories, more , especially those which are relatively close to

âelf•governtnent. v We have given some thought to this question but have not yet

;devised propusals.

In anycaae, the expression of. views to the United Kingdom Government by

t6ë Canadian Government on icular roposals with respect to United Kingdom
tetritories would be a new depa^rture which we would not like to undertake without
a good deal of thought. We realize that at least one other Commonwealth Govem-
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ment, the Indian Government, has already done this; presumably this was an initia-
tive takén by the Indian Government for reasons of its own. We are inclined to be
more reticent. Doubtless neither the United Kingdom Government'not the Indian
Government considers that an expression of views by the latter means that it has
been consulted. If, however, the practice became more general, a situation could
develop in which the United Kingdom Government would, in effect, be consulting
with other Commonwealth Governments with regard to steps to be taken in territo-
ries under. its control. This might imply the assumption of a responsibility outside
our proper field: Perhaps you could explain a little more fully the basis on which
you feel the United. Kingdom authorities would welcome Canadian comments on
messages such as C.R.O. Savingsgram. No. 58. We certainly do not wish to be
"more Catholic than the Pope", and we may have missed the point of your
suggestion.
15. It may seem anomalous that any country which feels disposed to give the

United Kingdom very pointed advice in the Fourth Committee or in the Trusteeship
Council, should feel perfectly free to do so, while we refrain from rendering advice
within the privacy of Commonwealth channels of consultation. The basis for
United Nations activity in this field is clearly established, however, whereas there
has never been a comparable Commonwealth approach to the problems of colonial
development. As a matter of fact, our own interventions in the Fourth Committee
have been more general than particular.

16. This is no; to say that we do not attach value to the sort of consultation which
has developed among Commonwealth Countries on colonial issues in the United
Nations context - for example, exchanges of telegrams before Assembly sessions,
and the meetings which have been held in London between United Kingdom off-
cials and our own and those of some other Commonwealth countries, to discuss
items coming up on the agenda of the Fourth Committee. The only point about
which we should exercise care is that we should not create an impression among
the newer members of the Commonwealth that the older members are "clubbing
togethee"on colonial issues. One of the real dangers threatening the Common-
wealth as a bridge between Asia and the West is the possibility of a split along lines
of colour;

Meetings such as those mentioned above should therefore be distinctly
informal and ad hoc, especially since (unlike, say Commonwealth meetings on
defence) they are not meetings of which the new Commonwealth members are
made aware, even though they might not wish to attend. As a general principle,
consultation among a restricted number of Commonwealth countries should be held
to aIninimum and should never be on a formalized basis As you know, we have
also welcomed the opportunities we have had here in Ottawa to listen to the views
on colonial questions about to be discussed in theAssembly of such United King-
dom authorities as Sir John Martin and Sir Gladwyn Jcbb.

17' we realize as you pointed out in des atch, that it is 'your p ^ important that our
aPProach to colonial questions'in the United Nations should be consistent with our
genëral attitude on the question of the composition of the Commonwealth. I thinkthe

VProsch 'wé have'adopted in the Fourth Committee has not been inconsistent
wlth °r Pnjudicial to our policies on the composition of the Commonwealth. It is
true that the attention focussed on non-self-governing territories and trust territories



in the Fourth Committee and the impatient tone of many of the resolutions adopted
there are undoubtedly heightening the desire of dependent peoples for full self-
government and hastening the day when it will be granted. Canada's voice, how-
ever, has been one of moderation. We have played an extremely limited role in
Fourth Committee debates and in the few speeches made, we have emphasized two
points: (a) that the administering power, in the case of non-self-governing territo-
ries, is best qualified to say when a.non-self-governing territory has reached the
stage when information under Article 73 (e) of the Charter need no longer be trans-
mitted. Dispute on this point has been particularly heated in debate over the Est of
factors which should be taken into account in determining whether a territory has
achieved a full measure of self-government. Canada has recognized that a reasona-
ble list of factors, couched in moderate terms, might be of some. assistance as a
guide to the administering states. However, at recent sessions of the Assembly, we
have voted against various resolutions on this issue which called for establishment
of a rigid list of factors and for acceptance of the contention that the Assembly,
instead of the administering powers, has the right to determine when a territory has
achieved self-government; and (b) that the ,United Nations must endeavour to bal-
ance the legitimate hopes and interests of dependent peoples against both the neces-
sity4 of. recognizing the rights of the administering states and of fostering the
orderly and gradual processes of evolution. --, , 5 ;

18. We have been consistently opposed to efforts to establish target dates or time-
tables for the achievement of self-government. jn „our minds, of course, has been
the conviction that only dislocation and disaster can come to dependent territories if
,they and their friends insist upon accelerating progress towards self-government to
a. degree which would givey them full charge of their own affairs when they have
.neither the administrative organization nor the experience to handle the complex
problems with which they, would be faced. At the same time, we recognize that the
United Nations has a duty to interest itself in the progressive development of self
government, . and we believe that all administering powers should address them-
selves conscientiously to the task of advancing dependent peoples toward a condi-
tion in which ; self-government will be increasingly. possible. We have always
regarded the United Kingdom as more conscientious and progressive in this respect
,than some other administering powers. .. ;
^o19. We consider that these views are in harmony with the best interest of Com-
monwealth development even though we may not hold exactly the same view as
the United Kingdom regarding the usefulness of United Nations discussion of colo-
nial issues. One way 'of ensuring that there is consistency between our views on

such questions` as Commonwealth membership and the composition of the Com-

monwealth and views expressed by Canadian delegations in the Fourth Commit<ee
would be by providing for the fullest possible exchange, in the United Nations con-
text, of information and views on developing conditions in non-self-governing ter'
ritories and on the respective, lines to be taken by Commonwealth Delegations All
,these ; subJects in, the wider , United Nations forum. : We therefore feel that the
excizanges of views of this kind which have been held in the past should continue

in future. We will also endeavour to make sure that views we express in such dis-
^:i^x' .^ ^. -^ .
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cussions, or in the Fourth Committee, move in step with Canadian views expressed
to the United Kingdom authorities on the question of Commonwealth membership.
20.` The views of the Colonial Office on the status of the Federation of Rhodesia

and Nyasaland, reported in your paragraph 13, appear to indicate that it is believed
that Sir Godfrey Huggins' presence at Prime Ministers' meetings has been on a
pérsonal rather than a representative basis. I think that he must; on the contrary, be
considered to have been the representative of Southern Rhodesia. Attached is a
memorandum on representation of Southern Rhodesia at Prime Ministers' confer-
ences since 1932 (Appendix IV). 't It will be noted that 'Sir Godfrey Huggins was
not in fact present at all Prime Ministers' meetings since the war. I feel that the
representâtion of Southern Rhodesia at such conferences should be considered to
have been on the same basis as the representation of India before it attained self-
government in 1947. Attendance at a Prime Ministers' meeting on this basis does
not, of course, imply either self-government or Commonwealth meinbership.
21. Further memorandaare attached, giving in some detail a summary of the steps

taken before admission to Commonwealth membership of (a) the Irish Free State
(Appendix V);t (b) India and Pakistan (Appendix VI);t (c) Ceylon (Appendix
VII)-1' I am sending you under separate cover, a memorandum, which I think you
said you would like to have, about the stand taken by Canada in 1944 on the ques-
tion of "expulsion from the Commonwealth".

22. Ishould now like to revert to the more general problem of procedure for deal-
ing with new members.
23. At the moment I have no very firm views on the interesting suggestion of a`

"horse-trade" between South Africa and India over the Gold Coast and the Federa-
tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. If it would work, it might be a useful expedient;
but it would perhaps provide only a temporary breathing-spell, and we are inclined
to think that the interested countries would inevitably judge each of the two cases
on its merits.

24. There is one general point with respect to timing which may be worth raising.
Under the Gordon Walker formula, when would the consultation it envisages take
place? In the past, owing to pressure of events, the interval between consultation
and some sort of commitment has been so short as to make consultation almost a
Pure formaGty, A somewhat longer interval would appear
incidentally, that the Commonwealth Relations Office are not thinking of consulta-
6011 after self-government has been granted; this would, of course, at once intro-
duce the. transitional period between self-government and Commonwealth
membership, of which no case has yet occurred.

25' I mlly realize that, with a number of potential new members appearing on the
Commonwealth horizon, the old approach may present formidable difficulties in

8 general acceptance of a new member. I also appreciate and, indeed, share
United Kingdom misgivings over such problems as the attitude of South Africa and
con^^8^r of diminishing the value of Commonwealth meetings and other forms of
Gordon oTM While there would also be formidable difficulties in the way of the

Walker formula, the difficulty of establishing any other sort of formula is
only t0oevident. In these circumstances, there may be much to be said for avoiding
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the adoption of a fixed position before a specific case ` is, looming up for actual
consideration. We might then hope to find some ad hoc compromise which would
give less offence than, any defined attitude, based on general principles, which
might be adopted now. Even if we could do no better than maintain the status quo
for only a few years, until the Gold Coast is ripe for independence, this might be
very, much worthwhile if it would ensure that the Commonwealth is held firmly
together during a period when its role as a bridge between Asia and the West is of
great importance and, at the same time, somewhat precarious. We cannot tell what
changes may come about in the meantime in South Africa or in Pakistan or even in
India. When the time for a decision on the Gold Coast, or on some other candidate
for membership is approaching, the United Kingdom could consult the other mem-
bers confidentially - perhaps individually, rather than collectively if that seems
expedient - and, in the light of the circumstances then existing, we might decide
what is feasible. `

26. In conclusion I should like to repeat that we do not rule out the adoption of the
Gordon Walker formula or some other appropriate principle, at a suitable time. I do
feel, however, that it would be best to move cautiously in this respect, in the
meantime using every opportunity for the fullest possible exchange of views. We
certainly want to do everything we possibly can, now and in the period ahead, to
assist the United Kingdom authorities to devise a solution which will find general
acceptance in the Commonwealth." This despatch, in itself, is simply intended to
serve as a basis for the fuller discussion which, I understand, you plan to have with
the United Kingdom authorities. We are putting forward no fixed or dogmatic
views on the best method of approaching this complex problem. I would be grateful
if you would discuss the matter again with the United Kingdom authorities at your
cônvenience and let me have your further views in due course..^..:,. . . _ ._

R.A. MACKAY
Acting Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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DEA/50092-C-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
- sur la politique du commerce extérieur, le 10 février 1954

' Eztract from Minutes of Meeting of Iiuerdepartmental Committee
on External Trade Policy, February 10, 1954

ICETP DOCUMENT No. 124 [Ottawa], February 18, 1954
Present:

Mr. R.B. Bryct. Secretary to the Cabinet. (Chairman)
Mr. F.W. Bull. Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, ( lairinaa of the Tariff Board
Mr. K.W. Taylor, Deputy Minister of Finance
Mr. J.E. Coyne. Deputy Govemot of the Bank of Canada
Mr. R.M. Macdonnell. Asst. Under-Serrttary of State for External Affairs
Mr. L.W. Pearsall. Department of Agriculture
Mr. W.P.

;
tbipman, Privy Council Office. (Assistant Secretary)

Also Present.,
Mr. M.W. Sharp. Associate Deputy Minister of Trade & Commerce
Mr. J.J: Deutsch, ` Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance
Mr. C.M. Isbister. Department of Trade and Commerce
Mr. J.F. Parhinsoo, Department of Finance
Mr. S.S. Reiscnan, Department of Finance
Mr. I. Rasminsky. Bank of Canada '
Mr. AZ Ritchie, Depattmrnt of Extemal Affairs
Mr. A.R. Kilgour. Departmeat of External Affairs
Mr. A.B. Richards, Department of Agriculture

N. COMMONWEALTH FINANCE MINISTERS' MEETINGS
25 • W Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance said that before the conference

began the British'tïad taken stock of their position and that of the sterling area and
aniVed'at` thé c^nclüsion that no further major step in the area of convertibility
COWd be taken in the immediate future. This had a limiting effect on the discussions
at the conférence

The agenda for the meetings was routine in nature and covered
the usual sûbjects.

Tbe fi'st item discusscd was the position of the sterling area and the outlook for
the 'Mt°idiate0fuhiïe.x The sterling area in the last cightcen months had been in

1,
^s b^t était k chef de la dfléaation canadienne avec le concours 'de W.P. Bull. John Deutsch et

aa delegation was led by D.C. Abbott, who was assisted by W.P. Bull, John Deutsch and
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overall surplus and for the next six months expected to continue in overall surplus
- but at a somewhat lower rate and with smaller additions to the reserve.

. ., . .. . , . . . . ' f tI . t .. r .

As in previous meetings, following the forecast for . the next six months, there
had been a discussion of import policies in the light of the forecast. No changes in
policy had been called for. The United Kingdom would continue the trend toward
the freeing of trade in raw materials and foodstuffs. Other Commonwealth coun-
tries had not indicated any new developments with the exception of the South Afri-
can non-discriminatory policy on certain imports from the first of the year.

The conference next reviewed the decisions of previous conferences and last
year's Prime Ministers', conference on the collective approach as the policy of the
sterling area.19 At this time, two major points came up for discussion - the possi-
ble impact of a U.S. recession on the collective approach and, in the light of prac-
tices in 1953, the question of whether it was still realistic to expect the United
States to adopt good-creditor policies. .

On the question of a recession there had at the beginning been a good deal of
uncertainty and some apprehension. The discussion had probably reduced, to a cer-
tain extent, the fear of a serious or prolonged recession. We had said we anticipated
the possibility of a shallow and relatively short recession and it had been concluded
that prospects were not such as to justify any change in the course of present poli-
cies. The British - although somewhat more pessimistic - were in general agree-
ment that no change in course was necessary at present, but wished to keep in close
consultation with Commonwealth countries in case of a downturn. They had,
indeed, indicated that they might 'consider the use of some of their reserves to ride
out a short-lived recession rather than resorting to restriction of imports.

On the subject of U.S. good-creditor poliçies the Canadian delegation had been
gratified at the realistic approach displayed by Commonwealth countries toward the
situation in the United States. There was a realization that the expectations of last
March were too optimistic and that it was unlikely that any dramatic changes would
take place in U.S. policies. At the time of the meeting, the Randall Commission had
not, of course, reported and there was hope that positive progressive steps might be
taken, albeit slowly.

From the discussions, the position of Western Europe with respect to the collec-.
^tiveapproach scemed disappôintingLittle progress hait been made in plans for

,,adapting the European Payments Union to convertibility, and little initiative in this
direction was being shown. It âppeactd that West Germany was most interested in

héonvcrtibility, followedï fairly, closelypby,'Belgium Rnd the Netherlands. There
seemed little intereit inothcr cous, possibly because they found the present

„system too comfortable. The United Kingdom had indicated that a new effort
^4. •
would be,made this- year to encourage some enthusiasm toward convertïbility in^,
EPU c.ountnes.

As fa th attitud f' div'dual Co wealth countries toward convertibil-r as e e o m ^ mmon
ity could be assessed, there appeared to be no attempt to quarrel with, or hold out

i reservations -against; the collective approach as the common programme of the ster.
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ling areas, although no mention had been made of timing. The Asiatic Common-
wealth countries appeared, in this respect, to have swung into line in the realization
that sterling must be re-established in the interests of all as a respectable currency.

It had been noticeable that protectionism was rampant in some countries. It
appeared that the views of some groups in certain countries would be difficult to
change and therefore, in practice, it would be difficult to move toward the liberali-
zation of trade.

As a final comment, there was some evidence that the monetary and fiscal situa-
tion in some countries was somewhat strained. Australia appeared close to inflation
and there was some possibility of a similar situation developing in the United
Kingdom.:

In summary, it was encouraging that, in the formal sense, the immediate future
of the sterling area appeared satisfactory and that there was a better understanding,
on the part of Commonwealth countries, of the United States position.

26. ' Mr. 'Rasminsky agreed generally with Mr. Deutsch's excellent summary. He
did feel, however, that although the record appeared good there seemed to be an
impression that for domestic political reasons the U.K. Chancellor of the Excheq-
uer would have an increasingly difficult task in moving toward convertibility, espe-
cially because of the lack of U.S. good-creditor policies and the possibility of a
recession. This would indicate that, although the objective was not being aban-
doned, there would be very careful thought given to the timing of any moves.

Other sterling area countries, while, in general, agreeing with the collective
approach, appeared somewhat less enthusiastic than a year ago. Most countries had
eased up on their deflationary policies. Australia, New Zealand, the United King-
dom and Ceylon appeared to be in an inflationary stage and it did not seem likely
therefore that there would be much pressure on the United Kingdom from other
sterling area countries, except possibly India, for moving toward convertibility.
27. The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce reviewed developments in the

trade field. In the beginning he had been depressed about the attitudes revealed at
the conference but, in private conversations, he had received a degree of
encouragement.

In discüssions in Canberra, officials had offered to recommend relaxation in cer-
tain Import controls - notably salmon (up to $500,000); newsprint (up to 45,000
tons) and increased quotas of pulp, soft-wood lumber, agricultural machinery and
tyPewriters. In the broader field, officials said specific proposals, in cases where
Calad1an goods would undersell U.K. goods, would be considered.

In New Zeâland; officials had agreed^ greed to prepare a'list ^of items on which conces-
8ht be made. As in Australia, there were certain political difficulties in the

w^ of anY measure to free trade, but it seemed that they would be particularly
ptive in cases where it could be shown that Canadian items would be cheaper

Che^e°^ef imports. New Zealand had asked us to consider buying some butter and
se from thetn:, .: .,,. . . w,. , ,^e Itimi

ng of the, talks',w;th Australia and New Zealand appeared good, andsome ett--
uragement tmght be taken from their outcome.
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28. The Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs asked when, bar-
ring unexpected developments, Finance Ministers might be expected to meet again.

-' --29. Mr. - Deutsch said the assumption was that the meetings would be held
annually.

30a11he Deputy Ministe'r of Finance said that the collective approach would likely
be raised at the joint United States - Canadian Committee on Trade and Economic
Affairs meeting.20 The United States obviously would be unwilling again to be
placed. in a position where they appeared to be pushing the collective approach.
Presumably, we also should not appear to be in this position. The decision on tim-
ing was not for us to make.

31. Mr. Parkinson suggested that, with respect to the collective approach, it might
be recommended to Ministers that, while the question of timing was not one for
Canada to decide, we might assist in the' achieving of the objective as much as
possible; for example, in supporting a scheme of assistance by the International
Monetary Fund. It might also be suggested to the United States that convertibility
and the removal of trade restrictions would be advantageous both to them and to us.

32. The Committee, after some further discussion: .
(a) noted the reports by Messrs. Dcutsch, Rasminsl ►y and Bull on the Common-

+wealth Finance Ministers' Conferenee; and

mended to Ministers that the Canadian position should be one of neither cncourage-
ment nor discouragement but that we should be prcpared to assist the achievement
of the objective in any reasonable way possible.

(b) agreed that on the question of the collective approach it should be recom-

^-; tnoe t may you ve no very prccise t %v" y
13ion is likely to take at the meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers that is to

COARWONWEAL'I^t REIATiONS

Washington, September 18, 1954

;

^rtxaj OF co^soxwlat,TM FINANCE t4uxlsr^S, WASHINGTON 195421

S, ; be that ha •d et of what course the discus-

Rasmiasky. I^ouis Cau`itwd. D.V. I.tPin "d A.B. Ilockin.

ToN►ér=: A.F.W. P1unptte; Lis Wsmimky,' Looit Coninrd. U.V. LePan et A.i^.
7be Caaadiau dekgstioa was led by W,E: HaRis and Iocluded G.F. Towen, ATM- Ptumpv^ LOUIS

w.E. Ilatns •Etait dxf de 1a âélEtsttoo canna une et lu autrei pnn {- Norkin•« • ' ci ux membres étai1' p Voir/5ee I)ocvmeot S2S. w -,nt G.F.
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be held here on the 30th of September and the 1 st of October, we thought you
might like to receive any information that has reached us, scanty though it is. We
gather from the British Embassy that the Chancellor of the Exchequer has sug-
gested in a telegram to the Minister of Finance that there should be no agenda for
the meetings and that they should be quite informal. However, Rickett has gone
over for us the subjects that he would expect to be dealt with; and from his rather
routine summary you may be able to glean perhaps a little about the Chancellor's
intentions.
2. Rickett forecast that, as has now become usual, there would be some examina-

tion of the sterling area's short-term balance of payments prospects and that each of
the sterling area countries would also be asked to report on internal economic con-
ditions. The Chancellor, he felt sure, would want to initiate a discussion on the
present status of the collective approach to freer trade and payments. His opening
statement, Rickett thought, would indicate what was not likely to happen rather
than suggest a tentative timetable for action in the near future, since it now seemed
highly unlikely that current non-resident sterling would be made convertible even
next spring. Business conditions in the United States would almost certainly come
up for at least brief consideration; and Rickett thought that there would be more
extended discussion of United States commercial policy and of the possibility of
some liberal steps being taken by Congress at its next session. We will be sending
you early next week a summary of our own.views on this question. ,

3: The Chancellôr would also be reporting to his Commonwealth colleagues,
Rickett said, on his'discussions in Washington, as well as in OEEC and in a number
of European capitals. As you may be aware, it has been suggested by the United
States representatives in the talks that have taken place here at the official level on
the problems involved in making sterling convertible, that if the United Kingdom
were to be granted a large standby credit by the fund, other sterling area countries
should surrender their expectations of any accommodation from the fund. The
United Kingdom authorities have made it clear that they could not support any
fonnal move.to deny other sterling area countries their rights as members of the
fund, although they rccognixe that the standby proposed for the United Kingdom is
to be regarded as support for sterling as an international currency. If the Secretary
of the Tceasury, returns to this question during the bilateral meetings that are to be
held with the British next week. the Chancellor will want to discuss this issue at the
meeting Of Commonwealth Finance Ministers, Rickett indicated.
4. For the bilateral discussions next week the United States Treasury have pre-

paled a draft agenda. .lbe draft sent to the Chancellor for his comments does not
differ signifcantly from the list of topics mentioned by Southard to the Financial
Attaché, as reported to Rasminsky in a letter dated the 17 of August.t That list, you
May remember, ran as follows:

(a) The position and prospects of the United States economy;
(b) Developments in United States foreign economic policy;
(c) ç position and outlook for the sterling area,
(d) Tho definition of "convertibility" for non-resident sterling;
(e) T^ Ÿ;-;minadon in'the post-oonvertibility period.,



(f) The standby.
The main comment that the Chancellor has made on this draft is that, "it seems to
be too much directed towards convertibility". There could hardly be a clearer indi-
cation of how, languidly, the brave banners, of convertibility are hanging in
Whitehall.

the same as my own.

and Fund and Commonwealth meetings, and in a private round-up we had yester-
day afternoon before Wynne left for Ottawa I found that Wynne's impressions were

letter. Both of them were in close touch with the Canadian Delegation to the Bank

sight. Wynne [Plumptre] and Lou Couillard will be in London very soon and I have
asked them to have some private word with you to amplify what I can say in a

of Finance with the Chancellor of the Exchequeur was hardly a case of love at first
I think you ought to know privately that the first encounter of our new Minister

Dear Norman [Robertson]?2

PÈRSONAL. AND STRICT7.Y CONFIDErmAL Washington, October 2,.1954

L.B.P./Vo1. 5

a . : L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
> r. .. au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni-11

^.. Ambassador in United States
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

which the Chancelloc, chose' to,express the,U.K. , attitude on the subiec

more. During the rive or six days which preceded the actual Commonw
ings he saw Butler on several oecasions, and there is no doubt that the manne" in

• t of in

b e
,vi,

. ^ . , .
^whichfi is` apparei^tly" insepârable from these meetings, bored^^ ^^tty. :acü

The Bank and Pt^nd meetings were, I gathcr, pretty u an .
nôdoubt that thé Ministér round them borin gBut bably the continuous social

"lm te r,..,^ :
d 11 d routine and 1 am 1npleasant; or at least passable,;7 for most'of us.^

not like thes11" ffairâ much and dcnies himself severelyvercly elements which make them

closeted alone for some little time'ând subsequently in a small relaxed group.
rià âëemed 'te ha p̂ it'the c'A ' r the evenin although as you know, he d°eS

Well`the `dinner went off all right I think, and I managcd to get Harris and Butler
and Humphrey just as soon as possible.

41P 9
important that' he should establish, friendly personal relations chiefly with Butler
too enthusiastic about m dotn this' but consented on my urging that it would

I was quite proud of myself in having landed both the Secretary and the Chancel or
as well as other top U.K. and U.S: brass for the occasion. Harris himself was notUA

dinner fôr him the fust evening of the Bank and Fund meetings a week ago. In fact,
Because Walter Harris was éntirely new to these affairs, I had arranged to have a

nNote Martinak Martinal DOW.,
I.BPlesrsool." I ttanZ6t rd bqta writo this - a

, mis..A.nP. }tleeaq1=,.^ ^ I-W, x . 1.. ,ï; .
distreuinj week. You H8ht destrOY
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concern to Canada (the "collective approach") did nothing to counteract the
impressions which the Minister was already acquiring of the whole week's
exercises.

The first Commonwealth sessions were held on Thursday. The final one was
fixed for' Friday morning. Thursday evening when Harris,.Towers and I and the
other Commonwealth Ministers et al. were to dine with Roger Makins, I heard that
the Minister had decided to leave for Ottawa first thing Friday morning (with the
whole Ottawa delegation), although, as I knew, he had previously planned to
remain until Friday evening. In fact this decision was carried out, although Wynne
remained over and with Doug LePan represented Canada at yesterday's meeting.

At Roger's dinner, the Chancellor made a point of collecting me afterwards pre-
sumably to explain the position which he and the U.K. Delegation had taken. He
said that he realized that our people were pretty unhappy about it, but almost pooh-
poohed their disappointment. Although he was pleasant enough and spoke nicely
about Harris, he was quite obviously somewhat irritated by the suggestion that any-
one else should presume to tell him how to protect sterling. He said that he knew
the Commonwealth well, had spent much of his life in many parts of it, and that
others simply did not know or appreciate all of the factors involved. His references
were Pot to Harris, but to Canadian officials. He referred to himself as "an artist" in
these matters and inferred pretty obviously that he could and would brook no
interference.

I do not want to give the impression that the conversation was unpleasant or that
Butler was being in any sense rude or impolite.

But. he;was :distinctly patronizing and it was quite evident that his idea of a
Commonwealth "family party" was based on the leave-it-to-father principle. I
thought`pechaps he had been irritated by Harris's decision to leave early, but he
assured me that he was not.

At my suggestion, after our own talk, Harris came over and conversed alone
with Butler for fifteen or twenty minutes before we left. I gather that he repeated tothe Minister, much of what he had said to me.

Harris and Towers came down to the Embassy after we had taken our leave and
we spent an'hour going over the events and impressions of the week. Apart from
the business end of the meetings and private conversations (concerning which
PI"mPtre will be able to inform you fully) it was quite evident that, although pre-
Pazed to make every allowance for Butler on personal and official grounds, Harris
had foûnd the Chancellor•s attitude and demeanour totally unsympathetic. And cer-wee._..:

was confumed in his first suspicion that his coming to Washington for a
k when he had so many other preoccupations at home had been a complete anddistastefu1, waste of time.

^e bope^ Ihâvé not exaggerated the situation. Perhaps I have. But it is certainly
that ^s frst contact has not left on our man an agreeable impression of one

With Wb0m h^ wiU have so much to do in affairs which concern both our countriesso d ^' 3 ^t'--^a^elŸ-:^Ii do,not suppose that there Is very much you can do about this, but
should You ^0W ^t^^l --- and I presume Butler himself - so well I thought Iteu yoa, f

v..-k1Y what has transpiral. Mind you, there is no brrak of any kind



or breach' in personal, and, of course, not in official, relations. Nevertheless, what I
had hoped would' be the occasion for the beginning of friendly personal relations
has, I fear, turned out badly. Obviously, you cannot breathe a word of this in
London, but I thought that in anticipation of future meetings of the two men (who
are, of course, so fundamentally different in every way), it might be well for you to
have in mind the atmosphere of their, first encounter.

I would be glad if you would destroy this letter.
Our love to Yettie [Robertson].

Yours ever,. . . . ;'_ . .. . _ .
(A.D.P. I-iEENEYl

DEA/9100-AO-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaEGRAM WA-1738

Reference: Our teletype WA-1637 of September 18.

Washington, October 4, 1954

SF.CRET. IMPORTANI:
,, . ; .

° •Ünitéd K3ngdôni p_roposals' dit hâd beén introduccd primanly in an attempt °
mtnéet United Statés views:e 1 ( 3^ ^ ►.^,^allyl'sh esPeci

(b) To persuade them to agree `to the comparatively minor amendments in u'e

. ,. ,
ictaining : their: full support for thé` inidative; ând
post

_
pone making currerit non=rcàidènt atüling convertible, while at the same ^n

'

^.s -^;,.,,rg r.fi't iâ - e. t ., ,E-w ï

ta) To explain to Cômrnonwealtti ^nâncx Ministcrs why it had been decid °
2.^ Presûmably 'the United Kingdom's objectives in convening the meeting were^

cussion so that much of what was said was inaudible.

ductcd in a wooden sweatbox, annexed to the United Kingdom EmbassY, in wch

the fans were powerless against the heat but quite powerful enough to muffle dis-

fully adhered to. To'add to the confusion and discomfort the proccedings were con-
=:which might better have been left to officials to handle. It was moreover not care
'difficult= becâuse it cover'ed both very broad issues and very technical subjects
circulation of an âgenda paper by the United Kingdom authorities. The agenda was
arranged as a completely informal meeting, it was altered at the last moment by the
bien less purposeful than thc tnécting held last week in Washington. InitiallY

Of all the meetings of the 'Commonwealth Finance Ministers, none can have
MEEJiNO OF OOMMONVVEALTIi FINANCE MINISTERS, WASHINGTON 1954

These obiecUves;would not in any,çase have been easy to accomp unds for
a dme , when United `Stâtcs commercial policy provided such little gm
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encouragement. They were made more difficult by the unnecessarily confused
course of the discussion and by the poor physical arrangements for the meeting.
3. The high point of the meeting was clearly intended to be the statément by Mr.

Butler of why in his opinion the time had come to pause. These remarks can hardly
have convinced many in the Chancellor's audience that they had been permitted to
glimpse the inwardness of the United Kingdom's decision. The first reason the
Chancellor gave for delay was that although he believed the long-term trend of
United States trade policy to be in the right direction, it had become clear that the
United States was not yet in a position to implement any of the good creditor poli-
cies that had been suggested as appropriate in the collective approach. What was
still lacking was a permanent method of bridging the dollar gap. There was also the
difficulty, the Chancellor went on, that appropriate arrangements had still to be
made on the continent of Europe so that there could be an orderly advance on a
broad front. The establishment of a European fund seemed a promising way of
solving the problems of the continental countries who were not yet ready to go
forward. But this would require a good deal more study. As for the sterling area
itself, it had surmounted successfully the difficulties created by the United States
recession. But its prospective export earnings gave no grounds for complacency;
and it ï was unlikely that the reserves would continue to increase over the next
twelve `months.- Further time was required for sterling area countries to fortify
themselves for convertibility and in particular to take steps to increase their
ezports::The situation'.within the sterling area by itself was certainly not bad
enough to retard a forward movement, but neither by itself was it good enough to
warrant a decision to make current non-resident sterling convertible.
4. It had bëen- rûmoured that the United Kingdom decision had been taken on

purely poliucal grounds. Repudiating that suggestion, the Chancellor claimed that
there was apprehension among all parties in the United Kingdom over convertibil-
tyIn Particular, there was worry about a floating rate. Fear was abroad that this
'night be used to depress standards of living. It was, therefore, all-important that
the move toward convertibility, when it came, should be taken in an atmosphere of
stabillty that would suggest that any fluctuations of the pound could be held within
m0dest lirlaits.There was also anxiety in the United Kingdom about linking its
economy too closely with that of the United States. It was for this rr,ason that the
Chancellor. would prefer to rely on financial support from the International Mone-
tarY Fund and forego assistance from the federal reserve system. It had been argued
tha4 unless sterling had the protection that would be afforded by a floating rate, it
^ght be Veiy i^e^le to changes in the world economic climate. The Chancel-

said in rebuttal. merely, "how much more vulnerâ ►ble 'I would be if I took the
plunge before I was readyl„ Nevertheless, the general lines of progress mapped out
by the collective approach were still sound, he insisted. Above all, this was alicy
that could,bnd together in common agreement the United Kingdom, the sterlin
area, the'cont;nent of Europe. Canada and the United States. g
^e^ eP^n^tives of the other Commonwealth countries were then polled for
ste ^o^^ to the United' Kingdom's decision. Their sighs of rrliefwere like
cuM\^^ ^g'fnom â boiler. Sir Arthur Fadden said for Australia that in all the

^u ^dire was no alternative but to mark time. The Ceylonese Minister of
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Finance agreed that the goal of convertibility should be approached cautiously. Mr.
Maclntyre, the Rhodesian Minister of Finance, thought that the sterling area had
done well to pause, Sir Chintaman - Deshmukh said for India that in deciding
whether or not to cross the Rubicon, it would be,well to bear in mind fluctuations
on the Potomac..The New Zealand Secretary of Finance felt that the conditions
precedent for a move towards convertibility had not yet been met. Mr. Mohammad
All seemed to sunk in rumination over Pakistan's urgent financial problems that he
could do little more than agree wanly with the Chancellor. Dr. Holloway, the new
South African Ambassador here, like some midas choked with gold, explained
hoarsely that in the long run it would be impossible to support the strain of convert-
ibility unless the price of gold were brought into line with the depreciated value of
the United States dollar. ,

6. It has often been contended by Canadian representatives that in an initiative of
this kind there is no standing still. If there is not some forward movement, however
slight, there will be retrogression. That view seemed to be amply substantiated at
the meeting last week. Mr. Harris touched on the danger of delay in his principal
statement. Taking up the Chancellor's comments on the possible vulnerability of
sterling, he explained that the Canadian view was not so much that sterling was
now vulnerable as that it would be less vulnerable to changed conditions if it were
protected by a floating rate. The course of business activities in the United States
and of United States commercial policy were uncertain. By January of next year the
prospects should be clearer, and all the contingencies that might emerge at that time
should be kept in mind: Then he went on to say that all human experience sug-
gested there were risks in long engagements. There might also be risks in a long
postponement ofthe contemplated marriage between the pound and the dollar.

^'T`If he had not been so polite, Mr. Harris might have added that a long engage-
ment gives a chancelor'unregenerate habits to reassert themselves. Certainly they

were rea4serting themselves with a vengeance at last week's mecting. With all 'Be
cheerful gruffness of an old lag, Sir Arthur Fadden spoke of the importance of
encouraging dollar-saving investment in the sterling area as though no one nad ever

mentioned to him theiadvantages of an international division of labour. The Rh^e-
sian Minister n1 r , pléaded the cause of imperial prefercnce with complete
unconcern over the role that the United States must play in the collective approach

if it is to be sucxesàful and'over the well•known United States views on prefer•
énces. As though oblivious of the dlsc`vasions that had taken place in London c-o
years ago, the New'?.eâland repriientative expressed the view that the transidonal
period should be as long as possible so that the shock to the New 7ealand economy
thât would be caused by eliminating discrimination might be cushioned. Australia,
Sir Arthur Fadden declared; must reserve the right to impose import restrictions
waswas not prepared to agree to any rigid timetable or formula for the dismantling of
restrictions or for removing -discrimination.' To complete the tale of truancY, Sir
Chintaman Deshmukh entered a genetal reservation of the right of under-deverop^
oountries to maintain quantitative restrictions over a long period in order to p

theû infant industries and to conserve their exchange resources for ccononu^^^é
t.T6is resetvation; it must be admittai, had been made and in large

^-at ; the Commonwealth economic conference in 1952. But manY of ^ea,^
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other objections and reservations that have been listed above marked a considerable
retreat from the level of agreement that had been reached in London two years ago.

8. A fewefforts, were made by the Chancellor, assisted by Sir Frank Lee, to put
dowri grumbling among the other merchant adventurers and to keep the vessel on
its course. Mr. Butler mentioned the necessity of maintaining momentum and said
that he hoped to be able fairly shortly to announce some relaxations in the United
Kingdom's exchange regulations that should inspire confidence that the United
Kingdom was still determined to move towards'convertibility. The United States
treasury had for some' time been urging that legacies should be more freely trans-
ferable to the dollar inea; he hoped to be able to go some distance towards satisfy-
ing that'request. He also' intended, if possible, to relax the restrictions on travel
allowances. None of the moves he had in mind, however, could be characterized as
being of major importance, he admitted. When Plumptre expressed the hope that
there might be some relaxation of trade restrictions as well, the Chancellor replied
that he would endeavour to increase the degree of trade liberalization with OEEC
countries. Goods from other parts of the sterling area would also continue to be
admitted freely to the United Kingdom in spite of the restrictions against United
Kingdom goods that existed in some sterling quarters. However, he could not hold
out any hope of a further reduction in discrimination against dollar imports in the
near future.

9. The Chancellor also underlined the advantage there would be in a stricter code
of trade `rules and warned that there would have to be some give and take in the
Process of working them out. Sterling area countries, Sir Frank Lee stressed, would
not k able to write their own ticket and must be prepared to run some risks them-
selves in return for the commitments they would be seeking from other countries.
Although the other representatives at the meeting were willing to concede these
Points in theory, they seemed to be little impressed by them. Nor did the Chancel-
lor appear to have much more success in defending the International Monetary
Fund against the criticism that was levelled at it, particularly by Sir Arthur Fadden.
Fresh from his first visit to the fund in three years and from his very considerable
oratorical triumphs there, the Chancellor offered the opinion that the fund "is grow-
^8 Up". At this latest conference it had been brought much more into the stream of
ordinary life, he thought. Once again, Sir Arthur Fadden seemed unimpressed.

10,
One clue to the Chancellor's own preoccupations seemed to emerge at the

r1nal meédng of Friday morning, when he returned to the question of a floating rate
and s^ssëd again the need for maintaining stability. It will be recalled that, at the
Co^onwealth a,onomic eonference, both India and Pakistan showed great reluc-
^Ce+to1ink their rupees to the pound unless fluctuations could be held within
narrow,^fiits. It was clear that the Chancellor's remarks were directed, in large
^^' to Su' Chintanman Deshmukh and Mr. Mohammad All to see how far he
^n trust to'convince their government that the link with sterling should be

^
^

^ Althotigh neither gave any commitments, their worries on this score
. ^e ^^^ed tô havcdwindled a good deal. But it also seemed clear that the Chancellor,

^e Upoint at least, was expressing his own worries and was seeking help.
^ Kingdom, he said, was basing its financial policies on classical princi-

Pl^ and wasstill convinced of the advantages of a floating rate. Nevertheless, it.,.



was becoming clearer and clearer that public opinion in the United Kingdom was
apprehensive about it; and the Managing Director of the fund had also spoken to
him privately of the need to maintain stability. The problem was how to convince
public opinion that stability would be maintained without committing himself to
public statements about the limits within which the pound would be allowed to
fluctuate. A floating rate would certainly give additional security. Under present
circumstances the pound could be defended merely by, using the reserves; and it
would be a great advantage to have a double protection. But how could the public
be convinced that this banker's weapon would not be turned against them? Plump-
tre remarked that the Canadian authorities were not so worried as the Chancellor
seemed to be about this problem: If there were dangers in a flexible rate, there were
also dangers in a fixed rate. The Chancellor accepted ,those remarks agreeably
enough but still seemed to be lost in perplexity. Inconclusive as this discussion
was, it seemed to suggest that, in the Chancellor's mind at least, the aspect of the
collective approach that is most politically sensitive in the United Kingdom is the
floating rate.

11. Taking it all in all it is hard to resist the conclusion that the collective
approach would be in a better position today if last week's meeting of Common-
wealth Finance Ministers had never been held.

12. In following messages we are reporting on various aspects of the meeting that
are of more technical interest.

DEA/9100-AO-40

L'ambassadeur ` auz États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- Ambassador in United States .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECM IMPORTANT

Washington, October 5, 1954

Reference: Our telegram WA-1738 'of the 4th of October.

.

, meeting. Insofar as m ^ca ons ten n
comn^ercial eonduct; they proved almost completely unacceptable to
area cotmtrje;s'

ther sterling

K^ngdom proposals . that were outuned in the four papers circu
the odif ti ded i the direction of a stricter code of

rng of Commonw mance ms crs0 as s e egram
mariZe!. more" particularly the, `results of Mr. Butler's efforts to persuade
Commonwealth representatives to'agee to the modifications of the original United

ed before the

' ealth F' Mi ' t I thi t we should like to sum-

•, MEETING OF COMMONWEALTH FINANCE MIN1SïFRS, WASHINGTON, 1954

i^In our"message under reference 'we tried to vive a general synopsis of the meet-
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New Balance of Payments Escape Clause in GATT

2. Except from Canada, there was no support for the United Kingdom proposal
that the balance of payments escape clause in GATT should be tightened. Both the
Australian and New Zealand representatives opposed the proposal that there should
be time limits after which quantitative restrictions must be removed. Sir Arthur
Fadden thought that the main objective'of preventing other countries from taking
unfair advantage of the convertibility of current non-resident sterling could be
achieved within the existing GATT articles if consultations among the contracting
parties were used to bring pressure to bear on countries discriminating unjustifiably
against sterling goods. The Indian and Pakistani representatives were also appre-
hensive about the proposal for a tighter escape clause in spite of the wide latitude
that is contemplated for under-developed countries. Sir Chintaman Deshmukh and
Mr. Mohammad All argued that under-developed countries in the process of devel-
opment are likely to be in constant balance of payments difficulties; and they were
obviously worried that a stricter provision to regulate quantitative restrictions
imposed on balance of payments grounds might be used to limit the right of under-
developed countries to impose restrictions in • furtherance of their development
programmes.

3. After the Indian Minister of Finance had explained in his mild and persuasive
way whÿ;ûndérdeveloped countries needed virtually unlimited freedom to impose
quantitative restrictions, Plumptre said that the Canadian Government had consid-
érable sympathy with the case that had just been put forward. It would, however, be
a difficult position to maintain if underdeveloped countries were to claim all the
advantages of the trade rules without assuming any of the obligations. To this Sir
Chintaman Deshmukh replied that India was prepared to make some sacrifice in
order to assist in the development. of a common code of commercial conduct.

4. At an earlier stage Plumptre had also expressed Canada's concern that the tran-
sitional period should be kept as short as possible. The more dismantling there
could be of import restrictions and discrimination in the period before convertibil-
ity, the 'shorter the transitional period could safely be, he suggested. Ashwin of
New Zealand, on the other hand, argued that the transitional period would probably
have to be proracted and all the other sterling area countries, except the United
Kingdom; =scemed to agree with this view.
5' The United Kingdom thesis that prior approval should not be required before

import restrictions were imposed in an emergency was gleefully lapped up by ster-

thive s representatives, as might have been expected. The Canadian represcnta-
that he had some sympathy with the views which had been advanced bythe

Kingdom on this, issue but he could also see the force in the United
ire.that some form of prior approval should be required. The Canadian

authorities still had an open mind on this point, he stated. There was nothing cquiv-
oW, on the other band, about the views of sterling area countries. Without excep-tion they tho
undesirable. u^t

^t any requirement for prior approval would be unworkable and
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together meant that the United States could dominate decisions by the fund. The
United Kingdom proposal was therefore unacceptable to Australia. The New Zea-
land representative suggested that the fund might be authorized to make a determi-
nation of whether or not the totality of the restrictions imposed by a country in
balance of payments difficulties was justified; but this determination should not be
binding on the contracting parties to GATT. .- , )

. and United States preponderance within the international staff, when added
system of weighted voting, United States influence over Latin American countries,

restricted to exchange questions. Secondly, the fund was objectionable from Aus-
tralia's point of view because it was too much under United States control. The

for their opposition was that Australia had been given to understand at the time the
fund articles of agreement were negotiated that the operations of the fund would be

was opposed to extending the influence of the fund over trade matters. One reason

Respective Roles of the Fund and GA7?'
6. The United Kingdom's proposal that the fund should be given wider authority

to supervise trade restrictions ran into as heavy weather as the proposal for tighten-
ing the balance of payments escape clause. Sir Arthur Fadden said that Australia

8. The Chancellor did not invite extended discussion of this issue. But both the
es

just prepared to swallow the dose when sweetened in the way suggested by the
Indian Minister. of Finance. , Existing arrangements for co-ordination between the
worlc of the fund and of GATT would be satisfactory if they were used more fully,
he thought. Throughout this discussion it was very noticeable that the under-devel-
`oped countries all believed that their problems would be much more sympa^eti'

cally considered by, the contracting parties to GA1T. than by the fund.

Article XIV and Article V111 ,of the Fund Artfeles of Agreement

n of the fund in trade matters, was onlyunds that it wouldstrengro^ gthen the autho ty

could on occasion meet together; might be open ^ to the same objection. Sir Arthur

Fadden who had opposed the United Kingdom proposal from the outset on the

with the United States authorities: He warned, however, that one of the principal
United States objections to the earliertproposal for a joint GATT fund committee
had been¢ that this would involve creating a new international body, which would
require congressional sanction. It was possible that, in the United States view, the
cstablishment of informal committees both of the fund and of the GATT, which

that ^the new Council of Governors of the fund should be ^paralleled by a similar
informal 'GATT body. The two groups could then on occasion meet together if cir-
cumstances seemed to make such collaboration desirable. This additional sugges-
tion won considerable support, with Pakistan, Australia and Ceylon rallying behind
it; and Mr. Butler promised to'give it further consideration and have it discussed

International Organizations
7. The suggestion that a. Council of Governors sof the fund should be established

had a slightly more favourable reception. Plumptre reported that, although the
Canadian authorities had not yet reached a firm position on this question, they were
disposed I to find merit in what the United Kingdom had proposed. Sir Chintaman
Deshmukh also expressed some support for the new idea. He thought, however,

Indian and Pakistani representatives said that they would feel safer if their counm
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remained in the safe anchorage provided by Article XIV and did not run the risks
that might He in moving out into the open water of Article VIII.
9. The preceding message is to be regarded as a draft until it has been cleared with

other members of the Canadian delegation at the meeting.

3e PARIE/PART 3 `

PLAN DE COLOMBO
COLOMBO PLAN

SECnON A

CONTRIBUTION CANADIENNE
CANADIAN CONTRIBUIION

I
390. DEA/11038-40

Note du chef de la Direction économique
- pour le sous-secrétaire d'Étai par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

- Memorandum from Head, Economic Division,
:, to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CorFWEMnAL [Ottawa], August 11, 1954

FITIURE CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN TNE COLOMBO PLAN

The attached memorandum has been prepared in this Division and approved by
Commonwealth, Far Eastern, Defence Liaison (1) and Information Divisions. I
regret tbX it has not been possible to state the case at less length. In view of the fact
that NIr, Hariis does not have much familiarity with the subject (although officials
^financé are briefing him now), it seemed desirable that Mr. Pearson should be
SuPPlied with a fairly full memorandum for, the purpose of his consultations withthe

Minister of Finance and others. I think you will agree that it will be desirable
for the IVlinister to have a memorandum on this subject as soon as possible in view
of the inititinence of the Colombo Plan meeting and of the need for guidance inconneCtron ^th our programming of aid for next year.23

,,,.,..
A.E. RfPCiiIB
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ,
fl

: 'Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire 4 bat aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.: .

COxFIDExttAi. [Ottawa], August 10, 1954

FUTURE CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN THE COLOMBO PLAN

It would seem desirable to have some early decisions, at least in principle, con-
cerning the future of our Colombo Plan activities, especially as the meeting of the
Consultative Committee is to open in Ottawa some rive weeks from now. Ministe-
rial guidance at this stage would be helpful to the officials concerned both in ena-
bling them to prepare the briefs for our delegation and in providing them with some
assumptions on which to base the planning for next year's programme of assis-
tance. You might, therefore, wish to discuss these matters with the Prime Minister
and Mr. Sinclair, particularly in view of their recent visits to Asia, as well as with
Mr. Harris and Mr. Howe at an earl y date in order to ascertain their views. We
might then prepare a memorandum for consideration by Cabinet .24

2. Ideally, it might be hoped that Ministers would be willing to express views not
only regarding the size of next year's contribution but also regarding the length of
the future period during which Canada might be prepared to contribute. As you
know, there has in the past been general agreement among the governments partici-
pating in the Plan that programmes would be considered which would involve the

Although this has been publicly described as the period of the Colombo Plan -
allocations of funds extending over a six-year period ending about June 30, 1951.

the Plan would all have been resôlved within that Hm and that private investment

and although 'some results will be expected during that period - we doubt that
anyone tiâ.s regarded this as 'more than a timetable for planning purposes. It can
scarcely have been imagined that the sérious problems which originally gave rise to

would be flowing in such volume that special aid from outside would no longer be
nccessâry. Undôubtedly, it has been realised that it would be politically unsound, if

other members of the Consultative Commlttee (but not at the OttaKa mee
nal 'date and that they would be willing to examine at an appropriate stage wlt

ting) the

arrive at an undentanding that June 30,1957 is not to be regarded as a f ►m term^-
•h

should continue. For the present, it mfght be sufficient for Canadian Mimsters to
would appear impracticable to determine now for just how much longer the Plan
might be desirable to remove the uncertainty concerning the duration of the Plan, 11
at a time when those relations are likely to be in a fairly delicate state. While it
implications which that would have for future relations between Asia and the West
not disastrous,'to envisage' the cuttingx'off of Colombo Plan aid in 1957 with all the
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length of time for which the Colombo Plan - or its next phase - should run u If
the question of extending the period of the Colombo Plan arises at the forthcoming
meeting, the Canadian delegation might then take the position that next year would
be a better time to make a formal decision since by that time more will be known
about the position which is likely to be reached at the end of the present life of the
plan.

3. On the immediate question of the proper size of our contribution for 1955-56, a
more precise decision would appear to be desirable both for the purpose of ena-
bling planning on. our aid programme to go . forward and for the guidance of the
delegation to the forthcoming meetings. Even if it were to be considered inadvisa-
ble to make a specific announcement in the course of the September/October meet-
ings, it would be useful for the delegation to be able to say something on the
subject and for the members of the delegation to be aware of what the Government
would be prepared to do in order that they might know what attitude to adopt
towards the numerous requests which will doubtless be made of them by the vari-
ous visiting delegations. The question of whether or not it would be advisable at
this stage to seek such a decision from Cabinet could perhaps be decided after you
have consulted the other Ministers most directly interested?6
4. In discussing this question with your Ministerial colleagues, you may wish to

review certain aspects of the Plan with which some of them may not be too
familiar.

5. You, might consider it particularly desirable to counter any impression that our
Colombo' Plan activities represent little more than a superficial and futile relief
operation which will be submerged by the inexorable growth of population. The
following paragraphs bear on this point.

6. To the extent that we have provided wheat and other commodities, our object
has been not so much the meeting of the pressing needs of consumers as the crea-
tion of local capital ("counterpart funds") to assist the national Governments in
fmancing productive development projects. While a good deal of emphasis has nat-
ura11Y been given to increasing the production of food, it has been appreciated that
if real and lasting progress is to be made other parts of the economy must be devel-
oi'd swultaneously. We have tried to ensure that our aid (whether in the form of
e9wpment, or commodities, or technical advice) will foster economic development
on as broad â basis as possible. We feel that we have been reasonably successful
and that the Projats we are supporting under the Colombo Plan will yield wide-
pread and durable benefits. Improvements which we are helping to bring about in
the transport and power systems of the countries which we are assisting will have
Pervasive effeets in those of the countries wheré they are located. So too, willthe

^g^0° works whichpwe are aiding. The survey which we are conducting of
éCÔ on my

°

^tu^ can be expected to influence the future development of a whole
cement plant which we are building and the experimental fisheries

marginâje':'Ye3 JLB• ftMWn 8ina1 note:
26 Note J

-'ffle MatBinal note:
. D0 °a Pl!t aar figures in the meno at thi s staga [L.i3. PearaonJ



.work which. we are doing will also have lasting effects'. The technical training
-which we are providing should bring about some increase in agricultural and indus-
'trial efficiency and productivity.

7. An example of the kind of return which carefully selected projects can yield is
provided by the Mayurakshi irrigation and power development in India, which we
are helping substantially with equipment, counterpart funds and engineering
advice. The increased food production resulting from this project every two years
after its completion is expected to be equivalent to its total cost. In addition to the
effect which it will have on the size and dependability of food supplies in this area
which has so often been afflicted by famine, this project will help to bring about an
increase in employment and income (not only on the part of labourers involved in
the initial construction work but also of the food producers who will be able to take
advantage of the permanently increased productive capacity of the land.) It will,
thus, have a stimulating effect on the rest of the economy of that part of India and
will provide an incentive for the development of secondary industries to satisfy the
new demands.

8. While our Colombo Plan contribution is not in the nature of a temporary relief
operation, it is also not intended to be a substitute for - or a competitor with -
private investment. Generally it would be accurate to say that we conscientiously
try to avoid projects which, on the one hand, appear shaky and unsound or which,
on the other, seem to be within the capabilities of the receiving countries them-
selves or which might be taken on by, foreign investors. We concentrate on the "in-
between" projects and, within the priorities set by the Asian Government itself, try
to select those which will contribute most effectively to the general strengthening
.of the economy.

9. Although one would not wish to exaggerate how much difference our contribu
tion will make to the improvement of economic conditions in Asia, it seems evident
that Canadian aid, reasonably , well managed, can have beneficial effects over tue
years out of proportion to the amount of money,involved In relation to the massive
problems of the Asian countries, anything that we might do must almost inevitablY
appear small. This does not mean, however, that our effort - or an increase in that

'effort:- is not worthwhile. This is particularly true in relation to political stability
The cumulative effect of the programmes which we are able to assist may contrib-

^tute substantially to the countering of unrest in the Asian countries. Moreover, the

spending of.our money in aid of these countries in a spirit of cooperative p^nG'-
' ship does a great deal to strengthen goodwill toward Canada.
-0 10. In the present situation, and on the basis of our experience of the past three or
four years; it would seem reasonable to àuggest that it would be in Canada 's inter-
'eât to envisage a signifcant increate in our Colombo Plan contribution for we
coming year. Even if our present standards are rigorously held to (e.g. insistence on
sound projects, requirernent that the bulk of the goods be of Canadian origin,
and if there Is no thought of attempting to dispose of "surpluses" in this area as the

• 1 er contnU.S. is now doing, there would appear to be a very strong case for a arg
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YL0 cc able to use any aid from us to good effect;^.:

809

bution: Briefly,- the following would seem to be among the considerations which
might appropriately be put forward by this Department in support of an increase:27
(a) The Asian countries themselves will have to -spend more on development in

the coming year if progress is not to be retarded. Apart from any increases in costs,
and aside from any new projects ' which it may be essential to undertake, many
projects already under way will have advanced to the stage at which heavy outlays
will bè required. These heavier expenditures will have to be made without any sig-
nificant , increase in their own local resources, since few of the development
projects so far undertaken will have reached the point at which substantial returns
will have started to come in. There are economic and political limitations to what
these countries can do for themselves in this situation. There are both economic and
political risks - for us as well as for them - if their development programmes fail
to move forward rapidly enough;
(b) On the basis of proposals already made to us, it would seem clear that, with

only the same amount of money as last year, we would have to turn down many
projects capable of contributing effectively to the improvement of the longer-term
prospects for the economies of India, Pakistan and Ceylon, even though those
projects are of a kind which could efficiently absorb the kinds of aid available from
Canada. In fact, in the case of Pakistan, we would be unable to take on virtually any
new project;

(c) Present indications are that, apart from Canadian equipment (which could
readily absorb the whole of an appropriation on the present scale), it will be found
desirable'to provide some suitable commodity aid (e.g. aluminum and copper) to
these three countries (and particularly to Pakistan), in order to ensure that enough
l0eal funds will be available to carry on sound projects in which we are directly
involved;;

(d)In` thé light of recent reports, it would appear that it may well be possible
within , the next year for Canada, by a judicious application of aid to specific
proJects, to make an effective contribution to a solution of the canal waters dispute
between India and Pakistan which has been embittering political relations between
the tWo. countries, has been aggravating the difficulties over Kashmir, has been
raising'quciuons in Pakistan concerning the Commonwealth connection, and has
been ittterfering with the economic development of both countries;

(e) In yiew of the fact that the inclusion of non-Commonwealth countries in the
ColombO Plan accounts in part for its significance as a factor in the Asian situation,it

migb^ k advisable for Canada to provide a limited amount of capital assistance
to sorne`ôf these countries (as Australia and New Zealand, as well as the U.S., are
now, dôing);a Indonesia, Burma and Nepal have very substantial needs and wouldseem L'kel

rp ^
Il .

em0pa Indiqué en soulignant des parties du texte orig inal
^^t aux alinEat a) à i) !Pearson indicated by tmdetlinNng ^tions of the original that1his
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(f) Since a South East Asian Defence Organization is being created in which we
may not wish to take part,- that might make it all the more important for us to
increase in other ways our contribution to the stability of South and Southeast Asia;
:(g) In the particular case of the Associated States of Indo-China, we might wish
(especially in the light of our. participation in the Supervisory Commissions) to do
something to help in improving conditions in the remnant of Vietnam, and also in
Laos and Cambodia; all of which have been members of the Colombo Plan for
some years but have received no capital aid from Canada;2s

(h) It would seem cléar that, especially in view of the commitments to be carried
forward from the current year, more money will be necessary for the technical
assistance part of our Colombo Plan operation if even the present scale of those

`activities is not to be curtailed next year,
(i) A larger Colombo Plan contribution, with whatever tax consequences that

might imply, would seem to be in keeping with the increasingly active support
which the Canadian public is showing for the Colombo Plan. (If the proposal which
has been made for general cultural and educational exchanges with the Asian coun-
tries were to be brought within the Colombo Plan, that would be an additional rea-
son for increasing the vote. The question of whether any such exchanges should be
handled in this manner or should be dealt with separately from the Colombo Plan is
one which may require further consideration.)

11. Some of these considerations are discussed in rather greater detail in an
annext to this memorandum.

12. In the light of these factors, you might wish to suggest that the Canadian con-
'tribution for next year should be increased by $10 million, or preferably $15 mil-
lion. If it is argued that the budgetary position is likely to be extremely tight in the
next fiscal year, you might wish to consider whether you would be prepared to
acquiesce in a corresponding, or even slightly more than corresponding, reduction
in the Mutual Aid prôgramme (which is,- of course, covered by a Department of
National Defence vote, but which has been championed mainly by this Department
in the past)?" It would seem that, even with such a reduction, we would be left with
'am utual Aid programme which would be of a respectable size in comparison with
that" of other countries and one which would be tolerable from the point of view of
this Department. While no doubt you would not wish to advocate such a curtail-
ment of our Mutual Aid (and while`some other Departments may now be at the

,point where they would wish to maintain the size of that programme), you may feel
-that a reduction would be warranted if it was necessary in order to enable Canada
to provide aid to South and Southeast Asia on an adequate scale.
r' 13. ^Even an increase of the order suggested above would not permit of much
assistance tô Indo-China if other high priority claims are to be met. If it were to be
decided that very substantial aid should be given to the Associated States, it would
be nec Mary to increase our Colombo Plan contribution still further or to seCk a

q Ÿ• ..
f..
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special vote. You may wish to make it clear that the suggestion of an increase 'of
$10 or $15 million is based on the assumption of only fairly modest aid for Indo-
China (say $1 or $2 million). This assumption - which is the best that can be
made now ,- might have to be reviewed later when the situation is clearer.

R.A. MIACKAYJ

DEA111038-40
Le chef de la Direction des relations économiques internationales

391. .

du ministère des Finances
au chef de la Direction économique

Head, -International Economic Relations Division, Department of Finance,
to Head Economic Division

Ottawa, August 25, 1954

Dear Mr. Ritchie:

rsible tôwârds "getting interdepartmental agreement on the following question: if

RE COLOMBO PLAN - EX'IF,NSION OF CAPITAL ASSISTANCE TO
NON-COMMONWEALTH COUN7RIES

At recent meetings of the Colombo group there has been some discussion of the
Possibility that Canadian capital assistance under the Plan might be provided not
only to the three Commonwealth countries in the area, India, Pakistan and Ceylon,
but also to non-Commonwealth countries. Amongst the non-Commonwealth coun-
tries that have been mentioned are Nepal, Burma, Thailand, Indonesia, and the
Associatéd States of Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam (Indo-China).

I understand that Mr• Pearson may in the near future raise with Mr. Harris thequestion
whether next year's Vote for the Colombo Plan should be enlarged to

allow for. the inclusion of non-Commonwealth countries. This letter is not con-
cerned With` that issue. However, since the time left before the meeting of the Con-sultative

Committee in Ottawa is now very short, it seems desirable to go as far as

WSters did decide that non-Commonwealth countries should obtain capital assis-
tance," which` countries should be chosen for such assistance?,...

I belie`ve thât there are a number of principles that shôuld be képt in mind in
maldng this choice:

(a) The countries should be so chosen as to maintain, and, if possible, increase the
^^ li^.FsûpPort for the 'Colombo Plan which is already so widespread in Canada.a,

P^s^n and Ceylon are familiar to many Canadians, both because of theirrelatio^}nP to;^e
of c Commonwealth and previously to the Empire, and also because

o^ércial'flis^ssionary ties; etc., etc. I believe that much of the public su -
Port for ^thé C^lôm^ Plan stems from the fact that many Canadians feel that 'they
new ^mO sort of connection with the recipient countries. If we arc going to add

rat
' hies

side Ç^i^' ^'^' and at the same time maintain the popularity of the Plan, these con-ons wdl h^ • • •ve to be kept in mind. They are considerations that probably
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militate against such areas as Nepal and the Indo-Chinese States and Thailand, and

it, bécause of the less stable governments and because of the absence of traditions

argue in favour of Burma and Indonesia.
(b) We would want to be assured that we had the necessary experience and con-

tacts in the country to ensure, as far as possible, that investment of substantial sums
of money would'not be wasted or frittered away, and that the investment subse-
quently would be reasonably well looked after. This is a tall order, but I do not see
how we can avoid the responsibility. As you know, I have always felt that it would
be a precarious operation to establish a capital assistance programme in a country
with which we had not got fully developed political and economic connections -
in short, in a country where we did not have representation, both by External
Affairs and Trade and Commerce. We have enough difficulty keeping track of our
affairs in India, Pakistan and Ceylon as it is, and we rely heavily on permanent
Canadian representation in those countries and, to a lesser extent, on the representa-
tives of India and Pakistan in Ottawa. This criterion or principle leads towards the
conclusion that the first non-Commonwealth recipient of Canadian capital assis-
tance in the Colombo Plan area should be Indonesia.

(c) The existence of fully developed Canadian representation in a recipient coun-
try provides not only for some effective form of economic and commercial gui-
dance relating to our projects, but also provides , a means of ensuring that the
fundamental political purposes of the Colombo Plan can be pursued. Our Missions
in the countries concerned can help us in avoiding political pitfalls, and can also
help us to get political capital in the form of official and public recognition of
Canadian aid. This argument also points towards Indonesia.'

(d) Finâlly, if weare to go beyond the three Commonwealth countries, I feel that
are should move slowly and carefully, and in particular we should not take on more
thân` one âdditionâl country, at a time. It is no criticism of our administrative
machinery to say that we must not add heavy burdens quickly and indiscriminately.
There is a limit to what Mr. Cavell and his associates should be expected to do. If
we' are going to extend aid to an additional country , it should be a matter Mat is
undertaken very'seriôusly and without haste. Our objective should be to avoid
waste ôf any sort, and this will be more difficult outside the Commonwealth Man in

of administration somewhat similar to our own. `
y : lied we(e) It goes without saying that wherever ` Canadian cupital assistance is app

should try: to maintain, 'and if possible improve upon, the general criteria of eco-

nômic soundnéss and social betterment which we have always applied to our caPi-
, tal assistance projects.

I âm not really arguing positively thé casé for`aid to Indonesia; it is only that
Indonesiâ ieems to "win" as a result of elimination of others. Further, there is diffi

^ulty in choosing `one non-ComMonwealth country and rejecting all others - not
only othera in

11
Southeastt Asia;â but others in different quarters of the world. lt is

rélatively çasy*to defend out present position: aid to Çommonwealth countries onle
under the Colombô Plan,^ândaid to other under-developed countries thrrou8h th
Intérnâtiona! Bank ând United Nations programmes such as technical assis tapCe
Wé inight, of course, do âômething for Burnia^, as an ex-Commonwealth c n^._ g.t ^ 3 _

ou

ï >y _ ^r.x . „ a .'^. ° .1 ^ . , . . . . . . . .. .
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without seeming to make invidious comparisons; as to the constitutional status of
Nepal, I find myself hazy!

If, despite the difficulties, it was decided that one additional country should be
eligible for assistance out of the Colombo Plan Vote, then I think we should make a
very careful investigation of the situation in that country to decide what form our
assistance ought to take. I would assume that Mr. Cavell on his next trip to the East
would spend some time there, and he would probably wish to be accompanied by
officials of one or two of the other Departments concerned. As he himself has
emphasized, the fact that backward countries may not have come up with very
attractive proposals in the past may well reflect administrative incapacity there,
rather than absence of need; and it may well be that a Canadian group going there
could find a very appropriate form for Canadian assistance.

Meanwhile, at the coming meeting of the Consultative Committee in Ottawa,
Cai"an Ministers might,if they had already decided to extend the coverage of
our capital assistance, indicate on the one hand that Canada was for the first time
going to go outside the Commonwealth in supplying aid, but at the same time we
were anxious to move slowly and carefully in' order to make our aid effective; it
would be'unreasonâble; either now or in the future, to expect Canada to diffuse its
assistance amongst all the possible applicants.

As ÿ6u will see from the above, I do feel that in extending our capital assistance
to non-Commonwealth countries, we should not allow all the initiative to lie in the
hands'ôf the would-be recipients. I do not think that we should sit back and wait for
applicants, and then pick up the first requests that happen to meet our criteria of
economie' soundness and social betterment. I believe that this policy, or lack of it,
might lead us into some very queer situations indeed'- situations which would be
likely to undermine support for the Colombo Plan in this country. Further, I believe
,that we shall get into an invidious situation between would-be applicants if we do
not take a,positive line in explaining why we are giving to some non-Common-
wealth countries and not to others.

I woûld be" interested in knowing whether you and my colleagues in our
Colom>,^, plan group agree with what I have said above. I am sending copies of this
lettei to'Messrs. Cavell, Finlay Sim, and Rasminsky.

Yours very truly,
A.F.W. P[.vMmE



to Prime Minister

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COLOMBO PLAN AND TO THE UNITED NATIONS
EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

You will recall that I mentioned to you the other day in our conversation, the
possibility of using some of the appropriations which I hope we will be able to save
in the forthcoming year through a reduction of NATO military Mutual Aid, to an
increase in our contributions to the above programmes which are also, and in a real
sense, Mutual Aid of a very important kind.

, So far as the Colombo Plan is concerned, we have been subscribing $25 million
a year. I would hope that we could add, say, $10 million to this amount next year
from Mutual Aid reductions. This plan has been a most successful venture, and has
already paid important dividends, not only in terms of actual assistance to the
Asian countries, but in strengthening the friendly relations between Canada - and
other countries - and this very important part of the world: as such, it is strength-
^ning peace. The Indian, Pakistani and other governments are continually referring
to the Colombo Plan as a strong bond of friendship between their countries and
ours. It is an example of Eastern•Westecn co-operation which rouses no suspicions
and is accepted as having no ulterior motives.

, _ ,. On the economic side, the Mayurakshi irrigation and power development project
in India, for instance, is expected to pay for itself out of resulting increased food
production every two years.
^° rma In so far as the U.N. programme is concerned, we contributed last year
$111/2 million to it, which was an increase of $500.000 over the year before. I
would hope that we could add $1 million of Mutual Aid savings to this contribu-
tion. The U.N. programme is becoming increasingly effective, but is operating on a
very low budget indeed,Jin, view of the work to be done; something around $25
million, I believe.' Having in mind the wide public support which the programme
enjoys in Canada, and the continuing need, I would hope that the above increase
,would be acceptable.s0

I am sure that you will agrce with me that nothing is much more important in
the fight against Communist penetration of Asia than assistance of the kind we
have been giving under the Colombo Plan and the United Nations scheme. I think
that Canada can play a more important part in the fight against Asian Commumsm
by assistance of this kind than by joining organizations such as SEATO. Also,
incxeased assistance in this field would be a convincing answer to those in Canada

" VoidSee Document 217.
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Seeretary of State for External Affairs
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who argue that we are not interested in Pacific and Asian' affairs because of our
reluctance to become associated with regional defence associations in that area.

Something really big and imaginative has to bé done in Asia in the social, eco-
nomic and technical assistance fields if the ground that is being lost because the
Communists have been able to identify themselves with nationalism and change, is
to te regained.

For the,above reasons, I would be glad to take up both the above proposals with
the Minister of Finance, and then in Cabinet, but I would like before doing so to
have your confirmation of the general approval you gave to the idea the other day.31

L.B. PEARSON

393. . . .,.: ^ . ;.,
DEA/1 1038-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

Co*IDEMIpL [Ottawa], September 16, 1954

NiJCT YEAR'S CANADIAN COLOMBO PLAN CONTRIBUTION

You are doubtless considering whether the question of an increase in the
Colombo Plan contribution, on which you have consulted the Prime Minister,
should be discussed with Mr: Harris before or after he leaves for Washington on
September 23 for the Bank and Fund meetings. You are no doubt also considering
whether a`definite' decision by Cabinet should be sought before the end of the
Colombo Plan ministerial meetings. There would seem to me to be arguments both
for and against an early settlement of this question.

It might will be considered desirable to defer carrying this matter further until
*r the, Colombo Plan meeting when more may be known of the needs of theAsian

untries and the Canadian Ministers involved in the meetings might be
eapectêd'to° have a somewhat more sympathetic attitude.

On the other hand, there is a good deal to be said in favour of an early decision.
For the pûr^se of the numerous discussions which Canadian Ministers and offi-^ials

will inevitably have with visiting repr,esentatives during the forthcoming
Ineetin8s, it

would be helpful to know what is in prospect even though we may not
intend to give'der

nite comrnitments at that stage, to particular Asian countriesWh^ch" , h us. of your colleagues who will be meeting the visitingMinistes y app^.
may see some advantage in having an understanding in advance which

^ayl^rtnit them to determine how warmly or coolly to receive such requests as
put to them.
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You may also think it desirable to have an early decision if you feel that the
other delegations and the Canadian public would expect some announcement con-
cerning Canada's intentions to be made during (but possibly towards the end of)
the ministerial meeting. In this connection it would seem likely that Australia will
be announcing an increased contribution in the course of the meeting. New Zealand
has already indicated that, although it had found it necessary to limit its original
contribution to three years, it is now making provision for a new contribution for
the fourth year. It is not known whether other countries will have something to say
about their plans for the future.

In view of the fact that this Friday would appear to be about the only day on
which you and Mr. Harris might have an opportunity to discuss this subject before
the meetings begin, I thought it desirable to remind you of these considerations. On
balance I am inclined to think that it would be desirable to have a talk with Mr.
Harris at this stage and to secure a decision from Cabinet before the Colombo Plan
meetings end. If, of course, you were to find Mr. Harris rather unreceptive at this
particular time, you might then consider it undesirable to force the issue and might
conclude that further discussion and the final decision by Cabinet might best be
deferred 32

J[UI.ESJ L(ÉGERI

DEA/11038-40

Note du chef de la Direction économique

The participation ôf non-Commonwealth countries is clearly a wholesome fea-

been providing+capital aid to non-Commonwealth participants. If Canada continues

Memorandum by Head, Economic Division

CpNFmEN7Ipt, . , ; [Ottawa], September 13, 1954

COMMENTS CONCERNING THE SELECTION OF COUNTRIES TO BE ASSISTED

BY CANADA IN 111E FUTURE UNDER WE COLOMBO PLAN

ture of the Colombo Plan. "A plan which consisted only of Commonwealth coun-
tries (and territories)'would not have the same significance as a factor in the Asian
situation. ' f `,,,,:
, Z. In recognition of thé importance of securing the cooperation of all the countries

iii South and Soûth-East Asia, not only the U.S. but ulso several of the Common-

wcalth countries (i.e. AustrâliâA^uid New Zealand, and, in a sense, the U.K.) have

to: confine its aid to Commonwealth countries, we may well appear more roy
1>.r . : . . . . .

than the king (or qûeen), and we may encourage misunderstandings concerning o
motives ana concerning the nature of the Plan both in the other Asian countrieS and
in the United States.
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3. It may not be possible to determine now in what proportions any increase in
Canadian aid should be divided between the old recipients and the newcomers.
That determination would doubtless be affected by the relative quality and urgency
of the projects which are put forward (e.g. those relating to the Canal Waters dis-
pute in India and Pakistan). It would seem desirable, however, to decide at this
stage that in principle the Canadian Government is prepared to contemplate some
capital aid to non-Commonwealth countries under the Colombo Plan in the coming
year, especially if it proves possible to increase our total contribution significantly.

4. Given the fact that substantial requirements exist in all of the Colombo Plan
countries in the Area, the main consideration in selecting, or in determining the
order of precedence of, the non-Commonwealth countries to be assisted would
seem to be a combination of:
(a) the relative importance of the various countries in maintaining the political

stability of the Area; and
(b) the extent to which assistance to particular countries would be likely to main-

tain and, if possible, increase the public support for the Colombo Plan which is
already so widespread in Canada.

5. Thésé, cnteria may not point directly to., or automatically rule out - any
single country. It is clear that Indonesia is an important factor in the political situa-
tion in the' Area and the interest of the Canadian public in the welfare of the
Indonesians is presumably implied in the existence of our diplomatic mission there.
At the same time, Burma also has an important political position in South Asia and
would seem to be well regarded by sections of the Canadian public. (Not only was
she once a member of the Commonwealth, but Canadians have recently served
there in positions of prominence under the U.N., and its needs received a considera-
ble amount of attention from members of the Conservative and CCF parties during
the recent session of the Parliamentary Committee on External Affairs). The politi-
Cal importance of the Indo-Chinese States at the present time is readily apparent
and the'presence of a Canadian element in the Supervisory Commissions (in addi-
tion to the active part which Canadians have played in the technical assistance
operations of some of the U.N. agencies in that area) would seem to reflect - or is
likely to lead to .- an interest on the part of the Canadian public in the welfare of
those countties. Nepal may not be too well known in Canada - except in connec-
tion with Everest expeditions - and it may not be large enough to have substantial
influence ôn Asian affairs. Nevertheless, she is in an exposed position and might be
more likelÿ than some other countries to go - or be taken - the wrong way in* the
absence of encouragement from the West. Such a development (as in the case of
Tibet) could have fairly widespread demoralizing consequences.
A If on this score there would seem to be no basis for selection, it would seem
desirable to go on to consider the prospects in terms of:
(a) the pô^ibility,in the'circumstances of each country, of finding and carrying

out projects which are economically sound and will contribute to social betterment;
o^ , abi1ity to provide the types of aid which each country is able to use;

(c) the extent to which the amounts of aid which we might make available would
be lilcelÿ`t6'lnake n sig, niEcant impression in the different countries.



:7. With respect to the first of these supplementary. criteria the adequacy of the
administrative machine in the various countries would obviously be a factor. From
this point of view, there may, - not be -much to choose among the countries con-
cerned. It might be noted, however, that in the case of Nepal we might have the
benefit of the relatively advanced administration of the Indian Army (at least on the
road-building project) and in the case of the other countries we might be able to
overcome - or avoid - most of the administrative deficiencies by selecting
projects which were not too large or complex (e.g., avoiding counterpart fund ven-
tures or complicated construction projects) or by providing for more detailed tech-
nical and administrative supervision by Canadian personnel than has been
customary.

8. While in this latter connection the presence of a Canadian diplomatic mission
might be of some value, it would appear that, where such detailed supervision was
really required, it would be considerably beyond what a mission could supply, and
special arrangements would probably be called for whether or not we were repre-
sented by a small diplomatic mission in the country concerned.

9. The second criterion would seem to be somewhat more concrete. If we examine
the prospective recipients in terms of their ability to absorb the particular kinds of
goods which can be procured under the Plan from Canadian sources, Nepal (with
its roadbuilding` programme) would seem to emerge as a strong candidate on the
basis of such information as we have from the various` countries so far. Investiga-
tion in some of the other countries would, no doubt,'also yield projects which could
make good use of the kinds of commodities which under present policies we are
able to make available.

10. There are, of course, other aspects of the "types. of aid" available from Canada
which might help in our choice between countries. For one thing, our aid can often
be supplied in the French language (a feature of not only our technical assistance
but also of descriptions of equipment, supervisory engineering service, etc.). None
of the other "donors" is equally well placed in this regard. As a consequence, some
of. them - and the Indo-Chinese States themselves - might reasonably expect us
(and have shown signs that they'expect us) to do something in those countries
where this is a factor.

out of its way to do sômething' for them.

'~1 11. Another feature of one type of aid which might make us look sympatheticallY

on certain candidates is that our assistance does not create troublesome suspicions

or offend national sensibilities; a feature which makes it more difficult for some

tries than for others to receive similar assistance from the larger powers. Forcoun
`éxample, Bunma has had difficulty in accepting U.S. -,.A in view of their differences
`over the Nationalist Chinese forces. Nepal has had to be careful

about U.S. aid

because of Indian suspicions, and Indonesia has been worried Dy the possibiliry that

its position might be - or appear to be-- compromised by acceptance of U.S- 6d.

The fact that those countries have to go very,carefully in accepting U.S. .,A (nd in".,:...: 4 .
some cases even have tô refuse it) might be regarded as a reason for Canada to g

the robable imp
^.

act
12: Concerning the third of the supplementary criteria - - e-9 Jr

of ou
y hked.,...

r ild
,, .

d in'one or another recerving country - this should resumabl
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at from both an economic and political (or psychological) point of view. The for-
mer is difficult to judge in the absence of fuller knowledge about possible projects.
The latter is also hard to assess since it depends partly on the effectiveness of the
means of communication or publicity within each country. There might be a pre-
sumption that,. given the limited amount of our aid, the smaller the country the
more marked would be the effects. What might be lost sight of in a big country
would loom large in a small one. On this basis, Nepal would obviously lead the list.
In Cambodia and Laos, too, a little might go a long way.
13. The presence of a Canadian mission might be a factor in this connection also,

although its significance would depend on the importance which we attach to pub-
licity for Canada itself as an aim of our Colombo Plan contribution. If a more
important objective is to strengthen the existing friendly regimes, we might feel it
desirable for them to get most of the credit, and we might be content with the
modest publicity which would come our way even though we had no mission in the
country.. (In this connection, publicity for New Zealand in the Asian countries
which it is helping does not seem to have suffered significantly from the fact that
there is no New Zealand diplomatic mission anywhere in the Area.

14. It may, seem 'regrettable that the application of the various criteria set forth
above does not lead to any clear-cut order of priority. This may be inevitable, since
at least in the present'state of our knowledge there may be no adequate basis for
choosing among the various non-Commonwealth countries. Certainly, it would
seem that the addition of numerous other standards (even if their validity was not
questionable) would be unlikely to advance us further towards a selection. As noted
above; the presence or absence of a Canadian mission would scarcely appear to
provide an acceptable basis for discriminating among these countries. As has been
noted elsewhere, this is a qualification which other countries might be quite willing
to meet if it 'appeared that we were attaching a great deal of importance to it. It
would also not seem to be very satisfactory to make the choice merely on the basis
of which countries have already, made requests to us. (Such a criterion would point
in the direction, of Burma, and Cambodia). A "first come, first served" principle
would not appear to be a very rational guide in a matter as important as the distri-
bution of Colombo Plan aid. An examination of the varying degrees of Canadian
com'nercial interests in the different countries would also not seem to carry us very
far. While ,wé. tinaÿ£ have, particular interests in some countries, they would not
ap^ to be sïgnificant enough to be decisive. !
15. In these circumstances, it would not seem to be either wise or practicable to

make, or announce,, a choice of merely one, or possibly two countries, as new
recipients' ôf Cânndian Colombo Plan assistance in the coming year, since such a
chr can hardly be made on a basis which would be valid from our point of view
Mou1d be understandable to all of the non-Commonwealth countries in the
Plan. It might ^do'ïnore harm'than good to make a selection which appeared to be of.*an arbit'rary châracter.



--16. It has been suggested that to take on more than one new country might give
rise to certain difficulties. For instance,^ if we go that far, other countries outside the
Plan,might, wonder why. we could not provide for them as well. This question
would seem to have been raised, however, by the mere fact that the non-Common-

,wealth countries had been admitted to the Colombo Plan in the. first place. That
action in, itself might seem to have, provided a basis . for the Middle Eastern and
Latin American countries to ask why, if those countries were being provided for, it
would not be possible for. them to receive aid as well. The mere fact that Canada
might not follow the example of other donors in the Colombo Plan and extend its
. aid to non-Commonwealth members would seem unlikely to increase the risk of
pressure for aid from outside countries.

17. Another difficulty mentioned has been that the provision of aid to several new
countries within the Colombo Plan would increase the strain on our administrative
organization. This (like the presence or absence of Canadian diplomatic missions)
is a factor which would clearly have to be kept in mind in determining the amount
and . types of aid to be given to the different countries. It would seem possible,
however, to arrange useful assistance programmes of an appropriate kind for sev-
eral countries without greater administrative difficulties than would be involved in
concentrating any increase in our aid on a single country. If, of course, it were to
appear later than in order to carry out worthwhile programmes in the various coun-
"tries (or, for that matter, to execute a larger programme in a single country) there
was need to increase and strengthen our administrative organization, that would
presumably be something that could be done. This difficulty would not seem to be
an insuperable obstacle to the undertaking of whatever kind of aid programme
seems most suitable with whatever'additional funds the Government and Parlia-.,.
ment may decide to make available.

^*Cc) we miAht defer âdecision as to precisely which Commonwealth countn

Plan and that it might be desirable in certain cases for us to take the lru
4nvestigadng the possibilities of providing useful aid to particular countries;

'es

(b) we nught agree at, m pnncp, e, ere wou ^
tion of projects put forward by any non-Commonwealth members of the Colombo

• 'qative in

th ld be no ob'ection to the considera
bution which is likely to be practicable in the coming year

18. In the light of this discussion, the following might seem to be the best course
for us to follow at this stage:

(a) we might recognize that the magnitude of the needs of the non-Commonwealth
countries(together with the increasing requiremenis of Commonwealth countries)
would provide adequate justification for any increase in our Colombo Plan contri-

.1L ^Pl d-might be'helped and in what amounts;
(d) at e o cotmng om an mee ng. .

^°a (i) any reference to the possibility, of ân incrrascd Canadian contribution, in the

light of such decisions as the Government may have made by then, should be in
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pretty general terms and without too clear an indication as to whether or not our

States of Indo=China will have to be looked at in the light of our participation in

aid in the future would extend beyond the present recipients;
(ü) the Canadian delegation might adopt a cautious attitude towards any requests
that are made and might be careful to warn any applicants that the mere receipt
of such requests does not imply that aid will be forthcoming,? since all such
requests will have to be investigated thoroughly from the technical, administra-
tive and supply points`of view and determinations will have to be made in the
light of the limitations on our resources and of the competing requests submitted
by others;
(iii) we might explore informally but as thoroughly as possible with the
Nepalese and Cambodian delegations the projects which they have already sub-
mitted(although in the latter'case we might be at particular pains to point out
that the whole question of the provision of capital aid to any of the Associated

the Supervisory Commissions as well as in the light of the other considerations
mentioned above);
(iv) we might endeavour to secure some clear indication from the Indonesian
delegation of the types of capital aid which they might seek from Canada, and
we might make some arrangements for further non-committal discussions with
the Indonesians in Djakarta;
(v) we might await some indication from the Burmese of the kind of aid which
they feel could usefully come from Canada (e.g., assistance in the health field
which was referred to in the House of Commons Committee on External Affairs
and possible 'assistance in connection with an aerial survey which one of their
delegates was to discuss with the Canadian authorities as a Burmese Govern-
ment-financed project if he had not been killed in the Shannon air crash;

(e) subsequently arrangements might be made for exploratory visits by Mr. Cavell
or other members of his administration (accompanied by such officials of other
Canadian Government Departments as may be appropriate) to some or, all of the
countnes whëre it then appears that we may be able to do some really useful work.

A.B. Rrncm]

DEA/11038-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le premier ministre

morandum from Under-Seeretary'of Statéfor`External Affairs

C

, to Prime Minister

rvHmmrrr.... [Ottawaj, September 21, 1954

NEXT YEAR'S CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION UNDER TIIL COLOMBO PLAN
As you know a memorandum is being submitted at an early meeting of Cabinet

conconiing possible Canadian contributions to various United Nations programmes
including United Nations technical assistance to under-developed countries. You
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increased Canadian contribution.33
JULES LÉGER

with Mr. Harris or his other Ministerial colleagues. I am therefore attaching a copy
of the memorandum which Mr. Pearson sent to you on September 9 together with
copies of notes setting forth the considerations which point in the direction of an

contribution since Mr. Pearson has not had an opportunity to discuss the subject
feel that you yourself should raise the question of increasing our Colombo Plan
present at the Cabinet meeting at which these matters are to be discussed, you may
increased by some $10 million in the coming year. If Mr. Pearson is not able to be
that you are in general agreement with his proposal that our contribution should be
exchange which you have had with him during the past few days and I understand

: You are familiar with Mr. Pearson's views on this subject as a result of the
tive Committee is meeting in Ottawa. ,
to have a decision concerning our Colombo Plan contribution while the Consulta-

may consider that in connection with that memorandum some mention should be
made of the somewhat related question of the size of our contribution under the
Colombo Plan in 1955-56. You may also feel that, in any event, it would be useful

396. PCO

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], October 6, 1954

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extractfrom Cabinet Conclusions

CONSULTATIVE COMMTI7EB 'FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AND
' SOUTH-EAST ASIA; REPORT ON CURRENT MEETING

19. The Minister of Fisheries said: that, apart from meeting delegates properly on
arrival in Ottawa, the general arrangements for the Colombo Plan Conference were
excellent.34The meetings appeared to have gone well and the Asians were particu-
larly gratified with the reception they had received. All delegates were looking for-
ward to the tours of Canada which they were going to make. At the ministerial
talks it had been agreed to admit Thailand and Japan, the former as a recipient and
the latter as a donor country. There had been no difficulty over Thailand. The pnn-
cipal reason for that country not becoming a member of the organization thus far
was that there was no need to join because of the large amount of assistanCe
received from the United States. However, now that all the South-east Asian coun-
tries had agreed to become members, Thailand felt that she should no longer stay
out. Burma and Indonesia had some objections to Japan's admission, having in

mïnd the brutalities that had ' occurred during the war and reparations
problems

. ., . ^ _ : . .. . ,. .
^ Ca nota' uiseat les z;ous-alinéât a) à i de l'alinéa 10 de la

pièce jointe au document

39011heae notes reproduce paragraph 10, wb-paragraphs (a) to (I) of the enclosure to Doc ►uneat
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which had not yet been settled. However, they eventually had agreed that Japan be
admitted. In this connection, some Asian nations were concerned lest the provision
of technical assistance by Japan for fishing might lead to the appearance of Japa-
nese fishing fleets near their shores.

The question of raising Canada's annual contributions had still to be settled.
This however was related to the question of giving aid to countries not in the Com-
monwealth and tothe renewal of the Colombo Plan beyond its present life of six
years.

20. The Minister of Finance added that it seemed possible that any statement on
increased contributions could be postponed for the present. The plan had two years
to run, although many projects would probably not be completed within that period.
The question of renewal of the plan, therefore, would not come up until next year.
He himself opposed an increase in contributions at this time. While it was true that
Pakistan and Ceylon were in difficulties, the position of other countries had
improved.' No country at the conference had indicated that its contributions would
be increaséd, although` some had said that the rate of spending from amounts
already committed would go up. The full $25 million donated by Canada for the
current year and approximately $8 million from the past still remained to be spent.

21. In the course of discussion the following points emerged:
(a) Difficulties had arisen in connection with a cement plant in Pakistan and, if

these were to be overcome, Canada might have to exercise stricter financial control
of the project. It might`also be necessary to devote another $1 million to it perhaps
from counterpart funds. Ceylon's financial position was weak and there was a
requirement for capital assistance so that the fullest possible use could be made of
aid already given to that country under the Plan. While it would be desirable to
provide aid in Indonesia and Indo-China, plans for projects in these countries were
not very far advanced.
(b) Insofar las ` thé ` question of increasing contributions was concerned, Canada

might take tlie position at the meeting that $33 million was available to be spent
and that the gôvernment had an open mind as to what its future contribution under
the Plan'might be. In any event, the question of continuing the Plan would not be
settled until the following year.
22. The Cabinet noted the reports of the Ministers of Finance and Fisheries on the

current meeting, of the Consultative Committee for Economic Development in
South ârid S , . . . .,_ ., , outh-east Asia, and deferred decision on the question of increasing the
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAI, [Ottawa], October 13, 1954

NEXT YEAR'S COLOMBO PLAN CONTRIBUTION

In connection with any conversations'which you may be having on this subject
with Mr. Harris (or in Cabinet) over the next few days, you may wish to have at
hand the attached statement which Mr. Sinclair made in the Consultative Commit-
tee on behalf of the Canadian Delegation. Paragraph 14 deals with the question of

,the contribution which Canada might make in the coming year. This statement was
approved by Mr. Harris and is understood to be'in line with the tentative conclusion
reached by Cabinet on October 6.

Presumably, in concluding that any decision to increase Canada's contribution
should be deferred, Cabinet was moved either by the fact that the budgetary pros-

. pects were too unclear or by some judgement that the needs of the Asian countries
for increased assistance were not yet apparent.

While it may not be possible now (or even in the future) to catalogue the essen-
tial requirements of the Asian members of the Colombo Plan in detail, it would
seem evident that the need for outside aid is greater than it has been in the past if
thedevelopment programmes are to maintain their momentum and if a reasonable
degree of stability is to be achieved. With respect to our own contribution this is all
the more true if allowance is made for the desirability of our doing something for
those Asian members of the Plan whom we have not been helping in the past.

It is understood that Mr. Harris returned from the Washington meetings of the
Bank and, the Fund with, the' impression that India's need for external aid had
diminished or disappeared entirely. It is to' be hoped that the statement which Mr•

` Deshmukh made to the Colombo Plan Consultative Committee here will have cor-
rected Mr. : Harris' apparent misconception on this point . As Mr. Deshmulh

tyobscrvëd:. r"If, . anyone asked the
,qnestion, what would yo11^.a , do if there were no for-

.
e^gn assistance available, our answer'could only be 'Well, we will get on as best as..,,
we can', but it simply means thât instead of aimingat doubling the national incon1e
in 20 years we may have to aim atdôubling it in 40 years." In view of the very low
living standard which even a doubling of the Indian national income over a twenty-
year period would permit, it would seem clear that Mr. Deshmukh could hardlY

^ have intended to suggest that India did not seriously need outside help.
To the extent that the 'discussion in Cabinet was influenced by Canada's uncer-

tain -- or even unpromising - revenue and expenditure prospects for the imme^"
ate future; it would be hard for tlus Department to question the judgement of the
Department of Finance. If, however, you would be prepared to contemplate that anon in
increase in our Colombo Plan contribution might be accompanied by a reduct.
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the amount which would otherwise be spent on mutual aid next year - as i you
suggested in your memorandum to the Prime Minister - it would not appear that
such an increased contribution would worsen the budgetary outlook. -^

The reference in Mr. Sinclair's statement, and apparently in some of Mr. Harris'
press interviews, to the fact that over $32 million of the money voted in previous
years is still unspent would seem to be of limited significance in relation to the
question of how much money we should provide next year. By far the larger part of
this unspent balance has already been committed or is under active negotiations and
cannot therefore be regarded as available for new projects. Unless more than $25
million is appropriated next year it will not be possible to programme for signifi-
cantly more than that amount.

I do not know whether you would think it worthwhile to press for a more defi-
nite decision at this stage regarding the size of next year's contribution. From both
the External Affairs and the Finance points of view it might be doubted that a con-
tinuation of the present uncertainty is very satisfactory, even though there may be
an implied willingness to consider raising the contribution later in the year if that
appears warranted. If the other Colombo Plan countries (and particularly those non-
Commonwealth countries which are not now receiving any aid from us) assume
from Mr. Sinclair's statement that our contribution next year will be the same as in
the current year, they may come to the conclusion that we have closed the door on
them entirely. " Alternatively, if the matter is left indefinite, but with some intima-
tions such as those contained in paragraph 14 of Mr. Sinclair's statement and in
certain oral rèmarks made by the Prime Minister and Mr. Harris, those countries
may think that we are, prepared to contemplate a larger increase than would be
realistic:in practice.'In other words, indefiniteness may seem equivalent to an
almost open-ended commitment. Such a situation could easily lead to serious disap-
pointments and misunderstandings and might give rise to questions concerning our
good faith:

Administratively, we also have difficulty in seeing how an arrangement of the
kind

apparently envisaged in the Cabinet discussion could be made to work effi-
ciently; Would we be expected to go about looking for good projects or would the
mtenhon be that we should merely consider such projects as may come to us? The
former procedure would be hard to keep in bounds if the amount of available funds
was not known' and the latter, rather haphazand approach, would scarcely be likelyto produc

ie the best projects from our point of view.
As indicatéd m "an earlier memôrandum, it would appear to be tidier and more

satisfactory for the'Government to settle now on what it regards as a reasonable
figure and then to proceed methodically within that amount to select over the next
fewroônth the'countries andprojects which might most advantageously be helped
by us. For these u
of prposes an increase of some $10 million (possibly at the expense

an eqwvalent amount of mutual aid) would seem to provide a basis for an effec-tlve 'nrne.^.:__ -
- o --....,.. aM-A
cr 4 , . 3 . .,



I am attaching some brief notest setting forth certain 'considerations with which
you are 'already ' familiar which point in ' the direction of an increase in Canada's
contribution under the Colombo Plan in 1955-56.
^ • , , ^ J[ut.ES] L[1GEtt]

. . ^^ • ^ ^ : : • ,. :
[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

-`Déclaration du ministre dés Pêcheries,. . ,
Statement by Minister of Fisheries. r . r

CoNMErmM

WIRODUCING THE CANADIAN SECTION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS

CHnFM ON ocrosER 6, 1954
1. At the meeting in New Delhi last year, where we enjoyed the very warm hospi-

tâlity of our Indian colleagues, I had the privilege of introducing the Canadian sec-
.don of this chapter. I also had the pleasure of inviting the members to Canada for
the' next meeting, and am happy now to see the largest and most representative
gathering of the Colombo Plan here in our national capital.
2. Before I.left for New Delhi last fall, Prime Minister St. Laurent told me to

spend some time in South and South-East Asia after the meetings, to learn first
hand some of the problems of the area. My wife and I spent almost three months
out there, visited almost every country in the Plan, were warmly received and given
every opportunity to meet the leaders of the countries and see their programs of
development., It was a wonderful experience, and has helped me tell our people in
.Canada of the problems of Asia, and the great efforts your peoples are making to
^,conquer the problems.

3. When this meeting is over Prime Minister St. Laurent hopes that as many of the
4elegates as possible will similarly accept our hospitality and see a cross section of
.our country. We have as you know, anranged a train tour of Central Canada inune-
. diately, after these meetings, followed by a choice of a plane tour of Eastern and
JNorthern Quebec or a train tour to our four_ Western provinces, finishing off in
^Vancouver on October 23rd. This will give you who have come a long way a
chance to see some of the developments in our country. It will also give our
Canadians, farmers, fishermen, miners, loggers, factory workers, professional men
and business men, a chance to meet, you, our partners in the Colombo Plan...... a. , . , .

,4 j4. At the present time our people. are busy developing our own national resources
and building a more varied economy griculturalout of what was prmarily n a

,country. The scale of development activity in Canada today is demonstrated Dy "e
fact that last year nearly 2596, of our gross national *product was devoted to caPital

.investment. Although'it may,be considered that we are rocecdin with our eco-
nomic expansion under relatively fwn»mtit.. ...,,.^^ts.,.,p ,. dngl think, know
something pof the problems that a country faces in rapidly developing and widely
expanding and drvcrsifymg its cconomy.
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5. In the history of our economic development, private enterprise has played a key
role. I would like to associate myself fully with the comments made on Monday by
the leaders of other delegations and particularly by the distinguished delegate from
the United States, about the need to mobilize existing resources of private capital
- both domestic and foreign - for the benefit of the countries of South and
South-East Asia. At the same time, all of us represented here have recognized that
external aid from other sources is required if the development of the area is to go
forward satisfactorily. Since 1950 when the Plan first came into being, the Cana-
dian Government has recognized this need, and has provided a programme of. aid
each year.

. _ . . . . . j

6. At this stage I shall make a few brief comments to supplement what has been
said in Chapter XI about Canadian participation in the Colombo Plan programme. I
recall the remark of Lord Reading that in our mutual undertakings we have no
master plan and that the Colombo Plan is a series of partnerships into which gov-
ernments have entered freely. For over four years now, Canada has been participat-
ing in a stimulating and rewarding series of such partnerships, and the experiences
which we have shared with our Asian collea es have helped

of co-operation. ^ Ped us to improve our
We consider that a very useful part of these Colombo Plan

meetings is the opportunity we all have, outside of formal Committee meetings, to
smooth out what is of necessity a series of complicated and detailed co-operative
undertakings. ,..
7. We all agree that the funds which are made available should be applied in the

most efficient manner. It is very encouraging to see that our members are planning
their Projects with increasing care and thoroughness. We are glad to find that the
ProPosals which are submitted to us are being presented in greater detail and with
indications that the related administrative and financial arrangements in the country
concerned are being carefully studied. This preparatory work makes it easier for
both Parties to act effectively on projects which are up for consideration.

8.
We are also interested in the participation of other agencies or other countries in

any project which is proposeâ. I think all of us recognize the need for effective co-
ordination of all the aid that can be supplied This co-ordination must be essentially
the responsibility, of the Asian Governments. The countries supplying aid can
achieve only, a limited amount of co-ordination, outside of the area where the aid is
b"119the aPPlied.,The most effective consultation can be brought about in the capitals

Asian countries where all those providing aid - whether governments orother agençies =

9

no^ally have representatives. We would hope that such co-opér-
ation to detèrminethe best use of available external resources will be encouraged.

' The.composition of Canadian aid has varied from time to time. In the past we
have not ;excluded the provision of commodities.. Where commodities are
côun st^F We ^ould naturally like to be sure that there are facilities within the
uct C^ for fabricating or processing such commodities and that the finished prod-
th^e co used in the economic development programme of that country. Since

innodities generate counterpart funds - and that is one of the important
,^ b^ we fnd : for supplying them - they are most helpful to those countries

findi, .
us diff culty in financing the internal costs of essential projects.



10. In connection with this whole question of commodity assistance, we appreci-
ate that some countries are faced with the problem of disposing of surpluses. It is a
problem which we have here too. However, it would seem reasonable to suggest
that where commodities are provided - whether they be surplus or not - the aims
of the Colombo Plan are best served if such commodities are provided in a manner
which will ensure that local production of similar commodities in the recipient
countries is not disturbed, and that the interests of other nations normally supplying
the area - and on which the area may have to rely in the future - are also safe-
guarded. In that connection it was'most reassuring to hear the remarks of the U.S.
Delegate so far as their intentions and policies in this respect are concerned.
, 11: It is thought that the bulk of Canadian aid should take the form of capital
equipment. In Canada we produce a wide range of equipment required for many of
the economic development projects in South and South-East Asia. It would there-
fore seem that we can make an effective contribution in this form to the economic
progress of Asia. Moreover, through the provision of equipment, Canadian industry
and the Canadian people can be intimately associated with the industry and enter-
prise of their partners in South and South-East Asia. We have not, however, been
rigid in this attitude, and on occasion there has been some procurement of equip-
ment from outside sources for our programme, where such equipment was needed
to complete a project in which Canada was substantially involved.

12. So far, my comments have been largely directed to the provision of capital aid.
We share fully what has been said by Mr. Casey and other delegations about the
importance of technical assistance and we are equally anxious that our mutual tech-
niques and working methods in this important field should be constantly improved.
During the meeting of officials, the Canadian delegate commented at some length
about our Canadian technical assistance programme, and I do not wish to go over
the same ground. Under the Colombo Plan Technical Co-operation Scheme we
have provided considerable technical assistance in various forms to most of the
countries in the area. We are learning with experience, and we would hope that this
part of our programme will also become increasingly effective.

13. We are a bilingual country, and our French-speaking Canadians have naturallY
a special interest in the development of Laos , Cambodia and Viet Nam. Because of
this, we can provide, more easily than other countries, as Mr. Casey has mentioned
this afternoon, personnel for technical assistance who will not have a language
handicap.
'14: In'eonclusion Mr. Chairman, it is not possible for us, at the present moment, to

bepçecise about the total contribution for capital aid and technical assistance wch

Canada might reasonably expect to make to the Colombo Plan in future years- In
the` last four years our Parliament has voted over one hundred and two million dol,
lârs ,foc.the plan. In the early years it was not possible to spend al l the money

igud for capital aid, • work hadass because the necessary preparatory engmeering
not been done. More rapid progress has been made in the last year, but at present
théré is atill' over 32 million doltars of the money voted unspent - some of it to

nrcover projects in progress and some which will be allotted to projects now undei
discussion..If the welcome expansion of the area of our operations does result
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need for increased assistance, I can assure you that the Government of Canada will
give the matter the most careful consideration. In this attitude I am glad to tell you
that we have the support of opposition parties in our Parliament, our farmer's orga-
nizations, and our labour unions.

DEA/11038-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Cot^nINrtAi, [Ottawa], October 13, 1954

Colombo Plan. Since we are concentrating pretty well on the Colombo Plan while

RELATIONSHIP BETVYEEN THE CANApIAN AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
UNDER THE COLOMBO PLAN

It is possible that Mr. Harris may suggest that our contribution under the
Colombo Plan is already relatively high in comparison with the contributions of
other countries. It might be questioned whether this is in fact the case.

We are only doing about two and a half times as much as the Australians or
rather less than that if allowance is made for our relatively higher prices. We are
only doing eight times as much as the New Zealanders who are more liberal than
we are in the sense that they are allowing their contribution to be spent outside their
country. Thus, in comparison with these two countries, our effort is probably less
than might be expected on the basis of either national income or population.

The United States is doing more than ten times as much as we are under the

the United States is providing economic and military aid through other channels as
well both in Asia and in many other parts of the world, it can hardly be representedthat

we âre`car'rying a disproportionate share of the load under the Colombo Plan.
It is difficult to compare our contribution with that of the United Kingdom in

view of the variety of forms which U.K. assistance takes. Most of the United King-
dom "COntribution" is represented by Government loans to Pakistan, private loans
h0m the. London market and 'a considerable amount of technical assistance. It
^ght we11 be, argued that despite its continuing financial difficulties the United
Kingdôm should be doing more, especially in view of recent improvements in the
U-K- position. Against this, it has to be recognized that an increase in the United
Kingdom contiibutiôn might delay - or be used as an excuse for delaying - the
^rther moves towards freer trade and payments in which Canada is so interested.
Bveri if the Ufiikd Kingdom is doing less than it should be, that would hardly seem
to be a' âson for us 'to hold back on our contribution...,.

.J 4,@.+M : ..

Erobably of more importance than any of these comparisons in determining the
right siu fortiour contribution is the fact that the Asian countries themselves, withthej

^Ve^Iy i'^ed resources, are financing over 80% of their development
^es. If, account va taken of th h 1e very muc ower pnces preva^ling in Asian
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countries, if may well be that in real terms (as distinct from money terms) they are
carrying more than 90% of the load.: This situation • would seem to justify an
increase in external assistance, from Canada as well as from other countries.

submitted to Cabinet in advance of that meeting.
whether a memorandum on these lines (with or without the annexe)T should
of this subject in Cabinet on Wednesday of this week and you may wish to consider

be

considerations affecting the decision regarding the size of our contribution next
year You may wish to have these points in mind in connection with the discussion

In the following paragraphs an attempt has been made to set down the various

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], November 29, 1954

NM YEAR'S COLOMBO PLAN CONZRBUT[ON

i M. WERSHOF

for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DP.A/11038-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

A décision concerning the siZe of the Caiïadian contribution under the Colombo
Plan for 1955-56 is required as a matter of some urgency, if officials are to be in a
position to work out an effective programme for the coming year and if the Asian
governments are to have an indication of the amount of help which they can expect
to ceceive. Such an early decision would appear to be required both in the interest
of ensuring the best use of such funds as are made available and in fairness to the
`Asian °countries which are uncertain about the âmount of assistance which they can
anticipate from Canada. (In this °connection, it might be noted that the Colombo
Plan Administrator intends to visit South 'and South-east Asia early in January to
inspect existing projects and toexamine with the Asian authorities the new projew
which might be undertaken next year.)

I' iIt{isprôbably unnecessary to re-state the general justification for Canadian assis-
tance to South and South-east Asia. It seems evident that such assistance, if reason'
Rbly well managed, can have beneficial economie and political effects for Canada
over the'yeais out of proportion to the amount of money involved. The cumulative
effects of the development programmes whicti we are able to assist can contribute
âubstantially;to the raising of living standards; the strengthening of national W^ h
tnies and the countering of unrest in'the friendly Asian countries. The aid
Canadâ has so far provided has already had significant consequences even though

. . 3 z
.Î

.. #
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much of it has gone into longer term projects which cannot be expected to have
their full effects for some time to come.

This year 'there would seem to be' very strong reasons for considering an
increase in Canada's contribution. Some of the considerations favouring such an
increase are set forth below.

in order to'maintain the present rate of development (which is certainly no more
than adequate in relation to needs and to' the progress being• made in neighbouring
countries associated with the Soviet Bloc) it will be necessary for the Asian coun-
tries themselves to devote substantially more of their limited resources to their eco-
nomic development programmes.' It would appear that their expenditures may have
to incr'ease by some 30% over the level for the previous year. These heavier
expenditures will have to be made at a time when few of the development projects
undertaken in the past will have reached the point at which substantial returns will
have started to come in. There are economic and political limitations to what these
countries can do for themselves in the present situation. On the most optimistic
forecast Of the external aid which can be expected the countries of Asia will be
called on to finance from their own resources about 80% of the total costs of their
prograinmés. In ` these circumstances, it would seem fair and prudent for the
friendly countries of the West to increase the amount of their assistance.

-While in the nature of the capital projects in which Canada is involved there will
be some unspent funds carried over from previous years, virtually all of these funds
have already been committed to projects in past programmes and have been taken
into account by the Asian Governments in their calculations for earlier years. The
size of our programine'for next year will therefore depend almost entirely on the
amount of new money secured from Parliament. An increase in the amount of our
assistance can be brought about only by an increase in the Colombo Plan vote.

^n the bâsis of proposals already put forward (which are referred to at some
length in the annexe) it would seem evident that if the amount of money were to be
limited to'the•fgure of last year Canada would have to turn'down many projects
capable of contributing effectively to the, improvement of the longer term prospects
even for the three countries to which we have been providing aid in the past; in
f4 in the case of Pakistan we would be unable to take on any new projects of any
s'Zt• with'respect to those three countries present indications are that in addition to
eQwpmënt for specific projects (which could readily absorb the whole of an appro-
priation on the present scale), it would be desirable to provide some suitable com-
moditY aid (e.g. `aluminum and copper). in order to assist those' governments in
raising"thé large amounts of local funds which will bè required to carry on sound
projeCu inwhich we are already directly involved. The requirements of these coun-
tries for" the ^nd of aid which Canada has available would themselves appear to^n
warrant an inorease in' our contribution.

^tiôn. to the needs of India, Pakistan and Ceylon it would seem desirable to
m^e 50 mè allowance for the, fact that several non-Commonwealth countries in
Asia are, n^w members of the Colombo Plan and might reasonably expect a certain
amount

1 1,
f â'ssistance` from Canada. In view ôf the fact that the inclusion of these

countries ^^e Colombo plan accounts in part for its significance as a factor in the
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present Asian situation, it might be ^ advisable for Canada to provide a limited
amount of capital assistance to them (as Australia and New Zealand as well as the
United States are now doing). The recent Consultative Committee Meeting showed
that Indonesia, Burma, Nepal and the Associated States of Indo-China all have very
substantial needs. While it is not possible to say precisely which projects might best
be helped until the completion of investigations which cannot be readily undertaken
before a decision has been reached regarding the funds available, there would seem
to be no; doubt that. considerable amounts of aid could be usefully provided to
sound projectsn in those countries., In, view of the great political importance of sev-
eral of these countries it would seem most desirable to make some provision for
assisting them with projects which are determined to be worthwhile. Such assis-
tance would almost certainly require capital aid and equipment as well as the
advice of technicians., . ,

An increase in Canadian aid would seem to be in keeping with the new empha-
sis which the United States Government is placing on economic assistance to Asia.
In addition to the statements made by Mr. Stassen and Mr. Waugh at the Consulta-
tive Committee Meeting, it has recently been reported that President Eisenhower
has instructed Mr. Dodge to carry through a comprehensive review of the Govern-
ment's economic security policies with particular reference to Asia. Mr. Dodge's
terms of reference would appear to indicate that the U.S. Government is convinced
that in a period of what it regards as "competitive co-existence" the free nations
must demonstrate their capacityj to raise living standards in the under-developed
areas more effectively than the totalitarian countries. Any such increase in United
States activity in Asia (which would probably be undertaken through the Colombo
Plan in some manner) would appear to make it all the more important that Canada

of the world which they recognize as strategically and politically critical. Vs

should also provide substantial aid. For some countries, the receipt of assistance
from Canada or other, donors who might be less suspect than the United States

= would 'make it politically easier to accept aid from the United States. In this sense
Canadian aid could be helpful in enabling the United States to carry out any more

^ âmbitiôus programme of assistance on which it may embark. Generally, Canadian
aid would assume increased importance in such a situation in helping to avoid the

, impression that the United States , was dontinating the Colombo Plan. Canada's
' decisiôn not to take part in South-cas' tAsia defence organization would also appear
Ya+t `o 'be a related reason for' incneasing'the contribution which we can make to the
stability of South and South-cast Asia. through the Colombo Plan.
, An increase in oûrColômbo Plan contribution would also seem to have a 1e^-

` ing on ,our position in NATO and in the United Nations. There may be some reduc-
tion in our Mutual MAidY under. NATO durin the coming year. Such a reduction
(which incidentally would make it less difficult to finance a larger Colombo p^
effort) would probably be more ceadilÿ ünderstood by, and more acceptable to, our
NATO partners it it were apparent that ` we . were at the same time ma^ng an
Increased contribution'tôw_ ards the improvement of 'economic conditions in a P^

inci^eâ'sed contribution ght also help us to take a more effective part in the discus-
siôns of various eeonotnie.questions in the United Nations (e.g. on the proposed

pecial United Nations Fund }for Econômic Development).
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The fact that we were increasing our help to the Asian countries might also,
incidentally, have a wholesome effect on the attitude of those countries towards the
position which we may be taking in other discussions, for example, in the current
review session of the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.

In any consideration of the desirability of increasing the provision of capital
equipment or materials under the Colombo Plan, it will be appreciated that such an
increase would have desirable consequences for employment in various industries
and localities in Canada.

With respect to the technical assistance portion of our Colombo Plan operation it
would seem clear that, especially in view of the commitments to be carried forward
from the current year, more money will be necessary if even the present scale of
these activities is not to be curtailed next year.

Finally, a larger appropriation for both capital and technical assistance would
seem to be in line with the increasingly active support which the Canadian public is
showing for the Colombo Plan.

An indication of the commitments which have already been undertaken, and of
some of the projects which might be taken on next year, is given in the annexe to
this memôrandum.

In the light of these various factors I would recommend that the Canadian con-
tribution for 1955-56 should be increased by 10 million dollars to a total of 35.4
million dollars.

J(ut.esl L(IIcixtl

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

COLOMBO PLAN; CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION 1955-5649.
The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-

^g of October 6th, 1954, said that he, and the Minister of Finance, had considered
further the question of what the size of the contribution to the Colombo Plan might
be for the next fiscal year. He now wished to recommend that there be no change in
the amount for capital aid but that an additional $1 million be provided for techni-
ca assistance. At the next meeting of the Consultative Committee the future of thePlan would b̂e reviewed.viewed• Meanwhile, Canadian authorities should consider their

^wards it and what the programme after the first 6-year period should be.
CapitalCOwtnes recently admitted to the Plan would not be in a position to spend

th
might lie' made available to them in the forthcoming year, but the full$25 rdilôn f-.:

1955-56 could usefully be spent in India, Pakistan and Ceylon.
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Countries newly associated with the Plan _ would, however, be able to take advan-
tage of technical assistance and advice which they needed urgently.

50. In the course of discussion, it was pointed out that unemployment was causing
anxiety in certain Canadian centres, but even so, it was doubtful if any exception
would be taken to additional provision for technical assistance. The money already
spent under the Plan had not only helped the receiving countries but had been of
direct benefit to communities in Canada where goods had been purchased to imple-
ment the Plan.

51. The Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs on
the Colombo Plan and agreed that the total Canadian contribution for the fiscal year
1955-56 be increased by $1 million to provide for further technical assistance.

SECI70N B

. RÉUNION DU COMITÉ CONSULTATIF DU COMMONWEALTH

MEETING OF THE COMMONWEALTH CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
SUR L'ASIE DU SUD-EST, OTTAWA, 20 SEPTEMBRE - 9 OCTOBRE 1954

FOR SOUTH-EAST ASIA, OTTAWA, SEPTEMBER 20 - OCTOBER 9, 1954

SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I

AFFILIATION DU JAPON
, MEMBERSHIP OP JAPAN

401. DEA/11038-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires cxtErieures
, d l'ambassadeur au lapon

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Japan

DESPATCH E-414 Ottawa, May 31, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your despatch No. 340 of Apri17, ` 1954.t

i, ' JAPANESE ASSOCIATION Wüfi TIiE COLOMBO PLAN

The question of Japanese association with the Colombo Plan has ^e esna^h
minds of Canadian officials and the thoughtful review presented in your d P

has proven most useful. broached
• 2. When the question of an observer status for Japan was informallY

prior to : the meeting of the Consultative Committee last September the r^cGOn

amongst the delegates to that conference took three forms. Some of the Asian dele-
d itted a Pre-

gations, Indonesia in particular, were concerned that if Japan were 4 m
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cedent would be created that might make the admission of other countries likely.
The possibility that France and the Netherlands might ask to be considered for
membership apparently influenced the Asian members. (Moreover, it would create
considerable difficulty for Canada if either Communist or Nationalist China were
to seek membership on the basis of Japanese participation in the Plan). The Austra-
lian (and to some extent the New Zealand) delegation appeared to be very much
opposed to the idea of Japan's membership and indicated that they would formally
oppose the motion if it were put to the meeting. The third general reaction was that
of the United Kingdom (and also, generally speaking, of Canada) that if the Asian
countries wished Japan to become a member the request should be considered sym-
pathetically. Japan ;was undoubtedly aware of these attitudes and as a result the
question of her membership was never formally raised
3. It is doubtful whether it would be advisable for Canada at this time to take the

initiative in sponsoring Japan's membership in the Colombo Plan. As you point out
in your despatch, cogent arguments can be made for sympathetic consideration of
Japan's economic problems. Japan's admission to the Colombo Plan can be viewed
from two aspects - as a potential recipient or provider of capital and technical
assistance. I am not sure that your suggestion put forward in paragraph 8 that Japan
might participate as a receiving nation is in line with the policy that Japan has been
following over the last few years. As we understand it, Japan has consistently
emphasized that in South and South-East Asia she is capable of providing technical
assistance gratuitously and capital goods at a competitive price. This thinking was
recently reiterated by Mr. Onta, the Japanese representative at the Tenth Session of
the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. It is doubtful if Japan would
properly qualify for aid under the original concepts of the Colombo Plan, which
related to under-developed countries in South and South-East Asia. I should think
that some of the "sound projects" in Japan which require capital might be the type
of proposal `which; would interest the International Bank or some other agency
interested in projects which are of a clear commercial nature. In terms of technical
assistance, it is useful to remember that training and other facilities are open to the
Japanese,under the various United Nations programmes.
4. When you speak of her need to trade, we believe that you have hit upon the real

reason for any Japanese desire to join the Plan. It is our view that trade considcra-
tions bulk.large in Japanese interests in the Plan. It seems likely that she would
wish to Provide technical assistance and capital goods to countries in the Colombo
Pian area and hopes that at least the latter might be financed out of funds made
available for ôff;shore purchasing by other contributing countries. There is no
assuranm'that?formal membership in the Plan could be expected to further these
objectives any^4reciable extent. Without belonging to the Plan, the Japanese
Û^*^Yproviding technical assistance and are supplying some equipment at the
^^^ S^, expense (as are Belgium, Italy and several other non-member coun-

) The Japanese are not at a disadvantage with the other countries in the area
^l^ most ôf the information exchanged at the Consultative Committee is eventu-

yra* Public in the Progress Report.
SIt u u^iY that the attitudes of the other members of the Colombo Plantowam j

aPanesa participation have changed substantially since last year's meeting



in New Delhi. - Under these circumstances it would hardly be appropriate for us as
host government to offer encouragement to the Japanese concerning their participa-
tion: If,you agree, perhaps this line might be adopted if the Japanese authorities
should formally approach you. You might indicate that the matter would have to be
referred to Ottawa for instructions and that in all probability, in our position as host
government, we would have to refer any Japanese application to the other member
governments for their comments. When these had been received it would no doubt
be clear to us whether or not it would be appropriate to extend an invitation to the
Japanese to attend the Ottawa meeting.,

6. You have advanced the suggestion that Colombo Plan capital assistance to
approved projects in Japan would set an example to the United States and you hint
that you have some doubts about both the purposes and efficacy of United States
economic aid to Japan. We are inclined to think that we in Canada should be partic-
ularly careful about impugning the objectives of United States international poli-

"cies and aid programmes lest we add to the great amount of misunderstanding that
exists abroad on this subject. When one reviews United States economic aid policy
toward Japan over the past eight and a half years and considers the broad generos-
ity of the American approach one cannot but feel that it has been generally helpful.
We think this broad motivation still basically underlies the United States approach
and that individual current programmes should be viewed against this background.

7. We have no desire to close the door on the question of Japanese participation in
the Colombo Plan: and we agree that we should not be unduly influenced by the
prejudices of other countries. There - is an impressing awareness in Canada, to
which you have made an important contribution, of the economic problems which
face Japan. We have not been unsympathetic in our approach to these problems; for
example, our attitude at GATT should assure the Japanese that we are not unmind-
fui of their needs. Nevertheless; for the moment it is not clear that Japan's partici-
pation in the Colombo Plan could be reconciled with the basic aspirations of the
Plan. It ' would ^ appear inadvisable for Canada to underwrite any proposal wcb
might result in a weakening of our ties with the other free countries of South-East-
ern Asia which we have worked so carefully to create through the medium of the
Colombo Plan.'

8.° While it mightnot be advisable for us to assume any initiative at this moment,

., ,. .^ . F ,

we would appreciate being kept 'informed of any further devclopments on th's
question:

` R.M. MACDONAIELL
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TaMRANt WA-1285
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Washington, July 21, 1954

COLOMBO PLAN - JAPANESE MEMBERSHIP

In the course of a meeting on Colombo Plan matters with Emerson Ross and
other officials of the State Department and the Foreign Operations Administration,
Ross raised the question of the possible inclusion of Japan in Colombo Plan activi-
ties. He,said the United States would welcome Japanese participation in the
Colombo Plan,* possibly with observer status, on both political and economic
grounds. _

Z We were told that the Japanese Government has already made known to the
United States Government its interest in being invited to the forthcoming Consulta-
tive Committee meetings in Ottawa. From the political point of view Japan's inter-
est is simple and straight-forward - the desire for closer association with other
Asian states. We understand that the Japanese Government requested an invitation
to thé last meetings of the Council in New Delhi and was somewhat puzzled when
that request was turned down. The United States Government believes that it would
serve a good purpose if Japan could be associated with other Asian states in as
many international organizations as possible. From the economic point of view
japan's interest is long-term rather than immediate. If Japan were to be invited to
Participate in the Colombo Plan at the moment it might not be possible to classify
her as either a recipient or a donor country. However, in the course of association
with the Colombo Plan opportunities might arise for Japanese action which would
serve not only the objectives of the plan but also Japan's economic interests.

3. Ross said that while, in any event, the State Department would have wished todiscuss the matter of Japanese participation in the Colombo Plan with Canadian
authontieS, the fact that Canada was to play host this year to the Committee meet-
^gs made consultation even more necessary. It is our understanding that the matter
has not been'dis^iid with any other Colombo Plan country. The hope wasezpressed `t

hat you could give your early consideration to the subject since, in thee vent
U You might look favourably on Japanese participation in the forthcoming

^ttee meetings, the time for additional consultation with other Colombo Plancountr;es
. waûld be relatively short.a..r,:. .

The conversation then turned to the possible procedures which might be fol-
^^ ^^ ^8ing for Japanese participation in the Colombo Plan. Ross said that

UniW States would prefer Asian sponsorship of the Japanese request and
on ^^ ^ ^tnk that that could be arranged easily if there was general agreement

deq^bilitytof the Japanese association. It was obvious that the United States
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authorities would prefer to have the matter settled before the forthcoming meetings
so that Japan could attend those meetings in whatever status was decided upon.
Mention was made, however, of the 'possibility that the matter could be explored
prior to the meetings and, if there'was general agreement on the desirability of
Japan's participation, the matter could be put on the agenda for formal considera-
tion and action. We tentatively suggested a somewhat more direct approach by way
of the Council for Technical Co-operation. Since Japan was likely to fit the role of
a donor country, so far as the extension of technical assistance was concerned, we
suggested that it might be possible for her to request full membership in the Coun-
cil. Observer status in the Consultative Committee would not, we thought, be diffi-
cult to arrange in these circumstances. The applicati on for full membership in the
Council for Technical Assistance might either be made directly by the Japanese
Government itself or might be sponsored by some other Asian state.

5. We are inclined to regard the United States view with respect to the closer
association of Japan with the Colombo Plan favourably, but we said nothing at the
meeting which would prejudice any views which you might wish to put to the State
Department. We would be grateful if you could consider this matter with some
degree of urgency. It is obvious that before any final decision is reached the views
of other Colombo Plan countries will have to be sought but at this juncture I am
certain that the State Department would welcorrie receipt of Canadian views as
soon as possible.

.

403. DEA/11038-40

-Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States. .- , . . . .,

DESPATCH E-948 Ottawa, July 30, 1954

CONFIDENT[AL

Reference: Your teletype No. WA-1285 of July 21, 1954.

COLOMBO PLAN- JAPANESE PARTICIPATION

As you will see from the attached }copies of an exchange of correspondence with
our Ambassador inJapan; we have bien anticipating that the question of Japanese
âssociation,with the Colombo Planmight be raised in advance of this year's Con-
sultative ` Committee 'meeting. We assume that the approach made to you by Mr•
Rossf was not a fornïal proposal that Canada should circulate to other Colombo plan
governments for their views. We of course feel the question, of Japanese association
cannot be dealt with by mechanically enquiring'from'the other governments how
64 -- view' it. It will require` very discreet discussions in most of the countries
involved,` and we feel `that because of the United States interest they should be
prepared taï undertakethis exploration themselves if they, wish the subject pursued.
We ^ have already had an indication that` New Zealand hopes that the question of

I
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Japanese, association with the Colombo Plan will not be raised this year, and an
implication that if it were they would oppose it. There is no reason to suppose that
the Australian position, which was equally firm before the 1953 meeting, will have
changed over the past year. We have also had an informal indication from a senior
official of one Asian country that they are not enthusiastic about Japan entering the
Colombo Plan. We would be reluctant to speculate on the United Kingdom attitude.
2. In our letter No. FA 14 to our Ambassador in Tokyo, we outlined how Canadian

officials.were viewing Japanese association with the Colombo Plan; and it would
be appropriate for you to draw these views to the attention of the State Department.
Whilst Canadian officials are not opposed in principle to Japanese participation, we
do foresee the difficult position in,which this might place other countries, and we
are anxious to avoid exposing the Colombo Plan unnecessarily to any highly con-
troversial issues which might have the effect of weakening the reasonably effective
and cooperative links which we have worked to create through the medium of the
Plan.

3. We assume that the State Department will keep us fully informed of the results
of any discussions with other Colombo countries:

A.E. RPICHIE

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

404.
DEA/11038-40

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ta4XAM WA-1447 Washington, August 24, 1954

CorrtZnpNIIA,

COLOMBO PLAN - JAPANESE AND AFGHANISTAN PARTICIPATION

Reprèsentatives of the British, Australian and New Zealand Embassies, along
With owselves, were convened to a meeting on this question in the State Depart-
ment Yesterday afternoon. We were asked in turn to state our government's views
with respect to Japan and to seek their views as regards Afghanistan. A second
meeting Will be held shortly. '

pan. The United Kingdom representative reported that hi s government would
not oppo^ if all Colombo members agreed; he did not know what
London meant by association. The New Zealander said that his government would
not oppose obseiyer status if this was the general desire and if it carried the supportof the

an members. He implied that his government 'would not go beyond
observer status. (He added that if one of the purposes of Japanese participation inColo ^

plan was to push Japanese exports, this could more appropriately be



done through commercial channels or through ECAFE). The Australian representa-
tive said that his government might not, in, principle be opposed to association
(again undefined); nevertheless, they had very serious doubts about it. (We know
from a conversation with a member of the Australian Embassy,who came to see us
about this last week, that his government fears that Japan would want to use the
Colombo Plan to force its exports into the Colombo Plan area.)

3. It became obvious that if the State Department was to get a clear-cut answer, in
particular from the United Kingdom and Australia, they would need to ask specific
questions. They therefore circulated a departmental paper which we reproduce in
our immediately following telegram.t You will note that association has now been
defined to mean observer status in the Consultative Committee and full member-
ship in the Council for Technical Co-operation. The United Kingdom, Australian
and New Zealand representatives have been asked to obtain urgently the views of
their. governments.
4. Afghanistan. The United Kingdom, Australian and New Zealand Governments

had not yet been asked for their views about Afghanistan. Their representatives
have now undertaken to obtain them on the specific question of admitting Afghani-
stan as an observer at the forthcoming meetings. If the four Commonwealth coun-
tries consulted (including ourselves) are not opposed, the State Department will
sound out Afghanistan as regards their interest in obtaining observer status. The
next step would be for Afghanistan to approach you indicating its desire to attend
the meeting as an observer. The State Department rather hope that you would be
prepared to circularize this request to members giving it such support as you could
in the light of your position as' well as that of the United States, United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand.

5. We informed State Department officials in confidence that we had reason to
suspect that Pakistan would refuse to sponsor Afghanistan membership and that it
might even oppose its membership. We undertook to pass on such additional infor-
mation as might come to hand. (We had in mind the despatch you are awaiting
from our mission in Karachi.)

DEA/11038-40

Extrait d'un télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
1•,f ,• 9;_ à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Eztraet from Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
"to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, September 9, 1954

References Your telegram' Nos. WA-1447 and 1448t of August 24.

CONFIDEPrI'IAL.

Repeat London No., 1338. _ ;' I
! r>
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COLOMBO PLAN, JAPANESE PARTICIPATION

Our views are still substantially those outlined in our despatch No. E-948 of July
30 to you and our letter No. E-414 of May 31 to Tokyo.
2. With regard to the State Department paper of August 24, we are of course at

one witli'the United States in desiring the growth of an economically viable and
politically stable Japan closely associated with the nations of the free world. We
have concluded a trade agreement with Japan, we grant her m.f.n. treatment, and
we have under consideration the question of Japanese entry into the GATT.35
3. Japanese association with the Colombo Plan might further strengthen Japan's

des with the free nations of Asia, but this would depend largely on the attitude of
these nations toward Japanese participation, which is as yet unknown: Some of
them have still to conclude a peace treaty with Japan and have reparations problems
outstanding. On the other hand, closer economic co-operation with Japan might
appeal,to some of them. The political benefit could not be fully assessed until the
views of the free Asian countries are known.
.4. We agee that Japanese association with the Plan might, in a limited way, con-
tribute to economic development of the area. Any contribution Japan might make to
economic development would probably be in the technical assistance field. If she
wished to make such a contribution, in addition to what she is now doing on a more
commercial basis, we have no doubt her help would be of real value. We see little
possibility of Japan offering capital assistance, unless this were in the form of capi-
t^ goods paid for by others or in the form of reparations to which she is already
obligated We would certainly agree to Japanese membership in the Council for
Technical Co-operation if this ,were favoured by the other members, particularly
those from Asia.

5. If the United States should envisage the Colombo Plan as a means of strength-
ening the economy of Japan, we would want to have more information before
forming `a considered view. Our present opinion is that the sort of technical assis-
tance Japan needs can probably best be supplied outside the Colombo Plan. So far
as capital assistance is concerned, it is difficult to see this coming from any major
source except the United States or the International Bank. Japan might seek to use
the Colombo Plan as a means of promoting trade with South-East Asia. This is
doubtless`â desirable end, but there are perhaps more appropriate means for achiev-
^g it.'t1x

6• in the matter of observer status in the Consultative Committee we have given
thought to the'present scope of the Plan, which, for development purposes, covers
only South and South-East Asia. If Japan were regarded as a potential recipient -as we think she must be regarded if one is to be realistic - observer status for
Japan inight lead to expansion of the accepted area of the Plan and ultimately raise
the Possibility of applications for admission from Korea or Nationalist China. In
Y'" "Of relations benween Ja an and Ko
be^s^ tow p ^, and the attitude of many existing mem-

azd Nationalist China, such developments might imperil the co-operative
nature,of * Colombo Plan. In our view the main immediate consideration is

Ôlt/$^^ "^ aDocuménts 809 818



whether or not a Japanese association could be arranged without serious opposition
,from existing members, particularly those from Asia. We are anxious to avoid sub-
mitting the Plan to stresses which might lessen its present effective basis of co-
operation. On the question of observer status for Japan in the Consultative Commit-
tee, we would prefer to reserve judgment until such time as we have information
about the views of Asian members and a clearer indication as to whether Japan is to
be regarded as potentially a donoror a recipient.

7. The State Department have suggested that observer status for Japan be "initi-
ated" at the Ottawa meeting. We agree with them that such a proposal should come
from an Asian member and that it should be advanced only after it has been estab-
lished that it would stand a reasonably good chance of acceptance. On the basis of
our present information regarding others' views, we fear it might be risky to
encourage a formal proposal at the forthcoming meeting. If, in the interval, the
United States receives adequate assurance of favourable attitudes, particularly
among the Asian countries, the move might be made with confidence. Alterna-
tively, United States representatives might find an opportunity during the meeting
to sound out the Asian members informally with a view to deciding their course of
action.

406. DEA/11038-40

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
• - au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1536'

CoNFrDErmAL

Reference: WA-1447 ofJAugust 24.,
^ : . . ^ .^. .

Washington, September 3, 1954

COLOMBO PLAN - JAPANESE AND APG}iANiSi'AN PARTICIPATION

The second meeting was held this afternoon to consider the question of prOce-
dure with respect to Japan. . ,

2. We resisted the suggestion that Canada as host government should now take the
initiative. We explained that you. would most eertainly'be reluctant to circularize
Colombo Plan members before being relatively certain there would be no opposi'
tion to Japan's membership in Inc plan. This position was readily acceptable to all
present."i ,.:.. ,

The step-by-step procedure which has now been worked out is set out below.
We hopa that it will not cut across any plans which you might have in m^ind and
that you will consider the following 'procedure reasonable. In fact, as you will se'
the bulk of the effort will be done by Australia. its representative said that his S°"-

• • • • • d rive fullernment would most Lkely welcome this because it is anxious 10 e
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credit" . for. the attitude which • it has now taken with respect to Japanese
membership.` •

(a)`Austrnlia will suggest to Japan that it should delay making formal application
to you as host government. This is to avoid embarrassment should any member
oppose Japanese membership. However, it is unlikely that much harm can result if
the Japanese application for full membership has already been despatched to you,
since no opposition is foreseen;
(b) Australia will immediately • approach the Asian members (i.e., governments

which have not so far stated their position) seeking their views on the question of
Japan's full membership in the plan;..,

(c) Australia will inform you (perhaps through this Embassy) of the reactions of
the govemments thus approached. This information will be passed on to you on a
country by country basis immediately it is received in Canberra. Japan will also be
infonned but only if the reactions are generally favourable; '
(d) Japan will. file a formal application with you as host government (unless of

course this has already been done); •
(e) The host government would then circularize by telegram the Japanese applica-

tion outlining the position taken by the various members. You would also inform
the Japanese that the members have been so circularized and that the decision con-
cerning their niembership in the plan would be considered at the first meeting.
4. The New Zealand Embassy's instructions are still that the New Zealand Gov-

ernment "would reluctantly agree to Japanese attendance with observer status and
membership in the Technical Co-operation Council if other and particularly, Asian
members agred', The Embassy is asking,whether these instructions still stand in
view of the Australian position. They will let us know.

Afghanistan. The United States have dropped their proposal for observer status
for Af8hanistan. This decision disposes of the question at least for this year.

DEA/11038-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Australie

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Australia

Ref eren"^Your telegram No. 184 of September 1 l.t
Repeat Wellington No. 56; London No. 1393; Washington EX-1664.

CONFippMI&

JAi'AN AND T1ta irOIAINBO ieAN

,ln for our reactions in response to Japanese request to them for advice as
ustrah^ Government have asked urgently through High Commissioner'sOffice ^.

A .,



to whether or not they should approach Canadian Government. Australians report

would endeavour to secure an answer on this point and are asking the Australian,
the New Zealand, United Kingdom and United States authorities for their views.
4. According to the Embassy Japan wishes to join the Council but has not, repeat

not, yet decided whether, as a member of the Consultative Committee, it would
wish to be donor or recipient. In the Embassy's opinion, Japan would now be inter-
ested in joining the Consultative Committee only if this were necessary to allow
membership in the Council. These views were evidently expressed without knowl-
edge ôf the favourable reactions Australia has received from several Asian coun-
tries. t We have indicated to the Embassy that there is no, repeat no, formal
'distinction' between donor and recipient countries (although it is desirable to avoid
any misunderstanding as to whether particular countries expect to give or to receive

on this point without consultation with other member countries. The Embassy has
also asked if application for membership in the Council for Technical Co-operation
should be made to the Council or t6 the Consultative Committee. We have said we

that the Canadian Government would not, repeat not, wish to give a positive answer

Committee. Without suggesting whether or not, repeat not, this would be desirable
in Japan's case, we have replied that, it is our understanding that this is possible but

3.We have been asked by the Japanese Embassy here if it is possible for a country
to join the Council for Technical Co-operation without joining the Consultative

cil or Membership in Consultative Committee).
exactly they are applying for (e.g. Membership in the Technical Cooperation Coun-

agreed, if they now wish to do so. We. have been careful throughout not, repeat not,
to advise the Japanese as to what they should do. If the Australians wish to do more
than report reactions to the Japanese, they might say that if the Japanese decide to
apply to us, it would assist member governments if they were to make clear what

; 2. We are telling Australians that we have no, repeat no, objection to their report-
ing Asian reactions to Japan; in accordance with procedure to which we have

Chinese States have been approached.

favourable reactions to their soundings from Ceylon, Indonesia, India, and Paki-
stan. The Burmese reaction is awaited. We do not, repeat not, know if the Indo-

ties concerned on question raised in paragraph 3.
6. Canberra, London, Washington and Wellington: please secure views of authon-

of, Canada proposing Japan, which Australia has broached, could be decided later.

and, presuming that the terms of the application relate to participation in the Con-

sultative Committee, we will propose that it be plâced on the agenda. The question

5. If we receive an 'application from Japan we will circulate member countries
aid).
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`. Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

845

PCO

CABINET poCuMEN'r No. 213-54 [Ottawa], September 27, 1954

Cor>MExrtAt,

COLOMBO PLAN - PROPOSED JAPANESE PARTICIPATION

On September 17 the Japanese Ambassador notified the Canadian Government
that Japan desires to participate as a full member of the Colombo Plan. The Chair-
man of the official meetings of the Colombo Plan Consultative Committee reported
this development at the first meeting on September 20. The Committee felt that, in
accordance with the practice usually followed in the past with respect to new mem-
bers, the views of member Governments should be secured before action is taken in
the Cômnïittee. 'Accordingly, the Department of External Affairs, acting on behalf
of Canada as the host Government, has consulted other members through diplo-
matic channels.

Since a general sentiment in favour of Japanese admission has been indicated in
consultations prior to and during the present meetings, member Governments have
been told that, subject to confirmation that full 'participation by Japan would be
agreeable to member Governments, Canada would propose (a) that Japan be repre-
sented at the first of the closed Ministerial meetings in Ottawa and that Japan be
received as a full member of the Consultative Committee at that time; and (b) in
anticipation of such action at the time of the Ministerial meeting, that the Japanese
Govenunent bé invited to have an observer present during the balance of the offi-
cial-level meetings in order that the Japanese Government might be familiar with
the background of the Ministerial meetings. Presumably, if Japan were admitted to
the Consultative Committee, the Council for Technical Co-operation takes similar
action =at `ân early date.

The 9uestion of Japanese membership in the Colombo Plan is one for all
memb6r Goverriments to decide and it is proposed that the Canadian Government,
as host Gôvénünent to the present meetings, should take appropriate action when
the viéws of inember Governments are known: In this connection it is desired that
$e viewsYkof the Canadian Government itself be determined.

It
wôujd Seem desirable that the Canadian Government favour Japanese admis-

sion if it`is `generally the view among member Governments that this course be
followed, It Would, of course, be desirable that Japan make some contribution as a
member of thet Colombo Plan and that she should not expect to participate as a
rec'plent.' Since there is no formal distinction between donor and recipient mem-
bers it `wûuld seem undesirable to make donor status a pre-condition of Japanese
entrY- However, the official Canadian view, and that of some other members, as
ezpr^^ in consultations on this question has been that Japan would be expected
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to make some contribution and that Japan should not be regarded as a potential
recipient because this would enlarge the area in which the Colombo Plan is
designed to promote economic development - i.e. South and South-East Asia.
Representatives of the Canadian Government and of some other member Govern-
ments are taking appropriate opportunities to make their view on this point clear to
the Japanese Government.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Cabinet agree that Japan be admitted as a full member of

the Colombo Plan if it is the general view among other countries that this course be
followed.36

PAUL MARTIN

SUBDIVISION Il/SUB-SECf10N 11

ÉVALUATION
ASSESSMENT

409. DEA/11038-5-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum from Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

[Ottawa], December 9, 19S4

You may be interested in reading the attached memorandum which is an analy
sis of the Colombo Plan Conference held in Ottawa earlier this Fall" If this paper

q appears unduly long it is because we felt you might be interested not only in the
substantive discussions that took place during the Conference but also in the sub-

`sidiary aspects of a meeting which marked the first time that Canada had played

host on a large scale to 'a number 'of important Ministers and officials from coun-
tries of South and Southeast Asia.

,You will recall that one of the arguments put forward in support of not increas
'ing our Colombo Plan contribution was that the Asian Ministers did not actively

`seek increased assistance diiring the meeting. I th 'nk paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the^ hynisters
âttached paper indicate how'essential èxternal aid is considered to be by
like Mr. Deshmukh of India and Mr. Mohammed Ali of Pakistan. While they could

not fôr obvious reasons sound too demanding they both sought to stress the inIPor-^;.^a

- k ; ' :. : ;. ^•,.^",; ; •

* e_Approuvé par le Cabinet. k 30 septembre 1954JApproved by Cabinet. ScPter°^r 30,1954-_
Le Japon a été admis au ComitE. Pour plus de raseisnements, voir le document 409JJp

was

admitted to the Committee. For_details see Document 409.
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tance of foreign assistance to their countries particularly during this initial period of
economic development.

In pâragraph 11 of the analysis reference is made to a misunderstanding which
appeared to exist with respect to the Canadian contribution to the Colombo Plan.
As a result there may be some impression that Canadian administrative machinery
is unable to use effectively an annual contribution of approximately $25 million.
This of course is an incorrect interpretation arising out of a tendency to confuse
uncommitted and unspent money. ^ As paragraph 11 explains, at the time of the
meetings only about $7 million remained uncommitted. (As a result of subsequent
decisions of Cabinet to provide additional assistance only a little more than $4 mil-
lion remains available as of this date, and there are of course a number of sound
projects under active consideration which would more than absorb this amount).

I am also attaching a printed copy of the final version of the Third Annual
Report of the Consultative Committee. Thanks to the excellent co-operation which
we received from the Queen's Printer printed copies of this Report have been made
available in record time. This report is not to be released until December 15 3E

]IULES] L(tGEtt]

[PIÈCE JOIIVZFJENCüOSURE]

Note

Mcmorandum

[Ottawa], December 9, 1954

AN ANALYSIS OF THE COLOMBO PLAN CONFERENCE

This memorandum attempts to analyze the recent Conference of the Colombo
Plan Consultative Committee by summarizing and commenting upon significant
developments in the substantive discussions; and by also appraising the results of
Canada's first essay. at playing host to a major Conference, at which most of the
delegates were from South and Southeast Asia and were largely unfamiliar with
Canada, or its people. Without exaggerating the importance of these Colombo Plan
Conferences, it should be recognized that they play a modest role in moulding atti-
tudes of at least a number of fairly significant individuals from both Western and
Asian countries.

Substantive Discûasions
2- The character and tone of discussions in the formal sessions of this year's Con-

sultative Committee meeting closely followed a pattern which had been established
at the ea'rlier meetings in Karachi and New Delhi. Most of the work during the first
two wCeks{ it the meeting of officials was devoted to the preparation of a draft
Report 'for ^e '^nsideration of Ministers. The Drafting Committee, after collating.1 b;1,r>

v0idsej 74 Colombo Plan for Co-opcnuivc F,conomlc Dcvelopmcnt in South and South-East Asia:
11d.d

muuC. Report of the Consultati ►ti Cammittte, Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1954.



-the country chapters which'had been reviewed and revised by separate working
groups, turned most of its efforts towards the preparation of the final sections of the
Report in which an attempt was made to describe the progress achieved and to
point up the major, obstacles which the Asian countries were seeking or should seek
to overcome. In that Committee there was a general disposition towards frankness
and the avoidance of over-optimism or complacency, but of necessity some parts of

and there was a note of hopefulness about the future of private savings and invest-

area for external aid; and at the same time one sensed that he was paying parucu

effective cooperation requirod for the distribution of external aid. On the impor-

the conclusion reflected the effects of compromise.

3. As at Karachi and. New Delhi, the meeting of officials in Ottawa fulfilled a.
useful function. From the Canadian point of view it was particularly helpful to have
on hand for a reasonable period of tiime, â wide and varied group of officials from
the Asian countries, familiar with the details of Canada's Colombo Plan operations
in, their particular countries. However since the major task of the meeting of offi-
cials is the preparation of the draft Report, consideration might perhaps be given to
the possibility of limiting the preliminary meeting in the future to one or two offi-
cials from each country (especially since the number of countries involved has
increased considerably), in reality the Drafting Committee; this would allow this
smaller body to concentrate more intensively on the preparation of the draft report
- which each year becomes a more complicated and time consuming task.

4. During the meeting of Ministers, which lasted for five days, the discussion of
the Report and its conclusions was restrained and at times perfunctory. For the
most part, leaders of delegations limited themselves to speaking with reference to
those sections or chapters which concerned their countries. As one might have
anticipated, the most substantial and dignified statements came from Mr.
Deshmukh of India and Mr. Mohammed Ali of Pakistan. When speaking of foreign
assistance, Mr. Deshmukh spoke with anything but a demanding tone, and one
gained the impression that, for India at least, aid in the form of loans might be
acceptable (particularlÿ since political strings would be less likely in that case) as
well as aid in the form of grants. The Indian statement laid stress on the value of

foreign assistance during the initial period of economic development in the country

ment in India. ^ Inhibited by only the inherent dignity of the East, Mr. Deshmukh
w;pnt to considerable length to confirm the need of hic country and others in the

lar

tribute to the acceptability of the Colombo Plan as the instrument for achieving the

tance of external aid, Mr. Deshmukh observed that while they might be able to get
to

along without it they would then have to take forty years instead of twenty

achieve the modest objective of doubling their present inadequate national income•

1<S. Mohammed Ali soügnt with sômewhat léss effect to correct the impr^sion that
His remarks,unfavourable conditions for private investment stcd in his country.

hçiwever, indicated a far greaterr reliance than India on foreign assistance, in the
fôiin ôf , both grants and loans.The Pakistan Minister of Finance spoke at len`g^
abôût the disastrous results of the flôods and of the fall in prices of cotton and j

ticipated
but his statement was probably not as candid or harsh as one might have an
In the light of, the serious problems ,which the Pakistan economy is rcponed to be

facing.
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6. The statements of most of the other Asian delegates.were interesting and pro-
vided a useful supplement to the Report. These statements made it clear that the
Asian countries were facing up to the gigantic task of financing from their own
resources the bulk of the cost of development (the Report notes that about 80% will
be financed by Asians this year). The address, by the leader of the Viet Nam Dele-
gation was the only speech to place economic development in its political frame-
work. It was a simple and moving appeal which apparently was not distasteful to
any of the other delegates present. For the first time the representatives from Viet
Nam, Cambodia and Laos seemed to be at home in the Colombo Plan. The com-
ments 'directed to them in French. by our Prime Minister and by other Canadian
Ministers were warmly appreciated. Although members of the Canadian delegation
were careful to avoid even an implied commitment, these countries undoubtedly
hope to secure. capital assistance from Canada as well as technical assistance
through the provision of French-speaking experts.
7. The references in several speeches made by Asian delegates to the shortage of

consumer goods and the consequent fear of inflation in their various countries pro-
vided background to the statement of the United States delegate which concerned
itself largely'with the new Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act.
Assuring 'the conference that normal markets would not be disturbed or world
prices depressed, the United States delegate pointed out that the proceeds arising
from the sale of United States agricultural surpluses could be of valuable assistance
to Asian Governments in financing economic development projects. There was no
evidence of any enthusiastic response from theAsians to this approach.,

8. Mr. Stassen spent two days in Ottawa during the Ministerial Meeting, and his
comments; which were in addition to the formal U.S. statement, did not come until
the last day , of the conference. There had been some thought that he might
announce a new "Save Asia" plan. As it turned out, his statement was fairly routine
in nature; although the conference and the press were greatly interested by his sug-
gestion that the United States intended to devote to projects within the Colombo
Plan a Portion of the savings which will arise from the ending of the Indo-China
war• He also spoke of his Government's interest in the steps that might be taken
t0wazds multilateral regional cooperation in Asia commencing to the delegates the
successes achieved in Europe through the Regional approach. Whilst Mr. Stassen's
conunents wére otherwise of an unspectacular nature, what he said and what was
said by others on his delegation throughout the conference made it clear that the
U^ted States Government was anxious that it should be considered as a very active
niember.and supporter of the Colombo Plan. Statements and comments by United
States representatives, both in and out of the conference, often betrayed their disap-
P°intment at the tendency of both the United States public and the rest of the world
to considec` thât the United States at the best was only a marginal observer of the
Colomb6'phi1 r Subsequent reports have reinforced this feeling that the UnitedStates

^ôvéiuruent r vaas leaning towards stronger association with the Colombo
Plan. T^s côuld of course produce both good and bad effects.
9- lkri W^ evide

-1 1
nce at this year's meeting that the Colombo Plan was at a tran-

s'^0° Sta8e in its development. Delegates frequently referred to the fact that the
Plan was sit •is • . .1 tnud-point or moving into the final stages of at least the lirst plan-
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ning period; and the United Kingdom openly acknowledged what all governments
appeared to have tacitly accepted, that the Plan would have to be continued beyond

on to undertake a large amount of preparation and work, but Canada played a mou-

1957: 1here were other indications that. the Colombo Plan was in transition. The
membership at this meeting was enlarged to include Japan, which had previously
not been associated in any way with the Plan, as well as Thailand and the Philip-
pines, which had been represented at previous meetings by observers. Originally
the Plan was initiated primarily in terms of strengthening the Asian countries in the
Commonwealth, although it- was recognized from the beginning that other coun-
tries would be welcome. The entry of Japan involved the conference for the first
time in a certain amount of political shuffling. The increased United States interest
in the Plan, which was referred to above, was also apparent to most of the Asian
countries and there were, of course, passing references to the relationship between
the Colombo Plan and SEADO (with no inclination to link the two in a manner
objectionable to the other members of the Plan).

10. The broader membership of the Plan may be giving rise to fears in the minds
of some of the Asian countries, although there was no particular evidence of this at
the Ottawa meeting. The founding members of the Colombo Plan have always rec-
ognized that special relationships between countries and between individuals have
developed through these meetings. These are relationships which draw in part on
the Commonwealth sentiment, in part from the habit of meeting and working
closely together over the past few years, and in part on the uncontroversial nature
of the aspirations of the Plan. .The informality and frankness which develop as a
result of these relationships might be extremely difficult to maintain if the Colombo
Plan were to become another international agency in the ordinary sense of that
term. At the present time there is no evidence in the Colombo Plan of the split
between the Asian countries and the West, or in fact between certain countries of
Asia themselves, which is often found in other international agencies.

11. By and large; controversial issues were avoided. However Burma, Indonesia
and Australia made frequent attempts to record into the Report and the minutes
their desire for greater stability in commodity prices. The Report and in fact the
published Conference documents avoid a clear cut recognition of what was
undoubtedly an issue about which many delegations, including the Canadian, were

unenthusiastic. Indonesia also reminded the Conference of the importance of trade
with Communist China. Ceylon, on several occasions stressed the importance to
their economy of the rice-rubber: barter agreement with China.

12. As host to the conference, both Canadian Ministers and officials were called

est part in the formal discussions of the conference. Since Mr. Harris was serving
üas Chairman, Mr.' Sinclair introduced the Canadian section of the Contributions

Chapter. His reference to unspent moneys available for Colombo Plan projects was
unfortunately misunderstood by some of the conference and later by the press.

Almost all of the unspent money (the figure referred to in Mr. Sinclair's comments

,was $32 million) has been committed in principle to capital projects in India, Paki
stan and Ceylon. Something less than $7 million of funds voted up to the end of

this fiscal year . were available for disposition at the time of the Conference ^
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numerous requests for assistance from these remaining funds had been submitted
by these three countries, as well as by non-Commonwealth countries.
13.'Apart from the more general multilateral discussions, the Consultative Com-

mittee meetings are usually accompanied by a series of bilateral conversations
between'the partners who share in the financing of developmental projects in the
area. This year the meetings were particularly useful to Canada, since they gave
Ministers and a very wide range of officials an opportunity to meet any of those
responsible for development planning in the Asian countries. A great deal of useful
work was done in discussing projects of interest to Canada which were in operation
or were shortly to be undertaken in India, Pakistan and Ceylon.

14. A more reserved attitude was adopted by both Canadian Ministers and offi-
cials in discussions concerning new requests for aid. Since no decision had been
taken about the size or nature of Canada's contribution for next year, it was not
possible, of course, to offer non-Commonwealth countries any encouragement that
new capital projects could be undertaken. The representatives of most of these
countries and in particular Burma, Indonesia and.Cambodia were told that Canada
would carefully study any requests for technical assistance which they might sub-
mit -,and that there appeared to be a wide range of fields in which Canada might
assist through the provision of technical assistance. In addition, of course, Burma,
Indonesia and Cambodia all have capital projects which they proposed to Canada
and they were active in pressing their requests.

15. To a lesser degree, the uncertainty about next year's programme limited dis-
cussions of new projects in India and Pakistan. Both of these countries expressed
some interest in receiving some commodity assistance. Pakistan admitted that such
aid would not only contribute to economic development both through the use of the
commodity when manufactured and through the provision of counterpart funds, but
would also have at least an anodyne effect on the painful decline in their foreign
exchangéreServes.

16. The Pakistan Delegation and in particular the Finance Minister, Mohammed
Ali, attributed the.highest priority to the Punjab tubewell programme which will
supplÿ powef and irrigation to those parts of Pakistan most reliant on the waters of
the Indus basin, the use of which is in dispute between India and Pakistan. (Canada
has already agreed to assist in principle in this programme to the extent of $5 mil-lion.

A dicision has been taken to assist in the construction of a hydro-electric plant
aze Shadiwal on the Upper Jhelum Canal at an approximate cost of $2 million. There

reservations about some of the other projects which form part of the Punjab
tubewell; programme, but the fullest consideration must be given to them in the
light of Mohammed Ali's appeal).

17.
k 8eneral the meetings, produced a wholesome and co-operative atmosphere.
Year's Report is probably more thorough than previous ones. If its conclusionsale

for thegue inaria as parts, this may be partially attributed to the difficulty of generalizing
a whole; and it is of course, attributable also to the political implica-

tions invôived in â frank and realistic anal srs of the rodevelo Yp gress of the economic
Pment programme.
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`Subsidiary Aspects of the Meeting
18. It was recognized from the outsèt that the value of the Colombo Plan confer-

ence would derive not only from the meetings themselves but also from the atmos-
phere surrounding them. This had been true of previous Colombo Plan conferences
and it was felt it would be especially true of this conference, since it was the first to
be held in North America and gave the Canadian Government and people their first
opportunity to receive Colombo Plan delegates.

19. In planning the conference the following aims were kept in view: (1) to pro-
vide efficient and congenial working arrangements (2) to house the delegates com-
fortably and to give them opportunities to mix together in an informal and friendly
.way (3) to provide hospitality which, without interfering with the work of the con-
ference, would afford entertainment and at the same time introduce the delegates to
some important aspects of Canadian ways of living and working (4) to give the
delegates an opportunity to learn something of Canada and to enable the Canadian
people to learn more about the Colombo Plan and the Colombo Plan countries.

20. Many compliments were received from visiting delegations on the efficiency
of the conference arrangements and on the facilities designed to make the delegates
feel as much at home as possible. After a briéf initial period of adjustment, the
conference organization,' composed of many péople from several different depart-
ments, worked well together, achieving consistently effective results - sometimes
in the face of heavy demands in terms of time and energy.
21. Other facilities provided for. the delegates included not only items such as

lounges and local transport but also minôr gestures such as dishes somewhat to the
Asian taste, the display of all national flags (including those of new members as
they were admitted), the playing of a medley of national anthems by the carillon-
neur, and the services of receptionists to assist delegates with miscellaneous
eriquirie's.

22. The functions arranged outside the conference were, on the whole, highly suc-
cessful. During the period of the officials meeting we were able to arrange these
functions entirely with the assistance of local organizations both public and private;

"during the Ministerial meetings it was necessary to make use of talent and facilities
from outside Ottawa since local theatre and musical groups of the right sort were
not performing. The officials' meetings Rot off to a Rood start with a very pleasant
'dinner at the Country Club. Thereafter during the two weeks of their meetings, w
time allowed, the officials attended an informal tour of the National Gallery, adis-
'play`ât the National Research Council, a tea at the Experimental Farm, a football
=gâme, an ice hockey game, an evening on northérn Canada, a concert by the Pales-
6-011 .1oir which included Canadian folk songs, and a conducted tour to Challc
River.
23. The opening day of the Ministerial meetings was enhanced by the kindness of

to
the Prime. Minister and the Speaker of the House of Commons in agreeing
receive the 'delegates on their arrival at the Parliament Buildings and by the cour
tesy of the t^peaker of the Senate in holding a reception for senior delegates and
their wives in the late afternoon. The following day the Governor-General held a
lunch for the leaders of delegations and a reception for the delegates-a#-large: the

/ :1'
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play presented by a group of Canadian actors which many of the delegates attended
in the evening was greatly enjoyed.
24. Views on' the CBC's concert of Canadian music, broadcast as part of a

Wednesday Night programme were rather mixed. The orchestra and soloists were
first-class and the reception afterward was a pleasant affair. Some listeners felt,
however, that the music of Canadian composers is less presentable to this kind of
group than the work of Canadian painters. We did our best to encourage CBC to
put on the right type of programme and we understood there was to be a considera-
ble amount of Canadian folk music in addition to some modem compositions. As it
turned out there was less of the former on the programme than we had expected
and even this was dropped by CBC at the last minute because they had under esti-
mated the time the whole programme would take.

25. The tea at Kingsmere, regrettably suffered from inadequate organization in
certain respects on the part of the officials; while it achieved one objective - that
of enabling the delegates to drive through the Gatineau Hills while the autumn col-
ouring was in evidence - it nevertheless fell considerably short of what it should
have been as a social event. On the other hand, the tea at the Prime Minister's
house for wives of delegates was very pleasant in every way.

'26. The farewell dinner, at which the Prime Minister was host, was splendidly
successful: Both he and Mr. Deshmukh, who responded to his graceful toast, spoke
in a delightfully informal, friendly manner (in both English and French), and the
warmest feelings of good fellowship prevailed throughout the evening.
27. Especially during the week of the Ministerial meetings, there were many

receptions, `dinners and lunches given by delegations or heads of Colombo Plan
missions. It would not appear, however, that the delegates felt that they were being
"lilled with' kindness" - at least by their Canadian hosts. On the contrary, the
visiting'delégates appeared to be impressed with the quiet and natural manner in
which they were allowed to sample something of the Canadian way of life andculture. " .

28• Another objective'- to give the delegates an opportunity to learn something
of Canadaand to enable the Canadian people to learn more about the Colombo
Plan and the Colombo Plan countries - was achieved to a considerable extent byindirection

The press 'and other media, in advance of the meetings, were given
very full 'information about the conference, the Consultative Committee, the
ColomS^ pl.,^n°and Canada's part in the Plan. Statements by leaders'of visiting dele-
8ationsFwëri iriade available; and there was a briefing session fôr the press just
before the meetings commenced.' During the meetings arrangements were made to
faciGtâte interviews by the press, radio and TV people, and full co-operation was
afforded to the information and press officers of local missions. Mr. Harris and Mr.
Taylor is Spokismen for the conference, met the press on a number of occasions.

charges
officials were careful not to engage in activities which might lead to

gof,. over selling"; at the same time all concerned with the meetings dideverythin
g possible to co-operate with the "media" and to enable them to cover the

confereace adequately.
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29. Before and during the meetings a considerable number of radio and TV
programmes about the conference or the Colombo Plan.were broadcast. The press
coverage in Canada was very considerable - in news and editorial columns and in
the form of pictures. All comment on the substantive aspect of the Colombo Plan
was favourable to the objectives of the Plan; there was some criticism of it as inad-
equate in scope, and a majority of editorial writers seemed to favour an increase in
Canada's contribution.

30. With the cooperation of this Department, the Exhibitions Commission of the
Department of Trade and Commerce produced a very effective Colombo Plan exhi-
bition which was on display in the Parliament Buildings throughout the period of
the meetings. It was seen by all the tourists going through the building; and large
numbers of school children visited it from time to time. The public was further
interested in the Conference by the attendance of a large number of representative
groups in Ottawa to the opening session; the response was good, and the galleries
were very nearly filled.
.31. Every effort was made to obtain adequate publicity abroad. Special arrange-
ments were made to keep local representatives of wire-service agencies informed,
and a small number of foreign correspondents attended for a few days. The CBC-IS
was especially briefed on the Conference, and it broadcast news items and sent
documentaries abroad on discs. During the Ministerial meeting alone there were 62
short-wave broadcasts to South and Southeast Asia. The visit of two radio special-
ists from India and Pakistan, brought to Canada by the CBC-IS to work for a few
weeks with the CBC, was timed so that they could help with broadcasts to their
countries, and an Indonesian radio broadcaster, who was here under the Colombo
Plan as a trainee, acted as a special commentator for CBC-IS. The BBC relaYed
some CBC broadcasts and did shortwave broadcasts of its own. The United King-
dom Information Office sent special stories to United Kingdom Missions in
Colombo Plan countries. Special arrangements were made to have newsreel cover-
age of the opening session released in Colombo Plan countries.
32. The post-conference tours were highly successful. About fifty started out on

the main tour of Montreal, Kingston, Toronto and Niagara Falls. About twelve took
the brief northern tour to Arvida in planes provided by the Department of Trans-
port; it was also to have visited Knob Lake but was forced back by bad weather•
About twenty went on the Western tour. Asian delegates made up a high percentage
of all the tour parties. The 'tours 'gave some Canadians an opportunity to meet a
representative group of Asians at first hand and to learn more about their countnes.

r,33. A pleasing feature of the conference and the tours was the extent to which

delegates were entertained by non-official groups or simply went off on their ovw
to.visit people or places which interested them. This happened quite spontaneousy,
but always in a way which was of benefit both to the visitors and to the hosts.
34. The impact of Canada- upon the -Asian delegates was greater than had been

anticipated. rSubsequent reports have indicated how much the country and the pl-0,
ple impressed both° Asian Ministers and Officials. The Asians equally left a veryrth thatdignified and pleasant impression with the Canadian people; it is notewoY
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the tours were carried out without even the slightest evidence of any incidents relat-
ing to an unfriendly reception or discrimination.

35. In providing hospitality on the scale indicated in this memorandum for visit-
ing delegates, numbering about ninety at the peak period, the Canadian Govern-
ment was, following the precedent established at previous Colombo Plan
conferences in' New Delhi and Karachi. Another justification for meeting some
expenses not normally met at international conferences was the fact that most of
the Colombo Plan countries are short of dollars; Canada's hospitality made it easier
for them to send delegations of a suitable size. (In view of the fact that Canada has
now taken its turn as host, it would be open to us to suggest that in the future -
especially with the increase in the number of member countries, and hence of dele-
gations - it might be desirable for each delegation to cover a larger part of its own
expenses).

36. One aspect of the conference arrangements was, as was expected, uneconomi-
cal: the use of the Parliamentary Restaurant for lunch. The extent to which this
contributed to the easy functioning of the conference will, it is hoped, justify the
expense. While the conference accounts have not } ►et all been settled, it appears that
the amount spent will be well within the amount budgeted and in line with the
amounts approved for particular purposes.

SECITON C

CEYLAN
CEYLON

DEA/11038-3-40
Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
j' au lurut-commissaire au Ceylan

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
^ to Nigh Commissioner in Cepdon

DESPATrH &212' Ottawa, May 19, 1954.> . . , ,
CONFIDENIIÂL

Reference:..`Our. télegram No. 95 of May 18.t

"SqWIni MR. RAJU COOMARASWAMY RFGARDING 711E 1954/55
COLOMBO PLAN ALLOTMENT FOR CEYLON

As I. exPlained ï in My telegram, meetings were held in Ottawa between May 6
and May 14 with Mr. Cooruaraswamy, the Assistant Secretary of the Department ofFinal

in Colombo; I am enclosin g with this despatch a co of the letter whichw^ givén tô
^e conclü'si ^M^w^y at the conclusion of these meetings, which sets out

^.: ons neached at the official level and which indicates the type of pro-
^e-which;wé now pro posé to recommend to the Ministers. I am also enclos-^g for`y6

lnio°^uon a copy of the minutes of the Colombo Group meeting on



-May 11; which represents a summary of the thinking of Canadian officials which
led up to the development of the programme set out in the letter to Coomaraswamy.

-"^ 2. Mr. Coomaraswamy originally presented a list of projects which totalled over
- $7 million. .When it became clear that the Canadian officials were working on the
,basis of a figure approximately the same as last year, i.e. $2 million, Coomaras-
wamy proposed that an interest free loan might be made to Ceylon to cover the
difference. For reasons that are set out on page 4 of the minutes of the Colombo
Group meeting, this proposal was not actively followed up. Moreover, our Prime
Minister had indicated that we should not disturb the rough balance which existed
last year in the apportionment of Colombo Plan funds to the three recipient coun-
-tries.'Since funds had already been committed to India and Pakistan on only a
slightly reduced scale, it meant that the allotment for Ceylon would have to be in
the order of about $2 million, a figure roughly the same as last year.

- 3. As we indicated in our telegram, the new funds which officials are prepared to
recommend for the 1954/55 programme will total $2,115,000: In addition,
1200,000 will be transferred from the amounts already voted last year for the
equipping of a School of Practical Technology. As you will recall, the total funds
allotted last year for this project were $500,000, part of which was to be in flour for
local building costs and the remainder. in equipment.lfiere were some doubts in
the minds of Canadian officials about this procedure, but a formula was finally
developed as is set out on page 2 of the letter to Mr. Coomaraswamy.
4. Canadian officials were sympathetic to the budgetary difficulties that Ceylon is

experiencing, and realized that this forthcoming year was considered a critical one.
Nevertheless, we did not consider that the budget presented a crisis calling for
extraordinary or emergency aid as for example in the case of the special grant of
'wheat to Pakistan. The programme which it is now proposed to recommend to Cab-
inet will contribute to many of the projects to which the Ceylonese Government
give extremely high priority. At the same time, we are not likely to be exposed to
criticism from the other two recipient countries whose allotments will be reasona-
bly well maintained this year.

5. As you will see, if the recommended programme is approved, a total Of
5800,000 in . flour «Ail hg- made available for counterpart assistance in 1954/5

Since Australia is the major supplier of flour to Ceylon, we have asked our mission
in Canberra to inform the Australian authorities of our intention and to point out
that this amount falls well within what we have been exporting over the past couple

of years to Ceylon and what in fact Ceylon would expect to purchase from us .
year. To avoid lacin unusually large amounts of Canadian flour on the Ceylone$e

ymarket, we would pl âseÿ the, ahip cnts sô that part of it arrived in 1954 and the

remainder in 1955.
, 6. We should perhâps mention ône other point that came un in a supple^entarY

,, , , . . roblem of
discussion between Ritchie and Coomaraswamy which touchcd on the p

'hôüsin8 thé 69 ^ uiPment for the research laboratories which Canada is providin8•

vwill' recall in your letter No. 178 of March 26t you informed us that the Cey.You art funds which
lonesé âûthôrities were hoping that Canada might provide counterp inted out to
would pay for the' local costs of the required' buildings. Ritchie po
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Coomaraswamy that the Canadian authorities viewed this as a firm commitment on
the part of the Ceylonese Government and that there was little likelihood of Canada
agreeing to a change in this understanding. It was also pointed out' that the esti-
mated cost of the buildings, about $65,000, appeared to be high in relation to the
equipment which would be stored in them. If the new programme for 1954/55 is
approved, Canada will be assuming a substantial amount of local costs, and in the
light of this it is hoped that the Ceylon Government will find some way to provide
buildings for this laboratory equipment. The equipment, incidentally, is now avail-
able, and we are anxious to ship it as soon as the buildings become available. Mr.
Coomaraswamy agreed in the end that it was likely that his Government would be
able to make some arrangement. When he returns to Ceylon, it might be useful for
you to follow this up to ascertain that the Ceylonese are in fact going to take steps
to provide housing for our laboratory equipment.
7. The information in this despatch and in the attachments is, of course, for your

own confidential information. We hope that the recommendations will be sent to
the Ministers within the next couple of weeks, but it is important that no publicity
should be given these proposals at this time. As you are aware from previous
exchangè of correspondence, it is difficult but essential to avoid premature public-
4 for Colombo Plan assistance. When a programme has been approved, we will,
of course, immediately inform you so that you may undertake the necessary formal
notification of the Ceylonese Government.

A.B. RITCHIE
for Acting Secretary of State

for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE IIENCLOSURE Il

Procès-verbal de la réunion du groupe de Colombo

Minutes of Meeting of Colombo Group

Cor^EjTl1&

Those present:
[Ottawa], May 11, 1954

W. A.E. Ritchie,' Chairman
"Na Coomaraswamy, Assistant Secretary, Ceylon Ministry of Finance
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre. Department of Finance
Mr. J.P. Manion, Depart=t of TYade and Commerce
^• RW Rosent6al, Assistant Colombo Plan Administrator
W. P. Brid1e, Department of UXICMal Allai

+',, ^i.
A40 present: ^^ . ^, ^ ..^ .. .

c4r.,Pract. Pollock, Churehill. Stoner and Joy
^. Ni1c Câvell, Colombo Plan Administrator, and
Mesil* L Ruminslcy and O. Freeawn, of the Bank of Canada, were present
athe eIrlia meetings• referrrd to in the opening remarks of the Chairman).^e^a;^:.:.,. . . -

^, alr<nan recalled that at its meeting with Mr. Coomaraswamy on Thurs-
Y,Mây. 6, the Gc+oup had been asked to consider a programme comprising nine

P%ectj fo6a11Y presented through our Mission in Colombo and an additional pro-
ject (for the removal of the Science Faculty to the new University site at Per-



adenya) formally presented by. Mr. Coomaraswamy. The Chairman explained that
. since that earlier meeting a number of discussions had been held among the Cana-
dian officials concerned, who, at a meeting on May, 10, had come to the view that,
on the basis of there being about $2 million available for capital aid for Ceylon, an
appropriate programme might consist of the following:
:(1) $1,330,000 for diesel locomotives and sleepers, which had been given high
priority in the Ceylon projects and which was included in the Ceylon budget.

(2)$3 ' 00,000-Gal Oya, which was an attractive projectfrom the Canadian point
of viesince it would likely appeal to the Canadian public and seemed to have
special importance for both the Canadian Government and the public.
(3) $370,000-flour, the counterpart funds from which might be directed to the

fisheries harbour.
2. As a counter-proposal, Mr. Coomaraswamy suggested that a programme of

about that size might consist of assistance for the following projects:
(1) $600,000 in the form of flour for counterpart assistance to the fisheries har-

bour project;
(2) $600,000 for Canadian equipment for the port development project;

^; (3) 5910,000 for four diesel locomotives and the balance in creosoted sleepers (all
of which would generate counterpart funds); _
(4) $160,000-telecommunication equipment for the Colombo airport;
(5) $200,000 for agricultural and other equipment for the Gal Oya dry farming

scheme;
(6) $200,000 wôrth of flour for rural road development.

Mr. Coomaraswamy stressed that. this programme, totalling a little more than
$2,600,000, was primarily designed to bring relief to the budget position in Ceylon.
He explained that the overall programme represented a reduction from the original
Ceylon request in the light of the need to present a programme on the same order as
in previous years. He said that he understood the difficulties that might arise in
respeçt of the United States equipment that was included in the request in question,
and it was his intention'to propose that Canadian equipment for port development
be supplied up to the total amount listed in his suggested programme. There could
be full consultation on means of avoiding or overcoming any technical difficulties
that might arise as between Canadian equipment supplied by Canada and equip-
ment purchased by Ceylon from other sources. -'

3. During discussion it was noted that although the programme now put forward
by Mr: Coomaraswamy was in excess of 42 million, it was likely that the total
indicated would be reduccd by supply difficulties, although the higher prices of
some Canadian equipment might offset this` and keep the total up. In the event that

- an excess over $2 million remained after, thé`removal of those items which had t-
high a percentage of foreign content, it tnight be necessary to think in terms of not
taking on one or other of the projects. In this connection, Mr. CoomaraswamY w^
wârned that 'the Canadian" officials woüld wish to look most closely at ai' of ^e
projects listed with a view`to determining whether or not they (or the particular

r - ^ . . .. _. ..3M _ - . M . ., x _. !„ . . . .
.

`-l
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items of Canadian equipment involved) were of a kind that Canada would wish to
provide under the Colombo Plan.
4. Mr. Coomaraswamy indicated that if it did become necessary to remove a pro-

ject, he would prefer that projects at the end of, the list be taken off first.
5. During discussion it was also noted that, should it becomé necessaryto make

cuts in the programme from the point of view of the supply position in Canada,
which would take the total below the $2 million figure, consideration would be
given to the possibility 'of increasing the allocation of assistance to the first three
projects listed, all of which were in the budget.

6. It was agreed with Mr. Coomaraswamy that the Canadian officials would give
urgent attention to his most recent proposals, both from the point of view of availa-
bility of equipment and of whether or not individual projects were of a kind Canada
might wish to 'assist, , and would have a further meeting with him at 11 a.m. on
Friday, May 14 in the Conference Room.

7. If Canadian aid to Ceylon was not to exceed that of previous years, Mr.
Coomaraswamy formally advanced a new proposal. He suggested that considera-
tion might be given to the possibility of extending an interest free loan to his coun-
try which he hoped might be on the order of $5 million. He pointed out that such a
loan would help to meet the special difficulties facing his country's budget this
Year, and would not be taken by his country as a precedent for Canadian action in
subsequent ÿears. He drew attention to the instance in which special emergency aid
had been given to Pakistan in the form of wheat which had later been reimbursed to
the Colombo Plan vote. He assured the Group that a loan of this'kind would be
used only to purchase Canadian equipment and to meet local costs in connection
with projects coming within the Ceylon budget.

8.
To emphâsize the seriousness with which the Ceylon Government regards its

budgetary position, Mr. Coomaraswamy pointed out that in the preceding
Govenunent had been faced by a growing and serious trend towards deficit f nancs
ing and inflation. In an effort to check this, measures were imposed last year which,
because of their severity, contributed to changes in the existing government. These
measures have been maintained by the government. The estimates for the 1954/55
budget are being kept at about the same level as the previous year. Essential eco-
^mic developmental projects already started are being continued, despite the natu-

growth in cost as they progress, only by drastic curtailment of ordinary
governnient expenditures. Generally no new projects are being undertaken despite
$e fact that several important ones are reaciy to go ahead if funds or equipment
COuld be made available without increasing the budgetary burden.
l^ n8 to Mr. Coomaraswamy, the estimated expenditure for 1954/55 is Rs.

Won ($208 million). Revenue Is estimated at Rs. 950 million ($190 mil-
j s)' 1^^n8 a gap of Rs. 90 million ($18 million). This gap will be partially
eu^ bY a loan of £5 million (Rs. 65 million) from the United Kingdom Gover

^o0n the basis of present estimates, this leaves a deficit of Rs. 25 million ($5
suro of' but ^- Coomaraswamy' pointed out that to this figure must be added a
by^^l^an Rs. `` 10 million to'Rs. 15 million arising from the local costs of.

proJects, the external costs of which are being financed through a
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loan from the International Bank., There is also a possibility that the Ceylonese
Cabinet may decide to add to the estimates the cost of an important part of the Gal
Oya development which Ceylonese officials did not include in their estimates. Tak-
ing this contingency into account, the estimated deficit for 1954/55 could amount
to about Rs. 50 million ($10 million).

10. Mr. Coomaraswamy stressed that the advisers to the Ceylonese Government
(including the Reserve Bank) were seriously worried about the possible internal
economic effects of a budget deficit, and were urging the Government to budget for
a surplus if at all possible.

11. Mr. Coomaraswamy also drew; attention to the loss by Ceylon of foreign
exchange. In January1952 external assets held by the Ceylonese Government
amounted to Rs. 1200 million ($240 million); today their holdings were only Rs.
650 million ($130 million). The Ceylonese Government expects this loss to con-
tinue, although at a slower rate. Because of the demand for imports in Ceylon, any
budget deficit would be reflected in a further decline of these foreign exchange
reserves.

12. The Chairman mentioned that it had not been made entirely clear to him in
what way the Ceylon budgetary position was of the same emergency character as
the financial and food position of Pakistan at. the time of the special emergency
assistance to that country. He also pointed out that when the extraordinary situation
in Pakistan had arisen, there had happily, been uncommitted funds within the
Colombo Plan vote which could be used as a special measure to grant the assis-
tance requested. In the present case of Ceylon, however, there was unfortunately
only a small balance of uncommitted funds on hand. ^

13. Mr. Plumptre expressed the view that it might be difficult to justify the relat-
ing of Colombo Plan aid directly to the danger of a budgetary deficit. In his opinion
this.was a problem which every government fa-es and against which, in principle,

the Canadian Government would generally not be favourably disposed to provide a
cun. On the other hand, he recogniud that a --j loan might be on a different
footing to a grant in respect of assisting to meet a threatened budget deficit. He did

not, however,,see where there could be alternative sources to the Colombo Plan
vote from which funds might 1%^ made available for the purpose envisaged. No suit-
'able market for such a purpose could be found in Canada. The Export Credit Insur-

ance, Act,, which provided certain authority, under which loan assistance
could be

advanced, seemed on further investigation to be unsuitable for the kind of loan

which Mr. Coomaraswamy W in mind, since interest rates under it are cominer-

cial and such credits are usually for, only short terms. addi-
14. In sum, therefore, there seemed only two possible meanâ oéri rma v

l n n ease in
tional aid to Ceylon at this dme. Either there would have to be g
thetotal Colombo Plan vote this year, or the normal proportion

of aid available for

India, Pakistan ', and lon ; individually would have to oc altered in Ceylon's

favour. Since^neither of these courses was likely to be followed in the fores seabo-
future; Mr. Coomaraswamy was informed that if he wished to put forward w P

Id f rse be given
sympathetlc

posal for a ion on a more formal ba313, it wou o cou
consideration, but he should not be hopeful that a loan would be forthcoming-
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Le chef de la Direction économique
' au secrétaire adjoint du ministère des Finances du Ceylan .

Head Economic Division,
to Assistant Secretary, Department of Finance of Ceylon

861

Ottawa, May 14, 1954

My dear Coomaraswamy.
I wanted to let you know informally before your departure of the conclusions

that we have reached at the official level about the projects you have placed before
us for assistance from Canada under the Colombo Plan. I am sure you appreciate
that anything I may say at this time must be subject to whatever decisions are even-
tually taken,by the Government.

Before turning to the new projects, I thought it might be useful to run over the
developments since your visit to Ottawa in July, 1953.39 At that time we were able
to notify you that officials were recommending to the Canadian Government that
definite approval be given to projects totalling $1,785,000, and that approval in
principle, subject to further investigation, be given to a pest control project and to
some supplementary assistance for the fisheries pilot project. As you know, these
recommendations, were accepted by the Canadian Government. The Ceylonese
Govenument , was advised of these decisions on July 17 by the Acting Canadian
High Comrnissioner in Colombo. Subsequently your Government was informed of
°ur readiness to provide up to $28,000 worth of assistance for pest control pur-
Poses. As we explained at the beginning of our current talks, officials are now rec-
°romending to the Canadian Government that in response to the specific request
received from Ceylon, the supplementary assistance for the fisheries project
referred toabove should be provided in an amount which would bring the total
Canadian contribution to the external cost of that project up to approximately
$1,407,000 (including the $1 million approved in connection with the first year's
programme). This will result in an average total programme of approximately $2
milliori• in " each of the first two years.

...F ) •<.'!c

with respect to those proposals which you have suggested might be included in
^e Progranune for 1954/55, Canadian officials intend to recommend to the Gov-
emment that assistance be provided for the following projects:

To 6cft;iiihced out of 1954/55 appropriations
(I) Fuhries harbour,,,,^,..: }

be sân offcials will recommend that flour to an amount of $600,000 should
pplied so that the counterpart fund equivalent could be used for local costs at

the f shérieshârbour in view of the high priority which you have given to thispro]ect.Trta rt;^, ^ . ^,
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(2) Colombo port development
Canadian officials will recommend that electrical and other equipment (details

to be agreed later), should be made available to assist in the development of the

Colombo port up to an amount of $400,000.

(3) Railway equipment
Canadian officials will recommend that in 1954/55 three additional diesel loco-

motives should be provided, together with a quantity of mixed Douglas fir creo-
soted sleepers, up to a total cost for all these items of $700,000.

(4) Development of Colombo airport
We will recommend that telecommunications equipment for use at Colombo air-

port should be supplied under the new programme up to an amount totalling
$205,000.

(5) Agricultural development in Gal Oya
Canadian officials will recommend that agricultural equipment, a transmission

line and certain other related items be supplied up to a total of $210,000 for use in
assisting agricultural development in the Gal Oya area.

The total of the above programme which we propose to recommend to the Cana-
dian Government for 1954/55 is about $2,115,000!°

To be financed out of 1953/54 appropriations

(6) Rural roads
In 1953/54, the Canadian Government assigned an expertto Ceylon to assist in

preparing plans for a School of Practical Technology. At the same time the Govern-
ment agreed to supply a quantity of flour, the proceeds froin which would be used
to meet construction costs' of this School, and it also undertook to contribute

towards the costs of equipping the School when built. Since, in the ordinary course,

such equipment will not be required until 1955/56, and since 1954/55 is regarded as

a cridcal year in the Ceylon Government's financial and development programme,

Cânadian officials are prepared to recommend to their Government that it agree
that $200,000 of the amount set aside for'this purpose may be used in 1954/55 for
the provision of flour to be sold for,rupees which, in turn, will be applied to the,

côsts of culverts and other materials ncedcd in Ceylon's rural road-building p^

gramme. The Canadian officials will recommend that it be understood betw^n the

two Governments that the costs of equipment for the School of Practical Technol-

ogy, ' would be included as part of any regular , programme of aid to Ceylon in

1955/56, subject to the appropriation of funds in that fiscal year.
This arrangement would have the effect of adding the equivalent of $200,04n to

the funds available to the Government of Ceylon in the particularlY difficult Y ear

^1954/55 without thereby increasing the amount of new money to be allocated Y

,Canada tu Ceylon in that fiscal year, ôr in` the next.
, t^,The availability from Canadian sources of the bulk of the materials

and e9uiP"
. • . ''nvestigated

ment requiitd for these projects within the amounts indicated has been
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in a preliminary manner, and it is confidently expected that these contributions will
be feasible if the programme as outlined above is approved by the Government.
The precise çomposition of the aid which might best be given to these projects
cannot be settled definitely at this time, since, in the event that this programme is
approved, it will be necessary to enquire further into, and to consult with the Cey-
lonese authorities on, a variety of details. These would include specifications for
some of the equipment, the feasibility of relating such equipment as is available
from Canada with any equipment which Ceylon may be procuring from other
sources for these same projects, and the general practicability of using effectively
in some of these projects the types and amounts of equipment which Canada might
supply from the larger list which you have submitted in presenting your proposed
programme. It will also be necessary at a later stage to discuss with the Ceylonese
authorities such matters as the administrative arrangements for some of these
projects and the terms governing the creation and use of counterpart funds where
appropriate. For example, if the programme suggested above is approved, counter-
part funds will be generated by the flour and by the railway equipment.

Your presentation and explanation of the various proposals have been most use-
ful and have helped Canadian officials to determine the form of the recommenda-
tions which should be sent to the Ministers. It will be appreciated that it is difficult
to compare the amount of assistance provided in one year with that provided in
another, if only for the reason that the period in which assistance is actually pro-
vided rarely coincides with either the fiscal or calendar year. In the nature of the
operation, detailed decisions 'about individual projects, expenditures of funds and
indeed the receipt of goods or services tend to be spread unevenly over the years. It
iS to be hôped that the programme outlined above, if approved by the Canadian
Government, will make an effective contribution to Ceylon's economic develop-
ment during the current year.

1 am', sure I speak for all of those with whom you have had contact here in
Ottawa, when I say how much we appreciate your coming to Canada at this time to
discuss the new programme for Ceylon. Your presence has been most helpful, and I
hope to be able to inform you shortly of any decisions which the Ministers may
reach. " " , .

Yours sincerely,
A.E. RrrCttiB
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. au haut-commissaire au Ceylan

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Ceylon

DESrATCH E-483

CONFIDFxI7AI.

Ottawa, October 25, 1954

DISCUSSIONS VIITI'Ii THE CEYLON DELEGATION DURING THE CONSULTATIVE

COMMrrrEE MEETING

In other despatches we have reported to you some of the supplementary discus-
sions that Canadian officials had with the Ceylon Delegation during the recent
Consultative Committee meeting. There is attached to this despatch a copy of a
lettert sent to this Department by Mr. Cavell which summarizes the discussions
which he had with Mr. Raju Coomaraswamy about the various Canadian projects in
Ceylon.
e 2. I think only item 2 concerning the scientific equipment for the University
requires an explanation. On several occasions Canadian officials urged Coomaras-
wamy in the strongest terms to try to find the money, to provide the building for this
equipment for the University of Ceylon. There has evidently been a genuine misun-
derstanding on this point. The Ceylon authorities seem to have assumed that we
were going to supply the building or that a suitable one was already available at the
University, while it was our impression that we were only providing equipment.
Coomaraswamy pointed out that the only way in which his Government could
secure money would be to make a special request to Parliament. This would
ûndoubtedly cause considérable embarrassment for the Government and lead to
much criticism of Colombo Plan activities in general. Canadian officials indicated
that it was not My for the Canadian Govcrnmcnt to fnd the funds for this build-
ing, although this appeared to be now the only possible course. Canadian offici^s

have thcrefore under consideration a proposal that Canada should provide up to

$50,000 in flour. If it is decided to make such a recommendation to Cabinet and ^

it is approved, the counterpart funds arising from the sale of this
flour 111-111d be

used to finance the costs of construction of the building.
3. Coomaraswarny explained that he would be leaving Washington about October

28. If by that time the Canadian Government were in a position to nodfy him that it

was likely that Us new flour would be made available, he could make an^ge-
ments to transfer money from existing countetpart funds so that work on the build-

ing could get under way immediately. These funds would then be reimbursed fron ►

the'sale of the $50,000 worth of Canadian our.
4. If Canadian officials decide to recommend such an expenditure, no new fun^

will be involved. There is` sufficient saving arising out of the 1953-54 allotment for
.3c °ngl-• • ' 'll recall mat àdresels to provrde for the purchase of psp ^our. You wr but it was

nally antïcipated that Canada would au 1 three diesel locomotives;
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later agreed that two diesels of a more powerful nature would be provided. (Whilst
funds for the flour could presumably be found in the' 1953-54 vote for the diesels,
this does not imply acceptance of the principle that unexpended moneys of this
nature are freely available to the recipient country for whom the original allocation
was made).

5. We will cable you as soon as a decision is taken in Ottawa concerning the
financing of a building for the University.

A.E. RTTCHII3

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

412. PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 242-54 [Ottawa], November 12, 1954

SECRET

COLOMBO PLAN - AID FOR CEYLON

At its meeting of May 28, 1954 the Treasury Board approved, out of funds avail-
able for technical assistance projects, the supply of laboratory and other equipment
for the Faculty of Agriculture at the University of Ceylon, at a cost of approxi-
mately $17,000. At the time that this equipment was requested by the Ceylon Gov-
en►ment, a request was also made that Canada should assist in the construction of a
building at the University to house this equipment. It was suggested, however, to
the Ceylon authorities that such a building might be made available by the Univer-
sity or by the Ceylon Government. The Ceylon Government have now informed us
tlil because the University is in a very difficult financial position, it is impossible
fo' the University to finance the cost of this building. There is also no existing
aPPropriation from which the Ceylon Government could finance it and the only
way in which the Ceylon government could find the money would be to request a
rcivote from the Ceylon Parliament, which is not considered practicable at this
ge• In these circumstances, the Ceylon Government have renewed their request

that CaAâda should assist by financing the construction of the building. Canadian
offiC1als have informed the Ceylon authorities that they consider it regrettable that
Ceylon is unable to provide this building from its own means. In the circumstances,
bowever; it âppe^ desirable that consideration be given by the Canadian authori-
^^ t0 t

hi
uestesks^^^ s . ^Q, pecially since the equipment itself is virtually ready for

It is
^t^^ that the cost of construction of this building will be less than

$50,OOp,'1116 could be financed through the provision of flour from Canada which
'14uld i^

^be sold by the Ceylon Government and the counterpart funds so



established would then be used to meet the cost of construction of the building. The
provision of this flour would not involve the allocation of any new funds to Ceylon,
since the amount required could be found in the unused balance remaining from an
allocation under, the 1953-54 programme to provide diesel locomotives to Ceylon.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Canada should assist by financing the construction of a

building at the Agricultural Faculty of the University of Ceylon in which laboratory
and other equipment being' provided from Canada would be housed. Canadian
assistance would take the form of flour to be made available in the amount neces-
sary to provide' up to $50,000 for this purpose. The funds would come from alloca-
tions already made to Ceylon under earlier programmes."
<':' , L.B. PEARSON

CoNFtD^rmAL .

Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet ' »

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet '

t.
,CABUNET DOCUMENT No. 40-54 [Ottawa], February 16, 1954

counterpart funds o eq .v ue ve, v^n grcc
been allocated by the Indian authorities to meet the local costs of the impo^t

'irrigation and hydro-electric project at Mayurakshi. India of a

projects in consultation with Canadian officiais. ^ 10 million wo

in fact provided to India under the 1951/52 programme of capital aid, ^d Ni^

f ual a1 ha 'th the a ment of Canadiar► officiais'

.value to the wheat eventually provided, and (b) to use these funds for deve p
• • • • ^ rth of wheat was

milLon for the supply o w eat to n ia un er e 0
the Government of India be requested (a) to set up "counterpart funds" equal in

in ment

On September 12,1 f 71, met approv an pe
^ h I d' d th Colombo Plan on condition that

COLOMBO MAN - ALLOCATION OF RUPEE COUNTERPART FUNDS
- - ARISIN(3 FROM CANADiAN AID

S Cab' ed ex nditure not to exceed $15

° Z. At its meeting on September 13, 1952 Cabinet approved the supplY tO d

fûithér $5 million worth of wheat during the fiscal year 1952-53 on the understan
^..

€:! Approuvé at le Cabinet 1e'18 novembre 19S4IApproved by Cabinet. Novcmber 18, 1954
a Votr/See Volume 17. Document 583. ^,•,`, ; ^
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ing that as for the earlier gift, rupee counterpart funds to an equivalent value would
be established 43 On March 27, 1953, Cabinet approved the provision to India of 40
locomotive boilers on the understanding that counterpart funds would be estab-
lished in an amount which would be appropriate in the light of arrangements for
fmancing the, Indian Railways and other relevant considerations µ Subsequent
negotiations with the Canadian supplier indicated that the cost of the boilers would
be considerably less than the original estimate, and on November 17, 1953, Cabinet
agreed that 10 locomotive boilers, additional to the 40 previously approved, should
be provided from the'amount of $2.08 million which had been set aside for this
Project.: . , ,

3. The rupee counterpart funds arising from the 1952-53 $5 million gift of wheat
have been set aside by the Indian authorities. The counterpart funds arising from
the supply of locomotive boilers will not be set aside until delivery to India has
been effected. Because the locomotive boilers make a direct contribution to Indian
development, and because , financial and administrative difficulties would arise if
the Indian Railways were debited for the locomotive boilers at the equivalent of the
price of their manufacture in Canada, it has in principle been agreed with the Indian
authorities that the counterpart fund to be set up should be the equivalent of the
international market price for similar boilers. The exact price per locomotive at
which the counterpart fund should be established is still under consideration.
4. The question of the allocation for development purposes in India of the counter-

Pa►t funds arising from the $5 million wheat gift and the supply of 50 locomotive
boilers has been discussed with the Indian authorities who have proposed that they
be applied against the local costs of the Mayurakshi Irrigation and Hydro-Electric
Project tô which it was previously agreed the counterpart funds from the 1951-52
$10 million wheat gift should be allocated. In view of the size and importance of
the MaY^s %lect and of Canada's special interest in it, it is considered that
Cabinet approval should be obtained before agreeing to the Indian Government's
Proposal.

5• The Mayurakshi Scheme is one of the high-priority projects in India's five-year
ewuomic development plan. It is situated in the State of West Bengal, and will on
completion irrigate 600,000 acres of land with . an estimated resultant increased
Yield of approximately 400,000 tons of food annually. The Mayurakshi works, on
wbich very, considerable progress has already been made, will include a hydro-
electric plant. It is expected that the project will be completed in 1955. In addition
to the agreed allocation of the rupee counterpart funds arising from the 1951-52
$10 million gift of wheat, Cabinet has approved the piovision for this project of $3
million werth of Canadian manufactured electrical equipment for which contractsare at

Msent being placed. The Indian proposal has been discussed on an interde-
Partmental basis, and it is considered that the allocation of these rupee counterpart

,,...^en r°^ Mayurakshi Project would be desirable and useful. Assurances have
^rved from the Indian authorities that local expenditure of more than the
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amount of rupee counterpart funds arising from the $5 million gift of wheat and the
provision of 50, locomotive boilers remains to be incunred on the project.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Cabinet agree to the Indian proposal that the counterpart

funds arising from the grant of $5 million worth of wheat, and the provision of 50
locomotive boilers from Canada under the Colombo Plan be allocated to help meet
the rupee cost of the Mayurakshi Irrigation and Hydro-Electric Project.45

BROOKE CLAXTON

DEA/11038-1-1A-40

Le greffier du Conseil privé
au chef de la Direction fconomique,,

Clerk of Privy Coüncil
to Nead Economic Division '

PERSONAL'AND CONFlDEM'ImAL a Ottawa, February 22, 1954
.. . . . . .. ,. , ^ .. . . .. . . ^^ . . 4 :. . ^ , - .

Yours sincerely,
better than this?

real argument at al1 in support of the a on propo • y able of somethingratus we have erected to deal with Colombo Plan matters is cap
' cu sed Surel the colis

, Incidentally, the met papery no
regard it as mainly an elementary explanation of the financial background with no

• 'derable appa-

Cab' did t touch on this sort of thing at
neither influence nor association: , ^ ^ • _I

I refrained last week from raising this question except in reporting the decision
to the Prime Minister, but I would like to ask you what we gain by allocating fur-
ther coünterpârt funds to the Mayurakshi project. We have already, I understand,
provided dollars and many rupees to this, we are associated with it to as large a
degree as would seeni necessary and apparently thé project will go ahead to com-
pletion as rapidly if we do not aid it as if we do. Consequently the real effect of this
application'of countérpart funds must surely be simply to ease the budgetary prob-
lem of India and spare funds for other projects in regard to which we will have

RE COLOMBO PLAN, USE OF COUNTERPART FUNDS FOR MAYURAKSHI DAM

BOB [BRYCEI
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Le chef de la Direction économique
au greffier du Conseil privé

Head, Economic Division,
to Clerk of Privy Council
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DEA/11038-1-1A-40

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENIIAL [Ottawa], March 1, 1954

RE COLOMBO PLAN; USE OF COUNTERPART FUNDS
FOR THE MAYURAKSHI DAM

In your letter of February 22 you have raised some very fair questions concern-
ing the uses to which our counterpart funds are being put and concerning the man-
ner in which the proposal referred to above was presented to Cabinet in our
memorandum of February 16. Without going into too long a discussion, I hope that
we can satisfy you on both scores.

I would'stârt with' the assumption that our counterpart funds can be allocated
only to projects which are already in the Indian Five Year Plan and which are
regarded as of a sufficiently high priority to be scheduled for early execution. It
would, I think, be quite unreasonable for us to require such funds to be used on
Projects which âre outside the Plan (or which come later in the Plan), especially if
we are not prepared - as we generally are not - to meet the entire external and
Wernal costs of such projects. We should then be making the Indians divert some
of their own limited development resources to projects which they did not regard as
sufficiéntly important or urgent. Even in the unlikely event of our being willing to
cover the whôle costs of such "new" projects, I think the Indians would have strong
objections to such a course from a political (and "planning") point of view. In any
case, the understandingis that the projects to be assisted shall be ones agreed with
the Government of India within the current phase of the Five Year Plan.

In these circumstances, it would seem pretty clear that the "real" economic
effects ôf sûPplying goods which yield counterpart funds (apart, of course, from the
usefulness of ^e'goods themselves) should be judged not so much in relation to
Wividua1 projécts as in relation to the progress of the development programme. as
awhole;aTh'e ^ry is that such counterpart funds, by increasing the availability of

the Government of India's Special Development Fund (and not merely
to the iu^nt governmental budget), make possible a corresponding acceleration of
the CO^^Y'$ econômic development without additional inflation. That, I think, is
$e effect tvhich our counterpart funds (and those of other countries) have in fact
^e^rob^8.: Expenditures by the Indian Government on economic development

P ably` g^te='than they would otherwise have been by something like the
amowt of tlié côunterpart funds. (That is not, of course, to say that the progress of
$e pivé Yj^j plan, is aheid of schedule. As you know that Plan always envisaged a
good ^°f fôréign'assistance - in fact somewhat more than has been forthcom-
Mg - t0 bilp`in meëtin ' t al 11 t al6 m ertn as we as ex ern costs).
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. In comparison with this main objective of influencing the general rate of eco-
nomic developments, the allocation, or attribution, of our counterpart funds to par-
ticular projects does not have very much, if any, ecoriomic significance. It is largely
a matter of choice on the basis of such considerations as:

(a) the extent to which the association of Canada's name with the project (given
its type, technical and administrative soundness, location, etc.) will have an imme-
diate and lasting favourable impact on some sections or other of the Indian people
- withoût, of course, detracting from the part which is being played in the project
by the present Indian Government whose position we are anxious to maintain and
strengthen;

(b) the degree of nominal participation by Canada which is required in order to
have the best effect. (Ten per cent might go unnoticed. A somewhat larger percent-

age especially if combined with Canadian-made'equipment - might lead to its
being ^identified for all time as a"Canadian", or "Canadian-Indian", project;

(c) the interest which participation in the project might be expected to arouse in> _ .
Canada; and,

(d) the problem of securing statements of expenditures attributable to our counter-
part funds which will be satisfactory to the Canadian Auditor General (see his latest
report); a problem which might be considerably more manageable for a few well-
run projects than for a large number of scattered ones.

From all these points of view, I think Mayurakshi is a pretty good (even an
excellent) project to which to attribute something like the amount of counterpart
funds so far, allocated to it - and possibly some more. I also doubt that it is more
likely than any other project which would be eligible for our counterpart assistance
(in the sense of being included in the Five Year Plan with a high priority) "to go
ahead to completion as rapidly if we do not aid it as if we do." Equally, so long as
we . are reasonably satisfied with the project, I do not see that we should be too
worried at the possibility that such action may "spare funds for other projects in
regard to which we will have neither influence nor association" - since this, too,
would be true to the same degree of any, other, "eligible" project which we might
take under our wing. ;, a..
'£ ., Even if you accept all --- or most - of this, you may still feel that more shoulÎ
have been said in support of this recommendation in the Cabinet memorandum
shall not, take refuge in, the frequent exhortations which we have receiveddûim

Ministers and others to kee our submissions short, although I must say
woüld take, a pretty formidable memorandwn to explain fully the significar1Ce (°r
mystique) of allocating counterpart funds.'Since this was a memorandum addressed
to Cabinet,I. shall.also, not make too much of the fact that the original Cabinetiular counterp^A artcdècision of : September ,12,. 1951 , had jenvisaged that thcse p o

funds would beaused by the Indian Government in consultation with C^ N^^t

ciâls (as. noted, in the : opening paragraph of the memorandum
of Feb ^Y

1954)., Ministera, have been , given a good deal of information about C0 i two or

fund ôperâtions, in memoranda relating atô .various projects over the P^ro ect in
. . . . M rakshi p j

three Years, and they,have become faulyo fanuliar with the aYu

particular as a result of earlier discussions about both equipment and counterp^
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funds. Moréover, thé'proposal dealt with in the 'memorandum to Cabinet had been
discussed at some length (and agreed) interdepartmentally and no doubt the Minis-
ters primarily concerned had been consulted (and briefed) by their officials. Since
the action being recommended to Ministers was primarily in the nature of a confir-
mation ôf this interdepartmental understanding, and was in keeping with the deci-
sion of January :1952 concerning the first $ 10 million, the memorandum seemed
adeqiiate for the purpose. In the future, we can, of course, attempt to make our
presentations more detailed and thorough if that is thought desirable.

in casé you may feel that we have not been giving enough attention to the intri-
cacies of the counterpart fund arrangements,' I attach a copy of an exchange of
coirespondence t which we have had with the Auditor General on the subject. Since
you may also wonder whether we are concentrating solely on Mayurakshi as a mat-
ter of convenience and are not being alert to the possibilities of other projects, I
would draw your attention to despatch No. 1103 of October 29, 1953 from New
Delhi and in particular to paragraphs 13-17 of the enclosure (copy attached).t
Finally, in order that you may have a comprehensive summary of the present posi-
tion in respect of both capital equipment and counterpart funds, I am attaching a
memôrandum Of January 14, 1954 with accompanying tables. j46

I

Yours sincerely,
A.E. Izrrcl{IE

416. . .. '. 1 . . : . DEA/11038-1-1A-40

The Indian authorities have once again drawn to our attention the problem aris-
mg bm the counterpart fund arrangements which governed the provision of $5
million Worth of Canadian wheat to India in 1952-53. Our records show that the
1°d'an Hi8b Commissioner in Ottawa was instructed, in October 1952, to raise this
problein ^th you. We are also under the impression that the problem may have

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Under-Secretary of State for Exlcrnal Affairs

; . ^ 1 : = COLOMBO PLAN: COUNTERPART FUNDS

°^ Report of the Auditor Gcncral, Ottawa: Queen's Printet, 1953, p. 14.

«V0u G1634 Miniattre des Finances. Comptes publics du Canada pour l'annfe financitre close le
^^ R 1953 a Rapport de l'Auditeur afnfral, Ottawa: Imprimeur de Is Reine, 1953, pp. 13-14.

31, 195^^t of Finance. Public Accounu of Canada for the Fiscal Year ended March
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been mentiôned in a wider context to Messrs. Deutsch and Ritchie when they vis-

of the w eat y e arrangements in
fore, that it will be possible for us to review these counterpart fund

. . L _ A_ ._ ...__. .ae:^ .,..e;tnn_ They have sug-

h b th Government of India. Inc Indian authonties are p,1952-53 wheat gift in an amount higher than that which was realized from
• • ho ;no there-

4. Apparently e n an a
which credits have been made to the Special Development Fund in respect of our

• the sale

er un e g
th I di udit authorities have questioned the procedure under

1.1 d rstandin between the Canadian and Indian Governmen .

wheat n p
required to bring the relevant counterpart fund up to the level stipulated in the ear-

ts

$1.80 per us e . C a
per bushel, was added to the general pool for sale in the Indian market. The result

was that the sales proceeds from this wheat were less than the price at which the

11-4 bee rocured in Canada and a Government of India subsidy was

o.b h 1 Th ift wheat f r o m Canada, wluch was based on a UI

3. The n an "LA
1952-53 were procured under the International Wheat -Agreement at a price of

f 5217

I di thorities claim that India's remaining wheat requirements in
wheat should be purchased outside the Internatlonal Wheat Agreement.

V, p
ments applied to the subsequent Canadian gift of $5 million worth of wheat under
the 1952-53 programme of aid to India. However, in this case we stipulated that the.

agree
part funds would be established in respect of the wheat in an amount equivalent to

th Canadian urchase price of $10 million. The same counterpart fund arrange-

. wheat. ` This wheat was purchased atat International Wheat Agreement prices and
ment was reached between the Canadian and Indian authorities that counter-

2. The substance of the Indian difficulty is, briefly, as follows. As part of our

1951-52 Colombo Plan programme Indian received a $10 million gift of Canadian

ited New Delhi last autumn.47

gested that our more recent , understan mg a rp „ rice mi 53
equipment would normally be credited at the "international market p

rice
. _ :.. .ke ,..,eP nf the 1952

an ettort co sec ir somcuung L.:.,1 ^ YV.I,. .v ...w. ..._.. r-- '
d• th t counte art funds for Canadlan

`Agreement pnce is, to all intents and purposes, a pre c P
may be prepared to accept the selling price fixed by the Government of India for

- this wheat in the domestic market (which would presumably be somewhat higher
• • • art fund purpoSes• This

provide an analogy ior toc prucu,u^ ^ u,^ ^^ p••.•^-•^..
ï.wheat. This is not, of course, a strictly valid analogy since the International Wheat

•• • r- ntïal rice. However, you

,wheat supplied to India under the Colombo Plan.

than the I.W.A. price) as an appropnate pnce for counterp
ment subsidy for

would at least eliminate the accounting problem of a Govern

ESOOTt REID
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DEA/11038-1-1A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 'J '
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
' to High Commissioner in India

LEM E-296 Ottawa, April 23, 1954

CoNMENT[AL

Reference: Your letter No. 355 of March 30.

.
COLOMBO PLAN: WHEAT COUNTERPART FUNDS

We are not aware of. any talks while Messrs. Deutsch and Ritchie were in New
Delhi-concerning the possibility that, in determining the amount of counterpart
funds i-equired, wheat supplied by Canada under the Colombo Plan should be val-
ued at the I.W.A. price, or the price actually received by the Indian authorities,
rather'than at the higher Class II price. -

2. You will be familiar with the letter of Jan. 17, 1952 from Mr. Heeney to Mr.
Saksena which indicated the general terms on which wheat would bé provided.
That letter proposed that deposits into the counterpart fund account would be "the
rupee equivalent of total expenditures by the Canadian Government in respect of
wheât supplied to India". The letter went on to recognize that "as the Indian Gov-
ernment is under no obligation regarding the price at which the wheat is distributed
in India, receipts by the Government of India of the proceeds of sale of the wheat,
after taking into account costs of ocean transportation and other costs incurred by
the Government of India, will not necessarily be equal in value to the expenditures
made by the.Canadian Government". These terms were accepted by Mr. Saksena
on behalf of his Government in a letter of February 25.
3. In connection with the subsequent request for a further $5 million worth of

wheat, IVir; Salcsena indicated in a letter of August 19, 1952 that "his Government
desires that this should not be in addition to purchases made under the International
Wheat Agreement, as was the case last year, but should form part of it". In our
reply of September 15 , we informed the High Commissioner that, in deciding to
make available, the, amount of wheat requested, the Canadian Government had
Sleclfied that `.`the`quantity of wheat procured with this amount of money is to be
outside the International Wheat Agreement and additional to any amount which
India ^y^ b̂i6 purchasing from Canada under that Agreement".
4^ 111 the light of these various exchanges, we would not think it appropriate to

alter at this stage'the basis on which counterpart funds should be calculated. In any
discussia^ which you may be having with the Indian authorities on this subject,
you nught;wish to make the following points:
ka) sInee'the.wheat provided by Canada to India under the Colombo Plan was

suppli^ ?I1 a grant basis and not imported commercially by the Indians, it was not
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considered appropriâte to count it against India's import obligations (or Canada's

export obligations) under the LW.A.; •,,
(b) in view of the fact that these transactions did not appear to qualify for inclu-

sion within the I.W.A., the Canadian Wheat Board had no alternative but to charge
Class II (or non-I.W.A.) prices;

(c) the Canadian Wheat Board was, in fact, paid at those prices;
(d) as indicated by the correspondence referred to above, the Indian authorities

were aware of the situation and accepted the wheat on this basis;
(e) there is no similarity between these transactions and those involving the loco-

motives or the Mayurakshi electrical equipment where Canadian prices appeared to
be high in relation to prices from other sources. As you will be aware, the Canadian

Class II price for wheat compares favourably with any `.`world market price" for
wheat outside the I.W.A.
;(f) as we pointed out in our letter of January 17, 1952, itis no affair of ours if the
recipients of Canadian wheat under the Colombo Plan choose to subsidize their
distribution of wheat for domestic reasons;

(g) the arrangements for India are the same as those made for Pakistan which is

also being required to credit Colombo Plan wheat for counterpart fund purposes at
the Class ll price;

(h) insofar as the counterpart funds resulting from these wheat transactions are
devoted to projects scheduled for execution currently under the five-year plan, the
Indian problem appears to be entirely a bookkeeping one without real e:conomic (or
even budgetary) significance;
.`(i) apart from* the question of principle mentioned in (a) above, and apart fromthe
fact that the Indian authorities had accepted Canadian wheat on the proposed t erms,

the alteration of the arrangement at this stage after the transactions have been com-
pleted and entered in our books would present problems for us from an accounting
and auditing point of view which would be at least as serious as those which are
troubling the Indian authorities.

S. In the light of all these factors; weaîe not inclined to request other Departnents
here to reconsider the arrangements already made with the Indian authorities. We
would hope that, in the circumstances, the Indian Government would not press the
matter further. the first

Incidentally, in the light of your letter, we were somewhat puzzled by
'ch" é which the Indians P^ro, sed in the press

11release concerning Canadian aid to

tthé Mâyûrakshi project as reported in jouir telegram No. 135 of April 22.t You wi^l
on the roposal,of

recall that the original draft of this release réferred to agreement P„ C^a^an
the Indian Government thât4additional counterpart funds "arising from ^ fun^

âid be allocated ` to' Mayürakshi: This was' revised to refer to counterp

,"raiséd out'ot" Caiiada's economic âssistance to India. We trust that thi V^ by ^e

was not intended to limit counterpart funds to the actual procee.ds reCe

Indian `Governmcnt ° from the We of the wheat. This would be an interpretation
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which would not be acceptable to us for the various reasons indicated earlier in this
letter. ^.. ^.:. ;

A.E. RrrCHte
for Acting Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

[P.S.] Incidentally, with reference to paragraph 2 of your letter, our records indicate
that both the 1951/52 and 1952/53 shipments were made at Class II (non-IWA)
prices.,

DEA/11038-1-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

New Delhi, June 9, 1954

COLOMBO PLAN: AID PROGRAMME FOR 1954-55

The Indian authorities have now submitted to us three major projects for which
they would like assistance from Canada under the auspices of the Colombo Plan.
The Indian proposals are based on recommendations by the Planning Commission
and carry the 'concurrence of the Minister of Finance.

2• As ÿou know, âpproximately $10 million of Canadian aid funds has already
been committed toward the completion of our locomotive procurement programme
which wâs initiated during the preceding fiscal year. The balance of the pro-
Vamme, on` the basis of the Indian proposals, might be made up as follows:,.,

Chanbal . Project: generating plant and equipment (three units of 23,000 KW-A,

1954-55 ; •

875

$4,000,000

Chambil '-project.. equipment for substations $ in Madhya Bharat and
Rajasthan.` ;r . $4,000,000

Small Tbecnnal Power Sets and equipment for local transmission and distribution
schemes, up to $5,800,000

Rihand Project: -generating plant and equipment (three units of 40,000 KW
each)• $5,000,000

3• The Indian authorities have, as you will note, submitted a programme which
would extend over the next two years. This period is co-terminous with the remain-
^8 period of orati f th 01. Pl A 1

1955-56 #^<

pe on o e cuir-nt ve Year an. two-year programme a ong
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report could be made available to us at an early date. In the m

completed„by the Central a Waçer. and Power mm'̂ ro ect
report is now in active preparation. Copies of the specifcations and the PJ

eantime work has

excavation work for the dam foundauons 1s already under way.
told that the specifications for the 'generating plant and equipment

were recentlY

' Co ssion and that a final proJect

7. If we decided to deal w"h the IncLan propo s success it
that the

'ect should probably be 'ven the hi t p
riorit

y.
It is our understandingject P ^. ^ We have also been

project (see paragraphs16 and 17 below). This formula would,

possible foi us to agree in principle at this stage to the Indian proposals as a whole.
`" t , ,

; . • UU ivel the Chambal Pro-

leave ourselves an. uncomnutted margm o a u
neccssâry, devote' to the'small industries programme and the Delhi milk supplY

• I think make it

small town an V. %1%, p^
which will be available tô India. We might also, at least until the end

of this year,

bo 'tC1 million which we could, ü

d rural 1 trif cation ro eçts as mn be financed w^ tn

the lines suggested would, therefore, facilitate the task of the Indian planners in
formulation the balance of their own development programme. It would also have
the advantage of ensuring' that the various items, of generating and transmission
equipment will be available when required.,

4. Needless to say, the Indians âre fully aware that funds for Canadian participa-
tion in the Colombo Plan are appropriated from year to year. They have suggested,
however, that it might be possible, for us to obtain approval in principle for a two-
year programme subject to the necessary funds being voted by Parliament. This
was, of course, the procedure we adopted in acceding to the Indian request for 120
W.P. type locomotives last year.

5. Even if the formulation of a two-year programme at this stage were acceptable
to the Canadian Government (and I think that this approach to long-term planning
has much to recommend it), it would seem thafthe programme proposed by the
Indians is likely to absorb funds in excess of those which are normally allocated to
India under the Colombo Plan in any two-year period. If we assume that about
another $10 million will be required to complete the provision of 120 steam loco-
motives to InW and if we also assume that the price estimates included in the
Indian proposals are reasonably close to the actual cost of the equipment in Canada,
the aggregate of our contribution to India during 1954-55 and 1955-56 would be
$28.8 million. This is about $1.5 million more than, on the basis of past experience,
we are likely to have available for expenditure in India.

6. It may, however, be that the Indian estimates are higher than prevailing prices
for this type of equipment in Canada." It is also possible that the Government may
find itself in a position to increase the appropriation for economic aid under the
Colombo Plan in 1955-56. Inthe absence,of either of these factors the Indians
themselves have suggested that we treat the figure of $5.8 million for the provision
of thermal power sets as a maximum figure, and that we select only as many of the

• 'oh' the amount

{. .
,4* Note marginale JMutinai. aota ;,

cl'no" te 11 million éow [0.(i. Stonet

This of conne we came say until rra see liu of desircd eqmpmrn
Note ^t^ M"oal DOW Stonerl
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been started on the drawing up of the designs and specifications for the grid sub-
stations.

8. You will recall that the possibility of Canadian aid for the Chambal Project was
first raised with us in the spring of 1953 when Mr. Cavell had an opportunity of
discussing the project at an official meeting of the Planning Commission. Since
that time much progress has been made and there is every evidence that the Gov-
ernment `of India considers it to have a very high priority among the major multi-
purpose projects now under construction. The cost of the project is now estimated
at about 100 million'dollars (Rs. 52 crores against,an earlier estimate of Rs. 33.75
crores). It is expected that, on completion, the project will irrigate a total area of 1.2
million acres, about half of it in Madhya Bharat and the other half in Rajasthan.
The additiorial foodgrain yield expected is of the order of 400,000 tons annually.

9. The United States Government agreed last year to make available $1,669,873
worth of construction equipment for the project. This contribution was matched by
an Indian undertaking to spend about 2 million dollars (Rs. 1 crore) on initial con-
struction work., I understand that additional United States funds are likely to be
allocated to the, Chambal Project for the procurement of construction equipment
and supplies. On the other hand, we have been assured by the United States Techni-
cal Coo-opëration Mission that they have not been asked to contribute to the hydrx)-
electric side of the project and that they do not propose to, offer such a contribution
on their"own initiative.
10.4 he next highest priority after Chambal is assigned by the Indians to the provi-

sion of thermal power sets and equipment for the small town and rural electrifica-
tion project. This project forms part of the recent expansion of the Five Year Plan
and wâs formulated specifically to provide additional employment in the rural sec-
tor. T'liesmall'thermal and diesel generating units which we have been asked to
supply would serve to meet the needs of cottage and small-scale industries and
would `also be used to activate pump sets for irrigating and draining agricultural
land. The project is intended to cover five states and would thus have the advantage
of spreading the Can adian contribution over a wide geographical area without any
concomitâttt problem of implementation or supervision.50
11: Tbé' r.

Rihand' Valley Development Project in Uttar Pradesh is not yet suffi-
cientlÿ faz ^vanced to permit the drawing up of detailed specifications for the
bydro-electric equipment which might be provided by Canada. The project involves
a totat cos't^ of about 70 million dollars (Rs. 35.2 crores); of this about Rs. 32.93
crores istexpcct^ to be spent by March 31, 1957. The foreign exchange cost is
^t"nated to be about 47% of the total cost and this makes Rihand an attractive and
suitable project for external assistance. The United States Government has already
un^^n'tôcontribute $ 11 million in the form of construction plant, equipment
and sùpph^ x^ well as technical ` services. The Indians for their part agreed to
match the United States contribution by setting aside about 33 million dollars (Rs.16.69 cro-me

) for internal expendrture on the project.
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'12. On completion the Rihand Project is to have an installed capacity of 240,000
KW. Only half this capacity is envisaged for the first phase of the project. Some of
the power thus made available will be used for awide range of basic industries in
the area to be served by the`projéct. Power from the Rihand Valley Development
will also be used to irrigate about 1.6 million acres from close to 4,000 tubewells
which either have been or are expected shortly to be constructed. A further 450,000
acres are expected to be irrigated in the neighbouring state of Bihar. The aggregate
increase in foodgrain production is estimated to be about 600,000 tons annually.

13. I attach for your information one copy each of the following documentation
which is relevant to the Indian proposals:

(a) Extract from the 1952 projéct report on the Chambal Project comprising an
analysis of the irrigation and power aspects of the project (the full report is, I think,

in Mr. Cavell's hands);
(b) Draft project statement on the supply of plant and equipment for small town

and rural electrification;
(c) Operational Agreement No. 20 of March 29, 1954, between the Governments

of India and the United States on the project for Rihand Valley development.
14. You will note that the draft statement on the provision of small thermal power

sets was obviously drawn up for submissiôn to the United States Technical Co-
operation Mission. The Indiani did not, of course, suggest to us that any of their
proposals had previously been referred to other donor governments and agencies or
might still be under consideration in other quarters. However, we were able to con-
firm that an identical request for thermal power sets had, in fact, been addressed to
the Americans. The Americans had also at,one time been

tltihand but h ad'
advance commitment to provide the hydro-electnc equipment
declined to do so until the project had moved off the ground.

that
15. The Ministry of Finance seemed a little taken aback when we suggested

the cause of using foreign aid to full advantage might have been served better if we
had at least been told that some of the projects proposed for Canadian participation
had also been submitted to the Americans. Mr. Prem Narain of the Ministry of
Finance thought that the request for thermal sets had not been met by the United
States Technical Co-operation Mission (the 'fact is that they have not yet had an
opportunity of considering it) and that any earlier request for hydro-electric equip-
ment for Rihand must surcly hâve been premature. Be that as it may, it is our
understanding that thé Americanswould have no objection to our going ahead with
éither project provided we,keep them informed. I propose to confirm this under-

standingbyzw^riting to the United States Ambassador.s'
j, 16. It is possible that, at a later date, a request may be directcd to us to ^i ^abue

to the Delhi milk supply project and it is partly for that reason that I s gg
keep ï until , the end, of Jhis year : about ,S 1 million of the 1954-55 appropri ation

eC no w. . 1 roj
uncommitted. We have been ^ informed that the DcUu milk supp y P ^at
being worked out in detail by theCéntral Ministry of Food and Agriculture and
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an advisory board, comprising representatives of the Ministry of Finance, the Plan-
ning Commission and Delhi State, has been constituted for this purpose. Evidently
the Central Government is prepared to meet all the internal costs of the project and
is thinking of using Colombo Plan aid for the purchase of dairy machinery and
equipment. We might wish to provide some of this as well as provide counterpart
funds and, possibly, the services of an expert and facilities for training Indians, in
Canada in the field of dairy development.52
17. It is also possible that, at a later date, we may be asked to contribute to the

Small Industries Programme. I am writing you separately about recent
developments.
18. I do not know if the Indian proposals in their present form are formulated in

sufficient detail to enable you to reach a decision in principle on the projects put
forward for` Canadian assistance. Supplementary documentation on the Chambal
and Rihand projects is in preparation and will, of course, be made available to us as
soon as it is completed. In order to hasten the preparation of material and facilitate
its consideration by the Colombo Group you might wish to have a senior Indian
official come to Ottawa to present the proposals. This could no doubt be arranged
at relatively short noticess , ; I .

EScoTr RE1n

419. DEA/11038-1-40

au haut-commissaire en Inde
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

DESpATCH E-469 Ottawa, July 6, 1954

CorHDExrtÂt,

Reference: Your letters Nos. 651 of June 21 t and 603 of June 9._. . ,, .

COLOMBO PLAN AID PROGRAMME FOR 1954/55
At tbëR làst nieëting of the Colombo Group held on July 5, consideration was

given to the programme for India for 1954/55. The minutes of this meeting have
not yet been completed, but when they are available you will see that prior to the
discussion of the Indian programme, the Group gave general consideration to the
future scope°of our Colombo Plan operations. Whilst the possibility of suggesting;, . r...1^

A Nmarginale *Marginal note:
;16at would be .of, considerable Interest to agriculture. 10.0. Stonerl

n Note ïrïaz'gi^^ `^^na1 note:
^^OUgh it is a siztable task of pt+oduction. I think one copy of all documentation should go to
^ mcmbef of group. Could these projects then be discussed at next Group meeting. Escott
[Reid) and the Indians may be too low in their figure (para S) of $10 M[illion] for the locomo-
tives- May we discvss? O.G. S[tonerl
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to Ministers an-'increase in the amount of funds to be made available in the next
couple of years was by no means ruled out, it was felt that it would be prudent to
proceed in our planning on the assümptions that roughly the same amounts would
be available for the present three recipient countries. On these assumptions, we
should consider that for 1954/55 `approximately $13 million will be available for
India, approximately $9 million for Pakistan and approximately $2 million for Cey-
lon. A memorandum will be sent to our Minister which will enable him to discuss
with his colleagues in advance of the Consultative Committee meeting in Septem-
ber the considerations which affect the assumptions on which our Colombo Plan
programme is based ^
- 2.` On the basis of negotiations with the manufacturers here in Canada, it now
appears that about $10.4 million of this year's appropriation for India will be
required to complete the procurement programme for the 120 stem locomotives.
This would men that about $2.5 million would'remain for allotment in 1954/55.
'3. The projects put forward in your letter No. 603 were carefully reviewed by the
Group, and the comments and suggestions which you made in that letter were most
helpful: For a variety of reasons there was an apparent lack of enthusiasm for Cana-
dian participation in the Chambal project. Mr. Cavell, during his last visit, was not
impressed with the development and the management of this scheme. Moreover, it
is one in which we would share responsibility with the United States, and it is not
clear whether there is a separate or independent portion of the project for which
Canada could assume full responsibility. Although we understand that the first
phase of the Chambal project is included in the Five Year Plan, could you tell us
whether all those aspects of the project in which the Indians envisage Canadian
participation are also included in the Five Year Plan? It was also felt that on the
basis of past experience, the prices which the Indians'had quoted, particular for the
generating plant, would be substantially below the corresponding prices in Canada;
and this 'would have the effect of making the Indian request for assistance in
1954/55 to Chambal greatly in excess of the amount of funds ôn ^ë Chamb^
India for this fiscal year. We, of course, have not closed the door
project and we are mindful of the priority which the Indians themselves attach to
this project. It is n^ ^t further documentation should be made available on

this project before a final decision is taken, but we thought it best to let you know

for.your own information the lack of enthusiasm which marked the n" 's discus-

sion of this project.
^4. The provision of small thermal, power sets would in many waysbausm and
Colombo Plan operation. It would have the effect of stimulating local , ^n uY

it has a very obvious political appeal. Tangible proof of Canadian assistance and the

cooperation of the Central Indian Government would be spread to a wide variery of

communities. There are also encouraging signs that Canada might be able to c^^

pete reasonably favourably, with world prices in the provision
of twth thermal

diesel power units. This project would Introduce aflexible clement
into the Cana"

`" -" e very, helpful to us In our planning both for this
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year and for future years. For these reasons, the Group were inclined to look
favourably at the possibility of providing a few "package" units which could per-
haps include a standardized power generating unit, a certain amount of pole-line
equipment and perhaps certain industrial raw materials that could be used by the
Indians to manufacture transmission lines, etc.; we propose to obtain as soon as
possible from Canadian manufacturers quotations for this equipment and an indica-
tion of the amount of time they would require to supply it. It would be helpful for
us if, whilst these aspects are being studied in Canada, you might give considera-
tion to the priority which might be established between various communities to
which the Indians referred in their documentation of this project. We would also
like to know what arrangements would be made between the central and the various
provincial or municipal authorities for the distribution of these units and whether
there would be any counterpart funds generated.
5. In the consideration of the Rihand project, there appeared to be many of the

same objections which exist for Chambal. In the light of the information in your
letter No. 651 of June 21, we are convinced that we should proceed with the great-
est caution in this project.

6. The` Group was' interested in the developments in the small scale industries
Programme in India, but it was felt that a closer study would have to be made
before any decision could be taken about Canadian participation. When the Group
has had an opportunity to review thoroughly the report on small industries, there
may be merit in asking Dr. Ensminger to visit Ottawa. It is conceivable in the light
of his own timetable that it might be possible to have Dr. Ensminger in Ottawa
briefly about the time that the meetings of the Consultative Committee will be held.
7. Canadian participation in the Delhi milk project still appears subject to numer-

ous objectiôns, most of which we have expressed to you in earlier despatches. We
are apprehensive' that a certain number of domestic political difficulties may be
inherent in this scheme, and there is some doubt that it is sufficiently closely related
to econôniic' development. We appreciate that no formal request has as yet been
made for the Delhi milk supply, but in any preliminary discussions you may wish
to bear in"mind those objections which we foresee. You might at some stage use-
fully enquire to what extent the Indians consider that this project might be under-
taken by private 'commercial interests.
g• Thé'comments in this letter are of an interim nature, since no decisions have as

yet beén`tilCën about any of the projects. We are by no means categorically opposed
to the Indian" suggestion that a two year programme should be considered, but in
view of thé lâcck of enthusiasm for Chambal and Rihand, the need for such forward
pl^Nng mây be réduced. .

9• When ÿôu have^ had an opportunity to consider both the points raised in this
despatch"ând the minutes of the last Colombo Group meeting, you may wish to
cocnmënton the- ^nd which is developing in our consideration of the future pro-
gr amine foclridiâ. It mây be useful at some stage for a senior Indian official to visit
Ottawa ^to ,present proposals. However, at this moment such a visit would probably

,... . ..^k... , . ... .. t . . . . . .
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be premature, since we require more information and study before we are in a posi-
tion to evaluate the new proposals accurately.

DEA/11038-1-40
420.

-Le haut commissaire en Inde
au ministre des Finances de l'Inde

High Commissioner in India

to Minister of Finance of India

New Delhi, July 17, 1954

Dear Mr. Deshmukh,
During the remaining two years of the first Five-Year Plan, Canadian aid, already

authorized to India in the form of industrial raw,mâterials and steam locomotives is

expected to generate more than $17 million Worth of rupee counterpart funds The

Umtru project will absorb a little over $2 million of this, leaving a balance of about

$15 million for allocation to other development projeéts in India.

;Your officials have recently proposed that our available counterpart funds be

used for certain medium-sized irrigation projects. The projects proposed for Cana-

dian aid were Bhadra in Mysore, Matatila in Uttar Pradesh, Musi
in Hyderabad,

Vaigai in Madras and Ghod in Bombay. Two of these projects, Bhadra and Mata-

d1a, are already under construction but I assume that any aid from
Canadian coun-

terpart funds could be directed to those phases of the projects
on which

èacpenditures have not yet been inctirred."The aS8re8ate cost of the five projects is

âbout $57 million. c111unic scar-
- I understand that an five projects are located in areas affected bY

lo ent,
city, that they are intended to produce more food and to create more emp Ym

• • ded the Five-Year Plan to

include them and proposes to proceed with their consuvcuon officials indi
On the other hand the estimates which we have been given by your

-,_. ,. rtionately well below the esti-

and that the Government of India has specifcally expan , on a priority basis.

cale that the annual value of thcse proJects is prop°
^t in West Bengal• Your

mate which you have given us for the Mayurakshi proJ uiv^ent to half the
éstimate was that this would yield annually food of a value

e9 roJ.ect, to which in
capital outlay. Our publicity in Canada about the Mayurakshi P hasis on
ail about S20 million of Canadian aid has 0%p far gone, has laid great emp ut
this estimate.We have pointed out that every two dollars of

into Mayurakshi willev
a^stuffs for the

ery year produce one dollar's worth of
, .. ,; . . ^

an people. adi-
that it would not now be possible for us to convince

Ce
This d not meanoes

ans who have an interest in India's economic problems of the economic importan
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. to India of the five medium-sized irrigation projects which your officials have 'put
up to us.1'he task, however, would, I think; be more difficult for these projects than
for other high priority projects in India to which Canadian 'counterpart funds might
be devoted. It is not only that we have emphasized in our publicity on Mayurakshi
the size`of the return on the investment, but that Canadians who are interested in
the problem may also have been impressed by the view of some writers on the
subject that smaller irrigation projects as a general rule should yield a greater return
than larger ones such as Mayurakshi.

I do nofrule ôut the possibility that the Canadian authorities may agree that
some or all of the available counterpart funds should be devoted to medium-sized
irrigation projects but because of the' considerations set forth above I hope that it
may be possible for your Ministry to submit to us for consideration a number of
other projects to which Canadian counterpart funds could be devoted so that the
Canadian authorities may have a wider choice.

In giving thought to this question you will, I know, wish' tô keep in mind certain
broad political considerations as well as the more obvious economic considerations
affecting counterpart fund aid.

What I mean by broad political cônsiderations is that among projects of equal
economic importance some are more likely than others to appeal to the imagination
of the Canâdian and Indian people. Some are more apt than others to increase pub-
lic support in C"ida for the Colombo Plan. Some are more helpful than others in
achieving` the di sire of your Government that the people of India realize that
through the Colombo Plan they are brought "into cooperative effort" with the other
Colombo Plan countries. Basically, I think, it is the concept of Indian-Canadian
partnership which it should be our aim to foster. This means, I suggest, that as a
general rule a project should have an identifütble and substantial Canadian content
and ari identifiable and substantial Indian content sô that it may become known as
an Indian-Canadian project.,

The 'Purely^economie considerations have been set forth many times in discus-
sions between our two Govennments. They apply, broadly speaking, in equal mea-
s^ to ^réct Canadian aid in the. form of equipment and commodities and to

aUlect Canadian aid from counterpatt funds. Briefly, they are that Canadian aid
should be devoted to projects within the Five-Year Plan to which the Indian Gov-
ernment attaches a very high economic prioriry. These projects should be calcu-
lated to increase the' production of goods and services in India and, by extension, to
stunulate the development of the Indian economy as,a whole. The Indian authori-
tieS should be convinced that there is a every reasonable assurance that the projects
will be carried out speedily and efficiently and that they will result in enduring
monuments to Indian-Canadian cooperation and friendship.

These, general economic considerations apply, I think, to every development
project in v►hich Canada participates directly or indirectly in India. To these must
^âdded, ln the case of counterpart fund aid, the overriding consideration that
^^a ^Pazt funds add to the rupee resources at the disposal of the Government of

arïd', as such; help^to ensure that the economic development programme can
move fôr à^°wi^ovt imposing undue strains on the Indian economy as a whole.. ^ _ , .
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In addition to the broader political and economic considerations on which it is
desirable that Canadian aid from counterpart funds should be based, there is a ques-
tion of accounting to which the Canadian authorities attach great practical impor-
tance. For,;each project to which Canadian counterpart funds are allocated the
Canadian authorities require audited statements of disbursements which will be sat-
isfactory to the Canadian Auditor-General. These statements complement similar
audited statements of counterpart fund credits which arise from Canadian aid in the
form of commodities or equipment.

J do not wish, by making suggestions on the kind of projects that might be most
sympathetically received in Ottawa;. to appear to desire to limit in any way your
freedom of choice. I know, however, that apart from the construction of inedium-
sized irrigation projects the Canadian authorities concerned have in the past
expressed an interest in the use of Canadian counterpart funds on the development
of small-scale industries, on the establishment and improvement of Indian technical
and other training institutions, particularly for medium and low-grade technicians,
and on the expansion of the fishing industri and fishermen's cooperatives.

In the past Canadian counterpart funds have been used entirely on one project,
the Mayurakshi Project. Into this project about $17 million of Canadian counterpart
funds have gone. There are. obvious administrative advantages in putting all the
money available into one high priority project. But it may be that the political con-
siderations which I have attempted to set forth above might make it desirable to use
the counterpart funds which will become available during the next two years either
9n up to half a dozen projects in various'pârt,s of India or on some such broad
programme as that proposed for the `development of 'small industries from which
bénefits would accrue to,various localities 'and regions of India.

If there were in many parts of. India schemes which Canada had helped to
finance, it might be easier for. the Canadian people to come to feel that they were

playing a part in your great nation-wide enterprise of increasing production in India

and so raising the standard of living of the Indian people. It would also have the

advantage that pcôple in many parts of India would be able to sec with their own

eyes evi dence of the goodwill of the people ôf Canada to the people of India and o

the extent to which the people of Canada are prepared to convert this goodWill into

côncrete and practical,efforts to helpthe,Indian people to attain their objectives of

= Yours sincerely,
: ESCOZT RMn

-A'-'S `..i ,.` ;.
'

n

vo er.

Lq miaistàes des Finances et dei Affaires extErieure^ ont i^yE cette Icttrt of lint
Exa^^

Tbi^ lette' was approvçd by ,,t6e Departaeeat of Fiaaace imd the Departm^
befare it wo xat.
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DEA/11038-1-40

^:.• t; Le haut-commissarre en Inde
. au sous-secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
i to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LErrER No. 839 New Delhi, August 6, 1954
•.^; ,...

CWtnENrlAi, - -

Referënce: Your Despatch No. E-469 of July 6, 1954
r .. .. . . •

'' ' COLOMBO PLAN AID PROGRAMME FOR 1954-55-W
It wôuld, I think, be unrealistic 'to expect that, as the Indian Five Year Plan

moves into its penultimate year of operation, the choice of projects which meet all
the conditions of eligibility for aid from abroad remains unlimited. Even as early as
the spring of 1953 we found it difficult to evolve a programme which would absorb
the funds available to India under our Colombo Plan appropriation. Since that time
the pace of investment in the economic development programme has been measur-
ably accelerated and I doubt if there'are, in fact, many projects which are included
in the cuirent Five Year Plan and on which a start remains yet to be made.
2 In iransniitting to you the proposals made by the Indian Government I did so

under the impression that the projects proposed for Canadian aid were, by and
large; sound and that we could participate in them to good advantage. They 'are
Projects which are immediately productive and which belong to that broad range of
development schemes which has been described in the July 10 issue of The
Economist 'as `the "'eConomic infra-structure ... on which the safeguarding of
existing living `standards for a growing population must depend". In the circum-
stances I was sorry to learn that, with the single exception of the small town and
nual electrification schemes, the Indian proposals met with only modest enthusi-
asm on the'part' of the Colombo group.

3. As far as the Chambal and Rihand projects are concerned, the Indian authorities
are now in a position to provide us with the basic background documentation which
will enable you to assess the technical and administrative soundness of these
proJects.`At the same time, I am asking the Indian authorities to reply in detail tothe

points on which the Colombo Group has requested further clarification.It is
my vnderstand;ng that Canadian participation in ieithér project is envisaged by

the Indlans' on the basis of responsibility for an entirely separate and distinct (and
as such'identifiably Canadian) phase of the project. As I pointed out in my previous
despitchôn this subject I share your anxiety that we avoid as far as possible any
overlâpping°of Cafiadian and American spheres of responsibility for the planning
and construction of the Chambal and Rihand projects.

a N0 8iale ./Marginal note: .
Jay I would apptnciate your views on [my] observations at end of leuer. P. B[ndlel



£ 4. You,will be glad to know that the Government of New Zealand is interested in
contributing to the Delhi Milk Supply Project. This has been confirmed to us by the
Ministry of Finance and by Messrs.- McGregor and Webster, the two New Zealand
officials who attended the recent policy session of the Council for Technical Co-
operation at Colombo. In fact, we have been given to understand that because the
scope for New Zealand aid to India was limited, the Ministry of Finance has for
some time held the Delhi milk project in reserve for possible New Zealand
sponsorship. . _ ,; ,

5. When Messrs. McGregor and Webster called on us, they agreed with us on the
urgency of expanding the production of milk in a country where the national diet
was so preponderantly composed of cereals. They were aware that a project of this
nature was unlikely to be tackled by private commercial enterprise. It involves a
substantial subsidy in the initial period of operation if milk is to be sold at prices
which the consumer can afford. It also involves, of course, an element of control
over the movement of cattle from urban areas which is unlikely to be available to a
private producer. There are, therefore, social and economic aspects to a milk supply
project in a country like India which make it more'suitable for public than private
management and operation. Mr. Sinclair, the Minister of Fisheries, who visited the
Bombay Milk Supply project, would, I think, agree with this.

6. In view of the reluctance of the Ministry of Finance to request Canadian aid for
the Delhi milk project and in view, of your own reservations, we told Messrs.
McGregor and Webster that, so far as we knew, the Canadian authorities would not
wish to stand in the way of New Zealand participation in this project. We said that
ÿou were, no doubt, aware of the special contribution which New Zealand was
likely to be in a position to make in this field and that, in any case, proposals had
now been made to us by the Indian Governmentfor a programme which would
more than absorb the funds expected 'to be available for India in the two-year
period 1954-56. To' facilitate the task of the New Zealand team we showed them
some of the more important documents which we have on our records conceming
the Delhi milk projeçt.

7. There is one further point which I should like to raise at this interim stage. You
have indicated that, in principle, you would have no objection to the formulation of
â two-year prograrnme provided such a programme comprises an acceptable set of
proJects. At the same time, you have suggested that the Indian proposals as they

now stand involve an expenditure of Colombo Plan funds which, in the most

favourable contingçnciesconceivable, is unlikely to be available for expenditure in

Indiâ. It is tny; impression thât, if ônl for reasons of finance, we shall sooner or
later have to drop the Rihand project wbether oc not the Americans in

decide tt ^e

. ticipate in it. I would recommend, therefore, that we give first considerauo

Chambal and rural eleetriGcation'projects, leaving the Rihand project aside until we

have a clearer indication of the cost of the balance of the programme and the proba-
^
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ble size of the allocation to India. I suggest that we proceed on the same basis in
our subsequént negotiations with the Indians.57 ►

ESCOTT RED

DEA/11038-1-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au sous-seerétaiee'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

,. .
LMR No., 842 New Delhi, August 9, 1954

COLOMBO PLAN: USE OF COUNTERPART FIrNnC

I

We have now had a further oppoitunity of discussing with Mr. C.V. Narasimhan
of the Ministry 'of Finance the type of projects which it may be useful for the Indian
authorities to propose for assistance from Canadian counterpart funds.-
2. It appeais'that the Nandikonda project, an immense irrigation project which is

intended to benefit Andhra State and contiguous regions of Hyderabad, will require
considerably more planning before it can be recommended for Canadian participa-
tion. The' fact is that Nandikonda is only one of several possible projects on the
Krishna River and the determination of a site is likely to require some delicacy in
reconcilirig'conflicting regional interests and pressures. No final decision on the
site is expected for at least six months and we felt that, in the circumstances, there
was little puiposë' in' having the project submitted to us at this stage. Its imple-
mentation is, in anÿ case, bound to fall largely outside the period of the current Five
Year Plan....^
3•'As for the Kandla Port Trust Development, we pointed out again that, attractive

as the Project was from the point of view of Indo-Canadian co-operation, the ques-
tion posed itself whether the project would continue to be justified on economic
grounds'if political 'relations between India and Pakistan were restored to normal.
The Five Year Plan had stated that

"Ibeie is need for rectifying the consequences of Partition and providing a natu-
ral,outlet'foc traffic previously catered for by Karachi. It is mainly for this rea-
SOn. that'the "development of Kandla as a major port was recommended by the
Weit'Côast'Major Port Development Committee".

s,N
NOW margiWe JMarginal note: ^ `,

^^ P^ga^ of this despatch takes a line which perhapa needs to be carefully assessed in
,^^. P^ reports from New Delhi so that its:ignJcance can be accurately reflected in

•^^^g P^d for the Colombo meeting on the question of increased Colombo Planmd. P. B(ridlej
N0ted for discussion at group meeting 10.0. Stonetl
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Supposing, however,' that in the • course of time political and other differences
between India and Pakistan subsided and a customs union between the two coun-
tries were set up. Would the Kandla port development still be an economic proposi-
tion or could, in that case, the needs of Northern and Northwestern India be
adequately met by Karachi?
4. Mr. Narasimhan thought that the need for Kandla could be demonstrated even

in the context of a customs union between India and Pakistan. Plans for the Kândla
port development antedated Partition although itµwas true to say that Partition had
accelerated the construction of the new port. But there was congestion in the west-
coast ports of the Indian sub-continent and it was clear that the economic develop-
ment of Rajasthan, in particular, would generate increasing pressure on existing
port facilities. In any case, it was agreed that the Kandla project would be included
in the Indian proposals for Canadian counterpart fund aid and that you would con-
sider the suitability of this project in the light of all the available information.
5. The possibility of our being prepared to assist in the establishment of four

regional institutes of technology to promote the development of small-scale indus-
tries in India was reiterated briefly in our conversation with Mr. Narasimhan• He
undertook to draw up a brief note on this projcct in consultation with the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry under whose aegis the small industries programme will
be operated. It is our understanding that plans for the construction of the regional
institutes are still very much in the embryonic stage. On the other hand, our coun-
terpart fünds will accumulate over a period of about two years and there is, there-
fore, no a priori reason why our planning of a programme of assistance from
counterpartfunds should not be projeçted forward over a similar period.

6 We suggested to Mr. Narasimhan thata Canadian participation in the environ
mental sanitation programme was likely to meet most of. the considerations set out
,in,the High Commissioner's letter of July;17 to Mr. Deshmukh. The programme is
being undertaken by the Government of India in conjunction with the United States
Technical Co-operation Mission, which will supply equipment, and WHO, which
,will supply some of the 'required personnel. The rupee cost of the prograrnme over
a two-year period is estimated at roughly $24 million, of which one half represents
thë c^st of the rural phase of the programme and the other half the cost of the urban
phase. ,The purpôse of the environmental sanitat ion programme is primarilY to pro'

,vide .' a safe water supply iri$villages and towns all over India. As a major contribu

don 46 publ ic . health in th, ^ > ountry I imagine that 'the programme would have a
^^s c ^

' considerable aPPeal. to . public opinion in Canada.^ _. , , ... . .: , , . . . ^ ,.d to
7. Sïnce`
I.

New 07-'-I--A Governnxnt has now indicatccf that it is
1ep P

^.^.^^.^.. . . ,.. u sein
sponsor; the Delhi ` milk ; supply `proJect, we agreed. that there was no p^

, , F : , , .. , • ounterp^ funds.i^etainrung it on the list of Indian proposalsfor aid from our rupce 1-1"
,The project is likely to be Implemented in thrre stages at a total

cost of aboiV^e^

million. I assume that the New Zealanders will, as in the past, mahe ^Pn
amount in pounds sterling available to the Indian Government to cover both l^^

,^câsts and thë cost of équipmen t from atir`oad.f = # tIN
made it clear o

A. In so far as the fisheries proJect was concerned we agar s^s. The rea-
Narasimhan that it was, of course, not our intention to initiate proposals.
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son,why we had mentioned the possible advantage of including a project in this
field in our counterpart fund aid programme was that such projects had, in fact,
been submitted to us on a previous occasion but had not been followed up. We were
thinking, in particular, of the inland fisheries project in Orissa where it was at one
time thought that Canada could make a worthwhile contribution, including some
equipment and possibly the services of an expert or experts to help in the operation
of fishermen's co-operatives. Mr. Narasimhan recalled our interest in this project
and undertook to investigate whether there continued to be scope for Canadian par-
ticipation in it. As you know, the United States Technical Co-operation Mission has
contributed extensively to both deep-sea and inland fisheries projects in India dur-
ing the, past year.
,9.1he stage has now been set for Mr. Deshmukh to propose formally that we
assist one or more of the projects which we have agreed may be suitable for Cana-
dian aid from counterpart funds. Mr. Deshmukh's proposals will be accompanied
by a briéf description of each project put forward for our consideration. On the
basis 'of yôuï preliminary preferences it' will then, I presume, be in order for the
Indiaris. to go ahead with the formulation of detailed project statements.

B.M. WILLIAMS

423. DEA/11038-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to High Commissioner in India
Secretary of State for External Affairs

au haut-commissaire en Inde

Ottawa, October 21, 1954

COLOMBO PLAN - CONVERSATIONS WITH THE INDIAN DELEGATION
4^a TO THE CONSULTATIVE COMMITIEE MESfIN(3

Durin8' the recent Consultative Committee meeting, officials in Ottawa had
many oppoitutities to discuss with the Indian Delegation questions of special inter-
est to Canada; We have already written to you with respect to the Umtru p%ject.
The pwpose of this dëspâtch is to summarize briefly other discussions that we had
witb the Inndiâns about Canadian-assisted projects. I am also attaching to this des-
Patch a6opy of a letter sent to this Department by Mr. Cavell which reports on his
m' ' 't'ngs with Indian .offcials.^^.,..... , . ,
2' The Indian Delegation was (at least comparatively) a very strong one. Among

the officiais Mr. Narasimhan and Mr. Narain were, of course, quite familiar with
p%^^^which Canada was assisting or which had been proposed for Canadian
assist^^^ilbe only, exception to this was the biological control station project,
which none of the Indian Delegation appeared willing or prepared to discuss.
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return to New Delhi, when we could consider it more formally.

3: There was some' discussion about counterpart funds, 'and the Indians spoke
about the allocation of the counterpart funds that remain as a result of the alumi-
num and copper supplied. You will sec from Mr. Cavell's letter that they suggested
several projects for these funds, most of which are known to you. We understand
that Mr. Deshmukh on his return will make formal proposals to you about the allo-
cation of the remaining counterpart " funds, bearing in' mind the points which
émerged in the very useful exchange of letters between you and Mr. Deshmukh
concerning the principles that should govern the use of counterpart funds.

4. The Indians were given the impression by Ottawa officials that the remainder of
the 1954=55 programme might include the provision of small generating plants for
Indian communities. The Colombo Group will probably recommend that funds be
made available for this project in 1954-55; and it may well be that this is a project
that could be usefully carried further in 1955-56.

5. In our discussions we were mindful of the observations which you have made
from time to time about the Chambal project,I and 'the Indians were given the
impression that the possibility of Canada assisting in this project should not be
excluded, particularly if there is a separate portion of the project which might be
clearly regarded' as suitable for a Canadian contribution. On the other hand, the
Indian Delegation were informed that the likelihood of Canada assisting the Rihand
project was very slight.

6. The Indian Delegation enquired about the possibilityof securing additional
quantities of commodities, presumably aluminum and copper. Although they were
informed that a limited amount of commodity assistance might be available, they
did not press this request. They may renew it again, however, with you on their

- jr v.-ai [ ej. ; f { . merged•
M d Ed Ritchi •

We had a meeting with thé Indians yesterday and the following points C

A.E. RfPCiIIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

lYfÈt:E lOINiFlENCüOSUREJ

L'administrateur de la Direction dE la coopération économique
` et, technique internationale du ministère du Commerce

au chef de la Direction économique
:,,_ ,,•.. ;, , , : , , .

'Administratôr, International Econom ic and
Teehnical Cooperâtion Division, Department of Trade and Commerce,

'„o; I ; ;° -to Niac^` Ecôrtomlc Division
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There, are now virtually no outstanding points on Umtru so far as we and the
Indians are concerned. Our Consulting Engineers are sending a man to Ottawa for
farther talks which will take place before the Indians leave, and subject to their
Minister raising some point, which he is not expected to do, there is nothing more
to be discussed on Umtru unless you have some points in your mind.

2. Counterpart Funds
The Indians think there are some two million dollars not allocated, and they

suggest that we agree to these funds being applied to (1) a new port at Kandla; (2)
technological institutes for cottage industries; (3) national sanitation; and (4) inland
fisheries.': ;. _ . .

In our discussions we narrowed these suggestions down to (2) and (4) above,
and personally I would be quite prepared to see all counterpart funds go into tech-
nological institutes, but, I think first preference should be given to the needs of
Umtru and any other sch project into which we might enter in the future. For
instance, if we set up a project for small power plants, each one will require a
building and maybe some distribution lines, transformers, etc. Lines and transform-
ers are made in India, and from our point of view it would be much better to apply
counterpart funds in completing that part of the project which would not come from
Canada.

In general, on the counterpart funds, as you know, we have already agreed with
India that the lowest price at which they could have obtained equipment anywhere
in the;wôild shall be the basis for the setting aside of these funds, but even this
general agreement leaves us with some problems. Should we take the lowest price
to be any tender they received on any given item of equipment, or how should we
arrive at a figure? Such things as escalation clauses, etc. could easily enter into
final calculatioris; and my suggestion would be that on each project we gather as
manY facts as we can and then arbitrarily fix upon an amount in rupees which shall
from then on be the counterpart funds generated by any given project. Such an
arrangement now would prevent all kinds of arguments in years to come when we
shall not be as familiar with details as we are now, when all kinds of new people
Will be dealing with this matter and other difficulties might have arisen.

So far as the Auditor General is concerned, whilst I am not very familiar with
his artivities; I would think that his only legitimate concern, if any at all, is the
!cc0undng for such funds and not fixing the amounts of them. That it seems to me
is our business in the Policy Committee.3

Cha
►
nb^l

It is More and more obvious that any contribution we make to Chambal willhave to be intigmt-ied
with contributions from other aid agencies. We have learnt by

p*ful experience the headaches that this causes, and with this the Indians here
entirely agrcé: My ^^onal and very strong inclination is to keep out of such entan-
^e hu ^,<. Possible, and that means leaving both Chambal and Rihand alone. Both

lost cogé prol^^ and our contribution would be relatively small and completely
mPared to thatôf F.O.A. or the Bank. Thus Canada would get no credit, but



that does not concern me nearly as much as the very great difficulty of fitting our
contributions'into that aid put up by much larger and more powerful agencies.

4. Biological Control Stations
We discussed this matter but the Indians have no details with them and it looks

as if we must continue to work it out bilaterally by correspondence.

5. Mayurakshi
India is pressing us to accelerate our delivery on certain parts of the electrical

equipment. We have done our best on this and it looks as if it simply cannot be
done, and we so informed the Indians at the meeting. Of course we are still trying.

6. Technical Assistance
Mr. Narasimhan stated that from what little he had seen he was much impressed

with Canada as a training ground and that upon his return he would advocate a
change in their attitude towards training here.

7. Small Generating Plant Project
-^ It was explained to the Indians that this was a project which appealed to us
which we could do very readily, and they have agreed to get us more information
concerning the overall plant required.

8 : `Commodities for Next Year's Programme

cuss it with their Minister.
financial year, and we shot

The Indians are anxious to continue the commodities programme into the nezt

, COMMONWEALTH RELAIIONS

NIK [CAVELL]

,Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
,pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Secretâry of State for External Aalrs
to Cabinet

1NBTDOCUMFNT.NO. 108-54. [Ottawa], April 28,1954

COLOMBO PLAN PROGRAMME FOR PAKISTAN 1953/54, 1954/55

Uuring the4fnancial yeaar 1953/54, Cabinet approved assistance for the folloa•
; projects in Pakistan in thë 'âmoumts indicated:

Yours smcerely,
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(a) August 10-extension of aerial resources survey-$1 millionsg
(b) September 9-additional funds for Warsak Project-$3.5 millions'

In addition, in May last, Cabinet agreed to the temporary financing from Colombo
Plan funds of a second $5 million emergency gift of wheat to Pakistan to avert
famine.60 Following on approval by Parliament of the Final , Supplementary Esti-
mates, this amount has been reimbursed to the Colombo Plan fund.

The Government of Pakistan is now anxious to be informed of the decisions of
the Canadian Government on the other projects which were formally put forward
for Colombo Plan aid from Canada in 1953/54. The assistance requested was as
follows:
(a) Provision of a thermal power plant for the Ganges-Kobadak Irrigation Scheme

in East Pakistan.
(b) Provision of three or four small canal falls hydro-electric units for the Punjab

Tubewell Drainage and Irrigation Programme.
(c) Provision of a 153-mile electrical transmission link between Dacca and the

port of Chittagong in East Pakistan. -
The possibility of Canadian aid for the Ganges-Kobadak Project and for the

Punjab Canal Falls power develop'ment was raised in my memorandum to Cabinet
of Aûgust 4, 1953, when it was recommended, and Cabinet agreed, that a Canadian
engineer familiar with the construction of thermal power plants be sent to Pakistan
to report on the feasibility of the Ganges-Kobadak scheme so far as the power com-
ponent was concerned, and to draw up specifications for a suitable thermal unit; in
addition it was decided that an engineer should investigate the proposed Punjab
canal hydro-electric power units. In the meantime no decision was taken on the
Provision of the aid for these two projects.

A full engineering report on the proposed thermal power unit for the Ganges-
Kobadak'scheme has now been received from Mr. R. Hanright, Canadian consult-
ing engineer, who has also submitted a report on the requested electrical transmis-
sion link between Dacca and Chittagong. The H.G. Acres Company has submitted
a preliminary report on the Punjab Canal Falls hydro-electric schemes.

In the light of the }engineering reports which have been received, further interde-
Partmental consideration has now been given to the question of providing the
requested 'asslstânce "to Pakistan for the three above schemes. These projects and
the consideradons affecting them as agreed upon on an interdepartmental basis at
the official level are outlined in the Annex to this submission.^,,... .In ad di .

tion and
}
in order to round out the 1954/55 programme of assistance for

P^s^ï, the officials concerned have considered the possible allocation of a fur-
ther $2'^lhôn' for the provision of equipment for the Warsak hydro-electric pro-
^^t' T^s Project ' and previous Cabinet decisions with respect to Canadian aidthereto`âre ^o° described in the Annex..;r^ ^..,. . .



The total of assistance which it is suggested might now be allocated for Pakistan
is as follows:

Ganges-Kobadak $1.8 million
Power for Punjab Irrigation -$5.0 million(in principle)
and Drainage Scheme
Dacca-tLittagong Link $4.0 million
Warsak $2.0 million

, . a
TOTAL :. $12.8 million

Of the above total sum, $5 million might be régarded as completing the 1953/54
programme for Pakistan, since the 1953/54 allocations to date total only $4.5 mil-
lion compared with $10 million in 1951/52 and about $9 million in 1952/53. On
this basis, and if Cabinet were agreeable to the provision of aid as suggested, the
programmes for the two years would be as follows:

Furdier allocation
for Wuut i, - • $3.5 million

195"4

not so far received any Canadian capital aid. .

-Uy. u:o Mmion

$9.5 million Tcta1;

-cay. $5.8 million

- $2.0 million

- $7.8 million

It is suggested that it would not bé prudent to envisage aid to Pakistan in the
current fiscal year in excess of the amount ° of $7.8 million indicated above until
anticipated demands on 1954/55 appropriations to provide continuing aid for India
and Ceylon are clearer, and it. also becomes clear. whether it will be desirable to
provide any assistance to Indonesia and other Colombo Plan countries which have

)Ganges-Kobadak
Punjab Power
DaocsChiaagon= Link)

Total

' already approved

(a) all costs not covered by' external assistance;
(b) ocean freight and insurance on the Canadian equipment to be supplied;

bility foc

e VU, ass^s ce o F Jr nsi-
Government of Pakistan Chat the appropriate Pakistan authorities accept ceSP°

Th abo
1

tân t be rovided on ro-cet t of prior assurances from
be supplicd from Canada. E.ttimcitcd cost s1.8 million. , the

, ^ t It is recommcn t prnv^ e(a a sw
Ganges-Kobadak sch'eme; 'and (b) the -services of, Canadian engineers to assist the

Pakistan engineering authoritiés in thè erection and installation of the equipment to

^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ded tha^^ Canada ^ :d ) table thermal power plant for e

recommen
^^'rovided as follows and be ' fnanced from the balance of funds appropriated for
P , . ,
Colombo Plan purposes in earlier

. .
year

.
s and as necessary from the further Colomlw

Plan, appropriation which Parliament is being asked to approve for 1954155.

(i) Gânges-Kobadak Schcnie

I d that addition-si assistance to Pâkis tân under the Colombo Plan be
Rtcommcndation

1954155

Daoa-Cbiuagont Link)
wartat ' '
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(c) the establishment of a rupee counterpart fund in respect of the equipment to be
provided from Canada, in an amount to be agreed between the two Governments;
(d) the foundation work, building, and all other civil work connected with the

thermal power station, together with supervisory engineering services foremen and
the necessary labour. '
(ii) Punjab Canal Falls Hydro-electric Projects
Because"of the technical uncertainties and the possibly important political impli-

cations of these projects in connection with the canal waters dispute between India
and Pakistan (outlined on pages 4 and 5 of the Annex), it is recommended that final
decisions on assistance for this project be deferred, but that the Government of
Pakistan be informed ,
(a) of the willingness in principle of the Canadian Government to provide electric

generating equipment and necessary engineering services and possibly certain
transmission lines in the Punjab for the tubewell irrigation and drainage scheme to
an amount of the order of $5 million;
(b) that the final decision on whether such aid will be supplied and on the precise

form in which any power might be provided would depend on the further investiga-
tion of the Canal Falls sites at Shadiwal, Chichoki-Mallian and Gujranwala by
Canadian hydro-electric engineers, and the possibility of providing power more
efficiently and reliably by other means;
(c) that in view of the urgency which the Government of Pakistan attaches to

assistance for this project, the above engineers will arrive in Pakistan in three to
four weeks and will be instructed to submit a technical report on which firm deci-
sions can be based on the three proposed hydro=electric developments or alternative
sources of power at the earliest possible moment.
(iii) Dacca-Chittagong Liidc

It isrecommended that Canada provide the electrical equipment and material
1equired for the Dacca-Chittagong link in accordance with the recommendation of
the Canadian`cônsulting engineers, together with engineering services, to include
all engineering, supervision of designs and drawings, supervision of installation,
and assistance to the Pakistan engineering authorities in the preparation of founda-
tion and installation specifications. Estimated cost - $4 million

The abové assistance to be provided on receipt of prior assurances that the Paki-
stan authorities will

(a) suPPly all the material for foundations and housings;
N prePare'all roads and rights-of-way for the transmission link;
(c) prôvide`all tiecessaty labour and meet all local costs;
(d) set aside a rupee counterpart fund in respect of the aid to be provided from
r1ananiount to be agreed between the two Governments;
(e) assume cesponsibility for ocean freight and insurance for the equipment to be

providéd from Canada and local transportation in Pakistan of such equipment to the
site of ér'ection, ÿ : , .



Any Canadian assistance for the Dacca-Chittagong link should be closely coor-
dinated, in consultation witht the' Pakistan authorities concerned, with the results of

on completion 61
cies and authorities concerned, and for the effective administration of each project

Should Cabinet approve the above recommendations every effort will be made
to ensure that adequate arrangements are made by the Pakistan authorities for the
efficient execution of the schemes, for the coordination of the activities of the agen-

required for this scheme.

It is recommended that a further allocation of $2 million be made for the Warsak
project against the estimated cost of the hydraulic, electrical and related equipment

Karnafuli project.
(iv) Warsak Hydro-electric Project

the power survey being ^ conducted by the United States in connection with the

PAUL MARTIN

(PIÈCE iOINTPJF.NCLOSUREj

Annexe"

Annex . ;

GANGES-KOBADAK IRRIGATION SCHEME

This is a project to increase agricultural production in the Ganges delta area of
East Pakistan. It is planned that some 2 million acres will eventually be covered by

the scheme and it is estimated that the increased water supply during the dry season
and im roved drainagç du ring the monsoon will through higher yields and double

Canada should be designed to bum either coal or,wood, since the burn^ g
woôds would probably be'tnore economical than the' use of impo^ed coal' The

Canada has been formally asked to assrst the Ganges- o a
provision of the coal burning thermal power station to be composed of two 5,4^

kilowâtt units, The F.A.O. team has expressed the hope that any plant provided by
•n of local

..., ,
K b dak Project by 'DO

soon will be controlled by enlarging and clearing old river channels wtuc
become silted and by artificial drainage. The project involves three main comP
nents: a power station, a'pumping station, and the irrigation and drainage channels.

Ganges River into a network of irrigation canals. Penodic floodmg dunng , h have. . • the mon-

69 F"' ir 9

Government of Pakistan. The basis of the project is the pumping of water from tne

annûâlly. In its first phase, the project will cover approximately 250,000 acres, of

which 175,000 will be irrigated. For this initial phase, the annual increase in food
production is estimated at 130,000 tons. The Ganges-Kobadak Irrigation Project

has been investigated and developed in detail by a specialist F.A.O. team under the

leadership of .Dr. van Blommestein. `A' soil survey and land use survey have been

carried out. The F.A.O. recommendations for the first phase of the development are

reflected in the pro fôrmiz for the scheme which has been formally approved by the

p
in rmit the roduction of an additionah 975 000 metric tons of foodstuffs
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amount of power which could be provided by a station of the kind requested would
be somewhat in excess of the immediate power needs for the initial phase of the
scheme, but all the power will be required during the next phase of expansion; and
theré is a demand for industrial power in the area.

An agreement has been negotiated between the United States and the Govern-
ment of Pakistan for the provision by the United States of the pumping equipment
required for the scheme and other assistance in an amount of $1,950,000. It is
understood this agreement will shortly be signed, but that it will not be brought into
operation until the United States authorities are assured that power will be pro-
vided. United States assistance for Ganges-Kobadak Project is thus linked with the
provision of a thermal power station by Canada.

In accordance with the decision of Cabinet of August 5, 1953, the Ganges-
Kobadak scheme, particularly its power component, has been examined by a Cana-
dian consulting engineer, Mr. R. Hanright, who has reported favourably on the pro-
vision of a plant of the size and character requested. An option at an attractive price
on a suitable thermal plant owned by the Ontario Hydro-Electrical Commission has
been obtained. The High Commissioner in Karachi has recently advised that finan-
cial provision for its share in the implementation of the project has been made by
the Government of East Bengal. At present a thermal power plant composed of two
5,000 kilowatt units is contemplated. The question of the most suitable, type of fuel
to be used remains under discussion. The possibility of providing boilers adapted to
burn either coal or wood is under investigation. If that is not technically feasible,
agreement will be reached with the Pakistan authorities on the choice to be made
between the use of coal or of wood as seems most appropriate after further consul-
tation. In the circumstances, it would appear timely to decide what Canadian assis-
tance might be provided for this project in response to the request by the
Government of Pakistan.

PUNJAB CANAL FALLS NYDRO-ELECiR1C PROJECTS

The Punjab is the most important agricultural area of West Pakistan. Farming in
this area depends on irrigation waters drawn from the rivers of the Indus system. A
serious problem exists in the Punjab as a result of the seepage of waters from the
inigation canals over the years. The water table has risen.in certain localities, and
and is going, out of . cultivation through waterlogging and the related increased
s^i^ty of the'soil. The Pakistan authorities have estimated that as a result of these
conditions 2'Milhon areas of agricultural land have already become unfit for farm-
ing> and about 40,000 acres are going out of cultivation each year.

To rectify this situation, the Pakistan authorities, in cooperation with the F.A.O.,
have drawn up a^bewell drainage and irrigation project. The proposal is to sink
tubewélls in the waterlogged areas in order to lower the water table. The pumped
water would (a) be carried to water-short areas through the existing irrigation sys-
tem and (b) be used to wash out saline land in order to restore it to cultivation.

Ile fust.tubewell project in the Punjab was started in 1945 and under this
scheme w1,350 tubewells were sunk. It proved impossible fully to carry out the
H^^ Programme, because after partition the power generated at the Rasul
Y^lectric Station, which was originally intended to energize the wells, had to
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be diverted for urgent industrial purposes. Power is now required to run these wells
and some 2,000 additional wells which the Government of Pakistan is proposing to
sink following on further studies with respect to their siting and the completion of a
ground water survey for which an agreement has been negotiated with the United
States authorities. A pilot scale tubewell project is now in operation in the area
under the technical direction of F.A.O. officials.

The Government of Australia has undertaken to assist the Punjab tubewell pro-
ject and has agreed to provide £2 million worth of equipment, mainly pump
motors, tubewell casings and drilling equipment.

- The successful implementation of the Punjab drainage and irrigation scheme
depends on the provision of power for the pumps. In this connection, the Govern-
ment of Pakistan has requested Canada to provide three hydro-electric units which
would rely for the generation of power on existing canal falls. According to the
plan, each of the units would be of 12,000 kilowatts. Two 'of the units would be
situated on the Upper Chenab Canal and two on the Upper Jhelum Canal.

In accordance with the decision of Cabinet, of August 5, 1953, a preliminary
investigation of the proposed canal falls hydro-electric sites has been undertaken by
an engineer of the H.G. Acres Company. The Company has reported that the canal
projects would have several advantages and that the cost of energy from them
would compare favourably with that from alternative sources. However, it has been
suggested that no commitment be made to provide these power stations until:

(a) it is known that the availability of flow from the drainage area to the canal
head works is positively assured as to quantity and continuity;

(b) the foundation conditions are fully known and proved satisfactory by sub-sur-
face exploration, sampling and testing;

assess all(c) the sites are inspected by an expert hydro-electric engineer who in-,
conditions and data.

The H.G. Acres Company has estimated that the cost of providing the hydro-
electric transmission and switching equipment required for the three power devel-
opments would be 'of the order of $5 million.

The reference in the H.G. Acres' report to the availability of water flow from d1e

drainage area to the canal head works relates in part to the possibility of Indian

diversion of the rivers* on which the two canals in question depend for their water.

The information which has been'received from the High Commissioner's office in

Karachi indicates that there is little or no possibilityaof Indian diversion of the me
lum, but that some Indian diversion of Chenab waters, although diffcult and expen-

sive, would be technically feasible. Such diversion would, of course,
have major

political repercussions and presumably woûld only be undertaken by India if it 0'
divpreparcd to take theserious risks involved. The whole uestion of the

ision of

,the border waters between ' India and Pakistan is now under consideration in the
World Bank,' but the Bank'a recommen`dations have not yet been madanelp^gh^

' However,•it would seem unlikely that any recommendations which the B

make would involve any substantial reduction in the now of the Chenab t1u0°gh
Pakistan:'

a . r! i
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So far as the foundation conditions at the three proposed canal falls sites are
concerned, certain investigations are being undertaken for the Pakistan'Govern-
ment by Swiss-borings Limited. The results of this company's investigations are
not yet lrn6wn.

There is 'a possibility that the provision of hydro-electric plants on the Punjab
canals by Canada may be regarded by the Government of India as prejudicial to the
canal waters dispute between the two countries. For example, the Indians might
consider that the erection of such hydro-electric plants would have the effect of
strengthening the Pakistan claim to the disputed waters. Since the three sites for
which it is suggested aid should be considered are in Pakistan territory and the flow
of water to them appears to be relatively secure, short of Indian diversion of the
Chenab (with the political results which such diversion would involve), it would
seem that any Indian protest about the provision to Pakistan of the aid requested for
power development in the Punjab would be unwarranted. The Governments of
Australia and the United States are apparently willing to provide assistance for the
Punjab tubewell scheme, and Canadian refusal to participate therein on political
grounds would adversely affect the relations between Canada and Pakistan, more
particularly as the project is clearly of great importance to the improvement of agri-
culture in the Punjab and the Government of Pakistan attaches the highest impor-
tance to it. •

In all the` circumstances, it would seem desirable to defer at this stage any final
decision on the actual provision of hydro-electric units for the proposed canal falls
sites. At the same time, it is suggested that the Government of Pakistan should be
given an assurance that in principle Canada would be prepared to provide power
for the tubëwell scheme, but to leave open for the time being and until further
investigations have been carried out, the final decision on whether such aid would
be suppl!ed and, if so, in what form. In this connection, account should be taken to
the extent possible of the power survey of West Pakistan which is to be undertaken
by the Pakistan authorities at the suggestion of the International Bank for Recon-
struction_and Develop----

., ^
DACCA-CHITTAGON(3 LINK

As part of the electrical development of East Pakistan, it is proposed to construct
at<ansmission line between the diesel plant now under construction near Dacca and
f^ n o^Chittagong, where there is an urgent demand for power. Thisline will

Part of a future grid system for which the major source of power will be the
bYdro-electric 'station which is being developed on the Karnafuli River some 40
miles froni Chittagong` When the Karnafuli development is completed, the power
will flow over the Dacca-Chittagong link in the reverse direction.

C^anada is being asked to supply the transmission line from Dacca to Chittagong,a distance- 'Of, â
pproximately 153 miles. The project has been inspected by Mr. R.

Handgk^Canadian consulting engineer, who has estimated that the cost of engi-
neering the transmission liné and providing the imported materials would be of the
order of $3.7 million.

At the instigation of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment, a power survey of East Pakistan is to be undertaken as part of the engineering
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examination of the Karnafuli hydro-electric development which is being financed
by the United States: The IBRD representative in Pakistan has indicated that there
would be no need for the Canadian Government to hold up its decision on the
Dacca-Chittagong link until the power survey has been completed. He has sug-
gested, however, that Canadian assistance for the project should be fully coordi-
nated with the results of the power survey.

In view of the importance of providing electric power to the Chittagong area, of
the favourable report on this project by Mr. Hanright, and the important part wiucn
the requested transmission line will play in the Karnafuli grid, it is considered that
the Dacca-Chittagong link would be a suitable project for Canadian assistance.

WARSAK HYDRO-ELECIRIC PROJECf

The Warsak project is located on the Kabul River in North-west Pakistan. The
plant is being designed to produce 150,000 kilowatts of electric energy, which will
be used in the North-west Frontier Province'and in the neighbouring power-short
Province of Punjab. The Warsak scheme will also'contribute to increased food pro-
Auction through the irrigation of 93,000 acres of land. The project is expected to
take seven years to complete. It was examined by Canadian engineers and found to
be a sound practical scheme which could be undertaken in the confidence that it
would produce electric power efficiently and ëconomically.

Cabinet considered Canadian participation in the Warsak project on March 26,
1953 and agreed that $3.4 million should be allocated from the 1952153 Colombo

Plan Vote for the provision of part of the necessary generating and related electrical
equipment. Cabinet was at that timé informed that the equipment requirements
from outside Pakistan would amount to approximately $14 million. In this regard,
Cabinet agreed that the Government of Pakistan should be informed that additional,Cabinet

would be 'made for Warsak in subsequent years within the limits of the
amounts . available to Pakistan oût of funds which might be appropriated by Parlia-
nent for Colombo Plan activities. ,

On September 9, 1953, a further allotment of $3.5 million was made for the
Warsak project to cover the estimated cost of the provision of Canadian consulting
engineering services for the re-design of the project and the supervision of
construction. ,

It hâs also been agreed to allocate the rupee counterpart fund arising from the

two $5 million'gifts of Canadian wheat to help meet the local costs of this project.

The Higt^ Commissiôner in Karachi has âdvised that the Pakistan authorities are
â»xious that a further allocation of funds for the Warsak project be made from

funds which may be available for projects in Pakistan from moneys to be appropn-

atcd for; Colombo Plan activides in 1954/55. `
# . , ^ ^ . . . d • _

So that as will be available tu meet the costs of the hydraulic and electric
equipment which,must be imported for the project as and when the need arises, it. ,. ._ _ .v...e-2ti nroiect.
would seem desirable to make a IUrtller allocation oi IunOs Iur u^-- - M---- • -

. . • _ . ^ e ^. ,; ^ ^a a . , a
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

PCO

CABINET pocuMErrr No. 263-54 [Ottawa], November 24, 1954

CoivMEMAi,

COLOMBO PLAN AID FOR PAKISTAN

1. Daudkhel Cement Plant

Cabinet has so far approved the allocation of $5,500,000 towards the external
costs of this project from the 1951-52 and 1952-53 votes.

It was originally hoped that the construction work at the plant would be com-
pleted by the spring of 1955. There has however been a delay largely due to faulty
concrete `pouring and other aspects of the work undertaken by the contractor
engaged by the Pakistan Government. A Canadian official from the Department of
Defence Constructions together with a' `senior executive of Canadian Overseas
Projects Ltd. recently visited the site and in conjunction with the Acting High Com-
missioner in Karachi held discussions with Pakistan authorities and with the vari-
ous private contractors involved in this project. Much of the faulty construction
work has now been repaired and there has been an undertaking that construction
work to be'done in the future will be of an improved quality and that it will be
subject to closer supervision and inspection by both the Pakistan authorities and by
the Canadian 'supervising engineers. There is now a clear understanding with
C,O.P,I..'about their responsibilities and the position of the Canadian Government
engineer at the project, as well as the steps to be taken if progress does not continue
at a satisfactory pace. In the light of these assurances and of the subsequent reports
horo the 'Acting High Commissioner in Pakistan Canadian officials consider that
the construction is now proceeding about as satisfactorily as can be expected in the
cucumstances and that the Pakistan Government is endeavouring to carry out the
'esponsibilities which - it previously had incurred with respect to this project. It
should be noted that no Canadian equipment or material has suffered as a result of
the delay in the initial construction work.

The original estimates of the external cost of this project have been revised in
the light of these developments and, more particularly, of experience resulting from
Iurther exploration, at the site. The factors which have been taken into accountinclude:

(a) A determinatiôn that a steam power plant should be substituted for the diesel
Plant w^ch it had originally been the intention to provide. Because of fuel supply
and huspatation facilities the steam plant will be more economical to operate.

^.a technical point of view it will also be a more dependable and satisfactory
a
t,
f
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source of power. Moreover such a plant will be better able to provide the increase
in electric power which will be needed.

(b) The unusual soil conditions which have been revealed by excavation work
have led to increased costs for the design and planning of the plant and for the
amount of reinforcing steel which will be required in its construction. It is consid-
ered that such soil conditions could not have been anticipated on the basis of the
initial exploration of the site and could therefore not have been allowed for in the

The Pakistan Government has made a request to Canada for assistance under the

original estimate of costs.
(c) Since the project was first approved there have been increases in the price of

some of the electrical and other equipment which Canada has agreed to supply.
As a result of such factors it is now estimated that an additional $1,250,000 will

be required to finance the external cost of this project. Of this increase only approx-
imately $100,000, resulting from increased administrative and supervisory costs,
can be attributed to the delay in the progress at the project.

2. Request from Pakistan for Commodity Assistance

Over the past several months the Pakistan economy has been showing consider-

able strains reflected largely in an acute shortage of consumer goods. At the indus-

trial level most plants have been experiencing severe shortages of imported raw
materials and repair parts owing to the stringent restrictions on imports imposed by
the scarcity of foreign exchange. This situation appears to be having economic con-
sequences, and is not without its effects on the political situation.

Colombo Plan in the form of commodities. They specifically asked for paper board
and newsprint to the amount of $1.2 million and aluminum ingots and sheets and

éopper ingots and sheets to the amount of $3 million.

_`' Aluminum and copper have been provided in the past under the Colombo Plan.

As part of the 1953-54 programme for India approximately $5 million worth of

these commodities were sent to India. If the request from Pakistan were approved

there would be established counterpart funds resulting from the sale of these com-
modities which would be devoted to specific development purposes, to be agre'd

upon between the two governments. Moreover the fabricating facilities in Pakistan
have been investigated and it has been established that their domestic industry
would be able to utilize these commodities directly in the development prog^e

Canadian ôfficials consider, therefore, that of the commodities requested a1u^'

num and copper would be most appropriate for inclusion as part of the Colombo

Plan assistance to Pakistan this year. In view of existing commitments and other

contemplated demands on the 1954-55 Colombo Plan vote Canadian offi^
thisommend that about $1 million in aluminum and copper be provided as p

ÿear's programme. If this recommendation is approved it is suggested that the a1u
f

-

tninum; and ; copper might be supplicd in the proportion and in
the orms wlllch

appear to be most suitable in the light of the need and the availability of processing

ne;^ i° The Paki'stan Government has also uested commodity assistance from
^ G vernme

United States. The Heinz Mission was appointed by the United States o
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to examine the economic situation in Pakistan and on the basis of their report it is
understood that approximately $76 million in agricultural commodities, consumer
goods and industrial raw materials would be provided to Pakistan with a view to
ensuring that aid would be provided in the form most needed and that duplication
would be avoided. There has been an informal exchange of information between
the United States and Canadian authorities concerning the economic situation in
Pakistan and the aid measures which are being considered by both countries.

3. The Extension of the Aerial Resources Survey
As part of the 1951-52 programme for Pakistan Cabinet approved an aerial

resources survey covering some 160 thousand square miles at an estimated cost of
$2 million. In the 1953-54 programme this survey was extended to include other
parts of West Pakistan at an additional cost of $1 million. It is considered that this
survey can make an important contribution to the economic development of Paki-
stan both in helping the efficient exploitation of mineral and other resources and in
assisting the vital efforts to increase agricultural output in Pakistan.

The Pakistan Government has now asked if the Aerial Survey which is being
carried out by Photographic Survey Corporation of Canada could be further
extended to cover a soil survey of an additional 35 thousand square miles at an
approzimate cost of $50 thousand.

It is the opinion of Canadian officials including those from the Department of
Mines and Technical Surveys who are familiar, with the work being undertaken in
Pakistan that the extension of the survey would contribute usefully to the economic
development of Pakistan and that the most economical method of carrying out the
soil survey would be in conjunction with the present aerial resources survey now
being undertaken by the Photographic Survey Corporation in Pakistan.
4. Summarj,; .. ,

The cost of the 3 projects referred to above would total $2,300,000. The funds
could be found from the Colombo Plan funds on hand. If these grants were
approved this would bring the total aid approved to Pakistan in 1954-55 to $10.1
million (not all of which will be taken up this year). This is slightly in excess of the
amount of $9,5 million allocated to Pakistan in 1953-54. There is however no com-
mitment that,any fixed amount should be made available each year to any of the
Colombo plan recipient countries. It should also be remembered that Pakistan has
been experiencing an economic crisis which is making it particularly difficult for
(bem to sustain their economic development programme without increased external
assistance ;

Reco^mendatio»s
It isshould ^commended that out of funds already available additional assistance

be extended to Pakistan for the following projects:
(a) The allocation of an additional $1,250,000 to finance the increased costs at the

Daudkhel Ciment Plant as described in Section 1 above.
e

r
Provision of up to $1,000,000 woïth of aluminum and copper in the pro-

,and m the form considered most suitable in the light of developmental
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needs and existing fabrication facilities and on the understanding that equivalent
counterpart funds would be established for agreed development projects.

(c) The extension of the aerial resources *survey presently being carried on in Paki-
stan to include a soil survey of an additional 35 thousand square miles at an esti-
mated cost of $50,000.62

L.B. PEARSON

' SECTION F

DEA/11038-7-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LMreR No. 562

.CoNFIDENnAL

z Reference Our letter No. 105 of February 2, 1954.t

New Delhi, May 27, 1954

CANADIAN AID TO NEPAL

You have, no doubt, wondered what progress was being made in the preparation
of a suitably revised memorandum embodying the Nepalese request for road ma^n-
tenance equipment from Canada under the Colombo Plan. Such a memorandum

;was, in fact, submitted to us under cover of a letter of March 4. The reason it was
not sent forward to you is that it did not appear,to us to be the kind of document on

attaching four copies of the relevant m morandum now merely as a background for
which Canadian officials could usefull base a recommendation to Ministers. I ana

recent developments connected with the Nepalese request.
^ 2. You will agree I think ' that although the revised subnvssion by the Govern

in ie o er an ro 1" 11 nance an %10%1 i, ,
be deleted. All this is, however, merely a matter of presentation and does not affectN ^ Of the

lds th th ad ' te d th w'll of course eventuallY have
`deal to be desired. It also contains a number of references to possible Cana to

,ment of Nep con rms roa y to out me w c we
nience of the Nepalese authorities, the presentation of the request still leaves a good

^an nid

al r_ b- d1 the l' hi h drew up for the conve-

nature and s̀cope envisaged is a sound proposition at the present stage of Nep^ is
the substance of the question which is whether Canadian ass^stance to ep ,

economic development.. ., the
3.' It seems faitly evident from the Nepalese submission that Nepa1 has neither

technical personnel nor the techiiicâl facilities to undertake a road maintenance Pro-
i_,{^ ...., . ;^^: i^ .
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gramme of its own. We have no evidence that there is a sufficient number of trained
people in the country competent to operate whatever equipment we might decide to
make available to Nepal. Nor do we have any guarantee that such equipment would
be adequately maintained. In the circumstances, I think there would be little pur-
pose in asking the Nepalese Government for formal guarantees which they might
be all too willing to give but which we know they could not with the best will in the
world implement.
4. We have now written again to the Nepalese Embassy for certain clarifications

which should help us to make up our mind as to where we go from here. These
clarifications relate to the arrangements which are now in force for the maintenance
of the road linking India with Nepal and subsidiary roads in the valley of Kath-
mandu. It is our assumption that such maintenance, to the extent that it is being
done at all, is in the hands of Indian engineers who, as you know, constructed the
Thankot-Bainse section of the main Indo-Nepalese road link. If our assumption is
correct, it is obviously in our interest to assign responsibility for the maintenance of
the Canadian equipment to these engineers and to discuss with them in detail the
list of equipment submitted to us by the Nepalese to determine whether this is, in
fact, the equipment best calculated to meet the needs of the Nepalese road mainte-
nance programme. .

5. I feel that, depending on the nature of the clarifications we receive from the
Nepalese in response to our latest enquiry, the alternatives open to us are:
(a) that we make equipment available to Nepal on the formal understanding that

Indian road engineers are given responsibility for road maintenance in Nepal and
that we confirm this understanding in a tripartite exchange between Canada, Nepal
and India;

(b) that we make this equipment available as part of a broader programme which
would comprise the assignment to Nepal of two or three Canadian engineers quali-
fed to operate the Nepalese Government's road maintenance programme at the
outset and to train Nepalese engineers to take over after the initial period.

6. Bitherr, aalternative is, I suppose; open to objection on political grounds. If we
decided to adopt the first alternative, the Nepalese might resent the fact that we
reluiTed the guarantee of a third country as a condition for our assistance to them.
If the experience of the Americans in Nepal is any guide, the second alternative
might not commend itself to the Indian Government although I imagine that, in
Practice, they would perhaps welcome a situation where the Americans no longer
had a monopoly of "foreign" aid to Nepal.
7.IUwder4and that the Americans have in recent months been careful to consult

informally`with the Indians about any request for economic or technical aid which
was being submitted to them by the Nepalese Government. They have done so in
recognition of ; India's special position in Nepal. In our own case there are, of
COurse,`ndditional reasons why it is useful for us to co-ordinate the provision of
road
in Ne pal equipment with the programme of road survey and construction

nPal with which the Indians are associated on a continuing basis. Accordingly,
wbeI called on Sir Raghavan Pillai on April 23 in another context, I took the
oPPoMinity of acquainting him with the broad terms of the Nepalese request to us.



Sir Raghavan was just on the point of leaving Delhi to attend the Colombo Confer-
ence but asked me to raise this matter again with him on his return from Ceylon. It

i was his view that both Canada and India stood to gain from a close integration of
the efforts which the two countries were making to aid in the economic develop-
ment of Nepal.
8. It occurs to me that, without prejudice to our final decision on the Nepalese

request, it might be useful at this stage if you were to investigate which of the items
listed in the Nepalese request are available from Canadian production. The answer
. to this question might presumably affect our subsequent discussions with the
Nepalese. We, on our part, shall continue to explore a basis on which it might be
possible for us to provide to the Nepalese Government the equipment which they

,have requested from us. I assume that we would not wish to turn down the
Nepalese request for aid under the Colombo Plan unless the conditions for

, extending such aid could, in fact, be shown to be clearly unsuitable.63
Escrnu REU)

° 427. DEA/ 11038-7-40

Note de la Direction du Commonwealth
pour la Direction économique

Memorandum from Commonwealth Division
to Economic Division

CANADIAN AID TO NEPAL^4

There are undoubtedly reasons why Nepal should receive some Colombo Plan
aid and, in view of our road-building experience, Canada would appear to be in as

,good a position as any country to help. Nepal's standard of living is probably as

'a Notes marginales :/Marginal notes:
Mr. Ritchie:
1. I have drafted a louer to Nik (Cavelll for your'signature re paragrarh 8.

i, , , 2. 1 am asking Commonwealth for their commenti.
3. We seem to find ourselves in the midst of a tri-partite negotiation on this one in contras, to our

normal practice. Subject to India's concurrence alternative (b) in paragraph 5 might be Prefera-

ble. This would ensure that Canada was associated fully with the project. It might also relieve
suspicion of Nepal that we were in collusion with India, sit the expense of Nepal's independence.

We might consult with India witlwut actually bringing them into active participation in the Pro-

ject. (O.G. Stonerj
Yes. I think we might get an assurance from the Nepalese that competent engineers would be

available and we mi ght have'an informal understandin with them that they would comPlete

arrangertxot^ for the services of such engineen (lndian or others) before we undertook the

projects. We would net have to specify Indian engineers formally. even if we took some course

like (a). A.E. R(itcfiiej
N Note mugicale :/Marghul note: . ,

I agree with the general line taken by Mr. Cotnett. P. B(ridlel
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low and its.vulnerability to Communist infiltration as great as any country in Asia.
The question here is the manner in which such aid should be extended and, in par-
ticular, the degree to which India should be consulted and perhaps actively
involved. . . :
2. In general we agree it is desirable that Canâda's name should be fully associ-

ated with our aid projects and that we should avoid action which might be inter-
preted as slighting the independence of the recipient countries. However, the case
of Nepal is a bit unusual. India maintains that she has a "special position" in Nepal
which, although not clearly defined, appears to amount to a sort of benevolent
paternalism and to mean that discussions with foreign countries should be carried
on with the full knowledge of the Indian authorities. I note that Mr. Saksena is
shown as representing Nepalese interests in Canada. It is our impression that Nepal
is so backward and unstable that it is nearly certain to be dominated by one of its
neighbours, China or India. I see no strong reason why we would wish to disturb
India's special relationship with Nepal: It is clearly in our interests to strengthen
territories bordering on China but I doubt if anything we might do would enable
Nepal to stand entirely on her own feet. Consequently our effort to assist her might
better be developed in concert with those of India.

3. As you are aware, the United States is giving direct aid to Nepal and is sus-
pected by India of trying to undermine its influence there and to encourage the
Nepalese to stand alone. Even if this was the American intention, which is unlikely,
the geographical position of Nepal is such that the effort would almost certainly fail
and would merely add to the instability of the country. The Indians are quite sensi-
tive about their special relationship and we would be well advised not to get into
the position where we might share with the United States the role of scapegoat for
disturbances such as those of last month. (See N.Y. Times for June 1). Moreover the
fact that India's "special position" is recognized by the United Kingdom, and to
some extent by the United States, leads us to believe that it would not be wise for
us to take a different position.

4. There may be further political advantage in not disturbing India's relationship
With Nepal as the present connection tends to involve India in any disputes between
Nepal and China and this may have a salutary effect on the Indian assessment of
Red China's intentions and methods of operation.
5• In short, . we consider that we have relatively, little interest in having Nepal

kind1Y disposed towards Cânada as a direct donor country, and that this interest is
more than outweighed by the undesirability of disturbing India's special relations
With that country or India's friendship for Canada. This might not preclude action
along the lines of the second alternative in paragraph (5) of our High Commis-
sioner's letter which, as you point out, would be desirable in terms of our present
Colombo plan programme, but we should only be prepared to act in this way if the
Indians are fully aware of our intentions and agree to our doing so. Should the
Indians raise objections, it would be our view that we should defer to their views
and wôrk . . . . .out any plans for assistance in conjunction with them.6.It^"...^.,.

ght be profitable to explore alternatives other than the two set forth in the
letter from New Dclhi: The Indians would probably be flattered by a proposal to
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make the maintenance of the Nepalese roads a joint Canada-India project with Can-
ada providing most of the machinery and India the majority of the skilled person-
nel. This would be in line with the general. objective of the Colombo Plan to
encourage the Asian countries to extend aid to one another. Although this approach
would approximate alternative "A", it would be less likely to injure Nepalese sensi-
bilities than the blunt request for assurances that India be given full responsibility
for road maintenance. It could be pointed out to Nepal that this arrangement is
similar to the one adopted for the Thai Experimental Fvm in Pakistan°S

D.M. Comm

428. DEA/11038-7-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

, a . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . , . ..1 . .

L=R No. 774 New Delhi, July 20, 1954

CANADIAN AID TO NEPAL

I attach for your information a copy of our letter of May 24t to the Nepalese

maintenance ôperations and techniques as part of the project. It is my impression

Embassy in New Delhi and the Embassy's reply of July 8.t This correspondence
takes us, , I think, as far as we can masonably'go withôut further guidwice from you.

2: You will note th,,
Government of Nepal would not be in a position to spare the technical personnel to
operate and look after any road maintenance equipment which Canada might pro-
vide. Accordingly,i the Nepalese are prepared to request us to scnd along with the
equipment technical experts to supervise its use and maintenance and to train
Neirtlese technicians to take over this responsibility after the initial phase. They
also suggest that some Nepalese engineers might gô to Canada to be trained in road

that this type of broader approach to an economic development project has in the
past recommended itself to us..
s F t ' ^ fi . . . . . . . .. ^ . . - . r

u Notes marginales :/Marginal nôtés:
Mr. Ritchie ,
1. Aid to Nepal should be discussed -'a st â C(olombol G(roupl meeting. particularly since it
may affect our new pmgrun to India. Because of large number of itenu in July 5 meeting it was

not included on agenda at that session.
2. This is a useful memorandum and the course suggested in para 6 is along the lines of one we

discussed. 1lowever. I still believe we'must be careful not to appear to be supporting India's
.= uowelcoax patersml O.(3. S jtonal= . _ : .

Mr Stoner. I think this ia.worth circulating to Group with reference to Eqcott's (Reidj earlier
des}xitdt. A.E. R(itefiiel
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3. If it is not considered feasible to couple our economic aid to Nepal with techni-
cal assistance, the Nepalese apparently do not exclude the alternative of asking for
Indian engineers to operate the road maintenance programme. In that event, I imag-
ine that we should wish to associate the Indian authorities from the outset with any
technical discussions which it may be necessary to arrange before the Nepalese
request is given final consideration..
4. The Nepalese Embassy's communication of July 8 confirms my impression that

the list of equipment appended to their formal submission to us should be regarded
as flexible. In their anxiety to obtain as much equipment as possible from us the
Nepalese may well have drawn on the experience of one of their engineers who
was recently in Canada to study highway and bridge construction to present a list of
equipment which was likely to be available from Canadian production. Whether or
not this equipment really meets the requirements of weather and road conditions in
Nepal is probably a matter which should be further investigated by a qualified road
engineer from Canada.
5. My 'own suggestion is that we let this matter ride until the Nepalese Secretary

for Planning and Development, Mr. B.B. Pande, visits Ottawa in conjunction with
the meetings of the Consultative Committee in September. If you agree, I shall ask
the Nepalese Embassy here to ensure that Mr. Pande is prepared to discuss this
"latter in Ottawa. In the meantime, I propose to tell the Embassy that the Nepalese
request for road 'maintenance equipment under the auspices of the Colombo Plan
has now béen transmitted to you for consideration.
6. I continue to feel, as I suggested in my letter under reference, that in dealing

with the Nepalese request we stand to gain from the closest possible co-operation
with the Indians. There is, therefore, much to be said for our discussing the specific
terms of Nepal's request for Canadian aid with the Indian authorities before Mr.
Pandereaches Ottawa. On the other hand, you will agree, I think, that there is little
Purpose in: my discussing this matter in detail with Indian authorities unless I have
some indication whether you are seriously considering acceding to the Nepalese
request provided a suitable project can be based on it. It is on this point that I shall
require your guidance at the earliest feasible opportunity ^^,.

ESCOTr REID

46
Noje 12rginale Marginal note:

lt-^^^e: We should take a decision re para 6 at the next meeting of the Group. [O.(;. Stoner]
I agree ^should be discussed at next Group meeting. [A.E. Ritchie]
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au `haut-commissaire en Inde

DESPATCH E-740

give us on the latter aspect, possibly after discussing it informally w1u, - •
projects. We should be particularly grateful for any further advice which you can

. • U S and

tries and in relation to the ability of the Nepalese authorities to admmister
relation to the availability of funds and to the competing demands from other co,,e
now quie ôbvious these tpequests will have to be very carefully examined both in

un-

- 4 The esta from No a1 are under consideration by Canadian officials, but it is
aspects of the ropeway.
the road building project. Mr. Cavell is also looking into the technical and supp y

3. As a result of our previous exchanges with you, we were well informed about t
to transport Nepalese trade over the Indian railroads.

.Cavell to this Department which reports on his conversations 67 As you will see, the
Nepalese spoke to Mr. Cavell of threé projects; and when they visited this Depart-
ment they added a fourth, the supply of railway cars, the need for which arose
largely`out of the unwillingness of India to inake sufficient rolling stock available

per men about their needs. Attached to this despatch is a copy of a letter froni •

2. Mr. Pande and Mr. Rana called on both Mr. Cavell and this Department to
discuss some of their projects. They also spoke at some length to Canadian newspa-̂

that the Nepalese representatives were particularly , serious-minded or competent.

were able to hold some conversations with the Delegation from Nepal concerning
the possibility of Canadian Colombo Plan assistance for that country. The Nepalese
Delegation was led by Maj. Gen. Maahabir, and included Mr. Pande, presumably
the senior civil servant in charge of planning,'and Mr. Rana, a young Nepalese who
had previously been in Canada under the technical'assistance programme. Despite
the fact that Maj. Gen. Maahabir's comely entourage, consisting of his wife, two
'daughters and two governesses, lent considerable colour and interest to many of the
extra-conference activities, officials in Ottawa were, not left with the impression

. During the recent meeting of the Consultative Committee, officials in Ottawa

DEA/11038-7-40

Ottawa, October 25, 1954

DISCUSSIONS WITN THE DEI.EGATION FROM NEPAL
DURING THE COLOMBO PLAN CONSULTATIVE COMMITIEE MEEIING

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India
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U.K: (and possibly Indian) officials in New Delhi who may have had some practi-
cal experience of Nepalese administrative competence. , ,

A.E. RrPCHIE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/11038-7-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEspATCFt 1349 New Delhi, November 25, 1954

CoxMErrIAt,

Reference: Your Despatch No. E-740 of October 25.

COLOMBO PLAN: CANADIAN AID TO NEPAL

I am inclining more and more to the view that the risks involved in extending
Canadian aid to Nepal may be too great to make the game worth the candle. You
have yourself referred to the technical and administrative risks which are, bluntly
speaking, that Nepal has no administration to speak of and that there is scarcely any
technical competence which could be associated with a Canadian project in Nepal
or which could be relied upon to maintain such a project in operation.
2. Even more grave, however, are the political risks of conflict between ourselves

and the Indians which would seem to be inherent in most of the projects proposed
to us by the Nepalese. That the Nepalese delegation in Ottawa proposed these
Projects on the grounds that they would serve to make Nepal more independent of
India merely shows how warily we have to tread.

3• The Indians consider the inclusion of Nepal in their defence perimeter vital to
their strategic interests. If a complete administrative breakdown in Nepal is to be
avoided, Indian influence in the country may have to continue to be strong and
susceptible of application at the appropriate time. This special position of India in
Nepal has°beCn conceded by the United Kingdom and the United States and the
Indians hold that it has also been conceded by China. In the circumstances, for
Canada lo base its aid to Nepal on projects which are overtly designed to circum-
scnbe the Indian position is plainly impolitic and against our own best interests.
4: I find it difficult to take seriously two of the projects which were submitted to

you by the Nepalese in Ottawa. These relate to the provision of railway rolling
stock and aeroplanes to Nepal. It Is absurd for Nepal to claim that either of these
projects woüld make the country less subject to Indian goodwill when Nepal has no
technicians competent to run either a railway or an air service and when, in any
case, â ^vY rcHance would continue to have to be placed on Indian facilities. Therail

Y rolling stock, for éxample, would operate over Indian railroads.



• ' 5. 'As for the provision of road maintenance equipment, I am now convinced that
such a project would have to be closely correlated with the work which Indian
army engineers are doing in Nepal. The position in respect of roads has been out-
lined to you by the Nepalese. It is, briefly, that the recently completed road to Kath-
mandu is, in fact, an emergency road. It is subject to annual washouts by rain and
floods and thus cannot be said to serve effectively either economic or strategic
needs. I understand that the United States has agreed, after consultation with the
Indians, to repair this year's flood damage as part of American flood relief to Nepal
but our colleagues in the United 'States Embassy here'do not believe that, in the
long term, annual repairs of this road are likely to prove an economic proposition.

6. Indian army engineers are at present mapping out an alternative road which
would be about 80 miles longer than the direct road to Kathmandu but not subject
to the same annual weather hazards. It is estimated that this alternative road will
take at least two years to construct. If, therefore, we contemplate making road
building equipment available to Nepal under the Colombo Plan, I strongly suggest
that we do so in consultation with the Government of India, and that we earmark it
for, the new road. In this way we might be instrumental in having the road com-
pleted ahead of schedule.

7. On the face of it, the project of helping Nepal extend the present ropeway from
Dhursing to the railhead at Amlekhgunj would appear to have much to recommend
it. As you have pointed out, the Nepalese have satisfactorily operated the existing
section of the ropeway and they may be expected to operate a 24-mile extension
with equal success. Such an extension would eliminate the present necessity of
trans-shipment of goods consigned to Kathmandu.-It is also unlikely to clash with
any plans which the Indians may have to improve transportation and communica-
tion facilities between India and Nepal.
t. 8. On the other hand, the economic aspects of the project would obviously have to
be looked into with great care: It may be, for example, that the present supply of

available power will not be adequate to operate the contemplated extension. This,

at least, is what the Americans have suggested to us on the basis of their experience
in helping to bring the ropeway over the last four miles from its present northern
terminus into Kathmandu. It may also be that, with the completion of the alterna-
tive road which the Indians are now mapping out, transportation by truck over the

newroad would be more economical fit-in by ropeway. In that case, our contribu-

tion to the economic development of Nepal might more suitably take the form of
Canadian trucks and trailers.
-• 9.:We have discussed this -matter privâtely with ` our British and American col-

e, ° They have agreed to let , us have süch further information as you maY

r;^quire to enable you to review the Nepalese proposals for Canadian aid. When this

additional information is in your, hands you may, wish to authorize me to discuss

the road building; and ropeway1 projects speciGcally with the Indian authorities. I
am, in any case, satisfied that only, out of such discussions with the Indian au^0ri-
.ties is there any chance that a suitable project for Canadian aid to Nepal is likely to

. , _emer8e. ^ " -, " _. ' ," i t ^
.. ., ^
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10. To sum up: because of the political instability, the intrigues and the adminis-
trative incompetence 'of Nepal, participation by Canada in any project there will
mean an excessively large number of administrative headaches. The Nepalese want
to get as many Western countries as possible involved in Nepal since they think
they will be able to play those countries off against India. Canada's interests would
not be served by getting involved in this game. Any goodwill we secured in Nepal
in this way would be outweighed by ill will in India. If, therefore, we decide to give
any economic aid to Nepal it should be done only in a partnership with India.

ESOOTT REM
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UNITED STATES MILITARY AID TO PAKISTAN

4e PARTIE/PAFtT 4

AIDE MILITAIRE DES ÉTATS-UNIS POUR LE PAKISTAN

DEA%50317-40

Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

Top SEcRu [Ottawa], December 17, 1953
You will have seen references to the rumoured Pakistan-United States Military

Security Agreement. The High Commissioner for India called on Mr. Ritchie on
December 10th, on instructions from his Government, and made representations to
the effect that the Government of India regarded the projected military security
agreements with the greatest concern. Mr. Saksena followed this interview up with
a letter dated December 11th, copy of which is attached. As you will see, the lan-
guage used by Mr. Saksena in this letter is pretty extreme and his oral presentation
of the case to Mr. Ritchie was even more so. While Mr. Saksena emphasized that
he wa'smaking repriesentations on the instructions of Mr. Nehru, it is possible that
he himself may.be responsible for some of the strong statements and rather ambigu-
ous hi'nts'côntained in his letter. Mr: Pearson has been informed, in the attached
telegram`of December 16th,t of the substance of Mr. Saksena's representations and
of the repo^*;Akh we have received from our High Commissioner in Indiâ on
this subject, in case'he may wish to discuss the matter. with Mr. Eden while in
London:'

2•.You will ôbserve that the Indian Government suggests that an expression of
^4an' ôpinion to the Governments of the United States and Pakistan would be
helpful at this juncture. It would plainly be a very delicate matter for the Canadian
Govemnient'to'make any such representations in Washington and Karachi, and in
*eonnecdon ^Mr; Pearson has been asked for his comments.
^' ^le Mr. Saksena has asked whether he may have an interview with you

put thé'`p^iuon of his Government, on this subject, to you personally and I



should be grateful to know whether you would be prepared to see the Indian High
Commissioner.
4. You may have noticed a report 'of the New York Times Service, appearing in

today's Montreal Gazette to the effect that Mr. Nehru:
"...has ordered his nationwide Congress Party machine to organize demonstra-
tions against the proposed United States military aid Pakistan in all of India's 28
states.
Although Prime Minister Nehru,'who is president of the Congress Party, has
decreed that direct condemnation of the United States and Pakistan should be
avoided, his campaign is thought likely to generate a nationwide wave of anti-
Americanism on an unprecedented scale".

5. It is unfortunately apparent that unless the United States decide in the interim
not to proceed with military assistance arrangements to Pakistan this subject will
probably be a very burning one at the time of your own visit to the Indian sub-
Continent and it is to be anticipated that representations will be addressed to you by

both the Indian and Pakistani Governments.
. , ^ . . -1 PAUL MARTIN

[PIÈCE IOINTFJENCLOSURE] .

Le haut-commissaire de l'Inde
au sous-secrftaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner for India
to Acting Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

LaTm No. 276-HG53 ' Ottawa, December it, 1953

- TOP SecRff ;

Dear Mr. [C.S.A.] Ritchie,
,,_ I spoke to ,yoû` yesterday about the projected United States - Pakistan Military

Pact. In this letter I am giving you the background of this question and brieflY

sûmmarizing the views I çonveyed to you verbally. I chai[ be grateful if you would

' kindly bring this matter to the attention of the Prime Minister. He might perhaps
âgree to afford me an opportuniry to,discuss it personally with him.

(s_ a . . . : , . . . . - . - : :: 1, -

As:I explained to you yesterday âfternoon, there has recentl been a spate o

s 1ation, more particularly in the Amencan Press, is regard to a Military Pacé

be^tween the United States and Pakistan. Some of the writers have referred to the
;,,.^ . . .. . , .

possibility of Palustan agreeing to grant bases tu ttie United States for milite P"

pes,while others h`ave stressed that the intention of the United States was to grant

military aid to Pakistan. Even though wé recogniu fully the sovereignty of Pa1a

enter into any
we could not

stan and its1 '̂g̀ht to ént y international commitments it likes, ;, ht affect
obviousl remain Indifferent to develo ments across the border which mg

pçofoün ly-the`situation in our`own country. Prime Minister Nehru, therefore, on

the basis of reports which he had secn, made 'a press statement in which he referred
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to the dangers . inherent in a move of this kind and stated that a Military Pact
between Pakistan and the United States of America would be of "the most intense
concern to India".

Objection .wâs taken both in' Washington and in Karachi to Prime Minister
Nehru's statements and it was alleged that no decision in regard to acquisition of
bases in Pakistan had been taken. It was, nevertheless, admitted that talks on the
subject of a military alliance had taken place and the grant of military assistance by
the United States of . America to Pakistan was contemplated. As a matter of fact,
matters would appear to have gone far beyond this point. Talks between Military
Commands of both sides are reported to have taken place and visits by Military
Missions have been exchanged. It is, therefore, fair to assume that the groundwork
of a plan for military assistance to Pakistan has been prepared and now awaits
implementation. Our.view,is that if this plan is implemented, a dangerous situation
full of the most explosive possibilities-would arise in India, the gravity of which
could not be overemphasized. Through a delicate balancing of forces and the
peaceful intent of the Government of India, peace has hitherto prevailed in our part
of the_ world.,The United States, by its action to enter into a Military Pact with
Pakistan would disturb this delicate balance and would create conditions which
would undermine the peace and stability. of the sub-continent. The United States
would, in our view, be guilty of aiding the aggressive intent of Pakistan against
India = â'Commonwealth country which has endeavoured throughout to maintain
friendly relations with all countnes and whose only offence, if it can be called an
offence, has been to refuse steadfastly to subordinate her conscience to the will of
the United Stâtes. I am giving below in the form of questions and answers our
reactions to the projected Military Pact.
Q•l: Why is Pakistan anxious to enter into a Military Pact?
A: It must be obvious to any discerning person that Pakistan is not immediately or

..direcdy threatened by the Soviet Union or Communist China; nor, judging from
the Pronouncements in its Press and by its leaders, is it greatly concerned with
the spread of communistic activity in the country. Further the urge to adopt
defensive measures against the Soviet Union should, if anything, have shown
abatement because of the recent casing of international tension. Pakistan has,
nevertheless, been increasingly insistent on securing military aid from the
United States of America. Why? Quite obviously for one reason, and one reason
onlY, and that is that she desires to build up her military strength first to use it as
a bargaining factor in dealing with India, and, if these efforts fail, by waging aregulaz, W

ar against her. In the circumstances which exist any other conclusion
would bë con. to reason and entirely untenable.

Q'2'.^Y,^s,the, United States anxious to enter into a Military Pact with Pakistan?
A: In the first place, the United States desires to forge another link in the chain

which. she has been fabricating to encircle the Soviet Union.
Second1Y, it would certainly appear that this step is being considered as a means
^d ^g^ pressure on India to abandon her so-called neutralist foreign policy

rced into joining the anti-Communist bloc. I venture to prophesy that
dthO-Umted States persists in consummating its Military Pact with Pakistan, it
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will fail in the attainment of both these objectives. You may rest assured that
: India will, in no circumstances, succumb to outside pressure and abandon a for-
eign policy which has the solid and united support of all her people. With a

.,,hostile India, the military, support of Pakistan is scarcely likely to achieve the
objective which the United States Government has, in view.

..Q.3: What will be the effect of a Military Pact on Pakistan?
'A: Pakistan has declared on numérous occasions that the be-all and end-all of her

• foreign policy was to wrest control of Kàshmir. Hostilities in this area ceased

; after an understanding was reached that a solution would be sought through
peaceful means by holding a plebiscite: Both sides have•adhered to this arrange-
ment because of the balance of power in the sub-continent. If now Pakistan
receives military assistance from a third party, it would find itself strong enough
to adopt towards India a more aggressive'attitude. Public opinion in Pakistan,
which is highly inflammable, would be whipped up by demagogues who would
dangle before the people the bait of a successful military exploit. It is also not
unlikely, conditions being what they are in Pakistan, that the increase of military
power would result in the overthrow of constitutionalgovernment and the estab-
lishment of a military dictatorship.

Q.4: What will be the effect of the Pact on India?
The country will be swept by anti-American feeling from one end to the other
and all prospects of collaboratiôn' between India and the United States will

`cease. By the same token all pirospects• of peaceful settlement of the Kashmir and

other disputes between India and Pakistan will also disappear. Tension between

India and Pakistan will increase, and India will be forced into re-thinking and

reorganization of her defence arrangements. To cope with the increasing mili-

tary might of Pakistan, `she will have to increase her military power, in the first

instance, from her own limited resources, thus applying a brake on much-needed

economic development. She will also, in all probability, be forced to seek such

outside assistance from other quarters' as she is able to get. The cold war will

thus be brought to India and it would be difficult to prevent the outbreak of

âctual hostilities. Because of international repercussions, hostilities
in India

=could scarcely be localized and the probabiliry is that these developments would

lead to a world•wau. Another country which will be similarly affected will be
,Afghanistan. Its relations with Pakistan have not been always hapPY and it `^ll

d rea
` be similarly forced to look elsewhere for support to counter the rnilitary

from Pakistan. ` •° ; . ^.

Q.5: What will be the effect `on the Soviet Union and Communist China? e

The Pact would give cause for serious offence to i--st- these
countries• Th Y

would takë all ssible steps to côunteract this settlement. Not only will they aY

to establish bases on borders of India` and Pakistan and take
such other steps a'

logistics will permt,but they,will further redouble their efforts to Will pVepathe

people U India and Afghanistan, to their side. Because of the Ml ^

between the United States of Amricâ and Pakistan, a climate
would have been
unist cause. 11ey

created in India which would be most favourable to the comm
would have willing listenérs and also willing tools. The Pact thus

would be a
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menace to stability of India, to the hard-won freedom of the people and to the
cause of democracy in the East.

Q.6: Can United States prevent misuse of force by Pakistan?
A: The answer to this question is definite, and emphatically, "No". The United

States has informed us that it does not consider that the Pact will imperil India's
interests. This hope, in the context of prevailing sentiments and events, is utterly
futile and meaningless. If planes, arms, explosives and other war materials are
given to a country, there is no power on earth which could stop it from using
these engines of destruction against any country. Any assurance which the
receiving country might give to the donor country is not worth the paper on
which it is written. In the case of Pakistan, it must be obvious to all except the
wilfully blind that her sole objective in seeking this pact is to employ her
enhanced military strength against India,I first in arguments, and later on the
field. Me fact that recipients of military assistance cannot be controlled has
been'amply demonstrated by, the conduct of President Syngman Rhee in Korea
and by the threaténing manoeuvres of the Italian Army, equipped with NATO
arms on the' frontiers of Yugoslavia. Neither of these protégés of United States
could be controlled in the exercise of threats held out by them against their
oPPo,nents: ,

Q-7: Whât is the scope of,the Pact and when will it be implemented?
A: The United States Government, beyond admitting that it was thinking of giving

military assistance to Pakistan, has vouchsafed no information to us in regard to
the scope of the projected Pact or of the degree of military aid which Pakistan
will receive. As regards the time of implementation, we learn from newspaper
reports :that plans,will be speeded up on the return of Vice-President Nixon from
his tour. It is also reported that Vice-President Nixon is strongly in favour of the
gant of military assistance to Pakistan.
As I explained to you yesterday, my Government regards the projected military

4ance with the gravest concern. We feel that the consequences of such a Pact will
be serious' far-reaching and unpredictable. The Government of Canada will, no
doabt, decide its own course of action, but we feel that an expression of their opin-
ion to the Governments of United States and Pakistan will help.

Yours sincerely,

R.R. SAKSENA
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DEA/50317-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Seeretary of State for External Affairs

UNrIED STATF.S=PAKISTAN MIUTARY NEGOTIATIONS

I received a visit this afternoon from the Indian High Commissioner, during
which we discussed the reported negotiations for military assistance from the
United States to Pakistan. Mr. Saksena reported his conversations with the Prime
Minister during my absence and indicated his satisfaction with the Prime Minis-
ter's statement that, although official representations to the United States would not
be in order, he would take advantage of any opportunity to raise the matter infor-

mally. Mr. Saksena outlined briefly, . the Indian position along familiar lines
although his expression of them was considerably milder than had been the case
when he spoke to Mr. Ritchie.

I told Mr. Saksena that we had already shown an interest in Washington in this
subject, but that when Mr. Heeney visited Ottawa next week I would ask him to see
Mr. Dulles or Mr. Bedell Smith to ask for information'on the United States inten-
tions towards Pakistan, explaining that we had a natural interest in matters affect-
mg a member of the Commonwealth. It was of course a delicate matter. We would
not wish to offend the Pakistanis by any action which might lead them to believe
that under pressure from India we had dissuaded the United States from pursuing a
policy which Pakistan would like: , I added that we knew very little except what had

been reported JULi` the press about 0-ho-se negotiations. If what was involved was

merely a question of giving to Pakistan surplus arms, we presumed there would be
no objection and that in such a case India itself might be interested in securing
supplies. I presumed, however, that more than this was involved, that something in

the nature' of an M.S.A. agreement was contemplated and this would of course

involve or at least imply a more definite aligqment of Pakistan with the West than

had previously "en the case. We, of course, were much interested, because it con-

tributed to our own security, in any arrangement which would assist countries in

strengthening themselves against Communist aggression, but we realized of course

that there were in this case other aspects which would cause India concern. I said

that I felt, however, that the United States' intention was simply to strengthen this

area.
Mr. Saksena said that whatever the intentions of the United States were th net

résult would be that Pakistan would be strengthened vis-à-vis India. I asked
India would be disturbed if an agreement of this kind were reached between, for

example, Burma and the United States, and Mr. Saksena said, after a indeedt^
thought, that-he did not think thene would be any objection. (If this would ment
theâview of the Indian Government it would seem to dispose of the Indian argument

that a political-military tic between the United States and any South East
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country would upset the balance of forces in that area and introduce an element
which would tend to draw this area into the cold war.)

Mr. Saksena expressed his satisfaction with the steps which I proposed taking.
He quite understood our difficult position vis-à-vis Pakistan and implied that India
was not asking us to intervene with the Americans by saying that what they really
wanted was for us "to understand".

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/50317-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- pour le premier ministre

: Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

PRIVATE AND SECRET [Ottawa], January 2, 1954
I am attaching a copy of a letter I have received from Mr. Reid, our High Com-

missioner in New Delhi, which I think you will be interested to read ^
I

L.B. PEARSON '

[PIÈCE JOIMFJENCiASURE]

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

PRIVATE AND SECRET New Delhi, December 23, 1953

Dear Mike [Pearson],,;
As Ÿou can.well imagine the situation here is tense and confused. The Indians

aze► of course, doing their best to make us believe their dire predictions of what is
likely to* happen^n within India if the United States agreement with Pakistan goes
dn u8L Americans in private conversations and inspired press stories are

g their best to counteract this propaganda.
I
would have more confidence in my own appreciation of what is likely to hap-

pen in India if I had been here for thirteen years not thirteen months. As it is I feel
very ^nscious of my inability to gauge how the underlying forces and the stresses
and strains within India are likely to be affected if the United States does grant
*twy aid to Pakistan on a considerable scale.

It is not sim I of course that this country is so large and that its variousregions r
W^dely; it is much more that 'so many of the deeper currents of

--- I
mar"e ;/Mrinal nota

T^ ï^ L St: uaurentl
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Indian life : lie far under the surface where' a westerner can scarcely hope to
penetrate.

- For example, there must be a bitter struggle going on within Hinduism between
what we would call modernists or liberals and the fundamentalists or traditionalists.
I assume that this struggle is reflected in the politics of this country. This should
not surprise a Canadian since in the eighties and nineties in Canada, much less
profound differences within the Roman Catholic church in French Canada were
reflected in politics in French Canada. But Laurier though he was accused of being
a liberal with a small "1" had never, unlike Mr. Nehru, written books openly declar-
ing himself to be a rationalist and pouring contempt on the beliefs of many parish
priests.

There are fundamentalist Hindu groups within the Congress party with leaders
such as the President of India, Dr. Prasad. There are more extreme Hindu funda-
mentalist groups outside the Congress party. These groups tend to be contemptuous
about the whole of western civilization or at least to believe that it is safer for India
to try to reject as much of western civilization as possible.

One indication of their attitude is their fairly successful campaign against the
use of English and the efforts which they are making to degrade the teaching of
English.

Another indication of their attitude is their , suspicion of Indian officials who

wear western dress, send their children to western schools and speak English and

not Hindi. Most Indian officials now ----r Indian dcess to official Indian Govern-

ment evening functions though they wear,western dress at the office. It looks as if

they will soon be virtually compelled to wear Indian dress at the office. The more

anglicized pro-western officials already feel their position weakened and this kind

of rule will make them feel weaker still. Conceivably jr the Hindu fundamentalists
should get even stronger the situation in India could become similar to that behind
the Iron Curtain: anyone educated in the west would be suspect and would eventu-
ally be pushed out of any position of influence.-

Dr. Katju, the Home Minister, is a,very charming, cultivated lawyer who has
been most friéndly whenever we have met but his public statements

attacking for-

éign missionaries were so extreme that the Prime Minister had to water them dowD•

They. were sufficiently extreme when passed from mouth to mouth as to lead some

illiterate Hindu villagers to believe they were doing what he wanted
when they beat

up some fellow villagers who had become converted to Christianity.

;,The big industrialists `form another right-wing group within the Congress partY

They don't like nationalization and they are not nacessarilY Hrndu fundamentahsts,

^though Birla is, but ,they like protection against foreign imports and they can use

for'their own` purposes . xenophobicr nationalism stirred up
by the Hindu

fundamentalists.
The Hl'ndu fundamén talists are oPPo sed to a secular state.

The more extreme Of

theni want a Hindu state just ` as the Muslim fundamentalists in Pakistan wa"t s

. . ld want as few Muslim
Islamic state. One might think that because of this they wou Kas^in India as'possible andwould not, th=fore, be keen on India anne^ng
On the contrary, they are strong advocates of a firm policy in Kashmir.
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The worse relations get between predominantly Hindu India and predominantly
Muslim Pakistan the easier it will be for. the more extreme Hindu fundamentalists
to reduce the forty million Muslims in India to the role of second class citizens. It
would be too much to hope that there would not be a Senator McCarthy among
them who would go so far as to call many of the leaders of the Muslim minority,
Fifth Columnists.

The.Communists are strong among the; frustrated intellectuals and the lower
middle class. 'Anti-Americanism is for them a most useful cry. Like all Commu-
nists they are in Toynbee's sense westernizers because their aim is to impose a
western conceived pattern on India but in practice they have no difficulty in play-
mg on the same anti-western passions as the Hindu fundamentalists.

I have been told recently by a very good authority that in the armed services and
even in the Foreign Service there are a few officers who though not Communists
have been swept off their feet by what seems to them to be the way in which Russia
and China have put themselves in a position where they can now talk to the United
States as equals. They are also tempted by the totalitarian shortcuts to economic
improvement.

Since the death of Gandhi and Patel,69Mr. Nehru has reached a position of dan-
gerously lonely , eminence. He towers above all the other leaders of the Congress
party. I understand that there is no one in Cabinet who has any substantial influence
on him in'matters of foreign policy. Pillai has not been able to exercise the same
moderating influence on him as Bajpai •did.

When a statesman has reached the position of lonely eminence that Mr. Nehru
has he is likely to be the centre of palace politics and to be surrounded by flatterers.
1 am told that many of the people who surround Mr. Nehru pour flattery on him in
order tô get power for themselves or his support for the policies they favour and
that he does' nôt appear to be sickened by this flattery; that for the most part, these
flatterers press him into extreme courses; that they do not counsel moderation; and
that they also encourage him in those apprehensions of United States policy which
he shares with liberal democrats very much like himself in the British Labour party.

Mr. Nehru loves to go about the country addressing hundreds of thousands of
people. He returns to Delhi exhilarated. But the adulation of hundreds of thousand
of one's conntrymen is a dangerous stimulant.

Mr.Nehnt is I am certain a very great man. He is, as you know, liberal, humane,
tltional, intelligent, very westernized in his values and in his ways of thinking. But
bow a^p1Y hâs'an alreadÿ proud aristocrat been affected during the past five years

,by power and adulation? The more deeply he has been affected the greater the dan-
ger that resentment at United States policies and tactics and at the insulting lan-
gua8e directed against him in the press of the United States may drive him into
public speeches and courses of action which will make it very difficult for Con-

•

"D'eë4t1947 ^ . ,il,jwqu sa mort en dEcembre 1950, Sardar Vallabhbhai Jhaverbhai Patel a été ministre
^Affaires intfrieurea, ministre de Is Diffusion et de la Radiodiffusion, ainsi que ministre d'État et
vicapremier ministre de I.I.A.
^^^ Jhavabliai Patel was Minister for home Affairs. Information and Broadcasting.

Deputy Prime Minister of India from August 1947 until his death in December 1950.
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gress to vote' economic assistance to India or India toaccept it and which in other
ways will widen the rift between India` and the United States and narrow the gap

p between India and the Soviet Union.
Two months ago I was fairly certain that, though there were cross currents, in

- general things in India were moving in what we in the west would consider the
right direction both in foreign policy and in internal development. Even then, how-
ever, the balance was nicely poised. But if the depths are stirred in India, as they
may well be if many Indians should believe that the United States is putting pres-
sure on them to join the western camp, I do not know what will happen. My guess
is that the resulting stresses and strains within India will result in strengthening the
forces in India which are inimical to the best traditions of the west and which in the

; long run are opposed to the interests of the west.
Perhaps we in the west have to run this calculated risk. You in Ottawa are able

to judge this. I cannot from here. But I would be happier if I could feel more certain
than I am now that United States policy towards India is based on a cool calculation
of the long-run national interests of the United , States and that there has been a
careful weighing of military, political, economic and "moral" considerations, and
of long-run against short-run factors. As it is I have the uneasy feeling that United
States policy towards India today is greatly influenced by wholly understandable
but nevertheless irrational factors = in particular a resentment against Mr. Nehru
for his moral lectures to mankind, his general attitude of moral superiority, his crit-
icisms of United States policy, his organization of an opposition to the United
States in the United Nations, and his failure to show gratitude to the United States,
for the economic aid they have given India. .;

Mr. Nehru is guilty in not having realized sufficiently that India like every other

country should conserve its diplomatic resources and that it cannot afford the lux-

^ ury,of indulging in public crusades against other countries, especially when they
^ are powerful and friendly, except on the very rare occasions. when the national
Jnterests of India can be served only by conducting such public crusades. Mr.
Nehru is also at fault in not having realized, at.least until recently, that his moral
stature in the world has been diminished by his attitude on Kashmir.

, The Belgian Ambassador told me last week that he found in Brussels this sum-
mer that officials in hie Foreign Office had been "bored" by India's behaviour on
the colonial question. The French Ambassador who was likewise on home leave
;this suminer told me that he found boredom and resentment among offcials in his
foreign office. He also found among many of his çolleagues at the Foreign Ministry

irï Paris a stubborn belief that Mr.,; Nehru is pro-Communist. When he spoke to
them of his admiration for Mr. Nehru and his conviction that Mr. Nehru is a great

^ iûan, a liberal
I
and as pro-western a Prime Minister as India could have, he found

that his remarks were met with a feeling of impatience. , 'Rif,_.. ,
I am sure in Washington there is much more resentment and boredom about

,Nehru 111411 in Brussels and Paris. I am also Dure that in Washington there is rouch

more scepticism about the reality of Mr. Nehru's belief in the values of our western
civilization and in his private protestations that his policy of non-alignment serves

-the interests of the west as well as those of India. It seems to me that the scepdcism
^-..1 ^ . . . , - - .. . . R . ^ , _. . . # , I ^ .. . .

J",
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is more the result of boredom and resentment than of an attempt to probe into Mr.
---=-Nehru s mind an

Yours sincerely,
ESCOTT REID

P.S. I am sending Hume [Wrong] a copy of this letter. E. R[eid]

434.- 1 DEA/50317-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoNMENTIAL, [Ottawa], January 30, 1954

CONVERSATION WITH THE INDIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER

Mr. Saksena spent an hour with me this morning and brought up a number of
questions.

1. He asked me whether I could give him any further information about the Amer-
ican reaction to the Pakistani aid arrangement or on the progress that had been
made in this matter in Washington.

I told him that we discussed the matter twice with the State Department, but had
not received any new information. I gave him my personal view that the publicity
which this matter had attracted may have caused the United States Government to
give it'a second thought, and that there had obviously been a reexamination of one
kind and another, for no action had yet been taken. I also pointed out that, as I told
him before, the proposed arrangements did not go nearly as far as some people
either hoped or feared, and that there did not seem to be any question of territorial
bases involved. Indeed, I felt that the alarm over bases had been somewhat exag-
gerated in India. Mr. Saksena's views, however, remained unrevised and
umepentant. He said that all the. talk about bases had come originally from the
United States in the ' form of Press stories, and that the Indian Government was
qwtijustified in taking alarm. In any event, even without bases, the matter was
imPortant andwould cause great harm, as upsetting the balance of military power
between the two countries:

Mr• Saksena then'askéd me if there was any ministerial or departmental founda-
tion to Mr,' Daniell's story which appeared in the New York Times a few days ago
that the Prime Minister on his Asian tour had no intention of mediating between
ludia aiid Pakistan'on this problem; that Canadian opinion felt that its importance
had been exaggerated by India; that because India wished to be neutral was no
reason that neutrality should be enforced on other countries, like Pakistan.

I told Mr. Saksena that I was sure this story had not come from the Department,
though it was quite accurate in his expression of the Prime Minister's anxiety not to
be involved in this dispute during his visit. Mr. Saksena seemed a shade disap-
P01nted. that we were taking such a negative attitude. I told him, as I told him^^^^7



before, that we appreciated the importance of the issue and deplored the trouble it
had caused. I added, moreover, that while we did not think Pakistan should be con-
demned for strengthening itself against Communist aggression (Mr. Saksena inter-
vened that it was not Russia but Kashmir and India that Pakistan was thinking of).
Nevertheless, I was somewhat worried about the new suggestion that American aid
should be linked with ân association of Pakistan, Iran and Turkey for co-operative
defence. My worry was not eoneerned with the three countries co-operating for this
purpose, but with the interpretation that might be given to it as a further eastward
extension of NATO.

2. Mr. Saksena felt that I had gone too far in my statement in the House yesterday
in insisting that the release of non-Communist prisoners in Korea was not only
legally but morally justified?° He said that the prisoners in question, under the
armistice arrangement, indeed, even under our interpretation of it, should have
been returned to civilian status, whereas, in fact, they had merely become con-
scripts in Chiang Kai-shek's army without any choice. There is, of course, some-
thing in this argument, but I told the Indian High Commissioner that our main
objective was to liquidate this problem with a minimum of trouble, and this was the
only way in which it could be done. Furthermore, I argued that the pnsoners m
question could have opted for return to China if they had so desired. Mr. Saksena
did not, however, seem to think that they had, in fact, been given this alternative.

I think that we should enquire of the Americans as to what has happened to
these Chinese prisoners; whether they were released to civilian status or merely
paraded into Chiang Kai-shek's army whether they wished to go or not.
"3. Mr. Saksena, while emphasizing that he was hot making any representations on
the subject to the Canadian Goveinment, read to me memoranda in which his Gov-
énnment made representations to the United Kingdom Government on:

(a) .T6e Central African Federation, with its discrimination against Africans and
non-Europeans;
q. : ,

ters. not merely because they concerned persons of Indian race, but bec"
He emphasized that India had the'right to make its views known on these Inat

use of

,t; (d) South African treatment of Indians and other non-Europeans.
I asked him if he would leave with me the memoranda in question, and he said

tie` would send them along next week for departmental consideration.

I., (c) The situation in British Guiana; .
. (b) The situation in Kenya; ,.

India's Commonwealth connection.
I took âdvantage of the 'opportunity to explain to Mr. Saksena in considerable

.,,
detail the teason :why, at the last minute, we had changed our view and decid

= flouse of C.ommons.Dcbatct, 1953-1954, Volume 11. pp. 1589-1590.
!0 Voir Ganàda, Chambre des eammunes, nébats.19S3-19S4, volume il, 1678-1679JSee ^^n^^
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against holding an Assembly at this time." The High Commissioner seemed to
understand our position.

L.B. PEARSON

5° PARTIE/PART 5

VISITE DU PREMIER MINISTRE
PRIME MINISTER'S TOUR

435. .. . ; . r DEA/11563-40

SECRET Ottawa, February 2, 1954

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dear Mr. [C,S:A.] Ritchie,
The Minister has talked to the Prime Minister about the general line he will

follow in conversations during his tour. As you know, Mr. St. Laurent's purpose is
to see for himself something of the countries he will visit, especially those in Asia,
to meet and talk with leaders in these countries, and to demonstrate to the people of
these countries the friendly interest of the Canadian people. His trip is, in the best
and largest sense of the term, a "goodwill tour." I enclose a copy of his statement
on the tour to the House of Commons on January 29th.

The Prime Minister will, of course, be very much interested in whatever the
leaders he talks to'aré prepared to tell him about their policies and points of view,
and he will naturally, where appropriate, explain our policies and points of view.
While there are no policy questions which he wishes to raise, there are what might
be called general effects which we hope his visit will create in the various coun-
tries; and it is probable that leaders in some countries will raise policy questions
with him:, ;., .
France, cermany and Italy ;

In the papers ° which we have submitted for inclusion in the Prime Minister's
Brief,t you will find references to matters which may bé mentioned in discussions
^ the European countries which you will visit. We have also provided documents
w^ch will provide you with background material on some of the main items. You
wi11t 01 course, find yourself on familiar territory during the European part of the
tour both because of your previous experience in that area and because of your
responsibilities in the Department which kept you closely in touch with European
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affairs until a recent date. It seems hardly necessary, therefore, to include in this
letter any detailed information about the European countries which you will visit.

We have attempted to cover in the Prime Minister's Brief and the collection of
background papers the main items of concern in France, Germany and Italy, but
there are a few pieces of unfinished business for which the Missions in those coun-
tries will be responsible for providing up-to-date information. In view of the fluid
political situations in France and Italy, we have asked the,Embassies there to have
ready on your arrival up-to-date lists of Government members. We have also asked
the Embassy in Bonn to bring up to date a section of the Prime Minister's Brief
which reports on developments at the Berlin Conference only up to January 31. We
are forwarding to the Embassies in France, Germany and Italy copies of the Briefs
for those countries, and it is our hope that the Missions will be able to inform you
of any last minute developments which might necessitate revision or amendment of
any parts of the Brief prepared here.

As you so well know, one of the most delicate problems of French foreign pol-
icy at the moment is the question of ratification of the European Defence Commu-
nity Treaty. At the recent meeting of the North Atlantic Council, in a subsequent
press conference, and in the discussion of external affairs which took place in the
House of Commons on January 29, the Minister states quite clearly Canadian sup-
port for the EDC while at the same time he expressed understanding for the con-
cern felt by France regarding the new strength of Germany. As you know, the
French have reacted sensitively to statements of Sir Winston Churchill and Mr.
Dulles which were interpreted as threats directed towards France, in order to prod
that country into ratification of the EDC Treaty. Mr. Pearson, however, has been
commended in the French press and by political leaders in France because of his
understanding attitude and his moderate language. If, the question of EDC ratifica-
tion arises during discussions in France, I should think that the line already laid
down with such success by the Minister might well form the basis for the expres-
sion of any views on this subject which might be called for during your visit.

In Genmany, there is likely to be considerable pre-occupation with developments
^arising out of the Four-Power Confererice now taking 'place in Berlin. It is obvi-

ously, not possible for ' us' to` provide much guidance either in the Prime Minister's

tBrief or in this letter for discussions in Germany concerning the Conference. How-

ever, the Embassy in Bonn has arranged for regular attendance in Berlin of officers

from Bonn and Mr. Davis himself will spend sonie, time in Berlin so long as the

Conference is in session. You will have no difficulty, therefore, in learning in detail
from the Embassy what happened at the Berlin Conference.

:. We : would hope that during ^ your visit to Romé, your Italian hosts will refrain

from putting before you their case on Trieste.-. We have included a note on Trieste in

the' Prime Minister's Brief,f but, of course,' we have not been directly, concerned

w^ 'th the d 1.0 tiati #16;e subject, and as ou will realize, we wish toe cate nego ons on , y
udice neg°avoid any'statement which, if it were tnade' public, might prej

otiations

which are still proceeding. It ma y that the Italians will still be pre-occupied with
a political crisis when you arrive that country; the Embassy will be able to repod
to you on the political situation at that time.
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I do not consider that we need to include in this letter any further points of detail
regarding France, Germany or Itàly. But of course, if it occurs to you that we have
omitted in all the material assembled for the tour reference to other matters which
you believe to be of importance, do not hesitate to let us know and we shall endeav-
our by telegram to repair our omissions.

Pakistan, India and Ceylon
In Pakistan, India and Ceylon we hope that the Prime Minister's visit will

strengthen a feeling of friendliness toward Canada among leaders and on the part of
the people. We also`éxpect that his visit will reinforce the disposition of leaders to
keep their countries within the Cominonwealth. It should forcibly remind them that
the Commonwealth benefits them as well as us, especially as it gives them an
opportunity to make their views understood in several important western countries.

As you know, we feel it would do more harm than good to attempt to "sell" any
of these leaders on the Commonwealth, or to suggest to the Pakistanis or the Cey-
lonese that ttiey should retain the link with the Crown. Also, any discussion of
ways in which the Commonwealth countries might improve their methods of coop-
eration is bound to raise a number of contentious issues which might better be left
to the leaders of the other countries to raise, if they are raised at all. We neverthe-
less hope that a somewhat fuller impression of the attitude of these countries
toward the Commonwealth may emerge from the tour.

We also hope that Mr. St. Laurent may find an opportunity to allay some of the
more extreme fears of Western policy, and in particular of United States policy,
which prey on the minds of Indian leaders, and to a lesser extent on the minds of
the Ceylonese. This is very delicate ground, since anti-American feeling is strong
in India now, at least among the public. The good effect of Mr. St. Laurent's visit
could be'sübstantially vitiated by too deliberate an effort to justify United States
policy.,The wisdom of trying to maintain consistency in what is said in Pakistan
and India on Kashmir will be evident. While we fully supported the United Nations
appreach when we were on the Security Council, we have expressed no views to
either side since we ceased to be directly concerned. It might be best to adopt the
attitude of one who wishes to understand rather than of one who wishes to advise.

On brôad questions of United States policy care is even more desirable, since we
'annot, of course, speak for the United States. We can, however, try to help the
Indians to understand that the United States' basic aims are essentially peaceful,
that the`American people are a fine and generous people, and that'in any case the
United States 'los only one member, if the leading member, of a group of states
which believâ in collective defence. Points of this kind can be made in the course
of conversation as the general question of United States policy arises, without in
any waY SUggesting that we feel India should alter lier policy and, I think, without
giving'the mdia^ the impression that we blindly follow the United States line or
azeWeempting to persuade them to agree with it.

also hope that the Prime Minister's conversations will lead to a fuller under-
stand^g beresof the policies of the Indians, Pakistanis and the Ceylonese, as well asto a

^'uriderstânding of our'policies on their part. The Prime Minister has no
desire .tot

er

'aneropiany sort of mediation on such contentious issues as Kashmir or



United States military aid tô Pakistan. Naturally, we would be'glad if his private
influence in the two capitals were such as to promote a constructive and reasonable
attitude towards Indo-Pakistan problems; and we have no doubt that his general
effort will be not'only to understand the Pakistan and Indian points of view but also
to encourage their leaders in an attitude of mutual trust and conciliation.

Initiative, from the Pakistan side will likely be mainly over Kashmir, and per-
haps canal waters, and the Indian attitude on the question of United States aid to
Pakistan. We.do not yet know what lies behind the rather extraordinary Pakistan
suggestion that Lieutenant General Simonds and Major-General MacQueen, of
Canadian Arsenals Limited, should accompany the Prime Minister in Pakistan. We
intend to do nothing about this unless we are approached officially by Pakistan,
which now seems most unlikely. .,

Mr. Nehru will no doubt explain the Indian point of,view on the question of
United States aid to Pakistan. He will also, I am sure, put before the Prime Minister
the Indian point of view on current Korean problems. A recent telegram from New
Delhi suggests that the Berlin Conference and the "New Look" in United States
Defence policy might be the subject of questions at the Press Conference. Mr.
Nehru may also wish to discuss these questions. Indeed he is almost certain to roam
over the broad field of Foreign Affairs.

In Ceylon Sir John Kotelawala may, explain the Ceylon attitude toward the ques-
tion of Ceylonese citizens of.Indian origin.

In all three countries the question of Colombo Plan assistance will probably
come up in a broad contexL

Indônesia
Your visit to Indonesia will be brief and we do not expect significant policy

questions to be raised there. As you know, southeast Asia is at the farthest corner of
the¢ broad Pacifie Ocean from Canada and has not been an area of much direct
Canadian interest. It is for us today a sort of transitional zone between the Com-
monwealth countries of South Asia and the nearer Far East countries of the North-
west Pacific. Southeast Asia assumes importance because of the wobbly legs on
whicl% the `new born states there try to stand, the natural resources of the area, the,, .
ttiréat of ( ,^nese Communist impenalism, and the .̂ nt^mate concern of the majonry

. .,:
of Commonwealth countries in the area.

As` the Indonesian Government looks at many of the broad international ques
tiôns frôin a point of view substantially similar to India - and, indeed, looks to
Mr."Netiru for leadership = y 'of the observations made above concerning d's'

cüssions with Indian . leadets , will be applicable ; to discussions in Indonesi
You

will bé âware of thé apecial Australian interest in Indoncsia because the
archipelaSo

,...;, ..r , .
Les across the "route of any invasion from Asia. You will also know that the us-

trâliâns^ have made common cause with the Dutch in resisting Indonesian
efforts to

take overWestern New Guinea which was formerly a part of the Netherlands l3ast
.,

Indies.These are local issues in'which"we need not become involve .4- .. _ . , , .: ,, ^. ^, . ajl Our
Netherlands•Indonesian relations are atrained. You will recall that during^F _ N therlands-1ndonesianefforts in the Securnty Council in ,1948-49 to resolve the. . .. ..
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dispute we sought to balance our recognition of the legitimate aspirations of the
Indonesians for self-government with our recognition that the Netherlands could
continue to make an important contribution to the development of Indonesia if a
satisfactory partnership could be worked out. We regret that the Netherlands-Indo-
nesian Union has not worked but.

The Canadian interest in Indonesia is to see the development of a democratic
nation capable of maintaining its military and economic independence and desirous
of cooperating with us and our friends in the international community. To this end
we are prepared to extend technical assistance to Indonesia under the Colombo
Plan and, of course, welcome all forms of cooperation under the aegis of the United
Nations. We think that other nearer neighbours have a more direct interest in
defence coordination and for that reason turned down an Indonesian request for a
Canadian military training mission. We are, of course, keen on the promotion of
commercial relations.

Korea

It is difficult to give you advice at this stage regarding the discussion of Korean
questiôns. Events in the coming weeks may outdate current advice. We have tried
to bring the brief up to date to the end of January and I think that you will find in it
an adequate summary of the positions we have taken on the various issues. We will
try to keep Escott Reid in New Delhi up to date on developments likely to come up
for discussion in India. Morley Scott will be joining the party in Korea and we will
try to ensure that he is brought up to date before he goes over.
Japan

are adequately covered in the brief.

We do not anticipate that any difficult policy questions will be brought up for
discussion by the Japanese. We now expect that the Commercial Agreement will be
signed before the end of February and we hope that the present misunderstanding
'OnCeming the sale of 500,000 tons of U.S. surplus wheat to Japan under Section
550 of the MSA Act will be dealt with before your arrival in Japan n The only
other possible'difficult questions that might be raised concern Japanese emigration
to Canadan and clemency for major Japanese war criminals. Both of these matters

.,.., .r
General Considetations

You are. no doubt au fait with current developments as they, are known in
London, and you will be able to keep abreast of further developments in certain
fields byconsulting with Heads of Missions as the tour proceeds. We will make
suitable-arrangements to inform you of other developments on important fields in
the course of the tour. We will ask Heads of Missions to inform us particularly of
"y.developnients of particular significance to the tour, which occur before you
anive at their posts.

The Ministér.'inây, wish further instructions sent to you from time to time to
supplen^nt this letter. To assist us in keeping our finger on the pulse of the tour, we^ ^^

73V
^^ts811•818.

71
b 819-820.
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would be glad if you would send us a summary telegraphic report on leaving each
capital and we hope you.will not hesitate to raise with us any questions on which
you would like our advice.

There are a number of points which you will have to play somewhat by ear. For
example, the present draft of the Prime Minister's speech in New Delhi contains
two paragraphs referring to the United States. If anti-American feeling is high in
India when you arrive, it might be advisable to omit these paragraphs.

Notes for the Prime Minister's guidance on meeting the press on arrival and at
press conferences have been prepared, but these can only be informed guesses this
far in advance, and you, with the assistance of Heads of Missions, should modify or

amplify these as necessary.
You will be supplied with , a "political" brief in two copies, ' with some back-

ground material compiled separately. You will also have sets of the programmes by
countries with as much detail as we now have regarding arrangements. A copy of
the brief and of the programme should be available to the Prime Minister at all
times when you are in flight. A copy of the Minister's Handbook will be on the
plane, along with some suitable books. The Department of National Defence are
providing a separate brief. You will also have, for your own use, a brief on admin-
istrative questions which missions might raise with you..

We will suggest to Heads of Missions that they. endeavour to arrange conversa-
tions with officials whenever your time will allow and the Head of Mission feels
this would be appropriate and useful. As you know, however, your first duty is to
be available to the Prime Minister and to see that, so far as is humanly possible a
continuous record of the substance of his conversations is kept in some way. When

the Prime Minister is not inclined to dictate to his secretary we hope that he might,
when time allows, chat with you after an interview. You will simply have to use
your own judgment in deciding how far you yourself can go in arranging matters
this way. '.

You might wish to keep in mind that when he returns, the Pnme Ivlinrs e

report to Parliament and will probably meet the press: It would assist him and us if

material for these purposes were progressively prepared.74

: In spite of the many responsibilities which this letter suggests you are to carry

we hope that the interest of the trip will have its compensations for you?s

Yours sincerely,
R.A. MACKAY

This letter was approved by Pearson on Februar) ► 2. 1934.
» Peanwn a approuvé cette lettre le 2 février 1954. J

and ministers relied on public reports for news of St. L.aurent s tour.
Very few mbstaatial reports on the Prime Ministet's discussions were sent back lu

.

:,,^ oa en était-la tournée de M. Saint-Laurent_ :i Octawa offid^s
)- J'es hauts foxdonaaira et les ministres ont d0 se tiet aux comqees mn
^ Ttèa peu de documents substantiels sur les entretiens du premier ministre

ont été renvoyés à Ott3Wa
^ Aet mas pour savou
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DEA/11563-5-6-40

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

T11MRAM 88 New Delhi, February 26, 1954

SECREr. IMMIDIATB.

Following from Ritchie, Begins: You will have now received the High Commis-
sioner's telegram No. 87 of February 25tht giving the text of excerpts from the
Prime Minister's press conference in particular the excerpts in which Mr. St. Lau-
rent, in answer to a question, expressed in general terms his endorsement of Mr.
Nehru's appeal for cease-fire in Indo-China. Mr. St. Laurent was much impressed
duting our stay in Paris by the fact that continued French involvement in Indo-
China was crippling the possibility of French participation in E.D.C. M. Laniel in
his expose of Indo-China problem to the Prime Minister spoke in almost despairing
tones of the difficulty which the 'situation there was creating for France and of the
impossibility of seeing any way out. In the Prime Minister's talks with Mr. Nehru
the subject of Indo-China has only been broached in very general terms and Mr.
Nehru made no, repeat no, request for any endorsement of the position he had taken
with regard to a cease-fire. The Prime Minister's statement to the press in response
to a question therefore was not, repeat not, in any way pre-arranged with the Indi-
ans but represented Mr. St. Laurent's conviction that any move which might in the
interval between now and the Geneva meeting lead to a cessation of bloodshed and
Prodace,a better atmosphere for fruitful negotiation was worthy of support.
2. The French Ambassador hem came to see me this afternoon and I explained the

Pfime Minister's position to him along the above lines. Count Ostorog said he had
*MdY cabled his government that in his view the Prime Minister could have made
no, repeat no, other reply when this matter was raised at the press conference. He
added that he foresaw certain difficulties in the way of Mr. Nehru's proposal. In the
frst Place there was no, repeat no, fixed battle line in Indo-China but a fluid and
fluctuating situation in which small scale guerilla initiative played a great part. It
wa'diffcult to know' whether any central authority controlled these guerilla bands
effectivély and it would be difficult to organize a cease-fire without a cease-fire
line. Tbem was, therefore, plenty of opportunity for bad faith on the part of Ho-
Chi'MinIL' In the circumstances it would be essential to have firm preliminary guar-
antee before a cease-fire could be contemplated. Secondly, it was important that
there should be no, repeat no, appearance on the part of the French of weakening at
this stage lest it should undermine their position at subsequent conference. Thirdly,
it had to be remembered that Nehru was not, repeat not, only opposed to the contin-
ued prescne of the French In Indo-China but also to the Bao-Dai régime and that
lis a0wd préfer+tô see Ho-Chi-Minh in power in Indo-China rather than the estab-

^e^ ^° f the associated state. The Ambassador said that his government was
^..yT`.+^

f•1^^^.}*^ ^#^ +__ . ^ . • .
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Le liaùt-commissaire en Inde
au` seerétaire d'État aux'Affaires extérieures

-High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 95 New Delhi, March 3, 1954

public statement. Ends.

COMMONWEALTH REIAMNS

studying the situation but did not, repeat not, propose at this time to make an

CONFIDENTIAL AND PERSONAL. IMPORTANT.

PRIME MINIS7ER'S VISIT

Following for Pearson from Reid (in Madras), Begins: The visit to India was an
immense success and a personal triumph for Mr. St. Làurent. The mutual affection
and respect between the two Prime Ministers deepened. To begin with there was a
,certain reluctance on both sides to speak openly to each other but as the conversa-
tion went on the ice was broken and Mr. Nehru arranged for two unscheduled pri-
vate talks on the last two days of the visit.

2. Mr. St. Laurent's press conference in New Delhi will long be remembered by
press correspondents who were present. It was an extraordinary achievement. He
did not, repeat not, ask for notice of questions. He spoke without notes and as fu11Y
and frankly as the press correspondents could have desired.

3. Mr. St. Laurent is enjoying his trip. He has told me he has received more
"impressions" in the past week than in the whole of his previous life. He is well
and is meeting his first taste of warm weather with equanimity. Please tell Madame
St. Laurent this and that Mrs. O'Donnell and Dr. Davey are taking the greatest
possible care of him. Ends. !f

New Delhi, March 3, 1954

•• OOi^IVERSATiONS BEIwEF.u TIiE Tw0 PRIME MINISTERS s house

Mr. St. Laurent had fvef meetings with Mr: Nehru, dinner at Mr. NehN 22nd,t
on February 21st; call on Mr. Nehru at his office in the morning of FebruarY

family dinner with Mr. Nehru February 22nd; discussion before and after lunch

Le haut-commissaire en . 1nde
au secrétaire d'État auz'Affaires `extErieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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February 24th; one hour's talk before dinner February 25th. At the last two meet-
ings discussions were tête-à-tête. t'

2. At the first three meetings Mr. Nehru was cordial but he was not, repeat not,
willing to speak directly about important issues on foreign policies. He warmed up
as the visit proceeded and was forthcoming at the last two meetings.

3. Mr. St. Laurent got the feeling that Mr. Nehru welcomed the opportunity to talk
frankly to someone who was sympathetic and willing to try to understand his point
of view. Mr. Nehru said that in his opinion so many Americans, such as Mr. Nixon,
are so intolerant of the differences of opinion that discussion on such differences is
not fiuitful. Indeed at one point Mr. Nehru remarked that he could talk to Mr. St.
Laurent and other Canadians on an intimate basis which would not be possible with
an American.
4. Mr. Nehru spent a good deal of time pointing out his approach to the problem

of nationalism in Asia and Africa. In discussing this he said he was not referring to
South Africa. Mr. St. Laurent believes he left South Africa out because of a certain
delicacy of approach, he considers it improper to try to take advantage of Mr. St.
Laurent's presence to argue his case against a fellow member of the Common-
wealth. Mr. St. Laurent added, in speaking to me about this, that in any event Mr.
Nehru'knew his own personal views.
.5. Mr. Nehna was extremely critical of French policy in North Africa.
6. So far as Indian minorities in Africa are concerned, he said he asked no more

for them than equality of treatment with Africans.
7: Mr. St. Laurent told him that outside India Mr. Nehru's conduct of policy over

Kashmir was quite widely regarded as incompatible with the idealistic and pacific
principles of which he was spokesman (Mr. St. Laurent had also put this point to
Dr. Radhakdshnan). Mr. Nehru said he knew he was accused of being intransigent
on Kashmir because he himself was a Kashmiri. This was not true. The idea that
the Vale of. Kashmir should go to Pakistan merely because it was Muslim was con-
^ary to his whole policy of secular states in India.
8. Some Hindus in India believed Pakistan wanted Kashmir as part of a plan to

restore Muslim supremacy over the whole of the subcontinent. Mr. Nehru said that
Personally he thought this view,"preposterous'.' but it had its root in the history of
the sub-continent., If many Indians came to hold this view, communal passions
would be aroused in India and efforts would be made to reduce the 40,000,000
Muslims in India to the role of second-class citizens.

9. On the question of military aid to Pakistan, Mr.'Nchru said that he was quite
sure the Ainericâns were acting in good faith but he was also sure they were mak-
P^smiSta1Ce.°Ihe assurances given him that the United States would intervene if

tan usëd arms in aggression against India was like promising to scoop up spiltmilk. .. ; '

10.
AseParate message has been sent to you on sponsoring the cease-fire in Indo-

ChiW6 and my immediately following telegram deals with Mr. Nehru's views on

_ . s . .^ ^. . -

7 'Non ntrouvéJNot locaced.
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French possessions in India. The' telegram on Indo-China was written by Ritchie.
,The Prime Minister has approved this present telegram and telegram on French
possessions. ,,

DEA/11563-5-2-40

' Le Iraut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissionerin India
to Secretary of. State for External Affairs

TEi.EGRAM 97 New Delhi, March 3, 1954

to the French at their,own request. It would obviously be very tncky r
involved as a go-between in this matter.

SECREr. IMPORTANT.

DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE TWO PRIME MINISTERS ON FRENCH

POSSESSIONS IN INDIA

1. Mr. Nehru told Mr. St. Laurent that the Indians felt strongly about retention of
colonial pockets in the sub-continent. The Indians 'could see no justification for
retention of these pockets which was offensive to Indian opinion. Mr. Nehru did
not think that the French position in India was of any economic importance to
France. Nor was the continuance of French sovereignty necessary to serve the pur-
pose of French culture in India. He was himself anxious 'to continue and even
increase the value of these territories as the center of French culture in India to
which the Indians could resort in order to learn more about French culture.

..2: Mr. Nehru conveyed the impression that he wis prepared, in negotiations with
the French on the future of French position in India,` to go almost any length in the
direction of autonomy for these` areas provided Indian sovereignty was recognized•
Mr. St. Laurent derived the impression that Mr. Nehru's critical attitude towards
French policy in North Africa was in some measure consequential on French insis-
tence on retaining their territory in India.
` 3. Count Ostrorog, the French Ambassador has asked me to give him information
on questions relating to France which came up in conversation between the two
Prime Ministers. Mr. St. Laurent has requested that on my return to New Delhi 1
should see the French Ambassador and open my conversation by referring to his
request. I should then make it quite clear that Mr. St. Laurent was not passing on
any message to the French Government from Mr. Nehru nor in any way ^soclating
himself with the views expressed by Mr. Nehru. I would give the French Amb^sa-
dor the information set forth above simply° as a record of a conversation pass^ on

• r- us to get
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L.B.PJVoI: 12

Le haut-commissaire en brde,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

PERSONAL AND CONFIDFSmAL New Delhi, March 8, 1954

Dear Mike [Pearson],
I got back to Delhi this morning, Monday, March 8, after a very pleasant and

interesting five-day stay in Madras. I stayed on after the Prime Minister left on
Sunday, February 28. I shall be reporting on my visit to Madras separately in a

eJrnme ^ Minister's speech to Parliament?" Perhaps I should have recom-
mended to th6 Prime Minister that while the substance of this part of the speech.; r..^,

immense success and a personal triumph for him. His dignity, sincerity and obvi-
ous pleasure at being in India were all factors in making his visit memorable.

I was naturally worried when I learned his visit to India would coincide with the
final moves in the United States negotiations with Pakistan - the public statement
in Karachi, the personal message from Mr. Eisenhower to Mr. Nehru,n and the
public statement in Washington. This coincidence of course made Mr. St. Laurent's
task more difficult. However, it also gave it an immediate value which it might not
otherwise have possessed. I think that Mr. St. Laurent's presence tended to distract
Mr. Nehru from his worries over the Pakistan agreement. It may have had a sort of
sedative effect on him.

It is indeed possible that Mr. Nehru's references to the United States in his pub-
lic statement on March l'= might have been more bitter if it had not been for Mr.
St. Laurent's visit the week before.

The visit his certainly deepened the understanding and friendship between the
two Prime Ministers. It has also, I think, strengthened Mr. Nehru's friendly feelings
towards;Canada and Canadians generally. I am sure you will find that it has had a
reciProcal effect on Mr. St. Laurent.

The publicity: about the visit and about what Mr: St. Laurent said in India has
increased the understanding in India of Canada. I was a bit apprehensive for a
wNle that we had laid on a bit too thick the friendly references to the United Statesin tb •

935

This present letter will supplement my personal telegram to you about the Prime
Minister's 'visit -(telegram no. 95 of March 3) and my official telegrams and
despatchest'on the subject.

As 'I'said in my personal telegram, the Prime Minister's visit to India was an

despatch.".

^,..,..
^ ^.77

V01dSee United States, Depatment of State, dulutin. Volume XXX, No. 768. March 15, 1954, pp.
400-401.'.

oWSec Suvey of International Affafrs, 1954, London: Royal Institute of International Affairs.
^ Oxford University Press, 1957, p. 204. .

oir^Canada. Department of External Affairs, Statrmrnts and Speeches. 1954, No. 14.
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remained unchanged the length be reduced by about a third. There was, I think, a
feeling among many who heard the speech that the references to the United States
were too effusive but the Prime Minister's press conference more than counteracted
this feeling, in particular the independent line which' he took on Chinese represen-
tation in the United Nations," on Indo-China, on Goa, and on colonialism
generally.

The Prime Minister's speeches and statements in India taken as a whole have, I
'think, given a clear picture to the Indian public of the general line of our foreign
policy - that while we in general support the same policies that the United States
supports, we also are prepared to advocate policies which the United States does
not necessarily favour. '

For the first two days of the visit I feared that while on the surface things would
go well between the two Prime Ministers, they would not get down to the heart to
heart talk which I am sure both of them wanted.

At the first meeting between them there was an atmosphere of constraint on both

sides. Madeleine O'Donnell, who strikes me as being a shrewd observer, told me

Formosa that represents that great mass of humanity ... I think that we have to be re ^os that they

• that her feeling was that Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Nehru were both counting so
much on their private talks that each was shy when they first met. You will recall

that we had deliberately arranged two meetings in the first two days at which it was
understood that the two Prime Ministers would be alone and that we had also

arranged that there should be a family dinner party at Mr. Nehru's house on the

second day. The first meeting turned into a dinner party which included Lady
Mountbatten who was a guest at the Prime Minister's house. The second had to be

called off because Mr. Nehru had to give a speech in the House, and at the third -

a family dinner- Mr.- Nehru seemed almost to avoid talking to Mr. St. Laurent-
. i The atmosphére at the family dinner at the Prime Minister's house was not too

relaxed. I therefore suggested to Mr. Nehru after dinner that since he had dressed
nup in your honour he might also do so for Mr. St. Laurent. Mr. Nehru did not eed

much persuasion and the yellow Ladakh costume,with the sort of Tibetan hat which
.,x:^ , • _ , . ,

p Dans sa réponse à la question d'un journaliste sur la politique de l'Occident à l'égard de la recon-

naissazKe de la République populaire de Chine, le premier ministre Saint-Lawent a fait remarqUeT

«à ce moment-ci, ce n'est pas le gouvernement nationaliste à Formose qui représente cette gr odw

masse humaine ... Soyons réalistes :..' Si le peuple chinois doit être représenté, il devra un l
a

l'ltre par ceux qu'il considère comme ses représentants de fait. ^• Cette déclaration ambigue, qui
une con-

été interprétée comme présageant un revirement dans Is politique canadienne, a soulevé

tiovetse considérable su Canada. Voir Canada tn World ^alrs. 195.1-1955,
Toronto: University of

ambre des Communes, Dlbats,1953-54, volume m,Toronto Ptess, 1959, pp.114116 et Canada (^
I ' 2909, 3017 le's ReP

In to a• reporter's question about Western policy on the recognition of the Peop ent m
1nlie of China. Si. Laurent observed that "at the present time it is not the Nationalist Gov^ if the

people of China are to be reprdeated, they will some day have to be represented by , inter-
eonsidet thé government that represents them in fact." This ambiguous statement, wh^ch was

prded by some observen as foreshadowing a shift in Gnadian policy, sparked considerable con^

vttsy in Canada. See Canada In World A,^atrs, 193.i-193S, Toronw: University of To rontoPr2748, 2848-
1959, pp.114-116 and Canada, Iloase of Commons, Dc6atu,19S3-S4, Volume lll, Pp^

, ., , .2849.
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he put 'On . when you were here and a number of other colourful costumes were
brought in for Mr. Nehru to dress in. He became, as he does on such occasions,
very gay and boyish. Mr. St. Laurent added to the gaiety by helping Mr. Nehru don
his costumes.

Mr. St. Laurent was, by this time, howevér, feeling disappointed that the pro-
jected heart to heart talks- showed no sign of taking place. He had had of course
interesting brief chats with Mr. Nehru on a host of questions, particularly the prob-
lem of nationalism in Asia and Africa. Mr. Chopra, the Chief of Protocol, tells me
that Mrs. O'Donnell indicated Mr. St. Laurent's disappointment to him and that as
a result Mr. Nehru cancelled two appointments for the next day and proposed to
Mr. St. Laurent that instead of the brief tête-à-tête lunch scheduled for Wednesday,
Mr. St. Laurent have an hour's private talk with him before lunch and an hour's
private talk after and that Mr. St. Laurent's son and daughter come only for lunch.
This was done and on this occasion Mr. St. Laurent felt that the talks were really
worthwhile. An indication that Mr. Nehru felt the same way was that at dinner at
my house that night he urged that we cut short the trip to Agra the next day so that
he and Mr. St. Laurent could have another hour's talk before dinner. We of course
did this.

,.. In this country, perhaps a little more than in most countries, people with ability
and power tend to become arrogant or vain. Mr. St. Laurent is humble and modest
and simple. It is, I think, this contrast between Mr. St. Laurent and so many of the
people who surround Mr. Nehru that particularly attracts Mr. Nehru to Mr. St.
Laurent. .

What essential quality it is in Mr. Nehru that so attracts Mr. St. Laurent to him I
am not certain. I am fairly certain that one of the facets of Mr. Nehru's character
which fascinates Mr. St. Laurent is the way in which Mr. Nehru feels himself as an
agent or actor in the great drama of Indian history, the first acts of which were
played thousands of years ago. Mr. St. Laurent is probably also as fascinated as
other observers by the enigma of Mr. Nehru's mercurial temperament, the boyish
enthusiasms, the restless energy, his genuine love and respect for the Indian peas-
a ►t, his , aristocratic temper, the touch of what Charles Ritchie calls the "higher
Blooïnsb"ürÿ^% and behind it all, a sad, lonely face.

Madeleine O'Donnell's views on Mr. Nehru are interesting. She told me that
sometimes she loved him and sometimes she hated him. She hated him during her
father's, speech to the members of Parliament because he fell asleep during part of
his sph. She said that she was sensitive about this since she knew her father was
never at his best when he read a speech. I explained to her that Mr. Nehru often, if
not indeed usually, looked half-asleep or entirely asleep when other people were
evm8 speeches:' I âgreed it was rude but the charitable explanation was that he
worked at6ut eighteen hours a day and he therefore had to seize every minute he
could during the day to relax in. He wasn't actually half-âsleep. He was relaxed but

she'alsô disliked the way he talked to his servants and to his daughter. Like
every '410' man she believes Mr. Nehru is in dire need of feminine influence.

4^^ that whén I am sevenry-two I shall have one-half of Mr. St. Laurent's
nceive new impressions. In speaking separately the day before he left



F.India to his daughter, to Charles Ritchie and to myself, he used the same words: "I
,have received more impressions in the past week than in the whole of my previous
Jife:'

He has also said that he is looking forward to his reading about India from now
-on since his,reading will mean so much more to him now that he has seen the
,country.

As you know better than I, the Prime Minister is usually much more effective
- when he speaks extempore than when he reads a prepared text. The two prepared
speeches, the one to Parliament and the one at the University, he read extremely
well, so well that some of the radio listeners thought that the first speech was
extempore. The immediate audiences were not, however, much impressed except
by Mr. St. Laurent's obvious sincerity, which, I am told, impressed even the Com-
munist members of Parliament. The Indians are so accustomed to their orators
'speaking extempore, or at least pretending to speak extempore, that they find it
strange to have a distinguished visitor reading a speech to them. The speeches by
bôth Prime Ministers at the banquet were too long, and neither was at his best. Mr.
St. Laurent had hoped that Mr. Nehru would give him some leads in his speech but
they were not forthcoming.

The first really good speech the Prime Minister gave in Delhi was to a group of
'about seventy Canadians assembled in the patio at the residence. It touched the
hearts of everyone and many had to bring out their handkerchiefs. The second good
one was to a group of villagers at the end of our morning's tour of villages. Both
speeches were given without almost any notice. I had a stenographer present each
time to take them down and I used them as the basis for the statement issued at the

airport in Madras just before the Prime Minister left India. Indeed this statement
consists of little more than extracts from the two extempore speeches. Because of
this I think something of the real man got through this statement to the Indian pe0-
ple. I enclose a copy.t

The high point of the v
.
sit was the 'n Delhi. It was a tour de^ press conference ^

force.
IV;, iThe Prime NLnister was good enough to' âgree to i a ten-minute press conference

in the lounge at the airport at Madras on his arrival there. This conference also went

off extremely well. It was, however, not a question and answer press conference but

consisted almôst entirely of a statement which Mr. St. Laurent had been thinIdIgit
r on the plane and about whichI he talkëd to Charles Ritchie and myse

-
I congratulated Ross Martin at the end of the visit on the ability of all the mem

bcrs of the Prime Minister's party to get on so well with each other. I also said that

A, W been impressed that none. of them, from the Prime Minister down, had ever

shown during the visit to India any Irritabiliry, even when we were hit by the folt

reâl heat in Bombay and Madras., , .
o ed meeting

P# tr It was certamly an extremely„ good group. Ruth [ReidJ and I enj Y of the
,ttûm. Charles Ritchie unfortunately, had to spend one day in bed - the day
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village tour and the press conference- but he was fascinated with most of what he
saw in India.° Ross Martin was as ever most helpful and self-effacing. I had some
good talks with Dr. Davey about the health problems of the mission and he is
reporting fully to Evan Gill on the subject.

Ruth and I were enchanted with Madeleine O'Donnell. She has everything that a
Prime Minister's hostess on a trip around the world should have - intelligence,
vitality, friendliness, dignity, tact and a sense of responsibility.

For us the visit was a memorable and in many ways a moving experience. Ruth
and I are glad it was our good fortune to be in New Delhi when the Prime Minister
came.

Yours sincerely,

ESCOTr [REID]

L.B.PJVo1.12

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

PERSONAL-AND CONFIDFMIAL Ottawa, April 12, 1954

Dear Escott [Reid],

I haive'for some time been anxious to answer your personal and confidential
letter of March 8, which provided an interesting footnote to the official reports we
had received on the Prime Minister's visit.

As you say, the Indian part of it was outstandingly successful; indeed the whole
visit was, and it is sad that a few press statements about recognition of Communist
China should have been used here to obscure the really great service that the Prime
minister perfortned in visiting Asia. You have no doubt read the discussion in the
House ôn this and related matters." It was not a very happy one, but the outcome
was reasonably satisfactory. There is no possibility of diplomatic recognition of the
pekin8 Îégime pending the Geneva Confcrence, and if the Chinese at that confer-.
ence behave in an unreasonable and intransigent fashion, the question will be fur-
ther postponed: However, as you will have gathered, we are not committed to- any
fum decision in the matter and have, as a Government, far greater freedom of
lluu0n conceining' it than is unfortunately the case in Washington.

91
pour le conïpte ten'du de la visite du premier ministre, voir Canada. Chambre des Commune.
Débats. 1953-54, volume IV, pp. 3281-3289.
For 'he Prime Minister'a report on his visit, see Canada. liouse of Commons. De6ares. 1953-54.
Volume Iy:pp: 3099-3107.
Prnir le`dft qui a&Wvi, v* C^4 Chambre des Communes. Dfbats. 1953-54. volume IV, pp.
3527-3559. 'd..s. .°. -For the332.336^ which followed4 set Canada, llouse of Commons. Debates.19S3-S4. Volume IV. pp.
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::" I hope that Ruth and you are being able to relax a little from the crowded and
busy weeks you have had. I hear, nothing but praise from all sides at the way you
both handled the visit, and we in the Department are grateful for what you did on
this occasion, and, indeed, have been doing ever since you reached New Delhi.

Kindest personal regards.
^ _._ ^ . . Yours sincerely,

' L.B. PEARSON

q42, . s DEA/11563-5-6-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde `

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

LscrER No. K-262

should raise this question,
impression . that someone in New Delhi had suggested to Mr. S s

3. Mr. Ritchie has remarked to us that, in dealm wit r.
always easy to guess whether or not he is acting on instructions,

but that he had the
ak ena that he

; , , ; , ; , . • h M Saksena, d i
Pncne IVLnister a apeec an un o s not' h had had f rtunate effect on public opln^o .

hoped that some, Ut east, o me m^s
what he had said. Mr. Saksena replied that, while the prime Minister's

motives

would be understood in official circles, he could only repeat that this passage in then

1 f the Pri M' ' t--&'s hearers had been WIpr

put. before Indhan legislators hrs own view bas on ong pe
chacter of the American people and of: United States foreign policy. Mr. ^tc^e

essed by

• • • • -A I ex nence o

sar t me m^s er no r
hâd spoken from sincere conviction because he had encountered a certain acnount

of anti-American feeling and felt that, in the interests of friendship, he should try to
f the M21

, . c e
Mr. Saksena that thete had been no priôr arrangement between the Prime Minister
and the United States authorities regarding this passage in his speech. Mr. Ritchie
- 'd &t.- thé' D.4 f M' ' t had t been asked to ay such a tribute and that he

1^
2. Mi Rit hi of course finir éxce tion to this interpretation and pointed out to

these remarks.

ble for this. He said that the impression was left,in the popular mind that the Prime
Minister was in some fashion acting as an emissary for the United States in making

roduced ân ùnfortunâté im réssion In his opinion the timing was partly responsi-

o pecc
that this tribute to the United States, coming at that particular moment in India had

•
lad.„ t Y the Americans in hie s h to the Indian Members of Parliament. He said
friendl but Mr Saksena made a point of mentioning the Prime Minister's "acco-
talked about the Prime Minister's visit to India. As usual the Saksenas were very

Ottawa, April 12, 1954

, Mr. and Mrs. Saksena recently had Mr. and Mrs. C.S.A. Ritchie to tea. They
PRIME MINISTER'S VISTT
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4. The manner in which Mr. Saksena raised the question suggests that, if there was
such a suggestion from New Delhi, it was of an informal nature. It is also possible
that Mr. Saksena raised the point on his own initiative. However this may be, it
seems probable that he has exaggerated the extent to which the Prime Minister's
remarks about . the United States, in the context of his whole speech and of the
whole impression which he left in India, have had "an unfortunate effect" on public
opinion. You will recall the extreme manner in which Mr. Saksena put forward
Indian views on United States military aid to Pakistan. Not long ago we had
another example of his capacity for pessimism on this general subject when he told
Mr. Ronning at a dinner party he had given in• his honour, that relations between
the United States and India have reached a pass where, if feelings between the two
countries were to get worse, the breaking off of diplomatic relations might be a
logical consequence.
5. Undoubtedly the Prime Minister would have had a smoother passage through

India if the Indians had not been pre-occupied with the question of United States
military aid,to Pakistan at the very time for which his visit to India had been
planned. The nicety of his position was certainly accentuated by the coincidence of
the formal announcement of the aid taking place when he reached New Delhi. We
did not expect, however, that either you or Mr. Ritchie would feel that this was
sufficient reason for suggesting that the complimentary references to the United
States be omitted from his speech. We have gathered, from reading the press clip-
pings you have sent us, that, even before the Prime Minister arrived, there was
some tallc in New Delhi that he was the latest in a series of emissaries on behalf of
the United States. We have also noted that suggestions of this general kind have not
been absent from editorial comment on his visit. Such comment, however, seems to
have been more than balanced by comment of an appreciative and distinctly
friendly, character.

6. We did not expect the Prime Minister's visit to generate goodwill by the simple
expedient of playing on nothing but what we have in common with India. We antic-
iPated that honest and balanced expressions of the Canadian point of view in gen-
eral ten•ns combined with clear indications of sympathy with and respect for Indian
views; would increase mutual understanding and goodwill between our two coun-
tries. We are confident, after reading what you have written about the visit, that the
Pi"Me ''ster; with his great capacity for inspiring confidence and affection, did
accomplish this. Unless we hear from you to the contrary, we do not propose to
revise this estimate of the effect of the visit in the light of Mr. Saksena's remarks.

tR.A. MACKAyi
Acting Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs



prospect of changes in the defence establishment carried out under the
President Eisenhower with his long and distinguished military background than
might otherwise be the case.
r2. The manÿ aspects of United States defence policy which are of interest to the
free world make it essential to limit the objective of any single report. I
thought it wise, therefore, to direct our main efforts in this despatch to an attemPt to

DESPATCH 142 Washington, January 22,1954

m the _ UMted States defence esta ^s ment, ^s u d at the
respected soldier in the White House. The voter is less likely to be disturbe

. • leadership of

United States would have found international and domestic conditions sufficiently
changed to warrant a re-examination of the basic premises on which U.S. defence
policy had been built since lune of 1950.,The fact that the re-examination was
made by the representatives of a party long unaccustomed to the responsibilities of
control of the United States Government, bound by campaign promises to reduce
Government expenditure and made up in large part of "hard-money" men, probablY
made the re-examination more searching and gave grçater priority to economic fac-
tors that would have been the case had Democratic tenure of office continued. The
Republican party which must bear the political consequence of any modifications

bl' h ' f__4 nate in having a highly

DEA/50115-P-40

^ L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in" United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

UNITED STATES DEFENCE POLICY

Tt to safe to assume that whatever Administration took office last January in the

CHAPrTRE ViCHAPTER V

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS
RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1 °

• QUESTIONS DE DÉFENSE ET SÉCURITÉ
- DEFENCE AND SECURITY ISSUES

SECTION A,

POLITIQUE DE DÉFENSE DES ItI'ATS-UNiS.: UN «NOUVEAU REGARD»

UNITED STATES DEFENCE POLICY: A"NEW LOOK••
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answer one question. Does the "new look" at defence, taken by the Eisenhower
Administration and the recently appointed Chiefs of Staff, involve any radical
change in .United States defence policy and United States grand strategy?

3. We'offer the immediate opinion that no radical change in United States defence
policy (insofar as United States policy means United States commitments within
the structure of collective security) is under consideration, but that there have been
and will continue to be over the next few years gradual changes in United States
strategy (in the sense of the dictionary definition "the science and art of employing
the armed strength of a belligerent .' .. to meet the enemy in combat under advanta-
geous conditions"). The case in support of these opinions follows and, while we
believe it is a good case, we recognize that it is not incontestable.
4. The circumstances and opinions which are shaping the defence policy of the

Eisenhower Administration are numerous, and implicit in the choosing of any num-
ber of "governing factors" is the danger of over-simplification of a highly complex
subject. Nevertheless I think four such factors among many which can be adduced
are of first-rate importance:
(a) the attitude taken by the Administration, not unrelated to the Republican cam-

paign promises for reductions in Government expenditures, that the United States
economy cannot maintain in peacetime the levels of defence built up after the out-
break of the Korean war,

(b) the appreciation of the Administration that there has been some slight reduc-
tion in world tensions and that the threat of Soviet aggression is not as immediate
as it was 'considered to be for planning purposes during the Truman
Administration,

(c) the reports presented to the Chiefs of Staff on the capabilities and availability
of nuclear weapons taken together with the decision on the part of the Administra-
tion to seek Congressional approval to share with friendly allies certain knowledge
10ncerning the tactical use of nuclear weapons,

(d) the decision taken by the Administration with the concurrence of its highest
military advisers to rely on the "deterrent of massive retaliatory power" to a greater
degree than on !•l6cal defences", i.e. the meeting of aggression on the ground where
it occtus.

These factors' are all interrelated and it would seem unwise and unnecessary to
assign priority to any one of them. They do, however, provide a convenient frame-
work on which to base our general comment.

Defenceând the United States Economy
S' The balânced budget became a Republican party slogan in the election cam-

bec ,paign. It was good politics and was adopted, we think, for that reason rather than
ause it was goôd economics. It was argued that Government expenditures under

a Republi'Fân Administration would be cut and when, as a result of these cuts, an
sPproawmite balance of the budget was achieved it would be possible to reducetaxes

When the `Administration took office its campaign promise made sense eco-oW
ly^^ a m^s by which inflationary pressures in the nation's economy

could be l^^nedL t(Wim the down-turn of business this argument is less cogent at
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the moment.) The prospect of tax reduction was attractive to the voter at the time
the Administration took office and remains so. Reduction of defence expenditures,
the single largest set of expenditures of the United States Government, was the
obvious goal.,These economic considerations were in the minds of Administration
appointees who took over responsibility for United States defence planning. It is
reasonable to assume that their view of the world situation as it affected the United
States defence programme was to some extent a rationalization of their desire for
economy in Government. The same is probably true of their thinking as to what
defence load the United States economy could bear. In any event the President and
his Cabinet colleagues most concerned with United States defence policy and its
cost have from the first days of their tenure of office stressed two ideas. One is that
the national defence effort can only be as strong as the nation's economy and the
other that the defences of the United States must be geared to the "long pull" rather
than to any particular year of crisis.
i.6. It is tempting to take issue with the statements of responsible Administration
officials that the current load of United States defence spending may lead to "prac-
tical bankruptcy", for. it seems to us that the United States economy could stand
much higher defence expenditures than those of the past three years if the world
situation demanded them. It must be recognized, however, that whatever the eco-
nomic facts may be the Administration has chosen its ground and for the purposes
of this despatch that is the important fact. It must be admitted, in addition, that no
matter what view one takes on the capabilities of the United States economy in
time, of crisis," there `is some justification" for the argument that the health of the
economy will be affected adversely by excessive defence expenditures over a long
period of watchful waiting when no foreseeable crisis is imminent.
'T''It is a fâct that the armed forces of the' United States are to receive reduced
appropriationsand are to sustain â reduction in personnel. The Army is committed
to a reduction by June 1954 of 10 percent from its March 1953 strength of approxi-
mately 1.5 million personnel. The Army has been asked to "see what it can do" to
âchieve a furthcr 10 percent reduction by June 1955 to a personnel complement of
âpproximately, = 1.2 1 million. It has also been suggested that the manpower of the

Navy and the Marine Corps should be further reduced by June 1955 by approxi-
rnately 100,000 personnel to levels of 670,000 personnel for the Navy and 207,000

for the Marine Corps. The Air Force on the other hand is to be increased in person-
nel strength to approximately 970,000 personnel during fiscal year 1955 from a

strength currently below the authoriud level of 942,000 personnel. The Adml^s-

tration will request of Congress $31 billion of new obligational authority for the

^military functions of the Defence Department in fiscal 1955 as compared to obliga

uonal authonty forilthe current fiscal year of $34.4 billion. The Administration esti-

^mates defence spending in fiscal i 1955 at $37.6 billion as compared with estimated
- - . - . of Defence

expendrtures ^n the `current fi" year Of $41:5 billion. The Secretary
#- . • • • oil. ceductions will notmaintains, and we tunk .with some degree of reason, that ese
cut into'the'total effective'combat strength of the United States armed forces. MY
own military , advisers are of the relimin 'o inion that the effects of these reduc-

tiôns,^ If they, are carried out as presently planned, will mean no reduction in the
,'combat °effectiveness of the Navy, some possible reduction in the ArmY's active
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force (id the neighbourhood of two divisions) and an actual increase in the hitting
power of the Air Force. (A brief note on the military implications of the budgetary
decisions of the Administration prepared by my service attachés is enclosed.t) .
- 8. Together with these reductions we must consider Mr. Wilson's repeated prom-
ise to bring more effective and more economic organization to the Defence Depart-
ment. He argues, it seems to us soundly, that the inefficiencies'of what was a crash
defence programme after June 1950, can be removed in a period in which no
immédiate emergency is being met without damage to United States defence mus-
cle. There have already been cut-backs in procurement contracts and according to
Mr. Wilson there has already been applied to continuing contracts more rational
and economic planning which will result in the saving of considerable sums of
money. A good deal of attention has also been devoted to the need for strengthen-
ing the mobilization base. President Eisenhower, in his State of the Union message
listed the attainment of a realistic mobilization base with all it involves in stockpil-
ing requirements, industrial capabilities, manpower resources, etc., as one of the
most important considerations affecting United States defence planning.' The Sec-
retary of Defence has on a number of occasions stressed the importance of main-
taining: a, mobilization base which will be adequate within the economic
capabilities of the nation to stand the initial shock of crisis, which will be capable
of rapid expansion in the event of the outbreak of a major war and-which the nation
is capable of sustaining over an indefinite period.
9. I do not believe that the numerous actions taken by the new Administration to

reduce defence expenditures represent an attempt by the Administration to get bar-
gain b`asement defence but rather a decision to ensure the careful shoppers attitude
that the . most effective use must be 'made of every defence dollar. The press
describes the'Administration's objective in the colourful if inelegant phrase, "a big-
ger bâng for a buck". Cost alone is not to my mind the only factor which will guide
United States defence planners but on the other hand they will not, under the new
Administration, be able to consider a new defence project with the attitude of mind
that côst is no object.._ . , .
Reduction in World Tension
10. It seems to us that the current re-appraisal of United States defence policy has

been affected by broad political considerations with almost the same force as it has
been by economic considerations. There is evidence that the United States Govern-
ment does not consider the threat of Soviet aggression to be as immediate as it-was
taken'to`be for planning purposes over the last three years. In addition the past year
has brought an end to the fighting in Korea and we think it reasonable to assume
that United States planners do not believe, barring some unforeseen circumstance,
that the;^^ there will be renewed. The presentation of United States views at the
l^t NATO Ministerial meetings on the long-pull concept rather than the year-of-
crisis côncept of NATO defence planning seems to support our estimate of United
5tates' ... i' g in this respect. There has already been some comment in the United

7:7^- M?id,.,

V0v/See United States^ Public Paprrs of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhower1954.
yy'"9t0Q Govemment Printing Office, 1960. Document 3. pp. 6-23.
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States press that the United States Government is in the process of working out a
satisfactory policy to deal with a period of "cold peace". The argument goes some-
thing like this: just as the cold war involved warlike moves in various parts of the
world without the actual outbreak of a major war, so the cold peace may involve
peaceful gestures in.various parts of the world without, complete removal of the
tensions which exist between the free and the Communist worlds. If there is any
substance to this argument it stands to reason that modified defence machinery is
required. It must be efficient, it must be modern and it must be economic.
: 11. A further factor in this same context is the recognition that the Soviet Union
now has an atomic arsenal. At first glance this might seem to be in direct contrast to
what has been said above about United States thinking on the threat of Soviet
aggression. However we think that this is not necessarily so. Soviet possession of
atomic weapons is simply a new fact which must enter into United States military
planning. It does not in itself seem to us to make more imminent or less imminent
the possibility of Soviet aggression. It would add to Soviet strength if committed
against the West but will not necessarily unleash that strength. However it does
impose new conditions on United States planning for the use of its defensive
strength which lead to much the same conclusions as those noted above, namely the
development of the most efficient and effective defence mechanisms.

Development of New Weapons
12. While the certain knowledge that the Soviet Union possesses the secrets of

thermonuclear weapons has shattered many of the theories basic to United States
military planning in recent years, the important supposition remains that the United

advanced weâpons and comparatively fewer personnel. Since manpower is one

States is well ahead of its potential enemy in its knowledge of and capability to use
a variety of atomic weapons of iimore manageable order than the bomb. In the last
analysis, of course, the bombs, atomic and hydrogen, are the backbone of the deter-

rent power of the United States of which more is to be said below. However, weap-

ons such as the atomic cannon, which, according to President Eisenhower and his

senior defence aides, "have assumed almost conventional status", may prove to be

an element of United States military strength of almost equal significance to the

bombs.
13. We have good reason to believe,that it was reports on the capabilities and

availability of these new weapons which came to the United States Joint Chiefs of

Staff at about the same time as they received instructions to carry out reductions in

the service establishments, which enabled them to accept those reductions without

serious objection and without pointing outany need to reduce United States com-

mitments throughout the world. -They were aware, in addition, that the President

himself wouldbe urging Congress to alter restrictive legislation in force in order

that some knowledge concerning the tactical use of nuclear weapons could be

shared with the, United States' : allies. It Is only logical to assume that a gradual

change in basic strategy will result. An opportunity, it seems, has been offered the

United States to ^maintain or even increase its effective fighting strength with more

Y
the^ costliest elements in United States defence overhead, signifcant savi g
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be possible without any reduction in effective military strength. These two objec-
tives have been given equal prominence by the Administration.
14: It must be remembered, in addition, that these decisions are being taken just as

the only shooting war involving United States personnel has ended even though the
punctuation mark of peace has not yet been inscribed. It may be a time of peril but
it is not a time of emergency in any sense comparable to the crisis period 1950 and
1951. All responsible United States defence officials have made it clear that every
available resource of the nation in manpower and commodity will be mobilized to
meet the demands of total war if that eventuality.occurs. In the present circum-
stances, however, new weapons in the hands of slightly reduced forces would seem
to satisfy those responsible for the nation's security.

15. The inevitable logic of this set of circumstances, it seems to us, will demand
decisions sooner or later as to how liberally atomic weapons of "almost conven-
tional statue' are to be used. Has a decision been taken to use such weapons in local
wars of aggression on the Korean model? We do not believe that such a decision
has been taken. On the other hand we tend to the view that no restriction now
remains'on consideration by the military planners of the possible use of atomic
weapons in any critical situation involving the commitment of United States mili-
tary strength. It is a fact that potential aggressors have been warned of new United
States capabilities and should be in no doubt of the peril to themselves in any
undue'provocation of the United States. Moral considerations (e.g. the public con-
science) 'completely divorced from military necessities will, we think, have an
important bearing on any decisions leading to the use of these weapons. For the
moment we cannot carry this argument further. Speculation on such a significant
development' in United States military thinking may be tempting but it cannot be
informed without access to the innermost views of the President himself.

United Stcites Retaliatory Power,
16. Consideration of the effect of new weapons on United States strategy leads us

to the last of the -four general factors set out in paragraph 4 above, United States
reliance on the deterrent of retaliatory power. This in itself is not new. In the period
of United States monopoly of the atomic bomb it represented the only significant
strength in the free world counterbalancing the preponderant strength of Soviet
land annies. Thebreaking of that monopoly , does not automatically dispose of the
Umted States capability to retaliate t against any Soviet attack with devastating
power. It does, however, bring the need to add to United States capabilities in this
field with a view to off-setting insofar as that is possible the atomic accretions to
Soviet power. It is significant, we think, that in spite of the general effort to pare
do" the size of the United States defence establishment there is to be an actual
mcressé in United States air power. Much of the increase will be in the power of
the strategic air arm- At the saine time, in the words of President Eisenhower to
Congre3s',Won'January I , "Military and non-military measures for continental
defencé'must be and are being strengthened". Because of active Canadian partici-
paaôn in joint efforts with the United States to strengthen the defences of the conti-
nent,4e have,`detailed knowledge of United States thinking on this score and
parti^ar1y; ôf the concern felt by responsible United States officials that the
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greatest strength. actual and deterrent, available to the free world may itself be
exposed to sneak attack.

17. While it would seem that increasing reliance is to be placed by the United
States on nuclear weapons, :we cannot ignore the recent emphasis placed by the
President and his senior : Cabinet members on the need for a mobile strategic

= reserve of armed strength. In his State of the Union message the President, in deal-
ing .with important considerations in U.S. defence planning, said, "Our armed
forces must regain maximum mobility of action. Our strategic reserves must be
centrally placed and readily deployable. to _ meet sudden aggression against our-
selves and our allies". When questioned on the subject at a press conference on
January 8, Mr. Wilson replied, "We are thinking more of the United States as the
proper location for our strategic reserve". The evident, weaknesses in the state of
readiness and organization of United States reserve forces has been noted with con-
cern by almost every prominent defence official. Attempts to correct these weak-
nesses we think should be regarded as actions taken out of normal military
prudence and not as indications of a United States intention to withdraw to fortress
America. With the majority of its combat forces tied down in Korea and with all
that commitment meant in re-enforcement, supply and expenditures, United States
strength lost, almost any element. of ftexibility. The enemy knew where United

,,States fighting strength was and what difficulties United States defence chiefs
would face in moving it. The object of the Administration now is to change that
situation as soon as possible and to create a strategic reserve under the immediate

, control of national commanders thereby allowing them some lee-way in the choice
of, methods with which . they can meet any new security threats which may arise.

:Mr. Dulles has described this objective recently as "A selection of military means
.., ready to me^t the enemy's many choices" and a break with "the traditional
policy of meeting aggression by direct and local opposition". The decision to with-
draw two divisions, from Korea, we believe, stems from this broader objective and
we have Mr. Wilson's words to back us up in 'this belief. (On the other hand we

• • ' f t've combatf e ^have ' di tion that there is to be any similar withdrawal of e c

defence e s o no reg numbers
reducing the authority of the United Nations forces there since increasing in the

,of ROK divisions are to be left with the backing of United States support
form of naval and air strength. The actions taken in Korea as opposed to what we
)rww of likely United States intentions in Europe give some evidence, we believe,
that the United States does not intend to fight a major war in the Far East-

forces from the NATO ttieatre.) We have it on good authority that the United States

Chi f d ' t ard thë withdrawal'of troops from Korea as in any way

..to us,to be the foUowing:

be somewhat more reserved in our predicuons of what ese
` Is possible to cite: briefly, some of the more obvious shifts of emphasis we é Seem

^affect the planning of United States strategy in the foreseeable future. Th

°, ;;18. we have already statcd that the considcrations out m lic
^, to the view that there has,been,no Important change in,United States defenwh° us
but that there probably will be gradual changes in United States strategy

th changes will be but it

' , . 1• ed in this despatch 1
.Conclusions =. , d us

. ^. ._: _ ^. . . ,- , _... _. .

I
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(a) A general tightening up on United States 'defence expenditures which will
mainly affect personnel strengths and administrative overhead. . .'

(b) A greater reliance on new weapons including nuclear weapons shared with
friendly allies to compensate for reductions in United States manpower and to off-
set additions to the Soviet arsenal.
(c) Further strengthening of United States air power and especially of its ability to

deliver the atomic goods.
(d) Increased attention to continental defence in co-operation with Canada to pro-

tect the main base of the striking power of the free world.
(e) The build-up in the United States of a strategic reserve of trained soldiery and

weapons.which will be committed to action where the service Chiefs think they
will dô the most good, not necessarily at the point of actual aggression.

(f) A'highly cautious approach to involvement in any further incidents of the
Korea type which would result in the commitment to battle of United States ground
troops.

19. Thése 'changes or shifts of emphasis do not, in I our opinion, we repeat, involve
any significant change in United States defence commitments. In fact there is some
evidence that the United States is willing to assume additional commitments in the
Middle East and in South East Asia. All the evidence points to continued support
of the NATO collective security effort and it does not appear that combat personnel
presently assigned to that area will be reduced. On the other hand United States
land forces are unlikely again to be committed in Asia and there may in fact be
withdrawals from Asia in addition to those already planned. United States commit-
ments in the Far East, however, will be honoured, according to President Eisen-
hower, with'the help of "highly mobile naval, air and amphibious units with even
greater effect than heretofore". Finally United States defence plans assume the
early addition to the forces of the free world of German military strength within
some federated European Army and if the European Defense Community founders
on French opposition we believe that the United States will press for some alterna-
tive wlrich will permit formation of German units.
20. The views contained in this despatch have taken shape gradually as a result of

discussions within the Embassy and the Joint Staff and with United States officials.
They are:not related directly either to the President's recent State of the Union
message to'Congress or to Mr. Dulles' address before the Council on Foreign Rela-
hons in New York City on January 12.2However, we believe our analysis is consis-
tent with the ;views outlined in these two statements, both of which we regard as
being ^' ...ia ^ . . . .

direction whichpeclly significant ,̂ n their indication of the dtiwe may
assume United States defence planningI is to take. We hope to have an opportunity
in the near future to have further and more detailed discussion on defence policy
wlth,senior#United'Statés officials and we shall make every effort to keep you

V0u/See John Poster Dulles. ~flro Bvolution of Foreign Policy" United States Department of State,
Bu4^k Vol. 30, No. 761, January 25. 1954, pp. 107• 110. Voir auss3See also United States Depart-
ment of State, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS), 1952-1954. Volume 2. Washington,
Govenmeat Printing Office. 1984. p. 609.
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Note du secrétaire d'État'auz Affaires extérieures
pour le ministre de la Défense nationale

Memorandurn^ from Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of National Defence

TOP SECREi' Ottawa, February 2, 1954

A very interesting despatch, No. 142 of January 22 fro m our Embassy in Wash-
ington, on United States defence policy, has been forwarded to you as it was
thought you might be interested in reading it.

I have done a memorandum on the same subject, which comes to rather less
optimistic conclusions, on the implications of the new United States strategy. I am
attaching it herewith.

informed of any developments which in our opinion will have significant effect on
the framing and implementationTof United States defence policy.

^ A.D.P. HEENEY

# therepmight have been a panic^among our friends and miscalculated aggresslon
dd n and s tacular chan e had to be avo^ •

"It was iniperative that change should be accompanied by understanding of "
'ded Otherwise

. Mr.ïnd `âllics .' As Mr Dulles pût it in New York:

The rmplementa^on o any {ecis^on en w^ , o co ,
ëffortJwill be made to act in a way to cause the lest possible suuiety among friends
^., ' , .. ., f ..d ,., , ^.;

•11 f urse be gradual and every
as well, including Canada. `

to Prune Minister- ^ 1

RELATIONS wITN 7^ UNTIED STATES

Ottawa, February 2, 1954

UNflED SUTES DEFENCE i'OL1CY

There is little doubt that far•reaching decisions have been made in Was^nSton

in respect of defence policy and strategy. Mr. Dulles' speech on January 12 in New

York greatly strengthens this view.' It is tôo soon to come to any conclusion as to
the exact nature of these decisions, bût it is safe to say that their consequences will

be of the greatest importance, not only for the United States but for other countries

There are a good many straws which show the way the defence wind is now
blowing in Washington. `

. , q . . . . . .. . . .

[PIÈCE JOIMFlENCASURE]

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- ! • • pour le premier ministre

Mémorandum from Seeretary of State for External Affairs,.
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One is_ the fact - clearly demonstrated at the last NATO Council meeting -
that NATO countries are no longer subject to American pressure' to increase
defence expenditures. Indeed, Mr. Dulles now talks about "readjustments in the
NATO collective security effort", and he probably means readjustment downwards,

the problems of United States defence policy. Our Embassy in Washington has

the e^ ^cy of new methods and weapons and of defence by retaliation; also, in

" Policj►,of "disengagement", inspired by budgetary as well as by strategic con-

at least in terms of cost for both the United States and its NATO allies.
NATO, defence forces in Europe are now to be stabilized at about fifty Divi-

sions, plus whatever Germany can produce. There is no longer any Pentagon talk,
at least in public, about ninety or ninety-five or one hundred Divisions as being
essential to the defence of peace in Europe. On the other hand, there is much talk of
the "new look" and the "long haul", and economic stability as the foundation for
defence effort. All these concepts, the validity of which is unquestioned, are now
put forward by Mr. Dulles, specifically at Paris in December and in his New York
speech, as is new American discovery , and a new NATO policy. The fact is, of
course, that they had previously been advocated at NATO meetings by British and
other delegates, and opposed by the Americans.

The United States delegates in those earlier days strongly deprecated talk of
more defence for less 'cost by relying on quality and "new weapons". But all this
has now changed. No attempt is now apparently to be made to build up NATO
forces in to a point which the American military, at least, considered neces-
sary a year or so ago if Western Europe was to be successfully defended against
aggression.

It is true that the Lisbon force goals were recognized generally as being unreal-
istically high long before the December NATO meeting. Mr. Dulles now confirms
the validity of this position. It involves a calculated risk but one perhaps not much
greater than was always involved in NATO planning.

This is said, not in criticism of the NATO defence concept of the "long haul",
but merely to support the view that there is now a new approach in Washington to

given its view that no radical change in defence policy (in so far as it means United
States commitments within the structure of collective security) is under considera-
6611. I hope they are right, but I feel myself that this conclusion may be too optimis-
tic. Even, however, if there is no fundamental change, the new approach and the
new 16c;ples of strategy have important implications for not only the United
States itself, but for its friends.

These shifts in United States defence policy may be due to a genuine belief in

Part, ^ a feeGng that the crisis has eased. But they may also be due to a new Amer-

siderations. This, at least, is a possibility that cannot be dismissed.
The Present position of the European Defence Community may have a bearing

on Q6 newAmerican approach. Indeed, it may be that frustration and disappoint-
ment ôvér the delay in bringing the E.D.C. into effect is one reason for the shift in
p°l1CY^^t is tâking place. Alternatively, focusing attention on this delay may be a
,a^0°on'of^ ^ or even an excuse for, this shift. The Americans may now argue^^^^" ,,.

pe will not unite to defend itself, they are relieved of certain responsi-a.R 1 ^ï1 Y . ' r .. . . ,l . I
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bilities for that defence which can, in any event, now be left predominantly to the

the threat of massive retaliation "by means and at places of our choosing" may

Germans! This being the case, United States strategy should now become periph-
eral, holding a sea and air. line' running roughly from Norway to the United King-
dom through Spain and the Mediterranean to Greece and Turkey - and Pakistan?
From this line, in case of war; victory by 'atomic'retaliation can be achieved.

More and more stress is being placed on this new doctrine of the prevention of
.war or, if it comes, the achievement of victory, by developing, to use the words of
Mr: Dulles, "massive retaliatory power". As the Secretary of State put it in New
York,

`The basic decision was to depend primarily upon a great capacity to retaliate,
instantly, by means and at places of our choosing."

'This new concept of defence by the threat of swift and effective retaliation is
meant to give United States military strength more flexibility. But it also makes
'flexibility in diplomacy even more necessary. In a sense, it will keep the potential
aggressor guessing. But it may also keep the allies of the United States guessing.

Furthermore, it is important to know what Mr. Dulles means by "our" in this
context; especially when the "means" would appear to be largely atomic. Certainly
this new strategy makes full consultation - being asked rather than being told -
more important than ever. The Korean situation in 1950 illustrates this. If the
United States had chosen at that time not to work through the United Nations -
after they had made up their own minds - but to retaliate instantly by overwhelm-
ing' air action;' or'if later they had made the same decision to retaliate against
Peking, would they have had time to'consuit us? Or would we have been involved
automatically in action which; at lea'st in the case of Peking, might have led to
general war. :
•' 1^ It is clear that the new strategy is going to make diplomacy, both in its inter-
'allied aspect and in relations with the communists, more important than before.

also clear that the weapon of overwhelming retaliation, or the threat of it, is
oné' which can only be exercised when the issue is clear-cut and decisive. Thefe
will;" however, be many bluméd and unclear situations constituting aggressive
âctiôn when it could not be used. Indeed, it can be argued, as a practical proposi-
'tiôn; that local âggressions cannot be answered by atomic bombs on Moscow. If so,

become a somewhat hollow one. The new strategy may result, therefore, in greater
rixiditY: rather than 'kreater`flexibility of policy. If it becomes a question of the

âtoru bomb and a1l-out war,`ôr nothing; it may be, too often, nouung.
How isthispolicy of "massive rétaliation" W be carried into action? By building_

ûp -a ^ strategic , reserve, featuring = atomic weapons and "highly mobile air and,
amphibious units"?

^ . .. ,.. ^.. ^ ^
It is true that' there is alârge stôckpile of atomic bombs and that other atomie

^^...s
weapons are 11 111S in volume and effecdveness. Indeed this must have made
eââïer the `décision+ to adôpt the new strategy. On the other hand, there is to be aIt is stated
{réductiôn ôf $4 billions indefence expenditurè; and 10% in manpower.11 11- "-

c
or with-

thït AIL! 6ë b' ht bôt t itho t weskenin of defence strength0s^an roug u w u any , g
draiwing` from anycommitments ûndeitaken in Eûr^ope. That remains to be seen•
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The announced withdrawal of two Divisions from Korea will also, presumably,
assist in forming the strategic reserve.

Furthermore this strategy, of course, may permit a "thinning out" of American
forces in Europe; (this has begun but has not yet affected combat strength); and
"bringing the boys home", which will be popular in the United States.

Naturally, every effort will be made by the United States to remove fears that
commitments for collective defence are going to be weakened, or that there will be
extensive or immediate withdrawals from European soil. Indeed, adherence to
NATO policies will be re-affirmed. President Eisenhower did, in fact, give such a
re-affumation in his State of the Union speech. There is no reason to believe that
this was not genuine, nor is there any evidence that the United States Administra-
tion has lost interest in and is withdrawing its support from NATO.

But the implications of the new doctrine do, I believe, make this result possible;
and may easily bring about "operation disengagement".

If these changes in American strategy are to be made without abandoning or
even 'weakening the North Atlantic collective arrangements, this will require skill
and care in Washington. It will also require an appreciation by Congress of the
collective issues involved and the feelings and fears of allies.

If this appreciation is now shown, the new policy may be carried out in such a
way that the whole NATO system will be weakened and even disappear. It may be
taken for granted that the communists, for whom NATO remains the chief enemy,
will interpret and exploit new American defence and strategic developments so as
to facilitate this disappearance. They will undoubtedly try to show that the Ameri-
cans are abandoning NATO and leaving the Europeans to their fate, while them-
selves taking refuge in atom bombs and continental defence.

Mr. Dulles himself has given some ammunition for this attack when he admitted
^n New York that one consequence of the new strategy would be less emphasis on
local defensive power". While he added that such local defensive power would
always be important, he felt that it alone would never be enough to contain the
r^ighty land `army of the communist world.

This isY certainly 'true and has always been accepted by NATO political and mili-
Wy Plâniiers. But bringing it out into the open, in the context of the new American
s^*gÿ, is going to create uneasiness among Europeans and increase fears that the
United States may consider that Europe, if not expendable, will have to, be
defended by its own forces, assisted by overseas weapons, rather than by overseas
men. E*Peans, in short, will fight in the old-fashioned, bloody, man-to-man way,
ahi1e victory, will come from the skies by atomic retaliation. If such victory comes
É yafter occupation and destruction and liberation, it will have little appeal forw. >

DP^ns:¢To this the Americans may well reply that European countries are now
ste°°g enough` themselves, with some British and American help - but not too
much hold the Russians off; especially if they will only unitet

^mmenting on these European fears, aroused by the new United States strat-
egy, M .wigress writes from Paris:
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`The French and a number of European countries will not accept an arrangement

compatible with the agreed requirements of effective defence and they will press
, selves with these weapons, they will also try to effect such economies as may be

States will concentrate on a small highly mobile reserve supplemented by intri-
cate scientific weapons of mass destruction: They, will wish to be supplied them-

whereby they will be expected to contribute largely manpower while the United

to havéa,v:oice ' n the 'shâping of the'strategy which will determine the use of^
such'weapons.

"new decisions" and new strategic concepts.

it is not going to be easy, politically, to maintain at full and unimpaired strength
our forces overseas;* if our neighbours begin to rëduce their commitments through

we should do everything we can to keep this foundation strong. On the other hand,
Canadian defence policy has been firmly, and rightly, founded on NATO, and

policies.
especially as they concern our own commitments abroad, and our own defence
- sions taken in Washington, we shall have to watch their development carefully,

While it is too soon to be dogmatic about what the final effect will be of deci-

It may be that the American Administration will not be the only ones who will,
before long, have to make an "agonizing reappraisal" of foreign policy.-,

,444(A), DEA/4901-40

Note d'une conversation avec M. Jolut Foster Dulles,

'n,yery relaxed and confidential mood, and spoke very frankly. He showed no slgn
of weariness or staleness. "

friendly and useful discussion with him afterwards for a couple of hours. He was ins

ECR>;T Washington, March 18,

I dined alone with Mr Dulles at his home nn Tuesday evening, and had a very

Tuesday, March 16, 1954, Washington D.C.4,11
" . fi . } . . .. . r . . . e

> _% Y... ,
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Washington. D.G; March 15, 1954: Stotanena and Spiechei. No. 54/16. t
Caeadian reservations about the "New Look~ were expressed privately to American ofGcials in to 's

W shin8

dons en public sur Is nouvelle stratégie de Wauhin jtoa Voir "A Look at the 'New Look e
Address by Lester B. Pearson. the Seaetary of State for External Affairs, to the National Press Club,

°, ,^Vonveao Regard". Voir le document 491. Quelques semaines plus tard. M. Pearson a posé e 9
^„T xtofan

mardi, le 16 mars 1954, à Washington, D.C.4
' secrétaire d'État des États-Unis,

Memorandum of â Conversation with Mr. John Foster Dulles,
Secretary of State ôf United States,

^dEbût de mars. leCanâda a'exprimé dés réserves en privé aux autorités américaines au sujet du^3 Au d s ues-

March. See Document 491.`A few weeks later. Pearson raised some questions about a

new strategy In public. See "A Look at tbe ,'New Look'." Text of an Address by Lester B. pears°n'
the Secretary of State for Bxterwl Aff" to the National Press Club, Washington, D.C.. March 15,

1954, Stmementt and Spetcntt, nu. S4/16. ivea
* Une exemplaire de cette note a été donnée & M. St. LaurentlA copy of th^is memorandum Was 9

to St. Laurent.

I
t
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United States Defence Policy
The subject of my Press Club speech came up at once, and he told me that he

had read it very carefully and had no quarrel with it. In fact, he felt it was a "helpful
effort''to clarify some vitally important issues. He made, however, one reservation.
He thought that in the sentence from his January 12 speech which I quoted, I
should have singled out also the word "capacity" as the most important of all. He
was talking not about retaliation as such, but the "capacity" to retaliate, and he felt
that this ; made a difference: ° He agreed, however, that , "capacity" included not
merely military or , atomic capacity, but diplomatic and -political capacity; that
meant consultation and agreement with allies, especially those whose territory and
co-operation would be essential for maximum retaliatory effort. In this sense, he
agreed that consultation is now more important than ever before.

He also^ pointed out that the spreading of this "capacity" among various mem-
bers of the coalition should reassure both the friends of the United States and the
potential aggressor, that the "capacity" would never be used for aggressive pur-
poses. Both President Eisenhower and he had already pointed this out at the United
Nations: I mentioned that the Prime Minister and I had also emphasized this aspect
of coalition policy; namely, that the allies of the United States could certainly act as
an effective check on rashness or unwise actions.

Mr. Dulles then went on to point out that his "new doctrine" did not mean
instant and overwhelming retaliation in every instance, either by atomic or conven-
tional weapons. It merely meant keeping the enemy guessing as to when, where
and how you would strike back once you had convinced him of your ability to do
so with overwhelming force. It also embodied a determination not to retaliate by a
method of the enemy's choosing, namely, by sending land armies against the over-
whelming masses of Asia, where manpower losses meant little.

Mr. Dulles cited Korea as an example. He recalled that at the time of the aggres-
sion he thought that United States intervention by land forces was wrong, and he
recalled also that General MacArthur had told him at that time that anyone who
thought=mat'American troops should be sent to the continent of Asia "should have
his head ezamined:" He had since changed his mind on the value and, indeed, the
necessity of land intervention in Korea, but thought that we should not forget the
lessons'of that type of intervention. For this reason, he felt that if the aggression in
Korea were renewed, other forms of retaliation, by sea and air, should be used.
This did ►wt mean dropping atom bombs on large cities of China; something which
would be wrong, moially, pôlitically and strategically, but it did mean air attack, if
°elessazÿ with atomic weapons, along the Yalu and against Manchurian industries.
Similadyo# if Chinese troôps' moved into Indô-China, the best form of retaliation
would'probablÿ be "such things as mining rivers, destroying factories, and sea
blOCkade• What we should be careful to do is to make sure that the Russians know
We aze determined to react quickly and effectively along the above lines. He did not
agree that this would mean converting small wars into world wars.^ VI^^^^ Y ,. 7
eat ^ope he admitted that the situation - strategic and political - was differ-

'^temptation to aggression was greater as the prize was clearer and more
RnP°F4t:-T11eréfore, land forces and local defence with Atlantic participation were
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:> 6 Voir/3ee Document 491.
gt See,Canada, House o( C.ormnoos. Debatet, 1933-1954, Volume IV, pp. 3328-3331.

Voir Canads. Qumbte des C,ommnnes.IXbcrti, 1953-1954, Volume IV, pp. 3523-3527.
' Brotben, 1954, p. 58.

. irr. .

,

s^ f . : , _ n 1 . , . .

^ Voir/See T/^e Unlttd Statû in iVorld ffâtrsr `19SN, New York. Council on ]Foreign Relations - H^
April 1954 333•364 `

.YoidSee John Posta Dulles,• "Polity for Secvrity and Peace," Foreign AffairJ, Volume 32, No. 3,

He said that the U.S.S.R. could do this without difficulty by their form of elecuo,
kept disarrned and harmless by rigid control of those in charge of her government.
be countenanced. Molotov in fact had told Dulles that Germany could only be
Kremlin, that any, fnxdom would mean excessive hostility and, therefore, could Dut
hâtred of Soviet, Russia among the peoples in question, and the deep fear in the

resulting relationship to the U.S.S.R. would be that of Finland rather than pre-w^
Polând. He fearcd, however that it was too late now for this because of the fierce

own form of government, the United States not only hopes, but prefers that their
that if the Eastern European border states were only given the right to choose their
talked very frankly together. He had tried to convince the Soviet Foreign Minister

He had had one long pri vate conversation with Molotov at dinner, when they
tone, but alsô by thé fact that this "did not mean any change, of policy.g. .,.

At the Berlin Conference he was impressed by the more conciliatory Russian

more important as a deterrent. For this reason, the United States had no intention of
weakening its NATO commitments. Furthermore, retaliation against an aggression
in this area would probably,. mean immediate attack by air on Moscow, etc. Of
course, if the aggression were a surprise attack on North American territory itself,
then there was no political or, military problem in so far as this kind of instant
rëtaliatiôn was concerned.

Mr. Dulles agreed, that the language of his January12 speech had been some-
what vague, but as this had precipitated a discussion, he argued that it was not a
bad thing. He mentioned that the President, the Secretary of the Treasury and the
Defence Council as well as the State Department had participated in its drafting.
When he realized that his speech was causing so much attention, some uneasiness
and varying interpretations, he wrote a supplementary statement in the form of an
article for Foreign Affairs, which came out Tuesday, and a copy of which he gave
me.s
-_:: He ended by. assuring me again that they would wish to consult as much as
possible with their friends, and they had no intention of weakening on NATO. He
added, however, that if EDC failed, he would be gloomy about the future of NATO.

: He also mentioned that he had been having difficulties with the army over the
"new strategy", as exemplified by General Ridgway's statement of Tuesday to
Congress 6 The army still were very suspicious that the "new strategy" would
weaken them to a point where they would not be able to do what they considered to
be still the essential defence job. .

In addition to our discussion of the "new strategy", Mr. Dulles brought up other
subjects, some of them in response to questions from me.7
,,;^..^<„x.., . .,. ..

Berlin Conference

i
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etc., and, therefore, there was no danger to them from Germany. The Western
approach to the problem, however, would, in Molotov's view, be fatal to security,
for Germany would recover and become aggressive again.

Geneva Conference
Dulles said that the United States had agreed to the Geneva Conference on Indo-

China reluctantly, on French insistence 9 It was certainly the lesser of two evils,
because if they had refused Bidault his conference, the French Government would
have collapsed, while it is just possible that if it is held, it may do some good work
and could, he hoped, be prevented from doing harm.

They had given a good deal of thought to the organization of the Conference,
and felt that the Chinese attitude would be the key to what would happen. He was
sure that the Chinese were angry with the Russians because they had not brought
about a Five Power conference, and that they would insist on some recognition at
Geneva of their association with the Big Four, and their differentiation from other
members.

Mr. Dulles,was very interesting on his views of Russian-Chinese relations -
views which were far removed from those which he finds it possible to express in
public. He felt that the division between the two countries and their governments
was increasing; and that this was natural and, indeed, inevitable. I asked him that if
this is true, and I thought it was, how we could best exploit this., He admitted that
such exploitation should be our policy, but it was not as easy for him to carry it out
as it might be for some others! He quoted, and on seeing my expression of incredu-
lity, repeated that it was entirely accurate, a remark of Molotov to him the evening
they had had dinner together, when he told Dulles that he could not for the world
understand American Chinese policy, which seemed to be driving the Peking Gov-
emment "right into our arme".

Dulles was very worried about the position in France, and almost equally wor-
ned about that in Italy. In fact, he was discouraged about the whole Western Euro-
pean pictûre except that from Germany. The French seemed to have no policy and
no deteÎmination about Indo-China. They had put forward last year to the Ameri-
cans â'inilitary plan (the Navarre plan) which appeared to Washington to be an
effective one, and (o warrant financial and economic assistance.10 Then they weak-
ened on` its `implementation, while in Paris there was no political stability or" , .4 . .. . . . .^nnness. '.i , .

f.A -)>.J , • s _
L*.B. P!?ARSOI\

KrVcy of International ^watrt, I933. London. Royal Insatute
Aff

o n
*s-4xfoxd University Press. 1956. pp. 285-286.

V0u esi Chapitres 1 et 7JSee also Qiapters 1 and 7.
10vou/g. S f I ternational



DESPATcH D-830

, April 1, 1954.t

Ottawa, July 2, 1954

Reference: Your Despàtches Nos. r 142 of Jan. 22, No. 528 of Mar. 22,t No. 610 of

Top SECRET (FOR CANADIAN EYES ONLY)

UNRED STATES DEFENCE POIJCY AND POSSIBLE IMP11CATIONS

- by the Joint Planning Committee were only minor points.

°7.P.C. felt that the point should not be omitted from the paper, and it was agreed,
`therefore, to add it as part of section B of para 21.

5. The other changes recommended by the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff and accepted

`Bay. Torbay Churchill and possibly Edmonton" It was for this reason niai the
eventually to Canada at an appropriate time. The bases in question include Goose

States was expected to request, "the establishment of a United States fighter (and
possibly strategic bomber) bases in Canada." The Chairman requested that this sec-
tion be omitted. `

. 41 In `reviewing this and other amendruentsI recommended by the Chairman, the
Joint Planning Committee did not agree to the deletion. The Air Force member of
the Joint Plannirig Committee informed the committee "that as a result of briefings
ând conversations`at United States Air Defence Command it is evident that future
plans , in this ; Conunand called for, the establishment of bases, in Canada and. that
requests for these bases will probably` be presented to higher U.S. authorities and

,such as Admiral Radford's interview with United States News and World Report.
The J.P.C. paper, copy of which is attached, was` recently approved by the Chair-
man, Chiefs of Staff.

^ 3. In the fust'Joint Planning Committee draft which was submitted to the Chair-
man, Chiefs of Staff, para 21 contairied, as one separate project which the United

has prepared a synthesis of these despatches and of other speeches and statements
2. At the request of the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff the Joint Planning Committee

REI.AT7ONS WI7Ti THE UNrI'ED STATES

, ;;
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to' Ambassador in United States

POR CANADIAN DEi~ENCE POUCY

Your despatches under reference have been very helpful to us and to the Depart-
ment of National Defence as well; the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff and the military
planners found them especially useful.
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6. It is expected that this paper will be given to the Minister of National Defence
prior to the forthcoming visit of, Mr. Wilson, the ^ United . States Secretary of
Defence.

BENJAMIN ROGERS
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Rapport du Comité mixte de planification
. pour le Comité des chefs d'état-major

5. .
Report by Joint Planning Committee

to Chiefs of Staff Committee

Top SECRET (CANADIAN EYES ONLY) ^ [Ottawa], June 15, 1954
^ . - . :

UNTIFD STATES DEFENCE POLICY AND THE POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS

FOR CANADIAN DEFENCE POLICY

Introduction
The United States has entered two World Wars unprepared. In the face of the

threat of Russian aggression which has developed since World War 11, the United
States is determined that this will not happen again. The purpose of this paper is to
attempt todefine the direction which U.S. defence policy has taken since the
advent 'of the Republican administration, 'and to indicate what implications the
"New Look" may have on Canadian defence policy.

2. Broadl}i speaking, U.S. defence policy under the Truman Administration was
one of containment of Communist power based on the development of local and
U.S. defence forces on the Soviet perimeter. It was a policy based on a principle of
collective security through regional alliances and through its membership in the
United Nations. Military assistance was sent to Greece and Turkey; mutual defence
alliances with nations of South America and the North Atlantic area were estab-
lished; U.S. forces were committed to the U.N. action in Korea and the defence of
Formosa; limited aid was given to Indo-China. In addition to these commitments of
U.S, forces and material, the United States embarked on a programme to strengthen
its owri'defenc^ forces; which would not only serve to defend North America, but
would ^provide a source of reserve power to be used when and where it was
considered necegsarÿ; In this programme, particular emphasis was given to the
exPansion'of strategic air power, the development of atomic weapons, and the pro-
vision of forces for the Korean campaign.

3• WhenKthé Eisenhower Administration took office, it was committed to under-
take a S^hing reappraisal of U.S. defence policy,' of defence planning and of
defen^ Spen^ng. It was assumed that in contrast to the programme of the Truman-
Aca ngime $ uNew Look" would inevitably emerge.^t .^^
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- 4. Before attempting to describe the defence policy of the Eisenhower Govern-
ment, it might be helpful 'to discuss briefly several factors which have helped to
shape this "New Look".

The Reason for the "New Look",
5. The Republican : campaign for the 1952 election committed the Eisenhower

Administration `and the Congress to a programme which included promises to
reduce Government spending, to cut taxes, and to balance the budget. Reduction of -
defence expenditures, the largest single item in the budget, was the obvious, and
for other reasons such as reducing foreign commitments, the most politically expe-
dient means of carrying out this programme. It was also argued that the U.S. econ-
omy could not continue to carry the heavy defence load which had been required
for the "crash action" build up, and therefore the defence effort must be spread over
a longer period of time and geared to the "long haul".

6. The decision to reduce defence spending was made possible to a large extent by
the cessation of hostilities in Korea. In addition, while the United States may not
have believed that the potential threat and international tension had lessened, never-
theless it is probable that the administration considered that by 1954 the power of
the Communist world had been counter-balanced, at least in some measure, by the
increase in the strength of NATO and the willingness of the U.N. to meet aggres-
sion with force.
7: Another factor which was used to explain the *reduction in defence commit-

ments and defence spending; was the development by the U.S. of tactical and stra-
tegic atomic and thermonuclear weapons. These weapons together with effective
airpower constituted the real strength of the power to deter aggression, and pro-
vided the strategic force required for retaliation by means and at places which the
U.S. `(and its allies) choose: With this increased capacity to retaliate, the Eisen-
hower Administration could further justify reduction in defence expenditures.

8. Fnally the realization that the' Soviet Union had developed thermonuclear
weapons and the potential capacity^ to strike any target in North America, gave the
Eisenhower Administration the basis on which to justify their decision to divert
more resources to the ; strengthening 'of U.S. air power and of continental air
Aéfence.

9. It seems clear that the need for a"new" defence policy was dictated large1y by
the commitment of the Republican Party to rescue the U.S. from the alleged fail-
wrs and wastefulness of the Truman-Acheson Administration and to cut Govern-
ment spending by reducing its commitments Tt rationalized its new defence policy

with the arguments that the U.S., and'its allies, must convert to the "long haul" to

I âvert economic exhaustion, that the strength of the allied world now counter-bal-

ânced the , Soviet threat, thereby reducing , the need to continue the crash-action

build fiûp. New" weapons} and air power provided a deterrent threat which would
t anY

âcîmehow reduce the reqwrrcment to 161
1

0111-0 U.S fôrces to meet aggcession a

pointp ôn the perimeter`of the,U.S.S.R.,*ând Soviet capabilities now called for the

development-of increased retâliatory powcr and stronger continental defences.

10 It III that 'n real't there has been no fundamental change in U.S.

defence policyaAs President Eisenhower stated, the "New Look" was not new, 013,
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as Mr. Dulles added, the slogan was not a happy one. The Republican Government
has assumed all the international obligations which it and previous Administrations
have undertaken; it has continued to provide forces, military equipment and eco-
nomic assistance to its allies on the perimeter of the Communist world; and it has
continued to strengthen its own forces, relying heavily on the increasing effective-
ness of U.S. air power and the development and availability of weapons of mass
destruction.
11. It may be possible at this point to outline more clearly what the "New Look"

actually means in practice, and then to define what it may mean for Canada's
defence planning. . .

The Principles of U.S. Defence Policy
12. Within the framework of these general policy considerations, it might be help-

ful at this point to define more concretely the objectives of U.S. defence planning.
In general the U.S. Government must develop and maintain a programme which,
without assigning priorities, provides for.
(a) the defence of the North American continent;
(b) the reinforcement of the defences of its allies, especially those in NATO;
(c) the capability of contributing effectively to "local" actions such as in Korea;
(d) the capacity ^ to retaliate decisively against targets in the- homeland of the

U.S.S.R.;

(e) the capability of controlling the high seas.
On the basis of these principles, U.S. defence policy is designed in very general
terms to provide substantial offensive forces - air, land, and naval, and effective
continental defences. These are the basic elements of the United States' concept of
deterrent power. The "crash action" build up of military power over the past several
years has produced what Admiral Radford described as "a very high degree of
readiness". The U.S. Government has now revised its defence programme with the
aim of "providing a sturdy military posture which can be maintained over an
extended period"; this is the "long haul" concept.
U.S. Military Prograïnme
13.The"principal role of the United States in the strengthening of Allied defence

forces is, according to Admiral Radford, "the creation, maintenance and exploita-
tion of modern air power that will be superior to that of any other". This air power
will providedefensive, offensive and support requirements for the forces of the
alliance. Although reducing numerically its other services, their present striking
power will, in fact, be increased through the introduction of new weapons, better
equipment and more effective utilization of manpower.

The Rolé'of Atomij anü Thermonuclear Weapons
14 In the developinentôf U.S military power, the use of atomic and thermonu-

cleaz wea^^ which are available for strategic and tactical operations, is of funda-
mentâl importânCe. U.S. strategy is based on the assumption that it has the capacity
° retaliate mstantly by means and at places of its own choosing. Atomic and ther-
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monuclear weapons may not necessarily. be used, but they are now considered a
part of the United States" conventional military strength.

U.S.'Force Commitmcnts'Abroad. ,.
15. As implied earlier, the United States' primary commitment of forces abroad is

to NATO. In this regard the United States has agreed "to maintain substantial
forces of its own in Europe".

16. U.S. policy with regard to committing U.S. forces to the Far East is much less
clearly defined. As a general principle "it is not militarily sound", according to
Adtniral Radford, echoing'the views of the President, "to commit indefinitely U.S.
land forces to Asia". It will be recalled, however,. that the United States very
quickly committed troops to the Korean war, and that it has declared its intention of
maintaining certain military bases, for example, Okinawa in the 'Far East. Mr. Dul-
les has also declared that if the Chinese Communist Army invades Indo-China, it
would have "grave consequences which might not be confined to Indo-China". At
the present time the United States has announced its intention of reducing its forces
in Korea while continuing on the other hand to provide Japan, Korea, and Indo-
China and Pakistan with economic and military aid. ._,

Continental Defences
17. It was noted earlier that the U.S. programme was designed to provide forces

capable of launching decisive retaliation, to give assistance to its allies, and thirdly,
to prepare effective defences on the North American Continent. This third aspect is
unquestionably the most important in terms of implications for the Canadian
defence programme. Before turning to the specific details of the.U.S. defence pro-
gramme, therefore, it might be well to review the general considerations on which
U.S. continental defence policy is based. With this background in mind, it may then
be easier to see the implications for Canadian defence 'policy.

siles and against possible enemy lodgements:

The Principles of Continental Defence
18. The most important aspect of the defence of North America - effective retali-

ation against the war-making potential of the USSR - has already been consid-
ered. Apart from this aspect, the defence of North America requires, in general
terms, adequate warning to civil and military authorities and the establishment in
depth of early warning systems and defensive weapons - interceptor aircraft,
guided missiles and anti-aircraft guns - in positions to destroy invading aircraft-
There is alsô a requirement for a defence against submarine launched guided nlls-

liné; and 'a third more northerly system is under consideration. The Unite

âlso, undertaking 'certain seaward extensions of the early warning system in the

Atlantic and Pacifc Oceans.'

19. In addition to combined planning through the CUSRPG, PJBD and other
agencies, the two countries have cooperated in establishing fully manned radar sYs-

tems, installations for interceptor: aircraft and sites for anti-aircraft weapons.

Swveys are now being carried out for a new early warning system, the mid-Canada
d States is

The Continental Defenee Programme
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20. In addition to these projects which are either in operation or in the planning or
construction stages, it is probable that the United States may request authority to:
(a) construct additional early warning radar stations;
(b) make suitable arrangements for the anti-aircraft cover of certain border points

such as Windsor-Detroit, Sault Ste. Marie and Niagara Falls. It is also conceivable
that the U.S. may request authority to establish U.S. fighter bases in Canada.

Effect on Canadian Defence Programme
21. The effect of U.S. defence policy on the Canadian defence programme may

be:
(a) the further integration of the air defences of Canada and the United States;
(b) an increase in the air defence forces of Canada, including fighter aircraft, anti-

aircraft and guided missile forces;
(c) the increase in Canada's participation in continental defence.

Civil Defence
22. One indirect but very important result of the increasing demand for more

effective continental defences is, and will continue to be, a demand for more ade-
quate and coordinated civil defence.

Conclusions

23.11 was concluded earlier that although there has been no fundamental change
in U.S. defence policy, the "New Look" has marked a shift in emphasis in the
defence programme. While continuing to fulfil its international commitments, and
to strengthen its own forces and capabilities, the Eisenhower Administration has
placed added stress on the development of air power, the provision of more ade-
quate continental defences, ` and preparations for the use of strategic and tactical
atomic' and thermonuclear weapons. As these policies take shape in concrete
Programmes, the requirements of continental defence will undoubtedly have a
direct effect on Canadian defence policy. As noted above, the Canadian Govern-
ment may . be faced with requirements for additional radar systems, interceptor
forces, anti-aircraft and guided missile installations, further integration of air
defences in one command, and generally closer measures of cooperation in plan-
I* and in defence commands. In general it may be concluded that the demands
on Canadian resources - financial, physical and manpower - are likely to be
substantially heavier:

I
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Top SECRET

DEA/50209-40

Le président de la section canadienne
de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense

, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Yours sincerely,

I I n p .
importance to the Canadian ,Government. We have therefore prepared the attached
report. I am also sending copies of this report to Mr. Claxton; the Chairman, Chiefs
of Staff, the Secretaryto the Cabinet, the Acting .Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs and the Chairrrian, Defence Research Board.",

I the o inion of the Canadian Sectdon the information thus acquired is of

AND CONTINENTAL AIR DEFENCE •

1 : SECTION B

LE RÉSEAU D'ALERTE AVANCÉ, LA LIGNE MID-CANADA
ET DÉFENSE AÉRIENNE CONTINENTALE

DISTANT EARLY WARNING SYSTEM, MID-CANADA LINE

Chairman, Canadian'Section,
Permanent Joint Board on Defence,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, January 22, 1954

Dear Mr. Pearson, , .
During the last meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence which was

held at U.S. Air Force Air Defence Command Headquarters, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, the Board was able to acquire a very clear picture of the plans and poli-
cies of the USAF Air Defence Command by means of briefings from ADC staff
officers and by informal discussions with them.,

A.G.L. McNAUGKroN
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[PIÈCE JOINIEIENCLOSURE] .

Rapport

Report

Top SECRET (CANADIAN EYES ONLY) [Ottawa], January 21, 1954

SOME ASPECTS OF UNITED STATES AIR DEFENCE POLICY
AS ENUNCIATED TO THE PJBD BY THE STAFF OF THE USAF

AIR DEFENCE COMMAND, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO :.

Introduction
1. The Permanent Joint Board on Defence held its January, 1954 meeting at the

Headquarters of the United States Air Force Air Defence Command, Colorado
Springs, Colorâdo. In the course of the visit the Canadian Section of the Board was
given a series of presentations by USAF Air Defence Command Staff Officers
which together constituted a comprehensive exposition of the views of these
officers on the threat to North America, what must be done to meet that threat, and
the progress of the technological developments which will affect both air offence
and defence during the next few years. The statements made were objective and
very frank.

The Threat
2. The Board was given an account in some detail, not only of the USAF Air

Defence Command estimate of Soviet capabilities to launch air attacks and the
areas of North America which could bé reached by such attacks, but also of the
methods used in appraising the intelligence information upon which the estimate
was based. The briefing on intelligence included a visit to the "Indications Room"
and a general discussion of the indicators used and their relative significance. The
estimates of Soviet capabilities were essentially the same as given in Canadian-
United States agreed intelligence papers, but as one would expect, when making
use of these estimates in the development of United States plans, an "insurance
factor" was included.
3. In order to demonstrate the destructive capability possessed by an enemy who

has the hydrogen , bomb, the Board was shown a , TOP SECRET film on
OPERATION IVY", the thermonuclear test carried out at Eniwetok in November,

1952• Great emphasis was placed on the fact that this was the first occasion that the
film had been shown to persons other than United States citizens. The pictures of
the explosion showed clearly the awesome power` of the weapon and helped to
explain why the United States is so concerned about the problem of air defence.

4• The most important conclusion to be drawn from all the discussions on the
threat is that responsible United States officials are firmly of the opinion that the
Soviet Union has now, or will have shortly, the capability of launching an atomic
allck on North = America on a scale sufficient to eliminate this continent as an
effective source of resistance to the achievement of Soviet objectives. For this rr,a-
son, the United States officials assert that even to provide a margin of protection
sufficient only to keep our losses to the point where we would have the ability to
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recuperate and retaliate, the North American air defence system must be greatly
expanded and that it is necessary that this be done rapidly.

Meeting the Threat
A. Early Warning
5.` The USAF Air Defence Command has associated with it a Joint Air Defence

Board which is responsible for carrying out long-range planning studies. The Joint
Air Defence Board's concept of early warning covers the whole of the northern
hemisphere. Studies now being carried out embrace measures which might be taken
to improve the radar systems of friendly countries bordering the Soviet Union and
its satellites; the use of airborne , early _warning in areas adjacent to Russia; the
installation of alarm-type radars on merchant ships and civil aircraft which operate
in suitable areas; the construction of the far-northern Canadian line and the 55th
parallel line; the establishment of the seaward extensions of the early warning sys-
tem in Canada from Newfoundland to the A^zores and from Alaska to Hawaii; and
the improvement of the existing heavy radar installations in Canada and the United
States by the installation ôf gap-filling equipment and data transmission and analy-
sis equipment. Some of, the above measures, particular those concerned with the
North American warning system, are already'included in the implementing
programmes of the USAF Air Defence Command. Others are at this stage only
preliminary proposals for possible implementation at a later date if studies now in

progress bear out their value.
; 6. The U.S. Members of the PJBD have expressed interest in the Observer Corps

organization in Northern Canada, and in the provision of effective means for the
transmission of reports; also in the possibility of putting alarm-type radar equip-
ment at the northern weather stations and other places where the few suitably quali-
fied personnel required would be available.
B. Engaging the Enemy

- 7. In addition to the fighter forces in Alaska and Northeast Command (which are

not under control of Air Defence Command),' there are at present 51 squadrons of

interceptor aircraft in the continental United States' under Air Defence Command,
41 of which are equipped with all-weather aircraft. The defence programme now

forceaccepted by the U.S. Defence Department provides for the expansion of this

to 69 all-weather"squadrons by ^ 1955, and ADC planning is now being carried out

on the basis of a further increase to 85 - 100 squadrons by 1960. In addition to the11L*
forces directly under ADC Command,' further support in event of emergency ctul

vided n a few 16^_22M9, notice by Tactical and Sttategic Air Commands and thepro o
U.S.,Navy. Ground defences are also being expanded. There are now 61 anti-air-
craft battalions, 20 of which will be equipped with the Nike ground-to-air guided-
missile by the end of 1954. Planning is being carried out by the Anti Aircraft ^1

Iery,Commaruf on the basis of I60 = 190 M" battalions by 1960.

i 8: An account in some detail was given of the arrangements for co-ordination with

tt^e Alaskanand Northeast Air Commands of the United States Air Force, and with
the Royal Canadian Air Force Air Defeoce Command: It was made clear,

however,
ard they could

that although these arrangements had been developed to a high stand te ration,gnever, in the viewof the United States, be as effective as would a truc
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and the hope was expressed that the day might come when this would be possible.
(Presumably if integration were carried out it would mean the establishment of a
North American Air Defence Command which would control all air defence forces
in both Canada and the United States).

9. On several occasions reference was made to the desirability of increasing the
depth of the combat area when the existence of more distant early warning would
make this useful. Members of the Canadian Section tried to find out what was
meant by this thought and to learn whether there were any plans involving the sta-
tioning of fighter forces or the establishment of bases in Canada, but the U.S.
officers were not prepared to comment on this.

The Impact of New Weapons
10. The United States Air Force has now under development a supersonic all-

weather fighter (the F-102) which will be armed with an air-to-air guided missile.
By 1960 the USAF Air Defence Command anticipates that there will be available a
ground-to-air missile known as BOMARC, with a range of 250 miles and armed
with; an atomic warhead. Planning is being carried out on the basis of 3000
BOMARC missiles, to be used initially primarily for'defence of the seaward
approaçhes., General Chidlaw, the Commanding General of Air Defence Command
told the Canadian Chairman that rapid progress was being made in the develop-
ment of missiles of this type, and of intercontinental missiles, and he expressed the
opinion that there might well be only one more manned fighter developed by the
United States after the F-102.

Conclusions
11. The Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence concluded

that the'eombination of formal briefings and informal conversations was definitely
planned to convey to the Canadian Section of the PJBD the importance attached by
the United States Air Defence Command to the necessity of raising the level of
North Anierican air defence to a point which will insure that no Soviet attack will
be able' to ieâuce ` United States and Canadian warmaking capacity below that
required to recüperate and retaliate effectively.3 ^....,.12• The ' features of the presentation which the Canadian Section of the PJBD con-
siders were ôf most immediate importance to 'Canada were the expression of U.S.
Air Defence Command belief

(a) ^ the necessity for an early warning line along the Arctic coast from Alaska to
Baffin Island in'addition to the line along the 55th parallel;
N that integation of the North American air defer.ce system is desirable;
(C) that,the depth , of, the "combat area" should be increased. Presumably this

would ni^ fghter or guided missile bases in Canada.
13. In bringing` ihese matters to the attention of those concerned, the Canadian

Section of the PJBD is merely reporting the views placed before it by the Com-
mandin8 Ceneral'and senior staff officers of the USAF Air Defence Command.
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DEA/50209-40

[Ottawa], February 19, 1954

Springs that the' USAF was thinking of increasing ,the depth of the combat zo

COMINEIVTTAL DEFENCE

I have been trying without success for the last two or three weeks to get some
information from the RCAF on the progress being made on the fifty-fifth parallel
early warning line. However, Dr. Abrams of the Defence Research Board, who is
the Head of the Canadian Section of the Scientific Advisory Team, has just come
back from a visit to Washington, so I discussed the matter with him.

2. Abrarns said that because of A/V/M Miller's view that the RCAF should move
very cautiously on this project, and because of the 'antipathy and distrust in the

• RCAF Telecommunications Organization of the work of the D.R.B., the RCAF is
apparently planning to duplicate a good deal of the work done by the D.R.B. on the
experimental link of the McGill Fence Line which has been operating for the past
eighteen months between Arnprior and North Bay. Apart from any question of
whether this duplication is justified or not, it is clear that it will seriously delay the
commencement of the construction of the fifty-fifth parallel line.

3. At the same time as this test programme will be going on, a joint RCAF-USAF
team will be working out the operational requirement for the fifty-fifth parallel
line. From all indications, the RCAF, members of the team will be approaching this

' task with an,"open" .mind and without any particular feeling of allegiance to the
concept developed in the Military Study Group that the line should be no more than
a warning &n ce and should , be very simple. According to Abrarns, the United

States members of the team will be approaching the problem in the light of the

concept that`as soon as possible the main interception line should be moved north

to thexf ftyfifth parallel. To this end; they will be supporting the view that the fïfty-

fifth parallel line should be based ôn the "Lincoln" concept, utilizing manned scan-
ning radar. They will argué that this could be done for approximately the same
amount as the McGill Fence can be built. Abrams does not believe that this could
in fact be` done, but the cost of either system is suff ciently uncertain that it would
be difficult to refute.
4 . Abrams' informcd iné that the oblique hints given to the PJBD at Colorado

ne
were developed in` much greater'detail at' a subsequent meeting between ANIM

General Chidlaw, General Myers and General Aitchcson
from Alaska. The

U.S.^ plan' would invôlve the replacement in three or four ycars of the fifry-fifth

ptïrallel line bÿ a` new type of CI.C1. radar known as Muldar. It.is m^â v^slsr
than eUdsdng C3.C.1, installations and would incorporate automatic da

^:ion eqwpment. While this was be^ng installed, a complex of fghter bases, Bomazc
f finstallations, etc., would be built up in the area between the ffty-^ and forty-

Nôte de la I le Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sôus-`secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
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ninth parallels to take advantage of the G.C.I. installation. This whole concept is, of
course, dependent upon the existence of a more distant early warning line, i.e.,
Corrode Line. Abrams felt that the Americans would start pushing for the Corrode
Line within the next couple of months, probably in the first instance through the
M.S.G. He thought that the whole "master plan" would, as usual, be unveiled step
by step, but that the period of grace before we were confronted with the problem
would be short. To support his beliefs, he told me that he had been given to under-
stand that in calculating requirements for new type radars and for date transmission
equipment, the Americans had included estimates of what would be needed for
installation in Canada to make the "master plan" possible.
5. Abrams himself was not at the meeting of Air Defence Commanders mentioned

above, so the information he gave. me on what took place there is second-hand.
However, he is arranging to have Dr. Lindsey, who is now stationed at St. Hubert,
come to'Ottawa on Monday and give me a direct account of the discussions.
6. It is difficult to see just what External Affairs can do to bring these issues into

the ôpen: I suggest that as a first step I should attempt to confirm and supplement
the information given above by further discussions with officers in the Department
of National Defence. If it appears that the story is substantially correct, you might
consider suggesting to General Foulkes that you suspect that the "defence in depth"
concept referred to in the PJBD Colorado Springs paper is much further advanced
than the discussions at Colorado Springs would indicate, and that it might be
worthwhile for General Foulkes to ask for the views of the C.A.S. and A/V/M
James on this matter.12

WR B [ARToM

I

N0^'^rginales r:/Mes:/Marginal notes:
s i afaWd be ^ected. R.A. M(acKayl

^accmUgly fequested to look into the matter & report. R.A. M(acKsyl 22C2!54
°°ur ADC appeared to have heard something one the lines from the US ADC. The C.A.S.
;!1eMO emanated from enthusiuts and not from the Joint Chiefs. It was mentioned however that

Solaadt raised the main points here in Chiefs of Staff Committee today. The Chairman said
013t Peneral Twining and Mr. Douglas when here last week stated categorically that no further
" .iO^ts 01i Canada were pending. lie felt that any such txnposals as were mentioned in this
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;Washington, March 10, 1954

MEETING OF CONSULTATtON, MARCiI 4, - PUBLIC STATEMENT
ON CONZ7NENTAL DEFT^VCE

Following for the Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: You will remember the discus-
sion at the meeting of consultation with United States authorities on March 4 con-
cerning the desirability of the issuance of a publicstatement or a press release on
.the progress of joint Canadian-United States efforts to strengthen the defences of
the continent.13

2. Our record of the meeting of consultation, which we should be able to send you
in the next few days, contains two refcrences to the discussion on this point. The
first reads, `The Chairman suggested that the possible issuance of a press release
(on continental defence) might be considered by the Canadian and United States
I authorities." The second reference reads, The meeting ended with agreement on
both sides that no mention of these meetings of consultation should be made in anY
public statement but that responsible authorities in both countries might be asked to
cooperate in the preparation of a draft press release or public statement concerning

the progress of installations for continental defence."

3. While a comparison of the Canadian and United States records of the meeting

was being made nt the State Ikpartment on March 9, Raynor informed us of a
development which suggests that early attention should be given to the release of
some information on the work being done with respect to continental defence. He

l
said that the State Department ha', raxived a letter fi in representative Coe,

Chainman of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy, asking WhY
more was not being done to improve continental defences." The State Department
had been unsuccessful in attempting to convince representative Cole to delay the

sending of his letter. Some reply would have to be sent to him in the very near

future.
4. No final decision has been rcached in the State Departmcnt as to what repOr

should be sent to representative Cole. It is possible, however, that within a daY

two a draft of the State Department reply will be shown to us. It is notlf ^a

whether the State Department will seek Canadian concurrence to their reP1Y•

RELATIONS w1Tii THE UNflED STATES

DEA/5020940

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. Ambassador in United States - -
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

►s VoidSee Document 49L 1952•
M VoidSee United States, Deputment of State, Foreign Rttations of the United States (FRU1)7-2118.

19S4, Volume VI, Washinjwn, Oovernmeat Printinj Office. 1986. Document 984, pp.
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should be the case, we shall consult you before offering any Canadian comments
on the letter.

5. Ra^fior was of the opinion, with which I agree,'that the sooner some agreed
public announcement is made by the Canadian and United States Governments
conceming improvements in continental defence the less difficulties will be caused
our govérnments. No `matter what security classification is given to the State
Department's reply, the danger always exists of a congressional leak. You may also
have some draft statement in mind which you could send us for discussion with
United States authorities. Ends.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50209-40

TE.EGRAM WA-412 Washington, March 11, 1954

SECREf. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram WA-397 of March 10.

PIJBUC STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

Raynor, Director of the State Department's office of British Commonwealth and
Northern European Affairs, gave us, late on March 10 a draft of a possible State
Department reply to representative Cole's letter mentioned in our telegram under
reference. The text of the draft reply is included in a following telegram. In addi-
tion, Raynor let us take notes on representative Cole's letter itself and these are
contained'ina separate following telegram.

2• Raynor emphasiied that the draft reply has been cleared only to his level in the
State Depaitment. He has reason to believe that it will be satisfactory to the joint
chiefs. It has not, however, been seen yet by more senior officers in the State
DePartnent or the Department of Defence. The draft, therefore, must be regarded
as a Preliminary one even though Raynor did not anticipate any serious objection toit by his superiors.

3• gaYnor said`that because our two governments were cooperating so closely in
the joint effort to 'improve'the defences of the continent, and since representative
Cole's kiki deâlt pnmanly with that joint effort, the State Department thought it
w^ onlY reasonable and courteous that Canadian comments on the reply be sought.
The State'Department would like to know whether the Canadian authorities would
have any serious objections, either to the substance of the draft reply or to the
method of answering representative Cole's query.
4' we-said that, of course, the draft would have to be seen in Ottawa before any

C^dan comment could be offered on it. We told Raynor that we thought it would
be Possible to et i r-, n Amal Canadian comments on the draft at the official level but
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we did not think it likely that the formal concurrence of the Canadian Government
would be forthcoming. We expressed the view that you would probably wish to
have every precaution taken that the letter sent to representative Cole could not be
regarded in any sense as the product of joint authorship. The letter was after all a
request by a United States Congressional Representative for information, as to
what the United States was doing to advance the cause of better continental defence
and concerned the Canadian Government only indirectly. Raynor seemed to appre-
ciate these points. °

5. You may be interested in a few of our preliminary comments on the draft reply.
In general terms it strikes us that the draft reply is so vaguely phrased as not to
constitute too great a problem so far as Canadian interests are concerned. This
vagueness leads us to wonder whether representative Cole will be satisfied with a
reply along these lines. Even with this general view in mind, we believe certain
improvements in the text, from our point of view, could be made. The reference in
the last sentence of the fourth paragraph to the attention being given to the more
distant early warning line may cause some concern. It may be possible, in addition,
to improve on the drafting of the two preceding sentences which deal with the diffi-
culties "in ` anranging a co-operative project of such magnitude". These sentences
suggest problems of principles between governments. Some balance might be
added if reference were made to difficulties and delays caused by the purely techni-
cal problems which must be solved before any early warning line can be estab-
lished. In the fifth paragraph reference is made to the possible issuance of a joint
public statement by the two governments on the progress in establishing an early
warning line. I believe that the references made to this matter in the recent meeting
Of consultation were in more general terms and not related to any particular warn-,....
ing line. I amnot certain, in addition, that in the thought which you have given to
this= matter you have considered the issuance of a joint statement. You may simply

havé liad in mind an agreed statement.
6. As we suggested in our telegram under reference representative Cole's query

seems to us to increase the urgency of some public announcement being made by
the Canadian and United States Governments concerning improvements in conti-,.^
nental'Ydefence. It would obviously be much more desirable that a progress report-
odCanad.an

: - > .
activities

.tv.t.es be made publicby Canad.an authorities than through con^^^^
>essio

,,v
n .

,
gràl leaks of information.. Raynor; told us he is certain that Bedell Smith
holds the same view.
J:.The State Department is under compulsion to reply promptly to congressional
r'° Is . • oil.. will tin able to off

(b) If so, what those views should be;
(c) Whether they should be made under conditions, e.g. that no reference be made

.. .

to Cole; ï ^ ^ .•: ^ ^ , _ . ; t . r ^ . ^ ,
a 1

•

enqwnes , and have, thcrefore, expresscd , the hope t VT %,
Canadlan comment by Monday, March 15, at^the latest. I would be grateful, there

fôre;'if yôu# could let us have your instructions as to:
j(a),Whethcr views should be expressed to the State Department on the draft rep1Y

to any Canaan consultation;
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(d) Whether these views should be defined, e.g. as informal and official (without
ministerial sanction?).

DEA/50209-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

TaEcxAM WA-413 Washington, March 11, 1954

PUBLIC STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

The following is the text of the State Department draft reply to representative
Cole, Chairman of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy, which is
mentioned in our telegram under reference. It bears the State Department security
classification "secret". Text begins:
My dear Mr. Cole:

Reference is made to your letter dated March 5, 1954, the receipt of which has
been acknowledged by telephone, regarding our negotiations with Canada concern-
ing the establishment of an early warning line for continental defence.

This matter is one which, as you know, has been receiving the constant attention
of all the interested departments within the United States Government, with a view
to determining what actions may be necessary to improve our continental defense
against air attack. The United States is in close and continuous consultation with
the Canadian Government on this and on all phases of defense. When the Canadian
Pdme Minister visited the United States in May of 1953, he explored various pro-
Posals with the President.'s Again when President Eisenhower visited Ottawa in
November of, 1953 continental defense was foremost amongst the subjects dis-
cussed, and complete agreement was reached between the two governments on the
need for effective measures against air attack.16 Since that time I have been giving
tNs matter my close personal attention in various stages of discussion with the
Canadians.

The Permanent Joint Board of Defense, United States-Canada, which is the pri-
mary orBariiZation for the consideration and recommendation of joint measures for
the defense of the two countries keeps the progress on this important matter under
continuous and searching review.

Theeffective^^ion received from the Canadian Government has been prompt and
Action has already been initiated by the RCAF and by the USAF which
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ment ' is fully aware of the necessity and the vital importance of talung necessary

measures for continental defense.

are the agencies of the two governments charged with the responsibility of canying
out the necessary construction and operation of a sub-Arctic early warning fine.
Preliminary surveys are going forward on the ground and studies are proceeding
with all priority with a view to selecting the necessary types of equipment and
communications. I may say that all aspects of this important project are going for-
ward with the sense of urgency which they merit, and with all practicable dispatch
consistent with orderly planning and sound administration. There are, of course,
many problems in arranging a cooperative project of such magnitude where many
agencies of two governments are involved. I assure you that these problems are
being solved in a spirit of the utmost frankness and harmony, and I am confident
that arrangements will be made which are completely satisfactory to both govern-
ments. In addition, studies are being pressed forward with respect to a more distant
early warning line in the Canadian Arctic. These investigations, designed to deter-
mine the feasibility, have not yet been completed.

I shall appreciate it if you will maintain the above-mentioned information in
confidence for the present in view of the need for security and in the light of our
continuing discussions with the Canadians. It is expected that the two governments
will in the near future be able to issue a joint public statement, outlining the pro-
gress which has been made towards -the establishment of an early warning line. I
am sure you are already familiar with the extensive radar installations in Canada
which have been completed or are in the process of construction under previous
^agreements with the Canadian Government.

Your intest in writing is much appreciated. I can assure you that this depart-

Sincerely yours,
, Acting Secretary

DEA/5020940

Le secrétaire d'État aux Aftaires extérieures

..,

d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TOP SFMgr_ IMrt®u►TE

Reference; Your WA-413 of March 11.

i. we agree with your viewa that the lcttcr sent by the ta e p
acntative Cole should not be regarded in any sense as a product of joint authorshiP,

, ,' 8 S t De artment to p
Following from Acting Secretary of State for External Affaurs. Re re-

^i ^^ODNi1NEKTAL EF^ENCB

Ottawa, March 13, 1954
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With the clear understanding that whatever is sent is the responsibility of the State
Department, we would offer the following comments.

2. We are concerned about the tone of Representative Cole's letter with respect to
the delays which he attributes to negotiations between the two countries. While the
State Department's reply attempts to refute this accusation of delay, it still contains
the following sentence -`There are, of course, many problems in arranging co-
operative matters of such magnitude where many agencies of two Governments are
involved". We suggest that the State Department reply might draw attention to the
fact that the military recommendation for a Sub-Arctic early warning line was first
put forward on October 22, 1953 and that the Canadian Government had agreed
and ordered the RCAF to start preliminary work on November 6, 1953. The men-
tion of these dates should completely remove any suggestion that inter-governmen-
tal negotiation had delayed the project.

3. The attention of the State Department might also be drawn to the fact that its
draft reply to Representative Cole makes no mention of the seaward extensions to
the Sub-Arctic line in the Atlantic and the Pacific, and the Airborne radar back-up
which greatly strengthens the scope of the seaward extensions to the early warning
line. This portion of the project is purely American and could be expedited without
any, consultation with , Canada. Reference might also be made to the fact that in
order for the early warning line to meet the air defence requirements of the two
countries, it is necessary for the Canadian Sub-Arctic line to be constructed in most
difficult terrain where the weather in winter is as extreme as anywhere in the North
American continent. It is these difficulties of terrain and weather which are tending
to set the pace in the rapid construction of the line. There are no roads and the sites
are accessible only be caterpillar tractor trains and by helicopters. The temperatures
are such that the reconnaissance parties must be limited to men who have had expe-
rience in operating in this kind of climate. Since November 6, 1953, when the pro-
Ject . was accepted and commenced by Canada, the aerial photography has been
completed, and by June 1, 1954 most of the line will have been reconnoitred and
the sites selected. Actual construction and installation will commence later this
year.

4. If the reply is to refer to the distant early warning line, we think that it should
be made clear that it is a purely United States project (not a joint one), that it is
experimental and that the cooperation which the Canadian Government was asked
to give was in fact given without delay. End of comments.

5. You may recall that I made a statement on continental defence in the House of
Comroons beginning [ on page 363 of Hansard, on November 26, 1953. The more
iinportant parts =of this begin at the bottom of the right-hand column on page 364
and continues on the left-hand column on page 365. This had beèn cleared with the
S^te NPazttŸient. It''shôuld be added that on several other occasions here, it had
been made plain that in deciding to commence work and in actually commencing
work, our Government took the initiative.t9 ,

6• We shall inforin you in a separate telegram of the situation with respect to the
possibility "of isining i joint or agreed public statement on the subject of continen-
ta1defë.,

.
` .. ance Ÿ'.
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- 7." Please express to the officials of the State Department our appreciation for
being taken into their confidence.

DEA/50209-40

`Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. ' à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TII.EGxAM EX-403 "

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram.,

. Ottawa, March 13, 1954

CONTINENTAL DEFENCE •

Following from Acting. Secretary of State for External Affairs.
1. The understandable desire of the State Department to reply to Mr. Cole at an

early date must inevitably be related to the consideration of the proposed joint or
agreed 'statement on the subject of Continental Defence. The understanding
between General Foulkes and Admiral Radford at their meeting on March 4 was
that Foulkes would prepare a draft and forward this to Radford for consideration. It
seems to us here that there is a great deal to be said in favour of issuing a public

tcear or m
* püblic âtatement) has not (not) 'yet been decided by the Canadian Government.

^(a),Give the draft to the State Department and ask DeWolf to give it to Ra o
►

`â^akin ` ' ^ ` 1+` 4` thât thé' draft y( ' decd the ...,ion of whether there is to be any

Kay and Gcneral McNaughton. The draft as finally worked out would be su ^

final approval by the Ministers concerned if not the Cabinet.

'

.,,y..
..,:

S. I suggest that you do the following
. ,.

as
_'

quickly as poss i ble:
df rd

I
either before or at the time"of the reply to Cole.'
'4.'Accôrdingly we have prepared âppeliminar; draft of a possible public state-
me nt and this is contâined in . the' immediately following telegram. The draft, as
ongm ^ ^^ally O^ ^ ^rep ared bÿ Foulkes ° has been revised by me and discussed with Mac', £ a b'ect to

Cole is sent. If this is done, the State Department and the Pentagon might feel that

théreis a`good'deal to be said foragreeing on'the public statement and issuing it

statement at about the time of the reply to Cole. In any event I would think that any
reply to Cole would take into account the terms of a draft public statement if they
were available at the time of the final preparation of the reply to Cole.
2. There is anôther aspect to be considered in settling the timing. If the letter to

Cole, should leak to the press, it might do considerable harm by confusing public
ünderstanding in both'countries. This eventuality would be safeguarded if an offi-
cial public statement had been issued at the same time by the two governments. .
Ii 3. Consequently I think there is much to" be said for presenting the draft of an

ccd ublic st-f'-ment to the State Dëpartment and Radford before the reply toâgr



(b) Without delaying action on (a), please discuss the draft with Mr. Pearson who
will perhaps wish to discuss it with Mr. Howe.
6: If it should be decided, as I hope, to have an agreed public statement next week

by both Governments, it would of course take the form in Ottawa of a statement in
Parliament. Ends.

DEA/50209-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for Extenuil Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TEmGRAm EX-404
:

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram.

Ottawa, March 13, 1954

CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

Following is text of draft public statement, begins:

North American Air Defences
1. The Canadian and United States Governments have for some time now been

appraising our air defence system to define the steps required to strengthen our
defences in the light of recent advances in the destructive capabilities of atomic
weapons against targets in our two countries.
2. Long before the existing radar control and warning chain in Canada (known as

the PINETREE chain) was approaching completion, the two countries were
engaged in the intensive study of what further steps might be desirable and practi-
cable. In 1953, a team of Service and scientific advisers representing both countries
tecommended that additional early warning be provided by the establishment of a
new radar system generally to the north of the settled territory in Canada.
3• The report of this team was considered by the Chiefs of Staff of each country

^^n e month of October 1953. At a meeting in Washington early in November,
Canadian representatives informed the United States authorities that the Cana-

dian Government was prepared to proceed immediately with the necessary surveys
and 'siting for the proposed new early-warning radar system." This work is already
well advanced and the reconnaissance and siting will in the main be completed in
June 1954. Construction will commence later this year.
4. There are many difficult problems to be solved in establishing this early warn-

ing system in the Canadian North. The system will extend over more than 5,000
Iniles and its` survey will involve the examination of a great number of possible_sites. Much of the ground is inaccessible except by tractor train and helicopter. In... ;
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many areas" extreme temperatures are confronted for several months of the year.
Many technical problems, including the interference of the auroral belt with elec-
tronic devices, have had to be.overcome. To avoid stationing large numbers of men
in this difficult country the system is being designed to operate with as few men as
possible. In overcoming these problems the U.S. Air Force is working closely with
the RCAF.

the warning system to the seaward approaches in the northeastern and northwestern
sectors of the system. The Alaska and Greenland radar systems are coordinated
with those in Canada and the continental United States, and the development of
radar-equipped picket ships and airborne radar is well advanced.

6. In these matters the two governments are working in the closest cooperation so
that the resulting system will best serve the needs of both countries in their com-
mon defence. End of draft.

7. Following for Glazebrook. This draft has not yet been checked finally by Mr.
Claxton, but we are putting it on the wire now as Mr. Claxton will not be available
until this evening. MacKay will telephone you not later than noon Sunday if any
changes are required. ,

5. At the same time the United States Government is working on the extension of

454. DEA/50209-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux E`tats•Unis

Secretary of State for Ezternàl Affairs
° to Ambassador in United States

TFIEGRAM EX-405 Ottawa, March 15, 1954

Top SF.QtSC. IMMEDUTE.

t ) ^ . . . . . . .. , ,. . _ . a . . .r . s . .. . . . P . . , . , a ^ . i -

Reference: My EX-402 and EX-404 of March 13, 1954.
. ♦ .

CONTINENTAL DFFF.NCE'

ia still entirely experimental". '

(2) Dr-Ir-te e text o paragrop an su u e g
refer to the distant early warning line, we think that it should be made clear that it

reference: : , . . .

EX-402
=.( 1) In the final sentence of paragraph 3 delete the words "was accepted and".

^ t th f S. 4 d t..#:# t the followin •"If the reply is to

The following âre the changes requested by Mr. Claxton to the telegrams under

,(2) In the first sentence of paragraph 3, change "dunng the mont', o
1953" ^..- f October

(1),In the second sentence of paragraph 2, change "in 1953" to read "in October

. . .. . '.."3 Y ^ .^ - -

VV-A(U

1953" to read "during the saine month".



L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures'

Ambassador in United States. • .
o Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegrams EX-403 and EX-404 of March 13.

DEA/50209-40

PUBUC STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

Following for the Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs, Begins: Mr. Pear-
son has had an opportunity to study the draft statement concerning continental
defence which was dealt with in your telegrams under reference and has suggested
that action might be delayed on those telegrams until he has had an opportunity to
have a word with you. In general he believes that a somewhat more comprehensive
statement than that contained in EX-404 of March 13 might be desirable.

2. Mr. Pearson has suggested in addition that we might indicate to the State
Department our view that no reference to a possible joint Canada-U.S. statement be
made in the reply to Representative Cole (WA-413 of March 11). If the State
Department's letter to Representative Cole becomes public knowledge, as it may
very well do, Mr. Pearson believes it would be unfortunate if the impression were
created that a joint statement by the two governments was occasioned by a Con-
gressional letter on one aspect alone of our joint efforts to improve the defences of
the continent.

3. You may wish to discuss this in more detail with Mr. Pearson by telephone.
Ends.

DEA/50209-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Top SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

they sent â replÿ to Mr. Cole so that they could see our view of what should be

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TEL,EGRAM EX-413 Ottawa, March 15, 1954

Reference: • # _ . ',Your telegram WA-440 of March 15.
Following #for Pearson from Claxton, Begins: What we here thought was important
was that

7we should get into U.S. hands a draft of the proposed statement before.^

said. Even if this was t f 11 ed 1 1't would robab1y be taken into account04 w coscy^ pI ï^A^,.. : no o
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in their reply. This seemed to me to be the best way to get across to them just how
inadequate their reply was without putting ourselves in the position of expressly
commenting on it.

Here this seemed to us to be a matter of great importance and extreme urgency
as it would be most unfortunate if a reply was sent to Mr. Cole along the fines of
the draft and this subsequently'leaked out: This would certainly lead to our being
asked questions here. I would think it would be a good thing to warn the Americans
of this possibility and to indicate to them that if we were asked we would make a
reply along the lines of our draft, subject to such modifications as they might sug-

It was not my thought that the reply to Mr. Cole would refer to the statement. I
don't see that it would matter very much if people did link up the two. The fact that
Mr. Cole had made an inquiry had indicated to us the desirability of making imme-
diately a statement which had been under consideration for some time. Ends.

gest and we might accept.

DEA/50209-40

Note de l'ambassade aux États-Unis ,-
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Embassy in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

, ^ .^a ,. . , . - ..

lH ot,sey k .rotn e an w o VT
,

P reater impor-
was normally an unimportantproblem of semantics might assume g

tain dia much detailed thought c-:-11 been gtven to ow comp ht what
^"x ^'f ,°` th Canadi Desk,` h' also res-nt said that he thoug

ior issuance of some pubbc statement on contrnent e en ,. ,,.. ^ ^ . , h rehensive it should be.
, ., ^..,..^. d

. , • but ne was nal f ce
flhat at a high level in both the State Department and the services there w^ nt

cer-

ci y nsp y civ^ e ence a g
that not enough was being done in this vital field. Raynor was certain,

therefore,
. support

on continental defence, the objective of which would be to off-set criticisms (eSpe-
'all " th ose i ired b''1 d f uthorities scekin increased appropriation)

comments on a State Department reply to Representative Cole are attached for your
information (WA-440 of March 15, EX-413 of March 13 and WA-447 of March
15). We are satisfied that in speaking to Raynor yesterday, March 15, about the
Cole letter we made the point dealt with in Mr. Claxton's message to you (EX-

;413).•You will remember that it was your suggestion that we might use the material
in Ottawa's draft of a possible public statement as a basis for our comments on the
Cole letter.
2. In the course of the' discussion with Raynor the parallel question of a public

statement on continental defence came up. One of the first points discussed was
how comprehensive suc; a public statement should be. Raynor said that it was
clear to him from studying the record of the recent meeting of consultation that
<both Bedell Smith and Admiral Radford were in favour of some public statement

Xopies of the most recent exchange of telegrams with Ottawa concerning our
PUBUC STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

ToP SECRET ' Washington, lvlarcn w, i7j
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tance'if a joinfor agreed statement were to be issued by the two Governments.
When United States authorities speak of "continental defence" they mean literally
defence of the continental United States and all that that involves and not merely
the early warning systems to be installed in Canada. "Continental defence" for
them, in other words, covers almost all aspects of United States defence policy
except United States overseas commitments. A United States public announcement,
therefore, covering continental defence might include reference to projects which
were purely American. After some discussion of this point we did agree, however,
that there were a good many projects in addition to the mid-Canada early warning
fine which were of joint Canadian-United States concern in the defence of the con-
tinent. I suggested that even a purely American project such as the seaward exten-
sions of the early warning line was so closely related to the mid-Canada line that
reference to it might properly be included in any agreed release of information by
the two countries. Raynor said that consultations between various agencies of the
Administration including reference to the White House would be necessary if any-
thing like the kind of statement we were discussing was to be prepared and he
indicated that this kind of consultation could not be completed in a few days. Until
he had explored thinking in his own Department a little more fully he could offer
no definite opinion 'as to what the United States Government's attitude would be.
He promised to follow the matter up, however, since it was his impression from the
recentmeeting',of consultation that United States interest in a statement of some
kind as expressed by, Smith and Radford was probably as great as was the Canadian
interest. In answer to his question as to which we preferred, a joint or an agreed
statemént,"I said that there were indications that we would prefer an agreed state-
ment and that in all likelihood we would wish to make any such release in the form
of a statement by the responsible Minister in the House.
3 sRâynor, said that he was certain that in view of the opinions expressed at the

recent meeting of consultation the desire of both Governments was to supply as
much information as possible to the public on the progress of the build-up of conti-
nental defences..If this was the case it seemed only reasonable that the agreed
release should be as detailed as military security would allow and should fit the
particular éâcly warning projects into the perspective of the total defence efforts of
the two'côuntries. It should, among other things, be one contribution to the United
States effort to convince its European allies that a prudent build-up of the defences
of the continent did nôt fsignify a return to isolationism by the United States Gov-
ernmént. Both State Department representatives referred to the relevant passages of
Your,speeçh at the Press Club in this context.

4• While it m
labyrin

ay take 'some time to clear a comprehensive statement through the
th of interested United States agencies, the end result would, in our opinion,

be mûch'moreuseful than a restricted statement along the line of the draft con-
tained in Ottâwâ's telegram EX-40d of March 13.'8 If it would have the support of

y n r

s^th and Radford, as we think it would from the views expressed at the recent
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meeting of consultation, the time required for clearance might well be reduced. Mr.
Glazebrook has seen this memorandum.

DEA/50209-40

. . L'ambassade aux États-Unis
, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Embassy in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

I.ErrER No. 550

t .,
CONTINENTAL DEFENCE - REPLY TO I.ETTER FROM REPRESENTATIVE COLE

Reference: Our telegram WA-447 of March 15.t

Washington, March 25, 1954

Raynor gave us on March 24 a copy of the State Department's reply to the letter

secret". .,
_ . ,

which were included in our telegram WA-414 of March 11.t Copies of the two
letters are attached19 You will note that the State Department letter is classified

continental defence. Raynor also gave us a copy of Cole's letter, excerpts from
States negotiations with Canada on the establishment of an early warning fine for

of March 5 from the Chairman of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic
Energy in which Representative Cole asked for a report on the status of United

(Cole's lettcr gave the impression that what was probably needed was some arm
cô-operadon in joint continental defence efforts is labelled "prompt and effective .
States and Canadian Governments has been excised. The Canadian Government s
whichtgave the impression that problems of principle existed between the United
an early warning line have been stressed The unfortunate phrasing of the first draft
account. The technical difficulties which stand in. the way of the establishment of
413 of March 11. Most of the•suggestionswhich we made have been taken into
which was shown to us earlier, the text of which was included in our telegram WA-
2. The State Department reply is, we believe, much better than the draft reply

hvictino hv theiTnitM States to cnrrti tin ['Anarüan cr-nnetntion.) The rep1Y Pu`'

a single sentence. Mr. Pearson s suggestion that it might be w^se o
tion in the reply of the possibility of the issuance of an agreed public statement by

previous ageetnents: The State Depattment; however; was content to cover
. r ro 9 , , • t make no men

e ne. s gges
reply to the râdar installations in Canada which have already been completed under

this in

the,experimental nature of the project and indicating clearly that further negot^a
tioi^s with Canada will beneGessary if a United States decision is taken to establish
th H '' Wehad u 'ted that s -i' mote detailcd attention might be given in the

thé proposéd more 'distant "early warning line in proper perspective, emphasizing
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the two Governments on continental defence was accepted by the State Depart-
ment. Finally and possibly of most importance there -is no suggestion in the letter
that it was drafted with the assistance of the Canadian Government. In no sense
could we be held responsible for any of the views set out in the reply.

3. There is still some question in our minds as to whether the State Department
reply will satisfy Representative Cole since it remains a pretty vague answer to his
inquiry. However there is not much point in anticipating difficulties before they
arise and, from our experience in this instance, I believe we may feel fairly confi-
dent, that if any further substantive exchange with Representative Cole becomes
necessary the State Department will give us an opportunity to comment.

G.P. DE T. GLAZEBROOK

DEA/50209-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TaWRAM EX-505 Ottawa, March 31; 1954

SECRET. IMNtED[A'IE. `

Reference: Your telegram WA-440 March 15.

film is likely to give rise to enquiries about progress on radar defence in the North.

PUBLIC STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

The draft statement sent you previously has been revised and is now approved
by the Niinister. In view of the announcement that the United States authorities
intend to release the film showing an atomic explosion, it is now felt that we should
Proceéd'with issuing a joint statement. Although the Minister felt previously that
the statement' was rather limited in that it covered only radar defence, he now
agrees that this is the phase which should be emphasized since the release of the

2. Since the proposal to issue a statement was discussed between General Foulkes
and Admiral Radford; General Foulkes requests that Admiral DeWolf clear the
stateri^ent'with Admiral Radford if possible. Please make clear to the State Depart-
mentand'Admiral Radford that"although the draft has been seen by our Minister
and ^enister; of National Defence it would probably require full Cabinet
approval

Mi
hécé, Wé wrould not propose to proceed further at this end until we receive

Camm aents ror redraft from Washington.'.''-.
3. Weûld you âlso discûss with the American authorities the timing of the release.

W would prefer that it be released before the film is released to the public. Pre-
sucnablÿ; the`relëise of the statement here would take the form of a statement in
ParLaïnent.^ 4

4 4. Fôr tex y ft of draft see my immediately following telegram. Ends.,,,.,
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460. DEA/50209-40
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"" Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Ambassador in United States

TEi,EGRAM EX-506 Ottawa, March 31, 1954

SECRLrr. IMmDiATe.
i . . . . . . . _ .. . . , .

Reference: Your telegram WA-440 March 15.

PUBLIC STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

My immediately preceding telegram.

Following is our draft text of the proposed public statement.
Text begins.
Because of the possibility of aggressive air attacks against North America, the

Canadian and United States Governments after the second World War continued
the cooperative arrangements for the defence of , North America which had been
brought into effect during the war. Since that time, there have been established in
both countries fully manned radar screens for the detection of a potential enemy,
and installations for interceptor aircraft and anti-aircraft weapons. At all stages,
planning has been carried on between the two* countries on a joint basis.

2. For some time now, the Canadian and United States Governments have been
appraising the air defence system to define the steps required to strengthen our
defences in the' light of recent advances in the destructive capabilities of atonllc
weapons against targets in our two countries.,. , : .
" 3. For the past four ÿears, work has been going on at high priority on the construc-
tion of a large and costly radar chain which is required not only to detect enemy

bombers but also to control fighter aircraft engaged in the task of interception This

^} `radar` chain is known" as the Pinetree Chain: _' '

Yf -1. Long béfôre the Pinetree project urne approaching completion, the militarY

z plânners of the two countries were engaged in an intcnsive study of what further

nstcpsmight bc 'desirable`and practicable. In October 1953, a team of military and
A . . •

:. .. t p - : . • , ' .. . • • . , .

° ent^fic adv•̂ sersY representmg both ^countnes recommended that additional e^ y

warning should be provided by f the establishment of a further radar system gener-

`allÿ to the, nôrtli of the ` scttled territory4 in` Canada. The report of this team was

cocu by the Ctuefs of Staff of each country later that same month. At a meet-
ing in Washington in November 1953, the Canadian representatives informed ^d
Utitod.States authorities that thé Ginadian Government was prepared to p^
itnmed^ately with the ° n^ sûrveys' and siting for the proposed new

earlY

çiâining `radar s}istetn: Thiswork is already well "advancui and the reconnaissance
. and siting will, in the main, be completed in June 1954. Construction will com-
mence later this ÿear:'

"d l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis'

Secretary of State for External Affairs
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5: There are many difficult problems to be solved in establishing this additional
early warning system in the Canadian north. The system will extend over 5,000
miles and its survey, will involve the examination of a great number of possible
sites. Much of the ground is inaccessible except by tractor train and helicopter. In
many areas, extreme temperatures are confronted for several months of the year.
Many technical problems, including the interference of the auroral belt with elec-
tronic devices, have had to be overcome. To avoid stationing large numbers of men
in this difficult country, the system is being designed to operate with as few men as
possible. In overcoming the various technical problems involved the United States
Air Force is working closely with the Royal Canadian Air Force.
6. It is obviously just as important to have early warning of aircraft approaching

target areas in North America from over the sea as from over Northern Canada. For
this reason, the United States Government is working on the formidable task of
extending the early warning barrier across the north-eastern and north-western sea-
ward approaches to North America. The Alaska and Greenland radar systems are
coordinated with those in Canada and the continental United States, and the devel-
opment of airborne radar is well advanced.
7. In addition to these measures of common concern, both countries are working

continuously to improve the air defence installations in the vicinity of the major
target areas. Here too, cooperation between the United States. and Canadian air
defence commanders is close, and unidentified aircraft are investigated by the most
immediately 'available interceptor force, whether Canadian or American.

8. The defence of North America is part of the defence of the North Atlantic
region to which both Canada and the United States are pledged as signatories of the
North Atlantic Treaty. Thus, the cooperative arrangements for the defence of this
continent and for the participation of Canadian and United States forces in the
defence of Europe are simply two sides of the same coin, two parts of a world-wide
objective, to preserve peace and to defend freedom.

DEA/50209-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States I
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-576 Washington, Apri13, 1954
.<,.

S^ET• IMPORTANT.

Referérice; youi EX-506 of March 31.

PROPOSED JOINT STATEMENT ON CONTINENTAL DEFENCE
' This morning I saw Bedell Smith and he expressed his whole-hearted agreement
with the proposal to issue in the immediate future a joint statement. He had not
p^^Ous1y gone'ovec our draft, but after glancing at it said he thought it was admi-
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rable; it occurred to him that the addition of a reference to "constant" and "satisfac-
tory" consultation on this subject "at all levels" would be useful.
`"2. Bedell Smith will speak to the secretary and to Radford this morning and will
try to let me have clearance on Monday morning so that if you wish, the statement
may be made in the House of Commons on Monday afternoon, April 5th. Knowing
the usual delays which attend such matters, I would not count on an agreed text
being cleared by that time. On the other hand, it is'just possible that we will be
ready because of Bedell Smith's own personal interest in this subject?°

_ -.. _. . . ..J ..! _ .;
... . . . ... , ..•j. .. - ; , r , .

462. DEA/50286-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'bat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures, ... . _ , , ,
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary'of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], June 4, 1954

CONTINENTAL DEFENCE - RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE MILTTARY
SIIJDY GROUP (MSG).; . .

The MSG has just concluded an important meeting and is submitting new rec-
ommendations to the Chiefs of Staff of the United States and Canada.

_ 2. ^Annexed is the.report prepared by Mr. Barton, our observer on the MSG. In
order to put the new, recommendations in perspective, he has in this report summa-
riud the earlier, recommendations and decisions.

3.fi It is apparent that many important decisions will soon be sought from Cabinet
by the Chiefs of Staff. Would you consider it desirable to have the report discussed
at a meeting in your office with appropriate officers of this Department?21
4. The Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources will be one of the

Departments vitally concerned with the new recommendations. However, it would
not be appropriate for the Department of External Affairs, at this stage, to inform

Northern Affairs or any other Department of the MSG recommendations because
the MSG reports to Chiefs of Staff, who in turn report to their Minister and the

Government.

Pout le texte final, qui cotnpread plusieurs modifications mineures a1►portEes par les Américains.

voir Caaada. Ministère da Affiim extEri=s. Affaires atlrieurns, volume 6. N 4. a^,i11954, PP

133•134.k ° : .
For the fiaal text, whicfi itxladed :ever^l minor AaKricae amendments. aee Canada. DeP^ent of

^a: ;. ^ External Affairs.' F.arren,a! ^atrt. Vohtme b. No. 4, April 1954, pp. 129. 135. was
,.^,?^ 11 da été possibk de trouver aucun compte rendu de cette rEunionJNo record of ehis mudng

loated
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Annexe

Annex

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], June 4, 1954

REPORT BY THE EXTERNAL AFFAIRS OBSERVER'
ON THE CANADA-UNITED STATES MILITARY STUDY GROUP

It will " be recalled that when the Canadian Government, in February 1953,
authorized the United States Government to carry out the Arctic radar experimental
project then know as COUNTERCHANGE (later knows as CORRODE, and cur-
rently called Project 572), it stipulated that there should be established a Canada-
United States Military Study Group (MSG) which was to "study those aspects of
the North American Air Defence system in general, and the early warning system
in particular, which are of mutual concern to the two countries"?2 The MSG is
assisted by a* Canada-United States Scientific Advisory Team, which is usually
referred to with aptness as CUSSAT.
2. The MSG commenced its studies during the summer of 1953 and in October of

that year produced an interim report recommending that there be established at the
earliest practicable date an early warning fine located generally along the 55th par-
allel between Alaska and Newfoundland.23The purpose of this line, which is gener-
ally referred to as the "Mid-Canada Line", is to provide tactical early warning for
the deployment of. active air defence forces. Both the RCAF and the USAF Air
Defence Commands consider this line to be essential to the effective utilization of
their ïnain radar installations and interceptor forces.

3. After considering the MSG report of October, 1953, the Canadian Government,
in Novembér, 1953 agreed that the Mid-Canada Line should be established, that the
RCAF, in consultation with the USAF, should carry out a detailed survey of the
be► and that Canada should undertake the planning and construction of the line
without" prejudice to a later decision on the division of costs u
4• Iminediately thereafter an RCAF-USAF team was set up to carry out the neces-
sary surveys and engineering studies and to make a more precise estimate of the
Osts. This team was to have completed its work by June 1, 1954, but it is under-
stood thât it has submitted an interim report indicating that it will not be finished
until September 1954. It is also understood that the interim report indicates that
eontrary to expectadons that the line might be built by the end of 1956, an addi-
tional yearwill be tequired. The provisional cost cstimates range from $100 million
to $200 Million, depending upon a number of factors which have yet to be resolved.
We have learned unofficially that the would-be users of the line, both Canadian and
m^^e are very concerned at this development, and that the U.S. Governm`he

,.,._ presentations at a high level to see if anything can be done to speed

oioj^ Volume 19, Document 700.23 Voir/Se^24 FRUS, 1952-19.N. Volume VI, Document 977, pp. 2105-2107.
V^Seâ Volume 19. Document 724.
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project. (The"Air Defence Commands feel that the high cost estimates indicate that
the engineers are designing a system which is too "sophisticated", and that this is
one of the principal causes for the undesirable time lag.)

5. In the meantime the MSG has continued its study of the general problem of
early warning, and in particular the necessity for and value of a distant early warn-
ing line'across the Canadian Arctic. The concept upon which both U.S. and Cana-
dian air defence plans are based is that the settled part of the continent, and
particularly the major target areas, are blanketed with the heavy radar, necessary to
control active interceptor forces. On the periphery of this main defence area is a
tactical early warning line at a distance scientifically calculated to enable fighters
to get airborne and intercept `an unknown aircraft at the forward edge of the main
radar zone. The Mid-Canada Line forms part of this tactical early warning system.
The United States, for its part, has already started on the establishment of a ship
_ - -- , , .

(b) mutually acceptable military characteristics be developed for such a ne,

6.' The warning system described above, essential though it be for active air
defence measures, is quite inadeqûate 'to meet the needs of the Strategic Air Com-
mand, the other military services, and civil defence. For this purpose, a distant early
warning line to give the maximum possible notice of attack is required. The United
States has already embarked on a plan to provide the seaward elements of this dis-
tant early warning line by establishing'at enormous cost combined ship and air-
borne radar lines from Argentia to the Azores and from Kodiak to Hawaii. As an
indication of the scale of this project, the number of Super-Constellation aircraft
réquired lor the Argentia-Azores line will be forty. Eleven of these will be in the
air at all times. Eighty of these aircraft will be used on the Kodiak-Hawaii line.
7. From Argentia, up the Newfoundland 'and Labrador coasts to Frobisher, the

distant ëarly warning line is provided by the radais already built under the Pinetree
Agreement. On the West coast, the Alaska Radar system will cover the Arctic
approaches from Kodiak to Barter Island. It is the gap between Barter Island to
Frobisher that the United States is anxious±to close 'as quickly as possible.

8. The Military Study Group, afterfcônsideration of agreed intelligence estimates,
the préliminary reports on Project 572, and studies carried out by CUSSAT, could
not escape the conclusion that there was a need for the establishment of the Cana-
dian Arctic segment of the distant early warning line, and that in view of the time
which would be required to overcomé the many problems involved, a start should
be made at 'once. The Group was' dissatisficd with the Frôbisher-Argentia-Azores
elemënt"of the`line and directed CUSSAT tô study the pros and cons of a line from
Fr`obisher' tofiGreenland and.Iceland instead:' It' was agreed, however, that this did
notâffect :the' nced to get on with the work in the 'Canadian Arctic.

9. TheMSG, at a meeting held on Jüne . 2 and 3; 1954, therefore recommended to
theÇhiefs of Staff of the two countries that:

^a) The two Governments agree in prïnciple +to the need for the establishment of a
distant ` early warning line across the most northerly practicable part of North
Atnerica;

shore.

rJ

down both coasts of the United States, about 150 rmles off
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(c) appropriate system studies be initiated for the purpose of developing detailed
recommendations on the specifications, types of equipment, overall system compo-
sition, cost estimates, manpower requirements and the exact location of such a line.
(A guess-estimate of the cost is between $100 and $200 million.)
10. It can be expected that the United States Government will at once press for the

adoption by the two governments of these recommendations. In fact the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Research and Development (Mr. Donald Quarles) is to be
in Ottawa on 7une 4 1, and it is understood that he intends to discuss the matter with
Dr. Solandt.

11. Assuming that the Canadian Government is prepared to approve in principle
the MSG recommendation, it will be necessary to resolve a number of questions
before reaching a decision as to the form of agreement with the United States: If it
were decided that Canada should build the Mid-Canada Line and the United States
should build the Distant Early Warning Line, then Canadian participation in the
studies proposed in the MSG recommendation would be minimal. Such a policy
would have the merit of being simple and no doubt would appeal to the RCAF,
which is concerned about the rapid increase in the size of its continental defence
commitments. It is understood that the Minister of Defence Production also favours
this solution.
12. An alternative proposal which may commend itself would be to consider both

lines as part of a single system, the costs of which would be shared on an agreed
basis. The surveys and construction could be carried out under the supervision of a
joint Canada-United States "task force" under command of a Canadian officer.
Canada would be responsible for accounting and both countries would advance
funds for construction in accordance with the agreed cost-sharing formula. In due
course similar arrangements could be made for manning and operation of the two
lines. Such a proposal has obvious political attractions and would strengthen Cana-
dian operational control over the system. At the same time, it would ensure that the
participation of the United States Government was on a scale sufficient to avoid
recriminations as to the adequacy of the system in the event of penetration by an
enemy force.
13. It is probable that unless the Department of External Affairs makes immediate

efforts to interest the other departments concerned in the proposal outlined in para-
graph 12, the end result will be that Canada will build and operate the Mid-Canada
Line and the United States will build and operate the DEW line?3

IW.H. BARTON)

2 .5 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mf p^rson'. A paper Is being prepared in the Department on various alternatives and should be
ready for discussion with you before the weekend of June 12th. R.A. M(acKayl
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Memorandum f rom Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50286-40

Note dut sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Top SEaM

--'(a) That in order to maintain freédonï of action with respect to later decisions with
respect to constructionof the DEW line, Canada should participate actively in the

follows•

3. There is to be a meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee on Monday (June 14)
to discuss the MSG recommendation. If you agree I propose to take a position as

move in whatever direction is ultimately desirable:

sible to evolve other plans containing elements of both of these schemes. The one
sure fact is that it will take some time to consider all the factors involved and to
reach a decision on what the Canadian 'policy should be. It would seem essential

therefore that pending such consideration we should maintain freedom of action to

adhere to its plan to build the Mid-Canada (55th parallel) line and leave it to the
United States to build the Distant Early Warning Line. The second was to evolve

some form of joint enterprise to build both lines. Presumably it would also be pos-

2. You will recall that in his report the External Affairs Observer suggested two
obvious alternative courses of action. The first was that Canada should continue to

sition, cost estimates, manpower requirements and the exact location of the hne.

, (c) Appropriate system studies be initiated for the purpose of developing detailed
recommendations on the specifications, types of equipment, overall system compo-

*(b) Mutually acceptable military characteristics be developed for such a line;
America;
distant early warning line across, the most northerly practicable part of North

(a) The two Governments agree in principle to the need for the establishment of a
çoncerning the recommendations of the MSG that:
the External Affairs Observer on the Canada-United States Military Study Group

Ottawa, June 10, 1954

I refer to my memorandum to you dated June 4, 1954, forwarding the report of
CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

National Resources, Defence Production and Transport, should particiP be
appropriate. Also, these Departments, and especially the first two, should ►ww

for carrymg out e stu es, o %,A p g : ate whenth di th De art ments •̂ ncludin Northern• A(6. and(b) That although the RCAF may be named as the responsible Canadian agency
studies recommended by the MSG.

arise thèZtfrotn. .,. x. x f. r
in order to assist in determining the extent of Canadian commitments

(c) That ^t wou esira e or e
ble develo ment of Continental air defence uirements during the next few ye^s

p
requirements

• hich mi8ht

t ' ld be d ' bl f th Chiefs of Staff to malce a studY 01 the pr
orm o po • oba-inf ed i the MSG Re rt
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(d) That an ad hoc working group be set up with representatives from National
Defence, Defence Production and External Affairs to consider the various ways in
which Canada might participate in the development of the overall early warning
system (including both the Mid-Canada line and the DEW line) and to report to the
Chiefs of Staff Committee?6

'DEA/50209-40

Note du chef de la 1 n Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head,, Defence _ Liaison (1) Division,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A,fiirs

[Ottawa], June 21, 1954

. CONTINENTAL DEFENCE

It is my understanding that the Chiefs of Staff have reached the following deci-
sions with respect to continental defence:
(a) That a briefing on the problem of early warning will be given to the Cabinet

Defence Committee by the Vice Chief of the Air Staff describing the progress made
to date on the engineering studies for the mid-Canada line (Project Mongoose) and
outlining the substance of the recent MSG recommendation that the two Govern-
ments should agree on the construction of a distant early warning line across the
Canadian Arctic.
(b) That Chiefs of Staff will now recommend to Cabinet Defence Committee that

Canada should build, pay for and operate the mid-Canada line. The cost of this line
has been estimated to be about $150 million.
(c) That the MSG recommendation concerning the distant early warning line.will

NOT at this time be submitted by Chiefs of Staff to Cabinet Defence Committee on
the ground that it'is still under study by the Chiefs of Staff.
2• 1 am concerned that, if the above programme is followed, the freedom of the

Government to , reach a decision at a later, date on the extent to which Canada
should participate in the construction and operation of the distant early warning
line will be circumscribed. All the evidence which this Division has seen indicates
clearly that if Canada undertakes sole responsibility for the construction of the mid-
Canada line, all the available logistic resources, engineering skills, etc., will be
fullY absorbed in meeting this commitment and Cariadian participation in the dis-
"Ut early warning line could therefore be no more than nominal. It may be that this

26Pears0n `â indiqué qu'il acceptait ces recommandations par une coche Placée au début de ce
mémoire, Le Comité des chefs d'état-major s'est réuni le 17 juin, mais n'a pas discuté officiellement
du rapport du Groupe d'études militaires avant le 28 juin 1954.
Pe"on indicated his approval of these recommendations with a checkmark at the beginning of this
menrorandurn, The Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting was held on June 17. The Chiefs of Staff
COmmittee did not discuss the Military Study Group report formally until June 28. 1954.
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.. J
now before the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, and that the U.S. Section, PJBD, will

P S We have 'ust learned frorn Colonel Graling that the MSG Recommendation is

Hannah is "carrying the ball" and will likely bring the matter up at the next PJBD
meeting. (Of course, the MSG report is addressed to the Chiefs of Staff of both
countries and not to the PJBD. However, if the United States Chiefs have approved
the report before the PJBD meets on July 12, it would be natural for Dr. Hannah to
use the PJBD forum to press the matter.) It seems to be generally agreed that Can-
ada will eventually decide to approve the latest MSG recommendation. If that is the
case, it is respectfully submitted that no good can come from procrastination in
settling this point and from delay in making arrangements with the United States
for the implementation of the recommendation.

BENJAMIN ROGERS

is the best wày of dividing the responsibilities of the two Governments, but it is
suggested that the Canadian Government should consider the question in this form
rather than in the way that the Chiefs of Staff are presenting it. Incidentally, this
Division has been informed (off the record) by two officials who participated in the
discussions of the Chiefs of Staff Committee that the only reason the MSG recom-
mendation is not being presented to Cabinet Defence Committee at the meeting
next Friday is that the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff considers that it would be bad
tactics. It is suggested, however, that the tactics now being followed by the Chiefs
of Staff are bad in that they may prejudice Cabinet's opportunity to view the whole
picture before taking important decisions. "

3. Another point which merits consideration is that we must expect that the United
States will approach Canada in the near future to implement the recommendations
of the Military Study Group. A reliable United States source has stated that Dr.

likely wish to raise the matter at the July meeting:
^ B. R(OGERSI

DEA/50210-B-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par: intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d ttat aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandrun from Acting , Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

neenng atudues which have been camed out on the nu • a
and gives an estimate of the cost - $120 million from Hopedale, Labrador to the

net Defence Committee, dated June 8, 9, reports on r line
• • • . 'd 1".. da early warning

i:^^ The attached memorandum from the Minister of National Defence to
'• 1 1 54 the rogress of the engl-

; • the Cabl-
ffFM I. t70NTI

to Secretary of. State for External A,,Qaers

..^
100TH MEETING OP CABINET DEFENCE COMMITTEE

TO BE üELD ON FRIDAY,, JUNE 25,4954

NENTAL DEFENCE: MID-CANADA EARLY WARNINC; UNE



Alberta-British Columbia border and an additionâl $20 Million ' across British
Columbia.
2. The memorandum points out that when the subject was last considered by Cabi-

net Defence Committee on November 3, 1953, it was agreed that Canada should
undertake the planning and construction of the line without prejudice to a later
division of costs between Canada and the United States. The memorandum con-
cludes with a statement of the advantages which would accrue if Canada undertook
sole responsibility for building, paying for and operating the line.

3. The memorandum makes no mention of the recommendation by the Canada-
United States Military Study Group, which was submitted on June 3, 1954 to the
Chiefs of Staff of the two countries, proposing that the two Governments agree in
principle to the need for the establishment of a distant early warning line across the
most northerly practicable part of North America, and recommending the initiation
of the necessary systems studies prior to the construction of such a line. A copy of
this MSG recommendation is annexed.
4. There are two aspects of the general early warning problem about which this

Department has been concerned at the official level. These are as follows:
(a) If a definite decision were now reached by the Canadian Government that

Canada should undertake sole responsibility for building of, meeting the cost of,
and operating the mid-Canada line, this decision might circumscribe the freedom of
the Government to reach a decision at a later date on the extent to which Canada
should participate in the construction and operation of the distant early warning
line. . , q
(b) The Chiefs of Staff have not yet completed their examination of the MSG

recommendation on the distant early warning line and, therefore do not propose to
submit it for consideration of Cabinet Defence Committee at this meeting. We
anticipate that the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff will, for their part, be approv-
ing the recommendation almost immediately, and that it may be raised at the PJBD
meeting in July. It seemed desirable to us, if at all possible, that a Canadian deci-
sion should`be reached and the PJBD given instructions as to the position they
should take if the U.S. Section raised the question at the July meeting of the Board.
5. Because of our concern with respect to these matters, a meeting was arranged

today by the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, which was attended by the Secretary to the
Cabinet, the, Secretary, to the Treasury Board, the Deputy Minister of National
Defence,' the Assistant Deputy Minister of Northern Affairs, the Vice Chief of the
Air Staff and, myself. In the course of the discussion, General Foulkes and Mr.
Dru'Y made* it clear that, in their judgment, if the mid-Canada line was to be con-
stlucted expeditiously and in accordance with Canadian ideas as to what was
required, then it was necessary that Canada should undertake to build, pay for and
rtate it. However, General Foulkes went on to state that the Chiefs of Staff

ady recognized that when the time came to build the northern line, it would
have to be done as a joint project with active Canadian participation and that the
Chiefs of Staff would make their proposals at that time in the light of this situation.
It seems to ine, therefore, that there is no point in pressing our doubts any further,
and th' a,t it would be sufficient if the Minutes of Cabinet Defence Committee con-.
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tained a statement of the views of the Department of External Affairs regarding the
importance of active 'participation by Canada in the construction of the northern
line when the time comes to commence work on that project.
.6. In discussing the MSG recommendation regarding the northern line, there was

general agreement that in due course it would probably have to be concurred in.
However, the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, felt that, before doing so, it should be
further studied by, the Chiefs and possibly some discussions held with the United
States Chiefs of Staff. It was, therefore, agreed that, if the matter came up in the
PJBD meeting, the,Canadian Section should merely state that the MSG report was
under study by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff who would communicate with the
United States Chiefs of Staff in due course.

`this¢ rnatter is being studied further DOW by the Miluary Study Gro p
tems, Enginéenng Group. The cost estimate'on the line from Hopedale to Britien
Columbia is submitted as being of the order of $120 million dollars. This has be
broken'downinto ezpenditures by fiscal ÿeâr as indicated below:

^^^r . . •• u an
,, ..
tainties as to' the location ' of the'line'in British Columb ia to the Pacl lc o

d the Sys-

^ 30 oit: e poruon o
:kLabrâdor Coast, to the Rocky Mountains West of Edmonton. There are still uncer-

C ,Act and
' C Th ` ' f the line that hâs been costed runs from Hopedale on

t: ; 2. =While this study has not been completed in all details, enough work has
done to determine the order of cost, the manpower requirements and the timing for
the construction of this line. The detailed planning is continuing but enough infor-
mation is now available to enable the Canadian Government to consider the cost-

^esharing aspect of this project..

lions of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff that an aircraft warning line be established in
northern Canada. The Committee decided that the line should be established in the
: vicinity of the 55th parallel of latitude and further, that Canada should undertake
the planning and construction of the line without prejudice to a later decision on the
Avision of costs between Canada and the United States. This decision was advised
to the United States and was concurred in by. the United States Chiefs of Staff. As a
result of this decision, the two Air Forces were instructed to undertake a study to
develop the military characteristics, specifications for types of equipment to be
;used, costs estimates and manpower requirements for this line and report not later
than :1 June, 1954.

to Cabinet Defence Committee

SIX= [Ottawa], June 18, 1954

CorrtwErrrA. DEFErrc.E - MID-CANADA WARNING LM
1 At lits 96th Meeting Cabinet Defence Committee considered the recommenda-

R.A. M[ACKAVI

[PIÈCE JOIIV'IFJF.NCLOSUREJ '

Note du ministre de la Défense nationale
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence



1954-55 $ 5,000,000
1955-56 40,000,000
1956-57 50,000,000
1957-58 25,000,000
Total $ 120,000,000

The cost of the B.C. Section might be of the order of $20,000,000.00.
4. Manpower. The manpower requirements are estimated to be of the order of 600

men on the line itself with a further increment of three to six hundred necessary for
support behind the line.
5. T'uning: Assuming that authority is given now for the construction of the line, it

should be possible to build and install an advanced test section of the line in the
Flin Flon area during the summer of 1955. Based on the experience of this test
section electronie equipments could be contracted for, and allowing approximately
20 months for delivery, be available about January, 1957. During the summer of
1955-56, construction materials would be delivered to the sites so that construction
work could be commenced in the spring of 1956. Most of the construction would
be completed during the summer of 1956, leaving electronic installation and testing
to be done during 1957. Allowing for normal delays, especially during the testing
period when it would be necessary to man all stations for a shake-down period, the
fine could be in operation by the end of 1957.
6. It is considered that there are many advantages to undertaking this project as a

Canadian undertaking:
(a) There will only be one authority to make decisions;
(b) There will be a better opportunity to minimize delays.
(c) There will be a better possibility of controlling costs.
(d) There will be a better chance of avoiding any suggestion that Canada take part

in the provision of the sea wings.
BROOKE C.AXTON

Extrait du proc2s-verbal de la réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Extraet from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

Top SEatEr [Ottawa], June 25, 1954

S g

LCO^NENTAL DErENCB - Mill-CANADA WARNIN(7 UNE -

.77e,Minister of National Defence said that at its 96th meeting the Cabinet
Defence Committ^ had authorized the planning and construction by Canada of an
aircraft earl warning.line in the vicinity of the 55th parallel without prejudice to a
later decision on the division of costs between Canada and the United States. The
decision had been communicated to the United States and concurred in by the U.S.
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Chiefs of 'Staff. As a result, the R.C.A.F. and the U.S.A.F. had been instructed to
undertake a study to , develop the military characteristics, specifications for types of
equipment to be used, cost estimates and manpower requirements for this fine, and
to report not later than June 1, 1954. The study had not yet been completed in all
details and planning was continuing, but enough work had been done to determine
the general order of cost, manpower requirements and timing for construction of
the line. The cost of that portion running from Hopedale on the Labrador Coast to
the mountains west of Edmonton would be of the order of $120 million. Broken
down by fiscal years the expenditure might amount to: 1954-55, $5 million; 1955-
56, $40 million; 1956-57, $50 million; 1957-58, $25 million. There were uncertain-
ties as to the location of the remainder of the system in British Columbia to the
Pacific Coast, but its cost might be'about $20 million. Manpower requirements
were estimated to be 600 men on the line with a further 300 - 600 necessary for
support. If authority were. given now for the building, excluding the part in British
Columbia, the line could be in operation by, the end of 1957. Its construction as a
Canadian project would mean that there'would be only one authority making deci-
sions, there would be fewer delays, a better possibility of controlling costs and a
better chance of avoiding suggestions that Canada should take part in the provision
of seâ wings for the possible North American overall warning system which was
now being given serious consideration in the United States.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Memorandum, Minister of National Defence, June 18, 1954 - Document D9-

54).
2. The Acting Chief of the Air Staff briefed the Committee on the existing warning

system and on probable future requirements. He indicated where the radars of the
"Pinetree" line were situated,° where the warning devices in Greenland were
located,- and where the proposed mid-continent line would be. The fine at present
under consideration would consist mainly of equipment of the McGill Fence type,
supplemented by scanning radars. It would provide high and low cover; that is, as
low as 300 feet and up to 60,000 feet. It would detect inbound and outbound air-
craft but could not identify them. Through further developments in the future, itthe

be possible to improve the type of equipment contemplated to help meet he

identification diffculties. The approximate distance between the mid-Canada line

and the "Pinetree" line ran from 300 to 400 miles. The primary purpose of the mid-

Canada line was to provide a warning to enable fighters to get into the air in suffl-

cient time to meet attacking bombers. It was assumed that the primary tazgets of

Soviet bombers would be the U.S. Strategic Air Command bases. The existence of

a line along the 55th parallel would therefore provide an additional hour's warning
for` take`off and dispersal of this Command's aircraft.

.It would be recalled that as a result of reports emanating from the Lincoln Labo-

ratories, Canada had also been asked to agree to the establishment of a test line
fuither- north straddling the Alaska•Yukon boundary. Canada had siSni6ed its
âgreement to,this trquest and the experiment; known as Opcration "Con^e , was

- taking place. As part of the operation, a joint Canada-U.S. reconnaissance had been
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made of a possible distant early warning system stretching generally along the line
Aklàvik-Cambridge Bay-Frobisher Bay. . , .

With the new developments in Russian long-range aircraft, the U.S. authorities
were becoming increasingly anxious to have a full continental warning system in
operation as soon as possible. Part of the system would include a distant early
warning fine, and it appeared likely that the United States would soon press for its
establishment on the northern coast of the continent. The line by itself would, how-
ever, be of little value because attacking aircraft could fly around the ends, mainly
towards targets on. the U.S. seaboards. The U.S: Chiefs of Staff had therefore
agreed in principle to the establishment of sea wings, stretching from Kodiak
Island to Hawaii in the Pacific, and from Cape Race to the Azores in the Atlantic.
There would, however, still be a gap south of Greenland and the matter was being
studied further to see whether or not it would be advisable to have a line running
from,Cape Race to Bluie West in Greenland. The most desirable wing in the Atlan-
tic would run from a suitable location on the East Coast to the United Kingdom via
Greenland and Iceland. The present estimate of cost for the sea wings as contem-
plated was of the order of $5 to $6 billion. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff considered
it advisable to proceed first with the mid-continent line because the Aklavik-Cam-
bridge Bay-Frobisher Bay line was too far forward, and did not work outwards
from existing defences. On the other hand, the shortest distances from Soviet bases
to the, important targets in North America were across Canada, and for civil
defence`purposes and for safety of SAC aircraft and bases, sea wings were consid-
ered essential.

3. In the course of discussion the following points emerged:
(a) The third interim report of the Canada-U.S. Military Study Group, which had

been set up to examine the general requirements for early warning, recommended
that Canâda and the United States agree in principle to the need for establishing a
distânt early warning line across the most northerly part of North America. This
fine had become known as the DEW line. The report had just been received and the
Canadian Chiefs of Staff had not yet had an opportunity to study the recommenda-
tion fully,` but they would do so soon. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff had likewise not
studled the proposal, but they had indicated that they did not propose to be stam-
Peded into building such a line without a thorough examination of its implications.
It could be assumed, however, that a proposal to establish it would soon be forth-
coming frôm the United States. Canadian' service authorities had not in the past
^n put under great 'pressure by the United States to do anything which they had
not beenprepared to do or which they had thought inadvisable. As far as the DEW
line was, concerned, it could be inferred that we would be asked to participate in its
establishment jointly with the United States.
(b) The nôrthern line would be of little value without the sea wings. If these were

not found to be practical,'the request to construct it would not likely be made. The
lnid-oontinent line, however, stood on its own feet because it made air defence
more effeWve :^d gave an earlier warning to SAC and to civil defence authorities
^^ "Pinetree„ did.: ^ . . ,

^^,:.'^7 .'';^^:;!•'.
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(c) There was increasing pressure in the United States, particularly from certain
Congressional quarters, to speed up the préparations for continental defence. If
Canada indicated now that it would construct the line running along the 55th paral-
lel,'accusations could not be made that we were not 'doing our share in protecting
the continent. If , we held up on the mid-continent line, we might find ourselves
engaged eventually in a joint operation with the United States at a greater cost and
with less control than,we otherwise would have had. There would also be the added
dèlays` involved in consultation over the type of equipment to be used, plans, speci-
fications, and the like. On'the other hand, if it were to be a Canadian project, the
U.S. 'authorities should be kept fully, informed of the technical details and of the
construction processes, in order tô ensure that the early warning line met the opera-
tional requirements of both U.S. and Canadian Air Forces.

(d) It would be desirable to put the responsibility for construction on one prime
contractor. This might be done through the Trans-Canada Telephone Association,
an organization of telephone companies with the Bell Telephone Company in the
dominant position. Civilian engineers and technicians had already been brought in
on the surveys and on the planning.

(e) It would be possible to construct the line on a crash programme basis in a
much shorter time, but it was considered essential to ensure that the equipment to
be used worked properly and that experience be gained before attempting to build
the whole line. For this reason, it was proposed to establish in 1955 a test section in
the Flin Flon area, to permit machinery and apparatus to be checked and difficulties
to be ironed out. The remaining sections of the line could then be built in later
seasons. If the whole project were attempted at once, serious problems might be
encountered, involving higher expenditures than presently envisaged. The major
elements in the cost of the project as presently planned would be those for con-
structiôn and power facilities; the detecting devices themselves would be relatively

used on the DEW line. There was in fact no one technical view there on this point.

ineapensive. While it appeared likely that improvements would be added ove, the

yoars,' these too would be'relatively_ inexpensive, since their installation would not

requ_ ire additional construction or power facilities:
(f) Experiencé gained in Operation "Corrode" indicated that there would probably

be disagreement in American quarters over the type of equipment which should be

However, this would be sorted out by the U.S. Air, Force in due course. The views

of the civilian contractor on the project ,,were alost identic.al with those of the

Canadian Defence Research Board in support , of the McGill fence as against the

scheme proposed by the Lincoln Laboratones: •The latter, if accepted, would be
^^

more expensive and involve more manpower.
1(g) Nô satisfactory system of identification of aircraft existed at the present time.
In . the^ United States,the number, of passing aircraft was taken from scan^ng

tâdarâ., If this particular number went above a certain arbrtrary figure, a warning

was given. The,scientists were still confronted with the problem of evaluadng U,
• • volved sta

Mc(iill : fence as against the scanning radar. The -da-continent lme i

tions of the McGill fence type about every 35 miles, with eve ry tenth station being

a '^'n8 centre to which the signals from the unmanned equipment came in, at^
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which evaluations were made, and from which repair and maintenance crews went
out to check the other stations.

(h) The mid-continent line, was programmed over a four-year period and its
financing could be carried out through a re-arrangement of priorities in the Depart-
ment of National Defence, if necessary, but within the existing defence appropria-
tions which were now contemplated for the next few years.
(i) If Canadaaccepted full responsibility for the construction and the cost of the

mid-continent line, it might be found that all available resources were committed,
with nothing left over for use on the far northern line if it were to be built. At that
point, pressure from the United States might be so great that we could not resist
allowing them to construct it alone. The political consequences, if this were the
case, would be most undesirable.

(j) Even if Canada built the mid-continent line alone, efforts should be made to
agree on division of costs and work on the DEW line as was done in the "Pinetree"
operation. Present American thinking envisaged it being constructed in one season
as a task force operation and, regardless of how the cost might ultimately be shared,
it seemed quite likely that the United States would have to play a major part in the
transportation of the necessary equipment, simply because Canada did not have
enough ships or aircraft. For the same reason, the United States would have a sig-
nificant role to play, in the supply and maintenance of the line. Some estimates of
cost had been given for the project but these appeared to be quite inaccurate and it
was not possible at this stage to say what amount of money would be involved.
(kj The U.S. Chiefs of Staff had been informed that the Canadian Chiefs of Staff

would let them know by the end of June whether Canada would construct the mid-
continent line alone, or whether other arrangements should be made.

4• The Committet, after further discussion:
(a) agreed to recommend that an aircraft warning line in the vicinity of the 55th

parallel ; of latitude from Hopedale in Labrador to the mountains on the B.C.-
Alberta border be constructed by Canada at a cost estimated to be of the order of
$120 million, the money to be provided from current appropriations for the Depart-
ment of National Defence and the appropriations now contemplated for the next
few years; it being understood that the construction of the section of the line from
the B.C: Alberta border to the Pacific Ocean would be considered at a later meeting
following further studies;
(b) nôted that a proposal to construct a distant early warning line running along

the northern coast of the continent would likely be made in the near future and that
it would be desirable that this line be built as a joint Canada-United States project;
(c) agreed that once the final decision had been taken by the Cabinet with respect

to (a) ab6ve^ the Permanent Joint Board on Defence should be so informed.='
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Dear General Foulkes,

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au président du ^ Comité des chefs d'état-major

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

DEA/50210-C-40

SECRET [Ottawa], July 9, 1954

DISTANT EARLY WARNING LINE

letter to General McNaughton 'of, July 8, 1954.t
of the Cabinet Defence Committee and the Chiefs of Staff, as described in your

I understand that the Canadian Section of the PJBD will be guided by the views
the PJBD will press the matter at next week's meeting.
today in the light of the President's directive, and that the United States Secuon o
line. We understand that it isI being considered again by the Joint Chiefs of Staff

• • f

inter-governmental agreement in principle, to the need for the establishment of the
who has directed that the United States authorities` should press for an immediate
in its Third Interim Report. Following this, the matter was refenred to the President
Washington have approved the recommendation made by the Military Study Group

we have just received from Washington through PJBD channels. This information
is to the effect that the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Department of Defence in

I thought I should inform you of certain information, for what it's worth, which

to` Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa], July 17, 1954SECRET [

1.: Annexed is an advance extract foin ourn o 9
â week on the Pacific Coast. General McNaughton will be advising General Foulkes

of this discussion and proposes to report personally to you and Mr. C^Pney

!^2. You will recall that Cabinet Defence Committee was informed of the 3rd

dnterim Repôtt on June 30, prior to Defence Committee taking the decision that

t Canada will undertake the mid-Canada line as a Canadian project at Canadian

Yours sincerely,
R.A. MACKAY

DEA/50210-C-40

Note'du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures,
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Seeretüry of State for External Affairs

. r :
DISTANT. EARLY WARNING (DEW) - 3RD IN7ERIM REPORT OF MILITARY

STUDY = GROUP, DISCUSSION AT PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE

he J
.

f the PJBD which met this'f t al
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expense. Before June 30, officials of External Affairs had expressed to you (and to
General Foulkes and Mr. Bryce) misgivings on two points:
(1),We would not see any advantage in the Canadian Government delaying

approval of para. (a) of the MSG Report, which asked the two governments to
"agree in principle to the need for the establishment of a distant early warning line
across the most northerly practicable part of North America".
(2) We feared that an immediate decision by the Canadian Government to bear the

whole cost of the mid-Canada line might prejûdice the freedom of the Canadian
Government later this summer to decide to what extent Canada would share in the
DEW fine.

3. Our misgivings were not shared by National Defence and Bryce, and therefore I
did not àdvise you to press them in this form at Defence Committee.
4. Now, as we in External expected, the United States Government is pressing for

immediate official approval by the Canadian Government of para. (a) of the MSG
recommendation.

5. My view is that the Canadian Government should now approve recommenda-
tion (a), with the reservation that the Canadian Government is leaving entirely open
for the present the degree of Canadian participation in the DEW line?s

R.A. M[ACKAVJ

[PIÈCE JOIN7FJENCIASURE]

Extrait du procès-verbal de la Commission permanente
canado-américaine de défense .

: Bxtract from Journal of Permanent Joint Board on Defence

4. (SECRET) Distânt Early Warning System - Land Segment
The Canadian'Air Force Member referred to the Third Interim Report approved

by the Canada/U.S. Military Study Group on June 3, 1954, which had been trans-
mitted for ipproval to the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and to the Canadian Chiefs of
Staff. That Report recommended that:.
(a) The two Governments agree in principle to the need for the establishment of a

diStant,early . warning line across the most northerly practicable part of North
Amenca;

(b) Mutually acceptable military characteristics for such a line be developed;
(c) Appropriate systems studies be initiated for the purpose of developing

detailed récommendations on the specifications, types of equipment, overall system
cOMposition; cost estimates, manpower requirements and the exact location of such
a line:

^j ., f i
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The Canadian Air Force Member reported thai the Canadian Chiefs of Staff had
considered the recommëndations of the Third Interim Report of the M.S.G. The
Chiefs of Staff felt that, before approaching the Canadian Government for approval
of the line in principle, the studies referred to in paragraphs (b) and (c) should be
undertaken: They felt that the M.S.G.'already had the authority to undertake these
studies and that further information -was desirable in order that a more concrete
proposal might be placed before the highest authorities of the Canadian Govern-
,ment. The Canadian Air Force Member said that the Canadian Government was
aware of the proposal, and although it had not considered it, no disagreement had
been expressed. The Canadian Chairman said that he also considered that the most
practical step which could be taken at this time regarding the DEW line would be
to carry out the studies recommended by the M.S.G. These studies would have to
be made in any event and he did not feel that any delays would be caused by pro-
ceeding on the M.S.G. recommendations (b) and (c).

E The U.S. Chairman stated that the proposed far northern early warning line was
receiving great emphasis within the U.S. Government. He presented the view of the
U.S. Government that continental defence was highly important and that all mea-
sures, should be taken as soon as possible to strengthen the joint defences of the two

countries against air attack. The proposed DEW line had been considered at all

levels within the U.S. Government; it had been approved by the President of the

United States, the National Security Council, and the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff. It
was the opinion of the U.S. Government that this matter was urgent and the U.S.

Section wished to ensure that everything was being done to avoid any delays. The

U.S. Chairman said that the U.S. Section felt strongly that there should be agree-

ment in principle between the two Governments on the need for the establishment

of the far north early warning line, as recommended by M.S.G. The U.S. Chairman

said he felt that the details regarding construction and other matters could be taken

up between the proper agencies of the two countries, but from the point of view of

the U.S. authorities it was important that there should first be agreement in princi-

ple between the two Governments on the need for such a line. He read to the Board

,a paragraph of a letter from the U.S.'Joint Chiefs of Staff which stated that:

"Subsequent to agreement in principle between the two Governments on the
. r- carrying

the requirements of the U.S. Strategic Air Commun an
manda of both countries for early warning. He said that the Canadian Section

Soviet development of the hydrogen bomb which had come about s^ 1 tied to
line was first proposed. The line therefore now had become more strong y

• d d the Air Defence Con''

¢ these defences should be brought as rapi y as poss been
which was ' necessary..The Canadian,Chainnan noted that the situation had be
'changed by new intelligence regarding the Soviet long range Air Force DEWthe

nc

the` U.S. Government in making effective the defences of this contm •
sure that the Canadian Government shared the anxiety of the U.S. Govercunent that

'dl 'ble to the state of readiness

with the proposal to construct the DEW line, and that it was equally interested wl
' ent He felt

àx, The Canadian Chairman stated that the Can an o 'th

^ o oi. the M. . . , .. ., .
9 •' • adi G vernment was acquainted

f neéd pfor this warning line, the U.S. Air Force will be responsible r

out the U.S. part of the remaining recommendations in the Third Interim Report
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would take careful note of the views of the U.S. Section and report them fully to
the Canadian Chiefs of Staff and to the Defence Committee of the Cabinet.

The U.S. Chairman stated that the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved Rec-
ommendation (a) of the M.S.G. and had specifically requested the U.S. Section to
seek the cooperation of the Canadian Section in obtaining the agreement of the
Canadian Government on the need for the far northernearly warning line. He con-
sidered that this was a first step, which would enable the two Governments to pro-
ceed on the -further steps which were necessary to implement the line. He
mentioned that this project was considered of the highest priority by the U.S. Gov-
enunent, and that it was recognized that this would involve large expenditures. He
said that approval in principle by the two Governments would assist the U.S.
authorities in seeking the required appropriations which was necessarily a process
requiring some time. He felt that any delays in agreement between the two coun-
tries would undoubtedly cause delays in implementation.

The Canadian Chairman stated that the Canadian Chiefs of Staff desired further
information regarding what is involved in the proposed project, and in particular,
an understanding of the proportions of the commitment resulting from a decision to
proceed. The U.S. Chairman replied that an important factor in the situation was
the decision which had been announced by the Canadian Government to assume
full responsibility for the mid-Canada warning line and to proceed with this
entirely at the expense of the Canadian Government. This decision was most grati-
fying to the United States. In the light of this heavy responsibility which had been
assumed by theCanadian Government, the U.S. Chairman said that the United
States was willing to carry all or any part of the burden involved in constructing
and operating the far northern DEW line, depending upon the wishes of the Cana-
dian Government as to the extent of Canadian participation.

The U.S. Air Force Member
I
said that as the Canadian Chiefs of Staff had pro-

Posed, it was possible to commence the studies enumerated in paragraphs (b) and
(c) of the M.S.G. recommendation. However, the United States Government con-
sidered that the deferment of such an agreement would have an adverse effect on
the development'of United States plans, organization and fiscal arrangements for
the construction of the line. The fundamental decision was very important in enlist-
ing the full support of the many agencies which in the way or another would be
concerned with the project.
l^ ^eCanadian Chairman said that he appreciated the force of the reasons which

the U.S. Government to the conclusion that it was desirable for the two Govern-
ments to agree in principle to the establishment of a distant early warning line, and
he reiterated his undertaking to put forward to the Canadian Government the views
of thé U,S. Government as expressed by the Chairman of the U.S. Section. The
Board_ nôted that the R.C.A.F. and the U.S.A.F. would launch the necessary studies
so tht^ progress could be made pending consideration by the Canadian
Govenmient.

<t ^
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Noté du chef de la Ire Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pourj le sous-seerftaire d'LEtat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], July 23, 1954

COMMAND OF CONTINENTAL DEFENCE FORCES

There has been, as you know, an increasing interest in the United States regard-
ing the need for more effective arrangements for planning in peacetime, and com-
mand and control in wartime of the Armed Forces of North America. This interest
has been highlighted by Representative Cole's speech on the subject and his intro-
duction into the United States Congress of a Bill to provide for the appointment of
an Assistant Secretary of Defence for Continental Defence. In order to be ready if
necessary for discussions with the United States military on this matter, the Chair-
man, Chiefs of Staff, requested the Joint Planning Committee to prepare a study on
the question of the appointment of a Commander-in-Chief for the forces of the
Canada-U.S. region provided for the defence of North America.

f 2. In view of the importance of this subject, I thought you might wish to consider
in advance of the next Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting, the JPC's paper dated
July 14, 1954,° which is attached.

3. The first paper prepared by the Joint Planning Staff was thoroughly inadequate.
We have made substantial contributions to the paper in its final form.

SECRET. IMPORTANT.1, - :

Reference: Chiefs of Staff Committee Paper.

4. Briefly the paper examined:
(1) the threat to North America.

Jc) The ^ appointment of a Commander-in-Chief Atr Den Ch1efs of
(CINCADCUS) responsibleato the Canada-US Regional Plannin g Group,

Staff Committee.

ada-US Regional Planning Group, Chlefs of Staff Comm,ttcc.
f Ce Canada-US

(3) the desirability of closer co-operation in peacetime and in wartime.

(4) the branches of the service which might be more closely integrated and,

(5) the main types'of command organiiations which might be established.

5. The J.P.C. concluded that closer cooperadon in peacetime, and, of course, in

wartime, is desirable, but that it was required only in connection with the planning

and'control `of air defence. With regard to command organization the paper

cusses four possible arrangements: `.
intment of a Su ^^ me iAllied Commander Canada-US (SAC^S)ai'The âPPoPrc, ^

iesponsible to the Standing Group.
"`°(b) The,appointment of a CinC Canâda-US (CINCCUS) responsible to the Can-

(2j defence tasks.
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(d) ;The appointment of a CinC Air Defence (CINCADCUS) for the Canada-US
region, responsible jointly to the Canadian and United States Chiefs of Staff
Committees.
6. The analysis concludes that the Command Organization noted in (c) would be

the most desirable from the Canadian point of view. "However, because of United
States disclosure policy and the reluctance of the United States to allow NATO to
become too deeply involved in North American defence, it is likely that the United
States would prefer (d) to (c). (d) would offer comparable military advantages and
should therefore be supported if (c) proved unacceptable to the United States."
7. The paper concludes with the recommendation "that consideration be given to

having Canada take the initiative now to discuss with the United States authorities
the appointment of a Commander-in-Chief Air Defence."

8. We are giving consideration to the advantages and disadvantages, from a politi-
cal point of view, of the proposal that there should be a Commander-in-Chief Air
Defence for the Canada-US Region, and shall try to let you have a memorandum
on the sûbjéct before the next meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee, (this will be a
difficult memorandum to prepare, and it is possible that it will not be ready next
week.) Weâre also considering the pros and cons of the proposal that the matter be
discussed with the U.S. authorities now - i.e., in the near future. Obviously, the
matter should not be discussed with the U.S. authorities before the political impli-
cations have been thoroughly considered. I would think that, if and when a recom-
mendation goes up to Cabinet Defence Committee, it should set forth clearly both
nnlitâryand political considerations, and should be submitted jointly by the Minis-
ter of National Defence and the Secretary of State for External Affairs?9

;., BENJAMIN ROGERS.

[PIÈCE JOINTEIENCLOSUREI

Rapport du Comité mixte de planification

flot seriously considered,= there are indications that attention will be focussed on

our le Comité des chefs d'Etat-major,. ^. ^
Report by Joint Planning Committee

to, Chiefs of Staff Committee. , , .

SECRET (FOR CANADIAN EYES ONLY) [Ottawa], July 14, 1954

RiTRODUCTION

1. A bill has recently been introduced into the US Congress for the appointment
of an Assistant Secretary of Defence for Continental Defence. Even if this bill is

Present arrangements for planning in peacetime and command and control in war-
t'me with respect to the armed forces of the Canada-US region provided for the
defencé of Noith America. This might result in pressure to change present arrange-
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ments and jmight involve the question of the appointment of a Commander-in-Chief
for these forces.
2. In view of the above, it is considered that a study of the Canadian position

relative to possible changes in arrangements for planning, command and control of
the forces allocated to the defence of the Canada-US region (Note: When the tenn
"Cânada-US region" is used in this paper, it refers to Canada, the United States and
Alaska.) is necessary . Moreover, should war break out unexpectedly, events might
force a decision on these arrangements in a very short time under great pressure. It
would appear to be to Canada's advantage to have such arrangements made now
when a solution more acceptable to Canada is more likely to be obtained. There are
a number of political factors involved, and while they will not be discussed in
detail in this paper, it will be necessary to indicate the basic political implications
inherent in the various alternative courses of action.

tbë forces allocated 60 "the defenve of the area are:
7. In

g
tl^ face of the enemy threat to the Canada-US reg ion the main tioDefenee Taskt ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ assigned

necessitated aride geographical distribution of the defence forces, thus m

poculiar problems with respect to planning and control of the forces•

The of vital areas within it, have
ri"tion

s

• troducing

defence. of. the ; vital areas two of which, the on He
Duluth-Saûlt Ste. Marie-Ottawa area and the Vancouver-Spokane-Portland area,

tride the borda between Canada and the United States.

• M treal-Boston- o 0

S.. a•N . g
relatively uninhabited sections, and sections of high industrial and population den-

sity. The defence of the whole region is'' of mutual concern to the two nations.
Because the region is so vast, however,p attention must be concentrated on the

• N rf lk-Chicago-

region is from air attack, with the shoctest ines o approa
lying across Canadian territory. In addition, there are the threats of enemy lodge-
ments, disruption- of sea communications and possible launching of guided missiles
from enemy submarines. However, for the foreseeable future, it is considered that
these latter possibilities are less serious than the air threat.

Geographical Considerations . . ,
The Canad U'ted States re ion 6 a vast land mass consisting of extensive

PURPOSE
3. The purpose of this paper is to consider the military implications of certain

possible proposals for changes in the arrangements for command and control of the
US-Canadian military forces allocated to the defence of the Canada-US region.,

DISCUSSION

The Threat
^4. : Âgreed intelligence indicates the main threat to the Canada-United States

• • ' ' l' f ch from Soviet Russia

(b) coast defence and the protection of sea communications;
(a) the reduction of enemy lodgements;

(c) defence against air attack.
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8. With regard to 7(a) above, current intelligence estimates indicate that enemy
lodgements in CANADA and the UNITED STATES would be small-scale opera-
tions.•Each individual operation would be confined to a small area and probably
would involve national forces only. With regard to 7(b) above, submarine activity
and other actions involving forces assigned to protection of sea communications
and coastal defence would be local in nature and could be dealt with effectively
under existing arrangements. In both these instances provision is made in MCC
300/5 for mutual reinforcing if necessary. The present system of command, control
and planning is not complex, and is satisfactorily discharged by those national
authorities who now have responsibility for these tasks within the terms of MCC
300/5.
9. With regard to 7(c) above, the coordination of the air defence effort constitutes

a major problem due to the division of control which now exists between the vari-
ous commands. For example, the Montreal-Boston-Norfolk-Chicago-Duluth-Sault
Ste. Marie-Ottawa area, which is considered vital to the defence of North America,
is split by a winding international border along the Great Lakes and the St. Law-
rence river, and the air defence forces within this area are controlled by two differ-
ent commands; US Air Defence Command south of the border, and the RCAF Air
Defence Commând north of the border. This arrangement is subject to delays, pos-
sible disagreements, and possible misunderstandings between commands which
might impose serious limitations on our ability to deal effectively with air raids.

Organizational Status of Canada-United States Region
10. Originally, rive Regional Planning Groups were set up in NATO. Of these,

three were absorbed into Allied Command Europe under SACEUR, one into Allied
Command Atlantic under SACLANT, and the fifth, the Canada-United States
Regional Planning Group still remains as a planning group, no Supreme Com-
mander having been appointed. Under this latter organization, command arrange-
ments for the reduction of enemy lodgements and for coastal defence and the
Protection of sea communications are adequate, and it is not considered that cen-
tralized control of the forces involved in these tasks is necessary or desirable. Con-
trol of air defence forces, which presents a more complex problem, is considered
below..

Control of Air'Defence Forces

11. The responsibility for air defence within the Canada-US region devolves upon
four separate commands:

US Âic Defence Command
US North East Command
Alaska Command
Uanadian Air Defence Command.

None og ^^^ ^mmands is subordinate to any of the others, the first reporting to
the Chief, of Staff United States Air Force, the second and third to the US Joint
Chiefs.of Staffand the last reporting to the Canadian Chiefs of Staff through theChief

of 66A^ Staff.However, the Commander, US Air Defence Command has
the prhazy responsibility for the coordination of the Canadian and US Air Defence. .. r... r- ,I :
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systéms. The `air defericé forces, fighters and AA, in the US North East Command
are under the operational control of the AOC Canadian Air Defence Command
when operating in Canada. Some form of centralized control of air defence is con-
sidered necessary for the following reasons:

(a) In peacetime
(i) to ensure coordinated planning, training, integration of systems, standardiza-
tion of procedures, allocations of tasks and forces, etc;
,(ii) to facilitate the most economical expenditure and utilization of the limited

resources available for air defence;
(iii) to ensure that the' overall Air Defence system is prepared to operate

instantly at maximum efficiency in the event of an emergency.

(b) In wartime
(i) to permit a single authority to make immediate decision as to priority of

tasks; - ' .
(ii) to permit coordinated operations and planning;
(iii) to facilitate the rapid redeployment of forces to meet any enemy threat.

12. The only apparent military disadvantage to centralized control might be a pos-
sible requirement for increases in communications facilities and personnel. How-

ever, such increases might be kept to a minimum by assigning personnel and
rearranging existing communications facilities, and in any case they would be justi-
fied by the more than proportionate increase in coordination and efficiency.

Possible Command Organizations
13. Tbere are four main command organizations,which might be suggested for

increasing the efficiency of the present arrangements in respect to the organization

of the forces assigned to the defence of the Canada-US region:

•° (a) The appointment of a Supreme Allied Commander Canada-US (SACCUS)
responsible to the Standing Group.

(b) The appointment of a CinC Canada-US (CINCCUS) responsible to the Can-

ada-US Regional Planning Group,' Chiefs of Staff Committee.

(c) The appointment: of a Commander-in-Chief Air Defence Canada US

(CINCADCUS) responsible to the Canada-US Regional Planning Group, Chiefs of

Staff Committee.
d) The antment of a CinC Air Defence

° . . ' da-US( appointment (CINCADCUS) for the Cana
region, responsible jointly to the Canadian and United States Chiefs of Staff

Committces.

(A) The Appointme»t of a Supreme Allicd Commander Canada-US Region
• ' of the NATO

14. The fact ME the Canada•US region is the only remarnmg p acie case
,area not under 'the command of a Supreme Commander provides a pri^ f

for#proposals for the establishment of a NATO Supreme Allied Commander Can-

ada-US' (SACCUS). Following existing NATO procedure, should a SACCUS be

;appâinted, the Regional Planning Ciroup would disappear and SACCUS^ ld be

^directly respôn`sible to the Standing Group as are SACEUR and SACL
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' 15. However, in view of the adequacy of present arrangements for the command .
and control of the land and sea forces and air forces other than air defence forces,
there is no necessity for the appointment of a Supreme Commander over all mili-
tary forces allocated to the defence of the Canada-United States region; and in the
absence of a clear positive reason for the appointment of a Supreme Commander,
the expenditures that would be entailed in establishing a SACCUS organization
could not be justified. Moreover, the appointment of a SACCUS would have cer-
tain implications which would probably be unacceptable to Canada or the United
States, or both countries, as follows:

(a) A SACCUS reporting directly to the Standing Group might have to disclose
information to the Standing Group which would be contrary to present US disclo-
sure policÿ.
(b) If detailed plans for the defence of the Canada-US region were made available

to a NATO body, this would probably lead to discussion concerning the relative
priorities of North American as against European defence.

(c) A SACCUS would report direct to the Standing Group, of which Canada is not
a member, on matters relating to the defence of Canada.

(B) The,Appointment of a Commander-in-Chief Canada-US
16. A possible alternative to the appointment of a SACCUS would be the appoint-

ment of a Commander-in-Chief Canada-US (CINCCUS) for all land, sea and air
forces,, directly responsible to the Regional Planning Group, Chiefs of Staff Com-
mittee, rather than to the Standing Group..The appointment of a CINCCUS would
have two main advantages over the appointment of a SACCUS, which are:
(a) that Canada would have co-equal authority at Chiefs of Staff level as at

present; : .. , ,

(b) that the US disclosure policy might not be endangered, because detailed plans
for the defence of North America would not necessarily be submitted to the Stand-
ing Group but rather to the Regional Planning Group, Chiefs of Staff Committee.
17. However, for the reasons stated in the first part of para 15 above, there does

not seem'to be adequate justification for the appointment of a CINCCUS to com-
mand all land, naval and air forces for the defence of the region. Moreover, it might
be difficult to justify to the rest of NATO the appointment of a commander-in-chief
who would not be a supreme allied commander. i

(C) The Appointment of a Commander-in-Chief Air Defence Canada-US,
RespôiLiible to Canada-US Regional Planning Group
18.'Although'there does not seem to be adequate justification for the appointment

of a Çonünander to command all land, naval and air forces for the defence of the
Canada-US région, a'case' can be made for the appointment of a Commander-in-
Chief Air Defence Canada-US (CINCADCUS). He could be directly responsible to
the Chiefs ôf Staff Committee of the Canada-US Regional Planning Group for the
dèfencë^ô ' f thé`^^a=US 'region, including planning and 'some measure of opcra-
tional control of all air defence resources in the region. Such an organization would
be anâlogoû's' to the 'one `which 'exists for the Channel-North Sea area of NATO.
Theri'm both an Allied Commander-in-Chief and an Allied Maritime-Air Com-
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mander-in-Chief for that : area. They . are responsible, to . the Channel Committee,
,consisting of representatives of-the Chiefs of Staff of the NATO countries in the
area, which is in turn responsible to the Standing Group.

19. There would be four main advantages to the appointment of a CINCADCUS
rather than a SACCUS or CINCCUS:

t.. , '' ,:r,;, .I ., . .,,_. r,.e ..^ ^..^_.e ..;..I

j(b) it would âlalce it difficult, if not impossible, for the Canadian defence authon-
;ties unilaterally to set the pace for the,devclopment of the air defence system in

pressures to snerea
^

se the Canadian contribution both of forces and resoucces tocon-
tïnental defencx, .with' a probable consequent reduction inD Canadian commitments

tô NATO 4n Europe and on the 'Atlantic*

on the Canada-US boundary and might involve a substantial increase m the n
ôf United States forcés in Canada. This' in turn might lead to the development of

forces in .what heconsideted to be the most efficient manner. Such deployment

qwould likely; be bâsedton a'systemof regions running north and south rather thanr

Commander-in-Chief Air Defence Canada-United States:
(a) it would be difficult to deny the Commander-in-Chief the right to deploy his

1=,21: It should be recognized, however, that from the Canadian point of view there

would be a price to pay for the military advantages gained by the establishment of a

,resolve the conflict in the best interests of NATO as a whole.

^l
and the US Chiefs of Staff, there would be no higher organization which could

demic from a military point of view in peacetime, but might be serious in time 01
,war;

(b) in case of aconflict of views between the Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee

.defence of North America and the defence of Europe. This may be largely aca-

. . ., . ..y . .. ,. . , . . . ;

(a) Canada would have co-equal authority' at Chiefs of Staff level as at present,
, and Canadian interests would be adequately protected.

(b) There would be less danger of conflict with the United States disclosure policy
because detailed plans for the defence of North America would be considered at the
Chiefs of Staff Committee level only and need not be submitted in detail to the
Standing Group.
.(c) It would provide satisfactory means of insuring flexibility, coordination and

optimum utilization of the resources available.

(D) The Appointment , of a Conunander-in-Chief Air Defence Canada-US,
responsible to Canadian and United States Chiefs of Staff Committees

20.' Instead of being responsible to the Canada-US Regional Planning Group,
CINCADCUS could be responsible to the Chiefs of Staff Committees of Canada
and the United States co-equally. In terms of flexibility, protection of Canadian
interests and efficient utilization of the resources available, this alternative would
appear to have the same advantages as'the appointment of a Commander-in-Chief
Air Defence responsible to the Canada-US Regional Planning Group. It would,
however, have the following disadvantages:

(a) it would further vitiate the NATO machinery (Canada-US Regional Planning
Group) theoretically responsible for the defence of a part of the NATO area, and
thus weaken such co-ordination as now exists on the higher level between the
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Canada, and this would have a significant effect on the priorities assigned by the
Chiefs of Staff to the various elements of the Canadian defence programme. It
should be borne in mind however that regardless of whether or not a CINCADCUS
is appointed, the present trend of events will themselves make it increasingly diffi-
cult for Canada to , decide unilaterally what it will do in this field.
22. From the Canadian point of view, (C) above would be the best organization.

However, because of US disclosure policy and the reluctance of the US to allow
NATO to become too deeply involved in North American defence, it is likely that
the US would prefer (D) to (C). (D) would offer comparable military advantages
and should therefore be supported if (C) proved unacceptable to the US.
23. Under (C) and (D) above, there are several possible forms of CINCADCUS

organization which merit more detailed examination than is possible in this paper.
However, basically, these may be divided into two main categories:
(a) The appointment of an. existing commander (probably the Commanding Gen-

eral, US Air Defence Command) as Commander-in-Chief Air Defence Canada-US,
responsible for the air defence of the Canada-US region including planning and
some measure of operational control of all air defence resources in the region. This
Commander-in-Chief would retain his present national responsibilities, and to dis-
charge his duties as CinC Air Defence Canada-US would be given a small separate
intemational staff.
(b) The appointment of a separate CinC Air Defence with an international (Can-

ada-US) headquarters, distinct from existing headquarters. The responsibilities of
this CinC would be similar to those outlined in sub-para (a) above, except that he
would have no national responsibilities.
24. The arrangement set forth in para 23(a) above has two main disadvantages:

I .

(a) The Commander-in-Chief would have both national and international respon-
sibilities. In this connection it should be noted that if this CinC were an American,
he could, in his national capacity, be compelled to disclose information to various
congressional committees, the disclosure of which would not be in the best inter-
ests of Canada.
(b) T'tiere is 'a danger that the Commander may not be able to resolve the conflict

between his national and international responsibilities without harming the interests
of one country or the other.
25. The appointment of a separate Air Defence Commander with an international

headquarters appears to represent the most acceptable arrangement from the mili-
tari point of view, as it provides:

(a) A satisfactory means of ensuring adequate planning control and optimum utili-
zation of the' resources available.

(b)^Assûraticé that Canadian interests will be adequately protected.
(C)Flexibility.
(d) Anorganization which would probably be acceptable to the US.

S^^JMMAD^ ♦ 1 f^ . ° ,,. . , '_ _ ,
.

.

26

^^^f^$ftr^l
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(a) Pressure may be exerted by the United States to improve the arrangements for
command and control of the defence forces allocated to the task of defence of the
Canada-US region. .. ; ►

(b) The present system of planning and control of land, sea and air forces other
Chan air defence forces, is adequate and the establishment of an international con-
,trol arrangement is neither, necessary nor desirable.

(c) Planning and control of air. defence should be improved. The present system
involves control and responsibilities which are difficult to define in actual practice
because of the division of vital areas by. the border and the need for rapid redeploy-
ment of defence forces in war regardless of command or national boundaries.
,(d) The appointment of a separate CinC Air Defence with responsibility for plan-
ning and an appropriate measure of operational control over all air defence forces
allocated to the Canada-US region is desirable.

(e) Canada should ensure that any command arrangement of the air defence forces

Staff co-equally.
- (f) If left until an emergency occurs, any arrangement made with the US with
regard to the integration of the air defence forces might provide less favourable
results for Canada.

RECOMMENDATION

military point of view, to make it subordinate to the Canadian and US Chiefs of

co-equally. The best arrangements would be to make such a command organization
subordinate to the Chiefs of Staff Committee of the Canada-US Regional Planning
Group but if that is unacceptable to the U.S., it would also be satisfactory, from the

that might be set up should be subordinate to the Canadian and US Chiefs of Staff

Chief Air Defence.

-' 27. It is recommended that consideration be given to having Canada take the initi-
ative now to discuss with the U.S. authorities the appointment of a Commander-in-

âcquaintance of his Canadian opposite numbers and called on me this mornmg•

the course of the discussion he told mé that the question of the distant early warn'

ing line had been considered twice by the National Security Council within the Past

few, days and that President Eisenhower had discussed it with Dr. Hannah. The
Piësident emphasized to Dr. Hannah the importance attached by the United States

S°. one .: ad, . y, w o recen y
Ing as Military Assistant to Dr. Hannah on PJBD matters, is in Ottawa makin8 the

Ottawa, August 6, 1954

CONTINENTAL DEFFNCE ^- DISTANT EARLYWARN[NG LINE

Col 1 N.P W U.S Arm h has el taken over from Colonel Gral

DEA/50210-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires. extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
^: to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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Government to obtaining the agreement in principle of the Canadian Government
to the establishment of the line and asked if there was anything his office could do
to facilitate the progress of this matter. Dr. Hannah and Secretary of Defence Wil-
son told the President that, in their judginent,' no action by the President was
required at this time.

2. Colonel Ward said. there had been considerable pressure, both on the PJBD
office and the Department of State, to submit at once to the Canadian Government
a formal note requesting Canadian agreement in principle to the construction of the
line. This had been resisted by Dr. Hannah and the State Department as being
unwise and unnecessary.

3. Colonel Ward also made the observation that the attitude of the President with
respect to the need for the distant early warning line had obviously changed signifi-
candy since last Novémber, 'when he visited Ottawa. At that time, in Colonel
Ward's, jûdgment, the Président was by no means convinced of the immediate
necessity for the distant early warning line.

^ R.A. M(ACKAYl

471. DEA/50210-C-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extErieurés

Deputy Minister of National Defence
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRe[' Ottawa. August 9, 1954

Dear Mr. Pearson:
I am enclosing a copy of a submission to Cabinet prepared in Mr. Campney's

name, re6nimending approval of the recommendation of the Permanent Joint
Board in corinection with the Distant Early Warning Line.

Mr. Campney has seen this paper and concurs in the principles.
I,understand in his absence you will be prepared to put it forward at the next

Cabinet meeting, in order to meet the United States' views regarding the urgency
of this matter. .,., _

I would hope that if approved, a joint announcement might be arranged rather
than a unilateral statement or leak by the United States.

Yours sincerely,

C.M. DRURY



RELA'nONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

SECRET

[PIÈCE JOINTEIENCLOSURE] .

Note 'du ministre de la Défense nationale
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence
to Cabinet

CaINET DoCUMENT No. 173-54 [Ottawa], July 29, 1954

additional stations has not yet been made although the necessary surveys were
rary radar stations to fill the "gaps" in this chain, but a formal request to build these
of the original 33 stations. The United States proposed an additional nine tempo-
United States chain of which Canada is bearing one-third the cost and manning 16

coverage for Canada. Bnefly the most southeriy line which is commonly called
"Pinetree» was approved by Cabinet in February, 195130 It is a joint Canada-

COATTINPMAL DEFENCE: DISTANT EARLY WARNING LINE

1. The attached Appendix "A"t indicates the present and proposed radar defence

authorized by the Cabinet Defence Committee in February, 1953.

suc
coast of the continent had been'ra;ommended by the Study Group, and 11
that a proposal tu construct a d^stant early warn^ng i g fin1 ne runn^n ong

. ine cnce mmA g
, . . ^ ^ the northern

operation by 1957,` and those in the Pacific soon thereafter.
4 Cab• t Def Pô *##%é of its 100th meetin held on 25 June, 1954, noted

ro .
system, in the Atlantic to the Azores and in the Pacific to Hawaii, are being under-
takea by the United States. The sea wings in the Atlantic are expected to be in

undertaken as a Canadian project at - Canadian ` expense. This l^ne is conuno
-Ir---A IF as the mid-Canada line The seaward extensions of the early warning

waniing^chain should be established along the 55th parallel of latitude and subse-
quently in June,1954; Cabinet agreed that the construction of this line wouldnbe

of Staff Cabinet - Defence Committee ' agreed 'in November, 1953, that an e Y
• g 1t',1? Arisin out of the studies of this bodyand the recommendations of the Cluefs

joint Canada-United States body.
with plans for radar construction 'in Canada which had not first been studied by a
United States Govenunent would not in future confront the Canadian Govennmen
céîn' to the two countries. The purpose of this suggestion was to ensure that the
tem in general and the early warning system in particular which are of mutual con-
Joint Study Group to study those aspects of the North American Air Defence Sys-
United States expense but suggested that the two Governments should establish a
agrced to pennit the United States Government to build this experimental station at
early warning system of radar stations in 'the Arctic.` The Canadian Government
near Herschel Island, designed to test the feasibility and value, or otherwise, of an
request for permission to build an experimental radar station in the Canadian Arctic

2. It will be recalled that in January, 1953, the United States presented an urgent

10 VoldSee Volume 19, Document 714.
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project was to be undertaken, it would be desirable that this line be built as a joint
Canada-United States project.lhe additional early warning chain is being designed
to provide additional early warning for the following purposes: -

(a) To allow. the United States Strategical Air Force to deploy off its bases to
avoid destruction;
(b) To allow for preparation for further deployment of fighters on to the path of

the enemy raiders; and .
(c) For civil defence.

It was mentioned that present American thinking envisaged the chain being con-
structed in one season as a task force operation and regardless of how the cost
might ultimately be shared, it seemed quite likely that the United States would have
to play a major part in the transportation of the necessary equipment, simply
because Canada did not have enough ships or aircraft. For the same reason, the
United States would have a significant part to paly in the supply and maintenance
of the line. However the Royal Canadian Air Force will be prepared to provide a
proportion of both the supervisory and operational personnel of this early warning
chain.

5. On 28 June, 1954, the Chiefs of Staff had for consideration the Third Interim
Report prepared by the Canada-United States Military Study Group, which recom-
mended that:. _ . . , .
(a) the twôGovernments agree in principle to the need for the establishment of a

distarit early warning line across the most northerly practicable part of North
America;

I>

(b) militarily acceptable characteristics of such a line be developed;
(c) systems studies be initiated for the purpose of developing detailed recommen-

dations on the specifications, types of equipment, over-all system composition, cost
estimates, manpower requirements and the exact location of the line.

6. While the Canadian Chiefs of Staff agreed to recommendations (b) and (c)
above they felt it would be preferable to withhold seeking government approval in
Principle for the construction of the distant early warning line until further study by
the Military Study Group and the Systems Engineering Group brought to light the
full implications of the proposed distant early warning line.

7. However, as the President of the United States has now approved the proposal
for thé needof a far northern line, the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff have
requested,` through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, at its last meeting held
in July,1954, extract from Journal attached as Appendix "B"," that Canadian Gov-
ernment agreement in principle be obtained on the need for the far northern early
warning line. It was pointed out that approval in principle by the two Governments
would assist: the United States authorities in. seeking the required appropriations,
which was necessarily a process requiring some time. It was further stated that the
Un'teci States was willing to carry all or any part of the burden involved in con-

!
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structing and, operating . the far northern line, depending upon the wishes of the
Canadian Government as to the extent of Canadian participation.

8. It is suggested that approval in principle be given to the need for a far northern
early warning line without prejudice and subject to further review when the neces-
sary studies have been completed and, the details and cost of the undertaking are
available.

472. DF.AU50210-C-40

SECRET

Dear Mr. Pearson:

orally.

In the event, however, you are of the opinion that the urgency is such that it
cannot wait, there is one point not mentioned in the paper which you might raise

= return which will be at the end of this week.32

. DISTANT EARLY WARNING I,INE

As I have suggested to Dr. MacKay, I think it would be preferable, if possible,
to defer presentation of the PJ.B.D. proposals to Cabinet until Mr. Campney's

tconcern of the Canadian Government and its view that the line from the Azo
!Defence. It would probably be helpful if in future cirscussions one cou 4- res to

° concern regar+dmg tins gap, but the visa o conce ,
limited ito representations ` by either: the R.C.A.F. or the Department of National

. . • • ld uote the

rn have of necessi ,
the Service level, representations have been made to the United State fOur

no early warnmg for Canada. s> , +
the run in from the northern tip of Labrador to the two Argentia, there is in essence

stand, the present U.S.N. proposal, but on the Atlantic side there is the grave defect
,that between the eastern end of the proposed D.E.W. Line along the Arctic Coast
and the western end of the Atlantic seawing, the Distant Early Warning line and
the Labrador Early Warning Line will be one and the same. The result is that while

; n the Pacific and in the Canadian Arctic distant early warning is provided, across

the'Alaskan Radar Network on the Pacific side, and in the Atlantic run from the
tAzores to Argentia, joining the Newfoundland Radar Network. This is, I under-

it will be seen that the seawings run from the Azores to Alaska and there joined to
Looking at the man accompanying the submission to Cabinet (Appendix "A"),1'

--. !2 Note marginale JMupnal DOW
Agreed L.B. P(ear:oo) , s w=

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence
to Secretary of State for Ezternal A,,B`'airs.

Ottawa, August 10, 1954
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Canada should be oriented northwards so as to provide distant early warning in the
same 'degree as the line across the Arctic.

Even though the United States is to provide, pay for, and operate the seawings,
it seems we are justified in putting forward our views regarding them in that the
distant early warning system of which the stations to be located on Canadian terri-
tory are an integral part,- does not make sense unless the eastern end of the land
element is continued easterly over the sea towards the tip of Greenland.

It probably would not be desirable to establish as a condition precedent to our
agreement to the principle, that the Atlantic seawing be reoriented, but when we
inform the United States that the Canadian Government agrees with the United
States Government on the need of additional early warning line that our representa-
tives can communicate the concern of the Government regarding the present pro-
posed location of the Atlantic seawing.

Yours sincerely,

C.M. DRURY

473•1 r.,, . }, . . , , , PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
. . . _. , _

Top SECRET [Ottawa], August 11, 1954

CONTINENTAL DEFENCE; DISTANT EARLY WARNING UNE

17. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-
ing of June 30th, 1954, said that a recommendation had been prepared in the
Department of., National Defence concerning radar defence coverage for Canada
and, in particular, the distant early warning line. It would be recalled that the most
southerly line, commonly known as "Pinetrce", had been approved and was in
operation except for one or two stations. This was a joint Canada-U.S. chain,
whose cost and manning were being shared.lhe Cabinet had recently approved the
construction, at Canadian expense, of a mid-continent line running approximately
110119 'the 55th `paralle1 of latitude. Seaward extensions of the whole system from
Alaska to Hawaii in the Pacific and from Newfoundland to the Azores in the Atlan-
fic were being' `undertâken by the United States. The Canada-U.S. military'study
SrouP. had ïecommended the approval in principle of the establishment of a distant
earIY,Wâirning line running along the northern coast of the continent. This addi-
tional chain'vyas `designed to provide sufficient warning to enable the U.S. strategi-
eal a, force aircraft to be deployed off their bases to avoid destruction, to allow
ftirther Pcepâr'ation for the deployment of fighters and to assist civil defence pur-
Poses.' Prësent'Americanthinking envisaged the chain being constructed in one sea-
son as â task force' opeiation regardless of how the cost might ultimately be shared.
It seeinéd likely that the United States would have to play a major part in the con-s •.'.
"eGon of the project simply because Canada did not have enough facilities for
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such a largetask force operation. Howéver, the R.C.A.F. would be prepared to
provide a proportion of both the supervisory and operational personnel of this
chain. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff had agreed that militarily acceptable character-
istics of the line bé developed and that systems studies be initiated but had not
sought government apprôval in principle of the project until further studies brought
to light the full implication of the proposal. More recently, however, the President
of the United States had approvéd the need for the line and the U.S. Joint Chiefs of
Staff, through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had requested that Canadian
government agreement in principle be obtained. According to United States author-
1ties, the deferment of such agreement would have an"adverse affect on the devel-
opment of, United States plans, organization and fiscal arrangements, and the
fundamental decision was very important in enlisting the full support of the many
agencies which in one way or another would be concerned with the project. It was
further stated that the United States would be willing to carry all or any part of the
burden involved in constructing and operating the line depending upon the wishes
of Canada.

, It was suggested that approval in principle be given to a far northern early warn-

ing line without prejudice and subject to further review when the necessary studies
had been completed and the details and the cost of the undertaking were available.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated. -:
Memorandum, Minister of National Defence, July 29, 1954 - Cab. Doc. 173-

54):
18. Mr. Pearson thought it would be preferable to defer decision on the proposal

until a later meeting when Mr. Campney could be present. However, he would like
to be in a position to indicate, if necessary, that the matter was being considered by
the government since the United States government were pressing hard for Canada
to take some action on the recommendations and there had been suggestions in U.S.
quarters that we were not proceeding as rapidly as we might with respect to conti-
nental defence. Personally, there was no doubt in his mind that Canada would have
to agree in principle to the proposal that a distant early warning line be established

along the north shore of the mainland.
t 19.+In`tlu course of discussion; the following points emerged:

^â) If Canada {did not agrée to the establishment of the line or even to participa1zng

in' thé' project, to_ some extent, we would be faced with a proposal that the United
Stâtés construct, man' and ôperate the line wholly as an U.S. undertaking. It would
,..

i
. •^.

ble towithhold
.

be; vrtüally impossible agreement to this suggestion. In the circuln"
x , . . .

stances, whil e` C.naida mght not be able to partrclpate
. in the actual construction o

thé' line; it .would be desirable' to have a sharein its maintenance and operation;
n - .:;._; f_^ - 1 .., Race to the
^, (b) , The eastern seawing,; as presently envisaged ran from Cape a p

. Between the éastern end of the Atlantic seawing there would be a g P

distant éâily wârning purposes. It would be helpful if, in future discussions with the

United States, çoncernovçr this matter be'expressed and suggestions mad ^ of ^e

.y^ •culài se$ment be tnoved northward. This, of course, woutd remarn a p
_ .. . States.

system whose^peraonneland éosts would be bornewby the United
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(c) .There was no estimate of costs for the distant early, warning line available and
before a decision were taken, it would be helpful if some information about costs
could be made available and also if an estimate could be provided of the Canadian
personnel and other resources which might be involved.

(d) A further factor bearing on the proposal related to reports which scientists in
the United States had received concerning Soviet thermonuclear developments.
What information was available appeared to indicate that the effect of these weap-
ons was greater than had been heretofore envisaged. This meant there would be
greâter pressure exerted to proceed rapidly with the construction of radar warning
facilities.
20. The Cabinet deferred decision, to a later meeting on the proposal to approve in

principle the need for a far northern early warning air defence line.

PCO

Top SECRET .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], August 18, 1954

'CONTINENTAL DEFENCE; DISTANT EARLY WARNING LINE

11. The ]ITinister of National Defence, referring to discussion at the meeting of
August, llth, expressed the opinion that there was no alternative but to approve, in
principle, the United States proposal for early construction of a far northern early
waming fine subject to further review when the necessary studies had been com-
pleted and the details and cost of the undertaking were available.
12. In the R côurse of discussion it was suggested that, although the government

should approve the proposal in principle now, decision should be reserved as to the
nature and extént`of Canadian participation. Quite apart from the financial contri-
butiôn the ' Canadian - government might eventually make and the extent to which
Canadian Armed Forces would participate in the operation and maintenance of this
line, câtefûl consideration should be given to the proposed locations of the various
stauons'and"to the extent t6which U.S. military authorities proposed to employ
local 1a^ur in` the actual construction of the line.

^ #.„ ..

net
,13. The Cabc agreed that the Canadian Ambassador in Washington be

'nstructedTtô infocm the United States government,
i"Yfr-

(a) tW thé Canauiian government agreed, in principle, to the need for the estab-
lishmentôf âdistârit early , warning line across the most northerly practicable part
of Noi6Americâ; without prejudice, however, to the extent of Canadian participa-
6011 and subject to further review when preliminary studies had been completed
and the details and cost of the undertaking were available; and,
(b) thafthe.Canadian government was seriously concerned over the fact that the

prop°Sei seâwird win ' of th d' tant 1 warnin lino- on the Atlantic side of the^..
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continent would give only little'early warning of the approach of hostile aircraft
from the northeast, and that the Canadian government, therefore, urged that every
effort bë made by the: agencies responsible for planning the various segments of the
distant early warning line to 'select an alternative route with a view to remedying
this defect.

DEA/50210-C-40

Le président de la section canadienne
de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense

au'président de la section américaine
de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense

Chairman, Canadian Section, Permanent Joint Board on Defence,
to Chairman, United States Section, Permanent Joint Board on Defence

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL

^^. ; . . ^. -. {•specific

to press or pu ic un ere

.. . .. _.the preparation of an agreed joint k statement for release by the Governments on a

is a most important policy mattcr , on winch thcre must no
¢ bl' dl th has been further discussion which would eventuate in

ee sure o ,
p. be release of informationI f 1 ihat ur Âmbassador in rèsentin 11 this information, will stress that

[Ottawa], August 19, 1954

Dear Dr. Hannah,
I write to you to let you know personally and confidentially that the serious

difficulties which arose over the acceptance by the Government of Canada of the
proposals which we made in para. 4 of the P.J.B.D. Journal covering our meetings
12-15 July, 1954, have now been resolved and that I expect that in the course of the
next few days our Ambassador in Washington will be instructed to call at the State
Department and formally present the text of the Canadian Government Decision
which will give agreement in principle to the need for a DEW line across the most
northerly practicable part of North America; such agreement being, as we agreed in
our meeting, without prejudice to the extent of Canadian participation and subject
to further revision when the preliminary studies have been completed and details of
and costs of the undertaking are available.

Our fôrmal communication will express our consciousness that the value to be
obtained from the land segment is directly related to the effectiveness of the flank-
ing extensions, - and, very especially , to those on the Atlantic side as against the
approach of hostile aircraft from the north-east, where, as was pointed out at the
P.J.B.D. meeting, the present plans give only minimal early warning. Our note will
express the hope that the various agencies responsible for planning the various seg-
ments.of the DEW line will .use every endeavour, to remedy this defect.33

--' Il L. me> du Caaada. N6,480, a Eté livrée au Département d'État le 2 septembre 15, ^r 2.1954

*'11 The CaoadlLt note. Namber M. w►as delivered to the Departmeat of State on Sep

^^^ ' • 3 n Y < a .. . ^ - ^ - ^ . . _ ^ tem54
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Naturally, I am deeply concerned, and i feel sure you are also, at the time which
has been required to bring this matter to the present satisfactory point.

You will recall that I spoke to you by telephone on the afternoôn of 19 July,
1954, when I advised you that immediately on my return to Ottawa I had made the
rounds of the Canadian authorities especially concerned, and seen to it that they
were provided with copies of p4ra. 4 of our Journal; that I had fully explained the
matter and that these explanations had been sympathetically received; and that I
had been assured that it was hoped the question could be dealt with at the Cabinet
meeting the following week. Unfortunately, the Minister of Defence was not able
to return to Ottawa until the next week following, and by this time we were in the
midst of upset which followed the unfortunate press account of your interview on
31 July, 1954, and its reference to the "mid-Canada line".-34

I am sure you will appreciate the serious impact of the release of this informa-
tion, which was the first public intimation of such a decision by the Canadian Gov-
enumént, and which came at the very unfortunate moment when our Ministers were
in the midst of their discussions relative to the form and content of the statement
being prepared by the Minister of National Defence for release to the Canadian
public on the first appropriate occasion 3s

However, I think now that despite this anticipation of a formal announcement by
the Government of Canada on a matter of primary Canadian concern that the situa-
tion has been dealt with on its merits. It is, I think, when we are in trouble due to
the develôpment of some difficulty in inter-governmental cooperation that there
should be the most complete passage of information between you and I, so that we
can do everything within our capacity to clear matters and profit by experience, and
I hope therefore you will agree that I should have written you in complete
franknessa

WithRkindest personal regards and best wishes,
Very sincerely yours,

A.G.L. MCNAUGHTON

Chambrc des co DfGau 1935 volume II 1496mmunes. . . . FI.
^ Canada, Nouse of Commons, Dc6atcs, 1955, Volume II, p. 1419.
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Note de la lm Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division
'' to'Under-Seeretary'of State for External Affairs

SECRET (CANADIAN EYES . ONLY) .; [Ottawa], September 20, 1954

COMMAND OF CONTINENTAL DEFENCE FORCES

Introduction
The Joint Planning Committee recently submitted to the Chiefs of Staff Com-

mittee a paper entitled "Command of Continental Defence Forces" which recom-
mended that consideration be given to having Canada take the initiative now to
discuss with the United States authorities the appointment of a Commander-in-
Chief, Air Defence. In taking the initiative at, this stage, rather than waiting until an
emergency arose, the J.P.C. considered that a command arrangement more satisfac-
tory to Canada might be developed.

2. In arriving at this recommendâtion the report notes that "the present system of
planning and control of land, sea and air forces other than air defence forces is
`adeqiiate" and that only in the area of air defence is a more effective structure for
planning and control of Continentâl Defences desirable. It'concludes that the most
satisfactory arrangement for Canada ` would be a Command Organization
3sübordinate to the Chiefs of Staff Committee of the Canada-U.S. Regional Plan-
ning Group, or, if this was unacceptable to the United States, subordinate to the
Canadian and United States Chiefs co-equally.I

3. In the following sections this paper will attempt to describe briefly the existing

^air defence system, and to outline the major political implications stemming from
the implementation of the J.P.C. recommendation.

Tlu Present Air Defenee System

t 4. For the past several years Canada and the United States, individually and
jointly, have been at work constructing an elaborate and very costly network of air
defences for the North American Continent. This system of defences, which will
take several more years to complete, includes extensive radar lines, interceptor
fighter bases, anti-aircraft and guided missile installations, extensive communica-
tion facilities, and a complex organization for civil defence.
5: This programme, which is based on the principle of "defence in depth, is

designed to meet the threat of Russian attack by jet aircraft capable of delivering
thermonuclear bombs to any target in North America. The development of the con-
tinental defence system to meet this threat has been greatly accelerated during the
past year, not only as a result of the vastly increased power of the U.S.S.R., but also
as a consequence of the belief of the United States that North America would be
the primary target in another world war. ±-= ^. - .

I
# TR
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6. The principle of defence in depth requires, (1), the construction of parallel radar
warning chains across possible lines of attack, (2), air defence forces, interceptor
aircraft, anti-aircraft and guided missile units - to destroy the invading aircraft
and, (3), an effective civil defence organization. The proposed Distant Early Warn-
ing Line in the Canadian Arctic and the extension to Hawaii in the west, and the
Azores in the east, is intended to provide the first indication of attack and to alert
the entire air defence and civil defence system.
7. From the time'invading aircraft reach the leading edge of the mid-Canada or

"tactical warning line" until the time they leave it, this chain and the Pinetree radar
system will ultimately enable the Air Defence Forces to "track" the direction and
speed 'of the attack and, therefore, to intercept and continually engage the invader
with all the fighter aircraft, guided missile and anti-aircraft forces available.
8. To function with maximum effectiveness the air defence system should be fully

integrated under a single commander, with sub-areas determined on the basis of
geographical considerations 'and the probable direction of approach of enemy air-
craft. Under present circumstances the various North American commands with an
air defence role are only coordinated with boundaries determined on a political
basis. It would not be possible to change the existing arrangements rapidly because
it would require a great deal of careful planning, the establishment of communica-
tions facilities, and the training of a command staff. If, therefore, there is any inten-
tion of having the most effective command system in operation when the
emergency develops, action to establish it must be taken now rather than later.

The Implications of an Integrated Air Defence Command

(A) The Command of the Air Defence Forces
9. The central and most signifiant problem is whether Canada is prepared to have

the responsibility for the air defence of Canada, including the command of Cana-
dian air defence forces, vested in a United States officer. Although Canada and the
United States w have agreed that both the Canadian and the United States Air
Defence Commanders should have the power, in the event of war, to authorize the
redeployment of R.C.A.F.' Air Defence Forces to the United States (and the rede-
ployment of U.S.A.F. Air Defence Forces to Canada), it is quite a different ques-
tion to have - all Canada's air defence forces and installations commanded
continuously by an American located, in all probability, in the United States.
^hether or not Canada is prepared to accept this surrender of its sovereignty in the
interest of the defence of North America is the most difficult and the most impor-
tant issue.

10. Wl^ this development of the air defence of North America, in which the
United States will make much the larger contribution, in money and manpower,
Cana1a will be facëd with an increasingly difficult problem arising from the con-
strnctiôn'of more United States bases and, therefore, the stationing of greater num-
bers of.Unitéd States service personnel in Canada. At present there is an agreement
betweénCanada
Canada ^ib

dert^e, United States which fP^i^^dian commander. It s
eemsthe operational control

probablé th`at under an integrated air defence command, the command areas, as the



^J.P.C.- paper notes, would run north and south across the International Boundary. A
Canadian might be designated as'the commander of one of these areas, but others
would no'doubt be headed byAmericans.

11.Quite clearly it would be difficult, except within very broad general principles,
to deny the`commander the authority to deploy his forces in what he considers to be
'the most effective and efficient dispositions. ` It follows, therefore, that the air
defence forces of either country might be deployed to meet a threat over the terri-

weré'developed now rather than in the face of an emergency there would be more

tory of the other country. For example, unless the joint arrangements provided oth-
erwise, interceptors from Eastern Canada might be diverted to meet an attack
aimed atithe New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburg area. This, however, is probably
unlikély 'in view of the fact that Canadian' air bases are for the most part astride
lines of approach from Russia to the United States.

The Proposed Integrated Air Defence Command and NATO
12. If it is agreed that the air defences of Canada and the United States should be

integrated, the most important problem in connection with the structure of the com-
mand is whether or not it should be established within the framework of NATO
and, as a consequence, responsible to the CUSRPC. As noted in the J.P.C. paper,
the United States, as a result of its disclosure policy, might find it difficult to accept

.a command responsible to the Chiefs of Staff Committee of the CUS Region. On
the other hand the establishment of a command outside NATO could have a very
serious impact on the effectiveness of NATO in that it would deepen the split
between the North American and the European members of NATO and would give
grounds for the suspicion that the United States was gradually reverting to a strat-
egy in which Europe would be left to save itself. ..
,.13. ^ In ; connection with t the possibility of relating an integrated command to
NATO, it might be noted that at present the Canada-U.S. Region is the only NATO

-area which does not have a combined command. The establishment of a North
-American command outside the NATO framework would, therefore, sharply accen-
tuate the weakness of the link between the North American and the European mem-
bers of NATO. The propaganda advantages to the Soviet Union of this development
merit careful consideration. Although this problem need not delay preliminary dis-
cussions to examine the possibility of establishing an integrated air defence com-
mand, it would seem of the greatest importance that any integrated command
should be directly related to NATO.

'Planning the Development of the Continental Air Defence System

. 14: Canada, as suggested above, would benefit directly from the integration of the
continental 'air defence system through'the'tnore effective use of air defence forces.

41t might âlso be ârguéd that under' an integrated command it would also benefit
through its participatiôn withthe United States in the plânning and development of

R the' continental air defence network. ' Moreover, if the procedure for integration

opportunity for it to be shaped in a form acceptable to Canada.
15: The United States, facing` the vastly ineased power of the Soviet Union ihen

cômïnittéd itself to an extensive and costly programme to expand and streng
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the air defences of North America. As noted earlier, the Canadian Government has
so far agreed, in general, with this programme of development, and it is unlikely
that it would refuse to participate jointly, or to permit the United States, by itself, to
proceed with the construction of any project which the latter is convinced is
required for these defences on Canadian territory.
16. It seems clear, therefore, that regardless of whether or not an integrated air

defence command is established, it will have little effect on the development of the
air defence system. It might, however, be argued that, if such a command is estab-
lished, participation in the planning of the programme might provide a more effec-
tive method than exists at present of influencing the construction of the continental
air defence system.

Conclusion
17. The U.S.S.R. has or will soon have the capability of crippling seriously the

war-making capacity of North America. Since the United States is convinced that
North America will be the primary target in the event of total war, it has undertaken
an extensive programme to develop and strengthen the air defences of the conti-
nent.,At'present the command organization of the air defences of North America is
notas efficient as it would be if it were integrated. If the Canadian Government is
in agreement with the United States that the security of North America is seriously
threatened, and that defensive 'arrangements should be developed to the greatest
possible`degree of effectiveness, it seems essential that the question of an integrated
air defence command should be carefully considered without further delay, bearing
in mind that at least two or three years of careful planning and preparation will be
required bëfore` an efficient integrated organization can be developed.

Proposed Amendments to the J.P.C Analysis

on the Paper; it should, if this has not already been done, refer it to the Air Defence

18. SinceJ External Affairs participated in the preparation of the attached J.P.C.
Paper, 'there is 'little we can add to the main argument. However there are one or
two points which you might raise during its consideration by the Chiefs of Staff
Comtnittee.'

(1) We would recommend that the conclusion be qualified by adding:
"the,appointment to take effect when the two countries agree that the establish-
ment of an intégrated air defence command is desirable and necessary."

This modification would make it possible for the planners of both countries to
evolve }suitable` measures without any implied commitment to put the plan into
effect lmïnediately.

(2) Wé would suggest that before the Chiefs of Staff Committee takes final action

Com^^d^of the R.C.A.F. in order to obtain its opinion on the analysis and the
•^ lY9•=

r^ommendâtiôns.
(3) Wé would suggest that, if and when a recommendation on this matter is sub-

mitted toCabinet Defence Committee, it should include both military and political
Mnsidecations, and should be' submitted jointly by the Minister of National
Deferia aid the Secretary of State for External Affairs. (Mr. MacKay agreed with^

^^9^ l^r.j
3

,

_
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this suggestion when the J.P.C. Paper was sent to him for information on July 23,
1954).-3^

Le président du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au président du Comité des chefs d'état-major des États-Unis

477. DEA/50219-AE-40

. . ^, . ,..
3 Chairmwt, Chiefs of Staff Committee,

`o Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff of United States

TOP SECRET

the` production of our own air defence weapons are to be continued. As you
and the United States, but particularly for Canada, if the present arrangem are

e const er p , 8 , p ents for.^> :

crippling-attack on the retaliatorycapacity, of North America and advance the date
on which they may be prepared to risk a third world war. In view of this, the Cana-
dian Chiefs of Staff consider, that a re-appraisal of our position in regard to conti-
nental defence,' taking into' consideration the recent Soviet developments in the
fields of mass destruction weapons and their carriers and the question of fall-out, is
urgently r!equucd ,'
^G W 'd thatthe' $roblem of timin h,-* scrious im lications for both Canada

[Ottawa], September 30, 1954

Dear. [Admiral Radford]:
As agreed at the meeting of consultation last Friday afternoon, I am setting out

herein considerations and suggestions of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff regarding a
re-appraisal of the problem of continental defence, particularly in view of the
advances made by Soviet Russia in the fields of mass destruction weapons, bomber
aircraft and the possible effects of fall-out of atomic and thermonuclear weapons 37
"The Canadian Chiefs of Staff consider that we must assume that sooner or later

the Russians will have accumulated sufficient information on fall-out to realize
some of the potent advantages of this phenomenon.' It is considered that the possi-
ble` effects of fall-out may mean that the Russians will need fewer weapons and
carriers to accomplish the same neutralization task of this continent than they previ-
ously estimated. Also, as the permissible error of weapon delivery has been greatly

increased, it may reduce the need for highly `skilled bomb aimers and for accurate
blind-bombing radar equipment. Furthermore, this permissible error may simplify
some of the problems of propulsion and guidance of intercontinental weapons and,
if, this is right; it may be possible for the Russians to significantly move ahead the
timing of successful development of intercontinental weapons.

Taking into consideration all these, factors mentioned above, Soviet Russia
might be in a position where they may feel they have sufficient potential to render a

` 21/9/54 At meeting of (hiefs atroed paper tfwuld not go forward as yet to Tf. 1

•WrIADAMt : NOW JM lie= ` tRr , ^ ,r%r Meantime

Workinj Party to exannine imp1144ioni be:ent to work with USADC. R.A. "I'[," y

" VoidSee Dpcumaw 493.
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aware, in ^ 1946 we took a decision to develop an all-weather fighter aircraft, the
CF-100, for continental defence. This decision to develop an all-weather fighter in
Canada was taken only after a very careful review of all the all-weather fighter
aircraft being developed in the United States and the United Kingdom and it was
found that' none of the types under development would meet the requirements for
continental defence in Canada. However, the specifications for this aircraft were
written to meet the threat of the TU-4, but the predicted characteristics of the new
Soviet Type 37 aircraft will render the CF-100 inadequate for this task. Last year
we took a decision to produce a successor to the CF-100 and the specifications
were drawn up before there was knowledge of the T-37. This new aircraft is
expected to be able to deal with the T-37 type but it is not expected to be available
for squadron use before 1959-60. Therefore, if Russia is able to produce sufficient
T-37 aircraft to attack the North American continent before 1959-60, we will not
have anything capable of dealing with this Soviet threat. Further, if intercontinental
weapons are developed successfully by 1960 by the Russians, it is not considered
that even this new type of aircraft could deal with this type of attack.

These implications affecting our own production of air defence weapons are
mentioned to emphasize the need for more positive joint action in preparing to
meet this potential new threat. In our opinion, there is no time for unilateral devel-
opment and further, we have grave doubts as to whether there is sufficient scientific
and technical ability available in Canâda to achieve success in the more advanced
fields of air defence weapons, such as air-to-air and ground-to-air guided missiles
with atomic warfieâds, in time to meet this new threat. Because of these considera-
tions, we are rapidly reaching the stage where the development of a suitable weap-
ons system for the defence of the North American continent must be a joint
operation between our two countries in almost every respect. Although we are well
aware that there may be many difficult technical and legal obstacles to overcome to
achieve such a joint development we feel, in spite of such difficulties, there is an
urgent need to re-examine this problem together because if we do not succeed in
obtaining the right answer in time, our survival may be in danger.

In the light{of the above, and fully realizing that there may be many legal diffi-
culties to overcome, we would like to make the following suggestions as to how
this problem may be examined:

(a) Initiate a joint study to define clearly the effects of fall-out. This will have to
be a scientific study, and the security difficulties imposed by your present regula-
tions are appreciated.
(b) After the effect of fall-out has been defined clearly, enough for military under-

standing, ititiate a study on the effects of fall-out on the present plans for the
defence of North America.

(c) Âfter the effects of fall-out on present plans are clariGed, pursue a re-exami-
nauon ôf uur wcapons system for the defence of North America.
(d) Finâllÿ; resulting from the above, initiate a study to determine a joint

apProach for the, implementation of a revised weapons system.
Since my return from Washington, I have been able to give this matter further

StudY- i have recently learned that the Atomic Energy Commission have proposed a
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I hope you will advise me of the views of the United States Chiefs of Staff after
you have had time to give this pioblem'due consideration.

tri-partite conference on 18 October to discuss fall-out measurements and it may be
possible to use an extension of this conference tô provide the necessary information
on fall-out which. will be required for a re-appraisal of our continental defence
problem. I have been éxamin

. ng some of the legal obstacles and I think it might bei
worth mentioning that there may be a possibility of resolving the legal obstacles by
means 'of existing agreements we have for securing restricted data directly from the
Atomic Energy Commission under Section .144A of the Atomic Energy Act, and
that this=channel might well be used for securing any additional information in
regard to fall-out which is not obtained at the meeting to be held on 18 October.

z ours sinccrciy,

CitnRLEs FocnicEs

478. DEA/50309-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis .

Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
Io Ambassador in United States

LETrER NO. D-1256' [Ottawa], October 19, 1954
, ._ . .,

Defence^Forces, the Châirman,zChiefs Of Staff asked the Joint Planning Committee
this sub'ect. The Joint Plannin Committee's analysis of the

his cam for the establishmcnt`of an.integr^ated command for North American

COMMAND OP CONTINENTAL DEFENCE FORCES

Following Representative Sterling Cole's`speech last winter in which he began

tu prepare a paper on J g
problem was submitted to the 568th Meeting of thé Chiefs of Staff Committee held

on September 21, 1954. I am enclosing for your information a copy of the Joint
: Planning Committee's paper to which we contributed, and a copy of a departmental
, tncmorandum discussing the implications of the implementation of the Joint Plan-

ning Committee's rccommendations., . : : . ; ; .
3 2: Ij quote below from the Minutes of the Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting at

} which the Joint Planning Committee paper was considered:

u. The Conunlttee had for considerauon a rtport y e o^
ts f- d and control of United States-Canada rnili-

, b th J'nt Planning Comrnl
"V1 `Conuuund ;;,r Côntiiïentul ^ Defeneé Forces ,

^ L= reginusn arran emen or comman
tary forces agllocat^ to thé defence of Canada, United States and Alaska. It was

iaomtnended that Caztâdâ take the initiative to 'diseuss with the United States

a" %10 the appointment of a Comrnandcr•in-Chief, `Air Defence.
the Chmr

'27.- The, Chalrmün, Chfef ffs OfSta,'stated that recent informal talks with ^

; United States Joint Chiefs of Staff indicated that the United States authorities
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were not pressing for immediate action. He considered it desirable that interim dis-
cussions should take place and a plan formulated which could readily be put before
the Govennrnent for approval in case of an emergency. Among the' many implica-
tions which would require full investigation was the problem of communications:
28. The Chief of the Air Staff considered it would be most desirable to have Cana-

dian planning elements -integrated with United States Air Force planners. He was
considering the advisability of placing'a portion of the planning element of Air
Defence Command, St. Hubert with the United States Air Defence Command at
Colorado Springs. This group would study United States procedures and pârticipate
in the planning of air defence exercises at the working level.

29. The Cômmittee noted the report of the Joint Planning Committee and agreed
that ^
(a) Canada should not at this time take the initiative to discuss with United States

authorities the"appointment of a Commander-in-Chief, Air Defence;

involved, including recommendations, and make recommendations to the Chiefs of
Staff in due course."
3. Since, as you will note in paragraph 29(c) above, this matter may again be

considered - by the. Chiefs of Staff Committee, we, would appreciate having any
comments you might wish to make on the papers which are enclosed.

(c) the'_ Chief of the Air Staff would make a further study of the problems

stationed with United States Air Force Air Defence Command at Colorado Springs;and....

(b) it would be desirable to have an element of Air Defence Command, St. Hubert,
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BENJAMIN ROGERS

for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

479. DEA/50045-40

= Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorândum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa), November 6,.1954

BRIEFING ON NOVEMBER 5©Y CilAIRAtAIN OP QiIEHS OP STAFF

briefingto Officers of National Defence on above subject. I cannot but feel that- 6 6

General poullces gave his Officers quite an unfair impression of the discussion at

A^ached is a memorandum from DL(1) ivin an account of General Foulkes'
ON PROPOSED RADAR CHAINS
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Committee*of the Chiefs of StafVs Despite the report of the PJBD which was for-
warded to the Chiefs of Staff and 'despite our. letterfi. and memorandumJ pointing
out^ the ' necessity of speedy action,. the chairman deliberately kept the item off
Chiefs of Staff agenda. He did however make a brief reference to it but intimated
no action was required by the Chiefs of Staff Committee, pending consideration of
the minutes of the PJBD at the next meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee. This
would certainly have had.the effect of delaying action on the American request.
However, other members.of the. Committee pushed the Chairman into getting in
contact that day with Admiral Radford and getting joint agreement between the two
chairmen to refer the matter at once to the Military Study Group with a view of
having a report ready for the next meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee.

I feel also that General Foulkes' comments on the question of integration of the
various radar chains and their effectiveness by no means fairly reflect the discus-
sion at Chiefs of Staff Committee. Dr. Solandt did raise the question as to whether
proper integration between the DEW line and the Mongoose (or mid-Canada fine),
but after looking more closely at the proposals, he later expressed himself as satis-
fied. True, the Military authorities have as yet no answer to IBM (Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile) which they predict for about 1962. But the technical people,
including the RCAF seem to regard the radar chains, when "thickened up", plus
replacement of the CF-100's with CF 105's and equipping of Air Defence Forces
with the new self-propelled and "homing" weapons now being developed, are
essential and reasonably effective for the time being.

A think General Toulkes' comments on our 'draft memorandum for Cabinet
Defence Committee are also uncalled for. I suspect` his real objection is not the
contents of the memorandum but the fact that it came from External Affairs. The
Chief of ttieAir Staff, the Vicè-Chief of the Air Staff and Dr. Solandt all expressed
privately favourable comments on our memorandum.

The real issue which seems to be shaping up is in simple terms whether the
Government is to be guided by General Foulkes' opinion as to the urgency attached
by the U.S. to the DEW, line or the opinion of the U.S. Section of the PJBD who
presumably spoke for the U.S. Administration.

I

Il En cëpoint-du anérrwire. MscKay &liffé la phrase suivante JAt this point in
the memorandw",

R.A. M[ACKAY]

^`.^^ ^. ...
. 4 - . . . . . . .. . _ . .

MacKay crossod out the following ptVase: ttce on the U.S.
md t6at ba is deliberately, pre}udiciet eartr action by Cabinet Defencx Carnnv

'^toctuert about die DBW t1ne.
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' Note du chef de la 1" Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

^.
Memorandum from Head Defenee Liaison (1) Division,,
to Assistant Under-Sceretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Reférence: Briefing by Chairman, Chiefs of Staff

SECttEt'.,
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[Ottawa], November 5, 1954

THE PROPOSED RADAR CHAINS I

At this morning's briefing, the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, gave a pessimistic
review of his own thinking, which, I gathered, is shared by the Chiefs of Staff, on
the development of the Mid-Canada and the Distant Early Warning Lines, and, in
particular, External Affairs' draft submission to Cabinet Defence Committee which
would authorize the U.S. to proceed with preliminary work on the DEW line. Since
it is difficult to reconstruct his remarks in a coherent commentary, I have set them
out, as he gave them, in a series of assertions.

(a) General Foulkes felt certain that Cabinet Defence Committee would not
approve External Affairs' submission to authorize the U.S. to proceed with the
DEW line until the MSG had completed its studies regarding the location of the
entire line, composition, etc. It is to settle at least some of these questions that the
MSG had been called together this week. Until these answers are available it will
be impossible to arrive at a realistic estimate of costs, manpower, etc., which will
enable the Canadian Government to decide on the extent to which it intends to
participate in the construction and operation of the line.
(b) General Foulkes and the Chiefs of Staff were not, as yet, convinced that the

Pinetree, Mid-Canada and the DEW lines fit into an integrated system which will
offer the most effective and most economic warning network. At present, for exam-
ple, the Mid-Canada line is being designed only for, detection of aircraft, while
DEW fine planning calls for equipment which will identify as well as detect. If,
then, the DEW line is able to provide warning of numbers, direction, speed, etc., of
invading aircraft which will permit the SAC and interceptor forces to get into
action," why bother with the Mid-Canada line when the Pinetree Chain will give
fmal, and probably adequate, information on the probable targets of the invading
forces, One' niust also take into account, he continued, the fact that Canada has
extremely inadequate interceptor forces. Apparently, when the Chief of the General
Staff asked how many of 150 invading jet bombers the RCAF could "kill", the
Chief of the Air Staff replied "Probably three". What good, therefore, is the Mid-
Canada fine when there is little we can do?
(c) From this pessimistic thought, General Foulkes sank into an even deeper pessi-

^s^ As â cent J.I.C. papert concluded, he noted, there is little likelihood of war
for the next two years _ roughly the period required to build the Mid-Canada and
the DEW'° lines. Shortly after this time, we will be in the era of inter-continental
missiles which will probably reach altitudes higher than the 100,000-foot capability
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listed as the "1965 requirement". for the, DEW Line in the Report of the USAF-
RCAF Military Characteristics Committee DEW Groupt (which will be considered
at the 570th Meeting of the Chiefs Of Staff Committee, Monday, November 8,
1954). Is it not possible, therefore, that'the proposed Mid-Canada and DEW fines
are of questionable value?

(Although he didn't mention it this morning, I understand that General Foulkes
has also made the point that, even though the plans for the DEW Line call for "the
capability of being adapted to control of weapons" (recommended as a "1965
Requirement" in the Report mentioned in the foregoing paragraph), it is doubtful
that the guided interceptor missiles would be capable of the speeds, altitudes, etc.,
necessary to destroy intercontinental ballistic missiles, even if they could be
detected.)

(d) The RCAF has been working on the assumption, according to General
Foulkes, that the DEW Line will be constructed; financed and manned by the U.S.
This, he considers, is completely incorrect since he believes that the Canadian Gov-
ernment would wish to participate. Otherwise the Mid-Canada Line will be referred
to as the "Canadian Line", the DEW Line will be called the "American Line", and
Canadians and Americans will get the impression, that the U.S. was assuming
responsibility for, and control of the Canadian Arctic.
- (e) General Foulkes made a vague, off-hand remark to the effect that Western
Electric, as the management contractor, is in this business for profit and has, there-
fore, an interest in promoting it as quickly as possible.,

(f) As reported earlier this week, General Foulkes confirmed that Admiral Rad-
ford, Chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, was not as anxious to proceed with
the far northern line as the U.S. Section P.J.B.D. had suggested at the October 1954
meeting. (Although I am not sure of this point, I got the impression from the Gen-
eral's remarks that Admiral Radford was also having doubts about the overall
effectiveness and usefulness of the Pinetree-Mid-Canada and DEW lines.) General
Foulkes concluded his comments on this aspect by stating that he was not at all
clear from the P.J.B.D. conference "what the U.S. actually want".

(g) General Foulkes concluded the briefing with the urgent directive that the
RCAF immediately prepare â submission to Cabinet, or Cabinet Defence Commit-
tee; concer`ning the extensions of the Mid-Canada line westward from the Alberta-
B.C. boundary,' and eastward from Hopedale in Labrador."
f..:...` . , .- ë . y s ,. .. + , ^. ^ . . . . .•': :^é. •

BENJAMIN ROGERS

wi' ^... .

^^ <_ .. . .. . . '
,

"Note marginale, :/Margiaal nota, "
Mr. LEBer
1. Chiefs long ago approved the need for both DEW & mid-Canada.
2. g,aternal tried & failed to persuade Foulkea & Cabinet to postpone the decision that Coada

par for the mid-Cansda line ;" precisely because we wanted the financing
of both lines a^^

ame time. lt was Foulkes who Insisted on announcing the Caneonsidered at one & the saine'
decision to build & pay for the Mid-Canada line. PI:
3. I dont believe Radford. Dr. Hannah said he spoke for the U.S. (3overnment & I believe him

M. Washof :: °
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- [PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
au président du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to. Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

Ottawa, October 26, 1954

I

I

Dear General Foulkes,

DISTANT EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

As the military members of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence have no doubt informed you, at the meeting held on October 18 and 19
the U.S. Section of the Board stated that on the basis of the latest report received
from the Western Electric Company, the United States now considered that the fea-
sibilityof constructing an effective Distant Early Warning System at a reasonable
cost had been established and that the technical and logistic data necessary to start
work on the sites during the 1955 construction season was available. The U.S. plan
envisaged that construction` and installation of equipment would be completed by
March, 1957, and that operational testing of the line would begin by July, 1957. If
this schedule were to be met it would be necessary for the two governments to
reach agreement at once on the initial arrangements for the construction of the line
since the management contractor would have to start immediately to place orders
for heavy equipment, begin procurement of supplies and negotiate transportation
contracts. In particular the air lift would have to be completed before the spring
break-up next May or June and steps would have to be taken to supplement existing
facilities on the Mackenzie River system and along the Arctic coast from Tuk Tuk
to Cambridge Bay.

2. The Canadian
+

Chairman said that the Canadian Section of the Board would
Present to the Canadian Chiefs of Staff the information furnished by the U.S. Sec-
tion with respect to the estimated cost of the project, the man-power implications
and other details which would affect the Canadian decision on the subject. (I under-
stand,that the RCAF Member is submitting a report to you on these matters). Gen-
eral McNaughton also told the U.S. Section that the Canadian Section would seek
to have the Canadian Government reach a decision on the terms under which the
Canadian Government might authorize the construction of that part of the system to
be situatéd in Canada and on the question of Canadian participation in the project.
.3. In order to facilitate consideration of the U.S. proposal I have had prepared the
attached draft memorandum to the Cabinet Defence Committee. It is appreciated
that it maÿ be necessary to modify it, possibly substantially, to reflect the views of
the Chiefs of Staff Committee and the Department of National Defence. I propose
that the draft might be discussed at the next meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Commit-
tAo, following which we might submit the memorandum with any agreed revisionsto °ut, Ministers for approval.
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4. I am circulating copies of the draft memorandum to the Deputy Ministers of
Defence Production, Northern Affairs, Transport, National Revenue, Citizenship
and Immigration, and Labour. In my letters to these Departments I will emphasize
that the draft has not yet been considered either by the Chiefs of Staff Committee or
by the Ministers of National Defence and External Affairs.

Yours sincerely,

JULES LÉGER

[Ottawa, November, 1954]

[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3j

Projet d'une note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Draft Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Cabinet Defenee Committee

DISTANT EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

to the Azores. Subsequently; when Canada informed the United States o
ment in principle to the nced for a distant earl y warning line, the Canadian Govern-

tnent expressed côncern that'the seaward extension on the Atlantic
should

. • h the lan
d

Defence l at the July 19 cnee us 8
extensions to'thé early warning systein; from Kodiak to Hawaii, and from ArSen^a

• f its aSCee-

and 572) to investigate ways of estabhs is a s an ear y
on

tiôn;-the'United States 'notified Canada through the Permanent Joint Board
54 ti tliat it wàs takin steps to establish seaWard

1 w.-%f-n;nv fine. in

` 3. The United States, for its part, initiated a proJect in 1953 (carn
Corrode

Westérn Electric Co. and known successively as project Counterchange,
ddi-

Military developments during the past year have made it clear that the establish-
ment of a comprehensive early warning system at the earliest possible date is vital
for^ the protection against - air attack of North American air bases required for
launching retaliatory forces in event of attack, as well as for the protection of major
centres of population and industry.

2. For this reason the Güvernment decided, on June 30, 1954, that Canada shouldline. Inconstruct, operate, ; and ïneet the cost of the Mid-Canada early
the need foraddition, the Government, on August 18, 1954, agreed in p rinciple to

the establishment of a distant early warning line across the most northerly practica-
ble part of NorthAmerica, without prejudice, however, to the extent of Canadian
participation and subject to further review when lireliminary studies had been com-
pleted and the' details and cost 'of the undertaking were available.

. . . , . •ed out by the

introduction

provide aslmuch early warning as'poss'ble and be compatible w
early warning system.3 >
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United States Proposal
4.'Ât the October, 1954,- meeting of the PJBD, the U.S. Section of the Board

stated that on the basis of the latest report received from the Western Electric Co.,
the United States now considered that the feasibility of constructing an effective
distant early warning line at a reasonable cost had been established, and that the
technical and logistic data necessary to start work on the sites during the 1955 con-
struction season was available. If this were done the U.S. Government believed that
it was possible for the system to be operating in 1957.
5. The Western Electric Company, which the United States proposes to appoint as

management contractor, estimates that the total cost of the line, from Cape Lis-
burne, in North-Western Alaska, to Resolution Island in Hudson Strait, would be
$200 million (see Appendix "A"). j- .The line would consist of a combination of
scanning radars and modified McGill fence equipment, and its operation is esti-
mated to involve from 700 to 1000 men (For details of personnel requirements see
Appendix "B").t The principal communication channels to the Air Defence Com-
mands would be through radio relay stations at Hay River and Churchill.
6. The plan developed by the Western Electric Company to meet the target date of

1957 is dependent on being able to carry out all construction and major installation
work during the 1955 and 1956 construction seasons, which in northern latitudes
are very short. The plan envisages that construction and installation of equipment
would be completed by March, 1957, and that operational testing of the line would
begin by July, 1957. Four major approach routes would be used for the movement
of supplies. Supplies for the section from Western Alaska to the Mackenzie delta
would be brought in by'ship from the Pacific Coast. Materials for the section from
the mouth of the Mackenzie as far east as approximately Cambridge Bay would be
brought in via the Mackenzie River. Materials for the eastern portion of the line
would be supplied by ship from the Atlantic coast. In addition it would be neces-
sary to move matenals required at the beginning of the 1955 season by rail to Chur-
chill, and from there by air to Cambridge Bay and Coral Harbour (see Appendix

7. The United States representatives emphasized that if the schedule planned by
Western Electric'was to be met if would be necessary to start at once to place
°rders for heavy equipment, begin procurement of supplies, and negotiate transpor-
tation contracts, = In particular the airlift would have to be completed before the
sPnng break-up next May or June, and steps would have to be taken to supplement
existing facilities on the Mackenzie river system, and along the Arctic coast from
Tuk Tuk t^ "Cambridge Bay.
Inter *"g8^ernmcntal Arrangements

10. T'hechairman of the U.S. Section of the Board said that if the time schedule
contemplaW by the United States was to be met, it would be necessary for the two
Govercunents to reach early agreement on the initial arrangements for the construc-
60n of the. line.,The United States was prepared to accept full responsibility for the
Project but it would welcome Canadian participation on any basis which the Cana-dian

GOVérnment might propose. He said the U.S. Government was aware thatCanadâ h_,%A . . .
, accepted -a heavy commitment in undertaking to construct the Mid-
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Canada Line and appreciated that for this reason Canadian participation in the Dis-
tant Early Warning project might necessarily be limited. He added that the U.S.
Government and Western Electric, its proposed management contractor, in award-
ing sub-contracts for the various elements of the project, and in the procurement of
supplies, . would wish to take fullest advantage of all available resources both in
Canada and the United States. It was intended to establish a project office in New
York, and the participation of Canadian agencies . in this project office would be
welcomed as a means of ensuring that full use was made of Canadian resources.

Location of the DEW System :
11: When the question of the compatibility of the land based early warning system

with that over the Atlantic approach route was raised, the U.S. Section said that the
United States Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved the Fourth Interim Report of the
Canada-U.S. Military Study Group; which recommended that comprehensive stud-
ies be initiated regarding extensions to cover flanking approach routes to ensure
that all segments of the distant early system were developed in a timely and com-

patible manner. These studies (with Canâdian participation) had already been
launched. However the final selection of the Atlantic seaward detection system
hinged on the question of feasibility, and until the various alternatives had been
fully investigated, it would not be possible to settle the matter.

11 12. It is understood that the combined U.S.=Canadian Location Study Team is sat
isfied with the general route of the DEW line from Alaska as far east as approxi-
mately Cambridge Bay, but is concerned about the section from Cambridge Bay to
Resolution Island for two reasons:

(a) the southward bend in line reduces the amount of early warning;
(b) if the western end of the Atlantic seaward extension were shifted from Argen-

tia to Greenland, then the eastern terminus of the land section should, if possible,
be closer to Greenland, e.g., Padloping Island or Frobisher Bay instead of Resolu-
tion Island: ' ; : t . - % :

_ ,

13. It is almost certain that if the eastern section of the line were to be m é^é
further north it would run into terrain problems which would either greatly inc
construcdon : difGculties 'or necessitate re-routing'and lengthening the line. This
would of course be reflected in the cost of the projeçt.

, , . ^.,.. .. _ .. t ,
Factors Affecting, Decision of Canadian Government
' 14. The frst `question to be decided by Canada is whether or not it is prepared to

concur in the immediate initiation of the project. It would seem that there are two
possible reasons for deferring authorization to begin construction:

# _
.-_^_..... .:t.% iMations. tech-

(a) insufficient information on cost
ncat aaia, çrc.;

(b) absence of any. firm indication that. the Atlantic seaward extension will be
compatible with the land based'system.
"°,15:'The^adequacy-and precision of the information now available as a fu how-

ever,

imnxdiate initiation of the project is certainly open to question. It is doub
ever, thateven a year's further study would significantiy affect much of the data
alreâdy at hand,"and the' answers to many of the problems involved can only be
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found through experience. The location of the eastern part of the line is an immedi-
ate problem, but one which can be expected to be resolved within a relatively short
period. If this is the case, then the United States proposal to start at once on initial
construction arrangements is defensible.
16.'Assuming that the United States will select the best possible feasible route for

the Atlantic seaward extension, then the question of whether its compatibility with
the land-based system should affect the decision to initiate construction of the Dis-
tant Early Warning line would seem to hinge on whether the early warning line is
of sufficient value to justify construction even if the United States comes to the
conclusion that for the present at least the western terminus of the sea line must
remairi'at Argentia. The United States, of course, believes that it is of sufficient
value and should be constructed at once.
17: If it is decided that Canada should concur in the immediate initiation of the

project, the next question is whether it is to be the sole responsibility of the United
States, or whether Canada should participate in one way or another. The main argu-
ment in favour of Canadian participation is political and relates to the fact that
failing such participation the United States will be operating a continuous chain of
radar stations and communications facilities in Canada from the Alaska-Yukon bor-
der across the Canadian Arctic and down the Atlantic Coast to Cape Race. Stem-
ming from this situation is the question of whether, under such circumstances, the
Canadian Air Defence Commander would be able properly to exercise the control
function assigned to him by the agreement on the principles of command currently
in effect between the military authorities of the two countries!°
18. It is suggested that in any case, if Canada is to participate, it should be in the

operation rather than the construction of the system. Construction work will be
essentially civilian in character and many of the sub-contractors will undoubtedly
be Canadian. Any benefits which might accrue to Canada through accepting
responsibility for part of the cost of construction ,would seem at best to be
transitory.

19. The problem *of how the system is to be manned and operated is complicated
and will require study. The United States Air Force is giving some consideration to
the Possibility of civilian manning through a management contractor. If this were to
be done the military role would presumably be limited to command and control,
and the number of service personnel involved might be quite small. However there
are obvious disadvantages to entrusting remote and important defence installations
of this sort to civilians not subject to military discipline and possibly susceptible to
labour unrest. It is considered therefore that if Canada concurs in the immediate
construction of the system it should be on the understanding that the question of
whether the system; or any of its parts, should be operated by military personnel or
entnïstéd to a civilian agency should be a master for consultation between the two
Govenunents.' Likewise, the question of Canadian participation in the operation and

.: .^

p Voit/See Joseph Jockel, No Boundarits Upstairs: Cancufa, the United States. and the Origins of
Narth Alnetican Air Defenct,194S-38. Vancouver. University of British Columbia Press. 1987. pp.
53-59.
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manning of the system should be specified as a matter for later decision by Canada

to the State Department the draft Note and Annex attached as Appendix "D" to this
(e) that the Canadian Ambassador in Washington should be authorized to deliver

should be operated by military or civilian personnel;
in the operation and manning of the system, and with respect to whether the line

(b),that Canada should reserve its position with respect to Ctnadivn participation
governing United States defence projects in Canada;

(a) that Canada should concur in the construction by the United States of a Distant
Early, Warning system in Canadian territory, subject to the customlry conditions

ter of National Defence, recommends: "
20. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, with the concurrence of the Minis-

after full consultation with the United States.

Recommendation

. L'ambassadeur aux Étais- Unis;

480. DEA/50210-C-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

RELATIONS wmi* THE UrrrrEn sTnTEs

1L.B. PFARSONI

Washington, November 10, 1954TEIWRAM WA-1932

COhlFIDI~NI"IAL. IMPORTANT.,., .. • .. .
Rcferencc: Our WA-1929 of November 10.t

i)EW UNE: PROVISION OF EIEGiRO;VIC EQUIPIt.tENT

We have been asked to transmit the following message from Outcrbridge Horsey

1: Proposed revision of paragraph 4 a
.. F,

to tbe Secretary of the Camtidian Section of the PJBD. Message Begins:

Its deux dernitres phrases du paragraphe, 15 (garantissant le droit de 1 ARC d ut1l1Ser
oote proasare et annexe co • ^. • les tecrai^

_ . , .. ,•
' a La

It nstitueat le docvmeot 483 Ie graphe 5.1a sous-sectlon (d). et

d'inemssâge âm&icains) ont été a j o u t é e s i 1 la dernière version de ce document.
d . . , 1 final

canadienne de la Commission pern>zneate caaadaamfncaine de dEfcase.
,i Ji crder ta âeaelerate &e eejotiatioas. the United States was provided with a draft of the attachmeat

f the ^an^a°

y , .. . ^ . . ..,document 481. Il a été expliqué que c'était-là essentiellement les points de vue e

t^eh Iattet.vY»Ioa us tha: dowmeat. -J 4:
,,Q Poat sceElher les oEgociatïont, on a fourni aux États-llnts une vetsion provisoire de l'annexe au

d la se^0°

The draft ëote and annex is reproduced as Docnmeat 483: Paragraph S. sutrscctioD () an

tw^o sentences ôi para6taph 15 (enswioa the tight ot the RCAF to t>_a U.S. air strips) were added to
. . -, . ., ,;

i to t^oamest481. aloa= with the explanation that these were aorrunaily Inc views o

Section of the PJBD.
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"Canadian contractors will be extended equal consideration with United States
contractors in the awarding of contracts for electronic equipment. For such pur-
poses purchases from Canadian contractors will be deemed exempt from the provi-
sions of the Buy America Act 41 US code 10 (A-D). Such procurement shall be
accomplished by or under the supervision of the United States Department of the
Air Force ^ in the same manner as purchases of electronic equipment for its use
within the United States, taking into consideration price (including transportation
costs to point of installation) quality and delivery requirements. Subject to the
above both the United States and Canada recognize the desirability of allocating
the procuiement of any piece of electronic equipment to such source whether
United States or Canadian that is currently in production for such item or a closely
related item."

2. This equalizing of the conditions is felt by our air force to be absolutely neces-
sary in view of the interest of the United States industry. I understand that it is not
intended or expected that this language would change what actually happens, i.e.
where the contracts are placed. Our air force officials, including the Secretary him-
self feel that they cannot live with an agreement which on its face gives preference
to Canadian ^contractors and therefore we have been asked to propose this alterna-
tive language. '

3. There'may be a few additional changes to propose,within_a few days but I do
not think that any of them are of such substantial importance as this one.

481. ' PCOi,

Note du secrftaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
et du ministre de la DEfense nationale

pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la dffense

; Memorandum from Seeretary of State for External Afj^airs
and Minister of National Defence

to Cabinet Defence Committee

C^^ET DoCUMENt D-15-54 Ottawa, November 10, 1954

Military developments during the past year have made it clea^r that the establish-
ment of a`comprehensive early warning system at the earliest possible date is vital
for thé `prrotection' against air attack of North American air bases required for
launc^g rc^iatory forces in^event of attack, as well as for the protection of major
centres of pôpulation and industry.
2. For this reasor, ^e Government decided, on June 30, 1954, that Canada should

^nstruct; ^perote, and meet the cost of the Mid-Canada early warning line. In
^u0^ the Government, on August 18, 1954, agreed in principle to the need for^t,t,^.,,., ,,^. e.....
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the 'establishment of a distant early warning line across the most northerly practica-
ble part of North America, without prejudice, however, to the extent of Canadian
participation and subject to further review when preliminary studies had been com-
pleted and the details and cost of the ûndertaking' were available. At the same time
the Government expressed to the United States its concern that the seaward exten-
sion on the Atlantic side should provide as much early warning as possible and be
compatible with the land-based early warning system.

United States Proposal

3. At the October, 1954, meeting of the PJBD, the U.S. Section of the Board
stated that on the basis of the latest report received from the Western Electric Co.,
which had been investigating the problem on behalf of the United States, that Gov-
ernment now considered that the feasibility. of constructing an effective distant
early warning line at a reasonable cost had been established, and that the technical
and logistic data necessary to start work on the sites during the 1955 construction
season was available. If this were done the U.S. Government believed that it was
possible for the system to be operating in 1957.

4. The Western Electric Company, which the United States proposes to appoint as
management contractor, estimates that the total cost'of the line, from Cape Lis-
burne, in Northwestern Alaska, to Davis Strait, would be about $200 million (see
Appendix "A").1' The line would consist of a combination of scanning radars and
modified McGill fence equipment, and its operation is estimated to involve from
700, to 1000 men (For details of personnel requirements see Appendix `B").fi The

principal communication channels to the Air Defence Commands would be through
radio relay stations, possibly at Hay River and Churchill.

Intergovernmental Arrangements
5. The chairman of the U.S. Section of the PJBD said that if the system were to

become operational in 1957, it would be necessary for the two Governments to

reach early agreement on the initial arrangements for the construction of the line,
since steps would have to be taken' at once to place orders for heavy equipment,
begin procurement of supplies, and negotiate transportation contracts. The United
States was prepared to accept full responsibility for the proiect but it would wel-
come Canadian participation on any basis which the Canadian Government mighta
propose. He said the U.S. Government was aware that Canada had accepted i
heavy commitment in undertaking to construct the Mid-Canada Line and app. , , , . ,

in . Distant W^ing project
ated that for tlus re.^sonCanadi H p^^^
might necessarily be limited. a^at the U.S. Government and Western
Electric, its proposed management contractor, in awarding sub-contfor the,
various elements of the project; and in the procurement of supplies, would
take full advantage of all,available resources both in Canada and the United Soneof
Itwas intended to establish a project office in New, York, and the particip
Cânadian agencies in this project office would be welcomed as a means of ensunng
that full use was madeof Canadian resourccs.
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Location of the DEW System

6. When the question of the compatibility of the land based early warning system'
with that over the Atlantic approach route was raised, the U.S. Section said that the
United States Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved the Fourth Interim Report of the
Canada-U.S. Military Study Group, which recommended that comprehensive stud-
ies be initiated regarding extensions to cover flanking approach routes to ensure
that all segments of the distant early system were developed in a timely and com-
patible manner. These studies had already been launched. However the final selec-
tion of the Atlantic seaward detection system hinged on the question of feasibility,
and until the various alternatives had been fully investigated, it would not be possi-
ble to settle the matter.
7. The combined United States-Canadian Location Study team is satisfied with the

general route of the DEW line from Alaska as far east as approximately Cambridge
Bay, but agreement has not yet been reached on the route from Cambridge Bay to
Davis Strait. The Western Electric Company's cost-estimate of approximately $200
million is based on the assumption that the line would run from Cambridge Bay to
Resolution Island. A more northerly route, ending at Cape Dyer on Baffin Island
more fully meets the operational requirement but undoubtedly would cost more to
construct and maintain.

Conclusions of the Chiefs of Staff
8. The Chiefs of Staff, taking into account the advice of the Canada-U.S. Military

Study Group, and of a committee set up to study the military characteristics of the
proposed Distant Early Warning Line, have reached the following conclusions:
(a) the establishment.of a Distant Early Warning System from Cape Lisburne to

Cambridge Bay and thence eastward to Davis Strait is feasible;
(b) the provision of an effective Distant Early Warning System by 1957 is a

requirement of great military importance;
(c) the proposed Distant Early Warning Line would augment the warning system

already provided by the Pinetree radar stations and the Mid-Canada line, and would
give the two hours warning required by the strategic air force and other users of
early warning.
(d) from the military standpoint it would be undesirable for the RCAF to partici-

pate in the construction of the Distant Early Warning System as RCAF technical
resources are now heavily committed in the attempt to complete the Mid-Canada
Line by 1957;

(e) if the government decides that Canada should participate in the construction of
the fine, the Chiefs of Staff would wish to have the opportunity to consider the
scope and character of such participation and make recommendations to the gov-
enunent in that regard;
(f) in the event that the government should decide not to participate in the con-

strucdoa aof the -system the Chiefs of Staff recommend that the U.S. be authorized
to Proceed with the project at once subject to appropriate terms and conditions;
(g) if, however, Canada is to participate in the construction of the line, then pend-

ing further consideratiôn by the Chiefs of Staff in accordance with (e) above, and in
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view of the urgent requirement to have the distant early warning line constructed
by 1957, the Chiefs of, Staff recommend that the U.S. be authorized to undertake
certain necessary preliminary measures, e.g. stockpiling, transportation arrange-
ments, etc.;

(h) Canada should reserve its position with respect to Canadian participation in
the operation and ' manning of the system, - and with respect to whether the line
should be operated by military or civilian personnel. In the meantime the RCAF
should be instructed to look into the question of possible Canadian participation
and subsequently initiate a joint study of manning problems in the Military Study

participation to be determined in the near future;

Group.

Recommendations

.9. The Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Minister of National
Defence recommend:

(a) that the Canadian Government agree to the construction of the proposed Dis-
tant Early Warning System as a joint project;

(b) that authority be granted for the conclusion of an agreement with the United
States Government, granting permission to that Government to proceed with the
construction of the proposed system, subject to conditions along the lines of those
set forth in Appendix "C" to this memorandum;4s

(c) that at the same time the United States Government should be informed of
Canada's intention to participate in the project, the nature and extent of Canadian

(d) that it should be emphasized to` the United States Government that Canada
reserves its position with respect to Canadian participation in the operation and
manning of the system, and with respect to whether the system should be operated
by military or civilian personnel;

(e) that the departments concerned be directed to give immediate consideration to,
and report as soon as possible on various forms of possible Canadian participation,
it } being taken as a guiding principle that the form of participation should not
adversely affect Canada's ability to complete the Mid-Canada Line on schedule.

[L.B. PEARSON]

(R.D. CAMPNEYI

E . .. .. . .. . ,: ,. . . . . , , : . . .; : . . : , t _;. les deux
=Cet appéndice constitue l'annexe au document 483. Le patagtaPhe S. la s(us-section (d)

et

derniMes plvases du paragraphe 1S (Earaatissant le droit l'ARC d'utiliser les tarains d'atterrissage
-. amEricains) ont ÉtE ajoutÉa it 1a derniàe version de ce document.
b,.-Ibis apppndix is reproduced as the attachment to Document 483. Paragraph 5, sub-section sd)^^é

> &W final Mo sentences of parageph ail (ensuring the nght of the RCAF to use U.S. air strip )

added to' the latter version of this document.' '
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482. PCO

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee :

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

ToP, SECRET [Ottawa], November 12, 1954

IL CONTINENTAL DEFE,NCB;, DISTANT EARLY WARNING LINE

4. The Minister of National Defence said that on June 30th of this year the govern-
ment had decided that Canada should construct, operate and meet the cost of the
Mid-Canada' early warning line, and on August 18th had agreed in principle to the
need for the establishment of a distânt early warning line across the most northerly
practicable part of North America. At the October meeting of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence, the U.S. Section of the Board stated that, on the basis of the
latest report received from the Western *Electric Company, the U.S. Government
now considered that the feasibility of constructing an effective distant early warn-
ing fine had been established and that the necessary data to start work on the sites
during the 1955 construction season was available. If work began in 1955, the U.S.
Government believed it would be possible for the system to be operating in 1957.
The Western Electric Company estimated that the total cost of the DEW line, con-
sisting'of a combination of scanning radars and modified McGill Fence equipment
running from Cape' Lisburne in North-western Alaska to Davis Strait, would be
about $200 million, and that its operation was estimated to involve from
700-=1,000 men. The Chairman of the U.S. section of the P.J.B.D. had also said
that if the system was to become opérational in 1957, it would be necessary for the
two governments to reach early agreement on the initial arrangements for the con-
stcuction of the line. The United States was prepared to accept full responsibility
for the project but it would welcome Canadian participation on any basis which the
Canadian government would propose. He added that the U.S. government would
award to Western Electric a management contract for the project but it would wish
to take full advantage, of all available resources, both in Canada and the United
States. Studies were under way to determine where the seaward detection portions
covering flanking approach routes would be located, and to ensure that all seg-
ments of the whole distant early warning system were developed in a timely and
compatible' manner. It was, however, not yet possible to determine where the
Atlantic wing would be situated. The U.S.-Canada Location Study Team dealing
With the route of the distant early warning line was satisfied that it would stretch
rom `Al^kâ tô Cambridge Bay, but agreement had not yet been reached on the
route from Cambridge Bay to Davis Strait. If that latter portion of the line were to
follow a môre northerly, route ending at Cape Dyer on Baffin Island rather than on
Resolution Isl `and, Western Electric's cost estimate of $200 million was probably
too low,` I . x : :

The Chiefs of Staff believed that the establishment of the distant early, warningA_ ,
hie from Cape Lisburneto Cambridge Bay and thence eastward to Davis Strait
was feâsiblé, that it ,was'a requirement of great military importance, that it would

... ... .. .. , . . .s , . .
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augment the warning facilities of the Mid-Canada Line and the Pinetree radar sta-
tions, and give the two hours' warning needed by the Strategic Air Force and other
users. However, they concluded it would bé undesirable for the R.C.A.F. to partici-
pate in its constrûction as R.C.A.F. technical resources were now heavily commit-
ted on the Mid-Canada line. If, however, the government decided that Canada
should participate, the Chiefs of Staff would wish an opportunity to consider the
scope and character of such participation and make recommendations about it.
Should it be decided not to take part in construction, they recommended that the
United States be authorized to procëed ,with the'project at once *subject to certain
terms and conditions. On the other hand, if an affirmative decision were taken, the
Chiefs felt that because of the urgent requirement' fôr the line, the U.S. government
should be authorized to take the necessary preliminary measures, e.g., stockpiling,
transportation arrangements, etc. Finally, it was their, view that Canada should.
reserve its position regârding Canadian' participa tion .̂ n operation and manning of
the line and, in the meantime, the R.C.A.F. should be instructed to examine this
question.

5. Mr. Campney recommended, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, that the government agree to the construction of the distant early
warning line as* a joint project,, and that authority be granted for concluding an
agreement with the United States for the purpose, subject to certain conditions as
outlined. At the same ticne,, the United States should be informed that Canada
intended to participate in the'project, but that Canada's decision regarding opera-
tion and manning would be reserved. Departments `concerned should give immedi-
ate consideration to the form of Canadian participation, it being understood that
thisEshould not adversely affect Canada's ability to.complete the Mid-Canada fine

joint tçspons. ^b.^lities for the construction ,of each one. Canada had undertaken to
cons ict and operate the Mid-Canada lme alone. Fôr: the same udministrative rea

distant r1y °kwârning line,^ it would mean -the establishment of exclus y

on schcdule. t . ,
-An explanatoryo memorandum had .been circulated.

;;(Memorandum, Secretary of State for External Affairs and Minister of National
Defence, November 10, 1954, Cabinet Defence Committee Document D 15-54).

6. In the course of discussion the following points emerged:

V (a) The' proposal as put up by the United States almost amounted to a crash pro-
gramme.' Canadian authorities did not know how aûthéntic were the estimates of
construction costs or' of . the personnel }néeded for manning the line. It seemed
dôubtful, too;= if the United - States weré fully aware of the magnitude of the

prôblems involved
A(b).The continental defence warning system, even though it involved several dis-

tinct Lnes, should be regarded as`one whole proiect. It could be more easily estab-

lished if one`aüthority .were made responsible for each segment, rather than haVing

sons;"'cronstructiopn ôf the far northern element of the system should be the resl?onsi-
bilityof a single authority, in this case the United States. On the other hand, if the
United Statep were given complete `control ôver 'con`struction and opemiŸ ^ Of S

installations right' across the f tiorthern' border of Canada, which was undesirable



from the point of view of the general national interest. Even though the U.S. might
have the overall responsibility for construction, Canada should participate to some
extent, for instance, in providing some of the transportation facilities required and a
certain amount of the equipment.
(c) It would also be desirable to have some Canadian control over the far northern

line`in the direct interest of the Eskimo population. Contacts between the Eskimos
and the white man in the past, except in certain instances, had been unfortunate. In
the Western Arctic regions, Eskimos had learned to live more closely in contact
with the white man and it might be that in the relatively near future some of them
could be usefully employed in connection with the distant early warning line with-
out spoiling them. In the northeastern areas, however, the Eskimo population was
still quite primitive. Even if the United States were given the responsibility for
constructing' the whole line, it would be essential to have a Commissioner
appointed,'as'had been the case in other joint projects in the north, to govern the
question`of relations between the Eskimo and the white man in the whole area and
also to keep under review any questions arising in the course of the construction of
the line that would be important from the point of view of civil administration and
of Canadian interests generally.
(d) Thére was a conflict between the requirements for the continental defence of

North America and the defence of Europe. The United States had made a greater
contribution to the defence of Europe than Canada. For a large scale U.S. contribu-
tion to continue, it would be necessary to have the support of the U.S. public, and
that required defences of North America considered adequate by the U.S. public.
Canada was not willing to let the U.S. government establish defences here for the
protection of the United States without any regard to Canadian sovereign interests,
and we had to avoid giving the Canadian public the impression that the U.S. had
vested rights in the northern half of the continent. Where joint defence installations
were established it had to be made clear that the U.S. was doing its share only with
the consent of the Canadian government. If the Canadian government objected to
the establishment of a distant early warning line, the American public might react
unfavourably with unfortunate results for European defence. In order then to meet
the U.S. -request for the type of continental defence they considered adequate, and
to protect,Canadian interests in the north, Canada had to contribute to the develop-
ment of the overall.warning system. This might mean that the Canadian contribu-
tion to European defence would not be so great as might otherwise have been the
case, but it would also mean that if the United States were satisfied that it.was
proPerlY protected, it would continue to carry a large share of the burden of defend-
ing Europe: In' consideration of all these factors, it would be desirable for Canada
to make -some contribution to the establishment of a distant early warning line.

(e) Thëit was little doubt that the technical equipment in the various stations in
the whole waning system would be modified and would have to be replaced as
timé,wenton: However,' the basic installations - buildings airstrips, etc. - would
remain muchthe s"' e' and these were the most costly features of the various lines
undéc consideration. As techniques for countering offensive weapons improved, the
righter defences themselves might have to be moved farther north. But even with
these developments the warning lines under construction and in contemplation
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would still be needed. U.S.' scientists were continuing their study of the question of
continental defence 'and early wârning' and it was probable, having in mind the
likely üsé of atomic warheads on air-to-air missiles and ground-to-air missiles, that
they would suggest that defences should be moved out of the less heavily inhabited
areas and that the warning elements might even be extended up beyond the DEW
line into the Arctic Archipelago. There was still no scientific answer to employ-
ment of inter-continental ballistic missiles.
-(f) It was most important that any announcement with regard to the distant early
warning line should be drafted in such a way as to indicate that it was not an iso-
lated project but part of an overall continental system and that U.S. participation in
it. was governed by. the same general principles that had applied to other joint
defence projects undertaken in Canada in the past. At the same time, it would be
useful to make some reference to the details of the Mid-Canada project and perhaps
to the completion of the Pinetree chain. It should also be made clear that Canada
reserved its rights in respect of control and ultimate participation in the system. It
would also be desirable to point out on a confidential basis to the United States that
any future joint defence projects should be proceeded with on a more orderly basis.
The Chiefs of Staff, for instance, had not yet had an opportunity to consider the
report submitted on the technical details of the DEW line. Nevertheless the

that the decision had been taken top roceed immediately with the construction of a

hugh the P.].B.D.U.S.A.F. had put this project forward for consideration tro

7.a The Committee, after further discussion,' agreed to recommend to the, .. ,. .,
government: . > > _ ^

(a) that the government agree to the construction of the proposed distant ^ ^1e

warning line as one. element of an overall continental defence warning syste ,

establishment of which is being undertaken as a joint Canada-United States project;

(b) that authority In granted for the conclusion of an agreement with the United

States government which would enable that government to proceed with the con-

struction of the distant early warning element of the joint system in accordance
with terms and conditions along the lines submitted;
I (c) that at the same time the United States government be informed of Canada's

intention to participate in the project; the naturé and extent of such participation to
be more precisely determined in the near future;
4.'(d) that`adrâft public announcement be prepared for discussion with the U^t^

States government , and subsequent early release by,the two governments, st ating

distantearly'warning line as one element of an 'overall continental defence war"Ing
that the United Statessystem being constructed and operated by both governments^

government was to have the responsibility for the construction and equipment of
this line, while the Canadian government assumed responsibility for the construc-
tion andyequipment of the Mid-Canada line in the same system, and on the U io
atânding that any constructionFand operàtion of this-northern line is to be subject
the 'agreement of the 'Canadian governmcnt and in 'accordance with the sa^e^ c

princi^les that have overned other oint defence projects in the past, in peral
-

ular the Pm radar nctwork, the frst cnain"element ôf the air defence system,
j `which-is in opcration.
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DEA/50210-C-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

LEM D-1369 Ottawa, November 16, 1954
. . ? i 4 . ,. . . . - . , . . - . ' . . .

SGIdIL'i1

Reference: Our telegrams Nos. EX-2069t and EX-2070.t

DISTANT EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

Up until the time that the United States proposals for a Distant Early Warning
System had been considered by Cabinet Defence Committee, the discussions with
United States officials on the conditions which might govern the project were kept
in PJBD channels since, nominally at least, they represented only the views of the
Canadian Section of the, Board. However, now that Cabinet Defence Committee
has considered the matter, it is intended that the negotiations should from this point
be conducted through diplomatic channels. It is anticipated that for the most part
these negotiations will be carried on through the Canadian Embassy in Washington,
although it will be appreciated that circumstances might arise which would make it
desirable for us to take up specific points through the United States Embassy in
Ottawa.
2. Enclosed are eight copies of the latest version of the proposed conditions.

Would you please give some copies to the State Department, retaining enough cop-
ies to meet thë needs of the Embassy, including the D.D.P. representative. You
might explain to the State Department that, apart from section 4 which deals with
the provision of electronic equipment, we do not anticipate that any of the changes
from the earlier version will cause the United States officials any particular difG-
culty., In fact the changes made in section 3 dealing with plans should appeal to
them. So far as section 4 is concerned, we propose to deal with the matter of the
Provision of electronic equipment separately; and will send instructions on this
question to you in the course of the next few days. We will also send a draft text for
the covering Note which will be required to accompany the conditions when they
are finally agreed upon.

3. In the meantime, we would welcome United States comments on the condi-
tions, other than Section 4, as set out in this latest'draft.

M.H. WERSNOP
for Under-Secretary of State

- for External Affairs
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[PIÈCE JOINZFJENCI.OSURE]

Projet d'une déclaration des conditions

Draft Statement of Conditions

construction of the DEW System through a management contractor appointed by

SEGREI. . 1. . . .^ November 15, 1954

- . DRAFT CONDITIONS TO GOVERN PARTICIPATION BY THE UNITED STATES

IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A DISTANT EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
IN CANADIAN TERRITORY

(In this Statement of Conditions, unless the context otherwise requires, "Can-
ada" means the Government of Canada, "United States" means the Government of
the United States of America, and "Distant Early.Warning System" means all the
detection stations, communications installations (including relay stations), and
ancillary facilities, making up that part of the System in Canada.)

1. Sites. The location of all sites, airstrips, roads, wharves, jetties, etc., required for
the DEW System in Canada shall be a matter for mutual agreement by the appro-
priate agencies of the two Governments. Canada will acquire and retain title to all
lands required for the system. Canada grants and assures to the United States, with-
out charge, such rights of access, use and occupancy as may be required for the
construction and equipment of the system. r;.

,Z. Liaison Arrangements. It is anticipated that the United States will carry out the

the United States. It is understood that the United States and the management con-
tractor will establish a DEW Project Office, and that the participation of interested
Canadian Government , agencies in the Project Office is desired. In addition, the
Canadian Government may appoint a Special Commissioner for the Project, and
may assign liaison offcers to the construction operations in northern Canada.

3. Plans. Plans of the buildings, airstrips, roads (including access roads) etc.;
information concerning use of local materials (rock fi11, sand, gravel, etc.), (in suf
fcient detail tu give an adequate idea of the scope of the proposed conswction),
and information concerning other arrangements related to construction

and major

items of equipment 'shall be - supplied to the appropriate Canadian a ons°Ntiüon.

requested. Canadian officials shall have the right of inspection during c riate Cana-

Proposa
is for subsequent construction shall be discussed with the approp

than authorities. The DEW Project Office will be used as far as possible as the

instrument for consultation pursuant m this paragraph.
4.- Provision of Electronic Equipment.}The Canadian Government reaftim's the

principle that electronic equipment at installations on Canadian
territory should, as

far as practicable, be manufactured in Canada.'The q
uestion of practicabiliry must,
.. .:...a ranadian and

in each case, be a matter Ior consuuauvn vcMcc11 uM aY^^r•---- -

United States agencies to determine the application of the principle. The factors to
. . •red cost and

'bé`taken into account shall include availability at the time penod reqw ^• the
`performance. For the purpose of applying these principles to the DBW l ine,
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DEW Project Office shall be used as far as possible as the instrument for effective
consultation between the Canadian and United States agencies concerned.

5. Construction and Procurement (Other than Electronic Equipment)
(a) Canadian contractors will be extended equal consideration with United States

contractors in the awarding of construction contracts, and Canadian and United
States contractors shall have equal consideration in the procurement of materials,
equipment and supplies in either Canada or the United States;
I (b) Contractors awarded a contract for construction in Canada will be reqniied to
givepreference to qualified Canadian labour for such construction. The rates of pay
and working conditions for this labour will be set after consultation with the Cana-
dian Federâl Department of Labour and will be set in accordance with the Canadian
Fair Wages and Hours of Labour Act of 1935;

(c) Canadian commercial air carriers and Canadian shipping will to the fullest
extent practicable be afforded the opportunity to participate in the air and sea lifts
for the project;
(d) The, DEW Project office shall be used as far as possible as the instrument for

effective consultation between the Canadian and United States agencies concerned.
,d .

6. Canadian Law. Canadian law will apply to all phases of the project in Canada,
provided that, if in unusual circumstances its application may lead to unreasonable
delay or difficulty in construction or operation, the United States authorities con-
cerned may request the'assistance of Canadian authorities in seeking appropriate
âlleviation: Particular attention is directed to the ordinances of the Northwest Terri-
tories and Yukon Territory, including those relating to the following:

(a) No game or wildlife shall be taken or molested in the Northwest Territories.
Licences to hunt in Yukon Territory may be purchased from representatives of the
Yukon Territorial Government.
(b) Nô objects of archaeological interest or historic significance in the Northwest

Territories or Yukon Territory will be disturbed or removed therefrom without first
obtaining the 'approval of the Canadian Department of Northern Affairs and
National Resources.

'7. Operation and Manning

(a) The question of Canadian participation in the initial operation and manning of
the DEW System shall be a matter for later decision by Canada after full'consulta-
tion with the United States. It is understood that, in any event, Canada reserves the
nght, on reasonable notice, to take over the operation and manning of any or all of
the installâtions. Canada will ensure the effective operation of any installations it
takes: over., ;

(b) Subject to the foregoing, the United States is authorized to operate the DEW
system in accordance with the principles of command currently in effect between
the military authorities of the two countries. The United States may station military
Personnel at the varions installations in the system under the command of United.. . .States `U^ tary, authonties, and also civ.^lian employees of the United States Gov-
enllnent. The question of whether the system, or any of its parts, should be oper-
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ated by military personnel or entrusted to a civilian agency shall be a matter for
consultation between the two Governments.

8. Financing.^ Unless otherwise provided by Canada, the costs of construction and
operation of the DEW System shall be the, responsibility of the United States, with
the exception of Canadian military personnel costs if Canada should man any of the

installations.
9. Period of Operation of the System. Canada and the United States agree that the

DEW System shall be maintained in operation for a period of ten years or such
shorter, period as shall,be agreed by both.countries in the, light of their mutual
defence interests. Thereafter, in the event that either Government concludes that
any or all of the installations are no longer required, and the other Government
does not agree, the question of continuing need will be referred to the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence. In considering the question of need, the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence will take into accountthe relationship of the DEW System to
other radar installations established in the mutual defence interest of the two coun-
tries. Following consideration by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, as pro-
vided above, either Government may decide that the installations in question shall
be closed, in which case the arrangements shown in paragraph 10 below regarding

will apply.oânershr
•

p
.
and dispos ition of the installations •

10. ' Ownership of Removable Property. Ownership of all removable propertY
brought into Canada or purchased in Canada and placed on the sites, including
readily demountable structures, shall remain in the United States. The United
States shall have the unrestricted right of removing or disposing of all such prop-

PROVIDED that the removal or disposition shall not impair the operation of
an^ installation whose discontinuance had not bcen determined in accordance with

the provisions of paragraph 9 above, and PROVIDED further that removal or dis-

position takes place within a reasonable time after the date on which the operation

, of the installation has been discontinued.,_, ,
1 l. ^Radio Installatt'on.} The United States military authorities shall obtain ^e

âpprcival of the Canadian Departmcnt of Transport. through the Royal Canadian Air

Force, for the establishment and operation (including the assignment of freqUen-

cies) of radio stations in Cam an territory.

' 12. Scitntific tnfornration. My geological,` topographical, hydrograPg^-

phyaical, or other scientific data obtained in the course of the construction or opera-

tion of the DEW System shall be transmitted to the Canadian Government.

1'13.`Matttrs a^fJ'ccting .Cânadian Eskimôs: The Eskimos of Canada are in a pri^-

tive`âtate of social developmeht.'It is important that these people be not subjected

widuly to disruption of their hunting economy, exposure to diseases against which

their immunity is often low,^ or other effects of the presence of white mi ô h have

might be` injurious to them: -_While many Eskimo contacts with crv ^lon , not only
been of benefit to them, the opposite has been the case on many o^ to have

l i theefore necessuY'in Canada but in Greenland and Alaska as well. t s
certain regulations to govern contact with and matters affecting Canadian Eskimos'

The following conditions are.tet forth for this purpose:
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(a) Any. matters affecting the Eskimos, including the possibility of their employ-
ment in, any, area and the terms and arrangements for their employment, if
approved, will be subject to the concurrence of the Department of Northern Affairs.
(b) All rcontact with Eskimos, other than those whose employment on any aspect

of the project is approved, is to be avoided except in cases of emergency. If, in the
opinion of the Department of Northern Affairs, more specific provision in this con-
nection is necessary in any particular area, the Department may, after consultation
with the United States, prescribe geographical limits surrounding a station beyond
which personnel associated with the project, other than those locally engaged, may
not go or may prohibit the entry of such personnel into any defined area.
(c) Persons other than those locally engaged shall not be given leave or facilities

for travel in the Canadian Arctic (other than in the course of their duties in opera-
don of the project) without the approval of the Department of Northern Affairs, or
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police acting on its behalf.
(d) There shall be no local disposal in the north of supplies or materials of any

kind except with the concurrence of the Department of Northern Affairs, or the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police acting on its behalf.
(e) Local disposal. of waste shall be carried out in a manner acceptable to the

Department of Northern Affairs, or the Royal Canadian Mounted Police acting on
its behalf.

(t) In the event that any facilities required for the system have to encroach on or
distùrbJpast or present Eskimo settlements, burial places, hunting grounds, etc., the
United States shall be responsible for the removal of the settlement, burial ground,
etc., to a location acceptable to the Department of Northern Affairs.
(g) If in the opinion of the Department of Northern Affairs the condition of build-

ings, equipment or other material no longer used for the project may have an injuri-
ous effect upon the Eskimos it may require the United States to raze any such
buildings, or to remove or otherwise dispose of any such equipment and restore the
site to a•condidon'acceptable'to it.

ÎmiBralion and Customs Regulatioru
(a) The direct entry of United States personnel into the Northwest Territories or

YukoiTenitory from outside Canada shall be in accordance with Canadian cus-
t0m and,immigration procedures which will be administered by local Canadian
officiâls des!gnated by Canada.
(b) Canad_a• will take the necessary steps to facilitate the admission into the terri-

^ry of Canada of such United States citizens as may, be employed on the construc-
60n or,operation of .the DEW system, it being understood that the United States
will undertake to repatriate at its expense any such persons if the contractors fail todo s^,

15. ,Use o fAir Strtps. Air strips at installations in the DEW System shall be used
by the United States solely , for the support of the System. If it should be desired at
InY time by the United States to use an air strip for other purposes, requests should
b"' forw °azded,through appropriate channels. The airstrips shall be available for useby the' Rôy11 Canadian Air Force if required. The airstrips shall also be available• A.wbF 3. =ï. - .
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for use by. Canadian civil air carriers operating into or through the area concerned,
PROVIDED that this right will be exercised only after any proposal to use the air-
strip or airstrips has been submitted through the Royal Canadian Air Force to the
United States Air Force to ensure that it will not conflict with military requirements
and SUBJECT to the understanding that the United States Air Force will not be
responsible for the provision of accommodation, fuel, or servicing facilities of any

kind.
16. Supplementary Arrangements and Administrative Agreements. Supplementary

arrangements or administrative agreements between authorized agencies of the two
Governments may be made from time to time for the purpose of carrying out the
intent of this agreement.,

17. Taxes. The Canadian Government will seek to obtain for the United States
Government the same taxation exemptions as have operated in the Pinetree project.

DEA/50210-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

ItLEGttAM EX-2136

^,_.. , . .

Ottawa, November 22, 1954

Reference:.Your WA-1932 of November 10, 1954.
SEQtEr. IMPORTANT.

. . .2--. _t_,.•....,,rt eaulp
^resdiness to meet wartime demands. : ment
turé^of^such complex precision-built equipment can Canadian ^n u -J,

an opportunity to parucipate in the actual production o c
° ticûlarly in the field of radar. Only through the experience gained in thehm k pt m

. ds

effectnre in the oint defence o e opan
j•• •` f lcctronic equipment, p^-• . • f th N rth Amenrom conunent i m

?sources of supply in this country. If the Canadian electronics industry is o jr
• • 't "st be given

cannôt' be overlooked in defence plantung, nor the nced to eve p t lay an

sources, but WC are concern a ^ucuon
future projects. In our opinion the strategic importance of industrial p

d lo alternative

cd bout the und.-ying pnnciple and lis app ic
the final decision as to what elcctronic equipment is prov e 1. aion to
do not anucipate that the wording o $ paauBaP , y•d d from Canadian

vu U' ed States revision of paragraph 4. You might explain that weMath the propos 111
•• ' f at.., h is likel to have much effect on

Woul you p ease m o

DEW uxe: PROVISION OF EtECTROt^C EQUIPMENT
d 1 ' f nn the State Department that we do not repeat not agree

11 It is for these reasons that we maintain cnc pnnuipm um• ^^^^-- --- -
he fuac

nttterterof consultation between Canada and the United •

consultation` would be f recognition of the ' fact that,$ in' the interests of mutual
^ , . States The as

for radar systems on Canadian terntory snvulu, aa ,lu &13^ a
b Suof ^ch

''tttted'in` Canada.°'It^e determination of practicability in each instance
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defence; practicability must include strategic as well as commercial or economic
considerations.
3. In our opinion the United States draft is the antithesis of the basis of consulta-

tion outlined above, and if applied would place the Canadian electronics industry in
an impossible position in attempting to meet requirements for equipment needed in
our own country. We take issue with the statement in paragraph 2 of Horsey's mes-
sage of November 10, that, `This equalizing of the conditions is felt by our air
force to be absolutely necessary in view of the interest of the United States indus-
try". The United States draft, as we see it, would not equalize conditions, but would
load them heavily in favour of the United States industry, and would make our
positiôn, in dealing with our own industry an untenable one.
4. The Canadian Government has made every effort over the years to facilitate

joint defence projects in Canadian territory and to ensure that they are carried out
efficiently and expeditiously. We have no intention of imposing conditions which
are unreasonable or of making demands which will delay these projects. In our
view it is not too much to ask the United States Government, taking into account
the record of; previous cooperative ventures, to defer to our judgement as to the
importance of the principle of practicability, and to give evidence of trust that we
would not urge that the principle be applied unreasonably. Canada would yield the
argument that provision of electronic equipment from Canadian sources was practi-
cable in any case where it could be shown that such provision would adversely
affect the project.
5. We understand that during his recent visit to Washington Mr. Howe spoké to

you about this problem in a similar vein to the comments we have made above. No
doubt you will wish to take his remarks into account when you discuss the matter
with the State Department. It seems to us that this matter is the only one likely to
Present a difficulty in the early conclusion of an agreement on the DEW Line. We
will be interested , to hear how your representations are received by the : State
Depattment.

S. y DEA/50210-C-40

' P`rojet d'un télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
1 .au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Dra,ft Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
. to Neâ4'Delcgation to United Nations General Assembly

',N^-^a ,.
Note for file: Not Mrn^Yers took this to New York and showed it to Mr. Pearson. W.ü.

Ptear:onl . , . .
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You will recall that Cabinet Defence Committee, at its meeting of November 12,
recommended in a report subsequently approved by Cabinet:

(a) that the government agree to the construction of the proposed distant early
warning line as one element of an overall continental defence warning system, the
establishment of which is being undertaken as a joint Canada-United States project;

(b) that at the same time the United Statesgovernment be informed of Canadas
intention to pârticipate in the project, the nature and extent of such participation to
be more precisely 'determined in the near future.'

2. We hâve now received a letter from the Deputy Minister of National Defence
concerning the question of Canadian participation in the project. He argues that the
main purpose of Canadian participation is to indicate joint responsibility and thus
to make clear to the people of Canada that the United States is not being permitted
to carry out large projects in Canada on its own. Part of this purpose was achieved
by the issue of the joint press release. The question arises as to what further mea-
sures of participation are necessary. In his letter, Mr. Drury divides the project into
two phases, the first being construction and installation; and the second operation
and maintenance. He suggests that in respect to the latter phase it is probably too
early to consider the form or extent of Canadian participation, other than to recog-
nize that it would be desirable to have the RCAF participate in the manning of the
line or its associated communications back-up or both, and that serious study
should be `given to all or, part of the logistic support of the line being done by
Canadian agencies. With respect to the construction and installation phase of the
project, Mr. Drury points out that because of the Canadian preoccupation with the
Mid-Canada Line, the United States Air Force designs, plans, and changes will
have to be accepted largely without scrutiny and that any financial responsibility
;that Canada might undertake would be in the way of a nearly blank cheque. He
suggests the following as possible ways in which Canada might participate:

(a) Canada might pay, for electronic equipment produced in Canada. In Mr•
Drury's view this would have the advantage of encouraging the placing of orders in
Canada but the total liability would be difficult to estimate. Moreover production
tends to be'expensive when the design authority is spending someone else's money.

-(b) Canada should pay for the transportation costs for services rendered by ^a-

dian agencies. Nia. Drury considers that such a gesture would have little effect on

the volume of business likely to fall into the hands of Canadian agencif and d^ted

any case thë total sum ` involved would not be very large because o
resources ins field. " overall

:w (c) Canada would undertake to contribute a stipulated sum towards che
{. ^ .. , . _ , , : _ .. . . .

cost of the proJect. Tlus would have the advantage of limiting Canada's
liabiliry but

unless the sum were quite substantial it would tend rather to indicate that C^ada's
'ci ation was of a,ve minor character and conveÿ the wrong improssion. In

the light of the disturbingly large expenditures for air defence in the relativel i` ^
future which are looming up and which will be for Canadian account, a g
offer of this character would probably create more difficulties than it would solve.

for the whole of
^ 3: It"geems to me that in the light of the Canadran dccisron to paY ne in such a
the Mid-Canada Une we should direct our participation in the DEW ^
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way that the Canadian economy will get the maximum benefit from our contribu-
tion'and should not be concerned that the dollar value of our participation in the
DEW Line will be low relative to the total cost of the project. For example, two or
three million dollars spent on the improvement of the transportation system down
the Mackenzie River and along the 'Arctic Coast in the Beaufort Sea - Coronation
Gulf area would have real value in the successful accomplishment of the project
and at the same time would be of benefit to the Canadian communities in that area.
Similarly if the Canadian Government undertook to pay for electronic equipment
produced in Canada up to a maximum of, say, twenty or thirty million dollars, it
would encourage both initial and continuing use of Canadian equipment and would
help to keep up employment in the electronics industry. With the practical limita-
tions on what the Canadian electronics industry could be expected to produce, I am
not convinced that Mr. Drury's objections cited in paragraph 2(a) above need to be
taken too seriously.

4. I agree with Mr. Drury's arguments against the contribution of a stipulated sum
towards the overall cost of the project. It is becoming increasingly apparent that it
will be necessary to add greatly to the air defence installations in Southern Canada
in the near future and that it will strain our available resources to maintain our
position vis-à-vis the United States in these new developments.
5. If you concur, we propose to take this stand at a meeting to be held on Decem-

ber 7 when this matter.will be discussed. In view of the timing, we should be grate-
ful for an early reply.

RA. MACKAY

DEA/50209-40

Note dü sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top
SECi^r ; [Ottawa], December 8, 1954

^ AFFAIRS EYES ONLY

Attached for your infonnation is the first of two papers by Defence Liaison (1)
Division dealing with the air defence of North America. It outlines the nature of the
very large Programme for the establishment of air defence installations in Canada
which we expect will be put forward by the United States for the period 1955-1960.
The second pape'ro, which is now in course of preparation, will deal with the
problecns which the implementation of the programme would raise for Canada and
will suggest some possible courses of action 4s
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2. In preparing these papers extensive use has been made of information which
has been obtained "at the working level" from officers of the RCAF and USAF Air
Defence Commands. The Chiefs of Staff would of course object strenuously if they
knew that the information obtained in this way was being used to depict a pro-
gramme which has yet to be submitted to the Chiefs themselves, let alone approved
by them. For this reason the papers are being marked for "External Affairs Eyes
Only". Experience has shown, however, that previous prognostications of this type
prepared in External Affairs had proved to be quite accurate and it seems to me that
even with the necessary limitation on their circulation these papers are well worth
preparing for use within the Department.6

R.A. M[ACKAYJ
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

[P1ÈCB JOINIFJENCIASUREI

Note de la 1"e Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

Introduction
1. On January 21, 1954, following a visit to Headquarters, USAF Air Defence

Command, at Colorado Springs, the Canadian ` Section of the PJBD prepared a

report summarizing the information obtained. The report stated:

"fhe most important conclusion to be drawn from all the discussions on the
threat is that responsible United States officials are frmly of the opinion that the
Soviet Union has now, or will have shortly, the capability of launching WI
atomic attack on North'Ainerica on a scale sufficient to eliminate this continent

as an effective source of resistance to the achievement of Soviet objectivesln Of
this reason, the United States officials assert that, even to provide a m^8
protection suffcient'only to keep our losses to the point where we ,,,,,,Id have

the abili to recuperate and retaliâte,' the North American air defence sl stero
^

^' must be greatly expanded and ^ that It is necessary that this be done rapid y

;.The report also stated that the feâtiites`of the USAF presentation which the ^a^

diân Section of thé PJBD considered to be of most immediate impo^Ce to C^'

t ada wére the` eicpression of the United States Air Defence Command belief:
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"(a) in the+ necessity for an early warning line ' alông the Arctic coast from
Alaska to Baffin Island in addition to the line along the 55th parallel;
(b) that integration of the North American air defence system is desirable;
(c) that the depth of the "combat area" should be increased. Presumably this
would mean fighter or guided missile bases in Canada."

2. ^ Since the PJBD report was prepared, the United States' H-Bomb tests have
demonstrated the incredible power of thermonuclear weapons, analyses of the Rus-
sian H-Bomb tests of a year ago have revealed that the Soviet Union has a weapon
as powerful as that of the United States, and the Soviet high-performance jet
bomber has made its bow (at the last May Day parade). For some years there has
been general agreement in the United States that North American defences against
air attack are inadequate and that this situation must be corrected as rapidly as pos-
sible, but these events of the past few months have had the effect of converting into
enthusiastic supporters many responsible United States officials who had previ-
ously questioned the scale and timing of the programme proposed by the U.S. Air
Defence Command. Particular importance is attached to the protection of the Stra-
tegic Air Command bases required for the launching of retaliatory forces.

Air Defence Plan

3. In the light of these facts it is clear that the United States will bend every effort
during the next few years to build an air defence system capable of coping with
high performance jet bombers armed with nuclear weapons. The main framework
of this air defence system is already in being, but it still needs to have a roof put on
it and be walled in. The basic plan, upon which the air defence experts of both
countries are in general agreement should be in operation by 1960, is as follows:
(a) Establishment of a distant early warning line as far away from the settled parts

of the continent as possible, and long enough so that it cannot be avoided by "end-
running tactics." The ultimate objective on the Atlantic side would be to tie the line
to the European warning system. In the Pacific it will run from Alaska to Hawaii,
and ultimately it might be extended as far as Wake Island.
(b) Creation of a "combat area", with facilities for the control of intercepting air-

craft and missiles, extending for as great a distance from the major target com-
plexes as possible. The existing control facilities and interceptor bases are situated
on the irnznediate fringe of the principal target areas. The next step will be to build
atacucal early warning line about 400 miles ahead of existing installations. In Can-
ada this will be the "Mongoose" or "55th parallel" line. In the United States sector
fl^s tactical early. warning will be furnished by radar lines running down both the
East and West coasts about 100-200 miles offshore and consisting of a combination
of picket ships, (picket ships are small ships about the size of frigates or weather
shiPs, equipped with radar and stationed at sea to detect aircraft approaching North
America.) aircraft and "Texas Towers" (Texas towers arc "islands" anchored to the
bed of the continental shelf about 100 miles offshore and equipped with radar.
They-Were named; after the oil drilling towers used off the coast of Texas.). As
^1^ pôssible after the tactical early warning lines are established, the control

. Ibe expanded by the installation of additional heavy radar, until it reaches
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the tactical early warning line, thus extending the combat zone by about 400 miles
to the North and 200 miles to 'the East and West.`

(c) Utilization of long-range interceptor aircraft and guided missiles to take
advantage of the increased depth of the combat zone and to engage hostile aircraft
at the greatest possible distance from their targets. ^
.(d) Utilization of close-support interceptors and short-range "anti-aircraft" guided
missiles in the protection of specific urban areas, key bases, etc.

Air Defence Programme
4. Implementation of this plan, particularly by the target date of 1960, will be a

tremendous task, and can only be accomplished by the willing partnership of the
two countries. The initial tasks which concern Canada directly are as follows:

(a) construction and operation of the Mongoose line by Canada - target date for
operation Januaryt 1, 1957;

(b) construction and operation of DEW line along the Arctic coast, primarily by
the United States but with Canadian participation - target date for operation mid-. ,
1957;
(c) modification of existing Pinetree radar stations to increase detecting height

from 40,000 to 65,000 feet, the necessary equipment becoming available early in

1957;
; _ .

' (d) adoption of much more stringent civil air regulations to compel aircraft to
cross radar lmes thiough designated corridors and to file flight plans - this matter
isnow under discussion between the RCAF and the Department of Transport and
will^ prôbablyfrequire enabling legislation.

5. In addition to the above prôjects,'which are already "on the programme", it can
be expected that the following proposals will be put forward within the next few
mnths: . ^ ^^ . .
'`(a) installation ±of,,ûp to ,110. semi-automatic; gap-filler radars in the Pinetree

system;
(b). construction of rive additional heavy radar stations to improve the coverage

over the Gulf of St: Lawrence;
,•' ..' • tiradar tadons to close the gaps in the Pinetree

intercepted. The most immediate problem, of common concern to ice
and the USAF, is that the long-range all-weather interceptor aircraft now ^t serve at
& not have an effective ceiling high enough to engage jet bombers at the roved
which the latter can be expected to operate.' How long it will be before im> it
interceptors can coine into service remains to be seen, although it is hoped that
I --- - ... - I • -4 _9114- 100 53 000 feet by 1956 and to

depth to the coverage in that area. 9 and control
t 6: All the above measures are aimed at the improvement of warning

facilities. 1here remains the question of how hostile aircraft can effectively be
both the RCAF

chain between Manitoba and British Columbia, an e co ive added
radars north „ ofof, the euisting, Pinetree stations in Northern Ontario to give

. ..

j(c) çonstruction of civil, eavy s d A. nstruction of six heavy. • •

01 the, CF to 9 . .

RE

te

ri
a
b
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58,000 feet by 1958. It is doubtful that the new Canadian interceptor (CF-105) will
be available until 1959.
7. The first anti-aircraft guided missiles (Nike) are now coming into service in the

United States, and the Canadian Services are considered obtaining a. supply for
Canadian use. One consequence of the adoption of Nike by the United States is that
the long-deferred problem of the defence of border cities, e.g. Detroit, Niagara
Falls, and Buffalo, and the stationing of U.S. anti-aircraft installations on Canadian
territory, is likely to come to a head in the not-distant future.

8. At a later date - during the period 1959-1961,- the United States will be
ready to proceed with the installation of long-range interceptor missiles, possibly
anned with atomic war-heads. It may not be necessary for these G.M. units to be
based in Canada, but the. missiles themselves will be intended to function over
Canadian territory, thus giving rise to difficult operational and control problems.
9. The United States has been giving a great deal of thought to the economics of

air defence, and the current view in the U.S. Defence Department is that for the
period prior to the time when the enemy can be expected to rely on inter-continen-
tal ballistic missiles, (a ballistic missile is one which is fired as a projectile and
follows a ballistic trajectory, e.g. the V-2) the'only way of obtaining a sufficiently
high attrition rate at a cost which would be within the bounds of reason is for our
continental defence forces to use atomic weapons against enemy aircraft. The pri-
mary weapons would be air-to-air missiles armed with atomic warheads. They
would be carried by our long-range interceptors and fired at the enemy while he
was over the uninhabited parts of the continent (i.e. Canada) and over the ocean
approaches. The development of these weapons is already in hand and will be
pressed forward as rapidly as possible. It is expected that they will come into ser-
vice in the autumn of 1956.

The Outlook for the Future
10. It should be understood that all these measures, costly as they are, have only a

transitory 'value. , The day of the intercontinental ballistic missile is rapidly
approaching,` = current U.S. intelligence estimates assign to the Soviet Union the
capability of having such a weapon in service by 1963 and possibly as early as
1960. Even if this estimate anticipates the event by a number of years the fact
remains that within a relatively short period of time we shall be confronted with a
weapon against which at this time there is no known effective defence.

Pro6lén^ Facing the Canadian Government>>
11. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the programme outlined in this paper

is not jast a cloûd on the horizon - it is a storm overhead. Over the period of the
next five years the United States is going to press for the establishment in Canada
of a series of costly defence installations. Stemming from this are a host of difficult
problëri"s with " which the Canadian Government must come to grips. The following
are somé Of the more important of these problems:

(a) To what extent will Canada have, as a measure of sovereignty, to participate
fmancially in, and to *man these installations?. ^:



', .3. A Fbroad hint was given us t}hat in spite o .
âppârent 'understânding of the Canadian view, he none the less held firm views

(b) Where is the money and the manpower to be obtained, and to what extent will
Canada have to'reduce her NATO commitments to meet this requirement?

(c) Will the existing arrangements for command and control be adequate, and if
not, what steps should Canada take to ensure that the air defence system operates
with maximum effectiveness and that at the same time Canadian interests are
protected?

(d) What is to be the Canadian policy with respect to the use of atomic weapons
for defence and the arming of Canadian forces with atomic weapons?

12. In particular, the problem of command and control requires urgent considera-
tion, since it will become increasingly difficult to modify current plans in the best
interest of Canada as the costly programme for the provision of communications
facilities advances during the coming year. A separate memorandum on this ques-
tion is now being prepared.

^' f Mr. Lewis' engaging manne,
aware of the strength of the Canadian view. ind

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITBD STATES

Washington, December 9, 1954

DEW LM CoxnmorrS
= Horsey at the Canadian Desk will arrange for a meeting on December 15

between Mr. Golden and interested United States officials on the subject o
electronics paragraph included in the Canadian draft conditions with respect to the
DEW line. Horsey hopes that Roger Lewis; Assistant Secretary, of the Air Force,
will attend..o_. . . .
H, 2. Horsey said that, while this meeting would be informal and would not give rise
to commitments on either side, it would be welcomed by the State Department in
that it would provide an opportunity for the direct exposure of Mr. Lewis to Cana-
dian views on the subject. Interested officials at the State Department have felt
thenïselvés to be something in the nature of "shuttlecocks batted from one side to
the other" and would welcome any development which would make the U•S•A.F•, . , , .

: himself on the important issues involved for the Umted States.

DEA/50210-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis .
au secrétaire d'Étcit aux A,B1aires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

A.D.P. HEENEY

1
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DEA/50210-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
!crétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

LEM No. 2120 Washington, December 17; 1954

SECRff

Reference: Our teletype WA-2088 of Dec: 13, 1954.t

DEW 1.INE CONDITIONS -. ELECTRONICS PARAGRAPH

The meeting with Roger Lewis, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force, to discuss
the electronics paragraph of the Canadian draft conditions for the construction of
the DEW Line, took place on December 15. The United States side was made up of
the individuals mentioned in our telegram under rèference. Mr. Golden and Mr.
Wershof put the Canadian case. Representatives from D.D.P.'s Washington office
and from the Embassy attended the meeting.

2. Mr. Wershof traced the history of the practicability formula from the Pinetree
agreement to the present and set out the reasons why the Canadian Government
placed such great store by the maintenance of the principle. The financial arrange-
ments in the case of the Pinetree agreement had been different, but in the Canadian
view differing financial arrangements did not affect the principle. The Canadian
Government had been of the opinion that the United States Government understood
and had accepted the necessity of meeting the Canadian Government's views in
this respect., His argumentation was based in the main on the points raised in your
telegram EX-2136 of November 22 and on the exchange of letters between Mr.
Howe and Mr. Pearson in the fall of 1953. He admitted that, because of the urgent
timetable laid down by the United States Government at the last PJBD meeting,
acceptance of either the Canadian or the United States draft paragraph on electron-
ics tnight not make much practical difference in the amount of electronic equip-
ment procured in Canada. He went on, however, to point out that no one could be
sure that the DEW Line was the last radar line on Canadian territory which might
be considered necessary by the two governments. It was important therefore that
the United States authorities should know of the strength of view of the Canadian
Government on the principle of practicability involved in the electronics paragraph
^the hope that in whatever future projects might have to be undertaken, a real
°pp°rtunity would be given to the Canadian electronics industry to prepare itself to
meet construction timetables. Mr. Wershof and Mr. Golden stressed the fact that
rhere,was no intention on the part of the Canadian Government of using the princi-
ple of pmcticability to delay the construction of the DEW Line.

3• Mr.' Lewis made it clear that his remarks on the matter arose out of the Air
for th. OPeratibnal interest in the DEW Line; he was not in this instance speaking

wted States Government as a whole or for any department of the Govern-
i::^^' _• .
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ment other, than his own. His main concern was that nothing should be agreed to
which at some stage would delay the construction of the warning line. Any joint
operation requiring inter-govérnmental consultation had inherent in it the possibil-
ity of delay. The problem could be reduced to fairly 'simple terms, however, when
the principle of equality of opportunity for bôth parties was the basis of consulta-

tion. When the principle of preference was accepted, however, the problem became
more difficult and the likelihood of delays more apparent.

{ 4. The'practicability clause, when interpreted with respect to time, did not seem to
him to offer much of a problem; it was relatively simple to determine whether or
not a contractor could meet a timetable. When it came to interpreting the principle
with respect to the cost and the quality of individual items, much delay seemed
inevitable. There was a further difficulty for Mr. Lewis; he would find it more
difficult to explain preferential treatment of the Canadian electronics industry to
Congress and to the United States industry than would be the case if only equal
consideration had to be given. It was not difficult to foresee a situation where, as a
result of strong industry pressure on Congress, a hold order would be applied to
procurement of some item and the project as a whole would be delayed. He asked
Mr. Golden how the Canadian Government would apply the practicability formula
in cases where either quality or price was involved.

S. Mr. Golden said that so far as the question of quality was concerned, Canada
would yield the principle if it could be proven that Canadian manufacturers could
not meet,the quality standards required by the United States authorities; quality
certainly could not be sacrificed in a matter of such importance to national security.
The matter of price differential was not quite as easy. The main concern of the
Canadian Government was to maintain an adequate defence electronics industry.

At the moment the "market" for such specialized equipment was relatively small so
far as Canada was concerned. In contrast, the extended commitments of the United
States throughout the world offered United States manufacturers a wide field for
the development and manufacture of advanced equipment. The Canadian Govern-
ment believed it essential that the Canadian defence electronics industry should be
given an oppo
opments in the _

rtunity to
clectronics fikeepeld.

abr Iteast of
would

the berapid
impossible,

ever more complicated devel-

opments
to give a direct

answer as to what price differcntial would be acknowledged by the Canadian Gov-
ernrnent as rendering impractical Canadian supply of a certain item. It had to be
takcn for granted, Mr. Golden thought, that greater price alone need not automati-
ca11y rule out Canadian supply in a particular instance. The specific fe^me

^ad
ofhave to be examined in the light of the more general strategic interest

diân Government. in developing an adequate defence electronics industry. Mr•
Ciolden added that the Canadian Government was unlikely to attempt to press for
Canadian supply of a higher priced Canadian item of a type already in production
in Canada. Its interest in pressing for Canadian supply of an item would be greater
if the item concerned were a more advanced item not normally produced in Canada
but which the Canadian industry could reasonably take on.

rat^ _1<. -. ... . . ... . . ^ • .
6. ,Mr,r<VVershof returned to, Mr. - Lewis ^ pornt "concernrng the diffculties which
,^ ... . ^ ; liers before

would ti face him in defending preferential treatment of Canadian supp
the United States Congress and industry. Mr. Wershof suggested that two ansWers

I
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might be given. The fast was that the DEW Line was being constructed not in the
United States but on Canadian territory; any agreements made between the two
governments had to be looked at in the light of that fact. The second argument
which might be advanced was that the DEW Line was being constructed for the
protection of the United States and of Canada. In the particular matter of produc-
tion of electronics equipment, Canada was attempting to achieve a strengthening of
the Canadian defence electronics industry, which in turn would increase the ability
of Canada to contribute to the joint defence of the continent in time of war. Mr.
Wershôf also pointed out that the practicability formula for the production of elec-
tronic equipment was not a new formula; he had not heard that its inclusion in
earlier agreements between the two governments had been the source of great con-
cern to the United States industry. Mr. Lewis admitted that these were arguments
which could be used.
7. Mr. Lewis reiterated his concern that implementation of the practicability

formula seemed to him to be fraught with possibilities of delay. The language of
the Canadian draft paragraph seemed to require that all procurement be tested
against the Canadian . interpretation of practicability and that the DEW project
office could not act without clearing every item with a Canadian representative.
Mr. Golden, in answer, said it was his understanding that action already taken in
the course of only one meeting with Canadian representatives in New York covered
a large percentage of the field and left over only 5% or 10% of the items to be
procured for further consultation as to the best source of supply. (Mr. Lewis' dep-
uty suggested that as much as 50% of the items to be procured would offer a prob-
lem.) Mr. Golden reminded Mr. Lewis that the practicability principle was not to be
unilaterally implemented but that it contained a requirement for consultation.

8. Mr. Wershof pointed out that the draft paragraph did not in any case provide the
Canadian Government with a legal veto over United States procurement. If a meet-
ing of minds between Canadian and United States representatives could not be
reached after consultation on a particular item, it was open to the United States
under the Canadian draft paragraph to go ahead with the procurement of the item
from whatever source it desired. If the Canadian Government, after examining the
matter carefully; came to the conclusion that such an action violated the principle
of Practicability, it .would register a protest with the State Department. He doubted
if matters would ever come to this stage. The Canadian Government assumed that
the Provisions in the, paragraph would be met by the United States Government in
good faith.

9• The organizationA and functions of the DEW project office in New York were
referred to at various times in the latter stages of the general discussion. For conve-
nience we'might consolidate in this paragraph our understanding of the discussion
on this point. It was agreed that the project office was not a joint U.S.-Canadian
office but a United States office to which Canadian representatives were invited.
W. Golden indicated that the representative of the Department of Defence Produc-tion

would be fully authorized to settle in the project office such problems as
required his decision. It was agreed that experience in the operation of the office
rAight indicate the need for changes in present plans. Mr. Golden said that the
Canadlan Government would be willing to consider any suggestions which might
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be put forward to render the off'ice more effective. The two questions of (a) how
much authority the project office would have, and (b) how electronic equipment
was to be procured, were in the view of the Canadian' representatives not fully

answered by their United States colleagues. `
10. The meeting was recessed for a few minutes to allow the representatives on

each side to consult among themselves. At the end of ^é solution Lewishe problemat
he .was convinced that the discussion had "advanced
and that further discussions might best be conducted throntial features o thelCanae
assume that Mr. Lewis is prepared now to accept the
dian draft paragraph 'on electronic equipmént and that the United States Govern-

ment

hear officially through the State Department the views of meet-
ment on the Canadian draft conditions as a whole^Wee^n were

had a
assured

i^d exactly the
ing by State Department representatives that the g

We were left with the impression
results which the State Department had hoped for.
that no further delay was foreseen in the conclusion - of an inter-governmental

agreement. points which we
11. Mr. Wershof and Mr. Golden will be able to elaborate on any po

may have covered inadequately in this letter.
G.P. DE T. GLAZEBROOK

DEA/50210-C-40

Ottawa, December 21, 19M

Dear Mr. Wershof: to Canadian participation
I attach a draft report on the meeting held with respect for

in the DEW line. Before submitting this to my Minister, I would be grateful

your comments.
I mtend to ret:ommend to hi m

'm that we should endeavour to organiie substan ti in

participation in the operation and maintenance phase and e ^t ndition
s^icio pat

ihe Pro-

;
construction and installation phase to ensuring that

; posed agreement arc carried out.
Votre sincerely,

-I,e sous-ministre de la Défense nationale
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence

to Assistant Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

C.M. DRURY
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[PIÈCE JOINTFIENCLOSURE]

Projet d'un rapport

Draft Report

orne time to achieve. It was recognized, however, that at the present time not

SECFt?I.
[Ottawa] December 21, 1954

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN THE DISTANT EARLY WARNING LINE

The Cabinet Defence Committee, at its meeting of November 12 recommended,

in a report subsequently approved by the Cabinet:
(a) that the government agree to the construction of the proposed distant early

warning line as one element of an overall continental defence warning system, the
establishment of which is being undertaken as a joint Canada-United States project;
(b) that at the'same time the United States government be informed of Canada's

intention to participate in the project, the nature and extent of such participation to
be more precisely determined in the near future.

A grôup of officials, under the Chairmanship of the Deputy Minister of National
Defence and 'comprising the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, the Deputy
Ministers of Northern Affairs and National Resources and Defence Production, the
Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Assistant Deputy
Minister of Finance have met and discussed the possibilities of Canadian participa-
don in the distant early warning line and generally concluded as follows.

It was assumed that the main purpose of Canadian participation was to make it
clear to the people of Canada that United States is not being permitted to carry out
large projects in Canada except under effective Canadian control.

The DEW project was considered in its two main phases:
(a) construction and installation;
(b) üperation and maintenance.

In respect of the first phase, namely construction and installation, the joint press
release of November 19, 1954, pointed out that Canada had undertaken responsibil-
itY for the construction of the Mid Canada Line and that responsibility for construc-
tion and installation in respect of the distant early warning line would be vested in
the United States, although both Canada and the United States would participate in
the project. This would appear to indicate that the area of Canadian responsibility
in respect of the DEW line would be confined to the operation and maintenance
aspects.

respect of the second phase, it appeared that'the continuing aspects of the
ProjInect were more important than the transient operations of a crash nature and that
it would be desirable to have the R.C.A.F. take as substantial a share as practicable
in the opem6on and manning of the line. It also appeared desirable to have as much
as possible of the continuing logistic support perfonned by Canadian agencies so
that traffic in the arctic should be, as much as possible, Canadian. To achieve this, it
'night be necessary to provide special arrangements for shipping which might take

enough was known about the line nor would likely be known for some time, to

I
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Dear Mr. Drury,
Thank you for your letter of Decembec.21,1954, enclosing the ^ nt ^e DÉW
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permit specific recommendations to be made. It was agreed, however, that it would
be desirable to initiate studies in respect of manning and resupply in order to ascer-
tain the possibilities and consequences of Canadian participation in the continuing

phase.
It

was agreed that a grant could be made conditional and limited to a maximum
sum. It was felt that if a grant were made, it should be accompanied by a stipulation
that such money should only be used for payments of equipment or services pro-
cured in Canada. It'is unlikely, however, that such a condition would have any
âppreciable effect on increasing Canadian business i ^ dath e^ ls^sdy ^eë dlargely

that the extent to which Canadian resources will b
determined and the United States appears to be willing to pay for these itself.

A grant, in order to achieve its purpose, would have to be substantial. Althoughf the
$200 million is the present estimated cost of the constructionoen cand

d
installation

erably ezcoeeded
project, previous experience indicates that this is likely
and a contribution of the order of $25 million mightmelser oIn ^é light of
were participating in the project but only as a one-tenth partn Can
anticipated defence expenditures on continental defence wé ^n^°bua on than this,
ada to pay, it would be difficult to contemplate a much 1 g
. unless defence expenditures as a whole are to rise. ration and
., ^ The opinion was expressed that if a substantial contribution to the ope

- maintenance of the line were to be made once it had been compand installa-
operation, it might not be necessary to participate in the construction
^ tion phase, other than to ensure that the Canadian interests were protected in the
ways outlined in the proposed agreement. Tt^e representative of the Def artÉ rertnal
External Affairs; however, was of the view that the, Secretary of State
Affairs would still wish to have ,Canada participate in the first phase.

DEA/50210-C-40
490.

ftho the; I.ine.' 41--v, i t^ , . , . , . . . . . . . _ a., ., r:.,p nt the end
the `mating held to consider the ques o
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' Canâda's' ihtention to participate, the,nature
^ ntore' prociselÿ determned in the near future. I -

(optnïpg'paragr'aph to make it clear that in accordance with t
t to bet theiUnited States Govcrnmet was informed by means of a diplomatic o

n ^d extent of such participation

f^ 1 My`frst observation is that it may be des!rno1e to h" ^binet's decision

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires exleéneures
.

au sous-minsstre dela Dffense natio
i. . . .

Assistant Under-Sccretary of Statc for Fxtcrnal Affairs
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My second observation stems from the fact that my Minister has further consid-
ered the matter in the light of the views expressed at the meeting of officials on
December-7, and has decided not to press the view that Canada should participate
in the construction phase of the project, provided that there is a clear understanding
that there will be effective Canadian participation in the operation and maintenance
phase: You inay wish to add a sentence at the conclusion of the report to reflect this
development.

As ÿou ; know, it is incumbent upon the Canadian Government to notify the
United States Government "in the near future" of our intention with respect to par-
ticipation. I presumé that it is your intention to follow up the report to your Minis-
ter with a memorandum from him to the Cabinet so that a decision can be obtained
and the United States Government notified. This Department would appreciate the
opportunity of seeing the memorandum to Cabinet in draft "

Yours sincerely,

M.H. WERSHOF

SECTION C

CONSULTATIONS STRATÉGIQUES
STRATEGIC CONSULTATIONS ' '

491. DEA/50219-AE40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, March 9, 1954

U.S.-CANADA MEETING OF CONSULTATION OF MARCÜ 4 I

DEsPATCH 440_

Top SECM

I wanted to give you some preliminary comments on the meeting of consultation
with the United States authorities which was held in the State Department on
March 4. Since I am leaving Washington today on my western tour, this despatch
will te held, so that it may go to you with our final record of the meeting. I have
seen and approved a draft of the record, but since it is customary to compare our
notes with those kept on the United States side, so that our two records are in no
substantial disagreement, it will be a few days before our record can be put in
sbape. for transmission to you with this despatch.

"N0t" marginales :/Marginal notes:
(Noce for File - reference to Minister's views in 3rd para[gaph] is based on Mr MacKay's

acoount of what Minister told him on Dec 23) M.ü. W[ershofl
OK R.A.` M[acKay,



2. This meeting was not, perhaps, : wholly satisfactory in relation to Soviet inten-1. 1
tions. But I am not sure that we could have expected much more on this subject and
the ; meeting did have real value for us particularly in relation to continental
defence. .The ."agenda" put forward by the State Department met the suggestions
which we had made.-It had seemed to us that, since the meeting was to be held so
shortly after the Four Power meeting at Berlin, it would be natural for the U.S. side
to start with a discussion of the results of that conference and so lead into the
United States estimate of Soviet intentions as they were related to various trouble
spots in the world. In the event Bowie told us little about the Berlin Conference
that we did not know already through our normal contacts with the State Depart-
ment and the examination of trouble spots did not produce much. A good deal more
time;might have been spent (though with what profit I do not know) on the political
implications of the new United States strategy.

3. The most extensive discussion at the meeting concerned military matters. This
was perhaps not surprising in view of the agenda and having in mind the military
background of the Chairman. Admiral Radford's contribution to the discussion was
interesting even though his prepared remarks on the new United States strategy
contained a good deal of material which had already bee ^emadeU.S

Newsf and Worldin the interview with Admiral Radford, published in
Report of March 5. We were not able. to explore very deeply Radford's thinking as
to how United States atomic capabthties were to be appliedto local and
aggression. (General Foulkes was to have a further discussion
possibly he was able to go into this subject more fully.) On the other hand Rad-
ford's forthright declaration of continued United States support of NATO was re-
assuring although I am not certain that our European colleagues would have been
similarly impressed. He said categorically that United States commitments to
NATO would not be decreased but he also made it clear that they were not likely to
be increased in any significant degree.
4.1 believe that the progress report which we gave on Canadian

United
respect to the mid-Canada early warning line made a real impression on our
States colleagues 49 I believe that at this high level they appreciate now our inten-
tion to co-operate to the greatest extent possible in the better defence of é^é ^é
nent. Progress reports of tlus type given from time to time can, I^l e in this
work of those officials who are responsible for the detailed day-to-day work

Co-operatlve, projeCt. '

151You ' will `note from the report of the ' meeting thât our views on the 1^ o",at
situation in relation to the forthcoming Geneva Conference were sollc'tdeé an dci^l
General' Foulkes was asked to'put on paper some of his informa did,
defence organization for the b^neft of United States authorities. B^C^âd an a^"

. too; express theR gratification of the United States Government at the for
tude towards the grant of United States militâry aid to Pakistan and especiallY
the remarks made by the Prime Minister while he was in Indias'

; ,^ VoidSe^ Documaits 446-d90.
Chapitre 7JSee (bapta 7.

il Voir/5œ Document 442.
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6. In summary, I think that the meeting added something to our store of knowl-
edge on current United States thinking on the extent of the Soviet threat to the
security of the free world and of the steps which can best be taken by the United
States to counter-act.that threat. I was encouraged, as I am sure you will be, by the
fact that Bedell Smith expressed the emphatic opinion that not too long a period of
time should be allowed to lapse between these meetings of consultation. They pro-
vide a good informal channel through which we gain access to the high level think-
ing of United States political and military authorities and, while some may turn out
to be less useful than others, we should, I believe, continue to make use of them
whenever we think the occasion demands. I have said before that I do not think we
should debase the currency by having too many meetings of consultation but I
think we must bear in mind the expressed willingness of the United States authori-
ties and particularly the Under-Secretary of State, Bedell Smith, to arrange for the
meetings whenever we want to have them.
7. We have in addition gained some experience in the procedural aspects of the

meetings which may allow us to make better use of future meetings of consultation.
I think, for example, we should tend to discourage the growth on the United States
side of too great an emphasis on formal "briefing" of the meeting by some individ-
ual. It will always be necessary that someone lead off the proceedings but I believe
that the sooner the discussion stage is reached at these meetings the better they are
likely to be. This in.turn leads me to believe that it would be wise to make the
agenda items as general as possible so that we need feel less limited in our ques-
tions. Finaily, I think there is something to be said for limiting even more strictly
the nûmbers of those attending. The larger the meetings become the more difficult
it is to achieve that intimacy and informality in discussion which is likely to make
the consultations most useful to us.

^ - . A.D.P. HEENEY
P.S. March 11. Six copies of our final record of the meeting of consultation of

March 4 are attached. This record has been compared with the record kept on
the United States side.

(PIÈCB JOiN'IFJENC[.OSUREJ

Compte rendu de la réunion de consultation entre les représentants
des Gouvernements canadien et américain

Report of Meeting of Consultation
Between Representatives of Canadian and United States Governunents

ToP S-4- `:t
Washington, March 4, 1954

The meeting which was held in the State Department under the Chairmanship ofGeneral
Walter Bedell Smith, the Acting Secretary of State was attended by

Adi^ Aithnr, W. Radford. •
Cha'^ United States Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The Honourable John A. Hannah,
t Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Personnel).Mr.^R ^ y.t
U -Secretary of State.
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Mr. Robert Bowie,
Director of the Policy planning Staff of the State Departnient,
and State Department representative on the National Security Council Planning Board,

Mi. Hayden Raynor.
Director of the Office of Commonwealth and Northein European Affairs, State Department,

= Mr. R. Gordon Arneson,
of State,Special Assistant for Atomic Energy Affairs to the Secretary

for the United States Government, and by
` Mr. A.D.P. Heeney,

Canadian Ambassador to the United States,
General Charles Foullces.

Chairman of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff.
Mr. R.A. MacKay,

Acting Under-Secxetary of State for External Affairs,
Mr. R.B. Bryce,

Clerk of the Privy Council and Secretary to the Cabinet.
Mr. G.P. deT. Glaubrook,

Minister. Canadian Embassy.,
Rear Admiral H.G. DeWolf,

Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff, Washington,
Mr. J.J. McCardle,

Canadian Embassy. •,
for the Canadian Government.
2. The agenda of the meeting consisted of two items,
(a) review of the Berlin Conference and its implications respecting the United

States estimate of Soviet intentions,
(b) the new U.S. military strategy and its implications, particularly regarding con-

tinental defence.

Introduction
3. The Chairman opened the meeting by referring to a conversation which he had

been having with General Foulkes as to,the ; desirability of issuing some public

statement by the Canadian and United States Governments outlining the progess

which had so far been made in the building up of the defences of the continent. He
vi

suggested that any such public announcement should be drafted
wit140-W to

. . •-- - -2___ - .L:.. ..:...^ rPM The Chair-
anticipating criticisms uta[ not cnuugu wtmu,6;,,,a ..^....... ...- - ----
man suggested that the possible issuance of a prçss release might be considered by

Canadian and Unitéd States authorities.
ds4. The Chairman then went on to mention the various and important deman on

the time of senior officers of the State Depnrtment. He indicated that it no ^ü g af
likely that Mr. Dulles would havé to remain in Caracas nt the current m
the Organization of American States for a longer period of time than had been

andcipated,' probably until the fate of certain proposals which would constitute a
. . -. _ _ _1 r•_._...,..,:c ► consniracY was

polidcal Monroe Doctrine against tne in[ernauona, w►.U.1.....- --L -
. .. , ,.- -, L!I_ :. L-., ..,.. ,,,.ttowPA the Commumst

decided. He said mat inc unitea States, wiu,c it 11a.. ,••••
was well aware of the infiltration which had been achieved

in the WesCero

Hemisphere by the agents of international Communism. In the cueva Confer-
therefore, Mr. Dulles would babl sta onl a short ttme at the Geneva

and Bedell Smith would 'n thére indefinitely as Head of the United

States delegation.
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5. The Chairman, referring to the Berlin Conference, said that it had been quite
impossible to resist French pressures for discussion of Indo-China at the Geneva
Conference which had been agreed on at Berlin, although it was recognized by the
three Western Foreign Ministers that such a discussion was not without grave dan-
ger. In Indo-China the Navarre Plan was being implemented successfully. French
military authorities were, confident of eventual victory in Indo-China. However the
press had over-played the "real estate" victories of the enemy, and this press cover-
age, together with other factors, had made it difficult to refuse a high-level discus-
sion of the situation in Indo-China. The Navarre Plan would not come to full flower
this fighting season. The plan envisioned the development of 54 native battalions
by the end of this year and further battalions next year which would constitute a
satisfactory posture of strength vis-à-vis the enemy. The French military authori-
ties, he said, were now convinced, as they had not been in the past, of the fighting
quality of properly trained native battalions.

6. The Chairman said that the United States Government was fully aware that
great pressure for a negotiated settlement in Indo-China would develop at Geneva,
before the necessary strength was built up to permit acceptance of a sound solution
of the problem. The whole subject was under the most intensive study within the
United States Government and the problem of what attitude the United States
would eventually take was as yet unsolved. The idea of agreement to a coalition
government in Indo-China would appear tempting at Geneva but so far as the
United States was concerned was unacceptable since it would be the beginning of
the end of anti-Communist - rule in Indo-China. The military authorities of the
United States Government regarded any artificial division of the country as com-
pletely unacceptable especially since there was no fixed line of battle as there had
been in Korea. The Chairman indicated that the United States Government would
be grateful for any views the Canadian Government might wish to present on the
matter.

Berlin Conference
7. Mr. ^ Bowie 'presented the conclusions of the United States Government on

Soviet intentions as they had been revealed at the Berlin Conference:
8. The- European objective of the Soviets had been revealed as an unshakeable

intention to maintain the present Soviet military and political position in Germany
and Austria at all costs. This determination was especially evident with respect to
the Austrian Peace Treaty. The concessions offered by the three Western Foreign
rtinisters and by the Austrian authorities, although generous in the extreme, had no
effect'ôn the Soviet position. Molotov argued that no Austrian Peace Treaty was
possible ` becansé `of the imminence of EDC and the resultant possibility of an
a►uchlûss. United States authorities regarded his arguments on this score as com-
pletelq insincere^ and simply advanced in an attempt to mask the real determination
of the Soviet Union not to budge from Austria. The objective was perhaps not so
clear in the discussions with respect to East Germany because of the many side
issues :whichwece involved, but the United States representatives were convinced
that thé' Soviet Union'was not prepared to agree to anything which would lead to
the end 'of its côntrol in East Germany. The Soviet Union would not be satisfied
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with any . European security. guarantee. - United States representatives thought it
probable that even if the Soviet Union were prepared to agree to a neutralization of
Germany; it would not agree even within that framework to the liquidation of the
East German régime.

, " 9. The second main objective of the Soviet Union at Berlin had been the defeat of
EDC. Mr. Bowie indicated that there was evidence that the USSR genuinely feared
German re-armament as a threât to its security and that this was the essential reason
for the Soviet position with' respect to EDC. Molotov made it clear that the only
safeguard acceptable to the Soviet Government, so far as Germany was concerned,
was Soviet control of any/all Germân Government. Democratic processes might be
good enough for other people or for other governments but were not suited to this
situation so far as the Soviet Government was concerned. Molotov, in private dis-
cussions, made clear the Soviet belief that if EDC were defeated in 1954 it would
be consigned to the archives. An intensive drive by the Soviet Union in this calen-
dar year to defeat EDC might therefore be expected. So far as tactics were con-
cerned the Soviet representatives completely disregarded the opinion of both East
and West Germans and focused attention on French opinion. They attempted by
every me-ans to exploit the French fear of a rearmed Germany and to prove that, in
this instance at least, the French interest lay in combining with the Soviet Union to

suppose he had * one £or ail of the follovwing objectives:
only speculate as to Molotov s motives in this regard ut i s
position*ôf resistinglany^ tnove' to bring an end to the Indo-rna w^* nable to

• ` b 't eemed rea^so

best evidence`of this was Soviet acceptance of the, restricted agenda and
-,

a meetir
.
^g

.,
on `Korea,

,
under conditions w >hich the Communist repreagreement to

o

âentatives at Panmunjom had tefused to accept. Until the last moment Bidault had

held out for conditions which' would have allowed discussion of Indo-China only

âfter a 'satisfactory discussion of the Korean ' aituation and after Chinese assistance

to the' Viet Mm• h had béen broûght, to - a I n end. However the French Government

cd" and Bidault found himself unable to resist the Molotov offer which even -wF •^ave^
â11y- was 'adopted.:Bidault'realiûd ttiat` discusaion of Indo-China at the Geneva

Conf erencx involved grâve dângers' for France but yet he could not be put in the

_ • One could

although tlus was less certa, or
interested in the convocation' of a high-level meeting on Far Eastern subjects. The

S viet

Soviet Utuon felt a real n r ^n^ p^ p• enuinely
` . " 1. f' the Mid that the Soviet Union was g

• • --I r- ("11' érshi There were some groun ,

exert strict control over Germany. Some attempt was made to appeal to opinion in
the United Kingdom favourable to the neutralism of Germany. United States repre-
sentatives regarded this as only incidental to the main'effort directed at the French.

10. Soviet intentions with respect to Far Eastern matters might be classified under
two headings: the drive for recognition of the Government of Communist China,
and a possible genuine interest in some high-level meeting on Far Eastern matters.
The attempt to gain recognition for Communist China seemed to be one of Molo-
tov's main tasks. In every possible and some impossible circumstances Communist
China was mentioned. This effort was most ridiculous in Molotov's suggestion that
the United States and Communist China might be associated as observers in any
scheme designed to guarantee European security. It was impossible to know
whether this effort was made simply to placate; Communist China or because ^e
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:(a) To convene a meeting in which France would participate and in which a possi-
ble settlement in Indo-China could be used as a lever to pry the French away from
acceptance of EDC.
'(b) A real desire to bring about more settled conditions in the Far East because of
Soviet ùneasiness that the trouble spots there weregetting somewhat out of control.
(c) To provide for a conference on Indo-China which could only be to the advan-

tage of the Communists since almost any settlement which would be made under
the present circumstances would lead to difficulties between France and the Associ-
ated States and eventually to Communist control of the whole peninsula.
11.?Other less important indications of Soviet intentions were revealed at Berlin.

Molotov made many efforts to split the three Western Ministers, not only on EDC
and the ive, Power Conference but also on such matters as the promise of
increased East-West trade. The conduct of the Soviet representatives throughout the
Conference'suggested some desire on their part for a relaxation of tensions, in that
theirmianner was not so pugnacious as usual. However it was evident that while the
Soviet representatives might be seeking to lower the atmosphere of tension they
were not prepared to give anything for such a relaxation. It was possible, of course,
that their somewhat more restrained conduct of business was meant merely to con-
tribûte mâterial for the use of their peace propagandists. The stress laid by Molotov
on the desirability of holding further Big Power meetings was evident but the
motives behind this move were not clear. Molotov may have hoped to divide the
Western Foreign Ministers by his vague suggestions as to what might be accom-
Plisbed at additional Big Power meetings, or his efforts may have been designed to
Prevent a clear-cut'breaking-point on the problem of a European settlement which
would tend to crystallize Western opinion against Soviet intransigence. Finally
Molotov's references to disarmament were interesting but there was little to guide
the Western delegates as to their real meaning. It was possible that they were
merely designed for the use of Communist peace propagandists.
12. Aside from these indications of definite Soviet intention, Mr. Bowie indicated

that he brought away three main impressions from the meeting;
(a)jthat there was'a Soviet desire to keep the door of the conference room open;
(b) that the Soviet attempt to reduce tension without modifying its foreign policies

might; be : a, possible indication of the growing importance of Soviet domestic
problems• and

(c) that the Soviet stand with respect to East Germany and especially Austria
might indicate the growing influence of the Soviet Army on Soviet policy since the
AjmY was in the best position to assess the effects on other Soviet satellites of any
resttictions'on`Soviet military activity in these two areas.

13 .
:_^

The Chairman then turned to consideration of the situation in the Middle Fast.

MEDÔ"°

He outlined the, course of events which had led to the recent announcement of
United States military aid to Pakistan within the framework of the Turkish-Pakistan
Agreement. About a year and ,a half ago the Pakistan Government had informed the
um^d.States Government that't ld h to reduce its defence forres hv twn^ ... , ^ wou avc
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divisions because the economy could not support them. At that time the Pakistan
representatives had also indicated, however, that their country was "prepared to
stand up and be counted" as a foe of communist imperialism but that it could offer
little practical assistance without military aid from the United States. The United
States Government was faced with a dilemma. It was thoroughly alive to the diffi-
culties which would arise in United States-Indian relations as a result of United
States military aid to Pakistân, which would be regarded by the Indian Government
as a' breach in the Asiatic neutrality bloc. The United States Government could not,
however, in view of its stated objectives; refuse to accept the support of a willing
ally in the fight against Communist imperialism. Further, the United States Gov-
ernment had made it clear that it did not accept the concept that neutrality was
possible in the event of the outbreak of a major war. It was the United States' view,
and it had been stated many times publicly, that no neutrality bloc could act as a
bridge between the Free and the Communist worlds. The United States Govern-
ment did indicate, however, that it would find it easier to grant military aid to Paki-
stan' if it could be done within the framework of some area defence agreement
under the United Nations.

14. The Chairman digressed for a moment to indicate to the meeting the general

of nations in the Middle East, ,that is Turkey,, Iran, Iraq and Pakistan, did seem

thinking of the United States Government with +cespect to a Middle Eastern
Defence OrganiZation. He said that the original concept of a Middle Eastern
Defence Organization had had to be discarded or at least indefinitely delayed. It
might be possible to arrive at an agreement involving "bits and pieces of the Mid-
dle East" but even this was uncertain. However, an agreement of the Northern tier

possible and practical. The present Government of Iran was more favourably dis-
posed towards the West than the Mossadegh Government had been. Iran need no
longer be written off and might join in an area defence agreement at the proper
time. The Government of Iran, however, had becn unable to go far publicly in this
respect because of its dispute with the United Kingdom over an oil settlement. The
Chairman 'said that within the last day or two there had been some evidence that an
Anglo-Iranian agreement was in sight which would involve operation of the oil
fields by a consortium madeup 40 percent by the Anglo-Iranian Company, 40 per-
cent by United States companies, and 20 percent by French companies and Royal
Dutch Shell.° So far as Iraq was concerned there was some willingness on the pad
of its Government to participate in an area defence agreement but the basic hostility
between Iraq and Israel created political difficulties. The Chairman suggested that,
while this basic hostility existed and was fanned by violent speeches made for
domestic political consumption by leaders on both sides, there were grounds for
belief that the situation woul&,ease in the not too distant future. In the circum'
stances the United States Government had welcomed the association of Turkey and
Pakistan, the two ends of the fine, as a step towards the future development of a
broader areaagreement among the Northern tier of nations. The Chainnan said that
onlyn thirty million 'do'llars had been requested of Congress for United States mili-
tary aid, to, the Middle East.' He believed it would be better spent in Pakistan and
TWticey than'spread thinly throughout the 'whole area. The United States Govern-
maït regretted that President Eisenhower's message to' Mr. Nehru had not b^a
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accepted in the spirit in which it was written but was happy that Indian reaction had
not been sharper. He expressed the gratification of the United States Government
for the attitude which had been taken publicly by the Canadian Prime Minister in
this matter.

The New United States Strategy

most intensé` crisis. It was obvious, therefore, that no matter what Administration

15. Admiral Radford introduced the second item on the agenda with an analysis of
United States defence policy 32 Between the end of the last war and the beginning
of 1950 the United States followed a policy of defence retrenchment which left her
in an extremely weakened condition at the time of the outbreak of the Korean war.
He said it was fortunate that the Communists chose to move aggressively before
"we had cut our heads off'. In addition the aggression occurred in the one place,
Korea;where the United States could fight. Within a year United States military
strength had been increased from less than a million and a half to three and a half
million men. This had been possible only because of the large reserve of trained
manpower which existed in the United States as a result of World War II. United
States'military âuthorities realized that there was something essentially unfair in
once again placing the burden of combat on men so recently exposed in World War
II and who, although they could be regarded as trained reserves, had become a bit
rusty. It was not long before the inequities of this situation were brought to the
attention of Congress which passed legislation limiting the service of these reserves
to two years. By the end of 1952 and especially in 1953 the period of obligatory
service for a large percentage of the reserves came to an end and a very high pro-
portion of them elected to return to civilian life.

16."Cônc'urtently with the build-up of manpower, there had been a tremendous
build-up in war mat6riel towards a peak emergency to come in 1954. It was evident
to the authorities by 1952 that this planned build-up could not be achieved because
it was being done under conditions of only partial mobilization. It could only have
been achieved within a controlled economy. Ultimately, therefore, the objective
was moved from 1954 to 1955 and then to 1956. However, United States military
authorities were well aware that there was a need for planning beyond the period of

had assumed office last year, planning for the "long pull" would have had to be a
main effort. In ppril of last year, therefore, President Eisenhower had put the task
to the' new; Chiefs of Staff of building a defence machine for the United States
within thë°econornic resources of the country and not requiring deficit financing for
its Support.

17• f Admir'al Radford 'said that military planners traditionally are not required to
econôtnic factors into their military consideration. In this case, however, the

service chiefs*âgrtéd that a sound economy was as integral a part of national secur-
lty ^^^ the military establishment. Admiral Radford said that he, as Chairman of
^e Joint Chiefs"of Staff, found it easy to agree to this concept since he was con-
Ym^ 16 United States military aid to its allies had been an important factor in
p"ëveuhng f6fther Soviet expansion. It was not difficult, he said, to get the agree-tr",.a 77 . . .

.. '. _ . ,

A V0u^ Doctmneab 446-490.
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ment of the Chiefs of Staff. It was with the idea that the military establishment of
the United`States should be built without prejudicing the health of the national
economy that the Chiefs of Staff took their "new look" at United States defence
requirements. The service chiefs arrived at a figure of thirty-four to thirty-five bil-
lion dollars and this was regarded by the Treasury and the Bureau of the Budget as
an amount which would be considered a reasonable annual outlay for the purely
military functions of the United . States Defense Department. The Chiefs of Staff
were aware that an additional rive to six billion dollars, annually, would be availa-
ble for military aid and expenditures 'on atomic energy.

18. Another factor, which had had to be taken into consideration in the reassess-
ment made by, the service chiefs, was that of mânpôwer. It had been possible
between 1950 and 1953 to bring service strength up to 3 1/2 million personnel by
the draft, by voluntary enlistment in the Air Force and Navy, and by calling on the
reserve pool. It was, however, a fortuitous circumstance. that that reserve pool
existed. It is estimated that approximately 1 million men turn 18 each year in the
United States of which 700,000 to 800,000 can be considéred prospective additions
to, the armed forces. In their reassessment of United States defence strength the
service chiefs estimated that the maximum defence forces which could be main-

of the atomic bomb).

tained over an indefinite period based on this United States manpower pool and
without dipping into reserves would have to be limited to approximately 3 million
persorinel. There may be some change in this situation in 1960 when it is estimated
that the manpower pool will take a significant jump. Admiral Radford indicated
that while manpower, therefore, was a factor, cost was the most important factor
which was taken into consideration by the service chiefs. They came up, therefore,
with these figures which have now been made public: i.e. Army-approximately
1 1f2 million men; Air Force--975,000; Navy and Marine-800,000. The service
chiefs agreed to these'manpower ceilings, however, on the understanding that they
were valid only if the world situation did not deteriorate significantly and if certain
overseas commitments were to be reduced. In addition the service chiefs were able
to assume that they would be permitted to use, atomic weapons when that use
seemed desirable and particularly in 'support of ground troops (i.e. the tactical use

19. He said that the'service'chiefs still have not finished their study of the reserve

atructurc: It was for this reason that they wanted to get back into the United States
.as much as possible of the United States' Army in order that it could devote atten-

^tiôn to building up a reserve structure which would be capable of producing trained

manpower under conditions of emergency mobilization. No recommendations have
^.fi. - .yet bcen made toCongress on'thë reserve structure. However, the militarY authori-

iies believe that any newplan should require reservists to join reserve units during

,the six year period in ^which they are obligated to be a part of the United States

Reserve Army. Whilefthe obligation eiists at the moment that soldiers discharged

from active service cxmtinue in Re serve'status for six years, an insigni6cant nun°"
ber of these reservists bécame associated with `n„serve units. The service chiefs are

we11'aw^re that the voluntary enlistment rate in the Air Force and the Na was
Wnr

u onl because of the ure of the draft and because a shoot^ng
°g âg ôn in Korea. With reductions in monthly draft calls and the ending of the
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fighting in Korea, the Navy and the Air Force may have a good deal of trouble
reaching the manpower ceilings which have been established. Finally the service
chiefs are acutely aware that there is a lack of re-enlistment and believe that more
inducement must be offered if the quality of the services (aside from the quantity)
is to be increased. It is re-enlistments which increase the quality of an Army not
first enlistments or draftees. In the short run therefore the problem of maintaining
the desired qualitative standards, especially in the Air Force and the Navy, is more
one of obtaining trained manpower than of appropriations. He pointed out the obvi-
ous inconsistency of the present circumstances in which, under GI benefits, an indi-
vidual is given $6,000. if he leaves the service and only $300 if he re-enlists. This
factor of increased quality is of special importance in the field of continental
defence where the first requirement is to have a large organization of highly trained
individuals of above-average intelligence. The increasing technical complications
of Air. Force operations underline the need for re-enlistments.

Disei^ssiontof Sovict Intentions and the New United States Strategy
20. Thé meeting then proceeded to discuss the briefs which had been presented by

Mr. Bôwie and Admiral Radford. The Chairman emphasized his opinion that not
too long a period of time should be allowed to elapse between these meetings. Mr.
Heenéy recalled the original purpose of the meetings, pointing out that they had
been begun in â time when international tensions seemed somewhat greater than at
the moment, and when it seemed possible that the United States Government might
feel compelled, at short notice, to employ the atomic bomb. The decision to hold
periodic' meEtings of "consultation" developed from views exchanged between
President Truman, Prime Minister Attlee and Prime Minister St. Laurent in Decem-
ber 1950. These meetings had been designed to provide for informal exchange of
information and views and for a review of the "danger spots" with particular refer-
ence to situations in which the United States might consider using the atomic
bomb.S3 ` t ^^^ ^ ^ . ^ ^. ^

21• Mr. Heeney indicated that, from the Canadian side, there scemed to be nothing
of impo'r`t^^^ to add to Mr. Bowie's interpretation of the Berlin Conference. He
did ask,° however, whether other United States sources of intelligence support the
general pr`ôposition, that seemed to be accepted by the West, that international ten-
sion was now less than it had been even though Soviet long-term objectives had not
changed, ^e ^^^^ mought that this was true when the usual limitations on
intelligen^.^^timates were , taken into consideration. He stressed, however, that
wlule thére might be some indication of relaxation in tension, we were faced for an
indefinitc"pe^od ^,^,i^ me ^t of possible Soviet aggression which was serious
enough to m^n`it`imperative that we be given the maximum of warning of any
indicatiôris"of the possible renewal of direct Soviet aggression. He thought that the
view w^ ^meWhat less strongly held that we might be exposed to a sudden and
s^pnse'âttâck;i"saÿ the day after to-morrow", but not to the extent of reducing the
sensé of ^gency concerning the development of the necessary continental defence.

+`rNk^3i^-'^,^ ,.-. . ^.. . f .



22. Admiral Radford pointed out that the Canadian authorities were aware of the
United States military estimate that the Soviet Union was unlikely to launch a war
of aggression within the next three years. They were also aware, however, that it
was the United States military estimate that the Soviet Union had the capability of
launching a war any time and that one could not discount the dangers of an acci-
dental outbreak of war. He was anxious, he said, that no doubt should be left in
anyone's mind as to how the United States military regarded the idea that tension
had been relaxed. He suggested that the relaxation. of tension was more in our
minds than in the minds of Soviet planners and that the Soviet Union was keeping
up a pressure on the West which should cause us as much concern today as it did
three years ago. In those three years, of course, Western strength had grown more
rapidly relative to Soviet strength, but since Soviet strength had never been seri-
ously reduced after World War II, this should be cold comfort to us. He envisioned
the Soviet threat as a three-pronged offensive on the psychological, economic and
military fronts. It was possible, with some assurance, to estimate the military threat.
It was almost impossible to estimate the extent of the psychological and economic
threat and it was here that he thought the West would have its greatest problems.
23. The, Chairman elaborated on Admiral Radford's point. He said that in the

United States estimate the Soviet Union would not actively seek to launch a war in
the next three years. On the other hand there was no significant change in Soviet
foreign policy, even though that policy involved the possibility that the Soviet
Union would be led into war.'As time went on continued Soviet adherence to such
policies might in fact make more acute the danger of the sudden outbreak of war.

efforts on the part of the al liance to build up its strength. At the last Counc^
ing, however, the emphâsis was shifted frôm the concept of the particular Yef of,

tives had done all they could to assist their United States colleagues in encouragIng
'1 meet-

I-ie stressed the difficulty of defining relaxation of tension, but however it was

defined, it should not be interpreted by the r West as grounds for any decrease in

. . . ' . .Western defence efforts
24. Mr. Heeney expressed general agreement with this United States estimate He

then turned to a discussion of the implications of the new United States strategy for

its allies. He recalled that in the formative years of NATO, Canadian representa-

crisis to that of the "long pull" and it was agreed, with the full concurrence o
United States, that- more consideration would have to be given to the economic
basis of the NATO,defence effort. This emphasis on better defence for less cost,
taken'together with public discussion of the United States "new look" in defence
strategy, has raised in the minds of some of our European colleagues the fear (min

'of the concept of collective security.-Some'chose to interpret the schedule
'`` ' f = Kfurther evidence of disengage-

tbé United Statei might be embarking on a policy of gradual disengagemen
its"oommitmeists` abroad `and turning away, in some me asure at least, from ^ pl ^rt

drawal of two Untted States stons rom or^ea as -..,_ _.j I.A ta
ment. Canadian authorities could , appreciatethe factors wn^^al ^^^ •^
ceitaini^-ad, in United States defence strategy, it was often difficult to

cx?mbaf:uch interpretations of United States intentions by friends in ignor^Ce and

by enemies in malevolencx who criticized the United States. It was in this readl^
vrded the Car►

`that these mettings of consultation were'so important. They pro

t
s
I
I
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authorities with an opportunity to get further information at a high level on the
motives which underlay United States policy re-adjustments and put them in a bet-
ter position to answer the questions posed by their European colleagues. He was
certain that the United States Government appreciated the necessity of consultation
with its allies on matters of such extreme importance as United States defence strat-
egy. Without consultation the allies of the United States might be kept in as much
doubt as the potential aggressor as to the real intentions of the United States.
25. The Chairman said he was fully aware of the problem raised by Mr. Heeney

for United States representatives were faced with similar questions at every turn.
He said he thought he would be breaking no confidence in referring to a comment
made by President Eisenhower at a meeting earlier that day of the National Security
Council. The Council was considering the first long-term planning paper (and the
Chairnnan emphasiZed it was the first such paper) designed to present United States
policy objectives not in terms of the next year or the current budget or the present
Administration, but in'terms of the long-range interests of the United States. The
President had commented that responsible United States authorities would be fools
if they `did not 'realize that United States planning has to be in generations, in the
same sense as Soviet planning had been since the success of the Revolution. The
Chairinan assured the meeting that United States commitments to NATO and EDC
were as firm as they had ever been. He said, however, that because people must be
constantly reassured, even of the obvious, the United States Government intended
to reaffirrn publicly these commitments in the not too distant future.
26. The Chairman said that while the United States Government fully appreciated

the important implications that United States defence policy had for NATO andEDC, it also seemed reasonable that the European allies should take into account
the emergency build-up of United States defence forces between 1950 and 1953,
the amount of foreign military aid granted by the United States, its contributions in
manpower and money to NATO, and the expense of United States support of the
French in Indo-China. All these efforts had cost a great deal of money and there
were Eurôpeans Who worried about economic collapse in the United States. It was
^these terms that the new look in United States defence had to be explained to the
E^P^ yallies of the United States. He hoped that on their side they realized how
"nPonant` it `was that France ratify the European Defence Community treaty this
Year. They must also be convinced that the late awakening of the United States to
an awareness of the paucity of its continental defences was not a return to isolation-
^m.,The`shoring up of those defences in the face of known Soviet capabilities was
an âct Of Pure military prudence and of vital importance to the defences of the
westetu world'Mr. Heeney asked if it was correct to assume that the United Statescontittu,^ ^ ^.,:^^ ed to place the saine weight as in the past on NATO as a deterrent to Soviet
ag8ressionP Th^^(h^^ replied that such an assumption was correct.27, q^ .

dmiral Radford pointed out that NATO and the United States had no alterna-
dve to`;tbe,"long pull" and that the West must continue to live with the SovietthreaL.Tbe West i

s sttnngec than it was a few years ago and to the degree that it is
s^0n&^ï,^; tliéré, ia prôbably ,some relaxation of tension. But there has been noremov^ of

lhiiii, A° world divided between two powc antagon ists
â situation of tension is preferable to atomitc warfareSIn ihis esti-
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mate a world divided between two major powers, in one of which only the desire
for peace exists, is much more exposed to the danger that war will break out than is
a world divided between two powers, both of which are ready for a war but which
are prepared to exist without it under. conditions of constant tension. The Chairman
supported Admiral Radford's argument by referring to the fact that it was the lack
of a power balance which in two instances led to the outbreak of major world wars.
Any sense of security would be false unless it is firmly. based on increased and
increasing. allied strength.

Continental and Civil Defenee
28. General Foulkes said he would like to express on behalf of the Canadian ser-

vices their appreciation for the willingness of the United States authorities to con-
vene such meetings of consultation as this. Following along the line of thought
which Mr. Heeney had developed, it would be much easier to deal with questions
concerning the new United States defence policy which might be asked by Euro-
pean colleagues when opportunities such as this meeting were presented at which
the Canadian authorities could learn more about United States intentions. In addi-
tion; United States, views put forward at these meetings were obviously of great
importance to Canadian planners as they tackled the problems of how best to pro-
vide adequate defences for Canada. He went on to refer to the problem of providing
appropriate civil defénce for Canada in the light of the increased capabilities of the
Soviet Union'to launch a successful atomic attack on the continent. He expressed
the hope that it might be possible to issue some public statement on the work which
had already been done on the mid-Canada early warning radar chain before the
United States film on the 1952 hydrogen bomb test at Eniwetok was made availa-
ble for public showing. The Chairman said that public showing of the film was still
being delayed in spite of pressure from civil defence authorities for its release. In
this the State Department have supported the Defense Department's view that it
should be held up until at least after the Geneva Conference. In answer to a ques-
tion by Mr. Heeney as to why there seemed to be a"second round" of articles in the
press on continental defence, the Chairman 'said he thought civil defence authorities

hl If they

ti^:^.^ é<<: +^ .. .. _, • .. . ... a. _ . , ,, ^ k ,, . .. .

ing and emoUon to vo untary org
pressure for large-scale civil defence exercises in the United States but that We

p290 wav.
Fcentrate on building up a sound professional staff and should leave the "^n

• , 1 anizations Hé said that there had already been

# ^Âdtniral Radford *,,,*A that in his o inion civil defence authonties s o

ment and asked if any decisions had been taken in the United States as to the
tation'of the sise of urban areas or the dispersion of industry and government.

h 111A con-

Defense Department authorities,' however, were concerned that the use o
madescare technique might get out of hànd and result in impossible demands being ma

upon: the Government for ëxpcnditures in the field of continental defence. Mr-
$ryce said that ^the same' problem of perspective existed for the Canadian Go l^.

were responsible. They had found that they had to scare people thoroug y 1
were to get their appropriations through Congress. It went even further than the
question of money, in that civil defence authorities were finding it very dif6cult to
interest the citizenry in the subject. This was one of the reasons why these authori'
ties were pressing so vigorôusly for the` release of the film. State Departrnent and

f such a



Defense Department was attempting to have them delayed, for in his opinion they
were likely to give rise to more trouble than they were worth. The Chairman said
that the'United States Government was working on the problem of dispersion of
industry and government. In this field the generous loan and depreciation benefits
granted to new industries which would locate themselves in relatively isolated
areas was a powerful lever. No steps were being taken to limit the size of urban
areas, primarily because no one had been able to decide how it could be done suc-
cessfully. Admiral Radford said that the whole question of dispersal of industry had
to be most carefully 'considered, for it was important that highly industrialized cen-
tres not become pockets of depression. Most of the plans offered for really large-
scale dispersion were simply not realistic. The natural trend in industry siting at the
moment was on the outskirts of large cities. Some workers travelled as much as 30
and 40 miles from the large cities in which they lived to the plants in which they
worked.'It was the height of foolishness to locate a plant 30 or 40 miles from the
city for its?protection while the workers required to operate the plant lived in con-
gested cities exposed to the most disastrous effects of atomic bombing. The Chair-
man refenred to'the war-time experience of the Allies in Germany where it was
fmally decided that the human element was the only really vulnerable one in Ger-
man aircraft production. Only when German aircraft workers were seriously dis-
commoded did production fall off. Bombing of the plants alone had very little
effect.

30. General Foulkes said that he was coming around to the view that civil defence
must be brought in line with our present thinking of the Soviet capabilities to attack
the continent. In Canada and, so far as he knew, in the United States present civil
defence activity followed the lines of that carried out in London during the last war.
It was what he called the "village pump system", i.e. local civil defence organiza-
tions working in their immediate areas. In the changed circumstances brought
about by the possible use of the atomic bomb the civil defence organization would
go up with the rest of the town. There was, it seemed to him, a need for a civil
defence organization which could be moved from place to place and which was
controlled centrally. Survival would be the dominating factor in the first 30 days of
atomic attack `and it was essential, therefore, that some civil defence organization
should be capable of reducing the impact immediately the war broke out. He won-
dered if it might not be possible to use the bulk of the static armed forces in the
country for this work, those who, for example, would normally be concerned with
handing out quartermaster stores and administering large army camps. So far as he
could see some such organization would be the only alternative to an expansion of
a Permanent 'civil defence organization of the typé presently in existence. He
thought that mobile columns might be organized whose task it would be immedi-
ately üpun the'outbreak of war to transport such members of the armed forces as
had been assigned civil defence duties to areas of greatest need. In addition prior
attention would have to be given to the dispersal of hospital supplies and protective
eqwpment.

31, Admira I I Rad ford said he was in complete agreement with this concept of a
civil defence organization. The Chairman said he would certainly like to have these
views on paper for examination by the United States authorities. It was pointed out
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by General Foulkes and Mr. Bryce that these ideas did not have Canadian Govern-
ment approval but were merely the preliminary opinions of : the Chiefs of Staff.
However, they agreed that some consideration might be given to passing the views
in ,writing and informally to the United States authorities.

The ' extent . of the warning which might be expected obviously had an important

the problem was one of achieving maximum flexibility, If we were assured that

Europe in time to stem thé initial Soviet ground attack.' If there was not suffïcient

Early Warning
32. General Foulkes said that the Canadian authorities felt that they had increasing

reason for concern that little if any warning would be given before a Soviet attack.

bearing'on defence planning. In recent conversations with General Gruenther it had
been indicated that probably three:`days' warning was all'that could be expected.
Admiral Radford said that at the moment, because of the lack of adequate early
warning systems on this continent, the United States Joint Chiefs are assuming that
they would be given no warning whatsoever of an, attack. So far as NATO was
concerned, he too had been talking to General Gruenther and found his worry to be
that even if he had three to rive days' warning he .would probably be unable to use
it since he would not be able to convince some of his European colleagues of the
imminence of attack. They might even argue that to make such overt moves as
would be necessary to reduce the success of a surprise attack would only serve to
ensure that that surprise attack take place. The' problem in the United States to
which the Joint Chiefs had been giving some thought was over what period of time
could an alert status be maintained. Could you, for example, have every one on 100
percent alert for a few days or weeks, with reductions in the degree of alert as the
danger passed? What they really hoped to evolve was a degree of alert which could
be maintained successfully in this country without loss of public interest over an
indefinite period.
. 33. Both sides agreed that the problem of what degree of warning we would get of
â" Soviet attack was one to which" a great deal of thought had to be devoted.

fGeneral Foulkes said that this problem of timé,of warning was of immediate
concern to the Canadian service authorities. AWith Canadian air squadrons in Europe

âdequate warning would be given it would not be necessary to have stations fully
manned and ; it would be possible to rotate personnel in such a manner as to An

• t--'_--^ r_ _----_^__ . ^ .......:.... in F,mnne for
away in larI
aept.Tdents.¢.
Reserves for Europe :
I 3S. The `problem was also directly relevant to the question of getting reserves to

wârning to get reserves to Europe, not only would we be at a serious disadvancaSe

In ground strength but'even the effect of the tactical use of atomic weapons would

bâ" 'ously lessened by our inability to force the"enemy to concentrate. There w

âqüestion in his mind alsoy as to whether the strütegic resécve to be built up in th

United States would be of any use in Europe if there was to be no warning or very

little'warning. ' Admirat i Radford agreed on the importance of as much advance
wârning as possiblë. The question of supplying reserves to Europe was one which
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gave him great concern. It was "fantastic" in his opinion to believe that the U.S.
NATO 'commitment of two divisions by D+30 days could be honoured. The best
that could be done in the most ideal circumstances would be the prôvision of these
two divisions in D+45 to D+60 days. The aim of the NATO defence organization
was the provision of balanced collective forces and in his opinion the European
allies must . be brought to realize that it was their job to provide the bulk of the
ground troops which would meet the initial attack of the enemy. In this context, of
course,' a German contribution of manpower was essential. He said that when he
spoke of the tactical use of the atômic bomb he had in mind a ' deep tactical offen-
sive use which was something short of strategic bombing and something more than
tactical bombing in front of our own troops. He thought it was important that in our
planning we did not give the enemy more capability than he had. For example, he
said that some of the Soviet planes which alarmed us so far as continental defence
was concerned are the same planes which âlarmed General Gruenther in Europe. In
NATO we are fully aware of the logistic problems which will have to be met in
keeping'bur forces supplied. The enemy will have many of the same problems and
there are grounds for thinking that we are solving them faster than he is.1
36.Hé sümmed up his appreciation of this situation in the following terms: If

NATO was ever to be the instrument in the defences of the free world which it was
supposed to be it would soon have to have a German military contribution u The
United States was prepared for the indefinite future to maintain the present level of
its forces in'Europe. Any additional power which NATO needed from outside
Europe could not be in the form of ground troops, at least .in the initial stages. It
was nonsense to believe that reserves could be moved from the United States in
time to have any effect on the early stages of the battle. On the other hand the Air
Force was highly mobile and could bomb both strategically and tactically almost
from the outset of the war.

37. The new Chiefs of Staff had, in their reassessment of United States defence
strength, also stresséd the importance of a build-up of a strategic reserve of men
and matériel in the United States. While'some of that reserve strength would proba-
bly be movid ` to support the NATO ground effort as soon as such a move was
possible, some elements of it would be kept for eventual use against the Soviet
Union in the right place at the proper time. A build-up of Western strength on the
ground in Europe which might eventually lead to stalemate with Russian forces
would'not serve the purposes of the West. The new Chiefs of Staff had believed,
therefore, that they must have immediate control of sufficient reserve strength so
that itcôtild becommitted where it would best serve the interests of the free world.
38. General Foulkes agreed that in the initial stages at least any Russian ground

attack would have to be met with the NATO troops on the ground and NATO com-
manders could not plan on the usefulness of reserves from overseas. Some discus-
sion ensued between the Chairman, Admiral Radford and General Foulkes as to the
possibility of stockpiling equipment in Europe for reserves in order that the person-nel nught be'lnoved quickly by air. Admiral Radford said that there was no present.r ....,,,
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intention on the part of the United States authorities to stockpile equipment in this
fashion. The Chairman said that more attention would have to be given to the prob-
lem of marrying,up troops and stockpiled supplies.

Mid-Canada Early Warning Line

`' 39. General Foulkes then gave the meeting`a progress report on the mid-Canada
early warning radar line, pointing out,that, it was not, as some people tended to
regard it, a southern line but one which bordered on the sub-Arctic. With the aid of
. a map he indicated the progress_ of the site survey now underway on which the
RCAF and USAF have co-operated. Before, dealing in detail with the site survey,
herecalled for the meeting the requirements which had been set up for the radar
line to meet requirements up to, 1960; that it must be capable of handling aircraft at
speeds up to 550 knots, flying singly or in groups, from 200 ft. to 65,000 ft.; that
the interval between the stations be not more than 30 miles; that information that
the line had been crossed had to reach Air Defence Command headquarters within
three minutes; and that it had to be capable of discerning friend from foe, even
though it was essentially a warning line and not an identification device. To assist
in the identification process it would be necessary to introduce conventional scan-
ning radar at certain points across the line. Canadian authorities favoured the set-
ting up of a number of gates in the line through which all friendly aircraft would
have to pass. Not only would this help in the identification of friend and foe, but it
would introduce a flying discipline for civilian aircraft in time of peace, which
would be useful in time of war. He said that Canadian authorities thought that in
peacetime the line would serve the civil purpose of locating lost aircraft. If an air-
craft did not use the gates someone would be sent up to investigate.
'40. General Foulkes'went on to indicate the progress of thesitë reconnaissance in
the various sectors of the line. Work on the Atlantie'and Pacific sectors would be
delayed somewhat because of heavy snows, but the reconnaissance of the other
three sectors would probably be completed by the end of this month. The difficult
location of the line might prove .valuable in the long run in that the possibility of
sabotage would be` reduced. Some of the line would, for example, have to be ser-
viced by helicopter.` A target' date 'of June 1 st had been set for the completion of
reconnaissance of the whole line. It was estimated that'the line, or a major part of
it, would be in operation by the end of 1956. Individual sectors of the line rnight be
put in operation as they were'completed without waiting for the whole line to be
completed. Tt was `estimated that 400-500 men would be sufficient to operate the

whole line. Tests of a pilot model `of the line Awould probably be run in March. The
line when completed would provide' at least three hours early warning in canada

,and, more ^ extended warning in thé United States: Admiral Radford expressed

enthusia'stic interest in the North-South line running south from Churchill since it

wàa the first indication he had had that such `aline was being built.
41:°Admiral Radford said that the United States Service'chiefs were anxious toC s

p`roceed câpidly but surely with thé development of `adequate early warninS Y-

ftems;altbough there nad been aome attempt to stampede them into accept^^e^e

; schemes of unproven reliability and practicability. General Foulkes sald able to
Service authorities in Canada had the saine aim and hoped therefore to be
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test the mid-Canada line before giving attention to any more distant` early warning
system. The question of some public statement on the progress of the work was
raised again, and Admiral Radford gave General Foulkes a draft press release
which, it was proposed, might be released by Senate Armed Services Committee
with respect to the briefing it had received from thé United States Joint Chiefs of
Staff on the problem of continental defence. Admiral Radford said that it was com-
pletely innocuous, but he would not agree to its release until it had been discussed
with Canadian authorities.

42. General Foulkes made " referencè to one final point with respect to continental
defence which was of some concern to Canadian authorities. The Canadian public
would be' inclined to question any development which would require the presence
in Cânada of USAF squadrons for the purposes of continental defence when a
Canâdian air division was in Europe. While this could be explained in military
terms, it was not politically desirable.ss Thè Chairman and Admiral Radford said
théy fully appreciated the Canadian problem.

43: The meeting ended with agreement on both sides that no mention of these
meetings of consultation should be made in any public statement, but that responsi-
ble nuthorities of both countries might be asked to co-operate in the preparation of
a draft press release or public statement concerning the progress of installations for
continental defence.56

DEA/50219-AE-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCtt " 1687 Washington, September 27, 1954

MFEIIN(3 OF CONSULTATION

The meeting of consultation between Canadian and United States officials took
place on Friday, September' 24. You will remember that it has been the practice for
each side to keep its ôwn records of these meetings and then to compare the two
records so that no glaring inconsistencies exist. It will be some time before we are
in a position to forward our record of the meeting to you.

2* The main topics dealt with at the meeting were (a) the situation on the China
Coast and at Quemoy, (b) Europe after EDC, (c) Soviet intentions and the Soviet
threat to North "America, and (d) continental defence.

3.
Discussion of the Communist Chinese threat to Quemoy and Formosa con-

fmned the estimate which we have sent you in other correspondence that no finalI !<a -, _ .
53Stu''.:^; •Ce nnmt .

vou aussi/On tais point, sec also Volume 19, Documents 675, 676.
Document 448 .
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decision has been taken by the United States Government as 'to whether United
States forces should assist in the direct defence of Quemoy. Admiral Radford made
one point which was new to us and that had to do with the possibility that current
Communist Chinese attacks on Quemoy might well be a covering operation for a
planned attack on the Tachen Islands further to the north which were not, and could
not be nearly as well defended by Nationalist forces. Admiral Radford said that an
anxious eye was being kept on this possibility by both Nationalist Chinese and
United States authorities. Bedell Smith spoke in more general terms of United
States policy towards Communist China and the burden of his remarks was that if it
were not for the strong views on China held in Congress the Administration's pol-
icy could be a good deal more flexible. He believed that Mr. Attlee had rendered a
real service to the United States and other Western Powers by his decision to
accompany Bevan to Communist China and by the report which he had made on
the trip. Bedell Smith said that it was not without the bounds of possibility that in
the relatively near future United States public opinion might be brought around to
accepting the necessity of admitting Communist China to membership in the Gen-
eral Assembly. He saw little hope, however, that the United States could agree to
Communist Chinese membership on the Security Council and he thought that some
attention would have to be given to how this situation could be dealt with. Inciden-
tally, these remarks obviously horrified Walter Robertson, the Assistant Secretary
for Far Eastern Affairs who attended the meeting.
^^z4. Discussion of the failure of the French to ratify the EDC Treaty and of the
subsequent problems raised with respect to German re-armament and the possible

^... . .. 1. .. •ght have to

tates represeotatives o as ngs, aid
in the. United State^t view dtne was running out for Chancellor Adenauer. Hes
that If at the London meetings thene could not be found a formula for Franco-Ger-

ap -I-
Bedell Smith went on to stress thatS ^ ' t the I.ondo 90%10.062

$ïS In a 'te of his assnrances conoanin- the -minded approach of Umt^

arould be satisf ory to both Gertnany, and France. Quoting Mr. Churchill's words
of another day Bede11 Smith expressed the hope that at London we would not have
to be satisfied with "the, lowest common denominator of all our apprehensions".

wtu
China, the United States representatives would go to the nine-power meetings ln
London with an mind and would ho prepared to accent any formula Cu

French actions in the recent past both with respect to European problems and Indo-
pârticipation in the defence of Europe. Bedell Smith assured us that in spite of

other members of the Western alliance, made every effort to impress our United

States colleagues with the Canaan view that there was no alternative to French

admission of Germany to NATO confirmed our impression that the French stock is
at `an all-time low among senior officials of the United States Government both
civilian and military. The Under-Secretary and I, without minimizing in any way
the difficulties which the current French attitude nosed for the United States and

cltanged the strategic picture In Europe significantly. It was poss11D1e he
that attention would have to be given to an alternative atrategy for the defence of

Bedell Stnith's mind ` the, vsc^ïntA chair would, be that which France could not or
vïraiklP^-occupy: It was his "pérsocîâl Fview" that the Spanish bases treary had

thought

RE1.A71ONS WrIH THE UNïIED STATES

,man w-VFrAation in the defcnce of Europe,the Western al ^ance m^
loilow the tactic of the vacant chaïr" for a tome and there was no doubt that in
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Europe which would be "infinitely less satisfactory" than the strategy which would
have been based on the EDC Treaty had France ratified it.

6. There was little new in the United States estimate of Soviet intentions or in
Admiral Radford's appreciation of the Soviet threat to North America. So far as
continental defence was concerned agreement was reached on the issuance of a
press release by the two governments with respect to the distant early warning line.
Your draft text was accepted with one alteration (our telegram No. WA-1682 of
September 25t).57Bedell Smith and Admiral Radford were quick to agree that
General Foulkes' suggestions concerning a truly joint approach to a North Ameri-
can weapons system should be brought up formally for consideration by the United
States Joint Chiefs of Staff. They'indicated that, in spite of the real difficulties
which would arise for the United States because of security regulations, some solu-
tion to these difficulties could be achieved.
7-,This' will be the last meeting of consultation under the chairmanship of Bedell

Smith and we note this fact with deep regret. There is no doubt that he is one of the
ablest United States officials we are ever likely to come in contact with. Further-
more he has been particularly well disposed to Canada. He is to continue on in an
advisory capacity to the Administration but I am sure his departure from day to day
contact with the policies of the United States Government will become apparent.
We can only hope that his successor in the position of Under-Secretary of State,
Mr. Herbert Hoover, Jr., who attended this meeting, was impressed with the degree
of frankness with which Bedell Smith conducted the meeting and will follow that
Practice when he presides at the next meeting of consultation.

el:! . A.D.P. HEENEY

DEA/50219-AE-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

MEETING OP CONSULTATION WRH UNITED STATES OFFICIALS
ON sE1•IF.1►tnit 24, 1954

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

DESpATÇH.1723 Washington, October 4, 1954... ,

TOP SEOM

Referénce: Our .^patch No. 1687 of September 27, 1954.

l attach four copies of the record of the meeting of consultation between repre-
sentàtivésôf the Canadian and United States Governments which was held on Fri-
daY, Septëmber 24 : Highlights of the meeting were dealt with in our despatch under

'"^^à. Chambre des Commtu^ei. Dlbats. 1933, volume Ii. p. 1496.
^"14 Nouse of Commons. Dc6otcs. 1955. Volume Il. P. 1419.
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, reference. The record has been compared with the record kept on the United States
side and there are no major discrepancies between the Canadian and the United

States records.

grcatly interestcd and y invo p
tions made by General Foulkes since they will affect the defence policies of the

all stages as to where the matter s
'^intelligently with the State Depattment. The State Department, I am certain, will be
3 directl : Ived in develo ments arising out of the sugges-

tands ^n er at we LAMAspondence on t&&" er•
d•scuss the subject

later. I assume yo g
this tt I believe it is essential that we should be kept informed at

Pe
u that u will arran e to send us copies of all the relevant corre-

rapcc o co
.ford in a rsonal letter from General Foulkes - the next step to be decided upont t ntinental defence (paras. 54 to 57) should now be put to A mr
,. 4. It was agteed 88 d• al Und.that the su estions made by General rouies ai the meeung wâh
Government of the the es and practice of peripheral defence.

p^-4"n pp
increasing disillusionment on the part of both United States military and civilian

authorities and a strengthening of the influence of exponents in the United States

, many as
leaders should be under no illusions. If they fail in the implementation of a united

Furo a roach to the problem of Soviet expansionism they must expect

a base for the defences of Europe against Soviet expansionism. European

y
discussion. It revealed what continues to be a basic element of United States policy
towards Europe the necessity of European integration involving France and Ger-

'discussion of the Euiopean situation outlined in the attachment may seem to be

onl of historical interest. On the other hand, it was not in any sense an academic

3 In the light of the decisions reached at the nine-power meetings in London, the
useful of such meetings I have attended.

-icy towards Europe and the Far East. The meeting, I believe, was one of the most

on it and hence is lengthy. It is a record, however, worth reading for it throws light

on the thinking of senior administration officials which underlies United States pol-

2. The attachment is almost a verbatim record of the meeting rather than a report

Canadian and United States Governments.

TOP SF.c.RSP of

RELAnoNS wmI THE urrrnrn sTnrEs

A.D.P. HM-NEY

lTILCH JotrrMEraLoSUREl

Compté 'rendu de la réunion de consultation entre les représentants
des Gouvernements eanadicn et américain

Report of Meeting of Consultation
Between Represéntatives of Canadian and United States Gotiernme1ts

` ' ^ 19UW hton September 24,

,..
* Mr. Herbat Hoora. h., ` . . } ,

, W; ,The meeting which was held in the State Department under the Chal^^s r

General !VNâlter, Bede11 Smith, the Actingy Secretary of State, was attended by

s = Uoser4eaetaqr"of Snte Desipsate,
AdmW AM« W. twdtaa,
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_ Chairman, United States Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Mr. Walter S. Robertson. .

Assistant Seaetary for Far Eastern Affairs,
W. Walworth Barbour,

: • Deputy Assistant Secretary for European Affairs,
Mr. Robert R. Bowie, ,
, . Dinctor, State Department Policy Planning Staff,
Mi. 0. Hayden Raynor,

Director of the Office of Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs• State Department,
for the United States Government, and by

Mr. A.D.P. Heeney,
- Canadian Ambassador to the United States,

General Charles Foulkes,
Chairman of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff,

Mr. R.B. Bryce,
° Qerk of the Privy Council and Setretary to the Cabinet.

Mr.^ Jules LEger.
., Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Mr. (iP.' de T. Glaubrook
Mnister, Canadian Embassy,

Rear Admiral H.G. DeWolf,
Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff. Washington,

Mr. JJ. McCardle,
Canadian Fmbassy,

for the Canadian Government.
2. The agenda of the meeting consisted of four items,
(a) the situation on the China coast as a result of Communist attacks on Quemoy

Islands
- a further 200 milcs north - wcre held by Nationalist Chincse forces.

Island,

(b) Europe after EDC,

(c) Soviet intentions and the Soviet threat, and
(d) continental defence.

Situation on thé China Coast
3• At the invitation of the Chairman, Admiral Radforid outlined the military situa-

6on.on the China coast in the light of recent Communist Chinese attacks on
Quemoy Island. Tlure island groups off the Chinese mainland, Quemoy and its
outlying islands, the Matsu Islands - 150 miles to the north - and the Tachen

Quemoy was the best defended of the three. It was garrisoned by one corps of
Chinese Nationalist forces, reinforced with artillery elements, a total of 53,000 per-
sonnel, The action, begun in August, had died down considerably in rcccnt weeks
uAt^ SePtember 22 when Quemoy was subjected again to heavy Communist artil-lery b^ e. * .on 5^.._ • g

ing con
The Nationalist Chinese air force was keeping up its regular attacks

PPcentrations around Amoy harbour and on gun emplacements on the
.^.^^

4' Tbe:,,Conununists would be faced with a tough fight if they attempted to take
^^ m°Y• Çon1munist forces had suffered losses of some 10,000 personnel in their

a"Ack onthe island in,1948. United States authorities were not sure but that the
Co'Ixnun&ts had launched their attacks on Quemoy as a smoke-screen for an
Inte°ded attack on the Tachen Islands. In the latter instance Communist air power
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from the Shanghai district could be employed, whereas in the vicinity of Quemoy
the Communists had no air fields in operational condition. The Tachen Islands were
less well defended than Quemoy. Nationalist forces on the islands consisted of one
division of regular troops which had been trained and equipped by the United
States plus some 3,000 or 4,000 guerrillas. The islands could not be held without
outside assistance to neutralize the Communist air power which could be brought to
bear on the islands._

5. In answer to a question from Mr. Heeney concerning the implications of the
Communist attacks on Quemoy for the defence of Formosa, Admiral Radford said
that the attacks might be the first step of a Communist drive against Formosa.
However, the biggest factor in the attacks seemed to be psychological, on the one
hand to honour the public pledges of the Communist Chinese Government to retake
Formosa and on the other to weaken the morale of Formosa's defenders. There
were, of course, obvious military objectives involved. The Nationalists, by their
ability to control Quemoy and its outlying islands had been able to stop all Com-
munist shipping from using the excellent facilities of Amoy harbour. It was known
that most of the logistic support for any communist Chinese air force in Fukien
Province would have to come by sea and in the present circumstances this would be

' impossible.

report:on the trip was made to the world at arge. .
w^

who tisd rendered a mai service to the United States and the free world andit

the. tnp^and in that manner to enaure that ao ng o
• 1' ' Mr Attlee was a sensible roan

methi ther than a pwc Y

Tbe United States GovernttKnt and the n^t p oaBevan
`effoR which Mr. Attlee had made at his advanced age to accompany

to

1 $evan

to Communist China had been balanced off by later an more
^ U' ed States ublic chould appreciate the

° 8.►The C^arrman thought that the Grat advcrse press com favour,hie comm
entment on Mr. ALL ee

better able than Communist China to accept a state of relative qu,escen

relations with the outside world.' The revolutionary momentum which had brought

the preaent leaders-of China to power had not yet been lost. 1 ► s visit

aggressive poLc^cs o e mmunis
fought against the implementation` of those policies in Korea. Communist china

was • in a different stage of revolution than was the Soviet Union. The latter was
• • ce in its

. .. f at. Co ' t Chinese Government and, wUh ^ts a,

realities of the situation. mmun s n
non-recognition by the United States. The United States Government deplored the

' llies had

6. Mr. Robertson stressed the unfortunate psychological impact on the Nat^onaLst
Chinese cause which would be occasioned by Communist Chinese successes in
taking Quemoy. It would tend to conEirm some public estimates of the weakness of
Nationalist Chinese forces., In addition to the obvious loss of face for Nationalist
China it would involve the very practical loss of some 50,000 trained troops. So far
as the Communists were concerned, a successful attack on Quemoy would free one
of the best harbours on the China coast for use in assembling the necessary strength
to launch an all-out attack on Formosa itself.
7. The Chain^an then spoke in more general terms of United States policy

towards Communist China. The United States Government was not blind to the
Co i t Chi a would not cxase to exist by reason of its

Indeed fortunate that he had made` the trip,_
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9. Mr: Weeney pointed out that Canada's position with respect to Communist
China lay somewhere between that of the United Kingdom and the United States.
Canada had not recognized the Communist Government but, just before the Korean
war broke out, the disposition had existed within the Canadian Government to rec-
ognize the facts of Chinese political development no matter how distasteful they
might be." There remained in Canada 'a solid body of opinion of this temper. It was
the stated policy of the Canadian Government to consider the establishment of rela-
tions with the present Government of mainland China if and when that Government
had purged itself of its iniquities. Public opinion in Canada on the subject of Com-
munist China was noticeably different than that in the United States even though it
did not go as far as that in the United Kingdom:

10. The Chairman said he understood the Canadian position, and added that
United States policy was not inflexible. For example, the United States Govern-
ment has been requested by the United Kingdom Government to consider some
moderate relaxation of current trade restrictions with respect to Communist China.
The Chairman said that he had told the United Kingdom Ambassador that the
United States could not give favourable consideration to such a relaxation at least
until after the passage of the foreign aid bills at the next session of Congress. He
hoped that if the United Kingdom pressed the matter it would be possible to have a
study made Which would result in much the same course of action as that taken in
the recent past in connection with easing the restrictions on trade with Eastern
Europe. The United States had followed this course of action with respect to East-
ern Europe, Aespite doubts as to the wisdom of the action, in deference to the
importance of United States-United Kingdom relationships. The United Kingdom
had likewise been willing on a number of occasions to meet the United States point
of view on Asian matters despite doubts which existed in the United'Kingdom of
the wisdomof those views. There was then a full realization by the two Govern-
ments of each other's problems. The Chairman did not anticipate that serious fric-
tion betw'een the Governments would develop over the question of Communist
China.
11: The question ' of the admission of Communist China to the United Nations

could be expected to come up annually and it might be anticipated that the majority
agaifist adrnission would decrease each year. It was not beyond the bounds of pos-
sibility that the day, 'would come when public and political opinion in the UnitedStates 'ntight be bc^ought to accept the necessity of admitting Communist China to
mem^rship iô me General Assembly. The Chairman saw no likelihood, however,that

UpiQ States opinion could be brought around to accepting the necessity of
°,^eCommunlst meinbership in the Security Coûncil.`Attention would have to
8, en¢to the problecn of how to deal with this situation.
2• lu nefeitncé ^o a q^^^on from Mr. Heeney as to Communist Chinese motivesthe

^rcent àttack on Quemoy, the Chairman quoted the opinion of a United
ngd0°1 ob^sérvér, with which he agreed.

°1S^ wôuld iind There was a possibility that the Commu-
.^.^;} ertake in attack on Formosa itself even though it would be destined
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to, failure: The failure could be portrayed as a failure in the face of over-whelming
odds represented by the presence of the United States Seventh Fleet. By such tac-
tics Communist China would hope to emphasize divisions in the free world coali-
tion and especially differences between the United Kingdom and the United States.
To a lesser degree the same arguments might be applied to Communist tactics with

respect to Quemoy.
13. ' Mr. Robertson said he could not understand by what process of mental

gymnastics`members of the United Nations could take action to permit Communist
Chinese membership even in the General Assct^ 1ny^nso long as the U.N.

on the record 60
resolution

declaring Communist China to be an aggressor
he see how the resolution could be withdrawn in the light of Communist violation
of the terms of the armistice agreement in Korea and refusal

United Nations and theof acceptable compromise there. Either the Charter
resolutions passai by the Organization meant something or they did not. If the lat-

as a
ter was the case serious doubts would arise as to^ i^^ of the ^r^^lution as it
whole. The Chairman and Mr. Heeney agreed gg^s
stood was a legal barrier to the admission of Communist China to the United

Nations. Mr. Heeney believed that some modification in the resolution would be
necessary before any action could be taken on the admission of Communist China.
He. referred again to the Canadian Government's position that no consideration
would be given to the question of recognition of Communist China or its admission
to the United Nations until the Communist Clunese Govcrnment had given some

1' hi s hv peace-

ful means. ,. ,
solid indications of an intention to conduct its international rc ations

Europe Af itr EDC; ,...om., tt... i tnym States attitude on the

problems of, European integratton and tm^
asked for some indication as to thefcxtent to which he should go into

dhaa been
United States position, Mr. Heeney outlined briefly the information which French
made available to the Canadian Government on the situation arising

out
ion had- , ral inf

14. The Calalrcnan câllCa ai1011. wr.a..v v......._ ...-
. ^ armament When Mr. Bow:e

^^ eful for the frankness with which sen or ta le partm resentatives
6 the officers of the

cnt officials had spoken

^ " EmbassyHé`'understood that United States reP. to
would ĝo to the nine-power London meetings.with an open mind and Pho for
^^_ _
scceptany'focmula acceptable to I.ondon; Pans and Bonnnw ch offered

genuine F co-opcration in the defence Europe.
Ch^ éaews which Chancellor Ade naurr

^ie then went on to spcak of the vi^.l S Bor^. Mr.
âc ^^^ to Mr: Dulles in the course of the latter's recent visit to Europe- ndedP^^ the future of Europe depe f

failure to ratify the EDC Treaty. He said that mucn of the gene e
côme from the welter of reports from Canadian missions in Europe. ^o ez m^Y
United States attitude was concerned, the Canadian Government w

I S Dc

or°Adcnauer had made It cicar that, in h s vua, orga,ic un,ry o

» vadSe,a Volume 17, Docmnaw 52r76.

â-genuine Franco-Gertnan: rapprochement ° leadtng to
far as °C3etinân domestie needs were concerned i t was essential that. So
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some move be made which would point to the eventual restoration of sovereignty
for Gennany. Finally German re-armament would have to be achieved in a fashion
which would not foreclose on a genuine integration of Europe. Chancellor
Adenauer's personal order of priority then was, first to find a suitable basis for
Franco-German co-operation, second to provide some means by which sovereignty
could be restored to Germany and third to give detailed attention to the problem of
German re-armament.

16. The Chancellor was suspicious and distrustful of the methods used by
Mendes-France in his handling of the EDC issue and yet he continued to stress the
importance of Franco-German rapprochement. He was prepared to go far to meet
the genuine fears of France if he could be convinced that Mendes-France was
equally seriously interested in achieving a basis for Franco-Gennan co-operation.
He had expressed considerable doubts that France really desired such co-operation.
17. The United States Government for its part was disappointed in the latest pro-

posals put forward by Mendes-France and especially in the lack of attention paid in
them to problems of the admission of Germany to NATO and German re-arma-
ment. The United States realized that Mendes-France would face a difficult parlia-
mentarÿ situation on the question of the admission of Germany to full membership
in NATO. On the other hand, the Mendes-France approach with its emphasis on
inspection and controls was, in the United States view, too negative an approach. It
was thought'possible that at the London meetings the French proposals could be
modified and made acceptable if Mendes-France came to London prepared to be
flexible. :.Upon one's assessment of Mendes-France's sincerity in achieving at
London a real basis for Franco-German co-operation would depend in large mea-
sure one's assessment of the likely success of the London meeting. United States
representatives were going to the London meetings assuming that Mendes-France
had a sincere desire to achieve results but were prepared to recognize that this
assessment might be in error.

Strasbourg had not been encouraging. The French démarche had been received by
the State Department only twenty-four hours in advance of the Strasbourg speech
and had `not I itself been encouraging. The question remained as to whether what
Mendes-Fiance presented at Strasbourg were final terms or whether they were gen-
el^l suggestions allowing for compromise and modification. If they were the for-
mer the situation would be a repetition of what happencd at Brussels when the
French pruposals were presented on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Mendes-France had
iater' interpreted his failure to achieve acceptance of French proposals on the
grounds `that' his Be- nelux colleagues refused to negotiate.

19. 11é
^,^

,^ Chaurman spoke of an exclusive interview which Mendes-France had had
^^ "Utited States correspondent recently in which he had outlined Frenchrequue^en

^^ fs ^

ts
^,

so ` far as European integration was concerned. While the State
Vy ~ {

.

p"'tment had been pledged to secrecy on the content of the interview pending itspubL'cati 0-n ^ it
Was interesting to record that the interview had been granted solely

on the;understanding that it would be published in the United States before the
°^^Pwir mcedng in' London got under way. Mendes-France's arguments were
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directed 'to'a United States audience and an advance text of the interview was to be

maintenance of France in the political and military coalition of the free world. Per-

in Mr. Dulles hands before he took off for London.
. 20. Mr. Heeney spoke of the deep concern which the situation in Europe follow-

ing French rejection of the EDC Treaty caused for the - Western allies. This was
shared by Canada. -The Canadian Government realized the grave disappointment
which the United States Government must' have experienced at the failure of the
French to ratify the EDC Treaty and was deeply conscious of the efforts which the
United States Government had devoted to the objective of genuine European inte-
gration.-The Canadian Government shared the United States view on the necessity
of. greater European integration and the defeat of the EDC Treaty had come as a
shock to the Canadian Governments The stability. of western Europe was possibly
the most important consideration in Canadian foreign and defence policy. To a cer-
tain extent then, Canada's pre-London position was much the same as that of the
United States. Canadian representatives would approach the meetings with an open
mind not ruling out any formula which might appear to provide a basis for genuine
Franco-German co-operation. . . ^

.421. At the same time, the Canadian Government had grounds for concern in the
limited information coming to it of the re-appraisal of the United States thinking
with respect to Western Europe which seemed to be taking place. At this most criti-
cal time in the formation of United States policy German popularity seemed to
have soared to new heights and French stock to have fallen to an all-time low. It
was evident that, unless some new and satisfactory, arrangements for genuine

Franco-German co-operation could be arrived at speedily, the Administration

would face, great difficulties in the forthcoming session of Congress. Whi1e the

grounds for United States skepticism as to French intentions and capabilities were

well understood by the Canadian Government and were in fact shared to some
extent, nevertheless, the Canadian Government attachai critical importance to the

haps the information as to French intentions which had come to the Canadian Go^-

ernment was not quite as pessimistic, as that received Dy the United States.

'.^22. The Canadian Government was given some advance knowledge of what was
oontained in Mendes-France-'s Strasbourg spcech. At the same time the Canadian

ttpresentative at NATO in Paris had been assured that France accepted the neces-

aity of , German membership In NATO, and that this was an integral part of the

French approach to the problem: _ The Canadian Government believed that both

France and Germany must be part of NATO and hoped that the main feature of any

aubstitute for the EDC would be an Atlantic feature. From the reports
which it had

received, the Canadian Government got the impression that Chancellor Adenauer

was leu Y than enthusiastie at the approach to the problem through the Brussels

TreatyThe C:bançellor aeemed to be worried that Unitcd King dom participation in
ân enlarged,Brussels Tréatyamight in fact put 'a ceiling on European integration in

fthe Er)c Trcôntrast; to what,would have bcen poss^ble undcr the tenus o ^ty'

t^23; T1u,Choirnion said that the United States Government had let DOW the Ger-
^ ^y solu-

tnait and French GovernrtKnts know. that the United States would suppo States
ion arrived at in London which was acceptable to both parties. The Unrted
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preferred some formula which would provide for the admission to NATO of Ger-
many simultaneously with her adherence to the Brussels Treaty. Time was running
out for Chancellor Adenauer and if Adenauer were gone the difficulties of achiev-
ing a settlemént in Europe would be increased tremendously. The Chairman would
be highly pessimistic of Europe's future with a German national army rattling
about in it.. Yet this development could not be prevented unless something was
done soon. The possibiliry could not be ruled out that the Soviet Union might make
a dramatic move to attract the Germans. There were already groups in Germany,
although they constituted only minority groups at the moment, who believed that
they could make terms with the Russians. It was their opinion that after a relatively
brief period of difficulty the German tail could wag the Russian dog. The Chairman
said that while he regarded this as a completely mistaken interpretation such opin-
ion did exist.

24. If, at the London meetings, France exercised its veto on European integration
by calling for restrictions on Germany which Chancellor Adenauer could not
accept, it might be necessary for the Western alliance to follow "the tactic of the
vacant chair". for a time. There were alternatives, of course, and on some of these
the United States had reached a large measure of agreement with the United King-
dom.; it was the Chairman's personal view that the Spanish bases treaty had
changed the strategic picture considerably. There were other developments in addi-
tion, the more forthcoming attitude of such Middle Eastern countries as Iran and
Iraq and the Turkish-Pakistan agreement, which strengthened this personal view.
These developments might make possible an alternative strategy for the defence of
Europe even though it would be infinitely less satisfactory than that which had
been envisaged as arising out of ratification of the EDC Treaty.
25. Mr. Léger believed that France would not agree to the Brussels Treaty formula

unless the United Kingdom were more closely tied to it., Canada had never been
completely convinced of the United Kingdom argument that Commonwealth
responsibilities made it impossible for the United Kingdom to involve itself too
closely in the defence of Europe. Canada would, in fact, welcome a closer integra-
6o11 of the United Kingdom in European defence if that would solve the problem of
rCO.Gennan co-operation. The Canadian Government believed that Mendesce mi
French ^t be willing to stake the life of his Government on acceptance by the

Parhament of any solution reached at the London meetings. There was no
way to be sure, however, of this.

26-° Mr.:'Bon,{e said that Mr. Eden, in his recent conversations with Mendes-
France, had been assured that the latter would put a package deal to the French
parliament as a matter of confidence and that the package would include accept-
ance of a revised Brussels Treaty, German admission to NATO and the restoration
of Gennau'sovett;gnty. No mention had been made by Mendes-France of discrimi-
natory restrictions against Germans.
^7' ^ÆCha;nna^t reininded the meeting that Mr. Churchill had never reall

lieved in theEDC Treaty but had deferred, with man y ythe ^^^ of ^^, y personal reservatrons, to
net on the matter. He was now, however, strongly in favour
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of solution of the problem through an expanded Brussels Treaty and the concurrent
admission of Germany to full membership in NATO.

28. Mr. Léger was sure the Chairman would realize what special problems were
created for Canadi'when the fate 'of France was under consideration and it was
conceivable that Canada might not be completely in step with the United States and
the United Kingdom in these circumstances. It was . worth remembering that, no
matter how,low French morale might be at this moment, it was as high as any
morale in Europe woûld be if France were excluded from full participation in the
Western alliance: The influence of a neutral France over its immediate European
neighbours would be tremendous, and the alternative strategy touched on by the
Chairman would' in fact effectively neutralize F,r

^^ôn of Europe. Ger-the
France would be the fi ^ûn^^ ^^ development would cause extreme anziety
many and the Beneluxmany
and bring morale to the low point at which it now stood in France. Canada would
hope and expect that this situation could not be allowed to develop.

29. The Chairnian appreciated these arguments fully. It was for just
spirit of resent-

ment.
the United States would negotiate with

shocked, not so mûch at the failure
ment. The United States Government
of EDC as it had been at the methods employed by Mendes-France. This was par-
ticularly true after the personal assurances which he had offered ' arlUameendt
States representatives. His actions at Brussels and before the French

should have
invited rejection of the EDC. It was the United States view that S ill have been
'made a stronger effort on behalf of the Treaty even though it g disturbing.
£defeated., French actions with respect to Indo-China were equally
Mendes-France seemed to have forgotten that Indo-China existed. h^^n^ell
States Government knew full well the problems presented for France do-
as in Europe. On the other hand the United States had invested heavily in h to
,China, in money, in military aid and in political support. Soldiers had n Éuirope

a base of opef-^ask United States political advisers if, in the light of recent developments
and in Indo-China, France could be considered sufficiently stable mmunication. ^
'ations through which the soldiers could run their major lines of strategy for the
no such assurance could be offertd, another look at the ag^dfought without much
defence of Europe might be necessary. The last war had been fou8e with the Soet

French support except that of the Resistance which, in any strugg

,Union would, of course, be on the other A& which

30. Mr. IINeertey said that it'was only fair to point 'out the great any
basic revi-

would be aroused in Canada and elsewhere inthe all^ance by any such inthat,
States antion in United States atrategy , , for the ` defenoe of Funnpe. It was essential

Uni ted and

spite of the justifiable impatience and disappointment which the ü Europe and
otixr ^Western Governments ^ felt over the behaviour with respect to made to

Indo.China of successive FRnch (3overnments, every cffort continue to be
ellbethe lossof whatevlir

bring the French alongwith u& The alternative might w
durable EuroP^

c^^,existed to have, France: an effective
be no durable alliancewithout Fran^.

aoce;;And for Canada thaeaoud
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31. The Chairman agreed that neither diplomats nor soldiers could afford the lux-
ury: of; impatience. For the United States, however, immediate problems were
involved. Vast amounts of United States funds had been spent in Indo-China, and
the Administration had gone far out on a limb before Congress to support French
actions in Indo-China. Both he and Admiral Radford had gone before Congres-
sional committees to give enthusiastic support to the Navarre Plan for bringing the
war in Indo-China to a successful conclusion. It had been a good plan on paper and
if energetically pursued would have produced a position of strength for the French.
It was not carried out energetically. If an American general had been in place of the
French commander responsible for the prosecution of the Navarre Plan he would
have been court-martialled. The Administration had pinned a lot of faith on the
necessity and the possibility of genuine Franco-German accord. The United States
security investment in Europe could not be protected by the United States alone. If
the London talks failed the Administration would face real trouble in, Congress.
There was relatively fium agreement with the United Kingdom on what the first
alternative would be. No alternatives under consideration, however, would rule out
France if she were willing to participate effectively. Every alternative would be
pursued, so far as the United States was concerned, with extreme caution for the
Administration was acutely aware of the dangers of engendering European neutral-
ity by âny hasty actions which might seem to run counter to Europe's best interests.
32. Admiral Radforrf stressed the shortness of the time in which some concrete

action would have to be taken. The United States had immense military commit-
ments in Europe and he was fearful that the Pentagon could not get Congressional
sanction ^ for, their continuance, unless some satisfactory evidence could be pro-
duced of a willingness on the part of Europe to assist in its own defence. The
periôd of manoeuvre could only be until defence expenditures came before Con-
gress early next spring.
33. Air'. Bowie stressed the United States belief that Chancellor Adenauer also had

°nly limited time, possibly only a matter of months. He went on to say that Chan-
cellor Adenauer was somewhat fearful that acceptance of an enlarged Brussels
Treaty might lead to difficulties if the United Kingdom placed too stringent limits
on the extent of its co-operation with the Treaty Group. It was possible, therefore,
tbi,tiie United Kingdom attitude in this context would create a problem. Canada
and the United States might be able to help to prevent this problem from arising.
Mr. Heeney said that Canada was looking for a satisfactory pragmatic solution to
theproblem and might not be as wedded to the idea of integration per se as the
United States Government and Chancellor Adenauer might be.
34•'Admiral Radford expressed the fear that in the effort to get a political settle-

méns^gements rnight be agreed to which would make defence of Europe
impossible.

35 Ceni'r^l iFoulkes
agreed with Admiral Radford that time was an importantfactôr

`'^^e^lilihtary might have to accept something less in the way of political
settlenient t^ was desirable and it should be borne in mind that there were limitsas , 01.

bat`Pôlit;cal arrangements were defensible. He thought that General
^eIIth^ at the "moment was labouring under severe psychological handicaps in
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building the strength of NATO. Xhe attitude of the red pencil was everywhere evi-
dent in the desire of governments to cut down their commitments and this psychol-
ogy could well ruin the Western efforts of the last four years to build up a position

i of strength in Europe.
36. France could not beiwritten 'off as a partner in the defence of Europe. It was

^essential to the plan under which General Gruenther now operated to have depth.
General Foulkes could not visualize any successful tactics against Soviet forces
without French real estate under. our control. The . state of morale in the French
' General Staff had 'always been a problem. The difficulties stemmed from the divi-
'sion between` deGaullist and Vichy supporters. One of the main purposes of the
EDC had been to attempt to revivify the French esprit de corps by throwing the

French General Staff into competition with other General Staffs within the alliance.
-There could be no improvement in the military capabilities of the French army until

the esprit of the officer corps was strengthened: No matter what the condition of the
'French army was at the moment, the alliance could no more do without the ten
â French divisions than it could do without the twelve German divisions.

37. There was a new danger arising out of the recent studies of the effects of
atomic fall-out that 'a further wave of neutralism might soon sweep over Europe. It

be lrnown to

fChurchill hâd described in another day as the lowest common

39.' 71W C1rQfrma» brovght tlus portlon of the discussron o
+âionof the hope that we would not have to accept a. situation similardenomt na or of 91

halt and the hard work of the post•war years wou
tnilitâry might have to accept some unpleasant political realities but it was essential

that the NATO spirit be kept 'alive
' , '; • • t a close with an expres-

t impossible to proceed wrih the capabll^Ues s
Y ld all have been in in. The

• ''' tud NATO e orts wou g

no further progress could e^n p
was clarified was but one indication of the need for urgent settlement.

If it was
{f 1,1 rind to a

be mad ' ca abalities studies until the erm

could be expected that the effects of fall-out would soon become tter
the public and might well engender the belief that it would be better to be a live

`Communist than a dead Westerner. The urgency therefore of some definitive action
to weld France and Germany together in the defence of Europe could not be over-

stressed.
.-

nt action of the United States Chiefs of Staff in informing NATO that
38. The recent ... . • r, an situation

- our apprchénsions. . .,
aSoviet Intentions eutd Inc Soviet re .;: s• , -^ ---- •- ,a,. tinited States

; munist xChina might devdopz but it ;was estimated that ew . chef
alliance over•balanced thé divisive forces. Internally it was

thought that the
with the satellite countries. Possible friction h ive forces in I'l°

estimate of Soviet intentions since the last meeting of consu •

^ the latestagrâd intelligence would soon be printed for distribution to the C-anadio

Ciovernment
to be no prospect of major Instability in the Soviet regi

me. An
ablle41.There s

.
atncd

ic^onflids for power or policy differences within the ruling group would prob Y
There was no change in So ea d^m-i resolxid within the confines of that group• t^an the Soviet Union

----40. :Mr. . Bowte, said that dm had "not been mucn cnangv is, M.,
ltation A summarY Of
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emphâsis would continue' to be placed on heavy industry although no substantial
increase in military expenditures was expected within the next year. The Soviet
Union 'would continue to be plagued with agricultural problems. It was estimated
that the Soviet stockpile of nuclear weapons would be increased. It was also esti-
mated that there would be an increase in the capabilities of the Soviet Union to
deliver nuclear weapons. There was no evidence of any likely change in Soviet
policy which would make war more imminent. On the other hand, there were no
signs that the,Soviet Union had any intention of moderating the cold war even
though it involved the continual risk of world conflict. It was not thought that the
Soviet Union would be deterred by fear of the outbreak of a general war from act-
ing to. counter: any moves by the free world which it considered would pose an
imminent threat. to Soviet security. The Soviet Union would probably remain
extremely reluctant to precipitate a contest in which it would expect to be subjected
to nuclear, attack. The Soviet Union might estimate, however, that its increasing
strength in nuclear weapons would serve to balance out the advantage formerly
held by the West and leave the Soviet Union in a commanding position because of
its preponderance of ground forces. The Kremlin might be led to the belief that,
because of the growth of Soviet nuclear strength, there would develop an increas-
ing réluctance on the part of the United States and its allies to risk a general war.
42.;The United Kingdom estimate of Soviet intentions was in substantial agree-

ment,with this United States estimate. Possibly the United Kingdom estimate laid
greater emphasis on the prospect of a split between China and the Soviet Union.
There was a tendency also in the United Kingdom estimate to place more faith on
negotiation as a means to settle cold war problems.
43. Mr. Barbour suggested that Soviet tactics rather than Soviet policy might give

us cause for concern: The appearance of flexibility and apparent reasonableness on
the Part of the Soviet Union created difficulties especially in its effect on neutralist
nations. It had been discovered at Berlin, however, that when the chips were down
the Soviet Union was not willing to move towards a real compromise. The Western
Powers would have to continue to attempt to reveal, despite the appearance of sur-
face reasonableness that the Soviet Union remained committed to its long-stated
Policies. Mr. Metney commented that there seemed to be no difference in the Cana-.
^an estlmate of the situation.
^^ 74 Chairnuuï spoke briefly of the latest Soviet explosion of a nucleai weapon

and said that although dctailed consideration had not yet been given to the explo-
sion by United States authorities a few preliminary observations occurred to him.
The explosion had occurred at a place where them had been no previous experi-
me°ts• It acumed when other top Communist brass were visiting the Soviet Union.
i^ ^t theztfore,' have been a demonstration to impress the visiting satellite rep-
been $,. es• The^e was some reason to suspect, in addition, Chat the weapon had

gwded missile with an atomic warhead. Mr. Bryce indicated that he had
h^ s^,enilaz,ôpinions expressed by, expcrts in Canada.
^^i

w

^absence of Admiral Radford from the meeting for a few moments, the
mentioned two recent actions taken by the United States Government

^ch raight be of Interest to the meeting, one concerning Trieste and the other
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flood relief in India. The prospects for a settlement of the Trieste question looked
good. It was to assist in a solution of this problem that Mr. Murphy, the Deputy
Under-Secretary, had made his recent visit to Europe. He had gone to Yugoslavia as
the allied spokesman for a. common plan. His visit to Bonn had been merely a
covering operation. Mr. Murphy's discussions with Tito were in the nature of a
final bid and he got a quick and favourable decision from Tito. -

46. The Chairman indicated that the United States had a week ago made a formal
offer of flood relief to India on a government-to-government basis with no strings
attached. It was suggested by the Indian Ambassador that the offer might be made
to the Red Cross which in turn would offer aid to India. The United States Govern-
ment had refused to accept this camouflage on the grounds that the Indian Govern-
ment should be able to accept an act inspired only by humanitarian motives. No
reply had been received as yet from the Indian Government. The Indian Ambassa-
dor at the same time had given some mild indications of Indian interest in partici-
pating in a programme for the peaceful uses Of atomic energy.

47. Admiral Radford then spoke of the United States estimate of the Soviet threat
to North America. The one big change in the situation since the last meeting of
consultation he said had been the appearance of the latest Soviet jet bombers at the
Soviet air show last May Day. They seemed to' indicate that the Soviet Union had
given up on the development of turbo-jet planes and was concentrating on twin-
engine and four-engine jets. Display of the latter suggested that the Soviet oU Union
was progressing faster and further than the West 's developmentothis type at the
craft. He, himself, had found it hard to believe the evidence of his
Soviet Union could be so far ahead in the production of big jet n^ Û An S^tes.
tive research was being conducted of the whole jet programme
While it was possible that the planes which were seen at the Soviet air show were

not. equipped
obviously built, the^

with, the ; big engines for which tluy were of the last two
appearance was very disturbing indeed. If^rate ^oûidSoviet

have a^scgnous impact on the
years was continued over the next three y there
extent of the Soviet direz to Notth America Paccept in the field of int ntionstof the
was no great change in the estimatcd strength• disP°aitlon
Soviet armed forces' General Foulkes said that Admiral Radford's n uedabetwe^°
cided with that held by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff. A discussion e

Gcneral Foulkes and Admiral Radford as to whether the Soviet rT-31 en n
t may

be^ûscd for refuciling jet aircraft whila in flight. Admiral Radfo rd

that it was one of the most disturbing features of the situation that
in spite of the

fact 'thât thenew engines must have been developed u""n the ^°wfor^d on the new
thcré tiad been no advance intelligence from anywhere

`. ^ added some remarks in this context which were not for the
^aircrâft. The, ,̂

_.^p ns ^"^` { . .
i 4i pY'.ë# i^ t x ^

Conti»tntal beftnct: ^ Rtpôrt on'thé Mfd•Canadâ Lïne
dia ramming the earlY

1 48.' General Foulkts distributcd twô mâips to the-meeti ng g and went
wâming chains completed, under construction and propos«f,

in Canada, and

on to report on thë prôgress on the mid-Canada line.
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49. At the last meeting of consultation in March the progress in reconnaissance
and planning on the early warning chain had been reported. The reconnaissance of
the line had just been commenced and a joint System Engineering Group had been
set up to agree on operational requirements and specifications for. equipment and
actual siting of the stations. At that time he had expressed the hope that the chain
would be in operation by the end of 1956. In spite of increased difficulties of physi-
cal siting and of differences of technical views it was still the hope of the Canadian
Chiefs -of Staff that the line would be in operation by late 1956. The Canâdian
Chiefs of Staff had produc,ed an estimate of costs on the line in July and the Cana-
dian Government had decided to proceed with the chain as a Canadian project. The
Canâdian'government had seen advantages in one authority for the line in that deci-
sions could be arrived at more expeditiously. The work had been placed with one
contractor. Sooner or later a decision had to be taken to stop development and get
into production and it was thought that this decision could be taken easier if only
one authôrity was involved. Some arbitrary decisions have had to be taken by the
Catiâdian Chief but the chain will meet the operational requirements of both air
forc^s. ".

, .
. ... . . . .. ... ! . . . -

50. The reconnaissance was now finished and detailed maps were being prepared.
The engineering studies had been completed and the Canadian Chiefs of Staff had
settled on the type of early warning network to be employed. Five plans for linking
the line, on the east and west coasts with the seaward extensions were now before
the USAF,; The material for construction of the stations would be stockpiled this
winter by tractor train and actual construction would commence in the spring. A
test section was being assembled for final trials of equipment. The siting of the line
was such that as and when improvements were made, new equipment could be
installed.

51. For systems had been studied:

(a) The'Mark' I Doppler System of two lines with stations 35 miles apart and the
fines two mile's' apart.

(b) The Mark II Doppler System in line with inverted stations giving the same
results'as two lines of stations. These were supplemented by identification radars at
the gâ^tesof most heavy traffic.
(c) A composite line consisting of the Mark II Doppler System with radios every

120 miles^;and finally, , '

(d) T^ Lincoln Composite System consisting of a single line of radios 100 miles
aPat,witb lovri cover provided by the Doppler System.
Tei CanadianpChiefs of Staff had decided on Scpteniber 21 that the Mark II Dop-
p SYstem would be used. It gave cover from 200 to 60,000 feet. It was less sus-
ceptible to" false°alarm from birds. It was cheaper to construct and operate and it
could be ëPerated with teletype communication. It would require the disciplining ofciviiian` flying in
w^ie id '•

peacetime which was felt to be essential in casing the strain of
^ .,. en^fication.

52' tnnaal Foulkes indicated that the Canadian Giiefs of Staff had been some-wb^.._,, .
^ned with the gap in early warning which existed between Labrador and

Gree^d. At present there would be only rive to ten minutes early warning for the
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important United States bases in Newfoundland. Admiral Radford indicated that no
firm answer could be given at the moment as to what was regarded as practical in

. this respect by the United States Chiefs of Staff but indicated that the matter was
under intensive study.

Press Release on the Distant Early Warning Line
53. Agreement was reached on the wording of the proposed joint announcement

by the two Governments with respect to the agreement in principle between them
on the need for construction of the distant early warning line across the far northern
part of North America. The Canadian draft statement with one change suggested by
the United States Chiefs of Staff was accepted and it was agreed that the release
should be made at noon on September 27.

'Revised Weapons System
54. General Foulkes said that the Canadian Chiefs of Staff had been giving some

thought to the' problem of re-appraisal of continental 'defence in the light of the
rather meagre information which had been made available to them regarding the
effects of atomic fall-out. It had to be assumed that sooner or later the Russians
would have accumulated as much information on fall-out as is available to our side.
Mention of fall-out had already been made in Pravda and it had to be assumed that
some day the Russians would realize the advantages of the discovery for them. This
could have a very serious effect on the joint arrangements between Canada and the
United States for the defence of North America. It might mean that the Russians
would need fewer bombers to accomplish the same task of neutralization than they
required earlier. The permissible error of weapon delivery was greatly increased
and might therefore reduce the need for highly skilled bomb-aimers and for accu-
rate blind-bombing radar equipment. These two factors together, that is, smaller
requirements of bombs and aircraft and the reduction in requirements

it had s-

cient

and technicians, might bring the Soviet Union to believe
potential to conduct a crippling attack on the United States retaliatory capac-

_ity. This realization might advance the date on which the Soviet Union would be
prepared to risk ei third world war. Reduction in the permissible error of o^e
'delivery +might 'affect the schedule of inter-continental weapons. Many
problems of propulsion and guidance of inter-continental weapons would be sim-
plified if the fall-out effect of âtomic weapons was taken into consideration. If this
theory was substantiated, it might be possible for the Russians to move ahead the
dévelopment of inter-continental weapons now estimated for the period between

Western câlculations on Russian achieve-1960 and 1962 to perhaps 1959 to 1960.
ments in the aeronautics and thermo-nuclear fields have been in error in the past

and this might prove to be the case with respect to inter-continental
weapons. These

factors taken together have led the Canadian Chiefs of Staff to believe that a ie-

appraisal of joint plans for continental defence taking into consideration
the effect

of atomic fall-out was urgently required.'
w

serious, . ,
d 1 t of new eapons had

55. The problem of the speed of Soviet evc opmen for Can^^
iniplicâtions for both' Canadâ and the United States but particularly own
especially if the present arrangements for development and producti on ofvits

One
air défencx . weapons, was to becondnued. Even the present situation g
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cause for alarm. In 1946 the Canadian Government had taken a decision to develop
an all-weather fighter aircraft. for continental defence. Its specifications were writ-
ten to meet the threat of the TU-4. It took until 1954 to put this aircraft into Cana-
dian fighter squadrons. By the end of 1954 a fairly reasonable defence could be
provided, therefore, against the TU-4. However, the Russian introduction of the
Type-37 and Type-39 aircraft, if the assessment of the experts regarding these air-
craft was correct, made inadequate the CF-100 aircraft which was just being deliv-
ered to Canadian squadrons. It was thought to be as much as 5,000 feet short of the
T-39's ceiling. Last year the Canadian Government took a decision to produce a
successor to this aircraft and the specifications were drawn up, before there was any
knowledge of the T-37. It was not expected to be available for squadron use much
before 1960. If the Russians, therefore, were able to produce sufficient T-37 aircraft
to attack North America before 1960 there would be nothing capable of dealing
with the threat. Furthermore, if inter-continental weapons such as the ballistic
rocket were developed by 1960 even the new Canadian fighter aircraft could not
deal with them.,
56. General Foulkes said that he mentioned these difficulties to emphasize the

need for'more positive joint action in preparing to meet the new threat, in which in
the opinion of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff there was no time for unilateral devel-
opment of new weapons. There was some doubt, in addition, as to whether there
was sufficient scientific technical ability in Canada to go ahead in these more
advanced fields of air defence weapons. He said he was speaking now of sophisti-
cated types of air-to-air and ground-to-air guided missiles with atomic warheads.
The Canadian Chiefs of Staff considered that the stage was rapidly being reached
where the development of a suitable weapons system for the defence of North
America had to be a joint operation in almost every aspect. General Foulkes said he
was well aware that the suggestion raised many technical, legal and political obsta-
cles. On the other hand he believed that if the obstacles were not surmounted our
joint survival might be in danger. General Foulkes made four suggestions as to how
the problem might be attacked:

(a) There `should be a joint study to define clearly the effects of fall-out. This
would have to be a scientific study and would raise security difficulties under
United States regulations.

(b) After`the effect of fall-out had been defined clearly enough for the military to
understand it there should be a study of the effect of fall-out on the plans for the
defence of North America.
(c) Whenthe effects of fall-out on joint plans for the defence of North America

were considered the weapons system should be re-examined in the light of the con-
s'derauons which had been arrived at in the first two studies, and,
(d) Thecé should be a further study to find a joint approach to the implementation

of the ievised weapons system.

57. Generai Foulkes said that it would not be enough to meet the problem for the
United States to assume the responsibility of developing the weapons system and
^eCproviding Canada with the weapons. An aircraft industry had been developedanada

for defensive purposes which could not be abandoned. Purchase from



the United States of the bulk of the weapons to be used by Canadian forces would
soon cause serious financial problems for Canada. If the full support of the Cana-
dian people was to be achieved the matte'r would have to be put to them as a joint
effort. Finally if Canadian forces were to operate the' new weapons then Canadian
technicians and scientists should take part in their development and the Canadian
defence industries should take some part in their production.

58. The Chairman said that his personal reaction to the suggestions made by Gen-
eral Foulkes was favourable. He thought that if the suggestions were raised for-
mally with the United States Government it would be possible to remove any
security barriers which'exist. Admiral Radford agreed with the Chairman and sug-
gested that the matter might be raised in the P.J.B.D.

59. General Foulkes. and Mr. Heeney thought that the CWefs of Staff channel
might be a better channel to use to initiate the approach. After some discussion it
was'agreed that the matter should be raised with Admiral Radford in a letter from
General Foulkes.

60. In the course of the discussion Mr.13ryce underlined the concern of the Cana-
dian Government with the future of the Canadian aircraft industry. He said, in addi-
tion, that it had been extremely difficult to convince Ministers of the Canadian
Government that there was no alternative to Canadian development of the super-
sonic aircraft.

60. The Chairman said that while he would not wish to minimize the difficulties
of implementing the suggestions made by General Foulkes, he thought that some-
thing could be worked out. The problem of gaining Congressional sanction for
United States co-operation with the United Kingdom on intelligence matters had
seemed equally difficult at first but after some convincing Congress had decided to
"interpose no objections" to the exchangeI of information.

62. Some brief attention was devoted to next steps so far as the distant early warn-
=;wing line was concerned. It:was agreed on both sides that current progress on the
planning of the line was completely satisfactory.

time of the Commissions so. far had. been taken up with necessary administrative

^o
^ the United States tepresentatives knew, had
63. Mr. Léger said that, as

reluctantly aacpted ,the invitation offered by4 the Geneva Conference po
serve on the International Supervisory Commissions in Indo-China. 1`luch of the

â The Canadian Goverâmcnt would, however, make every effort to
rrngcmcnts.

keep United States authorities informed of any important developmenthe Polish
stance arising out of the work of the Cornmissions. He said that so far
^. . ., . , - k .

membeis had not'caused any'difficulties. of consulta-
64;pdmirâl Radford informed the grôup that since the last meeting

don a unified command for continental defencé had been estâblishedwis^n ^e
United States âuvicés.' It was' expected that this re-organization would

A

xuer handling aof mattaa connected with continental defence.
t
from

<:^ ^ ^

ndcd
.

: The meeûng e with expressions fcom both sides of the value o meetings
é^^.
i% as lil^ •y E . . ^ ., ^ a ,"' . k<, . _



SECTION D '
SYSTÈME DE DÉFENSE RADAR : RÉSEAU PINEfREE

RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM: PINETREE LINE

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

Cam DOCUMENT NO. 185-54 [Ottawa], September 7, 1954.... ^ ^ . .

SECRET:

` UNITED STATES AIR FORCE REQUEST TO CARRY OUT SURVEYS FOR AIR
STRIPS ADJACENT TO PINETREE RADAR STA71ONS IN LABRADOR

An important element of the Pinetree radar project which was approved by an
Exchange of Notes between Canada and the United States on August 1, 1951, is the
chain of radar stations extending from Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island, down the
Coast of Labrador and Newfoundland to St. John's 61 When the Pinetree project
was originally planned it was realized that due to ice conditions some means of
supplementing the sea re-supply of the Labrador and Northern Newfoundland radar
stations would have to be provided. (There is, of course, an air strip already in
existence at Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island, and construction of an air strip at Res-
olution`Island was authorized last May). It was hoped Chat it would be possible to
use helicopters but this has not proved feasible. The Exchange of Notes of August
1, 19519 authorizing the Pinetree project, made provision for this situation in the
following terms:

"5. Within the' sites made available to the United States ..., the United States
•••. ïnaÿ do whatever is necessary or nppropriate to the carrying out of its
responsibility in Canada in connection with the construction, equipment and
operatiôn of the extension in accordance with this note, including:
(a) construction, installation and operation of the necessary strüctures,' facilities
and equipment, and such improvement of the sites as may be required to fit them
fôttheir̂ .intended use, PROVIDED that there shall be prior consultation with the
aPPropri `atei Canadian authorities with respect to all major construction ..:'

^ The United States Embassy, in Note No. 18 dated July 20, 1954, (copy
attaeh(d),hasnow requested permission for the United States Air Force to carry
out siûÿéÿ$ P^^n^y to the construction of air strips in connection with the radar
stati^^`^' St: Anthony,.Newfoundland (Station No. N-26) and at Cartwright and
Hopidile^F Labrador (No. N•27 and No. N-28). The air strips which the United
States Aii g ` . . . , ; . . .

orce wishes to build will be made of gravel, approximately 2,500 feet
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long and 100 feet wide. They will be suitable only for the light aircraft used in the
re-supply of the radar stations; i.e. Beaver and/or C-47 aircraft.

Recommendations
3. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, with the concurrence of the Minis-

ter of National Defence, recommends:
(a) that the Department of External Affairs be authorized to send to the United

States Embassy the attached draft Note concurring in the United States request for
authority to carry out surveys for proposed air strips at St. Anthony, Newfound-
land,•and Cartwright and Hopedale, Labrador, and

(b) that, when in due course a request is received from the United States Govern-
ment for permission to construct the air strips, the Department of External Affairs
be authorized, after consultation with the Department of National Defence, to
approve the request in accordance with the provisions of the Exchange of Notes of
August 1, 1951, and subject to the condition that the air strips should not be used
by the United States Air Force for any purpose other than the re-supply of the radar
stations without the express approval of the Canadian Government, and that they
should be available for use by the Royal Canadian Air Force if required -"

, ^ , > , L.B. PEARSON

[PIÈCE 1019M IIENCLOSURE Il

Note de l'ambassade des États-Unis

Note front. Embassy, {of United States

NoTB
,
No. 18 Ottawa, July 20, 1954

SECRLrr
Thé Ambassador of the United States%of America presents his compliments to

al Aff 'rs and with reference to the Aircraft Com-
the Sccretary of State for Extern ^ Newfoundland (N-26), and atmunications and Warning Stations at St. Anthony,

Each site is tnânned by ten• ofGcers ând 115 aiimen. Approxima el five ton

Cartwright and Hopedale, Labrador (N-27 and N-28), has the honor to recall that
initial planning provided for helicopter pads in the'vicinity of each of these stations
in the expectation that support Dy helicopter would largcly satisfy support

requirements. indicated that
°° ^ However,observations for the past sev^ral months have clearly i

while these sites are felauvely' near their support base, weather conditions
and other

factors combine toXeffectively i sôlate them.^ In this connection, the following con-

: a
. ._

siderations ire t ; . <
pertinent•. t y s of

rriailelëctronic corntnunicâtlon spare parts,' perishable foodstuff, and personnel
require airlift to`each'siteÇeacti month. Exclusive of emergency evacuations, it is
âliniatéd that 'approximately teô personnel must be removed to and from each, . , .
srteeach month.'

APProuvE par le Cabinet le 8 wptembre 19S41Apptoved by Cabinet. September S. 1954.
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Transportation by amphibious aircraft can be made in the open water areas dur-
ing the summer months. However, this type of transportation becomes
extremely hazardous and cannot be utilized during part of the year, especially
during the early spring and early fall due to the free air temperature causing ice
fomation on the aircraft hull during landing and take off and while on the
water.
The general limitations of helicopters preclude their use for the full time sup-

port of these facilities. .
In view of the foregoing, the United States Air Force is considering the possibil-

ity of constructing airstrips at the three sites and has requested the Ambassador to
seek the permission of the Canadian Government to conduct surveys to determine
the feasibility of. the project.

In support of its request, the United States Air Force has stated that it would
welcome Canadian participation in the surveys; that, if the surveys indicate that the
airstrips are feasible, it will request Canadian Government approval before under-
taking any construction, and that the airstrips it has in mind would be of compacted
gravel, measure approximately 2,500 feet by 100 feet, and be capable of handling
L-20 and/or C-47 aircraft.

The Ambassador would be grateful if Mr. Pearson would submit this request to
the appropriate Canadian authorities and inform him in due course of their
decision.

lPIÈŒ Iowre 2ENCwsuRe 21

Projet d'une Note

Draft Note

Ottawa, 1954

The Secrètaiy of State for External Affairs presents his compliments to the
Charg6 d'Affaires of the Embassy of the United States of America and has the
honour to refer to the Embassy's Note No. 18 of July 20, 1954, requesting permis-
sion for the United States Air Force to conduct surveys to determine the feasibility
of couswcting` airstrips at the 'Aircraft Communications and Warning Stations at
St- Anthony, Newfoundland (N-26), and at Cartwright and Hopedale, Labradoi (N-
27 and

Tbe Sècretâry of State for External Affairs is pleased to state that approval is
SMted for the conduct of the surveys described in the Embassy's Note.

It isr ùot^ `iha!t `Canâdian participation on the surveys would be welcomed. The
Royal t^iidiafi'âr Force will provide an observer to accompany the survey par-
ties. It is ttiquested that the United States Air Force approach the Royal Canadian
Ak Force through service channels in order to settle the details of this Royal Cana-

«u ,ftlr Force participation.,, ^
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It is also noted that the approval of the Canadian Government will be sought

before any construction is undertaken. .

No. D-293

't^quutd: b . ; .. , ; . arriers
^(d) ,The air strips shall also be available for use by, Canadian civil air c exer-

operating into or through the area concerned, provided that this right will be the
cised only after any proposal to use the air strips has been submitted through

^3,ï a . • :: ..
•

•(c) The, air stnpâ shall be available for use by the:Royal Cana ran

- (b) If the United States orce
other purposes, rcquests ,should be forwarded through appropriate channels.

pu. Force, if

.w , to3 ,f ,
conditions:

The air trips are used, and will be used, by the United States Air Force solely
(a)

for the support of the Aircraft Control and Warning Stations at those places.
s for

should' dcsiré nt anÿ time to use the air strip

In addition, the âpprôvâl of the Canadiân Government is subject to the follow g

DEA/50210-40

S['il.l\ii•a...,
.. - ....:-,,:'. .

. . . ...
.:'_

The Secretary of State for External Affairs presents his compliments to His
Excellency the Ambassador of the United States of America and has the honour to
refer to the Notes which have been exchanged in the course of the last seven
months concerning the proposed construction by the United States Air Force of air
strips at the United States Air Force Aircraft Control and Warning Stations at Reso-
lution Island, Hopedale, Cartwright and St. Anthony : - -

In reviewing the progress of the projects to construct the above-mentioned air
strips, the Canadian authorities have noted that the Canadian Government has not
expressly stated in the form of a diplomatic Note its approval of the construction
and use by the United States Air Force of the air strips which were constructed
some time ago; at the Aircraft Control and Warning Stations at Saglek, Labrador
(Newfoundland), and at Puntzi Mountain, British Columbia.

Accordingly, the Canadian Government is pleased to state that it approves of the
construction and operation of the air strips at Saglek and Puntzi Mountain, subject
to the provisions of the Exchange of Notes of August 1, 1951, between Canada and
the United States of America, constituting an Agreement regarding the extension
and co-ordination of the continental radar defence system, and in

from
particularular to th^e

provision of paragraph 5 (a) of Note No. 454 of August 1, 1951,
Ambassador in Washington to the Secretary of State of the United States. This Pnr'
agraph requires that there shall be prior consultation with respect to all major con-
struction and the installation of all majorequipment. In the event of any further
major, construction being ` contemplated, such 'consultation might, if the United
States Air Force so desires, be ^ undertaken' in, the first instance through Service

channels. ^ L . '• ' ^



Royal Canadian Air Force to the United States Air Force to ensure that it will not
conflict with military requirements, and subject to the understanding that the
United States Air Force will not be responsible for the provision of accommoda-
tion, fuel or servicing facilities of any kind. This condition is, however, without
prejudice to arrangements which may already be in existence for the use of the air
strips by Canadian civil, air carriers.
(e) .The Unitéd States Air Force will forward to the Royal Canadian Air Force

through' Service channels complete descriptions of the air strips, including their
exact location, dimensions and orientation, the type of surface, the nature of the
adjacent terrain and the location of obstructions in the vicinity (especially those in
the approach areas to the strips).

The Canâdian Government wishes to state further that the above conditions also
apply to the. use by the United States Air Force of the air strip at the Aircraft Con-
trol and Warning Station at Resolution Island, N.W.T., in addition to the conditions
set forth in Note No. D-126 of May 19, 1954.

RFrnnN P

UNTIED STATES COMMUNICATIONS FACII.177ES

496. DEA/3682-40

^ Résumé d'une réunion non officielle

Summary of Informal Meeting

ECMT ^ ` Ottawa, June 8, 1954

CANADA-US. COMMUNICATIONS i'ROBLEMS

7^e follôwing were present:
Depnm,uru of Et7trna! Affairs

MIL Wershof, Acting Assistant Under-Secretary
B. Rogers, Head of Defence Liaison (1) Division
0.0. Stoner, Economic Division
K.0 Brown; Defence Liaison (1) Division

DePartrntnt of Transport

G.C.W. Browne. Controller of Telecommunications
C.M. Brant, Superintendant of Radio Regulations
W4 C4ton, Chief Inspector of Radio
HA.' Neweombe^ Aast. (bief, Frequency Allocation Section

DePanmtnt of National Defence
Q'CKG ^ameron. Director of Telecommunications

Mr. Browne referred to the fact that the Departments of Transport, National
Defence and, F,xternal Affairs have been aware for several weeks of the desire of
the URIQ States Air Force to use temporarily a small parcel of land at St. John's-
Can. S¢p-M;Newfoundland, for the purpose of conducting communications tests,

INSTALLATIONS DU RÉSEAU DE TÉLÉCOMMUNICATIONS DES ÉTATS-UNIS
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using the ionospheric scatter technique to broadcast to the Azores. He said he had
agreed,' in consultation with National Defence, that the meeting should be held

because of the importance of a number of problems connected with the project. In
particular, he was concerned lest the tests should be followed Dy the estabLshment
of an operational military requirement and the expenditure of large sums of money
on installations in which U.S. commercial interests (specifically AT & T) would
have a major: stake.^ If this were to happen; pressure could easily develop for the
operation of. the circuit for commercial purposes. The circuit, might feel it was
morally obligated to, permit its use commercially. Certainly Canadian commercial
interests would suffer as they would not be able to duplicate installations already in
operation:
GIC Cameron said that - National Defence considers projects of this kind purely
from the defence aspect, ignoring diplomatic, economic and other considerations.
He thought it was important that some group or agency should be considering the
broad picture.

,
` i -

He mentioned that Canadian National Telegraphs is now negotiating through the
Canadian Government for the purchase from the U.S. Government of land fines
and plant in Newfoundland. If microwave transmission were to become opera-
tional, CNT might lose the U.S. traffic on which it is counting. He said he under-
stood that the Bell Telephone Company (New,York) is proceeding with plans for
microwave installations in Newfoundland and for the training of technicians to
operate them.
Mr. Browne said there was evidence that the U.S. was disregarding certain stipula-
tions concerning radio installations in Canada. For example, a 50 kw. transmitter
had been installed at Goose Bay, where only. 10 kw: were authorized.

Mr. Wershof emphasized: `
,,(a) In authorizing new projects (experimental or otherwise), External can consider

including âny stipulations which DOT wants.
(b) External can always enquire about the progress of projects already authorized

that an
11 1A DOT wishes, External can always tell the U.S. Embassy we suspect
experimental project is becoming operational without authority.

k,,(d) If an operational requirement for defence purposes were established, Ezternal

would recommend the necessary authorization, after consultation with interested

departments: However, it could be made clear that such authorization in no way
implied authorization of use for commercial purposes, either now or at any time In
the future. ^ to
GIC Cameron said that there is no long-range frequency policy, looking forw

1960 or 1965, with regard to U.S. operations in Canada in the radio field, and that

such a policy is needed.
Mr:` Brant said that his department was responsible for developing such a Poucy

4 , Y

and that the `questiôn was constantly undec review.
DOT is noWra. . .. ...,

He then said that, with the repeal of the Emergency Powers Act,
"`- -ired tô llst' all US: radio installations in Canada. The U.S. EmbassY should be
^ _. __ ... ^ ... . - ^. . . . ^ . , a., .a , , :.,^ . ; . a
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asked for such a list and should be told that only installations which are on the list
can be authorized to operate.
Mr. Stoner enquired whether now might be a good time to get agreement with the
U.S. on the general principles which should govern the operation of U.S. radio
facilities in Canada.
Views were exchanged as to whether or not the U.S. Government had a "master"
plan for commercial communications development on a global scale.
Mr. Stoner suggested that one way in which we could check on the degree of long-
range commercial interest in a project would be to insist on seeing the terms of the
contracts which were awarded.

It was agreed that:

(1) Present U.S. operations in Canada, and future requests, in the communications
field will receive closer scrutiny from now on.

(2) In particular, the proposed experimental project at St. John's-Cape Spear
should be cnrefully, examined.
(3) DOT should request External in writing to obtain from the U.S. Embassy the

information which is required from the U.S. authorities in the radio field, as a result
of the repeal of the Emergency Powers Act.
(4) Consideration should be given to the desirability of obtaining agreement

within the Canadian Government on the general principles which should govern
the operatiôn of U.S. radio facilities in Canada.
(5) Consideration should be given to the desirability of working but a long-range

governrnent policy with regard to U.S. operations in Canada in the radio field, hav-
ing regard to Canadian commercial interests.
It was further agreed that an informal working group should meet as required to
consider questions related to U.S. operations in Canada in the radio field, and that
the group should meet to consider the formal U.S. Note asking permission for the
St. John's-Cape Spear project, when this was received.
It was sûggcsted that action on (4) and (5) above might wait until the information
iequired under (3) is obtained from the U.S. Embassy.
MT Wersh^fsuggested that perhaps (5) should later be referred to the Panel on the

nomc Aspects of Defence Questions.
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DEA/3682-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense'nationale
'au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extMeures

Deputÿ Minister of National Defenee
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LeTM No. C-600-40-4
.._ •s

Ottawa, July 15, 1954

COMMUNICATIONS POLICY
UNtIED STATES DEFENCE ACfIVrIIES IN CANADA

agrtement by the USAF should clearly allow for it to be null and vord as
; tbe military requirement no lo'nger exists. An example of this is the fact that

ihe USAF and crvilian agencies to operate or ma^n n
tleir behalf in Canadian territory. Any approval which we give to an open ^

The second proposed con^on s one
o^ 1^unication facilities an

d!4.6 " I the f o ratin agreements
regard and adequate provision should be made to ensure against its abuse. ^^n

be

`A parallel rwnhh-m is the use of power. In the past, difficulties have ans

tary frequencies. They are not likely to mdulge in the latter addiuon
= unless they are forced to, and therefore we must be prepared to force them if we
wish to protect the frequencies which properly belong to the television field.

• ' en in this

ifaccd with two courses of action: one to continue, to operate the system on

existing frequencies with the equipment which they have; or to completely replace

the equipment they have now in order to operate on other and more suit^a elzpli-
, , nse

have been allocat o ic^ y r . #11

tion; and unless we specifcally protect against the contingency it mig t
,diffcult to recover the use of frequencies for our own civilian or other uses in
peacetime which have been exploited by the military over a period of time before.
A specific example of this is the allocation recently of television frequencies to the
USAF for their tropospheric scatter programme along the Labrador Coast. These

ed 1 'all fo trials If the trials are successful, the USAF are

Dear Sir.
I refer to the establishment in Canada by the United States of defence installa-

tions and to the "conditions" or "principles" which the Canadian Government has
evolved with respect to these defence arrangements.10

In the field, of telecommunications installations it is becoming increasingly
apparent that two additional "conditions" might be introduced and they are put for-
.ward for your consideration.

The first is the use of frequencies. Certain frequencies and powers can be used
for defence purposes, and certain interference with civilian activities tolerated, if it
is only for defence and for the duration of the threat. However, the use of a fre-
quency for a given length of time carries with .ta certain "squatter's right" •lmplica-^^ ^

• • h l very

4

^ V oir comme exenmpksJSee. for exampk, Documents 494, 495 etland 466.
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Bell Telephone Company are installing the Tropospheric scatter system up the Lab-
rador Coast and indications are that they will be required as a contractor to operate
this for the USAF. If the Bell system has been operating this for a number of years
for the United States Air Force, they might consider it their right, to continue to
operate it for commercial purposes when the emergency is over. If our position is
not safeguarded, we are in danger of having commercial interests, under the guise
of contracting for the military, build themselves a facility having commercial appli-
catiôn, and get into a monopoly position which may or may not be to the best
interésts of Canada in time of peace. ,

In view of the increasing USAF telecommunications facilities proposed for
installation in Canada I feel that these "conditions" might be suitable material to
consider in any future agreements on these matters.

Yours sincerely,
C.M. DRURY

DEA/50210-40

Le, sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of National Defence

i

sEQEr.., [Ottawa], November 23, 1954

Mr. Drury,

MANNWG OP COMMUNICATIONS STATIONS IN 111E PINETREE RADAR CHAIN

Representatives of the Departments of National Defence, Transport and External
Affairs have recently discussed informally a question which has arisen in connec-
6on >With .the, tnanning of communications stations in the Pinetree radar chain.
Atnong'e people participating have been G/C S.R. Burbank of the Department of
NationDefence and Mr. C.M. Brant of the Department of Transport.

2• As I nndeistand it, when the Pinetree radar chain was established the United
States Air Force planned to provide it with a VHF (very high frequency) and UHF

US
high frequency) radio relay communications system. At the same time, the
requested and was granted permission to establish circuits between Goose

Bay, Gander,, and St. John's employing the experimental communications tech-
uique lcnôwn 1jj' "tropospheric scatter", which showed promise of providing the
required communications more quickly and at less cost. From information recently
received by the Department of National Defence, it appears that the experimental
cucwts have a good chance of being successful - presumably for this reason, con-
struction

work on the VHF and UHF system has been suspended - and the U.S.
authoriues"are'hkely to apply fairly soon for permission for the experimental cir-
cuits to bé^Ime operational.},.._.
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3. I understand that the Commanding General of Northeast Air Command has
= already enquired from the RCAF in Ottawa what the policy of the Canadian Gov-
ernment will be, in the event that the tropospheric scatter circuits become opera-
tionâl, as regards the manning of the installation at Gander. It is expected that the
station would require a staff of fifteen to twenty men, which NEAC clearly hopes
will be exclusively U.S. military personnel'
.4. On the initiative of Mr. Pearson the manning 'of the Early Warning (radar) sta-
tion at Gander was considered in 1952, and as a result the RCAF took over the

.. , , : . ; ^. . , .^ Yours sincerely,
letter to Mr. Baldwin in âddition to yourself).

^
circuits. between Goose Bay, Gander and St. John's, it would seem desirable for the
station at Gander to be manned by Canadian personnel. (I am sending this saine

asked me to inform you that he is of the opinion that, in the event it is decided that

â military uirement exists for the establishment of operational communications

7Accordingly I have drawn this question to the attention of Mr. Pearson. He has
military: requirement.
including manning of the Gander station by U.S. milita rpersonnel, as an urgent
since pressure will undoubtedly be applied for quick approval of the application,
nursued before the U.S. authorities apply for the circuits to become operational,

either civilian or military, would be sufficient. It was argued that it was most
important for the departments concerned to reach agreement on the policy to be

establishing Canadian ' control, manning of the station by Canadian personnel,
the Pinetree Agreement, and the opinion was expressed that, for the purpose of

6 It was nointed out that Canada could take over the manning'of the station under
sion up the Labrador coast.
the junction point for the Newfoundland and mainland circuits, including the exten-

desirability of not having U.S. personnel near Gander International Airport and
because Gander would be a key link in the Pinetree system - it would probably be

in the communications system of the Pinetree radar chain. It was said that the Gan-
der station would be the obvious one to take over, both because of the political

desirable for the Canadian Government to control the operation of at least one link
5. In the informal discussions the opinion was expressed that it would be most

referred to above. -"
which was made available by the RCAF in the course of the informal discussions
operation of the station. Attached is a copy of a meniorandumt on the subject

R.A. MACKAY
for Under Secretary of State for

External Affairs
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SECTION F

INSTALLATIONS RADAR TEMPORAIRES

TEMPORARY RADAR FACILITIES

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINEr DOCUMENT No. 43-54

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT BY THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
OF NINE ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY RADAR STATIONS IN CANADA

. On February.10, 1953, Cabinet Defence Committee concurred in the granting of
permission to the United States Government to make site surveys, to operate and to
man nine additional temporary radar stations (three in British Columbia, five in
Ontario and one in Nova Scotia), in general line with the conditions included in the
Exchange of Notes for the Pinetree. Project, it being understood, however, that the
United States would meet all costs of installation, operation and manning until such
time as the R.C.A.F. could take over the operation and manning. In the event that
the R.C.A.F. did take over the operation and manning of the stations, the United
States. Government would continue to meet all costs of operation, other than for
Canadian service personnel.

2. Althôugh Cabinet Defence Committee authorized not only the making of the
surveys, but also the construction and operation of the stations, the United States
Government was at that time notified only of the permission to make the survey
since that was all that had been requested. During the past year, while the surveys
were being carried out, the Department of External Affairs has been consulting
informally with the State Department on the terms and conditions which would
govern Canadian permission to construct and operate the stations when the United
States Government is ready to go ahead with this.

3• The Exchange of Notes for the Pinetree Project deals with the problem of ten-
ure by stating:

"neither Goveniment will discontinue the operation of any station or any part of
the extension without prior concurrence of the other Government".

This means, in thëory at least, that so long as the United States Government consid-
ers anyStatiôns in the Pinetree system are necessary, that they must be kept in
°leration, regardless of the views of the Canadian Government.
4' In the draft Statement*of Conditions which has been under discussion with the

State Departmen' tenure was dealt with in the following terms:
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"All or any of the stations shall be maintained in operation for so long as both
Governments agree that their continuation is in the mutual defence interest of
both countries. In the event that either Government concludes that any or all of
the stations are no longer required, the question of continuing need will be
referred to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. In considering the question
of need, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence will take into account the rela-
tionship of the station or stations to other radar installations established in the
mutual defence 'interest of the two countries. Following consideration by the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence, as provided above, either Government may
terminate the arrangement in which case the station will be closed and the fol-
lowing arrangement regarding ownership and disposition of the installation will

aPPly . . :'.
This paragraph, of course, would give the United States Government no assurance
of tenure at all. It was hoped, however, that the inclusion of the provision that the
matter would be referred to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence would satisfy
the United States Government that they would not arbitrarily be dispossessed.

5. At the last meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence the State Depart-
ment Member of the Board said that the operation of the proposed stations would
add to the defences of the North American continent, and it was therefore in the
mutual defence interest of both countries. The language of the draft statement,
however, did not seem to follow this premise in as much as in his view there was in
the language an apparent lack of mutuality. He said that while the United States
Government did not wish to cause political difficulties to Canada, it was faced with
legal requirements which, were in fact political difficulties on the United States
side. The Executive Branch of the United States Government have an obligation to
ensure that appropriated funds were spent with adequate safeguards. While there
was no indication and no thought on the United States aide of any 1cn^s of ,t^e
felt that the language of the proposed paragraph did not meet the
United States Government since it would appear that it would be possible for the
United States Government to be denied the data from an installation while it was
still considered to be important to the defence of the United States, even before ^e
construction of the installation had been completed. For this reason he proposed
alternative wording as follows:

ch^h rter"I^ie Canadian and United States Governments agree that all or any
tions shall be maintained in operatron for n penod of ton years or su

, period as shall be agreed by both countries in the light of theirmmutual
ihat^Y or

interests. Thereafter, in the event that either Government concludes will be
all of the stations are no longer.require, the question of continuing needthe question
referrcd to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. In con-ide cunt the rela-

Permanent Joint Board 'on Defence, as provided above, either o d the fol-
or`"tern^nâté the arrangement, in which case the station will be closed, an

^ . • • f the installations

of need i the Permanent Joint Board on Dei'ence will take m o
established in the

w,. ll . . , + a a
.d . . : : . . ' • i - . . . i • °

honsh^
•

p of ,the station , or stations to other radar i nstallations

mûtual deferice interest of , the two scountries. Following consideratio ent
m YGvernm

lowing arrangements regarding ownership and disposttion o

will apply . . .".



The State Department Member expressed the view that the amendment he proposed
would not impair the sovereignty of Canada because the ownership of, the land
would remain with the Canadian Government, and Canada would have, the
unrestricted right to take over the manning and operation of the stations at any
time.

6. It may be that the proposal made by the State Department Member of the Per-
manent Joint Board on Defénce represents a reasonable compromise between the
United States and Canadian positions on this matter. It should be recognized, how-
ever, that if the Canadian Government agrees to it in this case, it will almost cer-
tainly become a precedent in future cases of a similar nature. For this reason the
matter is being referred to Cabinet for consideration.64

L.B. PEARSON

500. DEA/50200-40

Note du secrétaire de la section canadienne
de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense
• pour la section canadienne de la Commission permanente

canado-amÉricaine de défense

Memorandum from Secretary, Canadian Section,
Permanent Joint Board on Defence,

to Canadian Section, Permanent Joint Board on Defence

SECRET I . I [Ottawa], June 29, 1954

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF TEMPORARY RADAR STATIONS IN CANADA

At the last meeting of PJBD, the State Department and External Affairs Mem-
bers reached agreement on : the text of ; a draft statement of conditions (copy
attached) which it was believed would be acceptable to the authorities of both
countries. It was intended that as soon as the agreed draft had been concurred in by
thé United States officials concerned and the United States Air Force had reached a
decision as to the number and locations of the stations required, a formal diplo-
matic request would be put forward by the United States Government to the Cana-
dian Government for permission to construct and operate the stations.

The External fAffairs Member undertook to refer I the draft agreement to, the
appropriâte Canadian officials at once and as soon as the agreement of all con-
cerned at official level had been obtained, the United States Embassy in Ottawa
would be notified of this fact informally. When the formal United States request
Was received the matter would be ieferred to the Cànadian Government for final
approval:.'

There weré twô sections in the draft agreement which required particular consid-
eration by the appropriate Canadian authorities. The first related to the requirement
that electronic ` equipment be manufactured in Canada when practicable. Thex 1i ;. r

" Voir/See Volume 19, Document 681.
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Department of Defence Production has côncurred in the text of the agreed draft of
this section. The second of these two sections dealt with the problem of the cost of
modifying the communications arrangements for the existing Pinetree network in
order to link in the new temporary stations. The RCAF was not satisfied with the
proposed wording of this section and has put forward an alternative wording which
has been referred to the U.S. Section of the PJBD for consideration. The text of the
RCAF proposal is included in the attached draft of the agreement.

_.. _^I^^• . ^ . , •.
of thé appropriate Canadian officiais.
tiôn: `Any plans for âubsequent^construction 'shall also, be submitted for the aPProval

tion and ma,lor items of eqwpmené will ; tcqwre e^ appro

construction. CanadianI officials shall have the nght of inspecuon dunng
Canadian âuthôrities (6 be designated by, the Canadian Government) in advance of

• • • constrno-

^ The detai p ans o •
madenals (rock fill, sand, grâvel, ete.); and other arrangements related to constrac-

^ ^ , , j . . , , ^ val of the approPnate

V-1 ^ 'led 1I f the buildings ronds (including access roads), use o
-1 Plans ^ , . f local

pancy as may be required for the construction, equipment and operauon o
tions, pursuant to the provisions in the following paragraphs.

and eu anci ary
United States Government,without charge, such rights of access, use and occu-

f the sta-

t Canada will acquue an re
th ' •11 facilities The Cnnadian Government grants and assures to the

' ' d tain title in all lands required for the radar stations
1. Sites

RELATIONS wnN THE UNITED STATES

w.. BARTON

[PIÈCE JOINIFIENCLOSURE] ,

Projet de déclaration des conditions

Draft Statement of Conditions

[Ottawa], June 29, 1954

DRAFT CONDITIONS TO GOVERN THE FSTABt.ISNMENr AND OPERA710N

BY THE 1JNflED, STATES AIR FORCE OF TEMPORARY RADAR STATIONS
IN CANADIAN TERRITORY

(In this Statement of Conditions, unless the context otherwise requires, "Can-
ada" means the Government of Canada, and "United States" means the Govern-
ment of the United States of America.)

iiÿuired to give preference to qualified Canadian 1 UA or

rates" of pay and working conditions for this labour will be set after consultado'

,^,(b) Any..çontractors . awarded a contrac or
such construction.^°

f^1
r^^J.ÿ. 4^.. s

;1 •^. • Canada wtlt f construct^on i t
ui t and supplies in either Can or e n ' •Will 14,

.3, wns{.u^{#V/5 -, , 1. . e.. e 11 o r r ; a
United States

^,(a) Canâdian contractors will be'eïctinded equal consideration with United
and United

lcrontractors ^ in the âwârding of construction contracts, and Canadian an
States contractors ahall have equal consideration in the procurement of materials,

th U ited States

k -.I,,,.:^
,_..
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with the Canadian Federal Department of Labour and will be set in accordance
with the Canadian Fair Wages and Hours of Labour Act of 1935.

(c) Canadian law will apply.
4. Provision of Electronic Equipment

The Canadian Government reaffirms the principle that electronic equipment at
radar installations on Canadian territory should, so far as practicable, be manufac-
tured in Canada. The question of practicability must, in each case, be'a matter for
consultation between the two Governments. After studying the plans for the estab-
lishment of the radar stations covered in this agreement the agencies of the Cana-
dian Government concerned are satisfied that the initial provision of Canadian
electronic equipment for these stations is not practicable: However, the Canadian
Government requires that the above-stated principle shall apply in the future to the
procurement of. replacement or additionâl electronic equipment. The appropriate
Canadian and United States agencies shall in these circumstances consult with each
other to determine the application of the principle. In considering the question of
practicability, one of the factors to be taken into account shall be the relative costs
of procurement from Canadian and United States sources.
5.'Financing (As drafted at April, 1954, Meeting of PJBD)

The cost of construction and operation of these stations shall be the responsibil-
ity of the United States Government, with the exception of military personnel costs,
if Canada should man any of these stations at a later date. In the event that the
erection'of these stations requires changes in the present communications arrange-
ments for Radar Extension Plan covered in the Exchange of Notes of August 1,
1951, it will be necessary for appropriate authorities of the two Governments to
work out agreed technical arrangements whereby the Canadian Government will be
assured, against bearing any resulting expense exceeding those contemplated by
existing arrangements.
5. Financing (as subsequently proposed by RCAF)

The cost of construction and operation of these stations shall be the responsibil-
ity of the United States Government, with the exception of military personnel costs
if Canada should man any of these stations at a later date. In the event that the
erection of these stations requires changes in communication arrangements for the
Radar Extension Plan covered in the Exchange of Notes of 1 August 1951, and as
detailed in the Schedule of Primary Communications for the Radar Extension Plan
agreed Washington DC 15 March 1952, as subsequently amended, it will be neces-
sary for appropriate authorities of the two governments to work out agreed techni-
cal arrangements whereby the Canadian Government will be assured against
bearing any resulting expenses exceeding those contemplated by scheduled com-
n1unications, or which might arise from their rearrangement or cancellation.

6. Manning

The United States may station personnel at the sites under the control and com-
roand of United States military authorities, PROVIDED that upon provision of rea-
sonable notice Canada may take over the manning of any or all of the installations.
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7. Period of Opercitioit of the Stations
The Canadian and United States Governments agree that all or any of the sta-

tions shall be maintained in operation for a period of ten years or such shorter
period as shall be agreed by both countries in the light of their mutual defence
interests. Thereafter, in the event that either Government concludes that any or all
of the stations are no longer required, the question of continuing need will be
referred to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. In considering the question of
need, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence will take into account the relationship
of the station or, stations to other, radar installations established in the mutual
defence interest of the two countries. Following consideration by the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence, as provided above, either Government may terminate the
arrangement in which case the station will be closed and the following arrangement
regarding ownership and disposition of the installations will apply.

::8. Ownership of Removable Property.
Ownership of all removable property brought into Canada or purchased in Can-

ada and placed on the sites; including readily demountable structures, shall remain
in the United States. The United States shall have the unrestricted right of remov-

ing or disposing of all such property,` PROVIDED that the removal or disposition
• ' ' h d not been

Department of Transport.

10. Supplementary Arrangements and Administrative Agreements thof;7ed

marlnng and lighting wi e co-o i
through the Royal Canadian Air Force and will be subject

to the approval of the

Arrangements respec -r, s
emission, and power, also the location of antenna masts and the question

of their

• •' il b^ rd'nated ' with the Department of Transport

ti uch technical matters as radio frequencies, type

shall not impair the operation of any station whose disconunuance a
determined in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 7 above, and
PROVIDED fûrther that removal or disposition takes place within a reasonable
time after the date on which the operation of the station has been discontinued.

9. Radio Installations ' ^ ^ •
sof

f Supplementary arrangements or administrative agreements between au

a¢encies of the two Governments may be made from time to time for the purpose

of carrying out the intent of mis agrcemenc. _

rhe Canadian Government will seek to obtain for the United States Governm

satnet taxation exemptionsas have opcr^'^ t„ tti^ Pinrtree oroiect.
i -.

{ 11. Taxes - - _ ent
^. „ ;
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DEA/50210-40

Note du secrétaire de la section canadienne
de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense
pour la section canadienne de la : Commission permanente

. . canado-américaine de défense

Memorandum from Secretary, Canadian Section,
Permanent Joint Board on Defence,

to Canadian Section, Permanent Joint Board on Defence

Ottawa, October 4, 1954

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF TEMPORARY RADAR STATIONS IN CANADA

At the last meeting of the PJBD [July 12-15, 1954] the United States Air
Member suggested that discussion by the PJBD with respect to the proposed estab-
lishment of temporary radar stations in Canada should be deferred until the conclu-
sion of studies being carried out by the United States and Canadian Air Defence
Commands. The.External Affairs member referred to the draft agreement which
had been prepared in consultation between officials of the two countries in antici-
pation that the United States Government would submit a formal request to the
Canadian Government to construct these temporary stations. It was pointed out that
there were two sections in the draft agreement still under discussion. The first
related to the requirement that electronic equipment be manufactured in Canada
when practicable. The proposed text of this section had been concurred in by the
Department of Defence Production. The second of these two sections dealt with the
problem of the cost of modifying the communications arrangements for the
existing Pinetree network in order to link in the new temporary stations. The
RCAF had drafted a proposed text for this section which had been given to the
United States Authorities. No word has yet been received as to whether this pro-
Posed text is agreeable to the United States Government.

The External Affairs member also pointed out that the draft agreement, and in
Particular the section relating to the provision of electronic equipment, had been
drafted over a year ago in the light of circumstances existing at that time. He reiter-
ated that the proposed agreement was only a draft which had not been submitted to
or approved by the Canadian Government: The Canadian authorities reserved in
particular the right to reconsider Article 4 regarding the provision of electronic
e9wpm ent.° } ^
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DEA/50210-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense

Extrâet from Minutes of Meeting

of Permanent `Joint Board on Defence

TOP SECRET U.S.S. Wisconsin, January 4-6, 1955

• 6. (SECRET) Proposed establishment of Temporary Radar Stations in Canada

With reference to Section 6 of the Board's Journaln for
a cordance with approval1954, the U.S. Air Force Member recalled that,

granted to the,United States Government by the Canadian Government in April,
1953, site surveys had been carried out for nine proposed temporary radar stations
in Canada. As a consequence of subsequent sturadar st Defence

stations were Com-mands it had been determined that only four augmentation The U.S. Airmands,
required instead of the nine temporary stations originally planned.
Force now wished to proceed with the construction of these stations, basic informa-

tion on which was as follows:
M-102 M-119 M-120 SM-153

KaralooPs
Barriatton

Ontario Ontario B.G
Nova Scoda

15
133.. 40, : ^

Direction Ceatet ; Direction Center Direction Ceatea Direction Cenrer

AN/MPS-7 AN/Ml'5-11 AN^^-3A
AN/FPS-3A . ' . a,

(Arctic) (Arcuc)
(Arctic) (Arcti C)

ANOS-6
AN/FPS-6 AN/MPS-14 AWMPS-4 (Arcâc)

(Arctic) (Arctic) (Arctic)

AN/rPS-1D AN/FpS-8
AN/rPS-1D £ AN/MPS-11

Aictic)
(Arctic)

Search Radar (^) (^c)
(Arctic)

Backnp 'AN/fPS-lOD' ' AN/MM AWi^'S-lOD (Arcac)

Ndt6t Radar (Arctic) (Arctic) (Arctic)

Otficas
210fficas

1S
p^nonnel : 21 Officers 17 Offican ,.'

154 AlrcneA 185 ^°C°
: } 177 Airmea 167 Ai^
. . 1 11 . , . sed it had been

^t ï It was pointed out that when the project had first •been^ e1^^ was to have

intended that only , one of these stations, i.e. Oba, Ontan , (Fire
b the two

had a ground control intercept capabiei^ty^. ^^^at ^^ four stations should
Defence Commands it was now consl

d
necessary involved at the

have this capability. As a consequence the number of personnel forecas<• 069`-
other three stations was somewhat higher than had onglnally bee
nally these stations had been referred to as temporary because the

radar âa'd^ont

ewhich was to have been installed was transportable. However, with
the

trol capability, the word "temporary" was a misnomer, and in• the futureareci
lündshould be ref rred to as augmentation radar statlons. The U•roAlsals of this

ated that the Canadian Government would wish to consider proposals
The U'S'

in relation to an overall plan for aircraft control and warning
ill



Air Force Member suggested however that this particular requirement for augmen-
tation of the Pine Tree System was not directly related to the need for low-level
gap-filler radars and in the light of the fact that it was a long-standing requirement,
he proposed that it be considered separately from other future requirements.

The Canadian Chairman expressed appreciation for the information which had
been furnished by the'U.S. Air Force Member. He said that in his opinion it was
important that the members of the P.J.B.D. should be kept currently informed of
the thinking of the air forces as to possible future air defence requirements and
organization since in due course the Board would have to make recommendations
on the inter-governmental arrangements which would be necessary to implement
approved plans.

He then said that it was the opinion of the Canadian Section that the most expe-
ditious way of dealing with the proposal to construct the four augmentation radar
stations would be for the Canadian Air Force Member on his return to Ottawa to
have it referred to the Chiefs of Staff Committee for consideration of the military
opèrating requirement. When the conclusion of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff on the
matter had been reached, the Canadian Air Force Member would inform the U.S.
Air Force Member. The State Department might then wish to submit a Note to the
Department of External Affairs.

. The Canadian Chairman added that he anticipated that the conditions under
which the Canadian Government might approve the project would be very similar
to the conditions for the distant early warning system.15The question of the practi-
cability of the provision of the electronic equipment from Canadian sources would
have to be the subject of consultation between officials of the two Governments. In
addition, because of the location of the stations, the Canadian Government would
wish to reserve its right to take over the manning of any or all of the stations at any
time.

The U.S. Chairman expressed his confidence that the procedure proposed by the
Canadian Chainnan would lead to a satisfactory conclusion of the matter at an
early date.

I
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, pour: le Comité du 'Cabinet sur 'la défense

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence
to Cabinet Defence Committee

Note du ministre de la Défense nationale

CABINET pocuMENT No. D-14-54

DEA/50220-40

SECRET

MOVEMENT OF SERVICE AIRCRAFT ACROSS THE CANADA-UNITED STATES
BORDER: STRA'IEGIC AIR COMMAND TRAINING FLIGHTS

1. At the 81st meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee 12 December 1951 the

Committee approved PJBD Recommendation 51/5 regarding movement of Service
aircraft across the Canada-United States border and a document based on this rec-
ommendation setting out the detailed methods of clearing flights of Service aircraft
across the border." This document, which was subsequently included in the PJBD
Journal of March 1952, is attached,as Appendix "A" to this paper. PJBD Recom-

..^ • _._....,.... ^Er^,.^ ti-, Pr21A(Y7 dated 17 April 1952.
menQâuvA .71t.pwcsa b,..... ^.«......., ------ -i - :

ndlX "Al for2. The USAF has found that two provisions in the procedure (APPe 1

clearing their training flights over Canadian territory are causing difficultY.tyThe

first, sub para (j), requires that no bombs be carried in aircraft conducting
bombing and radar scope photography over Canadian cities. This restriction limits

the value of the Radar Bomb Scoring Unit at St. Hubert, P.Q., whimÛlated bom
small radar over which Strategic'Air Command aircraft carry out si
ing missions. This unit, along with approximately fifteen others of a similar nature
located at various points in the USA, makes an important contributCon^^d

maintaining the high standard of efficiency required of Strategic Alr

3. The aircraft are actually over the site only a few minutes since^ s^é ai^o^
of several exercises during a training mission which might reqwre the flight often

to be airborne for 20 hours and travel several thousand Miles,
in sub para 0)

éxtending over several different countries. isccausc ul uj-- ^ W^,^••^- their bambs at
the US aircraft scheduled to use the St. Hubert site must always drop

ân approved bombing range first. If the weather conditions are such thatâ ^^mbs

^not^be dropped, the aircraft has no other chotce but to
aboututhree out of fourh^q.before using the St. Hubert site. These conditions, obtarn on

Strategie Air Command missions. Thus the aircraR have to descend from hi8

o unload their bombs and then return to operational altitude, with the result
tudes t

RELATIONS WITH THE uMTEn STATES
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that the use of the St. Hubert site becomes an expensive and at such times, an
inefficient operation.

4. The active use of the Radar Bomb Scoring Site at St. Hubert by the U.S. Strate-
gic Air Command is of inestimatable value to the RCAF in that it provides
increased bomber aircraft training activity over the main Canadian air defence area.
This enables the entire air defence system in the area to be exercised under realistic
conditions in that it provides practice interceptions for RCAF Fighter Squadrons
and the ground controlling organization. Also, as the RCAF has no bomber force,
the affiliation of these aircraft with the RCAF provides one means of keeping in
touch with modem bomber techniques. .

5. The second restriction, contained in sub para (k) of Appendix "A", prevents
USAF aircraft from carrying, over Canada, photoflash bombs which are required
for photographic reconnaissance training over isolated, uninhabited areas. Thus the
USAF aircraft on long range training flights, during which these bombs are
required, must circumnavigate Canadian territory. Since the aircraft are therefore
often prevented from flying the most direct route to their destinations this provision
has also proven uneconomical and inefficient. These photoflash bombs will not be
dropped by the USAF over Canada.

6.' Specialist officers of the RCAF have examined the safety procedures followed
by the USAF and are satisfied that they provide adequate safeguard against possi-
ble accidents: Accordingly, the RCAF and USAF have prepared jointly a document
to replace the one attached as Appendix "A" to this paper. This revision of methods
of clearing training flights 'of USAF Strategic Air Command over Canadian terri-
tory, in addition to meeting the points referred to above, also contains a number of
minor amendments which, without changing the substance, improve the form of
the document.

7. The new. document was discussed and approved at the July 1954 meeting of the
PJBD• A'copy of the new, document is attached as Appendix "B" to this paper.67

^ ^ .. . ... ..., j 4_ . . . . .

67 déf^'net a approuvé les recommandations de la Commission permanente canado-américaine de
nse le 12 novembre 1954j

Cabinet approved the
pJBp.= recommendations on Novembcr 12. 1954:

it being understood that the revisions would make it clear that the regulations did not cover the
canying of nuclear weapons or components."
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MSIïiODS OF CLEARING FLIGHTS OF U.S. SERVICE AIRCRAFT

OVER CANADIAN TERRITORY

Note: Service to Service- Either of the Services may make arrangements with the

interested service of the other country.

TYPE OF FLIGHT CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION AND
^G AUfHOR1TY

1. Strategic Air Command Service to Service :Cleared annually in

,Training Flights. ,I advance by the Chlef of the Air Staff with the
following restrictions on flights:
(a) Comprehensive Visual Flight

forLogs and Radar Scope Logs be completed

all photos taken `over Canada and supplied to
the RCAF in 5 copies., with(b) The RCAF be supplied (upon request)
any photographs listed in the logs;
(c) The RCAF reccive one print of all

; photographs of Canadian territory taken north

of sixty degrees' North;
(d) When photography is obtained over
established radar bomb scoring sites, paras (a)
and (b) will be complied with for the initial
flights only. Comprehensive log s n^ssions
photography obtained on subseq
will be provided to the RCAF when coverage
not included on the initial flights isob^ ^^ in

(e) When photography is obtained by
formation or by individual aircraft following
the aame flight path9 the film strip of the best
quality will be selected for processing in
accordance with paras (a) and (b) ab°ve'

(f) All photographs taken over Canada will be
given a high security classification and none
will be distributed without prior reference to the

RCAF HQs.'
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3. Scientific and
Experimental Flights:
(a) involving only
Canadian Dept. of
National Defence.
(b) involving other
Canadian Govt. Depts.

4. Normal Transport,' or
administrative flights.

(g) While perfonming camera bombing and
radar scope photography over Canadian cities,
aircraft will fly at a high altitude and no more
than one aircraft should fly over a Canadian
city at a time.
(h) The number of planes participating in any
single flight over Canadian territory should not
exceed 25.
(i) RCAF will be provided a flight plan of
missions at least 24 hours prior to take-off.
(Action copy to RCAF Air Defence Command;
information copy to HQs RCAF).
(j) No bombs will be carried in the aircraft
conducting camera bombing and radar scope
photography over Canadian cities.
(k) No bombs filled with other than inert material
will be carried.
Service to Service - Cleared by Air Officer
Commanding, Air Defence Command (subject to
certain qualifications imposed upon him by the
Chief of the Air Staff such as restrictions on
mock bomber attacks similar to those imposed
upon Strategic Air Command Training Flights, as
appropriate).

(a) Service to Service. Pre-arrangement.

(b) State Dept-External Affairs. Pre-arrangement.

' Flight plans filed with Canadian Dept. Transport
through Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Normal customs and immigration regulations
only. In the case of VIP flights, appropriate
advance notification will usually be made
through service to service or diplomatic channels.

Service to Service-by pro-arrangement.
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Flight plans filed with Dept. of Transport through
Civil Aeronautics Administration under normal
airways procedures. If conventional weapons are
carried, the following safety precautions will
apply:
(a) guns to be, rendered safe by such protective
devices as inserted a breech T/Piece or 4 dummy
rounds;
(b) bombs, if carried, to be in an unfused

condition with fuses removed.
State Dept-External Affairs pre-arrangements.

Arrangement in force as a result of ICAO
Agreement. Customs and immigration covered

by Canada-U.S. Search and Rescue Bilateral
Customs and Immigration Agreement of Jan

1949."
Service to Service. Chief of the Air Staff. Pre-

arrangement.
State Dept-External Affairs.

^. Y . 6 .,^..e
j :. .: . . . .

INSiNODS OF, CLEARING FLlGiifS OF U.S. SERVICE AIRCRAFT
'OyvR CANAp1AN TERRITORY

Note: Service to Service -=- Either of the Services may make

6. Operational units, in, - ,

I ! ^ W

arrangements with the

Transit.

interested service of the other coun

1. Strategic Air Command Service to Service - Cleared annually in

advance by the Chitf of the Air Staff with the
Training Flights.

following restrictions on flights:
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(a) RCAF will be provided a flight plan of
missions at least 24 hours prior to aircraft
penetrating Canadian Territory (Action copy to
RCAF Air Defence. Command; information
copy to HQ's RCAF).
(b) Instrument flight rule flight plans will be
filed on all flights into or over Canadian
Territory.
(c) The number of aircraft participating in any
single flight over Canadian Territory should not
exceed 2.5.
(d) While performing camera bombing and
radar scope photography over Canadian cities,
aircraft will fly over at a high altitude and no
more than one aircraft should fly over a
Canadian city at one time.
(e) No. bombs other than practice or bombs
filled with inert material will be carried in
aircraft carrying out radar bombing on radar
bomb scoring units in Canada. When such
bombs are carried, all prescribed safety
precautions are to be taken.
(f) Photo flash "bombs" may be carried as
required for the completion of photographic
reconnaissance missions. When carried,
prescribed safety precautions must be followed,
including those covering the emergency
dropping of these items.
(g) When other types of armaments are carried
normal safety precautions as practised in the
US will apply.
(h) Comprehensive Visual Photographic Flight
Logs and Radar Scope Logs be completed for
all photos taken over Canada and supplied to
the RCAF in 5 copies.
(i) The RCAF be supplied (upon request) with
any photographs listed in the logs.
(j) The RCAF will receive one print of all
photographs of Canadian territory taken north
of sixty degrees north.
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(k) When photography is obtained over
established radar bomb scoring sites, (i) and (j)
will be complied with for the initial flights
only. Comprehensive logs of photography
obtained on subsequent missions will be
provided to the RCAF, when coverage not
included on the initial flights is obtained.
(1) When photograph is obtained by aircraft in
formation or by individual aircraft following
the sarne flight path, the film strip of the best
quality will be selected for processing in
accordance with para (i) and (j).
(m) All photographs taken over Canada will be
given a classification of confidential or higher
and none will be distributed to another agency
without prior reference to the RCAF.
NOTE: Paragraphs 2-10 (inclusive) of the
document now in effect (Appendix "A") remain
unchanged.' -,

SECnoN H

STATION DE SONDAGE EXPÉRIMENTALE
EXPERIMENTAL SOUNDING STATION

DEA/50291-40
S

n/^^
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. n . . . , , . . .. ..- ,
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Projet de note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État par intérim âuz Affaires extérieures`

Draft Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for^ternal Affairs

to Acting Secretary of State for: Ezternal A,,ia

SFdRi.i': [Ottawa], April 22, 1954
f ç

SVARCH

STATIOIN AT, •
' S N for the establishment and
SNiyBURNE NS

ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERA i10N OP A JOINT RCN-USN SOUND

As you_ lrnow, a proposal by the United tates avY Sound Search Sta-
operâtion of a joint Royal Canadian Navy-United States Navy
tion at Shelburne, N.S., has been the subject of discussion between the 1954
and in the Permanent Joint Board on Defence for some time. At the April
meeting of the PJBD, the proposal was considered in some detail. The e discu^
draft memorandum to Cabinet has been prepared as a consequence of these

a Now tLutinak Mat=inal note: vasubjut to
Not Sent. Mt. Claxtatook the mauto Cabinet on April 22 and obtained aW°

ooncaareoce by Mr. Winten. WJL B(arton122/d/54



sions. In view of the urgency of the matter, it is proposed, if you concur, to submit
it to Cabinet in your name for consideration at the meeting of April 29.
• 2: In view of the importance of the proposal and because of the questions of pol-
icy which arise from it, General McNaughton proposes to discuss the matter with
you, and with, some of the other interested Ministers, including Mr. Howe, Mr.
Gregg, and Mr. Winters.

3. The attached draft has been circulated to the Deputy Ministers of National
Defence, Defence Production, Labour, Transport (Air), and National Revenue
(Customs and Excise), and to the Secretary to the Cabinet. I understand that you
will not be in town next week. I thought, however, that if you concur in the propo-
sal, you might arrange to have Mr. Campney speak to the proposal on your behalf
in Cabinet. If the Deputy Ministers of the Departments concerned propose any
changes in the detail of the draft memorandum, this Department could consult with
Mr. Campney prior to having the memorandum prepared for circulation to the Cab-
inet next week.
4. I should be grateful to know whether you approve of the memorandum and

concur in the proposal I have suggested.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE)

Projet de note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
;;et ministre de la Défense nationale

pour le Cabinet

Draft Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
and Minister of National Defence

to Cabinet

[Ottawa], Apri121, 1954

' PROPOS® U.S. NAVY EXPERIMENTAL SOUND SEARCH STATION
SHELBURNE, NOVA SCOTIA

At the April, 1953, meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, the
United States Navy Member reported on a new and promising system for the long-
range detection of submarines. The first segment of this sound search system had
been tested in the Caribbean area and it was now proposed to extend the experi-
ment to include the range of waters to be found along the Atlantic Coast âs far
north as Nova Scotia. The system involved the laying of cables with arrays of sonic
detectoïs in deep waters some distance off the coast. These would be connected to a
series of, nine "sound search stations" situated at intervals on the shore from the
Caribbean to Nova Scotia. A logical situation for the northernmost of these experi-
mental stations was Sable Island, Nova Scotia. It was hoped that if the project was
aPProved; it would be possible to construct this station in the summer of 1954. If
the exPedment proved successful it would no doubt be desirable to extend it at a
later'date to cover the entrance to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

2• APProval of Cabinet Defence Committee for the Royal Canadian Navy and the
U.S. Navy to carry out a joint survey of Sable Island was granted on May 18, 1953,
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and the U.S. Embassy was'notified of this 'on May 19, 1953. When a preliminary
reconnaissance disclosed that the waters off Cape Sable were too rough to land the
experimental cable, the Minister of National Defence authorized extension of the
survey to include the south shore of Nova Scotia. lt was finally decided that the
most suitable site was on land belonging to the Department of National Defence, at
Government Point, Shelburne, N.S.
: 3. At the April 1954, meeting of the PJBD, the U.S. Navy Member of the Board
reviewed the status of the project and reported that exploratory discussions between
the U.S.' Navy and the Royal Canadian Navy had been completed, and that the U.S.
Section of the Board now wished to present a proposal involving the installation
and operation of the station jointly by the U.S. Navy ' and Royal Canadian Navy.
`4. After studying the proposal the Board came to the following conclusions:
(a) In the light of the importance and urgency âttached to this project for the

defence of North America against attack from hostile submarines, every effort
should be made to expedite its progress.
`(b) The early construction of the Shelburne station was of great importance since

it was the only station embracing the following featuresff thet south eastem
water of the Gulf Stream, deep water, and the shallow water o
coast of Nova Scotia.

(c) The U.S. Navy hoped to begin assembling materials in May, 1954, in order to
begin construction of the Shelburne station in July, 1954. This meant that it would
be necessary to have the approval of the Canadian Government by May 15, if the
work was to be done in 1954. Since construction of all the stations, both in the
United States and Canada, had been carefully phased, failure to construct the Cana-
dian station in the summer of 1954, would adversely affect the construction and
cable-laying programme for all nine stations. 11

35: In view of the urgency of the project, the representatives of the State Depart-
ment and the Department of External Affairs agreed upon the text of a draft state-
ment of conditions to govern the establishment and operation of the Shelburne
station (copy attached as Appendix "A'),1' which could be presented to the appro-
priate authorities of the two Governments for approval. The Board noted that if it
did not prove possible to go forward with the proposed construction in 1954, either
Government might wish to suggest certain changes in the draft agreement.
- 6., In general the proposed conditions are the same as those which have governed
other recent joint defence projects in Canada.69The principal exception is Section
3; dealing with construction, which provides that the United States will be pe^ri^
W to carry out the construction in 1954'with United States Naval Military
atruetion battalions,- using - standard prefabricated advanced base component

niaterial rovided from U.S.'Government stocks. The permission to use construc-
p arded as a precedent

^f.)r ♦ ^ ^^.3 j ^i
' $ ^ - ' ^ . .Î 1 . . . . ^ . . ^

tion battalions would be limited to 1954 and would not reg

*love , par exemple, les conditions dEcrites daas l'annexe au document 483.
483

Seë,^ for example, the conditions entlined in the sttachma^t to Documu^t 483.



either for subsequent construction at Shelburne or for any other installation which
the United States might wish to erect in Canada.
7. The Canadian Section of the PJBD pointed out to the U.S. Section the difficul-

ties raised by the, proposal to use construction battalions, and agreed to put it for-
ward to the Canadian Government only after a detailed examination of all possible
alternatives made it clear that only in this way would it be possible to complete the
construction programme during the summer of 1954.
8. The. construction work at Shelburne would consist of the erection of temporary

accommodation ("Quonset huts") for an operating staff of 97 and a transient staff
(during the period of installation and, evaluation) of 46. The technical equipment
would also be housed in a Quonset hut. The time required for construction is esti-
mated to be about two months -71e. from mid-July to mid-September.

9. A memorandum prepared by the Royal Canadian Navy giving further technical
details of the United States Navy requirement is attached as Appendix "B".t

Recommendation'
10. I recommend that the Department of External Affairs be authorized to enter

into an Exchange of Notes with the United States Department of State, to permit
the establishment and operation jointly by the Royal Canadian Navy and the United
States Navy of an experimental sound search station, in accordance with the condi-
tiôns set forth in Appendix "A" to this memorandum.

505. DEA/50291-40

Note du -sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
- to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], December 9, 1954

JOINT RCN-USN EXPERIMENTAL STATION AT SHELBURNE, N.S.

The U.S. Embassy has sent us a Note on this subject, No. 99, dated November
29, 1954, the text of which is as follows:

"The 'Ambassador of the United States of America presents his compliments to
the Secretary of State for External Affairs and has the honour to refer to the
agreement for the establishment and operation of a Joint Royal Canadian Navy-
United States Navy Experimental Station at Govecnment Point, Shelburne, Nova
Scotia, effected by the Exchange of Notes of May 1 and May 10, 1954.
"I'he Ambassador recalls that paragraph 3(b) of the Annex to the first of these

Notes provides that the permission to use United States Navy construction bat-
talions is limited to the year 1954. He also recalls that, at the meeting of the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence last October, it was noted that (because of
unanticipated delays occasioned by severe weather conditions, difficult terrain,
and certain'design modifications requested by the Royal Canadian Navy) it had
been found that the construction of the Experimental Station could not be com-
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pletedüntil 'around April 11; 1955." Furthermore, in accordance with Canadian
Navy recommendations, it was agreed that the paving of roads on the site should
be postponed until the summer of 1955.
"As a result of the foregoing and because budgetary considerations preclude

construction by other means, the services of a forty-man construction battalion
detachment would be highly desirable both for completion of the Station's con-
struction phase and for road surfacing from' May 1 to September 15, 1955.
`The Ambassador hopes that, in view of the considerations outlined, the Cana-

dian Government will find it possible to agree to permit the use of United States
Naval Construction Battalions at Shelburne during the desired period in 1955."
Paragraph 2 of the Note refers to the discussion of the matter at the last meeting

of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, held on October 18-19, 1954. Enclosed
is a copy of the record in the Journal of the discussion at the meeting.f The attitude
adopted by General McNaughton at the meeting was that, under the circumstances
as described by the U.S. Navy Member of the Board, the desire of the U.S. Navy to
employ U.S. Naval Construction Battalions at Shelburne from May 1 to September
15, .1955, appeared to be reasonable.

.While in principle I am not happy at the thought of extending the period during
which USN Construction Battalions may be used when we were so definite in lim-
iting their use to the year 1954, it seems to be that under the circumstances the
request is a reasonable one. I have accordingly written to^d

the Defence Production,
of

the interested departments, i.e. National Defence, Labour
to say that and to ask for the views of their departments on the Embassy's request,
including the' views of their Ministers if it is considered that they should be
consulted.

I have also informed Mr., Winters who is interested as the Cabinet Minister from
Nova Scotia. A copy of the letter which was sent to him on December 6 is attached
for your information.t

should be grateful to know if you agree that the Embassy's request is a reason-
able one and that, assuming there is no objection from the interested departments'
the request might be I granted70

Cabinet approved theoriginal request for the establishment and operation of the
Experimental Station at its meeting on Apri122,1954. As you were not present, the
item was sponsored by Mr. Claxton; acting on your behalf. Do you agree that it will

;:^^:
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not be necessary to submit the present request to the Cabinet?71 Do you wish to sign
the Note to,the U.S. Embassy in reply to their request?72

R.A. MACKAY
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

SECTION I '

LA STATION LORAN DE L'ILE DE BAFFIN
LORAN STATION, BAFFIN ISLAND

PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
et ministre de la Défense nationale

pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
and Minister of National Defence

to Cabinet

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
OK L.B. P(earson] .

n Note `rnargWe ;/Mar&na1 note:
If I'm here - but otherwise you can sign it. L.B. P(earson]

2. The Cabinet Defence Committee at its 94th Meeting, on May 15, 1953, agreed
"that the Department of External Affairs should inform the United States that the
Canadian Government approved the preliminary construction work on the Loran
station at Cape Christian on the understanding that the detailed terms and condi-tions

would be negotiated at a later date." This was done on May 21, 1953, and
preliminary construction work was carried out last summer.

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 104-54 [Ottawa], Apri123, 1954., ^ .
CoNMENTtAL

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF A LORAN STATION BY THE
UNITFD STATES COAST GUARD AT CAPE CHRISTIAN, BAFFIN ISLAND

On April 16, 1953, the United States requested permission of Canada to build a
Loran station at Cape Christian, a point on the northeast coast of Baffin Island
approzimately nine miles from the settlement at River Clyde. The request was
motivated by the need for further Long-Range Aid to Navigation facilities for the
use of ships and aircraft operating out of Thule in Greenland. These facilities would
also of course be available to Canadian ships and aircraft. Because the building
season at Cape Christian is only approximately six weeks long, the United States
wished to do preliminary work on the site during the summer of 1953 in order to
undertake the construction of the station in the summer of 1954.
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3. At a meeting in Ottawa on March 9, 1954, officials of interested departments
and the two governments discussed possible terms and conditions under which the
Canadian Government might be prepared to authorize the erection and operation of
the proposed Loran station. On the basis of this discussion and subsequent corre-
spondence with the members of the Advisory Committee on Northern Develop-
ment, the Department of External Affairs prepared a draft of terms and conditions.
These have been incorporated in the, annex to a draft note to the United States
Embassyt which is attached to this memorandum. It will be noted that the condi-
tions with regard to the right of Canida to assume operation, Paragraph 5(a), and
the period of operation of the station, Paragraph 5(b), are in conformity with the
tenure formula approved by Cabinet on February 25, 1954, in connection with the
proposed establishment by the U.S. Air Force of additional radar stations in Can-
ada. The United States is prepared to accept the draft terms and conditions includ-
ing that contained in Paragraph 5(a) concerning the sharing of costs should Canada
assume the operating of the station, it being understood that the arrangement is
subject to the usual qualification with respect to the availability of appropriated
funds.
4. The Acting Secretary of State for Extetnal Affairs and Minister of National

Defence recommends that he be authorized to send to the United States Ambassa-
dor a note in terms of the attached draft.n

» AtwrouvÉ par le Cabinet le 29 avril 1954. avec la condition suivante JApproved by

of a:trict application. ln funue, of the pnnciple that Canaman contractora g to qu^^^
tioe with U.S. rontncton in the awuding of contracts, and that like preference be given
Canaâan labour for such construction."
Voit Canada, R^ca^it des troftlf," 1934. N'. 6JSee Caaads. Treaty Se ►i^s. 1954, No. 6

29, 1954, with the following coiwiaon: essily
,.1t being understood that asuppkrnentaty we would also be sent draa+ing attention to'^ con dera-

be iven c9



SECTION J

,CONTRÔLE DE SÉCURITÉ DES MARINS MARCHANDS SUR LES GRANDS LACS
SECURTTY CONTROL OF MERCHANT SEAMEN ON THE GREAT LAKES

Note du secrétaire du Cabinet
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary to Cabinet
to Cabinet

CABINE'r DOCUMENT No. 133-54 [Ottawa], May 19, 1954

SECURITY CONTROL OF FOREIGN SHIPS IN THE GREAT LAKES

The Great Lakes Seamen's Security Regulations which were made by Order in
Council P.C. 2306 of May 22nd,, 1952, under the authority of the Emergency Pow-
ers Act apply only to Canadian ships and not to foreign ships that ply the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence route. a -

As a result of representations that had been made from time to time, the Security
Sub-Panel considered in the summer of 1953 whether some form of security con-
trol should be exercised over the masters and crews of foreign ships sailing into the
Great Lakes. A simple scheme was devised which would provide a limited degree
of security control and, at the same time, provide a suitable answer to possible
criticisms that the government had imposed fairly severe security measures on
Canadian seamen in the Great Lakes but had done nothing to provide similar con-
trols in respect of foreign shipping.

In brief, the scheme suggested by the Security Sub-Panel last year would
involve the following main steps. The Department of Citizenship and Immigration,
which now receives one copy of crew manifests of foreign ships sailing into Cana-
dian ports, would in future require two copies of such manifests to be submitted to
the Depactment. The second copy would be forwarded to the R.C.M. Police for an
aPPrcpriate check. The ship would be allowed to proceed on its journey but if the
police check subsequently revealed the presence of subversive elements amongst
any of the crews, the agents of the ships concerned would be informed that the
crew members in question would not in future be pérmitted to enter Canada. The
Department of Citizenship and Immigration would also make an Order under sec-
601115 of the Immigration Act authorizing the detention of any seaman so named if
he should re-appear at a Canadian port.

The Procedure described above can be adopted with a minimum of administra-
tive inconvenience under the authority of the Immigration Act, section 7 of which
emPowers the`Minister to make a deportation Order, with no right of appeal,
against persons who have communist associations, or who are likely to engage in
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or advocate subversion, or who are likely to engage in espionage, sabotage or any
activity, detrimental to the 'security of Canada.^ . : ' E . .

The scheme set out above was approved by the Security Sub-Panel in June 1953
but was not put forward for Cabinet consideradon becausé it was hoped that it
would be possible to do away with the Great Lakes Seamen's Security Regulations
if the government decided, as it now has, to allow the Emergency Powers Act to
lapse on May 31 st next. After lengthy discussions with U.S. authorities, however, it
is now apparent that if the security regulations were allowed to lapse, the United

States might well enforce inconvenient security, measures which would result in
expensive delays of Canadian ships in U.S. ports.

The Minister of Transport has consequently submitted for consideration an
amendment to the Navigable Waters Protection Act, the purpose of which is to
empower the Governor in Council to continue the security regulations in force for
a further period of three years. Should this measure be approved for introduction, it
is recommended that approval in principle be given to the recommendations set out
above with regard to security control of foreign shipping in the Great Lakes and
that the Department of Citizenship and Immigration and the R.C.M. Police be
instructed to implement these recommendations immediately.

: .It is further suggested that no special announcement be made concerning the
new arrangement unless and until questions are raised in the House or elsewhere.74

R.B. BRYCE
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PARTIE/PART 2

. SOUVERAINETÉ DANS L'ARCTIQUE ET LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DU
NORD

. ARCTIC SOVEREIGNTY AND NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT

Note du secrétaire du Comité consultatif sur le développement du Nord -

508--, DEA/50197-F-40

pour le Comité consultatif sur le développement du Nord

Memorandum from Secretary, Advisory Committee on Northern Development,
to Advisory Committee on Nortlurn Development

DocvMErrr ND-98

CoNFInENTIAt,

prepare a policy guidance paper for release of northern information. Attached is the
paper prepared by the sub-committee.

At its last meeting the A.C.N.D. asked the Public Information Sub-Committee to

[Ottawa], May 28, 1954

POLICY GUIDANCE PAPER POR RELEASE OF INFORMATION ON THE NORTH.

G.W. Rowl.EY

(PIÈCE )OINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Document d'orientation stratégique

Policy Guidance Paper

CoNMENnAL . [Ottawa], May 28, 1954

PUBLIC INFORMATION ON THE NORTH

^^ ad, that the north, like any other part of Canada, has its own civil government
a developing econom

The. first object of public information on the north is to emphasize that the
northern regions are as much a part of Canada as any other area in the ,country.

It is most important that all Canadians should be aware of this fact in order that
the measures to stimulate and encourage the development of our northern frontier
will be supported and sustained. It is also important that the rest of the world
should be aware that the Canadian Arctic is not an "Ultima Thule" but is being
effectively occupied, administered and developed by the Canadian Government and
People.

This emphasis should underline all public information on the north whether it
relàtes to long•range policy plans or to spot news. It may be developed through
reference whenever possible to the Canadian civil administration and activity in the
nortn in order to draw to the attendon of the eneral ublic both nt home and

y
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There are, of course, wide areas where the civil administration is not represented
on the ground, but where there are Canadian activities of a military, scientific, or
commercial nature. It is important that the public be aware of these activities and
the contribution which they, are „making to northern and national development. As
far as possible, however; they should be put in the same sort of perspective as
similar activities elsewhere in Canada; that is, their importance should be given full
weight without creating the impression that they are the only form of Canadian

pril 8 19541" . . f , ^ . , _..
, .

nes should be refe to
Nitional ` ' presĉǹt," public ^ information released on continent^

D^fcncé.` For the • •
`defence.will be"governed by& the statement'of,.the Minister of National DefenCe on

, .$ .,

References to dcfence acLvies wi g ^ment of
• rced the Dircctorate of Public Relations, Dep
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uld be
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wo incorrect to convey the Impression' that there are vast nu darY

nôrthern Canada` We' should, however,' point out that Canadian defence authon^es

are keenly aware of the probléms of defence in the north. and enq^-
^^ _ j- • : o *- •11 be ôverned by military security a„

Defence full
gThe role'of the military in the development of the north should be given

credit, but we should avoid the impression that defence activities are the only, or
even the main, interest of the Canadian Government in the far north. To some
extent it is in fact necessary to correct the imbalance between military and civil
aspects; of the north which has sometimes, been. created by journalists who have
travelled in ; the- north; only'to Service; installations' and on the Service aircraft• It
should be pointed out that in the past the principal defence activity in the north has
been in the field of transportation and communications and related facibL'^es in

responsibilities.

The Prime Minister and members of the Cabinet have made many public state-
ments on the growing importance of the north and the growing attention to be
focused on that area. This growing importance should be emphasized. The reason
for the increased interest is not, in the Government view, due primarily to defence
requirements, but it is the logical extension of the development of Canadian
nationhood. Canada has developed in the east, the south, and the west, but the time
and the conditions of peace and prosperity have not until now been present to per-
mit us to develop the northern' areas of the country.

Canada is interested in northern development in part to exploit for present and
future generâtions its immense natural resources. In part, 'also, Canada is develop-
ing the north merely because it is Canada and because we have a responsibility to
ensure that conditions are'éstablished to permit residents of the north, Eskimos,
Indians, and others, to share in the benefits of and to contribute to Canadian
national life. Our shortcomings` in the past, particularly in relation to policy for
native people, are recognized but there, is, now a determination to fulfil our

Northern Development

interest in the areas involved.



Economic Development
Emphasis will be put on the great mineral potential of the north, on its rapid

development in the past ten years and on the factors which govern the future rate of
industrial growth. Industry, in the north will generally be developed by private
interests without direct government support. It may be pointed out, however, that
the Federal Government has special responsibilities in the north for creating condi-
tions, particularly in transportation, to permit private enterprise to operate. The jus-
tification of Federal contributions to northern development when necessary can be
made to the Federal contribution to the trans-continental railway system.

Political Development

In public information on developments in the north reference should be made
whenever possible to the role of the Councils of the Yukon and of the Northwest
Territories. The Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories are generally on the
road to greater self-government, but it must not be indicated that provincial status
is an immediate goal. Local autonomy will develop as the territories are able to
assume greater responsibility for local development. For the present, however, and
for many years to come, the interests of the territories as well as the country as a
whole are best served by a division between the federal and local authorities of
responsibility for administration and financial contributions. The Yukon Territory is
at a somewhat more advanced stage of political development than the Northwest
Territories. The role of local government in both areas, however, should be kept
before the public.

Canadian-United States Relations and Sovereignty
Canada welcomes co-operation with the United States in northern activities

which are of mutual concern to the two countries. We fully acknowledge the useful
work which agencies of the United States have done in co-operation with Canada
in the Canadian north: Northern development, however, is never a joint responsibil-
ity; it is a Canadian responsibility which cannot be allowed to go by default or left
to others to 'carry out.

Reference to U.S. ^ activities in the Canadian north in isolation should be
avoided, if they can be coupled with reference to Canadian work. The status of U.S.
defence activities should be clearly defined. For instance, if any mention is made of
U.S, troops at Frobisher; it should be accompanied by a report in some form that
the installation is 'an R.C.A.F. station in Canadian command and control. 'Any
extensive reference to the five joint Arctic weather stations should be accompanied
by some mention of the large network of Canadian 'stations. ,

No emphasis should be placed on Canadian claims in the north lest we seem to
be on the defensive. Canada owns all the lands shown on official maps of Canada
and We recognize' no differences in degree of control between any of the northern
islands and counties in a southern province. We do recognize, however, that the
maintenance of sovereignty in any part of Canada requires continuous, effective
admitistrition w ich there now is and will continue to be.

Quesfions concerning sovereignty over waters on the continental shelf, straits,
and narrow: passages between islands should, if at all possible, be avoided, or
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Affairs?s

referred to authorities such as the Legal Division of the Department of External

DEA/50219-A-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
de la Commission consultative sur , l'énergie atomique

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy

. on the Proposed International Scientific Confaencx.

i
Mr. A. Longair, Defence Research Board, was present for the discussion

. . ; "Mr. W.H. Barton, Secretary

SECRET

Present:
Mr. R.B. Bryce, Chairmaa
Mr. WJ. Bennett
Dr. O.M. Solandt
Mr. J. L.éger
Mr. G.C. Bateman
General C. FouIkes

^;r,
BQ,p^RpL AItRANGQNENTg W1T1i THE. UNRED STATES (NON-MILITARY)

4.° Mr.^ Bennett described to the Panel his discussions with Admiral Strauss, the
Chairman, and General Nichols, the General Manager, of the United States Atomic
Energy Commission. He said the primary purpose of the meetings had been to dis-
cuss the plutonium contract between the United States Atomic Energy Comrnission
and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., and relations between the two bodies as a con-
sequénce of the enactment of the new United States Atomic Energy Act .76 However
he had also taken the opportunity to raise the general question of Canadian-Ameri-
can relations in this field and to çotnment on developments in connection with the
Eisenhower proposals, particularly in the light of the President 's reference to such

discussions in a recent speech?'

5. Mr. Bennett drew attention to the provision in Section 144 (a) of the eÛnited

States Act for cooperation in non-military fields "pursuant to an agreement
on the effective date of this Act". He reported ,that Admiral Strauss hadu de ^e

....both the existing Canadian-United States raw materials agreements ma

...

n VddSee Document 178.
tnea f ' ^ f +
,.... ; ,; ► .Printin Offia. 1984 p.1505 .

Approved by the Advisory Committee on Nottlxrn Developmeat, October ^vem•
?6Voit/See United States, DeQartmeat of State. FRUS; 1452-1954,

Volume H, Washington,
ti. a

APPtouvE par I. 1), 1954••°+t 1 ComitE consultatif sur le développenxnt du n
^.r .^
---- .,

», ; _^,A i 12 octobre 1954.
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provisions of the old United States Act, and the technical cooperation arrangements
made under the Modus Vivendi of 1948, qualified as; existing agreements. 79

6. Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., and Eldorado Mining and Refining Ltd. were
interested primarily in obtaining information from United States sources and in
being able to make use of United States industrial firms and consultants. The
Modus Vivendi would make it possible to continue to receive information in the
categories already established, but if it were desired to extend these categories or
ôpen up new ones, an Agreement for Cooperation under the new Act would be
required. United States industrial consultants could be employed on Canadian
projects which did not involve the use of Restricted Data merely by obtaining the
consent of the United States Atomiç Energy Commission. If Restricted Data was
. involved, an Agreement for Cooperation would be necessary. Mr. Bennett said he
had asked Admiral Strauss if six separate Agreements for Cooperation would be
required for the six areas of cooperation listed in Section 144 (a) of the Act. He was
assured that this would not be necessary and that one omnibus agreement could be
made. The Atomic Energy Commission expressed the desire to make the first
Agreement for Cooperation with Canada and indicate that this agreement would
serve as a pattern for those subsequently negotiated with other countries. As far as
the United States was concerned the executing authority for these agreements
under Section 144 (a) would be the Atomic Energy Commission.

BILt1TERAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE UNITED STATES (MILTTARY)
7. Dr. Solandt drew attention to the fact that while Section 144 (a) of the new

United States Act provided for continuing cooperation in non-military fields pursu-
ant to "existing agreements", Section 144 (b), which dealt with cooperation in the
military aspects of atomic energy, had no such provision. As a consequence, mili-
tacy atomic information (other than intelligence relating to other countries) in cate-
gories already established will continue to be supplied, but through the Atomic
Energy Commission rather than the Department of Defence as has been the case in
the Past• When, in due course, an Agreement for Cooperation could be concluded,
the Defence Department to Defence Department channel would be re-established.
The United States Defence Department was now preparing a draft Agreement for
Cooperation with Canada and this would be transmitted to the Canadian authorities
through military channels in the near future.

8. Dr. Solandt said it was expected that it would be possible to continue coopera-
tion on intelligence aspects of atomic energy by removing certain areas of informa-
tion from the Restricted Data category under the provisions of Section 142 (e) of
the Act.

9• The Panel, after discussion, agreed that it would appear desirable that the civiland
aspects of cooperation with the United States should be dealt with

under separate Agreements for Cooperation and that they should probably be the
subjects of Exchanges of Diplomatic Notes between the two Governments, even
though the Atomic Energy Commission or the Department of Defence might be the
executing authorities for the United States Government.
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I have discussed today with Dr. Solandt the question of the agreements with the
United States under their new Atomic Energy Act. We both think it would be desir-
able that our Panel on Atomic Energy Matters should see something of the agree-
ments which Mr. Bennett is working out on the civil side and General Foulkes on
tttie'military, before we are fully committcd on them and while the thinking on them
is still in its formative stages. On the other hand, neither one of us likes to enquire
at this stage and we both felt that it would be more appropriate for your department
to enquire, and to suggest that perhaps our Panel would be a suitable forum in
which to go over any questions of policy that may be arising of interest to several
of us. Would you feel prepared to take this on?79

Incidentally, Solandt'and i feel that our Panel will probably have to be some-
what more active in the future than it would have bëen had Mr. Howe proceeded
with the enlargement of the scope and powers of the'Atomic Energy Control Board
that he had originally contemplated when revising our Canadian Atomic Energy
Control'Act. As it is, the Control Board's role has been diminished not increased,
and the interests of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited are more and more confined
to the civilian, scientifc; production and power aspects of atomic energy,
than its military and international policy sspects, while the Services are naturally
interested primarilyfi in the effects of atomic weapons. Consequently, there seems to
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other.
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Le président de l'Énergie atomique du Canada Ltée.
au ministre de la Production pour la défense

President of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
• to Minister of Defence Production

PwvATE AND CoNFmEmAl. Ottawa, October 28, 1954

Dear Mr: Howe,
- Some weeks ago I gave you a verbal report on the amendments to the U.S.

Atomic Energy'Act as, they affect fuller collaboration in the power reactor pro-
gramme. ;144(a) of the Act reads as follows:

;The President may authorize the Commission to cooperate with another nation
and to communicate to that nation Restricted Data on
(1) refining, purification, and subsequent treatment of source material;
( ), reactor development; -
(3) production of special nuclear material;
(4), health and safety;
(5) industrial and other applications of atomic energy for peaceful purposes; and
(6) research and development relating to the foregoing:
Provided, however, That no such cooperation shall involve the communication
.of Restricted Data relating to the design or fabrication of atomic weapons: And
provided further, That the cooperation is undertaken pursuant to an agreement
for cooperation entered into in accordance with section 123, or is undertaken
pursuant to an agreement existing on the effective date of this Act."
You will note from this that the collaboration in the several areas of civilian

application can be achieved under an "Agreement for Co-operation". Such Agree-
ments must be made subject to Section 123 of the Act. The significant features of
this Section are as follows:

(a) The térms, conditions, duration, nature and scope of the co-operation must be
set out in the Agreement.

(b) Adéquate security safeguârds and standards must be maintained.
(e) Thek co-operating party . shall not use any material which it receives under the

Agreement for atomic weapons or for research on or development of atomic weap-
ons; or for any 'other military purpose.

(d) The ` .: . ,
co-operating party will not pass to a third party any material or any

Restrictéd Data which it receives under an Agreement, unless the Agreement so
specifies. _

(e) Thé Presidént shall approve and authorize the execution of the Agreement andshall
make`â determination in writing that the Agreement will not constitute an

ulareasônable 'risk to the common defence and security.
(0 The Proposed Agreement for Co-operation, together with the approval and the

determinauon of the President, shall be submitted to the Joint Congressional Com-
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mittee' ôn - Atomic Energy for a- period of thirty days while the Congress is in

session.
As I explained to you, the proposed amendment allows for the type of collabora-

tion which we have been seeking for some years. So far as Canada is concerned,
there will be no difficulty whatever. in meeting the conditions set out in Section
123. However, our close association with the Atomic Energy Authority in the
United Kingdomt makes it desirable that the U.K. should also be in a position to
negotiate an"Agreement for Co-operation.

When Sir Edwin Plowden was in Canada late in June I had a lengthy discussion
with him as to what the attitude of the U.K. would be in the event that the Ameri-
can'Act was amended. Plowden indicated a strong desire to enter into full collabo-
ration with the U.S. on the power reactor programme. When I met with Lewis
Strauss early in September I inquired of him as to whether the U.S. was anxious to
continue the tripartite arrangement through the medium of the amended Act.
Strauss assured me that he was anxious to Strauss tt^t wagreement

hen I wentl the
U.K. as
U K I

well as with Canada. It was agreed with
would propose to Plowden that we get together with Strauss at an early date for the
purpose of discussing the preparatory steps which must be taken if Agreements for
Co-operation were to become effective. Plowden accepted the proposal and a tri-
partite meeting was held in Washington last Saturday. The meeting was attended by
the members of the Atomic Energy Commission and certain technical advisers, Si
Edwin Plowden and Sir John Cockroft, and myself.'0

Bearing in mind the rather unhappy relationship which has existed between the
United States and „the United Kingdom in the post-war years, the meeting went
éxtremcly well. Strauss made it clear at the outset that the United States was anx-
ious to continue the tripartite arrangement and to this end he thought it most desira-
ble'thât Agreements for Co-operation should be entered into with both Canada and
the$ United Kingdom at an early date. He likewise stressed the need for getting the
paper work' in shape in order that the draft Agreements could be Wb artt Â wo the
Congressional committee as soon as Congress meets early in the ne y
big committee was set up at the mecting, with the understanding that this o nt

Wed esda f two week
•

The P
^

acxeptable to the U.S.
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securityorganiZation. Plowden is sending a memtxr of ttlhat
we hould be glad to

Rivez early in November in response to my suggesuon
°• âtandard and procedure which would be

rt«

relations between the United Kingdom and, the Unrted tatcs, , situation in his
Plôwdend̂uring tny visit to thé U.K. that he ahould take the securnry
ôwn hânda: This hi has done. The new Atomic Energy Authority ,will tion

have to its 00
Chalk

011^01w, secunty • S I impressed upo
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standai^da and procedures have been the main obstac le o

tee would meet on Monday, I csday and n y o

thinking is that the body, of the U.K. and Canada -Agreements will be identical,
in, Appcndices to the Agreements which maYalthough there will be items attached

différ. better^ m ;t ^ • t

wrl:t' i^ ,
.,fr,^ ' ) ' f ^
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As you are aware, we have had a number of embarrassing incidents at Chalk
River, both with the U.K. and with the U.S., because of the fact that we have not
been able to disclose certain U.S. information to the U.K. and vice versa. We could
expect this situation to be aggravated if we were in a position to take advantage of
the U.S. amendment and the U.K. was not. For this reason I am extremely pleased
with the outcome of our meeting in Washington.

I shall keep you advised of further developments.
Yours sincerely,

W.J. Bt:xxElT

512• DEA/50219-A-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
de la,Commission consultative sur l'énergie atomiques'

Extract from'Minutes of Meeting of Advisory Panel on Atomic Energys'

[Ottawa], November 2, 1954

Present: "
Mr. RB. Bryce, Chairmaa
Dr. CJ. MacKenzie
Mr. WJ. Bennett
Dr. O.M. Solandt
Mr. J. Léger
General C. Foulkes
Mr. W.H. Barton, Seaetaiy

Atomic Energy Discussions in Washington
4. Mr. Bennett 'gave an account to the Panel of discussions he had attended in

Washington on October 22 and 23. The meeting on October 22 was attended by Sir
Edwin Plôwden, Sir John Cockroft and Sir Roger Makins for the United Kingdom
and by Mr. Heeney, Mr. Bennett, Dr. Lewis and Dr. Babbitt for Canada. The pur-
pose of this meeting was to coordinate the United Kingdom and Canadian thinking
on the problems to be discussed with the Americans on the following day. The
United Kingdotn representatives were interested primarily in negotiations for a
bilater'al "agreeroent for cooperation", and ascertaining the possible arrangements
for trilateral` eooperotion, while the Canadian representatives were mainly con-
cernéd with 'e1arifying the position with respect to the proposed International
Atomic EnergyAgency before the pending debate in the United Nations General
Assembly'got under way.

5. The meeting on October 23 was attended by Admiral Strauss and a number of
ofrIcla's of the United States Atomic Energy Commission and a representative of
the State ]Department as well as by the United Kingdom and Canadian representa-
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tives mentioned above. Mr. Bennett said that Admiral Strauss wanted to make
agreements fôr cooperation in accordancé with the provisions of section 144 (a) of
the United States Atomic Energy Act with both the United Kingdom and Canada
and hoped , that 'they might be submitted to the Joint Congressional Committee on
Atomic Energy at about the same time. It was anticipated that the two agreements
would be generally similar although the detailed list of the subjects for cooperation
might differ. Since the subject matter of the two agreements would overlap it
should be possible, for scientific 'consultation to be carried out between the three
countries on a three-way basis. Admiral Strauss. urged quick action so that draft
agreements could be submitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy as soon
as Congress reconvened and he set up a drafting committee of United States offi-
cials with this end in view. Conversations between the British and United States
officials on the substance of the United Kingdom-United States agreement were
conducted during the following week. These had been attended by Dr. Babbitt as
an observer. Sir Edwin Plowden had subsequently informed Mr. Bennett that the
meetings went very well.
- 6. At the meeting of October 23, after discussion on the matter of bilateral agree-
ments for cooperation, Mr. Heeney raised the question of the International Atomic
Energy Agency and referred to a papert which had been prepared outlining what
the Canadian officials thought were the more important problems that reqàired

solution. Admiral Strauss and the Atomic Energy Commission had not had an
opportunity to study the paper but promised to do so. The State rePre-

sentative said that it would be found that most of the Canadian points had been
copies ofcovered in a draft speech prepared for the use of Ambassador Lodge,

which would be given to the Canadian and United Kingdom representatives imme-
diately after the meeting.

Bilateral Agreements for Cooperation between Canada and the United States
n  7..The Panel discussed the question of whether the agreements between the United
States and Canada, i.e. the non-military agreement' under section 144 (a) of the
United ~  States Act and the 'military agreement under section 144 (b) of the Acto
would be executed as inter-governmental agreements by means of exchang
ôotes or whether they would be made between the United States Atomic Energy
Commission and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited on the one hand and between
the two Defence Departments on the other. It was considered probable that the non-
military, agreement would be` bëtween the two atomic energy agencies but that it
mught be desuable that the military agreement be effected by an exchange of notes.

It was, considered, however, that both the military and non•military agreements,
rcgardless of the manner of execution, were of such importance that they should beroval.• • f nal ^P• ^dcriuon nor to ^subIIUtted towthe Governor-hifor cons p



4° PARTIE/PART 4

QUESTIONS ÉCONOMIQUES
ECONOMIC ISSUES

SECTION A

ÉLIMINATION DU SURPLUS AGRICOLE DES ÉTATS-UNIS
DISPOSAL OF UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES

513. DEA/24-40

L'ambasscadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Ambassador in United States
'o Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGxAM .WA-249 Washington, February 11, 1954

Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act of 1953 provided at least $100 million but no more than

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat to M.W. Sharp Trade and Commerce.

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS CCC COMMODITIES, PARTICULARLY WHEAT

We were called to State Department today to be informed that there are new
deals in the process of development or that may be near completion concerning the
disposal of surplus CCC commodities, particularly wheat.
2. It is being proposed that the CCC negotiate sales of wheat for local currencies

or in "change for other commodities without any regard to the orderly marketing
of friendly countries or any other type of safeguarding clauses.
^ It is claimed that no authority is necessary as the CCC already has the authority
to dispose of its surpluses at any price in world markets - specifically deals under
study and these may be very near completion, involve 150-200,000 tons of wheat to
YUgoslavia'and 50,000 tons to Brazil.

3. It is important to understand that these types of operations are entirely divorced
from the 550 dealsa2 and represent new thinking that is based on the elementary
facts; "we have surplus wheat, other countries are willing to barter for it or to buy it

^ L'article 550 de la Loi de sécurit6 mutuelle de 1953 prdvoyait'une somme d'au moins 100 millions
$, niais ne dépassant pas 250 million $ pour l'achat de produits agricoles excédentaires par des pays
amis. Pour le texte, voirJ

$250 null'°n of appropriated funds for financing the purchase of surplus agricultural commodities
Y friendly countries. For text, see:

D'"'ents °n International Affairs 1953, London: Oxford University Press - Royal Institute ofInternational Affairs, 1956, pp. 254-255.
LeS fonctionnaires du Département d'État consultent normalement les fonctionnaires canadiens surto

ute transaction ef{ectuie en vertu de cet article de la loi.State
fi n oPartment officials normally consulted Canadian officials on any transaction under this sec-the act.



is evidently not to be confined to wheat, but may well represent the new process by
which it is hoped CCC may be relieved of the pressing burden of its surpluses.
4. In the case of Yugoslavia'and Brazil, we have been privately informed that

officials of these countries are actively pushing the United States to agree to sales
of wheat for local currency or in exchange for goods or services. In view of the
pressures-from the Department of Agriculture and criticism of former State Depart-

ment interference in sales of wheat under 550, these pressures are undoubtedly dif-

ficult to resist.
5. From conversations with relatively junior officers of the State Department, we

are convinced that the most senior officers of that department cannot be convinced
by their own officials of the serious repercussions this process of disposal will have
on friendly countries. There is no doubt in our minds that the officials of the State
Department would welcome our most energetic representations. We could start our
message to the State Department by saying: "We have been informed that the
United States may enter into agreement with other countries, notably Yugoslavia
and Brazil, for the disposal of substantial quantities of wheat for local currencies or
in exchange for other commodities or services. We also understand that these oper-
ations (and possibly others may be under consideration) are independent of any
sales under Article 550 of the AAA. If this is so, it would appear that this is an
important change in policy, and one that can hardly fail to seriously disrupt the
orderly marketing of wheat".

6. We suggest an opening along these lines because of the confidential nature of
the advice given to us by the State Department, and the necessity of not betraylng

confidences, since only part of the information given us was passed on as a result

of official instructions.

7: We have informally told State Department that this news will be received with
the greatest possible misgiving in Canada and have drawn to their attention
untimely nature of this development coming on the eve of the first meeting of our

. .. .• ---- . _r .L_ _.._..^.,..e^ . nn the agenda.

in local cun'encies why don't we let thetn have it". This new concept of marketing
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, _- ' L'ambassadeur, aux États-Unis
, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Sccrctary of State for External Affairs
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DISPOSAL OF UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES

As the result of a further sounding, today we believe that the situation may be
even more serious than represented in our telegram yesterday. Schaetzel, the
United States Secretary of the Joint United States-Canadian Committee on Trade
and Economic ^ Affairs, read to us in strict confidence this morning the minute
recording 'decisions taken by the United States Cabinet last Friday, February 5,
concerning disposals abroad,of United States surpluses. Discussion of this subject
in Cabinet was precipitated by the offers of United States dealers to sell surpluses
to the Soviet Union and its satellites. The Cabinet decided

(a) That perishable United States surpluses could be bartered for imperishable
goods to be delivered by countries in the Soviet Bloc; and
(b) That the Commodity Credit Corporation should be authorized to sell agricul-

tural surpluses to friendly foreign countries at the world price (even when consider-
ably below the United States support price) and to take in exchange anything that
would be useful to the United States.
2. Schaetzel said that the Cabinet discussion and decisions had been surprising in

the extreme since they had not been based on any careful staff work, and since only
the previous day it had been decided that a "Czar" should be appointed to advise
the government on the disposal of United States agricultural surpluses and to carry
into effect whatever plans might be agreed on. No appointment has yet been made
to this new position. But Governor Adams has been interviewing this morning the
President of Swifts' with a view of offering him the assignment.
3. In addition to the deals now being considered both with Brazil and with Yugo-

slavia on which we reported in our telegrams yesterday, Schaetzel said that consid-
eration is being given under this wider policy to disposing of some tobacco and
long-staple cotton to Finland. The reason we were not informed of this possibility
yesterday was that it was not thought that the deal with Finland would have any
effect on our normal trade.
4. This recentJpolicy decision by the United States Cabinet must cause us in Can-

ada the greatest concern; and clearly we must make our views known without
delay. It is my view that very careful thought should be given to what type of repre-
sentations would be the most effective and, in spite of the provocation which we
have been given for a very sharp reaction by this new development in United States
policy, coming as it does only a little more than a month before the first meeting of
the Joint Committee, I believe that our representations will have more effect if they
are restrained and carefully weighed. My advice is that I should be instructed to see
Governôr Adams, who is fully conversant with these'issues, and to give him a letter
for President Eisenhower signed by Mr. Howe as the Acting Prime Minister. My
lmunediately' following telegram contains a hurriedly prepared draft of the kind of
letter wtdch it seems to me is likely to be most effective.
5' If this draft seems weaker than the situation warrants, it should be remembered

that, iri spite of the decision precipitately taken by the United States Cabinet last
week, United State,s policy on the disposal abroad of agricultural surpluses is by no
rneans fully:clai'ified yet. For example, the State Department has within the last fewdays directed a letter

to all the other interested agencies questioning whether the



Eisenhower by Mr. Howe as Acting Pnme Minister. Text beglns.

CCC possesses the authority to dispose of agricultural surpluses to friendly coun-
tries on the terms authorized by the Cabinet directive. Moreover, the new appointee
to advise on the disposal of agricultural surpluses has not yet been chosen. And.
further, no decision has yet been taken on what legislation should be sought from
Congress to regulate the use of the new appropriation of $300 million which the
President requested in his budget message for the disposal of agricultural surpluses
during the coming fiscal year. In these circumstances our chief objective for the
moment, I think, should be to stave off any irrevocable decisions, either on general
policy or on particular deals, until the whole subject can be thoroughly threshed out
when the Joint Committee meets on the 16th of March. The decision taken by the
United States Cabinet last week is so fuzzy and was made after such little consider-
ation that it need not be considered, it seems to me, as being in any sense irrevoca-
ble. No reference is made to it in the text of our draft letter because we are not
supposed to know of it officially.

L

MATIONS WITH TEiE UNTTED STATES

Washington, February 12, 1954

Reference: Our immediately preceding teletype'of today's date.

DISPOSAL OF UNrIED STATES AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES

Following is the text of our very tentative draft of a letter to be sent to President

DEA/2A-40

. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

ItLEGRAM WA-255

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.
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would inevitably disrupt the ordinarymarketing of wheat and other agricultural
commodities throughout the world. To Canada that would be particularly serious
since our trade in wheat is vital to our economy and to the welfare of the Canadian
people. Last year exports of wheat and flour accounted for approximately 17 per-
cent of our total exports. (Our calculation is based on the figures for calendar 1952
and would have to be brought up to date with figures available in Ottawa.)

"As you are aware, the first meeting of the Joint U.S.-Canadian Committee on
Trade and Economic Affairs, which was established as the result of conversations
Mr. St. Laurent had with you last May, is to be held in Washington on the 16th Of
March. Among the, items that have been provisionally agreed for inclusion in the
agenda are "U.S. and Canadian agricultural policies and their relations to interna-
tional trade", and "methods of disposing of existing surpluses and those which may
be expected to accumulate within the immediate future". I would urge that no irrev-
ocable decisions, either of general policy or with respect to particular transactions,
should be taken in the United States until the Joint Committee has had an opportu-
nity to consider the whole set of interrelated problems that are involved and, in
particular, to give full weight to the likely effect on Canada's trade of measures that
you may adopt." Text ends:

516. DEA/24-40

Le sous-ministre adjoint du Commerce
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Ambassador in United States

[Ottawa], February 23, 1954

Dear Mr. Heeney:

I enclose two copies of a report on discussions in which I participated regarding
United States agricultural policy, on February 15, 16 and 17. Originally I had
intended to prepare a briefer report to put on the wires; hence the form in which the
report is drafted. When it grew to six pages, I thought that it might be bettèr simplyto

mail you a'copy. If you, Doug LePan, Guy Smith or Bert Hopper wish to make
any additions or changes, these might take the form of a supplementary report
which could be circulated amongst the interested departments.

I have given a copy of this report to my Minister, Mr. Howe, and to the Depart-
nient of External Affairs.

Yours sincerely,
M.W. SHARP



Canada,u and expressed the opinion.that the United States becaus
ing need for Canadian oâts would be' asking Canada to relax the limitation.

When Mr. Howe and Sharp were in Winnipeg for discussions with the Canadian
Wheat Board, the contents of telegram No. WA-249 were telephoned to Winnipeg
from Ottawa. After discussion with the Minister, Sharp made certain suggestions
for changes in the draft letter from the Acting Prime Minister to the President and
informed Isbister that the Minister was reluctant to agree to such a communication
until the significance of the information from, the State Department had been
investigated.

It was decided that McNamara and Sharp should go to Washington ^aadlbeen
to inform the U.S. Department of Agriculture about certain changes
decided uIpon in the pricing policy of the Canadian. Wheat Board. wltile there,the StateSharp was to make enquiries to ascertain whether the fears

prelandust fed the
Department to External Affairsaj about U.S . surplus disposal plans
sending of a letter to the President as proposed.

When he returned to Ottawa, the Minister called on the United States Ambassa-
dor and enquired whether the reports received from Washington were well founded.
Stuart expressed scepticism and made enquines at the White House. fthe

of Canadian oats. McNamara pointed out tME e a ted by
sold virtùallÿ'a11 of the oats that ean bedelivered under the limitation accepof its continu-

nell is friendly to Canada and, as a New Englander, parttcu ar y
^^ d•^ Wheat Board had now

McNamara visited the Under-Secretary o gn^ ^ • '^ who will be
duced while there tô McConnell the new appointee from the Grange
in'charge of surplus dis operations of the Department of Agriculture. McCon-

^° 1 1 'ndly to imports

Sharp spent Monday and Tuesday consu Ung wi
and calling on various _ officials of Agriculture and State Departments. Sharp and

•• of A' ' It e True Morse and were intro-

1 ' 'th the Ambassador an

Monday mornmg Mc amara m
proposed changes in Wheat Board pricing policy involving the establishment of a

multiple pricing system based on Vancouver, ` Fort William and Churchill. The

Americans were not surprised and lowered prices at Atlantic and Gulf ports simul-

taneously with the Canadian action. A Me staff

• ]^I '' formed the Department 01 Agnculture o

Rapport

Report

REPORT ON DISCUSSIONS IN WASHINGTON REGARDING U.S.

AGRICULTURAL POLICY, FEBRUARY 15, 16 AND 17

p Note mar=inak JMârtinal DOW-
*,,- 1 An nnic^tentiooal error (I hope) [auteu^r inconnu/author unknownl

p^=e est une organisation rurale issue du mouvement coopératif agricole du XUCsraâve

7t^e Oran=e is a fum or=aniutioa oritinatina In the nineteenth century agricultural

morement.
a Voir/Sec Volume 19. Document 863.
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Sharp and McNamara' also met Clayton Whipple, Acting Director of O.F.A.R.
who'will be a member of the official team coming to Canada to prepare for the
meeting of the joint committee., In Whipple's view the United States will continue
to be an exporter of agricultural products for years to come. Productivity has
increased even more rapidly in agriculture than in industry since pre-war. The nor-
mal production of wheat, for example, had risen from 800 million bushels pre-war
to 1,000 million now."

At these discussions and others, Sharp invariably enquired about the direction of
surplus disposal policy. Morse categorically denied that the commercial interests of
friendly countries would be ignored under the new plans. U.S. 'policy remained as
declared by the President in his recent messages to Congress. Others said the same
thing. All, however, made it clear that a new and more aggressive policy was in the
making.

LePan and Sharp met Waugh of the State Department according to appointment
Tuesday at 4:30. The interview was brief and mysterious. Waugh did not wish to
anticipate what Sherman Adams would say to us tomorrow. He hinted, however,
that Adams would be "reassuring".

The Ambassador and Sharp called on Sherman Adams at the White House,
Wednesday, at 12 noon. The Ambassador explained that Sharp was in Washington
fôr the purpose of having discussions with the Department of Agriculture about
changes in the pricing policies of the Canadian Wheat Board. These discussions
had been'satisfactory. He was taking advantage of Sharp's presence in Washington
to enquire about the significance of information given to us by the State Depart-
ment in the course of usual consultations regarding proposed sales of commodities
under Section 550. The information was to the effect that a major change was con-
templated in the United States policy affecting the disposal of agricultural sur-
pluses: We had been informed, for example, that sales of wheat were to be made to
Yugoslavia and Brazil without regard to the effect upon the commercial marketings
of friendly countries., There had also been reference to a Cabinet decision. The
Canadian Government had hesitated to believe that these reports were founded in
fact• We relied upon recent statements by the President that the United States did
not intend to follow practices harmful to the interests of friendly countries. The
Canadian`Government had very much appreciated the way in which the United
States Administration had consulted with Canada before any wheat had been dis-
Posed of under Section 550. We hoped that this close consultation would continue.
We didn't ; intend to come around "belly-aching" whenever the United States
wanted to sell wheat or butter and the Ambassador expressed the hope that Adams
would realize that we were not calling on him to complain about lack of co-opera-tion.

Our visit arose solely out of the information that had been conveyed to us in
-the course of,our continuing consultations with the State Department.

Adams replied that while there was no fundamental change in policy, the UnitedStates
was determined to reduce the agricultural surpluses now owned by the
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United States Government which were costing $500,000 a day for storage alone.
Plans were in preparation for the disposal of these surpluses in an orderly fashion.
A new interdepartmental co-ordinating agency is to be created. One of the principal
officials of the Swift Company bas been approached to be the Director and Sam
Waugh will represent the State Department as a member.of the agency.

It is impossible yet to say just how the surpluses will be disposed of under the
new plarr. The possibilities run all the way from ordinary commercial sale at market
prices at the one end, to sale at subsidized prices to unfriendly, countries at the
other..1here have been some proposals that surpluses such as butter might be
exchanged for strategic items such as manganese to be put into U.S. stockpile.
While Adams did not believe that there would be any fundamental change in policy
that would result in the sale of surpluses without regard to the interests of friendly
countries, the Canadian Government should be on notice by this time that the
United States did intend to adopt an aggressive policy.

When the Ambassador asked whether any irrevocable decisions would be made
before the meeting of the Joint Trade and Economic Committee on March 16th,
Adams replied that while the appointment of a new Director might be made before
that time, he thought that there would be, an opportunity for discussion between the
two countries before any policy dècisions'were made.

Sharp confirmed that the Canadian Government was grateful for the way in
which the United States had consulted with Canada about proposed sales under
Section 550. Canada did not follow a policy of selling wheat for soft currencies or
on barter terms. We sold wheat at market prices for dollars. Therefore, if the United
States Administration were to make sales for local currencies without regard b^o
commercial marketings of friendly. countries, Canada's reaction could only
lower prices in order to capture a larger share of ordinary commercial markets
which were prepared to pay in dollars. Canada did not think that it would be in the
interest of either of our two countries to precipitate a price war of this kind.

.At the conclusion of the meeting Adams suggested that we should call on Sam
Waugh who would fill in the details.

This we did at 1:15 Wednesday afternoon. LePan and Hopper accompanied
Sharp. Present with Waugh were Armstrong, Horsey, and Schaetzel. Sharp outlined
the discussion with Adams and got the impression that the State Depanment had
not,been completely informed about the latest developments but, of course, d S
impression may have been wrong. The interview did not produce very

tional information except with respect to the legislative plans that are undéncon^d

eration.= A° Bill is ' being ^ drafted to create the interdepartmental ag ^ently
providing authority and funds for the program of disposal. The Bill will app

000 to be spent over a three Yearask for^approval of an appropriation of $1,000,
petiod. In answer to questions by LePan and Sharp it developed thatoude r place
unresolved dispute as to whether or how far. this new authority
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existing authority, for example, under Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act. It is
also uncertain whettïer C.C.C. has the authority or will be given the authority to
sell for local currencies. We got the impression that the State Department is putting
up a vigorous fight to retain those safeguards which would avoid conflict with the
interests of friendly countries and that they had passed along the information about
the new plans in order to provoke us into making timely representations.

. Sharp's impression of these interviews with Adams and Waugh and of his previ-
ous soundings in the Department of Agriculture is that there has been no funda-
mental change in policy with respect to the disposal of wheat. Since the results of
efforts to dispose of wheat under various programs have so far been very disap-
pointing, we must, however, expect much more aggressive selling. Adams
remarked at one point in our conversation, that a direction not to interfere with the
commercial marketings of friendly countries is very vague and general and is sub-
ject to varying interpretations. So we have learned, particularly in the consultations
regarding Yugoslavia and Norway. It does seem clear that there will be a vigorous
campaign both to reduce further accumulations and to dispose of surpluses of per-
ishables.,The decision to reduce the support price for butter to 75% of parity is
highly significant. From remarks made by various officials in the Department of
Agriculture, there have already been consultations with several governments for
co-operation in measures to raise the consumption of perishables like butter in their
countries. Countries depending largely upon the export of perishables probably
have more to fear from the new aggressive disposal plans of the United States than
has Canada. It seems to be widely accepted in U.S. Administrative circles that the
demand for wheat is highly inelastic and that too aggressive efforts by the U.S. to
push sales for local currencies could easily precipitate a price.collapse.

DEA/24-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEG" WA-761 Washington, April 30, 1954

CorRDDMAL
^ ^

UNITED STATES SURM.US AGRICULTURAI. PRODUCTS

Following for M.W. Sharp, Esq., Associate Deputy Minister, Department of Trade
and Commerce from Smith, Begins: Today Porteous and representatives from Aus-
tralia and the Argentine attended a meeting at the State Department at which Lin-Ville

and. Highby outlined three possible outlets for surplus United States
agricultural products.

(1) BratilIt has` been proposed that the United States Barter 100,000 tons of
wheat for strategic materials from Brazil. If this deal is consummated, the wheat
will be shipped soon? But the strategic materials would be shipped over a much
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longer period of time. The details of the transaction have not been cleared up com-
pletely. It is expected that some specialists from the United States will leave here
next week to look over the strategic materials which would be received in return
for the wheat. It has not yet been decided if the money will be provided by the
commodity credit corporation or some other government agency.

As justification, Linville pointed out that, while the United States has a history
of selling considerable quantities of wheat to Brazil, this year practically nothing

had been sold.
(2) Indonesia-There has been some discussion of trying to arrange a section 550

Barter deal involving the exchange of rubber for United States flour. The rubber in
turn would be supplied to Yugoslavia under an United States aid programme. The
value of the flour would amount to about $850,000.

It should be pointed out that, whereas the Brazilian deal is nearly completed, the
Indonesian deal is in the preliminary stages of discussion.

(3) I,i6ya-Sometime this year, it is expected that Libya will be asking for more
United States aid. The preliminary figures being discussed at present indicate that
Libya would like to get an amount of wheat larger than a year's normal imports

because
(i) stocks were badly depleted last year and
(ii) they expect to have a short barley, crop.
Linville said there was nothing formal about the Libyan deal. However, she

had together representatives from Australia, the Argentine and Canada, he took
opportunity to warn us that such a deal may be contemplated in the future.
. 2. The State Department would like our comments as soon as they can be made

available. Ends.

^ . .. n -. t.. . . ^ . . . .. . . 5 . ^ .

implemented. ° in the agreed , communiqu ^
markedng of <wheat by the United States and Canada if the proPo

1 ° ' é'ssûed of the conclusion of the reCe°t

Wé'are surprisçd at this proposal for a large scale barter de o ^

Brazil. We are appre6ensive of the possible consequences in general sal tshould be

Ottawa, May 4,1954

UN17FD STA'IES SURPLUS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCrS n Wheat with.: . ^

# t .
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Secretary'of State for External 'A,,Brairs
to Ambassador in United States



meeting of the United States-Canadian Joint Committee on Trade and Economic
Affairs, it was stated:

"The ministers of both countries recognized that if surpluses were to be disposed
of without regard to the impact of normal trade, great damage might be done not
only to the commerce of Canada and the United States but also to the world
economy. The ministers reaffirmed that it is the continuing policy. of their
respective governments, in disposing of agricultural surpluses abroad, to consult
with interested countries and not to interfere with normal commercial market-
ings. They stated that it is their settled intention that any extraordinary measures
that might be adopted to reduce surpluses should result in greater.consumption
and should augment, and not displace, normal quantifies of agricultural products
entering into world trade."

These meetings took place so recently that it should hardly be necessary to remind
the Americans of the careful attention that was devoted by their Secretaries and our
Ministers to the formulation of this passage in the agreed release.
2. In the pâst we have been ready in particular instances to recognize exceptions

to this general pattern of marketing of wheat. In the case of Japan and Spain, for
example, we agreed on the existence of very special circumstances, which justified
extraordinary measures^of assistance. In such instances we have shown our under-
standing of the U.S. position:

3. In the case of Brazil, however, such conditions are not present and we feel that
the suggested program would be a most disturbing influence in an area which has
been a substantial commercial market for both the U.S.A. and Canada, to say noth-
Ing of Argentina. The Brazilian system of calling for tenders has permitted the
normal and desirable freedom of straight commercial, trading. Canada and the
United States have 'been impressing upon Brazil the desirability of returning to
multilateral trade practices. Both of our governments'have pointed out the disad-
vantages and restrictive aspects of bilateral trading arrangements. To introduce now
the barter aspect suggested would be a retrograde step and would introduce the
restrictive, uneconomic aspects of barter trading into a market which, since the war,
has bcen 'of commercial importance to both the U.S.A. and Canada. We 'suggest
that, if strategic materials are needed, they can be bought for dollars with which
Brazil can in turn purchase wheat on a commercial basis and without disturbing
normal purchasing and selling methods.

4• Linville's argument that the lack of current sales by U.S.A. to Brazil is justifi-
cation for the barter proposal 'appears to us to be a radical and dangerous departure
from previous policy. Never before has the U.S. used the lack of business with a
Particular country as justification for give-away or barter proposals. The U.S.A.
had the Saine opportunity as any other supplier to sell wheat to Brazil on the com-
mercial' tender; procedure which has been followed. To create the prospect or
irmnplied promise in the minds of buyers that, if wheat is not purchased on a regular
cor"Mercial call for tenders, it will later be available on some special type of
arrangement,, would bé the surest method of interfering with the normal commer-cial Wheat trade:

^ ^.r;
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5. With respect to Indonesia and Libya, we have no particular comment to make.
Confidentially, we assume that Australia will make representations with respect to
Indonesia which has been an important Australian flour market.

6. You will appreciate that we regard this as a serious matter. Would you please
convey these views.to the State Department at an appropriate level.

DEA/24-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis,
au seerétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States . :
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, May 6, 1954

CONFIDEN7IAL. IMPORTANT.

UNITED. STATES SURPLUS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Please repeat to: M.W. Sharp Associate Deputy Minister Dept. of Trade & Com-

merce (Important), Begins: We met with Clarence Nichols, Acting Director of the
Office of International Materials Policy; Francis Linville of the Agricultural Prod-
ucts Staff; Bramble, Acting Chief, Metals and Minerals Staff;ltirnance, Interna-
tional Finance and Development; and Fidel,' Economic Matters Relating to the
Commonwealth and Northern Europe; all of the State Department, late yesterday
afternoon to present the points contained in your teletype EX-738 of May 4, with
reference to the proposal to supply 100,000 tons of wheat to Brazil and accept stra-
tegical materials in payment.

2., Nichols, who was, the senior official present, expressed surprise that Canada
should object to the proposal which he thought has the features of a commercial
transaction. He said that Brazil had approached the United States to purchase wheat

being short of dollars, requires creditwhich that country needs immediately and, is prepared
The United States, having wheat to sell to any country wishing to buy, hteen
to grant the necessary credit and accept strategic materials over the next eig^ese
inonths in liquidatiôn of the debt. The Office of Defense Mobilization needs
minerals, and will pay the Commodity Credit Corporation in dollars as the ûiree
réceived. If the minerals desired are not available to completely satisfy the req

tïients of the debt, Brazil will pay ï off the balance in dollars.,

^ 3. The wheat contract, which involves 100,000 tons,' has not
yet been consum-

mâted but. will likely be concluded soon, as Brazil is in urgent n Ûd htf ^w süpt-

Brazil's further:whcat requirements, wluch are large, will, Nichols tho g

li^d ` other countries. Conclusion of the minerals contract will be delayed until
P
afterlUnited States minerals experts visit BraziL ^ement

sal does not violate the ag4 Nichôls stated that;;in his ôpinion, the propor, S- - . . .
recently, announced between , Canadian Min isters and United Stat é^ âordnarY

with respect to the disposal of surplus commodities. He thought the
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measures mentioned in the agreement apply only to special legislation, such as sec-
tion 550 and bills which have been introduced in this session to provide for the
disposal of surplus commodities for local currencies, sales on concessional terms,
gifts, etc.;We indicated that, in our opinion, the present proposal is an extraordinary
measure and, therefore, was in conflict with the declaration agreed to by ministers
on both sides, since there is no increase in consumption and "normal" quantities
would be displaced. .
5. We remarked that we had not been informed at the earlier meeting that the

initiative. have been taken by Brazil, but that fact did not appear to us to invalidate
the barter aspects of the proposal which,. for a number of reasons, are most
undesirable.

6. We reiterated the other arguments'in opposition to the proposal which were
contained in your message but they seemed to make little impression.

7. On the point that, if the United States needs Brazilian minerals, why are they
not purchased for dollars which would permit Brazil to buy wheat on a regular
commercial basis, 'State officials said that Brazil needs the wheat quickly but the
strategical materials cannot be supplied by that country except over a considerable
period of time.

8. We expressed our concern that the proposed deal with Brazil might be the
beginning of many similar or other types of arrangements for selling wheat which
would not be in conformity with normal commercial practices. Nichols remarked
that many ideas ; are`, being advanced for the disposal of surplus commodities
because the United States Government holds such large quantities which must be
moved into consumption. He suggested that our fears on this score were without
foundation since not many countries could offer domestic goods in such measure to
support proposals similar to the Brazilian one. We insisted, however, that this was a
retrograde step since it was accepting a proposal by Brazil that turned back that
country along the road of bilateralism. Further, we still believed other countries
would be temptéd to try, to negotiate similar deals on their normal exports to the
United 'States.

9. Nichols stated further that he was pleased to have had our comments but we
cane away, with the impression that we will not hear anything further from the
Stâte Departnient ôn this case.

10: When asked if there would be any reasons why we should not discuss the
proposal with Brazilian authorities, Nichols said he did not think there would be
sny objections. He supposed that Canadian officials, are in constant touch with the
Brazilian Government with respect to the purchase of wheat. However, we do not
think it woùld be desirable to approach the Brazilians on this subject.

11:
We infonmed the State officials that we would report to Ottawa the substance

of our discussion and we might have further comments to make.
12.

We were informed this morning by Linville that the proposal to sell flour to
Indonesia has been dropped.

13.
With further reference to wheat for Brazil, Linville informed us that Brazil is

interested in obtaining an additional 200,000 tons from the United States on some
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basis and this matter isXunder consideration, but no proposals have been made to the
Brazilian authorities with respect to this quantity and, if a transaction is concluded,
it will not be on the basis of the proposed exchange of wheat for strategic materials.

-14. In a later message, we will give you some ideas which may contribute to your
thinking on what further representations should be made to the State Department in
respect to this'Braziliâü deal," as well as the broader aspects of disposal methods
which are under discussion here. Ends.

âidé-inEmoire make` any reference to our agreement or non-agreemen
cific âalé,of wheat to, Brazil,' but we would propose in presenting the ai at we fully

tion with, an aide-mémoire expressing our is ^ e o
âlârm ^ ât ` the trend that `seems ' to indicate a change in the United States thinlüng,

'which^ was so recently enunciated at the meeting of Ministers. We would not in the
t tn this spe

L'âmbassadcur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

UNITED STATES SURPLUS AGRICULTURE COMMODITIES

Please repeat to: (Important) M.W. Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister, Department
of Trade and Commerce, Begins: Further to our,790 of May 6, we believe the
United States will proceed with their plans to sell the 100,000 tons of wheat to
Brazil in exchange for strategic materials, regardless of any protest we may m^e
Since the United States has not sold any wheat this year to Brazil, we are con-
'vinced that to attempt to block this deal would be impolitic and might alienate the
good-will of a harassed State Department. We were relieved, therefore, to lwow
that you may also be thinking along these lines.'
2. At the same time, we believe our,vigorous intervention of Wednesday has had

the éffect of impressing the State Department of the fact that we take very seriously
our belief in the principle of non-interference in normal trading and in the desira-
bilityfof enticing weaker sisters away from the rosyI glow of bilateralism. In these
circumstances; we believe it would be a mistake not to follow up our

t interven-

e ranon and. . f this typ of ope

to say that we dô nôt wish to oppese this actual sale on the groundoth not wish to
"understand the difficulties created by surpluses'and that we certainly

claim any exclusive right to the Brazilian trade.
ressed their con

^3: In conversation with agricultural officials today, they again exp
Action that there would not be many more of these sort

of barter deals foro^r^et âi^

materials because the stockpile for most strategic matenalsl nearing atptW^

Fand; thetefoce, the range is strictly limited.
ûiis pha^mat were not based on

governnment policy not to consider any deals of type

DEA/24-40
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strategic materials required for government stockpiles. However, while this may be
some reassurance, we do not think that it is sufficient to make it unnecessary for us
to make a statement of. our position as suggested above.
4. In the immediately following teletype, we have put together a suggested aide=

mémoire on which we would welcome your comments and amendments.' Ends.

DEA/24-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

T¢>rGxAM WA-872 1 , Washington, May 19, 1954

CoNMENrtA[,

Reference: Your teletype EX-813 of May 13.t

DISPOSAL OF UNITED STA'ITS AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES

Our immediately following telegram contains the text of the aide-mémoire
which we left yesterday afternoon at the State Department with Kalijarvi, the Dep-
uty Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs. We were represented by LePan,
Smith and Hopper. I decided to hold my own fire for the representations that we
will clearly have to make very soon on the Tariff Commission's recommendations
to the President concerning groundfish fillets. As you will see, the aide-mémoire
follows almost exactly the text contained in your teletype EX-814t although we
took advantage of the latitude granted to us over the telephone by Mitchell Sharp to
amend slightly the opening sentences.
2.

we wére gratified to find that there was little disposition on the part of most of
the State Department officials who were present to defend the deal with Brazil.
Kalijarvi argued that the quantity of wheat involved was not very large and stressed
that this was an isolated and special case. He said that he assumed that we were
womed more by the possibility that deals of this kind might become common than
by the Brazilian deal itself. When we agreed (although adding that the importance
of this particular deal should not be minimized) he went on to say that he and
others in the State Department would also be very concerned if this transaction
were to set a pattern for future trading. In fact,^ the whole tenor of what he and the
other State' Department officials had to say was that this deal was "only a littleone" - , . .

3• Turnage, the Deputy , Director of the Office of Financial and Development Pol-icy,
mildly contested the sentence in the memorandum objecting to the deal on the

grounds that it would not result in increased consumption. It was hardly reasonable,
he argp6d,'to expect that wheat for which Brazil would be paying with other com-
m0(lit1es should result in increased consumption; that principle would be applicable
o* In cases where the United States would be disposing of agricultural surpluses,
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either wholly 'or in part, as 'grant assistance. To that we replied that, in our view,
this sale of wheat to Brazil would not be anormal commercial transaction. In any
case, what worried us most about it was that it came very close to being a straight
barter deal. If any large proportion of the trade of the free world were to become
tied up in that way, the objectives in the field of foreign economic policy towards
which the United States and Canada had been working would become impossible

of achievement. I

4. The only official present who was prepared to dissent at all from the way we
had characterized the proposed deal was Nichols, the Acting Director of the Office
of International Materials Policy, who claimed that it was an unobjectionable com-
mercial transaction. Even he admitted, however, that if the levels for the United
States stockpile were raised substantially, and if the new requirements were filled
by swapping agricultural surpluses for strategic materials, the effect on world trade
would be very serious. All in all, his remarks were considerably more subdued than

they had been when we called on him at theStDepwith his colleagues and
he seemed to appreciate that his views were not popular
supcriors in the State Department. ^. :

• 5. In explanation of our worries about what the future might hold, we referred to

the remarks made by John Davis, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, in testifying
before the House Agricultural Committee on Apn127, when he said that a signifi-
cant part of any increased stockpiling objectives involving foreign produced mater-

ials might be obtained through barter for agricultural surpluses. Kalijarvi conceded
that there was considerable support within the United States u he mmus the
exchanging United States perishables for strategic commodiu gave

impression that there was reasonable confidence within the State Department that
there would not be many: deals in which non-perishables would be traded in
exchange for materials neaied to build tin the stockpiles. He also reminded us that

the Amcrican Farm Bureau Federation, which is now the most influential
farmers'

group in the United States was opposed to inter-governmental deals involvin^c ^f

eultural commodities, and he suggesteci that this would tend to curb any Po

bartering agricultural products. ^,nent, at
, 6. Linville, Chief of the Agricultural Products Staff in the Staff Dep

that point interjected that there would be an automatic external check on t^ ÿ

deals of this kind. Countries which believed that the United States
had ll would insist on being paid for them in

strategic.eommodities whch they to se luses be^e
dollars: If , the pressures in this country to dispose of agricultural surpluses
more,extreme, the,United States might be willing to take in ^^t^ae buat^ére
cornmodities which it might not otherwise have purchased, he also
was certalnly no thought of following such a policy at present. Tu ke geto UA
pointcd out that the kind.of deal now being made with Brazil was unl Y

' ed often, üsonl y bccause of the time and trouble involved in working out the

• ^nding ^e
t All in all, we thought that out representations were useful in

û d now s^ro. . . A- • h'ch they^e dangcas 01 inc path on w
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to be taking a few first hesitant steps, and in reinforcing the worries that are already
obviously felt by Kalijarvi and others in the State Department.

DEA/24-40

Washington, May 19, 1954

DISPOSAL OF UNMED STATES AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES

Following is the text of the aide-mémoire which we left at the State Department
yesterday. Text begins: The Canadian Government wishes to refer to a proposal to
sell'100,000 tons of wheat to Brazil for immediate delivery and accept strategic
materials in payment over a period of one to two years.

While the Canadian Government appreciates being informed of this proposal, it
finds it necessary to express grave concern regarding the use of an arrangement
which is in essence a bilateral barter transaction. It is particularly disturbing at this
time since Brazil has recently taken a number of important steps to reinstate multi-
lateral trade practices. In fact, purchases of wheat by Brazil have been on an open
tender basis for some time and traders of any country could make offers against
such tendérs. 1he Canadian Government, therefore, believes that to introduce a
tied-bilateral type of barter arrangement can only be regarded as a retrograde step,
away from the goal of non-discriminatory international trade which is the ultimate
objective of the governments of both the United States and Canada.

It is cônsidered that acceptance by the United States of this sort of operation will
encourage potenfial ° buyers to refrain from normal commercial purchases in the
hope that4heat will later be made available to them through some special type of
affan8eroent.'In short, such a development can hardly fail to affect the normal com-
mercial markets of both United States and Canadian wheat. `

In the agreed communiqu6 issued at the conclusion of the recent meeting of the
United States-C.-inadian Joint Committee on Trade nnd Economic Affairs, it wasstated.

"The
of of both countries recognized that if surpluses were to be disposed

Without regard to the impact of normal trade, great damage might be done not
only to the commerce of Canada and the United States but also to the world econ-
omy' `The ministers reaffunned that it is the continuing policy of their respective
governméntso, in disposing of agricultural surpluses abroad, to consult with inter-
ested `coûntries and not to interfere with normal commercial marketings. They
stated thât it is their`settled intention that any extraordinary measures that might be

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal AJ,)`'airs
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adopted to reduce surpluses should result in greater consumption and should aug-
ment, and not displace,' normal quantities of agricultural products entering into
world trade." Ends.

DEA/50316-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

p^inting out ambiguities ; and inadequacies in the recommendations an
pcetinfg thecn in as liberal as possible a way. In keeping with this decisi,onv^h St

tacLcal ecision was en in p
dations made by the majority of, the Commission, but instead to concentrate ond on inter-

State partmen ^s reac g
Randall Commission.u; Shortly; after the report was, submitted to the President, a

- d'' tâk ' the State De artment not to challenge the recommen-

De t' tin to the recommendation contatned in e 1-
nôw in a position to provide A. little more information about the way in whic

` . • ' th re it of the

e will seems o g
time that we still think it would be wise for the Canadian Government to m ake

formal representations without delay, pointing out the importance we attach to the

General Agreement.
2. We have had a further talk on this subject with Ray Vernon, Acting Directoroé

the Office of Economic Defence and Trade Policy in the State Department, and

u

t16e

EX-289 of the 22 of February. fi

JOINT UNITED STAZES-CANADIAN COMMITIEE ON TRADE AND ECONOMIC

AFFAIRS - OATf

T6 ' L d • t bé blowin co strongly here against GATT at the present
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VddSee United States. Dep^ttment of State, FRUS: 1952-54, Volume I, Washington: CovC

pr#ntin= Office, 1983. pp. 50-57.

tl Ptindns Offim.1983, pp. 49-50. A_` I ; . ^ ^ ton: Governm°nt
Voir/Sec United States. Departmeat of State, FRUS, 1932-S4. Volume I. Washington:
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JOINT CANADA-UNITED STATES COMMITTEE ON TRADE
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* 3. They have argued that beneath the surface of the passage in the report on GATT
He two anxieties shared by congressional members of the Commission. ;
(a) The congressional members objected to United States participation in GATT

under the present arrangements because of the lack of . any clear delegation of
power by Congress to the President which would authorize the Executive to carry
out the obligations of dcontracting party.
(b) Congressional members were also concerned over the possibility that the pro-

visions of this international instrument might be altered to affect adversely the
interests of the United States without the United States Government concurring in
the alteration.
4. The State Department's memorandum points out that no recommendation was

made by the Commission to meet the second difficulty and that the recommenda-
tion made with a view to removing the first objection is inadequate. Agreeing that
the Executive should be explicitly authorized to carry out the responsibilities of a
contracting party, the memorandum goes on to consider how far the powers vested
in the President by the existing Trade Agreements Act constitute sufficient authori-
zation. The conclusion is reached that, although the existing Act does grant to the
Executive some of the authority it needs to participate fully in an effective interna-
tional trade organization, other powers that would be necessary are not granted to it
by the present Act. The memorandum then goes on to propose that, to fill this gap,
the existing Trade Agreements Act should be substantially amended when it comes
up for reconsideration by Congress this spring. We have not been able to learn what
amendments are being proposed by the State Department to make the Trade Agree-
ments Act serve as adequate authorization for United States participation in GATT.
5. From this you will see that State Department officials are struggling in the coils

of an unwelcome and embarrassing recommendation. They, and others within the
Administration who are convinced of the importance of GATT, will need all the
help they can get if they are to prevent the recommendation in the Randall Com-
mission's report from resulting in a presidential proposal to Congress which would
seriôusly weaken the agreement. Vernon, therefore, very much hopes that you will
see Your way clear within the next few days to instruct us to deliver a note drawing
attention to the uncertain meaning of the recommendation and expressing once
again the interest of the Canadian Government in preserving the usefulness of the
General Agreement. He particularly hopes that such a note might point out that
nothing is said in the recommendation about the rules of commercial conduct.that
are incorporated in the agreement and might stress their value in the eyes of the
Canadian Government. You will recall that this is the point on which we tried to
focus attention, without much success, at the briefing which Randall gave on the 22
of January,

6.
On the other hand, Vernon was somewhat apprehensive about relying on a dis-

cussion within the Joint Committee as a means of influencing opinion within the
United Statës Adn^inistration on GATT In the first place he thought there was still
a possibility that the original timetable might be met and that the President's mes-
sage to'ConMazch p gress on foreign economic policy might be completed by the 15 of

• urther,^ ne said that the Secretary of Commerce was opposed to GATT and
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that` the Secretary of the Treasury was skeptical about' it, while the Secretary of
State had shown very little interest.- If this account of the attitude of United States
Cabinet Ministers towards GATT, is accurate; we are rather inclined to think that
that might be a further reason for the Canadian side initiating a serious discussion
of this issue when the Ministers meet. A statement, for example, by Mr. Howe of
Canada's interest in GATT would certainly have some salutary effect.

7. Looking again at the problem in the light of the further information provided by
Vernon, we are still disposed to stick to our original recommendation. We would
revise it only to the extent of suggesting that it might be advisable to tone down a
little the reference we proposed to the first meeting of the Joint Committee, since
there seems to be more likelihood than we had thought when we despatched our
telegram No. WA-277 of the 17 of Februaryt, that the President's message to Con-
gress on foreign economic policy may have been completed before the Conunittee

meets. We still think, though:
(a) that a note on GATT should be presented to the State Department within the

next few, days;
(b) that attentiôn` should be drawn to the obscurity 'of the recommendation in the

report of the Randall Commission;
(c) that the importance attached by the Canadian Government to GATT should be

reiterated;
(d) that the value of having an international code of commercial conduct should

be `emphasized; ; ;
(e) that questions should be asked about the views of the Administration on the

future of GATT; and
(f) that it should be suggested that the meeting of officials in Ottawa on the 4 of

March, and the meeting of, Ministers in Washington on the 16 of March, would
provide suitable opportunities for further adiscussion of this subject.

DEA/50316-4U
524., :.. : . . . : .

Your, message has , been discussed intcr-dcpartmcntally, and I t
before the meeting with

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS - OATT .. ,
been agreedash
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U.S: officials. Following is a draft note which is under consideration here. Its pur-
pose is primarily to set the stage for a possible substantive discussion on the GATT
on March 4th and on March 16th. We would intend that the note should be
presented to the State Department on the afternoon of March 1. Meanwhile any
comments you may care to make on the draft text would be welcome.

Text begins.
The Canadian Government has examined with interest the recommendations of

the Commission of Foreign Economic Policy relating to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.

In view of the close association of the United States and Canada in building up
.the General Agreement as an effective instrument for promoting satisfactory inter-
national trade relations, the Canadian Government would naturally regard with con-
cern any course which might have the effect of weakening that Agreement. There
appears to be some doubt about the meaning of certain of the recommendations of
the Commission on this subject but the Canadian Government notes that they might
be interpreted as contemplating a substantial curtailment of the scope of the Gen-
eral Agreement.

In this connection, the United States Government will be aware that a compre-
hensive review of the,General Agreement is envisaged within the next few months.
In this review, the role of the United States Government is likely to be decisive in
setting an example to other principal trading countries throughout the world. In the
judgement of the Canadian Government, the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade has made a major contribution to world trade and to international relations in
general by providing a code of commercial conduct which has been increasingly
recognized by participating Governments in the formulation of current trade policy.
It would be the hope of the Canadian Government that the result of the forthcoming
review would be an improvement and strengthening of the commercial policy pro-
visions of the Agreement. The present world situation would seem to favour a for-
ward move in this constructive enterprise.

Since the provisions of the present General Agreement reflect a balancing of the
diverse interests of many countries, any weakening of the Agreement would tend to
start a process of disintegration the final consequences of which for the United
States and Canada and for the conduct of international trade generally'cannot be
foreseen. `

In view of 'the, importance which the Canadian Government attaches to this sub-
ject, and in view, of the uncertainty concerning the implications of these particular
recommendations of the Commission on Foreign Economic Policy, it has seemed
desirable that these observations should be brought to the attention of the United
States Goven,unent at this stage. The Canadian Government would expect that an
opportunity for a discussion of this subject would be provided by the meeting of

.the Joint US.-Canadian Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs onMarch 16
and by the preparatory meeting of officials on March 4. Text ends 90

90 Cette note a étE prEsentée au dEpaztement d'État le S mars 19541ifiis note was presented to the State
DePartment on March S. 1954.
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Note'du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

; pôur le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum-from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
. to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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U.S.-CANADIAN JOIIVT COMMITIEE

Atta hed is a ve rough first draft of a summary record of the discussion at the

^ ;, , RA. M[ACKAY)
^.. _

invitation or that be. meant his rather, bantering reference to the subject LU e
sériously.

c ry
Joint Committee meeting." It is not intended to produce an agreed record with the
U.S. Rather, the thought is that each side might let the other have its informal
record for any comments or corrections which may seem desirable. Our record will
not be sent along to the U.S. Joint Secretary until after it has been exlrnined further
by those who were present at the meeting on the Canadian side.

2. This summary record contains no mention of the reference by Mr. Dulles to the
invitation from the Caracas meeting for Canada to participate in the activities of the
Organization of American States 92 The reason for this omission is that it was not
clear at the time that Mr. Dulles had, in fact, been instructed to extend hsuch^an

chatting after, dinner. In order that their, talks mrght foilow some pa ►
`gested that they might discuss` the topics which seemed of intcrest to both sides in

mg now important he thought the meeungs o
the United Statés and Canada to move in step in economic matters. He was sure

thâit it would be desirable to keep the meeting as informal as possible in order that

Ministers would feel free to say exactly what they had in their mind`^n eNo^d

*that°the conversation' woûld be as fr^nk and open as if they were sitting
ttern he sug-

Mr. Dulles opened the meetmg y we co g
• f this Committee could be in assistmg

' [Ottawa], March 18, 1954
SECRET
^' I. 1 min the Canadian Ministers and say-

[PIÈCE JotNTDehca.osUxE1

Résumé du compte-rendu dé la première réunion
de la commission mixte eanado-américaine du. commerce

et des affaires éconoMiques
. ,

Summarÿ Rerord of the First Meeting
of the Joint Canada-United States Committee

onTrude: and Ecônomic Affairs

the. following order.
.E:^_F.. ..

A o autre compte rendu de cette réunion` n'a été trouvé./No other record for this meed°g "

" Yoir/See Uocumeat: 821, 822.



(a) the work of the Commission on Foreign Economic Policy;,
(b) progress on international trade and payments problems;
(c) United States and Canadian agricultural policies and their relation to interna-

tional trade;
(d) methods of disposal of existing agricultural surpluses and those which may be

expected to accumulate in the future.
2.• In reply, Mr.; Howe said how glad the Canadian Ministers were to have this

opportunity to meet with their opposite numbers from the United States and how
appreciative they were of the hospitality received from their U.S. hosts. He indi-
cated that the agenda proposed by Mr. Dulles was quite agreeable to the Canadian
side. He then made an introductory statement along somewhat the following lines
indicating the main points which the Canadian Ministers had in mind in connection
with the various subjects to be discussed.

Agricultural Surpluses93
Mr. Howe recognized the probléms created by the accumulation of large agricul-

tural surpluses in recent years, particularly in the United States, but expressed the
hope that whatever had to be done to deal with such surpluses would be done in a
manner which would not have an upsetting effect on the economies of other coun-
tries throughout - the world. He thought there was a real danger of setting off a
world-wide depression if surpluses were to be released in a hasty or indiscriminate
fashion.

In the case of wheat especially, he doubted that devices which had the effect of
directly or indirectly lowering prices would result in any substantial increase in
consumption or sales. He appreciated the willingness which the United States had
shown to` consult with Canada and other interested countries on disposals under
Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act or under other special arrangements which
the United States had contemplated from time to time.94 In general, he was consid-
erably worried by the proposals for selling wheat in return for local currencies,
particularly if such sales were to be made to countries which are members of the
International Wheat Agreement.

Mr. Howe observed that many of the existing agricultural surpluses may turn out
to be temporary and the problems associated with them may disappear. To a con-
siderable extent, the present surpluses are the result of exceptionally good harvests
in the United States and elsewhere and of the fact that many consuming countries
had been holding down their purchases from abroad by drawing on stocks. These
factors would not continue to operate indefinitely, and it might well be that

. t,.t,.. .. .^ .

^ Voir/See Section A.
94 L'article 550 de la Loi de sécurité mutuelle de 1953 prévoyait une somme d'au moins 100 million $,

mais ne dépassant pas 250 millions $ pour l'achat de produits agricoles excédentaires par des pays
amis. Pour le texte, voirJ
Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act of 1953 provided at least $100 million but no more than
$250 million of appropriated funds for financing the purchase of surplus agricultural commodides
bY friendly countries. For text, see:
Docurnents on International Afjairs 1953, London: Oxford University Press-Royal Institute of lnter-
naGonal Affain, 1956, pp. 234-255.
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shortages would develop in some commodities where "burdensome" surpluses now

International Trade and Payments Situation

exist.

Import 'Restrictions
Mr Howe referred to the concern which was felt in Canada at the restrictions

. th United States had imposed on goods coming in from other countries95 Inhich ew
addidon to the economic consequences of such import restrictions, it should be
recognized that these restrictions tend whave psychological effects abroad which
may be out of proportion to the real importance of the trade affected. He referred to
the pressures which were being experienced in Canada to curtail imports of U.S.
products. When exports to the United States of such commodities as flaxseed, dairy
products and oats were being restricted (and when there were rumours of impend-
ing restrictions on rye), it was hard for many Canadians to see why Canada should
not in #,-,- curtail trade in certain U.S. products. Referring particularly to the action
which the Tariff Commission had recommended on rye imports, Mr. Howe won-
dered whether the effects of the relatively small shipments of Canadian rye into the
United States could really be so serious that the U.S. Administration should run the
risk' of the kind of reaction which might be expected from Canada. He pointed out
that only some $9 million seemed to be involved (that is, the difference between
current imports of $12 million and the proposed limit of some $3 million). He
(1oubted that the' keeping out of this amount of imports from Canada would be
worth the shock which the imposition of such a quota would give to the Canadian

people.

Mr. Howe noted thât Mr.'Abbott would be saying more on this subject at a later
stage. He himself was pleased to ,observe the progress which had been made in
recent years. He regarded thë Randall. recommendations as constructive and felt
that their adoption would speed up the process of improving the international trade

and payments position.
%

F . .-.

Customs Administration and Simplification a from the level of theMr. Howe referred to the many difficulties, quite p^ or
tariff, which were being experienced by many Canadians who were selling -
trying to sen- in the United States inarket. He notéd that the Jenkins Bili^wii ^
was now, before Congress' would improve the situation considerably
respcct of the method of valuing goods for customs purposes?^

Gcn^ral Agreement on Tari8`s and Trade A .sions of this Agree'
Mr. Howe rcferred to the forthcoming review of the provt

ment." He hoped that in this international review countries would not endeavotu to

^^^ f . .-^-z ^ ' . 4 ^ . . . . . , . ... .. . . . . . ., . .

t.; a Voir/Sei section c ublicair^-,Ohio) Qo^ simQl^er
Un projet de loi piloté par le représentant Thomas A. Jeakins (RéP

les procédures douanières amEriuines. _! ` - ; tuo) to simQlify M►enean

A bill sponsored by Representadve Thomas A. Jenkins (Republican-O '

pcocedures., _ f 'custom
*► Voir/S« Document 218.
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subtract from the obligations which they have undertaken to reduce barriers to
trade. From his own experience at meetings of the Contracting Parties to the GATT,
he knew what an important role the United States and Canada could play in giving
a lead to other countries.

A problem of very great importance which would have to be faced fairly soon
was that of absorbing Japan into the GATT. Mr. Howe remarked that, for its part,
Canada was hoping to conclude an agreement with Japan within the next few days
which would give Japanese trade the benefit of Canada's relatively low most-
favoured-nation rates of duty.98 He observed that the United States tariff on the
types of goods exported by Japan was still very high, and he doubted that the tariff
reduction authority envisaged in the Randall Report would be sufficient to permit
of the kind of negotiations that would be required to enable Japan to come into the
GATT effectively. He enquired whether; in addition to the tariff negotiating powers
recommended by the Randall Commission, the U.S. Administration might seek to
have the authority in the present Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act continued as
well. Mr. Howe then indicated what a useful and businesslike mechanism the
GATT hâd proven itself to be over the past several years. He considered it most
important that the effectiveness of this agreement should not be weakened.

3. Mr., Dulles welcomed these general remarks from Mr. Howe which the mem-
bers of the Committee would wish to have very much in mind in the subsequent
discussion of the various topics which they were to consider. He suggested that the
Joint Secretaries should give some thought to the lines which the press communi-
qué might take, and he proposed that they produce a draft over the noon hour which
could be discussed at the end of the afternoon meeting. Mr. Dulles then proposed
that the Committeë should proceed to discuss the particular items on its agenda.

I. THE WORK OF THE COMMISSION ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY
4. Governor Adams described the character of the Randall Commission. He

emphasized that it represented a cross-section of United States opinion.
5. Mr. Hauge, in commenting on the recommendations which had been made by

the Commission*, observed that they did not involve a "Repeal of the Corn Laws".
The Commission had recognized that the process of developing a suitable commer-
cial policy for the United States would have to be gradual and would involve a
good deal a serious discussion in Congress and elsewhere. To a considerable extent,
the first round of this discussion had taken place within the Commission. Other
rounds would now have to follow.

6• Mr. Hauge stated that the tariff reduction authority proposed in the Randall
Report was intended to replace the powers provided by any existing laws. It was
recognized that, in those cases where the scope for tariff reductions under present
legislation had not been `exhausted, adoption of the Randall Recommendations
might ieduce rather than increase the President's authority to bring tariff rates
down.
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7. With reference to the Jenkins Bill, which contained important provisions relat-
ing to valuation * and currency conversion for. customs purposes, Mr. Hauge was
fairly çonfident that this legislation would be enacted. It its further consideration of

this measure, Congress would doubtless be influenced somewhat by the nature of
the rest of the President's foreign economic programme. Mr. Hauge remarked on
the rather surprising fact that some of the members of Congress who were most
opposed to changes in tariff rates (e.g. Congnessman Reed) were often very much
in favour of improvements in customs practices.

8: Mr. Hauge described the Buy American, Act as a hangover from depression
days and felt that some action might be taken on it.

9. Concerning metals and minerals policy, Mr. Hauge indicated that the Randall
Recommendations would be considered along'with the Report of the President's
Committee on Minerals Policy which is likely to be available later this month.

10. Regarding the observations in the Report on agricultural price supports, Mr.
Hauge remarked that these recognized the connection between domestic policies
and international trade. During recent years, the U.S: price support programme had
tended to suck in imports from abroad in excessive amounts. In order to avoid
undue interference with imports, and for other reasons, it was necessary to revise
this programme. Mr.- Hauge observed that, in those instances where the Randall
Report was at variance with the President's agricultural message, the latter would

govern.
11: On the subject of convertibility; Mr. Hauge remarked that the Randall Com-

mission had not envisaged any "dash to the tape" and had emphasized the impor-
tânce 'of having favourable conditions for any moves which might be made. He
thought that, on balance, the Randall Commission had displayed a sympathetic atti-
tude towards proposals for convertibility of the major currencies.

^.12. Mr. Hauge also referred to the recommendations in the Randall Report rega-
ing investments and mentioned. that , a new lending { policy for the Export-Import
Bank had been announced at the Caracas meeting.
, ,13: Conceming other recommendations of the Commission, Mr. Hauge observed
that those relating to anti-trust matters, standards of labour, etc. would not require
legislation, but could be given effect where appropriate Dy administrative action.

14, In sumnlary, Mr. Hauge expected that the President's message
would gener-

aUy' convert the recommendations in,, the Randall Report into requests
for legisla-

tion. He thought that some seven or eight pieces of legislation
would be required'

'(a) a Trade Agreements Act;
(b) the Jenkins Bill on customs valuation, etc.

(
Nz•

measure
,
z

,
^ ng the Administration to start work on customs simplifica

c), a authorn
tiôii (Including classifications);

(d) ainendtnents tôtheBuy^ Aînëricân 'Act;

(e)'a Bill relating to metals and minerals (following the submission of the RePor^

of thé' Piesident's Committee);
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15. Governor Adams referred to the political factors affecting the President's for-
eign economic policy. He noted that the Republican Party had a tradition of protec-
tionism dating back to the period of industrialization in the United States. He
thought that this policy had served the country well during that period. This attitude
was now undergoing a considerable change. He felt that this change was partly due
to the increased influence of the farmer on the Republican Party. The interest of the
agricultural producer in maintaining and increasing foreign markets was now being
reflected in the Party's outlook. Governor Adams thought that most of the recom-
mendations in the Randall Report could be legislated. In any event, every resourcé
of the Administration will be used to bring recommendations on those lines into
effect.

16. Mr. Howe remarked that the U.S. and Canadian members of the Committee
seemed to think alike on the importance of the Randall recommendations. He was
convinced that if those recommendations are carried out effectively it will represent
a considerable step ahead.

17. Mr: Abbott then enquired concerning the timetable for action on the Presi-
dent's foreign economic programme.

18. Governor Adams replied that the President's recommendations would proba-
bly go to Congress this week. The House of Representatives should be able to take
them up in a matter of. some four to six weeks. The Senate might be somewhat
slower in starting action as it has a pretty full calendar already. Governor Adams
was hôpeful that action could be taken during this Congress on all of the foreign
economic measures to be submitted by the Administration.

19. Mr. Pearson said that he would like to hear rather more of the plans of the
Administration relating to the GATT. The Canadian Government was impressed
with the important part which this Agreement had already played in international
economic relations and felt that its role would be increasingly important with the
sharpening of competition among countries which was now taking place, Mr. Pear-
son considered that, from the point of view of its general relations with other coun-
tries,` the United 'States might find it very desirable to have an international
agreement and an' international forum of the kind now represented by the GATT.
Mr. Howe refenred to the remarks which he had made earlier on this subject and
said that it would be useful to know what the intentions of the U.S. Administration
were.

20
Mr. Hatigé récallt;d the apprehension which had found expression in Congress

on numeroûs occasions in the recent past (especially, in connection with the Bricker
Atnendment) côncernn the res' g pective powers of the Administration and Congress
relating to internationâl commitments. The general position of the Randall Com-
mission (and apparently of the Administration) was that:

(a) multilateral trade negotiations and agreements are still necessary;
(b) some internationally-accepted rules are also required to protect concessions

secured under such agreements;

(c) no executive agreements in this field should be so broad as to cover any sub-
lect ^atter^ on which the President's rights are questionable;
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(d) during the course of an agreement there should be no change in the rights or
obligations of the United States without the concurrence of the U.S. Government;

(e) multilateral trade agreements involving tariff rates should not have to go to
Congress. (Mr. Hauge emphasized that no member of the Commission had wanted
rate setting to be performed by Congress);

(f) in the agricultural field, there was no prospect of getting away from Section 22
of the Agricultural ` Adjustment Act. (Mr. Hauge referred to this as a"sticking

point");"
(h) certain aspects of the rules in the GATT (especially those relating to limita-

tions on state trading, the use of export controls, etc.) were clearly in the interests

of the United States.

21: Governor Adams observed that the President's recommendations will be
aimed at carrying out the spirit if not the letter of the Randall Report.

22. Mr. Weeks remarked that the incorporation in a statute of some basic stan-
dards and procedures would make it a little easier to secure acceptance of the Presi-
dent's programme. Mr. Hauge agreed with this view and noted that, if action on the
lines now contemplated were to be taken, the opponents of the President's objec-

tives would at least be deprived of procedural 'grounds for criticizing the

programme.
23. Mr. Pearson asked whether in the forthcoming negotiations on the GATT the

U.S. Government was likely to seek a relaxation' of the agricultural provisions
affecting the United States and a tightening up of the balance of payments provi-
sions affecting other countries.

24: Mr. Hauge said that no change was envisaged in Section 22 of the A. é^^t
had been difficult enough to limit Congress last year to amendments which p
ted action by the Administration against agricultural imports prior to the receipt of
the Tariff Commission's recommendations in particular cases. So far this Power
had not been used. He could not imagine Congress weakening the obligations
imposed on the President by the present version of Section 22: This situation would
have an effect on`the_ attitude of the United States in any GATT discussions.

25. Mr. Howe referred back to the question of Japan and asked,whether tnerJ was
bn g P

. 26. Mr. Hauge expressed the view that the authonty wiuch wou,
Prestdent would generally cônstitute r enough ' to warrant another round of tariff

negotiatïons. He recognizcd, however, that Japan presented special problems. IIIthe

Randall Report there was no thought of making an exception of Japan. ^^^ng
,.., . ., .

• ' ld be soug Y

enything in the proposed legislation which would make it possible to

into the GATT. ht b the

,: L^ 'art^c' le 22 de l'Agricultural Adjustmer►t Act exigeait que le président i^coles, notaromeat
d rcs^ctions sur

-.-les importations de produits agricoles qui entravaient certains progTamn!
^ ceux ayant pour objet de réduire la production et la commerdalisation naU°nales,

et de soutenu

prix intEriears. ,, :, = s ► ^ restrictions oa
Section '22 of the Agricoltunl Adjustment Act requued the President to impose , including those
imports of agriciiltural products which interfered with certain agricultural prog^

desigaed to restrict domestic production and muketing. and to mppon domesac Pn^s.
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were now to be done in that direction, it would presumably be on the recommenda-
tion of the Secretary of State.
27. Mr. Dulles observed that the Japanese economy had been artificially supported

for sometirne and that, with the cessation of the Korean war, the economic outlook
for Japan was rather dismal. He attributed Japan's economic difficulties in part to
the lack of any austerity programme of her own. He referred to the possible easing
of restrictions on trade with Communist China, but felt that the potentialities of this
trade were not very substantial. He considered that some developments in southeast
Asia (including those in Indo-China, Malaya and Indonesia) might add to the eco-
nomic dangers confronting Japan since the countries in that area constitute impor-
tant sources of supply and important markets for the Japanese economy. He did not
think, however, that the fall of Southeast Asia should be assumed or that calcula-
dons should be made on that basis. There appeared to be substantial possibilities of
increasing trade with such countries as the Philippines, Malaya and so on, and these
might be adequate if the channels of trade could be re-opened. In this connection,
he noted the strong anti-Japanese sentiment in some of these countries and the
claims which some of them were pressing on Japan for reparations. These consider-
ations complicated the prospect considerably. He did not think that the United
States was a proper market in the long term for Japan. Neither did he think that
Japân should draw a large proportion of its supplies of raw materials from the
United States. In the long term, Japanese exporters would have to depend on mar-
kets in the populous areas where low quality goods were required and were much
in demand. Similarly, Japan might be expected to seek sources of supply in that
part of the world.

28. Mr. Dulles emphasized that it would be a major disaster affecting the whole
position in the Pacific if Japan were to fall under Communist control. He recog-
nized that special measures of a temporary character might have to be taken to keep
this from happening. He was aware that the facilities under the Randall recommen-
dations would not go very far to ease trading conditions for the Japanese. Japan
might have to be dealt with as a special case.

Metals and Minerals
29. Mr.- Howe suggested that this subject might be given particular attention in

connection with the first agenda item.100 It was one to which great importance was
attached in Canada. Canadian producers had been dissatisfied on many occasions at
finding themselves in the position of "marginal suppliers" to the United States. He
would hôpe that sources in Canada could be treated on the same basis (except, of
course, for customs duties) as sources in the United States. He referred particularly
to the case of alnmvnum. He indicated also that there were certain matters relating
to the nickel position which he might discuss separately with those concerned.

30.1Vir,
We^1s said that there was every disposition in the U.S. Administration to

look on Canada and the United States as more or less one package in any discus-
sions on metals and minerals. He referred to the Cabinet level committee which
"as considering these matters and observed that, in the case of aluminum, it had

10p Voir aussi/See also Documents 528-547.
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been decided to regard Canada and the United States as ône unit for practical pur-

poses. Where the United States had to go abroad for metals and minerals, he was
confident that first thought would be given to Canada. He assumed that the United
States would ^ find a, reciprocal attitude in Canada. If the United States were to
depend on Canada, he'assumed that the United States would find a reciprocal atti-
tude in Canada. If the aUnited States were to depend on Canada, he assumed that
Canada would be a dependable source of supply. At an earlier stage in the discus-

sion, Mr. Dulles had also referred to the dependence on Canada as a source of

critical materials'and had said that he thought the United States should not attempt
to duplicate sources of supply which already existed in Canada. He would expect
that, in turn, Canada would be able to give some assurance about the availability of
such supplies in an emergency. Mr. Howe felt that the United States could be
assunrd that Canadian supplies would be available when needed, and he referred to
the experience of the second World War and of the Korean conflict which had
shown the kind of co-operation of which Canada was capable.

31: In commenting on the observations by Mr. Weeks, Mr. Abbott thought that if
the United States wished to count on Canadian supplies she would have to do more

• than look to them only on those occasions when she found it necessary to go abroad
for supplies. He thought that Canadian suppliers should have a fair crack at the
United States market at all times. Mr. Pearson remarked that what the United States
apparently 'wanted was an assurance of the availability of Canadian supplies in
times of emergency. What Canada wanted was `an` assurance of the availability of
the United States market in times of non-emergency.

°^ 32. Mr. Weeks thought that Canadian suppliers were being given opportunities in
the Unitéd States market and referred in pàrticular` to a letter which had been sent to
the Bureau of the Budget requesting the suspension of the $400 a ton duty on cop-
per for a further two years. He remarked that the position with respect to lead and
zinc was more difficult. Mr. Weeks also referred to proposals which had apparendY
beeti made by the United Kingdom that nickel might be removed fromthe list of
controlled materials and might be allowed to enter into East-West trade.

supplier, he
t33. Mr. Dulles mentioned that, if Canada considered itself a marginal
had gathered from his conversations in Caracas that many Latin American coun-
tries considered themselvus in an evcn more màrginal position.

^;34,.IV^r,.Weeks reported that the stockpiling programme of the United States was

being revised and new targets were being considered which, if adopted, would ^

stantially; increase some of : the goals. He thought this development Would
encouraging to Canada. He mentioned particularly that the goal for copper

be, raiscd very considerably.4^.
35: Mr. Howe observed that one of the points involved in the nickel problem was

• • m tainless steel Pro,
that such large quantifies were being ordered into stockpile at s

duction and other commercial uses were being curtailed. From the viewpoi^ of Ille

longer term prospect for nickel, he hoped that the stockpiling of this metal 8

alowed down.^ . .
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H. PROGRESS 'ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND PAYMENTS PROBLEMS -

36. Mr. Abbott said that he had been encouraged by the remarks of Governor
Adams and Mr. Hauge concerning the, Administration's intentions. While the rec-
ommendations of the Randall Commission and the Administration's foreign eco-
nomic policy programme might be regarded as modest, they did represent a move
forward. Mr. Abbott thought it important that the economic policies of the United
States should be suited to that country's position as the world's most powerful
creditor.

37. Mr. Abbott then remarked on the difference in attitude and determination
which he had detected over the past seven years at the various international meet-
ings which he had attended where trade and financial policies had been discussed,
including the successive meetings of Commonwealth Finance Ministers.101 He felt
that up until about two years ago declarations of support for the objectives of con-
vertibility and freer trade and payments had been lacking in conviction or enthusi-
asm. He thought that this was not so today. Mr. Butler, in particular, seemed to be
genuinely committed to this objective. It should be appreciated, however, that even
Mr. Butler would not find this an easy path. On the one hand, there were very
substantial groups in the United Kingdom who favoured a type of planned econ-
omy which appeared 'to require a continuation of prohibitions, quotas, exchange
restrictions rand other controls. On the other hand, and within Mr. 'Butler's own
Party, there was a fairly large element which favoured a strengthening of "Impe-
riaP trading relationships at the expense of any larger trading system. Mr. Butler
has so far been able to gain rather widespread acceptance of his policies and objec-
tives, primarily for the reason that those policies are apparently getting results. Not
only in-the United Kingdom but also in the other Sterling Area countries, there
seemed to be a greater willingness than in the past to proceed towards a freer sys-
tem of trade and payments. Some at least of those countries were overcoming their
earlier worries about the risks involved in freeing exchange rates and about the
"dangers" from sharper competition.
38. Mr. Abbott saw no economic reason why non-resident Sterling could not be

made convertible now. He observed that the time when a thing is done may be as
imPortant as the thing itself. In this particular case, one very good reason for acting
soon would seem' to be that, once restrictions have been removed, they are unlikely
to be restored.'Clearly; the decision as to when a move should be made has to be
taken by'the `gnvernrnents which bear responsibility for the currencies concerned.
There was flot, to be said; however, for encouragement from other countries which
shared this objeCuve.lVlr. Abbott felt that such encouragement would be supplied
by effective action` on the Randall recommendations' (including the recommenda-
tion that adadequate amount of the Fund's resources be made available and that
sonie stand-by credits 'be provided through the Federal Reserve system). Mr.
Abbott repeated that he thought there was a real danger of the present opportunities
being lost if advantage is'not taken of them now. If this chance is missed, the politi-
cal and economic relations among the countries of the West may be subjected to
very Setious strains.``

101
v 01rl3ee DOCarnent 385. -
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39. Mr. Dulles recalled that at the time of the Eden-Butler visit to Washington, the
"collective approach". was regarded as premature. If convertibility was to be
attempted, it was important that the underlying conditions should be satisfactory.

40. Mr. Abbott remarked that in the interval since that visit a good number of the
countries involved have taken important steps to put their houses in order.

41. Mr. Humphrey expressed his generâl agreement with Mr. Abbott's views and
said that the undertaking of a convertibility operation for sterling had now about
reached the point where the only remaining questions related to timing and details.
He thought Mr. Butler understood very well that, whenever the United Kingdom
was prepared to move, it would receive a sympathetic response from Washington.
Mr. Humphrey felt that, when the Sterling Area is prepared to go ahead, North
America should be ready to come in to support them. He thought that they were
holding back at the moment in order to see what was going to happen to the United
States economy. Meanwhile, the United Kingdom in particular was taking gradual,
but not unimportant, steps in the'direction of convertibility. He referred particularly
to the opening of various commodity markets.

42. On the question of financial support, Mr. Humphrey in dicated
that was

United

States would be prepared to have the Fund drawn on; provided
manner which would not start a run on the Fund. He thought that the Fund might
yield something like $2 to 2 1/2 billion for this purpose. If some supplement was
necessary, the questions which Mr. -Humphrey would wish to consider are: how
large would that supplement have to be; should it be provided by the United States
and Canada acting jointly; and how would the pooled resources be controlled? Mr.
Butler had spoken of a scheme of sliding scales, but Mr. Humphrey seemed to be
doubtful about this proposition and suggested that more effective sanctions would

be required.
43. Mr. Abbott stated that the Canadian dollars at the disposal of the Fund could

probably also be used to bolster Sterling convertibility.
'44. Mr. Abbôtt 'noted the reladonship between the European Payments Union and
any4 âction to make Sterling cônvertible. He pointed out that the EPU had been
intended as a transitional arrangement, and he thought that it should Vef^b^

the United Kingdom was confident that U.S. trade policies ,,,,,Ad not m eCline,c t
and if it wâs^ satisfiâi that the United States economy was not going to d

part of the pessimists in Europe and the Sterling Area dunng the P^t^sentative

rigarded as such. He hoped that the members of EPU would not defer
He obser^eedd that

ity until the weakest participant was prepared to go nlong.
ult of

EPU was already undergoing certain strains and stresses as a res1
.a positions of the various members.. ® . the,
45. Mr. Humphrey then expressed the view that the time when the

n',â^^ n^
^..doai might decide to undertake convertibihry could very well be c lose k

tnight decide to embatk on this course in a matter of months. on the
^r 46. Mr. Hauge said he thought it fortunate that a tendency, had developed le of

yeara to refer back to 1949 and to take the conditions of that year as fep sts

of what could be ex of the United States in a recession. Those peSS^ .
^t^ • retiited, since ^

were now somewhat at a loss and might become somewhat d^sc
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time there has been only a very slight decline in commodity prices and in the earn-
ings of the Sterling Area despite a fall of some ten per cent in the production index.
47. Mr. Weeks then asked Mr. Abbott what the prospects were for an eventual

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

"washing out", of imperial preferences. Mr. Abbott remarked that this might happen
eventuallÿ, although ! as in the case of any` liberal U.S. commercial policies -
the reduction of preferences was a plant of rather slow growth. In any event, he
thought there was no likelihood of an increase in preferences.

ID. UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL POLICIES AND TfiEIR RELATIONS TO

48. Mr. Benson began his description of the new agricultural programme of the
United States by recognizing the importance for both countries of maintaining
opportunities to export agricultural products. He said that the U.S. Administration
was fully: aware of the need to have regard for the interests of other countries, if
only for the reason that those countries were actually or potentially major markets
for the products of the United States. The farmers of the United States were sub-
stantially, interested in international trade policies generally since they were faced
with so many, restrictions at present on their trade abroad. ,
49. Mr. Benson then outlined the agricultural programme. He declared the aims of

that programme to be: =

(a) the achievement of more flexibility in price supports, while at the same time
maintaining a rather firm floor,

(b) the expansion of outlets for U.S. agricultural products at home and abroad;
(c) the encouragement of better balanced production by permitting effective

demand to exercise a greater influence; and
(d) the improvement of farm management.,
50. Mr,. Benson. referred briefly to the present surplus problem noting Chat the

mcreased borrowing authority proposed for the Commodity Credit Corporation
was no more than enough to take it through the coming year and declaring that the
Administration had been able to find no alternative to the "setting aside" of a sub-
stantial part of the existing CCC stocks with a view to insulating them from com-
mercial markets: ;

51: -NIr, Bénson - stressed the thoroughness of the preparations and country-wide
discussions which had preceded the formulation of the new agricultural pro-
gramme. Concercvng the Congressional prospects for this programme, he was
hopeful that Congress would take the necessary action. He observed that, even if no
legislation

were to be passed, the major part of the programme could be brought
into effect, since, in the absence of specific legislation to the contrary, the earlierlegislation

which contained some elements of the new programme would become
operative : automatically. With respect to Section 22 of the AAA, Mr. Benson
repo^ that thero was considérable sentiment in Congress for the re-enactment of
some^ng along the lines of the compulsory restrictions of Section 104 of theDefence prmucti A IM. . ,d on ct. He mdicated that he did not himself favour tlus course

102 V0fr/See Volume 17. Documents 814•820.
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since he thought that Section 22 could bé effectivë. He hoped and guessed that new
restrictive legislation would not be'passed by this Congress.

52 ' Mr Benson then referred briefly to the rye situation.

before taking.any action. He noted that where there had bccn su W^ch
^ngements

vtrere ttia(é applicable for only a short period. He hoped that, in case
the U.S.' would t^cco .•u the value of having Informal consultations w

h consultations^

56. Mr., Howe stated that restrictions on rye wou s such as these,
1d not be as ob^ect^on

:pecify a defimte and Lmited penod of tune i •• able if they
. • • f that seems warran •

whether. the proposed remedies would be e ecUve w^
pccaident, however. i in acting on the Tariff Commission's recommendations, may

ted

SS: Mr. Hauge said it was true that the Tanff Commiss^on docs not judge
its ! recommendations to} a set 'od Their :position is that they

^

•^ f f•thin a particular time. 'be

quotas are imposcd, it had to be recogni
in withdrawing such quotas especially if a terminal date is not speciGed

in advance•

• • • t tend to confine

in cases such as flaxseed and wheat). Whatever the mten o y
4 . •zd that thervb are great political difficulties

probably temporary, whereas there was a ten ency r y q ned
imposed as a remedial measure to become permanent (as appears to have happe

ti n ma be when such

mjury was being done to m
ing these pressures for a mere $9 million. He added that the present situation was

d G% an uotas which might be

(Therneeting adjourned at this stage in order to allow the members of the Com-
mittee to attend a luncheon` which President Eisenhower was giving at the White

,. ..
House.)

53. Mr. Benson described the present stock position for rye, noted nit ântici-

pated carry-over was likely to be very large, and observed that curr production

was expected to increase as a result particularly of the diversion of land from other
crops to rye following on the acreage reductions imposed on those other crops. In
these circumstances, he was convinced that the Administration had no alternative
but to refer the case to the Tariff Commission. In this connection, he understood
that Canada had been consulted and had indicated that it would not object to some

action on rye.
54. Mr. Howe interjected at this point that what he had said when this matter was

mentioned to him in Ottawa last December was that he would not take a complaint
about rye to the GATT, but he did not inte dtm^1t that

there
^âa^^lyha^ve^nY

objections to restrictions on rye.103 He observed
"peril" involved for the U.S. in admitting the quantities of rye which were now
coming in from Canada. While these quantities fluctuated considerably and might
have been fairly high in the past twelve months, they were relatively insignificant
in comparison with the total trade in grains within the United States. Mr. Howe
reminded Mr.-Benson that there were substantial pressures in Canada for import
restrictions on ceïtain U.S. products. He mentioned particularly textiles, refrigem-
tors and fruits and vegetables. These pressures would be particularly difficult to
resist if the U.S. appeared to be acting against Canadian'goods when no substantial
•• • U S' terests He asked whether it was worth encourag-

é;g: in' the C ase ,of `oats) it had proved possible 10 work out
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were less objectionable than direct action by the U.S. (Mr. Dulles remarked that
while in Caracas he received rather vigorous complaints from the Argentine Minis-
ter of.Foreign Affairs who alleged that the United States had acted illegally in this
instance)., , , ,
57. Mr. Howe remarked that wherever restrictions on trade were unavoidable, it

was desirable that they should take the form which would do the least damage and
be least likely to provoke unfortunate reactions. He referred again to the position of
U.S. fruits ; and vegetables in the Canadian , market. At this point, Mr. Benson
enquired whether Canada was not already restricting imports of U.S. fruits and veg-
etables. Mr. Howe replied that what was being done at present represented a gener-
ally accepted practice and merely involved certain seasonal tariff increases for
short periods in the year. Mr. Abbott added that it would be a mistake to think of
this verymoderate protection as the limit to which Canadian restrictions on fruits
and vegetables might go if the pressures became extreme as a result of U.S. treat-
ment'of Canadian products. He recalled that restrictions of quite a different order
had been imposed by Canada during part of the period of exchange control and
remarked that those restrictions had been felt not only by Canadian consumers but
also be pioducers'and traders in fruits and vegetables all over the United States.

IV. MEPHODS OF DISPOSAL OF EXISTING AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES AND THOSE WHICH
MAY BE EXPEC[ED TO ACCUMULATE IN THE FUTURE

58. Referring more particularly to the plans of the Administration for disposing of
some of the present agricultural surpluses, Mr. Benson re-iterated that it was the
intention of the U.S: Government not to affect normal marketings.
59. {Mr, Howe welcomed this re-affirmation of U.S. policy in this matter. He

thought, however, that recent developments had shown the difficulty of carrying
through disposal operations on special terms without disturbing ordinary commer-
cial sales, in the case of Japan, it had proved possible to work out certain arrange-
ments, ' and Canada would now have no objection to the United States going ahead
with its projected deal in wheat and barley with that country.10' Reported proposals
for s^iles of wheat to ;Spain in return for local currency seemed considerably more
unsatisfactory, While ^Canada had normally only a relatively small place in the
SPalish market, Australia `and some other countries had traditionally sold substan-
ua1 quantities to Spain: In Mr. Howe's view, the most worrying proposal of which
he had heard was that for a'special deal with Western Germany. This proposed
transaction with a member of the International Wheat Agreement could have a very
uPsetting effect on Canadian sales and on those of other wheat producing countries.

60•
Mr.` Benson explained that the arrangements with Spain had been made in

order to permit of the financing of the local costs of airfields and other military
facilities ln` tl^at ^untry: With respect to the proposal for West Germany, Mr. Ben-
sons^de^t^ding was that no deal had yet been completed. Mr. Benson then

eut on tO int out'that the sales of the United States outside the International
^`hiat'ABreement, hâd been extremely limited,' while Canadian sales had beenincreas'mg.

; ^ :r
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'61. Mr. Howe observed that Canâda's po rtion
had sold very little outside the I.W.A.

to be about the same this year as last. Can ada

except to our traditional market in thé V .K. In part, the maintenance of Canadian
sales was due'to the fact that importing countries required a certain proportion of
high protein wheat to mix with the quantities of soft wheat which they were secur-
ing from other sources.Any decline in the U.S. share of the world market would
appear to have benefitted Argentina and certain other producers rather than Canada.

62. Mr. Benson noted that, if wheat prices in the United States reached a more
reasonable level as a result of the Administration's agricultural programme, a good
deal of the excessive wheat acreage in the eastern part of the United States might

go out of production. had been
- 63. Governor Adams reminded the Committee that the surplus problem
with the Eisenhower Administration since the beginning. In fact, it had existed pre-
viously. In these circumstances, it could hardly be said that the present

Administra-

tion had not moved slowly and carefully. Governor Adams emphasized, however,
Government would be moving more aggressively in promoting sales

ofaagricul
U.S.

•twal products abroad in the immediate future. While the size of present
surpluses might be at the basis of some of the concernwhich was ^e det no tio
out the United States, the Administration was more worried a
of some of the stocks and about the high storage charges (of rathesti11
million dollars a day) involved in holding present stocks. The Administration

ents
proposed to move carefully and in consultation with othe r

he referred t° the
but effective action would have to be taken. In this connection,
establishment of an inter-agency committee on this subject within theU.S.ri Admin-
istration including participants from: the Department of Agric

ulture,
istration
De àrtment, the Foreign Operations Administration, the Bureau of thegu Clarene

p Governor Adams also mentioned that htbe Department of Defence. ,
Francis of General Foods had been appointed with particular responsibility for

org
anizing the sale and disposal of U.S. agricultural products. Mr. Francis

^ ÿ$dÿ

ovin im tuousl . He had decided to carry through a sixty or m Y

making
impetuously.

mind on the right course of action. Upon the completion of
before g P
this study and after consultat ion with the U.S. agencies concerned, Mr. Francis will
present a report to the President. Governor Adams thought there would probably
then be consultation with the various "countries :concaned•

useful dispos^ of
64. Governor Adams thought there was considerable scope for ssibilities had 'lot

agricultural surpluses within the United States and that these po
,yet been exhausted. ï . , : resentnranada about

Mr. = Howe noted that there wâs some uneasiness volved was already very

be appr ^ ated

thatlargeCanadian surpluses. In the case of butter, the quantity m

substantial,' and in the case of wh^t Canada's surplus was about 3/4

of the United States. In connection wi ônthe latter
on of the size of the large U.S.

,,that the domestic market in Canada was Y..

,home market. sibility of bn06-11
66. Mr. Benson also expressed the view that there was a good pos oultry, etc.

ing about a long term increase in the feeding of wheat to
livestock and p
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67. Governor Adams declared that in the handling of its surpluses, particularly
wheat, the United States would avoid undue price cutting. Mi. Benson added that
there was no disposition on the part of the United States to disrupt markets by
dumping or anything like that. Price-cutting would be as injurious to the United
States as to Canada.
68: Mr. -Abbott returned to the point made earlier about the real possibility of a

decline in wheat and related prices (including rice prices) setting off a world-wide
depression.

69: Mr.Benson referred to the trade missions which the United States would be
sending off 'shortly to Latin America, Europe and the Far East. When asked
whether these missions would be working out special deals for local currencies,
etc., Mr. Benson replied that the missions themselves would not be able to make
any particular offers.

70. There was then some brief discussion on the possibilities of increasing con-
sumption of wheat abroad by changes in diet, methods of cooking, etc. It was gen-
erally felt that a reduction in the price of wheat would not greatly increase total
consumption.
71. Mr. Howe felt that there were advantages in viewing the disposal of existing

wheat surpluses as a North American problem. He thought it would be in the gen-
eral interest if those concerned with the difficulties involved were to talk them
over. He mentioned that, if worries developed about price trends, there might use-
fully be some discussion on that subject. He referred to the recent occasion when
Canada had informed the United States in advance of its intention to equalize the
prices for wheat from eastern and western Canadian ports. He hoped that both
countries would keep out of the "give-away" field and that they would, so far as
possible, handle their wheat on a commercial basis.. ,
72. Mr. Benson was sure that the U.S. authorities would be glad to keep closely in

touch with their Canadian opposite numbers. He then asked what the views of
Canadian Ministers were on the dairy situation.
73. Mr. Howe observed that Canada was not as worried about perishables as it

was about wheat and some other commodities. Mr. Abbott added that, of course,
some other countries were very acutely interested in the international trade in dairy
products. , _
74. Mr. Benson reported that there was some pressure from U.S. cheese producers

concerning recent importations of Canadian cheese.
75• Mr. Gardiner thought that the quantities of Canadian cheese entering the

United States were not very substantial. He then described the various informal
devices which were used in Canada to encourage or discourage the production of
Particular agricultural products. He indicated that the consultations among the Fed-
eral and provincial authorities and the agricultural groups in Canada in 1942
^éco^p^l^ by ^^^n payment arrangements) had been effective in curtailing

pod .uction of wheat and that consultations in the subsequent period had been
successful in restoring production, although the acreage had been kept below the
level of ,1942 Mr Gardiner then referred to the importance of the trade between
Canada and the United States in certain commodities. He noted that in the case of
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potatoes Canada now buys almost as large a quantity from the United States as it
sells to the U.S. market. Mr. Gardiner emphasized the continuing importance for
Canada of sales of cattle to the United States.-Apples also were a commodity which
depended almost entirely on the existence of a United States market. Since Cana-,
than farmers had been fairly well persuaded to reduce their production of perisha-
ble foodstuffs, Canada's interest in export markets for these products was not
substantial, and the Canadian Government would be prepared to discuss particular
cases with the United States authorities.

76. Mr. Howe observed in general that, if the flow of agricultural products in one
direction across the Border was to be curtailed, it was very likely that the flow the
other way would also be disturbed. It was not conceivable that the United States
could add brick upon brick to the wall on its side without interrupting the flow of
trade in both directions. Mr. Howe hoped that the Administration would do its best
to avoid using Section 22 or restricting imports in other ways.

77. Governor Adams observed that the future actions of the Administration
depended very much on the success achieved in getting acceptance of the Presi-
dent's whole foreign economic policy programme.
„78. Mr. Dulles concluded by saying how important the new Administration had
regarded the original conversations on economic policies with Mr. Eden and Mr.

Butler. While the United States might not be as mature in economic affairs as in
political and military matters, Mr. Dulles indicated that this should not be taken as
reflecting any lack of recognition of the vital importance of economic relations.
-79. The Committee then proceeded to discuss the draft communiquVos

...^
82. At the conclusion of the meeting, various Ministers expressed their satisfac-

tion with the discussions which had'taken place.

the Canadian position
83. As Mr. Abbott indicated in the course of the meeting,

papert on trade and paymentswas left-behind with the U.S. Joint Secretary for
circulatiôn to the U.S. members of the Committee. Vith Mr. Howe's concurrence,
the position papert on metals and minerals and the memorandum on rye were also
given to the U.S. Joint Secretary for circulation to the U.S. Ministers with the
mary record of the meeting. A copy of the memorandum on rye is attached• Copies
of.the other two papers were included in the documentation for the meeting.

, , , A,E., Rri'CtIIE
Canadian Joint Secretary

o q, 19541 PP.

M ,,voit Min{stMe des Affaires extérieores, Affaires Fxtfrieures. volume 6. N 49 1954, PP

Iy' = 130-132JSee Canada. DePartn^ent ^ ^t^1 ^^ ^^^^al ^abs,
Volume 6, No

:126-128. ;
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SECTION C

RESTRICTIONS DES ÉTATS-UNIS SUR LES IMPORTATIONS
UNITED STATES RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTS

Le président des États-Unis
au premier ministre

President of United States
to Prime Minister

1187

DEA/6780-40

Washington, March 31, 1954

Dear Mr. Prime Minister.

As you know, action has just been taken by this Government limiting the impor-
tation of rye into the United States. Since this measure so largely concerns your
country, I want you to know that under existing law there was no alternative for me
but to approve the unanimous findings and recommendations of the United States
Tariff Commission in this matter.

I approved this course of action reluctantly, not only because of my own deter-
mination to work for freer rather than more restricted trade, but more especially
because the action affects Canada, our staunch friend and valued customer. In order
to minimize the need in the future for this type of measure, I am seeking from the
Congress authority to remove some of the rigidities from our agricultural program
and to advance fnrther the cause of liberal commercial policy.

I was glad, however, to adopt the suggestion put forth informally by your Minis-
ter of Trade and Commerce and Defense Production at the recent economic and
trade talks in Washington that if any quota action on rye were taken, it be limited in
time.106 The action just taken is limited to the period ending with the next full mar-
keting year, June 30, 1955.

I Was,happy to have the opportunity to visit with your Ministers when they were
here recently. The discussions were highly rewarding from our point of view and I
believe the Canadian representatives felt likewise. I am certain that visits of, that
kind b^tween old friends on a continuing basis will reinforce the strong ties that
now bind us together. It is in that spirit that I am dispatching these personal lines toyou.

Sincerely,

DwtGtiT EISENHOWER
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DEA/6780-40

le seerétaire.d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, May 27, 1954
TELEGRAM EX-891 , . ,

SECRET. MOST IMM®IAIi:.

GROUNDFISH FILLETS

Cabinet has now approved a note on 8rou to havefillets
this note h the

below. I should be grateful if you could arrange presented to
State Department at a high level as soon as possible, preferably this afternoon. You
should also ensure that a copy of this note reaches a senior officer (possibly Gover-
nor'Adams) nt the White ]Flouse. Il would be'desirable for you to keep in touch with
Mr. Mitchell Sharp in connection with these representations:

2. Following is the text of the note:
of StateThe Canadian Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary

and has the honour to refer to the recently completed investigation by the U.S.
Tariff Commission into the trade in groundfish fillets.

: 2. The Canadian Government has been informed that the majority of those mero-
thebers of the Tariff Commission who,were present during the preparation °^s of

repôrt have now recommended certain tariff and quota actions against impo
groundfish fillets from Canada and other countries. Under the terms of the Agree-
ment governing trade relations between the United States and Canada, the Car

►a-

dian Government would, of course, expect to be consulted well in advance of any
final decision if it were intended to implement these recommendations. Meanwle,
the Canadian Government'desires to submit its views on certain aspects of this
subject to the United States authorities.

b the Canadian
3. The Secretary of State will recall that a. note was presented by

Ambassador on July . 20; 1953 pointing out that exports from Canada of groundfish
fillets are of traditional importance to Canadian trade with the United ,oustcon

and

stressing that restrictions on imports of this commodity would have sen

les conservation and have established numerous commissions on bo

uences not only for trade but for other aspcçts of relationship between the W
., .. .

countries.
4. In re-affirming the view expressed in that note, the Canadian Governroeof

wishes to draw to the attention of the Secretary of State certain special feature
the long. standing cooperative arrangements existing between Canada and

ind ^
United States with regard to the fishing industries. These arrangements
of a unique character. The two countries acting jointly have led the worlhd c^' ^ t^

develop and protect the stocks of fish.
^, . ,
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5. The long-established history of joint conservation in certain Pacific waters,
because of the intermingling of stocks and fishing operations, has made it scarcely
practicable to segregate the operations and administration of the two countries'
fisheries in that area; a fact which is clearly asserted and recognized in the interna-
tional fisheries treaty between Canada, the U.S. and Japan. On the Pacific coast
special port privileges are granted by each country to the other and U.S. vessels are
pennitted to land fish in bond at Prince Rupert and ship it direct to the mid-west
markets of the U.S. Unrestricted passage through British Columbia coastal waters
has always been granted the U.S. fishing fleets moving between the State of Wash-
ington and Alaska. U.S. vessels have been permitted to fish in Hecate Straits
between the Queen Charlotte Islands and the mainland coast of British Columbia.
6. On the Atlantic coast as well there is a degree of cooperation not equalled else-

where in the world. U.S. fisherman are given privileges accorded no others in New-
foundland, the Magdalen Islands and along the Labrador coast. Since 1888 Canada
has unilaterally, given United States fisherman additional privileges in Atlantic
ports not enjoyed by fishermen of other countries.

7. Artificial interference with the marketing of fish would not seem to be consis-
tent with the purposes ôf these joint conservation activities. .

8. The tariff treatment'of groundfish fillets has long been the subject of negotia-
tion "and agreement between the U.S. and Canada. The present rates of duty have
been in force for many years. They were established in the trade agreement of 1938
and were 'sùbsequently incorporated in the tariff schedules to the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade. Those rates along with the other GATT tariff rates con-
tinue to be bound.

9. The trade which has taken place in these products under these long-standing
arrangements has contributed significantly to the development of sound economic
relations bet„^een the U.S. and Canada. The fisheries of the Canadian Atlantic
Coast have been adapted to meet the requirements of this trade and have become
heavily dependent on it. This is particularly true of Newfoundland. The imple-
mentation of the recommendations of the Tariff Commission would result in dam-
age and disorganization of the industry in these sections of Canada, which have to
rely on this trade for much of their livelihood.

^ATT The trade in groundfish fillets is governed by the general underiaking in
not to impose quantitative restrictions or to take similar measures except in

very extraordinary circumstances when "as a result of unforeseen developments
and of the effect of the obligations incun-ed by a contracting party ..:' the productis

be1ng iln^rted '^in such increased quantities and under such conditions as to
cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers ... of like or directly com-
petitive products " .

sat1• The Canadian±Government thinks it necessary to place on record that it is not
sfied that the actions now proposed by the Tariff Commission are in keeping

With the 1equiretnents of the "escape clause" of GATT referred to in the preceding
paragraPh• It questions whether an examination of all relevant factors would justify
the conclùsion thàït the traditional customs treatment of these products has resulted

.. .m unport`s in `qu^titi ` ^es w ch cause or threaten senous injury to domestic produc-£.
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ers. It appears to the Canadian Government that any difficulties which the industry
in the U.S.- has been experiencing during the past few years are more correctly
attributable to, numerous complex circumstances including interruptions of activity
in the industry and the necessity for the fishing fleet to go farther and farther afield
as,nearby_fishing grounds have become depleted. So far as the effects of imports
are concerned; however, sections of the industry in the U.S. have in fact benefitted
substantially from the availability of imported raw materials.

12. It is assumed that the President will take into account not only all the factors
affecting the position of the domestic industry but also the international obligations
of the U.S., the importance of relations with the areas involved outside the U.S. and
the particularly close cooperation which exists between the United States and Cana-
dian fishing industries. The Canadian Government recalls that the United States
and Canadian members of the Joint Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs at
their first meeting, after noting that the flow of trade between Canada and the
United States is greater than that between any other two countries, agreed on "the
desirability of avoiding any action which would interfere with this trade from
which the two countries derive such great benefits."

13. The trade in groundfish fillets is not only important in itself but is also widely
regarded in Canada, in the light of the various considerations referred to in this
note, as exemplifying the economic cooperation from which both countries have
derived such substantial benefts. Consequently, the United States Government will
be aware that any restrictions on this trade would have repercussions which would
inevitably extend beyond this particular field and which would have an undesirable
effect on relations between Canada and the United States. The Canadian Govern-
ment expects it would be afforded a full ôpportunity for consultation on this matter,
as provided in our trade agreement, if there is any likelihood that the recommenda-
tions of the Tariff Commission may be implemented, but is confident that the Presi-
dent will not take the actions recommended by the Commission after these have
been reviewed in the light of the wider considerations involved.

DEA/6780-40

; au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires e-Wrieures

Chargé d'Affaires,' Embassy in United States,
to Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

SecRer: IMW®IATE.

,This morning Mitchell Sharp, accompanied by Le Pan,
;t

with ^ro
ninlstràtive Assistant to'the President for Economic Affairs, to discuss

--il-d on Gabnel a S ^
r>,' RFCtrkrrRECOMMFNDATIONS OP Tiip UNCiED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION

Washington, May 27, 1954

,^,. : ; . . :
Reference: Our telegram WA-929 £of today's date.t

i I,.;,i " t -a I k 4- w .I . , : . f., , _ , .
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recent recommendations by the United States Tariff Commission of interest to Can-
ada. Sharp explained that he was in Washington primarily to confer with officials
of the United States Department of Agriculture about the marketing of wheat and
feed grains; but, in ^ addition, he had been instructed by Mr. Howe to express to
officials in the White House the grave concern felt in Ottawa about the recommen-
dations for increased protection for groundfish fillets, lead and zinc,'and alsike clo-
ver'seed, and to outline some of the consequences if these recommendations were
accepted by the President. Since the Canadian Government had not'yet had time to
give careful thought to the implications of the recommendations on lead and zinc
and alsike clover, most of his remarks would apply particularly to the recommenda-
tions on groundfish fillets.
* 2. Sharp made it clear that very serious injury would be done to the fishing indus-
try in Canada, and particularly in Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces, if the
recommendations for import quotas and higher rates of duty were adopted. He
referred to the efforts that have recently been made to modernize fishing operations
in Newfoundland, and said that they would be dealt an almost mortal blow if the
growing market in the United States for frozen fillets was curtailed by Presidential
action pursuant to the recommendations.

3. The Canadian Government, he went on, had been disturbed by United States
action to limit imports of oats'07 and rye. But it was realized in Canada, as well as
in the United States, that there were special problems involved in agricultural pro-
duction and that, so long as agricultural prices were maintained at artificially high
levels by price supports, some limitation of imports might become almost inevita-
ble. The recommendations now before the President, however, were in an entirely
different category. Theywere based on énquiries undertaken in accordance with the
"escape claûse" of the Trade Agreements Act rather than section 22 of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act, and their purpose was purely and simply to protect United
States producers rather than to safeguard price support programmes designed to
help United States farmers. Moreover, the problems in Canada of making adjust-
ments would be infinitelÿ greater. In particular, it'was very difficult to see what
could be done to assist fishermen in Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces,
roany of whom had ;extremely small cash incomes, if the President decided to
accept the Tariff Commission's recommendations on groundfish fillets.
4. After studying=the report on groundfish fillets, the Canadian Government had

corne to the conclusion that it was almost unthinkable that the President would
accept the majoriry recommendations. A number of reasons had contributed to this
°Pnmistiç,view. In the first place, the minority report seemed a much more accu-
rate statement of the reasons why New England fishermen were in difficulties and
Provided cogent reasons why the President should refuse to take action. Secondly,
there had, in recent months, been an important development within the fish trade in
the Utited States which would lead many interests in this country' to oppose any
increa`se in the level of protection against imports of Canadian fillets. Sales of fish
sticks hadnisen sharply, and many of the processors depended for their raw mate-,

107 Voirlsee Volume 19, Document 863.
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rial on frozen. blocks imported. from Canada. They would certainly object to this
source of, supply being choked off. Finally, it had seemed inconceivable to the
Canadian Government that the President would be willing to take action that would
do serious injury to three areas of such strategic importance to the United States as
Newfoundland, Iceland and Norway. The lease by the United Kingdom of bases in
Newfoundland.to the United States had left scars that were by no means entirely
healed. Sharp, who had recently been in Newfoundland, cited a number of inci-
dents to show, how easy it would be for feeling in Newfoundland arising out of the
bases deal to become inflamed if the United States were to take measures flagrantly
at variance to Newfoundland's economic interest. Although he could not speak for
Iceland and Norway, he imagined that the economic and political effects in those
two countries would be equally serious.
5..Within the next few days a formal note would be presented by the Canadian

Embassy to the State Department Sharp said. The note had been drafted on the
optimistic assumption that the President would reject the Tariff Commission's rec-
ommendations. If that assumption could not be relied on, however, the Canadian
authorities would like to know so that they could modify the text of the note
accordingly. In particular, he wondered whether it would be useful to Hauge and
his associates in the White House in resisting pressure from United States fisher-
men if the Canadian note were to mention the likelihood that the Canadian Govern-
ment would make compensatory withdrawals of concessions previously granted to
the United States, , should the recommendations be accepted. It was far from the,the

of the Canadian Government to become involved in retaliatory action of that
kind. But the Cabinet had carefully considered it and had come to the conclusion
that it would be virtually unavoidable in the event that the recommendations on
groundfish fillets were put into effect. The concessions negotiated with the United
States on groundfish fillets had been paid for by matching Canadian concessions so
that, if they were withdrawn, the Canadian Government would be almost compelled
to proceed, without rancour but without hesitation, to take answering me u
against some United States imports. For example, _ United States quotas against
Canadian groundfish fillets might be met by Canadian measures against imports of
California and Florida oranges. Similarly, higher,tariff duties on. lead and zinc
might be countered by, increases in the Canadian rates of duties levied on cotton
textiles coming, from the United States. Such measures would not be palatable
`either by the Government tôr people of Canada. It was hoped that the President, by

ssibility that thefirtn.action,.would make them unnecessary. But if there was a po
recommendations on'groundfsh fillets might be'accepted; the Canadian authornties
would like to know, so that tlïeir note could be drafted in a way that would take that
^, . ,, _ . . ,,.
possibility rnto account. ^ ted to
f.;6. tThe. thread of these remarkswas broken only once when Hauge interrup
say that he had received a number of letters from processors of fish sticks in Detroit
ûrging thât thesupply of groundfish fillets from Canada should not be r sh n
He indicated, however, that. the contrary pressures from New England f
and their Senators and Congressmen were considerably stronger and he alb ^ re

,. to be inferred that their pleas would be considered in the White House to
relevant than the appeals of the processors of fish sticks. .
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7. When Sharp had completed his remarks, Hauge began by saying that the bias of
all those in the White House was to reject, if at all possible, recommendations of
the Tariff Commission for higher levels of protection. This bias would continue to
operate when it was being decided how to deal with the recommendations on
groundfish fillets and lead and zinc. It should also be remembered that the Presi-
dent's record in rejecting recommendations by the Tariff Commission under the
"escape clause" procedure provided considerable grounds for confidence.

8. Turning to the specific question that Sharp had asked, Hauge expressed the
tentative and personal opinion that it would be useful if the Canadian note on
groundfish fillets were to mention the possibility that acceptance of the recommen-
dations might be followed by compensatory measures to be taken by the Canadian
Government. The White House would almost certainly be under strong contrary
pressure from Senators and Congressmen and he could imagine occasions on which
the President, or members of his staff, would think it advisable to put -it into their
minds that the Canadian Government might feel obliged to retaliate. He
remembered, for example, that, after his visit to Ottawa last December to discuss
oats with Mr.'Howe and Mr. Pearson, he had warned Senator Knowland that, if the
United States imposed a quota on oats, Canada might retaliate by imposing quotas
on United States fruits and vegetables. On the other hand, he hoped that any refer-
ence to such a possibility in the Canadian note would not be too categorical or
inflexible. He was afraid, for example, that an outright threat to retaliate, if by any
accident it became public knowledge, might well produce the reverse effect to what
was hoped.

9. It was noteworthy that Hauge admitted that the President's performance in
dealing with recommendations from the Tariff Commission was now under scru-
tiny as never before. The White House was anxious, he said, to maintain at least the
degree of latitudé that it had under the present Trade Agreements Act and would be
extremely reluctant to see such authority lapse. His clear implication seemed to be
that it might be necessary to pay something in return for securing from Congress a
one-year extension of the present act without amendments. As an example of the
dangers he had in mind, Hauge alluded briefly to the Hunter Bill, which, in effect,
would restore to Congress full authority over the United States tariff. He also dis-
closed that, at the President's regular meeting on Monday morning, the 24th of
May, with Republican leaders in Congress, Senator Millikin had drawn it to the
President's attention that he had not once during his term of office accepted recom-
mendations by . the Tariff Commission under the "escape clause" procedure 'for
higher duties or for quantitative restrictions. Senator Millikin warned that, if the
present pracdce : continued, he did ` not see how Congressional action could be
avoided to clip the President's existing powers over the United States tariff. This
disclosure,^ we believe,, throws* considerable light on the report contained in ourtelegram No.

WA-912 of the 25th of Mayt of the meeting held on Monday after-
noon in the State Department to inform interested governments of the recommen-
dafions of the.Tariff Commission on lead and zinc. If we were forced to guess, we
would prediet that, in the upshot, the President would reject the recommendations
on groundfish fillets,4although that cannot be taken for granted. On the other hand,
we feel reasonably sure that a decision has been taken in the White House that the
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Republican protectionists in Congress must be appeased by some decision by the
President concurring in recommendations by the Tariff Commission for increased
protection, if an extension of the Trade Agreements Act for a further year is to be
obtained without crippling amendments. We also suspect that lead and zinc may
already have been selected as the case on which the President will be prepared to
bow to the wishes of the Tariff Commission and Republican protectionists in
Congress.

10. After, our meeting this morning with Hauge, we doubt whether much weight
need be attached to the various alternative explanations we mentioned in our tele-
gram No. WA-929 of today's date for the haste with which the recommendations
on lead and zinc are to be considered. Hauge had not yet heard of the recommenda-

United States press before the President could take a decision.

^ts po icy, o se y lic bements. In his opinion, it was of the greatest importance that the present po y
maintained, since the alternative would be to have individual cases tried in the

repo o •
request; but he added that it would be impossible for the White House to maintain
' l' f crec if leaks occurred through the negligence of foreign govern-

rt n lead and zinc Hauge had -ust replied in the President s name te smg

g
copies of the reports should be careful to prevent possible leaks. He told us that
Senator Watkins (Rep.-Utah) had written to the President asking for copies of the

• • • 9 A. his

an
stress a ain that it was essential that interested governments which had received

zinc. No general decision had been taken, he said, that all recommendations of the
T'ff Comniission must be processed as quickly as possible. However, he did

tions on alsike clover seed and stated that the White House had not asked for expe-
dited consideration in that case, as he implied it had done in the case of lead and

[Ottawa], May 27, 1954
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iroundfish fillets 'and zinc and lead had been prepared. The first wou
Canada'expected to be consulted in advance of any decision if it was intended to

groundfish fillcts. Considcration should also be grven o
notes on" zinc and lead and ` on trade relations generally. Separate draft notes on

ld say that

-n'Itlwas# proposed to send a note to the U.S. State Dep ^ate
• • ' t the sending of sep

U.S., Department of Agriculture on the latter product.
a t concerning

clover:=There was also a possibility tuai advcrse recommen a
be'made. Some alternative arrangement might, however, be worked out with the

••27.,T1u Mmister of Trade ommerce po
trade relations with the United States were not satisfactory. Recommendations to
the President had been made by the U.S. Tariff Commission to restrict imports and

raise duties on groundfish fillets and to raise duties on lead and zinc
b^len alsike

• • • d tonne on Y

^ TRADE +
cmd C re rted that recent developments in•

Would

^'Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

F.actract from Cabinet . Conclusions
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implement the recommendations of the Tariff Commission. It would also refer to
the unique relationship that existed between Canada and the U.S. in regard to the
fishing industries, the importance of the tariff treatment of. this product and the
contribution , which had been made in the fisheries field to the. development of
sound economic relations between the two countries. Reference . would also be
made to the position of the U.S. industry, including both producers and processors,
and to recent statements made at the meetings of the Joint Committee on Trade and
Economic Affairs in Washington. In concluding, the note expressed the hope that
the President would not take action as recommended by the Commission. Alterna-
tively, the note might conclude with a statement that the Canadian government
would be obliged to give immediate consideration to measures which it might have
to take . in the circumstances if the Tariff Commission recommendations were
adopted.

The note on lead and zinc included an expression of hope that the President
would not act on the Commission's recommendations. It would say that an increase
in the bound rates of duty would do serious damage to trade between Canada and
the U.S. and would be a disappointing indication to the rest of the Western world
that the economic policies of the U.S. government had reverted to protectionism
and the discouragement of trade. The note would go on to refer specifically, to the
unfortunate ^ effects on the lead and zinc industry which would flow from an
increase in duties. Finally, it would conclude with a reference to the improved price
positions of the two metals and say that Canada reserved its rights under the terms
of the G.A.T.T.
28. In'the' course of discussion, the following points emerged:
(a) The imposition 'of quantitative restrictions and increased duties on groundfish

would have most serious consequences for the Canadian industry. If the recommen-
dation were accepted it would mean that Canadian exports would be substantially
reduced with serious results for the Maritirpe provinces, and particularly for New-
foundland, whose fisheries development programme depended, in large part, upon
the increased export of fish fillets and blocks.
(b) The Tariff Commission did not fully understand the implications of its pro-

Posed action for the U.S. fishermen and processors. The industry there was becom-
ing increasingly dependent on Canada for its raw material for the production of fishsticks, which were now becoming very popular.

(c) Many special privileges had been granted to the U.S. fishing industry, includ-
iDg unrestricted passage through B.C. coastal waters for the American fishing fleets
moving between Washington and Alaska, and the use of Canadian ports for
Purchasing bait and supplies. A threat to withdraw these privileges, which were
valuable to U.S. operators, might deter the U.S. government from taking action on
Sroùndfish fillets.

(d) It might be desirable not to conclude the groundfish fillets note in a threaten-
^e T^f but, rather, at the time the note was delivered state orally the view that, if

f Commission recommendations were adopted, public opinion in Canada
and Particularly in the fishing industry would not allow the continuance of the spe-
cial privileges afforded to U.S. fishermen.
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(g) The character of the note on fish should be considered in relation to the notes
which might be sent on lead and zinc and on U.S. trade policy generally. Separate
notes should be sent, however, if all the matters were dealt with in one paper, there
was a danger that, rather than dealing with each item on its own merits, the Presi-
dent might affect a compromise in an endeavour to satisfy Canada and U.S. domes-

tic interests.
(h) Insofar as the note on lead and zinc was concerned, Canada should not appear

to speak on behalf of the western world. The word "war" should be eliminated, and
generally speaking the first part of the note toned down.

29. The Cabinet noted the report. of the Minister of Trade and Commerce and

agreed,
(a) that a note be dispatched immediately to the U.S. State Department, a copy of

which should also be delivered to the White House, about possible U.S. restrictions
on imports of groundfish fillets; the note to be revised in the light of the discussion
and to be supplemented on delivery by a verbal observation that, if the Tariff Com-
mission's recommendations were adopted, public, opinion in Canada and in the
fishing industry particularly might not permit continuance of the special privileges
in Canada which had been afforded to the U.S. fishing industry thus far,

(b) that the note respecting. possible increases in tariffs on lead and zinc be revised
in the light of the discussion;

(c) that a draft note on U.S. trade policy; generally, be prepared for consideration;
v,..; .. ;and,

(d),that the possibility of making an arrangement with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture with respect to exports of barley be studied.

(e) In the note on fish, 'a referencè should be made to the unrestricted passage
granted to U.S. vessels proceeding from Washington to Alaska, and that it should
be reiterated near the end of the note that Canada expected that an opportunity
would be affôrded for consultation 'if there was "any likelihood that the recommen-
dations of the Tariff Commission would be implemented.

(f) it seemed possible that the President of the United States would reject the rec-
ommendations with respect to the groundfish fillets but might well accept those for
lead and zinc.
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à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs

e Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Ambassador in United States

DEA/6780-40

TELEGRAM EX-900 Ottawa Ma 28 1954

SECREr.' IMMEDIA7E.

REPRESENTATIONS TO TNE STATE DEPARTMENT AND WHITE HOUSE
ON LEAD AND ZINC

We are reproducing below the present draft of a note which Ministers are con-
sidering for possible submission to the U.S. Government. We shall let you know as
soon as possible of any changes which Ministers may make in this text and of their
views on the time at which the note might be presented. If Ministers decide to use
the stronger alternative version of the ending of the groundfish fillets note, the end-
big of the note on lead and zinc would, of course, be altered in the same manner.

2. The following is the text of the present draft.
The Canadian Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary of State

and has the honour to refer to the recommendations made recently by the United
States Tariff Commission to increase the customs duties on lead and zinc.

2. The Canadian Government wishes to express its confident hope that these rec-
ommendations will be rejected by the President as a result of his own appraisal of
the national interests of the United States. The present rates of duty were negotiated
and bound in a trade agreement with Canada. To increase those rates would cause
greatdainage to relations between Canada and the United States, to say nothing of
the ^ther countries which produce and export these metals. To implement these
recommendations would tend to disappoint hopes that the United States Govern-
ment will be prepared to pursue constructive commercial policies as the essential
basis "of international cooperation. Moreover the implementation of these proposals
would in "the judgement of the Canadian Government detract from the military and
strategic strength of the United States itself.

3. Since the late 1930's the United States has had to depend increasingly on for-
eign so^^ of supply, to the extent of well over one-third of its requirements of
lead and zinc. Even with a very high level of protection of domestic producers the
dependence of the United States on outside sources will almost certainly increase
both for ordinary peacetime requirements and in the event of any future emergency.
4. In recent years, with the encouragements of the Government, Canadian produc-

ers have expanded their output of lead and zinc and thereby have contributed to the
^Ombined strength of the United States and other allied countries. The tariff conces-
sions negodated with the United States have provided a basis for this expansion. At
the present time these metals are regarded by the United States, Canada and many
other c°untries as being of such strategic importance that they are subject to export
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}restrictions to countries of the Soviet Bloc. In these circumstances, the Canadian
Government and Canadian producers would consider the imposition of increased
tariffs on this product to be contrary to the interests of the United States as well as

Canada.
5. If the United States Government were to accept the present recommendations

and were later to require increased supplies of these metals on an emergency basis,
Canadian producers, would at best find it difficult to meet those needs, quite aside
from the understandable hesitation to strain their resources once more in order to
satisfy such temporary requirements. They might feel that they had been relegated
to the position of marginal suppliers, welcome enough when they were needed, but
to be curtailed at other times. If there was no assurance of stable access to the
United States market on reasonable terms, the availability of Canadian lead and
zinc to the United States would be curtailed by reason of some discouragement of
mineral development and by the re-direction of, Canadian export trade elsewhere.
This would hardly provide a sufficient basis for a rapid expansion of production for
the use of the United States in the event of an emergency.

6 The application of the lead and zinc industry of the United States for increased

protection against imports arose out of circumstances in which prices of these com-

modities had been greatly reduced. The lead and zinc industries in Canada and
other countries have been adversely affected also and numerous mines have been
closed down.'However, there has recently been appreciable improvement both in
consumption and prices. It,would be especially unfortunate if the United States
Governmentwere to take adverse action in this matter, with' the damaging effects,
which have been noted, just at a time when there is reason to hope that the worst
'conditions in the lead and zinc industry have been' left behind.

7. Further, and 'quite apart from strategic considerations or market developments,
,the Canadian Government wishes to recall the basic conditions under which trade
between Canada and the United 'States has risen to its present high level, far
excceding the trade between any *other two countries, and the important place
which commitments on lead and zinc occupy among these conditions. Canada and
the United States have lcd the world in the pursuit of liberalized trade policies and
have made mutually beneficial trade concessions to each other and to other coun-

,triés: A'sensitive ^and delicately-balanced structure of trade relationships has been
that so-called escape clauses exist in these agreements, but

built up. It is recognized used by a
it

-cannot be emphai• ^zed too strongly, that, if these escape clauses are
leading commercial nation in circumstances other than U100 of extrem^e Whol

and on the basis of arguments other than those of compellmg cogency,
structure will be seriously undermined.' The agreed tariff arran8ements

relatie^ial

lead -and zinc , are' regarded in Canada as - one of the cornerstones
of comm

arrangements with the United States.
rnin roundfsh fillets the

^^^ 8. Aâ - Indicated in its eariier representations con
^ g g

r..11 opportunity for con,
Canadian Government expects that it would be afforded a ,

is anyentedsultation in the present case; as provided ` in our trade agreement, lf there
' * ,%n may be imp
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the Commission after these have been reviewed in the light of the wider considera-
tions involved. ,

531. DEA/6780-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, May 28, 1954

Please prepare note on the lines indicated in our telegram No. EX-900, revising
the last paragraph to read: "As indicated in its earlier representations concerning
groundfish fillets, the Canadian Government would expect that it would be
afforded a full opportunity for consultation in the present case, as provided in our
Trade Agreement, if there was any likelihood that the recommendations of the
Tariff Commission would be implemented. The Canadian Government is confident
that the President will not take the actions recommended by the Tariff Commission
after those recommendations have been reviewed in the light of the wider consider-
ations involved: '

2. Ministers are ânxious that this note be presented this afternoon if at all possible.
Accordingly, you should endeavour to arrange to present it at a sufficiently high
level at (or after) 5 o'clock this afternoon unless you hear from us to the contrary in
the meantime. _ .

DEA/6780-40

REPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING LEAD AND ZINC

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures `
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

lb^G" WA-954

SEMEr. IMM,

k

EDIATE;

►

Washington, May 28, 1954

Reference: Your^ i telegram EX-891 of May 27.
' ^^r t,...^^

i'{..
.. ^ . . . ..
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UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS
ON GROUNDFISH FILLETS

We delivered the note this afternoon at 2:00 o'clock to Kalijarvi, Deputy Assis-
tant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. We would have preferred to underline
its importance by delivering it to Waugh, the Assistant Secretary; but unfortunately
he is out of town for a few days. Our representatives were LePan, Hopper and

Allen. We will be forwarding the exact text of the note, as we presented it, in the
earliest possible bag. It was identical with the text contained in your telegram under
reference except for the minor changes introduced to the final paragraph by the
Prime Minister and transmitted to us over the telephone by Ritchie.

2.'Before handing Kalijarvi the note, we gave him an oral exposition of the rea-
sons for the great importance attached to this matter by the Canadian Government,
and also explained the grounds for the confidence felt in Ottawa that the President
would reject the recommendations. For this we had the advantage of having lis-
tened to Mitchell Sharp go over the same ground yesterday in his talk with Gabriel
Hauge. We began by stressing that, if the recommendations were put into effect,Mari-
great damage would be done to the fishing industry in Newfoundland

uCanada to modernizetime Provinces. Strenuous efforts were now being made
dependent

fishing operations on the Atlantic Co ast,
States market for l

argely
fillets.

on continued access to the expanding United
3. For a number of reasons, we went on, it had been assumed in Ottawa that the

President would ' surely ` reject the recommendations. This assumption had been
based on the following grounds:

the phrase in para 12 concerning the, partuu ar y c os. n uiring what Sig-

ha
the United States and Canadian fishing industries". BY ertunit to dilate a

hras he ave us an oppo y d

(a) The President had maintained' an unblemished record of rejecting recomme

dations made by the Tariff Commission for increased protection under the "escape
clause' procedure of the TradeAgreements Act.

provided
'k(b) The minority report, signed by Commissioners Edminster and Ryder, the New

a more convincing explanation of the troubles being experienced by
England fishing industry than any to be found in the majority report.

(c) There was a rapidly increasing market in the United States for fish st^ fro^n

manufâcturers in the United States of this new product relied on imports
blocks from Canada for their raw material .

(d) Three of the areas whose economies would be adversely affected if
the recom-

mendations were put into effect were of great strategic importance
to the United

States - Newfoundland, Iceland, and Norway.

4. After this preliminary exposition, we handed the note to Kalijarvi, with cop'at

f6rCorse°and Southworth,who were with him. In reading it, Ka1i,larvi P^
." • 1 1 1 e co-operation

which exists

nifcance was to be attached to that p e, g

little on the close co-operation there has been between Canada and
the

Atlantic
States in working out arrangements for fisheries

h
conservation,

ave been accorded
United S^tes

and the Pacific, and on the special privileges that
fishermen in Canadian ports and Canadianterritorial waters. We added h^t^ the

that
Tariff Commission's recommendations were itnplemented, one effect rrug
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opinion :within the Canadian fishing industry, and among the Canadian public gen-
erally, might make it impossible to continue to extend some of these special
privileges.

5. After Kalijarvi had finished reading the note, he asked us if there were any
further oral observations we wished to make. In reply, we drew his attention to the
indication in the second para of the note that "the Canadian Government would, of
course, expect to be consulted well in advance of any final decision, if it were
intended to implement these recommendations." This referred, we explained, to the
obligation to consult contained in Article XIX of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, which also provided for compensatory withdrawal of concessions. The
Canadian Government had carefully considered the possibility that concessions
now being enjoyed by the United States in Canadian markets might have to be
withdrawn if these recommendations were accepted, and had come to the conclu-
sion that such action might well become unavoidable. Consideration was also being
given, . we added, to the introduction of. legislation in the Canadian Parliament
which would enable concessions ^ to be withdrawn, if need be, even when Parlia-
ment was not in session.

6. Carl Corse, who had just returned from the GATT meetings in Ottawa, at one
point in the discussion enquired what evidence there was for the belief that some
elements in the domestic industry here would be opposed to the recommendations.
In reply, we referred him to the material contained in the minority report and also
drew his attention to a recent article in the Wall Street Journal describing the great
increase in United States production of fish sticks - an increase based on frozen
blocks imported from Canada. We also passed on to him what Hauge had told us
Yesterday about the representations he had received from fish processors in Detroit.
7. Few conunents were made by the United States officials either on the text of

the note or on our oral observations. Before we left, Kalijarvi, summing up, said
that, in making his decision, the Presidçnt would, of course, be under strong
domestic pressures. However, it was appreciated that this was a matter of great
importance to Canada and all the members of the administration, from the Presi-
dent down, were keenly conscious of the necessity of maintaining good relations
between the two countries. He felt sure that that necessity would be fully taken into
account, in reaching a decision. In extenuation of the rather perfunctory nature of
his conunents, it should be remembered that he has been a much harried man today,
who has had to sit patiently under a hail of notes concerning the Tariff Commis-
sion's recômmendations on lead and zinc. Van Roijen, for example, the Nether-
1^^ Ambassador, was waiting in the ante-room to say, his piece as we came out.

8. After returning from the State Department, we despatched a copy of the note by
sPecia1 messenger, to Hauge at the White House, under cover of a brief personal
letter fromLepan, . ,:
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DEA/6780-40

Le chargé d'affaires di l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affàires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAIN WA-955
Washington, May 28, 1954

increased quantities from Canada, an
..^:,.r, ^r ►res that, "to
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zinc. The United States was heavily epen en
we ^ believed ' should'- avoid ï action, that might make it more difficul t to obtam

encY

ers would read of any decision by the President to mcrease 1 and
• ' d d t on forei n sources of supp y,

profitable markets elsewhere. It was agarnst that bac 8roun duties against lead and
duction been increased, but it had been ve k d that Canadian Produc-

pressed by the United States authonties to do w a en
tiow of lead and zinc and to make it available to the United States at adian pro-

di
shortage. These appeals had been heeded and, not only had Canadian

• di rted to the United States from more

consideration of this issue. Late ln . + h t r it could to increase produc-

note you had iransrru •
3: We began by recalling some recent history which we urged was relevant in

• •• '' 1951 1 the Canadian Government had been

tted to us A 71

vations, so that we would o o i g
purpose, we arbitrarily selected for special emphasis three points in the excellent

we decided that the presentation o e no
• be W1 w'n the same practice in both cases. For this

representations on lea an zi
f th te should Ne prefaced by some oral obser-

and were represe y .
2. In order to avoid any impression that we were attaching less importance to the

d d'nc than tn the representations on groundfish fillets,

nted b 1ePan Allen and Chappell.,.

note of the day to K ijarv, e p
- this time on lead and zinc. For this appearance we had changed our cast slightly

At 4:30 this afternoon we returned to the State.Departmentd
al" ' th De uty Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS

ON LEAD AND ZINC

Reference: Your teletype EX-900 of May 28 and our teletype WA-954 of May 28.
SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

United States to its position as the wor^lid'ds ^^ ^tûld cnot avoid watchin8
was labouring. It was qrealizud that inc task of adjusung the trade po

^ ould not be accoro-
was a lively appreciation in Canada of the drfficultres under

w 1 licies of the

bcen disappointed by the recent decision of the Pres^ ent no h there

ÿear extension of the Trade Agreements Act in an amended form, al^ougesident
h'ch the Pr

bâsis of international co-operation . O
p

inion in a a,
•• 'd t to ress for a thr^-

States will be prepared to pursue constructive commercial polices
••9 •' Can d we ventured to add, had

^•--___
`4: We also read out to Kalijarvi the sentence in uhc note w•--11

iin lement these recommendations would tend to disappoint hopes thatdrté esUe 1^^
P • • as

ilished overnight. But, on the o er
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carefully the successes and failures of the administration in this field and calculat-
ing whether the plus signs were sufficient to cancel out the minusés. It was essen-
tial that movement, however slight, should be maintained in the right direction; and
the decision to be made by the President on lead and zinc would become a part of
the total calculation. , . : - . -

5. We also drew attention to the final para of the note with its indication that "the
Canadian Government would expect that it would be afforded a full opportunity for
consultation in the present case, as provided in our Trade Agreement, if there was
any likelihood that the recommendation of the Tariff Commission would be imple-
mented". As we had done a few hours earlier, we explained that this referred to the
_possibility that the Canadian Government might be obliged to decide on compensa-
tory withdrawals of concessions. Going a little further than we had at the previous
meeting with Kalijarvi, we mentioned as examples (which we stressed were to be
taken as merely illustrative) that, if the President were to accept the recommenda-
tions of the Tariff Commission on lead and zinc, the Canadian Government might
be obliged to raise the barriers against imports into Canada of United States tex-
tiles. Similarly, if the President were to accept the Tariff Commission's recommen-
dations on groundfish fillets, it might become necessary to restrict imports into
Canada of California and Florida oranges.

6. By this time Kalijarvi was limp and could merely munnur that the Tariff Com-
mission's recommendations raised a serious and difficult problem which would
have to be studied carefully. In the meantime, he was grateful to us for submitting
our views. We have since learned that, during the day, he was subjected to repre-
sentations on lead and zinc from Australia, Belgium, The Netherlands, South
Africa,• Mexico and Peru.

DEA/6780-40

L'ambassadeur àuz États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-983 Washington, June 2, 1954

SECRET, MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference: 'Our, teletype No. WA-847 of the 14 of May.t_ _;..^
I^.^:. ^, ^ ' • . ^

UNITED STATES FOREIGN ECONOMIC i'OLICY

ln the light of the events of the past few weeks, it has become increasingly diff-
cult to resist the conclusion that the President's foreign economic programme is
com^ng apart at the seams.

2.
Most seâsone,d observers here have for some months been doubtful whether the

President would be able at this session of Congress to obtain a three-year extension
of the Trade, Agreements Act with new negotiating authority. However, they had
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expected that, by putting up a fight for that part of his programme, he would have
been able to secure at least a one-year extension of the present Act without amend-
ment and also to get safely through Congress most of the other measures he was
seeking to have passed at this session, notably the Customs Simplification Bill, a
bill to reclassify the tariff, a revision of the "Buy-American" legislation, and a bill
to increase from $500 to $1,000 duty-free exemption for returning United States

tourists. What troubled and dismayed those in Washington who are interested in
freer trade about the President's decision not to press for a three-year extension of
the Trade Agreements Act at this session, was that he received nothing in return for
this concession to protectionists in his,own party, and that, in. the process, he
showed an evident disinclination to join battle with those who do not share his
view that some liberalization of United States trade policy is necessary. This has
led to, an expectation that further surrenders are to be expected.

3. In his letter of the 20th of May to Charles H. Percy announcing this decision
not to seek énactment of the Kean Bil1108 this year, the President described "exten-
sion of, and amendment of, the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951"109 as the
heart of his foreign economic programme. On purely economic grounds the accu-
racy of that statement can perhaps be questioned. Yet we believe that the Presi-
dent's description is sound, since the Trade Agreements Act for a variety of reasons

` has assumed a symbolic importance in excess of its real economic effects. In anY
case, it would seem to follow from the importance the President has attached to the
Trade Agreements Act, that he will now feel obliged to secure from Congress at all
costs a one-year extension of the present Act without amendment. That deduction
has been confirmed by conversatiôns we have had with Gabriel Hauge in the White
House and with officials in the State Department. So the question arises what the
price may be of a simple one-year extension.

4: Let us take a charitable view and say nothing about the President's ability and

will to exercise leadership in this field. It is enough to point out that, in the negotia-

tions alew weeks ago with Republican leaders in Congress which 1^^e P es'ld

difentfision not to press for a three-year extension of the Act at this session,
strength• It is -

clearly did not feel that he was negotiating from a situation of ar-
cult to be sure what contributed most to the weakness which the President app

ently felt. One circumstance that he would certainly have had in mind isA o^urPlof

labour situation now prevailing throughout most of the United States.
course, would have been the prospect of the November elections. Even more

la us
'-- , blicain-New Jersey) a Pr^^^ne Le 1S avril 1954, le représentant Robert W.', Kean (REpu des accords

_«, House Resolution 8860 portant la prorogation du pouvoir du président A. conclure

commerciaux en vertu de l'article 350 de la Tanit Aa oc aylu. uced v'

Ott April 15. 1954.' Repteaentative Robert W. Kean (Republ^can=-New Jersey) invod

= ï ï 11 N^ Rpolution 8860. provtdm8 for extension of the Ptesident s authority to enter into ^a^

'
.f ta u:>da Section 3S0 of the or -,« Ad of 1930. 1e

ï
a^

La Trade Agreement Pxtensim Ad de 19S 1 autorisait le idcnt ^̂u ^^ ^rorog^ P^u, un
coi^e extEtieur jusqn'au 12 juin 1953. Le 7 aoat 1953 9 I""

-an: pat là Loi du Congrès (Act of Consras). jm9u'au 12 jnin 1954. n^ade

Ttte'1931:71rade Agreements Extension Aa'authoriud the President to condude on AûBu^^1.

agreements until June 12, 1953. - Tbese powets were extended by Act ofCong^

1953 for one year endiat Juae 12. 1954.
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important, in all probability, would have been his awareness of the split in the
Republican Party caused by the septic wedge thrust into it by Senator McCarthy's
brutal obstinacy. Whatever the reasons may have been, it can be taken for granted
that the President is not likely to feel in any stronger position when he is negotiat-
ing for a one-year extension of the Trade Agreements Act. And we believe he is
deterrnined to obtain that, come what may.

5. The fact would seem to be that Republican protectionists in Congress have now
tasted blood with the President's decision not to seek enactment of the Kean Bill at
this session, and we suspect that they will not grant even a one-year extension
unless they are appeased with further concessions. These could take the form either
of a promise not to use the negotiating authority contained in the present Act, or of
acceptance by the President of some of the Tariff Commission's recommendations
for increased protection, or of a decision to drop some of the President's legislative
proposals from the calendar for action at this session. Already, as Hauge has told
us, it has been decided not to ask for amendment of the "Buy-American" legisla-
aon.- Officials in the State Department, and elsewhere, still profess to be confident
that the Jenkins Bill for customs simplification, and probably a bill to consolidate
and simplify the tariff schedules, will be passed by Congress this year.110 But it is
by no means impossible that these two measures will also be thrown to the wolves.
If they are, it will be a very empty sleigh that will drive up at the end of the session.
In addition, of course, to the question of what further tid-bits may be sacrificed, one
cannot avoid wondering whether anyone is holding the reins.
6. So far, we have been considering chiefly the legislative prospects. But any cal-

culation of what is likely to be brought safely home must also include some fore-
cast concerning the action likely to be taken on the large number of
recommendations that have now been submitted to the President by the United
States Tariff. Commission for restrictive quotas or for higher duties. There is no
need to remind you of the recommendations on groundfish fillets, on lead and zinc,
and on alsike clover.. Within the last few days there has also been a report submit-
ted on watches and .watch movements. We.do not know what it contains, but the
fact that it has been sent to the President means that it recommends increased pro-tection.

As we have indicated in previous messages, we consider it virtually certain
that the President will feel obliged to implement some of these recommendations.
When Senator Millikin, as Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, cracked the
Whip on the morning of the 24 of May by warning the President that, unless he
accepted some of the recommendations of the Tariff Commission under the "escape

110
ln^^^ pilott te^jreprEsentant Thomas A. Jenkins (REpublicain-Ohio) pour simplifier

A bill apot^^ R ^^'
^^^ p^^ epreseatative Thomas A. Jenkins (Republican--Ohio) to simplify American
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clause" : procedure,'" he was unlikely to obtain, from Congress even a one-year
extension of the Trade Agreements Act, the White

were
State

to d that theyvisibly jumped. Only a few hours later interested governments
must submit within a week any observations they wished to make on the recom-
mendations on lead and zinc. Although it is conceivable that the President will
prove our fears groundless by rejecting all the recommendations now before him
for increased protection, we think that highly unlikely. We still are of the opinion
that the administration has taken Senator Millikin's warning very much to heart
and is disposed to accept at least one or two of the Tariff Commission's recommen-
datiôns with a view to obtaining a one-year extension to the present Trade Agree-

ments Act without amendment.
7. In previous forecasts of probable developments in the field of foreign economic

policy, we have taken the mildly optimistic view that, when all the returns were in,

it would be possible to say that, on balance, some slight progress had been regis-
tered this year. It now looks, however, as though such modest legislative advances

as may be made will probably be outweighed by protectionist moves in other

sectors.
8. For Canada, such a result would be all the more serious coming at a time when

the placing of United States defence contracts in Canada is drying up; when a ne
United States stockpiling policy is laying increased stress on domestic procure-
ment; and when ever-mounting United States agricultural surpluses are threatening
to curtail our sales in overseas markets. Many other countries in the free world will
be equally concerned, in spite of the fact that it now appears that the course of the
recession here has been checked, in part at least through governmental, or q

governmental, action.
9: If the misgivings we have expressed in this telegram are shared in Otâ â higb

think we would 'do well to make them known to the administration, and
level. There are a number of possible ways in which this could be do b•^e coulds
ubmit another note to the State Department. `A letter could be written by

Minister to the President. Or 'l might be instructed to make representénd of my
Secretary of State and perhaps also to leave' an aide-mémoire at the
conversation. In" my Am it Is the third of these possible methods thatcin hoU^ ^
adopted, The usefulness of diplomatic notes' as a means of influe S

although, of course+ theY
States policy can easily be overestimated, it seems to me ,
are often indispensable as a way of putting mir views on record.

A leth^^ But

Prime Ministér to the Presidënt would carry môre` wetght and be more

, . , s
-- Y Extension Act de 1951 si la U.S. T^ff Com^ '

lis A tucnes de l'article 7 de la Trade AgoaneatsUA
produit une concession tarifair e avait f^éâ^ ^nationale, elledon constatait qu'mt txod pour lequel

udice à l'ind-quantités causant ou menaçant de causer un grave ^jde contin8^^
^ l'aanulation ou la modification de la concession ou la mise en p

lace

,PhDnnrflktion. if the U.S. Tariff Commi^ion
Section 7 of the 1951 Trade Ageements Extension Act provided that. ^^ such

11, totimd th^ an artick vpon which a tariff concession had been gtantod was
being impo ^^,on

increased quantitiea as to cause or due.. urious injury to a domestic
industrY. ^e^ ofin,Pon

t^^^ witl^avval or modification of the cooctssion, or the estabtishm

quotas.
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I 'mn inclined to think that in this rather nebulous but worrying situation the main
burden of our concern about the drift of events in the field of foreign economic
policy might best be expressed by oral representations rather than in writing.
10. It is our impression here that the Secretary of State is considerably more alive

to the importance of economic matters than he was even a few months ago. If I
,were to be instructed to discuss this matter with him, it might be possible to make
him realize the very unfortunate consequences that would ensue from any further
backsliding by, the United States. In such an interview I would propose, if you
agree, to point out how difficult it would be for the Canadian Government to resist
pressure to withdraw tariff concessions now enjoyed by the United States if the
President' were to accept the recommendations of the Tariff Commission either on
groundfish, fillets or on lead and zinc. This possibility would be used, however,
chiefly as an example of the almost inevitable consequences of any drift by the
United States into a policy of higher protection. Perhaps Dulles' main preoccupa-
tion at the moment is with keeping the Western alliance together. The imposition of
new trade barriers throughout the free world, together with the mutual recrimina-
tions with which that would certainly be accompanied, could be expected to make
his task even more difficult. It could also, of course, be expected to lead to pressure
for 'morè untrammelled trade with the Soviet Union and its satellites, and with
Commûnist China. Besides drawing these dangers to the Secretary of State's atten-
tion, I r'nigtit also remind him once more that Japan's trade problems would proba-
bly prôve insoluble in such circumstances. These are, of course, to be regarded
merely' as very tentative suggestions for what I might say in such an interview.
11. I shôuld be grateful to learn in due course whether you agree with'the analysis

contained in this telegram, and whether you would wish me to call on the Secretary
of State to express our concern about the way the tide seems to be setting in United
States,foréign economic policy.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/6780-40

Ottawa, June 3, 1954

U.S. TARMR rYiU*,11CCIAAI DC[N1DT AM At r1Yt] rt ntrcn ccnn
v. ^ V a_. _. ^

^^ansniitting in this message the text of a note for the State Departmenta^ch I shônld be grateful if you would present at the earliest opportunity. In doing

cas
e ou ^gbt fetnark that in addition to what is said in the note about this particular

we ;would also regard acceptance of the Commission's recommendations as
u^0rtunatë for some of the general reasons which are stated in our recent notes ongoundfish

`fillets and lead and zinc. Moreover, the Tariff Commission's recom-

d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of Stale for External Affairs
to Ambassador in, United States
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mendations in this case are all the more disturbing coming as they do on top of the

other recent recommendations.
Text of Note begins:

° The Canadian Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary of State
!and has the honour to refer to the recommendations made recently by the United
'States Tariff Commission pursuant to Section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension
'Act of 1951, as amended, to increase the customs duties on alsike clover seed.

The Canadian Government wishes to make clear the importance it attaches to
the marketing of this crop in the United States. This trade has been built up over a
considerable numbér of years. Any increase in the United States tariff on this com-
"modity, which would reduce returns to Canadian clover seed growers, would be
regarded as a serious matter adversely affecting the livelihood of Canadian

producers. •
The tariff rate affected is bound to Canada in the existing trade agreement. The

Canadian Government is not aware that circumstances exist which would justify
the United States Government resorting to the escape provisions of our trade

agreement.
The Canadian Government takes note of the expressed willingness of the United

States Government to consult other interested governments in this matter. Be
of its substantial interest in this trade and because of the contractual obligations
assumed by. the United States in connection with the tariff on this product, the
Canadian Government would wish to be consulted by the United States Govern-
ment in advance of any possiblè action by the President to accept the recommenda-
tions of the Tariff Commission. Text of note ends. ;.

DEA/132-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

ulum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal A,Q`alrs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], June 2,1954
SECRET

^t^L.ATION TO
CONCESSIONS tJNDER TRADE AGREEMENTS

• pERMIT OF COMPENSATORY ACiION BY CANADA Wltw

wUIiJRIES ALtFR to a posslble

_ I am attaching the latest draft of a brief inemorandumt rela b g^ada in 0'
amendment to the Customs Tariff to permit of emergency action by »

escape
cumstances such as those which might be created by some of the ^ id jatio

ed

el
t^^^dauons•w'ch President Eisenhower now , has under cons^e Mi^sterof
understànd that tius draft amendment has not yet been approv by

• it dësirable that you be familiar with its contents at this^a8^
,Hnance, but I thmk ^ advises
case it comes up for discussion in thenear future. Mr. PlumP of ^^

Abbott haâ now given his approval. This draft was examined at3 meeting ^oug

Iâter-Departmental,Committee on External Trade Policy yesterd y
x. k t '-.:' r . .. , . .. : i ` . . . . _ . . . . 8 . . r
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some members of that Committee were worried about the uses to which such a
provision might be put and about the impression which it might create abroad, all
members of the Committee appeared to be convinced that, on balance, it would be
desirable to introduce legislation along these lines at an appropriate time.
2: It was recognized that the Government might be somewhat reluctant to bring in

new legislation on this subject, but it was generally felt that the existing legislation
(i.e. Section 4(1)(f) of the Customs Tariff) was unsatisfactory and too rigid, since it
would merely permit the Governor-in-Council to substitute the higher General
Tariff rates for m'ost-favoured-nation tariff rates. There might well be cases where
the right course'would be to increase duties by less than the full General Tariff.
There might also be cases where it would be desirable to go further than the Gen-
eral Tariff rate. The present law would not allow either of these possibilities. The
law would be particularly ineffective in those numerous instances where goods are
duty free under the General as well as the most-favoured-nation tariff, and, there-
fore,'the use of this provision would not result in any change. The present law
would also not permit of the imposition of quantitative import restrictions which
might be the cleanest and most appropriate device in certain situations.
3. In the` drafdng of the proposed amendment, officials in the Department of

Finance'have attempted to incorporate as many limitations and safeguards as could
be reconciled with an effective measure for countering the kinds of injurious
actions which other countries might take. The conditions in which the provision
might be used are described in terms similar to those employed in the "nullification
or impainnent" article (Article XXIII) of the GATT. The amendment also envis-
ages that any orders or regulations which might be made under the amendment
could be continued beyond a certain time only if Parliament took positive action in
the particular case.- The opening paragraph of the amendment • would also make it
possible for the Government to refrain from acting in any instance on, the grounds
that it did not consider resort to this provision to be "in the public interest".
4. As originally drafted by Finance officials, the amendment provided for duties

or restrictions on exports as well as on imports. In the discussion in the Inter-
I)ePartmental Committee, it was generally the view that the use of such a power
Might have damaging repercussions for Canada (e.g. if employed in the case of
nickel, it might encourage the use of substitute materials; if used in the case of
aluminum, it might result in the U.S. proceeding with the expansion of its domestic
industry; and if resorted to in the case of newsprint, it might produce a great variety
of unfavôurable reâctions). The inclusion of such a power, even if it were not to be
used, înight make oui legislative action look rather aggressive and might detract
rom the impression which we will doubtless wish to create that we are merely
prep^ng ourselves to act in self-defence. Following on the discussion in the Inter-
DePartmental', Committee, Finance has now dropped these tentative proposals
regazding Canadian exports.

5.
No`onebelieve, is particularly happy at the prospect of having to amend the

Custonis Act in the directions suggested on the attached sheet. It is realized that, if
this ar^endment is 'made there will be very great pressure to use the powers con-
tained in it for pi.otéctive purposes and not merely for the purpose of redressing the
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balance of a trade agreement which had been impaired by another country. It is also
'recognized that some groups in Canada (e.g. certain elements in the textile indus-
try)' might endeavour to have the provision used against the trade of the U.K. and
some of. the European countries whose import restrictions are doubtless affecting
the value of tariff concessions received from them. It is appreciated as well that the
introduction of this legislation, or even any announcement that the Government
intended to introduce it, might help to discourage other countries which have been
°considering embarking on more liberal trade policies and might give aid and com-
^ fort to groups in those countries which are opposed to any thought of convertibility
and freer trade (e.g. the Imperial ; Wing of the Conservative Party and influential
members of the. Labour Party who have been resisting Mr. Butler's efforts.) It

- might be represented that even Canada had given up hope of U.S. commercial poli-
cies and was certainly not expecting the United States to adopt "good creditor poli-
cies:" Some might go on to suggest that Canada was going in for a little protection
on her own (a suggestion to which some weight might also seem to be given by the
recent reference of the woollen textile item to the Tariff Board) and that, therefore,
other countries less fortunately placed should feel free to intensify their protective
arrangements. It might even be surmised by some elements abroad that Canada will

had always been basic to our attitude on convertibility

out too much regard for the policies of the U.S. or others, and since it i

shortly have moved to a position where R will be less reluctant to consider closer
cooperation with one or another regional or preferential group.

6. These are all no doubt very real worries. At least to, a certain ae manner of anY
appear that some of them ^ 8h overcome

bt is emphasized that the Govern-
Parliamentary action here and, , p
;ment intends to use these powers only in the most exceptional circumstances.

7.jAlthough the expression "or otherwise" (the inclusion of which seems unavoid-
: able) in the first paragraph of the amendment might open the way for the possible
.use of these powers against exports of countries other than the United States, it
would seem doubtful), ' in fact, that the clause could be invoked against impoA

,restrictions maintained by other countries consistently with the GATT on balance
of ^ payments grounds. If those countries are retaining such restrictionse f^hurâ t
protective, reasons, it may well be desirable for them to think that
against their exports. The knowledge that we had such power in reserve no gông^
helpful in inducing those countries to hasten the removal of restrictions

-required on balance of payments grounds.,While it is not possible to be confodf su h

,tothe interpretation which the U.K. and others might place on the taking Who

,^
^ wers by the Canadian Government, it is quite conceivable that even ^^ Wod

are interested in promoting liberal commercial policies would welcom ade the U•S•
be strengthened by, this evidence that we were doing our part to Pe

r

Since it
ôf,. the disadvantages in the course on which they appear tdo be

non-discrimination
uon that

these were things which other countries should do in their own interestss as sume"
now contem

-,thatiç is because of their own self-interests that certain countries aie
d

e^em to

_plating more^ liberal policies,^ we might reasonably expect an encourag tüng a

continue tôwards this objective, even though it appeared that we were adm^
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certain lack of confidence in the prospects for the foreign economic policies of the
United States.

8. In our relations with the 'United States, it would appear that, on balance, the
introduction of this legislation (if it is done in the right way and at the right time)
would be likely to have a wholesome effect. Even if it does not deter them from
"escape clause" actions which hurt us, it may at least help us to get some compen-
sation from them in return for any concessions which they may nullify or impair.
As a last resort, it would enable us to demonstrate to them that we attach value to
the benefits which we had given to them in return for the concessions affected by
their actions and that we were. not prepared to let them continue to enjoy those
benefits for nothing. Quite apart from the immediate situation, there would seem to
be advantage in having the powers envisaged in the proposed amendment in con-
nection with any future tariff negotiations in order that we might be able to negoti-
ate from a position of equality with the United States.

9. Although it is not known when the President will reach his decisions on the
escape clause cases now before him, and although no one can be sure exactly what
his decisions will be, 'the best guesses (and I would emphasize that these are
entirely guesses) at the moment are that he will decide these cases within the next
week or so,'that he will probably wish to announce his decisions on all three of the
present batch together, and that he is likely to reject the recommendation on
groundfïsh, accept the substance of the recommendation on lead and zinc, and
probably accept the recommendation on clover. The question of timing, therefore,
assumes considerable importance.

10. If, before actually reaching his decisions, or at least before announcing them
publicly, the President is moved by our notes on groundfish and base metals to
infonn us of his intentions, and if those intentions are adverse to Canada in any
major respect, it might be considered by Ministers that the proposed legislation
should bé introduced immediately. That would seem to be a reasonable and almost
unavoidable course in those circumstances.

11. If the President's decisions in these cases are announced before we are
advised, and if they generally go against us, it might be considered that the legisla-
tion should then be introduced at once, even though it obviously could not influ-
ence the decisions already taken, and even though it might appear to be a prelude to
retaliatiôn, In, those circumstances, the introduction of the legislation would
stren8then our hand in the consultations which the United States would be expected
to have with us under the GATT concerning compensatory actions to be taken by
them or by us. In that case, I assume that we would not plan actually to implement
the legislation until such consultations had taken place with the United States and
we hadlearnéd what, if anything, they were prepared to offer in compensation.
12• If the Piesident's decision is deferred somewhat, and even though we have no

definite infor-mauon
thion his intentions, there may be some temptation to introduce
this ^endrrient in the meantime just to be on the safe side. I doubt that there wouldbean

y advaritage in this `course. It would appear to run counter to the confidence
which Wé have expressed in our notes that the President will reject the recommen-
dauoni on fisti and metals. It might look threatening before there was evidence that
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a threat or, warning was appropriate, and it might unnecessarily provoke the United
States to act against our exports, as the President would probably be anxious to
demonstrate to Congress that he was not susceptible to threats from us or from

anybody, else.
13. There is always, of course, the remote possibility that all of the President's

decisions will be favourable. Even then, there might be something to be said for
having legislation of the kind represented by the proposed amendment on our Stat-
ute books to guard against possible developments in the future and for the purpose
of subsequent tariff negotiations with the United Stâtes. In that event, the nature
and timing of any legislation could be considered more leisurely and might even be
discussed with the United States and other interested countries informally in order
to avoid any possible misunderstandings.

14. Very briefly,` my present views are that:
(a) something along the lines of the attached draft is likely to be found desirable;
(b) any such amendment should not be introduced at this time in advance of some

fairly definite indication that the President is likely to set against us;
(c) if we receive advance notice of the President's intention to decide againstss s

on either groundfish fillets or lead and zinc, and there would therefore be no po
bility of our action provoking him to do something against us which he would not
otherwise have done, legislation of this kind probably should be introduced before
the President's decisions are announced in case it might have some slight influence

on him;
(d) if, without advance warning, the President announces that he has accepted the

Tariff Board's recommendations in either of these cases, the legislation might then

be introduced ' at once.

ing of, May 27th, 1954, said a telegram had _be;en • rcev
^desirable to make

1 j 10. The Stcretary,of State for Fxternal Ajjairs, refanng tu isc
ed from the Canadial

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], June 3,1954

U14TiFD STATES POREIGN FCONOMIC i'OL1CY
d• .scion at the meet-

Arnbassado[ to the United states suggcsung u^► ,^ ,iur •.• .1 --- -_ -- ,

about tecent general developments in U.S. trade policy. This cou
known to the highest levels of the Administration in Washington C^ ^ddârie either

by`

froni
the submission of another note to the State Department, by a letter wr►tten

resentations
thé Pricné±Mïnister to the President; or bÿ the Ambassa ^de-mémôrere ât the end of

►elf to the Seçrctary of State and puhaps leavmg an
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the conversation. Mr. Heeney felt the third of these alternatives was preferable,
followed possibly by a call on the President's chief advisors in the White House.

11. The Cabinet noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs on
recent developments in trade relations with the United States, and agreed that the
Canadian` Ambassador in Washington, in the near future, make representations to
the Secretary of State on U.S. foreign economic policy; the officials concerned in
Ottawa to prepare, immediately, for consideration of Ministers, a draft aide
mémoire and instructions for the Ambassador.

E • ,

538. DEA/11049-40

Washington, June 5, 1954

^ '' ' UNITED STATES FOREIGN ECONOMIC i'OLICY

Following for the Acting Undcr-Secretary from the Ambassador, Begins: Although
we think that the sooner representations can be made to the Secretary of State the
better, we do not wish to suggest that the urgency is overwhelming. It would be
soon enough, we believe for representations to be made some time in the first half
of next week. The purpose of the representations would be to avoid one or a num-
ber of a whole cluster of possibilities including the following:
(a) That the President might accept the United States Tariff Commission's recom-

mendations on groundfish fillets;

(b) That hemight accept the recommendations on lead and zinc;
(c) Thât he might agree not to make use of the negotiating authority still remain-

i1g in the Trade Agreements Act;

(d) Thâtyhe•might decidenot to press for enactment at this session of the Jenkins
Bill for customs simplification. t

No one can tell when any of these decisions may be taken, although we must
assume that all these issues will come up within the next fortnight. It is, therefore,
impossible to say that representations on Monday would be in time and that repre-
sentations on Tuesday would be too late. I would merely hope that they could be
made the middle of next week. It has occurred to us that we have perhaps unwit-
tingly helped to create an unwarranted sense of urgency by marking our previous
^k^8^ 'as '!Most Immediàte'.'Our only reason for this was that the Minister had

L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

have it in time* for the Cabinet meeting last Thursday morning.T ' . .-. S . d .: ' . . . .
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2: Although I fully sympathize with the Prime Minister's desire to consult further
with his colleagues before instructions are forwarded to me, I can see no necessity
for a firm decision to be taken as to whether or not the Government would with-
draw. compensatory concessions ' previously granted to the United States in the
event that the recommendations either on groundfish fillets or on lead and zinc
were accepted by the President. Indeed, I think that such a final decision would be
undesirable at this stage since we do not ,want to be prematurely shackled to an
extreme policy. You may then ask how it would be possible to frame a sentence or
two about the possibility of Canadian retaliation without a firm Cabinet decision. It
seems to me that that would not be too difficult. If the document now being pre-
. pared in Ottawa is to be regarded as a draft aide-mémoire, I think it might perhaps
omit any reference to possible compensatory withdrawals. In the course of my oral
remarks to the Secretary of State I should certainly refer to that possibility, I think,
although in a very matter-of-fact tone and without any suggestion of conveying a
threat. After we had finished our talk, I would say to the Secretary of State that, for
his convenience, I had put in an aide-mémoire many of the points I had made
orally. I could also draw his attention to the fact that the aide-mémoire made no
reference to the possibility that the Canadian Government might be obliged to
make compensatory withdrawals of tariff concessions and go on to explain that this
omission should not be taken to mean that the possibility I had mentioned in mY
-oral remarks was not to be regarded seriously.

= 3. To sum up, I think there would be no harm in delaying our representations for a
few days until the Prime Minister could have a further opportunity of discussing
,with his colleagues the important issues involved; but, on the other hand I think it
would be unnecessary and undesirable to wait until there is a Cabinet decision to
retaliate if the President accepts the recommendations either on groundfish fillets or
ôn^lead and zinc. In othcr,words,'the representations we have in mind here would
be 'a penultimate, 'aind 'not of a final, kind.

esterdaY1 h e conversation y

evemng. , e
' Jûné^4 and ^will be commenting 'on Monday on the draft aide-mémoire.

d 4: This message will çonfirm what I sa^d in our te ep on
W have now rrceived your telegrams Nos. EX-962t and EX-968t of

539.
DEA/6780-4U

Memorandum from Head Economic Division,
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par, intérim aux Affaires extérieures

. , ,

ï;, torActing . Under-Secretary of State for Externat Affairs

Moto du ch-of dt ta Direction fconomcquc à

E"OSSiBLE REPRESFNfATIONS TO MR. DULLES CONCERNING

"^ U.S. COMMERCIAL POLICIES
rt,. ^ 3 r j sed aide mémoire

^,^1I,am attaching,four copies of the revised version of the p

.whlch tak

ropo
Copieses account of most of the suggestions made by Mr. Heeney. CoP of
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this revised draft have been sent to the officials concerned in Finance, Trade and
Commerce, the Bank of Canada and the Privy Council Office.
2. From such conversations as I have had today, I would gather that the general

views of qf^`ìcials (which I share) are about as follows:
(a) it would probably not be desirable to refer to possible compensatory action by

Canada in any oral or written representations unless Ministers have considered the
implications carefully and have come to the conclusion that action will be taken if
the President accepts the main Tariff Commission recommendations;
(b) if such compensatory action is envisaged, the reference to it should be made in

any written submission to the U.S. and not merely in any oral remarks;
(c) anysuch reference should be at least as definite as that contained in the ver-

sion,of paragraph 6 drafted by the Prime Minister in consultation with Mr.
Abbott;uz

(d) if something along the lines of that earlier draft of the paragraph is not to be
included, there would seem to be little point in submitting a written memorandum
or aide mémoire;. ,
(e) if agreement cannot be reached on a reasonably effective aide mémoire, it

would seem to be an open question as to whether a useful purpose would be served
by oral representations (which almost inevitably would reflect the inability to reach
definite agreement here on what precisely should be said to the U.S.)

3. You will doubtless wish to bring this revised draft to the Minister's attention on
his return tomorrow in order that he might have any necessary discussions with the
Prime Minister and Mr. Howe (and possibly Mr. Abbott).

4. All of these preparations may have been rather overtaken by developments
tOdaY in the views of some Ministers. I understand from Plumptre that Mr. Abbott
has had some talks with the Prime Minister (and I believe with Mr. Howe) and that
they are now:

(a) pretty well determined not to introduce the kind of legislation which would be
fequired to make,it possible for Canada to take compensatory action of the sort
contemplated in recent discussions;

(b) not inclined to have any further written submission made to the State Depart-
ment on the commercial policy situation at this time; and

(c) doubtful that 'oral representations would be desirable in these circumstances.
5• W. Abbott a attach conside theelectlon^ in Novem

p
^ d does not think it would berwise to ad toCor a^sion ô

add to) ^e womC3 and difficulties of the Administration in the meantime He is
prepaied to have affieials go into the question of the kind of action which might bepossible' ^^d

^ an even to go further into the question of the type of legislation which
^ght évenfûall beY required, but he is not willing to contemplate anything more
drastic foi'thé` dme being.'#^..s.
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[pIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSUREJ

Projet d'aide-mémoire '

Draft Aide-Mémoire

the United States would gradually develop along lines appropriate to the
Press

Revision of June 8
SECRET

The Canadian Ambassador has been instructed to inform the Secretary of State
that the Canadian Government is seriously concerned at the danger that the com-
mercial policy of the United States is turning in the direction of restricting rather
than liberalizing world trade. The Ambassador wishes to draw the Secretary of
State's attention to the consequences which, in the opinion of the Canadian Gov-
ernrnent, will follow if these apprehensions turn out to be well founded.

2. Acknowledgement has often been made by spokesmen both of the United
forStates and Canadian Governments of the importance which has to be attached

both broad political and strategic, as well as for economic, reasons to a reduction of
the,bairiers to international trade and exchange. The crucial role of the United
States in determining whether the world is to move forward or backward on these
matters has also been widely recognized. Canadian views were conveyed to the
President by the Prime Minister during his visit to Washington in May, 1953, and
were recorded in the memorandum left behind on that occasion. More recently,
they were expressed by Canadian htinisters at the meeting of the Joint United

States-Canada Committee on -I rade and Economic Affairs held in Washington last

March and were reflected in the statement in the joint communiqué that "few

things would contribute more to the well-being and stability of the 9free nations of
the world than a forward move towards freer trade and payments.

k ° 3. The reasons for the concern now felt by the Canadian Government will be
familiar to the Secretary of State. The concern anses, in part, from deferment of a
central element in the foreign economie policy of the Administration as that poRy

was outlined in the President s message to Congress on March 30, 1954. In part it

arises from specific actions which the Administration has taken, or is understood to
be considering taking, to place additional obstacles in the way of imports into the

United States.
_ . _4. The recommendations of the RandallCommission .represented, in the^ go>u
the Canadian Government, a modest but forward-loolung programme. The

the President in
withwi'ch^ these proposals were commended to the Congress by licy of
his message of March 30 encouraged the hope that the foreign econocnic Pposition of

'thé United States in the free world. Ttu laterdecision of the President not to
.. . _. t__ 1...^ ,.h.1ractenzed as

ât thiâ time for passage of the measure incorporacmg,wnat ÎÎwM „tcAct. therefore
"`thé heart of the . programe", i.e., the revisea a rauc iven rise in
câused'greât disappointment in Canada. Inevitably, that dcc^sron has F.

` Canada to doubts about the prospects for timely action on other
important eleroents

. _^•^
in the Administration s programme. ro-

gramme,
nfôrtunately, in addition to this absence of progress in the le8islative pon

,. during the past few months the United States has placed restrictions
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imports of rye and has obtained reluctant Canadian`acquiescence in restrictions on
movements of oats: At the present time Canada and other countries'are faced with
the possibility of additional barriers on U.S. imports of a number of other important
commodities.

6. If the United States Government were to reach a decision adverse to Canadian
interests on any of the important escape clause cases now being considered, the
effect on public opinion in Canada would be most 'serious. Could Canadians be
expected to acquiesce without action of some kind in the persistence of a situation
where concessions granted by the United States as part of a bargain with Canada
were being withdrawn? In order to safeguard the interests of third countries in the
Canadian market, action taken by Canada would take the form of measures which
would affect imports from the United States only, i.e., discriminatory measures. It
must be obvious that the public discussion which would be provoked by the consid-
eration of any such' measures would be of a character which would place a most
undesirable strain on relations between the two countries.
Alternative version of para 6: (If the United States Government were to reach a
decision adverse to Canadian interests on any of the important escape clause cases
now being considered, and were to withdraw concessions which had been secured
by Canada as part of a negotiated bargain, the effect on public opinion in Canada
would be most serious and would necessitate a re-examination of the trade policies
that Canada has been following. From such a re-appraisal, the possibility that
action would be taken affecting U.S. imports into Canada, and affecting them in a
discriminatory manner, could not be excluded. It must be obvious that the public
discussion that would accompany consideration of any such measures would be of
a character that would place a most undesirable strain on relations between the two
countries.)

7. It tnight be appropriate to add a word regarding the consequences outside Can-
ada of developments along these lines, especially since the reactions of such other
countries may depend in part on the interpretation given by them to any response
by Canada to action by the United States. Canada, along with the United States, has
been in the forefront of the movement for liberalizing the conditions of interna-
tional trade and exchange. In the effort to persuade other countries that it was in
theu interests to give up trade restrictions and to move towards currency converti-bility,

Canidiai representatives have frequently had to meet the argument that the
underlying pmtectionist sentiment in the United States is so deeply entrenched that
it is quiteunrealistic to su

thatinternationa^ can ^ chiev^ on alcontinuing^isnw^iithou dlrrastic importand ezchangébréstr
^^^

ictions against the United States. Canadian representatives have
continually takeri a more optimisticcome to Pd
evel

position and, in recent years, their views have
be wrdelY shared in the sterling area and on the continent of Europe. If

opments in the United States are such as to produce serious Canadian reac-
fions' the changes in Canadian policies which this would bring about may well
have ^ S'gnlf cant effect on the attitudes of other friendly countries. The forces in

°^tries which have consistently opposed cooperation with the United States
ada^^Wnination of dollar restrictions will be strengthened. Those who have

moves on a broad front towards a system of freer trade and payments
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throughout the free,world will be.weakened; indeed, projects of this character will
be, placed in jeopardy. So, too, will the hope that many countries will be able to
accept trading arrangements affecting Japan which will enable that country to pay
her own way through international trade and to play an effective role in Pacific

security. .
8. The Canadian Government fully appreciates the efforts which have been made

by the United States Administration to avoid action under the escape clause proce-
dure. Nevertheless, the series of developments in the United States over the past
few months to which reference has been made is causing great apprehension in
Canada and other countries lest the commercial policy of the United States may be
moving in the direction of restricting rather than liberalizing trade. If this apprehen-
sion hardens into a conviction, it will halt progress in relaxing trade barriers in the
Free World and will even result in the imposition of new trade barriers. Apart from
the weakening economic effects of such developments, the mutual recriminations
which would result will greatly. , increase the difficulties involved in keeping the
Western Alliance together. In the opinion of the Canadian Government, the broad
defence and political implicatiôns of present tendencies are deserving of most seri-

ous consideration.

. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

V = .

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/678U-44

Washington, June 11, 1954

, I ,
GN VfpNOMIC Pp1,1CY

States Tanff Commission wtth res o gropa
regarding leâd and zinc was not as gloomy as it had hitherto appe^d.

cated that the Prestdent was hkely, ito re7e3- sluon
• •• • t t und fillets"s and that the P°

diâtiould be made to the Secretary of State at this time. You to
^°--^^^ advised this course on the ground that the information available to him in-

had ; . , t the rrcommendation of the United

gowehad been decided . that no, repcat no, rcpresentauons o
• • 1.1 e that Mr•

phoned me to say that, after discussion wt . e
f the sort we had in mind

, UNTIED S`fATES POREi you tele-
Fôllowing for the Minister, Begins. On Wednesday

th th P nme ev M e ^sgerJand M^• Howe, it►

de tand. Vdt/On Jaly 2.19 • ^ United States. Dcparmcnt o?: ' Id fikta de poiuoos
1 1 13 a te3aE la nxortut>^dstioe de Is Commission

des tarifs concemant

Le 2 Juillet 1954. ^is^ Tariff CoOn^O°'s
sq Esentwwu rejectcd the f Stata

t----Imetsdation te^d^g iraPom trounœrish fillets.
Bniktfn. Volume XXX1. No. 788. Ansvst 23.1954, pp. 166-167.
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2. You already have such information and reports as we have been able to assem-
ble on both these subjects. The best opinion here is that on fish we are likely to get
the result we want; regarding lead and zinc, the position seems still very doubtful.
For the moment, we have nothing to add on the probabilities concerning these spe-
cific items. You are aware of the position of the President's economic programme
generally in the Congress.

3. We understand that you are now considering whether, in the circumstances, any
oppôrtunity should be sought to bring our views further to the attention of United
States authorities and put our general position on record with them. We shall look
forward to receiving your instructions on this point, and meantime will take no,
repeat no, action. Ends.

541. DEA/6780-40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

%EdxW WA-1132 Washington, June 24, 1954

SECEr. MOST IhtMEniAM

ALSIKE Ci.ovEt sEM
Please repeat to Dr. C.M. Isbister, Dept. of Trade and Commerce, Begins: We were
asked this morning by John Evans to come as soon as possible to the State Depart-
ment as'he had something to convey to us about alsike clover seed.

2. Evans informed us that, as a result of a meeting held yesterday in Hauge's
office, it is virtually certain that the Tariff Commission recommendations will be
accepted by the

White House. He said it would be difficult for the President not to
take action in view of the unanimous decision of the Tariff Commission.

3. The United Stàtesa]sike clover growers are pressing for an immediate decision
so that they may know what to do about production and harvesting of their crops,
and the White House would like to announce a decision within the next few days.
4' Evans said he was asked to enquire if, as an alternative to the proclamation of

the Tariff Commission recommendations, Canada would wish to voluntarily restrict
*ike clover seed exports to the United States and, if so, how would this be done.

He said that in the event that voluntary restrictions were looked on with favour
by C^anadian authorities, he would like to know what volume of exports we woulddesire.`

He said he had no instructions to suggest any particular quantities, nor was
he pressing us to take action of this kind as an alternative to United States action.
6.Wea:

8med to try and obtain a decision for him by tomorrow, but by Monday atthe latest. Ends.
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DEA/6780-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

T^LEGRANt EX-1 121

SECRbT. IMMEDIATE.

Ottawa, June 25, 1954

Reference: Your tel. WA-1132 of June 24, 1954.

ALSIKE CLOVER S®
t : .. i '. ^ . .

1. You should reply to John Evans along the following lines.

2. The Canadian Government feels that it is not desirable to impose restrictions on

export of alsike clover seed to the United States.

3. As indicated in out note of June 4, 1954; it is hoped that the President will not

implement the Tariff Commission's recommendations. The trade in alsike clover

seed has been built up over a considerable number of years and is regarded as
important in Canada. Any increase in the United States duty would impair this
trade and would be seriously regarded by the Government of Cana d^at it has no

4. If the Government of the United States has decided, however,

alternative but to introduce measures to protect domestic producers, we believe that

such measures should not unduly disturb normal trade in alsike clover seed. To do

so would not be consistent with the intent` of the United States escape clause legis

lation. You should therefore suggest that the first 1,500,000 lbs. impon^ in any

year should continue to enter at 2 cents per, lb. Imports "over and above this amount

tnight be made subject to higher rates of duty. Such a measure would, we believe,

perrivt a minimum un, un of Pbtradto continue under present conditions.

5. You may wish to leave an aide mérnoire' along these lines with John Evans

since' it might be désirable`to have a wntten record of this approach
^ ^"^!t . . . .. . ^ ^. .. . . . .. .. ^ .T ^ .

Reference: Paras 9and 10 of our teletype WA-1261 of July 16.
CONFIDEMUL.. IMMEDIATE

TmEGRAM WA-1292

L'ambassadeur aux bals-Unis
au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires, extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

1Q54

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis
.. !.i . . ! 0 ..

. Secretary of Stâte for External Aairs
tô Ambassador in United States

,
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UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON LEAD

I

AIVU "GINC

the State Department officials that the Canadian Government had hoped that it

Yestërday afternoon we were called to a meeting in the office of Sam Waugh,
Âssistant` Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, for a further discussion of the
Tariff Commission's recommendations on lead and zinc. The present situation
seems to be as follows:
(a) There is unanimity within the administration that some government action

must be taken to come to the rescue of domestic producers.
(b) The proposal that the present rates of duty should be continued on concentrates

but that the rates of duty on refined lead and zinc should be increased, has been
rejectéd.

(c) There is a deadlock within the administration on whether the problem should
be met by instituting some kind of subsidy scheme or by accepting, without modifi-
cation, the Tariff Commission's recommendations for increased protection.

(d) The Treasury is strongly resisting the granting of subsidies; and the State
Department is strongly resisting the raising of duties. While the argument has
involved complicated and conflicting calculations concerning the likely effects on
prices, production, and consumption, of the two rival solutions that are being advo-
cated, we believe that it can be reduced, without substantial inaccuracy, to very
simple terms. Mr. Humphrey is opposed to a subsidy primarily because it would
necessitate large expenditures by the Treasury; while the State Department is
oPP0Sed to increased duties primarily because they would cause trouble with for-
eign countries.

2. Waugh had not arrived when we appeared for the meeting. But Kalijarvi, his
deputy, together with Nichols and Raynor, explained that Waugh intended to phone
Mr. Howe and wanted to know, as precisely as possible, what had been said during
the conversation on July 12 between Mr. ^-Iowe and Mr. Humphrey. Since Mr.
Howe had been good enough to send me a personal and confidential lettert outlin-
^g the conversation, we felt little hesitation in trying to meet this request. Before
doing so, however, we took the precaution of stressing that anything we might say
would,'of course ^ be subject to correction by Mr. Howe himself. We also reminded

would not prove necessary for the United States to take any action to improve the
competitive position of their producers of lead and zinc; the conversation between
Mr. Howe and Mr I . Humphrey should be set against that background, we explained.
3' Wlth'that' Preface, we then said that, according to our understanding, Mr.

liuInphrey had opened the conversation by telling Mr. Howe that consideration was
being given in ,Washington to three alternative solutions:
(a) AcCePtance of the Tariff Commission's recommendations;
(b) Ad, , Omestic subsidy; and
(c)

^ntinuing the present rates of duties on concentrates while raising them onrefin^ lead and zinc.

we undeFst00d that Mr. Howe had told Mr. Humphrey forcibly that the third
^^r°auVe would be very; distasteful to Canada, since it could do great damage to
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our refining industry. So, far as subsidies were concerned, we gathered that Mr.

Howe had indicated that this was a matter for decision by the United States Gov-

ernment; and if it was decided to institute a subsidy scheme, the Canadian Govern-

inent would. have no grounds for formal protest. In any case, Mr. Howe did not

propose.to grant subsidies to the Canadian industry. It was also our impression that
Mr. Howe had suggested thât Canadian exporters would not be too frightened about
their position in the United States market even if their competitors in this country

were being subsidized.
4. According to our, informât3on, Mr. Humphrey had then asked Mr. Howe what

he personally would do if he found himself in a similar predicament and felt

obliged to ' take some action. We understood that Mr. Howe had replied that it
seemed to him the best solution would probably be to try to re-negotiate, within the

GATT framework, the United States duties on lead and zinc, offering, of course,
some concessions to other countries in return. Since we had the benefit of a conver-
sation yesterday morning with Mitchell Sharp, we went a little further and

explained that what we thought Mr. Howe had in mind was a re-negotiation in
accordance with the terms of Article XXVIII of the General Agreement, which, as

you remember, in its amended form extends the firm life of the present GATT

schedules only until June 30, 1955. If, however, the United States authorities
thought that they could not wait until next year. to try to re-negotiate these items,
we believed that the Canadian Government would not rule out the possibility of an
earlier re-negotiation.

5. At this point, Waugh arrived and, at his request, we went over the same ground
again. He explained that he had just come from a meeting with the Secretary of th

Treasury , and had intended speaking to Mr. Howe afterwards. However, he had

now decided that it would be enough for his purpose if he learned i^e remark of
the views that Mr. Howe had expressed. Waugh was concerned th
Mr. Howe's which' had most stuck in Mr^ Humphrey's mind was to theeifec^t, in
don't believe in subsidies and there won t be any in Canada so long as
office." . Apparently the Secretary of the Treasury had repeated this

remark to
who

Waugh on a number of occasions - somewhat to his chagrin, since é^d s nce he
had suggested in the first place that Mr. Humphrey speak to Mr. How
was not arguing for subsidies as the lesser of the two evils. ties on reflned

6: Waugh explained that there was'no intention or raising the du
léad and zinc while tnaintaining the present duties on concentrates, and be implied
thât this possibility'had been struck from the list, in part at least, as a Were tacc P-
Hôwe's objections: The only two alternatives now being considered

of the Tariff Commission's recommendations as they stood or some fô^°eance
subsidy. At the meeting he had attended yesterday afternoon, the Secre

tary
Treasury had spoken of a subsidy of three cents per pound across the board
grantto all production of lead and zinc in the United States. In earlier discussions

consideration,deration had been given to subsidizing the first X-100 pounds of lead andlace to
fr6m'any given `miné. However, this proposal was now taking second p
idea of subsidizing all production. No decision had yet been taken on nhedds^teS
ôf ubsidy should be grânted; if that alternative was adopted by, the u one
Government. The` figures that hâd been mentioned had ranged from between
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and a half cents per pound to three cents per pound. We could assume, Waugh
thought, that the later figure represented the maximum 'subsidy that might be paid.

7. Nichols, the Acting Director of the Office of International Materials Policy in
the State Department, said that, as he and his staff had worked out the probable
effects of the increases in duty that had been proposed by the Tariff Commission, it
would seem that they would not bring much succour to marginal producers in the
United States. Waugh had used this argument in talking to the Secretary of the
Treâssury; but the Secretary apparently had countered by saying that, in his opinion,
subsidies would do more damage to Canadian and Mexican producers than tariff
increases. We were aware, from our conversation with Mitchell Sharp, that recent
study in Ottawa of the comparative harm that might be done to Canadian commer-
cial interests by United States subsidies or by higher rates of duty, had seemed to
show that subsidies might be preferable. However we thought, on balance, that it
would be unwise to mention that conclusion. Instead, when Waugh remarked that
the United States authorities were anxious to consult with Canada on the choice
now before them, we took the opportunity to enquire whether we might regard the
meeting yesterday as an invitation to the Canadian Government to put forward in a
more considered way any views that it might care to express on the alternatives
now being considered in Washington. We thought that, in view of the further study
that has been done in Ottawa and the somewhat altered situation here, you might
wish to have one more chance of influencing the final decision. Waugh agreed very
readily with our suggestion and said that any comments that the Canadian Govern-
ment might wish to make would be warmly welcomed. We promised to have them,
if possible, by early next week. You need not, of course, feel under obligation to
comment if you think that would be inadvisable.

8.
One further point'needs to be recorded. When we were repeating with Waugh

our earlier discussion of the possibility that the United States might seek to re-
negotiate its rates of duty on lead and zinc, he gave us to understand that they
would not be able to wait until next year if they decided to accept the recommenda-
tions of the Tariff Commission. The reason he advanced was that any such long
delay would queer the pitch for submitting at least the organizational provisions of
GATT for Congressional approval early next year. From a remark made by Nich-ols,

wê'also'gathéred that, if a decision were taken in favour of tariff increases,
there would be great pressure on the President to put them into effect without delaya ►

d only ifterwards to discuss compensatory concessions with other interestedcount,4

C

es. ^ : .
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to Ambassador in United States
Seeretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/6780-40

TELEGRAM EX-1285 Ottawa, July 27, 1954

CONFIDENZ]AI..IMMEDIA'IE.

Reference: Your Telctype WA-1292 of July 22.

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSIONS'S RECOMMENDATIONS
ON LEAD AND ZINC

I am reproducing ebelow the text of an Aide Mémoire, in reply to the questions

which were raised by Mr. Waugh, which I should be grateful if you would present

to the State Departmcnt.
In any oral explanation as to why we regard equivalent domestic subsidies as the

lesscr of the two evils you might give the following reasons:
(1) Adoption of Tariff Commission's rccornmendations would be a serious blow

to the GATT and in the opinion of the Canadian Government would constitute a
breach of the Trade Agreement with Canada, whereas a subsidy, though regrettable,

. _I_ _t -- T-A^ A
wou10 no' CApJUIUtG ts v. ..... --7-

6.0%,Even though a doinestic subsidy would encourage uneconomic production, it

- at least would have the advantage that it would not raise prices to Uthe usetof
consumers and hence would not discotirage consumption or encourag e

substitutes (in these respects, of course, it is unlike the agricultural price supports)-

` We have also had in mind the following furthcr considerations although the

State Department might not wish to mention these to the Treasury since they might

be taken as confrming the latter's view that subsidies will be costly:

cost of the rotecdon is more readilY
4^(1) In the case of a domestic subsidy, the p to aY for
apparent and the public is more conscious of the price which it is having p

the protection ot ttuse mausuus.

2)There would be more opportunities for considering the removal of ^e subsidY
( ation

since presumably appropriation would be required annually and any g
embodying a subaidy would be more likcly to have a terminal date.__ ^.^ ►.e. .,;Pws from us

= We assume that the United States is not cx u» aw
cônccrning our willingness to join in a renegotiation of the lead and^ zinc items d

the event that they were to refrain Ut this stage both from raising trave to bee ^s ^é
cing a subsidy. This is obviously something which would ha

introdu tcly mf <
ered if such a proposal were put to us. (Your paragraph 4 accu^icularly in view of or
thinldng here at official level. You will appreciate that, P
"desire to keep unbindings of present schedulcs to a mnimum,

1
we

tance cw^eni if s1 tg"fi'

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
- Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

ptaté the renegotiation of such important items only with re uc ^

cant"comter-concessions could be found.)
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I DEA/6780-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. ^Text of Aide Mémoire begins: The Canadian Government reiterates the views
expressed in, its Note of May 28 that any interference with the trade in lead and
zinc which would hinder the continued development of adequate and efficient
sources, of supply and encourage uneconomic production in the United States
would, be against the interests of the United States and the free world generally.
That Note also recalled that the present rates of duty on these items were negotiated
and bound in a Trade Agreement with Canada and that they are regarded in Canada
as one, of the cornerstones of commercial arrangements with the United States.

The Canadian Government therefore holds to the view that the President should
not accept the Tariff Commission's recommendation. This view is maintained not-
withstanding the knowledge that the United States Government is considering sub-
sidizing domestic production of lead and zinc as an alternative to an increase in the
tariff. rates on these commodities. It is assumed of course that the rate of any
domestic subsidy which might be considered as an alternative would not be more
than the increase in duty which has been recommended by the Tariff Commission.

Even though the payment of a subsidy on domestic production would be regret-
table because ^ it would tend to encourage uneconomic production, there is no
clearly defined legal basis on which an outside country might object to the intro-
duction of such a subsidy in the United States. Text ends.

T'^RAM WA-1316 • Washington, July 28, 1954

CONpII)EN'DAt,, IMPORTANT.

Reference: your teletype EX-1285 of the 27 of Jul^ yI :, V

; UNl?ED STATES TARtFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATION
ON I,EAD AND 22NC

We presented the aide-mémoire yesterday 'evening to Sam Waugh, Assistant
Secretary of State foc Economic Affairs. Our conversation with him was short and
infoRnal since it came at the very end of a day on which it had been announced that
the President had accepted the Tariff Commission's recommendations on watches
and watch movements. However, we thought it advisable to mention to him orally
the first two of the reasons you
as listed for considering equivalent domestic subsidies

a lesserevil than tariff increases. We did not refer to the other two reasons forYour prefer'ence.

â'-w^8h tôld ûs that' the -aide-mémoire was just what the State Department
^^;xand he gave ^ clearly to understand that he would be making immediate

use of it in trying to avôid a decision by the President to accept the Tariff Commis-
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sion's récommendations on lead and zinc. His only further comment related to the
'sentence in the second paragraph of the aide-mémoire in which the assumption is
expressed "that the rate of any domestic subsidy which might be considered as an

alternative would not be more than the increase in duty which has been recom-
mended by the Tariff Commission". Waugh told us that, since we had seen him on
the 21st of July, there had been 'a shift in opinion and that what was now being
considèred was a subsidy of two, threé or four cents per pound on the first 200 tons
produced each year'in any given mine.'The idea of a subsidy on all production of
lead and zinc has apparently now been relegated to the background.

3. Although the President's decision on watches and watch movements, in our
opinion, will be extremely dâmaging because of its inévitable effects on foreign
public opinion, particularly in Europe, we nevertheless think that it may improve
the chances of the President rejecting the recommendations on lead and zinc. We
have several times expressed the view that the White House came to the conclusion

last May that some recommendations of the Tariff Commission under the escape-
clause procedure must be accepted in order to prove to Senator

letter. That h
his

protectionist friends that the escape-clause has not become
now been resoundingly demonstrated. In consequence, the President may not now
feel under the same compulsion to elect to bring assistance to producers of lead and
zinc in this country by raising the tariff. This is, of course, mere speculation. Noth-
ing that Waugh said yesterday evening would give colour to it, and we may prove
mistaken. The only certain thing is that no decision has yet been taken and that the
battle between subsidies and tariff increases still goes on.

DEA/6780-44

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for External AVairs

nLEGttAM WA-1491

CoNFIDErrrui.

^,,^ •
`u

3
on)• € ^ . ^ . . ,

t' V^M

Repeat : to. C.M.. Isbister, Trade and Commerce, and D.

Washington, August 30,1954

Reference: Our WA-1464 of August 26.t A Golden Defence

PA"

ernment eould purchase up , to 200,000 tons of lead and 300,000 tons

âshed how the stockpile figures indicated in the Pres^dent s decis,on

stocicpiling programme and tbe Prrstdent has stat of zinc.
know, the main tneasure'decid^d upon by the President is an ex ^

S
o^

at. As you cd that in this fiscal year the

LEAD
,AND ZuvL:,

^^fAt the meeting with Merchant reported in our telegram9under
reference ^Y^
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2. Getzin of the Office of Materials Policy, State Department, has now given
Chappell furthcr information. He said that the figures represented roughly the dif-
ference between présent stockpile holdings and the stockpile targets for the two
metals. He explained that the "excess supply"_ of zinc at present held by American
smelters and consumers was about 200,000 tons, i.e., 100,000 tons less than what
the President had said the government could purchase in this fiscal year. He had no
estimate of the corresponding "excess supply" of lead. When we asked him what he
envisaged the situation would be should the increased stockpiling be insufficient,
he replied that they hoped that with respect to zinc the forces of supply and demand
would operate to maintain a balance once the 200,000 tons "excess supply" had
been stockpiled. He could not be as specific concerning lead. He stated, however,
that there is nothing permanent about stockpile targets and that they are subject to
periodic review.

3. Concerning.the mechanics of the stockpiling programme, Getzin said that his
information was that ODM would issue directives to GSA to purchase on a
monthly, basis. The plan appears to be that monthly intakes into the stockpile will
be closely linked to the demand supply positions obtaining at the time.
4. We cannot escape the impression that there is not much confidence on the part

of officials that the President's measures will in fact solve the problem. At best the
hope exists that the measures which the President has ordered will prove to be just
sufficient to scrape through, assuming favourable conditions. But for how long this
palliative might hold is not at all clear to us. One factor is the size of the stockpile
which the Administration will be willing to accumulate. There can be no certainty
that the stockpiling programme for this fiscal year will in fact mop up the domestic
surpluses particularly if the programme brings about a rise in price which will
encourage both greater domestic production and increased imports. (In this connec-
tion see August 23 issue of Journal of Commerce). On the other hand, the President
places some hope on "the high rate of consumption which is indicated by the gen-
eral economic outlook". But if the general level of business activity should decline
in the coming'months, then it seems fairly clear that the Administration will again
come under pcessure to take further action. In this connection, you will have seen
that the president+ put himself on record on the question of the adequacy of
increased tariff protection: ". . . I am convinced that a serious question exists as to
the magnitude `of the direct benefits that could be expected from the recommended
tâl7ff lI1cIeaseg„tt4

ti^`.^.é.^#^ ^#fi• ^ - . .
114

4 25^t 1934, FIsenhovvet a njettc Is recommandation de la Commission des tarifs concernant le
pi0°^ ^^zine. De préfErcnce. il a accepté de constituer des réserves gouvernementales de
200 000 tonnes de plomb et de 300 000 tonnes de zinc. VoirJ
N Angnat 25, 1954- Eisenhower Rjested the Tariff Commission's recommendation regarding leadand tin^:
300" he agreed to establish a government stockpile of 200,000 tons of lead and

^^ S^ of zTï^C See:
^_; ,,_, ,MPartment of State, Bwlktin. Volume XXXI. No. 793. September 6. 1954. pp. 339-
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' DEA/6780-40

Le secrétaire d'Étât 'ülux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Seeretary of State for; External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

rmwRAM EX-1786

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

Ottawa, September 28, 1954

Réference: Your telegram WA-1698 of Sept. 28.t

TARIFF COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS ON IMPORTS OF OATS

The Canadian Aïnbassador presents his compliments to the Secretary of State
and has the honour to refer to the recommendation which has now been made by
the United States Tariff Commission to the President of the United States to impose
quantitative restrictions on imports of oats."s In view of the many dangers inherent

Canada earnestl hopesin the application of import restrictions, the Government'of
that the United States will not apply restrictions against the trade in oats.
2. In December of ' 1953 the Canadian Government entered into a short term

interim arrangement, at the request of the Government of the United States, to limit
Canadian exports of oats.1^6 It was the understanding of the Çanadian Government
that this restriction was to continue in force only for a short period and that the

trdde in oats would be restored to a normal basis, free of restrictions, as quicklY as

possible. It is therefore the hope of the Canadian Government that the United States

will now remove its restrictions from the importation of oats.
13.` In the view of the Canadian Government there is little likelihood of the United
States Government's marketing plans for oats being upset during

the forthcominS

year because of imports of Canadian oats. ,The adoption of more flexible price sup-
_`• n. _ ^J •L^ ` «.:«.•n1i^.A^ QPf'1(111C drouziht should^^..---- - ^port policies in the Unitea States and u1v wi,u,,wau,.... of

considerably reduce the çhreat of a further large-scale accumulation of oats. In addi-
tion, according to the,lâtt unoffcial estimate the produc^on of oats' o^
provinces (which aré the, principal source of éxport oats in Canada) is likely
to 219 million bushels in the crop year 1954-55 and perhaps lower. W' 346 millio
tially below the crop years 1952-53 and 1953-54 when production rte^
bushels and 276 million bushels respectively. Furthermore, United States imp°ight.
have always purchased Canadian oats because of high quality and heavy
This year there is no doubt that a low quality crop is in prospect.

4. The Canadian Government notes that the quota of 40 million bushels per
Tariff Commission is approximately the average of

annum recommended by the
^^•.. ^

- • • ldon d'Un Co
`

tiagent
lu Le 2't_ septembre,1954. la Commission des tarifs a tccommand^` . 1 impos

Î-"4' d'importation annuel de 40 millions de boisseaux, toutes provenances confondues. on bushels

r The United States Tariff Commission recommended an annual import quota of 40 mil11

`froïn all sources on September 27: 1954. ``^
10 VoidSce Volume 19. Document 863.
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imports during the preceding five crop years. Since the Tariff Commission âppar-
ently,feels that this average is representative of normal trade and is in fact based on
the actual trade in recent years, there seems to be little point in disturbing trade by
the introduction of restrictions which, while seriously disturbing established chan-
nels of trade, may not, in fact, change its basic volume or character..
5. There is little doubt that the application of restrictions to imports of oats would

seriously damage this trade. The Canadian Government is particularly disturbed by
the fact that no time limit has been placed on the recommended restrictions. Since
this is a matter which must be kept, under continuous review as supply conditions
change, it would have been reasonable to expect that a one-year limit would be
attached to the recommendation. If the President does accept the recommendation
for a quota on the import of oats, the Canadian Government strongly urges that the
quota should be effective for" not more than one year.

6. The United States Government negotiated a tariff concession on oats with Can-
ada under the terms of the trade agreement which is presently in force between
Canada and the United States. Any long-term impairment of this concession would
be seriously regarded by the Government of Canada.

7. Although Canada has been the major supplier of oats to the United States, there
is a distinct possibility that other countries whose crops mature at an earlier date
might attempt to disrupt traditional patterns of trade by flooding the market with
their product before the Canadian crop is ready for shipment. When the Canadian
crop became available there would be similar tendency on the part of Canadian
exporters, in order to minimize the disruption to markets which could result from
these developments because of a sudden flood of imports, the Canadian Govern-
ment would regard it in the interest of all concerned to allocate any quota amongst,
supplying countries on an historical basis.

;Is

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

; Ambassador in United States
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to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^^.WA-1710 , Washington, September 29, 1954
0

r1FIDp^A41MMEDtATB.

Reference;
yaur telegram EX-1786 of the 28 of September.

U.S. TARiFF COMM1SStON'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON OATS

We have' delivered to the State Department this morning the Canadian note
embod'ed _ln your. telegram EX-1786.
2'Early ysterdaÿ we learned from the State Department that a meeting was to be
d ^-theHouse that afternoon under the chairmanship of Gabriel Hauge,Administrative

Assistant to the President for Economic Affairs. State Department
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officials said that,they would be grateful to receive any Canadian comments on the
Tariff Commission's recommendations before the meeting was held at the White
House: Although your instructions had not yet arrived, we thought we should take
advantage of this'invitation, since otherwise our representations might come too
late to have much bearing on the decision. We therefore called at noon yesterday on
Carl Corse; Chief of the Commercial Policy Staff in the State Department. Wynne
Pluinptre was kind enough to come along in order to add weight to what we had to

. • i . . , . . . : , . .
say.

3. After explaining that a note a wasI on its way, we told Corse that we woul Wlih ^e
anticipate its contents: Our remarks might not at all points coincide exactly
line taken in the note. But we thought that, although we were speaking without
fornnal instructions, we could nevertheless accürately represent the views of the

States administration was unable to bring its practice

Canadian Government.
-4. The Canadian Government would find it very regrettable if the President should
decide to accept the recommendations of the Tariff Commission, we stated. The

trade
restriction that had been proposed on oats would seriously ^^ûn ^^d s
across the border which was of such great importance to bo
ters both of the United States and Canada at the meeting of the Joint Committee on
Trade and Economic Affairs had agreed last March on the desirability of avoiding

such. action. Pressures were accumulating in Canada for in^ould bephoa^e
protection

to
against imports from the United States, and

on oats.
resist if the President accep by
z^ S: 'Such action would constitute an infringement of the existing trade agreement
bctvvicen Canada and the United States and as suche demonstration thatrthe United
thé Canadian Government. In addition, 'a furth in the field of agricultural

into conformity with Article XI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Timrae would certainly make it more difficult to negotiate successfully a^fo^ds
the'agreement at the forthcoming review session. These were the broad g
which formed the basis for the hope of the. Canadian Government that the recom-

mendations might be rejected. ; production and

6. We then went on to provide some figures conccrning Canadian resent scene to
export of os in order to suggést thâttheStat^s. nothing partrtof ôur rem^^ we
threaten the market for oats in the United

elves on' the evidence given by George Mclvor before
the Tariff

ours nces had
mission on the 8 of September.lhe acreage under oats in the Prairie uction of
^ declined sharply from its peak in 1943. In the last crop year the total prod

of
ôâ►tâ in Canada had amounted to some 404 million bushels. But about f^ pproo.
total had been produced in Eastern Canada, wwch e i^v n^ ^ he peace River
,mately 273 million bushels gown is: and,
dutnct, only some 90 million bushels had entered into commerci al cdomnesticallY.
of: this amount, approximately 50 million bushels were requuc

v.:^ Stt^ ^ varied considerably ^0 10
n

Bxports - of . oats ,
1"dattid n ot seem to the Canadian authorities that the supplY Pos

Y^ Y _ . . -_ .... ,.. . ^ .
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in Canada need cause concern in this country. Moreover, this year there had been a
poor hârvest, which would result in a marked decline in oats production.

7. To sum up, we repeated that the proposed restriction could not fail to have
unfortunate results on the trade between Canada and the United States and also on
the GATT review. In the light of the supply position in Canada, it would also seem
to be unnecessary. We therefore had no doubt that the Canadian Government would
very much regret it if the recommendations were accepted.
8. If, contrary to our hopes, a quota was imposed, we strongly urged that it should

not be for an indefinite period as the Tariff Commission had recommended but
should be limited to one year. We recalled that the President himself, in his letter to
the Prime Minister of the 31st of March 1954 concerning the restrictions imposed
on imports of rye, had drawn attention to the fact that those restrictions were for a
one-year period only. We hoped, at the very least, that the President would find it
possible to put a similar limit on any quota that might be imposed on oats.

9. We also pointed out that the Tariff Commission had recommended merely a
global quota and had said nothing about allocating the quota to various countries.
Tradidonallÿ, Canada had supplied the bulk of United States imports of oats, with
only comparatively negligible quantities coming from other countries. In order to
avoid flooding the market, with the attendant damage that might be done to orderly
marketing, we hoped that if the President accepted the Tariff Commission's recom-
mendations,, he would amend them in his proclamation by adding that the quota
would be allocated among supplying countries on the basis of the import figures for
some representative base period.

10. Plumptre then added some very effective remarks based on his experience as
the official in the Department of Finance responsible for the Canadian tariff and on
his activities in preparation for the GATT review. He mentioned some of the recent
visits that he has received from Canadian manufacturers anxious to obtain higher
Protection against United States imports ami added that, almost without exception,
they complained that, while Canada was abiding by its obligations under the Gen-
eral Agreement, the United States was running up a growing list of infractions. If
these fresh recommendations by the Tariff Commission were accepted by the Presi-
dent, the possibility of resisting pressures in Canada for increased protection would
be fnrther r'educed. He also emphasized that Canadian officials have become more
and more doubtful about the possibility of successfully negotiating a revision of the
agreement,largely because of the inability of the United States to respect the âgri-
Cu1tural provisions it contains at present. He felt sure that, if the action recom-mended

th^,T^ff Commission were taken, the risk of failure at Geneva would
^ome ébÿ`ven greater.

11.
C6 ^ 1 ;^^tially nothing to say , during the meeting. But he took careful

notes of ill our rcr`narks (which were'made rather more meticulously and pontifi-eall Y
^ usuâl in view of the possibility that they might be the only Canadian

represeniad6ns that could be effective) and said that he would relay them fully and
f^^^Y thé meeting that was to be held at the White House later in the day._
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UNTIED STATES TARIFP COMMISSION'S RECOMMFNDATION -- BARLEY
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Reference: Our teletype WA-1713 of September 30.t'

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATION ON OATS

CoNFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

T11EGRAM WA-1731 Washington, October 2, 1954

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

likely to be released on Monday, October 4.tt'
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to the State _ Department regarding the an 1
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AND BARLBY MALT s^ttal

1
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The immediately following teletype contains the text of the Note for tran
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2. When presenting this Note yoti should emphasize in particular that, in the view
of the Canadian Government, there is no justification for the imposition of any
form of restriction against malting barley and barley malt. You should therefore
indicate that we are confident that the President will reject this proposal. You
should make the point, however, that if the President does not intend to reject this
recommendation, Canadian authorities would wish to have an opportunity to dis-
cuss this matter again. (As a matter of tactics this may mean another trip to the
State Department possibly as early as tomorrow).

3. For your own information if it becomes clear that an increase in the tariff is
unavoidable, we would wish to have an opportunity to request that it be limited to
one year and to explore the possibility of making some special arrangement (i.e. an
exception) for mâlting barley. In addition,^we would wish to request that imports of
barley malt be`exempted from the higher duties or failing this, that a separate tariff
quota be es'tablished for this product, perhaps in the same manner as a separate
quota was set up in 1941 for wheat flour as distinct from milling wheat. The trade
in this product is small and contracts usually require monthly shipments over
twelve months. Under the higher tariff there is the danger that this trade would be
seriously disturbed in any scramble to fill the 22.5 million bushel quota at the lower
rate.

4. In our proposed Note we have not mentioned the points set out in our preceding
Paragraph (with the exception of our offer in paragraph 6 relating to segregating
feed and malting barleys), since we consider that by doing so or by revealing orally
our "second preference at the same time the note is delivered, we might compro-
mise our stand that there are no grounds for the imposition of any restrictions. You
are however authorized at your discretion to put these points to the State Depart-
ment when and if it is clear that the President plans to accept the Tariff Commission
Recommendation as it now stands.

; Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/6780-40

1844 Ottawa, October 7, 1954
Co^FIP^???At- IMMeDtATB.

The following is the text of the note referred to in my immediately preceding

^,^an Ambassadand or presents his compliments to the Secretary of State
has the honour to 'refer to the Recommendation which has been made by the

United States Tariff Commission to the President to impose an additional duty of 8
cents per bushel°on imports of barley and barley malt in excess of 22.5 millionbashels ineach
^s^^ Year beginning October 1. The Government of Canada is seriously

.y this recommendation, the implementation of which would not be in

to Ambassador in United States
'Secretary of State for External Affairs

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
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the interest either of Canada or of the United States. The Canadian Government
therefore earnestly and confidently hopes that the President will reject this proposal
to restrict trade by imposing a higher rate of duty against imports.
.2. .The trade in barley, and barley -malt which has been of substantial benefit to
both Canada and the United States is well established and of long standing. It will
be recalled that in order to facilitate'the movement of barley, Canada and the
United States negotiated alreduction in 1938 in the duty applicable to this product,
a concession which ` was bound in the trade agreement. which entered into force
between the two countries in January, 1939. The item was again negotiated and
rebound at Geneva in 1947. Thus the existing rate of _7 1/2 cents per bushel is at
present bound under the GATT, which is the trade agreement currently in force
between Canada and the United States. The rate of duty applicable to barley malt
was also negotiated with Canada and is bound against increase under the GATT.
Any impairment of these long standing contractual obligations would be seriously
regarded by the Government of Canada.

3. In the view of the Canadian Government there is, in fact; no reasonable justifi-
cation for imposing additional restrictions on trade in these commodities. Imports
of Canadian barley into the United States have been used almost entirely for malt-
ing purposes. The demand for Canadian barley stems from the fact that high grade
barley required for malting purposes is grown in Canada and that sufficient quanti-
ties of this type of barley are not produced in the United States to meet the require-
ments of domestic malting interests. To impose an additional duty of 8 cents per
bushel on imports in excess of 22.5 million bushels will thus serve only to raise the
price of good quality malting barley to United States maltsters without increasing
domestic output.

4. The attention of the Canadian Government has been drawn to the fact that dur-
ing the hearings before the Tariff Commission it was pointed out by United States
malting industry that they have attempted to increase their purchases of malting
barley from domestic sources but that they were not able to obtain sufficient quanti-
ties of the required quality. In this regard, they reported that they had carefully
examined stocks held by the United States Government in the hope of obtaining
additional supplies. In spite of these endeavours, domestic availabilities have fallen
short of their requirementv It is the view of the Canadian Government that this

might be taken as strong and indeed conclusive evidence that a shortage exists in

the United States of good quality malting barley.
;S.g It is also important to take into account a number of new factors

ôf mpie
likely further to restrict the supply of mailing barley. First, the adoption

flexible price support policies in the United States is likely to reduce
du

inctease production in the United States. Secondly, adverse weather conditions

p the past crop year in Canada have seriously reduced the crop and lo We aera
its

'quality. > Under the adverse growing conditions which have prevaiceod lwill not be

Canada; it is certain that an unusually high percentage of the barley P

of sufficiently high grade for malting purposes. feed barley is a
^6:While there may be considerable stocks of feed barley on hand^ to the United

dlâtinct and separate'product from'malting barley. Canadian expo
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States of feed barley have been small and the Canadian Government could give
assurance that they would not increase appreciably. The Canadian Government has
already raised this point with the United States Government and is willing to dis-
cuss this proposal in further detail at any time., , . . . ,

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaEGRAHI WA-1765

DEA/6780-40

Washington, October 7, 1954

CONFIniNrtAt„ IMMEnIAM

Reference: Your telegrams EX-1843 and EX-1844 of the 7th of October.

UNrIED STATES TARIFP COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS
ON BARLEY AND BARLEY MALT

This afternoon at the State Department we presented your note to Carl Corse,
Chief of the Commercial Policy Staff. As you know, Sam Waugh, Assistant Secre-
tary of State for Economic Affairs, is in Ottawa. In his absence we would have
preferred to make our representations to Kalijarvi, the Deputy Assistant Secretary.
But he was not available this afternoon and we thought it would be unwise to defer
submitting the note until tomorrow.
2. We began by telling Corse that, in the view of the Canadian authorities, no case

had been`made out for additional restrictions against imports of barley. Presumably
the United States authorities were concerned over the problems connected with the
production of feed grains in the United States. For the most part, shipments of
barley from Canada had no bearing on these problems, since Canadian imports,
with few exceptions, were'not used for feed but were consigned to United States
maltsters: The ^nian authorities therefore hoped and expected that the President
Would reject the recommendations of the Tariff Commission.,

3. After making these oral remarks, we handed Corse the note. His attention fast-
ened principally on the final paragraph about which he had the following questionsto ask:

(a) How-could barley t for in altin purposes
How '

g p°^ be distinguished from feed barley?
could the Canadian authorities regulate the export of feed barley and

e°sure that malting barley was -in fact used for that purpose after it had been
SwpPed to the United States? .

(c) In the opinion of the Canadian authorities, what would be a suitable figure for
SbiProents of feed barley during the coming year to the United States?
^' in rel?ly Atox(^orse's first question, Hopper explained that mailing barley oc^dina-

y COMmands a cônsiderable premium over feed barle and is indeed a se arable
C0^0^ty: On the question of regulation and control, we said that the Canadian
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authorities felt confident,that they could limit the shipments of feed barley to the
• United States in the same way as they_ had limited shipments of oats over the past
year. - So far as malting barley was concerned, the Canadian Wheat Board could
require that its agents secure certificates from the importers to ensure that the bar-
ley in question was actually used for malting purposes. In reply to Corse's final
question, we ventured the tentative opinion that an appropriate figure for shipments
of feed barley to the United States over the next twelve months might be five mil-
lion bushels.

5. When Corse showed some" inclination to pursue these and other subsidiary
issues, however, we said frankly, that we did not want to blunt the force of our
argument that there was no case for additional barriers against imported barley by
being drawn off to consider minor issues. We thought that the President should
reject the recommendations. What possibility was there that he would in fact decide
to do so?
6. Corse replied that he did not know. But on the basis of the President's past

performance in dealing with Tariff Commission findings made under Section 22 of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, he saw little prospect that the President would
entirely reject the recommendations. He also reminded us that the mid-term elec-
tions are now less than a month away. In the light of that reply, we suggested that
the next step should be for him to report our representations as quickly as possible
to the White House. If he, after consulting the White House, still thought that there
was little or no chance that the, President would decline to take any action, we
would wish to make some supplementary representations. He agreed with that pro-
cedure and said that he would be getting in touch with us as soon as possible,
tomorrow monung.

553.
DEA/6780-40

► ;' L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. . . . r k.. . . . .. . .. . .'

M.EGItAM WA-1780
)

Washington, October 12," 1954
. . , .. , :, ..

CONFIDFNfIAL IMMEDIATB.

Reference:, Our telegram WA-1766 of the 8th of October 1954.fi

üNtIED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS

ON BARLBY MALT ester
The meeting between Mitchell Sharp and Gabriel Hauge which was held y

dây -afternoon showed `q Y
1^' (a) That the Rdministrationstill has an open mind on this issue;

to reach a compromise that might be reasona
That the White House is anxious(b).,

bly satisfactoryi to the Canadian Government;
^^.3A.#3.F.siï:. ..a.,a .....l.i Rts ... y ,. . :i . t' . , .. . .
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(c) That, in the view of the U.S. authorities, something ïnust be done to implement
at least a part of the Tariff Commission's recommendations; and'
(d) Thatthis problem is not regarded as one of such political urgency that precipi-

tate action must be taken.

s

40

54

ia-

2: Sharp began by saying that the Canadian Government sympathized with the
difficulties which had been created for the United States Administration by the
price sùpport'policies it had inherited. This sympathy had been manifested by the
action which the Canadian Government had been prepared to take last year to
impôse`volûntarÿ'restrictions on exports of oats to the U.S. and by the compara-
tively mild Caririadiân reaction to the recommendation of the Tariff Commission this
year that thére should be an import quota on oats. Highly objectionable as were any
increased restrictions on trade, the Canadian Government recognized that if they
had been operating within legislation similar to that now on the books in the U.S.,
they probably would have felt obliged to prevent foreign imports from entering in
any greatly increased volume to take advantage of the support prices. The barley
issue, however, seemed quite different and the Canadian authorities could not see
how further restrictions placed in the path of imports from Canada could ease the
problem with , which the U.S. Government was wrestling. Mr. Howe wanted it
known that he would take a very serious view of action pursuant to the Tariff Com-
mission's recommendations.

3. Malting barley must be considered as quite separate from feed barley, Sharp
contended; and there'was a strong consumer preference among U.S. brewmasters
for Canadian' barley. This trade had been deliberately and carefully developed by
the establishment'of special grades in Canada and by the development of strains
speciall}i adapted for malting. The Canadian Government could not believe that the
U.S. au. on would wish to interfere with this growing trade which was based
on a marked consumer preference. At an earlier stage the Canadian Government
had suggested informally that they would be willing to limit exports of feed barley
to the U.S., over the next twelve months and to require that exporters wishing to
shiP malting barley to the U.S. should furnish to the Canadian Wheat Board certifi-
cates from the importers to guarantee that malting barley would be used for that
Purpose. He was empowered, he said, to renew that offer at the present time.

4. Bauge opened his reply by saying that the comments of the interested agencies
on the Tariff Commission's recommendations had not yet been received by the
White Hoûse.'The issue, therefore, was still open. He also remarked that one of his
probletns was to maintain the morale of the Tariff Commissioners, who had seen
most of their recommendations rejected by the White House. He welcomed the
observations that Sharp had made, but said that he had a number of questions to
ask. .

5. He first enqnired about the reality of the consumer preference that had been
attributed to U.S. maltsters. Although admitting that it had been widely maintained
in the UnitédtStâtes'âs well as in Canada that Canadian malting barley was pre-
ferred by the malting industry here, he said that this claim had been challenged; and
he would be interested to receive further information on this point. Secondly, he
was concerned over what would happen to barley produced in the United States
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that was rejected ' by _ the U.S. ° brewmasters in favour of Canadian barley. Surely
stich. barley would then be used for feed or be offered to the. Commodity Credit
Corporation and so inerease,the difficulties of, the Department of Agriculture in
operating its price support programme. His third worry was over the problem of
distinguishing between malting and feed barley. From such information as he had,
it seemed'to him that United States brewmasters could use very different types of
barley. Finally, he wondered what was the 'pôssibility that, if Canadian supplies of
feed barley were to be voluntarily limited in accordance with Sharp's suggestion,
other countries might increase their shipïnents, as had happened in the case of oats.., ,

6. The whole tenor of Hauge's, questioning,implied that the distinction between
feed barley and malting barley was not so clear as had been suggested and, further,
that, United States and Canadian malting barley were, in fact, roughly
interchangeable.
.7.Jaking up Hauge's first question, McNamara of the Canadian Wheat Board
explained that the identity of carload shipments of Canadian malting barley was
preserved until they reached their, final destination. Purchasers of Canadian malting
barley were required to pay to the producer a premium of 5 cents in addition to the
premium paid by the Canadian Wheat Board..U.S. maltsters preferred Canadian
barley because they could rely on its comparatively uniform quality and because it
met their strict standards. McNamara also drew attention to the fact that high qual-
itybarley for malting purposes seemed to be grown each year in more and more
northerly latitudes. This was true within the United States, as well as within Canada
and, accounted, he belie"ved, in large measure, for the preference shown by U.S.
maltsters for Canadian barley. One danger inherent in the recommendations of the
Tariff Commission, he went on to say, was that Canadian exporters might rush to
take ùp, the proposed tariff quota with feed barley, so that most of the imported
malting barley, required in the U.S. would have to pay the addidonal8 cent import

McNa-

mara
8. ° Hauge listened intently to all of the arguments presented by Sharp and

and said that he wished this problem to be sifted thoroughly. For that purpose
he suggested that a meeting should be arranged in the Department of Agriculture at
which all of the. interested agencies could be represented. We will be reporting in a
later. message on what transpired :at that further meeting.

L'anibassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

t Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

TELiGRWWA=1785
Y^^':.ÿ irt. ri ^ •. 1 `. .^ ?E^

i z

SF(R^t: IMMEDUTL: `
nil .^'-0.'r - , I - l k r. :: , ^.

Reference: Our. WA 1780 of 12 October, 1954.

DEA/6780-40

Washington, October 13,1954

1



. iJNTTED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON BARLEY
AND BARLEY MALT

Please repéat to: M.W. Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and

rtitieS to the United States, and would not ask for protection against that trade.

Commërce, Ottawa, from Hopper, Begins: The meeting yesterday morning was
held in the office of Earl Butz, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, who acted as
Chairman.} Others in attendance from the United States besides Butz, were McPhee
of Dr. Hauge's staff, •Whitesell of Customs, Corse and Southworth of the Depart-
ment of State, {and Burmeister, Scholl, Case, and Borton of the Department of Agri-
culture.' Sharp, McNamara, LePan, and Hopper attended for Canada.
2: At Butz's request, Sharp presented the Canadian views on the Tariff Commis-

sion's'. report, emphasizing, as he had done at the meeting of previous day with
Hauge,' that the proposed restrictions on imports of barley would cut across the
well-established trade with Canada in malting barley which, over the years, has
providéd United States maltsters with the kind of barley they required. It could be
construed, he said, that the purpose of the restrictions is to force United States malt-
steis` tô takè varieties of barley from the United States which they do not want. He
said he did not think the United States Government wished to do this. The Cana-
dian Government, he continued, is quite familiar with the departmental problems
associated with price support policies in the United States and is sympathetic with
the desire` of the administration to carry out the wishes of Congress as contained in
the price support legislation as it applies to feed barley. Malting barley, however, is
quite a different product from feed barley and commands a higher price.
3. If the United States Government decides that something must be done to limit

the Imports of feed barley, Mr. Sharp informed the meeting that the Canadian Gov-
ernment'would be preparéd to recommend that the Canadian Wheat Board under-
take to control feed barley, exports to the United States during the next 12 months,
which'can" be accomplished under the Wheat Board legislation. If this idea were
acceptable to the United States, the Wheât $oard, through its agents, could require
that United 'States importers of barley for malting purposes provide certificates that
the barley would be used only for malting.
4. The United States officials referred to the trouble which had developed with a

third country when Cànada voluntarily restricted exports of oats to the United
States, In reply to this, Sharp said that if it were agreed that, as an alternative to the
Tariff Commission `recommendations, Canada limit exports of feed barley, and
there were no restrictions on ezports of malting barley, Canada would be prepared
to take the risk that another exporting country might ship feed barley in substantial

^ States imports of. barley from countries other than Canada were briefly
^viewed ^d it appeared that there is little likelihood of other large barley-produc-
g countries increasing their sales of barley in the United States, but it was agreed

that this pôssibility does exist.
5' Buti askôd if it is not true that the proposed 8 cent per bushel fee above the

^n8^dut^►,^after 22.5 million bushels are imported, would not represent an
tacle ôf any, importance to United States maltsters if they needed Canadian

PWtin8 bârleY• Un tlus point, Sharp observed that the 5 cent fee would represent a
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.higher price for Canadian malting barley to-United States maltsters. Any duty is an
ed edobstacle to trade, and under GATT there has been a se es of negotiat r uctions

in United States duties which encouraged Canadian barley growers to grow barley
ôf malting'quality to meet the needs of United States maltsters. McNamara pointed
out that the 'prices of premium barley had advanced since the time of the Tariff
Commission hearing and these prices are now well above the support level.

6. Burmeister said• the United States barley crop was much larger than last year,
and a considerable part of it had been harvested before unfavourable weather had
injured its quality, but he could not say how much was of malting grades. He
thought, however, that a considerable portion of the United States crop was suitable
for malting. His last statement was not, said McNamara, in accordance with the
opinions expressed by the representatives of the-inaltsters who were witnesses at
the Tariff Commission's public hearings.
3. The support price in the United States for barley is an average of feed and

malting barley prices, said Burmeister. The commodity credit corporation will have
to take much larger quantities of barley this year than in the past. Butz remarked
that the ill-conceived price support legislation of the United States does not recog-
nize the difference between malting and feed barley and, therefore, growers are not
much interested in going to the., extra trouble 'of selecting barley for malting
purposes.
^ 8. McNamara outlined the Canadian plan for the production of malting barley,
and how it is kept separate from feed barley, as he had done during the meeting
with Dr. Hauge. He said that the 5 cent per bushel, which is paid to growers for the
extra work entailed in the production of malting barley, is in addition to the higher
prices which malting barley usually commands in the market. McNamara n^t

north-was the general opinion that the production of barley for malting is moving
ward; that Wisconsin, where once large quantifies of malting barley were produced,
no longer is considered a malting barley state. According to the United States malt-
sters, he continued, the climate and soil conditions in certain areas of the prame
provinces of Canada are particularly suitable for the production of malting barley
which has characteristics desired by maltsters.

: 9. Butz remarked that he was personally ôpposed. to barriers to trade, butfor
gress, he said, bas given us a law to administer. He thought that price supports
barley would likely, be lower next yearaand the present situation is somewhat of a
temporary one. has suffered
1;10. Sharp and McNamara pointed out that the Canadian bazlewill not have a
from unfavourable growing and harvesting conditions, and Canada k^^ why
large quantity of barley of malting'quality to export. Therefore, they ^
introduce restrictions in a year when they are likely to be unnecessary. .The applica-
tion of restrictions which would require United States maltsters to pay 8 cent more
per. bushel for Canadian barley after the proposed quota is filled wil^te

ten,
r co nd

aàid, to disrupt a trade in a premium product which Canadian. growers, of United
erable effort, have devel over

of malting baruirementsey have not been the
ters. Increased Po
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result of the price support policies of the United States, but rather because of the
high quality of . Canadian barley. ,
11. The President believes that any import restrictions which are adopted by the

United States should be for one year only, said McPhee. He wondered if this fact
would not contribute to a solution of the problem which is being discussed.
12: McNamara brought out the point, which he advanced in the ^meeting of the

previôus day; that if the Tariff Commission recommendations are adopted it could
mean that a substantial part of the 22.5 million bushel quota could be filled with
feed barley, which the United States does not want and, as a result, United States
maltsters would be deprived of that quantity at existing rates of duty. On the other
hand, if the Canadian proposal of limiting feed barley imports by the Canadian
Wheat Board to an agreed upon quantity, and requiring certificates from United
States importers of malting barley were accepted, the danger that there would be
large imports of feed barley would be avoided if other exporting countries did not
increase their exports to the United States.

13. More restrictions on imports from Canada will not be well received by
Canadians, and by tlie Canadian Government, Sharp warned, and why, he asked,
adopt import restrictions which will not be to the advantage of either country but
which are more likely to disturb the good relations which now exist. As a represen-
tadve of the Canadian Government we are often asked, he continued, why Canada
observes the principles of GATT when the United States does not. Both our gov-
ernments are favourable to the liberalization of trade.
14: Butz` thanked the Canadian representatives for their attendance, and for their

frank expression of views. It appeared to the Canadian representatives that while
the United States official^ present at the meeting were willing to listen to the alter-
na6ves suggested by Sharp and McNamara, the officials of the Department of Agri-
culture, in particular, tried to answer each point which was raised. This seemed to
indicate'that they had already made up their minds that they were not ready to
accept ^y m^f^uon of the Tariff Commission's recommendations, it should be
borne iri mind, however, that the Tariff Commission did not accept the recommen-
dations of the Department of Agriculture which were presented at the public hear-
^g• The Commission's recommendations were more liberal than were those of the
^P^nent of Agriculture, and perhaps it is understandable that the Department of
Agnculture:would not be prepared to accept any change in the nature of further
concessions` to â country exporting barley to the United States. ..

15. q^éf ^e m^eting closed, McPhee and Whitesall followed the Canadian repre-
sentatives out of the room and in the outside office McPhee said he had an idea he
would like to advance as an alternative to the proposals by Canada. He emphasised
that it was.his own personal idea and was not official. His suggestion was that the
proPoSed tariff quota, of 22.5 million bushels be increased by an amount equal to
^e ^nount of feed barley Canada would expect to export to the United States in
^e next,12 months, and that the Canadian authorities would undertake to control
^e °xPorts of feed barley to the proportion agreed upon of the total quota. This
pl^ would hâve the` advantage to the United States of preventing any country frrom
^00^8 thé United Statès with barley and would assure United States maltsters of^. `^HJiWW a^t. F
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• obtaining the major partof the quota in the form of malting barley from Canada at
existing rates of duty. Moreover, it would be a compromise, he thought, that was
not very different from the Tariff Commission's recommendations, but would be a
concession which might be acceptable, to Canada. McPhee's suggestion was left
over for later consideration by the United States and Canadian authorities. Ends.

, DEA/6780-40

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
{ au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Seeretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1791 Washington, October 14, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDiATE.

Reference: Our telegram WA-1785 of the 13 of October 1954.

to enable us to transmit the reactions of the Canadian authorities to the two com-

promise solutions that had emerged during the visit of Sharp and McNamara to

UNiTED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS
ON BARLEY AND BARLEY MALT

°f A meeting was held in Carl Corse's office in the State Department this monûng

Washington.
.2. To avoid

: Whon ârë had com leted these opening remarks, Corse sa^d
,^
i

.
thete was some msunderstanding 'about the proposal which had been ^m^^of

advanced by McPhée^ of ^Hauge's office in the White House. The Dep

Â^8̂ ^̂ cûlture thou^t that what was bétng ^suggested was not a
somewhat enl^ged

rrac on q ty
be:willing to accept either of the two solutions and defend it publicly.

htth t 1,,. thoug

• hod ' the' uanti of feed barley to be shipped to the United Sta ,

year.` we tien rrported mai Mr. Howe nad sa^ a agreement beln8
ai betv^reen these two`possible compromise* solutions. Subject to

tes he would

' " 'd th t he did tint have M I p

the: basis of some lustoncal penod am as o ens
almost the whole of the quota. Moreover, the tariff 'quota would run for eference

,: . . • t ure that Canada wo

^ ' . . , "
j . . Â . . , .

by the United States.
've, the Canadian authorities would voluntarilY^ Undec 'the, second 'alternative,ro) ^

icstrictcxports of feed barley to the United States to a fixed number of bushels, on
condition ` that the tariff quota proposed by the Tariff Commission was increased by
the same figure. The tariff quota would be allocated among supplying countries onuld receive

exports 01 feed barley to the nit es o certifi-
next twelve months, on condition that shipments of mailing barley, duly

cated ' should be allowed to enter freely without any tariff quota being established

any misunderstanding, we began by outlining the alternative

(a) Under the first alternative,'the Canadian authorities would voluntarily restrict

U' ed Stat t a limited number of bushels over the

solutions
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tariff quota but an absolute quota. We replied that we felt sure that Mr. Howe's
comments related to a tariff quota and we thought this, point should be cleared up
before the discussion went any further. We then withdrew and Corsé consulted both
McPhee and the Department of Agriculture over the telephonè.
4. As a result of these consultations, Corse said, when we were called in again,

that the United States authorities would like consideration to be given.in Ottawa to
three possible solutions.

(a) The first 'solution was the one suggested by Sharp at the meeting in Hauge's
office on the 11th of October. It is set out in sub-paragraph 2(a) above.
(b) Under, the second possible compromise, the Canadian authorities would

restrict exports of feed barley to X-million bushels on condition that the tariff quota
of 22.5 million bushels recommended by the Tariff Commission was increased by
the same X-million bushels.
(c) Under the third possibility the Canadiaii authorities would restrict exports of

feed barley to the United States to X-million bushels and the United States would
impose an absolute quota of 22.5 million bushels increased by the same X-million
bushels and by 'an additional Y-million bushels. Our only comment of the third
possibility was that it seemed to run counter to the Tariff Commission's recommen-
dations and we'doubted whether it would prove attractive in Ottawa. However, we
agreed to report it to you at once and seek your reactions.
5. You' inay be interested to know that Corse told us that the Department of Agri-

culture is still standing firm for the recommendations of the Tariff Commission and
is opposed to each and all of the compromises listed above. For any one of them to
win acceptance, the Department of Agriculture would have to be overruled by the
White House. Corse also said that the Department of Agriculture was opposed with
particular tenacity to the compromise that had been suggested on the Canadian side
because they were apprehensive about the risk of increased shipments from third
countries which they would not be able to control. He, therefore, was personally
inclined to doubt whether this solution woùld be ultimately accepted by the WhitexilHouse.

6• Theré was one minor point which he hoped we would be able to clear up. If the
United States imposed a tariff quota on barley and if, concurrently, the Canadianauthoriues gàve a voluntary undertaking to restrict exports of feed barley to the
United States would this restriction be absolute? We replied that we felt sure that
ofwas Your inténtion. In other words, Canada would be limiting not only the quantity

eed ba'rley to enter the United States within the tariff quota but all feed barleycrossing the border. However, we agreed to seek confiimation of this point.
7. Finall

y
.^

would ' you should know that we were told by Corse that the White House
lice to bé in a position to take whatever United States action may be neces-Sarv b:41.0.Y q s

Y'x
Saturday; the 16th of October, at the latest.
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regarded as béing put forward "by the United States Govenunen .

it had been cleared both with the White House and with the Department Agricul-
. lie sai

and would be,allocated so that wo
=.3. When we enquired abôut the status of this proposal, Corse said thati^e Wôod

t In o

Canada uld recewe 99 percent o
iestricted to 3 million bushels. The United States quota woul Nn filke total.

Corse told us that the United States authonUes would prefer an
fgûre he proposed for the absolute quota was 27.5 million bushels. The q ho ld be
feed barley to be exportcd by. Canada over'the next twelve months

^ only• d for one y

.2. ,At 2:30 th^s afternoon we;were aga,n
bsolute quota. The

wo • h had no reference =i alternâtlYC3C p •

• ' called to the State Department, Where

to increase the propos tan quo
cstablish an absolute quota of not less than 30 million bushels. As between those

bushels over the next twe ve mon
• ed 'ff ta to 27S million bushels or, alternatively, to

been under consideration. o ,
ing to limit Canadian,'exports of feed barley to the United States to five million

1 ths if the United States Government would agree

itages o qof.view, to have some a m
an absolute quota provided it were larger than the increased tariff quota that had

• T be rccise he wonld he prepared to give an undertak-

he could apprec^e
• d ver a tariff, uota. He would be willing to accept

United States au nties were gi g
:-# that an absolute quota might seem, from the United States point

at ihe State partmen
Ambassador. Mr. Howe had said, we reported, that he had not understood that the

• ^'' 'vin consideration to an absolute quota. However,

t we
tion earlier this morning between Mr. Howe and Mr. Stewart, we telephoned Corse

De t to let him know what Mr. Howe had told the United States

Afer had been informed by Mitchell Sharp at noon today of the conversa-

inj barley for export and comparaUvely more iecd ar %'.7.

them downwards. We also recalled that ere a ^,tively less 111m"
ada this year, with the result that there would probablby be coWpe promised that We

himself, we felt that it would be improper for us to enter rnto n g in Can'
th h d been a poor barley crop

that since the figures proposedon the Canadian side
all otiations to revise

* 4. On the figures mentroned by Corse we made on y w Ho^ehad been chosen by ^•

ture, although the latter agency nau agivAw un,y n.,
' • 1 t o observations. We sa^
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would report the United States counter-proposal at once and transmit your com-
ments as soon as they became available.

DEA/6780-40
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in Unitëd States,
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs -

TUGRAM WA-1798 Washington, October 15, 1954
. .. C

.. " ' , .

CUNFIDENZIAL. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Our WA-1792 of October 14.

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENpATIONS
ON BARLEY AND BARLEY MALT

We met with Corse at the State Department'at noon today to let him know the
Canadian reactions to the United States counter-proposal. Following the instruc-
tions we had received over the telephone from Mitchell Sharp, we began by saying
that thebnadian authorities were grateful for the time and trouble that had been
taken by`officers of the United States Government in considering the Canadian
representadons. It had been hoped in Ottawa that if an absolute quota were to be
establishéd, it would be for 30 million bushels. However, if the proposal transmit-
ted to'us yesterday at the State Department was the best that the United States
Government could do, the Canadian authorities were not inclined to make any fur-
ther representations. In any case, . they were grateful that it had proved possible for
the United States Government to go some distance towards meeting the Canadianviews:

The ^^^'Government would be'prepared to give an undertaking that it
would voluntarily restrict shipments of feed barley to the United States to 3 million
bushels`over the twelve month period beginning on October 1, 1954, and this
undeitaking'vyould be embodied in a letter to the State Department.

2• 6isè then told us that after meditating on what we had said yesterday concern-
^g the Proposed quantity of feed barley to enter the United States from Canada, the
United States authorities had decided that the figure could be raised to 3.5 million
bushels: In reply, we said that we felt sure that this amendment to the United StatesProposai

would be received with satisfaction in Ottawa.
IfA Y.ro'H auge^mGabneliHauge will be seeing the President to discuss imports of barley either
w or'on Monda}; and it is hoped that the United States release can be

Û^^ by"Monday afternoon at the latest. According to present intentions, the
S^ release will take note of the unilateral restriction by Canada of ship-

ments of féed barley. Corse has assured us that we will be shown the United States
dr4rel eift üi time to comment on it. Since it will not be easy to agree on what
should b^isaid in the United States release concerning Canadian action until the
^^aâ Îetter ^`the State Department is available, at least in draft, there is very.^ _,, _
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' considerable urgency attached to the preparation of a letter. We understand that you
are preparing a draft in Ottawa, and we will be glad to receive it as soon as
possible. .,^

558.
DEA/6780-40

Le charge` d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAI. MOST IMMEDIAIE.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNTTED STATES

Washington, October 18, 1954

Reference: Your telegram EX-1895 of October 16.t ,

UNtTED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS

= ON BARLEY AND BARLEY MALT

.2. Both the Canadsan an ni
Unitcd '. States press release announcing that the President has proclaimed restric-

^ ---! -- •,., _V &L- A Adiustment Act.

so con n
'd U'ted States note will be issued as annexes to the

al tai s the text of the State Department s reply.

we ive
week=end by telephone with Mitchell Sharp. Our immediately following message

-° Our immediate y o o g &-
-: d 1' red to the State Department this morning. It had been cleared over the

I f 11 win tel- contains the text of the third person note

actionr mg
"Côncurrently with, the, President's action; the, Canadian Government, in an

. • h 'ndicated that it Will

' ' . IL-.* tak b Cnada:

expected ihat e re ease ï>,..
3: .The United States press release will 'include the following brief passage on the

th 1 will be issued mis afternoon ai 4. p.m•

t^ons on imports vi va^,,y uUU;.
Hâuge is'seeing the President at 11:00 o'clock this morning on this matter; and it is, .00 iis

exchange of notes w^th the Un^ted States Government, as ^
rts to thistake voluntary action during the period of the proclamation to limit expo

country of feed barley to 3.5 tnillion bushels. Other Canadian expo^
wlth^n the

Cânadiân share of the overall quota would consist of other kinds
of barley includ-

"^ 19ing malting barley: and barley malt.

1954,
^ a a

/,^^^^ ! ^::.. , r •. 1
^., , a r ^ : i

; .af ,. s ` ^ . t
NoVCTnber 2o

110 Voir/See United States„ Department of State. Bulktin. Volume XXXI. No. 805.
.

pp. 817-819. alement les d^,,
^t^ /►n sujet da ratrictioas imposEe: par ici ÉtatrÛnts en agiculture. consulter Eg ents 232.

^w 232-234/Oe the question oi United Statea àgicnltn^al restrictions. Me also Docum

234.

J !t
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PCO
Note du chef du Comité interministériel

sur le projet du Saint-Laurent
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee
on St. Lawrence Project,

to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 17-54 [Ottawa], January 20, 1954

CoriFMENnAt,

o specific proposal has yet been made by the U.S. Government it can be
assumekin the hght of the President's recent State of the Union message, that the

1. In his State of the Union address to Congress on January 7, 1954, President
Eisenhower strongly supported the legislation now before the United States Con-
gress to authorize U.S. participation in the construction of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way. There is every indication that this legislation has been given high priority by
the Administration.

2. The principal bill before Congress is the Wiley bill which has now been
reported to. the Senate and placed on the Senate calendar for final reading in the
amended form of bill No. S 2150. A similar bill in the House of Representatives,
H.J. Res.-104 (the Dondero bill) has been considered by the House Committee on
Public Works, Hearings have been held, but the Committee has not taken any deci-
sive action.
3. On January

randum by 1953,120 the United States Ambassador was informed in a memo-memo-
Y Prime Minister that the Canadian Government was "most reluctant

to engage in any discussion which mi ht delay the ro
underway, for the development of g

p^s ... of the plan now

a stds f c
Section" butthat

if the United States Governme tewishes to put
International

differing from that put forward by the Canadian Government, for the construction
of the SFiway in the International Section ... the Canadian Government will be
prePazed to: discuss such a proposal", on the understanding that such a proposal
would not delay, the development of power under arrangements agreed upon in the
Elehange of Notes of June 30; 1952, 121 and in the expectation that such discussion
^^au^ n-``cause any serious delay in the completion of the whole Seaway".

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY; U.S. LEGISLATION

^4°?^a+ Rteueil des traitfs, 1952. No. 30lSet Canada. Treaty Series, 1952, No. 30.
,^ ^^tSee Volume 19. Document 743.
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Wiley bill, if and when it becomes law, 'will likely form the basis of any such

proposal.
4. A vote on the Wiley bill is expected momentarily in the Senate but the Cana-

dian Embassy at Washington reports that the Dondero bill is not likely to be passed

by the House of Representatives during the present session of Congress. However,
passage of the Wiley bill in the Senate by a fairly large majority and the strong
support now given to this measure by the Administration might possibly provide
the impetus required to enable the sponsors of the Dondero bill to get it through the
House of Representatives. If this were to come about, it is clear that any representa-
tions the Canadian Government might wish to' make would have to be made
known, if they were to be effective, after passage of the Wiley bill in the Senate and
before the Dondero bill gets through the House of Representatives. With this in

mind, the Interdepartmental Committee on the St. Lawrence Project has examined
the U.S. legislation to ascertain whether there were any points of substance on
which the Canadian Government might usefully comment.

5. After examining the Canadian and the U.S. legislation, the Committee agreed
that there was no serious conflict between the various provisions of the Wiley bill

and of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act and that the fundamentals of both
were reconcilable. It should be noted that the Wiley bill does not envisage joint
construction and operation of the St. Lawrence Seaway by Canada and the United
States. Rather, the bill contemplates that each country will construct and operate its
portion of the Seaway quite independently of one another, much in the same man-
ner as the Welland Canal and the MacArthur Lock were constructed and are oper-
ated separately. The only really "joint" aspect of the resolution is the provision that
tolls. may be imposed jointly by agreement between the St. Lawrence SeawaY
Authority and the U.S. Corporation or unilaterally if agreement is not possible.
There are a few minor points that might need to be ironed out, either in the Amen-
cal or in the Canadian Legislation, but these are not worrisome.

6. Because there are no practicable amendments that could be suggested to the
Wiley bill and because, in any event, there appears to be nothing to prevent thea,s.e,.f Pntirelv on
United States or C:anada trom ouiia,ng ine ar,4wdy, vii a Fv••^•••------,
their own and, independently of one another, the Committee concluded that it would
be inadvisable at this time for Canada to make any representations

even though

there are certain important ancillary matters which will have to be discuss^s vieW

when the Wiley bill becomes law. An additional consideration uppo^ing

ted e 5^^^is'that comment by Canada at this time could scarcely be interpreted in th
States otherwise than as opposition by Canada to the proposal that the Uni

should build part of the Seaway. Such an interpretation might have undesirable

results as regards litigation ,now before U.S. Courts on the St. Lawrence power
dss^sôrDevelopment project. It is now expected that all litigation will have been

of finally before the U.S. Supreme Court adjourns for its summer rece
about June 15th next. This might not happen; however, if the impression is seaway
that Canada is attempting to obstruct U.S .

.4;,,n of theconstruction of a po
given to the

and the U.S. Administration withdraws the vigorous support it s^ori before the
New York State Power Authority and the Federal Power Commi
Courts. "

, .
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7. Notwithstanding that the various provisions of the Wiley bill and the Canadian
Legislation are reconcilable in all important respects, there are several ancillary
points of some considerable importance on which agreement will have to be
reached if and when U.S. Legislation becomes a fait accompli. These are outlined
hereunder:

(a) Both the Wilèy bill and the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act envisage that
tolls may be éstablished internationally by some form of agreement, either between
the two administering agencies or between the two governments, or unilaterally by
each body: No matter which of these courses of action is eventually followed, "seri-
ous problems are bound to arise because, if for no other reason, of the divergence
of national interests in the various commodities that will be moving through the
canals. Deadlocks may well arise if an attempt is made to establish tolls by interna-
tional agreement. On the other hand, unilateral establishment of tolls on both sides
of the border may result in substantially different Canadian and U.S. rates on the
same commodities. If tolls are established internationâlly, presumably regard will
also have to be had to the fact that Canada will have spent more on the Seaway
between Lake Erie and Montreal than the United States. The most recent estimates
on the cost of the all-Canadian Seaway, ' as furnished to the Committee by the
Department of Transport on a confidential basis, are as follows:
Lachine canal $122.500.000. (assuming that construction Is

independent
Canal ndent of power development)

47,100.000. (does not include the $7.9 million

Lake SL Francis 3,350.000.
Federal payment re common works)

Inkmational Rapids Section 88,000,000. (does not include the $15 million
for channel enlargement)T1ossand Islands

2000.000.
Welland canal , 2,000,000.

d
h
d

01 contlnuing 14 foot navigation on the Canadian side, as contem-

$264.950•000.

the $15 million since the additional channel enlargement in the power pool will be

U the United States undertakes construction of the Seaway in the International
Rapids Section and the Thousand Islands' section, they will have spent approxi-
mately $90 million (U.S. and Canadian estimates are very close), as opposed to anoverall

Canadian capital outlay of at least $175 million. It should be noted, in this
conneCtion, that the Wiley bill provides that the proposed U.S. Corporation may
borrow up to, but not in excess of $105 million.

In conunitting itself to ensure uninterrupted 27 foot navigation between Lake
Erie and Montreal, provided'an acceptable power development project was under-
*n in the International Rapids Section, the Canadian Government, in a Note of
June 30, 1952, agreed that the St.
d^V million towards certain channeLa

wrence
largements to be nndertaken by the ^bwer

elop^g entities and which would be of particular benefit to navigation. powerthe
canal in the International Rapids Section is constructed by the United States rather
^an Canada, it could be argued, with some logic, that the United States should pay

anatural'adjunct of the canal in the International Rapids Section. There is no provi-
s'on> of côurse, for such a payment in the Wiley and Dondero bills.

In the same Note of June 30, 1952, the Canadian Government further agreedthat the cost • •
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plated in the 1941 Agreement, would be excluded from the total costs to be divided
between New :York and Ontario in consideration of the fact that the all-Canadian
Seaway would; in any event, replace 14 foot navigation in the International Rapids
Section. If the deep waterway in. this area is now to be on the U.S. side of the
border, the question arises as to what should be done about the 14 foot canal. On
the one hand, itwould appear inadvisable to spend something of the order of $15
million to perpetuate , an obsolescent mode of water transportation. On the other
hand, the 14 foot canals, may, continue to serve a useful purpose for some years to
come and, in any event, certain industries, particularly in the Cornwall area, may to
some extent be dependent on the existing canal system. This question will obvi-
ously have to be threshed out, in detail if the - U.S. Government presents the
approved Wiley bill as a specific proposal for Canada's consideration.'u

R.B. BRYCE

DEA/1268-D-40

X Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

- Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

TEiEGRAM EX-747 Ottawa, May 4, 1954

SECRff

the sea,' the waterway had been built tr=uonally by Cana a. analso ptfarcnerly agreed to improve it internationally; it had since agreed to build âe rc
rn for P

.}:3. .The gist of the argument, however; was that, from Lake ne
• • • d While Canada had

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECr

Following for the Minister, Begins: The Wiley Bill has been scheduled for limited
debate in the House of Representatives on May 5, and a vote will be taken the
following day. Indications are that it will pass although agreed conference version
may, be delayed a week or longer.
.= 2:. The Interdepartmental Committee reviewed related problems on May 3. During
the meeting strong reasons were developed by R.A.C. Henry, supported by General
McNaughton and others, for proceeding with a wholly Canadian seaway regardless
of.what the United States may propose in the International Rapids Section. It was
clear, of course, that the Prime Minister's undertaking of January 1953 still stood•

E ' to Montreal and

'01i' the Canadian side of the International Rapids -Section m retu eement'^ had
joint'development with the U.S.A. of the power phase. The 1941 Agr

a`^r J
S..-.

, t:i -> . . , r•^^'.7;n . .
°., .4:i ...<- -:1,-.. .,

.. . . . . .

21, 1954.
!? Discuté par 1e Cabinet le 21 jsmvier.1934JDiscnssod by Çabinet. JanuarY s

w Voit Canada, Correspondance et Documents rclat^ft à la Canalisation du Bassin des Grands Lu^

,., et du Safnt-Laurent 193.6-1941. Ottawa; Imprimeur du Ro4 19a1,1p. 1-12. ru'e B^^

^" q.,- Canada,' Cor►e.rpondtnee and Doeumtntt relating to the Great Lakes-St. 14"r"

-'t ti Dcrclopmcnt `1938-19y1 J Ottawa; Kina's Printer. 1941. pp. 1-10.,



been laid to rest though the Prime Minister had agreed in 1953 to discuss any spe-
cific.U.S. proposal different from the Canadian proposal which would not retard the
power or seaway phases.'2,4Now it seems (the argument goes) that under the guise
of a`joint' venture, our American friends want to build the canals on the U.S., side
of the International Rapids Section. The cost might be $86 million to the U.S.,
whilé Caïiâdawill have built works - between Lake Erie to the mouth of the St.
Lawrence - which at today's costs would amount to over $700 million. As a
result, the U.S.A. : would acquire an unwarranted unilateral control of the seaway
for something more than a tenth of the total cost. In addition, tolls would not read-
ily be agreed upon because of the fundamentally divergent interests (cf. the history
of U.S.-Canada international freight rates which have not been agreed). Besides
this, the U.S. desire for control of a small but vital section in this area by construc-
tion on the U.S. side of the rapids, would ensure the application of U.S. rules
regarding defence and security measures to say nothing of commercial policy. The
Committee càme to no conclusion because of (a) the Prime Minister's assurance of
1953,whereby Canada must consider any specific proposal and (b) the matter of an
all-Canadian seaway,would, at all events, require Cabinet decision sometime later.
4. The Committee considered, in addition, that Cabinet would be unlikely to take

a decision until after your return from Geneva. The Committee felt, however, that
questions will doubtless be asked in the House on the action expected to be taken
on May 6 in the House ôf Representatives. The Committee has suggested that the
Prime ; Minister might answer such questions very- cautiously by explaining the
remaining legislative steps to be taken in the United States, emphasizing the urgent
need for power in Ontario and referring only to the undertaking of January 9, 1953,
to discuss a specific proposal once the power entities have been designated and
authorized to proceed and provided that such discussions do not delay the develop-
ment of the whole project.:It is understood that it has been agreed that the Prime
Minister will deal with any such questions as may arise and that the Cabinet direc-
tive thât'there be no discussions with Unite2i States officials concerning the naviga-
fiou 'works'"should continue'to be 'observed until the matter can be considered
fiuther' arid i,, f possible, until the construction "of the United States portion of the
Power Prôject is assured by the conclusion of litigation. Ends.;- ,,. .. ,.
Jul.
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au seerétaire 'd'État aux Affaires eztfricures

'Ambassador in United States
Secretary of State for External Affairs... , ,
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Vou/See Volume 19. Document 743.
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^ Sf.` LAWRBNCE PROJEC r :

Following for the, Actirig Under-Secretary from the Ambassadôr, Begins: Thank
you for letting us see the telegram on this subject which you sent yesterday to the
Minister'in Geneva.

2: I was very disturbed by the, report it contained that Mr. Henry and General
McNaughton were`_ now arguing that ` the` Canadian Government should proceed
"with a wholly Canadian seaway regardless of what the United States may propose
in* the International Rapids Section", since a clear corollary of this would seem to
be that the government should refuse to negotiate with the United States authorities
if they were to put forward a specific proposal based on the Wiley Bill. The conse-
quences of any such decision on relations between the United States and Canada
would, in my opinion be very serious. We had, the distinct impression that there
was ' informal agreement within the ' government' that, if the Wiley Bill were
approved by Congress ,without substantial amendment, Canada would be willing to
enter into negotiations with the'United States for the 'construction of a seaway in
which some of the canals would be on the United States side and some on the
Canadian side. If our impression was mistaken (and,'frankly, I cannot see how this
could be), I would urge that this matter be considered and resolved in Cabinet as
soon as possible after the Minister returns from Geneva.

3:r My reason for urging that consideration of this question be expedited is that I
think events here may run very rapidly now that the crucial vote has been taken in
Congress. Senator Ferguson (Rep.-Mich.) yesterday announced that he would move
to have the bill as approved by the House of Representatives also approved by the
Senate without a conference,' and serit'immediately to the President for signature.
This is a not uncommon procedure in cases where the differences between the bills
as passed b}r the two houses are slight; and it may well be adopted. In that event,
the President might well be in a position to sign the bill early next week.

4: .Ï It would, also be' incautious; ^ I think; to count on very much time elapsing
between the moment wh.when the President signs the bill and the moment when we are
presented with a specific proposal.` Some I months ago, before there was the present
embargo on discussions with United States authorities of the navigation side of the
project, we learned informally from State Department officials that one procedure
they 'were considering adopting, in the event the bill secured congressional
âpprôval, was to send us a very brief note to which the new law would be attache,d
and which would request that Canada enter into negotiations for the construction of
a seaway in which the United States would participate along the lines indicated in
the measure just approved by Congress. Although such a proposal might not be so
detailed as we would like, it would be perhaps as specific as the proposal for an all
Canadian seaway contained ' in` the éxchan e of notes of the 30th of June, 1952.
Acçordingly, we must reckon with the possibility that we may be faced very
shortly' with a United States proposal. UnitedConwe^ the United

con--5. On the issue of whether we should be prepared to negotia te
States on a proposal based on the bill as now approved by now be only one

vinced (whatever one may think of the Wiley Bill) that Hier-, can

decision. Canada cannot refuse such an invitation to negotiate without exposing



itself to charges of bad faith that would have far-reaching consequences for rela-
tions between the two countries. In our telegram No. 80 of January 16th j- we
referred tô 'somé of the'events which have built up a strong presumption within the
United States Government and in the public 'mind that we would be prepared to
negotiate on the basis of the Wiley Bill if it were'passed without substantial amend-
ment. That presumption has been strengthened as more months have passed with-
out any indication being given that the arrangements contemplated in the Wiley
Bill would be unacceptable in Canada.

6. I appreciate that such a decision will cause keen regret in many quarters in
Canada. Ever since Champlain labelled it on one of his maps "La grande rivière du
Canada", the St. Lawrence has been, and has been considered, an essentially Cana-
dian river; and, if recent events had turned out differently, there would have been
wide satisfaction in the construction of an all-Canadian seaway. No doubt there is
also validity in many of the arguments advanced by Mr. Henry and General
McNaughton, and these will have to be borne in mind in our negotiations with the
Americans, where, I have no doubt, our negotiators will defend Canadian interests
stoutly. But I do think that our reputation in the United States would be gravely
tarnished if we refused to enter into negotiations with the United States looking
towards the completion of a seaway in which some of the canals would be on the
United States side of the river and some on the Canadian, side. Our reputation
would also suffer, I think, if we did not make an honest effort, in the course of such
negotiations, to work out co-operative arrangements with the Americans that would
be both workable and fair.
7.1 e{,..,,1A L_ --_.-- -. •w . . • •

562.
DEA/1268-D-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux'ux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

SECRET

^G" EX-826 Ottawa, May 14, 1954

ST. I.AWRENCE PROJEC. T ,

The following message has been received from the Minister in London. As this
message refers to others which have not been referred outside the Department, it is
being sent only to you and officers concerned in the Department. Message begins:
Quote: I have read Mr. Heeney's message in the above telegram and agree entirely
With him that we cannot refuse an invitation to negotiate with the United States, onthe basis of the

Wiley Bill, without the most unfortunate consequences in relationsbetvv,,n ,
e two countries• Unquote. Message ends.

^ + 3
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of Meeting of [nteraeparrmenrae Corn,n ►rree
wrenee rrqjecr : - ^
.. ,

SECRIT Ottawa, June 11, 1954

Present:
; Mr. R.B. Bryce, Secretary to the Cabinet, (Chairrnan), ;

Mr. R.A.C. Henry, `
General A.G.L. McNaughton, Chairman, Canadian Section, I.J.C.,
Mr. R.A. MacKay, Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,

Mr. Paul Pelletier, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet,
Mr. S.S. Reisman, Department of Finance, ..;

Finance,Mr. G.W. Stead, Department of . , , , .
Mr. D.S. Maxwell, Department of Justice,

.} Mr. T.M. Patterson, Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources;

: Mr. H.A. Hadskis, Department of Trade and Commerce,
.Mr. C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade ana commerce,

Mr. C.K. Hurst, International Joint Commission,'
Mr. J.L. MacCallnrn, International Joint Commission,
Mr. G.G. Macleod, Department of Transport, .

, Mr. G.L. Matthews, Department of Transport,' ;

Mr. W.P. Chipman, Privy. Council Office, (Secretary)
Mr. G.E. Cox, Department of External Affairs,

I..j; k Mr. B.A: Cbté; Department of External "Afiairs, =

Extrait du procès-verbal de, la réunion du Comité interministériel '
sur le projet du Saint-Laurent
.... . . . . . . , . . , . . . .
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L CANADIAN REPLY TO U.S. NOTE OF JUNE.7, 1954

I The Chairntan said that in a Note of June 7,125 the United States Ambassador
referred to the passage in Congress, and signing by the President on May 13, 1954,
of the Wiley Bill creating the. St. Lawrence Development Corporation, ` ând sug-
gested that as soon as convenient after the initial organization of the Corporation
detailed discussions take place between representatives of the Canadian and United
States governments on the planning and execution of the Seaway development in
both countries. External Affairs had submitted to the Cabinet on June 10 alternative
proposals for a reply to the US Note and, in the light of the Cabinet direction, a
draft replyt (a copy of which had been circulated) had been prepared.

2. Mr. Côté said that three alternative proposals had been submitted to the Cabi-
net. The Canadian reply to the US Note might:

(a) welcome the information conveyed in the US Note and ask the United States
govenunent to put forward for discussion a specific and detailed proposal on the
basis of its legislation for modification of the agreed arrangement for the construc-
tion of the Seaway, which formed a part of the agreement of June 30, 1952; or
(b) list the topics which m'

ments. These might include:

"(iii) such matters as ^ assumption by the United States 'of responsibility for the
two undertakings given by the Canadian government in the exchange of Notes
of June 30, 1952, with respect to:

1. a contribution of $15 million by the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority to the
power entities towards the cost of dredging in the International Rapids power
Pool; and

2., the abandonment of indemnification for the 14 foot navigation facilities to
be destroyed by the power project; or

(c) acknowledge the US Note, welcome the information it contained and suggest a
meeting of officials ^ in Ottawa on, say, June 28, for which an agenda might be
prepazed through cooperation of the officials concerned on both sides.

The Cabinet had favoured alternative (c) and the draft reply had been preparedalon fl,

(i) proposals for the establishment and, administration of a system of joint tolls;
(ü) arrangements for joint administration of the Seaway; and

g ese lines. - ,

United States. Department of State, Bulletin, volume XXXI. No. 785, July 12, 1954, pp.SO-S1,
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The United States Minister in Ottawa had thought that July 15 might be the
earliest that it could be expected that the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Cor-
poration could be organized in its initial stages.

3. Mr. MacKay questioned the need of waiting for the appointment of an adminis-

trator. It seemed that policy matters could be settled . without waiting for his

appointment. .. : . t , . , ; . :

4. 1The Chairman said " that even ° in inter-governmental negotiations there would

have to be someone who côuld speak with authority for the Corporation. It would

be useful if this person would continue to be identified with the Corporation.

on the United States side. Taking the Seaway as a whole, it would see most Si'

5. General McNaughton pointed out that the President had vested in the Secretary
of Defense the responsibility•for any US portion of the Seaway.

6. Mr. MacLeod said that a Canadian willingness to negotiate would pre-suppose
the joint construction of the Seaway.

`7., Mr.'Henry said that in his view there were no arguments favouring joint con-
struction; and a number against it.

The United States wanted to take part in the Seaway for three reasons:

(a) the cost to them would be relatively small;
(b) they would obtain an requal voice in the control of the Seaway; and

(c) they would be a major user of the Seaway.
,The argument for having the United States participate in the Seaway went back

to the 1920's when, in discussions with them, it had been assumed that there would
be equal sharing by both sides of the costs of the .whole St. Lawrence-Great Lakes
Waterway. This principle had been repeated in- 1932 and in 1941 but in the
meantime other changes had takeni place and now, •of course, United States partici-
pation' would givé them equal control on payment of roughly one-third of the costs
of that portion of the Seaway between Lake Erie and Montreal.

be
United States estimates of rtonnaïgé using the Seaway and tolls which might

were considerably higher than Canadian estimates and it was likely
the United States participated there would be interminable disputes.

In'addition,the cost of a canal on the Canadian side of the International Sec^o
would certainly not be môre ==- and quitè possibly less - than the cost of a canal

cal to allow the canal to be built on the United States side for the saving to canada
of about $85 million.
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In twenty years, it was likely that the capacity of the Seaway would have to be
increased. This might involve expenditures of the order of $100 million on the We1=
land Canal and $40 million at Lachine. The question of tolls therefore would be a
continuing one and future trouble would be avoided if, the Seaway..were all
Canadiânn. ^_

Lastly,-it was his view that public opinion now favoured an all-Canadian Sea-
way rather than joint participation. -

8. Mr.'MacKayI said that by exchange of Notes and the statement of the Prime
Minister the Canadian government was firmly committed to discussing any reason-
able proposal that the United States government might put forward provided, how-
ever, that no delay was caused thereby.

Since no` Canadian government comment had been made when the Wiley Bill
was before Congress, the US government would have very good reason to expect
discussion. Their present Note was not a specific proposal but it appeared, how-
ever, that we were committed either to ask for a specific proposal or to enter into
preliminary discussions as suggested in the Note.

9• The Chairman said that in a discussion with the United States, the first item
might possibly be the question of who should build the International Rapids section
of the Seaway. ,

10. Mr. Henry said it did not seem possible to avoid entering into discussion with
the United States.

11: Mr, CSté pointed out that the}Canadian government, while committed to con-
sidering any specific 'proposal which might be put forward by the United States
gôvernment; Was not in any way committed to the joint construction of the Seaway.
12• ThéChûirnûrn said that since it appeared inevitable that discussions would beheld, the fquëstiôn or Ministers to decide was whether or not - within certain

limitations - the Seaway was to be all-Canadian. This question would have to beconsidéred nôt only on the merits of the Seaway itself, but in the light of our rela-tionslûps With he United States and their internal political situation.
13. M,; MâcKaysâid there would be serious repercussions if we were to choke off

discussion with the United States by insisting at the outset that we build the section
in the Intéçnâtiônal Rapids.

14 . " - " *r, CBté,'suggested that the first step might be to invite the United States to
putforward"askcific proposal. This proposal could then be analysed and Ministers
asked t0 make their decision.

p^ û ^ Ç^irman said that if conditions which the United States put forward in
^ P°.^l.were unacceptable to the Canadian government, we would be on
^^°^d rn srarrying out construction ourselves.

. R:. . , . + - . . . , . . ,
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° 16. Generâl McNaughton said that in his view any proposal put forward under the
Wiley Bill would be unàcceptable to Canada. It was a requirement of the Wiley Bill
that the Project be self-liquidating; which would mean that the United States must
receive priority in tolls. This we could not give them: There was also the question
of replacement of the 14 foot navigation facilities on the Canadian side and the
contribution of $15 million toward the cost of channel enlargement undertaken by
the power entities. No provision had been made in the Wiley Bill for these expendi-
tures and not enough money had been provided to both build the Seaway and meet
these costs. It was his view that the reply to the United States Note should not give
any indication of present Canadian thinking, but rather merely acknowledge their
Note and ask for their specific proposal.

,17. The Chairman said that if it were the case that conditions in any proposal
bemade under the Wiley Bill would be unacceptable to Canada, then this should b

explained to Ministers. . . : - . ,;

,18. General McNaughton said that at this stage he 'did not envisage any discus-
sions being held. It would first be necessary. for the United 'States to submit a

proposal:
19. Mr. Henry agreed with General McNaughton that a proposal made under the

Wiley Bill would undoubtedly be unsatisfactory to Canada.

.20. Mr. MacKay pointed out that it should be borne in mind that the power project
had not finally'been cleared in United States courts. Technically,ktheOntario Land
two wçeks from the date of the Supreme Court decision for the ^
Development Company to ask for a re-hearing. The Supreme Court was not to re-
convene until next September and it was conceivable that final disposition would
not be made until that time. There was, therefore, the possibility that if we did not
aPPto be reasonable about the Seaway there might be a delay on the power

^,;
issue. . , ^ . .

21. Mr' Henry pointed out that representatives of the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario and the Power Authority of the State of New York had met on
June 7 and agreed on a programme of construction. The New York State Power

,Authonty` had indicated that they could now obtain the financing required for tbekreme Court-
- shâré of the project on the strength of the i t^é n^ ision^3^ ^11 ôn would be
One of the conditions of financing was tha necessary
raised all ât once.' It could - therefore be' expected that by next autumn the Power
Aütliôrity would have the whole amount necessary to finance the project.

22. Mr. Isbister pointed out that the drafters of the reply to the United StatesaNoid

vvônld 'find themselves in a^diffcult position, since it would be n- e n^ridedne'ss
, , ^.,{ F

givmg the" United Statcs' the 'wrong impression about Canadian pe

on theSeaway. and also to avoid tipping our hand âbout our current thinking• ^

'23. ?he . Committee, . after further discussion, agreed that a memoranâ ^N tP of
• th L1mted

parrd for the Cabinet recommendrng that the reply to e m^ to in d1e

June 7, 1954, after a preamble re-affirming the arrangements by the Canad'aii
exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952, state that it was assum ^ng

8overnn^ent that the United States Note indicated their intention of pmp1 p^.
cille proposal and that Canada would be prepared to consider this P o Sa
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vided;no; delay was thereby occasioned; and also thank the United States
administration for its energetic cooperation in furthering the power project in the
United States.

,..__ . . . , . . , .

PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], June 14, 1954

I

7: The Secretaryof State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-
ing of June 10th, reported that the Canadian officials who had been considering the
situation arising out of the Note of June 7th from the Ambassador of the U.S. in
Canada on the St. L,âwrence Seaway, had come to the conclusion that it would be
desirable not to hold a meeting with American officials until the U.S. government
produced a specific proposal to participate in construction ' of the Seaway. He felt
that, unless Canada gave a clear indication of a genuine wish to co-operate with the
U.S.' much harm could be done.,
8• In the course of discussion, the following points emerged
(a) There` were cogent reasons why it would be desirable for the U.S. to come

forward with a specific proposal. If this were not done early in the discussions,there was a'danger of losing the tactical advantage enjoyed by Canada in having
left the next move clearly up to the United States;
(b) On the other hand, Canada had to proceed on good faith in these discussions. It

would be desirable to hold â meeting and explain our present position and ask the
U.S. âûthorities what they proposed to do. Detailed proposals could then be consid-
ered and^ ^they were not suitable, they, could be rejected by Canada for good
reasons.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY PROJECT; U.S. PROPOSAL FOR PARTICIPATTON

"1 ,} 1" '

9• ^,Cabinet. noted the report of the Secretary of State for External Affairsregarding 'Possible discussions between representatives from the United States and
Canada concerning U,S. participation in the construction and operation of the St.
Lawrence Seaway project, and re-affirmed its decision that, in reply to the Note
receivéd frôm the U.S. Ambassador in Canada, the Secretary of State for External
Mfalrs sugg^tjthat'a tneeting of officials take place at an early date in Ottawa for
the p^p°se of reaching agreement on an agenda and procedure for subsequentdiscussions: °

r y^ f ,SI ^i.^,tk;'



Note du chef de la Direction de l'Amérique
pour le sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, - American Division,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], June 16, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: U.S. PARTICIPATION
RECORD OF CONVERSATION WITH THE UNITED STATES MINISTER

The Acting Under-Secretary today handed Note No. 155, dated June 16, to Mr.
Don Bliss of the United States Embassy.'26 In discussing the Note, Mr. Bliss
seemed to be at a loss in understanding the implications of the reference in it to the
arrangements for the construction of the seaway expressed in the Exchange of
Notes of June 30, 1952. As he has not really studied these Notes, copies of them
were also supplied and it was emphasized that they, constituted an Agreement cov-
ering the seaway which the United States was now preparing to modify.

RELATIONS wrrn THE UNITED STATES

DEA/1268-D-405651. ^ . " . .; , - .

embodied in the Exchange o otes o une ,
tuted an agreement to that effect, he asked if the Canadian Govern ment intended to

stand on that agreement and to insist that its terms be carried out. He was
reminded

that the Prime Minister, in his memorandum of January 9, 1953, to the United
th House of Com-

2. Mr. Bliss indicated that it was the view of the United States Government that
the Wiley Act, a copy of which had been formally communicated to the Canadian
Government, in itself constituted a proposal by the United States for joint develop-
ment of the St. Lawrence Seaway. He added that he considered that this proposal
reverted to a limited extent to the. Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of
1941 although he later said that this was only true to the extent that the physical
dimensions of the works authorized by the legislation were the same as those con-
templated in the 1941 Agreement. (It would appear that it would not be fruitful to
pursue this aspect of the subject further.)

',
,

,,,3. When it was pointed out to Mr. Bliss that the only existing arrangements agreed

upon by,both countnes for the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway were those
f N f J 30 ` 1952 and that these Notes consti-

States Ambassador and in his statement on May 6,- 1954, in e
mons; had stated that the Canadiân Government was prepared to discuss any ^
cifc proposal ° for modifying that arrangement. ^ On the other hand, an y such
prbposal would have to take into account the provisions of the existing arrangement
and in that sense it was necessary to start from that position. It was for this

Maso"

thâfthe attention of the United States' Government has been drawn to that
. { ^ . : f_ ,_> ° . : . €

.
. i , .. . .. .

Agrëement. _ . A ..
4.^ Mr. Bliss said that the United States Government's proposal was n^ bey nd

limited by,'the terms of the Wiley tAct and that it obviously could not g rior to

those terms. He'questioned whether a meeting of offcials would be useful p

a ciecision by the Çanadian Government as to whether Inc United States proposai as

12,1954,P-S1July
IN VoidSee United States, Depaitment of State, Bulletin, Volume XXXI, No. 785.
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limited by. the Wiley Act would be acceptable. He remarked that it was one thing to
enter into discussions and quite another to have discussions which were intended to
be abortive. Immediate exception was taken to this point by referring to the Cana-
dian Government's commitment to discuss. arrangements for United States con-
struction of a part of the seaway when a specific proposal was put forward which

Finance and from the Privy Council Office and that representation would probably

woùld delay neither the power project nor the seaway. That alone was a clear indi-
cation that a decision had been reached to work out arrangements for United States
construction of part of the seaway but it was also clear that these arrangements
must take into account the arrangements under which the power project was being
constructed. Two important details of these arrangements were covered in the
Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952, and those arrangements were also, in turn,
taken into, account in the Order of Approval of the International Joint Commission
dated October 29, 1952. Moreover, the United States Note refers to "certain condi-
tions" and the Wiley Act mentions "assurances satisfactory to" the Corporation. It
could not be expected that final agreement would be reached on arrangements to
modify existing plans for the construction of the seaway until the United States
proposal was clarified to the extent that all essential features of both seaway and
power projects` were provided for, that such provision would not entail undue delay
to either project and that the conditions. and assurances required of the Canadian
Government would be acceptable to it.
5. Mr. Bliss raised the question of the level of representation of the two countries

at the proposed discussions by officials. He was told that we were thinking in terms
of representatives from each of the Departments of External Affairs, Transport and

be at the Assistant Under-Secretary and Head of Division level. Mr. Bliss sug-
gested that' Mr, Horsey might come from Washington but that he doubted whether
Mr: Livingston Merchant could also come.

6. Wlth,regard to the appointment of an Administrator of the United States Corpo-
ration, it was explained that this was a malter for the United States Government to
decide and that, while we recognized that the situation in the United States was
somewhat different to that in Canada, we did not expect that it would be necessary
for officeis of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority to be associated with the discus-
sions and, in any case, certainly not with the preliminary 'discussion at the officiallevel.'

The question of publicity. was also raised and Mr. Bliss commented that the
United States. Government would not have any reason to urge publicity at this
stage• He .was reminded, however, that public reference had already been made to
the United States Note and that questions would undoubtedly arise very soon in the
Canadian` Parliament. When Parliament was sitting, it was customary to inform
Pazliament first b y Y g papers of this sort and that we would like to reach agree-
ment w i t h t h e United States Government in advance on the timing and manner of



E.A. CbTE;

any rélease of the'Notes. He undertook to discuss this aspect of the matter with the

State Department and to let us know the outcome.'n

an anti-climax since Canada could nui now ex o

States ."muscling in„= at the last moment. The Canadian public, however, maY Per"
'b le it mi8ht be

.-3,After so much talk of "Canada going it alone , the pubhc may
• • fl 'ts wn muscles without the United

Canadian Attitude have felt a bit of. . ^^

is not under wayl Much less will it understand why negotiations are reQ

Canada in order to carry outwhat Congress has so clearly told the Administration

should be done ôn United States soil. From a domestic political viewpoint, the Sea-

wây may loom large in the November,r 1954 elections..

2. One of theI great legislative achievements of the Eisenhower Administration (in
its own eyes and in the public mind) is the statesman-like piece of legislation
known as the Wiley Act which provides (as has been often said) that the United
States may now "join" Canada in the construction of the Si. Lawrence seaway in
the public eye, this is an historic joining of forces of both countries which, by
tradition and better than most countries, know how to get along. In the face of
selfish regional interests, the Eisenhower Administration has been able - where so
many others have failed - to bring about a."joint' development of the seaway. In
fact, the United States public probably does not understand why the Seaway project

. • • uired with

Unt'ted States Attitude ^

factors which will have a bearing on the negotiations. _°

DEA/1268-D-40
' J r . . . ,

^ 4 a.,. i -Note du chef de la Direction de l'Amérique ,

. pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, American Division,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

x^a,Anorrs wmI ^ UN= sTA^s

[Ottawa], June 17, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

In anticipation of discussions which may be held at Cabinet level between the
United States and Canada on the subject of United States participation in the St.
Lawrence seaway, it might be useful to try to assess as many as possible of the

has sense that "joint" construction is inevitable but, if it were poss,
iseful, to build the seaway alone. _:

A

Iiiûrnvtional °Arrangements , -ts now in, . .
; 4. Thër only Agrecment oni the St. Lawrence Power and Seaway ProJ
foi^cë between both countries ia the one ecnbodied in the Exchange of Notes of June
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30,1952 (copy, attached). This Agreement provides for the separation of the power
and seaway phases in the following manner. . t
(a) Canada and the United States to anrange for the speedy construction of the

power project in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River,
(b) Predicatéd on the construction and maintenance of the power project, Canada

will build the 27-foot seaway between Lake Erie and the Port of Montreal;
(c) Canada is prepared to exclude from the cost of the power project the amount to

be paid to Canada as indemnity for the 14-foot canal;
(d) Canada to contribute $15 million towards the cost of channel enlargements.
5. The United States Administration has been most punctilious and, indeed, more

than cooperative in removing the obstacles in the way of the power development.
Altogether apart from any desire to fu1G1 the Agreement, I expect that the motiva-
tion of self-interest from a power viewpoint and with an eye to possible negotia-
tions on the Seaway project may not have been entirely absent from the mind of
United States officials. In this connection, the Prime Minister indicated on January
9,1953 (and later on May 6, 1954) that the Government was reluctant to enter into
any talks'which might delay the power project. The Prime Minister undertook,
however; once a United States entity had been "designated and authorized" to do
the United States share of the power works, to "discuss" any specific proposal the
United States might put forward which differed from the Canadian Government's
proposal on the Seaway. The condition attached was twofold: there should be no
delay in the'power development and no "serious" delay in the completion of the
"whole seaway„.

6• The Unitéd States Ambassador'requested on June 7, 1954 that discussions take
place betwjen representatives of both governments on "the planning and execution
of the Seaway development in both countries". On June 16, 1954 the Canadian
Govenïment suggested official talks in Ottawa during the week of June 28, 1954 to
Prepare a list 'of topics for subsequent inter-governmental talks. At the same time,
the Canadiân Government pointed to the June 30, 1952 Agreement and to the
hinle Minister's statements of January 9, 1953 and of May 6, 1954.
The Pr`oblem

7. The problemis: How far should Canada go in modifying the June 30, 1952
AB^^ment' in `so far' as the Seaway project is concerned? This can only be ascer-
^n^ by ézamining, in some detail, various aspects of the seaway project as it now
stands and by looking at the short- and long-term effects of any change agreed, by
Cmada and the United States. This phase` of the study is predicated on the desira-
bihty of reching agreement: the number of obstacles in the way of such agreement
is 'lot incon'siderable but the way around the obstacles cannot be ascertained until
theY have been peasured as accurately as possible.

LPOU^S TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN MODIFYING TIiB JUNE 30 1952 AGREEMENTIlVSpp.
AR AS 111B SEAWAY PROJEGT IS CONCERNED8.Thére1 A 4.

,.., can be no question, of course,'of modifying (otherwise than accessorily)
the power aspéct of the June 30, 1952 Agreement (hereafter called the Agreement):

constnactiôn of th. . . .e seaway in the International Rapids Section of the at. Law-
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rence; (whether on the Canadian or United States side) is predicated on the power
project now approved by the International Joint Commission. Any amendment of
the Agreement, : however, regarding . the ; $15, million contribution to the cost of
channel enlargement or the i indemnity for the, 14-foot canal will almost certainly
require an amendment to Appendix C of the I.J.C. Order of October 29, 1952. This
should present no, insuperable difficulty if both governments agree on the substance
of the points invlved.,. ;.
A. $15 million contribution by Canada to cluinnel enlargements.

9., The Agreement embodies an undertaking by Canada that the Canadian Seaway
Authority shall contribute $15 million to the power-developing entities towards the
cost of channel enlargements at the upper end of the project. between Chimney
Point and Morrisburg, that is before Iroquois dam and below that dam in the power
pool. The total cost of these enlargements (which are of value both to the power
and navigation projects) might be $30 million. Because Canada was taking on the
navigation part of the Project, it was agreed by the Canadian and United States
governments that about half the cost, $15 million, would be contributed to the
power-developing entities by Canada. As a result of this and although no agreement
subsequent to 1951 exists between Canada and the power-developing entities, this
undertaking was made a part of the International Joint Commission Order of Octo-
ber 29, 1952. Should Canada and the United States agree that this amount shall be
borne by the power entities (as is the responsibility of at least the Canadian entity
under. the International Rapids Power Development Agreement entered into
between Canada and Ontario on December 3, 1951) it is fairly obvious that the
power entities would jointly or individually oppose any change in the I.J.C. Order
which would add, $15 million to their present costs as fixed by this Order. The
solution would be either for the United States or Canada to assume these costs. If
the United States assumes these costs, a guarantee to this effect should be contained
m ny modifications of the Agreement. If this proves impossible or impolitic, Can-, . any

•

ada may,. wish still to bear the cost on the understanding that this sum shall be
compnsed in, the total amount to be amortized by the tolls.

B. Compensation for 14 foot canal ^
ilO.,Article VIII of the Boundary Waters Treary of 1909 gives priority to naviga-
tion over power uses of boundary waters. The International Rapids Power Develop
ment A^greement of December J. 1951 between Canada and Ontario provides that:

.... . ; _ _
^(a) Ontario shall provide the necessaryworks to permit the continuance of 14-foot
navigation on the Canadian side around Iroquois and above the Long-Sault dam to
connect.with, the Cornwall canal. •, ;
J(b) Canada is obliged to compensate Ontario for any lands'belonging to Ontario
and taken for a deep waterway. (This may. involve, in fact, a relatively sm^l
amoount of land principally in the;upper reaches of the pool.)

rendered unneces-.âr.lf .. . ,- . .

#(c)ryIf, however, the construction by Canada of a deep waterway
the 14-foot canal, Ontario would pay part of the cost equivalent

to what would
iar y
hâvé béen reqnir+ed,to^keep the 14-foot canal in operation.. ^:
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The'' 1952 'Agreement, however, provides that ' the amount to be paid by Ontario
ûnder. the A . greement of December 3,^ 1951, shall be excluded from the power costs
divisible between the power entities because the replacement of the 14-foot canal
would be rendered unnecessary by the construction by Canada of the deep water-
way almost atop of the 14-foot canal., This arrangement is also embodied in the
I.J.C: Order of October 29, 1952.
11.1 Iri sum, if the Ontario power entity destroys Canada's 14-foot navigation

canals, some compensation must be paid by Ontario. Because, however, the 27-foot
seaway was to be built over the 14-foot canals, Canada could now hardly object to
this part of the I.J.C. Order which excludes this amount from the total cost of the
power project to be divided between the power entities. Any attempt by Canada or
the United States to' get the power entities to compensate Canada would be resisted
by the entities before the International Joint Commission: they have a vested inter-
est now in keeping their costs down to the amount already fixed by the interna-
tional aûthôrity.

.12.1lie sôlutiôri lies in having the United States or Canada bear the cost of com-
pensation for the` destruction of the 14-f6ot canal. If Canada were to bear the cost,
this 'atnount should be included in the amount to be amortüed out of tolls. If the
United States is to bear the cost, the question of a guarantee of payment (with its
inherent difficulties) arises.

C Continuation of l4 foot 'canal

13. The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of 1941 between Canada and
the United States provided that one of the main features of the Controlled Single
Stage Project (238-242) should be works necessary to permit the continuance of
14-foot navigation on the Canadian side around the Iroquois and Long-Sault dams
to connect with the Cornwall Canal. Later in 1952, Canada was prepared to aban-
don the 14-foot canal when the Agreement was reached which provided that the 27-1
foot canal would, in effect, sit stop the old 14-foot canal. Does Canada wish to give
uP the 14-foot canal entirely if the 27-foot canal is built in United States territory?
ln*y'case; should there be assurances given that Canadian ships using the U.S.
canals will not be subject to United States laws relating to United States economic,
conuneicial or` security policies? If these assurances are not forthcoming, Canada
should àscertain* if it'should keep the 14-foot canal or build 27-foot canals on the
Canadian side following its traditional policy in having its own navigation link
between Upper.and Lower Canada. The continuation of the 14-foot canal raises the
question` ôf , the perpetuation of the uneconomic canallers and of the tolls which
should bë`applied to canallers which use part of the séaway presumably on a toll-free b^ls. ►phe

^nunuation' of a'14-foot canal in competition with the 27-foot sea-
way ln à mannec which would affect, to a'degree, the ability of the United States to
az°0qiz^ its PI ôf the seaway, is a matter which will not be overlooked.

, t{ lt(y

IL
DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS TO BE MET ASSUMING AN UNDERSTANDING IS REACHED

To MoDIFy THE JUNE 30, 1952 AGREEMENT

14. In so far as Canadian shipping is concerned, it should be free to use the Inter-national •
KaPlds deep waterway - when going through the United States locks and
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canals.- as though it were going through Canadian waters. The Treaties of 1870
(Washington) and 1909 ,(Boundary Waters), provide, broadly, that British and
American shipping using the St. Lawrence.to the head of the Great Lakes shall
have freedom of navigation. This does not exclude shipping from having to comply
with the laws and regulations of the. country through which the shipping travels.
Should there not be (if Canada does not continue the 14-foot canal) an understand-

ing - embodied in an effective, instrument of agreement between Canada and the
United States - whereby, in the`"Wiley" locks and canals, Canadian shipping shall
not be subject to. United States economic, commercial or security legislation?

15., Assuming that an international understanding is reached on such matters as
the, compensation for the 14-foot canal and for the $15 million dredging, and
assuming that no guarantee of payment is forthcoming from the United States, it
may prove essential to have these sums incorporated in the amount to be amortized
out of toll revenues. ^ It will then become important to have a joint agreement on
tolls which will include a division of revenues (possibly on a basis of 25/35 ths. to
Canada, i.e. based on the total investment (including compensation payable to Can-
ada) of possibly $250 million by Canada to $105 million by the U.S.A.). This, of
course, makes the joint fixing of tolls a condition sine qua non. If there is to be a
joint apportionment of revenues, the tolls must be jointly collected. The tolls and
apportionment of revenues, under these circumstances, would require to be fixed,
presumably by international agreement as well, possibly, as by agreement between
the two St. Lawrence agencies.

i 16. Under the Wiley Act, funds may be provided only for works designated as
"works solely for navigation" in the joint report' of 1941. Assuming the United
States is prepared to compensate Canada for the ^ 15 million ^Û é^ Sé Wo'e
it is doubtful that this could be done tinder the Wiley Act bc
not "solely for navigation" but are 4orks which are "common to navigation and

power". For the same reason, funds to compensate Canada for the destruction of

the 14-foot canal could probably not be provided under the Wiley Act.

I 17. The Canadian St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act may require to be amended
as to Section 17. That section provides that tolls may. be established unilaterally or

"by agreement betwan' Canada-and thé United States". The Wiley Act foresees

only an agreement between the agencies ^- i .e. the United States Corporation and

the Canadian'SeawaY Authôri tY ând not' an inter-governmental agreement.
-,..

^j8: Prior to the discu
.
ssions ànth the Unitcd States representativcs, Can ââ shown

pïéâumably, obtain sôme'infom^ation as to the United States (and Cana )
mattef

dredging prpgrammes in thé Upper Great Lakcs. The cost ^nvolved nill roae

of something of.the order,of $ 100 million dollars.fUnless this dredg g P
is completed by both cot'tnt'ries-ôôncutrently with the completion of deep-waterway ►

accéâs to. Lake Huron may be denied and a large part of the usefulnes^ h^âda
way may then be lost. In fact, this may be a most critical point on w
and the United States may each wish to have assurances.
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m. CONCLUSIONS .

19. Assuming both parties wish to modify the Agreement, the modification should
be embodied at least in an "Executive Agreement", or Exchange of Notes though I
suspect a Treaty for action by the Senate may be required if guarantees affecting a
monetary compensation or future United States action in the fields of economic or
security policy are required. Since any such Exchange of Notes or Treaty would be
contrary to the sense of Congress, as expressed in the debates on the Wiley Act,
there is little or no chance of such an agreement being acceptable to the United
States government.

20. In that case the only practical alternative to treaty procedure would be by
Exchange of Notes whereby the United States agreed that Canada should claim
compensation out of the toll revenues. A further international agreement would
then be required to fix the tolls and the apportionment of revenues. Canada would
have to take some other action (such as continuation of a 14-foot canal system or
the construction of 27-foot canals on the Canadian side) if it wished to assure itself
a measure of independence on the International Rapids section regarding economic,
commercial or security policy.

21. Consequential amendments would be required to the International Joint Com-
mission's Order of October 29, 1952 and possibly to the Canadian St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority Act.

22. Apart from the legislative aspect, it does not seem that the conclusion of nego-
tiations should retard the construction of either the power and seaway projects, pro-
vided always that Congressional approval is not required.

General Comment

23. This paper is intended as a brief outline of some of the problems which will
anse in the forthcoming discussions on the Seaway. It also shows in what direc-
6011s some solutions He. No attempt has been made to examine what might be Can-
ada's füture' policy in this field: for example, matters affecting Canada's future
inksNal'intere.sts as conditioned by the Canadian or United States Seaway, or,
indeed, those matters affecting Canada's future position when it becomes necessary
to double the present seaway capacity, have not been considered here. They will
doubtles^ b^-considered at the political level before final decisions are made.

E.A. C6119

23' I,'
dY °this' paper lacks the detailed °guidance which will be subsequently

av4able in the fields of economics, transport, law and international trade.'s

I
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a .. -t
Present:

Procès-verbal- de la réunion du Comité interministériel
= sur le projet du Saint-Laurent

Minutes`of Meeting of, Interdepartmental Committee
on ai. Lawrence Projeet

r, . , . . ;.. . ^. .._. . ,. ., . .

= Ottawa, June 23, 1954

Mr. R.B. Bryce, Secretary to the Cabinet, (Chairman),
Mr. R.A.C. Henry,
Mr. C.W. West, Deputy Minister of Transport,
General A.Cf.L. McNaughton, Chainnan. Canadian Section, I.J.C..
Mr. R.A. MacKay, Acting Under-Serretary of State for External Affairs,
Mr. M.W. Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. J.J. Deutsch, Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance,
Mr. Paul Pelletier, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet,
Mr. M.H. Wershof. Acting Asst. Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Mr. D.S. Maxwell. Department of Justice,
Mr. T.M. Patterson, Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources.
Mr. (31. Matthews, Department of Transport,
Mr. (3.(). MacLeod, Departmént of Transport. ;
Mr. C.K. Iiurst. International Joint Commission,
Mr. E.A. CAté, Department of External Affairs,
Mr. (3.B. Cox, Department of External Affairs.
Mr. H.A. Hadskis, Department of Trade and Commerce.
Mr. J.F. Parkinson, Department of Finance, `' .
Mr. G.W. Stead, Department of Finanoe,
Mr. W.P. Chipman, Privy Council Office, (Secretary)

M ' MEETING UP OFFICIALS IN PREPARATION FOR INfERGOVERNMENTAL
MEETIN^

. 2. The Committee noted the Chainnan's report.
of Commons by Mr. Pearson.
,: ,; The US Note and the Canadian reply had been tabled that morning ln

quesuon of the Canadian reply_ to e, o e o .
reconsidered in the Cabinet and their earlier decision of June" 10 ,reaffirmed• A

Canadian Note in reply was therefore presented on June 16, suggesting
that discus-.

sions ii 'the official level be held in,Ottawa in the week of June 28, for the puwpose

of preparing an agenda for subsequent intergovernmental discussions.
flke House

l. ?'hç Chairman sa^ o ow^ g
• th US N t` f T.,.,- 7 had on June 14, been

t}' 'd thai f Il the June 11 meeting of the Coinnutt^, `
L4 REPORT OF RECENT GOVERNMENT DECISIONS

that Monday, July 5, might be the most suitable date. The meetings

3. Mr. Wenho
f

said the State Department had indicated a preference for

during the week of July S, rather than June 25 as trst sugg ' could be held ni
f ested and had been told

711ine and Place; Ofli"eials Attending; Instructions for Canadian Team
. meeting

the External Allaita c:onterence xoom. the m^ting
4. Mr. Côté said it was expected that the American officials attending

would be:
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Livingstone Merchant and Outbridge Horsey of the State Department;
Robert B. Anderson, Deputy Secretary of Defense;

"An Officer (possibly Mr. Yingling or Mr. English) of the Legal Office of the
State' Department; and

General Robinson of the Army Corps of Engineers.
5. The Chairnan said the Cabinet had agreed that the Canadian officials attending

the meeting should be the Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman); Mr. R.A.C. Henry;
Mr. M.H. Wershof; Mr. Paul Pelletier (Secretary); and, in addition, one representa=
tive each of Transport," External Affairs' and Finance. It .was desired to limit the
numbers on the Canadian side, although others might be called upon if specially
requiréd.

The*government had not issued any instructions to the Canadian side and it was
understood that they would not come to any decision about the Seaway until after
the official 'meeting - and possibly after the intergovernmental meetings.

6. Mr. Sharp asked if the visit on July 6 of the Secretary of Defense had any
connection with the Seaway meetings.
7. Mr.'MâcKay said that Mr. Wilson's visit had been arranged for other purposes

although,'of course, the Seaway question might be raised informally.
8. The Committer.

(a) nôted the éxpresséd • composition of the Canadian and US teams; and
(b) agreed that every effort should be made to hold the meeting on Monday, July

5.

Subjects for Discussion
Agéndci:

9• 7he Chairman said that the task of the official meeting would be to prepare an
agenda for the ensuing intergovernmental meeting. It might be assumed that there
would be some discussion on the various subjects which would be placed on the
agenda for the Ministers' meeting.

10. Mr, MacKaJ, said that unless it was wished to run the risk of giving to the
United States an impression of bad faith on the part of Canada, officials at the July
5 mee^ng .wonld have to be reasonably frank in discussing the various points
which ^rose.,. `

^^,liersfiof said that External Affairs had prepared a first outline of an
agen^l'^(6pies of which were circulated) for the t ntergovernmental meeting,Cuw^0ght^be discussed at the official meeting. -
^e^ ,^M `e'Henry said that at the official meeting the US side should be asked for

^n^on of the Wiley Act. The Canadian side should endeavour to findou
13.t the US fine of approach before giving away their own position.

^ or^r-̂ ^M^K^ a^ that an effort should be made to ascertain US views
nadian card

.

s were placed on the table.
^^' ^,C^i,n»an said that the opening tactic might be to ask US officials their

^^on of the VNiley Act and what specific proposal they might make under
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The meeting, would,- however, undoubtedly end up by - discussing the subjects
listed as agenda items for the intergovernmental meeting and the US side would,
with reason, expect the ; Canadian side to tell them their views on the different

4 i l ' _ ^ } . . . • . 1,' t. . . . .

points.

15. Mr. Henry pointed out,that the relationship of any US proposal to the I.J.C
Order of Approval should be included in the topics for discussion:

16. Mr: Pelletier suggested that in the External Affairs draft agenda items 3 and 4
be consolidated in order, to get away_ from 'thé assumption that any US proposal
might be satisfactory pro'vided agreement was reacched on the various points listed

under item 3.
'17. Mr. Stead asked if there should be agreement on ancillary items that could

beproperly be included with the navigation works and,the cost of which would
recouped from tolls.,

18. Mr. Henry said that the relevant Act in each country specified the items which

could be capitalized.
19.'Mr. Matthews pointed out that the official meeting might wish to consider the

movement of foreign - as well as Canadian - vessels in canals on the US side.

20. The Chairman said it was assumed that the Canadian government would not
be prepared to give an undertaking that if the International Rapids Section were
built on the US side duplicate facilities would not be constructed on the Canadian
side. The question of the intention of the Canâdian 'government; if it should be
raised, might best bé answered, in the light of the trend of discussion, at the conclu-

sion of the meeting.
21. The Committee, after further discussion:
(a) noted the remarks on the probable course of development of the official meet-

ing; and , ' ^., ^
(b) agreed that the Department of External Affairs draft agenda, amended in the

light of the discussion, might be put forward by the Canadian side some time dur'

mg the course of the meeting with US officials.

Canadian and Foreign Vessels in Canals on the US side
. Movement of

A,22. General McNaughton said that ûndôubtedly Canada would require assurance

that ships or personnel consigned to Cânàdian; ports and properly cleared in accor-

dance with Canadian law would not be hindcred in any US sector. try
Tht ënfor e

aspect was one of considerable importance. The United States might ,ps on the

a'drastïe regulation =- such as their current proposal to searchforeig si^l^ sort

high seas. We would of course wish to avoid the consequences of any
lated

of unilateral action. A'requirement might possibly be made that any contemp

action might first be reviewed in the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.
twis

01,
! 23. Mr. MacLeod agreed that there was a need for some sort of assurancé United

^
point. Canada was much more dependent on foreign shipping than was the

States. ,
, ,. {

i .y^t }i x
c. ^- . . . ...
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24. Mr. MacKaÿ said the purpose of the meeting was io ascertain the US view-
point. This sort of question might be raised, but it would be for the intergovern-
mental meeting to decide on the adequacy of the US position.
25. Mr.' Henry said that the United States would undoubtedly regârd 'the question

of the use of the Seaway by. foreign vessels as one of considerable importance.
26. The Chairman pointed out that the real question appeared to be whether Can-

ada would wish for more in the way of assurances than was already provided in
The Bôundary Waters Treaty. The inclination might be to ask for more, but this
would probably be hard to'justify.
27. Mr`. Wershof suggested that the Canadian side might ask for an undertaking

that not only would equal tréâtment be extended on both sides but, in addition, that
either government, before imposing any regulations having a bearing on the other's
shipping, would provide an opportunity for consultation.
28. Mr. Deutsch asked if it would be open for Canada to take retaliatory action in

the event of the United States imposing unpalatable restrictions.
29. General McNaughton said it would be difficult to do so because of the provi-

sions of The Boundary Waters Treaty.
30. The Chairman said'that a related point was that of the possibility of imposing

restrictions for commercial reasons, such as 'outlined in the Potter Bill, on foreign
shipping in the Great Lakes.
31, General McNaughton 'said that support for such restrictions was increasing in

the United States. In US law, an act of Congress could modify the terms of an
earlier tréaty as it applied to US territory - hence The Boundary Waters Treaty
could be modified as it applied 'to US territory by an act such as the Potter Bill.

It was,of interest, however, 'that the Dutch and the Norwegians were both
designing special types of ships which could be used both in the North Atlantic and
the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes.
32. Mr.'MacLeod *pointed out that the Cahadian interest in Great Lakes shipping

was not a simple one. For instance, in order that the locks on the system be utilized
at their optimum efficiency, it would be necessary that ships with more cargo
capacity than ocean.lakers should use them.

33. The Cômmittee, after further discussion, agreed that Trade and Commerce, in
consnltation'with Externâl Affairs, Transport and Finance, prepare a memorandum

if possible,;by -Wednesday. June 30 - dealing with conditions relating to the
u^ of a,canal on the United States side by Canadian and foreign vessels.

Contribution d SIS million to the Power Entities 0, ;.,4 additional dredging in .
the Power Pool

34. ^' C^t^ said
that in the exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952, Canada

had agreed that a contribution of $15 million would be made to the power entities
t0wazd the cost of canal enlargement which they must undertake in the St. Law-
IOnce'River: ^The I.J.C. Order ` of Approval required Canada to pay an agreed
amount for the same purpose
Appro . In neither the exchange of Notes nor the ,Order of

v" was It explicit but, in both, it appeared implicit that such payment wasconditiônal u
pon the Seaway being built entirely in Canada.
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35: Mr.Nenry said that the power authorities considered it an obligation that $15
million be paid to them.^ i

36. The Chairman said that if the International Rapids Section was built on the US

side, the obligation should logically rest.with the United States. Would it require a
change in the Order of Approval to place the responsibility upon them?

.37. General McNaughton pointed out that the Orders of Approval was generally

favourable to Canada and 'efforts on the US side to have it reconsidered had been

resisted. If an application for a change were to be made, it would be difficult to

avoid opening up the whole Order for reconsideration. Another factor to be consid-

ered was that a number of court actions had been carried through with the Order in
its present form. If it were to be changed, there would be an additional risk from
this quarter.

38. Mr. Matthews pointed out that, if Canada paid $15 million, recovery would
eventually be made through tolls.

39. Mr. Pelletier said that this would have the effect of increasing the Canadian
and decreasing the US toll rates.
40. Mr. Wershof pointed out that no provision vas made in the Wiley Act for the

payment of $15 million to the power entities.

41. General McNaughton said he did not think that it would be too great a prob-
lem for the US authorities to find $15 million if they agreed to in r, the paY-

ment. 11he Rivers and Harbours Appropriation Act could, if necessary, be used as
authority.
42. Mr. Henry pointed out that the US government had insisted on Canada asswn-

ing the responsibility for the $15 million in the I.J.C. application.

43.Mr. MacKay said he AM not think the United States would consider disagree-
ment over, the payment ; of $ 15 ^ million as sufficient cause for breaking off
negotiations.
,44. Mr. Deutsch agreed that the question of the paymcnt of $15 million would not

form an ultimate stumbling block. It , might, however, be an important factor if

linked with other sources of disagreement. i'{,. :.

45. The Chairman said that, in negotiations with the United States side, our posi'

tion would be strengthened by dwelling on their original insistence that the pay-

ment be made by the country building the section in the International Rapids-

!46a The Commlttee agreed that a memorandum be prepared - if possible, bY

Wednesday, June 30 = by the Privy Council Office on the question of the payment

to the^Qwer entities of $15 million towards the cost of additional dredging in the
,.•. a

power pooL

,z^ Continuance of 14 foot Navtgotton Foc Ilities on the Canadian Side

<47: The Chairman said that in the agreement between Canada and Ontario, it was

prôvided that Ontario would indemnify. the Canadian government
for the 14400t

navigation facilities which would be destroyed by the power project• The eXCh Wef
^ st of the power

6f, Notes of June 30, 1952; - however,£, excluded , from the tu - ^d to
the amount to be paidpcoject , to be divided between the two power entities,
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Canada by'Ontario in lieu of construction by the power entities of the facilities
required for the continuance of the 14-foot navigation, since this would be unneces-
sary if the deep waterway were in Canada. The I.J.C. Order of Approval required
only that the 14-foot navigation facilities be continued during the period of con-
struction of the deep waterway.

The situation with respect to the 14-foot facilities if the canal were to be built on
the US side was not clear.
48. Mr. MacLeod said that one of the first points requiring decision was whether

or not the 14-foot facilities should be continued. A realistic view might suggest that
these was no need for them. On the other hand, the question of their continuance
might be a useful bargaining point.
49. Mr. Wershof suggested that the problem might be broken down into a number

of questions which could be looked at departmentally. Transport and Trade and
Commerce might give some thought to the need for continuing the 14-foot facili-
ties, and Justice might look into the legal questions involved.
50. Mr.-Henry pointed out that the question of the transfer of canal reserve lands

had come up with Ontario and would have to be resolved.

It should also be borne in mind that within about ten years there would be a
requirement for duplicate facilities throughout the waterway and that it would be
much cheaper to do the preparatory work before the area on the Canadian side was
flooded ;....F,.,. ^

51.1he Chairman asked if Ontario had agreed to the waiver. included in the
June, 1952 exchange of Notes.

52. Mr. Henry said that they had not been consulted.
53.11Tr. Pelletier pointed out that if the 27-foot waterway did not go on top of

the 14-foot waterway, the waiver would be invalidated.
54. General McNaughton said that if the 27-foot canal were built on the United

States side and the 14-foot facilities not replàced, there would be an outcry in Can-
ah In negotiating with the United States, Canada should strive to maintain all
points of interest, amongst which was the 14-foot waterway. Canadian public opin-ion

'as swinging more and more in favour of an all-Canadian waterway and aretreat
might ^ difficult to explain.

55. Mr, West agreed that it might be psychologically desirable to retain the 14-
foot faciliti es.

56, 774 Conunittce, after further discussion, agreed that a memorandum be pre-
pared by Trifispon'- if possible, by Wednesday, June 30 - on the requirement
for 1¢fc^t facilities ôn the Canadian side, and by Justice on the legal position withrespeÇt

6'indetnnification and land transfers.

TollsT Joint or, Unilateral
57. Mr1Htn"'„ ,^ rY said it was his opinion that the Canadian side should, from the

join^ng'PdVO^te'separate tolls. If, after sufficient experience, it was found Chattolls
wôûld be desirable,' a change could then be made.I • ► et
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Acts in both countries covered the requirements for tolls. The Canadian system
of setting tolls would differ considerably from that in the United States and it was

. of. interest that, up to the present, the two countries had not been able to reach
understanding on common tolls, such as international freight rates.

58. Tlu Chairman said it might be possible in the early meetings to avoid substan-

tive discussion of the toll question:

59. Mr. Hadskis said there was some fear on the Canadian side of leaving Cana-
dian traffic to the mercy of US tolls if rates were set unilaterally.

60. ^Mr.^ MacLeod ^said he thought some discussion of toll structure would be
required at an early stage in the negotiations. Commodities of most interest to Can-
ada - such as grain ^- did not have the same importance in the United States. It
was also possible that the toll question might resolve itself into an additional reason
for an'all-Canadian Seaway. {:

61. Mr. Wershofsaid that The Boundary Waters Treaty provided protection to both
countries against discrimination. It might be possible, as an added safeguard, to
insist that there be joint discussion before the structure was settled. For this reason,
there might be some value in making a study of the economic advantages and dis-
advantages of joint and separate tolls.' ,:
62: The Chairman said he thought it would be difficult to make an econornic

âssessment of which toll system would be the better.

63. 7fce Committee, after further discussion, agrced that Trade and Commerce, in
vonsultation with External Affaits and Transport, pr^pare - if possible by Wednes-
day, June 30 - a memorandum on the question of joint or unilateral tolls ôn the
Seaway.

• . d .'tj a United
Advantages and Dtsadvantages of a Canad^an - as compare K^ 1

^^ Advisabihty or rac ^c ^ty o f^e
66: Mr. PDeûtach said théré ntight^ be some advantage in making a study

' and/ P t}' abil' of tK•o Canal Systen^is now and in the f^^re

T6é location of the waterway would malce no difference to nav^gat^on.

, 65. ?h^ Committee noted Nir`. Henry's statement.

somewhat cheaper - than a conresponding waterway on the Un^t
.

64. Mr. Henry saud t e mos rccen m 8 ssibly be
waterway in the International Rapids sector would cost no more - and po

' ed States side.

aY
• tha th t t • vesti ation had shown that a Canadian

„States SeaK. ^ ^ _ ^ . 9 . â .: ^ ^

üv^;_.
D irability ofeoneluding a new Canada•United States St. Lawrence Agreem

in ttié futüré. ' ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ tn

possible by Wednesday,,June 30 -- tn.consultat^on .w►th ^n^^ sten^s now ^d
Côimtncroe. on the advisability ând/or practicàbility of two canal sy ..

. eoonomics of duplicate canal aystems. 4 ,' ^
,,. . a ^ F : E . : ^ , . té . ^ by Transport -

^ Tfu Committee a that a memorandum• be prep,. .6^: 8^ j.. and Trade and

propoaals was e. prcpare ,
ooocluding a new Canâda•United States St. Lawrence Agreement.

ÿ. . . J ^..^. ^*' t, t..

68, T1u,Commlttee ^noted that External Affairs would, when more ^
US ^ a âvnilabl { â tncmorandum dealing with

the desirability of
u ^^ „ ^ ^ ^ .; . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ foRnation on
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Detailed Comparison of Canadian and US Legislation
69. The Committee noted Mr. Henry's mémorandum of June 16t (copies of which

had been circulated).

HL NIXT MEETING

70. The Cominitteé agreed to meet again on Wednesday, June 30, at 2:30 p.m., in
the Privy Council Committee Room, East Block, for further consideration of points
to be discussed at the forthcoming Canada-United States meetings on the St. Law-
rence Project.

W.P. CMPMAN .
Secretary

DEA/1268-D-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TUGRAM WA-1167 Washington, June 29, 195411 1

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

At Horsey'sinvitation we called on him this morning at the State Department to
give him some personal help in identifying the main issues that may be expected to
arise düring the meetings in Ottawa on the 5 and 6 of July. We began by saying that
the Cànadiân authorities would enter into the negotiations in the hope of reaching
agreement: But perhaps an analogy could be drawn between these discussions and
tariff negotiatiôns. Even when both parties to such negotiations desired agreement,there

was ^v,aYs hard bargaining and the participants did not always reveal at the
outset what their ultimate positions might be. For that reason he should not expect
us to ânticipate fully the Canadian'position even as it would be disclosed at the
prehminary: meeting to be held in Ottawa next week, although we could perhaps
serve auseful purpose by di inxting his attention to some of the issues that would
have, to be'discussed.

2.Horsey s
`»^,

doub ^d 'he realized that hard bargaining must be expected. However, he
4whethec this fact was appreciated by many of the United States authorities

who wouid be co^ng to Ottawa next week. Indeed, the chief purpose of takingsuch â', lar ` ^s^b . ge delegation to Ottawa was to acquaint them without delay with the
born prroblems that would have to be solved if agreement was to be reached. He

^d^,'however" thât he hoped little time would be consumed in diplomatic fencing
U the meeting in Ottawa could be devoted to an examination of the main

ûtho^^riti dng issues., We said that we thought that was the intention of the Canadian
a•` Het fot his part, assured us that there was no disposition on the United
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States side to try to railroad the negotiations and repeated that it was clearlY under-
stood here that further meetings would be required after there had been an interval
for consideration of the issues that would be examined in a preliminary way next
week.

3. After this preface to the conversation, we went on to list some of the issues that
would be bound to arise during the meeting in Ottawa,' some of them lying within
the franiework of the Public Law 358, and others falling outside its scope. There is
no need to repeat at length here our exposition of these issues, since you know
them far better than we do: Perhaps, however, it would be as well to Est summarily
the points we touched on.

(a) Referring to the provision in the United States act that assurances should be
sought from the Canadian authorities, we said that the Canadian representatives
would naturally be interested to know the nature of the assurances that would be
requested.

(b) After outlining the history of the Canadian undertaking to pay $15 million
towards the cost of channel enlargement of the International Rapids section, we
indicated that it would be the Canadian view that this arrangement would have to
be modified if canals in that part of the river were to be built in United States
territory.

(c) We also outlined the problem created for the Canadian Government by the
present 14' canal on the Canadian side of the river.

(d) We also stressed the necessity of interfering -as little as possible with the
arrangements that have now been completed to authorize construction of the power
project, including the UC's order of approval., .
Nye said nothing about the Canadian requirement that there should be no impedi-
ment, except the payment of tolls, to the free passage of Canadian vessels through
the canals that might be built in United States territory, since we thought that this
subject would best be opened at the meeting in Ottawa. Horsey, however, brought
it up very briefly. He suggested that, the Canadian authorities might want some
assurance of free right of passage and that United States representatives would, of
course, be"willing to discuss such a demand. His remark, however, led to no further
discussion.
-A, His chief eoncern seemed to be over the impression Bliss had received from
discussions with Canadian officials in Ottawa that the Canadian Government
expected a more specific proposal to be put forward by the United States authori-
ties. He said that, in the State Department's view, transmission of Public Law No,
358 was to be regarded as a proposal of a fairly specific kind. Nor was this issue, as
he saw it, merely a matter of words, since Bliss had reported that, in the view of
some Canadian officials, it was now the responsibility of the United States Govern-
inént; "to. make - a specifie , proposal that the Canadian Government would then

acctptaor îeject". That was not how,the forthcoming negotiations were being env's-
• ' uthorities expeCted that aaged in the State Departmcnt. Instead, the Uruted States a

speçifc proposal would emerge in the course of the negotiations
as was customarY

the
in ;other negotiations between the,United States and Canada. That had^Wi nce

case, ^ for, exannple,• in many, negotiations over defence issues. If the St



seaway negotiations succeeded and agreement were reached, the United States pro-
posal might attain its final degree of particularity only at the last moment before
formal notes were exchanged. However, the United States authorities would, of
course, try at every stage of the negotiations to make their developing proposals as
clear and specific as possible, although this could only bè done, they thought, in the
course of discussions which would serve to reveal what arrangements might be
acceptable to the Canadian Government.
5: Horsey was also anxious to discuss the kind of opening statement that might be

made by the leader of the United States delegation in Ottawa on the 5 of July. If
present intentions prevail, we gathered that Anderson would probably begin by
refening to the long campaign in the United States in favour of the seaway. Pas-
sage of the Wiley Bill, he would go on, was the culmination of that campaign in the
eyes of those in this country who had fought for the seaway for many years; and it
had seemed to the United States authorities that Public Law No. 358 might be
regarded as a specific proposal. Without arguing that point, however, the United
States spokesmen would say that it was fully realized that a number of contentions
issues would have to be solved before construction could begin on the seaway as a
cooperative venture between Canada and the United States. He and his colleagues
were anxious to move as quickly as possible to sharpen United States proposals on
these issues. But since it was their earnest hope that they could fashion proposals
that would be acceptable to Canada, they thought that the work of defining the
United States proposals should be part of the process of negotiation.
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Mr. W.P. Chipman, Privy Council Office, (Secretary)

on St. Lawrence Project

JUNE 28 MEETING OF MINISTERS

meeting of Ministers:
. The Chairman reviewed the principal conclusions reached at the June 2801

(a) Canadian Commitment not to proceed with a Second Waterway in Canada

about not proceeding with a second waterway in Canada even for a tttn^ Pe

of time.

ian o ici s y g
clearly that the Canadian government was not prepared to make any comrnitment

t^ riod

Canad' ff ' l In' their Jul Sth meetin with US officials should indicate

' (b) a1S 000 000 Contribution toKards Channel Enlargements

Canadian ships to have free access to canals and locks in a US wa
_*. Officials should Indicate that the Canadian government wou te^ay on the

_(d) ^feg^^for Canadian Shfpping in tlk US Water ►tiay
ld likely eRPeCt

Cai^dian government on US question. .

(c) Continuance of14 foot Navigat on
r.` Offcials should not give any indication of the stand likely to be taken by the

tion 'of the Seaway in the International Section.
the New York State Power Authority if the United States undectook
côst of channel enlargements to the Ontario Hydro Electnc Power Comml

the constraa

..-The Canadian govcrnment would naturally expec e
responsibility for making a pâyment of $15 million as a contribution

toward the
• ',,ion and

^ t th United States to assume

RELATIONS WrM THE UNTIED STATES

DEA/1268-D-40

"Procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
sur le projet du Saint-Laurent

f 1)^F s . 1! sr .^i...P .. . . .. . '. ... . , ..

Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental Committee
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same conditions (except for tolls) as would apply if the canals and locks were in
Canada. Reference to UK and foreign shipping should be avoided if at all possible.

(e) Tolls
Officials might indicate that the Canadian government would probably favour a

system of unilaterally fixed tolls on the segments of the Seaway, although Canada
might agree to some form of common collection of tolls. `

(fj 1.l.C. Order ôf Approval
Any suggestionthat might lead to a re-opening of the Order of Approval issued

by the International Joint Commission on October 29, 1952, should be avoided.
(Coriclusions of the meeting of Ministers to discuss the proposal for US partici-

pation in the construction and operation of the St. Lawrence Seaway, held on June
28, had been circulated).
2. Mr: West said that Mr. Pearson's view - as he recalled it - had been that

Canadian ships should have the same rights in US segments of the Seaway as they
would have in Canadian territory.

3. The Chairman added that the probable reason that Ministers directed that dis-
cussion of the rights of foreign shipping in the waterway be avoided was that
United Kingdom shipping was, at present, afforded equal treatment with Canadian
shipping, and also that Canadian policy in connection with the coasting trade was
not fully settled.

4. The Committee noted the Chairman's report on the conclusions reached by
Ministers at their meeting of June 28.
II. TWO CANAL SYSTEMS ;

5Mr. Westdealt with the engineering and economic aspects of two ship channels.
The following points were made:

(a) Engineering
(i) There were no particular engineering, difficulties involved on either side of
the river.d

(ll) There'were no practical differences in efficiency in handling ship traffic, the
overall distance in a US or a Canadian canal being about the same and each
havin8 three locks. Passage through a Canadian canal would be slightly quicker
since thérë would bè more open river navigation.
(üi) The cost on ,either side had been estimated at ^88 million, although
ImProVed construction at the Iroquois Control Dam would reduce the Canadian
cost by several million dollars.
(b) Economi ,cs

(i) It appeared unlikely that there would be difficulty in amortizing the entire
p%ect with a canal on each side.

(v) psUmates of revenue, volume through system and period for amortization at
3% and 3 1/296.were given.

^em0^d^ =.`,Two Ship Channels (US and Canadian) in the InternationalP Sectlon•. had been circulated).
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6. M.-: Cox pointed out that if it were indicated that Canada was making prepara-
tions for building' a 27-foot waterway the possibility of the Americans making the
$15 million contribution to the power entities might be compromised.

.7. Mr. West said that Ministers had directed that no Canadian commitment be
made.

8. Mr. McLeod pointed out that if two canal systems were built the US position
might become untenable if Canada were to establish a "one collection" toll sched-
ule applying where a vessel passed through one, two or three of the Canadian
canals. Hence, he suggested that there was reason for seeking a uniform system of
charging tolls for the whole seaway. Four alternative Canadian courses of action
might be considered:

(a) Undertake no work toward Canadian canals ins the International Section;
(b) Undertake excavation "in the dry" on parts of the Canadian channel that would

be flooded by the Hydro project;
(c) Undertake excavation and build the upper Cornwall dock and connect it to the

present 14-foot canal; or ;-•
(d) build the Canadian system at this time.

Estimates were given on the cost of the works proposed in the above alternatives,
and it was suggested that alternative (c) appeared.the most reasonable at the present
time.
•, ^-; (Memorandum of June: 30 -`Two Canal System (US and Canadian) in the
International Rapids Section and related alternatives" had been circulated.)

9. Mr. McLeod added that the two-canal issue might well be one of which discus-
sions broke off because Canada could, by building her own waterway, make the
financial position of the US waterway extremely difficult.

10. The Chairman said that the issue should not be raised unless the Americans
brought it up.
` 11. `Mr. Wershof suggested that at this stage we should not worry about the prob-

lem of,two canals. Up,to the present, Ministers had not considered the points raised
by Mr.' Mcl:eod.

l2. Mr. Nen said thât in a twô-canal system rates would have to be similar• He
went on to point out ' , that it might, be expected that in about fifteen years there

hughout. The President of Canadawould be need for duplicate seaway facilitiés tro
Steamshi Lines had alréâd ' s û ested, dû licate facilities in the Welland C

Preâent epstimate ôf cost for theségfacilitics was $100 million. There w'ould be an
i.é , , . .

• . , , .. , . . .

uiditional 140 million required for dupUcate fac^l^des nt Iach^ne.

13. Mr. West agreed and said that there was already a loss of time through conges-

tion-on the Welland Canal.
hof said that he thought US officials would want to knoW

ÿ 14.Mr. Wershof
plans.

tral McNaughton said the answer to their question
about our inten^ ^

l5. Guu
would depend in part on the rights which the US would grant

to Canada on

:ide.
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16.-Mr.' Henry pointed out that Canada would, within the next month or so, have
to tell the Ontario Hydro how much land was needed for expropriation purposes
and would also want to expropriate from the end of the Hydro land to Cornwall.

17.- The Committee, after further discussion, noted that it would be necessary
within the next few weeks to obtain direction from the Cabinet on the work which
might be undertaken in preparation for a 27-foot canal on the Canadian side.

ID. CONIRIBUPION OF $15 MILLiON BY THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AUtI-IORITY
TOWARD .THE COST OF CHANNEL ENLARGEMENTS TO BE UNDERTAKEN BY THE

ONTARIO HYDRO AND THE NEW YORK STATE POWER AUIii0R1'IY IN THE ST. LAWRENCE
RIVER

18. Mr. Pelletier, after reviewing undertakings'about the $15 million contribution
contained .'in the June 30, 1952 Exchange of Notes, and the I.J.C. Order of
Approval, said that if the waterway in the International Section was to be built by
the United States, Canada had a right in equity, if not in law, to expect the US
government to assume responsibility for the contribution. He went on to point out
that the Wiley Act did not cover this question, and therefore the U.S. St. Lawrence
Seaway Development Corporation could not accept responsibility without further
action by.Congress. The Annual Rivers and Harbours Improvement Act might,
with congressional approval, provide authority for the payment. In addition it
would be necessary that Appendix "C" of the Order of Approval be modified, since
it specifically stated that the payment should be made by the Canadian St. Law-
rence Seaway Authority. Another factor was that it was at US insistence that Can-
ada consented to make the $15 billion commitment. Finally, it was pointed out that
the following objections could be made to Canada making the payment:
(a) The channel enlargements toward which the contribution would be made

would be in the International Section of the river and should logically be paid for
by the country developing that section;
(b)

Assuniing that tolls were to be establi^hed unilaterally, the Canadian toll rate
would bé unduly loaded and the US rate unduly relieved if Canada were to make
the contribution; ;

(c) It was the United States and not Canada that insisted in the first instance on thecontribution; and

(d) Public opinion in Canada would be against the contribution, since the commit-
ment had bien-made on the assumption that Canada - not the U.S. - would build
the f^ilrties in the International Section.

Sea(w emorandum of June 25 -"Contribution of $15 million by the St. Lawrence
y Authority toward the cost of channel enlargements to be undcrtaken by the

01tario Hydro and the New York State Power Authority in the St. Lawrence River"had been eirculated)
19.

,.

,.,, M cNQUnav^ Genércd .^ ghton pointed out that, since both the power project and the
lionga^n pn0j^t Were to be self-liquidating, Canada might contribute the $15 mil-

provrded that the amount , plus interest, be rccovercd from joint tolls to be
^p°s^ rn the International Section of the river. An alternative to this schemewould be for the w

P0 erenudes to finance the S15 million contribution and recover
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• costs, plus, interest, from joint tolls.. This arrangement, however, would require
approval by, the I.J.C. of a revised cost allocation between the power entities.

(An I explanatory memorandum was circulated at the meeting).

20. Mr. Wershof pointed out that it might be difficult to make our lack of inten-
tions seem in accord with asking the United States to undertake the responsibility
for the $15 milliôn.
21. The Chairnran agreed that the inference might be that we were not going to

build on our side. We might say, however, that in our view the tolls in the Interna-
tional Section should bear the cost of, the $15 million contribution. Whoever col-
lected the tolls - i.e., whoever built the canal - should put up the $15 million. If
both countries built a canal, the unamortized portion of the $15 million should be
shared between them. If this approach was not acceptable to the United States, the
second Canadian position might be that we would put up the $15 million and ask
them to collect the amount necessary to pay it off.

22. Mr. West agreed that the assumption made in General McNaughton's paper

was reasonable.
-23: Mr. Côté said that External Affairs' preliminary opinion was that an ie
$15`million could not be slipped into the U.S: Rivers and Harbours Improvement
)Act without being the occasion for discussion in Congress.

24. The Conïmittee,` after discussion, agreed that:
(a) An attempt be made to obtain I preliminsry agreement that the country building

the canal in the International Rapids Section assume responsibility for the $15 mil-.3.. _, .
'lion contribution; or con-

(b) failing agreement on this point, it might be indicated that Canada might
sider paying the $15 million on the understanding that this expenditure, plus inter-
est;would be reimbursed through toll charges.

.IV. CONTINUING 14-FOOT NAVIGATION ON THE CANADIAN SIDE

25. Mr. West said that from a strictly economic viewpoint, 14-foot navigation on
,the Canadian side in conjunction with the 27-foot navigation on the US side was

rnot ï justified. On the„other hand, i however, a number of factors should be

considered:
ëay The a ment of, December 3, ^ 1951 b^tween Canada and Ontarioec14 foot

, pl t d that Ontario, in return for.,the :transfer from Canada of such of ^ Would
canal lands as might be required to enable the power works to be completed,

i - • al ake a contribution equivalent to the cost of
° elther provi.de a new 14-foot can or m
t6"14-foot `canal' toward the `cost of, the .27-foot canal on the Canadian side

i u roPpa ,, . aPP event'^ at one-quarter of the cost of later sub-aqueous excavation. The eS `mdry, in any
of this excnvation was $2 ^million. This excavation would be required
toi pinvide ac:cess to- the Canadian ihore by. large vessels;

side; it would b", toextremely
sed Cornwall lock,es nce

this could be done ``ln de
ac Po ated cost

,1949, the estimated amount was $15,309,000),
ri theit were dCCiaCdto defer construction of a 27-foot canal on the Can.

(b) If eh "-r&.-%saJrv excavation In

,
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(c) The I.J.C. Order of Approval required Canada to contribute an agreed amount
to the power entities on account of channel enlargements, and in the note of June
30,1952, this was stated to be $15 million; and .. ^,,
(d) No authority existed in the Wiley Act for this contribution to be made by, the

United States.

Canada could undertake the necessary excavations and construct the upper Corn-
wall lock for an estimated $24,250,000 which would, if a later decision were made
to complete the 27-foot navigation on the Canadian side, reduce the estimated $101
million cost by $24,250,000.

(Memorandum dated June 28, "Continuing 14-foot navigation on the Canadian
side" hadbeen circulated).
26. Mr. West added that Mr. Henry had suggested that instead of building a 600-

foot lock it would be sufficient at this time to build only a 300-foot lock, and expro-
priate the property required sometime in the future for the additional 300 feet.
Because of the location of the lock on a dyke, it could be completed to 600 feet
without the construction of a cofferdam and with no danger to workmen. The
reduction in costs for a 300-foot lock would be about $10 million, to which would
have to be added about $4 million for expropriation costs.
27. Mr,: Henry said that recent studies had indicated that it would be cheaper by

aboàt $3 rnillion to build the canal at Iroquois on the Canadian side.
28. 'General McNaughton said that he did not think Ontario would pay the $15

million tô Canada because it would be an additional charge to the cost of power. He
would like to see the $15 million added to the cost of navigation and amortized
through tolls: . ` `
29. Mr.A CSté said the Wiley Act, which directed that the canal be built on the USside,

would probably require an amendment if the Iroquois canal were to be on the
Canadian ,side.'

30. The Chafrman asked General McNaughton and Messrs. West and Henry to
prepare a paper on the location of the Iroquois canal and on the continuation of 14-
foot navigation. He added that if the question should arise in the joint meeting, the
Caladian answer might be that in view of the altered circumstances, a government
deçision had not been reached about continuing the 14-foot navigation.
31. Mr West said his view was that if the canal were on the US side, the minimum

reqUired in .Canada would be the maintenance of 14-foot navigation, a 300-foot
lock at Cornwall and the necessary excavation for eventual 27-foot navigation. The
1¢f0pt canal would'not, of course, be toll-free.
32. The. Cvmmittee, after further discussion:

) oted that.

(i) a new memorandum would be prepared on the location of the canal at Iro-
quois and ^econtinuation of 14-foot navigation on the Canadian side; and
(fi) lt wOWd be necessary to seek a Cabinet decision within the next few weeks
° ^e Question ôf the continuation of 14-foot navigation; and^.:
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(b) agreed that at the forthcoming joint meeting, US officials would be told, if
they enquired, that no decision had been reached by the government about the con-
tinuation of 14-foot navigation.

V.° USE OF THE ST. LAWRENCS SEAWAY BY CANADIAN 'AND FOREIGN SHIPPING

33. Mr. Isbister pointed out that bilateral treaties in force between Canada and the
United States had the effect of ensuring equal rights of navigation for purposes of
commerce' to citizens and vessels, of both countries throughout the St. Lawrence
River'and*Great Lakes. These treaties were, however, subject to the right of each
country to enact laws and regulations within its own territory so long as they were
not inconsistent with the privilege of free navigation and were applied equally and
without discrimination to the citizens and vessels of both countries. There were also
some multilateral arrangements (including the GATT) extending to other countries
the obligation on the part of the United States and Canada to permit freedom of
transit and to avoid discrimination. Canada would have a significant economic
interest in facilitating the use of the Seaway by British and foreign ships operating
between Canadian ports and ports Overseas. With the completion of the Seaway,
the potential increase in traffic for direct carriage betw

^é total overseas tradeoverseas ports would represent a significant proportion of rat-
of Canada and the United States, and it could be expected that foreign ships operat-
ing through the Seaway would carry a much greater proportion of the total Cana-
dian overseas commerce than of the total United States or overseas commerce. The
initial position of US authorities would probably be. that US regulations should
âpply,to all ships passing'through that part of the Seaway in US territory. The
opening Canadian position might be that only regulations comparable to those in
force in Canada should apply to Canadian-registered ships in the US Section of the

and 'foreign ships b foreign

Seaway and to any ship using the Seaway When destined
only for (or originating

only in) Cana( an ports. There might, however, be scrious difficulty in working out

- such arrangements, particularly in connection with security controls• The efficient
anadi

operation of the Seaway and the contribution which it would make to Ûni Cd States

economy required that some fum understanding be reached with ^ b C^adian

°at`an early 'stage regarding the use of the US portions of the Seaway Y

Seaway Y
(An explanâtory memorandum -"Use'of the St. Lawrence

I
^ t Art i ofShipping" == was circulâted)t. cle 10

34: Gtntral McNaûghton pointed out that there was some n^sht th,as oPP°S^ to
Mie Boundary Waters Treaty providcd cqual trcatment for B
Canadian-shipping.

ted that Canada might ask the United States to take steps
^3S. Mr. McLeod suggested
ato Canada by a certain date. securitY^satisfactory

Mattht►^^s pointed outthat US shipping regulations -- ap^ from

contrôlâ"= were`coniparable_ to Canadian regulations. ,. be expected that
z437: Ge»c ral MçNaugliton'said tliat in the event of a war it rrught ^ent 1o"t
questions to do with the Seaway would be worked out in the Perm
Board on'Defence.
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38. Mr. Reisman said that the United States could, by regulation, make it very
diffcult for foreign shipping to use the Seaway even if the regulations were non-
discriminatory.
39. Mr. West said he did not anticipate any difficulty through Labour regulations.
40. General McNaughton pointed out that it was unlikely that problems would

a9^,
50 ence gained .

'T^COm^'ttt `^ • ^

Pie ian atutude on the gencral question might be that in pnnci-there
was no objection to joint tolls but it was thought that in practice separatetolls ^,ould ,

work out better. :
48' Mr•``Pelletier

S^
said that Trade and Commerce was undertaking an intensiveay,of the toll question.

49. Mr,: Wtrâhô . . ''
light of ex^...4 r,s Î,^d that presumably toll arrangements could be altered in the

V1 ^^: ,^ , ^ •

^7' ^C^/nnan said that the only new point to be considered in connection
with tolls

was that of the possible amortization of the $15 million contribution
through tolls: The Canad' ' • • . .

f ever, indicating in any detail the position which Canada might take

arise through the use of channels on the US side. The US locks would be the places
where US regulations would have effect.
41. Mr. Wershof said that if a treaty with the United States was required, it would

probably take abouta year and a half to go into effect. A safeguard might be to
insist that before new restrictions were introduced by either side there be consulta-tion. On the other hand, it should be remembered that if the United States behaved
in a manner which Canada did not like it would be possible for Canada, in four or
five years, to have its own seaway.-
42. The Chairman said that since the seaway would be five-sevenths on the Cana-

dian side it was probably not necessary to give equal treatment with respect to ship-
ping, to the United States.
43. Mr. Isbister did not feel that a requirement for prior consultation would be an

adequate safeguard. The United States was now required under the GATT to afford
the oppoctunity for prior consultation.
.44.'Mr.^:Pelletier reviewed the present Canadian security regulations ;which
apPlied only in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River down to Montreal. In prac-
tice, foreign ships made their first journey into the Lakes free of checks. There wasathree-year time limit on the present Canadian law.
45. The Chalrman said that it might be possible to ask Mr. Pearson and Mr. Howebefore the Monday meeting whether the question of the use of the seaway by for-eign ships could

be discussed. At the meeting, it might be best to ask the United
States for their views of the security problem without developing our own position
too extensively..

46. The Committee, after further discussion, noted that at the forthcoming joint
meeting an effort would be made to obtain US views on the use by Canadian (andPossibly foreign) `ships of the portion of the seaway which might be in US territorywithout how • . . . .

^y,: ^ e noted tbe Chairman s remarks.
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VII- JUIY STH JOINT MEETING

joint meeting. ^ ^
, . ^

,. ..
Committee Room, to discuss the tactics which might be a opt a e u y51. It was agreed to meet on Monday, July 5th, at 11:30 a.m., in the Privy Council

• • ' d ed t th J 1 ;th

[Ottawa], July 12, 1954

CONFIDENTTAL

• ST LAWRFNCE POWER PROJECT; SPEt1AL CUSTOMS

I. .The Problem . ._ ^ ^ ^ "ç^ : : : ; ` ; ^en authorized to con-
" Commission of Ontario has and similariy• ^3::The Hydro-Electric Power, • that lie in Canadian tcrritory

struct those portions of the power project

Power Authority of the State of New York has been licensed to consw^o^ a^

^ ,POportions of the project which lie in US territory. However,
because

line,
certit

airs ne1^er
traddle the boundarY f the

^. :;ât . . . .. . . T . . ? _ ^ , ..
submit the following report and recommen
Malts ` d tions

inents, as well as ofGchals of e ep

Privy Council Officx; have consulted with Mr. Saunders and Dr. HVlanô S^ g^of the
Hydro, have considercd the advanta8es^d Sates vin thissconnection and wish tO

that might be made with the United

• th d artment of Trade and Commerce

REI.AnoNS wrM THE uNrrEn STATES

r- l:}At a meeting held on June 22n , ..
should convene an ad hoc committee of officials comprising representatives of the

departmcnts of External Affairs, Finance, National Revenue, Citizenship and ID16-

gration, Labour and Transport to consider all the implications
of any special cus-

toms and immigration arrangements that might be made ^^e ^ada-UStbound-
the movement of equipment, materials and personnel acro

power project by the
ârÿduring the course of construction of the St. Lawrence po
Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission and the

New York State Power e^or-

ity and to submit recommendations as to how this problemmrgh

t^^ro

de ei42, In accordance with this decision, representatives of theal ^and of^srt-

Secretary

Note du secrétaire du Cabinet
pour le Cabinet *

Memorandum from Secretary to Cabinet
to Cabinet ï ^ ,

, AND QNMiGRAT10N ARRANGEMENTS

• d 1954 Cabinet agreed that the undersigned

lesa indivisible components of the project s •• for conswct'on o

was Zm

pcsetical nor éfficient,to attempt to divide respons.^brlrry York 00
Canâdian' ând US portions of such components between Ontario and oeâccount by

iipurely national basis.lfiis very prac ,t^cal consrderatron val of pctober '
rothe ° International Joint Commission whosé Order of ApP
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1952, provides that total costs of the power works shall be based on Canadian costs
and United States costs and that the total shall be equally divided between the two
construction entities. In actual fact, Ontario and New York have divided responsi-
bility for construction of the various components on the basis of practicability and
of a more or less equal division of total costs to each, and not on the basis of the
international boundary.
4. The question of special customs and immigration arrangements arises now

because Ontario Hydro will shortly call for tenders for the construction of two cof-
ferdams on either side of the site where the power houses will later be erected. Both
cofferdams will lie across the boundary; but both are to be wholly constructed by
Ontario Hydro.

H. The Considerations

5. Following an enquiry by the Chairman of Ontario Hydro as to what customs
and immigration arrangements might be made by Canada and the United States to
enable materials, equipment and men to move unimpeded across the boundary dur-
ing construction of the power house cofferdams referred to above, the matter was
taken up informally with the US State Department by the Canadian Embassy at
Washington. It is now understood that the United States is prepared to waive the
normal passport and visa requirements for temporary entry into the United States
of foreign labour working on these cofferdams provided that the men are legally
landed in Canada, that their entry will be limited to geographic areas where they
should have access for the purposes of the cofferdams and that they will be
required tô wear a badge or to have some other form of identification. The United
States will also'allow any material for incorporation in the cofferdams to enter duty
^ee (although there'will be no exemption on materials to be used for approaches)
and construction equipment will be allowed to enter in bond subject to a guarantee
of ïe-expôrt on' 6mpletion of the work.
6.

With reference to US intentions in the field of customs, it must be recognizedthat it
may be relatively, easy^ for^ the United States government to expose its pro-ducers and

^n^ctors, who operate 'on a large scale with low costs, to the full
force of intirnauonal competition. The position of Canadian industry is less secure.It

might nevertheless be unfortunate, at home and abroad, if the Canadian govcrn-
menta*irid to ^'follôwing a less liberal tariff policy than the United States with
regard to ânenterprise of joint and common concern. On the other hand, because of
the factthait the average wage in the Cornwall area is considerably below the Mas-
sena level; it may be mat the US proposals regarding the waiving of normal immi-
glation requirements may work in favour of Canadian labour and to the detriment
of US labour.^ ' µ °I : .,

7. It sh0üid be noted that the US Intentions refcrred to above- relate to the power
bjy^g ^e

of
^uns. It is now understood, however, that the United States will proba-

8 t that âimilar customs and immigration arrangements be made in respectall otlier',^r,,F ,^ ,
^e^ power, works. The only decision required immediately concerns the

positionaon ^nadian Government wishes to take on special customs and immigra-
^8^inenhoweV^ ts for the construction of these cofferdams. It must be recognized,

,.^^'thë coff tti .e ams are the first part of, and will likely set the pattern for,
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other more important works: For these reasons,'the committee of officials thought
it advisable to consider the;problem in relation to the project as a whole rather than

to cofferdams alône.'
^ 8. Insofar as immigrati on requirements are concerned, there is no really serious
problem. As stated above, the margin between Canadian and US wage levels is
such that Canada could probably waive immigration requirements on a wider basis
than would likely be acceptable. to the :United States.

9. The problem is rather more complex with regard to materials and equipment. It

power houses, dams and dykes would involve much greater quant

might be well to remémber, in this connection,
(a) that government policy has consistently been to avoid federal subsidization of

hydro-electric power projects;
(b) that while some remissions (e.g., of sales tax) might improve the competitive

position of Canadian producers of materials and equipment, other remissions (e.g.,
,of customs duties) would normally work in the opposite direction;
, (c) that there have been recent precedents for making certain concessions in con-
nection with developmental projects 'of national significance (e.g., the Labrador

`railway, the oil pipeline, etc.);
"(d) that the essentially international character of 'at least a part of the work
= involved in the St: Lawrence power project appears to put that part of the work
(although not necessarily the whole project) in a special position deserving special

treatment;
(e) that it would be very difficult, if not impossible, from a purely administrative

' point of view to apply normal 'customs and immigration requirements in cases
where a single contractor undertook a project which straddled the boundary - as,
for example, the Iroquois dam or the dredging of the channels;

(f) that the cofferdams will contâin a good deal of Canadian supplies such as rock
. fill and undressed lumber, no matter what decisions are taken on duties em
and not very significant quantities of steel which would be the only important
âffected by the Canadian tariff, while the other more permanent structuresf such le

steel and concrete; and ro ect
, } J that w hile some ôf theA constrûction equipment required for the whh^^ duty11 .

( g, compressors, rock-drillin machine , d1esel rshovels and cranes,
s etc.) ^ e, ry

,
^ Jrtrucks, ple-dnvers, dredges, scows, tugs; conve ers, concrete ump , is 1°

i
iri'Canada, most of it is not., <.}i.;. ;
,.1p, The committee of ofGcialsJ considered the implications of thoen of a^y ^nd

positions - complete remission of duties and taxes or no conces
taxes on

^ and also of several tnid-way measures such as remission of ^ti f^dWi pro-

matetiâls only or equipment ônly, reduction of IIntish Preferen are of
Canada,^portionate lowering of MFN rate, remission only in cases wherVa mab

ateri
le in

nada or.where equipment is not aâclass'ôf kind^not made inCa
étc. ,

-_ %
__,s.,a„t factors^ .

,i, l l. After studying these various possibiliG ^d mar
► 'uâcturers; undesirabi

interests of , Canadian labour, contractors ,
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appeâring less liberal tariff-wise than the United States; administrative difficulty of
applying normal customs and immigration rules to works lying astride the bound-
ary; government policy regarding hydro-electric power projects; etc. -= the com-
mittee . camé to the conclusion that the most practical and defensible course of
action would be to make a distinction between the "international" and the
"national" components of the project and to waive all duties and taxes and immi-
gration requirements in respect of the former while making no concession of any
kind in respect of the latter.

12. Attached hereto as Appendix "A"t is a tentative allocation of the main works
into two such categories. Also shown are the total expenditures (exclusive of inter-
est during construction) to be made in each country on these works. The total Cana-
dian and US investment is of the order of $500 million. Of this, something more
than '$350 million will be expenditurés of an essentially "national" rather than
"international" character, clearly located on one side of the boundary or the other.
These `^national" works include both power houses, the generating equipment, the
Long Sault dacn, the dykes and all rehabilitation undertakings such as relocation of
highwaÿs; railways, bridges, towns, etc. (Incidentally, the seaway project will con-
sist entirely of "national" components of this character with the exception of dredg-
ing in the Thousand Island section). The remainder of the power project,
amounting to slightly more than $130 million for both Ontario and New York, con-
sists of work's which are predominantly "international", i.e., dredging, cofferdams
and the Iroquois control dam. The cost of that portion of these three "international"
components actually located in Canada, and to which therefore Canadian duties and
taxes would normally apply, is estimated to be $42.5 million; but this figure
includes labour and management costs and therefore the dutiable or taxable ele-
ment would be ' substantially lower than that.
M. Reconunendations
13. It is therefore recommended,

(a) tiiat all duties and taxes on materials' to be incorporated in the cofferdams
required 'for the'St. Lawrence power project and on equipment to be used in the
constnîctiôn of these cofferdams be remitted (see Appendix "B")t and that normal
wmigration requirements be waived in respect of workers (but not dependents and
camp followers) employed on these works - (in the case of duties and taxes,
remission would normally be by Order in Council; in the case of labour, employers
would be required to furnish each employee with an identification card bearing his
photogcaph and to : forward certain prescribed information concerning each such
employee to the Department of Citizenship and Immigration);
N t* without commitment (except with regard to cofferdams) as to which

worksshoûld be classed in each category, approval be given to the principle that all
duties and' taxes should be remitted and normal immigration requirements waived
boun

respect of "international" works (generally speaking, the works that straddle the

^a^o, wo

but r
^at no concession of any kind be made with regard to other or

ks; and
reccl ^at ^e^US State Department be informed that the government is prepared to

Procate in th ' • . . .matter of special customs and immigration arrangements on cof-



suggested in (b) above.,29

ferdams as set out in (a) above . and, that the Department of External Affairs be
authorized, in consultation with the government departments concerned and subject
to final. Cabinet approval, to negotiate with the State Department a reciprocal cus-

"toms and immigration agreement covering the whole power project along the fines

to Cabinet

^^ . ., .
July 13,1954

1 CABINET DOCUMENT No. 164-54
[Ottawa],

I.S. OFFICIALS NELD ON JULY 5 AN

L INTRODUCTION lofe
1. Canadian and United States officials met in Ottawa on July 5 and 6 to exp

the problems which arise out of the US proposal to participate in the constracdon
and operation of the Seaway and to fix an agenda for inter-governmental meetings

to be held at a later date.

.,2. At the conclusion of the second day's meeting, both Canadian and US o^lci^s

^approved the agenda set out hereunder for the intcr-governmental me f TS^de ^a

âreto, be held at a date and place to be.determmed by the Mlnister o
Commerce and US Secretary;of Defence Wilsôn in consultation:

DRAFT^IGENDA

1:Openng statements. ^

2: Assurances required under the Wiley 'Act.

1 3.' Contn'bution of $15 milliôn to, power entities toward meeting
cost of cha^el

,;. . ; ^
^laroement4_ _ ' ' j ` '
----v-- .

.'. Provision of 14' canals in Canadian territory., Y-

15. General views regarding policy of separate or joint tolls. li^ted by either
'6.'^Agreement on consultation before navigation works are dup

RF1,AT7ONS Wrrii THE UNPTED STATES

R.B. BRYCE

Note dü chef du Comité interministériel
sur le projet hydroélectrique et voie maritime du Saint-Laurent

pour le Cabinet

-Memorandum from Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee
on the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project,

. . . r. 1 " ... . . Y . . . .. ., . . 1 i . . . " a . . . . r . ^

. . ,
13. 1954.

-^,-^ 'E" le Gbinet, k'13 Juillet 1954lApproved by Cabinet, July^ APP^ par R l u 1954. No. 62.

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION; REPORT ON MEETINGS OF CANADIAN AND
Sr. LAWRENCE SEAWAY; U.S. PROPOSAL FOR PARTICIPATION IN

1^ country.

_I Void.Se Canada, Deprftneat of Pxternal Affaus, Pr", c cas
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7. Navigation rights and conditions on which vessels may use canals in Interna-
tional Section.

8. Effects of modified arrangements on legal situation in the light of US and Cana-
dian legislation and International Joint Commission Order.

9. Possibility of a new Canada-US agreement to embody modified arrangements.
10. Expectation of timing'of construction programme. :-
11. Other business.

II. TH E FACES
3. Attached hereto as Appendix "A" j- is a résumé of the more important develop-

ments that have taken place since the Prime Minister first discussed with the Presi-
dent of the, United States, in September of 1951, the possibility of developing the
Seaway as an all-Canadian project.

.4. It will be seen from a perusal of this Appendix that the only effective interna-
tional instruments concerning the Seaway now in existence are the Notes which
were exchanged by the Canadian and US governments on June 30, 1952. Copies of
these Notes are attached as Appendix "B".t .

ID. THE PROBLEMS

5. As â result of the meetings of officials on July 5 and 6 the United States views
(which^• were 6 ascertained in a purely tentative and exploratory fashion) might be
s^^ .up as follows:

The United States Administration is not only authorized but directed to build
canals and works'in the United States territory in the International Rapids Section
to the extent of $105 million. These works must be for navigation alone. Accord-
^gly,%,the Wiley Act'provides neither the authority nor funds required to compen-
sate Canada for the $15 million though conceivably this amount, if paid by Canada,
might be amortized in a joint toll structure which covered the Seaway from Lake
Erie to Montreal. Ttiëre was an evident reluctance on the part of the United States
officials to offer any encouragement for the continuation of 14' navigation'in Can-
ada which,*even with tolls, would tend to detract from the possibility of amortizingthe

United States investment in the "Wiley" works. As for compensation for the
destruction ^of the 14' navigation, no immediate solution could be foreseen by
United States officials. As regards the treatment of Canadian vessels, it was diffi-
cult to foresee that a Treaty could be ratified by the United States even if signed; it
was hoPed that these matters could be settled as we went along in the course of the
years• N the subject of assurances, those required under the Wiley Act were more
of a forinalitÿ; but the United States officials indicated that their Government might
wish to have an international Agreement with Canada whereby neither side would
constract paralle1 w,ork's in the International Rapids Section in the absence of full
discussions bétwcen both countries.

6' on ^e Canadian side, the importance attached to the $15 million and to the
keatmerit Of Canadian ships was underlined. It was indicated that while there was a
preference for'unilateral tolls no firm view had been arrived at. Likewise while
CanadaU8ht there was some equity in being compensated for the 14' navigation,
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no decision would be taken on this point nor, indeed, on the question of continuing
14' navigation.

$15 million cohtribution towards channel enlargéments
7. It is unlikely that the United States cân 'give, at this time, any firm undertaking

to compensate Canada for its contribution towards the enlargement of channels for
use by power and navigation' in the International Rapids Section. The best that
could be hoped for is either

(a) a United States Administration undertaking, embodied in an Executive Agree-
ment, to seek Congressional appropriation of funds or a change of legislation at a
later date, or ^ . ; . , , .

`Jb) an undertaking to compensate Canada out of tolls if Canada joins in setting the
tolls in the whole Seaway between Lake Erie and the port of Montreal. (In this

latter connection, the preliminar y opinion of the United States Assistant Attorney

General Rankin is that the Wiley Act envisages the fixing of tolls for the whole

Seawayand the rules for fixing of measurements of vesséls and the apportionment
of revenues to be three inseparable and mandatory elements under the Wiley Act.)

8. If Cabinet is prepared to accept the undertaking mentioned in paragraph 7(a),
such an undertaking might be forthcoming without much delay. At the same time,
once the United States Administration had taken reasonable steps to get the neces-
sary Congressional approval, this obligation would be discharged even if the efforts
to fulfil it were unsuccessful.

9. As regards the alternative mentioned in paragraph 7(b), Canada might find it
difficult to withdraw from the understanding to fix tolls and ship measurements and
to apportion revenues jointly unless it were prepared to forfeit the collection from
the International Rapids Section of the then remaining unpaid share of the $15 mil-
lion with interest.
,^=10. It should be noted that a corollary of the preliminary United States view on
joint tolls is probably that should Canada not agree to joint toll-fixing procedures,
the United States could not collect the amount of $15 million for Canada out of
tolls fixed in the International Rapids Section alone. In these circumstances, there
would seem to be nothing to prevent Canada from amortizmg the $15 million out
of, adjacent portions of the Canadian Seaway.

TieatmentofCanadianvessels in the Wiley" lôeks diffi-
^` 11. United States ofticials gave clear indicâtions that it would be extremely

cult to give g tees (even Hf Canada assured reciprocity) that Canadian vessels

âhëuld be able to use the "Wiley','.cânals,on terms nomore , onerous or restrictive

1" United States or Canadian vessels using Canadian canals.
(Naturally ► tolls

ration
'would not be included in such an arrangement.) From a security, imrnig' Cid
toms, economic and nav,̂ gat,̂ onal viewpoint, a Treaty approved by of such
tië reqûiied:Utited States `officials râised doubts as to the constitutionalitY
1666n which^ would ' in ^effect, deprive the United States the application

of a p^ of

. . t . ; _ .. l^ks.
its terrmtonal sovereignty when Canadian vessels use the Wlley

the^^^, . . ,. . , ^ ,
sultation12 It was - suggested' by United States officials' that, insofar as sei on an

eal th by Joinbroad sense) was concerned, this matter m^ght L. d t w^
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through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. No recommendation by this Board,
however, would be binding on the United States if it were in contravention of terms
of, say, the so-called McCarren-Walter Immigration Act.

13. Under these circumstances (which - must still be re-examined by officials
versed in the law) it seems that the most Canada could obtain from the United
States might, be an assurance (embodied in an Executive Agreement)' that the
United States government would first consult Canada before Congress passed a law
or the Administration fixed regulations affecting Canadian shipping in the "Wiley"
locks. Even 'this assurance might be difficult to obtain because of the broad field of
legislation or regulations involved.

Treatinént of third party shipping in the "Wileÿ" lockr
14.,United States ôfficials, naturally, could not give any assurances on this point.

There is little 'doubt; however, that this point is more important to Canada since
Canâdâ tmay be dependent to a large extent on foreign vessels for its commerce.
This'matter is to be studied by officials of both countries before the intergovern-
mental discussions to be held in the latter part of July. It may be that a rule of non-
discrimination will be found to be binding in both countries because of the network
of treaties of.Friendship, Commerce and Navigation. Assuming this to be so (and
assuming that Congress did not over-ride by legislation the United States treaties of
this type) Canada may find some comfort in non-discrimination but may well find
that foreign (including Commonwealth) vessels cazrying Canadian cargoes may be
seriously hampered (especially in time of crisis) when using the "Wiley" locks.
Tolls

15. It;seeméd clear from the discussions on July 5 and 6 that the United States
strongly favoured the'establishment of tolls on a joint basis. One of the arguments
advanced by US officials in favour of the joint toll system was that it might perhaps
be possible for them to devote a proportionately greater portion of the revenues
from tolls, to the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority in consideration of the fact thatthe Authority would have made a contribution of $15 million towards channel
eulazgements at the International Section. They did not see off hand how this end
could be achieved in the absence of such joint tolls. A

16. On;^e other hand ; Canadian officials made it quite clear that although no
decision had been taken by the Government on this point it seemed very likely thatCanada. would , favour unilateral tolls as being easier both to establish and tosdminister.

Contcnuanônof or" ômpcnsâtion for 14' natq^ation '
17' ^this case, as for the $15 million compensation for the enlargement of chan-

, the
thè United States might find that, on grounds of equity, a portion of the com-

pensaâ °n' m, 14
i8ht be aid to Canada. This compensation,},, P United States officials

out of^, could not be paid under the Wiley Act but might possibly be recovered
^olnftolls,' but the indication on this score was not very clear.18.Thè• ,

favo pression gained from United States officials was that they did not
^ thé continuâtion of 6v en a toll-paying 14' system on the Canadian side of theIntero"^1, ^ta on^ ^^• $ . .

pids Section as this would not only tend to perpetuate an uneco-
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nomic mode of transportation but would detract from the possibilities of amortizing
the cost of. the construction of the."Wiley" locks.

19. Cabinet will wish to decide, in the circumstances, whether 14' navigation
facilities in the International Rapids Section will be continued. If the answer is in
the affumative, Cabinet will wish to consider whether it is desirable rather than to
rebuild 14' locks, to build at Cornwall a portion of a 27-foot lock. Whether or not
14' navigation is to be perpetuated in this section of the River,- it will be a matter for
decision by the Canadian Government what lands it desires under the Ontario-Can-
ada, Agreement, - whether this Agreement 'is to be re-negotiated and what steps
shoùld be taken to water the 14' canal at Cornwall. .

20. If Cabinet decided not to continue 14' navigation in the International Rapids
Section, a decision should be reached as to what compensation should be asked of
the United States in view of Canada's waiver of this compensation as regards the
New York State Power Authority while, at the same time, holding the Province of
Ontario liable to reconstruct the 14' system.

Assurances
`21. United States officials indicated that it would be desirable for Canada and the
United States to have an Agreement or understanding whereby neither country
would duplicate facilities in the International Rapids Section without first discuss-
ing the matter fully with the other country. The reasons advanced for such consulta-
tion were that neither country would wish to do anything which would adversely
affect the joint investments in the seaway. While' such an understanding may not
affect fundamentally Canada's freedom of action, it is based on the assumption that
the seaway is a joint venture in which the United States acquires a voice. Cabinet
will wish to consider whether any assurances are to be' given or an understanding is
to 'be ceached, as to qconsultation on' future developments.

IV. ^ ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAM'AGES OF US PARTICIPATION
4,12. From the Canadian point of view, there appear to be no engineering, economic
ôr. navigation advantages in having the 'international section canals constructed in. ., . ,
US territory. rinciple

23. It must be remembered that the 1941 agreement was based on Ôn a 50150
that the whole Great Lakes-St. Lawrence basm would be developed
basis by Canada and the United Stated and it was necessary to allocate the Interna
tional Section of the St. Lawrence to the United States to compensate

for the very

extensive work done by Canada in other areas. This convincing argument in favour
place the cost

Furthermore, current estimatesof US canals has since disappearçd. ,
of constructing the canals on either side of the boundary al about ô^ ^?' d ^^ n

"so" niéwtiere' between $85'and $88 million Indeed, there is now
some

lkgb moved a fewf i , , , , , = •
that, . for engineering tcasons, the Control Dam at Iroquois may to
. .., , _ . al and l^k
miles downstrearû and, in this eventuality, it is estimated that the

^ below that of
bÿ=pââ3 this 'dam cari 0.be constructed in, Canada at a cost appreciably

constructing these facilities in the United a. .States.' }• e Act is o ne of the very fewy^^., <r i- - : .= T .•_ t r t" <: p -.. . . . ;. ; r i - ! . ,. . . ^ •

aF ^. However, the fact cannot be escâped that the Wil y

Îéa/^̂'. ..7
lative suca^:sses about which the US administration can boast

and it would no
. _ V ., .. . . . . . . .. . . . t , v e . . . - . . 7 a i .'+ a. a ) #.! t . .. a n < . . . , r . .
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doubt be a shock to the US public and particularly to the US administration if the
Canadian Government were now to erect difficulties in the way of implementation
of that legislation. There may therefore be some advantage to be gained in the
interests of harmonious Canada-US relations in not placing too many difficulties in
the way of US participation in the construction and operation of a portion of the
seaway..-. : . ,

25: It'would therefore appear that, from the Canadian point of view, the above is
the one single advantage to be gained from'US participation in construction of the

V. COST OF CANADIAN 27-Fr AND 14-Fr NAVIGATION WORKS

seaway. .

26. There 'are; however, several important disadvantages to such participation.
Thesé are briefly summarized hereunder.
(a) Canada could not be sure of full protection of Canadian and foreign shipping

destined to Canadian ports in the Great Lakes.

(b) Some âdditional expenditure (which may be greater or lesser depending on the
nature of the works undertaken) would be required to ensure continued access by
water'tô. the ^ various industries, some of which are rather important, along the
existing Cornwall canal.

(c) Canada would be losing a transport facility of considerable value which would
provide important employment opportunities to Canadian labour.
(d) In the International Rapids Section future industrial expansion would likely be

attracted to the United States where seaway navigation facilities were available
rather than in Canada where such facilities were not to be had.
(e) An increase in administrative difficulties is only to be expected if the St. Law-

rence Seaway is to be subject ' to two rather than to one national authority.
(f) In.view of developments since the Fall of 1951, a majority of Canadian public

opinion °might react unfavourably if the so-called "all-Canadian" seaway was not
now brought to fruition.

27• The estimatéd cost of the various components of the Canadian 27-ft navigation
works, from' Montreal to I.alce Erie, exclusive of interest and of the $15 million
contribution' towards enlargement of channels in the International Section, are asfollows:' .g t v
(a) L^ (âô powâ
ro) 8^,^;, , d:Vd0PL) $122,500.000
(e) Lake St, Pmad, 47,1W.000
(0 Inteftfinwil 4.500,000

i;l - 1ab 'i0. 30n
Sauh c2o.1 A.

,
8

00 0

the the Unrted States takes on the construction of the two canals and locks in

14.500,000
(t) Wenand 2.000.000

^1 I-- I 1 1., . y ^ % 1 ppp,ppp
iô, jf 1`".1,^,•y^ { ^ Total: 5263,100,000

luteniâtionâl^SpF'flun and dredging in the Thousand Islands section, the esti-mated ^âdian °
nUllloyh°' . ..'.^ y._., a . ,. . ^ . . , 1,cost of these works should be deducted from the total of $263.1
follôw. ^f ened: to in paragraph 27, but to this reduced total should be added the.

rog expenditures if 14ft . . . . . .. navigation is to oc continued on the Canadian side:
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Maintenance of 14-ft. locks and canal at Cornwall $ 14.300.000

Maintenance of 14-ft. lock and canal at Iroquois 1,000,000

Add reduced amount for 27-ft works - 166,100,000

Total: $181,400,000

29.` In the event the! government, agrees that the United States and not Canada
should proceed withI at least a portion of the works in the international section of
the river, one plan that has commended itself to the Canadian officials concerned
would involve US construction of the Long Sault canal and locks - Canadian and
US estimates are almost identical on this portion -, Canadian construction of the
Iroquois canal and lock since this can be done much more cheaply in Canada and,
in addition, excavation of a 27' channel:and construction of half a 27' lock in the
dyke in Canadian territory just above Cornwall, which works would be linked with
the existing 14' canal below the dyke. The cost of proceeding with this 27' con-
struction in the dry would be four or five times less than if undertaken later when
levels had been raised in the power pool. Furthermore, this plan would enable the
Canadian 27' navigation works to be completed with maximum speed and mini-
mum engineering inconvenience whenever such action'appeared to be warranted.
The Canadian expenditures involved under this arraiigement would be as follows:

Iroquois canal and lock $14,500,000
Excavation of 27 ehannel ` z5W•000

Half 2T lock in dyke 14,000,000

13nk between lock and 14' canal 500,000

Expropriation of lands 4,5O0.000
3600,000

Add otber Canadian 2T works , 1 66, 100,000

Total:- 5=100.000

The economics of this plan are set out in syüoptic form in Appendix "C" hereto.t
30. It should perhaps be noted that two 27' canal systems could be constructed in

the International Rapids section - one on either side of the river - at a total cost
of approximately $175 million. Although a twin lock canal system capable of han-
dling as much traffic as two separate single canals could be built for appreciably
less either in Canada or in the United States, the $175 million referred to above is
less than the total costs allocated to navigation in the International Rapids section

'there , is every indication that it will beunder the ,1941 Agreemént., Furthermore,
' .

. few yeazs aft'r it
necessaryto double the capaclry of the single 27 system in a very to
has been completed. At that time, ol/ course, thought will also have to be given

doubling the capacity of Welland ($100 million) and Lachine ($40 rnillion).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND REC0INMENDATIONS
main alternative

31. The Committee has 'reached the conclusion that there are two
idedcourses of action open to Canada, the choice of which must be dec o i^° Unôf

`of broad policy, and several important questions of detail to be settled
thcse courses is followed.

32. The main issue is to décide whether Canada should plan to build the S cas on
herself in the Intcrnational Rapids'aréa, fnding excuses to delay a

nite de
hould be

ûntil'after thë American électi
whi h they t

he^edemf

main cent s must
anals in

âôught with the United States under Y woüld

âéction with adequateiafegûards for Canadian interests. This central issue
t ! .
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decided mainly in the light of the probable effect which a Canadian decision to "go
it alone"; would have on Canadian-American relations. All other considerations
favour this course of action, but some members of the Committee feel that it would
cause .very serious harm to the general attitude toward Canada in the Administra-
tion and Congress, after the very heavy political effort that has been made to get
Congressional approval for what they regard as a cooperative venture. If the United
States.turned down proposals advanced by Canada that public opinion, and Con-
gress, would regard as reasonable, then it might be possible to go it alone after the
election without much danger to general Canadian-American relations. The only
issue on which it seems possible to get such a productive disagreement would be a
firm stand by Canada that the United States must get immediately (in 1955) author-
ity to" make the $15 million payment to the power entities on our behalf, perhaps
coupled with insistence on protection of the rights of Canadian shipping in the US
canals by a special treaty. By making a firm stand on these two conditions we
might succeed in preventing agreement before November and paving the way for a
solely Çanadian venture.
33. If, on'the ôther hand, it is decided to seek âgreement with the United States on

an arrangement in which they would participate, it is suggested it might be found
along the following lines:
(a) Canada would construct the small canal around the Iroquois dam. The new

location of the dam makes' this 'more economical than the present US proposal. By
constructirig this'dam Canada makes it much easier and less expensive at some time
in future to have a Canadiàn seaway by duplicating on the Canadian side the main
canal arôund the power-house when the traffic situation justifies that. Moreover the
constniction'of this dam would justify our paying the $15 million to the power
companies, which is for dredging above and below. this dam, and to collect tolls on
it to'psÿ the' cost of such dredging.

The United States could robabi not agreep y to our doing this, as Congress had
directed 'therti to do it in the Wiley Act, but they would probably not duplicate it
an&woûld âccept the situation as leaving them with the main canal, and an essen-
nal linkin'the whole seaway, which is what Congress really wanted.
N Canada should ask for United States agreement in principle to the entry into a

treaty, ^rhch would ensure to each country that the other would not put restrictions
(otber tban tolls)' On the use of its canals (or boundary waters) 'more oneivus than
those imposed by the other country without mutual agreement. This would cover
^e whôle seawaY from the Gulf to Lake Superior, and apply to customs, immigra-tion, shi , • t _ ,,, PPing and security laws and regulations.

The, United States may be reluctant to enter into such a treaty, though there is
some chance they would agree if it is reciprocal, as proposed above, and perhaps if
they rece1Yed certain assurances regarding security regulations to safeguard againstp sssibl /

introduction of atomic bombs in foreign ships. It might be necessary toyY !A taü:

^ct,the application of this treaty to US and Canadian vessels. If the UnitedStatés^ will notsho ,., , gree to-a treaty, it will be necessary to decide whether Canada
^ Sa,,,.,. ..^d t^sfied with something less, such as an undertaking to consult before
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applying new restrictions, and this decision will presumably depend on how much
,we wish to secure agreement on a cooperative venture rather than "go it alone".

(c) In iegârd to tolls; Canàda N should agree only to study the question of joint
versus separate tolls, making no commitment and indicating that at present the
Canadian view is that separate tolls'^ are more practical and to be preferred. It
'appears that the United States Congress was'most interested in getting the maxi-
mum United States voice in setting of tolls, and the United States may be expected
tôpress ffor joint tolls, but they have no real argument for this nor bargaining power
in getting Canada' to agree to it.

(d) Canada should be prepared to give, through the Seaway Authority, the neces-
'saryfo'rmal assurances that she is proceeding with the rest of the seaway, but
'should make no undertakings, beyond agreeing to consult in advance, regarding the
construction of parallel facilities in future.

(e) The United States should be informed of Canada's intentions with regard to
the construction of facilities to continue 14' navigation and prepare in advance for
later construction of a full 27' canal on the Canadian side when conditions warrant
parallel canals. (The substance of this is discussed below).

34. If it is agreed to proceed cooperatively with the United States, it is necessary
then to decide whether or not facilities will be constructed to continue 14' naviga-
'tion on the 'Canadian side for the "canallers" and whether, and to what degree,
preparation will be made now for building a'27 Canadian canal at Cornwall in the
future. On these related mattcrs the Committee's conclusions are as follows:

f rouch

'maJor works are undertaken now, as propo + 14' navl,
sÛvction of a2T canal ontheCanadianside; the extra cost of preserving uois
galion -would be quite small and would setm to be justified if the canal at Iraq
were on the Canadiari side, as proposed. • dam at the

flowing in the old 14 can ow +
industry there and preserve the water table under that city. If, however, certain

^r; ^# • j sed below in preparation for future con-

pnew,14: cânals. It is necessary, however, to make some expenditure to
' • • ' a1 bel the new dam in front of Cornwall, to serve the

(a) The construction of 14. 114Y Y" on ^ po StMct
expenditure on it, even though Ontario is obligated under its agreement tkeeco

n W er

not im rtant enough to Jusü y

^Thé excavation of a Zr channel in the pool above the m^n
,'") future Canadiân 2 canal would cost about $21/2 million if dones^ to' the in later,

tloodin 'c:om = with an é.stimated SS million if done by dmdgdent to

Evén `aftér allowing f6r compound interest on the cost, it would se.em prudent
case, that#,., be the

theypôol immediately. above Cornwall. d later conswcting a

"ûndërtalce 'this excavation now if there is any chance, as seems tting
Canada will later build a 27' canal.` This'has the additional value of Perm'

devel(Pment ôf `dock facilities for industry Yand commerce on the Canadian side in

` dent; if there Is any chance of Cana a^^?c)' It also appears pru , uired. Ontario will have
ZT 'ca:iâl atÇornwall, to acquire the land that would be rcq over to
aotne of th^s 140 after completing their construction, wluch they can t ro riating
ûs,` and could atquiré the additional parcels trquired when they are eXp pland, at a
the lârge^amôunts they need. Canada would have to pay for this adl ^`'s ri^and

cost of puha^ps $4 112 million now, but will be able tu lcase it untr
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the cost of acquiring it later after further development of the area would likely be
much higher than the present cost.

(d) The most expensive work involved in preparation for future construction of a
Canadian 27' seaway (and continuation of 14' navigation in the meantime) would
be the construction, within the large dyke to be built north of the power house dam,
of a portion of the upper Cornwall lock eventually required there. This is estimated
to cost about $14 million if constructed at the time the dyke is built, and about
$171/2 million if constructed later. If the 27' canal were not constructed until ten
years or more after the preparatory work is done, compound interest on the original
cost would exceed the saving due to engineering advantages; On the other hand,
however, the existence of this preparatory work and of a Canadian canal at Iroquois
would reduce to quite reasonable dimensions the additional cost necessary to finish
a 27' canal 'on the Canadian side at Cornwall when traffic grows to the point where
it is jûstified, or if restrictions on the use of the US canal are found to be a serious
obstacle to Canada securing the full benefits of the seaway as a whole. On those
grounds£the Committee feels warranted in recommending it.
35. If it is decided to continue 14' navigation at Cornwall by making some prepa-

rations for.27' navigation, and to put the 27' canal in Canada at Iroquois, Ontario's
obligâtions under her agreement with Canada are complicated and not entirely
clear. Moreover, by waiving any claim on New York for a share of the cost of,. , . .
m1^8 W=obligatlons, Canada has weakened her moral claim for Ontario pay-
mg the full cost of continuing 14' navigation. On the whole it would seem reasona-
ble in thése circumstances to work out some compromise with Ontario, perhaps by
ws!vin8 the portion that New York would have paid but for our earlier waiver made
in order to secura approval by the International Joint Commission.'m

R.B. B RYCB

C.D.HJVoI. 84

L'ambassadeur aiâ États-Unis
'au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

I

d

^, F.;

.,,
: Ambassador in United States

',f^T, ,, ,. to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

WA-1306 Washington, July 26, 1954
^^

Referencé: Our ^leg^ WA-879 of May 19.tF j
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wtm SG dered this o- on July 13. 1954 but deferred decision until late July
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ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: UNiTED STATFS PAR-ncirA-rwcv

During the most recent phase of the St. Lawrence issue we have deliberately
refrained from commenting, since we doubted whether we had sufficient knowl-

made on the seaway this year. If notlung whatsoevcr v
the reasons for it, would inevitably,'ewe think, be brought to light by one of the- . . -A- -2 ! .s._ e. T n.vfPr,ce nroiect and

the United States side unul aftcr the S o ovem .
we imagine 'in Canada as we11-, expects that some start, however slight, will be

• ere to be done, that fact, and

actlon, one result wou no p Ps
way in the International Rapids Section would be taken on either the Canadian or

• ' ' A. f N ber Public opinion here - and

' ld be that racucal stc to art on wi u

Rapids Sectuon in accordance w^ e tetms o
lcgisladon. If ,the Canadian' Government were to adopt this alternative course of

• th b ilding the sea-

opposed tu e
•th th g f t ^s^ United States• ' . . he rccently P

tunk, to conceal until GA e
th U'tuted States ` büildin the navigation works in the International

3. In the first Place,' it would be difficult, almost to the point of impossibility, we

• ' âft th N vember élections are over that Canada was

dons can be justified.
between the two countries. We doubt very much whether such sanguine expecta-

possi e o po
.%A-% after the elections to build ' the seaway alone without damaging relations
IL- 'bl t find ints of "productive• disagreement" which would enable Can-

t'1 after the United States elections in November. It is au sugge
si UV en

• • • ' al sted that it might

net, e
•d i th 'ver and to that end should find excuses to delay a definite decision

th first is that Chnada should plan to build the Seaway wholly on e ana• th C dianZ: Of the two alternative courses of action suggested in the memorandum to Cabi-
who are concerned with the at. I.awrence Scaway.
whether it would be useful to circulate this message to those in other departments

the alternative solutions now being considered that we tlu you rrug agai

tri have our views before final decisions are taken.' You will know better than we

references t^ possible effects on relations between Canada and the United States of
• 'nk ht 'n wish

dum to Cabinet which we understand is to bë considered tomorrow makes so many

edge of the engineering and economictproblems involved to participate helpfully in
the detailed discussions you have been having in Ottawa. However, the memoran-

a decision as to whether the canals in the Intcrnation p^
built by Canada or the United States could• be quietly postponed u^olthet l^in oof

many newspapermen here wno are micrestcu in .,,c S.. --»••--- --
knowledgeable about it. For that reason we think it would be deludedi ri^uld^be

• • al Ra ds Sec

Uâitéd Stetes public opinion and to Congrrss. Conccw a by,
tion; could not, aceeptbut wluch wo ^^ l such points of A.
tiônâ to be taken by the Canadian Crovernment which the Unit

• • ^d end themselves as reasonable toa-

Canada, : after the November elections had been he ,
points are defined as pos'-

decided to build the seaway in Canadian territory. ^^ Po -A States Ad^nistra-

44. Intrinsic to this alternative, as ° we understand it, is the poss^ able
ints of "productive disagreement" with the United States which w^â it had

po • 1d to announce

acxount in our , telegram WA •89? of May 19.
'bility of hnding

eïnber: Such a course, in our opinuon, wou,u aunnust w•^^., ._--
publie outcry in this country. which we mentioned as a possibility to be taken into
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greement might be found. But we are convinced that neither of the points men-
tioned in the memorandum to Cabinet fall within the terms of definition.
; 5. It is suggested, first, that, although the Administration almost certainly could
not undertake to pay the $15 million for channel enlargement, the equity of Can-
ada's claim that this responsibility should be assumed by the United States if it
wishes to.build the canals in the International Rapids Section, would be recognized
by public opinion in this country. Without questioning the fairness of the Canadian
position on this issue, we would despair of presenting it to public opinion here in a
way.that would seem to provide clear-cut justification for rejecting the United
States, proposal. Some of _ us in this mission have had more experience with the
labyrinths,of_the St. Lawrence Seaway than all but a very small proportion of the
United States public. But we cheerfully admit that we usually have to hesitate a
moment and collect our thoughts before being able to explain, with any degree of
clarity, how this $15 million item arose and why it should be paid by the United
States: To draw Fa clear thread of argument through the various complicated agree-
ments in a way that would carry conviction to public opinion in this country would
be a disheârtening assignment for even the most redoubtable Canadian propagan-
dist; in;ôur^opinion.

6. The other Canadian position mentioned as a possible point of "productive disa-
8reement"• is perhaps easier to present in simple terms. We would like Canadian
ships to pass through the locks on the United States side of the river as if they were
Passing through ° Canadian locks. That is understandable enough. But it must be
remembered that the ,United States position is also simple. It runs something like
this."Môst of the Canadian wheat that is shipped east from Fort William passes
through the MacArthur locks at the Sault in United States territory. You have never
experienced any serious difficulty there, so why should you require additional guar-
antes'of.unimpeded right of passage through the Wiley Locks? Moreover, what
you are seeking is a treaty that is quite unprecedented. Not content with national
Ireatment in the Wiley Locks, you want Canadian law to apply in one strip of
United States, tenitory:", If the arguments were joined in something like that fash-
ion, as w^ ^Leve it would be, we doubt very much whether public opinion here^.^...:F.
could be Pe^aded that the Canadian case was more reasonable than that advanced
d,by the A••stration. Accordingly, we think that both of the points of "productive
sa8reément"-t6t have been suggested fall to the ground as failing to meet the

SPecifIcations. In brief, we believe that it would be mistaken to think that negotia-
fions between the two countries could break down on either of these issues without
azous!ng in the United States wide public criticism of Canada.
7• From the ,

point of view of Canadian-United States r^clations, the second alterna-
five pro Posed in the memorandum to Cabinet seems to us to be considerably less
sl^gero^.`We can see that the proposal to build the Iroquois canal on the Canadian

of the;river, would have a number of advantages.
(a) It would dosomething to satisfy those in Canada who believe that an all-

Canadiau Seaway should be built at all costs.
(b) It â*t:.

d^iaou1d leave less work to be done on the Canadian side of the river if it were^at,so.me' lât J da • • •er te to duplicate the canais on the United States side.
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(c) It `would ënâble Canada to withdraw its claim that the United States assume
responsibility for the $15 million to be paid towards channel enlargement.

(d) The cost of a Canadian canal might be somewhat less than the cost of a United
States canal at Iroquois. Moreovér, it might prove that, if a Canadian canal at Iro-
quois were - not duplicatéd across the river, public opinion in the United States
would not bé disturbed by this changé in the programme of construction indicated
in" the legislation recently 'passed by Congress. To all but a few initiates, it might
then seem that the intent of the legislation was being implemented, since large and
important navigation works would be' constivcted in United States territory and
since the United States and Canada would be cooperating in building the Seaway.
Nor ' do we think that those ` particularly' in upper New York State, who might
oppose any'such modification of the Wiley Scheme, would easily be able to whip
up widespread public feeling against it.

8. The situation, however, would be very different if parallel canals were to be
built simultaneously at Iroquois. The oddity of such an outcome would be bound to
attract widespread notice in the United States, and Canada would be blamed for
insisting on duplicating a canal for which full provision had already been made in
the legislation approved by Congress. From the conversations which Wershof had

in Washington last week, we gather that the lawyers on the United States side are
cônvinced that the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation here could not
legally drop such a substantial item as the Iroquois canal from its construction pro-
gramme. Conceivably, however, the United States authorities might be induced not
to go forward with a duplicate canal if confronted in fact with a decision by Canada
to build the navigation facilities at Iroquois on the Canadian side. In any case, we
think that a decision on the - second alternative mentioned in the memorandum to
Cabinet should be taken in the full light of the probable consequences on opinion in
the United States if the upshot of these negotiations were the construction of an the
canals contemplated in thé Wiley Legislation and in addition construction of a
,Canadian canal at Iroquois.

" We'ôf course a' that Canada shonld reserve the right to conswct 27' ^^s
9. ^ ^ by the needs

on theCânadian side of the river at any time that they may be required
of traffc in the St. Lawrence either because of growth in the volume of tonnage or
bëcaûse of an ôttier dévelo mcnts that may be operating to deprive Canada of the

full benéfits' f thé Seaway.. _ .^ .x

s:-i 1: .-_.
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions. . ^{
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ST.. LAWRENCB SEAWAY; PROPOSAL FOR U.S. PART[CIPATION

3. The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of July 13th, said
that legal officers of the Canadian and U.S. governments had met in Washington on
July^23rd, to elucidate legal problems involved in the draft agenda for the forth-
coming intergovernmental ineetings on the United States proposal to participate in
the construction and operation of the St. Lawrence Seaway. It seemed clear, from
the reports which had been received of these meetings, that there was practically no
chance of obtaining U.S. ratification of a treaty which would guarantee to Canadian
and othér shipping destined to Canadian ports in the Great Lakes treatment no
more onerous than that which applied to U.S. shipping in Canadian canals.
-Notwithstanding this, it was important not to turn down on unreasonable

grounds the U.S. proposal for participation in construction of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way. It should always be borne in mind that, legally at least, it might be possible
for the U.S. Administration to have cancelled the licence granted by the Federal
Power Commission* to the New York State Power Authority. If this were to come
about,'there would be no Seaway since the power project was an essential prerequi-
site to its 'construction.

The Wiley Act wàs predicted on the principle of co-operation between the St.
Lawrence Seaway Authority and the United States Seaway Corporation: Such co-
operation could obviously only take place in the International Section of the St.
Lawrence River. Consequently, if the United States found it impossible to assume
respônsibilitylor the contribution of $15 million towards certain channel excava-
Uons to be undertaken by the power entities in this Section, then it seemed to him
that the Canadian government would be justified in informing the United States
that Canada would construct the short canal and lock required to by-pass the Iro-
quois côntrol ; datnand would collect sufficient tolls on this canal to amortize its
cost plus the $15 million contribution during the 50-year period prescribed by theSt.

Lawrence1Seaway Authority Act. The Iroquois canal and lock could be con-
swcted in Cariadian territory for something less than $14 million. This would still
llave the main canal and locks and the power houses to be built by the United
States at i cost of approximately $70 million. If this were done, he did not think
that there; was ; any real need to continue the 14-foot canal system at Cornwall,
beyond ensuring : continued access by. water to the industries located along the
banks of this canal;'nor. to do, now certain preparatory works required to provide
eventuallya second 27-foot system on the Canadian side at Cornwall.
4. In the course of discussion, the following points emerged: '
(a) Tbe United States legal officers who had participated in the Washington dis-

cussions'af 'Julyj 23rd, (Mr. Brucker, General Counsel of the Department of
^^ ^►^ Mr^ R^kin, Assistant Attorney General; and Mr. Yingling, of the U.S.

DePartmént) had been rather unreceptive to the suggestion that Canada mightconstlixi the,

fio^
Irôquois canal and retain responsibility for the $15 million contribu-

U S had Pointed but that the Wiley Act not only authorized but directed the
fiott rP°^tlon to'construct all the navigation facilities in the international sec-
^e and to do the drrdging requirtd in the Thousand Islands. In the circumstances,y did â^¢^ b ,

.. ow the United States could agree to forego construction of the
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Iroquois canal. Notwithstanding this attitude of the U.S.'legal officers, it was sug-
igested that the United States might be informed that the Canadian government pro-
, posed to construct the navigation works at Iroquois and, if such construction were
- indeed undertaken by Canada, it was thought that the United States would likely
not proceed with construction of duplicate facilities in U.S. territory.

(b) Although it had been indicated to U.S. officials participating in the Canada-
^ United States discussions of July 5th and 6th in Ottawa that the Canadian govern-
ment would likely favour unilateral tolls in preference to a joint toll system, it
,might be possible to reach an agreement on the relative relationship of tolls to be
imposed on various commodities, it"being understood that actual rates would be
determined independently by each authority,, taking into account the total capital
investment and operating and maintenance charges to be amortized. It was noted
that although the Wiley Act stipulated that a rather complicated procedure of public
hearings and appeals would apply to unilateral tolls, no provision was made for the
application of this procedure to joint tolls. On the other hand, it was suggested that
it would perhaps be in the best interests of Canada to have the toll; fixed unilater-
ally, as +it would then be possible for the Seaway Authority to fix its own tolls
within the framework of its governing statute without any interference by the U.S.
.Corporation. Unilateral tolls would have the added advantage of avoiding the com-
plications which might arise if an attempt were made to establish an agreed interna-
.tional toll structure. In any event, for bargaining purposes at least, it would seem
preferable to suggest to the United States, in the first instance, that the Canadian
government favoured imilateral tolls.

(c) It seemed unlikely, that the United States could or woûld ratify a treary which
would ensure that Canadian shipping in U.S. canals would be subject to treacnie°t
and conditions no more onerous than those which applied to U.S. shipping in Cana-
dian canals. However, it .would probably be possible to reach an executive agree-
ment with the United States to the effect that neither government would malte any

.change in its own rules governing navigation in the Seaway without prior consulta-
fion with the other.
^(d) There was some_indication that a majority of Canadians favoured construction
of the Seaway entirely in Canada. In the circumstances, it was for consideration

^whether it would not be' possible/to delay,, decision in this matter
until after the

forthcoming : Congressional elections, .when ^ a decision to proceed w f^ ^^ ^e

Canadian Seaway could be taken vïrith minimum adverse political ef

United States.
A o,' if the P1

=^.(e .There ^ might be some delay, in completion of the Scaway Ô^^lpâ e

-.Quebec delayed much longer its decision as W whcther or not it would p

in'the construction ofa joint power-navigation project at
Lachine. In the circu"'

;stancxs, Canada should hasten preparation of the engineering p
lans for consw

of the navigation works alône and then inform the Premier
of Quebec that if^ did

not feel disposed to proceed now with the power project, of ^ av g üon works.
.vvould immediately: commtnceIndependent construction

(f)

d

Th= séemed to be no doubt that; `undet the terms of the Constitut' ^utnes

`and foreshore of that portion of the St. Lawrence River lying within the
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it

le

of

of the Province of Quebec belonged to the Crown in the right of the province.

International Section of the River.

However, from decisions which had been rendered in the past by the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, it seemed clear that the Federal government could
expropriate provincial property for works which were to the general benefit of
Canada. .

(g) It was noted that the forthcoming intergovernmental meeting with the United
States would be held in Ottawa on Thursday, August 12th. It had been ascertained
that U.S. Secretary of Defence Wilson would not attend and it was very unlikely
that U.S. Secretary of State Dulles would find it possible to participate in the talks.
In all' likelilïood, the U.S. delegation would be headed by Deputy Secretary of
Defence Anderson..^.. . .
5. The Cabinet, noted the various suggestions made during the course of discus-

sion, of the 'stand to be taken by Canada during the forthcoming intergovernmental
meeting on United States participation in the construction and operation of the St.
Lawrence Seaway and agreed that, as a minimum position, the Canadian represen-
tatives should indicate that the Canadian government proposed to construct in Can-
ada the short canal and lock to by-pass the Iroquois control dam and to collect, in
tolls, revenues sufficient to amortize the cost of this dam plus the $15 million to be
contributed by the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority towards channel excavations to
be undertaken by Ontario Hydro and the New York State Power Authority in the

;.-

. Note du secrétaire du Cabinet
pour le Cabinet

Mtmorandum from Secretary to Cabinet
to Cabinet

CABM DOCUMENT No. 174-54 Ottawa, August 9, 1954
td, .

i. .

Coftp,NTpt;

lit, 1 ^ • ^ ` ' ° i ST. LAWRENCE SP.AWAY PROJECTThé S't,' _ ,^ ^

hereun ^^ of State for External Affairs has asked that the documents listed
r^^appended hereto relating to the St. Lawrence Seaway Project be cir-culated ^'^° ° ^ ^

'deration:
(a) D^t mémorandûm of instructions to Canadian representatives who will par-

.
tici a^ • `'

pthe Aûgust 12 discussions with U.S. representatives;

' "' ,.mEmoire on Canadian position; and
^t Note to tnodify Notes exchanged on June 30, 1952.^µ

^^Y^^ ^ts;a summary showing the estimated costs involved in the various
of=$'#: - I. be followai in connection with the continuance or
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fil
C
al

navigation facilities are constructed in U.S. rather than in Canadian temtory.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

discontinuance of existing 14-ft facilities at Cornwall in the event the main 27-ft

ada.bmld the canal and lock at Iroquos, acguire now ralm
e mi req

• • • the necessary lands in the Interna
Th 'rumum' uirement for the protection of these interests is d^at Cana

in anticipation of the talks to be held at Ottawa with United States
.representatives on the St. Lawrence Seaway on August 12, 1954

sanie time, the essential Canadian interests. (The minimum requirement for the

Purpose of the Meeting
The object of the United States representatives is to secure the concurrence of

the Canadian Government in the construction, operation and maintenance of A the

navigation works in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River on

,United States soil in accordance with the Wiley Act.

2. The object of the Canadian negotiators will be to seek a satisfactory modifica-

tion of the International Arrangements now existing between Canada and the

United States (embodied mainly in an Exchange of Notes dated June 30, 1952) in

order to meet as far as possible the United States wishes while protecting, at the

protection of these interests is that Canada build the canal and lock at Iroquois.)

(Possible alternatives-new portions underlined)

Alternative A da

tiônal Rapids Section for the future construction of 27-foot faciliUes in
water the 14-foot canal- and build a turn-around basin at Crnwall.

Alternative B
for. t^ tection of thé---ce interests is that Canada

nitnum • ment ro
€'`^ mi ^^ p lands in the Interoa
,build the canal and lock;at Iroquois, acquire now the necessary

• ' f t )7-foot facilities in
tional Rapids Section and do now some excavations for u ure
Cânada; water the 14-foot canal and build a turn-round basin at Cornw^l•

_,. ne minimum requirement for the protection o es A in the Interna-,. • • f of, e interests is that
Alternative G rnada

build the canal and lock at Iroquois, acq excavation
stional Rapids Section and do now som e for future 127-foot facilities in

Canada and continue 14-foot naviAation facilities throu h the International RaL

[Ottawa], August 9, 1954

DRAFT MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANADIAN NEGOTIATORS

a

I
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Alternative D

The minimum requirement for the protection of these interésts is that Canada
build the canal and lock at Iroquois, acquire now the necessary lands in the Interna-
tional Rapids Section and do now some excavations for future 27-foot facilities in
Canada,continûe 14-foot navigation facilities through the International Rapids Sec-
tion and build part of a 27-foot lock at Cornwall.

General Considerations
3. Under the present Arrangements of June 30, 1952 for the construction in Can-

ada of the whole Seaway between Lake Erie and Montreal, Canada would have
complete control of St. Lawrence Basin commerce destined to 'and from Canada
and the United States. If the "Wiley" works are to be built, it appears that, because
of the inability of the United States to give additional treaty guarantees satisfactory
to Canada, Canadian shipping and trade passing through the "Wiley" canals will be
entirely subject to United States laws and regulations notwithstanding that by far
the larger part of the St. Lawrence navigation system will have been built by Can-
ada and that, in'any event, Canada could build the whole 27-foot Seaway physically
in its own tenitory,while the United States could not.
4. It is probable that the United States negotiators will seek to diminish the impor-

tance of the International Arrangements of June 30, 1952. They are likely to argue
that the Canadian undertakings then given were unsolicited and unilateral Canadian
Acts. This is contrary to the facts. United States officials in 1951 declared that if
the United States were to agree in a joint development of the power phase, Canada
must undertake to develop all the seaway in Canada. Indeed, in a Note of January
11, 1952,^'the United States Secretary of State said that should Congress not
approve the' 1941 Agreement soon, the United States would join Canada in refer-
6g the project to the International Joint Commission "on the understanding" thatthe Canadian Government was prepared to proceed with the construction of the
Seaway as soon as appropriate arrangements could be made for the construction of
the power phase. In the June 30, 1952 Exctiange of Notes, Canada informed the
United States fthat when "all arrangements have been made to ensure the comple-
fion of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project" Canada would construct the
1ocks and ' canals on the Canadian side of the boundary between, Lake Erie and
Montreal:,Ttns undertaking was supplemented by two additional ones. By the first,
%e New York State Power Authority was relieved of the cost of reimbursing Can-ada for half o f-

e 'cost of the destruction of the 14' canal (i.e. about $7 1/2 million
%ougb Ontario .pçobably is still bound to pay either this ^nount or the whole cost
underthepn'^64CA^ada Agreement of 1951). By the second undertaking, Canada
a^ ^t^ntribûte $15 million toward channel enlargements. On the same day,namel" ^►'.Y^ 01^e 3 .1952, the` Acting United States Secretary of State declared that his^G oVe ^.,. ^ .
s^^ ^^¢ôpproves the arrangements set forth in your Note". This clearly con-
bWltes an International Arrangement between both countries whereby Canada shall"

'De"whole"Seaway between Lake Erie and Montreal. It is this Arrangement
United e^iiadian negotiators will be asked to modify in order to allow the

S^es to build part of this Seaway on United States territory and to provide,
•. .! 1i3'. . . ^ . . .

, .



at the saine time, satisfactory guarantees for shipping, either Canadian or destined
to and, from Canadian ports.'

Tactics
5.A. s agreed at the inéeting of officials held in Ottawa on July 5 and 6, the draft

agenda for'the meeting ôf August 12 will be the following: `

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Opening statements.
2. Assurances req uired ûnder the Wiley Act.
3. Contribution of S15 million to power entities towards meeting cost of channel

.. 'enlargements:

4. Provision` of 14' canals in Canadian territory.
5. General views regarding policy of separate or joint tolls.
6. Agreement on consultation before navigation works are duplicated by either

country.
7., Navigation rights and conditions on which vessels may use canals in Interna-

tional Section.
8. Effects of modified arrangements on legal situation in the light of US and Cana-
-`• dian legislation and International Joint Commission Order.
9.` Possibility of a new Canada-US agreement to embody modified arrangements.
10.-Expectation of timing of construction programme.
11. Other business.
6. From the information now at hand, it appears almost certain that the United

States will not be able to give a firm undertaking to contribute $15 million to the
power entities; it will not favour.the perpetuation of the 14' canals in Canadian
territory; it will advocate joint tolls;, it will seek an Agreement for consultation
before duplicate navigation works are begun in either,country in the International
Rapids Section; and, most important, it will be unable to give satisfactory guaran-
tees, for ^ navigation rights.
'7. In these circutnstances, the Canadian negotiators should state that the Canadia
Government fully, âappreciates the difficulty in which the United States Government
is placed by'the veryatermsAof the Wiley Act and, of course, by the political siroa-
tion in the unit cd States and that the Canadian Government is therefore anxious to

meet the United States' wishes (within reasonable limits. However, in view of the

inabili tY_ of the, United States tô meet more important Canadian re9uests, particu"
.

larly those related to navigation rights, to the $15 million contribution
and to com-

,^.. .
pensation for the lossof 14-foot navigation to be sustained by Canada, and in view

of the political `situation in' Cànadâ,A the Canadian negotiators
should indicate that

tln:`Canadiai Government cânnot do' more than agree to modify the Arrangements

contained in the Exchange of Notes 'of June 30, 1952, in the following sense:
w E, . , > $.J, < : I . , , . , , ; § , , , 27-foot navigation

The Canadian Government will construct all the necessary

works between Lake Eriey and the port of Montreal on the Canadianc me ?etion
International Bound^ as nearly

as possible concurrently with the p
• t'on of the dredg.

of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project with the exce
withIng in the Thousand Islands Section and the construction of a side canal
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one guard gate and two locks for 27' navigation in the vicinity of Barnhart
Island. In agreeing to forego its undertaking and obligations under the existing
Arrangements, the Canadian Government wishes to declare that, as soon as it
considers that traffic conditions warrant (e.g. if physical capacity becomes inad-
equate or if movement of Canadian shipping or trade were otherwise seriously
impèded), its present intention is to duplicate 27-foot navigation facilities on
Canadian soil in the vicinity of Barnhart Island. In other respects the Notes of
June,30, 1952,` shall remain unchanged. Canada will make the contribution of
$15 million towards channel enlargements and recover this amount out of tolls
assessed âgainst the Iroquois works...1 1.

(Possiblë additions - new portions underlined)
Alternative A:. "Canada intends to acquire lands now in the International Rapids

t , , . ,

Seétiôn necessary for the future construction of 27-foot navigation facilities in
Canada and to water the 14-foot canal and build a turn-round basin -at
Cornwall."
or
Alternative B: "Canada intends to acquire lands and to do some preliminary
excavation work now in contemplation of the eventual construction of 27-foot
navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the International Rapids Section. It
also,` intends to water the 14-foot canal and build a turn-round basin at
Cornwall:'

si1 f .

Alternative C: "Canada intends to acquire lands and to do some preliminary
excavation wôrk now in contemplation ,of the eventual construction of 27-foot
navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the International Rapids Section. It

or ".-^; ,

also iritends to continue 14-foot - navigation facilities through this Section.
or ,

:;P^ tt{ • t
Alternative , D: "Canada intends to acquire lands and to do some preliminary
excavation work now in contemplation of the eventual construction of 27-foot
navigation on-the Canadian side of the International Rapids Section. It also
intends to continue 14-foot navigation facilities through this Section and to build
noM of a 27 foot lock at Cornwall."

g• The modificatiôns of the June 30, 1952 Notes set out above satisfy the spirit of
h wileyAct which is to cooperate with Canada in the construction of the Seawayand at the-' ' same time meet the essential minimum requirements of the Canadian
Governmentah^ s^. ;,^ . . .

States along the lines of Annex A might be given to the United
tes ne8otiatocs'dunng the talks in order to set forth in a more permanent formthe canadiân̂  :views. ^ ` .

10, It
^^t idso be desirâbleat some point in the talks to g ive to the United States

nfiat0^̂^^ Nôte amending the arrangements of June 30, 1952. A suggesteddraft Notc is
11 ahown asAnnex B.,

The reaction`of the United States ncgotiators to the Canadian proposals maye eitbwôf thc ,; ^ ^q, _ following forms:



ers these points.

(a) ,They may say that the Administration cannot undertake any navigation works
in the International Rapids Section until Congress has approved an amendment to
the Wiley Act foregoing to build it Iroquois;
`(b)'They mây say that,"regar`dléss of the Canadian decision to build at Iroquois,
the Wiley Act directs the Administration to build a canal and a lock at Iroquois as
well, ,.,, ...:- A•-. â x .r i ,. -, ,: . .
.(c) They may say that the Administration is prepared to note the Canadian deci-

Canadiân proposals without reference to Secretary Dulles and to the President.
Indeed; it may not be possible for the United States Administration to do anything
but note the Canadian proposals. The Canadian negotiators should try to persuade
the United States delegation to accept the Canadian proposals or, at least, to note
them and to urge upon the President and the Secretary of State the desirability of
seeking an amendment to the Wiley Act if they consider this necessary to ensure
the construction of the Iroquois works in Canada. ('Iïiis should not cause, or be
allowed to cause, delay in the overall completion of the Project.)

13 While the Canadian delegation should keep an open mind on the question of
joint ôr separate tolls, and the Canadian Seaway Authority should be prepared to
give, at an appropriate time (but'not until an inter-governmental Agreement has
been reached) the assurances desired under the Wiley Act, the Canadian negotiators
should seek to obtain an Executive Agreement from the United States Administra-
tion` that each government will" endeavour to avoid any action which would
âdversely affect the trade or shipping of the other and will consult the other before
any legislation is enacted or regulations passed which shall directly affect the com-
mercial interests of either country in the International Rapids Section. The Cana-
dian negotiators should also be prepared to agree to mutual consultation before
navigation works are duplicated in eithecI country. The draft Note in Annex B cov-

12. It is unlikely thafthe United States representatives will be able to accept the
sion and to seek legislation to amend the Wiley Act at the next session of Congress.

faciliuea between Montreal and Lake Ene.

Possible ,, to achieve Joint , development of the whole Great •
Basin on the basis of the 1941 Agreement. In December 1951, by the enactment of

the St.' Lawrence Seaway, Authority Act, the Canadian Parliament authoriZed ^e

wnstruction, „ operadon and, maintenance of facilities for those 27-foot navigation
...; ,.. , , ,

1954
KF.STRICiED [Ottawa], August 9,

1;^iiDuring a meeting .with the Prime Minister of Canada on September 28, 1951,
President.Truman agreed to ^ the` construction by Canada of 27-foot navigation
works in the St. Lawrence Seaway between Lake Erie and Montreal if it were not

. • • • Lakes-St Lawrence

RELATIONS wrrH THE UNTIED STATES

''[ANNBXB A/ANNEX Al

Projet d'aide mémoire

Drâ^ Aide MEmotre

E
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2. On January 11, 1952, the United States Government declared in a Note that it
would co-operate with Canada in referring the power phase of the St. Lawrence
Project to the International Joint Commission on the understanding that the Cana-
dian Government was prepared to proceed with the construction of the Seaway as a
solely Canadian undertaking as soon as appropriate arrangements had been made
for the construction of the power phase.

3. By an Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952, the United States and Canadian
Governments confirmed the undertaking by Canada to construct the remaining
locks and canals necessary for uninterrupted 27-foot navigation between Lake Erie
and Montreal on the. Canadian side of the boundary. At the request of the United
States Government, Canada supplemented this undertaking by two additional ones.
In the first undertaking the New York State Power Authority was relieved of the
cost of reimbursing Canada for half of the cost of the destruction of the 14-foot
canal system. The second undertaking was that Canada should contribute $15 mil-
lion towards the channel _enlargements in the International Rapids Section.
4. On' May ,13, 1954, the President of the United States signed Public Law 358,

known as the Wiley Act. Under this Act, the United States St. Lawrence Seaway
Development Corporation is authorized and directed to construct a 27-foot deep
waterway in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River.

5. Althôugh'the Canadian Government would prefer to construct the remaining
works'necessaryfor 27-foot navigation entirely on Canadian territory and is
empowëred to do so under the Canadian legislation referred to above, it is under-
stood that the United States Government considers that, under Public Law 358, it is
mandatory for it to construct on United States territory all the navigation facilities
in the International Rapids Section. As the United States Government knows, Can-
ada desires that Canadian shipping and trade moving to and from Canadian ports
shoiild 'pass thi-ough the' proposed "Wiley" canals and locks on a basis no more
restrictive than would be applicable in similar Canadian works. The Canadian Gov-
ernment understands that the United States could not give treaty guarantees of this
nature. It is understood further that the United States cannot reimburse Canada for
the $15 million which Canada is now committed to contribute towards channel
enlargements,; and also that the United States is unable to make a contribution
tOwards a continuation of, or to make compensation for, the destruction of the 14-
foot navigation facilities owned by Canada on the Canadian side of the Interna-
tional Rapids Section.

t.'s rta !, n > .,, . . _ . .

6' In these circumstances the Canadian Government is prepared to modify the
Arrangements contained in the Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952, in the follow-
^g sense;

Ne Gar^adian Government will construct all the necessary works for uninter-
p 27 foot navigation between Lake Erie and the port of Montreal on the Cana-

dian si dé ôf'
c0m leti^

^ I°ternational Boundary as nearly as possible concurrently with the.*t^r!P on of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project with the exception of the
dredg!^8,^tt thé Thoùsand Islands section and the construction of a side canal withone

Island̂^^ati^'"d two locks for 27-foot navigation in the vicinity of Barnhart
.IiAin to440 ^8^ forego its undertaking and obligation under the existing
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`Arrangements,'the Canadian Government wishes to declare that as soon as it con-
siders that traffic conditions warrant, its present intention is to duplicate 27-foot
navigation facilities on Canadian soil in the vicinity of Barnhart Island. In other
respects the Notes of June 30, 4952; remain unchanged. Canada will make the con-
tribution of $15 million towards channel enlargements and recover this amount out
of tolls assessed against the Iroquois works.
(Possible'additions = new portions underlined.)

Alternative A: Add: "Canada intends to acquire lands now in the International
Rapids Section necessary for the future construction of duplicate 27-foot naviga-
tion facilities in Canada and to water the 14-foot canal and build a turn-round
basin at Cornwall."
or
Alternative B: "Canada intends to acquire lands and to do some preliminary
excavation work now in contemplation of the eventual construction of 27-foot
navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the International Rapids Section. It
also intends to water the 14-fôot canal and build a turn-round basis at
Cornwall."
or
Alternative C: "Canada intends to acquire lands and to do some preliminary
excavation work now in contemplation of the eventual construction of 27-foot
navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the International Rapids Section. It
also intends to continue 14-foot navigation facilities through this Section.
or,
Alternative D: "Canada intends to acquire lands and to do preliminary excava-
tion work now in contemplation of the eventual construction of 27-foot naviga-
tion facilities on the Canadian side of the International Rapids Section. It also
intends to continue 14-foot navigation facilities through this Section and
now part of a 27-foot lock at Cornwall."

,7. The Canadian Government considers that the modification of the Arrangements

outlined in paragraph 6 above respects the spirit of the Wiley Act which is to par-
ticipate with Canada' in the construction and operation of the St. Lawrence Seaway

i and, at the samë time, meets the essential minimum requirements of Canada-

4 .. ° ; ( (ANNEXE B/ANNEX D)
_ . . . _ . ^

.

. .

Projet de note du seerftaJre d'État aux Affaires extérieures
f^^`- } ÿ pour l'ambassâdeur des États-Unis

Dra, f i Note from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

54
CONF[ENTtAi, f ; : g > < ` ` ' [Ottawa], August 9, 19

nour to refer to the Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952 betweenI have the ho
Canadiân^ Atnbassador in Washington and the Acting Secretary of State of the

United States in which it was agreed that the Canadian Government wei Idh^é of

al1: arrangements have been made to cnsure the compl d^ sidé of the
the St: Lawrence' Project, construct locks and canals on the Cana
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International Boundary to provide for uninterrupted 27-foot navigation between
Lake Erie and the Port of Montreal.

2. Subsequently, with the cooperation of the Government of the United States,
arrangements were made to ensure the completion of the power phase of the Project
by the New York State Power Authority and the Ontario Hydro Electric Power
Commission. Accordingly the Canadian Government has been ready and indeed
anxious to carry out its obligation to prrovidé 27-foot navigation on Canadian terri-
tory from Lake Erie to the Port of Montreal. In the meantime, however, the Con-
gress of the United States enacted, and the President of the United States approved
on May-13, 1954, Püblic Law 358, known as the Wiley Act, which created 'the
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation and directed it to construct 27-
foot navigation works on the United States side of the International Rapids Section
of the St. Lawrence River.

3. At the request of the United States Government, representatives of our two
govenunents held meetings in July and August of this year to discuss how best to
reconcile the requirements of the Wiley Act with the undertaking of the Canadian
Government approved by the United States and set forth in the Exchange of Notes
of June 30, 1952. Although the Canadian Government would be pleased to com-
plete the remaining works necessary for 27-foot navigation in the St. Lawrence
Seaway in Canadian territory, it understands the desire of the United States to con-
struct a'"part of the Seaway Project in United States territory. Accordingly, the
Canadian Government' is prepared to modify the arrangements set forth in the
Notes of June 30, 1952 in the sense that the Canadian Government will construct
all the necessary 27-foot navigation works between Lake Erie and the Port of Mon-
treal on the Canadian side of the International Boundary as nearly as possible con-
currently with the completion of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project with
the exception of the dredging in the Thousand Islands Section and the construction
of a side canal with one guard gate and two locks for 27-foot navigation in the
vicinity of Barnhart Island.

4. It is understood that the United States will undertake the necessary remaining
work in the Tho,tisand Islands and International Rapids Sections in accordance withthe

Wiley Act, that this will 'be done as nearly as possible concurrently with the
completion of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project and that the Canadian
Government is to be relieved of the obligation towards the United States Govern-
ment set forth in the Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952 to provide 27-foot navi-
gation facilities in the Thousand Islands Section and in the vicinity of BarnhartIsland.

5• The Canadian Governmént fully reserves the right the build at any future time
274oot navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the International Rapids Sec-tion.

As soon as traffic conditions warrant, the Canadian Government intends to
complete duph'cate 27-foôt navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the Interna-tional

Rapids Section. Before doing so, however, the Canadian Government
intends toconsnlt the United States Government and understands that should the
Umte1 States G'overnmentintend to build additional facilities of this nature on
U11ited Stateseten7tory, it would similarly consult the Canadian Government.
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(Possible additions = new portions underlined.)

Alternative A: "In the meantime, the' C.anadian Government intends to acquire
lands now in the International Rapids Section necessary for the future construc-
tion of 27-foot navigation facilities in Canada and to water the 14-foot canal and
. build a turn-round basin at Cornwall:'.1 1. ;
vr, .
Alternative B: "In the meantime, ,the Canadian Government intends to acquire
lands and to do some preliminary excavation work in contemplation of the even-
tual construction of 27-foot navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the
International Rapids Section. It also intends to water the 14-foot canal and build

, a turn-round basin at Cornwall.', ,
or
Alternative C: "In the meantime, the Canadian Government intends to acquire
lands and to do some preliminary excavation work in contemplation of the even-
tual construction of 27-foot navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the
International Rapids Section. It also intends to continue 14-foot navigation

through this Section."
or
Alternative D: "In the meantime, the Canadian Government intends to acquire
lands and to do some preliminary excavation work in contemplation of the even-
tûal construction of 27-foot navigation facilities on the Canadian side of the
International Rapids Section. It also intends to continue 14-foot navigation facil-
ities through this sectionand to build now part of a 27-foot lock 'nt Cornwall:'

6. In order to obtain the consent of the United States Government to a joint appli-
cation to the International Joint Commission for the power phase of the Project,

and on the understanding that the United States agreed that the 27-foot navigation

facilities in the International Rapids Section were to be built in Canada, the Cana-

dian Government undertook, in the Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952, to contrib-

ute $15 million towards the cost of the channel enlargements which the power-

developing entities must undertake in the International Rapids Section. The Order

of *Appruval issued by the International Joint Commission on October 29, 1952,

âlso placed this obligation on Canada. The Canadian Government is prepared to

6onour this undertaking and will recover this amount Dy charging appropriate tolls
1 The Canadian Government also under-to be âssesied âgainst the ù+oqûois worksr.^r , n P ,, ng con"

stands that it would be. impractrcable to seek to modify the further undertalci
roval regarding

tained in, the- said, Exchange of Notes and in Order of App on-bli'° "'pensati on for 14-foot navigation. While the power entities are oged to Ccom
tinue facilities for 14-foot navigation during construction, Canada shall not seek to

hâve the said ` Notes or ' Otder changed as regards compensation for 14-foot

navigatiôn: ' :^
course b e Cana^^

7. Most of the lengthjof the SG Lawrence Seaway will of
e in the

tcrnt°rY and most of its cost will be borne by Canada. In view of this and
^o

, ^. .
vitalannle of the Seawâÿ, in the economy of, Canada, it is of g natôde on the
Canada that nîi iesttictions should be placed on Canadian Section. It is under-
Unitéd States pârt iof the Seaway in the International Rapids mstrictions on the
=tood'that botti' governménts will endeavour to avoid placing
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transit 'd passengers, shipping or trade in the International Rapids Section. It is
further understood that the United States Government is prepared to undertake to
consult fully with the Canadian Government before imposing or enforcing, in the
United States part of the Seaway, any important regulations which may affect
Canadian shipping or shipping of third-country registry proceeding to or from Can-
ada. For its part, the Canadian Government reciprocally undertakes to consult with
the United States Government before imposing or enforcing in the International
Rapids Section any important new regulations affecting United States shipping. It
is, of course, understood that both governments will continue to abide strictly by
the temns, of the treaties now in force between them affecting shipping in the St.
Lawrence River and canals, notably Article I of the Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909.

8. I.should be glad to receive your confirmation that the United States Govern-
ment agrees with the position set forth in this Note.

575.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY Moiecr
5. The Secrétary'of State for External Affairs, said that discussions between repre-

sentatives of the Canadian and U.S. Governments would begin the following day.
The Minister recalled that at the meeting of July 28th, 1954, it had been agreed

that Canadian representatives should inform the American negotiators that Canada
would undertake the construction in Ca^dian territory, of the canal and lock at
Iroquois and that tolls would be imposed on Canadian navigation works at a level
sufficient to anioctize not only the cost of those works but also the $15 million
contribution by the Seaway Authority towards certain channel excavation to be
undertalcen'in the International Section by the Ontario Hydro and the New York
State Power AuthorityNo firm decision, however, had been reached on the ques-
tion of whether tolls should be jointly or separately determined or on the question
^hat, if anything, should be done to continue existing 14-foot facilities at Corn-

No decision need perhaps be taken at this time concerning tolls but there
inight be some advantage in reaching at least tentative conclusions as to the gov-
ernnent's intentions regarding 14-foot navigation works at Cornwall while consid-
ering the instnutions to be given to those negotiating with the United States.

notehe ^^steï 'submitted drafts of instructions, an aide mémoire and a possible
^ h^ be given, United States; these included four alternative courses of action thatg

be followed in connection with the continuation of 14-foot navigation.
be Under, the first, 14-foot navigation would not be continued but provision would

made to v!aterthe existing canal below the power dyke and to build a turning
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water from the lower end of the canal to the

were now in be impôsed on this canal. hat Canada ^11Y

basin in order to allow access by
industries located along the canal banks.
would now purchase the lands re9

In addition, the Canadian government
indu uired eventually for completion of a 27-foot sys-

tem in the vicinity of Cornwall.

- 1
Under the second alternative Canada would water the 14-foot canal, bu'ild aa

n basin at Cornwall, acquire the lands required eventually for 27-foot na g
turnig d make, at this time, certain excavations for future 27-foot facilities in the
tion, an , .
land to be flooded just above Cornwall.

• involved all the featuresy of the second alternative p lus the cOn-
The tlurd plan

stivction of a 14-foot lock in the dyke in order to combine 14
-foot g

the Canadian 'side around the main dam.
' cluded all the features of the fourth except that,

instead
2^fThe last alternative in rovision would be made now for a short

building a 14-foot lock in the dyke, p
which could be extended to full size whenever 27-foot facilities were

foot lock
completed in the Cornwall area- clated.

An explanatory memorandum had been ciru
morandum Aug. 9, 1954 - and attached draft instructions, aide

(Secretary's me
mémoire and note -- Cab- DOC' following points emerged:l

6. in the course of discussion, the uired
eemed desirable to acquire, at this time, the lands

It s wadian s ide of^ the
(a

eventually for completion of 27-foot facilities on ti1e out of toll reve-
â û^ used for water-V cost of acquiring these lands should not however be

m

^
nue and should be considered, until such time as ôcyernment through the AuthOnry•
way purpOSes, as a real-estate investment by e g

ublic opiti'on might react

(b) It was argued , on the one+ han
were notcontinued.

On the other hand, it was
ould be

unfavourably if 14-foot navigation w
in basinthat the industries located along the banks of the Crornaedla^cg

^gg^tedserviced adequately from the lower. entrance of the canal P ible to continue
ht object if tollswere built below the power dyke. In any event it did not seem Pl""

users of the canal mlg
a toll-free 14-foot system and the present

reserved

should 1%^ made perfectly clear to the Americans
t firoe in

(^) It rrito
â^^able.

• • lete 2?-foot navigation entirely in Canadian tâ
its right to comp
the future that tcaffic or other` conditions made suc û^

ûnderstanding
and f^endy

d,at
(d) It was pointcd out that the mu'" talked of

taf
mu t words an

Ca
d

ration betwcen Canada and the United S^
were emp p^

= far as ssible,
the iley

wishes of the
c°°pe

t

Canada should, therefure+ attempt to'n out the provisions of the W

^United States Administration in earry 8
Oftected: sed bY the secretarY °vided Canad^an mtetests were fully PTO instructions proPo ates repre-

7.° ?he. Cabinet approved in general the with the United St
.• rr_s.. #r% i.-. otVCt1 those meet ing

State for l:xternal A,.W.o o-
e followinS

sentatives, and agra,d,^ U.S. discussions to beSin ^, d opera-
£a (a) that during the

^^ Utited S^t^eSaPa^cipate in the
cons wcti0n an

p^y on- thë proposal that the
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tion of the St. Lawrence Seaway, the American representatives be informed that if
the United States could not meet the more important Canadian requests, particu-
larly those relating to navigation rights and to the $15 million contribution towards
channel excavations, the Canadian government proposed to construct the canal and
lock at Iroquois in Canadian territory, and to fix tolls on Canadian navigation
works at a level sufficient to amortize not only the cost of these works but also the
$15 million contribution by the Seaway Authority towards channel excavations in
the International Rapids Section; and,
(b) that if the 27-foot navigation works at Barnhart Island were to be constructed

in U.S. territory, it would be sufficient to water the existing 14-foot canal at Corn-
wall and to build a turning basin at the upper end of that canal below the dyke; and
(c) that the lands required eventually for a 27-foot system at Cornwall be pur-

chased new but that the cost of acquisition be not amortized out of toll revenue
until such time as the lands were actually used for navigation facilities;

it being understood that the government's intentions set out in (b) and (c) above
need not, at this time, be communicated to the United States.

idly
that
the

pro,

wing
pera-

576.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

[Ottawa], August 18, 1954

Following inforcnation that Mr. Anderson was "seriously disturbed" about cer-
tain aspects-of the Canadian Press Release, I ascertained from Mr. George Vest
(and passed this information on to Mr. Wèrshof) what the points were which were
bothering Mr. Anderson.

2. The points are three in number: viz., those three points which the Canadian
Govenunent was making in the Press Release.131 Mr. Anderson hoped personally
that the Canadian Government's hope that the United States would decide not to
build at Iroquois would not be put in writing. Mr. Anderson, in the second place,
did not really like the way in which it had been stated that the Canadian Govern-
ment would be informed that the United States would build the works at Barnhart
Island and in the -Thousand Islands section; it left the implication that the United
States would not build at Iroquois. The third point was that Mr. Anderson did not
like the singling out of the hampering of Canadian traffic as one factor which might
cause us to build parallel works in the International Rapids Section.
3. I expressed to Mr. Vest the hope that Mr. Bliss' representations would be cast

agaznst the background -of Mr. Anderson's statement that if Canada agreed to the

DEA/1268-D-40

; Note du chef de la Direction de l'Amérique

Memorandum by Head, American Division
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U.S. modification in the Canadian draft, Note, Canada would be free to make
whatever, press statements it thought proper. .
`4: I also made to George Vest the point that were the representations not coming
from his country and by Don Bliss, we"would normally not have entertained such
representations because the Press Release was made available for the United States
Government to see and not to comment on, as had been distinctly understood by us.
I added that it put me` in an awkward position because I had let them see the Press
Release sooner than I had been instructed George Vest rested assured that on future
occasions and in similar circumstances I. would not let them see a draft Press
Release much before release time.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], August 18, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY; MODIFIID ARRANGEMENTS W1T11 THE UNITED STATES

REGARDING 27-FOOT NAVIGATION WORKS IN THE INTERNATIONAL SFCITON

the territory of the other. Provision had also been made for consuntat^oUgh ^e

8. The Secretary of State for External Affiirs, referring to discussion at the meet-

ing of August 11 th, reported on discussions which had taken place between repre-

sentatives of the Canadian and United States governments on August 12th, 13th

and 14th, regarding the possibility of modifying the international arrangements

embodied in the Notes exchanged with the United States on June 30th, 1952, in

order to enable the United States to participate in the construction and operation of

the deep, waterway in the International Section of the St. Lawrence River.

° It became apparent, early in the discussions, that it would not be possible for the
U.S. government to mcet Canadian wishes --th regard to navigation rights and to
the $15 million contribution towards channel excavations which would be under-
taken by.the power entities in the bed of the river. In the circumstances, the U.S.-
representatives had been informed that the Canadian government intenodf ^^con

uois,
struct, forthwith, a canal and lock in Canadian territory in the vicinity
but that it was prepared to modify the arrangements of June, 1952, in order that the
Canadian government be relieved of its obligation towards the United States to

construct navigation works. in the vicinity of Barnhart Island and in the Thousand

Islands section. Thcse modifications had been embodied in draft Canadian and U.S.

Notes, the text of which have now, been agreed by both sides.
overn-

^ These Notes, further, made provision for consultation between the two g

ménts,before either,country duplicated 27-foot navigation already in existence in

legislation which might affect the, movement of one country's shipping
,i on facilities of the other.
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The Notes had been exchanged by the Under-Secretary of State for External
Affairs and the U.S. Minister at Ottawa the previous day. He proposed to make the
text of the Canadian and U.S. Notes public that afternoon and hold a press confer-
ence on the subject.

In the light of strong representations that had been made to him and notwith-
standing the decision taken at the meeting of August 11th, he had indicated to U.S.
representatives that the government might or might not continue 14-foot navigation
in the vicinity Of Cornwall and that a final decision yet remained to be taken on this
score. 'A paragraph had,^ however, been included in the Canadian Note to the effect
that the Canadian gôvernment undertook to consult the United States government
before deciding to continue the 14-foot canal at Cornwall on a toll-free basis.

The toll question had been discussed briefly and inconclusively. While stating
that they had an open mind on this question, - the Canadian representatives had
voiced a preference for separately determined tolls although no objection could be
seen to the establishment of some form of joint collection and administration of
tolls.

The press release, which it was planned to issue that afternoon, attempted to
establish the Canadian government's position more specifically than in the Note to
the U.S. gôvernment. In particular, it was pointed out that although it was realized
that the U.S. St.°I;awrence Seaway Development Corporation was directed by the
Wile}► Act to construct all the 27-foot navigation works in the International Section
of the ' St. Lawrence River,'the Canadian government hoped that the United States
would not, in fact, proceed with' the work at this time. It was also made clear that
the Canadian government intended to complete navigation facilities in Canadian
territory in the vicinity of Cornwall in the event an increase in traffic warranted
such action or in the event of unreasonable interference with Canadian shipping in
U.S. canals.

(External Affairs press release No. 50, Aug. 18, 1954, and attached Canadian
and U.S. Notes, Aug.,17, 1954).132
9. In the course of discussion the following points emerged:
(a) If, as was expeçted, traffic did increase sufficiently to warrant completion of

27-foot navigation facilities at Cornwall in the relatively near future, it would seem
Preferable not to continue 14-foot navigation at Cornwall since this would likely
retard rather than hasten the eventual construction of a 27-foot canal on the Cana-
dian side in the Barnhart Island area. On the other hand, no decision need be taken
munediatelÿ;on thiS matter and it would perhaps be preferable to withhold making
mY announcement; foc the time being.

(b) There
s

, W
ass some indication that U.S. engineers were, now thinking of con-

^c^ng the Barnhart Island canal to a depth of thirty-two feet rather than twenty-seven feet as wauld be the case in the Canadian portions of the Seaway. If this wereE < ...1 _,;.
^^ .`,`'` "'^°E`•,_,r . -

132 Voir Canada9
Mnjsttre des Affaires extérieures, Communiqué. 1954 , Ne 50, et AExrfric^cs, volume • . Affaires

S'*
6, N 11,1954, pp. 352-354.

eC"ada, ^P^ment of External Aff^. Communique, 1954, No. 50, and External Affairs,V01 , No. 11, 1954, pp. 344-346.
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done the maximum total expenditure of $105 million authorized by the Wiley Act
would likely be insufficient to complete both the Barnhart Island and the Iroquois
canals and this, in turn, might induce thé U.S. Administration to postpone, for the
time being, construction of a canal at Iroquois in U.S. territory in view of the Cana-
dian government's declared intention to proceed forthwith with construction of the
required navigation works in Canadian territory at this point.

(c) It was suggested that perhaps the most satisfactory solution to the toll problem

would be to reach an understanding under which the United States Corporation and
the Canadian Authority would establish toll levels independently of one another on
their own works, but that some joint collection agency be established to collect tolls
and to allocate the proceeds therefrom on the basis of audited Canadian and U.S.

accounts. Such an arrangement would likely result in more efficient handling of
shipping by making it possible, for example, to issue through-tickets to a ship pro-
ceeding from, say, Cleveland to Montreal.

- 10. The Cabinet noted with approval the report by the Secretary of State for Exter-

nal Affairs on the Notes which had been exchanged with the United States the pre-

vious day, and on the press release he planned to issue that day regarding modified

Canada-U.S. arrangements for construction of 27-foot navigation facilities in the
International Section of the St. Lawrence River, under which arrangements it was
agreed that Canada should be relieved of its obligation towards the United States to
construct the navigation works in the vicinity of Barnhart Island and in the Thou-
sand Island Section, and under which the Canadian government had informed the
United States that it propôsed to proceed forthwith with the construction, in Cana-
dian territory, of a canal and lock in the vicinity of Iroquois.

} DEA/1268-D-40

Note du sous-secrftaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary ,of State for. External Affairs
#F . 1954

CO NFZDEt^7AL
[Ottawa], August 19,

.V••}•
^ fi:. , r . ^ .. x .. ^tb. . 1 : .^ - ' •-

ST. 1.AWRENCE S hould not send auY
- BAWAY - aptlpTERAL LETIER

we s
the},-'' 'As a result' of Mr. Anderson's request yesteruay mat

$ collateral letter, the officials in this Department have carefully reConsidered

Our view is sôrne letter is esse
èmatter.). nst

that ntial, for the recocd, to gu^d ag^
future

2..^-F., .ti . : ^ . 3 . • , . .. ,. . ., or nusunderstandings by Conof agess-
letterArguments with' the United States Government

,

; men. We feel that Mr. Anderson's worries about the effect in W^hing

are exaggerated.
of the three points we had thought of recording in a letter are in the press

3. Two, . _. . .i.e. .Release,
g
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(1) Our hope that the United States will not build Iroquois, and
(2) Our. intention that troubles in the United States Barnhart locks and canals

could be a sufficient reason for Canada to decide to parallel them ' whether or not
the volume of traffic justified it.

I think that we could, in view of Mr. Anderson's feelings, desist from repeating
these two points in our letter if we enclose the Press Release.
4. Enclosed is a draft letter for your consideration; it is milder and less direct than

the draftt which you previously saw. I really do not see why it should give reasona-
ble 'men in Washington any trouble. It will be unclassified but we could tell Mr.
Bliss that we will in fact regard it as "For Official Use Only" until the United States
has had a chance to say whether it should be available for publication. Even if the
United States decides to treat it as available for publication, we need not rush to
publish it. It does not call for a reply, and Mr. Bliss could be told that non-reply
will not be regarded by us as meaning agreement (to the first 2 points).133
5: If yôù approve the letter, is it to be shown in draft to Mr. Bliss?'34 My inclina-

tion is to advise a negative answer to this.

6. The Legal'Adviser thinks that the enclosed draft is the minimum necessary for
our protection. American Division thinks it is less than the minimum.

JrUt.ESt LrtGERi
P.S. Also attached is a new draft letter dated Aug 20t and an extract from Aug 18

Press Conference.13s '

579'I `'^^^
DEA/1268-D-40

Note du chef de la Direction de l'Amérique

Memorandum by Head, American Division
,

CorMEMM
[Ottawa] , August 20, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY TALKS AUGUST 12 AND I

e

;s

The talks began at 11.00 a.m. on August 12 in the Conference Room of the East
Block; The principal United States representative was Mr. Robert B. Anderson,
Deputy Secretary of, Defence. The Canadian representatives, led by the Hon. L.B.
Pearson, were the Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe and the Hon. George C. Marler.

2. After opening stâtements, Mr. Pearson proposed a revision of the order of the
agenda items as originally prepared at the July meeting of officials. The purpose
was to make possible a more effective resentation'of the Canadian
Anderson accepted position. Mr.

ccepted the revised agenda order, which is given in Annex A.t
,a.^ . 1..t.. .: . .

♦ },^^

13 NotemargiWe
0 JMarginat not=

13 B. Pearso]' Note ^ i •
margiuale *Mar8ina1 note:

(Note_1Nr kc8a gave this to Mr Pear:on) [M.it. Wer:hof]

134 K L.B. P[earsoo]
Note IIueIIBle ./M^^w note:

'N [L
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on Canadian territory. Mr. Howe mter^ected that there was no

Go8m^ ka W these wor
waÿ. of obtaining any financial provision from Congress for continuing for

• • #h,," lit of asking

•
th blem and wanted to co-operate but doubted at ire

flooded. -Unfortunately, the United States could not go beyond its leglsthere was any

-^ 8:` Mr. Anderson recognized the pc^oblem and the a ian
cânal: `Hé assumed' that - the canal in, the International Rapids Section lâ°ond He

• Qu, d' desire to contin

$15-Million Contribution to Channel Enlargements

3. Mr.. C.D. Howe stated that, in the Canadian view, this was more properly a
charge on power rather: than navigation. The navigation aspect of the project was
separated from the power aspect in 1948. We had assumed that the power would do
all that was required including these channel enlargements. Because of the Federal
Power Commission's desire, that $15 million should be charged to navigation, it
was assessed to Canada over strong Canadian objection. Mr. Howe wondered what
our American friends could do in this regard.
A. Mr. Anderson replied that the United States recognized the equity of our claim
but the Wiley Act made no provision for its payment. Even if it could, there would
not be enough money left to build the remaining works. The only way open to the
United States would be to recognize that the $15 million should be a preferential
charge on joint tolls and would then eventually, be returned to the Canadian Trea-
sury with interest. Another course would be for the Administration to seek an addi-
tional $15 million from Congress, but, this might prove impossible to obtain and
would in any event delay matters until at least March 1955. Accordingly, the
United States was prepared to recognize the obligation and to pay the amount out
of tolls. „ ( .

5. Mr. Pearson summed up by saying that he took it that the United States was
prepared to accept the charge of $15 million, was unable to absorb this amount now
but was prepared to do anything it could through the collection of tolls.

6. Mr: Bliss enquired into the possibility of revising the obligation placed on Can-
ada to pay the $15 million for channel enlargements. Mr. Howe replied that he did
not wish to open up the question of a power licence. Mr. Pearson added that it
would mean going back to the International Joint Commission and that Canada did
not want to reopen this question or to delay, further. It was agreed that the discus-
sion should be adjourned on this' item and that the representatives could return to it
later, if desired.. .,..,.
14 foot Navigation

7. Mr. Howe explained that there had been a canal on the Canadian side of the
International Rapids Sèction for the last hundred years, that industry had been built
around it and thafthe 1941 `A'greement provided for the maintenance of a 14 canal
ii, indeed, the Ontario-Canada Agreement had.136It looks as though Ontario
havehave to pay' $15 million to reimburse3 Canada for the loss of this cal. Had the

Ue thisUnited States delegation any view as to what it might be able to do?

±-- 169-179J5ee canada,
136 Voir Gnada. Statuu du Canoda. 193 1. 2itme session, chapitre 13, pp.

b`St=us of Canada, 1951. 2nd Session. Chapta 13, pp. 161 -1 70.
Voir aussi/Sec alw Volume 17. Documèats 789-806.
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a contribution. He asked what about the continuation of the 14-foot canal which it
was important to conserve? After an inconclusive discussion in which Mr. Ander-
son raised the possibility of continuing a 14-foot canal through the rapids on a toll-
free basis, the representatives agreed that they might return to this item later.

Agreement for Consultation Before Duplication of, Workr
9. Mr. Pearson said this item was related to Item 5 of the Agenda. Subject to this,

there seemed to be no difficulty in reaching an agreement on consultation. Mr.
Anderson said that the United States would like to talk to Canada before there was
duplication because they would not want to impair the "partnership" arrangements.

Navigation Rights

10. Mr. Pearson opened by saying that this was a rather important item for Can-
ada. Ships destined from one Canadian port to another should not be hampered and
inconvenienced and should receive the same treatment as if they were 'going
through -a Canadian canal. If this were granted it would be infinitely easier to get
Canadian public opinion fully to support this project. Was there any way in which
this legitimate Canadian preoccupation could be met?

11. Mr. Anderson replied that a primary reason that the United States wanted to
see the deep-waterway completed was to maintain a continuing stream of traffic
between the United States and "Canada. He appreciated the Canadian apprehen-
sions. He'said that the supreme law of the land in the United States was embodied
in both treaties'and in legislation. He had grave doubts whether the United States
could enter into an inflexible treaty whereby the power of Congress to legislate
would be circumscribed. Even if that hurdle could be jumped, he doubted whether
it could be done* constitutionally. The United States would be prepared to discuss
with Canada any new law oriegulation which it was proposed should be enacted or
enforced regarding the passage of vessels in the International Section. His feeling
was, however, that both countries must operate the canals in such a way that the
Seawayï ôperates to the maximum.

12•
Mr. Howe said that the question of navigation rights was serious for Canada:

over the years, Canada had spent $750 million for canals which must be kept up,
and if the McCarren Act affected Canadian shipping, this would be pretty serious.
*• Anderson recognized the seriousness of the problem. He said that if anyone
prop'osed legislation

which would affect shipping in the international section, the
Ull'ted States would be prepared to consult Canada and ascertain the Canadianreactiohe cn.

ould not visualize any Administration wishing other than to maxi-
Mize traffic in the whole of the Seawa Mr. Pearson said that while any Adminis-

might consult` with Canada, this would not riecessarily remove the specialdifficulties that
might arise. While there might be no interference with commerce as

such, certain regulations, (such as security regulations) might cause us a lot oftrouble, e.g, the
remov^ of persons who are objectionable to the United States from

anadian or Commonwealth ship in United States canals. There are also ramifi-
cations regardingthird-party shipping; any agreement should apply to these as well.
MrAnderson said that one thing stuck out in his mind when we were talking of
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tolls, navigati on rights, etc., and that was that.unless shipping'can pass freely, then
we would have lost 'our time.

13: Mr. Pearson stated that the Canadian will say, if we do not get an agreement
on navigation `rights: "Yôu have had a chance to get this agreement and you gave it

up". We could get over this if both countries , entered into an international agree-
ment not to subject each other's ships to the other's laws while going through each
other's canals. The United States may have, however, not only political but also
constitutional difficulties in this regard. Mr. Yingling interjected that the United
States Attorney General's tentative, but considered, opinion was that such an inter-
national agreement would be unconstitutional. Messrs. Pearson and Anderson
thought that Messrs. Wershof, Brucker and Yingling might discuss the legal aspects
during the lunch hour:

Effects of Modi, fied Arrangements
14. Mr. Pearson wanted to talk now about the'modified arrangements themselves.

He thought it would be useful to leave a draft aide-mémoire with the United States
delegation, not as an official document, at this time. Mr. Pearson then read the
attached Aide-Mémoire (Annex B).137He then went on to say that to meet public
opinion in Canada the Canadian Government must do something along the lines of
this'Aide-M6moire. If this could be done it would,be easier to "abandon" part of
the Canadian Seaway so as to give the United States a chance to build on its side of
the Rapids; it would also be easier for Canada to absorb the $15 million for channel
enlargements and the loss of half of the replacement cost of a 14-foot navigation.

15. Mr. Howe said that Canada could not make the $15 million contribution
towards channel enlargements without building the dam at Iroquois. After all, it is
an international section where both countries should buildl Mr. Anderson said that
he did 'not know ywhether the $15 million could be paid by the United States Gov-
ernment. Mr. Pearson asked if it could be paid out of tolls, to which Mr. Anderson
replied that this was yet another problem: all the monies collected entirely on the
United States side must be paid to the United States Government. Therefore, he
concluded, before any payments could be made to Canada they would have to be
made out of joint tolls. Mr. Howe doubted, whether the United States was
mandatorily required by the YViley Act to do all the works in the international sec-

tiôn. To this Mr. Anderson countered that Congress has given the Administrationout
mandate to do just that. It woùld take some effort to do less than what is sp
in'the Wiley-Dondero 'Act as "'substantially" the ,works to be built. b ld all
Howe replied that if it comes to that point, Canada also has a mandate
the works in the international section. It was agreed that the United States delega-
tion might examine the draft Aide-MEmoire during the lunch hour.

Joint Tolls joint
416."-Mr. Howe said that there might be consideable difGculty in arranging

toUs." because of the'different systems for arriving at tolls in each country. Mr-

.` . paragraphes de remplacement
m Annexe A an doam'a^e 574. L de-mEawire n i

included desnone fra
^e suggested altemaaVe

proposéslAnne^c A to Docwnea
t s

Pu&tnPhs.
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Howe thought that both countries would undoubtedly consult on the general weigh-
ing of tolls for the various commodities, such as wheat, iron ore, etc. The Prelimi-
nary Canadian view, however, was that it ^ would be much lietter to fix - tolls
unilaterally and then to arrange for some sort of joint collection: the amount col-
lected on a through ticket would be eventually paid back to either Authority much
in the same way as international train fares are settled between Canada and the
United States.

17. Mr. Anderson said that it would be almost inconceivable that both countries
should not talk'on tolls. Adverting to the $15 million payment for channel enlarge-
ments, . while repeating that equity was on the side of Canada, the only way he
could see'of reimbursing Canada was through joint tolls as envisioned under the
Wiley Act: Mr. Howe said he was reluctant to embark upon a scheme of joint tolls
because he could visualize the day when Canada might wish to abandon tolls.
There followed a general discussion on the question and the meeting adjourned for
lunch:

AFTERNOON SESSION, AUGUST 12, 3:30 P.M.

Aide-Mémoire,
18. Mr. Pearson 'said that the word "draft" might be omitted from the Aide-

Mémoire and that if Mr. Anderson were prepared to do so, the points raised in the
Aide=Mémoire might now be discussed.

19. Mr. Anderson recognized the political problem arising especially out of the
circumstances of the Exchange of Notes in 1952 on the subject of the $15 million.
On the 'exact language shown in the Canadian Aide-Mémoire on page 3 as to how
the N_ otes of June 30 might be modified, Mr. Anderson said that the attitudes of
both the United States and Canadian legislatures were quite different. In the United
States there would be no objection to two systems in the International Rapids Sec-
tion. From the United States viewpoint, however, the Administration is obliged to
construct in their entirety the works autborized by the Wiley Act. If it deviated
from this, the Administration would have to go to Congress. Mr. Anderson hoped,
therefore, that the language shown on page 3 of the Aide-Mémoire could be cast in
a different terminology. He would like to study the Wiley Act again. If the two
countries could reach some sort of agreement under which Canada would build
what it wanted to build on its side and the United States would build what it wanted
to build on its side, then it would be helpful. During the lunch hour the United
States delegation had looked at this matter and the wording they would prefer is
COntained in the "Draft" now given to the Canadian side as to the form of anagreement. . ,

(See Annex C)
O.

Mr• Pearson said that paragraph (b) of the "Draft" would mean that both coun-
tries agreed to build at Iroquois. Mr. Anderson replied that that is what the United
States would do if required. Mr. Howe asked if the Wiley Act did not allow some
fleubilih, for timing, The Act requires assurances from Canada as to the construc-tion.

Does thê:Act pot provide that the United States will build provided Canada
gives théAn^^ assurances? 14r. Anderson thought either government might use
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its own judgment at Iroquois; if we end up with two facilities it would mean that
we have so much more. Mr. Chevrier interjected that the converse also obtains at

Bârnhart Island. Mr. Anderson ' replied that both governments have no money
invested in deep-water facilities in the International Section; when they do - such
as at Barnhart Island - any action'by the other government would affect this
investment.- Hence the desire for consultation. General Brucker interjected that
there was no time set for the construction of Iroquois. That seemed to be true of
Canada's intention to build there: To this Mr. Howe replied that Canada intended to
build immediately at Iroquois. He could never explain to the Canadian public why
the Americans desire to build at Iroquois also. This would be a wholly unilateral
action on the part of the United States notwithstanding the International Arrange-
ment of June 30, 1952 and this would seem a bit arbitrary to Canadians. If the
Canadian Seaway Authority builds at Iroquois, the Government might find it easier
to explain the matter publicly. Would it not be possible for the United States
Administration to undertake to refrain from building the Iroquois section? Mr.
Ander'son replied that he did not think so. United States authorities would have to
weigh this matter carefully but they must abide by the laws and it would not be
proper at this time for themselves to be committed not to construct at Iroquois.

Assurances
'21. Mr. Anderson said that the United States Seaway Authority would want assur-
ances that Canada was to build the remaining works as nearly as possible concur-
rently with the completion of the power project. This assurance was pro forma and

might be in the language of the Wiley Act. Some assurance might be re9uwred from
the power authorities as well. Mr. Chevrier agreed with Mr. Castle that this was a
matter to be ,worked out by the seaway authorities and that it might be done by an
exchange of letters by the authorities.

Agreement to Consult before Paralleling of Facilities in the International Rapids

Section ;
22. Mr. Anderson wanted the Agreement for consultation to be extended to the

`whole of the seaway in the Great Lakes basin because as it stands now any Agree-
ment to consult placed no real obligation on Canada. Mr. Pearson sa S^ on in the
but he desired.to concentrate attention to the International Rapids

ial application of this agreement. There might be a general refereh
^

e was Per-
tion to consultation , for the whole basin, but Mr. Anderson said ^

that '.
See Annex

fectly agreeable to the last draft paragraph in the United States "D^t (
C, Î Mr, Pearson wondered if, the reference should not be limited to consultation for

rduplication of "canals in the International Section".
^. , .
The,Canadian Aide-Mfmoire. been s^ted

°23: Mr. pearson said that Canada would want to say publicl ^ io is that the c^a-
Iâ-the'Aidé•Mécnoire concerning Iroquois. What this amoun und IrOquois

..
di ian Govetriment statés its in' tendon to construct a lock and can -

' Y tates delé ation indicates that it was also directed to build a lock
nd the United S , 8

A wondered whether we were not ad essftheand canal in the aame arca. Mr. An M-501
ing oâraelves too much wôur own peoples. He thought that the modification o
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Notes of June 30, 1952 should be a modification of principles and he hoped that
both sides could refrain from announcing the construction of Iroquois until after the
Notes were agreed. Mr. Pearson said that he would try to have a joint press
announcement. He asked, however, whether Mr. Anderson did not feel that it
would be possible to get an amendment to the Wiley Act so as* to not build at
Iroquois. Mi. Anderson did not think this was possible. He thought in addition that
it would be improper'for a formal Exchange of Notes to say that the Administration
would seek such an amendment. He hoped that at the conclusion of the meeting
that we would avoid a declaration which would freeze the position on each side.
This was a matter which required further discussions within the United States. Mr.
Pearson said that he wished to avoid giving the impression that Canada is commit-
ted not to construct parallel facilities in the International Rapids Section. That is
why he thought that the last paragraph of the United States "Draft" (Annex C) was
not happily worded although Canada would wish to consult before constructing
parallel facilities at Barnhart Island.

24. Mr. Anderson reiterated that he hope that the official Notes would confine
themselves to the declaration of the modification of the rights. Under paragraph (b)
of the United States "Draft" (Annex C) Canada would say that it will build at Iro-
quois. concerning other facilities the United States reserved the right to build.

25. Mr. Howe interjected that the United States did not seem to care much for the
14-foot canal. To this Mr. Anderson replied that whatever Canada wished to do was
its own decision. If, however, the canal traversed the whole International Rapids
Section, he hoped that Canada would charge tolls. Mr. Howe said that there might
have to be a 14-foot canal through the International Rapids Section.
Assurances

26. Mr. Pearson said that these assurances could be exchanged between the agen-
cies after both governments had reached an agreement.
Timing , ,

27: General Robinson stated that the critical date for the completion of the power
project given to the Joint Board of Engineers was September 1958. There would
then have to be an interruption of all traffic on the river for ten days before they
switched over to 27-foot navigation. Mr. West intimated that navigation could not
be intenupted at that critical time; in fact, the interruption would have to wait until
the close of navigation.
28.

Mr•' Pearson asked at what point a delay in the Exchange of Notes wouldinterfere
with the engineering works, to which General Robinson replied that the

construction of works had been intended by the United States to commence at Iro-
quois in April ^ 1955. Contracts would have to be let early in December 1954. Pre-
sumably a delay beyond that period would be serious and it was agreed, however,
that the power works would be ready towards the end of 1958, that the navigation
works should be ready by about the same time but it was pointed out that power
would not be tson the line" until the early part of 1959.

._ * , .. .
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30. Mr: Anderson said that earlier in the talks between officials, Mr. Wershof had

expressed the view that there was no need to go to the International Joint Commis-

sion. He was happy to say that the United States authorities were in a position to
revise their judgment and that they could see no reason now to have to go to the
International Joint Commission.

31. The meeting `adjoumed shortly after 5 p.m.,

MEETING ON AUGUST 13, 10:00 A.M.

Miseellaneous Points ^

problem of a joint press communiqué.

RELATIONS wITH THE LTMTED STATES

ress
29. It was agréed that Messrs. Pelletier and Vest should now be thinking about the

Draft Canadian Note
32. On the evening of August 12 the Canadian delegation gave to the United

States delegation, after the dinner held at the' Country Club, a draft Note which
would be satisfactory from the Canadian viewpoint. (Annex D)t

33. On the morning of August 13 Mr. Pearson said that he would be prepared to
discuss this draft Note. He had no real objection to the United

s
States

atisfaco rily,Note(Annex C) but he prefenred^ Note of June Oé
30 1952 under which Canada had an

from our viewpoint, amend
obligation to build the seaway entirely on Canadian territory.
{ 34. Mr. Anderson said that there were two problems in connection with the Note.second was theThe first was to try to modify the rights and obligations, and th e

thesedian Note seeks
presentation of the case to the pubsideration ofathe Canadian draft is tempered by
problems. The United States con
two thoughts. The first is that the United States delegation would of June 30 i to
amend the Canadian Note except that if a modification of the Notes
be achieved, all aspects should be included in the Canadian ^t^oncurrence with
that the United States Note would result in a substantial gene
the Canadian Note., His second thought was that in addition to mod^he parties
arrangements of June 30, 1952 there should be full concurrence between
on the matter.of future cor{sultation. He had accordingly PreP caato us laterropo
sal which was not immediately available, but would be prese lAstill e our

our respective publics, this might be done.by a press t^k whM.rch a Canadian Note

said in public. Mr. Ande gg The

^'- 35. Mr. Pearson said that if we did not agree on a text we cof Notes. As far as the
views. In a week or two there might be a formal Exchange the

nt rje te"second problem mentioned by Mr. Anderson, that of the presentation of

that the United States would have to steel itself to th uite adverse in
romight mean for them: Mr. Marier said that the press comment was q the
Canada 'with the Le Devoir of this morning's date saying that Canada had noW ln amments are
âeaway away overnight. Mr. Pearson said that the two

1952; he asked what could be2n 4
ight be said would be that the^pôsition to modify the Ex^n su of estNotes of

ed that Jwhat m
ts of an Exchange of Notes.

aration of th e texnow would be a pnext stage Pm



three Canadian Ministers agreed and felf that it might be stated that both sides
agreed that further consultation will cause no delay in the construction of the sea-
way. Mr. Anderson felt that there should be worked out some sort of a timetable to
bè used by both sides. Mr. R.A.C. Henry will work this out with General Robinson.
It was important that throughout the construction of the seaway both countries
should speak with the same voice on the question of the engineering timetable. This
was agreed on both sides. ,.'

36. Mr. Pearson, reverting to the question of public release, said that Canada
would have to make a full statement when the Notes were issued. Canada would be
in 'a position to send its draft Note to Washington in a day or so. There would be a
serious problem vis-à-vis Canadian public opinion if the Exchange of Notes were
delayed for more than two or three weeks. Mr. Anderson thought that the exchange
could be completed in two weeks. It was agreed to postpone discussions until after
lunch when both delegations would have had before them the text of the United
States draft of how the Canadian Note might read. It was suggested, however, that
as regards the Canadian draft Note (Annex D), paragraph 4 should be placed
towards the end of the Note.
37. During the interval before lunch when the United States delegation was pre-

paring its draft (see Annex E),t the Canadian delegation had an opportunity of
reviewing the position as regards the Canadian draft Note (Annex D). It was during
this interval'that the United States draft (Annex E) was made available and Mr.
Pearson discussed it with other members of the delegation in his office.

AFTERN00N MEETING, AUGUST 13, 2:30 P.M.
38. Mr. Pearson opened the meeting by saying that the grammar in the United

States draft (Annex E) was an improvement over the Canadian draft. He appreci-
ated the United States difficulty, however, over the Canadian draft (Annex D). The
Canadian problem, however, is to secure in a draft Note an agreement to modify
the Wiley Act. He also pointed out that there would be the possibility of future
action by the United States to relieve Canada of possible difficulties regarding the
guarantees for navigation. On the other hand the United States wants a reference to
a new element: namely, that as the Wiley Act binds the U.S.A., and the fact that
Canada is also bound by the Wiley Act, should be recognized. This Canada cannot
do in such a manner as will give sanction to the Wiley Act but Canada could alter
its obligatiôns in part to meet the United States position. If, in a Note, Canada were
to say that the United States has priority over certain works, this should be accept-
able and it would be for the United States to determine how it would frame itsreply.

We need not modify the agreement of June 30, 1952 except as regards the
Canadian obligations. To this Mr. Anderson agreed. He said, however, that he
should very much like to have gone into the problem as though the time now were
before the arrangements were entered into June 30, 1952! Mr. Pearson said that he
had no objection to putting certain factors forward in the Canadian Note but he did
not want to give Canadian sanction to the Wiley Act. Mr. Marier thought that to do
so would give the impression that we had agreed that all the works in the Interna-
tional RaPids'Section (including Iroquois) should be built by the United States. Mr.
Andersonjunderstôod the public opinion aspect of Iroquois. The expressed Cana-
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.

than intention was to build at Iroquois. The expressed United States view was that
it must build all the works shown in the Wiley Act. There is a conflict between
these views. The problem is how to resolve this conflict. Mr. Heeney suggested that
it might be useful to work jointly on both Notes to be exchanged and that maybe in
that way we might make better progress. Mr. Anderson said that both these docu-
ments were basic documents which would be of considerable importance.

39. Mr. Pearson indicated that we would take into account the United States draft
and that if the United States delegation would. agree to leave behind one or two
persons to work out a draft set of Notes to be exchanged, that would probably be a
better way. Mr. Anderson arranged later for Governor Brucker, Mr. Castle and Mr.
Yingling to remain behind to discuss this matter with the Canadian representatives.
40. As far as a press release was concerned, the joint press release (see Annex F)

was agreed upon.'33

, ,^:. . ^ , , ..
discussions with' the United' States Embassy, which are not recorded er .

ugus an a e ne s s
Aûgust 18. Mr: Anderson âgceed with this and a press release was prepared after

heThe

Satûrday môrniâg that the Exchange of Notes should be made, if at all possible, on

A^ t^ 17 d th t th - w- hould be made lrnown publicly after Cabinet on

an iin m tu noce conference nt 4•30 of August 13 1954 Mr.` Pearson aske
43: In view of the pressure to which he was subjected on Friday afternoon to hold

d on

eventually emerged in the form shown at Annex K.'10

The final text of a Canadian Note jointly, agreed is the text shown at Annex J.139
The group also had an opportunity to'examine the draft United States Note which

rénce to a draft Note Those concuning- included Mr Anderson and Mr. Pearson.
from time to time, Mr. Wershof obtained the United States and Canadian concur-

August 13, with the United States representatives and early Saturday morning and
afternoon, August 14, at which time Messrs. Heeney, Bryce and Pelletier attended

42 After considerable discussions and examination during the night of Friday,
together with a fourth redraft (Annex I).t,The latter draft was never used.
prepared a third Revise (Annex H) j' to meet the possible United States objections,
to Governor Brucker, Messrs. Yingling and Castle. Messrs. CBté and Wershof tien
the first draft, produced on August 12. The second Revise (Annex G) j' was shown
Messrs. Wershof and Côté met to redraft the Canadian Note, basing themselves on
:41. At the conclusion of the formal talks, some time after 3:30 p.m. on August 13,

MEETINGS AFrER 3:30 P.M., AUGUST 13, 1954

De^
n Voir Caaada,Ministère des Affaires extErievres, Co►n,nuntquf, 1954. No 48/See Canada P

1 ' Volume 6. No. Il. 1954, P.

_f 352.3S4JSee Canada. Department >of Bxternil Affairs, Fsurrwl Aff"rs, Volume ,

,,pp.344-345. . 11, 1954, P.c
Voir Caasda, Ministère des Affaires extErieura, Affaires Extérieures, volume 6, N 346..

p ` ment of External Afiain. Comnuatlqut, 1954. No. as. No 11, 1954, PP•
M Voir Couda.' Ministère des Affaires extErieures, Affaires Extérieures, volume 6, N6 No. il, 1954,
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attached press release at Annex L14t was issued in Canada and the press release at
Annex M142 as issued in the United States.

E.A. CÔTÉ

[ANNEXE GANNEX CI

Projet de note des États-Unis

Draft United States Note
The Governments of Canada and the United States will construct all of the nec-

essary work for uninterrupted navigation between Lake Erie and Montreal as nearly
as possible concurrently with the completion of the power phase of the St. Law-
rence project in accordance with the following understanding:
A. The Canadian Government will construct all of the necessary works for such

uninterrupted navigation through waters in Canadian territory.
B. Both Governments reserve the right in the International Boundary Section to

construct a canal and locks around the Iroquois dam without further consultation.
C. The ,United States Government will perform the dredging in the Thousand

Islands section and channel improvements and construction of a canal, locks and
other necessary works'in United States territory in the general vicinity of Barnhardt
Island.

The'Governriments of Canada and the United States recognize the rights of each
Government to construct additional facilities in its territory however any future
duplication of facilities in the International Boundary Section will be constructed
only after cünsultation between the two Governments.

DEA/1268-D-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade des États-Unis

Secretary of State for Exttrnal Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy of United States

Ottawa, August 24, 1954

nClaning the St. Lawrence Seaway issued by this Department on August

Dear Mr: Blis`s,1a

Encloséd for .'the"` information of your Government are copies of the PressRelease cô" .

^,

ment of a ex Cures, C^untquf, 19S^i. N SUlSee Canada, Depart-
^^ &t~anâl Affairs. Communique. 1954. No. 50.

PP. 2 United S^a. DeFartment of State, Bulletin, Volume XXXI. No. 792, August 30, 1954,
^'

Note margdaale :/Marginal note:

^u8h this is unclassJed4 it is "for official use only" until further notice) M.11.^[ashôfl ,

da,lVluustàe des AfY ires téri •

^^^<,^; ,•^ .u1
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18. The Press Release reports the ,views and intentions of the Canadian Govern-
ment on some important questions, which we desire to bring to the attention of
your Government in this way.

One question not covered in the Press Release is that of the nature of the obliga-
tion to consult your Government in connection with 14-foot navigation. The posi-
tion of the Canadian Government is, as already indicated, as follows:

If the Canadian Government should decide to provide for 14-foot navigation
through the International Rapids Section and if, in that event, the Canadian Gov-
ernment were contemplating making such navigation toll-free, the Canadian Gov-
ernment has promised to consult your Government before making it toll-free.'44

Yours sincerely,
L.B. PEARSON

581. DEA/1268-D-40

Note de la Direction de l'Amérique
pour le chef de la Direction de l'Amérique

, z• . .,,
Memorandum from American Division

to Head, American Division

RFSMCrED
[Ottawa], October 5, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: CONVERSATION Wl'TH MR. LEWIS CASTLE

Mr. Lewis Castle, Administrator of the United States St. Lawrence SeawaY Cor-
poration, carne in to say hello this morning and I took the opportunity of question
mg him on points arising out of the hearings he held last week in the Pentagon. You
will recall that he had invited representatives of shipping and industrial interests,
port authorities, chambers of eommerce, railroads and federal agencies to discuss
the dimensions of "Wiley" works in the St: Lawrence Seaway. Mr. Castle men-
tioned that there had been a surprising amount of interest in the United States in the
seaway, and he therefore thought it advisable to give interested parties the opP°rtu-
nity of expressing their views on this question. Representatives of 47 organizati°ns
in the above-mentioned categories attended the hearings..

Proposed New Dimensions for Locks
Mr. Castle said that opinion voiced at the hearings was almost unan^ g^^ g^r

larger locks, with a consensus for dimensions of approximately 900-foo
95-foot width and 32-foot depth` over the sills. (This 'compares with 800400t
length, 80-foot 'width and 30-foot de th in the Welland locks and those to be con-
.structed by Canada at Iroquois, Beauharnois and Lachtne.)

Mr. Castle thought

that he should at least report this preponderance of opinion to the CanadW^ h obvi
Authority. When I asked him whether consideration of this question,
oûsly. had , the ; most far-reaching implications, would delay his construction Pro'

^;r^;.^^i
;t 1« Not^ matinale ;/Marginal note: N. Wershof

(i handed this to Mt. Bliss (on] Aug 24 -- see my memo of that datet) M
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gramme,' he said, that he had asked his : engineers for a financial rep^rt by next
Monday (October 11) and that he expected to come to a decision in 30 to 60 days.
Therefore, he did not expect that this would retard his target date for completion of
the Wiley works by the end of 1958 or early in 1959.

When I raised the question of how much additional shipping might be accom-
modated in locks of the proposed dimensions, Mr. Castle suggested that it was not
a question so much of being able to accommodate larger ships, although that was a
factor to be considered in any forward-looking view. Possibly more important, he
thought, was the question of manoeuvrability and insurance of existing. vessels;
larger dimensions would permit faster clearance of vessels thrôugh the locks and
afford them greater protection in transit. He thought the factor of protection and
insurance to be of considerable importance with respect to vessels carrying iron ore
from Seven Islands.

I remarked to Mr. Castle that he must, of course, be aware of the far-reaching
engineering and financial implications for navigation up and down the line, i.e.,
with respect to Upper Lakes channels, the Welland Canal and the new Canadian
works. I mentioned: (a) In the Upper Lakes alone, United States 1950 estimates of
the money required to deepen the present channels from 25 feet to 27 feet was $90
million, to 30 feet $270 million, and to 35 feet $517 million; deepening of the
Upper lakes channels to the 32-foot depth suggested for the Wiley locks would
therefore involve an ` eipenditure in the neighbourhood of $400 million. (b) Con-
struction'of a new Welland canal with 'the larger locks would cost somewhere
between $300 million and $400 million. (c) The present estimate of $190-odd for
the new Canadian works from Iroquois to Montreal would have to be increaséd by
manq millions. Mr. Castle replied that he was aware of these factors. He assumed
that Canada's main concern, if these ideas were to be introduced at all, would be
with the Welland Canal (see section below on the Upper Lakes). He thought that if
it came to building a new Welland Canal, the solution would be for "Canada and
the United States to make the same arrangement as they made for power in the St.
Lawrence,' i.e., to split the cost".

Generally speaking, Mr. Castle seemed anxious to assure that he was not trying
to create any pressure on Canada and deplored certain newspaper reports of last
week's Washington hearings, which might have created that effect. He simply
wished to --report" these views on lock dimensions to the Canadian authorities. He
indicated that, if it were possible within the financial limitations of the Wiley Act to
build locks of the greater dimensions, it would be a pity not to take advantage of
the fact that nothing had yet been constructed and that he could start from scratch.
Frorn the tenor of our conversation, I think it safe to assume that the United States
authorities will give serious consideration (within the limitations of the Wiley Act's
$105 Million) to increased length and width, as compared to increased depth.
Upper l.akes Dredging

It
was Mr. Castle's understanding that bills would be introduced in the next

session of Congress, by representative Blatnick in the House and Senators Thye
^^g P^ey in the Senate (all from Minnesota), to provide $100 million for

8 in the Upper Lakes. 77hese members had attempted during the last session
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to secure this authorization by introducing amendments to the Wiley and Dondero
Bills. These ^ amendments, were defeated but Mr. Castle thought it likely that the
new bills would be passed by the next Congress., _ .

Iroquois
I asked Mr. Castle what the situation was regarding Iroquois. He replied that the

Corporation was convinced that it was mandatory under the Wiley Act for the
United States to build at Iroquois, and he was therefore currently making provi-
sions for its construction. In fact his consideration of whether he could construct
canals and locks of the increased dimensions under the existing $105 million
authorization was predicated on building at Iroquois. However, he stated that he
would raise this question with Congressional, leaders when Congress reconvened in
January, as this obviously was "the sensible thing to do in view of Canada's deci-
sion to build at Iroquois."

Trq#^c and Tolls
Mr. Castle said that the Corporation had had some preliminary traffic estimates

prepared, on a highly conservative basis. He expected at least 36 1/2 million tons to
move through the canals in the first year of operation, and that this figure would
rise to at least 52 million tons in 1965. He assumed that the revenue split would be

to the
of the general order of two-thirds to the Canadian AuWooûryd bed an oln ü^^revene
United States Corporation, and that 'on this basis there
of around $14 millions to Canada and $7 to the United States. In addition to taking
care.of operating and maintenance costs, such sums could "provide interest on an
awful lot of capital expenditure." He. promised to send us a copy of his traffic

studies.us

'"A lock of 900-foot length would provide apprôximately 805 feet between booms.
A lock of 800-fo't

length would provide approximately 705 feet between booms. The longest freighter on
the Great La`es

it the present time is 678 feet and therefore hai a margin of 22 fect between booms in the P^°t

Welland locka.
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You will already have seen a copy of Freifeld's memorandum reporting his
October 12 [5?] conversation with Mr. Lewis Castle, Administrator of the United
States St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation. As you know, Mr. Castle
and his colleagues requested a meeting with Mr. Chevrier and his colleagues which
took place on October 11. Only part of the information contained in Freifeld's
memorandum was given by Mr. Castle and his colleagues to members of the Cana-
dian Seaway Authority. °

2. You will, of course, be aware of the extraordinary financial implications of any
proposal to deepen facilities throughout the entire Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin.
In addition to the financial implications, there is the problem of the effect which
any new proposals may have on the construction timetable of both Seaway Author-
ifies, which have as their target date the completion of the 27-foot navigation works
by the end of 1958.

3. In view of what appears to us to be a mounting interest in the United States in
the construction of navigation works of larger dimensions than those currently
aUthonzed by Canada and in view of the apparent difficulty which Mr. Chevrier
and Mr. R.A.C. Henry have encountered in obtaining precise information from
their U.S: counterparts, the Canadian Seàway Authority and the Department are
both anxious to receive whatever information you can obtain on the following
questions:

(1) Who are the real promoters of the larger Seaway proposal? (Do these possibly
include Previous antagonists of the Seaway who may be seeking to delay or ham-
stfing construction?)
(2) Whÿ is the ropo 'sal bémP g pressed forward at this time and what are the main

arguments in its support?

^(3) H^ the United States Administration been apprised of the proposal and, if so,
is it pre^ to suP PPort^it?

(4) What precise" length, width and depth, with respect to locks, canals and naviga-
tiott channels; does the proposal involve?

(5) Does the propôsal involve increasing the dimensions of the Upper Lakes chan-
nels to the larger dimensions in the immediate future, or will these larger dimen-sions

apply ^ onlyt to z the, international section for the time being, on the

582.*

1aEGxAM EX-1858 ,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DEA/1268-D-40

Ottawa, October 9 [sic], 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

^^*
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understanding that the Upper Lakes channels will be deepened to the proposed new
depth at some time in the indefinite future?

(6) If a larger seaway proposal ._ is accepted and supported by the United States
Administration, is such acceptance and support based on solid economic studies? If
so, can such studies be màde available to us?

(7) Mr. Castle indicated to'Freifeld thât whatever consideration he might give to
the construction of facilities of larger dimensions would be within the framework
of his present $105 million authorization and would be predicated upon construc-
tion by the United States at Iroquois in addition to Barnhart. If the pressure for
larger facilities continues and mounts in the United States but if these facilities
cannot be financed out of Mr. Castle's present authorization, do you think that a
newe approach will be made to Congress for more funds, or will the idea be

dropped?
(8) Have you any information to support Castle's'statement that bills will be intro-

duced in the next session by the Minnesota Representatives to authorise expendi-
ture of $100 million for channel deepening in the Upper Lakes?

4. We realize that this is a large order and would be glad to receive whatever light
you may be able to throw on these questions. If a transcript or report of Mr. Cas-

tle's October 7 hearings in Washington is available, we would be glad to receive
,

one or more copies.

DEA/1268-D-40
583.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ^
au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures

flmbassador In United States
to Sccretary of State for External Affairs

'^ ^5 . . , . . _. . ^ ^ . ' ^ n . ^ .
. .

ItI,EGRAM WA-1825
Washington, October 21,1954

Referrnce: ,Your,teletype EX-1858 of October 9.

-, . •
ST LAWRENCE SEAWAY

'n friendl and interesting lunch with Mr. Lewis C^^â'Yesterday, dun g a Y.
Administrator of the United States St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corpo to

tion, we had an opportunity to discuss with him several aspects of the propo t̂h^

c^onstrûct on the St. Lawrence Seaway canals and locks of dimen^^^niv gfor aoY-11 &I-a
those set out in the 1941 agreement. Aunougn uus was wvo •&ao• --r^d ^^oUgh we
real talk between Mr. Castle and tlie members of this embassy, • ht otherwise
could not, therefore, press our search for information as far as we cmg

', nevertheless the meeting provided some information on a numbor ofhave, done,
points,that we hope ,will be, of . value. :;..,: ' on the propos-
< 2.' We began by asking Mr. Castle how his views were developing rsona11Y
als for larger United States canals. He responded by saying that he, pe
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hoped that it would prove possible to stick to what he called the "Welland Canal
dimensions". However, there had been a good deal of pressure, as we knew, from
ship-owners in the United States for larger locks and he had thought it advisable to
give these interests their day in court. Many ship-owners believed, he said, that
their vessels would be cleared more quickly (and consequently more cheaply)
through the locks if the dimensions were made a little larger. With longer and wider
locks there would also be less risk of damage and, in general, greater
manoeuvrability.
.3. He had just received, he said, a report on the increased cost that would be
involved in building somewhat larger locks. He did not tell us the dimensions on
which this costing study had been based; but he did say that it now appeared that
each lock would cost approximately $2 million more if it were built to the larger
specifications. He was clearly speaking of locks that would be both longer and
wider than specified in the 1941 agreement. Whether or not he had in mind locks
deeper over the sills than 30', we could not be sure.
4. The final decision on the size of the United States locks would rest with him, he

told us; and he would be making up his mind within the next ten days. As soon as a
decision had been reached, he would get in touch directly with Mr. Chevrier. In
spite of his own preference for the Welland Canal dimensions, he could see that it
might be worthwhile : to pay something to secure a rather higher degree of
manoeuvrability. On the other hand, he had told United States ship-owners that
even if their vessels could be cleared more quickly and safely through somewhat
larger United States locks in the international rapids section, they would still have
to go through the locks in the Welland Canal where the fit would be snugger. At no
point in our cQnversation did he suggest that the Welland Canal might be enlarged
or duplicated within the near future. Indeed, he seemed to take the present dimen-
sions of the Welland Canal as perhaps the most important fixed point in the compli-
cated equation that he has to solve; and the fact that the Welland Canal locks would
remain at their present size figured in his remarks as an important reason for dis
counting°the argument of United States slûp-owners for larger locks in the interna-
tional rapids 9section.,

5• He alsosûggesied that the proposals for larger locks might be ruled out by
fmancial linlitations. Mr. Castle said that, on the basis of 1952 prices, the cost of
constructing the navigation works to be built on the United States side of the border
had beidêstimated Tat approximately $88 million. At 1954 prices for labour, mate-
nal and eqwpment, the cost would probably be about $94 million. To this figure
there would have to be added some provision for contingencies and administrative
eVenses. All in all, then, there would be little cushion between the total costs as
currently estimated and the $105 million authorized under the Wiley Act. Although
would ^^on*of these remarks clearly seemed to be that the present authorization

insufficient to pay the cost of constructing substantially larger canals, Mr.
Castle gave us no reason to believe that any serious thought was being given to the
^ys tY of another approach to Congress for additional funds. We should proba-
builâdd

n that nothing was said, either, about the possibility of the United States not
g a^nal and lock at Iroquois. If they did not build there, of course, the

present authorizailion w Id be ' b :_11ou suffic;ent to pernut the construct^on of su stantiy
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larger facilities ` at Massena: But' he appeared to be taking it for granted that the
United States would build ât Iroquois and the financial aspects of the problem
seemed to resolve themselves in his'mind into the question of whether there would
be' room within ' the authorization of . $105 million for a ^ modest increase in the
dimensions of the United States canals in order to provide rather more leeway for
ships that could, with 'care, negotiate canals of the dimensions specified in the 1941
agreement. : - , . , .

6. In reply to a question about the type of shipping which he thought would make
most use of the new 'canals, he said that he personally had no desire to build canals
on the United States side large enough to accommodate vessels of greater tonnage
than the Welland Canal was designed for. No doubt larger vessels would one day
ply from the Atlantic to the heart of the continent. But building canals for them
would be a"task for'another generation", he said. If it was ultimately decided that
the dimensions of the United States locks should be somewhat enlarged, it would
only be in order to make possible easier handling of the vessels that at present
could pass through the Welland Canal. He also stated that the pressure for larger
locks had come almost exclusively from mercantile interests in the United States.

7. So far as we could learn yesterday, no economic or engineering studies on the
proposal for larger locks and canals have been carried out by any of the United
States agencies concerned with the St. Lawrence Seaway. Mr. Castle's staff, which,
as you know, is still quite small, has prepared only two reports. The first is the
costing study prepared by his engineers which we have already mentioned. The
othcr is an estimate of traffic potential prepared by Dr. Hazard. Dr. Hazard's report,*
we °understand, tias now been submitted to Mr. Castle for consideration.
^ 8. We wôuld sum up our impression after this conversation with Mr. Castle as
follows:

(a) Ît is quite possible that he may decide to leave unaltered the proposed dimen"
âiôns for the United States locks at 800' long by 80' wide by 30' over the sills.

(b) If the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation does decide to increase
the dimensions of the United States locks, the increase will be comparatively small
and will be made princi ly in the interest of greâter manoeuvrability for ships
that `cân now be accoodated in the Welland Canal.
^, . ; , . persuade the
,, (c) In that case," the corporat^on wlll not try very hard, if at all, to
Canadian±authoritiestô increasé the dimensions of the new Canadian locks•^ .. . rt . , ^ ± f , I . . . 1, ! Castle's mind of pro posing that the^(d) in any ^event, thére is no^

ôgh dun
Mr.

future.Welland Canal be either enlarged Plicated within the near
et forw^d as

^(e) ^ So far as we can judge, ` Mr. Castle is sincerely anxious to g e
quickly. as possible anth the construction of canals of approximately thes^a s
dimensions as those that have hitherto been contemplated in the engineering he will-
inâcfé by the United States and Canadian Governments and will no t permit e of con-
ô'=thé-wisp of ideally dimensioned canals to delay an all-out Programme
âtiuction next spring.
^^`Ft . . #.RÈ S •r 3 e i . . , . ;. - ,

4
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoNFMENTIAt, [Ottawa], November 12, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: THE QUESTION OF IROQUOIS

sent canal and thereby give access to construction equipment for the new Cana-

I am attaching a telegram from Mr. Heeney in which he recommends that Mr.
Howe, who will be seeing Secretary of Defence Charles Wilson at the beginning of
next week, urge upon Mr. Wilson that the United States should refrain from build-
ing a canal and lock on its side at Iroquois. In Mr. Heeney's view there appears to
be an increasing likelihood of the United States building at Iroquois, as directed by
the Wiley-Dondero legislation; certainly, we have no concrete evidence that the
United States will not build.

2. One reason for Mr. Heeney's concern is a recent speech by Dr. Danielian, Pres-
ident of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Association (copy attached, and relevant
parts marked on page 4).1,16Danielian devoted part of this speech to the necessity
for the lowest possible tolls and gave a thinly veiled criticism of Canada for dupli-
cating works (that will have to be amortized) at Iroquois which the United States is
going to construct. Quite apart from the question of tolls, the explicit assumption
throughout Danielian's speech is that the United States is going to construct at
Iroquois..:' -

3. In this regard I should mention that when the United States Seaway Corpora-
tion met with the Canadian Seaway Authority to discuss technical questions in Sep-
tember, Mr. Lewis Castle, President of the Corporation, called on an officer of
American Division. In reply to a direct question Mr. Castle stated that he had not
yet come to any decision about Iroquois and that, while he still considered that it
was mandatory for the United States to construct there under the terms of the
Wiley-Dondero Act he would postpone a decision until he had a chance to consult
With Congressional leaders; this, Mr. Castle said, was surely the intelligent thing to
do in view of Canada's decision to build at Iroquois.
4. There are two other factors that bear on this question. The Canadian Authority

is currently
moving a bridge from Lachine to Iroquois. This bridge will span the

d'an 27'canal. This means that Canada has already begun its preliminary works at
koqùois; and construction of the new canal and lock will proceed apace. If the
Umte4 States were to build at Iroquois, the United States would therefore be dupli-cating

works authorized by Canada in December 1951 and begun in November-
Dccember:1954. Mr. Danielian conveniently forgets that Canada enacted its legis-
lation 21/2 Y^s béforé passage of the Wiley-Dondero Act.
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5. The other factor is that officials here are inclined to the view that while the
United States, Seaway Corporation, indeed must construct at Iroquois under the
terms of the Wiley-Dondero Act, there is nothing in the Act that makes it
mandatory for the United States to do so now. As we interpret the Act (and we
have recently asked the Embassy for its opinion on this point), the United States
could postpone construction for some years at Iroquois, until such a time as traffic
conditions warrant duplication of facilities. When that time comes the United States
could then construct at Iroquois and thus finally fulfil the terms of the Wiley Act. If
our interpretation of the Act is not correct the Administration admittedly would
have to seek an amendment of the Act from the new Congress in order to refrain
from building at Iroquois. We can, of course, appreciate the Administration's reluc-
tance to do that, especially in view of the fact that another phase of the St. Law-

rence project - Mr. Dewey's arrangements for the distribution of power - is
apparently going to be investigated by a Senate Committee on Senator Lehman's

instigation.
6.' Mr. Heeney's assessment may well be right. However, your officials are not so

sure that the Administration has made up its mind to build now at Iroquois (in fact,
we learned on November 10 that Mr. Castle had not yet made up his mind on this
point). Accordingly, it may not be advisable to approach the Administration with
the pre-conceived notion that a decision unfavourable to us has already been taken
regarding Iroquois. On the contrary, Mr. Howe might mention briefly and casuallY
to Mr. Wilson that the Canadian Seaway Authority has already taken the first steps
to build the Iroquois canal on Canadian soil (see the attached press release from the
Seaway Authority dated November 13). If Mr. Wilson replies that the United States
has taken a decision to build now at Iroquois, I have no doubt that Mr. Howe can
then marshal the necessary arguments to impress upon Mr. Wilson the desirability
of the United States not duplicating the Canadian canal at Iroquois now.

7. Because of lack of time I am enclosing an àdditional copy of this memorandum

and its enclosures for transmission 'to Mr. Howe, if you desire:
;,. . . r.. .. , ^

Washington, November 12,1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: CONSTRUCIION BY CANADA OF

NAVI(iATIONAL FACIUTIES AT IROQUOIS

States may go forward with Its plans to construct a canal at

(PIÈCE JOINiFJENCIASUREI

m• creasm' gly concerned over the possibility that the U^We are becomingu uld
Iroquois that wo

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrftaire. d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^9 'Ambussador in ` United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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parallel the Canadian canal. We have not considered it politic to raise this question
directly either with the State Department or with the St. Lawrence Seaway Devel-
opment Corporation. But in speaking to State Department officials and to Mr. Cas-
tle about other aspects of the seaway, we have received the impression that plans
here are being made on the firm assumption that a United States canal will be built
at Iroquois.,
2. It seems, to us that such an outcome should be avoided if at all possible. The

construction of duplicate canals at Iroquois would certainly lead to considerable
criticism in this country. Indeed, the first ominous rumblings are to be heard in the
speech given by Danielian in Cincinnati on the 27th of October. Most of such criti-
cism would, we are afraid, be directed at Canada no matter whether Canada or the
United States is the first to begin construction. Criticism here of, the Canadian
determination to build a canal at Iroquois on the grounds that such action would
increase the capital costs and so the tolls that are to be applied towards amortization
might perhaps be kept under some measure of control by skilful Canadian publicity
work in this country. However, we would imagine that the construction of dupli-
cate canals at Iroquois might also arouse considerable criticism in Canada of the
policy adopted by the government. Twin canals there, without any paralleling of the
navigational facilities in other reaches of the seaway, might seem such a strange
result as to provide a target on which all those who for various reasons oppose the
present policy could concentrate their fire. It would seem to us that both those who
are deeply'disappointed that an all-Canadian seaway is not to be built immediately
and those, especially in the prairies, who have doubted the necessity for Canada to
build any of the facilities that the United States is prepared to build, would in such
circumstances be able to join forces and charge that the negotiations between the
two countries had produced a monstrosity. -

3. For these reasons, we have been wondering whether there might not be some
way to dissuade the United States authorities from going forward with their plans
to build at Iroquois. We are reasonably certain that it would be unwise for us to try
ow hand at the task, since any Canadian àttempt, except at a very high level, to
have the United States scrap its plans for a canal at Iroquois would almost certainly
be interpreted, we think, as a sign of weakness. However, we think there would be
less risk'of such an interpretation if the task were undertaken by a senior Canadian
Minister: Sincè Mr.` Howe is to pay a visit at the first of next week to Mr. Wilson,
the Secretary of Defense, and since the Department of Defense has responsibility
under the President for the operations of the St. Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation, the idea has occumed to us that Mr. Howe might think it advisable to
raise this •matter with Mr. Wilson.

4• Knowing Mi-Wilson so well, Mr. Howe no doubt would have his own ideas of
how ^st to i•aisethis matter. In order to explain, however, the kind of approach
that we have in mind, we may perhaps be forgiven for sketching very roughly the
wé1 S0 of the remarks that we think Mr. Howe might make. After referring to the

ght of public,-Opinion in many parts of Canada in favour of an all-Canadian
seaWay, he might reaffirm the irrevocable decision of the Canadian Government to
construct â canal at uo^^s.ing ^a ^ ^09 Then he might go on to say that it was his understand-

e campaign in the United States in favour of the seaway had been moti-



vated," first, by the desire that the seaway be built'by someone and, second, by the
desire that the United States have some share in its construction and so some voice
in its operation. Mr. Howe might then point out that both these objectives could be
achieved `even if the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation dropped its
plans for building at Iroquois. Moreover, he could suggest that inevitably there
would be criticism if, in the upshot, parallel canals were built at Iroquois without
parallel facilities being constructed in any other stretch of the seaway.

5. It is our opinion that such an approach would have some hope of success and,
indeed, that if -'as we suspect -= the United States authorities are still planning to
build at Iroquois, no other type of approach'is likely"to be effective. We also think
that, if an effort is to be made to budge the United States from what we believe to
be its present position, it would be unwise to delay: We should therefore be grateful
if you would consider this proposal. If you think it has merit, perhaps you might be
able to discuss it with Mr. Howe before he leaves for Washington.

. . . "; ' A.U.I'.I1LENL' T

ently assuming the role of protector of lake s pp^ng -.11 we
tinue,with this line of criticism. In Canada, some critics have asked why

maintain . that , for. Canada to construct at Barnhart now would be

wasteful, and inJ'urious to our relationswith the United States -- the same does not

'waterway, and the tolls requutd to amortite it. Now a
he is now app^'

Danielian's ôrganization has probably lost its main raison d'être; well con
hi interests and may

structing duplicate fae^lities, at; Iroquois, thus incr^asmg e is a certaintY^
• th t the seaway

'States, Dr. Danielian, has recently made two speeches cuciz1ng
•• • • ' th total cost of the deep

0..While this is most welcome =- if not completely unexpecte
still encounter some public relations problems in both countries. In file or clon-

Canad

ternns of the. Wiley -Act,- but Mr. Howe, is sausfed that we Iroquois.âssumption,that,the United States will not compete with us now at Iroq
d - news, we will

wish to be brought up to date.

Iroquois Navigation Works

2. Mra Howe ` has been assured by, Secretary of Defence Charles Wilson that,

âlthough the Adminis tion cannot say so publicly, they intend to "drag their feet"

so as to enable Canadato get ahead with building the canal and lock on the Cana-

dian side. k This , might subsequently require Congressional action in view of the
can proceed on the

RELATIONS WITH THE UNI7ED STATES

[Ottawa], November 22, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECr

There have been a nûmber of recent developments on which I think you rnight

DEA/1268-D-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External A,D`'airs
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apply to Iroquois. As the Globe and Mail puts it: "Whether Canadian construction
(at Iroquois) constitutes half a courageous stand, or half an inexcusable waste
makes an interesting question." ►
4. It would not be surprising if the Globe's line were taken up further in forthcom-

ing months. To refute both it and the Danielian thesis about duplication, I think we
have an even stronger argument than has been used hitherto. Canada took its deci-
sion, and enacted legislation, to build all St. Lawrence deep water navigation facili-
ties between Lake Erie and Montreal, including Iroquois, in 1951. In 1952 , we
secured the concurrence of the United States to this. The Wiley Act, authorizing
United States construction at Barnhart and Iroquois, was passed in 1954. Later in
1954 Canada decided to refrain from building at Barnhart now, but to continue
with its plans to build all the other works, including Iroquois, in accordance with a
decision and legislation on our books for three years. Canada has now begun pre-
liminary work at Iroquois. In this context, therefore, Canada surely cannot be con-
strued as the duplicator. "'

Iroquois Control Dam

5. The United States engineers have agreed to the Canadian proposal to shift the
location of the control dam at Iroquois about 2,000 yards downstream. The State
Department,, the Department, and the I.J.C. are in agreement that this does not
require re-opening the IJ.C's Order of Approval of October 29, 1952, (although the
Federal Power Commission's license to the Power Authority of the State of New
York (PASNY) will have to be amended). At its former site the control dam would
have been located about half in each country, and it had been agreed between the
power entities that Ontario Hydro (HEPCO) would construct the project. However,
in its new location the dam will lie almost entirely on the United States side of the
boundary, and the power entities have agreed that PASNY will construct it.
6. You will recall that the power entities arranged to divide between themselves

the responsibility for the construction of the various component power works on
the basis of practicability and of a more or less equal division of total costs. The
Iroquois dam will cost nearly $23 millions and its construction by PASNY instead
of HEPCO shifts the allocation of work between them considerably in PASNY's
favour, Their, officials are, therefore, discussing rearrangement of the work pro-
gramme in order.to restore the balance, and are attempting to shift some of the
excavation and dredging work to HEPCO.
Dredging

7' About $93 millions of dredging is to be done in the power project of which
about $72 millions is on the United States side and $21 millions on the Canadian.
(These'figures may have to be lowered somewhat in the light of recent develop-
ments). In addition, there is dredging to be done for the seaway on both sides of the
U^^ .;It had heretofore been assumed that because of the highly restrictive

States law,•.Canadian dredges could not operate on the other side of the

147
Noté 'marginale':/Marginâl note : `

No -_ but the US gov't has been instructed to build & we have been authorized. Moreover it
Çould be said that if this argument applies to Iroquois why not also to Barnh3rt. [LB. Pearson]
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bonndary. This law would have meant that Canadian dredging interests would have
been precluded from operâting on the U.S. side, and also that two dredges would
have to be employed on a piece of work straddling the boundary that one dredge
could otherwise have handled, thus raising costs. It also meant that the problem of
overall division of costs could not be effected so readily.

8. However, we have just learned that the United States Administration has
decided to permit Canadian dredgesto operate on its'side of the boundary. This
decision"was taken on Mr. Anderson's request on behalf of Secretary Wilson, who
had asked that the rejevant coastal shipping and navigation laws be waived in the

interest of the national defence. This was apparently the only way in which the
waiver could be made. We have asked the Embassy to report on the precise basis on
which the decision was made. As you will appreciate, the Canadian decision to
accept or refuse to have U.S. dredges in Canada has serious implications not only
as regards dredging for the power project ($93 millions) but also dredging for navi-

gationgation works below Cornwall ($25 millions) and dredging in the Upper Lakes
($100 millions; we hope that the U.S. Congress will appropriate the funds for these

last-mentioned works).

Senate Investigation of Power Arrangements
Senator Lehman disclosed that9. On the eve of the recent Congressional election

he had requested, and had been granted, a Senate investigation into PASNYs
arrangements for the distribution of power in New York State. Hearings are to be
held by a subcommittee headed by Senator Langer, Republican of North Dakota, ofthe
the Senate Committee on'the Judiciary.,Ttus may foreshadow StLawr nce
Democrats -to cite Mr. Dewey 's arrangements for distribution of velt
power as another Republican "giveaway" of natural resources. (Franklin Roo.^n of
Jr, has called it a ten times bigger giveaway

art inthe recent election camp^^
public versus private power played no p
and may well grow during the next two years. Since Mr. Harriman faces al b°^ eÎy
Republican legislature in Albany, there is likelyS^ to^^c°Ce IWéTI ô^ which Senator
ing within New York State and nationally o
Lehman's move would be the first step. Officials here assume that neither Demo-

can4 in Albany or : Washington will wish to alter the presentcrats nor Republ'^ develop.

maritime and defence agen press

arrangements for the construction of the power woks°heretor what may

on the distribution side and the F.P.C. license relevant

= Canal and Lock Dimensions oration,
s'10: Last month Mr. Castle, President of the United States Seaway CorP#a nort authorities, and.

"held heanngs in the Pentac ^ to express their views on the dimensions of the new

seaway works. The consensus was heavily in favour
of locks o fconsid^erdaCY ^adg^

dimensions than thosecurrently contemplated by the United States
C^tle the'

âuthorities, which are = equated to the f Welland Canal system. Mr• larer and

`t^equested his engineers to prepare estimates of the cost of cocne sieri ^e 1 ne that

duper facilities at Barnhart and Iroquois. Danielian uo s'might better spend its
`Canada,- instead of duplicating ^^ ^d the anewworks to be constructed in the
tnoney on enlarging the Welland
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issue of the Departmental Bulletin. I hope that it will help correct a number of
misapprehensions on this subject.

Canadian section of the St. Lawrence. Mr. Castle has been informed that Canada
would not contemplate enlarging its facilities at this time, which would cost several
hundreds of millions of dollars.

11. Last week Mr.' Castle announced that the United States Corporation would
stick to the original dimensions because "the Corporation is limited to the author-
ized expenditure of $105 millions" and because the original dimensions "are in
conformity with the dimensions on the Welland Canal, and of prospective locks on
the Canadian portion of the seaway, between Montreal and Massena".

Meetings Between the Tivo Seativay Autltorities
12. Meetings are being held in Washington on November 23 between Messrs.

Chevrier, Castle and their advisers. They will discuss tolls and dredging in a very
preliminary way. .We hope that, as a result of this meeting, we shall get some very
useful information.

Article in "External A,fj`airs"
13. An illustrated article on the St. Lawrence Project will appear in the November

J[UtES] L(tGEtJ

586. C.D.HJVol. 84

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^GRAM WA-1994 Washington, November 23, 1954

SECRE f. IMPORTANT. '

Following for Paul Pelletier, Privy Council, from Chevrier, Begins: In the course of
our meeting this morning the question of dredging operations came up for discus-
sion.lVlr, Castle*referred to two incidents which occurred on the border near Corn-
wall where Ma'n'nix•Raytnond have a contract from Hepco for certain coffer
dainining. He stated that a Canadian dredge was brought in against United States
laws prohibiting the importation of foreign-built dredges, and where a tug crossed
the border to do work on behalf of a contractor in, violation of the United States
coastwise regulations.

2• Both these casés had been dealt with by waivers of United States laws under the
authodty that this' was for defence. Mr. Castle wanted to know if Canada would be
willing to ïeciprocate. I indicated immediately that this was not a matter for the
Seaway Authority to determine, but for the Government. However, I asked whetherthis

Was meant to aPP1Yto individual cases which came up along the border or tothe broad ûes '
^

clear ^ Q^^g n of dredging for power and navigation. Mr. Castle was not too
at this sta ^ e but said he rather thought it was in individual cases only.
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'=3.^ Later on Mr. Castle brought to the meeting Mr. Lee of the State Department,
who came to explain'the legal position. Mr. Lee dealt at some length with the stat-
utes of the United States prohibiting the importation of foreign equipment and said
that unless there was, some reciprocation on the part of Canada, the position would
be a difficult one for them. Mr. Lee added that the St. Lawrence Development Cor-
poration had initiated this request. I again asked whether it was the intention to deal
with these cases individually as they arose or whether it was meant to seek recipro-
cation on behalf of Canada in the whole area extending from the Great Lakes down
from Montreal. Mr. Lee then stated that all he was talking about was individual
cases. Mr. Castle confirmed this and said that he had received numerous protests
from shipping interests, labour unions and others against the use of Canadian
dredges on American soil.
4. I gathered from the discussions, as did my colleagues of the Seaway Authority,

that no attempt will be made to seek reciprocation on behalf of Canada for dredging
operations generally, but that the request sought applies only to individual cases.
My understanding is that when such cases arise, individual waivers will be
requested. This, you will realize, is an entirely „different problem from the one
raised in our discussions. It would seem to me that there is no objection to dealing
with the matter on this basis and is much preferable. I thought you should be
advised of this at the earliest date so that you may pass this on to the Prime Knis-
ter, Mr. Marler, and Mr. Howe. The talks I had yesterday with the Prime Minister
and Mr. Howe were based on the broad general basis of reciprocity for both power
and navigation facilities. Ends.

587.
CEW/Vol. 3175

` Note du ministre-consciller`de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Memorandum by Minister-Counsellor, Embassy in United States
_.^'..

CONFIDErmAI. [Washington], December 17, 1954

D^enGnNG IN THE sr. t,AwRErrCe pxOJECrs
As you know I have been a little concerned recently that the question of dredbSe

ing in the St. Lawrence projects may cause some irritation between Canada an
United f Stâtes. My -main - concern,' briefly ° is that there may be in Otell as s me
unwarrantedsüspicion of United States `môtives on this question, as ^cularlY
'more "or less innocent misrepreséntation' of previous developments and P
of Canada's part in'those developments. ton

2. ^The question of dredging has attracted attention in Ottawa and w fôrlsome
from time to time since we began to negotiate with the State Departmentlied in the
tÿpe'of agreement on customs and inimigration arrangements to be apP wrence
construction of the'coffer-dams to be built in conjunction with ra i of a for

t ^ . R

.. ; . ` •

power pro^• tect. Each country has leg•̂ slat• ^on which prohibits P the coffer-
éign-built dredge in its'own waters, and some efforts were made during Ved to

dani negotiations to'sce whether or not these restrictive laws could be ô^et ^
pemnit the'most efficient and economical allocation of the work. At 1
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ada took the initiative in seeking a waiver of the relevant United States laws' on a
reciprocal basis and members of the Embassy, in the early stages of the negotiation,
left the United States Customs Bureau and State Department officials with that
impression. That impression was strongly reinforced in the final stages of the nego-
tiation when Ernest Côté explained the Canadian position on dredging in some
detail to Hayden Rayndr of the State Department.

3. Presumably as â result of those conversations, the State Department reviewed
the United States position and told us, before the letters on the coffer-dams were
exchanged, that there was a way in which the relevant United States laws could be
waived. This was reported to Ottawa but we received no further word. When the
lettérs finally were exchanged they were worded in such a way that vessels (i.e.
dredges and pile drivers) were excluded from the waiver.

4. In the meantime, thinking in Ottawa on the waiving of customs duties had
undergone some change, and the Canadian position seemed to be that no further
customs concessions other than those for the power project coffer dams would be
granted.

5. Just prior. tô Mr. Chevrier's recent visit to Washington we learned that the
United States laws on dredging had been waived, presumably to expedite construc-
tion on the power project. You will recall that after his meeting with Mr. Castle,
Mr.' Chevrier reported to Ottawa that the United States authorities had inquired
whether Canada would grant a reciprocal waiver. From Mr. Chevrier's message I
would judge that he would probably favour a waiver that could be applied to indi-
vidual cases as they arose, but probably would not favour the granting of a general
waiver similar to that already existing on the United States side.

6. We have had no word from Ottawa yet on what the official Canadian reply to
Mr. Castle's request is likely to be, but in the various papers sent to us for informa-
tion we have noticed a number of references which lead us to believe that the ten-
dency in` Ottawa is to forget (a) that Canada initiated the request for a waiver, and
(b) that we left the United States officialsvnder the impression that we .would have
welcomed awaivér" such'as the United States now has put into effect. The endresult

may possibly be that in Ottawa the United States will be painted as the vil-
lain of the piece who granted the waiver for some ulterior motive, when, from our
point of view at least,;they have simply acted on the justifiable assumption that
Canada wanted the waiver in the first place.

7•
Tô conclude ^ it scems possible to me that if Canada does not reciprocate the

United States action, the different positions of the two countries will almost cer-
ta'n1y attract some attention in the press and some explanation may become neces-
sazy. If explanations are to be made it is essential, in my view, that all the facts in
the case be presented fairly.

8.1 am not suggesting that Canada should necessarily reciprocate the UnitedStates
wazver. Infact, the present study of dredging being carried out in Ottawanlight
well indicate°that it is in our own interest not to grant any kind of waiver.

But if that is the eventual outcome Canada should at least be re ared to admit the
p^ we play^ in earlier negotiations and to avoid misrepresenting the subsequent
actions of the United States.
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discuss with Mr. Chevrier, and his engineers. the desirability of increasing lock
dimensions in the St. Lawrence Seaway by adding 2 feet to the depth (from 30' to
32' over the sills) and by adding approximately 50 feet to the length (to 891' froni
pintle to pintle).

You may recall that following some considerable speculation in the newspapers
and elsewhere some time ago, the U.S. Corporation announced that the Welland
canal specifications would be used throughout the piece. There apparently has been
a change of heart again and they are now, talking of lengthening and deepening the
locks although there is ;no intention at this time to suggest widening them as the
U.S. Corps of Engineers had suggested some time ago.,

Mr. Chevrier suggested that we might ask our Embassy in Washington to try and
find out informally from the State Department what is behind all this agitation. I
think this is a good idea and the Department of External Affairs is accordingly
getting in touch with the Embassy at Wâshington forthwith. At the same time Carl
West will attempt, at Ithe engineering level, to find out from General Robinson and
company what is theessential motivation behind the suggestion.

Mr. Chevrier himself will be in Barbados for the first two weeks in lanuazy and
his interview with Castle will therefore not , take place until some time after the

17th.

9.* I should like you to know that this memorandum was prepared by Mr. Taylor.118

RELATIONS wmI THE UN= STATES

D.V. LEP(ANI

PCONol. 97

Note du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet
pour le secrétaire du Cabinet...

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to Cabinet
to Secretary to Cabinet

Ottawa, December 28, 1954

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY; U.S. PROPOSAL TO INCREASE LOCK DIMENSIONS

As I told you at lunch today Mr. Chevrier called me on the telephone this morn-
ing to inform me that Mr. Castle, the Head of the U.S. St. Lawrence Seaway Devel-

Co tion wanted to come -to Ottawa shortly after the New Year to

. . , P. P[F1.LET7Ett]

$4 Nôte marginale :/Marginal note: ; ous to
I think this situation is (or might becarne) quite serious. The US (who are we l^t o^uests

mat us where they qn - they have proved this) to out of their -'3J to ^ terial reasons
(advanced at a rtcipcocal solution). We have second thoughts for our own rna COidential

remain silwt. I think we should put this to the Minister - pe^Ps in a personal & ou^es

ktta exprasint our anxieties and enquiring. We should not however assume the low m

we suspect. A.D.P. H(eeneyj Dec 17
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Ottawa, July 3, 1954

NATURAL GAS: P.P.C. OPINION NO. 271

The Ministér has received a letter on the above-mentioned subject, dated June
28, from the Minister of Trade and Commerce, the text of which is quoted below.
Your comments on Mr. Howe's letter would be appreciated. It would be useful if
you could discuss the subject with Mr. N.R. Chappell (D.D.P. Washington) but you
should not (repeat not) of course raise it in any way with United States officials. We
have not yet been able to give any consideration to this matter and consequently are
not able to let you have even preliminary views. ,

2. An acknowledgment of the letter will be sent immediately stating only that we
are studying the questions Mr. Howe has raised and are seeking your advice. We
would hope, however, to let Mr. Howe know very soon what action might appro-
priately be taken pursuant to his suggestions.
` 3. Text of the letter follows:

Ottawa, June 28, 1954

My dear Colleagué: . ., ;

No doubt your ofFcers have considered Opinion No. 271 of the Federal Power
Conunission dènying the application of Westcoast Transmission Company for per-
mission to deliver gas into Washington and Oregon. In my judgment, this Opinion
No. 271 contains implications that should be brought officially to the attention of
the State Department.

The finding itself is found on page 9, as follows:

•. It is for'these reasons and others, including the feasibility of the projects
hereinafter discussed 'that we conclude that the a lications of Colo-rado Interstate'should be applications Pacific and

Since the • ..
8ranted:

land areas to be served by Pacific in the State of Washington and at Port-
Oregon, would be largely duplicated by Westcoast Inc. and Trans-Northwest,

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

SI.CrION E

GAZ NATUREL
NATURAL GAS

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
. to Ambassador in United States
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these applications are mutually exclusive and the applications of Westcoast Inc. and
Trans-Northwest must be denied."

While the finding is disappointing in itself,. it calls for no comment from me.
However, the reasons given for the finding must be challenged. I quote from pages

24 and 25, as follows:
"Such protection would not be afforded to any segment of the American people

if its sole source of essential natural gas were through importation from a foreign
country without'some intergovernmental agreement assuring the continued ade-
quacy of its supply. Otherwise, all control over the production, allocation and trans-
portation to our border of such natural gas would be in the hands of agencies of
foreign governments, whose primary interest would of necessity always be in the
needs and advantages of their own people, and whose judgments and actions would
be essentially dependent upon public opinion within that country, rather than upon
the interests of American consumers. Regardless o' any u long ^ dVi^ natural gas, dll
relations with any neighbour nation able to supp y
would not be in the public interest to permit the importation of its gas as the sole
source for the consumers in need of an uninterruptible supply at a reasonable price,

vwhich should always be assured by this Commission to the full extent of its powers.
"In this Pacific Northwestern section of our country there are potential industrial

consumers of natural gas whose needs will be great and who may well be supplied
with imported gas on a supplementary or interruptible basis. In any area which is
receiving from an American source a supply of gas sufficient for its firm neenssatiss
conceivable that there might be imported to it from a neighbour country uPo
factory terms and conditions a supplementary supply of gas for its interruptible

needs. We do not consider it to be in the.public'interest, however, to authorize a
most important new project to serve a major area -^nvolving a large and imP°r"
tant segment of the American economy - which from the outset will be com-
pletely tied to and wholly dependent upon an exclusive source of supply. entirely

sbeyond the control of agencies of the United States."
^ t: ^ Ibese paragraphs imply that foreign relations are being handled b stituted ls•
sion of the United States Government, rather than by appropriately o
authorities. The. argument against importation from foreign sourcesi^ ^^a^on ôf
the Federal Power Commission has placed an embargo against the po

to a
Canadian gas ` into the+ U.S. on any firm basis. This is in effect tantamount

to finance a g^
complete embargo., as it would be impos`sible for any company the
supply'from Canada ' to the > U.S. solely on an interruptible basis. Theref ^ from

F.P.G° has laid down a general ruling that the U.S. cannot import natural g

Canada. and (G),
It is worth noting that in the "orders" section of the Opinion, letters ^ations of

page 33,~^ the . Commission dismisses ^ without = prejumr m
^he same

applications
denyin8

Northwest Natural , C3lacier, and Northern Natural, while at ^

su

the application of Northwest Transmission. Surely all applications
based uPo.n g

m Canada should have :been denied or all of them dismissed
wlthout

1 ro
pr, jp'tidicef, to'maintain legal consistency..



It is also worth noting that during the Korean build-up this Department received
some pressure from the Director of Defence Mobilization to make Canadian gas
available to the Pacific Northwest. In particular, the Department received a very
urgent request from the Director of Defence Mobilization to export gas to supply
the Anaconda smelter, in Montana, and the Government responded by arranging a
pennit for the required export and by helping to expedite the building of a connect-
ing pipeline. This export certainly was not on an interruptible basis. Incidentally,
we recently, received an application, sent on by the province of Alberta, to increase
this export substantially, which application I had intended to recommend but

. which, in Gght of the recent F.P.C. ruling, must be denied.
It may be well to remind the State Department that Canada has been exporting

electrical energy to the U.S. under firm contracts for the past forty. years and that
these contracts have always been carried out, regardless of the fact that the power
exported was from time to time urgently needed in Canada, particularly during two
war periods. Our legislation governing the export of electrical energy is the same
legislation that governs our export of natural gas.

I do not know of any incident associated with the export of energy from Canada
which'would justify the finding of the F.P.C. Therefore, I believe that the State
Department should be informed of the situation. However, this is a matter for your
Ndgment.^a9 . ,

Yours sincerely,
C.D. HOWE

DEA/5420-40
L'ambassadeur aur ^`tnrc.Il„;^

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State• for Ezterna! 'Affairs

Washington, July 9, 1954

Reference; }tour teletype EX-1162 of July 3.

NA77RAL (3AS: FTC OPINION NO. 271
We agree with Mr. Howe that we should be instructed to draw officially to thea^naon of ihe

m State Department the passages he cites in the Federal Power Com-
ission ' s ' opinion which provide some of the reasons for its denial of a licence toWestcôast T .lice n „ ransmission. The various applications recently before the FPC for^vol^es t

o supply the Pacific Northwest of the United States with natural gas
edsüch complicated issues, both of geology and of economics, that we donot tlunk it

would be appropriate for the Canadian Government to contest the deci-=^'s^^t.^,^'^

leVoir/See Globe and MaU. June 1'9, ' l 954.
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sion
.
of the FPC = which, in any case, must be regarded as a quasi-judicial body.

However, we do think that it would be both proper and desirable to discuss with the
State Department the practical meaning and the further implications of the passages
quoted by Mr. Howe. Nor would there be any impropriety, in our view, in sug-

rgesting that these reasons, which are of a political rather than a technical nature,
- bulk so large in the opinion of the FPC that it :must be assumed they carried great
weight with the Commissioners when they were reaching their decision.

2. No doubt every government must give priority to what it believes to be the

interests ' of its - own citizens. The Canadian Government did so when it was devel-

oping the policy on natural gas that was enunciated by Mr. Howe last March.150 The

same principle was followed when the Canadian Government rejected the proposal

of the Aluminum Company of America that some of the headwaters of the Yukon

River in Canadian territory should be diverted to the Alaskan Panhandle in order to
make possible a large hydroelectric development in the Taiya River Valley."' But it
is a far cry from that principle to the promulgation of an absolute doctrine that, in
the absence of an intergovernmental agreement, facilities required by the people of

one country should not be permitted to fall under the of agencies of
bya f the

eign government as the, FPC lays down in the case of natural gas required

^United States.
3. The meaning of that doctrine in practical terms, as Mr. Howe points out, is that

it would be impossible for the United States to import natural gas from Canada.
That should certainly,be drawn to the attention of the State Department, we think,

along with the consequences of applying that doctrine to^é present
crid^s élm

rnt^s

for the flow of natural gas from , Southern Alberta to

Môntana.

'cââalâ in United States territory, subject only to the paymen

ârgûcd bÿ} the . Canadiân rcpresentatives that some guarantee wo
s throuSh

from the Un.^ted States to ensure free right of passage for Cana d to ls^^e United
of

S.; However, we do think that there are further unplicauons o P W

shôuld be3élucidated for the binefit of the State Department. In the rôn^eS ti W^
rcnce . SeawayA negotiations in Ottawa. wrih the United States auth1d be req^ed

4. Mr. Howe also suggests that the paras he quotes from the FPC's opinion imp y
that foreign relations are being handled by a commission of the United States Gov-
ernment, rather than by the e appropriately constituted United States authorities.
'Although that possible implication might be lightly touched on in oral remarks to
the State Department, we doubt whether it should be included in any more formal
representations. The question of the scope of the jurisdiction of the FPC is a matter
that is domestic to the United States; and we imagine that the Commiel l decis
^would argue that they were not exceeding their competence in be^ ^at question
sion, in part, on the reasons which we find disturbing. In any case,

up a highly debatable legal area on which we think it would be unwise for us

to trespass.: ° f the o inion that, . .

2982-2984JSee Canada,
Ip Voir Cansda, Chambre daCommuna. Mau. 1953-54. volume III. pp.

Nonse of Cotnmoas. Dcbatcs. 1953-54. Volume ID. p. 2817-2819.

is, Voir/See Volume 17, Documents 941-843.
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u instructed to discuss with the State Depart-ment the p^sag^ in ^e ^•s opinion which he has cited.. É _1^ . .

LU the Bureau of European Affairs in the State Department, which
handles the St,'U^nce Seaway, rather than to the Bureau of Economic Affairs,
which, althoù .gh responsible for the State Department's interest in natural gas ques-
tions, h`âs little authority in this field, according to our experience. In any case, we
a^ Wi^'Mr. Howe that w,. sho 1d be ' •

'States représentatives, we understand, replied that it would be difficult for their
government to give such a guarantee and suggested that Canada should rely on the
good faith and good sense of the United States Government and people.152 We
might point out to the State Department that, if the Canadian Government were to
adopt the doctrine set forth in the FPC's opinion, it would categorically insist that,
as the trustee for the transportation interests of the Canadian people, it could not, in
the absence of an intergovernmental agreement, be a party to arrangements under
which transportation facilities that are vital to Canada would fall under the sole
control of an agency of a foreign government; and that, if the United States Gov-
ernment could not guarantee free right of passage, the Canadian Government would
be obliged to reject cooperation from the United States and proceed without delay
to build an all-Canadian seaway.
6. We think that an argument of this kind would not only be fair, but might be

expected to produce a double effect. We are not so simple-minded as to imagine
that it would produce a reversal overnight in the position of the FPC or of the
.United States negotiators on the St. Lawrence Seaway issue. However, we would
expect it. to have the effect

(a) Of inducing the administration, and particularly the White House to bring
some private pressure to bear'on the FPC by pointing out to them how awkward
their doctrine might prove if applied by other governments in other situations; and
(b) Of suggesting to the United States negotiators on the St. Lawrence Seaway

issue that theÿ' must come some way to meet our requirements that free right of
passage for Canadian vessels through the United States canals be guaranteed by the
United States Government. In other words, while not expecting to obtain full satis-
faction on either score, we think that such an approach might shake the United
Stâtes position at two points of importance to us and make their officials rather
moreI malleable to our views. The effect in the field of natural gas might be to put
the FPC Commissioners in a rather different frame of mind when they are hearing
the appeM that is to be filed by Westcoast Transmission.

7. If you think there is merit in this suggestion, we think that our representationsshôuld he m-j

U2 Voir/Sa DOCument 579.
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Washington, July 29, 1954

CONFIDENTTAL

Reference; Your teletype EX-1277 of July 26.t

NATURAI. GAS: FPC OPINION NO. 271

We called yesterday at the State Department on Hayden Raynor, Director of the
Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs, to express the
'concern of the Canadian Government over some em phasize

implications of opinion No.
the importance of the271 of the Federal Power Commission. In order to hasize

representations, we separated sharply the meeting at which they were made from
our ordinary weekly consultations with Raynor, which also took place yesterday.
Because of your instructions that the comments to be made on the opinion should
be expressed in a "completely informal way", we hoped that it would not be neces-
sary to leave any piece of paper at the State Department and we did not take one
with us yésterday afternoon. However, as you will appreciate, these natural gas
issues âre not only complicated but fall somewhat outside the normal scope of the
State Dépârtment's activity. When, therefore, we had completed our oral represen-
tation's and Raynor indicated that he would be grateful to have something in writing
on this subject, we thought we should try to oblige him. Our immediately following

to Raynor thë
this text of

morning.
the. informal unsigned memorandum which we are,teletdingypé contains

The oral representations we made to him yester-sen
daygwere virtually identical'to what is set out in the memorandum.

'2.' Although Raynor o fered a few personal comments on what we had said, which
at least showed that so e consideration had already been given to the FPCé o°nder, ^ ^ d , , , , , official r )
^on in the State Department, he;was not in a pus. uon to make any
to the`views we had expressed. However, he indicated that the passages

of the opiu-
,, :

i on
e
which wè had c ited had also disturbed the State.Department and had arous

or concluded by
intecest ândf concern in the Office of Defense Mobilization. Rayn
saying that when he had had an`opportunity to study our memorandum, he would
hope to bé able to comment on it officially. , ossibility
3. ^We wonder whether any thought has been given in Ottawa to the pada an

placing this whole subject of the export and import of natural gas by CanadaUnited States-
the Un

,
^ted States on the agenda for the next meeting of the joint this ht

Canadian Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs. It seems
to us ^aknow wen

be advisable, although, of course, no decision could be taken^f until What will be the
the next meeting is to be held and can gauge with grea ter

e

atatus'at that time of the various natural gas issues in which we are interested.

RELATIONS WITN THE UNITED STATES

L'ambassadeur aux - États-Unis -.
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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592.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States'
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

RLEGRAM WA-1325

CONMENrtAL

DEA/5420-40

Reference: Our immediately preceding teletype WA-1324 of today's date.

NATURAL GAS: FPC OPINION NO. 271

Following is the text of the memorandum being sent to the State Department
this morning. Text begins: :

" The Canadian Ambassador has been instructed to draw to the attention of the
State Department the following passage to be found on pp. 24-25 of opinion No.
271 of the Federal Power Commission, which was issued on June 18, 1954:

(At this point in the memorandum are included three paragraphs from the Fed-
eral Power Commission's opinion quoted by Mr. Howe in his letter to you of June
28. We also included the unmediately preceding paragraph in order to make the
excerpt self-explanatory.)

The Canadian Government is disturbed at what seem to be the implications con-
tained in the last two paragraphs of this passage from the opinion of the Federal
Power Commission. The argument against importation from foreign sources
implies that the Commission has placed an embargo against importation of Cana-
dian g, as into the United States on any firm basis. This is, in effect, tantamount to a
complete embargo, as it would be impossible for any company to finance the sup-
P1Y of natural gas from Canada to the United States solely on interruptible basis.
Therefore it would seem that the Commission has laid down a general ruling that
the United States cannot import natural gas from Canada.

In this connection, the Canadian Ambassador wishes to point out that, during theKorean build-
M up,the Cânadian authorities were urged by the Director of Defence

obili zation in the United States to made Canadian gas available to the Pacific
Northwest.` In'particular, a very urgent
Defencerrequest was received from the Director of

MobiLzation that gas should be exported from Canada to supply the Ana-
conda S^elter in 'Montana. The Canadian Government responded by arranging a
permit forAé` required expoit and b hel ^n to expediteconnectin Y p^ g the construction of the

. g pipeline.'Th.̂ s export has certainly not been on an interruptible basis.
The •^adian "Ambassador also wishes to remind the State Department that

for the a his ^° exPorung électric energy to the United States under firm contracts
past forty years, lbe^se contracts have always been carried out regardless ofthe fact that the

Particulazl ^ power expotted was from time to time urgently needed in Canada,
;.3 Y duhbg two war periods. Thë Canadian legislation governing the export, $ . .
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from Canadâ of electrical energy is the same legislation as governs the export of

natural gas from Canada.
Although not seeking at this time to contest in any way the findings of the Fed-

eral Power Commission contained in its opinion No. 271 which, it is realized, are
based on many considerations of fact and law, the Canadian Ambassador wishes tolica-
point out that the action of the Commission Glacier Gas^CoCompany, and Norpthern
tions of Northwest Natural Gas Company,
Natural Gas Company, - on the one hand, and the applications of Westcoast Trans-
mission Company, Inc., and Trans-Northwest Gas Company, Inc., on the other, and
dismissing without prejudice the three former applications (while at the same time
denying the two latter applications), would hardly seem to be consistent with the
principles enunciated in the passage from the Commission's opinion which has

been quoted above.
Finally, the Canadian Ambassador wishessuggest doctrineeset

govern--- and particularly the Canadian Government
forth in the Federal Power Commission's opinion

the absence of bindingt governmentalments in many fields would be impossible in
agreements. Text ends.

^i
à_ =

p9.ÇY .rr ry* As.we understand it, the li of Ce fore Canadian consume^the Canadian

availablé in Canada should be reserved
in ^^^

appreç^auon withm ru
and,unléss it is more clcarly.realiicd on both sides

of the border what c
I ,,... , r ,.
cannot be done to facihtate the movemcnt of natural g^• t•s that natural Sas

mal rcpresentations that we e t o g
is a betteringa the original judgment by the Federal Power.Commission in m ^heree l

"uthe diffculties that may be expect^d to keep croppin g p unless
lic in this field

the U ted States Govern ment of Canadian r ° an and

Power Cornmission of the application of the West f the United States and the infor-
âûpplÿ natural gas to the Pacifie North ^nent concern-

f 1 m: ed to make to the State Dep te

V_, . , ,11
exports and imports of natural gas across the border. 'Ie d^ssion Company to

Washington, October 19,1954

. NATURAL GAS, .^ htbe
For sôme. time we have been coming to the conclusion thatt^e time ^^a of

ri 'for'a discussion at a high level between the United Sta m 1, the Federal

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for. External Affairs



.but that supplementary quantities; including specifically those in the Peace River
fields, may be exported to'the United States. We gather that it is also reasonably
clear that unless outlets can be arranged in the United States for some of the natural
gas available in Canada, the national policy of the Canadian Government in this
field may be considerably hampered. There would, therefore, seem to be advantage
in making clear at the highest levels in the United States Government what the
Canadian ^ policy is and the cooperation that we would wish to obtain from the
United. States.

3. You will be aware that the entrepreneurs behind the West Coast TransmissionCompany have been showing some interest in the possibility of an inter-govern-
`mental agreement between the United States and Canada in the natural gas field to
assure for a fixed period of years supplies from fields in Canada which, in the
opinion of the Canadian authorities, might be used to meet United States require-
ments: This idea has also received some consideration within the State Department,
as was made apparent in a letter of the 15 September from Mr. Outerbridge Horsey
to Mr. C.D. Johnston, President of the United States Chamber of Commerce. We
are by no means sure that such an inter-governmental agreement would be either
necessary or desirable. But it must be assumed that that possibility would be raised
on the United States side if there were a discussion between Canadian and United
States ministers of natural gas problems.

4.^ We are not ^even sure that it would be desirable to try to formulate a set of
principles or objectives in this area that could serve as guides for particular deci-
sions. But at the very least we believe that there would be no harm and possibly
considerable advantage in a thorough and realistic airing of the issues involved
between ministers. Although it would be easy to over estimate the importance of
the conclusions reached by the joint United States-Canadian Committee on Trade
and Economic Affairs last March; we are inclined to think that the discussion
which took place at that time has had considerable value subsequently in protecting
Canadian interests from the worst excems of protectionist pressures in this coun-
trY•!S3 A discussion of natural gas in that committee or in the Joint Industrial Mobil-
ization Committee'might be expected to have similar beneficial effects, we think.
5' It might, of course, be objected that such a discussion could hardly be expected

to influence United States policy since responsibility for it lies largely in the hands
of the Federal Power Commission, which is an independent and quasi-judicial bodys^belished

by, thè Congress rather than by the President. Certainly that circum-
would limit the usefulness of any such inter-governmental discussion as we

are suggesting. But it would be naive to think that the administration is powerless
to influence the Federal Power Commission. If our wishes in this field were fully
P°ôand understood by the administration, we could have more hope that the

uld take them into account in its judgments.
6' We realize that you and your colleagues must walk warily in this field. Thep'Peline

builders resemble the railroad builders of an earlier age not only in thescale of
their Operations but in the amount of money they stand to gain. The shift-

! I Y dE
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-, ing combinations between the various, interests and the United States origin of
.much of the capital in,these.Canâdian pipeline, ventures are also as confusing as

I they, were... in the railroad era., All these considerations certainly dictate caution.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that we have. a national policy in this area which
depends for its reasonably rapid implementation on some measure of United States
cooperation.To explore at the highest level the degree of cooperation that we may
expect to obtain would, therefore,, seem to us to be the path of wisdom.

7. In the meantime, there is a related question which is both wider and more
,,urgent. As you know, the President has established a committee on energy supplies
-and resources policy,' which has been asked to report by the 1 st of December.
Should Canadian representations be made to that committee? That is a question

. which is examined in our immediately following telegram.

,594.t
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- ' L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État âux AÉaires extérieures

Ambassador, in United States
Io Séeretary of State for External Affairs

TEI,EGRAM .WA-1818
Washington, October 19, 1954

OURCFS POLICY

I

I Reference: Our teletype WA-1817 of October 19.

R «.. . . . _. _ . .

SEatET.- I&IpoRTAN7:

INET CpMMTI'IE6 ON pNERGY SUPPLIES AND Rh-3

li-obili--Staté; Defense, Justice, Interior, Commerce and Labour, and w^c

ship of Dr. Arthur Flemming, Director of the Office of Die Dnep^ent.

Zatiôn', has already held two meetings, we have learned
from the S^

3'Mhe new committee,- which is composed of the Heads of e h sps under the
mittee_ on energy problems should .be, established. t. De artments of

without . broadening its. scope to include consi d_ ^at a larger com-
energy. It therefore recommended- and the President agree

ment to make representations to the new comrni .

V; 2.: But first, of 'all, for the genesis . and workof the committee. Ublic zed cabi
informed by the State Department that it grew out of an earlier unp
- net committee which was established to consider the problems of time, 'tcan1etime,
;in the United States: After this committee had been at work for some

the conclusion that it could not sensibly tackle the problems of the formus of
• d ration of comPe g

. this message. In addition, we thought j g

lus on,the question of whether or not it might be useful for the Canadian Govern-
• ttee

s. ,.:In your unnumbered despatch of August , y roq su lies
tion we might be able to obtain about the Cabinet Committee on Energythe lst of

- and Resources Policy which has been asked by the
^le to collect is contained in

• December, 1954. Such information as we have bce
• • #u.-# ou mi ht welcome some comment from

.^ , CAB, 25 t ou uested whatever informa-



It has surveyed in a'preliminary way the scope of the enquiry before it and has
created a task force where much of the real work will be done. This is headed by
Mr. Hames F. Brownlee, a New York banker who is a partner in TH. Whitney and
Company. The staff director of the task force is Mr. Joseph L. Fisher, who has been
Associate Director of Resources for the Future, Inc. We have been told that Mr.
Herbert Hoover, Jr., the new Under-Secretary of State, (who is a petroleum engi-
neer by profession) has been showing great interest in the work of the committee
and will ordinarily attend in place of Mr. Dulles. .

4. Since the mandate of the committee includes petroleum and natural gas, we
have wondered whether it might not be advisable for the Canadian Government to
make representations to the committee in an effort to promote the rational use of
North American; supplies of petroleum and natural gas within the .limits of the
national policies of Canada and the United States. We have been informed by the
State Department that the committee's task force already has found itself obliged to
look beyond the territorial boundaries of the United States and take at least some
cognizance of Canadian sources of supply. Mr. Fisher has also told the State
Department it would be entirely appropriate for the Canadian Government to make
representations to the committee, if it so desired.

5. On balance, we think that it might be in Canada's interest to submit a brief to
the committee. This would provide an opportunity to make the case for exports of
natural gas from Canada to the United States and to curb some of the more extreme
nationalist views that have been rife within the Federal Power Commission. A
Canadian brief might also draw attention to the two oil pipelines which now cross
the

United States border. The advantages of these pipelines to the United States,
especially in an emergençy, might be stressed and the attitudes which have given
use to the recent decision of the general services administration to apply the buy-
American legislation to petroleum products might be combatted. Such representa-
tions might be of particular value at a moment when the protectionist campaign of a
nwnber of oil producers in the United States seems to be reaching a new peak. A
brief of this kind ^would also presumably include some statistical information about
Canada's resources of oil and natural gas.

^6.^In spite of the possible usefulness of such representations it must, however, be
e in mind that the core of the Cabinet Committee's mandate remains the prob-

lem of unemployment in the coal industry in this country. It should therefore per-
haps be assumed that there may be more interest within the committee in what has
been done by the Canadian Government to subsidize coal production in Canada
than in Canadian efforts to export natural gas and petroleum to the United States. If
it is decided to submit a Canadian brief, it should be prepared in such a way as to
make allowance for that interest on the part of the committee even though nothing
were said about the problems of coal mining in Canada.

i7' in theOry^ comprehensive Canadian brief should also cover ex ports of electric-
ty, diversion of waterpower and exports of stored water-power, as well as exports
of petroleum and natural gas. We doubt, however, whether it would be either neces-
sary or desirable to give anything but passing mention to these subjects in a Cana-
d'an bnef if it is decided to submit one. The press release announcing the formation
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of 'the Cabinet committee made no mention of Hydro-Electric energy, although it
referred specifically to coal,' petroleum and natural gas. Moreover, so many water-
power questions fall within the mandate of the International Joint Commission that

it might perhaps be confusing to include them in a brief to the Cabinet committee.
However, we imagine that those who might be charged with preparing a brief
would want to keep at least in the back of their minds the following facts:

(a) The long-standing arrangements for the export of electric power from Canada
' to the United States at a number of points along the border and the new application

within the next fortiught.: .. ..w _. ^ ,....r...a , .. ,.. .

I 1 ..:.. - , , ,
energy supplies and resources policy, the submission should re ,

^,. .

for the export of power from inc Kootenay River,
(b) The refusal of the Canadian Government to sanction the Taiya River project

for the'diversion of water=power to serve a proposed Alcoa plant in Alaska, and the
éncouragement 'given to the Frobisher interests to proceed with a roughly compara-
ble scheme in the Yukon and Northern British Colombia;

(c) The continuing Canadian efforts within the International Joint Commission to
èstablish'the doctrine of downstream benefits for upstream storage; and

(d) ,The recent decision of the Government of British Columbia to provide Hydro-
Electric -power for the Kaiser Aluminum Company by agreeing to the storage of
water in the Arrow L.akes.

8. The number of considerations that would have to be borne in mind in drafting a
Canadiân submission would thus seem to be extremely large. Notwithstandingoert
we think that any brief it might be decided to submit might well omit any
reference to water-power and Hydro-Electric issues and might focus instead on
'Canada's surplus resources of petroleûni and natural gas and on the need to find
logical outlets for them in the United States. In otherwords, before any representa-
tions are made to the new committee it seems to us that synoptic view should be
taken in Ottawa of all the existing and proposed arrangements for the export of
energy from Canada to the United States, so that our interests in any one sector
bwould not be compromised by,what we might say about another sector of this
broad front. But such a wide-angled view of the problem as a whole would be for
our own benefit mere y and would not'preclude us from singling out parncular
,aspects for discussion^from time to time with the United States authon^Cabin t
tpresent moment w6uld°seem to be opportune for making a case to this nethe
Committee for the removal of the obstacles and uncertainties that now prevent
éxPort of natural gas (and, to a lesser extent, of oil) from Canada to the United

. , . _
States^ in a rational way. on
i'= 9.^ If it is ; decided to make s any submission to the new Cabinet committee%.- ad if possible,
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DEA/5420-40

DESPATCH X-1317 Ottawa, November 2, 1954

SECRET

Reference: Your Teletypes WA-1817 and WA-1818 of October 19, 1954.

U.S. CABINET COMMITTEE ON ENERGY SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES POLICY

I have read your messages with considerable interest and have referred them to
Mr. Howe and to senior officials in the Departments of Trade and Commerce and
Northern Affairs and National Resources.

; 2. You have no doubt realized that if the Canadian Government were to submit a
brief to the United States Cabinet Committee on Energy Supplies and Resources
Policy, one problem that would arise is that any exposition of Canadian policy
would have to reveal possibly as many exceptions to prevailing policy in each sec-
tor of, the energy resources field as there are manifestations of the policy itself.
Undoubtedly the preparation of such a brief would prove a useful exercise in itself,
regardless of the advisability of submitting it officially to the United States Cabinet
Committee at this time.

3. The Departments of Trade and Commerce and Northern Affairs and National
Resources have, of course, the, primary responsibility in this field. I have now
received a.letter from Mr. Howe, a copy of which is enclosed, in which he
expressed the view, with which I agree, that this would not be an opportune time to
discuss the question of export and importof natural gas with the United States, and
that high level discussions in, say, the Joint Economic Committee would tend to
delay decisionson pending applications for both the export and import of gas. Fur-
thermore, he thinks that it would be unwise at this time to find ourselves involved,
as we inevitably would be involved, in a discussion with the United States of the
question of the storage of water in Canada for the generation of pôwer in the
United States, and of the complicated subject of down-stream benefits.
4..For these reasons, therefore, I would not be inclined to recommend that the

Particular su^gestions put forward in WA-1817 and WA-1818 be implemented at
this juncture. Your messages have, however, proved to be most useful in emphasiz-
ing the importance of developing a "synoptic view", which will doubtless serve us
in good stead when a more propitious time arrives for discussions with the UnitedStates.

L.B. PEARSON



Ottawa, October 23, 1954

My dear Colleague,

RE - NATURAL GAS

I have in hand message addressed to yourself from our Ambassador at Washing-
ton, No. WA-1817, of October 19th. °

My own feeling is that this is not an opportune time to discuss with the United
States exports and imports of natural gas across the border. It seems to me that
everything is reasonably in hand at the moment, and that high level discussions at
this time would tend to delay applications both for export of gas from Canada and
import of, gas into Canada that we would like to see expedited.

It would seem to me that any discussion of gas would be bound to bring up the
very contentious subject of use of Canadian waters to generate power in the United
States, which is presently under study by the International Joint Commission and
which will be the subject of legislation at the next session of Parliament.'sa I feel
that we are not in a very sound position in this controversy and I think the chances
of improving our position at a high level conference would be nil.

The time will come when it will be worth while to discuss these matters at a
high level with the'U.S., but it seems to me that the present is not an opportune
time. Perhaps by next spring some of the matters presently in controversy will be
resolved and at that time we might attempt to establish policy decisions. I would

Yours sincerely,

^.J}âRtt ^ n

RELATIONS wrrN THE UNITED STATES

suggest that you advise our Ambassador accordingly.

[PIÈce JOtNMC.OSURE]
Le ministre du Commerce . . .

au secrétaire d'État auxAffaires extérieures

>; Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. C.D. HOWE
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596. DEA/11709-A=40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,^.

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.

CoNFIDEN7TAt, [Ottawa], December 9, 1954

A COAXIAL CABLE IN CANADA

COMMERCIAL CABLE COMPANY'S APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO LAND

Consideration of this application has now reached a stage in the Ad Hoc Interde-
Pmtmental Committee which warrants a further report to you following my memo-
randum of November 23,t particularly since the matter will certainly be raised
. soôn in Cabinet by, the Minister of Transport probably at next week's meeting.

On December 1 the Ad Hoc Committee had before it a Draft Memorandum to
Cabinett based on the discussions which had already taken place. We circulated a
number of comments on this Draft most of which were accepted without much
discussion. I attach for reference purposes copies of the minutes of this meetingt
and of the memorandum for the Minister of Transport as approved."s We have not
however seen the covering memorandum which the Ministry of Transport is pre-
Panng for submission to Cabinet.

We differed at the meeting with the Department of Transport on the procedure
originally proposed. The memorandum which Transport had prepared contained, in
addition to recommendations concerning the C.C.C. application, paragraphs setting
forth the general outlines of a Canadian national policy for the telecommunications
field. It seemed to us that an important policy of this kind 'should not be settled in
such a relatively short time merely because a particular 'application had been
received. However'the Department of Transport representatives felt that they had
considered this
de sirable t put ^^ the basisms so frequently that it was not only possible but

of general policy at the present time.
In the light of the changes . made in the conclusions of the original Transport

memorandum (which' would have the effect of making these conclusions regarding
^0 1 1^licies less rigid and nationalistic), and because the subject matter is so

Y the concernyof the' Department of Transport, we did not feel justified in
holding up the Committee's memorandum.

We also su88ested that the submission should not be made to Cabinet until the
views of the Chiefs of Staff had been obtained. We understand that Transport may
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proceed béfore these views are ready but this fact will certainly be noted in the
memorandum to Cabinet.

I do not feel that this Department needs, to put forward reservations concerning
the revised conclusions reached by the interdepartmental committee. In general, the
position is_that the C.C.C. could be granted landing licenses for the cable, subject to
certain technical stipulations, on the condition that the company undertakes not to
terminate circuits in Canada ` except for

, . e. t

(i) defence communication' requirements to points outside Canada in excess of
presently 'available circuits and/or,

(ii) circuits for commercial uses leased to Canadian owned or controlled

companies.
One important suggestion which we made and which it is hoped Cabinet will

approve is covered by paragraph 18, of the memorandum for the Minister of Trans-
port. It seemed desirable to, protect ourselves against possible recriminations by the
United States authorities suggesting that Canada had refused to grant permission
for a cable necessary for the defence services of United States and of NATO. We
proposed that the United States Embassy here bé advised that if the United States
Government wished to separate the defence aspects; and tô submit a proposal for
the landing of a cable by, the United States Government to serve defence installa-

`tions in Greenland, Iceland or the United Kingdom, such a proposal would be
given the speedy consideration customary in defence matters between our two
countries.

We have advised Mr. 'Robertson of these developments' and he will shortly be
discussing this question with the United Kingdom Postmaster General.

:We` also gave Faïnscliffe a copy of the conclusions contained in the memoran-
dum to the Minister, of Transport in return for the information which Earnscliffe
had previously provided 'on the reaction ât the United Kingdom official level to the
C.C.C. application. In doing so, we emphasized that these conclusions had not yet
becin'approved by Ministers.- In addition, during the Ad Hoc Committee meeangs,
we made it clear thât we were participating without knowledge of your views and
that you should be regârded as uncommitted. con-

; Mr. .. MacLarén's.law fuin have alreâdy written the Minister of Transport
will certainly notL, . .

cerning the C .C.C. application. The Commercial Cable Company . wl
like the reservation`contained in (ü) above if it is approved by Cabmet, and we

no doubt have further,representations from Mr. Macl.aren.

, Have you any comments on' these developments which you wish us to discuss
_̂E . ., :

with officials of.other Departments?""
^ : ^ M ^ . . . s , .. ^ ,

J[IJI.ES] L[ÉGFR]

V37
!ar-^t + ; ^^ t ^
! 1^....+. ^ . :•., . .
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DEA/11709-A-90
'Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires e.ztérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

►

t
,

SECRET = [Ottawa], December 16, 1954

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND THE APPLICATION OF THE
COMMERCIAL CABLE COMPANY

At its meeting this afternoon Cabinet will be asked to consider the attached
memorandum of December 15 from the Minister of Transport. Supporting that doc-
ument is a further and longer memorandum (copy also attached) dated December 3,
containing the report of an Ad Hoc Interdepartmental Committee which has been
considering the ÇCC's'trans-Atlantic coaxial cable project. The Minister's memo-
randum is'substantially the same as the Committee's one, and ends up with the
same recôrnméndations, in effect:
2. Mr. Pearson had an opportunity to examine the memorandum of December 3

before leaving for Paris, and he indicated that the proposed recommendations
seemed to him to be satisfactory. I also attach the covering memorandum to the
Ministér, dated December 9. There is little that can usefully be added to that memo-
randum, except perhaps to elaborate the point in the fourth paragraph about the
rigid 'and nationalistic slant of the original draft prepared in the Department of
Transpott, The reason we felt this should be softened was that we were concerned
about the long-range implications to our relations with the United States in the field
of commercial policy (e.g. in the case of natural gas) of pursuing too vigorously a
narrow protectionist policy. However, we are satisfied with the present submission
which leaves open the way (in paragraphs 6, 7 and 8) to making an offer to the
United States Government, through their Embassy here, to consider speedily any
separate proposal coming from them on the subject of their defence requirements
alone. n this connection, if Cabinet approves Mr. Marler's recommendation (C),
You may wish to have Cabinet confirm that this Department is to act in accordance
with Paragraph 18 of the memorandum of December 3 and advise the U.S.
EmbassY in the sense' of the foregoing sentence.
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. Note du ministre 'des Transports
pour le Cabinet ^.

Memorandum from Minister of Transport
to Cabinet =

CABINET DOCUMErrr No. 277-54 [Ottawa], December 15, 1954

RE EXTERNAL 7ELECOMMUMCA'IION POLICY

^ The business in Canada ongmated by Can ian a hs
by Western Union under an exclusive contract, while Canadian Pacific Teleg

rap

divide their business between Commercial Cable and C.O.T.C., both of w^ch have

business of their own. In consequence C.O.T.C. handles only about on sthird of

Canadian business while the remainder goes to these two U.S. compan1e

, , .• ad' N tional Telegraphs IS

(The attached memorandum in aparagraphs 6 to 10 tic usive g onWealth
of I C.O.T.C. and a summary review of its place in Comm
communications.) • handled

and by Commércial Cable Company and Western Union, DOW U• • c
' I ' ives the backgroud

Application of Commercial Cable Company of New York

1. An application has been received from the Commercial Cable Company, New
York, for permission to land in Canada a coaxial submarine cable between the
United States, Canada, Greenland, Iceland and the United Kingdom. Of the stated
numbër of 120 circuits, 20 would be reserved for the exclusive use of the U.S.
Armed Forces in Greenland, Iceland and Europe, 24 would be terminated at Canso,
N.S.,' and an 'unstated number would be terminated at Clarenville, Newfoundland.

The Company has statutory authority, granted 70 years ago, to carry out tele-
côinmunication operations in Canada, but under Section 22 of the Telegraph Act it
needs' a landing permit for the proposed cable.

2. As the application' involves (a) possible defence needs of the United States,
Canada and the, United Kingdom'and (b) the*commercial aspirations of a U.S. tele-
cômmunications company, officials from. the departments concerned have at mY
request studied this application in the light of government policy and have sub n^
ted to me a memorandum, of which a copy is attached hereto. Its principal po
are summarized below.

,A .Çonsideration of this application seems to make it desirable also to re-examine
our, legislation as to fexternal telecommunications. ;

Vie Present State of Canada's F.zternal Communications
-3.; At present Canâda'sextenial communications are handled by Canadian wer-
se'as Telecommunications. Corporation (a Crown company, usually called C.O.T.C.)S ompanies.
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As Commercial Cable are almost certain to acquire the external communications
of Western Union, they will thus obtain control of about two-thirds of Canada's
external message traffic.. .
4. C.O.T.C. under the terms of an Agreement made in 1953 (hereinafter referred

, to as the "1953 Agreement") is participating in the laying of a trans-Atlantic coax-
ial telephone cable with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Eastern
:Telephone and Telegraph Company, its Canadian subsidiary, and the British Post
Office. This cable, involving an investment by C.O.T.C. of $4,500,000, will when
completed provide telephone and telegraph facilities that are considered ample to
meet Canada's needs for many years.

It is important to note that coaxial cables are capable . of carrying about 2,000
times as many messages as the most modern of the existing trans-Atlantic cables.

. The present investment of C.O.T.C. amounts to $4,257,162, and their present
capital commitments amount to a further $9,563,101, making a total of

,$13,820,263.

The Commercial Aspirations: Dangers to Canadian Investment of the Commercial
Cable Proposal

5.(a) ,The high' rental to be paid by the U.S. Armed Forces for facilities to be
leased by the Commercial Cable Company would constitute a substantial subsidy to
them in competition with Canadian-owned carriers.
(b) In Newfoundland (where an unstated number of circuits in the proposed cable

are to be terminated) telegraph service is now provided by Canadian National Tele-
graphs and telephone service by the C.O.T.C. and domestic telephone companies.These services now handle much of the military traffic between U.S. bases in New-
foundland and the United States. These Canadian companies have heavy capital
commitments to provide ample facilities for foreseeable needs for Canadian and
U.S. telegraph and telephone services.

(c) The propôsal to terminate 24 circuits at Canso, N.S., would enable Commer-cial
Cable Company to compete for all Canadian overseas telephone, telegraph,

telex arid facsimile services for which ample provision is now being made by
C•O.T.C. to suppleinent their existing facilities. Commercial Cable, moreover,
could leâse'sôme of their circuits to American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Which could use , them for Canadian business and thus circumvent the restrictiveclauses'.of the 1953 Agreement (Cf. Paragraph 4 supra) which were designed to
preclude, the use of U.S. circuits in the coaxial cable for Canadian business.
(d) Besides,'even if Commercial Cable were given no,traffic rights in Canada, it

would be possible,, because of the high capacity of the cable and the subsidy con-
^ jt of the rental to be paid for circuits in the proposed cable by the U.S. Armed

ces, for further serious effects to be felt by Canadian telecommunication compa-
nies. By ùsingits existing facilities for telegraph traffic and for teletype services toÔd from

Cana4 Commercial Cable could provide service at low rates that could
t be.met on an economic basis by C.O.T.C.
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Defence Needs ' .
: _ . . ; r

, •
6.As will be observëd from U.S. 'Government Note No. 89 of 18th November

1954t (of which a copy is attached to the officials' memorandum attached hereto),
"the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff have concluded that there are important

- needs for this cable. The United States Department of Defense has concurred in
this view. The Joint Chiefs 'of Staff consider the proposed cable a requirement for
national defensë and NATO". In this Note the U.S. Government expresses the hope
that it may be possible to give favourable consideration'to the application.

'and unreasonable` competition.

'Canadian business, it seems desirable that any ne" 8 that are
`(a) to facilitate the development of external communications by companies
Canadian-owned and controlled, and (b) to avoid needless duplication of facilities

„ . ,

Ezi.shng Leg^slat:on
11. Under Section 22 of the Telegraphs Act, the Governor in Council may, for

'reasons relative to the public interest, refuse in application or attach conditions in

# approving a cable landing. This, however, is not a licensing system and there are

such serious doubts as to the possibility of enforcing conditions as would justify

amendment of the Act to 'provide for a more adequate licensing procedure.

12. As it is believeô that the new facilities for Canadian traffic to be provided by

"C.O.T.C. by means of the Canadian circuits in the coaxial telephone cable to be

° laid under the 1953 Agreement will be entirely adequate for Canadian needs and asor
`the agreement prevents, the use of the other circuits in the cable to compe

le islation should be designed

7. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff have been asked for an opinion as to the unpor-
tance of the proposed cable from the standpoint'of Cainadian defense.

8. Service authorities in the United Kingdom, considering the matter solely on
-defense grounds, have been advised to support the application.

9. The attitude of the United Kingdom Government with regard to the matter is
are

not yet known, but authorities at official levchh`a 11 befound ineParagraph 17(a) of
embodied in a draft message, a copy of wiu
the memorandum attached hereto. The most significant phrase of that message

follows:
.`The U.K. -Government regret that, in these circumstances, they cannot as at
present advised see their way to permitting the projected cable to be used for
purposes other than defense."

10. The Danish Government, I understand, appear to hold a similar view. (Cf.
memorandum, Paragraph 17(b))

. . . •

recommendations of the Ad Hoc Comrmttee and accu 1115 Y
c'`Hf I am in agreement with the ' objectives and proc um pgeneral

• rdi 1 recommend:

RELATIONS WITN THE UNrrED STATES

101M n8 1A^rrcï.osuRE 11

TReeommendations , -A roposed in the



RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

(a) that the Telegraphs Act be amended to provide for the licensing of external
telecommunications not at present subject 'to the licensing requirements of the
Radio Act, in a manner similar to that of the Radio Act;
(b) that among the objectives of the licensing system should be the progressive

reduction, although not necessarily total elimination, of the operation of external
telecommunications by other than Canadian owned and controlled companies, and
so far as practicable the elimination of unnecessary duplication and unreasonable
competition, taking into account the fact that Canadian Overseas Telecommunica-
tions Corporation will have provided at public expense telephone and telegraph
facilities between Canada and the United Kingdom that will be adequate for a num-
ber of years.

(c) that Commercial Cable Company be informed that the Government is pre-
pared to grant to it a landing license for the proposed cable, subject to certain tech-
nical stipulations, on condition that the Company undertakes not to terminate
circuits in Canada except for

(i) purposes of defence communications from Canada to points outside Canada,
so far as circuits now available are insufficient, and
(ii) commercial, purposes, but only in respect of circuits that are leased, with
government approval, to Canadian owned and controlled telecommunication
companies.

The nature and extent of defence communications permitted under (i) above would
be defined specifically following further consideration of defence needs.157

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Nôte du chef du Comité Ad Hoc
pour le ministre des Transports

Memorandum from Chairman, Ad Hoc Committee,
to Minister Qf Transport

r

Ottawa, December 3, 1954
REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMïITEE ON THE COMMERCIAL CABLE

SFrI),L_r I .

COMPANY'S TRANSATLANTIC CABLE PROJECT

n crecdved from the Commerclal Cable Company, NewYork, suppon
by the U.S. Government through the Embassy in Ottawa, for land-

ing righ4 in Canada for a coaxial submarine cable between the United States, Can-

An application has bee
(Proposed U.S: Canada-Greenland-Iceland-U K Route)

1369

`"Le 16 décembre I954, le Cabinet a de modifier la Loi sur les télégraphesaccepté comme il avait été
reco.^andé, mais a remis sa décision sur l'octroi d'un permis conditionnel à la Commercial CableCompany,

En Ii eu et place, il a demandé un avis juridique J
^1°u agreed on December 16, 1954 to amend the Telegraphs Act as recommended, but deferred
a decision on granting a conditional licence to the Commercial Cable Company. Instead, it asked
for a legal opinion: . .
reg^n8 the extent of the legal rights enjoyed in Canada by Commercial Cable Company under

Its e^ of 1884 . .. and as to the extent to which the government could refuse to grant Commer-
i'a1 Cable'a applicationto without such action amounting to a repudiation of rights previously grantedthe Company by Parliament."
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ada, ^ Greenland, Iceland " and. the United Kingdom. Of the stated number of 120
circuits, of which 20 circuits would be reserved for the exclusive use of the U.S.
Armed Forces in Greenland, Iceland and Europe, one fifth (24 circuits) would be
terminated at Canso,` N.S., and an unstated : number would be terminated at

: Clarenville, Newfoundland (see footnote). The Commercial Cable Company has
statutory authority under Canadian legislation enacted in 1884 to carry out telecom-
munications operations in Canada. Landing permits for the proposed cable, how-
ever, are necessary under Section 22 of the Telegraph Act.- ,. : .; .
- . .. .,,... ;".., , . . . e .,.. „. . .. , .. ..

Note: The effect of terminating cable circuits at any given'point (e.g., Canso, N.S.),
as opposed to merely bringing the lines ashore and carrying them overland for
technical reasons, is to make it possible for any traffic to be transferred to or
taken from the system at the terminal point.11here is a distinction to be made
between traffic of this kind and messages originating at some other point which
are being carried through a landing point in transit only.

2. When privileges were first accorded the Commercial Cable Company in 1884,
the"telecommunications field was at a primitive stage of development and no one
could foresee the technical changes which have since taken place. As a result of
granting the company. • the legal rights which it enjoys under the existing charter,
and as a result of major U.S. activity in the telecommunications field, American
companies now control a major part of Canada's overseas telegraph traffic• The
new proposal by the Commercial Cable Company, if approved, could result in a
further increase in the already strong position of U.S. companies in the Canadian
external telecommunications field. , •

3. This application involves two.major issues, as follows: Canada and the United
(a) possible defence needs of the United. States "and of Can

Kingdom.

argument of strategic necessity is not used "to win concessions for foreign coro-

Attached to this document is a copy of Note No. 89 of November 18th,19^e
( cable in
setting forth the importance which the U.S. attaches to the p

; light of
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the U.S. Depart-comments made by the U.S.

inent of Defense. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff consider theIproposed cable to be an

essential req Ruirement for "national defence and NATO . The fact that ^ leased
t

armed forces have offered a relatively high rental for the facihties
from the Commercial CableCompany might be taken as evidence o^toein
defence interest.- The.Canadian' Chiefs of Staff have been asked for

p
int of Cana^^

ôn ` the importance of the . prôpos!d cable from the standpo the roatter

` defence. Service authorities in the United Kingdom, consideri Îg auon).

âolely on defence grounds, have been advised to support the app
c

t ^ (b) the commercial aspirations of a U.S.. telec^mmunications ce m tO consider
i n whether the U.S.authorities would be pr p ,cat^ ,on,^ ^`^ consid-(It ^s not yct certa^

.laying this cable solely for defence purposes. In the present apph in
commercial Sua egierable emphasis is placcd on the nccessiry ; of securing comrne c

order to Justify" the construction of the eable. While it is impo
^• ^^ts be satisfied, it` is nlso tmportant to ensure that, in so doing, ^em^

#,-,I in the )
mercial interests which would not otherwise be gran
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4. In November, 1953, Canada concurred in the Canadian Overseas Telecommuni-
cation Corporation's participation in the transatlantic telephone cable with the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Eastern Telephone and Telegraph
Company (a subsidiary of the former) and the British Post Office. This cable, when
completed, will provide ample telephone and telegraph facilities for Canada for the
foreseeable future. The project involves an investment of Canadian public funds
amounting to $4,500,000, but the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
through their wholly owned subsidiary, the Eastern Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, will have effective control of associated facilities'in Canada.

5. Coaxial cables of the latest type represent a radical departure from previous
cable techniques in that they are capable of carrying approximately 2,000 times as
many messages per hour as the most modern existing transatlantic cable. It may
truly be said that we are on the eve of a new era in transoceanic telecommunica-
tions, and'the future should be viewed in that light. It has been suggested that in
order to enable countries of the Atlantic community to secure the benefits of recent
technical developments in telecommunications, and probably cheaper and more
efficient services than now exist, the question of regulating communications devel-
opments might be considered in a NATO context, thus avoiding U.S. domination of
the telecommunication field at Canadian expense.

Commitments

6. Previous to the war, the Commonwealth system of world wide telecommunica-
tions was largely controlled by Cable and Wireless Limited, a private British firm.
In 1938, the Commonwealth Governments, having considered the strategic and
other factors affecting the Commonwealth cable network, requested Cable and
Wireless.Limited to reduce intra-Commonwealth rates to a ceiling of thirty cents
Per full rate word - a substantial reduction - and in return agreed, inter alia, to
use their best `endeavours to stop circulation of traffic over foreign routes and to
continuê the policy of resisting the opening of new circuits which would be detri-
mentâl tôtble and Wireless Limited or its associates within the Commonwealth.
In the explanâtory notes relating to this agreement.

I
there is, however, a paragraph

emPhasi^ng that it was not attempting to impose any binding legal obligations
^^ch would be cÀnstrued as limiting the sovereign rights of governments in their
Particular territôries, particularly in the light of any radical changes in the circum-
stances ùndef which the agreement was negotiated.
7.

Notwithstanding these commitments, direct radio circuits were established dur-
mg the war for emergency purposes, between the United States and Common-wealth

^untrie3` o^er than Canada for the duration^ and for six months thereafter.
At that time^ it became clear Chat despite the serious financial repercussions to the
C0r1unonwQth' it was inexpedient in the face of United States pressures to insistPOU closing these direct circuits.

8• A series of Commonwealth telegraph conferences held between 1942 and 1948
resulted in the "Commonwealth Telegraphs Agreement" 'signed by representativesOf

ven of the Commonwealth Governments on May 11, 1948 (United Kingdom, ^
ada- Australia, New Zealand, India, South Africa and Southern Rhodesia). Cey-

^: : ^ .
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sions in a few centres which it is known e ni ^^ng

nate, as , soon ^ as may, be expedient. This situation weakcns anb^é w,der

position at Commonwealth conferences when financial arrangements

trafic,, except to. a slightly lesser degree in the case o, and delivery conces-
Western Union and Commercial Cab1e h^ eÛ ,n^ngdo would like to termi.

ern Union and Commercial Cable). The Act so requ
Overseas Telecommunication Corporation to coordinate Canada's external tele-
communication services with the telecommunication services of other parts of the
Commonwealth. Existing financial arrangements under the Commonwealth Agree-
ment provide for pooling of costs incurred by all National Bodies for operating the
Commonwealth network and, for payment of such costs by National Bodies to be
based on the ratio of their respective net revenues to the combinedonet revenuesdirect
all National Bodies from originating traffic. Thus each National Body
interest in the financial well-being of the other'members and in the success ^e

overall scheme, and it will be appreciated that the reasons underlying o
nues are of concern to the other Partner Governments.
Acosts in relation to

0. Canada is not contributing as much towards common user
on' 'nating traffic as,'/'for example, Australia which, with a lower total ^omu h^gl
originating traffic than Canada; contr►butes 'approximately three times

the Canadian Overstas Telecommunication Corporation. The reas^ut one-third
Canâdian' Oveiseas Telecommunication Corporation handles only a
of the external telegraph traffic'originating in Canada because foreign tr^-
are operating in this country. Canadian Pacific Telegraphs divides its ra hs is

COTC and Commercial Cable, while Canadian National Teleg ^ byfic between .
tied to a monopoly arrangement with Western Union, another U.S. comp^Y,
lon^ -term côntract.° Other Commonwealth national bodies control all â m'where

g • f ihe United King

Ion has since become a signatory. Under the provisions of this agreement, each
Partner Government is committed:

(a) 'tô acquire the Commonwealth external telecommunication assets operating

within its territory;
(b) to nominate an existing Department or, establish a public corporation to be

known as "The National Body" for the purpose of acquiring, operating and main-

taining such assets;
(c) to representation on a"Commonwealth Telecommunication Board" with head-

quarters in London, England;
(d) to negotiate financial arrangements based. on the principle that maintenance

and operation expenses of the "common-user" part of the system shall be borne by

all National Bodies on an equitable basis.
, 9. In 1949, Parliament passed the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corpo-

ration Act which required this new Canadian corporation to acquire the external
telecommunication assets in Canada of Cable and Wireless Limited and the Cana-
dian Marconi Company (but not those of private American companies, viz: West-

al ires inter alia the Canadian

.discussion.°.
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Economic Features

11. There is every reason to believe that since Western Union have been ordered
to divest themselves of their external communication facilities, such facilities will
shortly be acquired by the Commercial Cable Company. The,latter would thus
inherit Western Union's exclusive contract with Canadian National Telegraphs and
this, added to their own operating agreement with Canadian Pacific Telegraphs,
would automatically give them control of about 66% of Canadian external message
traffic.

12. The capital investment to date by the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication
Corporation, the only Canadian organization in the Canadian overseas telecommu-
nication'business is $4,257,162, and their present estimated capital commitments,
including participation in the transatlantic telephone cable, amounts to $9,563,101,
making a total of $13,820,263.

Dangers,to Canadian Investment

13.(a) The high rental which the U.S. Armed Forces are prepared to pay for the
facilities to be leased from the Commercial Cable Company would constitute a sub-
stantial subsidy to the U.S. carrier in competition with Canadian owned carriers.
(b) Termination of circuits in Newfoundland. The operation of the Commercial

Cable CAmpany'cable as proposed from its landing point in Newfoundland would
create subsidized competition from the American carrier in telephone and telegraph
services within Canada and between Canada and the U.S.A. Telegraph service is at
present being provided by Canadian National Telegraphs and telephone service by
the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation and domestic telephone
cotnpanies, including much of the military traffic between U.S. bases in New-
foundland and the U.S. These Canadian companies have committed and are com-
Mitting themselves to heavy capital investments to provide ample facilities for all
foreseeable needs for Canadian and U.S. telegraph and telephone services. The use
of 24 circuits in Nova Scotia from the proposed Commercial Cable Company land-
ing site would create subsidized competition in all Canadian overseas telephone,
telegraph,telex and facsimile services for which, as indicated, ample provision is
currently being made by the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation in
addition to the facilities they,already own.
(c) Terntination of 24 circuits in Nova Scotia. The Commercial Cable Company

prolosal for new outlets at Canso, Nova Scotia, and Clarenville, Newfoundland,
Wears, :therefore, to be unnecessary, with the exception of the U.S. military cir-
cuits, and Possibly one commercial circuit between Newfoundland, Greenland and
Iceland. The ùse of the proposed new facilities by the Commercial Cable Company
could have disastrous effects on Canadian investment and on Canadian Overseas
Telecolununicauon Corporation plans for developing Canadian-owned overseas
conm llticatians. In addition, even if the Commercial Cable Company was not
gven a°y ^ff c{ rights in Canada, it would still be possible, because of the exten-

capaclty of the cable and by reason of its subsidy by the U.S. authorities, for
fiurther serious indirect effects to be felt by Canadian telecommunications compa-
g^s^ Y usë ofall its other existing transatlantic facilities for the handling of tele-

p^f e and customer-to-customer teletype services to and from Canada at low
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rates, which it could do if it had the new cable, Commercial Cable Company could
provide service through their existing facilities which could not be met on a sound
economic.basis.by the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation.

(d) Circumvention of the ternis of the Transatlantic Telephone Cable Agreement of

:November 1953. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company could obtain
telephone circuits in the proposed cable which obviously could be used for Cana-
dian business, and they. could thereby evade the restrictive clauses of last year's
Agreement, which were designed to protect Canada's investment in that project by

, precluding the use of any of the American owned circuits for Canadian business.
_(e) An established American communication company permitted to handle Cana-
dian business in a cable which could, even without it, be economically operated, as
would be the case in this instance, would have a tremendous financial advantage
over the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation which has its opera-
tions confined to about 34% of Canadian trafic.

14. While there is technical provision in U.S. legislation and executive regulations
for permitting a foreign owned organization to land a cable in the United States, it
would appear that, under present circumstances, the chances of such an application

• being approved by the U.S. government are remote.
or'1 -J15. Under Section 22 of the Telegraphs Act, Inc Governor-in-Counci m

reasons relating to the public interest, refuse an application or attach conditions in
approving a cable landing. This, however, is not a licensing system and there are
such serious doubts as to the 'possibility of 'enforcing conditions as would justûy
ainendment of the Act to provide for, a proper licensing procedure.

16. In concluding the Transatlantic ; Telephone Cable Agreement in 1953
(described in para. 4 above), a position was taken whereby the activities in Canada

wereof Eastern Telephone and Telegraph Company - also American owned -
restricted to the handling of U.S.A. transatlantic traffic in transit only.

In

er-

United Kingdom Vi^ews ^ `
171a) United Kingdotn authorities at the official ievel have given us

theirs views
to

on the pending application of the Commercial Cable Company for pe^

teiminate the cable in the United Kingdom in the following par^8mph, which is the
ht send to the

kdraft text of a message which the United Kingdom Government mig
United States Government. (This text has not yet been cleared by Ministers in the

.UnitednKingdom): stem between
"Proosâls have been put to the U .K: Government for a cable sy
U.S.,',Canâda, Greenland, Icëland and the United Kingdom which, itof Course,

` st "ô d; would pirro`vide for defence needs. The U•K. Government has,
no desire to stand in the way of the provision of a new cable if it iâtes adv^ ►ce
defence, but the proposal, as put to the U.K. Government, incaorpor^e comro ô f' 'ûndéxwriting by the American Government of a substant^ ûp rt of

the diverslon
cial risks of a private venture which,' for the rest, depe nds upon

m the existing facilities in a competitive situation which is rAuv at
trafGc fro
v

11
ery^favrable to the Ameriean Corii -es. The UK. Government reg

' these cucûmstances,' they cannot as at present advised see their way to IF
'^^

c 'x:: ^. tD; :a à", ; f f



mitting the projected cable to be used for purposes other than defence. Before
informing the Commercial Cable Company accordingly they .would be glad to
have, any further observations that the American Government may wish to
offer".

(b) We understand that the,Danish authorities are also considering the implica-
tions of the Commercial Cable Company's application and that they appear to hold
views similar to those of the United Kingdom. The Danish authorities are also
inclined to believe that existing facilities are adequate, but the Danish Government
has not yet received a formal application from the Commercial Cable Company.
18. If the recommendations which follow are adopted, it might also be in the best

interests of Canada's relations with the United States to inform the U.S. Embassy,
who have,furnished a formal note on the subject, of the Canadian Government's
position in regard to the pending application as stated in para. 19(d). This might be
done concurrently with advice to the Commercial Cable Company following a Cab-
inet decision in thematter. The U.S. Embassy might also be told that if the U.S.
Government wishes to separate_the defence aspects of the project from the purely
commercial side, and to submit a proposâl for the landing of a cable in Canada by
the U.S. Government to serve defence installations in Greenland, Iceland or the
United Kingdom; such a proposal would be given consideration as is customary in
defence matters between our two countries.

Recoinmendations

19. The following proposals are submitted for consideration:

(a) that the Telegraphs Act be amended to provide for licensing of external tele-
comrnunications similar to the powers exercised by the Governor-in-Council under
the Radio Act, a Bill to be prepared accordingly. (This system should cover facili-
ties not presently subject to the licensing requirements of the Radio Act, and would
Provide for the attachment of such conditions as the Governor-in-Council might
consider to be in `the public interest, including such matters as services, routes,
PhYsical and technical standards, strategic and operating agreements, rates and
rights of.transfer);

(b) that among the objectives of this policy of licensing should be the increased
developroent of external telecommunications by companies which are Canadian
°fted and controlled, and the avoidance of needless duplication of facilities and
unreasonable competition, particularly that arising from provision of services as a
bY-productof U.S. facilities;
(c) for-the next3few years, should be recognized that the Government, throughthe

^^an iOverse Telecommunication Corporation, is providing at public
dense adequate telephone and telegraph facilities between Canada and the United

^d0m►",consistent with our general Commonwealth understandings, and thatses nred not be. granted for other facilities terminating in Canada that willduplicate ^^; =

(d) that the coMnercial Cable Company be informed that the Government is re-
pazed to gaRt landing licenses for the proposed cable, subject to certain technical
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stipulations, on condition that the Company undertakes not to terminate circuits in
^the cable in Canada'except' for.

(i) defence'communication requirements to points outside Canada (in excess of
presently available circuits), and/or
(ii) commercial purposes, but only in respect 'of circuits which are leased to
Canadian owned and controlled telecommunications companies. The nature and
extent of the defencë 'communications permitted under (i) above would be
defined 'specifically following further consideration of defence needs.

20. The foregoing would require amendments to existing legislation which would
necessarilys include penalties for non-compliance, and would have the effect of
making possible the termination of the American companies' operations in Canada
âs their existing agreements with Canadian National Telegraphs and Canadian
Pacific Telegraphs expire.

' R.B. BRYCE

51 PAR71E/PART 5

DEA/9130-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Seeretaryof State for F.xternal A,,Qrairs

tember 14, 1954
RFSIRICIFD' [Ottawa], Sep

GREAT LAKES FISHERIES CONVENTION
Lakes Fisheries C

Attached for your information is a copy of the Great at ries
tion= signed at Washington on September 10, 1954."' The Canadian siSr►

and Dr.
^were Messrs.^Arnold Heeney and Stewart Bates, while Walter Bedell Smith ^

! ,William C. ÿ Herringtonsigned on behalf of the United States.

. will recall that a Convention on this subject
was concluded in 1946 and

Z, yVU ess-
met considerable opposition on the part of United States Senato ^^Interna ônal

"tnen' (principally those from Ohio) because it was designed to g
, , .• regulatory powers to a Fishery Comm. ^ss. ^on. Because of this opposition, the United

1 States was unablé tô ratify that Convention.'" If the Convention which hayearss n ofr1ft
t been signed is 'ratified by both countries it will climax more m he conservatiou
attempts by bôth countries to adopt a common approach regarding

Trcary Scrics, 1955, No. 19.
w Voir Canada. Recueil des tnaitfs, 1955. No 19JSee Canada. Sc^cs^ 1946, No. 13.

^ Voit Canada, Recueil des traitfs. 1946. NO 13/See Canada. Treaty
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and development of the Great Lakes fisheries.'60 The six-man Commission to be
established under this Convention will have no regulatory powers: its main job will
be to foster research and to iseek to abate the predatory sea lamprey which has been
causing great damage to the fisheries of these Lakes. In view of the Ohio opposi-
tion it seemed unlikely that Lake Erie could be included in a research programme.
As a result of the break-off by Canada of negotiations in February, 1953, of the
excellent work which the United States negotiators have done since among Ohio
fishermen and of the eloquent pleas made in Washington on September 8 by Dr.
Stewart Bates, the document signed in Washington approaches what might be
tenned, for the présent, the closest approach to the "ideal" Convention on Great
Lakes fisheries embracing research and lamprey control over the five Great Lakes.
If the Great Lakes Fisheries Commission does its work properly it should, in a few
years time, have a fairly clear idea of the measures required to improve the yield of
these fisheries, some of which have been in decline in recent years. The Commis-
sion, being empowered to make recommendations to the governments, may then
call upon both governments to approve recommendations or to take measures in
concert in order to conserve and improve these fisheries.

3. I understand that the Minister of Fisheries will, in due course, introduce legisla-
tion to implement the Convention and that he will, at that time, also seek parlia-
mentary approval in order that the instruments of ratification can be exchanged
early in the year.

7[U[FSl I,ItrcERl

^ conven6o^ a'EtE ratifiéee ^^v.^^ b les États-Unis le 6 juin 195-5 et par le Canada, le 28 juin 1955.
SS. ^ y tbe United States on lune 6, 1955, and by Canada on )une 28.



LIBBV DAM APil.ICATiON

[Ottawa], June 26, 1954

On May 27, 1954 the United States Government submitted to the International
Joint Commission a new Application for an order of approval thethe

Convnis ion's
of a dam on the Kootenay River near Libby, Montana. Under
Rules of Procedure interested parties have until July 8 in which to file Statements
in Response.

2. The proposed dam on the Kootenay River would be primarily a storage reser-
voir but on-site power would also be available and there would be so me os dhd^

effects in both Canada and the United States in flood control. Th e 42 leP of whiah
would create a reservoir about 100 miles in length, the upper

. th roval of the Interna-
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABiNEr pocuMErrr No. 1577-54

should be indemnified by the United States Government o
territory and for the proposed use in the United States of this ^â

of Canadian the
vvâtâ ttsource, The

^
opposing views as presented at these public hearin8

1951, various Canadian and United ŝ t^ io
t^^é tnt to which Canadian interests

the
fr the pthat wide divergence of opinion e^u roposed fl^'ng

of British Columbia, the Canadian Government filed a Statems in both countrieS in
March 8,,- 1951 (attached as Appendix A). At public hearing ^ent

d Te became apP

An earlier Application for approval of the Libby Dam was entt3,
States Government on January 12, 1951. After consultation with the Goverr

ted
,.nt in Respo

Joint Commission. , fled by the United
•

waters on the orner side of the boun ay, m
flowing across the boundary, the eff

o w ust be approved by the international

tional Joint Commission under Alücle IV o e o ers
This Article sites that the construction of any dam or other

obstruction
level oftthe

f hi h^s to raise the

would be in Canada. The project, therefore, rr.quires e app
•• ' f th B undary Waters Treaty of 1909-
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closed Executive Session of the International Joint Commission may be summa-
rized as follows.

The .United States Position:
(1) The United States Government should be required to pay,
- (a) the value of real property in Canada damaged by the construction and opera-
tion of the dam; and

'(b) the cost of providing alternative facilities for transportation and other ser-
vices made necessary by the construction and operation of the dam.

(2) Thèse payments should be made in cash and no other indemnity or recom-
pense should be required.

The Canadian Position

(1) Canada and the Province of British Columbia should preserve all rights under
Articlé II of the Treaty of 1909. (This Article provides that any diversion or inter-
ference with waters which flow across the boundary resulting in any injury on the
other, side of the boundary shall give rise to the same rights and entitle the injured
Parties`to the same legal remedies as if such injury took place in the country where
the diversiôn or interference occurs.)
(2) Any °ghts which may be granted should be for a period not exceeding the

legal life of the project.

(3) Indemnity for loss and property damage and the cost of rehabilitation of facili-
ties should be paid for either in power free of charge or in cash.

(4) Indemnity for loss of resources which could otherwise be used should be in
tems of power delivered at cost to the Government of British Columbia. The
amount of power_would include ,

(a) a share of on-site power proportional to the increase made available by
encroachment on Canada and in head contributed by the increase in water, and
(b) ajshure of down-stream benefits proportional to the land and storage made
available in Canada.

4. Before eitheriide had an opportunity to present these divergent views in
the International Joint Commission, g full to

1953, vyi^^w the Application. The
the United Sta

reasôn given tfor thiseacdon tt^,^ ôpril 10,firther S
tudy, of some of the features of the proposals which adversely affe

permit
cted

solle United States interests in Montana. No doubt the United States Government
was also interested in gaining additional time to study the problems raised by the

p delnand for recompense for downstream b}enefits from u streatn stora e.
5•

On June 8, 1954,'shortly, after the new Application had been received f gU^t^ States' rom the
^tt^ Government, the Canadian Government's Interdepartmental Com-

on.Water Power Problems met to discuss what action should be recom-mended. . ,
^e^^s Committee is composed of senior officials from the Departments of

Co Affairs and National Resources, Mines and Technical Surve s Trade an dnunerce,
HnanCe, National Defence and External Affairs, as well as GeneralMcNaughton.) It was a

allow 8reed at this meeting that in view of the short time limited for the filin
g of the Statement in Response, it would be advisable for the.^a ^ .
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Committee to prepare a draft Statement in Response which should then be for-
warded to the Government of British Columbia for comment before seeking the
approval of the Canadian Government. An important new factor considered by the
Committee in drafting this Statement was an interim report made available to the
Commission by the Department ôf Northern Affairs and National Resources con-
cerning the possible diversion` of the Kootenay River northward into the Columbia
at Canal Flats. Such a diversion might be advantageous as it would appear to result
in, a net gain in power, potential on the Columbia River in Canada, although it
would result in a decrease in power potential on the Kootenay River in both Can-
ada and the, United States. Full details of this project are not yet available but it
appears likely that its advantages to Canada would be offset, in part at least, if a
share of the power from Libby were made available to Canada at cost. (The United
States Section of the Commission has indicated that the Libby project would be
economically unsound if Canada should divert the Kootenay River northward and
has 'suggested that the Canadian Government should'therefore make its decision

' clear in the near future on this possibility.)

8:1he Secretary'of State for External Affairs recommen :; - .
1(1) that the text of, the draft Statement in Response to the Libby Dam Application

B h1d 1k. a roved•

ra>Recômmendadons
r i.:};:z . . ^ . .. .i-. . . . <-^ .. . , .

6. Attac as ppe
`Interdepartmental Committee and which was forwarded for comment to the Pre-
mier of British Columbia by the Secretary of State for External Affairs under cover
of a letter dated June 15.t In a reply dated June 21; 1954,t Premier Bennett agreed
to the general terms of the Canadian Government draft Statement. (The British
Columbia Government will, of course, be putting in its own Statement in Response,

which is separate from the, Canadian Government Statement. However, the Cana-
dian Government Statement is consistent, in all important matters, with the pro-
posed British Columbia Government Statement.)

7. The Interdepartmental Committee also considered the question of designating
Counsel for Canada to appear before the Commission at the hearings on this APPli-

At the suggestion of thecation which are expected to begin in August of. this year.
^Department of Exterpal Affairs, the Department of Justice is willing to make one of

its officers, Mr. D.H.W. Henry, available to act as Counsel for the Canadian Gov-
cnumnt befôre the International Joint Commission on this Application.

hed A ndix B is the draft Statement in Response as drafted by the

as it appears in Append^x s ou pp of
(2)that, with the concurrence of the Department of Justice, Mr. D•H•W Henry 161

e designated as Counsel for Canada on this Application.

L.B. PBARSON
.. l...a . . .. ..

j ... . . . . . .
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' [APPENDICE A/APPENDIX A]

'Déclaration du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
pour la Commission mixte internationale, Ottawa et Washington

Statement by Secretary of State for External Affairs
to International Joint Commission, Ottawa and Washington

Ottawa, March 8, 1951

STA7EMENT IN RESPONSE OF MARCH 8, 1951

(Attached only for purposes of comparison with proposed new Statement in
Response to Libby Dam Application dated May 22, 1954.)

IN THE MASTER OF THE APPLICATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNTTED

STATES TO THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION, DATED
7ANUARY.12; 1951, 'FOR APPROVAL OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

OF THE LIBBYDAM AND RESERVOIR ON THE KOOTENAY RIVER,
NEAR LBBY, MONTANA

The Government of Canada in response to the above-mentioned Application
states that it does not oppose the order of approval which is sought, but submits that
the approval should bop on conditions to ensure:

(1) the protection and indemnity against injury of all interests in Canada which
maY be affected by the construction and operation of the said dam and reservoir, as
provided by Article VIII of the Boundary Waters Treaty, 1909;

(2) a fair recompense to Canada for the utilization in the project of Canadian natu-
ral resources.

L.B. PEARSON

[APPENDICE B/API'ENDIX B]

Projet de déclaration du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour la Commission mixte internationale, Ottawa et Washington1 . ,

Draft Statement by Secretary of State for External Affairs
to International Joint Commission, Ottawa and Washington

RESTwcrED
Ottawa, , 1954

W THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF TNE GOVERNMENT OF TiiE UNITED
STATES •TO THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION, DATED MAY 22, 1954,

FOR APPROVAL OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE LIBBY DAM
AND

STATEMENT IN RESPONSE

RESERVOIR ON THE KOOTENAY RIVER, NEAR LIBBY, MONTANA

tates u,,- $Dove-mentioned Application, the Government of Canada
that it is not prepared at present either to consent to an Order of Approval or



ensure:
(a) the protection and indemnity against injury of all interests in Canada which

may be affected by the construction and operation of the said dam and reservoir, as
provided by Article VIII of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909;

(b) an equitable recompénse tô Canada for the use in the project of Canadian natu-
ral resources, which will include an amount of power based on the Canadian power
potential'63 at the International Boundary and a share in down-stream benefits of
storage in power on a basis to be negotiated;

(c) any rights to the use of storage in Canada which might beapprroé eled lnl a^ for
the life of the present project as expressed in a term of years to be
dance with sound engineering and financing practice;

(d) all considerations which may be deemed relevant as a result of the Corms-
sion'sstudy of all engineering and economic factors in the Columbia River Basin
in general, and the Kootenay River in particular, should be taken into account.

. . . . .. . * . _. .. r^.. . .. n^^n

to oppose the granting of such an Order. Sufficient data has not yet been assembled
by the International Columbia River Engineering Board to make, it possible to
determine the most advantageous use of the waters concerned from 'the points of
view of both countries.

If in the light of such a study it is found that more advantageous use of the
waters concerned could achieved by other methods, such as a diversion of the
waters of [part of] the. Kootenay River into the Columbia River in Canada,162 the
Canadian Government reserves the right to oppose the issuance of an Order of
Approval in the present Application.

If, however, it should be found that the issuance of an Order of Approval for the
Libby Dam project would be in the best interests of,both countries, the Canadian
Government submits that any Order of Approval should be on such conditions as to

601. :
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Note de la Direction de l'Amérique
pour le chcf de la Direction de l'Amérique

Mcinôrundum from American Division
to Head, American Division. : ^ .,

, 11) r, , [Ottawa], JulY 8, 1954
CONF[DF.NTUI.

0 ,s";a^ix° ;1, ._,.: ,.^ >, .Ÿ;^1=

L preasion • part of » a ad ultErieurenent ajoutée à la version finale anglaise de ce docn.

ment/Ti^e phrase "part or was latet added to the final version of
this docurr►

ent. in level pen^t.
de phrase « the inaease

tu
of

Dm la version anglaise finale de ce document. le membre p
tential »!In the fmalverswn

Canadian power potentiaL"

` ted i. a id substituE au membre de phrase « the Gnadian power po
I this dociinen^'^ the phrase "the Increase in kvel permitted" was substituted

for the phT"se

.rence: Your memorandum of July 6, 1954.t
Pt^t'^ r..

^k..^ k ^ .. . ^



LIBBY DAM PROJECT

As you directed, I spoke with Mr. Charles Herbert of the Department of North-
ern Affairs and National Resources concerning the information which had been
received from Dr. John Davis of the Department of Trade and Commerce to the
effect that . the British Columbia Engineering Committee, which is studying the
Libby Dam project, had decided to recommend to the B.C.. Government that this
project would be advantageous to the Province.

2. Mr. Herbert kindly agreed to provide this Department with a copy of a memo-
randum which he had prepared for file and which he had checked for accuracy with
Dr. Davis. This çopy is attached and you will note that it is marked "for the use of
External Affairs onl " Mr H

O.W. DtEtt

'[PIÈCE JOINIFJENCLOSURE)

:^^ - : ^- - Note du chef de la Direction économique
du ministère des Affaires du Nord et des Ressources nationales

y. . erbert felt that it would be inadvisable at this time for
General McNaughton to be informed on this matter in view of the confidential
nature of the source of the information: Mr: Herbert agreed, however, that it would
be proper to show this copy to Mr. D.H.W. Henry. 164

CorMEMAL

Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources

" Memorandum by Chief, Economic Division,

Ottawa, July 6, 1954

LIBBY DAM i'ROJECf
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Larnontagne and I had a talk with Dr. John Davis,

Trade and Commerce, who had just returned from a conference of Electrical Engi-
neers at Murray Bay. At that conference he had had discussions with a number of
engineers interested in the Columbia River development, and in particular with Mr.
ingledow, Vice-President and Chief Engineer of B.C. Electric.

nett a^^ow' at General McNaughton's.suggestion, was appointed by Mr. Ben-
mber of the provincial committee to advise Mr. Bennett on matters

relating to the development of the Columbia River. Last March, following General
McNaugbton's visit to Victoria, Mr. Sommers appointed Mr. Ingledow, Mr. Ander-
son (Consolidated Mining and Smelting), and the newly appointed Chairman of the
B'C' HydrO Electric Power Commission as a subcommittee to advise himself and
^. Bennett as to ; what attitude the B.C. government should take on the LibbProPosal. y.

W Ingledow told Dr. Davis that this sub-committee, of which he is Chai rman,
had reported to Mr. Sommera (a) that B.C. should press strong ly for as favorable a

"Not1:3
^

^0Wes :Marginal notes:
Sâ ^ I N°a ^8ht show this to Henry & to Mr. Wershof. B. Ott July 9/54.
Seen b ^ershofj

Y Mr. Henry I S!l/S4 O.W. D[iul
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treatment as possible on downstream benefits, to be paid for in power, and (b) that
.the province should agree to the Libby project. He said that their reasons for agree-
ing to the Libby project were firstly, that the province is not at present in the posi-

^ tion where it could absorb the amount of power that would accrue to it as payment
for downstream benefits from Mica Creek, and secondly, that Mica might well fol-

:low as the next big project on the Columbia after Libby. He felt that insufficient
information is available to determine which should be the first project to be built on
the Canadian side, and therefore that no Canadian project should be considered
; until the information is available. He disagreed with General McNaughton's view

of Mica. General
that the construction of Libby would reduce the importance million acre feet of
McNaughton had told our Interdepartmental Committee
storage is required above Grand Coulee dam to control the annual flow of the
Columbia, but Mr. Ingledow said that this figure was much too low and might per-
haps be double. He also disagreed with the view, which has been expressed by
Generàl McNaughton, that each subsequent increment of storage is necessarily less
valuable in regard to downstream benefits than the previous one.varies from basin to
depends entirely upon the flow characteristics of the river an where the
basin. In certain basins the last increment of storage, up to the point
annual flow of the river is completely regulated, is the most valuable storage.

Dr. Davis said that it would be helpful if the Water Resources Division quu
this

Department could make a rough estimate of (a) how much st ^ S or

e

to cyclical
above Grand Coulee to give complete annual regulation

opposed
llion;

regulation - of the Columbia - is it closer to 20 million acre Weoeulodr^c Creek
and (b) taking into account the characteristics of the Columbia, e said
be more valuable storage if it came before Libby or after? Mr. Lamontagn
that he would ask the Water Resources Division to look into this.

Dr. Davis said that Mr. Ingledow had expressed the view to him that the various
Press ` interviews which General - McNaughton had given in Victoria lWerMmos
about the benefits to be derived^from the building of Mica Creek am

the

grounds

lunfortunate. He was apparently. quite upset about al thi s pubGcity.
Ingledow is in favoNauf ht ln^sDr. Davis pointed out to us that the fact that Mr.

.ing' Libby before Mica would seem to be quite a blow to General M^eers on the
:point of view, because Mr: Ingledow is the most influential of the eng has a defi-
n g.C, committee; Mr. Anderson; of Consolidated Mining and Smelting, rinciple of
. nitely prejudiced position because his company is opposed to the whole pdro Commission is a
downstream bcnefits, and the representative of the B.C. Hy Ssible, however, that
Inewcomer and has little experience in this matter. It is quite po

rccent decision of the Federal Power Commission on the transmission ^neerin8
gas may have more influence on Mr. Bennett than the opinions of s^ on general

committee : and may cause him to, be hostile to the
Libby proposal

.,^ :. ^^^' i^ of the B,C

-'^` Mr. Ingledow also told Dr. Davis that he had gathered from of aa dOeS not have
Attorney-General's office that they are of the opin ion

the Columbia. This oplluon.
the' legal right to ^ divert the Upper. Kootenay



seemed strange to Mr. Lamontagne; Dr. Davis and myself, but it may be of irnpor-
tance i i as some ^nfluence on the thinking of Mr. Bennett.;

Speaking to Dr. Davis on the , telephone this morning, I mentioned that Mr.
Lamontagne had told me that 'Consolidated Mining and Smelting have asked per-
mission to submit a , Statement in Response on the Libby question. Dr. Davis
pointed out that their chief concern is to see that Consolidated will not be put in the
position of having to pay recompense for the downstream benefits from the Libby
Dam which they might be regarded as receiving at the West Kootenay plants.

C.H. HERBERT

602. ...
DEA/5724-A-40

^ Note du sous-seerétaire'd'État adjoint par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour la Direction de l'Amérique

Memorandum from Acting Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for Ezternal A,,Q^airs to American Division

[Vancouver], July 11, 1954

ue
A

LIBBY DAM

I arrived in Vancouver today with General McNaughton en route to the PJBD
meetir^g..General McNaughton had asked Mr. Pepler (Deputy Attorney General of
B^C•) ^ and W. Ramsden (head of the Vancouver office of the Water Resources
Branch of the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources) to meet him
in Vancouver for a short talk, which I attended at General McNaughton's request.

2. General McNaughton said that it was likely that the International Joint Com-
mission would hold an Executive Session late in August, probably in Ottawa, with
counsel for all three governments in attendance, to discuss the procedure to be fol-
lowed and to prepare for subsequent public hearings. I said that Mr. Henry of the
Department of Justice had been appointed counsel for the Canadian Government.
Pepler said that either he or H.A. McLean of the Attorney General's Department
would be counsel for the B.C. Government; Pepler added that he was due to retire
from Government service at the end of July, 1954.
3. General

McNaughton urged that counsel for the Canadian and B.C. govern-
ments get to ether before the Executive Session. I said that I would suggest to the
DePazcment of Justice that they establish direct contact with th e A ttorney Gene l's

epartinent. I also said that perhaps the two counsel could meet in Ottawa a few
days before the Executive Session. Please draft a letter to Justice on this question.4.

General McNaughton expounded the latest information in favour of the Koote-^ t^eersion.

than
Pepler didn't appear to understand the arguments and kept saying

U.S. wouldn t like it. He said that B.C. was waiting to see what the Cana-
GoVemment thought about the diversion and about the basic uestion ofwhether We absolutely oppose

the B.C. Government,
pp°^ the Libby application in its present form. I said that

mtnent, as owner of the resources, should be the first to decide how
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- they_wanted to dispose of those resources = then the Canadian Government could

appropriately decide its position. I didn't think that either B.C. or Canada had to
take the basic decisions in a hurry - they needn't, for example, be settled prior to
the Executive Session of the IJ.C. ^^^ ;,„

'^ 5. Genéral McNaughtôn said that, if B.C. decided that the diversion would some
daÿ^,bea,done, it followed,that the Libby application in its present form must be

ï ôpposed. However, it would sdll b^e possible in his view for the U.S. to make a new
plan for a dam further ^downstream from Libby, which would use the water of the
Kôotenây originating south of the proposed diversion at Bull River. Such a dam
would involve some flooding in Canada but not very much compared to the present
application. Pepler seemed surprised at this possibility.

6. Pepler had no idea where the money would even come from for the diversion or
' for a development at Mica Creek. General McNaughton thought private companies,

^ ed to finance it. I

s Canadians like General McNaughton tlun ^
tneeting had no status. Horsey ,lust 1 wan

_July 1S x ; ^
of the State

^;' 8: Today General McNaughton held an informal meeting with Horsey
-Department, at which General= McNaughton expounded his views

not only on

r downstrearn benefits but also on the Kootenay Diversion and Mi ^é nfluen il^
' ^ ted to understand what so

.. ...; . . ^
,;

perhaps in Alberta as well as.B.C., would in due course prepar
said that, if the B.C. Government became convinced that its best interests would be

served eventually by such a diversion, there was in my view no obligation on B.C.

to carry it out forthwith; we'were dealing with the use of resources
for the indefi-

nite future and we in Canada did not have to let those resources go to the U.S. if we

, expected to have , a better use for them in Canada later on.

t 7. If Pepler's negative attitude is any indication, I think that
the B.C. Government

may need considerable education on where its own economic inWhetherl to approve
Canadian Government may have to face later the question

; Libby Dam (with downstream benefits, etc.)' against its own judgment,
just because

`the B.C. Government is willing to approve it. General McNaughton
thinks that ^e

Canadian Government has a dury to the people of Canada
higher than the duty to

' follow what B.C. (as ownér'of the resources) may^ be willing to do.

^ Ë . ^, ^f ^ M.H. W[ats^^^^ ^ .
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External
A,,B`'airs to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoNFII)EN'r[AL
[Ottawa], July 17, 1954

LIBBY DAM AND COLUMBIA RIVER PROBLEMS

During my' tour this week with the PJBD; I had several talks with General
McNaughton regarding the Columbia River with special reference to Libby Dam.
Although I am not ready to agree'with everything the General says, I am convinced
of the great importance to Canada of the problems as he explains them. If he is
right, it may become necessary for the Canadian Government to oppose the con-
struction of Libby Dam even if the U.S. should be willing to give us "downstream
benefits" and even if the B.C. Government should decide to approve Libby Dam.
2. I think that this application may become a source of serious contention between

the U.S. Government and the Canadian Government and, therefore, it is important
that the Minister should be given a clear exposition of it from the beginning.

3. Of course, numerous excellent memoranda have been sent to the Minister from
time to time, but I suggest that it would be worthwhile for the Minister to ask
General McNaughton to give him a full personal briefing lasting a couple of hours.

M.H. WIERSHOF]

DEA/5724-A-40
Le secrétaire de la Commission mixte internationale

au secrétaire d'L^tat aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Internationu:l Joint Commission,
to Secretary of State for Eztirnal Affairs

Ottawa, October 1, 1954

Dear

^e enclose copy of Statement in Reply of the Goverr.ment of the United States in
'natter of the Application of the Government of the United States, to the Inter-

national Joint Commission, dated 22 May, 1954, for approval of the construction
and oPeration ôf the Libby Dam and Reservoir on the Kootenay River, near Libby,Montana.'` `

Yours, faithfully,
E.M. StmiERLAND



NEAR LIBBY, MONTANA

STATEMENT IN REPLY

Uni•ted States notes the views of the Canadian Govern-The Government of die.
ment and of the Government of the Province of British Columbia and the condi-

' th •der should fie included in an Order of App

posal to establish an International Boardi ard composedNP s governing the storage
from Canada and the United S tates p general

and release of water in the Libby Reservoir.

The Government of the United States is prepared to con riate representatives
onstruction witlun Canada. sider favorably the pro-

arriving at a satisfactory agreement giving preference o

.,3 ;With;regard to the`stipulation of the Government o
Columbia on labor, the Government of the United States anticipates â o^i ôn pro ^t

t Canadian 1

the Provmc

Governments of Canada and of e n
of additional factual data and completion of further studies of the use of the waters
concerned by the International Columbia River Engineering Board, but the Gov-
ernment of the United States considers that there is already available sufficient data
to justify the conclusion that the Libby Project represents the most advantageous
use of the waters 'concerned from the points of view of both countries and the
inhabitants of the areas directly affected and therefore trusts that consideration of
the Libby Project wip not be delayed on this account•

ro. should
The Government of the United States agrees that any Order of App

include provisions to insure the protection and indemnity of all interestsin^â
Canada

which may be injured by the'construction and operation of the Libby dam
er`roir, as provided by Article VIII of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. `^e
Gôvernment of the United States is prepared to consider equitable the C adian
Canada, through the sale of power or otherwise, for the value which account the
natural resources would have for the production of power, taking into
extent to which the project will result in compensatory benefits in Cana

da.
of British

uons ey consi
The. Government of the United States is prepared to cooperate fully with the

th Pro ce of Bntish Columbia in the assembly

RELATIONS WITH THE UNrrED STATES

[PIÈCE JOINTFIENCLASURE]

Déclaration du secrétaire d'État par intérim des États-Unis

, pour la Commission mixte internationale, Ottawa et Washington

Statement by Acting Secretary of State of United States
to International Joint Commission, Ottawa and Washington

[Washington], September 28, 1954

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
.I TWED STATES, TO THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION,

DA'IED MAY 22, 1954, FOR APPROVAL OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION OF THE LIBBY DAM RESERVOIR ON THE KOOTENAY RIVER,
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The Government of the United States is prepared to consider favorably the pro-
posal that the Order of Approval should in no way prejudice the right to the use of
water of the Kootenay River in Canada for local consumptive purposes.

On all of these questions and other pertinent matters, the Government of the
United States as the applicant is prepared to undertake direct discussions with the
parties'at interest in Canada with a view to advising the Commission of the extent
to which the parties principally concerned are in agreement.

for European Affairs

C. BURKE ELBRICK
Acting Assistant SecretaryPCO

Note du ministre du Commerce
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Cabinet

CABIIMET DOCUMENT No. 231-54 [Ottawa], October 26, 1954

1• An arrangement has been made between a company in the United States and
the Province of British Columbia whereby the company will be permitted to con-
struct a dam at the foot of Arrow Lakes in British Columbia. The purpose of the
proposed dam is to regulate the flow of water in the Columbia River in order to
achieve a controlled flow for the development of er at electric power generat-
^g Plants installed downstream in the United States.

2• The Deputy Minister of Justice has advised that it is within the legislative com-
Petence of Parliament to prohibit the construction, without the permission of a
nalled authority, of works that would interfere with the flow of water across the
International Boundary but that a definitive opinion as to its constitutional founda-
tion and validity could only be given upon consideration of the actual terms ôf the
Proposed legislation.

3• The sco 'pe and purposes of the legislation could be limited to the exercise of
control over the construction and operation of works regulating water flow for the
Purposes of developing electric power in the United States. Such limited legislation
would not, however, apply in a situation in which the water is to be used for irriga-
tion purposes or some

purpose other than the production of electric power. Simi-
11dY, if so limited, it would not apply if a situation arose in which the interference
with naturai floa, is designed to divert all or a portion of the natural flow to another
water systenl that does not cross the International Boundary.

LEGISLATION TO PROHIBIT THE CONSTRUCTION, WITNOUT THE PERMISSION

OF THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL, OF WORKS INTERFERING WITN THE FLOW

OF WATER ACROSS THE INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY OR ACROSS
AN INT'ERMOVINCIAL BOUNDARY
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4. It is recommended that the broader concept of control of rivers crossing the
International Boundary, from the standpoint of . their most efficient and advanta-
geous use is desirable, rather than the narrower concept of control over water that is
to be used in the United States as a particular form of energy.

5. Such legislation, if advisable, could relate to the control of rivers crossing inter-
provincial boundaries as well as to. those crossing the International Boundary.

6. It is, therefore, proposed that legislation be enacted at the forthcoming session
of Parliament which would provide for.

(a) the prohibition, except under licence, oÎ the construction
noundary or th t crossesstream or other watercourse that crosses the

an interprovincial boundary, or in any tributary of such river, stream or other
(watercourse, where such works would interfere with the natural flow of water
across the International Boundary or across an interprovincial boundary;

(b) the granting of licenses to construct such worksto be
h
in the

e mayGovernor in Council and upon such terms and condition s Y deem proper

to the location, specifications and continued operation of such works and the uses
to which they. are put or benefits derived from them;

(c) authority to revoke a licence where a licensee refuses or neglects to comply
with its terms and conditions or with any regulations that may be made by the
Governor in Council , in that behalf; and

(d) penalties for the contravention of any provision of the legislation, including
the confiscation and forfeiture of such works and their disposition at the direction

of the Governor in Council.
1 ; 7. Officials of the International Joint Commission, of the Department

estha e
-Affairs and of the Department of NorthernAffairs and National ReS ^
= been consulted concerning the proposed legislation and concur in principle.

•• t.- f five to ten sections.'^

1C.D. HowEI
)bable length of the Bill is expected to rom
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YCO
Note du ministre des Affaires du Nord et des Resources nationales '

CABINET DoÇUMF.N'r No. 257-54 Ottawa, November 29, 1954

pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Northern Affairs and National Resources
to Cabinet

CorrFIDExrtAt,, _ .

INVESITGATION OF THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILTTY OF DIVER7ING WATER FROM
THE COLUMBIA RIVER SYSTEM TO THE FRASER RIVER SYSTEM

The arrangements that will be made in the next few years for the control and use
of the water of the Columbia River system will be of the greatest importance to the
economy of British Columbia, and of Canada generally in the future. The system
provides a major source of cheap energy available in perpetuity. The arrangements
for control and benefit are of equal significance to the north Pacific states of the
United States.' In Washington and Oregon the future industrial expansion will
require: very large amounts of cheap hydro-electric power. States further south on
the Pacific seaboard may also be concerned because of their acute need for water
for other uses as well as power. Possibilities of the diversion of water from the
northwestern United States to the southwestern United States increase the interest
of the northwestern states in water that they may get from Canada. The issues
involved in this broad question have been indicated in connection with the agree-
ment entered into by British Columbia for a dam on the Arrow Lakes. That dam,
however, involves only a fraction of the total water use problem in the Columbia
watershed. In recognition of the importance of this matter, new legislation is being
prepazed which will ensure that all dams, etc. on international rivers (such as the
Columbia) will be under federal control. A specific question has now arisen that
raises important'issues of policy in this field. It is a proposal that an engineering
investigation be undectaken at once to determine the economic feasibility of divert-
ing a'substantial 'amount of water from the Columbia watershed to the Fraserwatershed, :

The esseritial points relating to this proposal are outlined in the folPaza ra lowing
g Phs, from a memorandum by the Chairman of the Canadian Section of the

International Joint Commission:

"The studies iïndertaken in the Columbia basin under the auspices of the Ca -
d'an Sectiori; LJ.C. - P na

, to date have disclosed a number of very promising projects
for power development on the Columbia River, the major one of these being the
he
Proposed

Mica Dam and power and storage project. In addition to providing a

and one-quarter
s t, capable of supporting an at-site installed capacity of over one

million kilowatts, together with as much more at the two sites
usin^tr^ which are capable of use as run-of-river developments, this project

g Çôlumbra River water only would store over ten million acre-feet of flood
water' every "y^: "which would be released during seasons of low flow to
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increase power generation at downstream plants in Canada and possibly also in
the United States. Energy created from this stored water with complete river
development downstream from Mica Dam in Canada'and the United States
together would total approximately 20 billion kilowatt hours, of which 10 billion
kilowatt hours might be added to power production in the United States if the

f c rovis^ons o ^c e
injury to United States industry, for wluch Canada mir t watersf Ari' 1 11 of the Boundary

consequence it may not then be possible leg y disruption and
divert the flow for use elsewhere, as this would cause hxte

^nh 1d d ^ble to make

projects in the United States, an appropriation may om

'Western water law applicable both in the United States and in Canada, and as a
all for Canada subseq Y to

States. Should this dam be built and the stored w"er ation
international boundary, and shonld it be taken' into use power

establish d under

` which they desire to spend on the cousu.,
on the Columbia River flow acrosslthe

it will provide for power plants existing
t• allowed

interests wluch have upwar
' tion of the Mica Dam for the storage

stored water is allowed to fiow out of Canada.
"However, preliminary studies show that the water stored at Mica could be
diverted into the headwaters of the South Thompson and thence into the Fraser
River. Thus, instead of half of the energy developed by the water stored in Mica
Creek reservoir in Canada being allowed to pass across the boundary for use in
the United States, all the energy generated from this water amounting to approx-
imately an additional 10 billion kilowatt hours per annum would be generated
and retained for use in Canada.
"In recent weeks the British Columbia Government and the Canadian Section of
the International Joint Commission have been approached by United States

ds f 300 Il dollars immédiately available and

compensatlon under the speci 1 p , tMa 78 1-2 George V, MaY

make a reserva^on 01 the water in avance o ineenng
''.United States, and this can only be'done on the basis of specific eng

1 available.

Treaty of 1909, and the Act of Parhamen , p• I
1911.11% The procedure to protect Canada against such liab^niti t üse ne^e, d f its being tak

information and definite practicable, plans, no' present y
ro ect is built

It is therefore vital to Cânada's interests that before the Mica p^

'that the engineering feasibility and the economic practicabilit verof. systemlbe
t-_1 b•a River system water into the headwaters of the Fraser River

nomic feasIbihtyr o i
regard to the proposal the following points should be noted:

m ..,.r , m^.. r. c , • • .. • . . •d vcrsion can W unde en unng

in the estimates of the Engineering and water Resources

of Northern Affairs and Natio .
nal Resotuces so that 'an investigation of the eCO-

d • the coming year. With

}~# s General McNaûghton has recommended that an amount o •
• Branch of the Department

detenninéd." f t,) <0 000 be included

i. .

:.._,,, z y.^ ., . ^^.°'; t^r: ,-. .. •
fin oree

between Ilis l^fajesrythe

^ Yair/See Cansda. Trcatics^and^r^
ianenrt. I923. Ottawa, KinB's Printer.192^, PP

Unltcd Staus of Amcric , , . . . ,.t . .' . # ' - . .,312-319.
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(a) There appears to be no question but that a diversion to the Fraser system is a
physical possibility.

(b) There is no doubt about the legality of a diversion. The right to divert in a case
like thisIs specifically reserved in the Boundary Waters Treaty. There would be a
right of action before the Exchequer Court of Canada by any party in the United
States that could show that it had suffered economic damage through the diversion,
but in order to prove injury it would have to show a prior allocation of the water.
This is a part of the urgency of the recommendation. The diversion that is in con-
templation would involve water that is at present not stored or otherwise "allo-
cated". If it is put under control for use on the lower Columbia there will then be an
"allocation" and it could not later be diverted for use in Canada without payment of
prohibitive damages.

(c) The` economic feasibility of diversion can only be determined by extensive
studies of the nature envisaged by General McNaughton. The investigations will
involve field surveys, topographic mapping, determination of the cost of structures
involved in diversion, comparison of the power possibilities and costs with possible
benefits from power development on the Columbia, etc. A full investigation will
probably cost several times $250,000 if it is necessary to carry it through in its
entirety.

(d) The diversion would, according to present information, not increase the dan-
ger of flooding on the Fraser River since the water would be released only at times
of low flow.

(e) Because of the importance of fishery interests on the Fraser River, and also
because of other factors, there is probably no other possibility of storing water so
that the power potential of the Fraser can be developed. It is considered that it
would be possible by means of the diversion to develop the power in such a way
that fisheries would not be injured.

(1) While there is no question as to the• legality of a diversion it can be expected
that even the intimation that Canada is considering the possibility of diversion will
lead to vigorous protest from the interested parties in the United States.
(g) The government of British Columbia is aware that a diversion is possible and

that consideration is being given to its economic feasibility. The British Columbia
Electric Company has shown some interest in building the necessary dam at Mica
and Participating in an overall project.

e(h) There is every reason to believe that there will be a need for all the hydro-lectric
well .be Power that can possibly be produced and that, even with this, there may

a shortage in the foresseable future.
(i)

A project involving a diversion into the Fraser would be essentially the same as
the Frobisher,scheme, which involves a diversion from the Yukon River (which inits

natural course flows through Alaska). In connection with it, and in other con-
be^0 ^e government has taken the position that if energy resources in Canada can

ec^e,u onomically used in Canada, they shall be so used and that it will not agree to
allocation, in perpetuity, for use outside of Canada.
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is, aimply to ascertain whether it would be econocnucal Yi ^ ^ L^AGE

study so that it may be made clear in advance that this does n lace -^at't
slon that a diversion of unallocated water should or should not take place

' 1 feasible.

If the item is approved, the Secretary `a Cta ^te foent hould be advised of this
consider whcthcr, at an eariy date, the S Department ot ;nvolve any deci-

po
Columbia system. Affairs m.ight wish to

The item would not involve a special voteofo^e would
resentvotéor work on the

" ssible diversion: It would , form ' a part P

RELATIONS wrrH THE UNrTED STATES

The above are briefly the essential considerations in connection with this propo-

sal. A further point that has to be kept in mind is that the investigation of the eco-
nomic feasibility of the diversion, at considerable cost, might be desirable even if
there were a,virtual certainty that the, diversion would never take place. There are
now under way and there will in the next fewears

International
nt^^ lssimportan

t ad
negoti-

ations with the United States, before the
wise, involving projects for dams and power development in the Columbia River

basin. Most of the storage and control features will be in Canada, or will require
Canadian participation, but most of the resulting power will be produced in the
United States. In negotiations the Canâdian position thsmû hasbebe

toteache0n
the product of flow and head and that equal importance g ven

that basis it has been made clear that Canada sh ould
downstream in the Unite^d"downstream benefit" or share of, the power produced

States - as a result of any controls or storage established upstream in Canada. The
United States has not conceded this 'principle and, even if the principle is conceded,

it will be a matter of hard negotiation to get agreement on
has established

benefits
that will be in any way equitable to Canada unless Canada
strong bargaining position. That bargaining position will not be strong unless it is
clear that there is some way of using the water resources other than by controlling
them to produce power in the United States. If it could be shown that a diversion
into the Fraser system is economically feasible, the Canadian bargaining position in
all the Columbia River negotiations would be ënormously improved. While it
might cost $250,000 or more to establish that position, the cost would be a trifle as
compared with the increased returns that would be'derived through greater down-

stream benefits in perpetuity. '
Having regard for the very great importance to Canadâ in future years of low-

cost hydro-electric power, I would suggest that our position might become delicatean
if we refused to investigate a possibility that may have the effect of yielding
enortnous benefit tdthis country for all time to come. In the circu in st^ne U, and̂
notwithstanding the certainty, that vigorous protest from interests
States may be expected, I recomtnend that approval be given to the Branch
item for $250,000 in the estimate of the Engineering and Water Resources uncon-
in` 1955-56, to study the economic feasibility of a diversion of presently
trôlled and unallocated'water from the Columbia to the Fraser River system. foror

11 d as
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_ DEA/5724-F.-40
'Projet d'un télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Draft Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States - .

TELMRAM
Ottawa, December 14, 1954

POSSIBLE USE OF COLUMBIA FLOODWATERS IN CONJUNCT[ON
WTTH FRASER RIVER167

As the Minister informed you earlier this month, Cabinet agreed on December 1
that the estimates of the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources
should include a sum of $250,000 for studies to be undertaken in 1955 to investi-
gate the engineering and economic factors involved in a possible diversion of
Columbia River floodwaters for use in the Fraser River Basin. At that time, Cabi-
net directed that the United States Government be advised of this study.
2^ It was agreed, after consultations with appropriate authorities, that Canada'sinterest might best be served if

(a) the matter were treated as far as possible, as a domestic one; i.e. the Canadian
Govenunent has decided to extend the general surveys now being conducted on the
Columbia River Basin to include all facets including a possible diversion of flood-
waters from the Columbia River Basin into the Fraser Basin; and
ro) the timing and manner of making a public announcement were selected by the

Canadian Government (ifthe De possible). Such apublic announcement might be made by
Partment of Northern Affairs and National Resources on or about December24

3.
Following Cabinet's decision to inform the'United States Government, Wer-

shof conveyed the information to Bliss on December 14. The language used by
Wershof was along the following lines:

h^°the studies which the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources
had under way for several years in connection with the Columbia River Basinw

ere recently reviewed by the Minister of that Department and other interestedgovernùnent officials.
Much interest was shown in ^ the long-term development of

the uPler Columbia and indeed in the development of Canada's water resources in
the basins west of the Canadian Rockies. It was agreed that the studies which theDepartment of Northern Affairs and National Resources are doing in connection
with the üse of the waters of the Columbia River should include whatever combina-
use s^d permutations may be practicable in the Canadian interest, includin theof two basin. • . g

m conJuncuon with one another, such as by diverting flood_^ `._ . .
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waters from the Columbia River for use at power sites along the Fraser. This natu-
rallÿ involves problems such as flood control and conservation of fisheries in the
Fraser River Basin which require close examination. These are, of course, only
studies of an economic and engineering ^ nature and a government decision is
unlikely until these have been conclud

4. Bliss appeared to realize the significance of such a potential diversion. The
point was made clear that this was merely a study, of which it was thought that the

° United States should be informed as a matter of courtesy. We had not thought
through whether a public announcement should be made. If one were made, it
might be made by Northern Affairs and National Resources shortly before Parlia-

ment reconvenes.
5. It would also be useful if you could find a suitable opportunity to inform the

State Department orally of the intentions of the Canadian Government as regards
these studies. No written communication should be left at the State Department.

6. For your background information only, a possible diversion of Columbia River
floôdwaters could take place above Revelstoke at a point seven miles from Summit
Lake which is the origin of the Eagle and South Thompson Rivers. Water could
flow thence through SHUSWAP Lake and the South Thompson River to join the
Fraser River at Lytton, B.C. Owing to lack of complete storage and control facili-

"ties, a large amount of the floodwater of the Columbia River cannot now be used
for power or other purposes.

7. As you know, the United States Corps of Engineers is much further advanced
in its studies of the U.S. portion of the Columbia River Basin. Its studies started in
1932 and a main Report No 308 (costing several million dollars) Reference inBasin1948.t^ Our own studies started only. after the Columbia River
1944, and, will not be completed for *at least three years or so.
8. For your own informatiôn,we are examining with the Department of No ub^c

'pffairs and Nationâl Resources the advisability of that Department m^n et a a copy
announcement, possibly on December 24. If this is agreed, Bliss would g

'of the ânnouncement the day # beforei it is made and a copy would also be sent to

oû.'t^

^^-
^ i ^ v• ^ ^ : . " _ ._ n....:fic Dlvisl0n+

^ Voir/See United States, Deparumt of the Amy, Corps of Engineers. ru, u• .^^,--- En8ineers,

Review Report on Columbia River and Tributaries. Washington: U.S. ArnnY

Octobet 1. 19d8. t was located.
w! Ancume annonce n'a &j traivEeJNo aano^
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DEA/5724-E-40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ta,EGRAm WA-2119 Washington, December 17, 1954

CorirIbEKrtAL

Reference: Your unnumbered telegram of December 14, 1954

THE FRASER RIVER

implications for the United States power pjants on the Lower Columbia. He did not

POSSIBLE USE OF COLUMBIA FLOOD WATERS IN CONJUNCTION WITH

As suggested in your. unnumbered telegram of December 14 that Wershof
brought to the Embassy, we spoke yesterday to Vest on the State Department's
Canadian Desk. Our explanation was made in language very similar to that used by
Wershof when he spoke to Bliss. We emphasized that what was contemplated at the
present time was merely a study of the possible uses of the waters in the Upper
Columbia River basin and that no decision would be taken by the Canadian Gov-
emment'until that study had been completed.

2.
Vest showed keen interest in the information and asked us to repeat that part of

ouu' statement in which we referred to the "diverting of flood waters from the
Columbia .River basin". Vest said that he could not comment officially at the
rooment but it occurred to him that there were one or two points on which the
United States might seek additional information later on. His fust point was that if
Canada decided eventually to go ahead with this proposal there might be important

knov^, he explained, whether these plants had been built with the capacity to use the
flood waters from the Columbia for generating electric power or whether the flood
waters were merely permitted to by-pass the power installations. If it was the case
that flood'waters were, or could be, used by the existing plants, then the conse-
quences,to.the 'United States of the Canadian propôsal would be especiallinteresting, y

3• Vest s second point was that there was some doubt in his mind whethc^r the
that Northérn Affairs and National Resources has had under way for several

years arose ôut ofthe reference to the IJ.C., or whether they were studies under-
taken by Cannda iof the IJ.C.not in reference. He presumed that they were

dependent but asked us to get your official confirmation on this point.
4'

Needless'to say, we, too, would be interested in the answers to the points raised
by Vest; Particularly the first one. We should be grateful, also if at your conve-
*nce You could give us whatever information may be available to you on the
Possible relationship between the proposed Columbia-Fraser project and the MicaCreek projrt W

, • e would be interested to know especially whether these two,.:, •.



Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

projects would be alternatives to each other or ,whether they would be mutually

exclusive.
5. We were pleased to see that you intend to give Bliss an advance copy of any

public statement that might be made. Although we did not mention the possibility
of a statement to Vest we wondered whether, since we have paralleled your actions
so far, it might not be useful for ùs'to tell him that a statement may be made near

Christmas.

lutiôn of this river., .^ ' , - î . , .

invéstigation, of the mattir" and to 'submit a report to the two

raaommendations of remedial nneasures which might be taken to eliminate the Pol,

havebeen made to the United States Governcnent alleging Mat Ontario, is being
the vicinity, of International Falls, Minnesota, and Fort Francis,
polluted by industrial wastes from a neighbouring plant, with ruinous

effects on

fish'Gfe and the use of,the*stream for fishing. Pollution of this nature 11,
ihe.'prôvisions ^ôf Article _ IV of the Boündary Waters Treaty signed
1909; which"states that boundary waters and waters flowing across

ôn^é o^e1

shall not be polluted on either side to theç^f^ suggested that ro ref rence should
side"^ ^e Unitcd States ' Ambassador th
be made to the International Joint Commission under Article IX of ake

the Bl°ofough
om

ements With^lyâtps Treatjr Of Jànuarÿ 11; 1909, dirëcting the Commission t r

n".'In Note No. 204 datcd Ap e
America informed the Secretary of Ste for External Affairs that repres

the Rainy
^V ^ in

M} MQ^IESOTA,` AND PORT FRANCIS, ONTARIO
19 19541' the Ambassador of the United States of

^ 7: , rr I e ^ +.^,. ,

Un1ud Saucs oJMntrica with Subsidt°ry DAOCW"enu' 10,9 - .

and the

atin Canada in force between s^ntcr,1921, PP-o^/Sée Cmadi. Tirades and Atnamcnu a,^ a j 1925 Ottawa. KinB

312-319. •

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

RELATIONS wrl'Fi THE UNTtEU STATES

[OttawaJ, June 9, 1954

POLLUTION OF RAINY RIVER IN THE VICINTTY OF INTERNATIONAL FALLS,

l;:

to çabinet
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-2. It is proposed by the Government of the United States that the reference to the
Commission by both Governments should be in the same terms as the Reference of
April,l, 194611' which concerned pollution of the waters of. the St. Clair River,
Lake St. Clair and the Detroit River and which was later extended to include waters
of the St. Mary's River from Lake Superior to Lake Huron and the waters of the
Niagara River from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario), substituting the words "Rainy
River" for the names of all the waters mentioned in the earlier Reference. A copy
of the Reference with the suggested substitution is attached as Appendix A.
,'3. , The results of the investigations made by the Commission under the earlier
Reference into the pollution of these boundary waters were set forth in a report
dated October 11, 1950, in which remedial measures were recommended.12 Both
Govenunents accepted `the recommendations 'and charged the Commission with
their impleinentation.

Recommendation

4. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, with the concurrence of the Minis-
ter of National Health and Welfare. and the Minister of Northern Affairs and
National Resources, recommends that if the Government of the Province of Ontario
agrees, the United States Ambassador be informed that the Canadian Government
concurs in the suggestion of his Government that a reference in the sense of the
attached draft concerning pollution of Rainy River be forwarded to the Inter-
national Joint Conunission.13

L.B. PEARSON
1

[APPENDICB A/APi'ENDIX A]

Projet de note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire de la Commission mixte internationale

- Draft Note from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary, International Joint Commission

Ottawa,

Canada have o a vtse you that the Governments of the United States and
been informed that the waters of the Rainy River are being polluted

by sewage and industrial wastes emptied into these waters. Having in mind the
Provisions ôf Article IV of the Boundary Waters Treaty signed January 11, 1909,
that bo^d.^ waters and waters flowing across the boundary shall not be polluted
°n either s^de to the injury of health or
ments have agreed on the other side, the two Govern-

8reed upon a joint Reference of the provisions of Article IX of the said

Sir,

I have tlie honour t d'

,n !^ Volüüirne 12. Document 883.,n, ou^ee Volume 17, 'Document 855.
A^oul'E Pu 10 Cabinet le 14 juin 1954JApmved by Cabinet. June 14, 1954.
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Treaty. The Commission is requested to inquire into and to report to the two Gov-
ernments upon' the following questions:

(1) Are the waters referred to in thepreceding paragraph actually being polluted
ôn either side of the boundary to the injury of health or property on the other side
of the boundary?

(2) If the foregoing question is answéred'in the affirmative, to what extent, by
what causes, and `in what locâlities is such pollution, taking place?

(3) If the Commission should find that pollution of te character just referred to is
taking place, what measures for remedying the situation would, in its judgment, be
most practicable from the economic,* sanitary and other points of, view?

(4) If the Commission should find that the construction or maintenance of reme-
dial or preventive works is necessary to render the waters sanitary and suitable for
domestic and other uses, it should indicate the nature, location, and extent of such
works, and the probable cost thereof, and by whom and in what proportions such
cost should be borne.

'For the purpose' of assisting the Commission in making the investigation and
'recommendations provided for in this Reference, the two Governments will, upon
request, make available to the Commission the services of engineers and other spe-
cially qualified personnel of their governmental agencies, and such information and
technical data as may have been acquired by such agencies or as may be acquired
by them during the course of the investigation.

The Commission should submit its report and recommendations to the two Gov-

ernments as soon as practicable.

1 Le premier ministre
au premier ministre de l'Ontario

Prime Minister
to Premier of Ontario

DEA/8010-40

.. •
[Ottawa], November 16, 1954

,CONFIDENT[Al., : ^ i `^ .

SMy deat Pretnier, ', Ï ^y Govetn-
You will recall that in 1946 the Canadian Government agrc^d wlth he

tnerit of Ontario that a Reference should be made to the International Joint Com'
. waters in the connectin8

mission ; on the subject : of . the : pollution : of boundary
channels of the Great Lakes.

^ J Since that time the International Joint Commission has studied the pollution °. _ .^.e n"rnments of
these waters and, on October 11, 195O, submtteu a rcpvl ► '^ asion found "
Canada and the United States. As you may remember, the Commr ^und-

the boundary waters under reference are being pollutcd on either side of the

,^^
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arry to the injury of health and property on the other side of the boundary". This
meant that the pollution was then in excess of that which Canada and the United
States agreed to prevent when they ratified Article IV of the Boundary Waters
Treaty of 1909. This Article states in part, ". .. the waters herein defined as bound-
arÿ waters ... shall not be'polluted on either side to the injury of health or property
on the other side". Both countries seemed, at the time of the 1950 Report, to bear
about the same responsibility for this state of affairs though pollution was reported
- in many instances - to be heavier on the United States side of the boundary.
The Commission, therefore, recommended the adoption of "Objectives for Bound-
ary Waters Quality Control" by the Governments of Canada and the United States
as criteria to be met in preventing the pollution contemplated by the Treaty.

The Commission's recommendation was, after consultation with your Govern-
ment, accepted by the Governments of the United States and Canada and the Inter-
national Joint Commission was requested to establish and maintain continuing
supervision of the pollution of boundary waters in the connecting channels of the
Great Lakes system in order to ensure compliance with the "Objectives". This
supervision has been accomplished through the Technical Advisory Board of the
Commission which has co-operated closely with the State and provincial authori-
ties concerned.174

It is a source of satisfaction for me to be able to tell you that the Commission
has reported that it has received excellent co-operation generally with regard to the
abatementof 'pollution of boundary waters from industrial sources, including the
oil refineries in the Sarnia area, and that a solution to the phase of the problem
dealing with industrial pollution seems to be in sight. Unfortunately, the Chairman
of the Canadian Section of the International Joint Commission, General McNaugh-
ton, has had to report to the Canadian Government towards the end of September,
1954 that the situation with regard to the pollution of boundary waters by the dis-
charge of municipal sewage and waste itkOntario continues to cause anxiety. I am
Wonned that little visible progress has been made in Canada towards the solution
of this very serious problem. I believe that General McNaughton has kept you and
Your colleague, the Minister of Health, fully informed of the difficulties in thisregard.

At the Semi-annual meeting of the International Joint Commission held in
Ottawa on October 7,1954, the Attorney General for Michigan, the Hon. Frank G.
Wdlard► made strong representations to the Commission to the effect that 6nada
was polluting the water supply of municipalities in Michigan and, in particular, that
doubtl` 'violation of the Boundary Waters Trenty of 1909. Your officials will

have brought these allegations to your attention.
The continued 'disch

Great arge of raw sewage into the connecting channels of the
es ' system'may. be not only detrimental to the health and welfare of the

People living on both sides of the international boundary but may - at any given
^ment=_ ^^^^te a violation by Canada of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909

regards the pollution of these waters. Such an occurrence would naturally have

11/v

01^ Volume 17, Document 860.
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serious repercussions on Canada's relations with the United States. I feel confident,
however, that your,Govenunent is mindful of this and is taking whatever effective
and practical steps are open to it to remedy this situation. Accordingly, I would be
grateful if you would acquaint me with the steps which you are taking, in conjunc-
tion with the municipalities bordering the connecting channels of the Great Lakes,

J or the abatement of the pollution of boundary waters through municipal sewage
And waste. ,

which does, not experiencepaience it and have these diffculaes. to their heavy... ... .. , ,^
^^^The fact that many industrial plants find it advantageous, owing
,eonsumPtion;of water or. the availability of shipping facilities,

to locate^e ^e

boundary waters, and that these plants draw other feeder industries
of the Pol-

locality, accentuates the whole problem. For example, th

,trafficaoongestion and other problems in the fields o

ferencxs that a province wrih a relatively large vo um Ilution an"
.requires substantially greater revenues to meet the economic costs of po

f health and welfare than one

• • ' 1 e of m ustn

rai in your letter, you r^efer 10 the ^cnprovemen rati-
of industrial waste. The improvements adopted by some industries are indeedi^

fying, but it is evident that it is the industrial development which has brought S^

it a concentration of urban population which is still the main source of the Poll°-
con

,don. This emphasizes a point I have made on occasions at Federal-Provincialnt
• d ' al develop

RELATIONS wrtN THE UNrrED STATU

Yours sincerely,
Louis S. ST. LAURENT

DEA/8010-40

Le premier ministre de l'Ontario'
au premier ministre

Premier of Ontario
to Prime Minister

, Toronto, December 23, 1954

My dear Prime Minister:
I have delayed replying to your letter of November 16, 1954 relating to the po1-

, lution of boundary waters, in order that I should have a full opportunity to discuss
,this matter with my colleagues and other officials. .
.#; ,,,:The problem, of course, goes back a at many years and although we have had
,it under continuing study for some time, it does not lend itself to an easy or quick
solution. Many. factors have contributed to the pollution of the boundary rivers and
lakes. 1he rapid industrial and urban growth during the last fifteen years of war and
post-war expansion, when supplies of: materials and labour were scarce, have
;undoubtedly aggravated the situation, but the financial stringency of the municipal-
,ities and the deferment of proper sewage works during the 1930's have also been
contributing factors.

ts that have been made in the control
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ymer Corpôration at Sarnia has drawn to that area both oil industries and chemical
plants: These companies use large quantities of water and create difficult waste
problems. In several instances in this area, phenolic substances are discharged into
the St. Clair River. These wastes have high waste-producing properties that are
extremely difficult to remove in their entirety. Increased production and changes in
the processes often cause increased pollution. An illustration of the latter is the
recent change to catalytic cracking in the production of gasoline, which leaves a
waste containing a much greater phenolic content.

Some of the offending plants discharge their wastes directly into the rivers or
lakes, while others are connected to the public sewers, thereby adding very materi-
ally to the municipal problem of waste disposal. In these later instances, too much
of the burden has been shifted frrom industry to the municipality.

Continuous contact has been maintained by our officials with those industries
having waste disposal problems. They have been advised of our requirements, and
most of them have gone far to remedy the situation. In the Sarnia area, some indus-
tries have been able to substantially reduce their discharges of phenolic waste, but
the migration of similar industries to this area and the expansion of existing plants
have left the overall picture less satisfactory than might be desired.

Now that man-power and material resources are in ample supply, the major
obstacle to providing the sewers and the sewage treatment plants that are required
to minimize pollution is financial. Our officials and facilities have been made avail-
able for the investigation of pollution in the boundary waters, and a close bond of
co-operation has prevailed between our officers and those of your Department of
Health and the International Joint Commission, as you have recognized in your
letter. To stimulate and assist in the construction of waterworks and sewage dispo-
sal plants, we established the Municipal Improvement Corporation five years agoto make loans to municipalities for these purposes. In recent years, the number of
disposal planti in the Province has been increased by 50 per cent. The majority of
these have been for complete or secondary rather than partial treatment. A number
of treatment plants has been enlarged and many others are in the development
stage. TOday tlus Province has twice as many plants for complete treatment as allthe !est ôf Canada.

While the expansion of sewage treatment has made good progress in many parts
of Ontario, it has, however, made less headway in some of the border municipali-
ties. 1^e expenditures required in many of these cases are extremely large and may
be bèyond the` capacity of , these municipalities to finance out of their ownresou^^;

Weu recognize the gravity of the pollution problem and the necessity for
fmding a sôlution: We are advising the municipalities concerned that it is impera-
five for récnédial'measures to be adopted. The Province, on its part, will continue to
review the situation and assist where it is able.

Of the Fedè`ral ,
leac popu at^on. Wlule the huge industnal development ezper-^ bÿ ^^o has

undoubtedly added to the tax resources of the Province and

f^ on, of our boundary waters, however, again emphasizes the heavyanci^
^ens ând césponsibilities that rest upon a Province which has a concen-^ation'cf `indûstrÿ „and I • . • .

e polluti

,,,; overnment al the same time it has added very greatly to the^,, •
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demands upon the Ontario Government for. the extension of provincial services.
For Ontario to earn a corporation tax dollar, it has to make many commitments,
including the pledging of its credit for the expansion of hydro-electric power,
which are not required by a province which receives a corporation tax dollar con-
taining a great deal of subsidy. For this reason, I firmly believe that the abatement
of pollution should be considered as part of the broader Federal-Provincial fiscal

problem, :

LESt.tE M. FROST
Yours sincerely,

7° PARTIE/PART 7

DÉTOURNEMENT DE CHICAGO

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

CHICAGO DIVERSION

DEA/1760-B-40
612. . . . .

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extfrieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Sëcretary of State for External A^`airs
to Secretary of State for Ezternal A•,Oirs

30, 1954
CONFIDEKTIAL

[Ottawa], January

THE CNiCAGO DIVERSION

favourablynand without amendment by, the om^ %.. ^^ fu^er, that in the
House ôf Representatives on January 11 th. The Embassy rePo
opinion of the.United States offcials concerned: theBill may rbettvl^fat° oûid b

of 1,000 cubic,fcet per secon out ow , ^n 8
• ° C 'tt on Public Works of the

11 .

In teletype No. • ; + , ^ • ' H R 3300) authorizing an increasethe Embassy in Washington reports that a Bill (.
• ` d fl ' the Chica o Diversion was report^

WA 157 dated Ton" 27 1954 t a copy of which is attached,

tbe' House from adopting the Bill, especially since the Stat year, have b^°
opposition to it, later reaffnned in a letter to the Committee last y

w ' •. _\ '

ada". it is not expected, however, that s s e D^ment's oW°
et.: tat ment would OC su ic ^

ings on a similar Bill in 1952, that Inc Çanadian authonties
the'position that an increased diversion by Chicago

ff
would be of co ent to Prev^t

State Department infonned the House Pu ic or taken
• ' ' "had consistently

presumed that Canada had no objections to it. tIhe ,..y g the hear'
• bl' W ks Committee during

w^^u^^^•►•• ^JY^_._ •time`and it may be approved with inue or no
•• • in t le al Adviser of the

lines"ôf a drift attached to a mcmorandum you put be ote
vicws"'regarding the proposal for an inc:rase in the 011C.38>0 inet at that time. The
â6ôxuld be instructed to infonn the, Unrted States Diversion ^0°g

Cabinet on July319' 1952, Cabinet agrr,w that i f it appeUd ton
the Ambassador in W^^ng.

might' give furthor consideration to the measure, ^ment of C^a^^State Dep ^e

:When the previous Bill referred to was brought to the at e Cess
• • • that the 82nd Cong

insufficient to block the nru on tne wmmu«q•
f the Canadian
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circumstances now are precisely the same as those which obtained at the time of
the Cabinet's approval of the course of action recommended in July, 1952. As con-
siderable time has elapsed, however, you may wish to discuss with your colleagues
principally concerned - the Minister of Transport and the Minister of Northern
Affairs and National Resources - whether the Ambassador in Washington should
be instructed to address a note to the State Department now along the lines of that
previously authorized by Cabinet.

Attached is a draft of the proposed note which has been suitably amended to
refer to action b}► the present Congress. Also attached for your signature, if you
approve, are letters addressed to your colleagues, the Ministers of Transport and or
Northern Affairs and National Resources, sending them copies of the telegram
from Washington referred to above and asking their concurrence in the recommen-
dation that the Ambassador in Washington be now instructed to address to the State
Department the note authorized by Cabinet in July, 1952. Copies of the proposed
draft note and of your memorandum to the Cabinet dated July 21, 1952,t are also
enclosed for their information.

One point made by the State Department in opposing the Bill before the House
Public Works Committee was that the question of the Chicago Diversion is a matter
currently before the International Joint Commission under the Lake Ontario Water
Level Reference of June 25, 1952, under which the International Joint Commission
was asked to study the effect of all diversions into and out of the Great Lakes."s
This aspect of the matter was not mentioned in the memorandum to Cabinet or the
draft note attached to it, because{consideration of the Reference to the International
Joint Commission and consideration of the memorandum to the Cabinet had not
been interrelated at that time. As the State Department has made use of this argu-
ment, however, it is suggested that their position be supported by the addition of a
Pa
Stateragraph at the end of, the present draft. Another argument put forward by the

Department is that the change in the Chicago Diversion might affect the
g et forth in the Niagara Treaty of 1950,'76 although the Embassy has

suggested tha^'such a'consideration might be appropriately added to the main argu-
ments of our note, any special emphasis on our interests at Niagara might detract
from the ' assertion of our interests in the St. Lawrence River. It is suggested, there-
fore, that the additional paragraph should omit this point and that it be worded
somewhafas follôws:

^As theÇhi^cago Diversion is one aspect of a matter now before the International
Joint Comrmsston, pursuant to the Reference submitted jointly by the Govern-
ments of Canada and the United States on June 25, 1952, it is suggested that the

tere'sts of Canada and the United States would best be served by allowing the
Internauonâl joint Commission to complete its study of this and related matters
tindér the àrraïtgements already agtreci upon".

^-!'.^ ^,... . , ...._.

1,! Vir/See . .

, 1950, No. 3.
^M V^ee Vol^ j ^umeat 852.

Treary s^^ 6, Docmnœts 874•886, etland Canada, Rtnuil des traités, 1950, N• 3/Canada.
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Thé Légal Division of the Department concurs in mis recommen ,
- -- • • ----L _._... d above'n

.-The attached letters for. your signature, addressed to the Ministers of Transport
and Northern Affairs and National Resources, also request their concurrence in this

suggested addition. • dation includ-
on •

R-A. M[ACKAVI

DEA/1760-B-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External A,^airs

^GttAM EX-184

CONFIDEI1tIAL• MOST IMMIDIA77E.

Reference: WA-182 dated January,29, 1954. t

-level of Lake Ontario (exPressed in Note X•51) was g

ment would have wanted it to be) without the information co use of additional

i;nfo^tioâ then 'available, the previous calculat ereatl Y exaggerated:'
No. X-262 of November 4,1952. This last note stated that be^ the

• ed ffect of Gut Dam on ^

51 'of February 27, 1952, only. The argumen you ^ow the State Depm
aâ tô thé levéls, however, is not stnctly accurate (as y nt^ned in our Note

of Lake Ontario. In doing so, they had 9uoted part of e e ment
t advanced by the State DeP

"We were interested to note ihe line they t xt of our Note N°• X"

State Department as soon possible. The note is by present circum
net' in July 1952,, with a few, ssmall modifications, requiredpoint made by the State
stances, and with an addidonal paragraph supporting the pttee with
Department in its representations to the House Public Works under
regard to the status of the matter before the International
the Lake Ontario Water Level Reference of June 25, 1952. d^so comment orallY

2. In submitting the note to the State Dcpartment, you shoul blicHouse
, on`< thè letter which Assistant Secretary Morton addressed to the 1100• This
Works Cotnmittee' on 7uly, 15, 1953, as reported ,̂ n House Report

....1 comtnent should be along the linés that.
had talen in connection with the levels

With reference to the telephone conversation
noted below is the text of a note which you should prepare for transmission to the

9 the same as that approved by Cabi

CHICAGO DIVERSION
' between Messrs. LePan and Côté,

ntt ards

n► Nota marginale JMat8inal DOW we should send inswctions to^ebsl
a8r^ OK'd extra paragtaP „(Note forfile - in view of WA• 182.1 Minister

Minister

M. Wentaf
st ona & tell Mau» CwMa Ck. Lesabn, ^

to Ambassador in United States

1, 1954Ottawa, February
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Sir.

Any increase in the Chicago diversion will cause reductions in the water levels

and the United States on June 25, 1952, it is suggested that the interests

On instructions of my Government I should like to draw attention to the House
of Representatives Bill H.R. 3300 which was reported favourably by the Commit-
tee on Public Works of the House of Representatives on January 11, 1954 (H.R.
Report No. 1100).

The bill would authorize the State of Illinois and the Sanitary District of Chi-
cago, under the supervision and direction of the Secretary of the Army to withdraw
from Lake Michigan, in addition to all domestic pumpage, an annual average of
2500 cubic feet per second, to flow into the Illinois waterway for a period of three
years. It,also provides that the Secretary of the Army shall study the effects of the
increased diversion so authorized and shall report to the Congress on or before
January 31, 1956.

Although H.R. 3300 authorizes an increase in the diversion only for a limited
Period, the Canadian Government is of the opinion that adoption of such a measure
and, indeed, any increase in the diversion at Chicago, would impair the power
potential of the Niagâra and the St. Lawrence Rivers and would have an adverse
effect upon navigation in the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River.

With regard to the power aspect of the matters, the Government of Canada
wishes to bring to the attention of the Government of the United States the fact that
the ProPosed increase, if continued, would result in the reduction of the total power
Potential of the Niagara River and the International Rapids Section of the St. Law-
rence River of 39,000 continuous horse-power. On the wholly Canadian reach of
the St. Lawrence River, the reduction of actual and potential continuous power
would be 13,000 horse-power.

of the Great Lakes, the St. Lawrence River and the Port of Montreal which will
have a detrimental effect on Canadian as well as United States navigation facilities,
Particularly in the years of low stage in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence system. The
water levels in the Great Lakes system have recently been high but reductions in
levels in the'lower lakes and the river would, of necessity, follow increases in
diversion at Chicago by several years. It is evident that the proposed increase does
not offer a source of relief from high water and that the ultimate lowering of levels
could obtain at times when, in the ordinary cyclical nature of lake supply, critically
low lake stages are being experienced.

in^ may be concluded that the beneficial flood protëction as
Chicago diversion would be small and short-lived; the

aspects
effect on

navigation interests would continue over long periods, and the damage to the power
Potenual of the Niagara and the St. Lawrence Rivers would be substantial and con-tinuous.47be

Canadian Government wishes to point out, therefore, that in these
and any increase in the Chicago diversion would be prejudicial to the rights

interests of both Canada and the United States.

As the Chicago diversion is one aspect of a matter now before the InternationalJoint Co
,

of ssion^ + pursuant to the Reference submitted jointly by the Governments
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of Canada and the United States would best be served by allowing the International
Joint, Commission to complete its study of this and related matters under the
arrangements already agreed upon. Unquote.178

REt.nnoNS WITH THE UNITED STATES

DEA/1760-B-40
614. ^ " . . .

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour, le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], March 5, 1954

Niagara Treaty of 1950. It has been cleared with the Le8a1 iv
the use of the waters of the Niagara ver po n: i'sion and the Dep

CHICAGO DIVERSION

As you know, an interdepartmental meeting was held on February 24 to discuss
the legislation to authorize an increase in the Chicago diversion now before the
Congress. It was decided at that meeting that, although Canada would have a strong
case on which to base objection if and when the legislation was passed, a formal
protest should be withheld until immediately after both Houses of the Congress had
passed the legislation and it would be before the President for signature. The meet-
ing also considered that it might prove useful to make further oral representations

through the Embassy in Washington to ensure that our views were put before the
Senate Committee which is now considering the legislation.

A-312 of Febru-

ary
2. Meanwhile, the Embassy in Washington has sent a telegram (W

ary 25, 1954)t to advise that the Senate Public Works Committee - rather than the
Foreign Relations Committee - will deal with the Resolution to authorize an
increase in the Chicago diversion. The State Department has expressed to the Com-
mittee its objection to the legislation but it is unlikely that the Publiĉ f^erpr ^sal
inittee will pay, as much attention to the international implications

aas the Foreign Relations Committee would have done. ^ment, the
# : 3.' Fôllowing informal discussions with officials of the State Dep
Embassy has recommended that a further note reaffirming the Can

adian
State DeP^

with respect to the proposed increase would be of assistance to the
ment ' in strengthening its position before the Committee. In view of this, a draitDepartment by the
note has been prepared which might be delivered to the State DeP the attention
Embassy immediately with the request that its contents

brought
note

to
very little fur-

Thisof the Senate. A copy is attached for your appro ecific
thCr than the note already delivered on February l st, except that it m^9e09 d to
reference,to the relevant provisions of the Boundary Waters Treatyses, as authoriZed in the

Ri for wer purpo art.
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ments concerned. For these reasons, I should think this note might be sent to the
State Department immediately. May I have your directions in this regard?'79 ,
4. You will recall that Wisconsin and other States bordering on the Great Lakes

initiated the action which resulted in the Supreme Court Order of April 19301imit-
ing the diversion to its present level. It would appear that, if the pending legislation
to authorize an increase in the diversion is enacted, this Supreme Court Order
would be superseded. To clarify this point, however, it is also suggested that the
State Department be asked for its views as to what would be the status, in United
States law, if this legislation is passed, of any action brought before United States
Courts to maintain the limitation imposed by the Order.

5. The fact that the present bill has been referred to the Senate Public Works Com-
mittee rather than the Foreign Relations Committee may afford an opportunity for
opponents of the measure, if and when it reaches the floor of the Senate, to have it
referred at that time to the Foreign Relations Committee, thus imposing an addi-
tional and more formidable obstacle to its passage. The Embassy in Washington
might also suggest this tactic orally to the State Department as worthy of
exploration.
6. As mentioned abôve, at the meeting on February 24 it was decided to recom-

mend that, if and when legislation was passed by the Senate as well as the House of
Representatives, a formal objection to the implementation of this legislation be
lodged with the State Department immediately. In the last paragraph of Telegram
WA-312 of February 25, the Embassy has also supported this recommendation. In
anticipation of this turn of events, a draft note of formal protest is now being pre-
Pared and will be put forward for your consideration under cover of a draft memo-
randum to the Cabinet as soon as it has been cleared with the various departments
concerned.130

R.A. M[ACKAYJ

DEAi1760-B-40

Ottawa, March 8, 1954

ote
m^^e ^aigina1 note: °

110 Note es LB' P[earaon]
tle :tMarBinal note:

^ of
^^n Division informed by telephone 9:40 AM 8th [MarchJ that draft note had

PProved

___' -a:.. .,

d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

CONFIDE^^
IMRTANT.

Reference; Jyy immediately preceding teletype.t.,f 1%

by bUnister. B. Côté
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CHICAGO DIVERSION

Following is the text of note to the Secretary of State referred to in my immedi-
ately. preceding teletype. Text Begins:
Quoté: On instructions of my Government, I should like to draw attention to my
Note No. 79 of February 1, 1954, concerning Bill H.R. 3300, approved by the
House of Representatives on February'4, 1954, which would authorize an increase
in the diversion of water from Lake Michigan through the Chicago Drainage Canal.

As stated in my note of February 1st, the Canadian Government considers that
the adoption of this measure, which will increase the diversion at Chicago by 1,000
cubic feet per second, would have an adverse effect on navigation in the Great
Lakes and St. Lawrence River. The effect will be particularly marked in periods of
low:stage and recent lowering of lake levels indicates that a cycle of low levels
`may be experienced in the near future. These periods of low water have always
occurred in irregular cycles of varying duration. If the supply of water is reduced
during a cycle of low levels, very serious injury to navigation in boundary waters

will undoubtedly result.
In this connection, I should like to draw your attention to Article II of the

Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. The terms of the last paragraph
of that Article

clearly affirm the understanding that neither party to the diversion f waters on

theright other
which it

side of
may

the
have to obj

boundary ^e effect of which would be productive of material

injury to the navigation interests on its own side of the boundary" . If the proposed

increase in the diversion at Chicago were to take place, the Government ^ Canada
re w

o
a^

would, in the circumstances describ^^bOde,of the boundary,
injury to,the navigation interests on revious note

With regard to the power aspect of this matter, it was stated in my p
that the increased diversion at Chicago would result in aredofi^at reduction, n
potential of the Niagara and St. Lawrence rivers and the extent

Under the provisions of Article111
so far as it concerns Canada, was indicated. 950,
the Treaty between the United States and Canadalldtheon February

waters of that river
concerning the uses of waters , of the Niagara River, a

available for power purposes are divided equally between the two countries. ^h^
,

respect, I consider that the situation was well put in a letter
addressed t

the Committee on Public Works of the House of Representatives onuln ^e
tnanof th

s

1953, by Assistant Secretary of State Morton when he
said "The change the

amount of water diverted at Chicago might affect the arrangements
set forth in

Niagara Treaty".
to draw attention once

more to the fac Jothat

the
^ The Canadian Government wishes

Chicago diversion is one aspect of a matter now before the InteornaCana a^d
Commission and it is suggested that it would be in the best interôf ^s and related
the United States to allow the Commission to complete its study

in arrangements affecting
the levels of the Great Lake'

matters before any change g
is authorizcd. Text Ends.

pcccpt, Excellency, etc....
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+ DEA/1760-B-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoNFIDEvMi,
[Ottawa], March 29, 1954

CHICAGO DIVERSION

As you know, two notes have been recently addressed to the State Department
concerning legislation now before the Congress relating to the Chicago diversion.
Both notes are in the nature of preliminary statements of the views of the Canadian
Government and they leave the way open for a formal objection at the appropriate
time. The second note, in fact, suggests that such an objection is contemplated.

The right. of either government to object to an interference with or diversion of
waters on the other's side of the boundary, which would be productive of material
injury, tto navigation;'is expressly reserved in Article II of the Boundary Waters
Treaty of 1909. An objection, however, would only be appropriate when it became
clear that the objectionable act was about to take place. This matter was considered
at a recent meeting between officials of the Departments of the Canadian Govern-
ment concerned, as it appears that the measure before Congress can be expected to
be considered by the Senate in the near future.
House of Representatives on February 4, 1954, by ane unrecorded vote after a vote
to reconunit the bill to Committee was defeated by 234 to 150).

Although the Senate may be expected to give more weight to the views of the
several States opposing the measure it would a
rely on opposition ^ PP^ that Canada can no longer

in the United States to forestall any increase in the Chicagodiversion.
At the meeting referred to, it was decided to recommend that a formal

objection be addressed to the United States Government at the appropriate time. It
!as considered that the most appropriate time to lodge such a protest would be
nntnediately after the legislation is passed by the Senate. To be effective, on the
other hand, the objection should be available to put before the President when he is
considecing whether or not he should sign the proposed legislation. A note in this
sense has been drafted and cleared by the Legal Division of the Department. The
draft incorpomtes suggestions made by the Ambassador in Washington and it hasbeen aPproved b
and National R ô the Ministers of Transport, Public Works and Northern Affairs
note urces• A copy of the draft is attached. If you approve, this draft

will be sent to the Ambassador in Washington for use in addressing a note ofprotest ^ to, the State
Department immediately if the Senate approves legislationautborizing an inc ' • •rease 11 the Chicago diversion.'s'
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Although this matter has been discussed by Cabinet recently, you may wish to

bring it up again in. order to inform, your other, colleagues of the action

contemplated.112

ment of Canada has reached the conclus on
Chicago by 1,000 cubic feet per second as provided in this legislation ^les of factlow
result in injury to^navigation in boundary waters, particularly during y

.. , .

Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Rrver. e
• that an increase in the diversion at

_^ As mentioned in my previous two notcs,
that the adoption of this measure would have an adverse effect on navigation in the

Aft r careful consideration the Govern-

by. the Senatc.
• the Canadian Government considers

would authorize an increase in the divas on o roved
the Chicago Drainage Canal. It is noted that this measure has now been app

R. 3300, approved by the House o eP&%
f water from Lake Michigan through

f R entatives on February 4,

On instructions of my.Governmen ,.
No. 79A, of February,1, 1954, an o• ' 1954, which

d N 169 of March 10 1954, concerning Bill H.
t I should like to draw attention to my Notes

R.A. M[ACKAV]

[PIÈCE JODfi'FJENCLASUREJ ' '

Projet de note de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
pour le secrétaire d'État des États-Unis

Draft Note front Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State of United States

NO.
Washington, April , 1954

._'r It is the view of my Govcrnment, thcrefore P

lepi
slation would constitute a diversion of waters on theUnited St

ates
helnavifposed ^Y ... • - J---.i..- ..i .,,..fnna^ mtuN t

° • that e icn eme
levels on inc vmm ^.^+w• ^• 1 ntation of this pro-

-+-- -..^......,.* ^,^,Pncures may

gation interests on the Canadian side of the bound . In es

Naters Treaty of 1909, I am instructed by My Governmen ^^d to
'6on to the proposed increase in the diversion of the waters of Lake Michigan app^

rdance with the right which is expressly reserved in Article II of
the Bound

objaryacco t to make form

the boundary, the cite" oi wnicn win uc ^ivuLs•.u- -.1
th e circumstances and in

ïelated matters under the arrangements alrcady ag Po

gested that the interests 'of Canada and the United States w d

allowin the international Joint Commission to complete
its study of this ^

g ceed u n in the joint refere

^leme •Mate to ensure that dus proposal is not mp
• ould best be served bYMate

nce of

• ' nted In ^s co
requcst that the unitea States vu^^i numn• •^..^ --..---- -- ^, nnection it is suB

June 25, 1952.
. Accept, Sir, thef tenewed assurances of my highest cons ideration.
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Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States, .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Th.EGRAM WA-1463 Washington, August 25, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

r DEA/1760-B-40
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

, au secrétaire d'État aux .Affaires extérieures

Reference; Our letter No. 1381 of July 28t and your letter No. X-495 of April 14,,1954.fi..

CHICAGO DNERSiON183

';Yesterday I, accompanied by Taylor, delivered to Andrew Foster, Acting Direc-
tor of the Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs at the
State Department, our note No. 550 of August 24, concerning the Chicago diver-
sion. The text of the note was identical with the draft note attached to your X-495.
Horsey,.Wight, and Nugent were also present.

2. In our oral remarks we said we hoped that the views outlined in our note would
be made known to the appropriate officials of the United States Government before
the bill was signed by the President. We took the opportunity to emphasize that the
Canadian Government was protesting formally against the proposed increased
diversion because of the adverse effects it would have for navigation interests on
the Canadian side of the boundary in the Great Lakes and on the St. Lawrenceriver.

We stre-ssed also the detrimental effect that the proposed increased diversion
would have on the power development in the St. Lawrence power project and at
Niagara Falls, and emphasized also thar the proposed increased diversion might
affect the arrangements agreed on in the Niagara Treaty of February, 1950. We
Pointed out in reply to a question by Horsey that the adverse effects foreseen by
Canada would be detrimental to United States interests as well, and that, in the
opinion'of thé Canadian Government, the interests of both countries would be
servéd best if no action to increase the diversion at Chicago were taken until after
the u^ had completéd its studies under the 1952 Lake Ontario reference.
3. Foster undertook to communicate the views outlined in our note to the a ro-

priate offcials as' soon as PP
clear on possible. Neither Foster. ncr Horsey seemed to be too

Precisely what the next step would be and there was some doubt in their
'nnds Whether other interested departments would have to be consulted before the
State DePartment's views were sent to the President's advisers. On this point, how-ever,

Vallance ^ to whom we spoke both before and after presenting the note, said
that the State Department's views, together with our note, would be sent to the
Bureau of the Budget. Vallance, who is probably more familiar with the Chicago
diversion than anyone else in the State Department, told us he had drafted a letter^o

183Le SEnat a apPro,
uvE sa version de Is rfsolution iI.R. 3300, le 23 ao0t 1954.

1^° SOpate Passed its version of i1.R. 3300 on August 23, 1954.
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the Budget Bureau which contained a recommendation for a Presidential veto. He
was unable to foretell, however, whether or not, the letter in its present form was
likely to be signed.. We shôuld tell you also that after the meeting with Foster,
Wight told us that the State Department had hoped the bill would die in the Senate
so that the question whether or not to recommend veto action would not have to be

faced.
.4., On balance, we think there is probably some chance that veto action may be
recommended, but we are not hopeful that the President will in fact, veto the bill.

5. During the discussion Horsey made the somewhat curious suggestion that there
might be some ambiguity in the final sentence of the second last paragraph of our
note. Horsey thought that the word "this" in the phrase "to complete its study of
this and related matters" might be interpreted to mean that the IJC was studying
either (a) the merits and demerits of the Chicago diversion itself, or, (b) the terms
of Bill HR-3300. We said in reply that the word "this" referred clearly to thee "pro-

posedposed increàse in the diversion of the waters of Lake Michigan" and sugg

d

= there was little room' for either of his interpretations if the whole of the relevant
paragraph were read in context. Despite our attempts to dissuade him, Horsey
remained mildly persistent and we agreed to call your attention to his suggestion.

6. Although the reasons and motive for Horsey's concern were not entirely clear
= to us, it was evident from the discussion that he was concerned partly at least with
the important question of IJC jurisdiction. (You will recall that in our letter 1381had
we reported that the question of IJC jurisdiction over the Chicago ^ fetations to
been raised by Vallance). Although we consider both of Horsey 's

point had not been made
be quite incorrect, we could not help but wonder why his poi1, 1954, had

• h 10 d 79A of FebruarY

given yto our latest no e
g; p copy of the note we, deliv^rcd is going forward by bag

-,question: We should be grate u or yo
t•f the President should sign or veto the bill.

has liceti agreed with the State Department that dunng the pe^od
ln

ubliciu
"dential âction is being considered, it would be advantageous for us

^ment on this
the fact that we have made further representations to the State ^é ublicity to be

•°` f 1 f ur instructions concerning p

7 In confirmation of yesterday s telephone , ,. Which pres,.

`earlier, especially as notes 169 of Marc an e
contained wording identical with that to which Horsey directed our atten

tion
focuss^d

current note. It v^ould seem, especially in view of the speed with which
attention on this wording, that previous thought had been given to his point in the

ent. In these circumstances we should be most grateful to receiveStâtê Departm
your comments as soon as possible. Taylor, it

'` • ca11 between Freifeld and Tay

..f'.fi. . . ..,. . . . . ^. ^ . . .. .... • . .. . .
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DEA/1760-B-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CoNMpvTM [Ottawa], August 25, 1954

CHICAGO DIVERSION

The Embassy in Washington informed us today that there was at least an even
chance that the President will sign the Chicago Diversion Bill, and that he may do
so imminently. While this Bill would authorize only a limited increase in the pre-
sent rate of diversion, its passage would mark the first time that the Supreme Court
Order of 1930 will have been broken. On the other hand, if the President vetoes the
Bill its proponents will require a considerable time to put it forward again. In the
intervening period the power development in the St. Lawrence River will have pro-
ceeded and strong opposition to the diversion can be expected from the State of
New " York. ''

2. Whilé our Note, registering formal objection, has already been presented to the
State,Department, you may consider it advisable to have additional oral representa-tions

made: Mr. Heeney is away from Washington at the present time and, in this
situation,lïepresentations by the Chargé might not have equal impact. You might,
therefore,

wish to-consider the advisability of telephoning to Mr. Robert Anderson,
ezplaining to him the serious effect which signature of the Bill would have at the
present time 'on Canadian public reaction to the Seaway agreement just signed.
(Increased diversion will also have an important technical effect on the power and
navigatio*ri project,

which you would presumably not wish to expound to Mr.
Anderson on the telephone; there is no reason to think that Mr. Anderson is familiar
with the details`ôf Chicago Diversion). You might wish to urge him to use his influ-
ence with the President (who is in Denver for some weeks) in this regard.
3• I am attaching for your information the latest message from the Embassy, pro-

vidini- the"information that has been obtained on the likelihood of signature orveto.1s4

Jtum] L[ÉGER)
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DEA/1760-B-40

'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis : ,

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGltAm EX-1494
Ottawa, August 26, 1954

. _ . , ., .
Department.

2. We will send another, telegmt answering some points
in your WA-1463.

is clear. I? think that you

enàcted into law. Even if there were no engmecnng , tthe polidcal connection
between the'Diversion and ^ hou d also make ethiPspâ nt at once to the State

will' be made" almost impossible if, at this time•, ^eonUt VIF
necg on (which there is)

Government is,being severely criticized by many peop e o
United States on the Seaway. We can answer such unjust criticisms but our task

• • o Diversion Bill is

be' worse in relation to the Seaway. agreement sign ^ •, out„ to the1 f r "selling

this at a high level. not
k'(2) That, apart from all other Canadian objections to the Bill,

the timing^é C
could

an ^^ed l t week
1

before he makes a decision. I leave it to your discretion to décide
how best to

answer does not necessan y m to et a better answer -

- surely we have a nght to ask that e Press

attention of the President, who is in Denver.
be shown our formal representationsth Pres•

House" yesterday. Although we did not press ls ' ersonal
•I ean that your note has been brought to the p

before he decides whether or not to sign e •
either the text of your note or thé substance of it had beens^ ^^d ^a White

B1 s further

at we are atuuous that our mires-ri(1) Th

l
th Bill' Bliss said that he was sure that

today and impies two po
tations he considered by the President

• ^ mts on him:
Following from Under-Secretary; Begins: The Minister asked Bliss to call at noon

CONFIDENnAL. IMMEDIA IE.

Reference: Your WA-1463, August 25.

CHICAGO DIVERSION BII.i.
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620., . ' ~ . , , DEA/1760-B-40
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé'd'A,,ffaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TE11GRANI WA-1472 Washington; August 26, 1954

CHICAGO DIVERSION BILL

Following.for the Under-Secretary, Begins: Accompanied by Taylor, I went this
afternoon to see Bonbright, who was the most senior State Department officer
available. We drew Bonbright's attention to the text of the note we delivered on
Tuesday and repeated the arguments outlined in it and the two previous notes.
2. We also brought'up the two points dealt with in your telegram under reference:
(1) We were assured that the Canadian views would be put before the President

befoie he made'a decision. The regular procedure is that the Bureau of the Budget
calls on the interested departments to submit their comments and a brief containing
these is presented to the President. It is only when this brief is available that the
President's staff would place the bill before him. In this case, the State Department
was consulted and transmitted our views to the Bureau of the Budget. In the view
of Bonbright and the other State Department officers present at our meeting, this
afternoon, it is regarded as impossible that the President would be called upon to
make a decision on the bill before the brief mentioned was in his hands.

(2)
We explained to Bonbright the awkward situation created by the fact that the

Chicago Diversion Bill has been passed by the Congress at just the time when theSt.
Lawrence °seawaY was ' most before the Canadian public, and indicated the

unfortunate impressions which might be created if the bill were signed. Bonbright
took note' .4 these remarks.

The e S^te Department have no information as to the stage which final action on,' 1 . .has .s .n^i,`, reached. Ends.
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DEA/1760-B-40

L'ambassadeur auz États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, September 14, 1954

CONFIDErmM
Reference: Our telegram No. WA-1548 of the 7th of September. fi

CIUCAGO DIVERSION
Attached are eight copies of the Memorandum of Disapproval of the Chicago

Diversion bill, which was issued on the 3rd of September from the White House
Office at Lowry Air Force Base in Denver.

We have only now received these

documents. Presumably the reason for the delay has been the
een s Denver and

comparatively routine documents pass back and forth betw

u^ VoU/See United States. PuMk Pape" of the Presklents of t ^t 253, rp. 829-831.
1954. Washington: Càvernamtnt Printing Office, 1960. Docum

he U'ted States:
Dwight p. Eisenhower

i

we have reported on a number of ^ ôf ^e State Department has several
the 28th of July, 1954)fi that

rio, the Prestdent observes that, rcasona PPo
ahould be afforded before legislative action is und

1
crtaken:

m our
'
You letter No• 1381 of•

3. It should also be noticed that, in refemng to the stu y e Onta-
Intemational Joint Commission of all the factors affecting

the level
le` ^ hese^sur`'eYs

• • ble in rtuntty to comp ^at

President then ezpressed the view that e

national importance as to justify action without regard to thenow views
being of made

a
the

•

consideration by Congress, and discloses that Canadtan o 1
ust, 1954. The

r^epaated in a Note to the State Department dated ^ n^ ^ é^
diversion,,not of such• . ^ „

(d)s Theµ legi
âdversely affected.

, , : _. • the President notes
In commenting briefly on the thud of the points

Vment wohwhen the bill was under
the Trcpresentations made by the Canadian Government• bections to the bill were

timate interests o o er

'version. I t 11increased
diversions are authorized^:

^)
c^ without reference to negotiations with Canada.

:.' . f th States affected by the diversion may

,Washington.
; 2. After giving an outline of the bill in the opening paragraphs, President Eisen-
hower lists the following four reasons to explain why he is unable to approve the

bill:
(a) Existing diversions are adequate for navigation on the Illinois waterway and

Mississippi River. the Great
(b) All methods of control of lake levels and µprotection of property on osed

I,akes should be considered before arbitrarily proceeding with the prop
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times suggested that the International Joint Commission should hold a special pub-
lic hearing to discuss the Chicago Diversion. He has repeated this suggestion to
officers within the Embassy within the past ten days. Although his proposal for a
special public hearing need not be regarded, we think, as representing an official
State Department view, it is true that other, and more senior, officers in the State
Department are anxious that there should be some definite progress to report to
Congress early in its next session on the International Joint Commission's study of
levels in Lake Ontario. In opposing the Chicago Diversion bill before the House
Committee on Public Works at the last session, officials of the State Department
emphasized that the Commission was the proper body to consider the Chicago
Diversion in connection with the 1952 reference concerning the level of Lake
Ontario. They are'afraid that, if there is no marked progress to report to Congress at
its next session, the pressure of Congressional opinion for increased diversion may
become unmanageable. With that possibility in view, we were last week informed
officially by Mr. Hayden Raynor, Director of the Office of British Commonwealth
and Northern European Affairs in the State Department, that the United States
authorities hoped that the Canadian Government would do everything possible to
expedite an early report by the International Joint Commission on water levels in
Lake Ontario.

4. From papers left with us by Mr. E.A. Côté during his recent visit to Washing-
ton, we gather that the Board of Engineers appointed by the International Joint
Commission to consider the Lake Ontario reference, may be in a position to make a
report early in December of this year which would be sufficiently definite to war-
rant arrangements being made for public hearings by the Commission in January
and February, 1955, so that a report by the Commission to the two governments
could be submitted early next March. We wonder whether you would think it
Proper for us to inform the State Department of this tentative timetable?

D.V. LEPAN
for Ambassador

I



I TRADE LBERALI'LATION , .

SUBDIVISION I1SUB-SECTION I

RESTRICTIONS QUANTTTA11VES SUR LES IMPORTA110NS DE LA ZONE DOLLAR
, IMPORTS^UANITTATIVE RF.SIRIC11014S ON DOLLAR

, .^

IzriER No. 2744 Pans, ep

CoNPmlvamAi.

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Aflaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
/ to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

tember 16, 1954

r..._', :. , . , •

La délégation pernurnente auprès du Conse il de l 'Atlantique Nord et l'OEC

DEA/4901-F-40

Rcférence: Our letter No. 1474 of May l l.t

effects on balance of payments of removing restncuons.

âame time the Secretariat has made some effort to ascertain e f,

tiv"eness of the present controls on dollâr trade
and to provide some estimate of the

, . .

lôwing this instruction, the Joint Committee drew up a questionn At the
coûntries to elicit information on the present levels of dollar restrictions.

of td-t. de
c"

impotts from the dollar area to the Council not later than e . to Member

You may recall that the last Mmistenal Counci ns RS on
Intra-European Payments Committee to submit a report on

th
the relaxation

of Oct ber. F01-

SECTION A

ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE DE COOPÉRATION ÉCONOMIQUE :
LIBÉRALISATION COMMERCIALE

ORGANiLATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COOPERATION:

OEEC REPORT ON THE RELAXATION OP QUANTITATIVE RESM^DNS
ON IMPORTS FROM TNE DOLLAR AREA

•• • 1 tructed the Joint Trade and



2. Unfortunately neither of these two avenues of approach have yielded very satis-
factory information. With regard to the level.of restrictions in each country, the
Secretariat have endeavoured to ascribe a percentage of dollar trade on private
account liberalized for each country. Apart from the well-known difficulties of
choosing an appropriate base year and of ascertaining what trade would have taken
place had there been no QRs, the additional difficulty, that food products in some
OEEC countries are subject to state trading has rendered the percentage figures
almost meaningless.

3..With regard to the attempt to quantify the effects on balance of payments of
liberalizing dollar imports, the results have been equally meagre. A Member of the
Secretâriat has attempted to ^ compare the percentages of dollar and European
imports in European countries for 1938 and 1949 and thereby draw some conclu-
sion as to the effects of removing all QRs. There are, of course, many drawbacks to
this sort of analysis and, in our opinion, it could not be used as a basis for decision.
4. The Working Party of the Joint Trade and Payments Committee met last week

to discuss the best way of handling the factual sections of the report and to have a
Preliminary exchange of views on the recommendations to Member countries
which might be suggested to the Council. Our view, which we expressed to the
Working Party, is that the, next Ministerial Council should make a general recom-
mendation to Member Governments to remove all discrimination as quickly as pos-sible.

We. feel, that it would be better to concentrate on the removal of
discrimination at this stage rather than of all QRs. There are several reasons forthis:

(1) The removal of discrimination is a logical first step and will be more acce t-
able to European countries than an across-the-board recommendation. P(ll)

With the advent of convertibility,' all discrimination (unless supported artifi-cially),
will tend to disappear. Thus it is important that steps be taken as quickly as

possible 'to reduce' the degree of restriction inherent in the dollar QRs so as to
reduce the "shock'+ effect of the removal of discrimination when one or a few cur-
rencies are made convertible. ,

(iii) Products which are `entering freely from other Euroliber^ pean countries might be
zed vis-à-vis the dollar area more readily than those which are under quanti-

tative restriction from Europe as well.

The Working Group was in general agreement with the view that the principle of
non-dis6itninadon should be established at the next Ministerial Council.
5• The tenns "of reference of the Working Group alsô require it "to submit concrete
roPOsals totheCouncil on such action as the Organization might take in co-opera

n With the United -States and Canada in connection with the removal of dollarrestrictions" - ; . Ç . 3' , .
6•

A number Of suggestions have been made:
l' The establishment of a common list;
2 Thè establishment of percentage liberalization targets;

,^ ...

I V-*- ; °_, t 't^^t'i
wnent1642-658lSee UocumenU 642-658.
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3. The introduction of a procedure for periodic justification of dollar restrictions
(i.e. a dollar "negative list" exercise).

7. There was little support at the Working Group for a common list. The Italian
Delegate thought that a common list of dollar goods which might be freely traded
in Europe might serve some purpose - but he did not envisage this as a compre-
hensive list intended to cover all liberalized products in any one country. None of
the other representatives would accept the idea of a common list of any kind. '

8. The possibility of establishing targets for liberalization or for the reduction of
discrimination was considered more carefully. The United Kingdom is opposed to
the establishment of targets. The reason given was that they consider it inappropri-
ate that OEEC should propose to take on a commitment to countries outside the
OEEC area. Another difficulty is that there is a great difference between the dollar-
jliberalized percentages of different countries and it would, aluseful most

ficult to find a target percentage which would pro
liberalization. It might well retard the advance of the stronger countries.

9."There was no real support for the establishment of targets except surprisingly
enough, from the Americans (who were without formal instructions). The FOA
representative felt that the establishment of targets might be useful, but he did not
press his view. They do think that some sort of review mechanism should be estab-
lished so that at periods of six months or a year the Organization could assess the
implementation of the proposed Council, resolution and study any particular
problems preventing further progress. The Working Party were inclined to agree
that some follow-up work would be useful, but that no specific targets should be

set, nor was there much enthusiasm' for the introduction of a procedure for periodic

justification of restrictions., satisfac-
tory. The results of this first exchange of views seem to us to be entirely

tory. We feel that it would be wrong (and contrary to the principles of youre ^ag^ôf

tions to date; to establish a, common list or, a common target pe Ç
liberalization.This approach may have some meaning within the O az$e^éen

there, is a definite bargaining relationship between the various countries. suchS A there could W^out any
the ,various OEEC countries and Canada and the U.U.S.A.

relationship. We would be establishing the paraphcrnalia of bargainrn8

of its content! Accordingly we are most gratified that the members of the Working

Group Phave not picked up this idea. ..
11. The most helpful line for OEEC to take: in our opinion, woul be to ^inevi^-

desirability of the removal of dollar discrimination to the probable, 1 that ^s
blé,"economic effects of the introduction of convertibility - which imp Y

cdm, nau ' on must end with convertibility.° A forthright nunisterial statemOwa°d
^

pnnciple on'the desirability of removing discrimination as an essential
stepone for

preparing the country economies for convertibility would be a^ehtlprove usefal
ûttn^e work: ln addition, a periodic review of country efforts g recog

^ , to have been fully ,
12, There is one economic po^Ûon with dollartdisc^nmination

and conve,̂blhry

nized in OEEC circles in con uiclclY

It has béen generally accepted that dollar discrimination will break , howeVer, that
al1 ass

following a move to convertibility in Europe. It is usu y
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this refers only to the commodities which have been liberalized in Europe but not
from the dollar area; i.e. it is agreed that goods liberalized within Europe will have
also to be liberalized vis-à-vis the dollar area.

13. It is obvious, however, that in addition to the European free lists, the lists
under quantitative restriction which are now being administered in a discriminatory
manner will also, on the introduction of convertibility, be administered in a non-
discriminâtory manner. (i.e. If France has a global quota on refrigerators which at
present permits the entry of a number of German refrigerators but no lower priced
U.S. refrigerators, the effect of the convertibility of the German mark will be that
French' authorities will have no reason to insist that French holdings of German
marks should be spent on high cost refrigerators rather than transfërred into dollars
to pay for low cost U.S. refrigerators). This may be a very important factor. It
implies that the European countries should give careful consideration to the relaxa-
tion of discrimination within the lists of commodities under quantitative restriction
if they âre,to avoid the shock effects of a large number of adjustments at the time
convertibility is introduced.

14. We shall be writing to you again as soon as some further progress is made inthe Working Group.

L.D. WILGRESS

DEA/4901-F-40
La délégation Permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

623.,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LMiR No. 2873
Paris, September 29, 1954

^ot11r]pp,IT7Al

Referencè;
Our letter No. 2744 of September 16.

1 . .

OEEC REpORT ON 7716 RELAXATION OP QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS

although'^e g Q^^w ex post and ex ante is an extremely difficult task and,
. r ^WorkinB Party might have produced a technically improved report, it

Q hbiralhin rY Wea1c and incomplete. However, the assessment of the effects

1111 L3 on October 13.
2 As wé;n^^ted in our letter under reference, the statistical and anal ticalof the report , Y partsare, ve • _

.,Convertibih ` e^ to the Deputies of the Ministerial Examination Group on
ty 'which

report ent but inc Committee meeting cannot be postponed as theis to' ^'ref •

much tune to mnu tee on October 11. This will not grve you^mm

en ^n time for a meeting of the Joint Intra-ur0^ Tmde and Payments Co 't

order that you may send • us comm ts n ' you'
copies as soon as we receive them in

E

distributed gear1y next week We shall se d ' • •

T11E DOLLAR AREA
The Workin ` • •

paztY is now putting the final polish on its Report which will be

ON IMt'ORTS FROM
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almost certainly 'could not have arrived at a much `clearer assessment of what has
taken place or what is likely to take place as dollar restrictions are liberalized.

3. The most important section of the report is Chapter 5 which contains the con-
clusions and recommendations: They will contain the following points:

(i) A proposal that the next Ministerial Council should agree to a resolution invit-

ing Member governments to continue their efforts, as circumstances permit, to
relax the QRs which they apply to 'imports from the dollar area and at the same
time to reduce'pro gressively their discrimination vis-à-vis the dollar area.

(ii) A proposal that Member governments should agree to report to the Organiza-
tion, without delay, all new measures which they may take concerning QRs applied
to products from the dollar area and particularly all changes in the lists of products

liberated vis-à-vis the dollar area.

(iii) A'proposal that a general - examination of, the situation concerning dollar
import liberalization should be undertaken at intervals (perhaps every six months)
by OEEC with the collaboration of the United States and Canada and that a report
be drawn up periodically on the progress achieved and the conditions encountered.
Therë+ was full agreement on these three points in the Working Group. The United
States Representative, however, has been pressing for a more explicit description of
the examinations which might be carried out in future by the Joint Trade^and Pave
ments Committee. The United States apparently has in mind a type of neg
list" exercise by which countries would be requested to submi^ m1 gan ^ be
statements of action taken on dollar liberalization, the progress they
achieved and the obstacles to further liberalization with which they are faced.

4. We have not supported the United States Delegation in thiounre
quest

of their
examination which would require justifications from Member balance
dollar restrictions. The only justification they could give would be a with GATT
payments justification, otherwise they would find themselves in trouble ation. Sec
or, on the other hand, we might find ourselves in an embarrassi isesisuthat it Pro-
ondly, the main useful purpose served by the negative list exerc ^ We had
vides â basis for reciprocal action in the removal of intra•European Q. ^ght
felt that if we pressed for a full 'negative list exercise, that the Europe^
wish for some reciprocal action on the part of the dollar countries and this is pre-

cisely what happened. aragraph should be

It was so gg don of the Unlted
plete analysis of the situation and a closer co-opera

d llar restrictions, a recommendation
`_' « a1 su ested in the Working Party that, in order to insure a

un-
States and

5. The Norwegian Délegation proposed that the followmg p
i"nsertcd in the conclusion: . e rom-

Party that Washington s first reacdons to gg

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Canada in the work of the Organizauon on o nir
tie"teade to the associate members that they also submit stateme

nts the
to their

ihat have been taken by them to, insure a more liberal

markets~. ," t ► . {. ; . ; A • : • suggestion and the
ThèFuean'co

.
untries immediately picked up the Norwegian sugg rkin8

'tëd States'Re resentative was able to inform the last meeting o^ablewo
U^ • p + ' the su estion were favo
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6. Although recognizing the psychological advantages (which are emphasized by
the Americans in Paris), we have opposed the Norwegian suggestion in the context
of the Organization's work on dollar import restrictions. We have said that in prin-
ciple, though without commitment to you, we could see no objection and perhaps
some useful purpose in providing statements from Canada and the United States on
what we are doing to insure a more liberal access to our markets in connection with
the general move to a wider system of trade and payments. We felt that the Organi-
zation's studies on dollar import restrictions should be linked to dollar reserve and
balance of payments positions and that the Working Party should not attempt to
assess the influencé of North American trade policy on the reserve and balance of
payments positions. This was much too large a task for the Working Group and
would place it far beyond its original mandate.2 We had in mind, of course, the
implication, which is certainly in the minds of the European countries, that there
may be some possibility of relating relaxations of dollar import restrictions to
relaxations'in other forms of commercial policy in the United States and Canada.
They are, of course, principally concerned with the United States. We have pointed
out that there can be no question of accepting the principle of bargaining other
forms of commercial policy including tariff relaxations against relaxations of dollar
import restrictions.

7.
As agreement could not be reached on this point, accordingly the Working

Party decided to include in its conclusions a sentence to the effect that the sugges-
tions put forward concerning the future examinations on dollar import restrictions,
"raised,questions of a political and a juridical nature". They, therefore, suggest that
these considerations be given consideration when a new mandate is drawn up for
the Comnittee. ,The discussion on the new mandate will probably not take place
until after the next

Ministerial meeting. However, we shall be obliged to comment
on the suggestion at the Trade and Payments Committee meeting on the 1 lth and
probably at the Deputies of the Ministerial Examination Group on October 13. We
should be grateful, therefore, for your comments on the line we have taken and
Your instructions on how we should deal with the matter, before October 11.

8.
We do not wish to underestimate the psychological advantages of providingshort, North

American statements on measures taken to assure liberal access of
^Ve^^ products to. United States and Canadian markets. If the United States
Government agrees to provide such statements for this purpose, we feel that Can-
ada ^^ hardly refuse, to do likewise. Our full participation in an OEEC examina-
W rof this type, of course, makes our task very much casier in the Committees and
frô GrOUps.,On the other hand, we feel strongly that statements requested

ada and the United States should be presented in connection with the gen-
eral Work of the. Ministerial Examination Group on the move to convertibility and awider s}stéiri'of trade and adollar^im" .,, PYments, and not solely in connection with the work on, Port liberalization
9.We aze^nôt,ton9 s

f avoû
° . course, in a pos ition to comment on the reasons for Washing-

^ble Pmhminary reaction to North American participation. It may be^ . ._
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that they have in mind only the psychological advantages of participation or, on the
other hand, they may feel thât an OEEC study linking the relaxation of European
dollar restrictions in a general way to relaxations in U.S. commercial policy may

serve to strengthen the Administration's hand in promoting more liberal policies in

Congress.

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

K.1. BURBRIDGE

DEA/4901-F-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux An ires extérieures
à la délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Secretary of State for External Affairs
and OEECto Permanent Delegation to North Atlantic Council

TEG
Ottawa, October 8, 1954' 4y

ttAM 720
. . . S . , . . . ' +

Y£ .. .
. . . . ., . .

.

CONFIDFIVTIAL

Reference: Your letter 2873 of September 29.

REIAXA77ON OF QR'S

pôsitlôas." You will recall that the U.K. moved forw
tion'was far from satisfactory.

shoûld stitngthen their own econonuc [sic] and thee-I when its own reserve Posl-

tion of QR's against compensating action by dollar countnes or its own trade
in dismantling QR's on the grounds of U.S. inaction

U.S. Delegationihas overlooked.)
policies: ('I^is seems to be a possibility that the

`4 r v'ie* " there is even a danger in linking studies on dollar import reStnc-sitions. Liberaliza'
tions tôô closély with dollar resecve and balance of payments neir own interests
tion "measures embarked upon by the European ^^ ^^ult in strongef reserVe

and, commercial policies o o a' .count.ncs p ^n a relaxa_
should resist 'any attempt, particularly in this narrower context, to barg#,, excuse inaction

K 2: We agree that you should oppose any attemp y za-
influence of North American trade policies in relation to dollar ;â Pa 10n'of dollar
tion measures: Our attitude has, of course, been that a further re
import restrictions should, in the interests of European countries themselves, along
ceed as quickly âs.circumstances permit. And whil^f ^^^ctivenessron ^ressthe trade
these lines depends to some extent on the degree the United States, we

Il• '• fd

• , ^, - The U.S. initiative for more am tti0us
dollar liberalization might conceivably spring fro in a dissatisfaction over recall that
tion by the European countries of the commodities liberalized
the U.S. Embassy here recently raised this question with us. It maof dollar liberalk
of enthusiasm for a Canada-U.S. examination as to the adequacy
zation measures has resulted in an attempt to explore this field under the aegis of
the joint Trade and Payments Committee• t b ^e ^^ttee to study the

•+• ••+ b' ' studies relating to the action taken on
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" 4. If it is the wish of other members, however, we would be prepared to submit a
short statement in connection with the work of the Ministerial Exâmination Group
on the measures taken to foster liberal access to Canadian markets.

625. DEA/4901-F-40
Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^Pernurnent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

ans, October 26, 1954

RELAXATION OF DOLLAR QRS

only agree to an examination of obstacles to further liberalization if the United

At the joint trade and payments committee last week a sharp division of opinion
arose over the, recommendations contained in paragraphs 52, 53 and 54 ofTP(54)14 concerning the procedure for future examinations of dollar QRS in
OEEC. No agreement was possible; the question will be discussed again in the
executive committee on November 2.
2. Thére is no difficulty over paragraph 52 which provides for a periodic report on

Progress achieved and difficulties encountered. With regard to paragraph 53 the
United Kingdom, German, Norwegian and Benelux delegates stated that they could

States and Canada were prepared to accept the provisions of paragraph 54, viz. to
submit periodic reports on measures that have been taken by them to ensure a more
liberal access to their markets. The United Kingdom was doubtful whether they
could accept an analysis of the more important commodity groups that remain
under restriction in any circumstances.

3. W
e made a statement setting forth the views contained in your telegram No.720 and in our statement to the deputies attached to our letter No. 3086.t As wewere bound by

your instructions to accept the provisions of paragraph 54 only in
collection with the broad approach to convertibility and not directly linked with
the liberalization of dollar QRS, we suggested that the debate should be resumed in
the executive committee.

4. The United States delegation, under instructions from Washington, have beenPress'
1119 s^ngly for a periodic comprehensive study of the non-liberalized sector

mer^ey are very concerned that our position will reduce the periodic reviews to "a
^a^lstocktalung". Shearer of the United States delegation has talked to us pri-

Y^8^g on us the desirability of altering our stand.
5. we1f^lf^at the United States position is most unfortunate. By agreeing todiscuss UriIt^ S

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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TELEGRAM 868 - D.-I

CONMFxnAt,

Reference: Your telegram No. 720 of October 8.
Repeat London No. 157; Washington No. 60.

Mes commercial policy in relation to the relaxation of QRS they
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w • ._ ..
''^^ ' d,É t ü^c AQ`aires extérieures

DEA/4901-F-40
£6^ = _ . .. . _ ï .. .. . .

EJROM AND THE MIDDLE EAST

have raised the'possibility in the minds of the European delegations of establishing
a bargaining situation. This may, have alreâdy taken the focus off the desirability
for the countries themselves of proceeding at their own best pace and may, in our

ght otherwise have
view, result in the withholding of liberaliza tion

concessions.; been taken in the hope of getting United States
6. Shearer does not agree with our point of view. He insists that the United States

delegation will make it quite' clear that in submitting United States reports, there
will be no question of bargaining dollar QRS against liberalization of North Ameri-
can commercial policy: He says that Washington considers it important that the
OEEC countries should agree to discuss their problems and that it would have an
unfortunate effect on Congress if it were known that they had refused to submit to
examinations of the type proposed in paragraph 53. In order to make it easier for
the European countries to accept these examinations, the United States are prepared
to accept the risks involved of European attempts to bargain.

7. While we feel quite strongly that the United States approach is wrong, we nev-
ertheless think that if they are prepared to discuss their commer cial

vi wolP^agr phdollar liberalization forum it will be difficult for us to insist
54 is of course aimed at the United States and not at us and so should not cause us

any embarrassment.
8: Bearing in mind the United States view that the paragraph 53 pmposals will belic and

helpful to their administration in working for a more liberal commercial po y
the necessiry. of our accepting paragraph 54 if paragraph 53 is ^ to ttinbe us to

accepted, we
accept

would suggest that you give us more flexible instructions pe 8

paragraph 54.
-. If you cannot send us instructions before November 2 please let us ibe w as9
'soon as possible so that the consideration of the dollar import report can

Post-

poned until a lafer meeting of the executive. committee.
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1^j,EGRAM 819 = : •

Secretary of State for Ezternal A,^`'airs

in Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

Ottawa, November 3, 1954

Reference: Your telegram 894 of November 2.1'

)CONFIDENT UI,. IMPORTANT.

. ^; , . . . ^S

!ntratsp an m re• d' lation to their commitments un er

remain as outlined in our telegram No. 720 of October 8. The %1w of their 00

orliberaliZation is'one for the European countries to consider in the light
d the GA I'T, the IMF and

RELAXATION OF DOU-p►R %11% views"r basic
.f ^#T6is Problem s was discussed again interdepartmcntallY and estion of dollar
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international agreements. We do not, of course, regard -action on dollar liberaliza-
tion as dependent on, or related to, reductions in tariff barriers by dollar countries.

2. However, in the view of the apparent U.S.' decision to participate in this study
(and if there is a general desire to proceed along the lines of paragraphs 53 and 54),
you may indicate that we would be prepared to provide information on conditions
of access to the Canadian market while repeating the views expressed in paragraph
above.

627.
DEA/4901-F-40

La délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au sous-secrétaire 'État aux Affaires extérieures. :.

Permanent Delegation to,North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LECIER No. 3306 Paris, November 9, 1954

CortMENT[pt,

Reference: Our telegram No. 868 of October 26; your telegram No. 819 of Nov-
ember 3; C(54)280.

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

U.K.K Mm^sters have periodically, since they first made their proposals for a

The OEEC Report on the Relaxation of QRs on Imports from the Dollar Area
(C(54)280), was submitted to the Economic Committee for comments last week
before being forwarded to the Executive Committee.
2. At the Economic Committee there was a sharp division between the EPU credi-

tors and'debtors. The creditors wished the Economic Committee to pass on the
report Without comment. The debtors, led by the French, wished to include a para-
Mph in the comments which wôuld alter the whole concept of how OEEC coun-
tries should proceed in the liberalization of their dollar imports.

3 Th• e philosophy behind the Joint Trade and Payments report (C(54)280) is that'Ouil1 be ^es should proceed individually at their own best pace toward dollar import:
zation., The French are now proposing that countries intending to liberalize

their dollar imports should take into account the incidence of their action on intra-
European trade and on the position of Member countries in EPU. Unfortunatély,
the creditor countries and the U.K. are not inclined to,oppose this concept. First of
all, they hold strongly to the of Europeansecondl principle co-operation on a regional basis;
dollar ' y. the concept will in future provide a useful argument for not liberalizing

the
"Por'ts.should they ever be in a position to need such an argument; thirdly,

move toward , convertibility, insisted that it , was not their idea that convertibilityshould
^achieVed at the cost of a reduction of European trade.

^ss^ *^d the U.S. Representative opposed the French concept but were not suc-
in excludmg it from the short comments of the Economic Committee

,. .. . ,
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(C(54)288-six copies attached). Paragraph 3 of these comments states inter alia

that: .. .

tries on die,othcr muid, w c a

nation , of z dollar' import restrictions a in OEEC including an an y
important eommodity groups that remain under restriction and of thee b^ toet^s

the;temoYal,of such restrictions. The,,U.K., up until recently, has obj
but they are now apparently prepared to accept it. The cotare n Wapproach

hi h had heltered behind the U.K. objections

;9. On ^ the .conclusions of C(54)280, there has been some a of the Executive
behind the'scenes and there will be more before the next meeting Delega-
Committee when the report will be discussed on November18. The nic ex^-
tion'under firm instructions from Washington, are pressing for ^ 1?e of the most

Novembar 18.
° dditional discussion

agreed that Member countries should take account of the resu ts o that the ^cu-
eralization on other countries. We did not, however, sh â^ ^^ea of restrictions
lar pattern of 'regional trade which had been built up
should be maintained in all circumstances.

8,•, When • the report . is discussed in the Executive Committee and Council, the
French Delegation is almost certain to insist that the ideas contained in para 3 are
incorporated in the Council resolution. The best we and the Americans can proba-ervention
bly hope for is that we may be able to modify it along the lines of o i^em befo e
If you have any comments on these points, we should be glad to have

5. The United States and ourselves reserved our position on the last part of this
paragraph. In making our reserve we made the following points:

6. We said that our reserve was one of emphasis and that we would agree that it
was important that the reduction of dollar import restrictions should not have a
disruptive effect on intra-European trade; that was why we had on previous occa-
sions emphasized the importance of countries taking full advantage of the present
favourable situation in Europe in order that the adjustments which would be
required should take place gradually.

- 7.'The French amendment, however, raised a question of principle. We felt that
the OEEC countries should focus their attention on the desirability of acquiring the
full advantages that would accrue to the OEEC area when it is integrated into a
wider system. In order to enjoy the full advantages of a fully multilateral system, it
might be necessary to accept some change in European trade patterns and some
need for internal price adjustments. We said that it was our hope that these changes
might take place gradually and in conjunction with a rising level of overall trade so
that 4 sharp internal adjustments might not prove necessary. In this context we

1 f their dollar lib-

alization of, dollar imports, and .that, on the other hand, it would be useful to
invite Member countries to continue individually their efforts concerning liber-
alization of dollar imports, taking into account both their respective economic
and financial situation, and the incidence of their action on intra-European trade
and on the position of Member countries in EPU.

liberalization of intra-European trade should progress at the same time as hber-
of the Joint Committee in underlining that, on the one hand, it is desirable that
The Economic Committee feels that it is in agreement with the trend of thought
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fmding that they will have to fight the issue themselves. 'Meir attack is along two
fines:
(i) They will insist on associating a study of North American commercial policy

with the examination of European dollar import liberalization;
(ii) They will probably follow the French proposal discussed above relating EPU

trade and balance of payments positions to the dollar liberalization exercise.^, .
10.'Our assessment is that the U.S. insistence on detailed examination of obstacles

to future dollar % liberalization has tended 'to stimulate a co-operative resistance
among the OEEC coûntries and the ultimate result may be to retard the progress
toward liberalization ramer man accelerate it for the reasons we have expressed in
previous communications. The U.S. Delegation, however, are insisting that detailed
examinations of the obstacles to future liberalization will be a useful element to
place before Congress as a counterpart for the administration's proposals for a
more liberal U.S. commercial policy. In this connection, they will suggest that
C(54)280'be de-restricted so that it may be circulated in Washington.
11: Prior to the Executive Committee meeting on November 18, the U.S. Delega-

tion will attempt to redraft para 54 of C(54)280 in order to provide for the exami-
nations they desire and also to make it more acceptable to the OEEC countries. We
do not feel that we need additional instructions for the November 18 meeting. We
shall proceed in accordance with your telegram No. 819 of November 3.

62R`

C.L. REM

UtrA/49U 1-F-40

La 'délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LEMR o. 3476 . Paris, November 25, 1954
CorrM!^a

Reference: Oui letter No 3306 of November [9].

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICf10NS

The OEEC report on the relaxation of QRs on imports from the dollar area
(C(54)280) was'considered at some length at the Executive Committée on Nov-.•ember 23;

Z• The Frerich'Representative, Mr. Wârmser, served warning that the French Gov-enunent wôuld
the reserve its position on the body of the report and could only accept

conclûsions and any Council resolution arising out of the conclusions if they
were tnodiFcd to take account of French views. The main point at issue is that theFrench G&-

wishes the Council to agree that Member countries considering
the further uberalization on dollar imports should take into account not only their
respective economie and f ' • . . • •manc^al situation but also me tncidence of theïr action on
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intra-European trade and the position of: Member countries ' in EPU. The Italian
Representative supported the French position but it did not receive any vocal sup-
port from any other quarter in the Executive Committee.

3. We and the U.S. objected strongly to the French intervention. We indicated that
in principle it was contrary to principles which Member countries had accepted in
the GATT and the Fund and consequently, it.,was not proper that OEEC should
inscribe this principle in its Council decisions. We'also pointed out that in the move
towards convertibility and the freeing of dollar trade,'there was likely to be some
alteratiôn in } European trade 'patterns. Such "an alteration might be necessary if
Eiiropean countries were to derive'the full advantage of the move towards a wider
system` of trade and payments. The German and Netherlands Representatives sup-

ported this point of view.
4. The Scandinavian Representatives (Norway and Sweden), while prepared to

accept the report, placed emphasis on the close connection between work on dollar
import liberalization and the examination of North

er of f t irncemthe
policy.

view the OEEC should study as a matter
of the dollar balance. The Scandinavians, supported strongly by the U.K.,

felt that that part of the future,OEEC examinations of dollar import restrictions
which ` relates to North American commercial policy was of prime importance.
They, iintimated that future relaxations of dollar import restrictions depended on
U.S. action to liberalize their commercial policy. The U.S. Representative indicated
that this was not his Government's view and that there could be no question of
bargaining dollar import restrictions in Europe against the freeing of U.S. commer-

'cial policy. The Scandinavians, however, are insisting that the examinations of
North American commercial policy should be as stringent and comprehensive as
the examinations of the dollar import policies of European countries. The U.S. Del-
egation are apparently. prepared to accept this view and, are prepared to discuss

• ' ard U S commercial policy in an

There is no indicadon, however, t e re p
views at the Council and it is difficult to forecast what the outcome of the debate in
that forum will be. The Council will consider the report on November 26•

• ••• tha th F nch Re resentative will change

prospects as well as past acluevements with reg to ..

to change its conclusions as amended by the U.S. propos s e his

OEEC forum. made
= S, The report got past the Executive Committee without any attempt being
° ' ° • al contained in C(54)288.

E,

K.1. BURBRIDGE
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629. .
DEA/4901-F-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de ^l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

t.: Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Secretary of State for External 4ffairs

TuLGRAM+1092
Paris, December 4, 1954

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Following'is the text of a draft Council recommendation concerning the relaxa-
tion of quantitative restrictions on imports from the dollar area. This recommenda-
fion was drawn up by a small working group on which we were not represented. It
was circulated to delegations just prior to the Council discussion on December 3.
Our following telegrams comment on the discussion and request instructions.
«CES/337i
The Council

1 December 1954

Having regard to the resolution of the Council of the 6th May, 1954, concerning
the 'relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports from the dollar area
(C(54)130);'

Considering the report of the Joint Trade and Intra-European Payments Commit-
tee of 25th October, 1954, on the relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports
from thé dollar area (C(54)280), the comments of the Economic Cornmittee thereon
(C(54)288), and the proposals submitted by the United States delegation
(C(54)299);

Considéring that it is in the interest of member countries to the extent that cir-
cumstance's permit and taking due account of the objectives of European economic
co-oPeration,` to

make further efforts to reduce quantitative restrictions on imports
of g004(and 'restrictions on payments for services) from the United States and
Cmada and from non-member countries of the organization with a view to achiev-
^g a So^nd and balanced multilateral trading system on a world-wide basis;

Cônsidering," however, that such progress should not endan er the results
*eady ichieVed in the liberalization of intra-European

Recg .. pean trade and payments;
reroov ^^g that,
40 u '

^e `speed with which further (sustained) progress in the
al of téstnctions on imports from the dollar area can be achieved depends
ponaction

taken n by countries in that area to reduce barriers to trade; desirous,
t0 ' ensure close co-operation with the United States and Canada in thismatter, 'r.•:^{ . .. . r ...

1.1ZeCp'RlrnPn,
1Mem

^e exte n
.b*countriés should continue individually their efforts to reduce, each to

.E.rt...,.., . .^ 4 economie and financial situation permits and taking into account
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,the : objectivés ; of European economic cooperation, quantitative restrictions on
imports of goods (and restrictions of payments for services) from the United States

and Canada. - 1

2. The associated countries should:
(a) likewise continue their efforts{ to ensure a more libéral policy in their trade

relations with member countriés, thereby facilitating the efforts of member coun-
tries to relax their quantitative restrictions on imports from the United States and
Canada; and

(b) Keep the organization regularly informed of measures which they have taken
in this field and of their programmesa and policies for further progress.

H. Decides
3. Member countries shall inform the organization of any new measures which

they, take regarding the quantitative restrictions of imports of goods (and restric-
tions on payments for services) from the United States and Canada and, in particu-
lar, of any change in the lists of goods which may be imported without restriction

from thosé countries.
4. (a),The organization shall undertake, from time to time, an examination of the

problem, of such restrictions vis-à-vis the United States and Canada so that a report

tliereon may be made to the Council;
(b) The examination shall include:

(i) a study of the progress achieved by each member country in the removal of
such restrictions vis•à-vis the United States and Canada and of the difficulties
encountered in their removal, the effects thereof, and the obstacles to further

each

(sustained) progress; , , - ° (nn
(ü) 'a study, to the fullest extent possible, of the effects of such liberalizatioc un-

intra-European trade and) on the trade and payments position of member

tries with the United States and Canada as well as with the E.P.U. area;

(iii) istudy, with the framework of the general situation, of the effects of action

aken by associated countries; and
^iv) . an analysis, on the basis , of these studies, of the extent to which further

. , , . , possible.
-' libëraLia^on of imports from the Un^ted States and Canada is

eachr., -„ « J,r :
•

the considerations affectmg
In the conduct of these stud,es and analysis,

- ° , ' ' ^ . food and feeding stuffs, rawgroupsof, commodi ,̂es, - i .e.,of 'thé thiee ma^n ,
= should M ted to the fullest extent

matenâls, zand, manufâcturcd goods Presen

^pnssible:
.. : . . ^

~ . , an ^non shall

'
f}^ w of ^e org i

544 TheExecutive Committee shall decide which body e that a
^ ^. _. . , h 4 and shall arranS
undertaké 'thiéxa, m̂ination provided, for •̂ n paragrap

..rep rt on the res'ults of the frstexamination shall be submitted to the Council no
.

latec than 30th June , 1 50 = urse,cue
(b) The Joint Tra^e ,ând Intra-European Payments Commit ô^ mlbei countries in

propose to the Council a questionnaire which should be sentd t in aingraPh 4. In baW^ge

order to^
ide material for the examination referrc o p

estions made Y, . ,
it, up,-i the, comnuttee may take into consideration the sugg

United States delegau 'on'inAnnex B to Document C(54)299. (It is, however, to vr
I
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understood that no country will be asked to justify the maintenance of quantitative
restrictions in respect of any individual commodity.)"

DEA/4901-F-40
Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique

Nord et l'OECE--) au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEECto Seeretary of State for External Affairs •

TIEGRAM 1093
Paris, December 4, 1954

CorrMFxnqL

Reference; Our immediately preceding telegcam., •

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
Following are the texts of two draft Council resolutions which we proposed atthe OEEC Council on December 3 as alternatives to the draft resolution contained

in our immediately preceding telegram.
u •

December 2, 1954

Having regard to the resolution of the Council of the 6th May, 1954, concerning
the relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports from the dollar area;

Considering the report of the Joint Trade and Intra-European Payments Commit-
tee of 25th October 1954, on the relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports
from the dollar area C(54)280, the comments of the Economic Committee thereonC(54)288; . ; .: , . .

Considering that it is in the interest of
inembercountries, to the extent that cir-cur'stances Permit, to make further efforts to reduce quantitative restrictions on

lr'Ports of goods and to end restrictions on payments for services from the United
States and Canada and from non-member countries of the organization with a viewto

^hieVing a sound and balanced multilateral trading system on a world-wide$ : de

Reco,uftnds member countries should continue individua l ly their ff
reducë, each to the extent that its economic and financial situation r^mitsorts to' qu^ti-^five r^^cuons on imports of goods and restriction on payments
froro the ^ United States and Canada and from non-me ber cou for servicesorg^don. , , ntries of the

rr^, ,

wh;Iee^eS member co , nncries shall inform the o
h they take regarding of any new measures

tions gaj'ding quantitative restrictions of imports of goods and restric-
°° paYments for services from the United States and Canada and non-member

COUntdes,of the ôrganization and, in particular, of an chan es in the lists of
wNch IniY` ^imm Pocted 1-'th- •• Y 8 goods:' 1 _'r^:^ A, ^ ut restriction from those countries.



The Council è ., ; ,
Recognizing that the speed at which member countries can move toward non-

discrimination vis-à-vis non-member countries depends on developments in their
own balance of payments situation and upon acti ôn taken by countries in the dollar

area-
; ^ Recognizing that practical progress toward the elimination of discrimination vis-

à-vis non-member countries is an essential preparatory step to the move toward a
wider convertible system of trade and payments. •^ ^-

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

.The organization shall undertake, from time to time an examination of the prob-
other non-

lem of such restrictions vis-à-vis the United
S^emad

and
e t Council."member countries so that a report thereon Y
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Decides that the organization shall keep under review development in e co
mercial policies of the associated countries and to this end shall request periodic
reports on actions which they have taken to reduce barriers to trade."

DEA/4901-F-40
• ^ , . ,• , N d t l'OECE

.ésentant permanent auprès du Conseil de 1 Atlanhque or e, cr,
;; au secrétaire d'État aux Ajiaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Secretary of State for Ezternal A•,B`'airs

CoN1^iDENnA1:

Paris, December 4, 1954
ItLEGttAM 1095

., ,. ,The OEEC Council considered the repo o essf m vember 261ittle proSr

•}^. ^ .' p DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS N
,^, :

rt n dollar import restrictions on ov

Reference: Our letter No. 3476 and immediate y pÿ ; `- ;' > • 1 receding telegrams•

énber 26 and again on December, J. At the meeting o 0

was made in arriving at a basis of . agreement on a resolution. lnd T^iothe
sly ebeen

bate
ranged over a wide area in which,most of the pnnciples which had p

agreed upon were thrown again into the melting pot.

2., The wiss delegate
I

made a ,very damaging statement in which he Sen^taVes`A'
rdis

, agree
-

ment with the main lines of C(54)280 (although the Ÿé l^^emotivated by
at the working party, had acceptcd i&). The Swiss representat

ce of his government over the treatmentyof the Swiss watch case bpthe annoyan

the

United States Government.^ He suggested that no decision be taken, tha
. ._ . .. .. ...'P e.. . •

tra suisses pour protESet wo indus uie de 1 o i-...A thetsfiff on imtxxtedSw'ss
?, 11 La 27 jutUet 1954.1 A *U45

•twrl erie wcionale. • watcheS ro
^•---' ' ^^ni ti^nldes Éuts-Uni^ a majoré les droits aur

les importations de mon

On July 27,1954, the United States adaunistrauon
proted its docnestiC watch-making industry.
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be sent back- for further consideration of the advantages of a concerted regional
approach to the problem. . 1. .

3. The French representation supported this suggestion as did the Italians and the
Norwegians. We made a strong statement along the lines of your instructions.
4. The main point at issue, apart from the question of (groups corrupt) as opposed

to an individual country approach to dollar liberalization, is the underlying question
of reciprocity and the linking of United States commercial policy liberalization
with progress in Europe'. The United States delegate has committed his government
(under specific instructions from Washington) to the association of an examination
of United States commercial policy in conjunction with the examination of dollar
QR's. He has insisted that there can be no question of bargaining the removal of
dollar QR's against changes in United States commercial policy but they are (pre-
pared?) to discuss their problems in order to secure a thorough examination of
European QR's and dollar products. The European countries appear to welcome the
opportunity to associate a consideration of United States commercial policy with
dollar liberalization and there is no doubt that they are hoping that some possibili-
ties for reciprocity will develop. As a first step they are insisting that there should
be as detailed an examination of commercial policy in the associated countries as
there is of dollar restrictions in Europe. None of the European countries, with the
exception of Switzerland, is prepared to provide justifications for QR's which are
beittg maintained (this is what the United States has been seeking). Switzerland,
with almost no restrictions on dollar goods, wishes to have a procedure for justifi-
cation in order that they may request the United States to justify its actions on
Swiss watches and other products.

5. The Council on November 26 formed a small ad hoc group on which we were
not included to draft a resolution. This resolution was circulated just prior to the
Council meeting on December 3. The text is contained in our immediately preced-ing teleggam,

6. In our view the draft resolution prepared by the group has many unfortunate
'Pects which are not in accordance with your previous comments and instructions.
It provides for quite extensive examination of United States and Canadian commer-
^hich liCY: In the last paragraph of the preamble, it recognizes that the s

further sustained ropeed with
dollar progress in the removal of restrictions on imports from the

area can be achieved depends also upon action taken by countries in that area
to o^u^ barriers to trade. It is almost impossible to disagree with this sentence 'as

rmed part of the highly negotiated statement of principles of the ministerial
exanlinauon s group, last June GMC(54)6.

We are reporting separately on otherpoints ip the
^t and the country7 ^^r e^• try positions taken on them yesterday.

^nd ^^ting the draft prior to the Council on December 3, and bearing in
a^id^ i possibility that many parts of it might not prove generally acceptable, we
cl PrePare alternative draft decisions more in line with our views. Our prin-
pal alnl was to (1) separate the examination of associated countries' commercial

policy from the dollar liberalization exercise and so reduce the risk of demands forr'ciprocitÿ (2) `
-tstnct the dollar exercise and remove any suggestion of negative^fi
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list justifications. The two draft Canadian proposals are contained in our immedi-
ately preceding telegram.

8. At yesterday's meeting we put these two proposals before the Council. The
chairman, with whom we had discussed them previously, felt however that he
would have to allow, the Council to consider the working group's proposals first
and as the entire meeting was taken up with this discussion, our proposals will not
be considered until December 10. From our immediately preceding telegram which
gives a detailéd account of the discussion, you will see that there is a large measure
of support for the working group's draft. This, of course will make. it very difficult
to reopen discussion on our proposed texts should that be your wish.

qÇ 9. The United States delegation is under strict instructions from Washington to
press for the acceptance of the working group's draft. They recognize fully the
risks they are running in associating the North American and European questions,
but they are evidently much more concerned about getting a full discussion of
European difficulties.- The United States delegation, although it has failed in its
efforts to secure an examination requiring justifications intends nevertheless to pro-
mote a full exchange of views on reasons for not eliminating QR's. This of course
xdoes not appear in the texts. In our view the more pressure the United States exerts
on the European countries the more these countries will tend to press for reciprocal
action from the United States. Indeed the European countries will probably wel-
come the chance to put the United States in the witness box.

10..T1e way things are moving seems to us unfortunate. If the working group
draft is accepted European countries, we feel, will be inclined to consider not only
their own financial situations when undertaking further relaxation of dollar restric-

' .. ' U' ed States This may retard

ing group proposal might prevent if from being accepted y,o •
from all sides

on our, part would however, subject us . to the strongest criticism

convertibility.
n 11. ; We 'should, like to emphasize, that the Europeans at the moment have no
designs on Canada and there is a general recognition of our liberal import policies.
The United States delegation has told us privately that they are unlikely to agree to
discuss` their commercial policy if we refuse. Thus our refusal to ac Such aerefus^• ' b C unc^l

and p may , have unfortunate consequences on

tions, but also their bargauning position vis-a-vis the nit
well u to nowthe move toward non-discrimination which has been proceeding P

the timing of the move to

vieârs: on the handling of the subject in Council.

âs; the (hairnnan I will :wish to have pnvate discussions wi r

Council on December 10. At any event, we will have to have instructNc^oris that

date. Please send us detailed comments on the texts as well as your inst
. . •

including the.umtea b[aics. .
142.,We should be grateful for your instructions on this matter as soon Ô^°e ne^t

n• • ' 'th us or
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DEA/4901-F40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 1

au secrétaire d'L`tat, aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEUGRAM WA-2050
Washington, December 7, 1954

CONFIDENTIAI„ IMMEDIA7E.

Reference: Your telegram EX-2249 of the 7th of December repeating telegram No.
1095 of the 4th of December from Canac, Paris.

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

In accordance with the suggestion made to us over the telephone by Ritchie, we

dollar impor^
^quic^y ^^eir balance of a ents and the level

called this afternoon on Barnett and Boochever in the Office of European Regional
Affairs in the State Department to explore the United States attitude towards the
draft resolution on "relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports from the dol-
lars area," which is at present before the OEEC Council. Barnet and Boochever are
the officers responsible for issuing instructions to the United States delegation on
this subject.
2.

We were assured that there has been no change in the United States position
and ^^^^ln particular, the United States Government does not accept the principle
that the speed at which quantitative restrictions on imports from the dollar area can
be reduced depends upon a further liberalization of United States commercial po1-icy.

When the draft prepared by the working group was received in Washington,
concern was at once expressed in a number of quarters over the insertion of this
unacceptable principle. Officers in the State Department responsible for commer-cial policy

were especially anxious that the offending sentence should either be
amended or removed. After consultation both inside the State Department and with
other agencies, including FOA, the United States Delegation to OEEC was^a

ted to try to have the relevant sentence amended so that it would state merel
moval of dollar import restrictions "would be facilitated by" the removal

by the United States of obstacles to trade. A reply soon came back to the effect thatit
would be'difficult

sentence", ,1. to_ have such a change made in the light of the fact that a
includ ^ Very'si^larto that contained in the working group's draft had been

^ in the statement of principles formulated by the ministerial examination
8roup last - Jliiie^ The State Department reluctantly decided not to quarrel with that
rejoinder. But they issued fresh instructions that their representative on the Council
^ n ld m^e a statement explaining that, in the view of the United States Govern-t, lndiviaual

OEEC countries should reduce their quantitative restrictions on
^r^ p ym of their

States ré'^' ^d that these were the only two relevant criteria. The United
inte P^n^Ove was also instructed to seek the approval of the Council for this
such a S^^On.` It ` W^ not known in the State Department this afternoon whethertatement h

ad in fact been made at the meeting of the Council on the 3rd of
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December. But Barnett said that they would sent a telegram at once to enquire
whether the instructions had been carried out.

3. The State Department officials to whom, we spoke regretted that events in
OEEC had been allowed to develop in such a way as to create a situation in which

it might be difficult to amend the resolution entirely to our satisfaction. But they
were not disposed to let the issue go by default and said that they would welcome
Canadian cooperation. They. were disturbed by the possibility that the Canadian
representative might refuse to accept the resolution and expressed the hope that the
United States and Canada would be able to keep in step on this issue. Barnett said
that if we could let him know as quickly as possible the conclusions reached at the
interdepartmental meeting being held in Ottawa this afternoon, they would give our
views immediate and sympathetic consideration, and would be glad to try to con-
cert with us a common approach to this problem. If you decide to take up this offer,

it would be helpful if you could provide us by teletype with the draft resolution
prepared by the working group and also with the drafts prepared by our delegation

to OEEC.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affairer extérieures

âü' représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Ottawa, December 8, 1954

CONFIDENTIAi- IINPORTAM'.

Reference: Your telegrams, 1092-1095 of December 4.
Repeat GATDEL Geneva No. 39; Washington EX-2277; London No. 1891.

DOLLAR IMi'ORT the

- 5^ Following are our tentative views subject to confirmation
late Thursday. ^^

b ' for discussion.

RF^S'IR1CI70NS

meantime you might like to use tlus telegram as a asis

1`: We appreciate your constructive'effort to adapt the
draft Council resolution so

We would find it difficult, however, to Support Youras'tô make it less unpalatable: the er in
re-draft in its entirety and we have ourselves given some é°^ acceptable. We indi-

;twhich the original draft might bé'modifed in order to mak

(ca6 below the respects in which we feel it should be changed^^^pntance of a re"

',`Z^ While we;do not underestimate tne cuiiicuiry, u ►
bVop- """ ssible^to support ^G

diâft ?Of the kind we have in mind," we would not find it po
iresolntion unless the preamble, 'and the subsequent reference back twé â

recom
men

lso at^ch
were modtfied substantially in the manner indicated. 2

^ . ..
p5

, . ,u. nati on of the word "more" in paragraph 1 ()
consider

'dadon
able im

(l) ^
oçtançe tothe^elin

Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Permanent. Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
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3. We would not be prepared to accept a resolution which would modify the inter-
national obligations of the European countries merely to avoid affecting intra-Euro-
pean trade, or which, in effect, made the improvement of the commercial policies
of the dollar countries a quid pro quo for relaxation of the dollar import restrictions
which the European countries should undertake in any event.

4. If our unwillingness to go along with the resolution would result in itnot being
passed we would not be greatly troubled because we doubt that the resolution
would be likely to have any very beneficial effects. Almost certainly, if it were
passed in its original form, it would not result in benefits which would outweigh
the unfortunate consequences which it might have for the GATT and for any repre-
sentations which we make to individual European countries.
5. The following are the changes which we feel should be made in the draft

resolution:
(a) The last three paragraphs of the preamble should be replaced substantially as

follows: "Considering that it is in the interests of member countries to abolish dis-
crimination in international trade as quickly as the state of their reserves and their
balance-of-payments prospects permit, and that many member countries have
entered into international obligations to do so through their membership in the
GAI'l' and in the IMF; Considering that the objectives of European economic co-
operation, to which members re-affirm their attachment, include the achievement of
a sound and balanced multilateral trading system on a world-wide basis; Recogniz-
ing that the reserve and balance-of-payments position of member countries, and
tbeir consequent capacity to remove restrictions on imports from the dollar area,
will be affected by the action taken by countries in that area to provide opportuni-
ties to foreign countries to earn dollars." (You will note that the first consideration
280 as the word "permit" is in accordance with paragraph 46 of Document C (54)

)

^) ParagraPh I(1) might simply read "Member countries, taking into account theforegoing
ronsiderations, should continue individually their efforts to reduce quan-

6tative restrictions on imports of goods (and restrictions on payments for services)
rom the United States and Canada.
(c) ThetWord "more" should be deleted from ara ra h I
(d) In P 8 P (2) (a).

Paragraph II (4) (b) (ii) the, words "on intra-European
and should be'deleted although we would not insis on this. We regard

$e whole ôf u(4) as providing only for studies and examinations and would not
consider'thât any policy implications inconsistent with the preamble should be read
into the fact that studies of the kind described were being undertaken. In connec-tion

with 11(4) (a)'in particular, the studies would be useful, but we would no
results to be regarded as binding, since these are matters which are

c°e ^ by international agreements such as the GATT, and we would not expect
EE( to atteinpt to take the place of the GATT in determining whether further

hberalizadoi^e) wi^ Was possible or appropriate.

should respect to the last sentence of paragraph II (5) (b) we do not feel we

coun*^ ° Ulan Position, since this matter appears to be of more concern to other
to us.



You might discuss this matter with Win Brown of the U.S. delegation.

To London Only
You might discuss this problem with the appropriate U.K. officials.

,
To Washington only, 'ï

We have repeated to you telegrams,1092-1095 of December 4 from CANAC
relatedcontaining the.draft- recommendation prepared by the Working Group and

information. We would be glad. if, on the basis of the considerations outlined
above, you would discuss this matter further with the appropriate U.S. authorities.
As Barnett has suggested, we would be glad, if possible, to concert with them a

To CAN a
eniy C (54) 288 and C (54) 299._ ,We y tet received documents f -'

To GATT DEL only

common approach to the problem.

However,
and they would have 8

of Per.Wâshingt3o an w
aséek

well
earl,aser

in: Ottawa;
iiad^g =come"' they said that they could see no hope

^
'the OEEC Council to agree to such an extensive

revision of the worwng
tuadmg themselves have

9gz,, f.,r..,: 1 ^ld entail. They
groupt a

^draft as acceptance of your proposals wou lly accept

relnctântlY corne to the conclusion that it is now top late to obtain a who

rx .,.. , , , inornat^ons. After examimng your draft, the State p
:...,.^,
at it s;^<

had^b^been ô support it if itth eemed to them to meet very well the points that bee

"` out the.re-dralt you had suggcst o PWe had had typed u and the first paragraph of rec-
thé diâft resolution prepared byP the working groP gtment officials told us

Murray Ryss of the Commercial Poucy
Department on a small inter-agency,committee under FOA ChairmanshiP that has

been considering dollar import restrictions. m^ble of
ed t re lace the P

This afternoon at the State Department, we iscu present was
nett ândtBoochever of the Office of European Regional Affairs• Also p^e State

'•' ' Staff who has been representïng

r ^^' d' ssed this matter again wl

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

DEA/4901-F-40

DOLLAR IMPORT RESIR1CI10NS wk Bnr-

yT

^..• > tdu Couda auprès
du Conseil de 1'Adana9^e Nord

CANÂC se tEfèare an teFrlsatant
^m ^ve of Canada to the North Atlantic Coun

CANAC refen to tbe Pama^r RepVeo

- L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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able resolution and believe that our joint efforts should be directed instead to seek-
ing approval 'of an interpretation which, if accepted, would leave the total record in
not too unsatisfactory a state.

3. The core of the interpretation they have in mind would state "that nothing in
this resolution conflicts with the principle that the basic criteria for dollar liberali-
zation are balance of payments considerations and the level of reserves and that this
principle is in accord with the obligations recognized by many members of the
OEEC as signatories to the articles of agreement of the International Monetary
Fund and as contracting parties to the general agreement on tariffs and trade". They
intend, to instruct the United States representative on the Council to try to obtain
unanimous agreement for this interpretation for the moment. This move has not
been cleared with other agencies and has the status only of a State Department
proposal. It is expected that inter-agency approval for it will be secured this
afternoon.

.4. State Department officials hope that if our delegation to OEEC finds it impossi-
ble to obtain substantial support for the re-draft you have proposed, you will give
them latitude to rally to the expedient they have in mind. They have undertaken to
send a telegram this afternoon to their delegation to inform them that the new
Canadian draft would be satisfactory from the United States point of view. But they
could not undertake to instruct their delegation to support our new draft, since
United States representatives in Paris have been too involved in the preparation of
the working group•s resolution to assist in seeking approval for extensive revision.
They also admitted that they have felt obliged to give weight to the argument con-
stantly advanced by the United States delegation on the spot that any attempt to
drastically revise the draft resolution would be damaging to comity within the
OEEC. ^-^

5. Finally, they said that they hoped we would not find it necessary to vote against
the resolution. For their òwn part, they would not be prepared to scuttle it even to
safeguard the principle embodied in their proposed interpretation statement, towbich they, too; attach great importance.

A.D.P. HFENEY

DEA/4901-F-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux A(^aires eztfrieures

au représcntant Permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
i .

Secretary of State for Eztcrnal Affairs
µ^ to Pernurncnt Representatit ►e to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

TELF^ ¢968 . . - t , Ott Dec be

^ ^,^^,^u►^tE. ' ^ ,
awa, em r 9, 1954

Re •p^t,w^^ telegram No. 958 of December 8 .
^on EX-2288; Geneva No. 40; London No. 1901...^tFt^..
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DOLIAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

* i, I'his message is to confirm the instructions contained in our earlier telegram.
You should accordingly press for a redraft of the resolution on the lines which we
have proposed. In that connection you might note incidentally that our version of
the y preamble is i. much, closer than the original draft resolution to the views
expressed in the report of, the Joint Trade and Payments Committee.

,. 2. If a revision containing the substance of our redraft is not acceptable to others
you should indicate that you are unable to support the resolution.
X 3. Süggestiôns may bê made (and we understand that the United States Delegation
may make such a proposal) that the resolution be passed in its present form but
accompanied by a statement in the `record that nothing in the resolution is to be
interpreted as conflicting with thë principle that the basic criteria for dollar liberali-
zation are the balance of payments position and the level of reserves. In that event
you should say that you will of course refer this proposal to Ottawa. You should
indicate however that the inclusion of any such declaration in the record would not
make it possible for you to accept the resolution unchanged. You might explain that
while apparently the objective of this interpretative statement is similar to that
which we had in mind in our redrafting. it would seem quite unsatisfactory (and

contradictory) merely to insert such a declaration in the minute! while leaving the

resolution itself in its present terms.
4 4: The result of all this may be that the resolution will pass with Canada in ef^eocn
abstaining. If so we sec no alternative to reconciling ourselves to sucl^a^^lpa
sincx we are not prepared to participate in the sacrifcing of the impo

rinci-
, , ., . .. .

ples involved.
DEA/4901-1740

636. ^
7 1 ermanent 'àûprts'du Conseil de`l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

'au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Rcpresentative to North Atlantic Cor QiIc^l and OEEC

,,, to Seeretary of State for F.^rternal A^f

Paris, December 16 ► 1954

Cp #N^DENiIAL. `IMFORTANT.

'p
g of December 9.

Refertticè: ŸôurM telegrârns No. 958 of December 8 and No. 96
Repeat London No. 177; Washington No. 77. st ned until

The Coûncil -which rv was to` have met on December 10, wasagreement on the
Decembe= 21 in order togive the Chairman further time to secure ag

'" 37: ? Yesterda ' Ellis-Rces and 1-intott asked to see a 958^
r

draffit ttisoludon C1:S/3 Y, our telegrm No.
the delegatioa to discuss our proposed amendments (y amend-

2. In th^û view there is no chance that member countries will agree to our«considerin
of CES/337: i.ments.With regard to the preamble, the penult^mate para achieved in the liberW

that such progess should not endangër thé tcsults already mum condition for Euro
N

zation of intra-Emopean trade and paymcnts is a nu
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pean countries. You will recall that they were anxious to get agreement that
member countries considering the further relaxation of dollar import restrictions
should take into account the effect of such relaxations on other member countries'
EPU positions. This idea was watered down in the drafting group to the phrase:
"taking due account of the objectives of European economic co-operation" in the
third last paragraph. .

3. In the last paragraph the wording to which we object, i.e. "recognizing that the
speed with which further progress in the removal of restrictions on imports from
the dollar area can be achieved depends also upon action taken by countries in that
area to reduce barriers to trade..." is taken in substance from the Minister's state-
ment of agreement on trade questions last July GMC(54)6, para. 4. It is therefore
unlikely that any countries will agree to our amendment particularly when some
countries, including the United Kingdom, consider that the most valuable parts of
future studies will be those involving examinations of United States commercial! 11Pou^y, : #
4. Neither are the European countries, however much we may deplore the fact,

likely to welcome your reference to their GATT and IMF obligations in the third
last paragraph of your amendments to the preamble.
5.

With regard to paragraph I(1), Ellis-Rees said that the working group draft con-
tained carefully negotiated wording and member countries were likely to insist on
retaining the words "economic" and "taking into account the objectives of Euro-
Pean economic co-operation". Accordingly they are unlikely to accept our draft.
They might agree to delete the word "more" in paragraph I (2a) although this is
uncertain.

6. Thus; if we maintain our position and insist on our amendments, Ellis-Rees and
Lintott consider that the resolution cannot be passed. We agree that this is almost
certain to be-the case. Although legally all OEEC resolutions can be passed without
the consent of the associated countries, this resolution in its present form, in prac-
tice, could not be, as it involves the co-operation of the associated countries. If we
do not agree to it the United States are also, we understand, unlikely to agree. Sir
b li h[Ellis-Rees] has not given much thought to possible alternatives. One possi-

ty is that all study of dollar restrictions might be dropped. This, he thinks, would
be unfoitunate` since the subject is so closely allied to convertibility. Another possi-
bility is that all references to Canada might be deleted and the wording adjusted so
as to niake it acceptable to the United States and passed without our approval or
Participation in future studies. This result would be bound to have most unfortunate
and unconfortable repercussions on our position in OEEC.

7•
We gave E1lis-Rees a full account of our thinking and instructions contained in

your referenced telegrams, but we agreed to report his views to you. Since you sentyouÇ,aSt
ltelegram of instructions, you will have seen Washington telegram No. 976

:.^,•r
of

re^r l Is w^ch describes the expedient which the United States Govern-
' Note^ , ,' ' '

^ 8üwle ./Marginal note:
%s^ ^tegram 976 of December t t repeated to Paris telegram WA-2066 of December 9 from

gto° [Docmnent 4S3 . We had obtained the substance of it by telephone before sending
Out telegram 968 to Puis [Document 4511.



ment proposes to employ to meet their (and our) objections to the report. In view of
the United States views as well as those expressed by the Chairman, you may wish
to reconsider what degree of latitude you wish to give us in dealing with the resolu-
tion in view; of the unfortunate alternatives.
,9. Please let us have a reply before December 21.

lL.D.1 Wa.GRESs

DEA/4901-F-40

Washington, December 17, 1954

Reference: Telegram No. 77 of December 16 from Canac, Paris.

z. .
CoNFmENi1AL IMMEDttiTE.

L'ambassadeur. âux États-Unis
du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaXGRAM WA-2109

But he 'aw no chance of altering the instrucuons to e

igri-ed interpretation'., Frank said : that he and other State ep Canada.
tesponsible for commercial policy personally favoured the line t^en byUnited States representa'

^béen no change; and the United States representative is stlll un
voté for'the Working Group's'resolution'as amended and to press in

addition for an
D ,,rt ment ofhcers

took the: occasion to ask' again about United States views• pder instructions to

tive;. in Rasminsky's opinion, should then make a statemen p

would be impossible for Canada to vote for the resolution,
but that we would, of

course, try to cooperate so far as possible in supplying
information for the Pro-

posed enquiries;: In : other words, + Rasminsky agrees with
the line you have

suggested.
3. ^You `will' appreciate that the`re has not been' much time for us t o m^n^e to

soundings into the United States position. However, s ince we
werees érday, We

Thibodeaux and, Frank on another subdect" at the State Department y
p there has• arently

virtually certain) it emerged that the opposition to it was overwhelrrung
was widâ support for the Working Group's resolution as amended, our representa-

t ex laining that it

to our guns. He hoped a our rep as seems
Canadian ie-draft of the resolution prepared by the Working Group., If and ^ere

,. As requested by Ritc e na e cp
the, telegram under reference to Rasminsky and have asked bis views on the

instructions that you propose sending to our OEEC delegation.

i 2. Rasminsky said that he thought the attitudes of theEuropean sh û d s^ as

revealed in the telegram from Paris reinforced the conclus ion

h t' resentative would be instructed to submit the

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

^ , , DOLLAR IMi'ORT Ri.SIR1GTI0NS

hi ' t 1 hone conversation with LePan, we have shown
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five, which had been arrived at as a compromise between various views within the
State Department and in the Foreign Operations Agency.

638. DEA/4901-F-40
•. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

F Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

Ottawa, December 17, 1954

CONFIDFNZ1At,. IMPORTANT.. , . . " , _
Reference: Your telegram No. 1142 of December 16.
Repeat Londori No. 1957; Washington EX-2366.

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
Your message has now been discussed at the Deputy Minister level with the

Departments of Finance and Trade and Commerce. We have also sought the views
of Rasminslq, who is , in Washington and his comments are reported in telegram
WA-2109'which is being repeated to you. Subject to any additional comments
which may emerge from the further consideration of this matter inter-departmen-tally on Monday,`you should be guided at the meeting on December 21 by the
views expressëd below.

2• The description in your paragraph 2 of the origins of the reference to "the
objectives of European Economic Cooperation" would not seem to explain why
more emphasis was not given in the draft resolution to what was declared origi-
nal1y to be a principal objective of OEEC nàmely the development of a multilateral
system of trade and payments on a world wide basis.

3. The reference in your paragraph 3 to the extract from the Ministerial Statement
of July.would not seem to take account of the fact that the observations in that
Statement were in quite a different context and had a substantially different conno-
tafiou- In any event our unwillingness to see a linking of the matters dealt with in
the present resolution has been made apparent on numerous occasions in the past
and we do not see how we could fairly be charged with inconsistency or with anyreversal of oui, ^,., , , previous atti tude.. ,,.. ,., .. i
4• The very fact that the European as suggested in your paragraph 4 , arenot ûlikely

to ^,el^me a referenc^e to their GATT and IMF obligations would seemto co^frn^ our worries about the atmosphere in which the subject

^

of dollar
restneuons is being discussed by them and would appear to make it all the more

P°r4lt thatwe` should press for a reaffirmation (or at least attem t to avoid adenial) of
`

^ Pese. undectakmgs
5•e ^`

w0uld à̂ gô ^^p^g^Ph 5, we would naturally hope that the OEEC members
del tion 4 4 99of the worti more but we would emphasize that,
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while we regarded this as ,,a point of some importance, as indicated in our earlier
telegram, we would not consider this change as being as essential as the other alter-

ations which we had proposed.
6. In connection with the views reported in your paragraph 6, we are not as wor-

ried as Ellis-Rees appears to be at the possibility that studies of dollar restrictions
might not be carried forward under OEEC auspices and that the cause of converti-

bility, might thereby suffer. Even if (or, possibly, especially if) OEEC were not to

be particularly active in this field, these ' matters would of course continue to be

considered by the GATT and the Fund in the terms prescribed in those international

agreements.
7. With reference to your paragraph 7, when we sent off our earlier message we

were already familiar with the general lines of the "expedient" proposed by the

United States. We still find that device unsatisfactory and contradictory.
8. In brief, our present very strong view is not to agree to a resolution which

would imply that the liberalization of dollar ^pimport
and IMF) beould be

tries (particularly those which are also
made conditional or dependent on the commercial policies of the North American

countries or on the avoidance of any significant disturbance of the present pattern
of intra-European trade. In holding to this position we are not merely being purists.
We are certainly not underrating the importance or urgency mto have our
U.S. commercial policies. We are also not moved by any reluctance

the use
own policies examined critically. We are, however, genuinely worried by

which might be made of the principles involved in this resolution in subsequentsdiscussions in the OEEC, in the consideration of related matters in broader bodiVe
such as the GATT and the Fund as well as in any bilateral talks which we may
with individual European countries. Our conclusions therefore are that:
y (a) You siiould present the re-draft proposed in our earlier message as

representing

the minimum changes which we'consider necessary;
(b) Other Delegations should be given an opportunity to explain in what respects

they find these changes illogical 'or'unreâsonable;
(c) If, following such an airing of our views, it is evident that all othe r

You
the OEEC are - determined to ^ adopt the` original version of the resolution, Y

should make it clear that: t:^. ld not, of

(ii) while not associating ourselves with the resolution we wo ht be
helpful as `possible in connection with any studies or discussions be ae ^ d con-

, . • • f tion as may

countries (even though:that resolution may contain a re eren tari wish to be as

(i) the Canadian Delegation; representing an'Associated country, wou mber
'course; stand in the'way `of the' passage of a*  resolution favoured by me

f ce to Canada);

undertakcn (including the provision of such m orma
ccrning our own`commercial pôlicies and practices). olution while at

& '` ' ,! ; , *`'- a-` ,a1 th lin.* foreshadowed by our Was 8
-10 If the U.S. Delegation proposes the adoption of an rnterpreta^n ton Emb^sy'

y.. e wou
thë° "aâine tiïne} indicating our desire not to be uncooperative.• ' e statement for

j 3 pl., < .. _. I I

ld #1-., in effect be 'dissoc iati ng ourselves 11 In e res

Z record, ong e
:F f ..- . .. ,. . .. . . . .. . ' ^ . . .
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you might indicate that we are in agreement with the substance of it, but we do not
consider it, an adequate substitute for a revision of the quite different views
expressed in the resolution itself.

11. If there would be any chance that the OEEC might prefer to avoid the issue by
dispensing with the preamble entirely and removing the related language in the first
recommendation, that would, of course, be a possibility. worth considering as an
alternative to a re-draft of those sections. 4

JIULMI LÉGER

639:
DEA/4901-F40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,. ,

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Paris, December 23, 1954

Reference:-Your telegram No. 1007 of December 17.
Repeat London No. 179; Washington No. 82.

DOLLAR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Press for a discussion on our two previous proposals.
p-

Following are texts of two statements which we made at the OEEC Council,
December 22, in connection with the debate on dollar import restrictions -C(54)280; CES 340:

First Statement

Mr. Cbairman,

When we last discussed the question of dollar import restrictions at the meeting
of the Council on December 14, the Canadian delegation proposed as a basis for
discussion two alternative draft resolutions to the one contained in CES 337 - the
erlier draft of CES 340 -- which we now have before us. You said at that time,
W Cb^^^ that these two proposed resolutions might be discussed at th smeet
^g• However, in view of the considerable progress that has been made on the ba^is
^l no^o t PrePared by the working group, we have considered it to be more hel

^ t^i our authorities in Ottawa have drawn
340 whicti would make this resolution acceptable to ther Canadian Go ern-

ment, lbese;amendments were put on delegates' desks yesterda afternoon.
1ass

. ^
Y

men^,. ^e' Mr. ^.^. that all delegates to the Council have had these amend-
sub' ^Sume eso that,- in view of the long discussions we have had on thisJect dunng wh: &.-

die Canadian view has been made known, (I would refer in^_ . .
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particular to the record of the last two- Council meetings), it will not be necessary
for me to explain in detail why we have proposed these amendments.

I must, however, inform the Council that the Canadian Government attaches
great importance to the principles involved in them. We consider that the draft res-
olution contained in CES 340 as it now stands contains derogations from principles
long established in the GATT and the IMF. As we are full members of those orga-
nizations, we should not consider that we could justifiably accept derogations from
our commitments to them in this organization even if we were convinced that the
IMF and GATT-rniles were wrong or inadequate. We find it difficult to understand
how other member countries can feel that it is appropriate to insert derogations and
modifications of GATT and IMF rules in a regional resolution without reference to
thoie prior commitments.

Quite apart from the question of the appropriateness of this procedure, the Cana-
dian Government is convinced that the principles contained in the GATT and IMF
rules with respect to the removal of QRs are the right ones. We consider that QRs
should be removed as soon as balance of payments positions permit in the interests
of the countries which still maintain them. At the last Council meeting we
explained the reasons for this view and why, in the present circumstances, we feel
that the attempt to link the removal of QRs to dollar commercial policy is likely to
have unfortunate effects on commercial policy, in North America and may have
adverse results in Europe.

I must,I do not, however, wish to go again into the substance of this question.
able to

however, say, Mr. Chairman, that the Canadian Government .will not b
give its approval to the resolution as it now appears in CES 340. The amendments
which we have, suggested or some similar wording which takes account of our
commitments in other organizations represent the minimum changes which my
government'considers necessary if we are to give our approval. be

I should be grateful, therefore, Mr. Chairman, if these amendments might
discussed in conjunction with CES 340.

`Secorïd Statemtnt ^.. ^ a

}; Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your willingness to permit discussion on the Cana-

`diân amendment and I, of course, agree with your summing up. We are, it appears,

fâccd with what we regard ` as a most unfortunate situation. We, for our part feel

unable to âccept' derogations from Our prior commitments
in other organiZations

and so cannot give approval to the resolution in CES 340; other m^ eb vid ^
^ ^at if

*With'regard to the entry into the minutes proposed by the nl
â ^ingate+ we are; of course, in agreement with the principles of what it contain^dient fo8

amen
involving, as it does, Canadian participation. Uted States dele

ded the Council may not wish to pass the resolutIon m

ciated countries have other views on this matter and ^t appe q

we are forced to give approval to the principles involved in.C^ 3r ^ent
unless

formt isits p

s tiot, however, agree that it provides a satisfactory or adequate expe

with' the points at , issue in the resolution. I am sorry to
have to inform you, ^4r'

Chainnan, that we cannot follow this "way out of the woods .

I

9

re
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I am instructed, however, Mr. Chairman, to tell the Council that the Canadian
Govenzment is most anxious that its position on this problem should not be inter-
preted as an indication that we are not prepared to co-operate in this organization in
its,work on dollar import restrictions. We are not able to vote in favour of theresolution but if it is the e wish of the members with full voting rights that this
resolution should be adopted, the Canadian delegation will not stand in the way of
its adoption merely because it contains 'a reference to Canada. While not associat-
ing ourselves with the resolution, we would wish to be as helpful as possible in
connection with any studies or discussions which may be undertaken and we would
be prepared to provide such - information as may be desired concerning our own
commercial policies and practices.

I hope this method of dealing with these difficulties of my government may, in
the circumstances, prove an acceptable one. It is put forward in a spirit of compro-
mise

- indeed almost with Christmas spirit .- a spirit of compromise which holds
strongly to the desirability of maintaining our close relations in the North Atlantic
area: " - . . - ,

DEA/4901-F-40
Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELFGRAM 1167
Paris, December 23, 1954

CorrFnENTTqt, ;

Refeiencé:
Your telegram No. 1007 of December 17;6 our tele ram No.

DeCember 23 (London No. 179, Washington No. 82). g 1166 of
Repeat London No. 180, Washington No. 83.

r,n .. ... ...........
..••• ••• ••••• ..... ra i cu^,llvcvJ

Following is the text of
relaxan the draft recommendation of the council concerning the

on of QRs on imports from the dollar area which was discussed at the
CEEC council, December 22. The document is in the series CES340 of December
20' This - recommendation was agreed by council subject to minor amendments
nlenhoned in our immediately following telegram.

Text Begins• .. . , r
"The côûncil

Having regard to Article 13 (c) of the convention for Euro
ePOranon of 16th April, 1948; Pean economic co-

Havin
'elaxa6ong re8ârd to the resolution of the council of 6th May, 1954, concerning the

of quant;titive restrictions on imports from the dollar area (C(54)130);
Vou/see ~0

^umont 637.



Considering the report of the Joint Trade and Intra-European Payments Commit-
tee of 25th October, 1954 on the relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports
from the dollar area (C(54)280) the comments of the Economic Committee thereon
(C(54)288); and the proposals, submitted by . the : United States delegation
(C(54)299), j

Considering that it is in the interest of inember coüntries; to the extent that cir-
cumstances permit and taking due account of the objectives of European economic
co-operation, to make further efforts to reduce quantitative restrictions on imports
of goods (and restrictions on invisible transactions and transfers) from the United
States and Canada and from non-member countries 'of the organization with a view
to achieving a sound and balanced multilateral trading system on a world-wide
basis;

Considering, however, that ' such progress should not endanger the results
already achieved in the liberalisation of intra-European trade and payments;

*Recognising that the speed with which the advance in the removal of restric-
tions on imports from the dollar area can be achieved, must depend both upon
action taken by countries in the dollar area and on developments in the balance of
payments situation of member countries; desirous, therefore, to ensure close co-
operation with the United States-and Canada in this matter;

L RECOMMENDS:

1. Member countries should continue individually their efforts to reduce, each to
the extent that its economic and financial situation permits and taking into account
the objectives of European economic co-operation, quantitative restrictions on
imports of goods (and restrictions on invisible transactions and transfers) from the
United States and Canada.

2. The /associated countries should:
#(a) Likewise continue their efforts to ensure a more liberal policy in their com-

mercial relations with member countries,'thereby facilitating the efforts of member
countries to relax their quantitative restrictions on imports from the United States
and Canada; and

(b) keep the organization regûlailÿ infoimed of measures which they have taken

in 'this field and of their programmes and policies for further progress.

H. DECIDES: ; , 4 t
easures w

-ember countries sha11 inform . the organization of any new m^ ^b3. M ^s (and restn
they take regarding the quantitative restrictions of imports of g

w^
tions on invisible transactions and transfers) from the United States ô^ed

canada
and, in particular, of any change in the lists of goods which may be imP

out restriction from these countries.
"^^.i^ .,- : C+. î:. .* ï é : . ^'^ . é. . .._ ! I .; , " -. .• r . . ,

*Alternative text sûggesttd by the United States Delegation.
in the remova^

^; ; Recognising that the speed with which further sustained progress facilitate^
of restrictions on imports from the dollar area can be achieved would be d,ere-
bi action taken by countries iii that area to reduce barriers to trade;

desirous,
atter,

fore, to ensure close co-operation with the United States and Canada in this m
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4.(a)
The organization shall undertake, at intervals to be determined later, an

examination of the problem of. such restrictions vis-à-vis the United States and
Canada so that a report thereon may be made to the council;
(b) The examination shall include:

(i)
A study of the progress achieved bÿ each member country in the removal on

such restrictions vis=à-vis the United States and Canada and of the difficulties
encountered in their removal, the effects thereof, and the obstacles to further
sustained progress;
(ii)

A study, to the fullest extent possible, of the effects of such liberalisation
intra-European trade and on the trade and pa of

tries with the United States, and Canada as wel leas w^thlithe of p Ü az a; coun-
(iii)

A` study, within the framework of the general situation; of the effects of
action taken by associated countries; and
(iv)

An analysis on the basis of these studies, of the extent to which further
liberalisation of imports of goods (and restrictions on invisible transactions and
transfers) from the United States and Canada is possible.

(c) In the condûct of these studies and analysis, the considerations affecting
of the three main groups of commodities, i.e. food and feeding-stuffs, raw m teri-
as, and manufactured goods, should be presented to the fullest extent possible.
5.(a) The Executive Committee shall decide which body of the 'or aniza '

undertake, the examination provided for in paragraph 4 and shal lanrange thtala
report on the results of the first examination shall be submitted to the Coun '
later than-3p^ June 1955. cil not

(b) The Joint Trade and intra-European Payments
propose to the Council a questionnaire which should be sent to memberin due course,

mber countries in
'r der to provide material for the examination referred to in paragraph 4. In drawin
bit y the Co^tt^ may take into consideration, inter alia, the su estigby the United States delegation in Annex B to document C(

54)299.gg
ons made

Draft ent>), in the minutes of the Cou^tci!

The Council agréed that the study envisaged in paragraph 4 (aof the ecom-
Mendati6non n the relaxation of quantitative restrictions on imports from the dollar
area should not take the form of â"negative list exercise" of the type undertaken

Steering Board for jTrade in connection with the extension ertaken by
li^r^sadon of trade'•. Text ends. of intra-European^

^ J . . . . ^ .
, . . ' a
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641 • ^ ^ . ., ; • , DEA/4901-F-40
.:Il - ^ 1 ,-:.,.,,

Le 'représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
^ é s

tives of European economic co-operation", be understood to were p P
• •• - ___L.__ ...,, L. ,^.^

•
^,,..n if the United States and Canada

re ared

export had been subject to subsidy. The uni= States e eg eed to accept the °nS^
ithisnal modification.

^
fication. Conseyuently the Turks and the Greeks agr eo-
'f it were understood that the phrase, "and taking into

accounoûthe ofl^e
talCe acc

? wôûld have rendered it inapplicable for dollar comm ^l ation could not acCept

with the work on invisibles and this was ageed• w^ch

r."5; The Turks and Greeks had been insistin
g

on a modification to p ara 1(1) and
od' • s whose production ^

United States delegation. The Swiss delegate requested that the IMF

No. 1166 of

4.
P

Although at the request of the Unit 8 orde,
s{tated ex licitlY, the word "trade" in para 2(a) was altered to "comme1eable t the
to imply the study of invisibles as well as of visibles- This was ag be associated

Reference: Your telegram No. 1007 of December 17; oour^^t tele^ No. 1167 of
December 23 (London No. 179, Washington No. 82) and telegram

December 23 (London No. 180, Washington No. 83).
Repeat London No. 181; Washington No. 84.

...r. :. . .-.. . ; . . .DOUAR IMPORT_ RESTRICTIONS

Following careful preparation by the chairman during the past two weeks, the
OEEC council again discussed the draft recommendation concerning the relaxation
of QRs on imports3from the dollar area on December 22. As a basis for discussion

it had a clean draft of CES 337 under the new CES 340 sent to you in our inunedi'

âtely preceding telegram.

` 2: The chaitmân'had secure âgréément on most of the points on which there h
ad

been reserves at the previous meeting of the council (see our telegram No. 1095

December 4). The solutions to these points. which had been left open ^are a°1^
contained

in CES 340 and it only remained at the council tnéeting to secure
f. ,. .

ance of them. ` ^ ' . . ^ . .

was â that the iesolution should apply not only to the relaxation of Q^3. It greed
on` imports from the dollar areâ, but also to restrictions on "invisible transact

ions
and transfers". Therefore, the' brackets :around this phrase disappeared ^é ^^e

draft and the title of the recommendation has bee n altered t It isinclude
that

.. and . invisibles on
r
transactions, and transfers i after imports .

licies with regard to......

socia
, . - -

'

te countries will also povide information on their poas
invisibles. . ° .

•
is not

' ed States dele ation this understanding

au secrétaire d État aux Aii ires ex

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Secretary of State for External A.,Birs

TELEGRAM 1168
Paris, December 23, 1954

CoN^ENTLAL
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to have a full discussion of the problem during the future examinations. The United
States agreed to this expedient.
6. With these lesser problems out of the way, the chairman then asked us to intro-

duce our amendments which had previously been circulated (your telegram No.
958 of December 8). Nye introduced the amendments in a statement sent to you
under telegram 1166 of December 23.

7. The United States delegate responded by proposing the following entry in the
council minutes:

"The council resolution on dollar liberalization, C(54) ... does not involve a
modification of existing obligations arising under international agreements for
those members who have subscribed such agreements,`and in particular the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, nor does^it prejudice any revision of these agree-
ments that may be agreed to in the future'.

8. Although the United States would have been prepared to accept this entry as a
United States interpretation; 'they, of course, hoped that all member countries would
subscribe to it. The United States delegate said that although they agreed in princi-
ple with the Canadian amendments, they were also prepared to approve the draft in
CES 340 with their interpretation in the minutes.

9: The Norwegian delegate said that his government did not regard the OEEC
resolution as a derogation to their obligations in the IMF and GATT. They intended
to live up fully to those obligations. They envisaged the OEEC exercise as a means
of achieving the full application of GATT and IMF rules. They were prepared to
subscribe to the United States interpretation although they hoped, however, that it
would not be necessary to amend the agreed text of the resolution.

10.
The Italian delegate spoke in similar terms. He said it was not the Italian

intention to derogate from IMF and GATT principles.

11. The Belgian delegate spoke more forcibly about our amendments. In essence,
he said that it was impossible for his'delegaGon to accept them. The Swiss delegate
also indicated his disapproval and commented that our draft would result in their
being no' mention of European economic co-operation.

12. In'view of the complete lack of support for our amendments and in accordance
With Your instructions, we made another statement (text sent in our telegram No.
1166 of December 23). Our remarks were welcomed by the council as they pavedthe

way for the adoption of the resolution which was duly carried out.13. Following the adoption,referr the United States delegate intervened again and
ed to the fact that there had been no objection to his proposed entry in the

minutes. From this he assumed that all countries were in agreement with it. There
o^ no objection. Ac^^ng to the rules of the organization, if there is no objection

such an entry in the MIinutes, it is assumed to be universally acceptable.
^4 °U^ the chairman did not say this explicitly, this fact nevertheless remains.

In making his last statement the United States representative said he was con-
Cemed about the Canadian position as we stated our view that the resolution at.rtain Points involved a deroation of nnc.̂  les lon established in the GATT andthe, ^d^ Hé. w. d 8 P P 8

;_ .op ered, whether, since his draft entry in the minutes had been, ^ ^,, -
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,16. You will see that this put us in a rather difficult position. We stated at the
council that while : we could not agree under present instructions to modify our
interpretation of the resolution, we welcomed the indication that all OEEC mem-
bers agreed that it did not involve a modification of other existing obligations. This
did not appear to satisfy, the United States delegate and the matter had to be left
open. It was agreed that we and the United States should disçuss the draft entry in
the minutes during the first week of January.

17: You will appreciate that if we accept fully the entry in the minutes, we shall
have undermined our objections of principle on the resolution. In fact, we should
almost reach the stage where we might accept the resolution with the interpretation.
If we merely welcome the agreement of other countries, we may not meet the diffi-
culties of the United States delegation.

c 18. We should be grateful to have at least your preliminary views before JanuarY
3, when we shall have to discuss the matter again with the United States delegation.

acceptable to all other delegations,• we could not also agree to it. He thought there
might be difficulties in Washington if, though all countries agreed that the resolu-
tion did not involve a modification of GATT and. IMF obligations, the Canadian

Government insisted that:it did, and consequently reserved his position until the
point was settled. : . :

15. In answer to one or two enquiries, the chairman made it clear that the ezercise
would not begin until the United States was in, and said that if the United States
and Canadian points of view could not be reconciled, the question would have to

me before the council again.

SUBDIVISION IUSUB-SECflON II

CONVERTIBILTIÉ

CONVERTIBILITY

DEA/4901-Q-40

La délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique
Nord et l'OECE

- - - • ^104. » 1 ^
A eztérieure

I,i^rrl^x N0. 1737

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

.; au sous-seerEtaire a t aux ,fja9res,

Permanent Dcltgation to `North 'Atlantic Council and OEEC

to Under-Seeretary of State for External Auairs .

1£ t. ; t., ,
paris June 4, 1954

CONFIDENf1AL "

LEMS OP CONVERTIBILITY;

'I .•Y.,.,r... . r.,:
: f ..

Reference: Our Letter No.}` 1452 of May <11; (C(54)131).fi

OEEC MIN1STEiüAL GROui' ON PROB
4 _- THB ptTTURE OP oEEC uired aboutq ta

Dâriâg ^a talk wittï Cahan Of the OEEC Secretarïat yesterday we Cri d

^` the "MinisteriExamination Group" which the Council
preparat'on for th

agr^
^
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set'up (C(54)131) in order to examine the different problems which will arise if a
number of Member countries re-establish convertibility. A definite date for the
Ministerial meeting in London has not yet been set, however, that the Alternates
will meet in Paris on June 16th to prepare for the -Ministerial Meeting.

2. One of thé terms of reference (para 3 (b) of C(54)131) instructs the Working
Group to examine:

"What suggestions should be made to Member Countries and Associate Coun-
tries concerning the arrangements to be envisaged for international cooperation in
both the financial and commercial fields, if a number of Member Countries estab-
lish convertibility".

3. These terms of reference in effect raise the question of the future of OEEC and
the appropriate international organization to undertake responsibility for trade and
financial consultation during the period of limited convertibility and afterwards.'
4. Ÿon will have séen the paper èntitled "International Organizations", one of five

which weré rëcently given by the U.K. to the U.S. Government in connection with
proposed talks at the official level on the move to convertibility. Copies of these
papers were attached to Leslie Rowan's letter of May 3rd to Ken Taylor.t This
paper sets forth the view agreed at the Commonwealth Conference that a Joint
1MF/GATT, Advisory Group be established "to provide a continuing forum wherethe

world economic situation and also the problems arising in the movement to
freer trade and currencies for particular countries would be kept under review and
constructively discussed." The U.K. paper then asks the U.S. Administration
whether it:„

(a) agrees with the objectives which the Commonwealth had in mind in proposing
the IMF/GATf Advisory Group

(b) agrees that the proposed mechanism would be the best for securing these
objectives, or' , -

(c) can suggest alternative methods of secùring the agreed objectives.
5• In the ±consideration of these questions which will probably be presented in

some appropriate` form to the Ministers' Working Group, the fate of OEEC as a
useful economic organization will hâve to be decided. Although, to our knowledge
there has 'not been very ^ much definitive thinking on the future of OEEC in the
Secretariat or in the3main Delegations, you will be aware that there is strong feelingin

OÉEC :circles that some form of European economic cooperation should côn-
tinue after the major currencies become convertible. These circles consider that the
OEEC organiiation, with its facilities for discussing trade and financial matters in
restricted high level boards (i.e.' the Managing Board of EPU and the SteeringBoard for Trade,. ) ûnder` the umbrella of a Council which has proved capable of
^ng declsions; has been `extremely successful. This is also our view.

6• At the Ministers' Working Group two questions will probably arise: whether
OEEC can ùsefully 'continue after some currencies become convertible if an

' Note maz8inalé ^^ .
es this

m
^n

gmal note:
^d^^^ the lon run arrangements. Presumably Yes? [Auteur inconnu/Author^ r^
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MF/GATT Advisory Board should be. established, or whether a modified OEEC
might,be a more appropriate body to provide facilities for consultation during the
move to full convertibilitya ,and perhaps afterward.

7. The first question - whether OEEC can continue to provide a forum for high-
level consultation . on trade and financial . questions if an IMF/GATT Board were

established - can be answered quickly and in the negative. It would, in our opin-

ion, be unrealistic to suppose that two bodies
- whose restricted committees

would have largely the same membership could usefully, consult on the same
problems. OEEC might continue to exist as an umbrella for EPA, and the work of
the vertical "committees but this would appear doubtful, and, in our view,

unnecessary.
8. The next question involves a choice between the advantages and disadvantages

of an IMF/GATT Advisory Board and a Modified OEEC as the appropriate body
for economic consultation after a measure of convertibility is achieved. We propose
here to set out our preliminary. views on the factors involved in such a choice.

Factors Involved in an "OEEC Solution"
^e roblems in the restricted

1. The OEEC at present deals with financial and problems ds,
Managing Board of EPU and the Steering Board for Trade. cerned with^the
which are composed generally of senior officials closely
administration of external policy in their capitals, meet each month of OEEC
boards prepare decisions which, after being vetted by cornmr roval.Council final

ctlywhich all members are represented, are put up to the dire and
This organization of work bas proved extremely

= 3; indirectly has a profound influence on the economic policies of ine^ dis us-

bodies would be coordinated. An intermediate Advisory B°^.

the différent bodies.

tries. The contacts and expenence wh^ch have been developed during
developed

sion of mainly regional questions could probably, and indeed is being
to provide equally successful cônsideration of the broader

problems posed by

convertibility.

United States and Canada, as associate members,
have developed a close

2. The Uw
" working relationship with' the, OEEC.` Continued associate ht mOVe ^é most

" European countries during the move towârd convert^b^hty nug P

`easil manageable relationship with these countries.
On the other han^us gi^n8

Canada ând the United States might accept full membersh Psary,
a North Atlantic flavour to the organization. ht be accom

The e,Tcpansion of zOEEÇ into a North Âtlantic,Or anization miS

^3t entenn into the lengthy negotiations that would pr ab1e ed be
pLshed withou 8 .necessary if the rules and constitution of the IMF

and GA^TTT haandc °t
^t the decl

the IMF and GATT were not altered, there would be no of

sions of theae bod adv^ce

IMF and GATI' might create more confusion than coordinati ^n and a
-Ince ' aon ^

.on closelÿ linké:d subjecKs might be given different mterpreta
l 4
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'4' An Organization for North Atlantic Economic Cooperation would fulfil 'the
requirements of Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty. It would provide a con-
tinuing organization for carrying out the economic work of NATO (which is
now being done in OEEC but which would have to be taken over. by NATO if
the OEEC ceased to exist). Even more important, it would provide an organiza-
tion for economic consultation and decision in case of emergency. At present
there is no body which could do this adequately.

5. `An Organization for North Atlantic Economic Cooperation (ONEAC) need
not, and in our view should not, be subject to NATO although it should give that
Organization full cooperation on matters of concern to it. They should be sepa-
rate Organizations dealing with separate terms of reference. Too close a relation-
ship with NATO would be undesirable because of the difficulty it would create
for countries such as Switzerland and Sweden (and perhaps even Germany)
which are not members of NATO. In addition, too close a relationship with
NATO would probably make ONEAC more suspect in the eyes of countries
outside the North Atlantic area and render essential cooperation with these coun-
tries more difficult.
6. One drawback of a North Atlantic Organization would be its limited regional
character. This, however, is a political rather than a practical drawback. The
Sterling Area would be adequately represented by the U.K., particularly as the
members recognize that,the responsibility for management of the Sterling Area
rests with the'U.K.; the Dollar Area would be represented by the U.S. and Can-
ada; the former EPU àrea and territories would be included or represented; the
rest ôf the world'could be represented thrôugh close association with the GATT
and the Fund If necessary, the more important countries outside the North
Atlantic area might become associate members and have missions accredited to
the ôrganization, but it might be assumed that they would not normally partici-pate in Villa.
7.Thé"te` ^ ' .te rms `of'reference of an

.
Organization for North Atlantic Economic

cooperation in 'the transitional period of limited convertibility (which can be
l^tëd•to côntinuefor a considerable period of time) could bear a relationship

to the GATT and IMF similar to the relationship between OEEC and those bod-ies. The "•ONAEC„
could carry out the detailed negotiations and decisions nec-

^o^ on the path toward full convertibility under the cover of a general waiver
^e GATT and IMF. If this were done, the GATT and IMF need not côm-

proWSe their constitutions in order to meet the needs of limited convertibility,
and côûld maintain their principles as the ultimate objectives not only of them-selves but'also of ONAEC. ONAEC, on the other hand, could approach the solu-don

8
of problems on an empirical basis.'

• If thé"mëth^
,

bwlt û, Proposed above were adopted, a body of experience could be
p on the worlung of an OEEC type of organization - combining consul-

^uon °a ^e and finance in a convertible world. If the experience were suc-cessful . F 1, ,

' a,.
,^ganization of GATT and IMF might be facilitated at some future

^^' ^ ^s,weie found to be desirable.
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- 9: The 'main disadvantages to a. North Atlantic solution are political. Some
important countries in the western World.would not be directly represented, and
would probably not welcome their exclusion. Practical cooperation with these
countries could be assured, however, by. means of associate membership or by
their representation through a member of their monetary area and close associa-

tion with GATT and IMF. An important advantage of a North Atlantic solution
is that it could be put into effect without raising all the issues, including mem-
bership, connected with the formation of a new organization.

It could be repre-

sented merely as a continuation of an old organization with a gradual addition to

its terms of reference., .

Factors Involved in IMF/GATT Solution '

1, The advantages of the Mn/GATT Advisory Board solution would appear to
be largely political. Such a solution would enable the main countries in all areas
of the Western World to be included in' the Board. This might have its disadvan-

tages as well.
a Assûmin the headquarters of the Advisory Board were set up in Europe, the

( ) g

.

. t _ ^ .. natt,t ^nd r•^nherra would make
between outlying capital s bui-a, &--- ----- -- - aine type ofthe s

it difficult, if not impossible, for such`Governments t o
lRp

rovide
- closely associated

representation as ure ,julu, ^••^•u^ --r^.------ • -.. .. _ .•_.:_^...._.,•^^ 4'...^ion ecnnomic policY)•
with the admmistrauvn u, lilGll Vv.^••••••"•-- -• _____o_

(b) The "common denominator" of agreement would probably be much lower if
. . _• ^ .f _^.!_ _ w ..rs^as tf1PÎ11ÂP^_

countries outslae ule Nui ul Aaa.,.,.. ......- -• --

`(c) NATO economic work would haveto be undertaken in that Organization by
4 i : . . . . w .• •_• _...1 Tsisn.^ftAftQ

- expanwng u^e Jwj^•^,•A• ^••^ y.-._o______ .
Board.lne

2, tThere might be serious drawbacks to an IMF/GATT Advisory

advice that would be given would be the advice of only a few idel n sePar^d
décisions which would have to be taken would occur i

n t foh^e wldely sepa-
bodies which have not cooperatea wcu, ►, um, ^^•. ^^ t; --- -- ht differ substan-
ratcd bodies, the ,representatives of the smaller countries mig

This system of information, iclose; contact, and comp ations1o,If

''ally ônt many issues. This is a difGculty which has been well
handled in O^o

associatiolla
f

3. An essential element in the success of OEEC ha►s^ o^^é ribctricted boards-
the smaller countries with the Secretanat and mcm

,•tT^
known, Pbe^o^s^s

ugh
this close , association, their views can be made

the Board.
.^ Board's proposals are drawn up in final t^ on which all Member ocountries are
,^ are always vetted by subordinate
` represented. This permits compromises on the spot with the helpl^e srnler

, .Secretanat whrch has drafted the resolutions.,sions, (in the
a unanimous^ decision is

countries have often agreed to majority d ^use of the sP^t
rcquired) when they have represented only a sm 1ô ^ CounciL

t1 of compromise whicti 6as bcen develôped. in the acp'
Ï, ë,;._.. z. romise would be P

`"' I . arated from the deleg
^pl1Y impossible if

and i the delé Btion^s of
were

thesesecountries to the IMF and GA
^A to

smaller countries ag • Th onclusion one is fo
to be separated by the Atlantic Ocean. e c

^` continue
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is that an IMF/GATT Advisory Board might create more rather, than less confu-
sion unless it operated in extraordinarily favourable circumstances.
5. We do not wish to imply that an IMF/GATT Advisory Board could not be set
up or that it could not provide a focus for useful co-ordination among the more
important countries of the West. It would, however, appear to be a not-very-
happy ad hoc attempt to make a bad experiment work (i.e. the separation of the
Trade and Monetary organizations). A North Atlantic solution, on the other
hand, would, on the face of it,. represent the reinforcement of success - for the
OEEC has beednnn outstanding success.

9. We have these reliminput p ary views to you because you will, no doubt, have to
give further consideration to the problem of economic organization in the near
future.-We have not discussed these views to any great extent, but they represent a
feeling which we have had for some time that the alternatives (of which we have
discussed only one) to the IMF/GATT solution should be fully aired before a deci-
sion is`taken. As we have pointed out, there will be an important discussion of this
question at : the Ministers' Working Group. Consequently, preliminary Canadian
considerâtion of, the issues we have discussed might be helpful before their first
meeting. in July., , .

10. We.should be grateful for your comments.

au secrétarre dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
Pennanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

to Secretary of State for External Af,)irs

RUGRAM 469
Paris, June 18, 1954

Referencé:
Our letter No. 1737 of June 4; C(54)13 l; GMC(54)1 and 2.

Repeat London No.° 69; Washington No. 36.
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L.D. Wa.GRESs

DEA149(I1-F-40
Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE,. ,

ISTERIAL GROUP ON CONVERTiB[LITY
^e ^^rnates°of the OEEC Ministerial Examination Group have, during the

past ^^ dayst' held a most useful confrontation of views on the three categories ofconvertibility
problems outlined in the United Kingdom memorandum(6MQ54)1):: i.e.° trad nternati

s^been i ^e;^ but. the d s ussion has clarifed and aniintednu No commitments have
^c questions for consideration by the Ministerial Group l

imited
when it meets inLOndon on,Jul

16. It iques0o
altero "̂

^• - y s hoped that the Ministers can take an agreed line on these
In order to provide direction for the more detailed discussions by theates .^^ch will çontinuc during the ' summer.
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_2. Because of the close inter-connection, of, the trade, finance and organization
issues, it is important to, take account of the interdependence of country positions
on each of the three categories of problems. We shall discuss them first separately
and then indicate the. issues which will,havé to be considered by the Ministers.

, .. •
International Organization
1: Rowan* in introducing the debate on 'this subject said that the United Kingdom
had three general objectives in presenting theprelimmary ideas for the interna-
tional organizations required after' a move toward convertibility (Chapter 4,

GMC(54)1). First, they wished to work through' existing organizations. Second,

problems of trade, finance and internal policy should be considered together. ("It
was one of the major lessons of post war economics that problems of trade and
finance cannot be dealt with separately"). Third, the cases of debtor and creditor

countries should be considered together. It had been a deficiency of most organiza-
tions that they had often been considered separately - thus giving rise to partial

ral' 1 ti ns

full membcrship of the United States) -a contmuauon o ass

cl

t

^ co-operation in'decisions. Ockrent's view is that some of the more impo^

Commonwealth countries' might join as associate members . r^'
this view, that -the

with Canada' and the United States as full members or (to meet
• • f ociate membership With

6, 'Although no single precise organr ^ews mif tbe: aontinua ion of OEEC
tinentals ' the best consolidation of thei ^ the difficulties of

solutions instead of full mululate so u o •
the IMF/GATT

-4 ' These considerations had led the United Kingdom to suggest
Advisory^ Board. On the other hand, Rowan added it was "extremely

It was dif^cult^to
that what had been built up in OEEC should be maintained.
envisage exactly what OEEC would do in the post convertible e though natnce
should approach it with the `bellef that it would continue even gh

of its work might change. was closely in fine
'S. The continental reaction to the United Kingdom proposals
with the alternative which we set out in our letter No. 1737 and GMao^4obje ltiveS
continental representatives were in agreement with the United Ki g them.
but none felt that the IMF/GATT tAdvisorÿ Board solution would p^
Ockrent (Benelux),'tBauer (Switzerland) and Cattani (Italy)
spokesmen for an alternative OEEC•solution and they gained theôn `W^ned sup-

con-port of all thed continental representatives. • Wo^ established in OEEC should
The Eurôpean co-operation and methods of m,i^ation
tinue, (2) The problems of convertibility can only be solved in an in mind
composed of "like minded" countries with a will to co-operate. They have
the OEEC area plus Canada and .the United States plus the Commonwealth. ^n_

ard b

OEEC solution. He and othcrs emphas^ an
OgEC and the associated countries since the end of Marshall Aid. C^aa

# ` was the onl ycontinental representative who s bet^e^8.x Calvet (France) Y. ' he too spoke in avour
"tiôt t^stilè" to the IMFIC3ATT bndge^ p butch^ge in the relation d the

.7. Ockrent feels, and we believe be nas cons^ur-1 dL,,G o -rr-.- --- with reg^a "'
expanded OEEC should have consideïable powers of decision both

trade' and particularlY with regard to financial matters. • ..d that he was
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United States '=- but of course particularly the United States - had in effect partic-
ipated in all major OEEC decisions and no decision of importance had been taken
without their concurrence.

9. Martin (United States) was very reserved in his statements on the question of
organization, merely expressing appreciation for the work of OEEC and the United
States wish that it shotild continue. He reserved position on the IMF/GATT group.
In private, however, the United States delegation, although without instructions,
were most concerned over the European efforts to denigrate the GATT and the
Fund and subsume some of their powers.

10. After hearing the continental views, Rowan in rebuttal emphasized some of
the drawbacks of an OEEC solution: the world wide system implied by a move to
convertibility required a world wide organization and rules of universal applica-
tion. Outside countries would not be prepared to accept direction from the North
Atlantic area: The United States must be brought in as 'a full member of any organi-
zation supervising convertibility. The United States was already a member of the
GATT and the Fund; it was unlikely that she would become a full member of
OEEC. An extension of OEEC as envisaged by the continentals implied a revision
of the OEEC Convention which would in effect provide all the difficulties of set-
ting up a new institution, the avoidance of which was a prime objective of United
Kingdom policy. (Marjolin and others denied that the Convention need be altered
- insisting that all that was required was the will to co-operate in the North Atlan-
tic context).

11. The two alternatives views held by the United States, United Kingdom on the
one hand and the continental countries on the other will be put to the Ministers. We
understand that the United Kingdom do not intend to insist on an IMF/GATT group
as a rigid alternative to an OEEC solution but they hold strongly 'to their view that
the IMF and the GATT must continue to be the main repositories of decision.

12.
Although there are obviously serious drawbacks as well as advantages to both

solutions,we have come to the view that the practical objections and difficulties
r4sed by. an OEEC solution of the type envisaged by Ockrent whereby OEEC
would assume some of the powers of GATT and the Fund are much greater than
those raised by the alternative of trying by some means to improve the co-ordina-
tion of,the Fund and the GATT. It may be, however, that OEEC can continue to
Provide a useful forum for regional problems though with substantially less powers
over finance and perhaps trade than it exerts at present. '13 •

4ur following telegram deals with the discussions on trade and finance.



' Le représentant permanent auprès du Cônseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

DEA/4901-F40644.

provisions. L- tT..;#aA Kin Qdorol

ages a trial period or a period of grace of perhaps one year dunng od of grace they
would move toward the full application of the rules. After the peri
should be applied fully, and on a non-discrimination basis, subject to limited escape

3: After agreeing to the new trade rules in GATI', the United 1Cingdom now
which countries

.. move to convcrtibility. ► envis-

detailcd trade rules. These might be agrm before or contempo

world trade rules, should not be lost. Provi ere

rules, the United Kingdom felt that they could provide a reasonable basis for
• raneously with the

18 months since the United Kmgdom propos s were i p

felt that the opportunity provided by the GATT review this year, to set up revised

'ded th was a will to operate GATf

operation for a pen o a year.
invo}ved and 'in view of the substantial progress which had been made in the past

• • ' al f rst ut forward, they now

been that they should not be drawn up defnitively unul converubi ity
od f After a'closer examination of the problems

disappear.
2. The original United Kingdom views on procedure regarding trade rules had

• • 'l' had been in

emphas^ e unl y
full benefts from ` convertibility, trading blocks and bilateral arrangements must

surance (w c as pca
United Kingdom did not seek convertibility as an end in itself but as a vehicle for
increased trade. The pattern might be altered but the level should be higher. He

'zed th ver salit of the United Kingdom approach; in order to draw the

, I Rowan m u p
hi h h i,... ne tëd many times in the past 18 months) that the' trod ced cha ter 2 of the United Kingdom memorandum with a reas-

EUROPB AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Paris, June 18, 1954

Reference: ' Our telegram'No. 469 of June 17. ,
Repeat London No. 70;'Vashington No. 37. -

ALTERNATES OF OEEC MINISTERIAL GROUP ON CONVERTIBILITY

Trade Rules Chapter 2 GMC(54)1

au secrétaire d État aux A,,Baires exténeures

Pernuznent Representativeto North Atlantic Council and OEEC

ZÈLEGRAM 473

SECRET

period of grace in order to ensure that convertibility does not in the end of the
of QRs, discrimination` and bilateral arrangements in Europe. At

. _ -9 •_... .t,e n Arr.

ttiât the OEEC liberalization code should bemaintamed as a^uCe a new Senes
'4. The OEEC relationship to this arrangement as san

by u". bridge-" during the

period of grace the 0EEC code wowa ce suosuniw ii ► ,.. ..Xo --- -- n doro
5. Referring to para 10 of GMC(54)1, Rowan said it was the United wdef ^e

view that discrimination against dollar goods would tend to break
^at as m°eb

°" ` • it - - ^ - -------^- aftcr nvcrtibility and it was important

to Seeretary of State for, External A,,Bairs
. , . . . ..

factors co
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progress as possible should be made in the elimination of discrimination before the
move to convertibility; this would lessen the shock. (Rowan's view is based on the
simple analysis that if convertible or non-convertible countries have to pay in con-
vertible currencies for imports,, it is to their advantage to permit their purchase in
the cheapest markets, without discrimination. Special arrangements - perhaps aretreat from European liberalization - might be necessary in cases where there is a
wide gap in price between European and North American products and excessive
import demand at the lower North American price). The United Kingdom envis-
ages that, after the transitional period, countries would either have to remove all
discrimination or justify its retention.
6.

The United Kingdom hold strongly to their view that in an emergency, coun-
tries should have the ri t to apply1^ QRS and justify them later. It is their hope,
however, that discussions on developing emergency situations might provide solu-tions which would avert the necessity to apply QRS.

7. Calvet (France), although" admitting that the United Kingdom objectives of
enlarging the trading area were shared by France, indicated that France was very
worried about the implications of convertibility for European liberalization. With-
out adequate credit arrangements the countries which were unable to make their
currencies convertible

might be forced to revert to bilateral arrangements. There
was a real danger that the split between convertibles and non-convertibles in
Europe would develop in this way. When pressed, Calvet expressed the view that
the non-convertibles would require credit arrangements which were at least on a
par with 'those now available in EPU. This may represent France's bargaining
counter for her agreement to continue the OEEC liberalization code in the transtional. period.
I.

Calvet had clearly not'thought through the future relations with the dollar
w^ch he felt would be very delicate. He said he was surprised that the United
^ingdom'reemorandum had made no mention of what the United States might do
in return for a removal of discrimination on dollar goods. Other dele ati ns are
^sew^^ng along these lines but few have any rebuttal for the United Kin dom

that the removal of discrimination, since it will obviously be in the interests
of all European countries after some of hem are convertible, must break down. The
Umted'Kingdom had not contemplated an y specific
^en^n countries. Oclcmnt suggested that the OEEC should^ a' more attention to
a s^dy of the tariff question so that OEEC and the United States could talk a côm-
s^°^s ^^age:: At present OEEC's preoccupation with QRS, of which United

trade was relatively free, implied a certain impotence in bargaining. ,9•
With reference to third countries, Calvet felt that bilateral arrangements ha

cânu ^mely important in maintaining trade and that coun ' g de to resort to thetn.` ; tnes would have to

^ û Miiller(Ge^^y) spoke in favour of havin OEEC operate
gh he did flot distinguish between the transitional period and afterwardeIf the

OEEC code were maintained the liberalization tar ets should
^^ble'^üntries and non-convertibles be increased for con-

^° c°nvertibl ` es should not discriminate. Settlements
and non-convertible countries should be in convertible curren-
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des and there should be no bilatéral arrangements. Convertible countries should
not,increase restrictions without' prior consultation and they should submit to a
strict' discipline and examinatiôn of their interna4 trade 'and financial situations.
OEEC was the proper forum for these examinations:

1I. ' Müller felt thât Europèan libeialization with the dollar area should be hanno-
nized. (He' made no 'reference toe:the ,economic forces which would bring this
about), but felt, that such harmoniiation • should alwaÿs be effected by increased.
liberalization' and nôt by ^ a levelling down: He'also mentioned that this operation
should be accompanied by a freer United States trade policy.

12. Germany admitted that bilateral trade and payments arrangements were not
compatible with convertibility and that they kwould have to be removed gradually.
One thing was certainAn Europe there must be no return to bilateralism. Outside
Europe the'situation was complicated by the fact that third countries wish to con-
tinue their bilateral arrangements. A discussion of this problem should be under-
taken with the framework of OEEC.

13. Christiansen (Denmark) voiced fears that Europe would be split into two
camps by a move to convertibility of some members. While agreeing with the gen-
cral, objectives of convertibility, he felt that multilateralism does not always give
rise to maximum trade and that this problem shôuld be investigated.

14. Ockrent (Benelux) agreed with the United Kingdom view that in the transi-
tional périod the OEEC liberalization code should be enforced and that the negative
list exercise" should be 'continued "avec foi". He recognized the code having two
classes of members, the convertibles and the non-convertibles but emphasized that
financial arrangements must be such as to make single class membership possible.
On the question of the application of QRS, Benelux is in favour of a requirement

for'prior consultation. They feel some method can be found to suppress the speCu-
lative effects of the consultation:

15. The looseness of this'debate on trade problems was due to the lack of preci-

sion in the assumptions The problem is altered radically depending on:
(1) The number of! Europcan, countries which go convertible, i.e. whether France

and Italy, arey convertible or. not. ., . t

,;(2) The degree. of adequacy. of financial arrangements
for non convertible

• countries.
. ^ , , C i • : { • -. - : . . . . ., . ' .

3 The or8anizational arrangements, i.e. an OEEC with powers of decis W^^
O the

trade`and finance on`a`continuing basis would be more capable of d^ er gtrade Nles
trade problems of the split than if it had only transitional powers
W111)0111 the support of an EPU. ; ' j, , , ; : ; .

f0^e ^°adei 16. Since none of these interlocking problems had been solved, it was
i impossible to come to any unanimous view on the important aspects Continuation

problems. Ellis-Rees, the chairn^an attempted to focus attent^on
liberalization code in the transitional period. All the future conv ^ ble

of the OEEC ed to agree even in p
countries agreed to this. Calvet, however, was not prepar Would

• ` • d n-convertible countries A
ple. Hefeltthat ^ t^1Fo^f conv^ble^. anwon

wou ld probably not functlon
end :an^ E PU. _ . . . . , _
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equality for convertible and non-convertible countries but would probably favour
the convertible countries. In these circumstances, it might be impossible for the
non-European countries to agree to maintain the code (i.e. to agree not to discrimi-
nate). Cattani (Italy) supported these views.

17.'Rowan did his best to point out the alternative to a decision to maintain the
code. The alternative was a relapse into bilateralism and discrimination within
Europe and a further weakening of the non-convertible economies thus postponing
their ultimate achievement of convertibility. Neither Calvet nor Cattani (Italy) were
particularly impressed with this argument, though the future convertibles all
agreed.

18. What seem to be shaping up are two questions to Ministers:
(i) Is it agreed that the long term trade rules should be drawn up and, after the

transitional period, supervised by GATT?

(ii) If so, is the OEEC code to continue during the transitional period?
19. On the second question France and Italy supported by the weaker countries are

likely to hold out for a high level of financial support in return for their agreement
to continue a non-discriminatory policy in Europe. In this, they are likely to have
some United States support since that country would not be prepared to see the
whole European economy which they have shepherded for the past eight years, fall
aPart• The other continental countries would also be most concerned at such a
development and it is partly to prevent it that they wish to maintain a strong OEEC
with powers of decision relating to both trade and financial matters.
20- A further telegram on financial questions follows.
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gram No. 469 of June 17..
Repeat Lôridon No. 71; Washington No. 38.• , a .,,. . . , , . . .. _ ,

^TE1^IATES OF OEEC MINISiERIAi. GROUP ON COIWERTIBILITY<• ,^^^> > ,
"ar^ctal Problems,. Cjurpter 3, GMC (54)1.
The discussion of financial problems connected with a move to converti

was helped initially by the tacit assumption of all the alternates that EPU wouldlibehquidated Wh
en some of its members made their currencies convertible. This was^e fust publie admission of this fact althou h it has been enerall assumed since
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2. Given the disappearance of EPU, the alternates turned their attention to possible
future sources of credit and the manner in which it might be administered. The
United, Kingdom memorandum had made two basic proposals: Firstly it was
important that countries should ascertain as soon as possible what facilities they
could'expect from the IMF. The United Kingdom felt that the best - indeed the

only - way of finding this out was for countries, both future convertibles and

future non-conveitibles, to ask the Fund.
3. Secondly, since the Fund would probably feel able to afford more help to the

stronger countries = "especially those making their currencies convertible - and
since the future non-convertible countries would probably require additional credit,
the United Kingdom had suggested the formation of a European fund to provide
temporary supplementary, credit. It was their hope that the United States would
agree that its dollar resources which form the initial and "special resources" assets
of EPU might be transferred to the European fund.

4. Shearer, one of the United States representatives, made a guarded statement
indicating that the United States would look with "i favourable eye" on this use of
its stake in EPU provided it were part of an arrangement whichwould adequately
provide for,the credit requirements of the post,

I
convertible period.

roach
;5. All the alternates were agreed that OEEC member countries should app
the, Fund' in, order to establish the : extent of, their drawing rights. Nicholaides
(Greece) wondered whether a preliminary joint approach might not be preferable
and there was some support for at least a joint preliminary study of requirements to
be undertaken in OEEC with a view to a possible preliminary joint approach to the
Fund. The formal approaches to the Fund, must, however, be made individuallY•

6: \Ockrent (Benelux) was able to give his support to the United Kingdom propo-

sal or ,a European fund on three conditions:
(i) That the EPU resources on liquidation 'should be turned over to the European

fund;
(ii) That creditors should not be asked to contribute additional amounts;
(iii) That the resources of the Eurnpean fund should be available in principle to all

members of OEEC. This would strengthen OEEC's control over its use.
7. Bâuer (Switzerland) reserved his position on the European fund. The Unitedbut

Kingdom paper had suggested that countries which are not members of
r

the
ovide such

which currently make credit available through EPU might continue t p
suggestion.

credit via a European fund. Bauer made no*reference to this
the discussions

8. Calvet (France) spoke in the same vein as he had spoken during N when several

on trade problems. If it were assumed that EPU would disappe dwhen

countries made their`currenciesconvertible, a split between conovn to l the relation-
convertibles was greatly to be feared. There might m a revers and non.
shhips, existing in the 1930's'when there were a mixture of convertible an

ements.convertible currencies and a spate of, bilateral arrang
doubtful whether the resôurces at the disposal

of the non-convert"-
9' Calvet was ^ the

fe^ dôÛbtful of the
U^lv

le countries woüld be suffcient to prevent the split. He
was

b
would show little interest in the non-convertible curre ncies. He was
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concept of the European fund. Its concept was quite different from that of EPU
which has proved capable of finding multilateral solutions. The European fund
would be obliged to limit itself to partial solutions. When pressed by Ellis-Reeswho asked him pointedly:

"If the resources for, the European fund could be found, what would the French
attituder be?" Calvét replied somewhat dolefully that, "Frankly, he was not veryhappy about it." Cattani (Italy) shared the concern and the misapprehension of
Calvet.

10. Notwithstanding the views of Calvet and Cattani, Rowan expressed some sat-
isfaction at, "the more forthcoming attitude on the European fund". He thought
most of the concern of the French and Italians could be ironed out when more
detailed discussions took place.

11. There was little discussion on exchange rate policy as the United Kingdom did
not consider the alternates a suitable forum for an exchange of views. The United
Kingdom have already discussed this question bilaterally with the Europeans. A
number of European representatives, including those from Benelux, Germany, and
Switierland stressed the importance of maintaining stable exchange rates.

12• ,The Ministers will probably be asked to express their views on the proposal
for individual approaches to the IMF and on the principle of creating a European
fund• The future non-convertibles, led by the French, may, however, be expected toPostpone giving their ' agreement in pnnciple 'until they .have a fuller idea of the
extent of its resources. The indications are that they would not be inclined to accept
the Principle of non-discrimination (implied by the continuation of the OEEC liber-
alization code) and the supervision of the OEEC members in the context of the
European fund unless the ante (in the form of increased resource) is raised so that
they can call on at least as much credit as is now available in EPU.
13. It is, of course;`too soon to envisa e bargaining po''fully thought through the mechanism of the Euro fund and

No one has, as yet,
tionshi P^ possible rela-

p to IMF. It may be,'however, that the French will be in the thick of the
bazgaining: ^ On the one hand bargaining for increased credit under the threat of
withdrawing from the non-discriminatory requirements of the liberalization code.
The implementation of such a threat could hardly be in France's long or even short
term n►terests

but one is inclined to wonder whether they will not hold out for
credit facilities adequate for them to maintain full multilateral trading relations
with the rest of Europe. On the other hand if they are unable to get adequate credit,a better '

alternative for them would appear to be devaluation and an early move toconvertibility
along with the stronger countries.

14. Vhile the foregoing remarks are based only on conjecture, they nevertheless
Point uP the elements of the delicate negotiating problems that will probabl faceMinisters

- if not in the July meeting, at some future meeting. y

F
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pRt?ANGEMENTS RE CONVERTIBI1.Un

slry and Plumptre visit your mission-
mince in London10 and you willhave an opportunity

IMFevve could hardly favour any less broadly, b ins
We were therefore disturbed at the views

tional commercial and financial matters.
which the European rePresentatives put forward; and in the light of your letter No.
1737 àë are Ple^^; that you have not supported these views. Com

lThese questions no doubt will be aired at the meeting of the Continuing
^" • ' #,, discuss them when Ras^"

the working out of suitable techmques an g
tional cooperation in financial and commercial fields in conditionsrecord of ourbMay
is a difficult and complex problem: You will have noted from
26 and ` 27 discussions with U.S. officials some -of the problems which w

+ ; .encountered.! roblem
^ pn the proposal for some form of OEEC arrangement to look after this p

our views are similar to those which Rowan expounded at the meeting of alternates.
You will appreciate that as our widespread - trading interests are of GATTT and
tnaintaining and strengthening the world wide an^d^mul Û`u^on to dealowith interna-

d . ;• ^l ?• ' .

Your letter No. 1737 of June 4 and your various telegrams indicate of course that
• • A ^A anisational arrangements for interna-

. .. iF .s r . .. _ . ^ià _u ..
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Paris, June 23, 1954

ARRANGEMENTS RE CONVERTIBILITY

We were glad to receive your views on the international organization aspects of
the convertibility problem which we share.

2. We sent you' our letter No. 1737 [June 4, 1954], which accurately forecast the
discussion on organization at the alternates, in order that you might be fully aware
of the OEEC alternative which was germinating on the continent. It did not reflect
a preference for this solution on our part, but it was obviously a point of view with
which the alternates would have to contend.

3.
During the discussions in the alternates, it became clear that an OEEC solution

would `not gain the support of the United Kingdom or the United States. I felt
obliged to support Rowan in the fact of continental opposition in favour of a
GATT/IMg solution as set out in my letter No. 1846.t I am glad that you have
10nf`irmed the views I expressed.
4.

The United kingdom proposal of an IMF/GATT Advisory Board got no sup-
port at the alternates meeting and it now seems that it is not likely to be pursuedstrongly.

5. Our
: -.

closer P^ent view is that the ultimate solution is likely to be the working out of
ro-operation between GATT and the fund by more direct means and without

the necessity of setting up anything in the nature of a new organization.

U4ô

DEA/4901-Q-40^,,;gà-

au représentant'
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

permanent auprès du Conseil dé l Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

to pc `, _° - Sccrctary of Statc for Eztcrnal.A,,(^airs
r!nanent Representahve to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

'Y" 470
{ ' = Ottawa, July 13, 1954

aF 1 ^

C^^^`1TIAL IMPORTANT.
Referen
Rep^t ^nd0o Telegram No. 426 of June 22.

.. 1 NO.No. 1002.
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;^ f rr) i ... ... ... ARRANGEMENTS RE liV 1\ VEA 1 lB1Ll 1 l

For•Mr._ Wilgress. =
The following paper which deals with the various issues raised in GMC(54)3(lst

Revision) :has. been prepared interdepartmentally to serve as guidance concerning
the issues which are expected to be discussed at the meeting of MrBûnlder OEEC
on July 15th. Although we appreciate that the meeting is taking place
auspices, you will no doubt wish to arrange with Mr• Robertson for appropriate

and 'after other, more normal, methods of dealing with the pro

participation by Canada House in order that they may have the background of these
meetings for any subsequent talks in London with United Kingdom authorities.

Text of paper begins:
(a) Permanent Trade Rules
1. In the light of recent experience it should now be recognized that it is not realis-

tic to expect all countries to accept the same obligations with resPecto t manage
icy. The more highly developed countries can reasonably be expected s
their affairs that there is no persistent tendency to over-impo

é^ Î^countries,

the use of quantitative restrictions on imports should theref regarded

abnormal - a procedure to be used only in case of extreme blem had failed. 1The

iule for such countries might therefore be that quantitative restricti ons
This

course discrimination) were to be avoided, except under a strict escape
iule could however not be applied to countries which are in a chr ^^c^at^e d

tion. This is likely to be the case with under-developed countries
push

e^t.
witli development plans More rapidly ; than the resources `^^^d^ap° ve reasons)
These countries claim - and they probably need (partly if dori^d to

pthe right to use their foreign exchange, resources on goods of first p tY,

use quantitative restrictions (though not of a discriminatorys^^^atet the e^° n

If the general escape clause is drawn broadly enough to acco• weaken the obliga-
tries it will be too broad for the others, be^^^lé to separate out these two tYpea
tions they undertake. It would therefore countries and
of case and have special, fairly loose+ provisions for under-developed

„ is amore stringent provisions for others.

2. The treatment of countries in a "persistent and extreme
creditor Position ted as

côniplicated on`e.
position should be accep

In our view the existence of such a

e sole justification for discrimination in the new trade rules• Yet it must
advan^ge nth ^

nized that in to world of convertible currenci Ç^^hâ i s no normally he
discrimination; in fact there is usually an ge loss ^^

assumption is that lower prices prevÂilcd in the "scarceTU dtTe n^nation t
ô ac^eve

have to be paid 'clsewhere for the ` 8^x f^dy ^geFor
and under con f ^ un

anya worthwhile.results it has to Practiced e number o
currencÿ côndtt^ons would have to be highly organized• If aro^ de each othe ousy
tries discritninate against a persistent creditor they could which did not prevl
trading opportunities - though of an ^m ned convertible there would be a temP'
exist. However, so long as currencies • rices We1e

tation to use them
to buy from the "offending" creditor country if its ps W^cb

r, There would therefore have to be understandings
to prevent th^ ►

lowc
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would not be easy to reach unless the "scarce currency" situation was so extreme
that a large number of currencies again became inconvertible.

3. In considering the scarce currency problem, it should be borne in mind that the
Fund 'Agreement has a scarce currency clause which, if implemented, authorizes
members to impose exchange restrictions on the scarce currency. It would seem
undesirable to set up two authorities to determine when a "scarce currency" situa-
tion exists, and since this is a financial matter the determination should be left to
the Fund. The trade rules might provide, as Article XIV, Section 5(a) of the GATT
now does, that countries may impose trade restrictions having equivalent effect to
exchange restrictions authorized under Section 3(b) of Article VII of the Fund
Agreement.
4. There are several questions relating to the permanent trade rules for developed

countries which will require a great deal of further study. Since views here on these
subjects have not yet crystallised, we would not expect you to raise these questions
formally, but

we would be interested to learn of any opinions bearing on them
which may be expressed at the London meeting. These questions include:
(i)

Should the ban on q.r.'s (apart from an emergency escape clause and some
inevitable agricultural escape clause) be absolute, as we should greatly prefer, or
will it be necessary to recognize in some formal way, that, for political reasons,
even the best-intentioned countries in Europe may have to retain a few? Is the
approach to this problem represented by the OEEC "negative list" the most effec-tive

means of minimizing the dangers? Would it be practicable and preferable to
substitute tariffs for q.r.'s in these few cases?
(ü)

What is the best, or least undesirable, fôrm of agricultural escape clause? How
far will the minimum escape clause needed for U.S.
European needs purposes go towards meeting

(political and otherwise) for protecting domestic agriculture. Can
anYthing be done to limit export subsidies?
(iii)

As for the emergency escape clause, is "prior approval" for its use realldesirable or y
shoald ^eapmcticable amongst the developed or "like-minded" countries? And

pproval for its use be given by the IMF or some other body?
(b) Trade Rulès in the Period of Grace

s 5.
One of the dangers to which the United Kingdom feels exposed in makin

g convertible is that Europeaning ^eu im pean countries will seek to earn dollars by restrict-WIM,
Ports from the 'sterling area; on the other hand, some of the Europeàn

froro é have= ezpressed the fear that the United Kingdom will restrict imports
ni• The maintenance of the European liberalization code disposes of bothse^ of

sh uldf^^d hence makes it easier for progress to be made to convertibility. We
therefore approve thé maintenance in effect of the OEEC code. This implies

acqwescing in continued discrimination against us, but in view of the British ro-Posals regazdin P
such ^sc .,.,. g the long-term trade rules there would now be a terminal date on

nnunation for the countries accepting the rules.
con^s ve^biHtŸ' itse1f establishes a strong economic pressure in favour ofcricn^âdon' ' non-exch^

-, as all convertible currencies are equivalent to dollars. There is no
DEEC ^^^. WhY. the British, for example, should discriminate in favour of

agaunst dollar countries once sterling is convertible (or indeed,
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practicably convertible,, as now) and,, on the other hand, non-resident earners of
sterling have no financial reason'for discriminating in favour of the sterling area
against dollar countries. The maintenance of the OEEC code in conditions of con-
vertibility therefore has the effect of continuing discrimination in financial circum-
stances in which it is clearly inappropriate. This fact constitutes, indeed, some
protection to us as the self-interest of. most of the countries concerned should lead
them to get on to a non-discriminatôry basis of imports in a short time. It is, of
course, essential that the normal forces exerted by convertibility should be allowed
to operate and that there should be no wilful interference with the pressures they
exert on the direction of trade, such as .would be involved for example, in any
attempt to slow up the process of relaxation of discriminatory import restrictions
against dollar goods. This means that, though we should support the maintenance
of the OEEC code in the initial period after convertibility, it would be on the under-
standing that countries will proceed rapidly towards dollar relaxation and that no
attempt will bë made to slow down this process.

Closely'tied in with the question of convertibility and the removal of discrimina-
tory trading practices are the comprehensive bilateral trading arrangements of a
number of countries. These arrangements restrict trade in an uneconomic manner.
Unless a determined effort is made to set aside such practices they are almost cer-
tain to considerably confine the beneficial effects of convertibility. It is also hoped
that the adoption of convertibility and the removal of trade restrictions will not be
accompanied by any trend toward a general increasing of tariffs, although there
may be instances where specific adjustments are warranted.

(d) European Fund

It would not seem appropriate for us to make any special comment under these

headings.
, (e) Institutional Problems

-.1 the 'd i th b 'd e committee between I.M.F. and GA'I'f

tiiese matters (as well as' constituting, in the case of the Fund, a possi risdic-flctng ju

and continue to beLeve that dus propo as men . pe when
.vide a group of manageable size, consisting of operating officials (including,

appropriate, Ministers) to discuss financial and trade problems
together, and seek

for constructive solutions to difficulties which would recognize the respons'é Fund

of â11 "countries. The idea has the great merit that, by operating through ^ ed in

and GATT, which embody the legal obligations which countries have assUl"
ble source of

;`:
We

have support r ea o e n g pro---1 h At Pro rly set up, it would

financé to help countries to observe the rules) any question of con '
adv^-

tion or.working at cross-purposes is avoided. The idea also has the political

tage ôf: not giving special responsibilities to an institution
which is exclusive in

. x ,< . .
. tries tow^ds'charactcr` r_

f ard th ttitudes of other coun^ f<< Howeve, P ^ h makes itsince the idea was ut orw e a • appear

uncertain that this proposal will be accepted. U.S. reas y And the E^o-

tliat thé U.S.`woûld find great difficulty in accepting membership•_ wouldcottee
pean countries obviously, yfear that the establishment of such as at the

ment to

th ttitude app^

the LM.F,-GATT Committee have developed in a way w c
T U-

officials have indicated, .

greatly, reduce the Importance of OEEC, and ^s a
,ar. ...,..r" z r, c -. r,. '

i 1.
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be a drag on their willingness to participate in a general movement towards cur-
rency convertibility. In the circumstances, while we should continue to express our
preference for the I.M.F.-GATT idea, we should do so in a way which indicates an
open mind on this organizational question, and which recognizes the attitudes of
other countries.

We cânnot, however, support a proposal that OEEC should be given some spe-
cial responsibilities of a precise legal character in connection with the trade rules
and the convertibility operation. In spite of the inclusion of the U.S. and Canada as
associate members, the OEEC remains essentially a European

it is essentially indeed for this reason (though also,
^ regional organiza-tion;

ccess
an influential U.S. ear) that the Europeans 'value it. However, the de th ofathe

attachment of the Europeans to the OEEC is impressive and there is a danger that
the move to convertibility will be delayed if they are given the impression that the
organizational arrangements in connection with such a move are designed to push
OEEC aside prematurely. Moreover, there is this real point of substance in the case
the Europeans make - that more progress is likely to be made in maintaining
sensible trade and currency arrangements if discussions on these matters take place
among countries which . feel they have an important interest in world trade and
which are able and willing to be guided by the same code of behaviour.

In all the circumstances the most satisfactory arrangements might be to work
entirely through existing institutions - the I.M.F., GATT and OEEC. The legal
responsibilities in connection with convertibility and the trade rules would belong
to I.M.F. and GATT and one would hope that they would develop more intimaterelationships

with each other. One might also hope for an increase in the effective-
ness of these institutions if there is a major world-wide movement towards freer
currencies and trade.

The moimportant way to strengthen the Fund would be to change the charac-
ter of the Executive Board so that the principal countries were represented by oper-
ating officials

who had some responsibility in financial matters at home and who
^h^ é as Part-time Directors. This could be done without any constitutional

g, merely by scheduling policy meetings of the Board at regular intervals, say6
Or g times a year, The change would of course require agreement among the main

ountries that this was how the Fund should operate.

So fai'as G,qZ-r is concerned, the hope would be that when the organizational
provisions were chang6d•so as to enable the U.S. to ratify the Agreement, the Sec-retariat

would be ' strengthened and closer liaison established with the Fund in
Washington.-, If the proposals are accepted by which there would in effect be twosets of trade rules

- one for the under-developed countries and one for the U.S.,
U•K•, the non=Asian Commonwealth countries, Japan and most of Europe, will be
visetth ,^r for,^^ssion whether GATT should set u p arate machinery to super-e

w e application of the rules by these two groups. For the reasons given earlier,
ould appear desirable but the question cannot be decided now.

The CEpC would remain in existence as an organization in which the members
and associate members'could discuss matters of common concern. It would have nonew responsibi11'ti

eS but no new rivals. If European countries wanted to use it to call
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each other to account in connection with trade arrangements, they would be free to
do so; but they could not in this way by-pass GATT or the Fund. If these institu-
tions, functioned effectively one would expect to see a gradual diminution in the

role of OEEC. Text ends.
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Permanent Delegation to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Paris, July 20, 1954

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Reference: Our telegram No. 540 of July 19.1'

MINISTERIAL @CAMINATION GROUP ON CONVERTIBILITY
the

Attached are four copies of the texts of two statements which I made at
meeting of the Ministerial Examination Group on Convertibility which met in

London on July 15 and 16.
L.D. WILGRESS

(PttCE JOINTE 11ENCLOSURe 11

Déclaration du représentant permanent auprès du Conseil

.to l Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

y Permanent Representative to North Atlantie Council
and OEEU

MINISTERIAL EXAMINATION GROUP ON CONVERTIBILITY,

I.oNDON, JULY15/54

I have been instructed to make clear the position of
the Canadian Gofoe^e^et

on this important subject of the permanent trade rules. There is no needa large pro-
stress the importance of this question for my country. Canada derives greater t^^
portion of her national income from external trade. Our total trade is grdom. Our
that of any other country except the United States and the United King
trade interests are world•wide. f.,

ed
it is true that a largej proportion of our trade is conduct

wen éXp°enenCe
namely, the United States and -Western Europe, but we have had rec

f the di
our trading interests too much in e1^er °f

o , sadvantages of concentrating,,
Important though these trading areas are to us, we

these two ateas. I
would not wis

to sec them'emphasized to the exclusion of the interests of
our trade with other

pâtts of the world. .;.. auent trade
., .^^ It follows from this that the Canadian Government cons id and ad^^tered by a
Mes, as being . conceived purely on a world-wide basi
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world-wide organization.
We are in favour of making use of existing organizations.

We feel that they should be adapted and strengthened to meet the needs of the new
situation which will arise when the currencies of certain countries become converti-
ble. We could not contemplate having the trade rules administered by a body of
which we are not a full member. Nor could we consider entrusting this task to a
body which was not representative of many of the important areas with which we
are desirous of expanding our trade. In other words, we can not conceive of a mat-
ter so important to our national interest as the trade rules being administered by a
body which does not have world-wide representation.

The only existing organization dealing with trade which is of a world-wide char-
acter is the GATT. The articles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade are
to be reviewed by the Contracting Parties at a session which is to be held later this
year. This affords the opportunity of adapting the GATT to the new situation and
incorporating in the General Agreement the trade rules which will be operative in
the period after the currencies of certain countries become convertible. These trade
rules can be made as stringent as possible for the countries whose currencies have
become'convertible. There will have to be escape clauses for countries in balance
of payments difficulties and whose currencies therefore remain inconvertible, but
these should be kept under constant review and subject to clearly defined criteria,
certain of which could be based on determinations by the International Monetary
Fund. There will also have to be special provision for the underdevelo
tries, as envisaged in ' paragraph 15 of the United Kingdom memorand m^oThe
membership of these underdevelo countries •
the trade rules

will, therefore, no^fect the application gof lmore n stringent
adnûnistering

^0ng the more limited group of "like-minded" countries, to which referen el is
made in the paper before us.

We believe that the GATT can be made to work, and that it can be adapted to the
Pwpose of administering the trade rules in the new situation. What is needed is not
oNy a'review of the substantive provisions of the General Agreement, but also of
the organiiational provisions under which the meetings of the Contracting Parties
now take place. In particular, there will be the need for a strong standing committee
which can be called together on short notice. What is still$e workin , more important will be
have r^ g out of effective co-operation between all of the organizations which

ponsibilities in the field of international trade and finance. This applies
Particulazly to co-operation between the GATT and the International Monet
Fund, wmchis the question raised under sub-paragra h( of ara ra h 2 ^PaPer before^ qs, P^ p g p 9 of the
ments The Fund is the only organization dealing with international pay-which i
°ut effecs constituted on a world-wide basis. We believe it is possible to work

tive rneans of co-operation between the GATT and the Fund.
We wôûld also like to see more' effective co-o ration between

not ^ and the OEEC in order that the aims and objectives of
the GATT, the

srou
one organization maynd rus

be f s^t^th^s table by^e actions of another. Most of the countries represented
tions, are either members or associate members of all three organiza-

$elk w^ Ôould make it feasible to work out effective co-operation between
believe it should be possible for those members of the OEEC who
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are not now Contracting Parties to the GATT to become members of that organiza-
tion after the review of GATT takes place.

It is important that while we should 'aim high in the sense of bringing about as
soon as circumstances permit the freest possible conditions for multilateral trade
and pâyments, we should be realistic in'realizing that we can not all at once achieve
that goal. The new trade'rules of GATT should, therefore, be designed to take full
account of the necessities for the interim period, although giving the GATT organi-
zation authority to see that not only the basic rules but also the exceptions for the
interim period are strictly adhered to. Close co-operation with the International
Monetary Fund and the OEEC will be an essential element in the discharge of this
responsibility to be placed upon GATT.

I shall not deal with the complicated question of the treatment of countries in a
"persistent and extreme creditor position", except to say that in our view the exis-
tence of such a position should be accepted as the sole justification for discrimina-
tion when formulating the new trade rules.

Closely tied in with the question of convertibility and the removal of discrimina-
tory I trading practices are the comprehensive bilateral trading arrangements of a
numbei of countries. These arrangements restrict trade in an uneconomic manner.
Unless a determined effort is made to set aside such practices, they are almost cer-
tain to confine considerably the beneficial effects of convertibility.

It is also hoped that the adoption of convertibility and
the removal of trade

increase of tar-tar-
réstrictions will not be accompanied by any trend toward a general
iffs, although there may be instances where specific adjustments are warranted and
may indeed be desirable as the only practical means of doing away with certain

, .
ôrganization that fulfils the conditions we require for e a rm

that.the . permanent trade, rules must be of world-wi e app n
g

âdmmistered by a wôrld-wide organization. We see no possibility of trani^t^ , a
^^'ly§I rës"'onal body such as - the OEEC into such a world-wide o g usting, feel every effort should be made to adapt and strengthenthori one the tcadettiat wê

, ^
d nistra

,To sum up, Mr. Chairman, the consi e •d lication, and must be
It ` »' ° " 1 0 ' _ •d red view of the Canadian Go,

quanptative restrictions.:
,The field of tariffs, therefore, should not be neglected. This is a field in which

GAIT has pioneered, having beén the first `organization to sponsor tariff negotia-
tionson a multilateral basis: The stabilization of tariffs that has resulted from the
Geneial. Âgrecment on Tariffs and Trade has been of great benefite tariffs should be
rneice: When conditions are opportune, further attempts to reduce not
mâdeûnder the auspices of GATT. This should go hand in hand with -
re ûdice the main objective of freeing world trade from the impediments of qu^p .jtitative restrictions and other arbitrary barriers to trade. erntlent is

niles' il :.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 2lENCLOSURE 2j

-Déclaration du représentant permanent auprès du Conseil
de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Statement by Permanent Representative to -North Atlantic Council and OEEC

''MINISTERIAL EXAMINA77ON GROUP ON CONVERTIBILTIY,

LONDON, JULY 15154

The code of liberalization is a matter for consideration by the Members of
OEEC, but perhaps an associate member of the Organization may be permitted a
few observations.

We think the code has been a good thing in securing a start, albeit on a regional
basis, in the removal of quantitative restrictions. The Canadian Government has
always had certain reserves about the regional character of EPU and the OEEC
liberalization system. These reserves were founded on the tendency - which we
feared - that progress toward a freer system of trade and payments and a viable
European economy would be restricted to the potentialities of the weakest econo-
mies. We have been gratified, however, to see in the past months that both EPU and
the liberalization code have not been administered with these regional objectives in
mind and that it is accepted to be in the interests of all OEEC countries that each
country should proceed at its own best pace in moving toward convertibility and
the rationalization of its economy. It is our firmly held view that this is the right
course to follow.

It is with these thoughts in mind that we approach the question of the continua-
tion of the code in the intericn period. In the interim period the problems of trade
liberalization in Europe will no longer be on the same regional basis as at present.
Economic forces will preclude regionalism. As soon as some currencies are made
convertible, ±discrimination against goods from other convertible areas become
meaningless. It is ° in the best interests of European countries to get rid of such
discrimination as :qtiickly as possible in order to reduce their import bills and
rationalize their pnce structures. Accordingly, if this apparently irrefutable logic is
accepted, the'OEEC liberalization code assumes a very different aspect.

In our^ew, the most important feature of the code in the interim period is its
non-discrimination ^article. In the interests of preserving European co-operation,
this feature of the Code'must be maintained. We realize that the acceptance of nôn-discrimination on the

dfficulties for these cpoqn^n butothe alternative n o non-discrimination
sort term

^ acce n can hardly
lon ptable to them, and in our view, could not be considered in their short org ter'

lntere'sts. The continuation of the code with its non-discrimination article
may involve measures of support

country, The 'Provision of ttus sunonvertible currencies varying from country

objective of assisting the inconvertible countries to on ertib
administ ration

o and a wider s^
tero of trade and payments will provide a difficult, but essential task for the OEEC.
^t^ch task for which OEEC, by its nature and experience is well suitedwill J and oneof Europ^. p. roe,a challenge for the Organization as well as a test of the success

peration.
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To sum up our views, Mr. Chairman, they are:
1. That the liberalization code should be maintained with special reference to its

non-discrimination article.
2. That whatever forms of European co-operation are necessary should be predi-

cated on the acceptance of this principle.
3. That the OEEC in providing the forum for this difficult but most rewarding task

of European co-operation should bear constantly in mind the broader efforts on a
world-wide front toward the objectives of a freer system of multilateral trade and
payments.

Finally, I would say that like the United States, we are anxious to continue Can-
ada's present fruitful association with the OEEC.

650.
DEA/4901-Q-40

; La délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation Io North Atlantic Council and OEEC

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LEI7ER No. 2199 Paris, July 20,1954

CoNFtnErrrtAL

Reference: Our telegram No. 540 of July 19.t, . .

fions t6 the Deputies in reply to their questions on trade issues posed in GM .
C

ned in

OEEC MINISTERIAL EXAMINATION GROUP, ON CONVERT[BILTfY,

CHURCH HOUSB, LONDON, JULY .15 AND 16 ,

, Although nothing spectacular occurreci during the Ministers' Deliberations in
their Examination Group Meetings on July 15 and 16, they provided the nece^^aY
Ministerial approval of the line of action which had germinated in the Dep
meetings in June. The one issue which might have given rise to a spectacular divi-
sion of opinion, the organizational issue, was not discussed independently. It Was
put off till the end of the meeting when there was no time to discuss it. The nature
of the 'organizational issue was clarified by the, debate on the trade and

pay
ot^suff

questions but it was clearly not ripe for Ministerial pronouncements
ciently urgent to require discussion. - ^: .. ments arrange-
2. The more urgent issues were those concerning trade and pay caration of instru

ments. These,were discussed separately with a view to the prep 54^3^

• ' ues conta^
1stlevision, para 29 a-d, and in reply to questions on payments iss

P
texts of these instructions were sent tosamé document..Theâra h 29e of thegmP

you in our, telegram No. 540.

Tradt Issues s = ^
•" ` '' • ed at d bate on trade issues with a Su^

r 8tnârÿ of points on which he thought members were in gene
a3: Mr. Butler (U.K. and Chairman) open e e • .t reement.
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Member countries were generally agreed:

Jmenprôblein connection with the application of trade rules. Proper consulonrequired a ^

(i) on -the . future elimination of Quantitative Restrictions with internationally
agreed exceptions;
(ii) on the policy of avoiding discrimination except in instances in which a cur-

rency had been declared scarce;
(iii) on the need for a transitional period of time after some countries had made

their currencies convertible to allow policies in (i) and (ii) to be fully applied;
(iv) in the transitional period, there must be no falling back and reversion to less

enlightened trade and payments arrangements than presently existed. (Mr. Butleremphasized that the U.K. regarded this as very important);
(v) that there was a need for international credit which might come from the IMF

or from a Special European Fund on which the U.K. had made proposals;
(vi) that there was a need for exchange rate stability and the avoidance of com t-

itive depréciation; pe

(vii) that there
was a need for. a forum in which trade and payments questions

could be discussed together.
4. Mr. Butler went on to give his own view that much of what is needed to brin g

these points of general agreement into effective operation was to be found in theGATT. What was
needed was a "change of heart" to make the GATT internationalrules

work and a need to extend the effective operation of the rules over a widerarea. There would also have to be a consideration of the changes needed in theinternational rules; this would be undertaken in the review of GATI' later in theYear. Mr.
Butler went on to stress the U.K. view that the OEEC Code must be

maintained until it is subsumed at the end of the transitional period. It was neces-
Say to secüre in the OEEC Code the principles on which all were agreed.S.Mr^ .►'an der Kieft (Netherlands speaking for Benelux), began his remarks with a
reiteration ôf Benelux views on the need for discussion of internal policies and

good organization. Benelux felt the proper organization to under-
^e ^s task was the OEEC expanded by including the Associate Members and thBrnish Dominions, e
6. uThe OEEC Code was an abasis for

'W ed aftei convertibility,
appropriate the international trade rules

r

iag the rules The Organization should investigate means for mak.-
more stringent on a restricted basis. A European Fund should be set upto pern^t t!1e.continuati

apPlied on of non-discrimination binconvertible cou '
for balance of payments reasons shoul

by n^es. QRs
^on and their d only be permitted after consulta-size the B -... pe^od of application should be strictly limited. He went on to empha-

enelux view that any further reduction in Quantitative Restrictions
doubt ^ on^reducdons of tariffs by high tariff countries.

1 Whe^eT theNgb tanff l present Benelux level of liberationIc uld^be mantainedif
evels were maintained.

elinji van der Kieft `âg^ that discrimination '^
h e accordance with ummitments in the GATI'

the
and the IM .F However,e s^d Without elaboratin thatg^ some restri t' • , ,c ions rmght have to oc mamtained.
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On the question of bilateralism, the Benelux countries felt that there was a need for
concerted action to reduce bilateralism in Europe, but there was need for further
study on bilateralism outside Europe. Bilateral arrangements with countries outside
Europe might be unavoidable. In any case time would be required to get rid of

them.
.8. Mr. Krag

(Denmark for Scandinavia), followed the general line taken by
Benelux. He favoured an OEEC solution to the organiza tion

mea-
sures should be a measure of last resort after previo
sures by both creditors and debtors. The OEEC Codm shou ld

of b
e cont inued

morebt was
emphasized that as more progress was made in the re

QRs the

necessary to give closer consideration to other forms of restriction: tariffs, state

trading, artificial aids etc.
9. On the question of dollar restrictions, Mr. Krag thought that the OEEC free list

should in principle, be extended to dollar'goods and 'discrimination ended. The
sed to bilateralism, but, on the other

Scandinavian countries were, in principle, oppo
hand, the complete banning of bilateral arrangements' mig ht under

this question.
stances serve to reduce trade. There was need for furth tudY of

but care
10. M. Petitpierre (Switzerland), felt that converti bility

and in conditions which
must be taken that it be acÔ e nomic expansion. Switzerland was in favour of
permitted a continuation eco
maintaining OEEC as an instrument of European co-operation and as the institution
for solving trade and payments problems. OEEC should be enlarged to include

other like-minded countries.

^1' 1. M. Petitpierre
said there were many intermediary methods of achiev^né ri^

^is.ertibiliry and it was not essential that all countries
d state exactly what it intends to

What was necessary was that each country should.
arrangements.

do in order that.OEEC could make appropriate international situa'

12. Mr. Bur
g
ess (United States Treàsury), referred to the greatly improved

since last May. He' cited increases in gold reserves
tion and outlook in Europe

,

econo
in ^e

increased dollar liberalization and the continuation of sound internale policies. ^c
U.S. the economic adjustment was proceeding normally and the p

- outlook was reassuring.
or anizâtional issue, Mr. Burgess said that the U.S. was S^^°a ion

13. On the g wished to maintain lt
belief that the OEEC should continue. The U.S. t111

•th OEEC and be hoped that Canada would do likewise. It as
the U.S. ôrg^.

vv^ idi laced on
after convertibility was achiev^e sho d^ n^^ but there was no pe^to
tions (the GATT and IMI^ T

rset` un new committees or to
h
superimpose an IMF/GATT Advisory Bo^d•

I' ' of bilateralism, the U.S. Government felt it w^ v' ôfl bilat^^
^ 14 On the -urgence

agr^etnents in Europe. Mr. Bur b li on the part of countries which con^n

tant'that ,convertibility should not be associated with any m
the

^
' " " . ' `d it was questionable whe^er , ued 0

should support moves to converti ^ ry r ;^..
^ - - L'lateral ^rrangements.'

a f . . . . . . . ,. _ . ^.l • ) . . . . . '

.. .



15. On the question of persistent,creditors, it was the U.S. view that Article VII of
IMF and the relevant ,GATT articles should provide adequate provisions. Their
application depended on good will.

16. M. Nicholaedes (Greece), agreed that discrimination against the dollar area
should be ended. Speaking for his own country and for "other non-represented
countries", he said that the abolition of bilateral arrangements was not possible.

17. Mr. Erhard (Federal Republic), said that in principle, his Govenunent felt that
it would be preferable if there could be world-wide trade rules administered by a
world-wide organization. He did not think this was realistic; what he was con-
cerned about was "pragmatic progress". This led him to the conclusion that trade
rules should be drawn up for a more selective group of like-minded countries. The
OEEC Code should be the basis for establishing these new and more stringent trade
rules. Special attention must be paid to the escape clause provisions: no country
should be permitted to reintroduce QRs for balance of payments reasons without
prior approval. As he saw it, the position after some countries moved to converti-
bility should be that: (i) the Code should continue to be applied by inconvertibles;(ii)

the convertible countries should increase their percentage of liberalization.
18.

On the question of dollar discrimination, Mr. Erhard felt that the present diver-
gence of treatment between Europe and the dollar area was no longer justified.
Gradual progress in dollar liberalization was an essential preparatory move to
convertibility.

19• Mr. Erhard said that bilateralism was incompatible with convertibility; there
were, however, difficult problems in connection with OEEC countries' relations
with third countries. He recommended that OEEC should study this question.
Agreeinent should be reached in OEEC for an early elimination of bilateralagreements. `

20. M Faure (France), said his Government agreed with the objective of converti-
bilitY. It could not take the step to convertibility, however, until it had covered itsrisks.

The French government realized that it could not hold back other countries
which wished to*make their currencies convertible but he expressed the hope that
^eY would not take unilateral decisions without bearing in mind their effects on the
weakef countties. In this connection he stressed the great importance he attached to
^e f0rmation of a European

In rebuttal to some^ the
Fund

viewsl which ha^ources.
(U•^ Board of Trade) said that the trade rules and o gan

ex ssed
izpatreional,i^ues should nott

ôn°nfused• There would be plenty for OEEC as an organization to do in con nec-with the da' yowé to day consideration of commercial problems. The trade rules
hver, which must be of world-wide application would have to be thb'litY of an `or ' ^ e responsi-22 on ganizatiôn with appropriate world-wide membership.

UK• viewthe question of the reapplication of QRs, Mr. Thornycroft reiterated the
^asul that it is 'not practically possible to consult before a 1 in '

^hon +would'give rise to s pp y g QRs. Pnor
23. pecula•̂on.

^e question of tariffs, he said that there-was "no question" of the U.K.atu19
the liberalization of QRs against tariff reductions. The U.K. was, how-

prepazid<o`'°'continue GATT tariff negotiations with U.S. articipat'p ^on. With
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regard to bilateralism, thë U.K.'agreed, in general with Mr. Erhard, that in principle
bilateral arrangements should be abolished, but the problems connected with their
abolition needed further study which should be undertaken by OEEC. Further study
at official level was also required regarding desirable changes to be introduced in

the Liberalization Code.
24. Mr. Waugh (U.S.) said that the United States was not seeking the reduction of

discrimination at the expense of European. liberalization. It was, however, their
view that the European situation had improved to such an extent that further steps
should be taken to eliminate discrimination. In this connection, he hoped that
OEEC could prepare a "global liberalization programme" for the next Ministerial

Council.
25. On the control of deliberalization, Mr. Waugh considered that the new OEEC

trade rules (i.e. the revised OEEC Code), should provide for the elimination of
discrimination for convertibles, and for practical measures which would enable
inconvertible countries to reduce barriers and make progress toward convertibility.

26. Mr. Waugh said that the U.S. had given considerable attention to the problem
co-

of co-operation between the GATT and the Fund. This was essential. Improved f^e
operation might be achieved by strengthening the administrative machinery of
GATT, and by improving the consultative machinery. (Me U.S. have in mind thewould
creation of a GATI' Standing Committee in Washington). He said the Fund.
put forward concrete proposals at the next meetings of the GATT a

27. Mr. Waugh reiterated U.S. support for OEEC and, without Wei lo He his
pôint, said that he hoped the OEEC would be given `appropnate po w".
comed unilateral tariff reductions arranged through consultation with OEEC (
hâd been suggested), but he emphasized that GATT was the principle body for

tariff negotiations. the texts
28. In connection with the debate on trade issues; I made two statements, ese

of which were sent to you under cover of our letter No. 2188 of July 20: Thfor world-wide
contained a rather forthright exposé of our views on the necessity s^tement in
trade rules administered by the I GATT. We felt it wise to make a strong
view of the strongly held and expressed views of the continental tmentnamong the

ing an OEEC solution: My remarks gaverise to some disappoln roach
continentals, but I think they gave useful support to the world-wide aPP
which had been put forward by the U.K. and U.S.

Conclusions uirement for Shou d
29. The instructions given to the Deputies recognizeô^ i^ralizati

wide trade rules but express the view that the OEEC Code
^ for a transitional period during which world-wide rules

be mamtamed at3 least inci le, for the con0•
would not be in full ôperation". This.represents a defeat, in prét hoWever

.,.

. We

ne ntal côuntries and the OEEC solution. Theyi have not ement of the end0^^
,^;, ,,.

expect that théu efforts will now be d Would
Çode•TheY reject any direct mention of the fact that it will be subsume d

theYtrârtsitional period. It might be suspected that their present have reluctotly

be to prolong the "transitional period" indefinitely. Although they eu u^ost

ted the principlé of world trade rules, they may be expected to do th
^P
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to maintain the practical administration of the OEEC rules for as long as possible.
This will have to be closely watched. -

30. The Deputies have been instructed to suggest amendments to the Code to pro-
vide for. increased liberalization. Benelux, and the Scandinavians are insisting,
however, that any further progress in liberalization must be preceded by reductions
of other barriers to trade, i.e. state trading, tariffs, etc. These may provide difficult
negotiating problems for the Deputies. It seems unlikely that they will have any
more success than they have had in the past in resolving the tariff question.
31. The Deputies are also instructed to consider "what further concrete steps could

be proposed to the Ministerial Council in November for the further abolition of
quantitative restrictions both onintra-European trade and on trade with the dollar
area." There seems to be fairly general agreement on the inevitability (and there-
fore desirability) of the removal of dollar discrimination when some currencies are
made convertible. It may be expected, however, that the continental countries will
be wrâcking their brains in order to secure a quid pro quo from North America. So
far, they have apparently not been able to think of a practical one on which they
could insist. Although there are constant reminders of the necessity for a more lib-eral U.S. commercial policy, these are not put forward hopefully.
Payments Issues

32. The discussion on payments problems centred on the question of the need for
a European Fund after the liquidation of EPU. There was general agreement on the
need for such a fund and on the desirability of having it accessible to, and adminis-
tered by all OEEC countries. The question of universal contributions to the Fund
was approached with more hesitancy. So far no creditors have agreed to contribute
more than their temporary rights to OEEC assets on liquidation and it appears
likely that this position will be maintained. As the technical details of the proposed
Fund had not received any.study in OEEC, there was no conclusive debate on the
subject, but a number of Ministers presented'views on some of the principles which
Inight be studied.

33. The Examination Group had before it an Italian memorandum
you under cover of our letter No. 2119 of July 13),t proposing a Fund endowed
with resources of at least one billion dollars ($271 million EPU assets, $229 millionadditional

U.S. contribution, $500 million from EPU members). This proposal was
not discussed seriously although

M. Faure, of course, supported it strongly.
34. Following is a summary of the debate:

F nd Erhard
(F^eral Republic), was in agreement with I the proposal for a European

but he felt`strongly that its charter should not include what he regarded^asson1e of the ' faults' of the EPU Agreement. S ificall Euroanahould nôt P^ Y^ Europe an credit
^^8^ted âutômatically and credit should be short term credit. With

regard to the asse-4 of the Fund, he suggested they should comprise the assets ofEPU on liqüidation
The convertible countries need do no more th an accept a tem-^°rary renunciatiôn of their rihts to 17p"8 ussets.
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35. With regard to the wôrking of the Fund, Mr. Erharde had
principles of a

suggestion
make: that it be administered in accordance Princ

nomic system. v "

'36. Mr.Krag
(Denmark for Scandinavia), was in favour of a European Fund open

disregarding difficulties, made
to non-convertibles and also ""to countries which,
their currencies convertible". He emphasized that se a^ lablemlthrough EPU. Mr.
^a^an countries from IMF were smaller than Fund should be made as automatic
Krag thought drâwing rights from the European
as possible.
i 37. Mr. Maudling (U.K.), reviewed the proposal made by his Governmentnt in u^their

a
memorandum GMC(54)1. He felt that the European Fund would no tearing
monthly compensation mechanism as was the case for EPU . The

ldlbe sufficient tots of the Fund s

, was in agreement with e • •
^;41." M. Nicholaedcs (Greece)

'ted the Greek view that the OEEC countries sh ^ fa dfi^es,
exceptron. He reitera uests for cre ^at 0^C
°° • the IMF in c,ônnection with their req

should.be the body wrth responsibihty or g- , „ lum), ^
officials in Washington could make rapid decis ions . Mr. ^en^B^lan der i^eft

was at his side, frowned and squirmed noticeably in his sea
t

uttered this Benelux heresy. a, 1 TIC proposals with one

could be taken over by the market. The asse felt
ensure 'progress in liberalizing trade, but in case of difficrueldty ^^h u be stn'ctly
countries should have first recourse to the IMF. European Fund, in his opinion,
short term credits and not fully automatic. The European
should be modeled on the IMF. Fund should be
38. The original U.K. proposal suggested that the European

reserved to non-convertible countries. They now accepted the views of others that it

should be open to all EPU countries. ^ for a European Fund
.-3

1
9. Mr. ,van der Kief t(Benelux), agreed with the proposal

was convinced that it was necessary. He agreed to the use of EPU assets on

liq
uidation to form its resources. The Fund should be open to all EPU members but

s uld mainly be used to support those countries which h ad
f

ncourage
acil

imoves
ties

rc, Credit should not be automatic but should be used
convertibility and non-discrimination.

+ -.40. On the question of exchange rates, Mr. van der Kieft felt that this matter was

adequately dealt with in the MF rules and there was no reason to alter 1 eratinS his
ment them. He again raised the question of the reapplication of Q.At this point
view that there should be prior approval before reapplication.
moved sharply away from the 'agreed Benelux, line by ini a n^é permanent, ... f ting prior approval . ho

collectrve approach to^.,.
He a that the offic ial approâch would have to be unilateral, but Ir t

mi t`acrcen reqûirements beforehaüd. Ke jid
^ the reappli^tion of QRs•

^ 42^ He thçn refcrred to the Benelux position
fore

on
lication The soluti c^ for

qulred before .not ^grç^ that prior approval was re tta
'sional reapplication together with the immediate subnussion of abe a provi

reapplication to the appropriate organization.
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43. M. Faure (France), agreed with the proposal for a European Fund but was not
prepared to discuss it until it had been studied by the Deputies. There could be no
return to convertibility without a European Fund. He emphasized the necessity for
a Fund with adequate resources and, at this point expressed his agreement with the
Italian proposal for a Fund of $1 billion as a basis for study.
44. Mr. Stassen (FOA), was pleased to note the general agreement on the need for

a European Fund which was designed to promote further liberalization, and the
move to , convertibility. While the precise form of the Fund would have to be
worked out in the Deputies, he put forth the following tentative U.S. views:

(i) The European Fund should be a subordinate agency of OEEC.
(ü) All OEEC members should be members of the Fund and have access to it.
(iii) The management should be vested in a Managing Board similar to that of

EPU.
(iv) Credit should be short term.
(v) Credit granted by the European Fund should be in convertible currency and

there should be no bilateral restrictions on its use. The European Fund should be a
device for supplying credit on a multilateral basis.
(vi)

The European Fund should be regarded as a supplement and not a substitutefor Il14g,

(vii) The U.S. agrees to the transfer of EPU assets to a new European
on the condition that such a new Fund could be demonstrated^ ro

Fund bu t
vide aneffective

instrument for trade liberalization and progress to convertibility.45. Mr. Stassen also expressed the view that the European Fund might provide a
forum for maintaining close links between the consideration of trade, finance and
internal problems. He felt that it would be a definite advantage if all OEEC mem-
bers cotttributed to the assets of the Fund. He thought it should be possible to create
a European Fund which could prevent the re-emergence of bilateralism.
Conclusion
46. The

Ministers, in their instructions to the Deputies, "agreed that there should
f^ ^f ble in Europe a source of credit administered by the OEEC whether in the

a European Fund or otherwise, available to all Member countries in the
constitution of which all.should participate".'They instructed the Deputies to re-p^e proposals: _. , P
47. The

Miriisters also agreed that "it was d es i rableapproach the
^g in order to ascertain^informally what facilities the IMF is 1 keldto offer. The y

of pEEC'_ y.also agreed that the Deputies should discuss the credit requirementscountries and the facilities likely to be available.114.Future Wor
48.

k x
Itisex

^g next ^t^ that Ellis-Rees, Chairman of the Deputies will call a brief ineet-
Week to turn over formally to the Secretariat the preparatory work which

etfi tisters instructed the Deputies to undertake. Ellis-Rees and robabl manof the other p Y Y
n^^v^ will be absent on holiday from Paris for a month or sixweeks. It is, then-F., re, unlikely that here will be further discussions on convertibil-



scheduled for November. -

ity issues until the second half of September and perhaps not until after the IMF
meetings. The Deputiés will, however, have to prepare proposals for a meeting of

the Ministerial Examination Group before the next Ministerial Council which is
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reference dealing with 11113 problem.
Membet`countries. The Joint Trade and Payments min

, . { .,

4.^ In paragraph 4; the Ministers instructed the Deputies to cons
discrintel

a° collective approach to the removal of dollar
Can }formulate rms ofI,%- rttee already h

orgânization. r t `^ 'der whether they.
iffs are the responsibility of GATT and cannot be discuss pro

.^^ • .
^on

^.^ onthexdesuability of discuss^ng taillis at all in OEE. e offset to
_) ^^ ^., . . : .are anxtous to discuss the lowering of tariffs by hi tariff countries as an

maintain that tar-
increased liberalization. Thé U.K. and other high t ed Otably in a regional

preparation of a European Commodiucs List shou , division of opln-
terms ôf rtference are undertaken. As you know: there is a^sh^ ^ P w tariff countries

ties ' agreed that the work being underta en n IA I,^ completed before new
peen ând dollararea trade could usefully take place wrthrn t the

•" k ' the Trade Committee on

examination of tarnff problems in the context o eir g h pEEC". The Depu-

ous mandates is giving acuve consi cca o that, an
ln^ paragraph 3, the Ministers referred to the tariff é%^ effect on intra-Euro-

f th•

••• 'd tl n to tlus problem.

order to provide for an mcrease is i rev^-
ments to trade other than quantitative restrictions". The Steering Board under p

being undertaken by various committces o
ties to, "examine the arnendments which might be made to the OEEC Code, in

• ' ' l'lxralitation and action in relation to impedi-

15 and 16.
2) Most of the studies to which reference was made in GMC(54)6 ct the Depu-

• ' f OEEC Paragraph 2 m

reference contained in GMC(54)5 and GM (16•
Ministerial instructions to the Deputies following their meeting

in London on July

A short meeting of the Deputies o e;n out the terms of
vertibility took place on July 29 to discuss the means of carry g

• C 54 These documents contain the

, O

f th M' 'sterial Examination Group on Con-

Paris, August 6, 1954

CoN^cDErmAi.

Reference: Our letter No. 2199 of July 20.

^ Mp,nSIER1AI, BXAMINATION GROUP ON CONVERT[BILITY
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5. Paragraph 5 requests the Deputies to consider what further concrete steps can
be proposed for consideration by the Council of OEEC when it meets at Ministerial
level in November both on Intra-European Trade and on trade with the dollar area.
The Deputies felt that this request was also covered under previous terms of refer-
ence of the Steering Boarxi and the Joint Trade and Payments Committee.
6. In paragraph 6, the' Ministers instructed the Deputies to study the conditions

under which it will be possible for countries which are unable to return immedi-
ately to convertibility'to continue to implement the obligations of the OEEC Code,
i.e. not to discriminate against the convertible OEEC countries in the transitional
period. Since the question of non-discrimination is closely linked with 'the credit
facilities which will be available to non-convertible countries, the Deputies felt that
preparatory work on this subject would not be profitable until there had been a
further study ôf the proposal for a European Fund. They, therefore, agreed to post-
poné a consideration of the OEEC Code in the transitional period until their next
meeting in October.

7. Paragraph 7 requests the Deputies to examine whether it is possible to lay down
principles. in regard to the use of bilateral agreements by Member countries. The
U.K: Delegation agreed to submit a paper early in September containing their
views on bilateral agreements as a basis for discussion at the next meeting of the
Deputies.

8. In GMC(54)5, the Ministers requested their Deputies to prepare proposals on a
European Fund. As this was originally a U.K. proposal, the U.K. Delegation
offered to prepare a paper setting forth their views. The Italian Deputy also thought
that his Government would wish to provide a paper on this subject. Both of these
papers will probably be available early in September.

9. It was agreed that the next meeting of the Deputies should take place on Octo-
ber 13, 14 and 15. The Deputies made no arrangements for new studies on the
Organizational question. This does not imply that the continental countries are los-
mg their attachment to an OEEC solution. In private conversation with representa-
uveS of the Swiss and Belgian Delegations, we gathered that they still intend to
support the continuance of a strong OEEC and that they hope to secure for this
Organization; nt least in the transitional period, a large measure of responsibility on
We questions.

-I10.
Most of the Deputies will be on holiday for the rest of August and the early

W^^nSeptember. Many of them will be attending the Fund and Bank Meeting in
obli gton toward the end of September. It is for this reason that they were

gedtopostpone the next meeting of the Deputies" until mid-October.

K.J. BURBRIDGE...^ .. <
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CONFIDEMïAL`

au sous-secrétaire d État aux A,uires extérieures

DEPUIIF.S OF THE MINISTERIAI. EXAMINATiON GROUP ON CONVERTIBII.TTY

Maintenance of the OEEC Code of Liberalization in the Transitional Period
It had not been expected, prior to the Deputies', Meeting that much could be

transacted on the Agenda item entitled: `The Maintenance of the Code in the Tran-

sitional Period". Most delegations, even those most concerned with the "OEEC
âpproach" to the institutional question, had rather regretfully admitted that the dis-
cussion was premature and that the best that could be hoped for would be a provi-
sion for close liaison between OEEC and the Contracting Parties during the review
session. In fact, however, an interesting debate developed which raised some of the
essential problems of liaison and co-operation which will face OEEC and GATT in
the trânsitional and final periods.

^2. M. Marjolin set the tone of the discussion by stating succinctly the main preoc-
cupations of OEEC in connection with the transitional period and the final period
after some currencies are made convertible. As a point of departure he emphasized
the European view that the introduction of convertibility must not be achieved at
the expense of a reduction of European trade.
3,f In the transitional period it was recognized that a measure of discrimination

would continue; it would take time to break it down and unravel the bilateral agree-
ments which in some cases linked countries' trading arrangements in

important that
discrimin

the
a-
y

tory channels. With regard to the GATT ^tmde of discrimination dwv ►S
should provide for the continuation of sary elements

the transitional period.
4. In the final period after convertibility the main question was whether OEEC

could or should rovide a means for developing a stric^e ^s (toeTT Wo
would

,would enforce among incroscivc3, ujiu, ...... ^...--- - ruies
Hem Marjolin referred to the limitation on the development

of strict
related pr °C

(iATT due to the position of underdeveloped countries etc. Another the
cupâtion of somé European countries in connection with the final Pe tical o

W^

of the
possible emergence of extrem e creditors (i.e. the U.S.). ^F c au e could not be
implementation of the IMF scarce currency clause. If tlu ossible,

made to function it was difficult to imagine satisfactory solutions. It w ô^scrimi-
, tn; ht simply be forced ,^d

a return to bilateral arrangements.
ire illegally, or they tmght o

but most undesirable that Eur̂ofl
^ nto a gencral retreat from liberahzauon,_.,
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5. It was most important that these problems should be given some thought in
OEEC before negotiations in the GATT solidified into final texts.' He pointed out
that there was not at present any specific mandate for a consideration of these
problems although the Ministers had provided for their study in para 6 of
GMC(54)6. M. Ockrent (Benelux) proposed that work should be undertaken as
soon as possible on the 'preparation of OEEC trade rules appropriate for the transi-
tional period when the European Fund would come into operation. He clearly
emphasized that the new OEEC rules would have to be in conformity with the new
GATT rules, but they would also permit a higher and stricter level of enforcement
than would, in his view, be possible in GATT.

6. Ockrent's idea, of course, is that OEEC, with stricter trade rules to enforce,
would become the operative organization in European trade matters during the
transitional period. If this were accepted the OEEC would, on the financial side,
have a European Fund to operate and on the trade side, a set of trade rules. Thus,
the future of OEEC would be assured at least for the transitional period - and
transitional periods have a habit of prolonging themselves.

7. Ockrent also has views - though less explicit ones - on the final period. He
would like to have a set of OEEC trade rules which would become operative for
Member countries only when they invoked one of the GATT escape clauses. The
Belgian (and Swiss and Scandinavian) view is that the revised GATT will have
such wide escape provisions that almost any country will, if it wishes, be in a posi-
tion to invoke one of them. If there is large scale invocation of escape clauses in
GATT among European countries and there are no OEEC trade rules to fall back on
to handle the day to day problems of European trade, the derogating countries will
find themselves "in the void". Therefore, the Belgians, who have little faith in
GATT, wish to study the question of. "second string" trade rules as soon as possible
pan Passu with the review session of GATT.

8. Ba^r (Switzerland), Cattani (Italy), Milller-Armack (Germany) and Calvet
(Franre) suPPorted Ockrent's proposals for preparatory work on the OEEC tradeniles.

9' ROWan (U.K.) intervened to point out why it was difficult for his Government
to agree to Proceed in the near future with negotiations on the revision of the OEEC
cOde• (He took it that the Belgian proposal referred specifically to the transitional
Pe°0d)^ In the first place the U.K. could not carry on two sets of trade negotiations
at the sane time (i e. in GATT and OEEC) as the same people would be involvéd.
Secondly; he felt that any serious work on the OEEC Code appropriate for the tran-
Û K w Period would have to await the results of the re'view session of GATT. The

^ , the y in full agreement that this work should be done at the right^e and
attached as much importance as other European

of the OEEC Code in an appropriate form dun g the transitional
10.Ch •t.

ex^e^e^^en (Denmark for Scandinavia) raised the question of the problem of
aa editors during the transitional period. Having failed to make any head-Y ind. •
Fund (s^^g with this problem in the context of the proposals for the European

our Lette Nr o. 3046 of October 18)t he proposed that special considera-G":,:



Geneva and Paris during the review session.

tion be given to the position of extreme creditors in connection with the OEEC
trade rules appropriate for the transitional period. He had in mind provisions requir-
ing extreme creditors to relax their import policies.

"' 11: Miller-Armack (Germany) spoke against this Scandinavian proposal. Rowan

(U.K.) pointed out that after convertibility is introduced countries will have to look
at their balance of payments in their totality and not on a regional basis. It was
thereforè not possible to consider regional trade rules which would discriminate
against countries with, presumably, regional extreme creditor positions. It was well
known that the U.K. had made proposals for dealing with the question of extreme
creditors in the final period, namely that the IMF should `operate under Article 7(3)
and not Article 7(1) of its articles of agreement (the scarce currency article). This
would tend to tighten the provisions. He saw no acceptable regional method of
carrying out the Danish objectives in the period after convertibility.

12. It was finally decided that it would not be appropriate to give special mandates
for studying the OEEC Code at the present time. Marjolin, however, pointed outand
that arrangements had been made for the' closest liaison between the GA ^nder
OEEC during the review session (see our letter mNo. 2948 of

ainly chairmen ofrthe)pnncipal
these arrangements a special group, composed y
committees concerned with trade and payments, has been , congroup bear in
developments in GATT and their implications for

its application in
mind the questions of the future rev ion,
thetransitional period. If problems arose during the course the
they could be brought to the attention of the OEEC Council at short
Deputies felt that these arrangements for close liaison were satisfactory.

^i 3. The implications of this debate are of some interest. It gave an
not beeritgiven â

tiô n that the European continental countries, although they have
ss°f oJune

pre)_ chance to discuss the organizational question (see our letter No. 1737
since last June, have nevertheless kept their former ideas on the necessity

me See^serving for OEEC, in the transitional period and if possible
some

tive control over trade policy. Specific problems in this connection Y e
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DEPiTTiES OF OEEC EXAMINATION GROUP ON CONVERTBI1,ITy OC r. 13-15

Libéralization of Impediments to Intra-European Trade

In discussing this subject the Deputies had before them a draft Steering Board
report which, when in its final form, will be presented to the next Ministerial Coun-
cil probably in December. The draft report SBC(54)18 described the progress
which the Steering Board has made on various impediments to Intra-European
Trade: QRs, Customs tariffs (see our Letter No. 3050 of October 18)t and State
trading..

2. The Deputies had only to take note of this work, but the occasion was used by
low tariff countries, viz. Benelux and Scandinavia to insist on the importance of
linking future reductions in QRs to freer tariff policies. We also used the occasion
to make a statement indicating our approval of the Steering Board's draft proposals
for new measures of intra-European liberalization as an important step toward the
final achievement of convertibility. A copy of our statement is attached. In making
this intervention we had in mind the desirability of balancing a later statement on
dollar import restrictions with an indication of our interest in other aspects of the
Organization's progress in dealing with trade impediments. As you will see from
our statement, we also felt it would be useful to counteract the growing tendency
for European creditors to insist on full reciprocity when their reserve positions jus-
* more liberal commercial policies which would serve to prepare their economies
for moves toward the wider system of trade and payments.
3. Shearer, the U.S. Representative, also pointed up the importance his govern-

ment attached to new measures of intra-European liberalization. He also took
advantage of the occasion to pass on some elements of a conversation he had had
the previous day with Mr. Clarence Randall (who, he said was in Paris on "private"business

: he refused to be drawn out on what the private business was. You may
recall that Rândall made a private trip to Paris in advance of the European hearings
of the Randall Commission" to discuss 'its work). Shearer's intention was to
eounteract the impression which many European representatives brought away
hom the recent IMF Meetings, that the Administration in Washington was losing
nterest in the Randall Commission's recommendations and the legislation required
to implement them. Privately, Shearer attributed this "false" impression to the inep-
titade of People like Burgess and Waugh.
4. Shearer had ' `r received Randall's permission to quote him to the effect that the
ecOmmendations,of the Randall Report were to receive a "first priority" in the1955 session of Con

alld he.will hél _ g^. Randall, himself has been retained to help in the work,
s and the hp prepare the economic sections of the President's message to Con-

..nn8s thereafter. Shearer also passed on an interesting bit of gossip;,,..:^x....

e4 âoÙt 1953, le Président a nommé Clarence B. ,9 écono Randall pour diriger la Commission de la poli-
au ^g^^^^gtre• Le rapport de la Commission a été présenté au président Eisenhower et
dall to c jan^a 1954. Voit/On August 14, 1953, the President appointed Clarence B. Ran-
ted ce ^^e GO^nission on Forei Econo • ••President gn truc Policy. inc Comnussion a report was transnut-
State. ^n^^ and Congress on )anuary 23, 195•s. See United States, Department of

'^ Fonian Pol' 19SO-19SS Basic Dac ununts. Volume II, Washington: U.S. Gov-^e°t 8 411ice. 19S^pp, 2898-2930.
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on the manner in which the decision was taken (at a White House breakfast) not to
proceed with implementing legislation this year. He said that Eisenhower had indi-
cated that he was willing to put the .whole force of the Administration behind the
implementing legislation during the then current' session. It was on Randall's
advice that he decided tô postpone it 'in order to give'time for adequate hearings
and to build up public opinion. Shearer stressed that there was no change in the
Administration's desire to implement the recommendations of the Randall Report.

L.D. WILGRESS

.°' Because of the slackening of the sens., o g y con-
sions, it is more than ever necessary that the impetus toward c i^tnô

not be ackened.
ditions, in which the broader decisions become obvious, shou NeS of
The present conditions of general expansion in Europe, the increasing rese

••• f -nt economy in the United

• f ur enc about ng

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Déclaration du représentant permanent auprès du Conseil
de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Statement by Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

MEETING OF DEPUTIES OF THE MINISTERIAL EXAMINATION GROUP
ON CONVERTIBIUTY, OCTOBER 13-15

Item IV(1) - Increase in Liberalization SBC(54)18

Mr._Chairman, opIt is with much regret that the Canadian Government has learned over th e

few months of the hesitations and fears of some Commonwealth and E 1ean
countries in connection with the bold and clearcut steps which w e felt t situation,
appropriate and necessary if full advantage were to be taken of the
- a situation which favours concrete moves toward a wider system of trade and
^ . . . . ' . . j i . . .

payments. these broad deci-

the EPU area as a whole, the mdicadons o a resurg tory steps to a
States and Canada provide the basis for new and far-reaching prep

^
itself

wider system: It is unthinkable ' that the opportunity which now presents

should be lost.
^ k y the sU o

It is therefore with great satisfaction, Mr. Chairman, that we have andread
Pro

ge`stions of the Steering Board for increased liberalization in Europe to
pôsais rëgarding future consideration of the other important impedi

ments
support*

free exchange of gooda. It is our hope that these proposals will
meet with support*

the
I to

-saéw words about Quantitative Restrictions and ^
^_ We should` like t Y a` f e
regional bargaining system which has been in operation since the

Liberl^^oW, it

was established. During the period when reserves in Europe were gene
Y

I h ld ei h carefully the trade adv h

country

was understandable that Member countnes s ou w g 'nst those W^
tageswhich they,might expect to

^i understandable thatnless c
onsideration ao

they4 tn^ght ; offer to them. Itwas which granted freer access to
ff ts fgiven to the beneficial internal e ec or a c
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its' market. Now, however, some countries with measurably stronger reserves and
balance`of payments positions might do well to consider closely the advantages of
moving more quickly than strict reciprocity would permit.

It may be well to remember that economic leadership is required in Europe as
well as in North America. Countries in more advanta eousg positions in Europe
have a key responsibility, proportionate to their trade responsibilities, but none the
less real, in maintaining the impetus of the move toward the wider system.

It , is our view that new measures of intra-Euro
objective, are an important and urgent preparatory step tow d the achieme t of
full convertibility. These measures must, of course, be taken in step with others
directed at the elimination of discrimination - and we shall have more to sayabout this matter later. In order to take full advantage of the present favourable
economic climate, it is our hope that, in the field of quantitative restrictions, the old
bargaining procedures of enforced regionalism may give way to some degree to
new and broader approaches so that full advantage can be taken of the current pos-
sibilities for trade liberalization.

La délégation permanente auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

LMR No. 3320

CoNFIDENTIqL
Pans, November 11, 1954

Referene:
Document GMGM(54)3(Prôv.), Nov. 2, 1954.

g ^e matter to the

RE1-ATIONSHIP gETyyEEN Ttf'E CODE OF LIBERALtZA170N AND ME GATT RUL

You will recall that one of the subjects discussed at the meeting of the Deputiesof the
Ministerial Examination Group on Convertibility last October 13, 14 and 15 ,

was the relationship between the Code of Liberalization and the GATT rules. Fol-'"'i'19 ^s discussion
Zation t on, however, no mandate was given to any of the Oro stpdy the Y Y gani-

problem. The 'U.K. position on the relationship was that the
GATr tulés should be.worked out first and then OEEC should consider thefions^p of its owd ^ rela-h^d f^l Code to the GAT'T rules. The continental countries on the other
Made in ^t both should be studied at the same time and that provision should be

^^e GATT rules for'the* continuàtion of the OEEC Code in the transitional
^^^' and ^ 1erhaPs in the period after the full a li

gh this has never been made clear.
PP cation of the GATT rules

que s6o^e meeting of the OEEC-GATT Co-ordination Grou on Novemberp 3, this
aftended ^e r^^ again and it was decided informally that Baron Snoy, who
br;n meeting, should, in his capacity of Chairman of the Steering Board,

attenuon of that body.
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3. The Steering Board which met on November 4, 5 and 6, was seized with the
question of. the relationship between the Code of Liberalization and the GATT rules
and at the insistence of the Belgians, drew. up a short report - C(54)292 (six cop-
ies are attached) setting out its views on the matter. Paragraph 3 of the report reads

as follows:
In the event of the strengthening of the GATT Rules prohibiting before the

expiry of any adequate transition period all discrimination between Member

countries and the CONTRACTING PARTIES, the OEEC Member countries

might find themselves faced with the following dilemma: either they would be

compelled to withdraw from intra-European liberalization because they would

be incapable of extending the same measures to all the other CONTRACIZNG

PARTIES to the , GATT, or they would be placed in an illegal situation with
regard to the GATT Rules. To forestall this danger, the Board considers that very

close liaison should be maintainëd between the GATI' and the OEEC so that the

special position of countries,which are members of both OEEC and GATT

could, if necessary, be taken into consideration in the new GATT Rules. It is the

Board's conviction that the strengthening of the GATT Rules ought not to result
in losing the advantages gained and in causing a setback to European trade, as
would almost certainly be the case if those Rules made no provision for the
position of the OEEC Member countries, not all of whom would

through-out to extend the whole of the liberalization measures take n in Europe
out the world and in particular to North America, until after the elapse of a
sufficiently long transition period.

4. The report was presented to the Council at short notice on November 9, and
the

genelux,• Swiss and German Delegations fought hard to have it accepted withoutshould
fdelay on the grounds that the Board was merely suggesting that the Clto théu
appeal to Member Governments, if necessary, to give requisite instructions 3 Ellis-
Delegations at GATT in order to forestall the dangers mentioned in para
Rees, the Chairman, was not prepared to discuss the paper on such short bef

notice

it was agreed that a Council meeting would be called on Friday, No
do so if any Delegation felt unable to accept the , text.

with
;5. The urgent attention given to this subject in the Steering Board coupled
the'attempt of the Belgians and the Swiss to rush it through Council in o ônrofa^e
might influence GATT Delegadons of OEEC countries, is an indicat
stienth. of the continental ` countriës' desire to maintain

all the advantae^ p ef
8

regionalisrn when the move to convertibility takes place. They are not as ln trade
P^'ared to accept the principle that convertibility may, imply some change , for as

patterrns, They are certain to do their utmost to prolongâ^^srtv f trade ^les lu
long'- as possible and to" endeavour, to retain as much au thority

ol

OEEC as pôssible., ; . . ;
1{.1. BURaRIDGE
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Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au secrétatre d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Reference; Our letter No. 3320 of November 11; C(54)292; L/271,
Repeat London No. 162; Washington No. 64.

Ta,EGRAM 1000 Paris, November 18, 1954
CorrMEMnAt,

OEEGGATT REiATIONS DURIN

I

f

s

C KI?VIEW SESSION

t, , e 5v . . cope of its liberalization.

Mr, Hooton was in Geneva for a meeting of GATT delegations of OEEC coun-
tries on Saturday, November 13. The purpose of the meeting was to exchange
views on the policy of OEEC in relation to the revision of the general agreement.
Mr. Cohen' (United Kingdom) was in the Chair.

2. As an introduction, Mr. Lintott (OEEC Secretariat) outlined the work which
was currently being undertaken by OEEC which is closely related to and affected
by the revision of GATT. We have reported fully on these matters in previouscommunications.
3. Mr. Su, etens (Belgium) then introduced the main subject for discussion - that

of the relationship between the OEEC liberalization code and the trade rules of thegeneral agreement. He referred to paragraph rive of the amendment to GATT A.rti-cleXh, which had been prepared by the Benelux Ministers (U271). The object of
this amendment would be to enable OEEC countries to apply among themselvesstricter trade rules , than might be a
coun^^ felt that although this amendment primarily aouro nator the t luxsitional

peri^ it might also a 1 to the PP P ran-
mo^^es for envisa in pP y permanent period when there might be
emphas. 8 g a special system for the OEEC group of countries. He

^, however, that the Benelux countries had no wish to establish a closed
Vs^m of preference and their wish was to extend the benefits of regional negotia-^ons t

o non=fiefibC1s as well as member countries of OEEC.. , . 1 1.
4. ^e . ,(France) envisaged two possibilities:
^l^ To reviséGA

TT Articles XII and XIV, making them rigid for all contractingp'Oles• He felt;nreacw however, that there was little likelihood of the 35 GATT countries
on a wo d.s^ement and there was a danger that an attempt to liberalize in GATT
(2) To ^^1e would lead to a multiplicity of escape clauses and waivers;

tain^,^ ^,, . .,tow the GATT provisions substantially unchanged and to focus efforts
Increased liberalization of the OEEC. The OEEC countries were already

this advanced on de way to liberalization. It mi ht be d esirable
the ccess^l nucleus and to try to add to the number of countries p icipatingin• .and extend th
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,5. Although the first alternative was more universal and consequently more satis-
factory from the point of view of principle, the second was more realistic and was
the one favoured by France. The French Government was prepared to discuss the
review of GATT by either method but in practice they would favour the Benelux
proposal.

6. Mr. Christides (Greece) and Mr. Ferlesch (Italy) also spoke in favour of the
Benelux proposal.

7. Mr. Cohen (United Kingdom) tried to get the meeting to distinguish between
the two periods envisaged in the move towards convertibility:

(1) The ctirrent and transitional period;
(2) The permanent period. During the current and transitional period, a110EEC

countries were agreed that there should be no reduction in liberalization in Europe.
This had been agreed by the ministerial examination group in July and elaborated
in the Steering Board Paper, C(54)292, recently confirmed by the OEEC Council.
The manner in which the present provisions of GATT were applied gave OEEC
countries the amount of freedom they required. The amendment suggested in para-
graph five' of Benelux proposal would thus be necessary in the transitional period
only on the hypothesis that the present GATT rules were tightened up.

8. With regard to the permanent period, problems that would arise in OEEC
called, as the Steering Board Paper pointed out, for a study in that organization
before it wôuld be possible for the OEEC countries to take a position in GATT• The
OEEC would have to consider the extent to which, if OEEC wished a discrimina-
tory code for the permanent period, they would need to provide escape clauses in
the GATT. In the United Kingdom view no such clauses were needed; the mini'

/tnum standard applied to OSEC member countries to each other would be such as
could be extended to other countries. It was necessary to reemphasize, h ruld bea

applÿ'in their trade with one another and how far they
dityf when there would t

ination'in import prôgracnmes in the context of d,convertibil licies. it was agCeed ns

totall'contracting " parties. ` They should also consider what to have discrim'
to non.discnnunauon m rr e 1• •tation ^ey s

, . ^ •••`•'' the' trad w'̂th one another or shoul eX t 1"'111d

I 11 ^Withe regard to the permanent period it was agreed OEEC

d

ln in their code,
^cëed to cons^der whethcr member countries should limit themselveend the beneh^

f. Benelux ° might be necessary.
paris should .pro,r •

f GATT were adequate to permit continued progress is there would be no
there were no proposals to change them (i.e., tightening them up)

reed with ^s^'
need to introduce the escape suggested by Bnelux. (Mr. Suetens ag ested by

-If ,^ howéver, they should be tightened, an escape clause on the lines sugg

s' 10. With regard to, the trans^uon pen ^
OEEC on liberalization; d

9.' Thèa next OEEC ministerial meeting is in trud-January. resent rules of
^ ;-I, ôd *.t was agreed that the p

.,, , jr
positions •̂ n advance of thedecisions by the NLnisters in Pans.

1

that there was as yet no frm OEEC posiuon on e pe
where hti^s'

mistake to let the position become crystallized in the GATT to a point
ters'would rob udiate positions taken. It was important, however, not to take up

• th rmanent penod. It wo

strong
t

reasons
he

for adopting
at theirlm ting in Janu

aryghad given clear instruc^o
until the



regarding the long-term trade rules there could be no common OEEC line in the
GATT and that countries would have to act on their. own initiative. It was also
agreed that, in the meanwhile, the GATT should not be precluded from coming to
grips with, the issues involved.

12. There : are two important implications of the conclusions of the meeting.
Firstly, the United Kingdom succeeded in narrowing down the problems relating to
the relationship between OEEC and GA IT rules to one specific point; the question
of regional discrimination in the final period. Secondly, the question of deciding
whether the OEEC as an organization can arrive at a common view on the question
of discrimination in the final period is one which must be decided in OEEC. The
United Kingdom has gained the assurance of Benelux that they will not press their
amendment in GATT until the OEEC Ministers have taken a decision on the issue.
The debate on this question will go on simultaneously in Geneva and Paris and we
have made arrangements to keep in close touch with our GATT delegation so that
we can tàke a similar line in both organizations.

13. It was decided to hold another meeting of OEEC delegations in Geneva in the
middle of December.

656.
DEA/9100-AO40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Seeretary of State for External AMairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

CONFIDpNTIpL IMPORTANT.

Reference; ::Your Telegram No. 1030 "Of November 23t and%4C(54)13, j^ 1' nd Document

Repeat London No. 1864; Washington EX-2247; CANDEL Geneva No. 33.

'ï. OEE('./GATT RELATiONS DURING REVIEW SESSION

clos^ general we agree with you that the draft report is a ood one. It follo
ly the British a p° g ws quite

pproach, with which we are pretty much in agreement. Thereare,
however, one or two points in the report about which we are not entirel

h^pY• In one instance we feel that the unequivocal language of the British a yr
losip^n rep^^ to satisfy some of the more restrictionist Europeans, therebygsomeofits"positiveness",
apIn

n er cases, wlûle it is difficult to take exception to the actual wording, it is
diver that the

Working Group has attempted to plaster over some rather widegences of
differen opinion. We foresee that in the course of the debate the underlying
st

^ if

ces in

will become even more apparent. In these cucum-
f^éiw ^^mpt is made to get an agreed line, we fear that there will result a

a^nng. dawn of s the principles.
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Me believe that you have at one time or another been adequately briefed on all

of the points covered in the draft report. However we do think it might be useful
for you to have our views on these points in the report where we have some doubts:

(1) The last sentence in para. 5 is so worded that it
t world-wide liber-ing with a general blessing not only the worthy aim of extending wo

alization: of trade to the same degree that has been reached on an intra-European
basis within OEEC, but also the less worthy Belgian position as reported in para.3
of your telegram 1000 of Nov. 18. As you know, our position is that after the tenni-

nation of a transitional period after C-day, the trade rules should permit no discrim-
ination, except such as may be authorized under a scarce currency clause. The

transition from intra-European to world-wide trade liberalization is bound to have
some effect on the pattern of European trade, but we could not agree that this is a
sufficient reason for delaying the transition.

Later paragraphs in the report (e.g. paras. 8 and 11) are more positive in statingposi-
that the complete removal of discrimination is necessary, bu t even

para.
tive statements are qualified perhaps to an unnecessary extent,
12 talks of the necessity for a transitional period after C-day during

which discrimi-

natory restrictions would be removed, but makes no mention of
the desirability of

make the
dismantling as many of these q.r's as possible before C-day in order to
ultimate step to convertibility as easy as possible.

The concern of the U.S. Delegation about a waiver by GATT for the French

import tax, reported in para. 5 of your telegram 1043 of Nov. 25t is another exam-
zation

ple of what we think is an unsatisfactory attitude towards Europeanlibea^ n t us

We have, , as you know, not objected to the increased discrimi nation
ut at thel involved in the OEEC countries liberalizing imports from each other WlW

osens not
same time liberalizing imports from Canad ^H on ^erF^nchrmarket^. in a sense, it
only our relative but also our absolute pos

countries part of the costs of FranCe
pushes onto Canada and other non-European E^ope^,
allowing the import of more European goods. We do not regard

l ^nua_

accept
trade realization as so important an objective that we are willing

to

position. EE^ ^although it would be diffcult to take issue with the actualIn summary,
e

of the draft report, we are not convinced that all the memberul^ l^k etô see•
going to interpret the words in the positive manner we wo roblem ofthe p

(2) We do not consider that the draft report deals adequately wr^r ements in ^1e

bilateral agreements. As we sec it, some provision for bilatera^a Ûlar me^°^ cf

permanent trade rules is probably necessary because of the p

trading lo ed by the Soviet bloc.' But any provision
must exclude the PO''

state g emP y
sibility of discrimination.
<__ l textend any provision for bilat

are not ^c-The great dânger is that some countries wiltry to
-

"efal trading to permit them to make bilateral arrangements
where the trieS haVe a

^ tated by necessity, as in the case of the Soviet bloc. European tin ^neric^ for
tendency to argue that bilateral arrangements are necessary with ^ eroents

exâmple: We believe that if they refused to agree to such bilateral aR^g ul^ltral

Latin American countries would be isolated and would have to accept a m
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system of trade. The French attitude towards bilateral trade is particularly retro-
grade, but they are not the only offenders.

We are afraid that para. 20 of the draft report is unduly soft. It is apparent that
there has been an attempt to reach a compromise with the French. But we feel that
the French will not be satisfied and that the real case against bilateral trading will
have been weakened by' this unsuccessful attempt at compromise.
(3) The sentence in square brackets in para. 43 of the draft report seems to suggest

that there has been a further weakening in the British attitude towards flexible
rates. Our opinion is that convertibility without flexible rates is not likely to be
successful, at least as far as the U.K. is concerned, and we therefore deplore this
growing tendency to think in terms of fixed rates. However, this is very delicate
issue, and we do not consider it advisable to express an opinion at this time and in
this context.
(4) We are interested to see in para. 45 further evidence of a desire on the part of

European countries for some method of bringing collective and formal pressure to
bear on the U.S. to adopt good creditor policies. Presumably the Europeans hope
that some scheme can be worked out in connection with the rearrangement of rela-
tions between GATT and the IMF which will give them the right to review the
policies of creditor countries, as is done in OEEC, to make recommendations to
those countries for modifications in their policies, and as a last resort to give formal
blessing to discrimination on scarce currency grounds.

We do not intend that these comments should necessarily be used as the basis for
interventions by you. In the case of point (3) (exchange rates) we consider that it
would be most inappropriate for any Canadian intervention to be made. The ideas
referred to in'point (4), particularly on the organizational side and on the way in
which the scarce currency clause would be operated, have not crystallized suffi-
ciently to roake it 'appropriate for us to make any comments in the OEEC forum.
We Will leave it up to you to decide whether interventions in connection with dis-
cfir3ination and bilateral trading would serve any useful purpose.

b It seems apparent that in this report on convertibility an attempt is being made
the Europeans to reach some measure of agreement on the

sbould collectively adopt in the GATT meetings in Geneva. Theoreal dis uss ns^on
$e substântive points in the report will take place in GATT, and we prefer to make
our stand in the 'wider and we consider, more appropriate forum. If it would helpthe Euro and,

Peans in clarifying their own thinking to know the Canadian position, we
would have no objection to your reporting to them the position taken by our Dele-gation

^'Geneva on the points covered in the draft report. But we do not want youto get drâwn int.. .. a^c.^ . . • ----
^ "^•++^+^^^ YGUi1lG III VCCI..^ .,...
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Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

- ^ °„ au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC
, to Secretary of State for External Affairs

7E1.EGRAM 1115 , Paris, December 9,1954

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference:.Your telegram No. 942 of December 6; GMC(54)13.
Repeat London No. 175; Washington No. 76.

DEPUTIES OF MINIS'IERIAL EXAMINATION GROUP ON CONVERTTBII.rTY,
DECEMBER 7-8

tM. The Deputies meeting was entirely devoted to a paragraph by paragraph consid-
eration of GMC(54)13, containing the ministerial examination group's report to the
OEEC Ministerial Council. We are reporting by letter on some of the more impor-
tant positions taken in the discussion. A drafting group will meet next week to
redraft the report in the Light of Deputies comments.

`2. With regard to commercial problems, the most important debate centred on the
question of discrimination in the period after the full application of the new GATT
rules. The Steering Board had given preliminary consideration to this point durinS
the previous week but had not reached any final conclusion. You will recall that
this question had been referred back to OEEC for decision by the meeting of OEEC
representatives in Geneva on November 13 (see our telegram No. 1000). No pro-
gress was made at the Deputies meeting; it was decided to await the final views of
the Steering Board which meets again on December 21.

3. The United Kingdom, United States and we gave strong statements indicatin8
that a provision for regional discrimination after full application of GATT mles was
unacceptable. The continental countries led by France, Benelux and Switzerland
spoke strongly in favour of a statement in para 17 which provides that, "the code
should continue to regulate the conduct of trade between member countries after
the r"stablishment of convertibility and until equally stringent rules of worldwide
application have come into force". The United Kingdom wished to replace the
words "eqûally stringent"- by "effective". The continental countries have not^ination
rated fromtheir firmly held view that a provision for regional discrim trade
under 'cettain , circumstances 'should be written into the permanent GATf
rules. We doubt whether the Steering Board will be able to resolve this point ab1é^
and it may be that OEEC as an organization will not, as had been hoped,
adopt a, concerted view on it at the review session. debate but we
- 4. In view of your instructions, we did not enter into the drafting GAI.r ^les

did make a statement pointing up the importance of securing strong to this end
, ^onand the consequent desirability of OEEC countries giving every support

in Geneva. We coupled thia point with a statement of our position on discrimina
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in the final period and the reasons why it was unrealistic to seek to provide for
regional discrimination in a convertible world when effective worldwide rules are
fully operative.
5. Calvet (France) took a very active part in the debate. He regarded the commer-

cial section of the report as useless in that it attempted to summarize in a few
paragraphs and in loose language, problems which are the subject of the closest
negotiation in Geneva. He reserved the French Government's position on the entire
section and said he could give only general approval to its contents. The purpose of
most of the French interventions was to preserve complete freedom of movement
for their GATT delegation.
6. On the payments section the most interesting debate centred on the question of

ezchange rates. The United Kingdom insisted that its views on exchange rate pol-
icy not be included in the report in view of political and economic repercussions.
Rowan gave* the United Kingdom view that exchange rate policy was one for indi-
vidual decision and not for concerted and agreed policy. The United Kingdom
intended to retain its freedom of action to allow the rate to fluctuate but it was the
intention of the United Kingdom Government, although they were not prepared to
accept any commitment, to maintain a relatively stable rate. This view did not meet
with the approval of the continental countries which were unanimous in their wish
for a commitment to maintain fixed rates. The continental countries insisted that
they be perntitted to state this view in the report.
7. A debate of less interest to us developed over the method of transferring the

residual assets of EPU on liquidation to the proposed European fund. This is a
highly technical question which involves points of equity in sharing the burden for
the provision of resources of the new fund. Different countries are favoured under
different possible methods. The main question of principle is whether the union
should be liquidated according to previously agreed provisions or whether at some
level the union's creditors should renounce their rights to the residual assets and
agree to their transfer to the European fund, The Ministers in January will have to
take a decision on this point - or agree to leave the question open for further study
by the Managing Board.

g•
The debate on organizational questions was very brief as the Deputies were

pressed for time. There was agreement that the presentation in Section III was, in
general, suitable for presentation to Ministers as a basis for discussion. Although
^e ^tinisters made specific decisions on trade and payments questions last July,

y have not as yet made any pronouncements on the organizational problem. It
was therefore felt that it was not essential for the Deputies to attempt to prejudge

9. A
roitisterial discussion on this issue..

hop^ ^^g ^ouP will meet next week to consider a redraft of the report. It is
will not be necessary to bring the Deputies back to Paris before the

mWstenal BrouP meets on January 12. If there are insoluble objections to the new
draft, however, the Deputies may have to reassemble early in January.
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658. DEA/4901-F-40

Le représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEIXGRAM 1181 Paris, December 27, 1954

CONFmErrnAl.
Reference: Our telegram No. 1115 of December 9.
Repeat Geneva No. 17.

DEPUTIES OF MINIS7ERIAL EXAMINATION GROUP IN CONVERTIBILTTY

The Working Group of the Ministerial Deputies on Convertibility met on
December 15 and 16, and with considerable difficulty produced a revised report
(GMC(54)13 second revision) of which six copies have been sent to you by air bag
on December.27 under cover of transmittal slip No. 3804. This text will not be
considered again by the Deputies, but will go direct to the Ministerial Group on
Convertibility meeting January 12.

2. The chief points of dispute were the following:
(a) Trade rules after convertibility (para 10). .
(b) The elimination of quantitative restrictions (para 14).

(c) Scarce currencies (para 17).
(d) Exchange rate policies (para 23).
(e) Duration of the European Fund (para 31).

a(f) Resources of the European Fund (para 35).
{ 3. The positions taken by the various delegations on these points did not change
from those described in our telegram under reference and in our letter No. 3717 of
December 16.t France put in a reservation of paragraphs 11 to 15 inclusi^) (SWde
rules, elimination of quantitative restrictions, and reduction of other barn
zerland reserved its position on the scarce currencies.

'4. The most difficult compromise of all turned out to be that
on scarce currencies

(pira 17) because the United Kingdom delegate, acting on
very rigid instructions,

adopt dis-

crimination
that the scarcity of a`currency which would entitle a country to

must be related to world shortage and not to a declaration
ew^

based on the inability of the I.M.F. to supply that currency. The United S^^ s hav-
equally insistent that the right to discriminate must be subject to the currency

in8 been declared scarce under. international rules. These two attitudes ^ Ï M F

have relation to the present discussions of the position and function
s of
t d set out the

with which youwill be more familiar than we. The text finally adop

have beendisagreement.
5. The paragraphs on trade rules which were of particular interest to us,

watered-down. The question of the relation between GATT and OEE
cons'dcrably

C

^
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rules is now dealt with as follows: "The code should continue until trade rules, of
such a kind that their coming into force does not involve a retrogression in the
liberalization of trade between member countries, have been agreed on a world-
wide basis". This text is not wholly satisfactory, but seems to be the utmost that the
European countries are prepared to accept. ,

6. The elimination of quantitative restrictions is dealt with in paragraphs 13 and
14. Paragraph 13 states that "The objective must be to get rid of all restrictions
unless there are balance of payments emergencies such as would genuinely warrant
recourse to the escape clauses". Paragraph 14 goes on as follows: "This is not, of
course, to say that every kind of quantitative restriction will be removed. Special
exceptions may be permitted by international agreement but, apart from these, the
objective must be that defined in paragraph 13 above. It would be unrealistic, how-
ever, to assume that all countries could agree to remove their restrictions immedi-
ately one or more major currencies became convertible, since this change would
necessarily involve important readjustments in their economies. It would be more
practical, therefore, for countries to agree that they will work progressively towards
the establishment of the new régime by removing quantitative restrictions not cov-
ered by the special exceptions mentioned above over a period which should not be
unduly long, and that they will collaborate internationally, so as to make the new
principles fully effective at the end of that time."

7.
You will note that the period during which countries are to work towards the

removal of quantitative restrictions is not now specifically limited, it being said
merely that such a period should not be "unduly long".

8. In accordance with your instructions we did not enter into the drafting debate
on this report. If you wish us to make a statement when the report comes up for
consideration again, we should be grateful for your further instructions well before
January 12 when the ministerial group will meet. Participation in the debates and
drafting sessions so far indicates that there is very little possibility of securing any
roajor revision in the text. We would suggèst therefore that if any Canadian state-
ment is to be made it should be on general lines only.



SECTION B

ACCORDS COMMERCIAUX AVEC L'ESPAGNE ET LE PORTUGAL

COMMERCIAL 'AGREEMENTS WiTÜ 'SPAIN AND PORTUGAL
, . s = .. _

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Mcmorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet . ^ `

CONFIDENTIAL

PROPOSED ZRADE NEGOTIATIONS WITH SPAIN AND PORTUGAL

Consideration was given by Cabinet last December to the visit of an official
Canadian Government trade mission headed by the Minister of Public Works to
Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Greece. The question arises as to what preparations
should be undertaken in advance of such a visit to facilitate the improvement of
trade relations with the countries concerned, and in particular to increase salt cod
exports to these countries. The present Memorandum indicates that there exist pos-

; sibilities of improving Canada's trade relations with Portugal and Spain and of
'ex panding the opportunities in those markets for, exports of Canadian salt cod.

J, 2. Since 1952, when facilities for the sale of Newfoundland salt cod in payment
for sterling came to an end, Newfoundland's salt cod exports to the

MediterraneaaNew-
markets have been on a dollar basis and have faced increasing to Confedera^
foundland salt cod sales to the Mediterranean markets which, prior

don, represented over . 4096 of Newfoundland's salt cod exports,
have declined

sharply in recent years due largely to import and exchange control m ^ 47 5^1_
tained b those countries. Shipments to the Mediterranean area fell fy
lion lbs in 1950 to 16.5 million lbs in 11 months of 1953.

diversified^,.1
,3. ^While the fishing industry of Newfoundland is gradually âpopulation) arc
about two-thirds of all fishermen (involving about 20% of the total p P,t

Med
still dependent on the production of salt cod. Further, the loss in thiern he^sphere

markets has the effect of diverting salt cod shipments to the WeS Canada,
markets and results in a weakening of prices for salt cod for all Eastern Cana

cana-

'4: In an effort to maintain salt` cod exports to the Mediterranean area^

dian- Government has: riiate 11C9063
'(1) Used its good offices in recent years to assist the trade in its p

tions with Portuguese importers and licensing authorities; for

'2Entered into â special understanding with the
Spanish Govenunent in 19^^ in

the of an exchange quota for the purchase of Canadian

return' for removal of the Canadian duty on olives;
^^^ ,. ,
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(3) Conducted annual negotiations with the Italian Government for the allocation
of dollar exchange.

While these ad hoc measures have helped to market salt cod, they have failed to
achieve an adequate volume and to provide an assured basis for this trade, and have
not prevented uncertainties each year during the season when shipments are made.
5. The problem for salt cod exports is somewhat different in character in each of

the Mediterranean countries. In the case of Italy and Greece there would appear to
be no particular opportunity for formal trade negotiations at this time. It is consid-
ered, however, that the difficulties in Portugal and Spain stem largely from govein-
mental regulation in those countries and that the position for Canadian salt cod
exports might be improved through intergovernmental negotiations.
6. The objective of the proposed negotiations with Portugal and Spain would be to

sell more salt cod in these markets. At this stage, it is felt that the first objective in
Portugal and Spain should be to obtain commitments for the non-di scri minatory
treatment of Canadian salt cod. Failing this, the objective should be to obtain com-
mitments for an adequate minimum import quota for Canadian salt cod on a contin-
uing basis.

7. It is proposed that these objectives should be combined with the negotiation of
new direct trade'agreements with Portugal and Spain to replace the pre-war United
Kingdom Treaties which now govern Canada's commercial relations with these
countries. On general grounds it is considered desirable to secure independent and
improved trade agreements with these countries providing, of course, that they are
willing to enter into formal trade agreements with Canada. Furthermore, the recent
establishment of diplomatic relations between Canada and Spain and the conclu-
sion of United States economic agreements with Spain would make this an appro-
priate time for reviewing Canadian-Spanish commercial relations. While most-
favoured-nation tariff treatment is exchanged under the present Treaties, certain
Spanish colonies in Africa and the Portuguese colonies in Africa and Asia are not
covered by the terms of these Treaties, and imports into Canada from these posses-
sions are subject to General Tariff rates. The proposed trade agreements with Portu-
gal and Spain (including their overseas territories) would be along standard most-
favoured_nauon fines, and would include provisions for the non-discriminato
treatment as between imports from dollar sources. ry

1

g• In addition to the extension of most-favoured-nation treatment to the colonies,
Canada can offer Spain and Portugal new tariff concessions on some of their princi-pal

"Ports to Canada. These are items such as olives, olive oil, cork and cork
p^ ucts, almonds, anchovies, and spices. While these commodities are not of spe-

importance in Canada's trade and are not competitive with domestic products,
it is'felt that they would provide an adequate basis for the kind of negotiations
^^emplated and that they would be of substantial interest to the countries con-

ed• In most of these items Spain and Portugal are our chief suppliers - they
are not items therefore which have must value in GATT negotiations (neither Spain
n9r Portugal is a member of GATT).

extension of most-favoured-nation treatment to the colonies, while not of
nluch interest to Spain: would be a valuable concession to Portugal. The difference' . . ,
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between the General Tariff rate and the most-favoured-nation rate is significant on
a number of the products of the Portuguese colonies such as coffee, copra, cocoa,
and nuts. Since Canada imports these items in substantial quantities from other
countries receiving most-favoured-nation treatment, it would seem that the granting
of similar treatment to. the Portuguese territories would open up considerable
opportunities for them to. sell in this market.

Recommendations : {
(a) In view of the above considerations, it is recommended that Cabinet authorize

the initiation at an early date of negotiations for trade agreements with Portugal and
'Spain along thé lines proposed, and that an initial approach to these governments
should be made through our Missions in Lisbon and Madrid. (The location of any

- subsequent negotiations would be determined in consultation with the Spanish and
Portuguese authorities to suit the convenience of the participants.)
{(b) In addition, it is recommended that representàtives of the Departments of Fish-

-eries, Trade and " Commerce, Finance, ' and the Department of External Affairs
-should be responsible for the conduct of such negotiations under the chairmanshiP
of the representative from the Department of External Affairs.

It is understood that Cabinet will be kept informed of the progress of these
negotiations and that if it should appear necessary at a later stage to depart from f the
principles outlined in this Memorandum, the matter will be referred to Cabinet

,further instructions.",,
L.B. PEARSON

D.C. ABaoTC '
Minister of Finance

J.,SlrC.AUt
Minister of Fisheries ..
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Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 134-54 [Ottawa], May 20, 1954

TRADE AGREEMENT WITH SPAIN

. At its meeting on February 3rd Cabinet approved a recommendation submitted
by the Secretary of State for External Affairs with the concurrence of the Ministers
of Trade and Commerce, Finance and Fisheries that negotiations for trade agree-
ments with Portugal and Spain should be initiated and that the Cabinet would be
kept informed of the progress of such negotiations.

Last week a Canadian delegation headed by the Deputy Minister of Trade and
Commerce, Mr. W.F. Bull concluded negotiations with Spanish officials and the
text of an Agreement between Spain and Canada was initialled by the heads of the
Canadian and Spanish delegations. The text of this Agreement has been examined
by the officials of the Departments concerned and it is found to be substantially in
accord with the recommendations for an Agreement outlined in the earlier submis-
sion to Cabinet. In addition the Exchange of Notes appended to the Agreement
contains an undertaking by Spain to allocate sufficient foreign exchange for the
Purchase by Spanlsh importers of 2,000 tons of Canadian codfish annually. This
Exchange of Notes has been examined and is considered to be satisfactory. In
return for this concession and the extension of most-favoured-nation treatment to
Canadian exports to Spain, Canada is obligated under the Agreement to extend
most-favouïed_nation• treatment to Spain and all its overseas territories and will
grant small tariff concessions on olives, almonds, paprika and olive oil. In the cir-
cumstances it would seem desirable that the text of the Agreement and the accom-
Panying Exchange of Notes should be approved by Canada and that the Minister ofPublic

Works^' the Honourable R.H. Winters, should sign this Agreement with
Pain during his visit to that country from May 23rd to May 27th. Alternatively, if

it should not prove feâsible for Mr. Winters to sign, it would seem appropriate for
the Canadian Arnbassador to Spain, Lieut-General Maurice Pope, to conclude the
Agreement on behalf of Canada.

In the light`of the above considerations it is recommended:

(a) that the p8reement and accompanying Exchan e of Notes between Canada
and Spa^n be aPProved; g

, A 11 F i : , • e ,

.f ii _a
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;(b) that authority by Order-in-Council be obtained to sign the Agreement.13

C.D. HowE
Minister of Trade and Commerce

D.C. ABBOrr
Minister of Finance

J.W. PtcicERSGa1.
Acting Minister of Fisheries

CONFIDEN77AL

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

' Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affairès extérieures
pour le Cabinet ,

•CAB1NEr DOCUMENT No. 139-54

E AGREEMENT WMI PORTUGAL

of Trade and Commerce,^ Finance and rishenes a n g
ments with Portugal `and Spain should be initiated and that the Cabinet would be
kept informed of the progress of such, negotiations.

g t Last week a Canadian delegation headed bythe Deputy Minister of fT,^aa s^dfficial
Commerce,- Mr. W.F., Bull, concluded negotiations with Portuguese o the
the of the Agreement between Portugal and Canada has been eXaamin^a^COrd
officials of the Departments concerned and . ^t is found to be substantiY
with the recommendations for an agreement, outlined in the earlier

Cabinet. In addition;
contains

the Exchange of Notes appended to the Agreement urchase
an undertaking by Portugal to allocate sufficient foreign exchange for the p
by, Portuguese importers of 3,000 tons of Canadian codfish annually Wilbe ^om-
standing that not more than 1,000 tons of the total annual shipments quota of
posed of small codfish. Provision is also made for a future increase in this q

s

3,000.tons provided the conditions outlined in the Notes are complied with. Tw
Exchange'of Notes his been exâmined and is considered to be saf C^ad ^ e0d'

In return for this undertaking by Portugal concerning imports o o^s to

fish and the extension of most-favoured-nation treatment to Canadian exp

I.: At its meeting on February lAI Pp
by the Secretary of State for External Affairs with the concurrence of the ^^s

th t e otiations for trade ag

TRAD
3rd Cab' et a roved a recommendation subnûttedl``` •

ree-

le 20 mal 1954. Voit Canada. Recueil des traitis, 1955. N° 121AFProved
13 /►pprouvé par k Cabinet
` by Cabinet. May 20. 1954. See Cmada. Treaty Séries, 1955, No. 12.
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Portugal and its overseas territories, Canada is obligated under the Agreement to
extend most-favoured-nation treatment to Portugal and all its overseas territories
and will grant small tariff concessions on almonds and corks. In addition there will
be a letter to the Portuguese Director-General of Economic Affairs on the subject of
port privileges extended to Portuguese fishing vessels on the Atlantic coast. This
letter has been included at the request of the Portuguese Government which is con-
cerned that Canada might see fit to curtail port privileges extended to Portuguese
fishing vessels in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. In this letter the Canadian Gov-
emment does not make any commitments to the Government of Portugal. It is in
fact a simple statement that the Canadian Government is not at the present time
giving consideration to any change in policy and practice concerning the special
privileges and facilities that have for many years been granted to Portuguese fish-
ing vessels in Canadian Atlantic Ports.

The Minister of Public Works, the Honourable R.H. Winters, will be in Lisbonfrom
May 27th to May 31st and it would seem appropriate for him to sign the

agreement and the accompanying Exchange of Notes during his visit to Portugal.
Alternatively, should it not prove feasible for Mr. Winters to sign, it would seem
desirable for the Canadian Minister to Portugal, the Honourable W.F.A. Turgeon,
Q.C., to conclude the agreement on behalf of Canada. .

In the light of the above considerations it is recommended:
(a) that the Agreement, the accompanying Exchange of Notes between Canada

and Portugal and the letter to the Portuguese Government be approved;
(b) that authority by Order in Council be obtained to sign the Agreement.14

J. SINCL,AjR

Minister of Fisheries .,

D.C.'ABBpTT ` `.
Minister of Finance

C.D. HOwE
l^tinister of Trade and Commerce

Concurred 'in:
L.B. PEARSON

14 Approuvé par
le Cabinet le 27 nui 1954. Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1955, N° 4JA ved bCabinet, May 27,

1954. See Can PProYada, Treaty Scrics, 1955. No. 4.
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to Seeretary of State for Ezternal A,,Bairs

[Ottawa], April 1, 1954

STRATEGIC CONTROLS OVER EAST WEST TRADE

I attach for your consideration a memorandum on this subject ^^â w as
Depart-

after extensive discussions between officials of this Departmen
ment of Trade and Commerce. In view of the importance of the forthcoming C°n-
sultative Group meeting in Paris on April 13 and 14, it was thought desirable to lay
the matter before Cabinet. As a first step the attached memorandum was sent to the

1 Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce under cover of a letter dated March 24,
with the request that we be informed as soon as Mr. C.D. Howe had approved it

'(with whatever modifications he wished to make) so that we could
then seek your

concurrence.
We have just learned, however, that Mr. Howe has approved the memor^d^

but does not think it should go before Cabinet. He has indicated that if you also
ag^ with it we might send it off to Paris by tomorrow's bag (Friday no ati n now

guidance of Mr. Wilgress, who has agreed to head the Canadian del g

that Mr. Harold Stassen is defnitely going to head the United St s
11Y

Mr. Denis Harvey of the Department of Trade and Commerce will probablY

over to Paris for the meeting.
.

I would be grateful to learn at your early convenience whether:

(i) the memorandum meets with your approval, and

ii you agree with Mr. Howe that there is no need for it to be considered Y
O y

b

^
Cabinet.'s Y

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

2e PARTIE/PART 2

CONTRÔLES STRATÉGIQUES DES EXPORTATIONS AU BLOC SOVIÉTIQUE
STRATEGIC CONTROLS ON EXPORTS TO THE SOVIET BLOC

DEA/50092-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

R.A. M[ACiPA l



Ottawa, March 30, 1954

STRATEGIC CONTROLS OVER EAST-WEST ZRADE

During the past six months or more an international debate has been going on,
particularly in Europe, over the question of whether trade between the West and the
Soviet Bloc 'should be increased. The cessation of open hostilities in Korea, the
levelling off of economic activity in Europe coupled with the decline in United
States ' aid and the recent Soviet drive for increased trade, have all given added
impetus to the pressures that are building up for the relaxation of present strategic
controls over East-West trade. Prime Minister Churchill's statement on this subject
in the House of Commons on February 25 has stimulated the controversy and
focused the attention of Western governments on the need to re-appraise at an early
stage their attitudes towards trade with the Soviet Bloc."

2.
Canada's interest would seem to lie in ensuring that full account is taken of the

security aspécts of this problem, the importance of maintaining the unity of the
Western governments in the face of disruptive Soviet tactics, and the need for keep-
ing the impact of controls on Canada's economy to the minimum consistent with
the first two objectives mentioned above.

3. The appropriate forum for a discussion of this subject by representatives of the
Western governments is the secret Consultative Group (C.G.), which was estab-
lished informally in Paris in 1949. Canada, the other NATO member countries,
West Gerinany and Japan all belong to this Paris Group. Its Co-ordinating and
China Côrnmittees (COCOM and CI-iICOM) have the task of co-ordinating the
policies of the Participating Countries in The field of controls over movements of
strategie commodities to Soviet Bloc destinations. To this end they keep under con-
tinual review three types of lists which can only be modified with the unanimous
consent of all Participating Countries.
These are:';.:
List I '.....

COmmodities under absolute embargo.

Lisell^o^odities whose strategic significance depends upon the volume
to the Soviet Bloc or upon their qualities and possible defence uses.

l^s on this list are described in detail and export quotas are allotted to Partici-
po ^g Countries for some of them. A complex procedure has been worked out

provide for exceptions to this type of quantitative and qualitative control,` and
it is expl^ed in the attached copy of COCOM Document 470. (Annex A).

List Iii-, commodities of low strategic 'carefully
watched in case the volume of shipments should reach levels

which
whi h^want their being p1aced on List 11.
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4. It was largely for the purpose of implementing Canada's COCOM and
CHICOM commitments that the new Export and Import Permits Act was cast in
the form of Bill 374 (especially Sections 3(a) and (b)). Ministers will, of course, be
familiar with Mr. Dickey's reference to these responsibilities in the course of his
statement to the House on March 16."

5. In the past Canada has not played a particularly active role in the Paris Group.
As most of the C.G. meetings have been of a largely routine nature, Canada has
usually been represented by members of the missions in Paris, whose participation
has generally been rather passive. This year, however, an exceptionally important
C.G. meeting is to be held in Paris on April 13 and 14 (possibly continuing after a
fortnight's recess). It is expected to mark a turning point in the West's trade rela-
tions with the European Soviet Bloc. (No changes are foreseen in connection with
controls over trade with Red China until after a Korean settlement, but the forth-
coming Geneva meetings may open up that question this summer).

6. Perhaps the most important items on the agenda for the meeting are:
(a) Development of the trade policy of the Soviet Bloc in its bearing on the work

of the Committee.

(b) Review of the present system of international controls (lists and methods).
(c) Adoption of a common attitude on control policy during future international

economic conferences.

These will provide the framework for a debate on the future of the West's strategic
control policies. The United States Government is known to mistrust the Soviet
Bloc's motives in seeking increased trade with the West, and to look upon recent
trends as reflecting little more than a shift in Soviet tactics in the trade sector rather
than as a genuine desire on their part for more trade. While the United States will
probably be willing to compromise somewhat with the European countries at the
C.G. meeting, they nevertheless hope embargo controls will remain fairly extensive
and even more effective. Their position is outlined in the attached statement of
March 9 by the United States COCOM delegate (Annex B). Also attached (Annex
C) is a statement made on March 8 by the United Kingdom delegate, which indi-
cates that the United Kingdom will press for the reduction of the area of control (by
redefming what items are really strategic) and probably also for the elimination of
Lists II and III, with tighter controls over the remaining List I. Both the United
States and the United Kingdom agree, as a result of the Berlin Conference, that the
West should now think in terms of a prolonged period of tension just short of war.
The majority of European countries will quite likely support the United Kingdom,
and Canada's position will consequently assume increased importance. If Canada
supports the United States, some compromise will have to be worked out which
would not entirely satisfy the Europeans and might well lead to an undermining of
the control system later on. If, however, Canada supports the Europeans, the United
States will be isolated and will probably have to give way to a greater extent than
they would like. Naturally both sides are anxious to have Canadian support, and

17 Voir Canada, Chambre des Communes, Débats, 1953-1954, volume III, pp. 3246-3248JSee Canada,
9 House of Commons, Debates, 1953-1954, Volume 111, pp. 3065-3067.
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they look to Canada to come to the meeting with an unprejudiced and objective
attitude, untrammelled by political complications such as afflict relations between
the United States and the European countries.

7. This matter has been discussed inter-departmentally and, on balance, it is con-
sidered that it would appear to be in Canada's best interests to support the liberali-
zation of trading relations between the West and the Soviet Bloc (excepting North
Korea and Mainland China). There is a need to reduce the impact of controls on
Canada's economy and on relations with other friendly countries. If we were very
selective in the commodities we control, but able to enforce our controls rigor-
ously, we could hope to continue enjoying wide-spread political support in Canada
for a control system aimed primarily at items involving clearly overriding security
interests. Otherwise, it might be politically embarrassing to ask Canadian commer-
cial interests to make sacrifices for no apparently good reason if Western European
countries do no, uphold similar embargo policies.

8. In the circumstances, I recommend, with the concurrence of the Secretary of
State for External Affairs that:
(i) Authority be granted to the Secretary of State for External Affairs and to

myself to appoint an appropriate Canadian delegation to the forthcoming C.G.
meeting in Paris. (It is believed that Mr. Harold Stassen, the Head of the Foreign
Operations Administration, may be the chief United States delegate).
(ii) The delegation be authorized to agree at its discretion to modifications that

may be proposed in present COCOM international embargo Lists I and II provided
they are supported by a clear majority of the Participating Countries, subject to the
following basic considerations:

(a) It would appear to be to the advantage of the West for controls on trade to be
the minimum consistent with the need to safeguard important security interests.
(b) Whatever controls are maintained should be enforced with the greatest possi-
ble effectiveness.

(c) The need for Participating Countries to apply for exceptions to embargo lists
should be eliminated as far as possible by transferring the more important items
to List I and freeing all others to the extent that this can now be done with
reasonable safety.

(d) No exceptions at all to List I should be envisaged, but present exception
procedures (Annex A) governing List II should be broadened to take into
account political, commercial, social (i.e., unemployment) and other considera-
tions apart from purely strategic ones, provided that the C.G. should not get
involved in subjects beyond its competence, such as broad commercial policy.
(iii) The question of relaxations of controls over trade with the Far Eastern
Soviet Bloc should not be considered until after the United Nations embargo
resolution of May 18, 1951, is rescinded.



Paris, April 2, 1954

SECRET
Reference: Our telegram (CC-63) No. 123 of March 29t and previous correspon-

dence on C.G.

EXPORT CONTROLS - COCOM - MEMORANDUM FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF COCOM

ON REVIEW OF THE INTERNATIONAL LISTS (ANNEX A TO COCOM DOCUME NT

55 rrEM V OF PROPOSED C.G. AGENDA
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Conclu-

The attached proposal has been submitted by e go ^nsulta-

tive Group meeting on the 1301 Apn , ,

Draft instruction from CG to COCOM on review of international lists.

for the consideration of other member governments forthcoming
agenda Item V.

/ 1 1954 in

Consultative Group to the committee concern t 8
vernment of the United States

Charpentier, to circulate to all member governments e
the Coordinating Committee, the attached text of a proposed instruction from th

in a review of the international lists.

full:
"I have been requested by the Chairman of the Consultative

Monsieur
ir delegations to

NO. 15 )t -
Following for D. Harvey from H.B. Scully, Begins: Fo1lQwing is the text quoted in

• that when app ie 1 rnen. 2. The international-listing guides that sUre a 1, dthey will achieve ,ts• • , • ttached have men fru-1 these(d) Must be reinforced as necessary to make its operatwn ed by the con'
form, and : • ^ # , ° t ` • ' fully effective-
.(C) Must be' more selective, substantially less extensive in

economic, financial and political situations of the p^ simpler ln
' ' overage,

`(a) Must be set up on a basis which permits !IS opemtion nition to the

^'(b) Must . be _ fashioned in a manner . which gives appropriate recog
• • -.4; #. ating countries; and

tem therefore, for the long haul;,

appears less immediate than has heretofore been the case,

Soviet threat remains unchanged and the possiblhry o danger of a general W^
hostilities ` constantly "exists, the period of maximum and that the control sys-

sÿstern developed in past years. It now appears that though thef local Communist-incited

West to the Soviet bloc which justify a basic revrew o e b^ic nature of the
1. During the past year there have been srgnificant chang^ °nternational control

sions with respect to tne -)oviet vim imil-r-. . •the relations of the. •

sultative Group with the expectauon f •• whether an item
objectives. These guides provide a basis for
International listing.

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

DEA/11045-40

. L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs



3. The Consultative Group has agreed that COCOM should undertake promptly a
comprehensive review of, the international lists on the basis of these guides, and
should report to the Consultative Group the results of the review for such further
CG consideration as the participating governments may then deem appropriate.4. The Consultative , Group directs COCOM: (a) to carry out this review of theinternational lists by (date), taking up categories of items successively in
accordance with the attached schedule, and (b) to recommend implementation by
govenvnents at appropriate stages of the review.

Conclusions with respect to Communist China and North Korea
5. The attached guides do not affect exports to Communist China and NorthKorea. With respect to these areas, the Consultative Group has agreed that the

existing level of export restrictions should be continued.
Schedule of categories for review:
(1) Metal-working machinery and rolling mills.
(2) Electric power generating equipment.
(3) Metals, minerals and their manufactures.
(4) Rubber and rubber products.
(5). Transportation equipment:
(6) General industrial equipment (minus rolling mills).
V) Electronic and precision instruments; and miscellaneous.
(8) Chemical and petroleum products.
(9) Chemical and petroleum equipment.

Propôséd international listing guides
(Note: ^T'hese

guides do not pertain to items on the atomic-energy and munitionlists.)

Class^sof eligible items

An item shall be considered eligible for international listing only if it falls within
one of the following classes:

(a)
Mateiials and equipment (by types and grades) which are designed specially orusedprincipally

for the development, production or utilization of arms, ammuni-
60n, implements of war, (and atomic energy materials).
t^) Materials and equipment (by types andhnolo grades) which incorporate advanced

gy or unique technological know-how (including production know-how),the acquisition' of -which
may reasonably be ' expected to permit a si nificantadvance

in Soviet bloc technology in military or atomic ener gleVel of dévelo
pment already achieved or expected to be a^hievr d wilthin a

over the
Period 'i ; . . short

(c) Materiâls ar'd ^de ui ment types
in

and grades) in which the Soviet Bloc has a
Y w

,
^ch is cntical m relation to its military capabilities and which it couldnot ove^n1e

within a short 'period Ends.
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Seeretary of State for Externa iars

'o Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council

Ottawa, Apri16, 1954

SECttIN
Repeat London No. 426; Washington EX-556.

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING APRIL 13

We are sending you by today's bag a copy of a memorandum which was pre-
pared in the expectation that Cabinet would be asked to consider what position
Canada should take at the meeting. This memorandum has now been approved by
the Minister of Trade and Commerce and by myself, and we have agreed that it
need not be considered by Cabinet.

2. In view of the character and importance of the forthcomingmttend as head of
hope (which Trade and Commerce share) that you may feel free to
the Canadian delegation. However,` this is a matter for your judgment after you
learn what the United States and United Kingdom level of represe otUfl attendance
We, therefore, leave to your discretion the question of whether y
would be appropriate and desirable. Mr. Denis Harvey of the Dep h eWlll be able

of Trade
^ and "mine= will be on the delegaUon, and if you decide to attend wri^ng.

to brief you more effectively on the spot than we could hope to do in

" 3. We do not propose to send a specialsct of detailed instructions for the guidance
é ^d

of the delegation. Instead, we would wish it to be guided by the g
eneral

down in the memorandum (which was prepared in such a way as to serve ^ âp^é
t

,pose). We do not envisage the Head of the delegation taking an active p ,
m

meetin or doing anything more than make a fairly brief statemen
ônüo Canada

g that we hope to see the COCOM cposition which is, in a nut-shell, ro ingV
radjusted to?the "longj haul" concept by reducing the strategic^ ^eme côuld be
',the controls over whatever^ is left on, them. A. statement on thi

s

suitably amplified on the basis of paragraphs 2, 7 and 8
of the memo^d^'

appropnate. delegations

n,4. It seems prôbable that the C.O. will confine itself to statements ÔY^OCOM for

.;•;vand a debate on thé terms of the instructions that should gl reat difficulty over

In tlie Coordinating ConUnittce ovcr the next three months or so. 12 with

the`review of the, international Usts.,We do not anticipate any g,l the text Of a

this:" We have already 'secn (Embassy telegram No. 136 of Apn 2) fi of ^eiew
United States draft çirculated by:the Chairman of COCOM on Woik will DI d0ne
international lists.' It âeems ôbvious that the bulk of the detailed

For
Apla o^er U^ted^^ your infôrtnation, we held discussions here in Ottawa on
aS.

Karl Anderson (Deputy Director Bureau of Foreign Commerce)

DEA/11045-40

' ré secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord

lA,
,
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States officials on the whole question of East-West trade controls. We indicated to
them that we could support the draft instructions quoted in the Embassy's telegram
but we emphasized that, in the case of class (c) items eligible for control, a great
deal seemed to depend upon the meaning of the word "critical". We felt that for
practical purposes the Participating Countries could only be expected to express
their views, not in general terms, but in relation to each item as it is debated. Apart
from the review itself, there may be difficulties over the question of transaction
controls. We have the impression that the United Kingdom are hesitant about
imposing them, but without such controls the system is not as effective as it should
be.

6. Please refer a copy of this telegram to the Embassy for Scully. Ends.

DEA/11045-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 430
Ottawa, A ril 6, 1954p , 954

SECRU

Reference; Your telegram No. 339 of April l.t
Repeat Washington EX-561.

EASf-WEST TRADE COMROIS

We are grateful for your reports on talks with Coulson who, we gather, may now
head the United Kingdom delegation to the consultative Group meeting in Paris on
AM 13 instead of Thornycroft. It seems ùnlikely Stassen will be able to attend for
United States. As you will have seen from our telegram No. 222 to CANAC today,
we are leaving it to discretion of Mr. Wilgress whether he should represent Canadaor not.

2.Wehave re
United States ^t^ to you Paris telegram No. 136 of April 2 containing text of

draft instructions from Consultative Group to COCOM for review of
the international lists. By next bag we hope to send you copy of the memoraridum
n1entloned in our telegram No. 222 and the covering letter indicating our willing-
ness to,scCept the United States draft with two minor changes.

Ut d ^^os^ of any further conversations you may have with Coulson or other
April 1,,ngdomtofficials; you 'may find the following information helpful. On

^d 2 We held discussions here in Ottawa with a group of United States
offIclals headed by Karl Anderson, Deputy Director, Bureau of Foreign Commerce.
We Ûnaecleaz to them`our'concern that diver encies between the United 'ited S^t^ g Kmgdom
Will .- positions it the C.G. meeting should be kept to a minimum. You

aPPreclate^tliatour 'Position would be uncomfortable if serious differences of
policies aie^riot resolved. Canada's attitude is that the international lists should be
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modified to adapt them to the'long haul (this is covered by our acceptance of the
United States draft instructions to COCOM) but that ^ whatever controls remain

should bé as effective as possible.
about the impression we have

4. You might mention that we are not too happy
gained thât the United Kingdom are making the impositi on

s^ should be substantially
condidonal _ upon. agreement that the international
ceduced. We regard these two issues as entirely sep^te^ one for

distinc t, and
appearance that the United Kingdo m is seeking to b g
moreover, is an example of the sort of difference bettin COCOMaom and
United States attitudes which might embarrass us somewhat

DEA/11045-40

L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

`3, That tnembets should feel free to present mfot lC ^^ly information concern-
non-participating countries and the Soviet Bloc, part
ing trade in strategic goods, and to'request a discussion.

d for C.G.Consideration aa• :

encc of the various pariicipating countries. ts to

2. That members should provide more regular Soviet Trade
obtain strategic g , Y ,
which may affect trade in "sueh goods.` • • concerning trade between

Following for D. Harvey rom •• ^ enda,
tion today circulated a memorandum concerning t ^^^ the w^ ha écent low
essence of which in the light of current expansion P

levels of trade between the Soviet Bloc and the free world are as âo^scussion on
1: That from time to time the consultative group should

S ovi et

arrang

`trad'ng tactics and their effect on strategic controls, in the light of the experii

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Paris, Apri16, 1954

Reference: Our telegram No. (CC-68) 139 of April 5.t

EXPORT COMROLS - COCOM - GG. MEETING

^ f u B Scully Begins: The United Kingdom deletgnae

TELEGRAM 144 (CC-70)

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

The' United States also cuçulated a memoran um
C .G. agen

div
ith

ersiôns ând leakages, as a basis for discussion in connection w
can bel ndsPoint 5: # contro

Briefl , it expresses concern over.the extent
to which security

Y : comin8^vaded by transshipment and other. forms of diversion e^ ônt ^^he fa^

thé'following principles and courses °^action âoreneral reinforced system of con-
C,G•' meeting to be applied untilsuch r 8

trots can be established. ` - -
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I

I

5

(1) The responsibility for preventing diversions of shipments is a co-operative one
shared by all participating countries. Irrespective of the residence of the owner of
the goods, participating countries should see that, as far as possible, these controls
are not frustrated by diversions within their jurisdiction.

(2) There should be a full use of and exchange of information and cooperation
among enforcement services as well as full resort to other means for the detection,
stopping, and subsequent investigation of the illegal shipments.
(3) Whenever an attempt at unauthorized diversion is identified:

(a) Any participating country obtaining the information should notify immedi-
ately the country of origin and other participating and non-participating coun-
tries likely to be concerned with the shipment or in a position to gain control.
(b) `The . participating country through which the goods are passing (or are
expected to pass) should use its available powers to prevent an unauthorized
diversion. Further movement of the goods should be allowed only in accordance
with the agreed policy of the group. If such country does not yet possess the
powers to obtain effective control it should use its best endeavours to delay the
shipment, notifying immediately the country of origin and the other participat-
ing and non-participating countries likely to be concerned with the shipment or
in a position to gain control.

(4) Information or requests for action should be handled in the most expeditious
manner possible. In some cases this may be through normal diplomatic channels; in
other cases it may be through COCOM or both. In either case the country becom-
ing aware of a diversion should notify its delegate in Paris who should pass the
information to the delegates of the other countries concerned and notify the com-
mittee. In cases'where the shipment originates in a participating country, it is the
responsibility of the delegate of that country to coordinate action. In cases where
the shipment originates in a non-participating country, the delegate bringing the
case to the notice of the committee should normally assume responsibility for coor-
dinating action. In both type of cases, it will be the duty of the Secretariat to pro-
vide 'such assistance as may be required.

(5) Exchanges between participating countries of technical experts responsible for
enforcement activities should be encouraged.

Delegates have been requested to inform the Secretariat by Friday, April 9,
names of their C.B. delegates so that necessary arrangéments can be made. Ends.
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L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 166 (CC-71) `
Pans, Apri121, 1954

EXPORT CONTROLS - COCOM - CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING

., With reference to the consultative group meeting held on April 13 and 14, has
has not yet been a distribution of general statements made by delegations no
the draft copy of the C.G. chairman's report been submitted to COCOM for com-
ment. We are sending a stenographer's transcript of our statement in today's air

bag.
In view of Mr. Harvey's attendance at the meeting, we do not propose to make a

full interim report in advance of the' official minutes of the meeting.
The following points however should be considered in relation to the general

aspects and agreement of the proposals contained in the draft statements
referred to you (ref. our telegram No. 136 (CC-67),t COCOM
of Apri15 ând our letter No. 591 of Apri18t and documents Nos. 1565 and 156^e

(1). Items 4 and 5 of the agenda were reversed with the result that review of
present system' of international controls occurred before the general consideration
of development of trade policy of the Soviets, etc.

(2). It was decided to replace 3 and 4 of enclosure I to document 1563 with the

following single paragraph: tl a compre-

hensive

The consultative group directs COCOM: (a) To undertake promp y and
hensive review of the international lists on the basis of the attached guidestego-
interpretative notes. (b) To carry out this review by July 1 st 1954, taki g P (c)
ries of items successively in accordance' with the schedule as approved and;
Promptly upon completion of the review, to report the results of such review t roaYe

thathowever, .consultative group for appraisal and action :. provi ,ded• l
re^end to member ovg

upon agreement, before the final report of the review,
ernments earlier action upon revisions in the listing of particular

items which have

been reviewed". t to CommuNSt
(3). At the Japanese request, an amended conclusion with respec follows:

China and North Korea was made to paragraph 5 of COCOM 1563 as gorea

"I'he attached guides do not affect exports to Cotnmunist China tandhe e°^ g level

W;th t^espect to these areas, the consultative group has agro^^â these probleros^e
of export restrictions should be continued itort^n titime ^ygIn this connection,
examined at the next consultati ve group meeting in

^` . . .
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consultative group has recognized that these security control measures could not be
fully effective unless applied to the Communist world as a whole."
(4). The C.G. issued the following directives to COCOM with respect to docu-

ment No. 1566 and adopted the proposals contained in COCOM document No.
1565; `°The consultative group directs the coordinating committee to seek means
and procedures acceptable to all participating governments for the reinforcement of
the controls, in the light of the above principles and taking into account the discus-
sion which has taken place on this subject."
(5). Concerning Item 6, the C.G. recommends to member governments that before

pacticipating in an international conference in the course of which the control of
east-west trade might arise, they consult together with the object of maintaining the
unity of policy necessary to the application of their controls.

COCOM considered on April 15th the schedule contained in enclosure 2 of
COCOM 1563 which had been adopted by the consultative group with one modifi-
cation, (transposal of Item 7 for review after Item 2). It was decided that discus-
sions'aimed at the revision of lists would commence April 27th on the following
time table:

On revision of lists in accordance with the above schedule, leaving decisions

1. April 27-metal working machinery and rolling mills.
2. May 3--electtic power generating equipment.
3. May 14-Electronic and precision instruments and miscellaneous.
4. May 17-metals, minerals and their manufacture.
.5. Rubber and rubber products to be reviewed concurrently with No. 4.
6. May 24-transportation equipment.
7.

May 31-general industrial equipment, minus rolling mills.
8. June 8-chemical and petroleum products.
9. June l4-chemical and petroleum^equipment.

As to the timing of implementation of decisions the consultative group with the
notable exception of the United Kingdom favoured an "en masse" method of defer-
61g bnplementation on all items until after completion and examination of the total
results of the review. As a result of the United Kingdom's position favouring the
It peel-off' method of immediately implementing decisions on individual items as
made, they came out strongly in favour of COCOM's activities being concentrated

duected at the reinforcement of existing controls and constructive steps in the
du16on of establishing and adopting transshipment and transaction control, to be
f1ttedinas oand • pportunity occurs prior to July lst. We reiterated that the tightening

unproved efficiency of controls demanded careful consideration and was a
complementary factor in the revision of the lists.It

was decided that export control matters would be fitted into the schedule of
discussions during the week commencing May 7th.

In relation to the schedule of review, we should have your instructions and com-
ments relating to , each group together with any detailed material on individual items
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Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrftaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head Economic Division,

to Acting Under-Seeretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

SALE OF SHIPS TO SOVIET BLOC

I attach for your consideration and approval a draft memorandum on this subject
for the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy. It has just been
approved by the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce and, subject to your con-
currence, 'it could be reproduced this week for consideration at the Committee's

next meeting early next week. consultations
2. The attached memorandum was prepared after fairly lengthy

between officials of this Department, the DepartmMaritime
ent of Trade andoCo 1 does ,not,

Joint Intelligence Bureau, and ^thWS Canadian foregoing, especially as the interests
however, represent the agreed

• ' Il' nce Bureau are somewhat at
1 of the Maritime Commission and the Joint Intc r,- have the sub-s v^an^, In the circumstances it was considered most appropriate to
^ mission approved by you and Mr. Bull alone. ma recall that.

3. Concerning the reason for submitti ôwt1iis
hich the Minister wrote a footnote to

Mr. Chevrier sent a letter to Mr. Pearson
the efkct that Cabinet had decided that this matter should be referred to the

I.C.E.T.P. There is no record of that in the Cabinet minutes, ^ ev

A.E.
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
et du sous-ministre du Commerce

, pour le Comité interministériel sur la politique du commerce extérieur

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
and Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

to Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy

ICETP DOC. 162-35 Ottawa, April 28, 1954

POLICY ON SALE OF SH1PS TO SOVIET BLOC

On March 4 Cabinet considered a memorandum from the Chairman of the Cana-
dian Maritime Commission (attached as Annex A) and directed that the I.C.E.T.P.,
should examine this subject in the light of the following telegram which was sent
from Moscow on February 20 to certain Member Yards of the Canadian Shipbuild-
ing and Ship Repairing Association:

"Would appreciate if you send us your best offer for cargo ships 10000 tons
deadweight 16-17 knots refrigerated fish carriers 3500 deadweight 14-15 knots
séa tugs 1000-1500 horsepower fishing trawlers up to 1000 horsepower with
refrigerated cargo spaces about 500 cubic meters thanks beforehand

Transmasimport 1300".
2. It should be mentioned that on February 26 representatives of the Association

were informed by the Department of Trade and Commerce that export permits cov-
erillg sales of such ships to the Soviet Bloc would not be granted because vessels of
those types were regarded as being strategic.
3. In considering this subject the Committee may find it helpful to have the fol-

lowing background information. Since 1949 Canada has been co-operating with
her NATO allies, West Germany, and Japan, through the medium of the Consulta-
tive Group Co, -ordinating Committee (CG/COCOM) to restrict and control exports
of strategic cômmodities to the Soviet Bloc. Ships are included in this category and
at present all COCOM Participating Countries (P.C.'s) are bound by undertakings
to control' sales of ships in accordance with certain mutually agreed limitations.
Thesearé set out in Annex G.t
4. Vessels onrlnternational List I are totally embargoed. Those on List II are sub-

ject to less rigid controls which allow for certain exceptions. It should be noted
that, to the extent that trade does take place involving List II vessels, the exportingP.C,,S are .

requined under present exception procedures to justify each proposed sale
in advance'and to obtain the unanimous consent of COCOM. The guiding principle
for such exceptions is that exports should be permitted only to the extent required
in order to obtain importsbasic from the Soviet Bloc which are essential to sustain theeconomy of the e
Accor' xporting country, and thereb y to suPlort its defence effort.' '`P C^n81"Y^ , e •

xpott"s are not permitted by COCOM, and could not be justified by a
' for the Purpose of maintaining or developing export markets in the Soviet
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Bloc or' for similar reasons. In other words, a P.C. wishing to sell a List II ship
must prove to COCOM that the balance of strategic advantage lies with the West
under the quid proj quo deal with its Soviet Bloc trading partner.

5. The effect of COCOM's restrictive policy since 1950 has been to curtail Soviet
Bloc acquisitions of vessels from the traditional Western European sources of sup-
ply, so much so that the levels of the Soviet Bloc fleets are well below what they
would like them to be. Of course it is open to the U.S.S.R. to divert some of her
shipbuilding resources from naval construction (submarines, commerce raiders,
etc.) to peaceful purposes, but there is no indication that they are prepared to do
that. . : , f . _- . +

= 6. In the circumstances, it will be appreciated that the probable explanation for the
Moscow telegram to the Canadian Shipyards of last February 20 is two-fold:

(a) The U.S.S.R. is being driven to seek ships from countries outside of Europe
only because of the COCOM embargo policies which have limited their purchases
from the more logical and cheaper sources. (Were this not so, it seems highly
unlikely that the high-cost Canadian shipyards would have received any Soviet
inquiries at all).

(b) The offer to purchase Canadian ships was a shrewd manoeuvre or propaganda
tactic intended to cause friction and embarrassment in our relations with our
COCOM partners. It is evident that for Canada to permit such sales would be to
take an unfair advantage of the European countries which have been denying them-
selves such orders for several years, and would undoubtedly lead to severe criti-
cism of our reversal of policy. Moreover, Canada could not hope to justify sales
under the principles described in para. 4 above.

7. Recently many other P.C.'s in Western Europe have received offers from Soviet
sources to purchase ships. Because of growing idleness in their shipyards and for

other political and social reasons, they are bcginning to think in terms of relaxing

the shipping controls described in Annex G. In the face of mounting pressure from

many of these P.C.'s`for acomplete revision of the present control criteria, the

United States and United Kingdom Governments have held bilateral discussions in

the past few months with a view to revising the controls in such a way as to accom-

modate the legitimate needs for changes and improvements in the system, andYl t

at the same time retain effective control over Soviet acquisitions of strateg Y

importânt ships. On November'30 joint United States-United Kingdom proposals9
on the ' control of fishing vessels were circulated as COCOM Document on
(attached as Annex B).t Later, on February 26, they circulated joint p opo of
merchant 'ships as Document 1516 (Annex C).t These documents illustrate m^fea-

^de
thé probléms facing the West in determining the extent to which it would attitude
sonable and safe for theïn to permit sales of sh^ps to the Soviet Bloc. The s^s is

adopted by the Canadian representative at COCOM towards these joint propo ,

reflected in the'statcmcnts'in Annexes Dt and Et which are attached for the mfor-

`tnation of thèse members of the Committee who may be interested.
;r - ,,:. + t rf,u. . >_ 4 .

8. C^utada has consistently favoured ` rather strict l imitations on sales o^^ ^o ^em

the Soviet Bloc; ` and has not permitted any Canadian vessels to be tendause
sincé ,1949,ôn the grounds that almost all ships have some degree of po

.,
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as naval âuxiliary 'vessels and, therefore, merit embargo treatment according to
their potential 'danger to the West. This attitude is consistent with our view that
Canada's interest in the strategic control field lies in protecting the security of the
West, in maintaining harmony among the COCOM P.C.'s, 'and in keeping controls
over legitimate trade; to a minimum consistent with the first two objectives. The
foregoing comment is amplified in a draft memorandum prepared in connection
with the Consultative Group meeting held in Paris on April 13 and 14 (Annex H).19
It was approved by the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Secretary of State
for External Affairs.
9. The following conclusions suggest themselves:

(i) In view of Canada's obligation to respect the embargo restrictions on sales of
ships to the Soviet Bloc as agreed by COCOM, the Department of Trade and Com-
merce may not in the present circumstances grant export permits for ships coming
within the categories listed in Annex G.

(ii) In the light of (i) above, no encouragement should be given by the Canadian
Government to the Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Association to obtain orders
for such ships from the Soviet Bloc.

(iii) If,- however,'any Soviet orders are actually placed with Canadian shipyards
for vessels' falling outside the area of control, applications for export permits
should be submitted by the Department of Trade and Commerce to Cabinet for
consideration.
(iv)

For the purpose of future discussions in COCOM about the joint United
States-United - Kingdom proposals (Annexes B and
should be instructed not to press for any changes in the)presen OCOM policies
governing exports of ships to the Soviet Bloc, but if it seems likely that new quota
control systems will be established, he should

(a) take no special steps to secure a Canadian quota, and
(b) press for the global quota to be so âpportioned to P.C.'s as to leave an unal-
located reserve which could be used (by Canada or other P.C.'s) only with the
prior unanirnous approval of COCOM.

SECRET

Some
atio havef ^e shipy^ of the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Associ-

^nuy received cables from Moscow asking for quotations on certain

19 Vok 14 Pièce jointe du document 662,^et enclosure to Document 662.

R.A. MACKAY
WJ. BU[.t.

Noté du président de la Commission maritime canadienne
pour le ministre des Transports

Memorand^ from Clurirman, Canadian 11laritime Commission,
to Minister of Transport

Ottawa, March 2, 1954
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,types of ships.for the account of the U.S.S.R. A copy of the cable, dated 20th Feb-
ruary, 1954; via All Union Corporation in Moscow, received by the shipyards, is
quoted below:

,"Would appreciate if you send us your best offer for cargo ships 10000 tons
deadweight 16-17 knots refrigerated fish carriers 3500 deadweight 14-15 knots
sea tugs 1000-1500 horsepower fishing trawlers up to 1000 horsepower with
refrigerated cargo spaces about 500 cubic meters thanks beforehand

involved and you may wish to discuss the matter with Mr. Howe an •
k, , L.C. AUDMM

If you agree Inc Commission wi e e ma Jr d^ pe^on,•11 talc th tter u with the Deputy
should be fought if other COCOM countries are accepting sirmlar or

A . (--sters

of the U.S.S.R.
Yesterday, 1st March, Mr. Ivanov, Attaché at the Embassy of the U.S.S.R., tele-

phoned the Executive Secretary of the Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing
Association suggesting that he call to obtain information with respect to the ship-
building industry in Canada for the use of the trade officer recently arrived from
Moscow.

In view of the fact that the Association had written to the Commission seeking
guidance on the subject and, furthermore, since the Directors of the Canadian Ship-
building and Ship Repairing Association are meeting at Ottawa on 9th and 10th
March, it was suggested to Mr. Ivanov. that his visit be postponed until the attitude
of the government is known.

, The shipbuilding industry, foreseeing the necessity of securing additional work
for the shipyards, would take immediate action in going after the potential business

'indicated in the cable from Moscow if the attitude of the government were favour-
able 'to such a course of action.

This raises the whole question of strategic controls; I realize that this subject
belongs largely to the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Secretary of State
'for External Affairs; the Commission proposes raising the issue with the DeputY
Ministers. involved and recommending further ,negotiations for these soviet orders
unless there are cogent reasons against such a course. If there is objection from
tOCOM (the co-ordinating committee of the Consultative Group) I think that it

• • ders

in finding out if the government approves of the shipyards following up the inquiry

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Transmasimport 13W.
The Association is seeking the assistance of the Canadian Maritime Commission
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Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le chef de la Direction européenne

Memorandum from Head, Economic Division, -
to Head, European Division

SECRff; [Ottawa], April 28, 1954

STATEMENT BY. CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE AT CONSULTATIVE GROUP
MEETING ON EAST-WEST TRADE CONTROLS

The attached document contains a statement made by Mr. Wilgress on April 13
to the Cônsultative Group which met briefly to prepare a directive to its Co-ordi-
nating Committee (COCOM) for its guidance in reviewing and revising the three
international lists of strategic commodities.

2. The importance of this meeting lay in the fact that it marked the turning point
in the policies of the Western Allies which they had followed since the beginning
of the cold war in about 1950. Following the Berlin Conference, and in particular
Mr. Churchill's statement on February 25, the majority of Western Governments
came to feel that the strategic controls over East-West trade should be relaxed sub-
Stantially and adapted to the new concept that war is less imminent than it had been
during the previous years, and that the West is in for a long period of tension short
of war..The United Kingdom had taken the lead in pressing for reductions of the
control lists, and the United States found itself at the other extreme, trying to put
the brake on the European movement in a direction of freer trade in semi-strategic
or marginal commodities.

3. The attached statement sets out the Canadian position which is to a large extent
a comprise between those of the United States and the United Kingdom. For clarifi-
cation it should be mentioned that international List I involves total embargo, List
u a quantitative or quota type embargo, and List III a watch list. Items on List III
ca" be freely traded, but if the volume of shipments becomes significant they might
be placed an List u. (Stenographer's notes of statement by Mr. Wilgress April13th)m , ,

^ ^ ^ `' i ^ , • .

20 Le documéat joint a^,c tr8mmis au Cabi netlihe attached document was circulated to Cabinet.
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Déelaration du représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord
d la réunion du Groupe consultatif

Statement by Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council
to Consultative Group Meeting

[Paris], April 15,1954

I should like to outline the principles which the Canadian Government thinks
should govern the present system of international controls. After that I would like
to comment on Document No. 1563 submitted by the United States Delegate and
also the comment of the United States. Delegate in introducing this paper this

morning.
We agree with what previous speakers have said about the necessity of reducing

the lists and making the remaining controls more effective. The main interest of the
Canadian Government lies in ensuring that full acc^ nt^ s^^ of ma^n

g^aspects of the problem. Secondly, we recognise the i po
unity of the Governments of the Free World in the face of opposing Soviet tactics.

'Thirdly, we have to consider the need for keeping the impact of controls on Cana-
dian economy to the minimum consistent always with the realisation of the first

two objectives. e
''' Taking into account these three factors, we have come to the conclusiont^dt ^e
should support the liberalisation of trading relations between the
Soviet Bloc except Communist China and the North Koreans. If therns with ^oto reduce the impact of controls on out economy and on our relations

• free countries - if we were to be very selective in the commodities we control, but
enabled to enforce these controls vigorously, we could hope to continue wide-

spread political support in Canada for a control system dealing primarily with items

of clearly overriding security interest.Otherwise it might be Politically embarrass
g^

ing to ask Canadian commercial interests to make sacrifices
for no apparentlY

teason, if other Western countries did not uphold similar embargo policies.

• • sed in the present COCOM
We can agree to modifications that may be propo

embargo lists I and ll provided they are supported by a clear majority of the p

pating countries; and subject to the following basic conf de^ni^ols on trade to be
1. It would appear to be to the advantage of the West interests.

the minimum consistent with the need to safeguard important security
ssible

2. Whatever controls are maintained should be enforced
with the greatest po

effectivaness. lists

3. The need for participating countries to apply for exceptions o ear ems to

should be eliminated as far as possible by transferring the mor Po onable

List I and freeing others to the extent that this can now be done with r

safety. exCePtions P'O'nt
4: No exceptions at all to List I shouldro^ n^• to gtalCe ^o âccount political' ^0^

cxdur^s; governing List II should be
b



mercial, social - that is unemployment - and other considerations apart from
purely strategical ones, provided that the Consultative Group and the Coordinating
Committee should not get involved in subjects beyond its competence, such as
broad commercial policy.

Finally, the question of relaxations of controls over trade with Communist China
and North Korea should not be considered until after the United Nations embargo
resolution of the 18th May 1951 is rescinded. We accept Document 1563 as a suita-
ble basis for instructions to COCOM for the further consideration of this problem.

We are in agreement with the date that has been suggested of the 1st July for a
target date, but we feel that this should be a target date rather than a deadline. The
United States representative in his opening remarks referred to the importance of
Proceeding as rapidly as possible with the review of the lists, but pointed out that
the Coordinating Committee should not be given a task which is beyond their
capacity, andthat they should not be hurried to too great an extent. We would
therefore favour a change in the wording which is given in paragraph 4 of Enclo-
sure No: 1 to Document 1563 in order to indicate that this date of the lst July is
more a target date than a fixed deadline. We would not like to see COCOM con-
fronted in the last days of June with a mad rush in order to complete this task in
time. We would propose, instead of saying in paragraph 4(a) "to carry out this
review of the International Lists by the 1 it July", that it should read somewhat as
follows:

"To carry out this review of the international Lists as a matter of urgency and, if
possible, by the I st July".

We think that that would give COCOM sufficient leeway so that they would make
every effort to discharge their task by the date they have set; but they would not be
faced with the impossible position of having to hurry matters at the last moment.

As regards the remarks of the United States representative in introducing thelists this
morning, we are also of the, view expressed by our Italian and French

colleagues that the côrrect approach would be the "en masse" method of imple-
mentatiori rather than the "peeling off' method. We think it would only result in
confusiori if we were to ado tthe

bnpletnen^tion of the modifications lshould take
meth

od, nall at oneltme^,osimu
that th

ltanee
ously at the end of the review by the Coordinating Committee.

As regards `the number of Lists, we think the ideal, of course, would be if we
could have only twô lists

say one embargo list and a watch list, but we do notthink --C^C at this; is pràcticable. We think that in going over the Lists of items,
NI will, find 'thât `it will be necessary to retain some items for quantitative

control; &D'd wë'feel thât COCOM should have a free hand in this matter, and that
^Ydshould ^^^n three Lists` if they find that is necessary,

the desirabihtydesirability
of reducing to a minimum the products which are ubjecgt toQuantitj^ co

.^s

tedu aPproach tô.this problem, as I have said in m y general statement, is that in
should gthe numbefof items'subject to control, we feel that the remaining controlsbe
enforcem-m^^ ^e^^tive as possible. We therefore lay great stress on thement prr,,r,..i

^s. we ourselves have gone on the assumption that in reduc-
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ing the lists the remaining controls would be made more effective. We have there-

fore welcomed the statement made' this morning by. the United Kingdom
representative that they were taking 'steps to introduce transaction controls. The
Group may not be aware that we ourselves have taken action already in this con-
nection. Additional powers have been obtained for control of the trade in strategic
equipment and materials in Canada. An Act was passed by both Houses of Parlia-
ment and given Royal Assent on the 26th March last. It will become an offence
under,this Act for any person to do anything in Canada that causes or assists ship-
ment or diversion of strategic materials to the Soviet Bloc whether from Canada or
"frorn any other country. The significance of this is that Canada has obtained author-
ity and,is imposing transaction controls.

Having taken this step, the Canadian Government will be anxious to see other
participating countries do what is necessary to bring into effect adequate controls
on the trade as referred to in the report by the Chairman of COCOM this morning.

670.
DEA/11045-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exténeures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

14, 1954Paris, May
ItLEGttAM 209 (CC-76)

SÉC;RéT. IMMEIDIA't'E. , ^A17 ,.f

Refereni-
May6.t

TRANSPORTATION EQUMENT REV11:W -' SIIIFPING

Fôllowing for D. Harvey from H.B. Scully, Begins: Conversation
with the United

mdmenci
detairi g e Tuesd Y

States'delegation and the Chairman of COCOM points to close an

afterrioon May l8, in conjunction with the overall review of tran p

ment. The United States delegate. expects to be in telephone
conversation del to

Washington on this subject today for final instructions in the event they
t.t . , . ..

d n of the ant United Kingdom-United States f^e

cration being given to the question of all classes of shipprng s ortation eq°ip-

include in the rev^ew, scusso i dep;ciencies o
`ôranda on 'f shin vessels and merchant shipping plus existing a reement on

nt excx tion'^
ures, 3d, ete.,t with the object of achieving g

^u p' ^a've form of control in this field related to the contents of
a fair, realistic and cffcctl
your telegtâm No 223.1 Mis
`;'Ifw^tshington decides to go ahead on this basis, I have instructed é ould phone

authonty in Washington to acquaint Guy Smith accordingly so that
ort^t subleCt

Ottaârâ and ttisure that your instructions and comments on this imp

will rrâch tné in time fot the 1'uesday afternoon meeting...^ . .. ^ ^f

L'ambassadeur en France
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Meantime, Naval Headquarters in Ottawa has informed the Canadian Naval
Mission ` in London that they may send an officer to Paris to act as a technical
adviser in the forthcoming talks and arrangements have been made for him to
arrive on Monday morning so that he may be thoroughly acquainted with the issues
involved and his possible function in the discussions based on the contents of your
telegram No. 243.t

Before his despatch to Paris, I have requested the London staff to satisfy them-
selves that the presence of a service expert has the approval of External, Trade and
Commerce and JIB.

No reply has yet been received on this point in my letter 726 of May 5. Presum-
ably, detailed instructions at least on the transportation equipment category review
will arrive Monday but we should have your instructions and comments on the
implications of the broader concept referred to by that date if advice from Guy
Smith indicates that the United States will raise this issue in the discussions. Ends.

671. DEA/1104540

Extrait d'une lettre de l'ambassadeur en France
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Eztract from Letter from Ambassador in France
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LEM No. 846

SECRET

Paris, May 25, 1954

` EXPORT CONTROLS - COCOM - TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
Listed beloa, are the preliminary indicative results of reclassification discussionsof this"câtegory held during the week of May 17th.

Quantitative Control - Fishing Vessels

No agreement was reached on quantitative control for fishing vessels owing to
major Objections by Denmark with the Netherlands to the proposed annual ceiling
of 50 units, reference 1614.00/1. Belgium stated that although not in favour of such
a control, they did not oppose it and went on to state that in their view, good
rounds existed for larger quotas and larger sizes of vessels. The balance of the
Committee supported the joint United Kingdom-United States proposals.
Quantitative Control - Mercluuit Vessels

dUe toag^ment on the United Kingdom or United States proposals was reached
objections.by Denmark and the Netherlands against any control of non-

s^bazg^ merchant vessels. Compared to the area of agreement on fishing ves-sels,
where all but two delegations were ready to accept the U.K.-U.S. proposals,there were wider`differe

^0^ nces in this field. Those accepting a ceiling tonnage rangedthe
United States and ourselves, agreeable to an 88,000 ton figure to the;; .
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United Kingdom 200,000 tons. The French delegate, as a working basis for a com-
promise, proposed a ceiling of 130,000 tons for quota allocation plus 50,000 tons to
be made available through pre-consultation on a strict quid pro quo basis. This
failed to receive acceptance and no agreement was possible on a tonnage figure for

allocation.
In spite of the wide area of disagreement, there was some evidence of a spirit of

compromise, for instance, the United States as well as the United Kingdom could
envisage a ceiling of 140,000 to 160,000 tons as a basis for discussion. The major-

- ity agreed that a check on further deliveries to the Bloc should be made at an
agreed -"Amber Light point" in tonnage, for example, at 120,000 if the figure of
160,000 were accepted for a ceiling.

^ There was also agreement by the majority against prior consultation up the
agreed danger point and after such a point it was felt prior consultation rather th

quid pro quo should be the guiding principle.
In conclusion, it was obvious that no further discussion before the C.G. meeting

; would be held unless one or more delegates and particularly the Netherlands and
Denmark concluded that on the outlines of a possible compromise as to ceiling,
etc., further discussion might be constructive and work towards an acceptance of a
quota agreement for merchant vessels. If agreement in this field can be reached, it
was felt that fishing vessels agreement would likely follow.

In view of the dislike for the present system of control which, in the event of the
present disagreement will maintain at least until the subject is again reviewed after
the Consultative Group meeting, perhaps September at the earliest, there was a

Jbody of opinion favouring some further discussion aimed at reaching agreement.
As opportune, we made known our views, reference your telegram N

o. 245 of
COCOM

May 14th and stressed our, concern with respect to the basis on whi c
h quota would operate together with our concern that the present prior notification,

exception procedure and 3D'application, should be brought into line with the cur-
rent trend in International trade and trade agreements.

H.B. SCULLY
for Ambassador

DFp/11045-40

L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

? Ambassador. in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SEt3tt.ri': IMPORTANP.
^

846 of May 25
' Ar t •.,,i

.,If t

Reference: Your telegram Nô.' 245 of May 14, our letters 'NO.
ui ment.

N' 9Q4f June` 18 COCOM-1614.0UJ5 vessels and marine Ca V
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. . EXPORT CONTROLS - COCOM - SHIPPING

Following for D. Harvey from Scully, Begins: The United Kingdom delegate has
just handed me the summary of the proposed plan for controls on non-embargoed
ships and fishing vessels which is quoted in full below in view of the importance of
this question scheduled for discussion on June 23rd.
"A. Vessels other than fishing vessels:
1. A"hard" ceiling of 150,000 GRT a year for three years, with any vessel over 20

years of age counted at one-half its tonnage. Charges would be made against the
quota for the year of delivery. Any unused portion of the yearly quota may be
carried over to the next year but there should be no borrowing against the future
quota.

2. This quota would not be allocated among member governments, but would be
used in accordance with the principles and procedures below.

3. Even though not allocated, it is expected that the global quota will in practice
be shared equitably by all interested countries, taking into account all relevant
considerations.

4. Subject to the special procedure in paragraph 5 below, individual governments
may use up to 20 percent (30,000 GRT) of the annual quota, being entitled to use
four-fifths (24,000 GRT) of this portion, without advance notice to the Committee
but with prompt ex post facto notification , and to use the remaining fifth (6,000
RT) of this portion only after prior notification to the Committee, together with a

"3(D)" justification. In the latter type of case, other member governments may
offer comments within 14 calendar days, if they desire.
5. When the charges, against the global quota for any year total 120,000 GRT, a

general review will be undertaken. In addition, commitments against the balance ofthat quota
may be made only after prior notification to the Committee, together

With a1(DY' justification. Other member governments may offer comments within
14 calendar days, if, they desire.

a Soviet Committee should be notified of repair work done in a member country on
t ship, if the work is valued at over $ 100,000.

7• in addition, major rebuilding, overhaul or completion work on a Soviet vesseli.e,
work valued at $100 per GRT or more - should be charged against the

abOVe quota for the year of completion, on the basis of 50 percent of the GRT ofthe vessel.
8-

To facilitate continuous notification to the Committeecei^ng^ u^fo^ reporting of charges against the
lative ^on^ forms should be developed by the Committee and cumu-

9 Y summaries should be prepared and circulated by the Secretariat.
These con^i ' arrangements - including the continuation of the yearly quota

the l^^subject to annual review, which may be combined with the general review atB ►
000-ton point or may be handled separately, depending on circumstances.Fishing vessels

oveA "han" ceiling of 50 fishing vessels a year for three years, with any vessel20
quota for e of age ^unted as one-half vessel. Charges would be made against the

Year of delivery.
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2. This quota would not be allocatedam^ g^ foro^ ^^ rnessels,above and the
used in accordance with the saine pn cp
procedures below.

3. Individual governments may use up to 20 percent (10 vessels) of the annual
quota. For the first four-fifths (8 vessels) of this portion, and subject to the special
procedure in paragraph 4 below, orders may be accepted without advance notice to
the Committee but with prompt ex post facto notification. For the remaining fifth
(2 vessels) of this portion, and subject to the special procedure in paragraph 4
below, orders may be accepted only after prior notification to the Committee. It is
not thought necessary that a3(D) justification be provided in this case but this
question could be discussed in the` Committee: Other member governments may
offer comments within 14 calendar days, if they desire.

4. When the charges against the global quota for any year total 40 vessels, a gen-
eral review„will be undertaken. In addition, commitments against the balance ofthe
that 'quota may be made only after prior notification to the Committee. As ^e
case of paragraph 3 above, "3(D)" justification is not thought necessary.
member governments may offer comments within 14 calendar days, if they desire.

5. The provisions in paragraphs A-8 and' 9 above, concerning reporting and

r annual review, would apply to fishing vessels also." h^ized a
In a brief private conversation with the British delegate, in which I emp

number of the, points with,which we were concerned, (COCOM 1614, paragraphs
20 and 21) he stated that although not shown in the proposal, it was

n ur dei^obodk pt

a recommendation would be made in the Committee that a runm or
of Soviet acquisitions from all COCOM sources concurrent with the uh d^°éad
the' quotâs establishcd. He intimated that thSaUned States comments and
given their concurrence to the above propo May we of June 23rd,
instructions on this subject not later than Monday p.m. At the meeting o
every effort will be made to secure agreement on some acceptable 1614 00/5u^d
control in order to solve the present impasse, described in COCOM

mentioncd in our letter No. 846 of May 25.

673.,r:',
r ï 4 `.

' ri sccrftairc d'État pâr intfrim aux Affaires extérieures

cl l'ambassadeur en France

a Acting Secretary of State for External A.,Q`airs
; i r4 to Ambassador in France ° CA

Ottawa, May 14, 19
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- COCOM SHIPPING CONTROLS .

Following for Scully, Begins: Further to my telegram No. 243 of May 13 j- contain-
ing instructions on vessel and marine part items, the following paragraphs are
intended to provide you with more general guidance.

2. The United States delegate may propose postponing the review of vessels until
after July 1. If he does, you may support this moratorium idea, but we do not
expect it would be popular with the Europeans.

3. The Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy has now considered
the memorandum on sales of ships to the Soviet bloc, of which a copy was sent to
you on Apri128. The Committee appeared to be in agreement with it, and a further
memorandum is being prepared for Cabinet covering conclusions 1, 2 and 3, which
relate only to the domestic Canadian situation. The memorandum will take into
account the results of next week's COCOM review.
4. As 'you know, we are much more concerned with the fundamental issues and

broad implications of shipping controls than with details of definitions, cut-off
levels, etc., for particular types of embargo treatment. Our attitude has consistently
been that almost all vessels have potential naval auxiliary uses, some being more
dangerous to the

West than others. We, therefore, favour the continuation of some
adequate'and effective system for controlling Soviet Bloc acquisitions, from
whatever sources. If it appears that the application of the Listing Guide criteria
might encourage moves towards an excessive relaxation of controls, we would
hope that the majority of Participating Countries might agree to treat vessels as a
rather special commodity, having a useful life of thirt y forty y years and not
(repeat not) apply too liberally and rigidly the Listing Guides during next week's
review.

5. You will recall from para. 2 of our telegram No. 74 of February 26t that we
have recognized the present inadequacy of 3(d) procedures in the case of vessels.
we concede that they do not cover the position of the United Kingdom or, for that
matter, the United States and Canada, and so we would accept a broadening of the
ezception criteria to include political, commercial and other non-strategic factors
(balance of paynents, unemployment, etc.). (See also paras. 3 and 4 of my tele-garn No. 74.) ,

6• 111 the light of the apparent desire of many P.C.'s to break away from the old
control system,' we would not expect you to stand out for more strict controls over
s^ps ^an the United States delegation does. We expect them to put forward new
proposals next week, and they may drop the joint United States-United Kingdomproposals `in'

Document 1516 because they have been unable to agree with the
United Kingdom about a quota figure. At an a roriate stage ou ma indicate
that the U.S. Proposals seem generally reasonable. In particular we could support

4),'(d) and (e) on page 2 of a draft dated May 4, of which a copy has been
given to us and which the United States delegate could show you.

7• Concernin
88,000 ^ R,T foP^s• (b) :and (c) of the draft, which propose an annual quota of
cat^ .;. y ithe Paris group only, either allocated nationally or left unallo-

you ma `ndicate that, if the majority appear to favour it, we would be will-
^g to â^ép^ thé quota contrrol id b'ea ^n pnncip e, su ject tu certam reservations
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listed below, and on the condition that the resultant controls would be effective and
sincerely implemented by all Participating Countriar h^

we have many misgiv-
8. As you know from our telegram^N should make known the following more seri-

ings about the quota system, and y
ous reservations:

(a)
We consider it essential that whatever quota limits are set, there should at the

the
very leastr be prior notification of each proposed sale with an explanation ofwould
supporting reasons, starting from the beginning of the ^me liberalized,and b oad-
prefer prior consultation and approval on the basis would be unlikely to
ened 3(d) procedure, but we recognize the European countries
accept such restrictions until after the quota ceil â l

ônfor w
ched. In

have some sympa-
would expect to be support ^kb

y in
the Danish

21 of leDocument 1527. (Incidentally, the
thy with the position they para. ,
statement you made in a personal capacity in para. 39 o^éatl^ucideaindprinc t
(repeat not) reflect our thinking here. ^^° weonécbuttbecause we thought the old
ple, it was not because we thought diffi-

cult

was no longer working). In the circumstances, we would find iro ver y
cult to accept the suggestion in para. (c) of_ th^tUfn^United

notified in advance
deliveries within the quota limits need not be justified

all. we con-
Instead of an annual quota being set for Participating Countries ônly^d acqui-et Blocsider it should be global and take into aWCOi nsit

nce rwhat we
c

oare
nstruct(b)

and logically the
^ sitions from non-COCOM sources as well, wth

other COCOM countries should be, primarily concerned about f ^é sourcesf ^ ddi"
and modernization of the whole Soâ t=Bi wô ,at^m^^istic to limit deliveries
tions to that flcet. As a practical m ,
from one group of countries without taking into account other source une

s ^pepley^.

The whole control apparatus could be diSNPted or broken down
by b^l^ng

F, or a ..change in their own s^P
Soviet purchases outside the Paris W'*' p kind, we would 1^e
programmes. If the maioriry favour a quota system

of some
on thé rdeterminations of

you to invite the views of the other Member Countries ^ssible soviet Bloc
the limits, either in terms` of total tonnage t°hre vital secunty interests of the freee
acquisitions from all sources beyond resumably
world, would , clearly be imperilled. These calc^c t^o^ c^d ^é less cau^ous
^Xpccsud `as a''range to reflect the'opinions of

countries. satisfied with a

a It followsL from Vol abové that we would not (repeat not) be wo„ld
(c)

q
^d each

quota set for Participating Countnes alone. Beginning
anew each ye^[ions, ulated

ptéfer to sec a running total kept in COCO^ ^^ nSovietcrem n 9 o
uisi

the accu ô ched,
were appradditional COCOM, sale should be consid quota

total ât the timé of delivery. As th s, 1m^ t,.°on uthe
abôût ed at the end of ( ^01v4

or say the lower figure in the dangerou range le, any
additional sales should be scrutiniud more rigorously.

For examû red each u`̂by

deliveriés inade before the first 100,000 tons of s^h nôtified and éxpl^°ed but
Soviet Bloc from a11, sourccs m^ght simplythe $

^



that total is reached each year, prior approval by COCOM could be required. All
this implies a pooling of. intelligence information about Soviet Bloc construction
and outside purchases, and also the practicability of arriving at agreement on the
facts regarding additions to the running total.

(d) If the majority insist on setting a quota for Participating Countries alone and
on dividing it up nationally, notwithstanding our contrary arguments, you should
press for the quota to be so apportioned as to leave unallocated a significant reserve
tonnage on which countries like Canada having no national quota should have the
first claim, and which could only be used after prior consultation and approval. You
should also tell COCOM that it would be intolerable for our Government to have to
tell Canadian shipbuilders that they could not have export pennits for ships similar
to those European countries may be selling. Because of our high shipbuilding costs,
it is unlikely that any such sales would actually develop, but if they did we would
expect to have access to the global quota just as freely as our COCOM partners.
9. We feel the foregoing instructions are in line with our best interests, both secur-

ity and commercial, and are the most useful contribution we could hope to make to
the solution of this problem. Ends.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in France

" 303

SECET

DEA/11045-40

Ottawa, June 21, 1954

Reference; Your telegram No. 252 of June 18t and despatch No. 846 of May 25.t

N T ROLS
For your o^'• r- .

COCOM -- SIIIPPING
in nna^on we were

CO
disappointed to learn of the failure of

a^OM to reach agreement on this important subject in the week of Mây 17, and
been disturbed by the fact that Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands, whichare such

close neighbours of Russia, are the very countries opposing effective quotacontrOls
at reasonably low levels. As you know, our views in the past (telegram No.

245 of May 14) were based on the assum tion that our EuroWould be^at least P pean COCOM partners
and would as sensitive to their own security interests as we have tried to be

consider, these controls important from that point of view.•.;, . i.â
'^ Îosltion in the record is clear, and we feel there is nothing more we can donow than encouragé COCOM P.C's to reach whatever agreement they can as soonas Possible', on the grounds that if they don't agree on something soon we run a n sk

of end' ^g upwi^ no quota controls at all.
. . 4^ CSi ♦. . . .. . i
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3. In these circumstances, we would gladly lend our full support on June 23 to the
new United Kingdom proposals, and we earnestly hope that all the other P.C's will
be able to âccept them also.

4. You should, however, indicate our understanding that the 3(d) type of justifica-
tion (paragraph 4) would in future be much broader in scope than that detailed in
Document 370 (see, paragraph 5: of our telegram No. 245 for our. views on this).
You should also express our concern at the possibility, in theory at least, that the
proposed United Kingdom'system could break down if, for example,

='(a) more than five countries were to authorize their ship builders to sign frm con-
tracts for up to 24,000 tons all in the early stages before each country realized what
the others were doing, or'
#`(b) the global quota were used up within a short period and the Soviet Bloc then
âcqiiired substantial numbers of ships from non-COCOM sources.
However, that is a chance that would have to be taken, and we'are content to hope
thât .the optimism in paragraph 3 of the United Kingdom proposal is justified by

events.

DEA/11045-40

L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassadar in France ,
to Secretaryof Staté for Ezternal Affairs

Paris, July 2, 1954
TELEGRAM 266 (CC-85)

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference; Our telegram 264 of June 30.t

- CO. MEBI7NGEXPORT CONTROLS
,Harve from Scully, Begins: At tôday's meeting the United

Follôwing` for D. y. nement of the Consult-
States supported .by the United Kingdom requested a postpo
ative Group meeting to July 19 and 20th so that additional time will b lislo le
P.C.'s in which a further'effort could be made to reduce the extensive
âstted items. revieW, „ ,,.,•

J

z ,. : - ^;. ..-
,^ In this connecUon. ^t was pointed out that the recently conclude sec

had Ot had the hoped-for results but that some progress had been made in narroW-
excluding shiP-

i^g'the field of , disagreementAn fact, of the^ 92 'items involved, (

'afor embargo, 5 for quantitative control, 10 for surveillance, 10
Oing) 7*were greed inclusion
item numbers^weré deleted in which the item itself had been redefined by rising 42

,. { .
^ntii" 5 re

,.
maining items` 60 itenis ° therefore remain unresolved com

embârgôed items, 15 quantitative control and 3 surveillance. ^ngdom
• d the United

'^ In - private conversation with both the United States an 8th Would be inconclu-
delegates, it was apparent that ^they feel the meeting ^ ^at one more effort shoulditemsive in the very sensitive field of disagreed



be made with the object of at least reducing the area of disagreement to perhaps, 10
or 12 items.

We supported the suggested postponement, subject to confirmation of the new
date which has now been found acceptable to Mr. Wilgress.

As a preliminary of any further discussion of disagreed items, it is likely thattalks will take place in London and Washington with the object of endeavouring to
establish an atmosphere of reconciliation through a joint memorandûm by the
United States and the United Kingdom. There is no indication yet as to what proce-
dure will be followed here in Paris but in the event of any further item discussions,
we shall be guided by your previous instructions and will assume that in instances

l follow suit in thewhere the United States sees fit to modi its position,
of achieving unanimous agreement wherever possible.

Views of governments on the new date are to be given Monday morning July'
5th. In view. of the availability of Mr. Wilgress, we propose to concur in the newdate. Ends.. # , , . ,

676.

à l'ambassadeur en France

SECRET

DEA/11045-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in France

TELF-9MM 329
Ottawa, July 7, 1954

CVV70M SIiII'PING CONTROLS
Following for Scully, Begins: We would be grateful to have our rsonal o ion the likelih y pe p nions
reh^ dood of the shipping control problem bèing discussed and agreement

uring the Consultative Group meetings on July 19. We would like to
knoW Your views because we are giving some thought to the desirability of inter-
vening in the matter as continuation of the old control system would be disadvanta-
geous to Canada if other countries cease to respect the 3(d) principle and we remainbound by it.



Note de la Direction économique
k ,pour le chef de la Direction économique -

Memorandum from Economic Division
to Head, Economicr Division
^. . ^^....

DBA/11045-40

[Ottawa], July 8, 1954
SECRET

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING+ JULY 1^-2^
enclosed

You asked for some comments on COCO ^^ol owing commen relate to the
with Despatch 1047 of June 30th, attached.t

C.G. Agenda.
CProceduresItem 11-Revitw of International Lists and of Enforcement OCOM Review over

(a) Agreement has been reached^i bûg^ items, f
the

which 42 are on List 1,15 on
the past two and a half months on
List 2, and 3 on List 3. This is a rather formidable "h ^^ ^e lead in dealing withAffairswith. My feeling is that it ishanot for

ve in the te ^t preferred to leave it to Trade and Com-
these unresolved items. We pas
merce and the Joint Intelligence Bureau, and have limited our cOn'ern Siüon^ (3)

not
being more strict than the United States, (2) protecUng Canadas Po
encoura8'n8 speedy agreement by a readiness to compromise and accept the major-

^
ity wishes. Quantitative Controls, and

(b) Thirty-seven items would come under List 2 Q^edures have governed
these will probably give serious trouble- ^^Çare p

ast
no longer workable. For example,

exceptions to quantitative contro ls, but . mat sterling paY-
the United Kingdom has for the past six months been i nsisting

widespread
ustification: "lhis sort of thing is t of assess-ments constitute 3(d) justification."

amông COCOM governments, and is a distortion of ^e ^ S^nct^ fromecocnmercial)
ing on which side the preponderance of stra g(

n'general, we have been tending to favour a modernisah ^^^e
advantage hcs. I
outdated 3(d) procedure: bût we have preferred to avoid the issue as mu instea^
ble by keeping to a minimum the number of items on List 2. For âd^gPle,off List
of seeking a quotalor alpha cellulose, we'advocated its down-g
altogether. It should be recognited4 moreover, that once a quota is admitted as aroduced in the Soviet bloc or
necessity for any commodity which can also be P • id adherence and stnct
acquired from other non-COCOM sources, the case for rigid in disputes

wcakencd• I feel we should not become too entangcontrols is greatly de
about List 2 items, but should save our big guns for.

s-shipment Controls. In this we can
fully s ÔM

(c Transac•on and Tran
^â ^e

) ^
and Commerce and the United States. We have always saidvi^ ^é intemati°nsl

control procedures and effective enforcement are on a par
en

rs

force-
lists themselves in importance. lementation of the

(d) Introduction of new lists before assurancesn^lation between these two matte
ment procedures are given by all C.Ps. The
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is brought out by their being lumped together as the first substantive agenda item.
Together they constitute a truly vexatious problem. We know the United Kingdom
and their friends have been making substantial reductions of the international lists a
prior condition to the introduction of effective transaction and trans-shipment con-
trols, and it would be just as obviously a tactical manoeuvre on our part to try to
delay the introduction of the reduced revised lists in the hope of speeding European
acceptance of the T.A.C. ete.21 I doubt very much whether we are in a strong
enough position to get away with such behaviour, especially as we have agreed to
the reduced lists per se. I also doubt that the United Kingdom pressures for relaxa-
tion can be kept in restraint much longer. While not wishing to follow in the foot-
steps of Cassandra, I nevertheless feel bound to suggest that the future prospects of
COCOM as a harmoniously functioning piece of international machinery would
appear very dim indeed if the United States and the United Kingdom cannot agree
within the next month or so on such issues as this one.

(e) Shipping controls may come under consideration by the C.G. as Item 2415 is
one of the most important of the many unresolved List 2 commodities. Arthur Neal
may bring up for discussion an idea of his that Mr. Wilgress, by personally inter-
vening in Paris, might somehow save the day for shipping controls. Quite honestly,
I am skeptical of this possibility. The European governments are already deeply
committed, and my feeling is that the problem has developed far beyond the power
of individual personalities t6 influence seriously at this late stage in Paris. Moreo-ver, it

would be inconsistent with Mr. C.D. Howe's wishes for us to step off the
sidelines.

Besides I do" not think Canada has been sufficiently detached or uncon-
cerned with the shipping problem over the past four years for our voice as an "hon-
est broker" to'be heeded now.

Item 111- Questions of Stràtegie Controls on Exports to Communist China and
North Korea

1 am not convinced that we should be as aggressive about this as Denis Harvey
seems to be, but nevertheless I do think that we should support a reduction of the
CHICOM levels of control to those of COCOM, purely as a matter of common
sense and economic mtionalit .
we might 1^e- able tobargain a litl elmomore effectively fwith the United sKin dom andothers about im . g
ble.' p0S1ng transaction and trans-shipment controls as quickly as possi-

Also in the case of the disagreed items the China controls should be given thebenefit of tlie,doûbt:",
Item IV

- Other Business
(a) Secr

the ecy' I see no harm in the publication of the COCOM lists or of details of
transaction and : trans-slupment control schemes as our own. Other countries

would preSumably do the same. Owing to leaks over the past year there is not much

aL,ob
letde^

ne Puisse ^fcats d'autorisation de transit était de veiller à cc que les marchandises contrblEes
^ p^ tli ^tounnées vers une nouvelle destination à leur arrivée à l'intérieur desfronti ères'des paYs Pa^ticimts.

^ uld^P not of the Transit Authorization Certificate scheme was to ensure that controlled goods
be diverted to a new destination on arrival within the boundaries of participating countries.
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secrecy left about COCOM but I think it would be' politically 'preferable for each
country to offer the COCOM lists as its own national controls rather than as an

international list.

- L'ambassadeur en France -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to'Seeretary'of State for,Ezternal A,,B`'airs,

TELEGRAM 279 (CC-86)

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

DEA/11045-40

Paris, July 9, 1954

: Your telegram No. 329 of July 7.

Eaü'ORT CONIKOtS -- COCOM SHIPPING CONTROLS •
that at the' d 1 'notificd the Committee

the shipping control problem. '
„

. k• Washington will be

Private conversations with both the Unit 158
ciall Copenhagen

gates have indicated that efforts are being made in capitals espe Y a solution to
and The Hague to effect a basis for a compromise aimed at achieving

tioned in my telegram No. 266(CC-8S) o u y .
• ' ed Ki A,,., and the United States dele-

there appeared some hope for reduction of th ; le2gthy list o g

Mr. Thorneycroft and Mr. Stassen. ,The ,Unit

f d ien threee^ items
but

m
that

.)
me that^ there was not the degree of rcconciliation hoped for in

t

based on-the outcome of the joint talks recently conc u
' éd States delegation has intimated to

meeting of July 16, they mig t wis 1 ded in Washington between

At today's meeting, the United States e ega e, .
h ' h to make a statement. Obviously this would be

The results of efforts` supplemental to the joint tal s^n
apparent, owing fto the time f a c t o r , only at the C .Ci..meeting•wsA ^n r G•. the Most

While the shipping control problem will cenain,y ^ present
we can look for is an exchange of views perhaps modificd as ^ instruct d to ag^
impasse so as to cstablish a basis on which COCOM would

review the shipping control problem and bring forward recommeof^u0éssing Out

t. Such an exchange in C.(3..would provide us an oppottuniry c
pressing

perh^e
concern over the inadequacus of. the present 3D principle, et., couy dpate with
with `a ttquest that this question be revtewed by COCOM ^^ ô d1lons.
object of putting the old proccdurea in atcp with present y

ton talks, the
rts of the W^hing

There isk some divergence in local press repo , •• rhaps ^o^e
cônsensus being that only mediocre results were acluevu ^d e^ew of the e^s^8
out by the fact that there has been no move for a lastthe C.O. meeting.fodisagreed items in the week yremaining be re
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
DEA/11045-40

à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in France

t
I

SECRET.. IMPORTArn:

Reference:-Your despatch No. 1047 of June 30.t

Ottawa, July 12, 1954

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING
Following for, Scull I

y (Embassy please pass copy to Mr. Wilgress), Begins: Offi-
cials of External and Trade and Commerce have been giving some preliminary
thought to what our attitude should he to the v'

apan, and' f. would off-set the commercial disadvantages to Portugal,others "^n
;;volved in the continuation of the special China List. In the. . I -

e U.S. the rund of support we did before the Geneva meet-gs ^gan• We doubt that there would be any political advanta e to be ained atthis late stage whi, h. 8 g

t
discussio

n July 19: Naturally, much will depend upon the outcome of talks now going on
between the U.S., and the U.K., Portuguese, Danish and Netherlands Governments.
Subject to, whatever modifications of our views may be rendered necessary within
the next week by these negotiations, our tentative opinions are the following, and
Your comments would be welcome:
(1) Lists:

We would like to see the revised Lists (to the extent already agreed
Vol') implemented as quickly as possible. While we are not unmindful of. the pres-sures

we could perhaps exercise on the U.K. and French concerning early imple-
mentation of transaction controls etc. by delaying adoption of the new Lists, we
consider on balance that it would be to Canada's advantage to accept the Lists
proMpdy and take, our chances on the willingness of other P.C.'s to adopt the
"'provements in the enforcement procedures with the least possible delay.
(2) Exception Procedures: You are familiai with our desire to have these brought

up to date with present-day conditions by taking into account such non-strategicfactors as unem lo
would not expectp^ent, balance-of-payment difficulties, etc. It follows that we

the to take the List II quite as seriously from now on as we have in
past, and will concentrate our main efforts on achieving effective enforcement

of the List I Embargoes.
(3) D►sagreed Itenis•

Apart from aluminum and shipping, we would not prose toplay an active in
Po

signihcan part ln resolving these problems. The other items are not of vital
h ce to Canada, and so we would rather limit our concern to promoting
amony m COCOM and the widest possible measure of agreement of the Lists.(4) China List..

We have been cautious about this in the ast and intend to o onbemg that way, ^ p g
ious avoiding involvement over this critical issue. We are most unanx-to cempe^ fo
co^d no lo r publicitÿ , in the current U.S.-U.K. dispute. Nevertheless, we

ngef glv th
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Consultative" Group Meeting, therefore, we plan to take the line that there is no
strategic justification in treating China and North Korea as a bloc commercially
distinct from the rest of the communist world, and that we would agree to bringing
the COCOM and CHICOM lists into line?2

From this distance, we'have formed an impression thafthere is serious danger
that COCOM may break down this year 'under the strain of divisive influences.
This might happen if either (a) Portugal withholds agreement to implementing
revised COCOM Lists and other P.C.'s put them into effect anyway or (b) Portugal
abandons the Special China List without the consent of the other P.C.'s.

Because of these fears, Trade and Commerce is approaching the U.S. Embassy
informally to learn (i) whether they share our misgivings over the future prospects
for COCOM,3 (ii) if so, how far would they be prepared to compromise with the
Portuguese to save COCOM (assuming Portugal could^^ ^adg^t into fine by

any threat to cut off U.S. aid), and (iii) would they wel
aimed at some form of compromise?24:

279 of Jul 9 we can only wait and
(S) Shipping Controls: In the light of your t to .^y proposals acceptable to the. r

hope for the best, while lending our suppo

• majority. We had toyed briefly with the idea of intervening as an honest broker, but

W. something constructive to war-
don't feel there would be enougn hope of ac eving
rant such action. Strategic reasons aside, we are most anxious for some control
system along the lines of the U.K. draft to be.accepted because it would become
increasingly embarrassing to bind otuselves ^ndefinttely to the ^^^ ô^^ ^ter-

which are not readily applicable to our situation, while European
pret these same rules more flexibly to their own commercial advantage."

` While on this sûbject, with reference to your despatch
1067 of July 2,t we

would not stand in the way of the Japanese if that would
help to securC^O

acceptance of the hoped•for future controls witlun whose framework all

sales should take place.

M Note
.
marsinak JMutinil now

.

U.K. proposal -.- US tmsbb w [?] ^+o^ -[7l .

I ^' Tone down. [Autau incoonu/Aut6or unident^ed]
a nota» Note marginale JMusi il Nn

r; additional?] review - 8ive it a
UU.S. compromise

uni-deatiiiaiiacanau/Author deadficd]
Note marginale s/MuEinal now /AutounidcntiCed]

fmowit}wotonsultton at the dee. [Auteut
n

b i^ote marpnak ^ not^ :
200 and if have to [?] [?] for redUCno

to 14 knots = Dutch --^ Daines [Auteur inconnu/Author unidentiGed]
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DEA/11045-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au'représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

TELEGRAM 481 Ottawa, July 16, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Referènce: My telegram No. 336 of July 12 to the Embassy.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING

We have just concluded some frank and friendly discussions begun yesterday
with officials from Washington from which the following main points emerged:
(1) General: Bilateral United States talks with the Danes and Portuguese, have so

far been inconclusive and therefore have no direct bearing on what follows.
(2) COCOM Lists: We learned that the current Geneva negotiations on Indo-China

are casting their shadow over Washington where U.S. COCOM thinking is still
fluid even at this late date. They expect to reach a decision only at the eleventh
hour (pe1haps iot before Monday morning) on either agreeing to implement, or
seeking to delay the adoption of, the reduced Lists. You should therefore keep in
close touch with the U.S. Delegation. The determining factor for the U.S. Govern-
ment apparently will be whether a settlement in Indo-China satisfactory to the U.S.
(the officials could not elaborate on this) comes into view by Monday or Tuesday,
or whether the situation takes a marked turn for the worse.

In the latter event the whole "long-haul" concept of the cold war might be set
aside on second thoughts by the United States, and in COCOM they would conse-
quently, work towards a complete reversal of the trend towards relaxing controls
evident since the Berlin meetings earlier this year.

If you are confronted with a determined U.S. move to defer implementation of
^ereduced COCOM Lists because of the possible unfavourable political,and sym-
bOlic implications of such relaxations to the Geneva truce talks, we would not
exPect you to stand out in opposition. If the U.K. and other P.C's agree, you could
of course accept a temporary deferment of the issue until another CG meeting can
be held later on in more auspicious circumstances., If that happened, we doubt if
^yone.would expect this CG Meeting to accomplish anything nseful.

Assunllng, however, that the U.S. will be prepared to proceed with the CG dis-cussions on
Monday. we would exfor COCpM au^ pect that their position will be to lump together

w}ich Ptance as a package deal the following items, the first three ofare interrelated: ` {
(a) im

Plémentation`ôf the reduced lists;
(b) adoptiôn''ôf tighter'énfoctement

^ontrols, etu,^: j, ,,; ,,., procedures (Transhipment and Transaction
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'(Oacceptance of U.K. Document 1670 on the unrrsolved items;
(d) indefinite deferment of serious considerations of the Portuguese suggestion for

reducing the special China List to the COCOM levels.
We could support the U.S. on acceptance en bloc of. (a) (b) and (c) above to the
same extent as the U.K. and 'others are willing to do so. Point (d) is dealt with
below.
,(3) China List: We were somewhat surprised at the apparent complacency of the

Americans over the threat to COCOM's future we envisaged in the Portuguese
stand. They did not seem to be unduly concerned and doubted that the Portuguese
would strain the rule of unanimityto the breaking point just to get their own way.

For our part in our talks with the U.S. we elaborated our misgivings over the
effects on Western security of having two separate levels of control for areas which
are linked by well established lines of communication. As an example, we pointed
out 'the illogicality, of Japan's being allowed to ship to Vladivostok commodities
not on COCOM Lists I or II which could then move freely down to China, while at
the same time Japan could not sell them directly to China. The only alternative
would appear to be for Japan to apply"the China List to her trade with the Soviet
Maritime Provinces: The Americans seemed to think that something like this would
happen in practice:

` Concerning the related question of shipments from Gdynia by sea, the Ameri-
cans suggested that their Delegation might lay before the CG Meeting some admin-
istrative proposals for preventing transshipments to China via the Soviet Bloc of
items on the China List but not on the COCOM Lists, but they were unable to
clarify this idea and we were rather sceptical. We encountered a certain lack of
realism in U.S. thinking on this point amounting almost to an unwillingness to face
the facts. They appeared to be very much under the influence of their own domestic
situation which as you know involves a complete embargo on trade with China. We
had to agree to differ on this point, for our attitude was that it would be difficult or
impossible to enforce measures designed by the U.S. to uphold the artificial distinc-
tions for trade purposes between the Eastern Soviet and Far Eastern Commun^st
blocs. VIA

U.S: nd U.K.. delegates indicate that it might stand a chance, You,n̂ts g wé c"

= We learned at ; this stage of important leaks of strategic goods to C^ÛCtion

Macao, and expressed our concern, lest the Portuguese, if baulked over a

of the China List, should côntinue to honour it more in the breach than in the f^er

vance. To us it is important for some compromise to be devised for closing

possible the gap between the U.S.' and Portuguese positions. We discussed very
^e of the

briefly the desirability'of your playing the role of an honest broker by v W

greater flexibility and objectivity of the Canadian position than that of the US. e
and if (but on1Y ^

- ou to exercise your discretion over this possibili ,
hleft it for

ythe . .
the Initiative in trying to work out something constructive. The only hl

romiSe Wp°ld
give'you from this distance 'are that the nature of an y acceptable comp

• '' ' the question of non g'
have to reflect the judgment of the majonty of CP: s on

There' ahôuld'be general recognition that the China List
,n
^st needs to be

• 1 w1 at this time- lo
sooner or later, but there is much to be said for makmg haste s o y
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order of gradualness, possible compromises might involve directives from the CG
to CHICOM to: . , ,
(a) carry out a substantive review of the China List using criteria to be agreed

upon;

(b) merely consolidate the present multiplicity of international lists applicable to
China;

(c) câcry out a mere editorial review of the China List alone. .

We need hardly say that if you have any doubts about the wisdom and useful-
ness of a personal intervention, we would prefer you to stay out of the dispute and
let someone else do the peacemaking.
(a) Ships: The United Kingdom have just solicited our support for what they think

is a compromise the Danes and Dutch might be willing to accept. It is based on a
200,000, ton ceiling and 16 knot speed limit.

The U.S. and U.K. seem to doubt whether the Soviet Bloc would buy ships in
excess of that. limit any way, but if that were so the U.S. feel there would be no
point at âll in COCOM setting such high quota. We therefore have no incentive to
support the latest U.K..proposals. Moreover, even if the Danes accept the U.K.
suggestion, the'U.S. will not re t not es 'p^ ( pecially with respect to the speed maxi-
mum), and in these circumstances Canadian support or opposition would make
almost no difference one way or the other. Consequently we would like you to be
rather passive about this if shipping is discussed by the CG. If pressed for an opin-
ion (and you might say as much in any advance conversations with the U.K. dele-
gate), you should indicate our unwillingness to support the U.K. proposal. If all
other countries were prepared to accept it (or some modification of it) we would be
willing to agree in keeping - with our general objective of preserving unity in
COCOM. The disagreement is not between us and the U.K., but ostensibly betweenthe

U.S. and Denmark, and we intend to stay out of it.

Certain specific points discussed with the U.S. are reported on in my followingtelegran. ,

681.
DEA/11045-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 1
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

to Pe^ent Representative to North Atlantic
njjalrs

Council and OEEC

'Secretary of State j Ex 1 ' '

TELEG" 482
Ottawa, July 16, 1954

SECRET• lMPORTAIVT, •

Reference.. ^
' ï }

My immediately preceding telegram.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING

We are reporting below separately on certain items which were discussed with
United States officials today and yesterday. Begins:

Unresolved Items
We were informed that the U.K. and the U.S. have now reached agreement on

most of the unresolved items. The Americans still have some questions regarding
the alloying content of stainless steel. In this they are at present opposed to the
French views which involve a large permissible content of alloying elements. We
have no further comment to offer in addition to that already supplied to the
COCOM delegate. In general, we will support the majority views particularly if
they command both U.K. and U.S. approval. We have not yet received Doc. 1670.

Transaction Controls
The Americans expressed the view that the French will not press their objections

on the ground of conflicts with M.F.N. obligations. They are hopeful that the

French views respecting the diffculties of identifying goods can be overcome. The

U.K. has indicated that it is now prepared to introduce Transaction Controls even if

. all countries do not put the Transit Authonzat^on Scheme into effect at once iblen
ada of course favours the introduction of both by au P.C.'s as mon as po

Quotas and Exceptions Procedures
nim^ that quotas on List 2

We agreed generally that exceptions should be mi 9
items should be kept at a realistic level in relation to security risks and that a^er
part of the quotas should remain unallocated: It was agreed that the quota p,
dures as outlined in COCOM documents 470 and 471 should be revie^ W^T k^ out
subject which in all probability should be referred to the COCOM to the
in detail. The U.S. also understand that questions may be raiee.wdwhen ^e^can^
establishment of interim quotas for List 2 items pending the tim
given fuller consideration by the COCOM. We did not offer specifrobl m en
this other than to recognize it as a problem. The magnitude of the p

min^

mized by the fact that List 2 does not contain many items.
, .,;.y . .

Secrecy uon the
', Two aspects of this question were discussed; Thna ^i 1^ ^a tmomost of the coU°
publicity,that will be given to the new lists. to idend^Yit
tries will find it necessary to publish lists. There is no need, however,as a Nadonal

as an International List but theyacould be e^ ^ât^ i,nl,each act^on Controls ^ePut
List: When the Transit Authorization S , countries coold be
into effect it, would be useful if the names of the cooperating ada Wish^ to

published: It was agrced, however, that neither the U.S. nor C^► la

embarrass the other participating. countries by disclosing inform ^nes
p cipat•

wished to withhold. If there is objection to publishmg a list of couJd be found. Ends.couing in the two control schemes, other expedir-11t,1
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L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/11045-40

TaEGttAM 291 (CC-89)
Paris, July 21, 1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your teletypes Nos. 481 and 482 of July 16 and our teletype No. 284
(CC-88) of July 16.

.. ,;
EXPORT CONTROLS -. COCOM - CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING

Following for D. Harvey from H.B. Scully, Begins: Although the consultative
group meeting just concluded did not resolve all outstanding points of difference
generallq.speaking, an encouraging degree of agreement was reached on most ofthe main subjects.

1. List review

At this*morning's meeting, it was generally agreed as a result of the decision
reached in Geneva, that implementation of the Co-ordinating Committee's recom-
mendations based on the list review should be effective on August 16. The United
States only were unprepared to accept this date but agreed to inform the participat-
^g countries of , their stand not later than July 27.

The Portuguese delegation withdrew their reservation (COCOM Document No.1582) to implementation when they
1equests for exceptions to the China list that they might submit from time to t^atwould receive sympathetic
handled ympathetic consideration. Such requests for exception would be

through notification to and discussion in the China Committee with respectt01V1ACAO only
and would relate solely to items affected by the discrepancies now"sfing between the China list and the new international lists about to be im le-mented,

In coMecuon with the lists, there are a few items without substantial s g-
n'rcanCe to: Canada, stood over for some further discussion, for exam le item1650. ^ p3 ; ,^^-
2. Fishin ^ }8 vessels

The question' of shipping was put in the hands of a working group and the fish-
^g vessel quota 'was' resolved as follows:

On the understandingas h^f u^ts that fishing vessels over 20 years of age would be counted
coun^ ^and' jfshing'vessels of less than 130 feet in length would also be

half umts, it proved possible to agree to the following allocation:

BELG^i^,. ? FISftiNG VESSELS
JAPAN 6

CE •t NETHERLANDS 4
a NORWAY 4
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It -was a general understanding that although the alloc.âtion had been made in
respect of the yearly quota the quota would be considered as a three-yearly one
covering the years 1954? 1955 1956. This was approved by the consultative group
and in view of the agreement reached on quota, Denmark withdrew its reservation
on the list '1 definitions with the result that the whole fishing vessel question is now

settled.
Your attention is drawn to the unallocated reserve on which we insisted,

amounting to two vessels annually. It should be noted in connection with the fore-
going figures that several countries notably United Kingdom and Norway in
presenting previous submissions for trawlers undertook to apply their orders
against whatever future quota was established. These amounted to 20 units in the
case of the United Kingdom and 2 for Norway.

3. Merchant ships
Owing to the firm position taken by Denmark it was impossible to reach agree-

ment on a merchant shipping quota but under pressure from the other fourteen dele-
gations, Denmark did agree that the embargo aspects other than speed should be
brought into force at once. They refused to alter their position on speed holding out
for, 16 knots. Finally the Danish delegate made two alternative proposals:

(a) lbat'there should be an unallôcated quota with a soft ceilingconsultation there
should be application of the 3(d) procedure possibly with pno "aflon

(b) That the quota shoûld be fixed onc a somewhat lower level andriesabOVe these
by nation; but that exports should ^Ç13 bdÂnd said he could in no
national quotas in accordance with () procedure.
circumstances accept an unallocated quota with a hard ceiling. l3ote w^lo^ r
United' Kingdom stated that the Danish proposals were unacceptabl^nion. GreeCe
delegates' said they had no instructions on which to express an op quota. Even-

fions ôr^plans likely to'provide a basis for a pp g

stated just as firmly that they could accept nothmg béX1 ^ fofe ^âb ishment of an
tually it was established that reasonable ssibilities

located hard ceiling quota approximatelÿ of 550,000 tons
with a speed ^ta

unal
tion of 15.2 knots but Denmark refused to budge with the result that

n here the D^^
ping continues subject to the present Pro^é

b(3^e unanimity
ev

en but that W1. A.
stated they did not intend to entirely Y

would only take action contrary to the wishes of the committee after careful con'esent
woulderation of all. factors. Several delegates having stressed the fact that the

system was breaking down, it was decided that a consultative
group meeting

again discussing the shpPj°g
convcne on aSeptember , 7 for the express pu^^̂

t
of
^ to express their views on &

question. In the interval, governments were req ,
any furtl►er sugges-

two`Danishproposals ((a) and (b)above) and shbnnn forwardc
trol consistent with

security interests of the west.

I

1
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4. Enforcement -
Following is the note and instruction issued to the Co-ordinâting' Committee

concerning enforcement procedures and your attention is drawn to paragraph 2 par-
ticularly so that appropriate steps may be taken in the interval:

1. The consultative group notes that delegations have given unanimous approval
to the'TAC" system of transit control described in annex A to COCOM Document
No.1643, and have therefore agreed that after a decision is reached to implement
the reductions of the international lists, their governments will take the necessary
steps to place the scheme in operation as promptly as administratively and legally
possible and to introduce transaction controls if they do not already have transac-
tion or.financial controls in force;
2. To carry out the agreement in'paragraph ( 1), the consultative group instructs the

Co-ordinating Committee, as promptly as possible and in any case by the 1 October
1954, to co-ordinate the final technical details (including fixing the date) for imple-
menting the TAC scheme, having in mind the desirability of the greatest possible
degreo of uniformity between the regulations of participating countries;

3. Without prejudice to the prompt fulfilment of the commitments recorded in
Paragraph 1 above, but with a view to the further improvement of the TAC scheme
as described in COCOM Document No. 1643, the consultative group instructs theCo-ordinating Cornmittee:
(a) To study the improvements which might be made in the TAC scheme, espe-64lY as concerns the measures required to facilitate identification of the strategic

cbaracter as well as the origin of the goods;

N To examine the possibility for member governments to exchange experts who
would study the conditions of implementation of the system and, in the light of
ezperience, sugg^t how the system might be improved in order to make it moreeffective;
(c)

To seek means to ensure that the implementation of the TAC scheme shall becompatible with the
Most-Favoured-Nation clause which is contained in the agree-

ments concluded between certain member governments and the Soviet bloc
gs°e^nents I

Quantitative„ control and surveillance quantitative control
The consultative group ,
Instructs the CO-ordinatinss set g Committee to review the existing list 11 procedureout in COCOM Document No. 470 and to submit recommendations forame°dments

at the next meeting of the consultative group.
2 Pending agreement on any changes, the existing procedure should a 1 to thenew list II. In view

o^rafion
of the necessity to agree control arrangements for immediate

in the event of the new lists being implemented before new procedureshave been workéd out, the consultative rou agreed that the first tasco^^oling Co k of the Co-
mmittee after the recess should be to fix quotas or other quantitative

1955; ^d that +hP ^or the, new list II for the remainder of 1954 and for the year
. _ , -- ^•^^^^a^^^^^ %-vmmmee snould it possible complete this task
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6. Far East , .-,0 „„ Pxnorts to
international lists.

implementauon o suc • Co^ittee to stu Y
group further instructs the Co-ordinating tr^s,

` The consultative '
the question of what procedures should be instituted or retained ^m ^^ from the

shipment to Communist China and North Korea of items to

by the 15 September. The consultative group mré i
nstructs the Co-ordinating

Committee to adopt the following temporary
(a) If agreement has not been reached by 0200 32052p 2070 of 074, 2129,

which are now under embargo (New items 2001,
2133, 2154, 2450, 2479, 2568) should be controlled in accordance with paragraph
3(d) of COCOM Document No. 470, pénding further consideration. In authorizing
such exports, countries would ensure.so far as possible

date there lshould berno
udicial to achieving the security objectives. Before that
exports of these items except under unusual circumstances after prior consultation

with the committee.
The items coming from the old quantitative control list (Items 2002,

(b)2265, 2270, 2580, 2601, 2635, 2671, 2764) should keep the quotas previous1y set
1954 until the committee should be in a position to allocate new ones. In

authorizing exports, however, member governments should have regard to the sub-
stantial narrowing of coverage in the new definitions of items 2050, 2270 and

2580.

Surveillance
consultative

u instructs the Co-ordinating Committee to review f e
The consulta 8roP possible after the recess and to report

existing list III procedures as soon as
approval at the next consultative group meeting any recommendations for

improved surveillance techniques. uate
Meantime, member governments should ensure ° that they e new lst 111, in

means of accurate and prompt reports of exports of items on rom t
order that the committee may, if necessary, reach quick decisions, with p P

• ' ` f h decisions on the desirable level of future exports• d

General statements and speciGe comment of srgnificanc ard

•ng the course of the meeting together
with the minutes will go fo^

Aat• ^ons dun

munist China and North Korea would be premature
^n ^^n postponed for consider

questionJapanese and Portuguese agreement, the
ation,at a later date, tentatively October. made by va"ous dele-

It was agrecd that a review of questions or suutvv%o

by air bag. Ends.. :.;
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Le secrétaire d'État aux AB`aires extérieures
DEA/1 1045-40

. au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to.Pernuucent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

TEiZWI 515 Ottawa, August 4, 1954

SECRBT

Reference: Embassy telegram No. 297 of July 23.

SALE OF SHIPS TO THE SOVIET BLOC
Following for Wilgress from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: We would like to
have your and Scully's reaction (without discussing this with any other Delega-
tions) as soon as possible to the following outline of our present thinking:
1. It now seems clear that in the most unlikely event that the Danes come round to

accepting a 550,000 ton hard ceiling without national quotas or a 450,000 ton hard
ceiling with national quotas for a three-year period, they would do so only if their
wishes regarding the upper speed limit of 16 knots are met and if the quota figure
applies only to COCOM deliveries. This means, in effect, that the Consultative
Group will be faced with a choice at its meeting on September 7 of either giving
way to the Danes on the speed question and setting an even higher global quota, or
else leaving

matters as they now stand, which is to say, letting creeping anarchycontinue to
make its way into the field of shipping controls. Knowing that the

Danes do not intend to abide by the unanimity rule entirely, and having in mind the
large number of recent sales justified on highly questionable 3(d) grounds, we
would find the second alternative about as unsatisfactory as the first.

2•
When we said in telegram No. 481 of Jùly 16 that we would accept the latest

United Kingdom proposals involving a 200,000 ton annual COCOM quota if all
other P•C.'s did the same, we meant of course that we would not wish Canada to
wreck the scheme by being, the only country in opposition. As you will have gath-
ered, hnWeVer,'to"have had to accept it on those terms would have been very pain-ful to us. Notwitfis

-tanding our preparedness at that time to make such a sacrifice of
secunty considerations for the sake of unanimity in COCOM, we have been driven
whe^e1latest',rcpo^ï on the Danish position to do some serious thinking about

lt would really be worth while to give way that much after all.
E^bass YOU may know, we expressed the view in telegram No. 303 of June 21 to thewe

Y that unless some agreement on shipping controls were reached quickly,
would risk ending up with no quantitative controls at all. We feared this because

of our tradidonal belief that as all ships have strategic importance to some extent intmeof Waz.thejust as y should not be sold freely to the Soviet Bloc. However, it has been^^0^
auch a part of our thinking all along to hold that whatever controls

must be the li es must be worth while and that the protection they give the West,_
_ justïfication for the self-denial of the ship-builders. (Obviously the
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higher a quota is set, the less is our protection and the less is the value of the

remaining controls).
We have had no intention of ever drifting into a situation in

which a compromise was reached involving fairly generôus scales of ship sales by
European countries and continued strict and irksome controls for Canadian (and

^ t .-• , . ,
United States) builders.

4. Our willingness over the past years to hold back our own builders has, there-
fore, been conditional upon other Participating Countries playing the game and not
taking- advantage of us. We have never lost sight ofth^ that

^sex°e tyfar
European countries would be hazarded by excessive p
greater than our own would be. We have accordingly been reluctant to appear moreze^
conscientious than countries like Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands in oof our

perspec-for safeguarding the West's security. Indeed, we are beginning to weary
efforts over the past six months to keep this

n disheartened at the waysom of the
tive in COCOM discussions. We are growi g
smaller and closer neighbours of the Soviet. Bloc seem determined to have their

way over unlimited ship sales. might not just
;.5. In these circumstances, we are beginning.to wonder ^^le next September1
as well adopt a Pontius Pilate attitudeho^dôfl^^^ the ^ worth while agreementon
either by letting the Danes wrec hopes demon-
quantitative controls or else by tipping over the apple-cart ourselves by a
stration of equal stubbornness in the opposite direction. at inestion that we tell COCO S^et acqûe

6. What would be your views on a sugg
Canadian view any quote arrangement which Aces lndo^ n^ériP^ôn ol in form but
sitions and does not limit speeds to 15 knots w P

substance: Even without national allocations, a global quota whi^^smnot in intless and merely a source of em

witho
150,000 tons per.year would be po

en

ut any security advantage. While we would not anticipate Soviet o^ls non'
filled in Canadian yards, we could not accept a demand to continue col

ship builders in these citcutns b; ^o^ to the foregoing, it is what we will proba•

' 7. Unless you see any serious ^
bly recommend to Cabinet for the sake of either ,

safeguards that would(a) preserving theminimum security
while in ^e

P.C's and the bu^°
light of the friction bound to be generated betwccri compe g

of adininistering controls ôr, 'if that , fails ►Y
^ •' f âdian'shi builders to accept Soviet orde^ as ^
< (b) 8ainmg^freedom for Can F-

source of embarrassment to us. Ends.
as other P.C s, mus ehm^naUng a

r!•
. .,1 :.- ^ ..
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PCO
'Nôte du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

Ottawa, August 31, 1954

SALE OP SHIPS TO THE SOVIET BLOC

For several years past Canada, together with her NATO partners, West Germany
and Japan, has exercised controls limiting the sale of merchant ships to the Soviet
Bloc. The representatives 'of these countries meet in Paris and that group is corn-monly known by the initials of the Consultative Group's Coordinating Committee
(COCOM). : .. . ,

e

it
,d
it
^g
u

le
n

nu0ls were to be kept in force (and we favoured these in principle) theyho^d be set at lev 1s

ve co an delegate has taken the sition that if an f f

During the past year, however, pressures have been building up in many of these
countries for relaxations of those controls, partly because they have come to regard
ships as having less strategic importance than formerly, and partly because of
domestic,'poLtical and economic factors such as growing unemployment in their
shipyazds. . .

The pressures which have been built up reflect Soviet enquiries which are notalways b6na flde offers, of business. However, in Canada there have been discus-sions
with the ship-builders and more recently enquiries for existing ships in the

form of about twentÿ; Park steamships (7,155 G.R.T.) with the result that now
Canadiari ship-ôwne^ as well as ship-builders have been led to believe that there
may be lucrative business in Prosover ^e ^ pct. Colour has been lent to this belief by reports

Past year:of sales of ships to the Soviet Bloc by other countries. There may
be more thsn a coincidence in this new development occurring shortly before the
aezt meeting ^^of the Consultative Group to discuss shipping (scheduled for Septem-ber 7),

Manly efforts havé *been made recently by COCOM to devise some satisfactory
way of bringing up to date the controls on ship sales that were in force from 1950
onWards, and allowing for increased sales to the Soviet Bloc, while at the same
the preserving the essential safeguards for the security of the West.

So far no agreement has been reached on any new quota control system, and the
°eed for a solution to this problem is becoming increasingly acute because
COCOM coùritries
count are committing themselves to future deliveries of ships to be
estabbsh^ ainst their shares of some future quotas which have not yet been

su oul^out the long course of the debates ' '^ Ject, the ^ in the Pans Group on this difficult

e suffciently low to ensure that their effects in terms of secur-.t 1 ',,.{_,, ^^.. .
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ity protection for the West were in themselves ample justification for the sacrifices
the ship-builders in the COCOM countries were called upon to make in refusing

Soviet Bloc orders.
At present the situation is this. The United Kingdom has proposed a system of

controls which would provide for sales of non=embargoed types of merchant ships

to the Soviet Bloc from COCOM countries agto accet m
ore than 200,000
any su ch controls

gross registered tons per year. Denmark has refused P
unless provisions are made for exceptions above that level, and the embargo speed
limit is raised to 16 knots from the present limit of 12 knots fully loaded (about 14
knots in most favourable conditions). The majority favour some sort of compro-
mise but the Danes have been inflexible in their opposition to continued controls
for over four months, and show no signs of giving way.

Because of the importance of this problem, a special meeting of the Consultative
Group will be held in Paris on September 7 to attempt to reach some form of agree-
ment at long last. It is, therefore, necessary for the Canadian position to be clari-
fied, and to this end I now wish to recommend that the Canadian delegate (Mr,
Wilgress) be instructed along the following lines: , ^ch Would allow

Any quota arrangement for non-embargoed types of slups w
the Soviet Bloc to acquire more than 150,000 G.R.T. of shipping each year fromnon-

Con-all sources (including new construction with the Bloc
ot in substance.COCOM countries) would represent controls in form but stem

tty iet Bloclth^ ^esequently, if the Consultative Group were to establis
^é Sovbased on a higher annual rate of acquisition of ships by uld

150,000 ton figure ' mentioned above the Canadian Government ^od ship-

unlikely to agree to continue enforcing controls on her ship-buildwish

owners in respect of non-embargoed types of vessels, and would p
robablY

to' reserve the right to permit sales of ships to the Bloc in thoso^ ^ufor ships

(although there may be sorneâdâuonw the ^#1,-t such
Soviet

levels of con'
will actually be placed in Can ) grounds t without
trol would be pointless and ^would merely embarrass the Paris Group
offering any commensurate security advantages.

ONL.B. PEARS
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DEA/11045-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
permanent auprès du Conseil 'de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

T>IEGRAM 596 Ottawa, September 3, 1954.,. , .

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING ON SEPTEMBER 7
Following for Wilgress, Begins: Yesterday (Sept. 1) Cabinet approved a recom-
mendation on the subject of ship sales to the Soviet Bloc that you be instructed
along the following lines:

'Any quota arrangement for non-embargoed types of ships which would allow
the Soviet Bloc to acquire more than 150,000 G.R.T. of shipping each year from all
sources (including new construction with the Bloc itself and sales by non-COCOM
countries) would represent controls in form but not in substance. Consequently, if
the Consultative Group were to establish a new control system based on a higher
annual rate of acquisition of ships by the Soviet Bloc than the 150,000 ton figure
mentione,d above the Canâdian Government would be unlikely to agree to continue
enforcing controls on her ship-builders and ship-owners in respect of non-embar-
g0ed types of vessels, and would probably wish to reserve the right to permit sales
of ships to the Bloc in' those circumstances (although there may be some doubt
whether any fimt Soviet orders for ships will actually be placed in Canada) on the
grounds that such high levels of control would be pointless and would merely
embarrass the Paris Group without offering any commensurate securityadvantages."

2• The essential point is that we are not at this time prepared to accept any new
control system going beyond the foregoing. We realize the chances of our views
being accommodated by COCOM is about NIL, and so you should take the line
that while we have no intention or desire to frustrate whatever hopes may exist for
agreement by opposing whatever new plan may be acceptable to the majority of
COCOM, we nevertheless could not undertake to bind ourselves to respect it if it
were to go beyond the limits set out in my paragraph 1. In short, you should do
nothing to, enforce continuation of the discredited pre-1954 system by using the
veto power of a contrary vote, but you should simply abstain from voting. We are
unwlUing to share the 'collective responsibility for any nugatory system wherein the
west's self-denying sacrifices are not clearly justified by security advantages sin-cerely desired b
closest nè; y^l our COCOM partners and especially by those who are the

ghbours of the USSR.3.
We leave it to your discretion, of course, just how to make use of the instruc-

tions approved b
1onir present form. which are perhaps too blunt for COCOM records inrm•

We would expect you to delay intervening in the discussions as
as Possible to gain time t,, L 'o see ow mattes are developing. We believe, how-
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`ever, that the United States and United Kingdom are willing to accept a figure as
high as 200,000 G.R.T. annually for COCOM alone.

4. Canadian officials will meet with United States officials (who do not yet know
that you are going to take a firm line) in Washington tomorrow and we will let you
know, if any new developments of importance occur which might influence the

instructions in` this telegram. Ends.

DEA/11045-40
686.

Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
,- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. . . „ ,
Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

nt,EGRAM WA-1535
Washington, September 3,1954

.aions'a narallel. to ' those recently undcr cuscussion wou

with° a reservation involving automauc t review n^ of three ye^' ^ov
^ to eaceed si^c hundred thousand tons over a peld ^ver repairs and old

te

Reference: External Affairs telegram of September 2, 1954?'

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING -- SHIPPING CONTROLS

Following is report of Canadian delegation on discussion with American^B^ ht
Principal concern of United States over new Canadian position is that
make it impossible undera strict legalistic interpretation of unanimityf le t^Oo

v4e

yat agreement on any basis involving supply of over one hundred and fifty
tons per annum to Soviet 'bloc.
2:, This concern was accentuated by their expectations that Danes i1a we

their previous reservations. We expressed some skepticism and indicated

did not altogether share their. misgivings. a^etic initial
3. United States concern was to a large extent off-set by our symp

reaction to proposed new formula they had in mind for use in event that it is impos'
sible to arrive at agreement on a global quota.

they do not believe that an agreement can be reached even at théss for
level

`t i 4 In fact,.
of a two hundred thousand ton annual global quota.

intend to enter
they

a
will

substitute PT0"
a global'quota but if this endeavour fails they th nuro,
posal giving any country ; the right to export thirtyfive thouso na^onal t n ag^total• • if h

Repeat Canac Paris No. 3 and Stadacona Paris.

SECREr. IMPORTANT.

oi^° Most pakably a version Of thC previ0us dOCnmea
.^ Fort probablemat. une Ventoa clu 'docilmalt Fr6EdeaL

^

a} ^ai.t^

. > ,
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5. This new proposal would appear to obviate our difficulties with discrimination
against Canadian sales of ships since it would reserve to Canada the right to export
up to 35,000 tons per annum.

6. The Americans expressed the strong hope that we would support them vigor-
ously in holding the line at an upper speed limit of fifteen knots for non-embargoed
ships.

7. We were also informed that the British might raise the question of the non-
removal of types of radar considered by them to be harmless. We. agreed to support
any move by the Americans to refer this subject to technical experts. Ends.

687.
DEA/11045-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord et l'OECE

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Representative to North Atlantic Council and OEEC

SEMET• IMPORTANT.

Referénce: Washington Embassy's telegram No. 3 of Septembér 3?3..__, .

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING - SHIPI4NG CONTRO(,S

If theUnitéd States propose a new formula for control over non-embargoed
h'pes of vessels limiting COCOM countries to deliveries of shipping to the Soviet
bloc not exceeding 35 ,000 G.R.T. per
majority of ^e*others a per annum per country,,and if the Danes and a

schen1e would not limit Sovp iet acquisitons tothe low annual rates whi h lare des, a
able from the viewpoint of Western security, we would nevertheless be prepared to
recommend the United States plan to Cabinet for favourable consideration. For
Your information, we would do this on the grounds that (a) COCOM feels some
eontrol should be continued for its political and psychological value, (b) Canada
would be in no worse a position than her COCOM partners and (c) we would not
ezpct Iny firm Soviet orders to develop in Canada anyway.

ent pr6ci&ntJSce the previous document.
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DEA/11045-40

^L'ambassadeur'en France.
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

TEiEGRAM 404 (CC-94)
• r., , . .

SECRET.' IMPORTANT.

Paris, September 10, 1954

Reference: Your telegram No. 602 of September 7.

C.G. MEETING - StiIPPING CONTROLS

The Consultative Group discussioquoted in full owing
ns have resulted in thoe the 1o importancenoand

urgency
forwarded in

involved.
today's air bag

Governmen^umust indicate .whether or not the proposals are
acceptable by September 20 at which time the Coordinating Committee will meet
to decide whether or not a further CG meeting must be convened. note

With reference to the proposals for quantitative control, it is interesting to letel
that the Working Group meeting on the afternoon of September 8 was `o ^ uota
unsuccessful in achieving realistic results and in fact endedpwIi was after^s
requirement of over one million tons for the three year period

.
your instruc-

tions

was presented to the CG that we made ot
foowing

the oChairman to
contained in your, telegram 596. This served

reiterate that the.
=et was meeting to discuss controls in relation to western secar-

ity not the market potential of the Soviet. Bloc. Finally, the Üe'fo oW ngda y
brought forward the suggestions contained in the two annexes on Consultative
and after a full day's discussion, these were finally approved by the heard
Group for reference to member governments with replies scheduled to be

September 20. t,o s^ quantitative
While the ceiling tonnage figure exceeds 450,000 tons

the nt ^ provisions ref
control scheme is not too incompatible with our views and may request a general
erence paragraph 5-Annex B whereby any member country

litical factors War"
review of the situation if it considers strategic; economic or Po

rant it.
Annex A to C.G. Paper XIV, Consultative Group

Control of Vessels; Embargv19S4 d Provisions

9th September,

1. The Consultative Group agreed to embargo the following: ^ottom

"Shi of more than 15.5 knots when in calm
wateWé with clean

Ps capable
under the most favourable conditions of load at maximum

^^uivalent to about 14
(Note: For practical purposes, this should be co

. knots fully loaded.)"



2. In recognition of the special circumstances confronting the Danish shipbuilding
industry and the Danish economy, the Consultative Group agreed that Denmark
might, when this seemed necessary to safeguard Denmark's vital economic inter-
ests, undertake to deliver to the Soviet Bloc in any calendar year, out of its permis-
sible 35,000 gross registered tons, up to 15,000 GRT of merchant shipping capable
of speeds above those specified in paragraph 1 above. This 15,000 GRT is not
cumulative from year to year.

3. Denmark for its part, undertook to make as little use of this special privilege as
the protection of Denmark's vital economic interests required. Denmark further
undertook to notify the Coordinating Committee promptly of the special circum-
stances leading Denmark to avail itself of this privilege in any particular instance.
Where the speeds are not more than 2 knots above those in paragraph 1, such noti-
fication would be given promptly after execution of the contracts. Where the speeds
are more than 2 knots above those in paragraph 1, such notification would be given
in advance for prior consultation.

4. It was , undérstood by the Consultative Group that the above-described excep-
tion from the embargo speed provisions was accorded to Denmark because of the
sPecial circumstances brought to the attention of the group by the Danish Govern-
ment; and would not constitute a precedent with respect to any other country or any
other conunodity.

Annex B to C.G. Paper XIV, Consultative Group
Scheme for Quantitative Control of List lI Vessels

(except fishing vessels)
9th September, 1954

L For the period 1954,-1955 and 1956, no participating country shall deliver list II
vessels (except fishing vessels) to the Soviet Bloc at a rate higher than 35,000 GRT
Per annum: Any unused portion of this 35,000 tons may be carried over into suc-
ceeding years, but none may be anticipated. In other words, member governmentsshall

hereafter avoid any future commitment involving deliveries in excess of
35,000 tons in 1954, 70,000 tons in 1954-55 and 105,000 tons over the three years
1954$ 1955 and 1956. Fractional charges for ships over 20 years old and for major
rebuilding overhaul, and completion work will be on a basis to be worked out in
the C0ordinating Cominittee.

2. Over the
^e Bloc shouldthree-ym period, aggregate deliveries from participating countries to

not exceed 600,000 GRT. Therefore when deliveries appear likelyto exceed this fgure
_, i.e. when signed contracts for deliveries have reached a

toral of 500 000 GRT - the Coordinating Committee shall meet to consider then
ecessary measu^ in order that the 600,000 ton figure be not exceeded. Neverthe-lesssig^recognition sh^l be given to commitments, whether by trade agreement or

ontracts existing as of the 8th September 1954, to the extent that any coun-
^^^ be lem^itted to honour such commitments even if it should be necessary,
will purpoSe' to exceed the agreed overall level of 600,000 GRT. Each country
men^ u^ the Coordinating Committee immediately and in detail of its commit-

as of the 8th September 1954.
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.3. Quotas should be earmarked and charged only after construction or sales con-

tracts have been signed.
4. 'For the purpose of maintaining a continuous record of completed and sched-

uled deliveries, each participating countryshall submit forthwith to the Secretariat
an itemised list of:
-(a) Actual'deliveries completed to date since the lst January 1954;

(b) Deliveries contracted for and scheduled to take place before the 31st Decem-

ber 1956; indicating in each case the anticipated month and year of delivery;

(c) Deliveries contracted for and scheduled to take place` after the 31st December

1956, indicating in each case the anticipated month and year of delivery.
The Secretariat shall compile this data and circulate through the Coordinating

Committee, by not later than the lst November 1954, a cumulative schedule of
anticipated deliveries..Thereafter governments shall promptly notify the Committee
of any additional deliveries scheduled to take place prior to the 31st December
1956; and the Secretariat shall circulate revised cumulative delivery schedules not
less frequently, than everytwo months.` In addition, member countries shall n ^
the Secretariat, for exchange of information, of.deliveries expected to take pl
prior to the 31st December 1956, though not'yet contracted.

5. Any member country may at any time request a general review of the merchant
ship situation if, in that country's view, changes in the strategic or economic or
political situation warrant such review: .

6. In the reviews contémplated under paragaphs 2 and 5 above, attention should

be directed, inter alia, to the level of known deliveries of merchant vessels to the
Soviet Bloc by countries not members of the Consultative Group. Through these
réviews, the Committee should also seek means to ensure that the vital f the

- - - • • ^^ b . 'table distribution

global limit of 600,000 GRT.'

: pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet... . ^: ^ A^

:. _ ^ r . - • F ' . ` . . (K2

ber 14 , 1 )3'
CABINET DOCUMENT. NO. ` 196-54 ;

Ottawa, Septem

* _t ai. _.^.^ . a ^ ::.. .a• - ^• ^ A, - . ^ ' .

tî.

SALE OF SWPS TO THE SOVIET B LOC
t .. % j- , . ol of

r^^ A special meeting of the Consultative Group was held in Paris on S^et^ona
^r

to attempt to reach;^ at long last, some form of agreemtunde dtiscûssion for over
thesale of ships to Communist countries which has been
a year among the countries participating in the Consultative GroUP-

ud throug an ^nequi

; Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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' As anticipated, the meeting was unsuccessful in reaching agreement towards
limiting the quantity of ships such as are not subject to embargo. The claims of
exporting countries for quotas amounted in the aggregate to over one million tons
over a period of three years. This amount of shipping would, in all probability, be
more than the Communist Bloc would in any case be prepared to buy. In the cir-
cumstances, the Canadian delegate made a statement in accordance with the memo-
randum approved by Cabinet on September 1st in general terms as follows

Any quota arrangement for non-embargoed types of ships which would allow
the Soviet Bloc to acquire more than 150,000 G.R.T. of shipping each year from
all sources (including new construction with the Bloc itself and sales by non-
COCOM countries) would represent controls in form but not in substance. Con-
sequently, -if the Consultative Group were to establish a new control system
based on a higher annual rate of acquisition of ships by the Soviet Bloc than the
150,000 ton figure mentioned above the Canadian Government would be
unlikely; to agree to continue enforcing controls on her ship-builders and ship-
owners in respect of non-embargoed types of vessels, and would probably wish
to reserve the right to permit sales of ships to the Bloc in those circumstances
(although there may be some doubt whether any firm Soviet orders for ships
will actually be placed in Canada) on the grounds that such high levels of con-
trol wôuld be pointless and would merely embarrass the Paris Group without
offering any commensurate security advantages.

Following this statement the United Kingdom put forth new proposals which are
given in detail in: appendices "A" and "B" attached.t
ProPosal deals with s The first United Kingdom

ment already ^^d provides an exception for Denmark from the agree-
emb^go reached which places all ships capable of more than 15.5 knots under

In recognition of the special circumstances confronting the Danish shipbuilding
^dustry and the Danish economy, the Consultative Group would agree that Den-
mark might, when this seemed necessary to safeguard Denmark's vital economicinterests,

undertake to deliver to the Soviet Bloc in any calendar year, out of its
permissible 35,000 gross registered tons, up to 15,000 GRT of merchant shipping
caPable of speeds above those specified. This 15,000 GRT is not cumulative rom
Year to year. Denmark undertook to make as little use of the privilege as their vital
economic interests permitted and to notify the 'COCOM whenever advantage is

the privilege.

The second United Kingdom proposal comprises a scheme for the quantitative
con^ol Ofvessels other than fishing vessels not already subject to embargo. In
effect, it provides that any COCOM country may ship up to 35,000 GRT r annumfor each f perthcaai e next three years. Any part of the quota not used in the first year may^ ed into th
into the e^cond or not used .̂ n the frst and second years may be carriedthird•

Whenever contracts for deliveries by all COCOM countries in the
$b^ m^s,have reached the total of 500,000 GRT, the Coordinating Committee
exc^^ t^^`^nsider measures to prevent a 600,000 GRT figure from being

tracts" entered into before the 8th of September of this year may be
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honoured even though the 600,000 GRT overall quota would in consequence be

exceeded.
The United Kingdom proposals have been 'accepted by the Consul tative Group

2(hhfor reference to'Governments with replies scheduled to be heard September >

1954.
-", The quotas proposed, exçeed the 150,000 GRT per annum which, in the Cana-
dian view; is the largest amount that could be permitted if control is to be effective
from a security standpoint. The 'proposals would; however, impose no greater
restrictions on Canada than apply to any other COCOM country disregarding the
exception" pecmitted Denmark respecting speed. The existing controls have, in prac-
tice, had the résult that the European participants could claim the right to export
some ships while Canada and the United States were denied that right. Under the
United Kingdom proposal Canada would be given the quota of 35,000 GRT per
annum exactly as any other participant. There remains however a contingent possi-
bility - that if the other COCOM countries were quickly to enter into contracts
amounting to 500,000 GRT (before Canada had made use of its quota) there mi.ght
be pressure within the Consultative Group to restrict further sales which could put
Canada in an embarrassing situation. In this event Canada ewou^ldnhaeed^ ^P^ ^é

nity" to express further, views. In" the circumstances, it
Canadian delegate be instructed that he need not maintain a^e^elves to^ail
on these proposals and can accept for Canada if they commend
other participating countries"

^I..B. PEnxsoNl

r L'ambassadeur en France
extérieuresau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

`Âmbassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

nunRAM 426 (CC-95) Paris, September 21,195'

. , â
s. ECREr} telegram No• 501 of
Reference: Our telegram No.404 of Scptembcr 10 an d your

Septeinber 18.t
__^ 1 ". 4

>`) C(3M1EitN(i = SHIi'PWti CONiRv t nement
' ^ uested poV ent is^

At ycstertiaY*s meet ing
^
^ng the United Kingdom delegation 11-1

of the nleeting sctieduled for Septemtier` 21 on the grounds that their go
^m. aIr. ,

1954.^f17,

Approuvi pair le Cabinet le 17 septembre 1954lApproved by Cabinet. Septem
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not yet in a position to comment on the contents of Annexes A and B. At their
request, the meeting was postponed until next week.

In a private conversation he intimated to me that at the ministerial level there
was concern over the possible discriminatory factors which under certain circum-
stances would be prejudicial to the United Kingdom shipbuilding industry. I
believe, this centers around the substantial Netherland's prior commitments of
approximately 100,000 tons which, during the course of the shipping controls dis-
cussions, the Netherland's authorities have secured on the basis of trade agreements
and talks with the Soviet bloc while during the same interval, the United Kingdom
either has not or could not achieve comparable contracts.

The United Kingdom are quite jealous of their leadership in the shipbuilding
capacity of Europe and in any discussion of national quotas prior to Annex B have
consistently. claimed the largest quota. At this juncture, it would be extremely
unfortunate if the fact that the Netherlands hold a preponderance of firm contracts
in the form of prior commitments will create antipathy in the United Kingdom
towards the proposal as it now stands based on their original suggestion.

Finally, I confirm your understanding that all prior commitments now existing,
as of September 8th, will be the first charges against the national quotas.

^ Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

cut
lis

thirilc 1 should let you know that we have been approached at the official level
bY the United Kingdom Trade Commissioner here to enquire if Canada would sup-
port 1101 propos^ to be put forward by the United Kingdom in COCOM dealing

the'strategic control over the sale of ships. '
Mr-end Thomeycroft has been in personal correspondence with Mr. Stassen in an

ur'to obtain American support for new United Kingdom proposals. We
belieye Mr. Stassen's response was cool. It is likely that Mr. Thorne croft will findan opportutity t, d, y

Le sous-ministre du Commerce
au ministre du Commerce

to Minister of Trade and Commerce
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[Ottawa], December 1, 1954
iDeaz^,.; ,. ,,

1♦ ., Howe:: , .

SECRET

o Iscuss tlus question with you.previously,
COCONi had agreed upon the embargo of certain types of shipsincluding all wacstu s

had ^fore. lta 'p '^e^ ^d dry cargo vessels of over 15 1/2 knots. It also
United Kingdom proposal concerning quota treatment of otherty^s. ^^ z^ ^ ., _. .

in effect,
^s. United Kin dom ro^ght supply,up to 3S g proposal provided that any COCOM country

tracts for ,^0 tons per annum for the next three years. If and when
Years, C()C^MI COCOM countries reached a total of 500,000 tons for the three

,^.:would meet to consider measures as to prevent a final hard ceiling
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of 600,000 tons from being exceeded. This proposal was accepted for reference to

governments.
° Cabinet accepted this 'proposal provided that all other COCOM countries also

were to accept it. At the request of the United Kingdom, however, the COCOM

meeting scheduled to hear the views of governments on the proposal has been post-

poned. . The United Kingdom Government n^
ieve^ one of the world's larg-

est
not accept this arrangement because th country,

shipbuilders, would be at a disadvantage as compared to other potential suppli-
ers who would exploit the situation.

this of theirs and propose
The United Kingdom now wish to withdraw proposal

instead that the sale of slips should be governed by what is known as "Exceptions
procedure". Under this, each participating country merely has to demonstrate that a

quid pro quo exists in order to justify its sale to the Soviet bloc of any of those
types of ships which are not subject to embargo. In theory, this quid pro quo should

be something vital to the economy of the exporting country. In practice, however,
this turns out to be a very flexible arrangement. It is wide open éous abuse.because of
countries have even advanced the reason that sales are d g
their dollar shortage. Furthermore, it leaves the ,way open for the Soviet bloc to
insist on including ships in its bilateral trade agreements with certain WeSher^-

countries. The criteria which are used make it difficult for Canada sales by other
self, and yet they leave no grounds for our objection
COCOM countries.

We have informed the United Kingdom Trade Commissioner here that we
believe this new proposal would only embarrass us without in realistic

^o^

because it would not confine Soviet acquisitions of shipping tons a
Any control which would allow the Soviet bloc to acquire more than 150,000
year.would'represent control in form but not in substance.

We have suggested that in view of the serious consequences which a w
continued

e miSb
impasse on the shipping question might have for the future of â O^m ^t on effee•

have ' !o be content to recognize that it is not possible to reach gr
but wetive quota restrictions. ,,

We do not 'propose, ourselves, to advance any suggestions in COCOMSe non
think we should be prepared to accept that any Member might sell th
embargoed types

sales to
of vessels, at its `own discretion, but reporting any

M. 1 it is preferable toCoco
1Yx °Àdmitt+lÿ,' this is^ making the tiest of a bad job but we fee lead

{ our support to an unworkable and ineffective scheme which will o^Y
lending ,.,
tu embarrassments. . m ^ .

Yours sincere ly,
WM. FREDERICK BULL
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SECRET

Reference: Your letter No. 1898 of November 30. j-

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en France
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Ottawa, December 9, 1954

EXPORT CONTROLS - COCOM DOCUMENT 1786

The substance of the United Kingdom proposals is of such importance that we
do not want to be rushed in our study of their implications. Accordingly, you
should inform the United Kingdom delegation that we will not be prepared to com-
ment by December 12 but hope to be in a position to do so early in the new year.1

I. Introduction "

SECTION B

UNION SOVIÉTIQUE
SOVIET UNION

SUi3DIVISION USUB-SECTION I

RELATIONS GÉNÉRALES

GENERAL RELATIONS

Note de la Direction européenne

Mémorandum by European Division

L.B.PJVoI. 52

Ottawa, November 1954

RBLATIONS WITH THE U.S.S.R.: A RE-ASSESSMENT30

unde re-ex^cninatiôn ^of our relations with the U.S.S.R. is a task which should be
rtaken pen0dlcally. To my knowledge it has not been done for some time and

as a result we tend to accepwith t more or less automatically some of the basic premises
Wb;^h ou; J.I.C.^ NATO and other papers now seem to start. A re-assessment

une yen

d
1011 PréCédente de cette étude a été diffusée dans tout le ministère des Affaires extérieures à

e' fi°s di''e'onunencalres en juillet 1954.An euh" Z
ments '11 JalY ^9^^ a^dy.was circulated through the Department of External Affairs for com-
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at the presént time is particularly important because of a number of developments
which are changing the political and strategic picture.

2. The first is the death of Stalin and the events inside the U.S.S.R. The removal
of the man who completely dominated Soviet policy for almost thirty years is
bound to have an effect on the internal and external affairs of his country. And the
economic and political events since then inside the U.S.S.R. justify the view that
the advent of the new leaders has made the situation much more fluid than
previously.

3. The progress made by the U.S.S.R. in nuclear weapons means that the superior-
ity previously held by the West in this field is rapidly disappearing. The U.S.S.R.
also has developed the long-range bombers capable of delivering hydrogen and
atomic bombs, and may be in the process of producing atomic tactical weapons.
Equality, or near equality, in the fields of mass destruction weapons is therefore
within sight.

4. In this connection the information concerning the extent of destruction caused
by megaton weapons, which became available to the Russians in the summer of
1953, and the realisation that either side is, or shortly will be, in a position with a
few bombs and a few planes to destroy vast areas of the other country, undoubtedly
is a factor which the Russians, as well as ourselves, must be taking into serious
consideration.

5. Finally we must admit that to all practical purposes we have reached a complete

the i,vartime alliance: The latter was for them a very necessary and useful expe

impasse in our relations v-416 the U.S.S.R. We are not prepared to compromise on
any of our basic positions and the Russians have made it clear that they will not

cede any ground they consider essential to them. Any impasse requires a pause and
an attempt to find out how it can be over-come.

6. This studyproceeds on the assumption that the conclusion that there is no way
to solve this impasse save by an eventual recourse to arms is unwarranted. It
attempts to buttress this assumption by facts and arguments, and then examines the
nature of the alternative solution, living with the Russians on a more or less pea
ful basis.
7. Many of the arguments and conclusions are controversial. While I believeh

they

are soundly based I am not dogmatic about them. They are advanced with the pe
of âtimulating'discussion.

II, Sovitt Foreign Policy from 1945 to Stalin's Death

8. It is hardly profitable to re-examine in too great
detail the cours^e Of Soviet

relations with the West from the Yalta and Potsdam Conferences up to the fa-id,
Stalin. Theré is little doubt that the Soviet authorities never accepted in g ^et,

but Stalin'aaw'from`the beginning that there were too many differences bewere

tv`v0 ^âystetna^ for tlictn'to*wôrk'together after the war if Soviet aims in Europe

tO be pressed' a anda pur'
c9, Though the Soviet leaders may therefore use the argument

for prop g and

that the West betrayed the U.S.S.R. by reneging on the termsof ^enu^ ^,d

y^ta, particularly with regard to the question of an implied division
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Eastern Europe into spheres of interest, the Soviet leaders themselves are probably
well aware of the facts.

10. Implicit in the manner by which the U.S.S.R. decided to play its cards after the
war were many very great risks. Given the Soviet interpretation of the world situa-
tion at the war's end, however, they may not have seemed so great. In particular, it
must have appeared to Moscow that there was no serious alternative.

11. The first important division of opinion came over the nature of the govern-
ments in the Eastern European countries, occupied by or directly under the influ-
ence of the U.S.S.R. Every major attack on Russia in the past had come from
advanced bases held by aggressor countries in Eastern Europe. It was now possible
for the first time in history for a Russian Government to assure itself of régimes in
these countries sympathetic to Moscow. The Western Governments had, according
to Soviet thinking, no direct political or economic interests in Eastern Europe, and
were, furtherrooro, not in military occupation or in any position to enforce their
views.' It

was'also an opportunity which might never be repeated to extend the
direct political control of the U.S.S.R. and the area of Communism.

12.
None of this, according to Soviet thinking, could have been achieved without

establishing out and out Communist régimes in the countries of Eastern Europe. If
this had to be done at the risk of the Western alliance, then Moscow probably calcu-
lated that it was worth it, particularly as they could scarcely have believed that the
revulsion of feeling in the

West was going to be so strong. Since the Soviet leaders
did not consider countries like Poland, Bulgaria and Roumania could be of prime
importance to the United Statés, they undoubtedly then argued that their calcula-tions

were right in assuming that it was essential and not too risky to drive all
Western influence out of the Balkans.

13.
erom this it was an easy step to attempt further easy expansion in Iran and

, areas of , strategic importance to the Russians and ones in which they
clearly tlioùght they might be able to get away with quick and determined action. InGreece events1^h

soon reached a point where it was difficult for the Russians to with-
w suPPort without losing face; and they only did so when the Yugoslav defec-

aon made it clearly unprofitable to continue the Civil War. In Iran, the withdrewbecause they. were Yo^ probâbly not yet ready for a show-down when confronted not
y by un, ted Allied opposition, but by a critical reaction from nearly all theoutside world.

fri4• The Soviet authoritiés were sand
ghtened by the U.S. surprised . possibly for the first time, a little

Introduction of Marshall -^e proclamation of the Truman doctrine, the
aid, and the refusal to accept Soviet style peace treaties for

Ge^^3' and AuStria. The first brought direct U.S. influence to thSoviet B^^
régi territory: ' The second promised to end the hope e gates of the^es in ^ of Communist
the Western Eurôpe' . And the third meant uncertainty in Central Europe and

Uuwelcome'continuation of U.S, militarintec^est in Europe.Y

E
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15. George Kennan has argued that the Soviet reaction to this - the Czech coup
d'état and the Berlin blockade - was primarily defensive. The Czech internal situ-
ation had ^ been ripe for a Communist coup for at least six months before it took
place. But the Russians only put it into action when they felt they were losing the
initiative in Europe. They could not tolerate "enemy" pockets in Eastern Europe in
these circumstances and so tried to tidy up the situation in Czechoslovakia and

the United States The basic Soviet assumption of 1945 concermng ^ a Way that,

Berlin.
16. Mr.- Kennan goes on to claim that ther

, e was nothing aggressive intended by
the Soviet Government in these actions and that they were therefore astounded and
puzzled that the Western reaction should have taken the form of military prepara-
tion for an alleged military threat, particularly since this involved the West divert-

ing resources from the economic aid programme which up to then had proved so
singularly successful. Since, he claims, Moscow had never considered attempting
to expand the area of Communism by warlike means, it therefore concluded that

the Western moves had some particularly sinister connotation, - the first step in

the preparation' of a military alliance aimed at destroying the U.S.S.R.
17. From this basic failure to understand motives behind actions on either side,

other events have led on to increase mutual suspicion, particularly the success of
the Communists in China, the Korean War, and the failure to reach any kind of
agreement over Germany and Austria..

III. Th'e'Re=examination of Foreign Policy i►i Moscow After the Death of Stalin

18: It seems clear that one of the first problems tackled by the Soviet Governmen

t

after the death of the vothd was, a reexamination of Soviet foreign policy. Molotov
went back immediately to direct administration of the Foreign Ministry and a large
number of personnel changes were made. The violent anti-American camPaiSn^ as
dropped and an attempt was made to behave towards the West in a slightly
civilized manner, and in a way to end .the self-imposed diplomatic isolation from

the rest of the world '° in internai
•y 19. There^ was a verÿdefinite jéttisoning of many of Stalin's policies

affairs and this must have had an effect on foreign policy. If, in fact, the main aides

of Stalin'had apparently been opposed for so long to so much of his internal ^e

gramme, it is not illogical to speculate that they also disagreed with many

of his forcign policy. , emlin
aspects of this policy which must have aroused opposition in the ^

^ A 20. The
vticré probably those which had created

the more obviously undesirable reactions

'troûld hardly have bcen questioned. But its a pplication subsequently
the West, must

in retrospect, could scarcely have failed to antagonize and alarm the creation of

h^ve betn the^ objects of criticism: In particular, the Greek civil war,
gambles mu chun am in Europe

thé Cominfoctn; the Berlin blockade and the Czech coup d'état were
ptoo risky if the Soviet Union had hoped for an extension of Comm
withoût war.
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21. Stalin admitted (in the published correspondence with the Yugoslav Commu-
nist Party prior to the June, 1948, split) that a Communist revolution was not within
the bounds of possibility in France and Italy because the Red Army was not in a
position to intervene physically. In other words, he did not conceive of the estab-
lishment of Communist régimes in those countries at an early date. The Czech coup
d'état and the Berlin blockade do not seem to have been planned as steps towards a
fiarther, expansion of Soviet power in Europe, and we can conclude therefore that
they were primarily defensive and intended to tidy up a potentially dangerous situa-
tion for the Soviet position in Eastern Europe.
22. Nevertheless, many Russians must have questioned the wisdom of actions,

two of which failed, which had relatively minor aims, but which had the end effect
of postponing indefinitely the chance of further Soviet expansion in Europe. More
important, they, resulted in alerting the West, and particularly the United States, to
the true nature of the Soviet régime, and the creation of an alliance which consti-
tuted a real military,threat to the U.S.S.R.
.23.

Two other events in Europe constituted an important set-back to the Soviet
Union.= the serious miscalculations leading to the break with Tito, and the post-
ponement of the U.S. economic depression, which was such an important factor in
Soviet.calculations. That the former is now considered a mistake can be seen from
the post-Stalin attempts to restore more or less normal diplomatic relations with
Yugoslavia, though things had clearly gone too far for the Russians to back down
completely.,

24. Again, as regards the failure of the United States to follow the expected pa-
^ro, produce an economic crisis and, beset by its own internal difficulties, with-
draw within itself, there must have been much soul-searching in Moscow. The
disgrace of.Varga for predicting that the nature of capitalism had so changed that a
depression was not inevitable, was at least partly corrected last fall. But that doesnot necessarily

mean that the Soviet leaders admit that they were wrong. The
depression was postponed, they argued, by the adoption of such measures as wide-
spread economic assistance to other weaker capitalist governments, and then the
creation of an alleged war threat to justify re-armament - in Marxist terms, tradi-tional

methods. But it must be added that in Soviet long-run thinking the armament
burden is certainly considered as acerbating the crisis of capitalism.
25• The Rüssians} also `miscain W lculated about the strength of the Communist parties

estern Europe (and this resulted in a number of tactical blunders, such as the
withdrâwal of the rCommunists in coalition governments in France and Italy, the
call t0 s . e and so on); about the relative strength of the capitalist and communist
econornies' and about the ability of erstwhile capitalist enemie
26• qnother miscalculation which, however, in the end

s to work together.

gain sincé led to the biggest singleSoviet
the war, was the failure to recognize the strength of ChineseCoramunism. Stalin aconh.ol 4, pparently calculated that Mao Tse-tung would only be able to

a Part of China and there made his plans on that basis. Some United Statesexperts in Nit as affairs argue that the Soviet Govern
ed a dlvided China^`The Russians knew that Nationalist China was sufGcientl

corrupt and inefficient that it would eventually fall into Communist hands; • inbut m
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the post-war years; theywere too preoccupied with European and internal problems
to wish to extend rapidly the area of Communism in Asia. It is also suggested that

Stalin would have preferred a divided China so that he could more completely con-
trol the Communist half.

27. But the complete victoryof Mao in China without involving the U.S.S.R.

immediately in major disputes with the capitalist powers, though a surprise, must
on We whole have been a satisfying one,' and it was possibly this over-confidence
which led to the greatest miscalculation: The attack on Korea was undoubtedly

intended to take advantage of a local situation. From Moscow the advantages to be
gained from the expulsion of the last remnants of a non-Soviet régime from the
North Asian mainland far out-weighed what must have appeared to be the minor

risks involved.
28. The fact that the gamble was considered a mistake after U.S. intervention can

be seen from the early action taken by the Malenkov Government to end the hostili-

ties in the Spring of 1953. Before that Stalin had probably stubbornly refused to

admit he was wrong and therefore prolonged the armistice negotiations for almost

two years.
29. To sum up, Soviet actions since the death of Stalin indicate that there had been

considerable doubt in the leadership about the advisability of many of the tactics of
Soviet foreign policy since 1945, though this probably did not include the basice
decision tô consolidate their position in Eastern Europe even at the zcôntempl^e
wartime alliance. It seems likely that the Soviet leaders did
recourse to war to further these policies.

30. The maintenance after the end of hostilities of what seemed tûe
the firste it wo 1d

ingly large forces was considered necessary by the Russians be a
second, we

have been dangerous for them internally to demobilize very quickly;
third the situ-

Red Army was used frequently for post-war reconstruction projects; ° old
ation in Eastern Europe required fairly ,

large forces on the spot; fourth, it is an

Russian tradition to 'maintain large standing armies as part of foreign
policy; and

fifth, they considered that a` large standing army was required
to offset Western

superiority in'air power and atomic weapons. '
.#^:k ,+ a•^-.. _ "NI"1 " ,,. "^ : ' ' ^..., . `.. . .

IV. Nuclear Weapons and Soviet Strottgy
1945 to the present

' 31. Inextricably involved in all aspects of Soviet strategy from
time is the ^"uestion of the Soviet estimate of the importance of nucl

s^s p^ licly

the militâry and potitical situation. In spite of the fact that the Rus^ the Russian arnies
insisted that the Japanese surrendered becâuse of their defeat by atom

in Manchuriâ,`-̀ there can be little doubt , that they were well aware that the the
Of ^eir

`" , , a 'and Nagasaki were the major factors in the victory
bombmg of Hiroshima 8 t^
Allies.. Sincx ,thén' thë: bomb.` has undoubtedly had an impo^t place

thinldn f
^ . s . , 8^

. ` ^
^ . . : , . .

ument in favo^o
. .,The yfitat Soviet reacuon was probably to add another arg e in ato^d

tnâintâining large standing 'âmniçs to offset the United States advantag c^y

Jdwas to cornerfas
many German scientists as they ^ qw

w ns..Th^ accon^,. ,set them to work with their own# workçrs to catch up with the Amenc^
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as possible: This meant an additional diversion of already over-strained man-power
and equipment from the long neglected fields of consumer goods.
33. The traditional Russian inferiority complex towards the West was certainly

increased as a result of fear of the atomic bomb, and this may well have played a
certain role in Soviet reactions to Western moves. The progress they made in devel-
oping the bomb, and presumably stock-piling them, must gradually have increased
their feeling of confidence until the United States explosion of the hydrogen bomb,
and their own explosion in August, 1953, led to the realisation that each side had
under its control a weapon of such vast destructive power that all previous ideas on
warfare might have to be revised:

34.'It is impossible tô tell what role this information has played in shaping Soviet
foreign policy in ttie past year and a half. It could scarcely go ignored, as it has not
gone ignored here. On the other hand, no Western policy has yet been modified in
any important way because of this information, and, therefore, we do not need to
conclude that the modifications in Soviet policy which have taken place are neces-
sarily the result of the megaton bomb.

35. It would be unrealistic not' to assume, however, that this information has
helped to reinforce the trend already noticeable immediately after Stalin's death
towards a policy of lowering international tension. Mutual self-destruction has cer-
tainly never been a Soviet aim. We can even speculate if this horrifying informa-tion

may not have led some Soviet leaders to wonder if it did not tend to make
nonsense of the whole Marxist theory of human development.
V. Peace at No Price"

36. Since Stalin died the process of revising Soviet foreign policy has taken the
shape of,a fairly cYear attempt to reduce international tension and to put relations
with the rest of the world on a slightly more normal basis, without, at the sametime,

making any great sacrifice. Mr. Bohlen has called it "peace at no price".
37. The efforts made by the U.S.S.R. to redue tension, or at least not to aggravate

it further, have not in fact entailed the giving up of anything substantial. On the°ther hand, it seems
possible that in April and May, 1953, the Soviet authorities

were seriously exploring ways and means of establishing more peaceful relationswith the
West, specifically in the two areas of greatest tension - Korea and Ger-

manY• They did succeed in stopping the fighting in the first, but this was an action
which reqwred simply the abandonment of a ro a anda
alreadY.in any case begun to wear pretty thin, p p g

position which had

38. It is the opinion of most Soviet experts that the Russians were contem lat that the the p atingEut Ge possibility of an eventual withdrawal from their zone of Germany.
Russi ^^Y was obviously not a very successful political experiment for theans and it w
ued as beginning to become an economic liability as well. The contin-

division of Gern^any and the anomalous position '
est danger of friction with the

West and some Soviet sBacn^fi e nuenh hthave been
wOrthWhile, if it could have achieved the withdrawal of allied forces from WesternGermarY and eventually

of the United States from Europe ., • r i,
. , 4 ^^" ^^ . . .. . .
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39. The Russians could only have contemplated a withdrawal from Eastern Ger-
many if it were orderly and did not involve the abandonment of a fully Sovietised
régime. This may,, therefore, be the explanation for the "liberalising" measures
taken in May and early June in East Germany, measures intended in part to make
the Pieck Government more popular, in part to prepare for de-Sovietisation. How
far this could really have been carried is difficult to say. The revolt of June 17
effectively put an end to any prospect, of a Soviet withdrawal since it revealed to
the Russians the extent of German opposition to the Communist régime. Free elec-
tions would have meant an anti-Soviet landslide. The Marxistly impossible would
have taken place; the workers in a workers' state would have rebelled against the
dictatorship of the proletariat. A continuation of this process was impossible for the
Russians not only because it would have endangered their position in all of Eastern
Europe, but would have had a disastrous effect in practice on their prestige with the
Communists throughout the non-Soviet world.

40. June 17 was the turning point and it must have convinced ath^R sssian^et^e
concessions in East Germany could be contemplated. When ronûse
Western powers made it clear that they had no intention of making any comP
over Germany, it was obvious that there was nothing further to be gained by dis-
cussing the problem. Our political mistake was not to accept the Soviet protesta-
tions at their face value in the Spring of, 1953 and explore at the highest level theinn

slities of lowering tension. At the est, we might have found the Russians
Md to compromise. At the worst we would have caught them completely off-11
balance before they were sure of their position internally or externall^.reip°li-

' 41. The second look which the Soviet leaders must have given their ^^ty

cies after the June revolt was probably made with sme nt. This conciusion is based
înore immediately in view than the previous asses
not only on the lessons of June 17 but on the fact that the Soviet GeBeria tha°f
seems to have had a greater influence on Soviet policy since the arrest ^macy over
previously..This would mean that military co^^t innfact

take
Soviet Union

political ones: At the, Berlin Conference th a
t was not prepared to withdraw from its advanced strategic bases in GermanY and

Austria unless the political gains would be compensated for militanly.

°42: Looked at in another way it really means ' that while the Soviet leaders0 f eu%n

have accepted the premise that war was not inevitable, that a relaxation ^t It is
was both desirable and possible, yet in practice they acted i n

ttern oS

spiri

t diPl°'
this confusion in Moscow which bas helped to make p

macy seem inconsistent and often contradictory.
. , _

VI: The Military Approach and its Dangers
recedence it 1x^°oes

43. Inevitably when 9the military approach , starts to take p. es^mate
As in the West on in Moscow an mcreasinS lu affect

itself a factor in the situation. have failed
of the d^iger of war eventually brcaking put could hardly
Sov^çt poh^e:al and cconomie planning. soviet

J'A-4' .
ctive. ,

George Kennan bas Out this dilemma in very g^ Pe^Pe ,^,le free of

apparatus of powee', he wrote from Moscow in September 1952, ess not Wh°^ly

pressures of a parliamentary system and a' free press,
is neverth
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immune to the operation of that law of political affairs by which military prepara-
tions attain a momentum of their own and make more likely the very thing that they
are supposed - by the invariable claim of all governments - to deter and prevent.
For every government, the calculations of probabilities with respect to military con-
flict set up something in the nature of magnetic fields, which in turn affect beha-
viour. To believe in the likelihood of war, whether rightly or wrongly, means in
some degree to behave in a manner that will actually enhance that likelihood, inso-
far as it implies the neglect of alternative courses and some degree of commitment
to the requirements of the course you would take if you knew definitely that war
would come ... Soviet policy, in other words, must also have been to some extent
drawn into the magnetic field of belief in a relatively greater probability of war.
And since what ÿou do to be prepared for a war is very often the enemy of what
you would do if you wished to avoid it, Soviet ability to pursue policies designed to
avoid a future war must have suffered accordingly."

the two blocs. The "cold w•" obviously suited Stalin ve well. It su rted

45. This does not necessarily mean that the Soviet leaders decided after careful
deliberation that they must plan on the assumption that war was inevitable. They no
doubt thinlt it pô'ssible that it may come about because of action taken by the West-
em.bloc, and this in itself would require certain actions on the part of the U.S.S.R.
to prepare against this eventually. But I do not think they are planning politically
on the assuinption either of an aggressive war launched by Moscow, or that it will
be impôssible tô avoid the clash with the West. On the other hand, there is no doubt
that the. Soviet estimate that+ the two blocs may stumble into war has increased
since the advent to power of the Republican régime in the United States.
46. The difficulty is that the more we in the West talk about the inevitability of

war with the U.S.S.R., the greater the pressure becomes in the Soviet Union to take
the necessazy precautions against this eventuality. They may believe they are skil-
ful enough to avoid a war provided the other side is not dead set on it. But if both
sides beconie` convinced that the clash is inevitable, then the very weight of their
convictions would help to bring on the very thing they wished to avoid, and it thusbecomes a fâ

^ctor in itself.
V11• The Soviet AJttitude Towards War
47. There are several arguments to'support the

do not wanta "hot" war, and do not believe in theo ntevitabiliha of a clash be wdee^
Picture he ` rY ppo then
Which it was to the Soviet people of a menacing capitalist world against

as necessary to marntenergi ain large armies and devote the vast bulk of Sovietes to h^
vyr industry and armaments. It maintained a sense of urgency and

justified the existence of secrecy and force in internal affairs. Bit
did not reqüire that too much actual power be delegated o

ut at the same time
fi0n which Stalin foundnse in fraught with potential danger in World the generals, a situa-

influence" of the generals in the Party and of the
War II. The relative

decisions since the death of Stalin must be looked General Staff in policy
aPPrehension. on in many Party circles with

Its concomitant would be a reluctance for the Party forces to taked^isions tendin
Police has Nen demoralised ^d w power in the Army at a time when the Secret

eakened.
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48. -Thé. Soviet leaders probably have sufficient confidence in their ability to

exploit the developing political situation, if a war can be averted. They must also

still be relatively, sure that in the long run they will be able to gain their principal

-airns without having recourse to war. .
49. The internal political and economic situation in the U.S.S.R. and in the Euro-

pean satellites is not so'good as to encourage the Soviet leaders to choose war as a
solution of their problems with the West, problems which in any case they do not
consider as requiring such early solutions as do we in the West who are more impa-

tient to see a traditional form of peace restored to the world. I shall return later in
more detail to the effect of the Soviet internal situation on foreign policy.

50. Finally, there is the question of the traditional Russian attitude to war and the
Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist interpretation of "just" wars, both of which are of con-

siderable importance in calculating the Soviet position.
51. Russia has never had a glorious military tradition such as most countries of

continental Europe. The Tsars always kept up what seemed an inordinatWle s^a^

standing army and the inference was often drawn by other European po

the Russians were contemplating aggression against their neighbours. But it was

usually forgotten that Russia was an autocratic and antiquated state that by its very
over

nature required a large standing army for internal reasons, and
w^e not

a territory vastly greater than that of any other.major power.
but

averse to using the fact of a large standing army to help their foreign policies es^

they never actually used their apparent military preponderance to launch an ag8r

sive adventure.
52. In addition to this essentially defensive concept of the role of ^ âi^^^

forces, the Russians never developed any focus for a strong mllitary oranY
Tsarist times there was never an officer, corps comparable ^^isive role on Rus
`Japan, and the generals did not exercise any independent and

sian policy. ssibly for
53. If this were true in Tsarist times it is just as true to-day, though po the C4

different reasons.. Apart from the Bolshevik invasion of Poland during
ô vertly aSSres-

War, which was an integral part of those disorde red
the invasions of the Baltic S^teS

sive military moves by the Russians have been in ^nst Fia-
and Eastern Poland in September 1939, and the winter war of 1939-40 ae1y preven

^t te
land. In both cases the Soviet Government claimed they were taking P

ai
tive measures to deny to a potential enemy bases for an eventual

attack ag

U.S.S.R. tp w â r. S.S.R. todaY
F{54. The Cierman concept of an officer corps does not exist in the Un the ^;^

though it is possible that a Soviet counterpart was being built up
before Stalin destroyed the then existing General Staff. But

it is difficult to o` ^
. , . • ^t of thethe prcsent BrouP of . senior Soviet tn

.̂ latary officers as an mdependent f

^eSoviet affairs: A Soviet 8eneral considers h^mself primarily as a SeN it 0

Soviet state who' happens because of s pecial qualifications to be servin8

XceP^than as the manager of a factory, or in soma other capacitaY. ^

s

e
loy

Army rathu
ties are to the, Communist Party; not to his fellow rob

abl^•f^ • ere May^nd ^^e ^eY
tions, of coure, but this is the way the majority p Y
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don't, the Army is so riddled with spies and spies on the spies, it could never func-
tion as an independent collectivity.
55. The question of the Marxist interpretation of war is one which has perhaps

been most neglected. It is nevertheless an important factor in Soviet considerations
on this subject.

56. In the western'world for the great majority of the people peace is the norm and
war is a deviation from this ideal state which must, if at all possible, be maintained.
The Marxist concept of war and peace is, however, quite different. In Marxist ide-
ology the cause of war lies in the mere existence of capitalist society, or rather the
division'of society into exploiting and exploited classes. War is not an exception or
contradiction to the principles of capitalism but the direct results of it. The abolition
of wars can only come as the result of the destruction of capitalism. War and peace
are therefore simply different phases of one single economic and political process.
This in itself gives some indication why the "cold" war seems a more acceptable
phenomenon to the Russians than to ourselves.
57. The communists distinguish between "unjust" wars ("wars of conquest, waged

to conquer and enslave foreign countries and foreign nations") and "just" wars
("wars that are not wars of conquest but wars of liberation, waged to defend the
people from foreign attack and from attempts to enslave them, or to liberate the
people from capitalist slavery or, lastly, to liberate colonies and dependent coun-
tries from the yoke of imperialism").

58. This does not mean, however, that the U.S.S.R. is obliged to rush to the assis-
tance of any foreign revolutionary movement. The conditions under which help
would be extended to a communist revolt in another country have been carefully
spelled out. In the first place the revolt must in itself have a good chance of suc-ceeding and, more important, Soviet intervention must not imperil the security ofthe U.S.S.R: itself.
^ 9.

^ In fact running through all the Leninisf-Stalinist writings on this subject is the
that the Prunary consideration in deciding on war ormajor question of fpeace, or indeed any

'policy, is the manner in which it is going to' affect the
citadel of communism and foreign communists are constantly reminded that they
will havè to sacrifice their own local hopes to this major consideration, since, with-
out the U,S.S R. .communism as a whole would be quickly eliminated.
^s C0mnunist doctrine has also firmly advocated measures to revent either

between lmpernalist powers , or b imperialist pyWhile the' foitmer tend toPweaken the capitalist world they tend st tlinvol estheSoviet Uni •U S
on at moments not of its own choosing. An outright attack on the

S.R: is clearly`something the Soviet leaders must try to avoid, but not by any
concessions, partieularly^ terri torial, which would seriously weaken the Sovietpôsition, ^

•Ai Risks`
Ïnherent in Soviet Foreign Policy

61. The Soviet
ideological approach does not dismiss the possibilit y of warall likelih0pd does their actual estimate of the present situation. This in l''tself nor into create

^attitude which may make war more difficult to avoid. Y etet the new
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Soviet leaders are eminently practical men who are presumably quite aware that a
war, even if victorious, would create vastly greater problems for them than they
now face. In fact it might well destroy the U.S.S.R. and the Western civilisation of

which they are still proud to be part.
62. The difficulty is to reconcile this with the risks they are running in their pre-

sent policy.'In the first place it is almost impossible for the U.S.S.R. to make any
real concessions with regard to questions where it has the sole say. The Russians
are experts in the art of power politics. They are well aware of the danger of yield-
ing, or at least appearing to yield to superior strength unless in so doing there is
some obvious gain, either in increased security, or in forcing the opponent to waste
his strength. The Russians will only yield to su mo^^^

insure
if

^^selve ag st
reduce the pressure brought to bear against
being asked to make further and repeated concessions in response to the same

have some influencé on U.S. policies. ,. _^ cace

means of pressure. They will not yield to pressure if they feel it starts them on a

path to which they can see no ending.
f 63. Applying this reasoning to Europe it is easy to see that the Russians must have

concluded that a retreat from Austria and from East Germann ncreasedt pressure on
a substantial relaxation of tension ^s wvo^u4ldmadesimply

quite lexplicit in a number of
the more vulnerable satellites.
speeches by important United States Government officials.

64. Insofar as Korea is concerned the Soviet Union risked none of ^n ndo Cl^in
advocating a cease-fire and on the contrary gained some advantage
the situation is different as the U.S.S.R. probably is in no position ^nâ and ^iets
will but must take into consideration the widely Union advocated a cease-fue at
Minh. Nevertheless it seems likely that the Soviet of
least in part because the situation was getting out of hand and carried the dangercow•
extending the conflict in a way which could not be easily controlled by

65. In pursuing a foreign policy, which carries many risks (even ifthaanta w^ ^
policy may have been the heritage of an irascible and stubborn old man act on
the present régime may not entirely have approved), the Soviet leaders can
the basis of several assumptions which tend to minimise the danger to them. The
first is the knowledge that the United States cannot act entirely^li

ale and
es The

must to
Russians

some extent take into consideration
dictated by the

European
States and that in ^e

may, bbelieve that the policy of NATO
last analysisrWashington forces the pace. But they also know that it ^a l^^^û

allies to en gage in war with the U.S.S.R. andcidal for the European

t

., . a ,.
,66,-They are also aware of the passionate desirethroughout t1n ^ontradiction

Hence the tremendous effort to present Soviet policies as peaceful aganda

to the warmongering policies of the West. But, apart from the straight Profto the Soviet lead
value of the peace campaign, the knowledge must be comforting al sis hesitate

ers that not only would even, impenalist governments in
of the People in

-. `.'-._' -._ t.. ......_1:4o. nnnnt_ hut that the sentiments
to pruiwG.ulG^S u^^^..ww .. -- -

the West' would 'make thé launching of war very difGcult.
^ ^ t R R P. ^ ..

; a Ï:.i^^ ..- ^,SYIA .^3 t se.. e.>.l ... •.r o+ . .... .
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67: This, of course, leads to a temptation for the Russians to exploit human weak-
nesses on our side, and it requires on the part of the Soviet leaders a fairly skilful
estimate of how far they can blackmail the West. Stalin was apparently prepared to
cut it prettyclose, while the Malenkov-Khrushchev team is making a greater allow-
ance for errors.

IX. Soviet Long-term Ainu and the Ideological Motivation

68. The theory of Marxism, and its additions by Lenin and Stalin, on the subject
of world revolution, are too well known to bear repetition here. The Communists
hope for, and confidently expect, that through the inevitable process of history the
capitalist world will eventually destroy itself or be destroyed, to be replaced by a
world-widé communist society. But there is a wide gap between the theory and the
reality.

69. In'practice; it is doubtful if even' Stalin would have welcomed too rapid an
expansion of the area of communism; the present leaders give every indication of
being highly practical men who are even more likely to put in first place the dic-
tates of necessity.Furthermore, their experiences in Yugoslavia and Germany have
pointed up the great difficulties they face in handling alien peoples. Of course, in
the0ry'there should be no need of Russian bayonets, and in some countries, such as
Czechoslovakia, this has proved trued.

70. The victory of native communism in China has had an important effect on the
outlook of the Soviet leaders. On the one hand, it has increased their self-confi-
dence:by 'destroying the pre-war feeling of isolation. On the other hand, it has
weakened the supreme position of Moscow and will tend increasingly towards the
setting up of two centres of authority and influence, and perhaps even of dogma, in
the Soviet'world.

71. But it is doubtful if a communist world as such is a Soviet aim unless the
Soviet leaders , are convinced that that world could continue to be controlled by
MoscoW, It seems to me unlikely that theÿ could have many illusions on this score.
While they have been able to control the East European satellites with fair success,
even in this area where they have the advantage of proximity, and, in most cases,
actual force at their disposal, they have failed dismally to control Yugoslavia, and
must recôgnize that Eastern Germany would in all likelihood cast off communism
the moment Soviet troops were withdrawn. How much confidence could they
thérefore really place in the subservience, or at least loyalty, to Moscow of France,ltaly, Germany, not to mention the United Kingdom and North America?
72. F

held utthérmore, one of the main instruments by which the Soviet bloc is nowè
tôgther is the alleged thréat to it from the capitalist world. With this removed

there would be'léss reason for a largely communist world to leave absolute controlof it to the Russians:'

73• If ôné seriôusly examines Soviet aims from this stand int I think in the end
we must in all honesty admit that the constantly reiterated long-term aim which we^cnbe to thé R
for ussians is misleading. Naturally, if the world could be conquered

co^ü^sni without wmatter eakening control by the U.S.S.R., that would be another
r But théRussians,' who are in any case constantly governed by an almost11
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psychopathic feeling of inferiority vis-à-vis the Western world, can hardly have any
illusions on this score.'--'

• 74: Ishould qualify this by adding that possibly Stalin and Zhdanov may have
believed this was possible, but I doubt if very many of the present leaders would
welcome very great additions to the Soviet bloc, particularly of indigestible areas,
at the present time. If these additions had to come by military action, I think the
Soviet leaders would definitely. shun it.

75. The old concept of revolution is also passing. The idea seems to be increas-
ingly accepted in Moscow that the Russian revolution was a unique and non-recur-
ring event. The victory of Chinese communism certainly seems entirely contrary to
Marxist theory, as does the manner by which commu ^^ ^n s 1 y

c ed to power

to meet these situations were= accomplished with complete cynicism by after ^e

and yet there is in underlying Russian base. There has hardly bee

Eastern Europe. There the role of the revolutionary P
indeed, after the communist régimes came to power, most of the idealists were
quickly discar`ded in favour of reliable bureaucrats and party hacks who could be
relied on to administer their territory faithfully it in accordance with Moscow's

decrees. And in making the revolution the fir'st aim seemed to be to take over the
fabric of society intact. The doctrine of destroying the old to build a bright new
world is now "left-wing deviationism", and in Moscow the communist manifesto is
practically a subversive document. that the

76. What this means in terms of Moscow's long-term aims is simply
Soviet leaders are well aware not only of the difficulties they would be obstacles
in over-extending the area of communism but of the almost insuperable
in rebuilding a modern society from scratch after, the destruction of its social and

physical base.
77. It is important to know in this context to what extent the Soviet leaders are

influenced by ideology. It is also one of the most difficult questions ^oe ^^eulti^
1939 Marxist theory had been:considerably modified in order to fit
of applying the` doctrine.' The' war ` hastened the, process of disillu ^^e fail^e
revealing such paradoxes as massive capitalist aid to the U.S.S.R., andin with ^e
of the German working masses to desert their country ^e convulsions necessary
troops of the communist fatherland. And in many cases the Soviet

leaders, so much so that a tightening of ideological ^ WeC not convinced of ^e
war. But this does not necessanly mean that the 1
rightness and inevitability of their ideology., ..

,
t, ectacles léads °

,_78- It is unlilcely that the Russians have laid aside their Marxis sp
• • policies since 1945 1

ing foi^eign affairs, but fclose
^ act of territorial•n éxpansion would have 1^n

some dôubt as to wheth Y single was. The ideology
com-

different even if the Russian Government were not Marx ist.
Tsarist Governu►e°t

munist but ; the policy was one ; that almost every previous

seccetlÿ 'dreamed of accomplishing. quite

° 79. But this does not mean that the attitudë to the West is not mosOVl^ in
a
1etyof

`different way bëcause 01 113 Maixist content The dynamrsm in the st in for%
Mar," erationofthe laat.thirty-five years is a specially Russian blend. It is largely
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Russians which has not produced at least one politician or philosopher to proclaim
the Messianic role of Russia. "If we have come after: the others", said Chaadaiev in
the early years of the 19th century, "it is to do better than the others .:. We are
called to solve most of the social problems, to complete most of the ideas
originated in the old societies; we are called to state our opinion on the gravest
questions which absorb mankind."

80. But the specifically Marxist portion of this Russian dynamism (which, how-
ever, in the past has always proved to have tremendous ebbs and flows) is manifest
in a belief in the inherently aggressive nature of capitalist society which makes it
difficult to accept any state except that of armed truce. When this is combined with
a genuine inferiority complex, jealousy and fear of the West and the United States
in particular, and an almost complete ignorance at the top level of conditions in the
outside world, the result is one hardly conducive to an unemotional and balanced
approach to world problems.

81.,These are practical considerations making a modus vivendi between the two
camps more difficult. But while the Marxist education of the present Soviet leaders
undoubtedly helps to confuse their appreciation of world problems I do not think it
obscures it completely. They have given indications that their nm
tions are practical ones, and that when necessary theory will be •sa^i d to the
needs of the situation.

82. This was put quite clearly in a recent authoritative article in the theoretical
journal of the Communist Party, Kommunist. In attacking dogmatism it said that it
"leads to 'the elaboration of certain principles without taking into account the
facts". It denounced the habit of considering "the economic laws of socialism as a
fetish", and demanded that the Party activists re-interpret Marxist theories in line
With the facts of life.

83. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the communist expansionism since
1945 would not have been very different without the Marxist ideology and that any
powerful Russian state would have followed precisely the same aims as did Stalin.
The main difference lies in the fact that the Soviet state was also served b a
d^^c political philosophy and numerous and well-organized fifth columns
abroad. It is, of course - this combination of physical and messianic strength which
constitutes the over-powering force of the U.S.S.R. today. But it should be con-
stantly 1ememberd that Russia, particularly in •
mena^ to ^e r^t of the world ev nif Marxi mllwere t ltvanish comuletelill be a

Internal Factors A,,^ecting Soviet Foreign Policy p y
84. It wôûld be foolish to think that Soviet foreign policy could be studied without

^ng intô'cbnsideration the important developments which are taking place insidethe
US.S'R•"Theie are thnee-fold in nature - economic social andliti85. Soviet "1^er. • ^ po cal.

U S.S R
. s have succeeded to a very large extent in transfornûng the
into a^al•or'industrial nation in a relatively short time, but it is now

^ é° ^ng aPPârent that this has résulted in a com 1 'The he^ ` • p etely lop-sided econonuc struc-
eXPensé of agriculture^^,lndustry;^ and armaments base is firmly established but at the
Penod' Grain Prodùc ^n which is in, some aspects behind the pre-revolutionary

is not even keeping up with the three million annual popu-
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lation increase. Light industry, hôusing and services to the public are quite inade-
quate to the needs of the population. The railway net-work is poor and out-of-date,
and apart from two or three macadamised roads there are no adequate public high-

ways to speak of. These paradoxes have been defects havefbeen acknowledged to
only in the last few months that some of
exist. And this happened simply because it was clear that the whole structure would
collapse if the food supply was not improved. t `

86. The U.S.S.R. is settling down into a social mould which must inevitably have
some effect on its relations with the rest of the world. It is developing new upper
and middle classes which owe their positions to the Revolution but which are anx-
ious to maintain the rank, prestige, wealth and privileges which they have won, and
pass them on to their children. It has produced an intelligentzia which is able and as
well endowed as that in the West with the powers of speculation and original

thought.
,87. But the process of development in Soviet society has also created great gaps
between the new privileged classes on the one hand 'and the urban working class
and even more so the peasantry on the other. The latter still represent over half the
population. They are economically and socially, depressed and their loyalty to, or at

1 An ocie built by force on such a

hierarchy was becoming petnfied and at the, y the Politburo
expand : the inner governing body, of. the Party by abolishing What

t leaders have returned to d,e

least enthusiasm for, the régime is doubtfu . y s tY
precarious base carries within it the possibilities of its own destruction.

88: Little if anything is being done to modify this situation,U.S S.Rn aree g o w g
the gaps already. existing between the social groups
Since it is still possible for the clever worker'sson to move up into ; hâ8hm^l

social
por-

bracket, Soviet society is still relatively dynamic. But this affects on Y inglY
tion of the population and the bridging of this social gulf is becoming increas
difficult. ; and the per'

89. The attention devoted to the agricultural problem in the last year, eco
sonal attention given it by Khrushchev is an indication that it

more
likel hood of the

nomic crisis that the régime faces. It seems to me that there is littlein the near future or
Soviet leaders improving the standard of living of the peasants n

tbeing able successfully to solve the ideological or social contradictions b^e So th
e

city and the countryside. And this is : a problem
leave unsolved in order to seek

leadership and one which they would hârdly wish to
foreign adventures: nised that ^e
^ 90. Politically there is also a trend towards stagnation. Stalin resshe mOVed to

• 19h Part Cong

r'eplacing' it by a larger Presidlum. The presen
amounts, to a Politburo, of whom the seven key members

have bee
rtai

nlY anoWn^O^ng
.,^._ tI : ^ - .

top^ for several decades. It is possible that the men who are ce do they will b6.09
If they Ounger menforwârd wiil be able to break into this charmed circle.

te a 'new atmosphere to Soviet poLucs. AlceadY it is clear
th able admi^strators

^ - . . <

are
^ ries. They are cap d 00 t0 aa diffecent type froin the old revolutiona

d mism which was present in Stalin an
but theÿ lack that personal Yna sh ,chev.
cx;rtain extént 'in people like Kaganovich, Mikoyan and Khm

.E .

ni
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91ï The possibilities of internal political troubles inside the U.S.S.R. cannot be
entirely dismissed. A dictatorship without a dictator is an anomaly, even given the
special circumstances of the Soviet Union. An internal economic crisis, or greater
international tension, would create a situation demanding strong leadership of the
kind the Russians have always respected in the past - that is personal leadership.This could lead to rivalries not only at the top but all through the Central Commit-tee where there can be little doubt the members are being lined up in the various
camps. Combined with this is the constant play of ideas and policies in this bodythe importance of which is often over-looked.

92. On the minorities front there has been a certain moderation of the tough Great
Russian line, but no indication that any important political or cultural concessions
are going to be made to the smaller nationalities. The fact remains, however, that
almost half of the population of the U.S.S.R. is non-Russian and at the most âpa-
thetic towards their Russian` masters. Since they occupy strategic areas along the
western, nôrthern, southern and south-eastern frontiers, the attitude of these races is
an important factor which the Soviet leaders could not disregard in determining
their foreign policy.
93. A final internal factor to be taken into consideration is the really great weari-

ness_ of the Soviet people. Their collective enthusiasm is beginning to run down at a
moment when their leadership is less dynamic than it was, and so far no substitute
that can in pire the Russians to further tremendous personal sacrifices and outburstsof energy

as been found.• Apart from this there exists a genuine horror of war
among the Russian people. If war broke out, the Soviet leaders might be able toconvince their

people that it was the result of capitalist aggression but the latterwould
enter it almost certainly with apathy or resignation, particularly as the enemywould
be a race which traditronally has had no quarrel with the Russian people.The Soviet

leaders can largely ignore their feelings but there is a limit to this , ar-6cularly
since the death of Stalin. The new Ifierarchy is a arentl in closer touchwith Soviet'reâlities than Stalin was and would hesitate to Î unch war for which itfelt the people were psychologically unprepared.

94. The-sûm of
this brief survey of internal affairs is to show:Of Soviét socie (a) that the structure

tY has vastly changed in the last 20 years and is settling down into aconseiyadVe m
ould; (b) that the leadership of the Party and the Government ar

bso ch^ging'and that political dissensions over personalities and li ' e
ruled out; (c) mat the minorities question has not been solved; (d) that the econçance; of the U•S•S•^ while strong and growing stronger is nevertheless out of bal-bal-' (e) that, thére ' are ` manSoviet s y great and potentially dangerous contradictions in

for peac^^â',no icularly in the countryside; and (f) that there is a great longing
95• As`r`e ^alcY' among the Soviet people.

consider g^s relations with the Soviet satellites, the Soviet leaders can hardl y
that they have as yet had time to consolidate their position in these territo-ries solidlÿ

ënougti'for the wa in of war.c^ and eCOnomie ' g g Estimates of the successes of the politi-
the bai;,- in the various satellites vary but are unanimous inaslc

dese6b.ing
aslc an^gonism of the peoples to the U.S.S.R. While this does not'. ^^'
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n ton (No. 712)i

the
ularly interested in further territorial expansion,•at^easn ^ure of the Soviet Russian

not govc on
of the Germanic or Japanese feeling that there must M- expans^ atic. is ^

; v^rards.. If the counter.pressure„ of the outside world ^ ûce i by a te P°
Soviet leaders to take measures 't

shameful for the s^ted
.: . 'w

.̂ thdrawal . ^ 4 , . • •
W W

^

and certainly not by war-like means. But it is ln is pressure nevertheles
atate that it should exert constant pressure Llme-t blcsand above all there on âut-

rned by any doctrine that imposes. • or explos

00 I do ,nt for the various reasons outlined Yeq f eSeeable presen^

constitute a menace to the Russians in time of p^othe strain of war.actor in
making the Soviet leaders hesitate in putting the bloc to

96.-To sum up, it would be unwise not to take into satellite bloc. We are sl ghtly
toïs in the internal situation in the U.S.S.R. and th
bemused by the size and monolithic character of the well, and that on the basis of
forget that it has its weaknesses

Soviet leaders would probably wish to avoid war at
the domestic situation the international sit-

uation

present time, and indeed for the'indefinite future provided

uation did not change radically.

M. On the Brink of the Precipice

97. Yuri Krijanitch, an extraordi

n
ary Croat priest who migrated to Russia in the

^l art of the 17th century and preached the doctrine of Pan-Slavism, wrote of

his "y p
adopted•' country: "Our great misfortune is our lack of moderation in the exer-. „

cise of power, we are unable to observe the middle way; we have no sense of inea-

sure.
We go to extremes and wander on the brink of prec^pices • delight inthey

98. It is no new thing for the Russians to run risks. Inl acertai° ôff into the abyss.
it but they have never (like the Germans)a tl ^ ^eeY y s wil lno do it now unless in

deSpe
And I think all the evidcnce points to the f

ration or under extreme provocation. And it seems to me most of their leaders
know as well,'and pérhaps better than some Amencans+ how close t hâve fre

ci ice
ollowed

my
study has tried to show why they

view they are likely to want now.
the
their policy

policies has
theytaken

have andthem. what in,
This

e is a workable division
99. What the Soviet leaders would proeabl

l
n^ele^or them this should me

of the world more or less along the pres could remain divided as at present),
a solution of the Berlin problem (Germany , points of fric.
Austrian occupation, Korea and Indo-China. Wlth these ô^ettle

erous
down for a long-

-

the Russians would no doubt be prepared
ish period of "peaceful co-existence'. . ^ ^nk the Russians are P^c-

g 101 A recent despatch from our Ambassador in to beg that peau- ,,.4- . . •
^ that the assumption in United States Government circles seemed sslroist^c s

co-existence was impossible. This seems to me not only ^t^advewill lead te ^e
mate

ebut one which is positively suicidal since the only Whos
of the civilised world, no matter

s^,at-

'near extermination of a large po rUon ction to ^e f^•

^; victory. It springs directly, no doubt, from the United States rea then N^^ster

in situation in which we now f ind oursclves. In 1947 é^ ô^George Ke^^ s
atthe United Kingdom Embassy in Moscow, comm
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"containment" thesis as being excellent for the British, but impossible for the
Americans. The former, he thought, would be quite ready to wait 25 years for the
policy to,work itself out. The Americans would insist on seeing results within five
years.

102. If we assume that the Soviet leaders: (a) have no intention of giving up any
of their territorial or political gains; (b) do not intend to try to extend their system
any fucther by military means in the foreseeable future, and (c) wish to avoid an
intensification of international tension, there are three conclusions to be reached of
the effect of this "containment" or "peaceful co-existence" policy on the U.S.S.R.
itself..

103. A long period of relative peace could lead to: (a) a mellowing of the Soviet
sYstem; (b) its disintegration; or (c) its explosion outwards. The last seems to me
improbable for the reasons outlined above but it is not impossible that changed
conditions could lead to Bonapartism and the ascendancy of military thinking. But
the vast size of the U.S.S.R. and the Soviet bloc is not likely to give the Russians a
feeling of. being hemmed in and frustrated as happened in Germany and Italy, even
though the. capitalist encirclement theme may be played up for propaganda
Purposes. .

104. The second possibility also seems to me unlikely. Certainly the situation
inside the U.S.S.R. is not so monolithic or so stable as we often tend to think; and
few of the basic economic, social and political problems facing the country have
been solved since the new leadership took over. Nor is the problem of the leader-
ship solved either.'Nevertheless, it would be foolish to consider that the Russians
are incapable of solving these questions and providing continuity of government. It
may take a different form and it may not be so dynamic as that of Stalin, but some
form of effective communist government is likely in the foreseeable future to func-tion in the U.S.S.R.

105. pne could argue that things may contînue indefinitely much as they
Soviet society is not static and I think the evidence points to some kind of are, olut
^01• This could, of course, be in the direction of a tougher line, both internally and
eztern^ly^ but even if this took place I feel it would be temporary and primarily aquestion of tl '
the ^ Personalities and that the pressure is inexorably towards a loosening of

ght Stalinistytype of dictatorship
106 . S

on1eobservers of the Soviet scene, like Isaac Deutscher, exaggerate when
they d^^^^pate a gradual development of Soviet society towards a fonn of comm -

mOCmcY• There is no hint of that whatsoever in the U.S.S.R. and it would bequite contr
the ré ' azY to Russian history. But it is possible for the more odious aspects of

girne to beInOdif ed. Thére is, as Sir Winston Churchill said, a great and pent-
way 7ige^0ng the mass of the peoples of the U.S.S.R. for ace and for a better
face u

'
The Soviet leaders cannot put off indefinitely the ay when they must

p to tlvs, qs Soviet society becomes older it becomes more traditional and. , : .
dow The revolutionary

.
11- fervour grows dim and the new masters settleA,ndn mto a respectable life, and a very busy one running their enormous country.other^e Prospects riskin it all in order '

ry
pans of the ^ g to bnng the benefits of revolution to

gloygrow less attractive.
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XII. Conclusion : .
107. If theré is any validity in these ^arguments then one can draw a few conclu-

sions: The first is that peace, or at least a state of "cold war", which passes foreither
peace these days, can be maintained. This does

of the rest o the worldtcan be
side abandons its hopes that eventually some or all
converted to its way of life. But it does mean that it should be possible to eliminate
war as a means of bringing about changes.` in

among those who have
108. I know of no expert on Soviet affairs, particular

been in'the U.S.S.R. of recent years, who is not convinced that the Soviet leaders
infinitely prefer to continue the struggle with capitalism on its present basis rather
than to risk what they have gained by a contest of arms, and ^é them their
weapons of destruction are developing is not likely to

minds.
109. This does not mean that we need think that the Soviet leaders t ^e aban-

doned any of their basic aims towards the West. It simply means between the
decided that it is no longer worth while to try to continue the struggle
two systems on the plane of war. The competition goes on, bin with war ruled out
as a means of deciding the outcome, M least for the time be g

110. It would be falling into the most obvious trap, though one which was not soab-
apparent in the days of the Popular Front, to think that co-existen ce

have fought. There-
donment of all those aims for which generâ ^^1 of Marxists ihe machinations of
.fore we must be prepared to struggle by pea
Soviet agents, propaganda and Communist parties. •

and it is surelY °^
111. If we think that the battle

as long co
ntinued

istenable,^

t

and
war

if we think there is a
solemn duty to pursue this belief as done

chance that the ôther sidè ^also hopes that war is av6idable ll what ^e Sovietgood cefu yto make it possible to continue to live more or less pea

world? ' d

Thë first rerequisite is to achieve si more balanced view of the é en Whtho t
112. p

weaknesses of the adversary. Second, it should not be `oo r^ét^s of the world and

communisrn Russia could represent a formidable threat le and a huge land
that China,' properly organised; will still mean 600,000,000 Pe ^Pel an the estimate

Therefore the problem of co-existence cannot be based P y ies.
of a t struggle in terms of- black and white between two ideolog ^at W^ is

a
, ^ird, vV,e must make a determined effort to avo^d the assumpuolicit that we^ 311

incvitable.' In'our attitude tôwards the U.S.S.R. we should make it 1111P avoid

'`^, ' d to attackd the Soviet Union and at the same timetheWeRus l^s For
do not mten '

.. t _.. .,. F . :... . . . . , k

act
^
^on which - rtught, have, the'efféct ` genuinely of frightenln^tience in the face of

bases at
éxàlllple, wecannot assume that there are no limits to Soviet p

these
There is a point in establishing rt from ^

i Amricn bâsesenciclenent by e •
;which`the tend to'create the vërÿ thing they were designed to witness with ^^f{er,

y=° country could sit by an
ttié" political consideradons, no grea t

ence the rprogressive closing in' of the enemy. d that is of
_A our own peoples an bur

114: But this âlsv poses problems with reg to ^d
continuing to have to justify to !hem the necessity

of heavy military

tl

F

Pr
sc
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dens without continuing the atmosphere of crisis. In this and . indeed the whole
question of our relations with the U.S.S.R. we must work out a compromise, since
under no circumstances must the Soviet world again,be tempted to think that
because of western,military wealcness and psychological unpreparedness it could
expand without serious risk to itself. We must therefore maintain as large a force as
is consistent with the aim of discouraging the Soviet leaders from territorial aggres-
sion. I do, not ; think this need necessarily mean the maintenance under arms of
forces intended to match the Russians man to man. The same purpose would be
served by a clear indication that aggression in any specific part of the world would
touch off war with the western powers.

115. In a certain sense by trying to do this in Europe we are chasing off after the
Russians down one road while they in the meantime have gone in another direction.
If, in fact, the Russians never seriously considered the possibility of outright mili-
tmY,expansion in Europe then the attempt to build up a force capable of meetingthis aggression

man to man is misplaced. There are, of course, apart from this,obvious, reasons why the
power vacuum in Western Europe had to be filled, but

they are not the main reasons advanced publicly to justify re-armament.
116. If there is merit in the theory that massive re-armament mostly at the expensethe

*0 be no^c programme in some ways missed the point in Europe, there might
justification for thinking the same about South-East Asia. In other words, if

the Indo-China problem were settled, is it necessary to draw up a Maginot Line
around the rest of South-East Asia, or that portion of it which it is decided must be
defended,'and prepare for a military threat which may not materialise at least in the
form andcipatedy In particular it would be unfortunate if the military defence of
South_Eak Asia were to interfere with economic aid since this would help to create
the conditions under which a crumbling away of the free nations could take
without the need of an outright invasion. Again, the important thing is surely to
make it clear thatcertain actions by the Sovièt bloc would automatically involve itin

waz Wlth the western powers. If there can be no shadow of a doubt about a
westerii bluff, 'and if therewere evidence that effective military action would
possible; then this is just as good a deterrent as actually mannina defensiveline

be

and does net tie down large numbers of Western troo s. '117. T6iss is a,. P
ognition . P^slmistic counsel in many ways because it calls for de facto rec-thât communism has con uered a largerequhes ^^do^n 9 portion of the world,, and ' it

g^e peoples of Eastern Europe to their fate. It amounts to anadmission of
division of the world into two spheres, somethin thebeen

^ng at since,yalta, and therefore is an admission
Russians have

Pan of the W ssion of partial failure on the
li^rate est. But it is the only realistic policy unless we are prepared to fight to
then the satellites or to destroy communism. If we are not going to do the latterwe mûstI acce`llg pt,the alternative, which is to try to live in a divided world.

The Russians admittedly do not make this very easy for us. There are si ns
°^ We rl,that they: wish to ado t slightlyp ghtly more civilised attitudes in dealing with

st, of W^ch Molotov's behaviour at Berlin and Geneva is a sign. They seem
pci nazed to engage in more normal activities in the fields of' ^l^ activities and so on. They may eventually comet toPatairotnc 1 Pâpo n,
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their own peculiac- way ^ in the work of the ' Specialised Agencies of the United
Nations.,They may even admit tourists once more to the U.S.S.R.
- 119. These are all small things and they do not change the fundamental realities.
But they are a small step in the right direction and we should do everything in our
power to encourage this trend which may in time have some mellowing effect on
the Soviet concept of living with their neighbours. If it seems inconsistent with
Soviet continuation of terroristand espionage activities and support of communist
pârties abroad, we must recognise that much in the U.S.S.R. is inconsistent, starting
with the basic paradox that one of the most likeable, human and kind peoples in theof

is also capable of the most atrocious barbarities.
120. There is also a curious but, I think, quite noticeable dichotomy in the Russianut-

attitude to the West. At the same time they wish to play the ô lthe world gainstlthe
ionaries leading the U.S.S.R. in the defence of the peoples ub. Most edu-
capitalist enemy, and yet to be accepted as equal members i ke to lihink of them-
cated Russians, even those of the younger generations, do ain
selves as Europeans steeped in the literature,' history and philo ë phy of Momow
stream of European civilisation. I could detect at Molotov s rec p o
last November 7, when the Soviet leaders fraternised with the Western ^d p^:

dors, a certain note of nos g^efor the
Chineseais no substitute. e p

nership with the Czechs and roach the
121. Basically, however, the Soviet leaders ûrë going to continue i ^ w^ch, com-

question of relations with the West from and inferiority complex will result in
bined with the traditional Russian xenophobia and
secretiveness, duplicity and unpredictability. And in spite of temp^^Y ^h pa^
changes in this attitude we will have to accept these norms of behavi
of the Russians for a long time tô `come. licates our task

122. This often incomprehensibleI Soviet attitude to the West complicatesof affairs is
If we add to this the feeling in the West ^aa^

tendency
that it is up to

largely the fault of the Russians, there may be
Y to co Urely

them alone to take` actions intended to' improve relations. This `o ^^ ba ackg^und
justifiable feeling if we were dealing with some people closer it is uP
and civilisation. But we cannot equate the Russians with the Americans, and nd to arespo
to us to make allowances and to exercise patience. The R^ctnessW nl an dealin8s
combination of strength,tdetermination'and absolute co rePrisals aginst
with them, which is perhaps the rcason why they never took any ^d in fact

the Canadian Embassy in Moscow as a result of the Gouze ^cause the Canadio
treated us better than most of the other Western missions
C3overnment acted with firmness but cortectness ^r ace there is just a

123, We âre not living in a stadc world' Grven W, pe i doôwds a mat°ring^°e

chancé that developments " mside the Soviet bloc attern of relations w'w the-
Soviet fsociety, ¢ and a gradual settling * down into a p

if
happily,

ôutside world which will înake it possible to live toge é mt°më We ^ght reco
at least not on the ruins of eachother's c^ties• In th

^^ ^:^ , ;^^^ .• .

,.^.-J1 ,

^ii V^r.,œ Volume 12. Docv=ts 1245-1247. 1251, 1254•1255.
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Berdyaev's32 admonition that "it is necessary to bring to bear upon Russia the theo-
logical virtues of faith, hope and charity in order to comprehend her".

R.A.D. FoRD

- SUBDIVISION IUSUB-SECTION II

A OTTAWA

RESTRICTIONS VISANT LE PERSONNEL DE L'AMBASSADE SOVIÉTIQUE

RESTRICTIONS ON SOVIET EMBASSY PERSONNEL IN OTTAWA

DEA/11185-3-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for Exte,nal Affairs
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 5 1954

TRAVFl. RESTRICTIONS ON SOVIET EMBASSY PERSONNEL

As you are aware, we have imposed certain restrictions on the freedom of travel
w'thln Canada of members of the Soviet Embassy. Tlese restrictions, first intro-
duced by our Note of March 10, 195233 to the Soviet Embassy, and subsequently
modified by our Notes of October 27, 1952t and August 26, 1953,34are as follows:

(a) Whenever any members of the Embassy staff, or Soviet members of Embassy
households, wish to travel beyond a 75-mile radius from Ottawa, the Embassy mustsubmit a standard notification form in duplicate to this Department or, in the case
of Service niembers of the Embassy, to the Department of National Defence;
(b) This

notification must be received at least 48 hours, exclusive of Sundays andholidays,
before the time of departure; and

(c) The notificâtion must include the following information: name and rank,of trans ,of dep°^don, route and destination including addresses, proposed dates
p^ure, and arrival and departure at each stopover, and of return to Ottawa.

Wh'le these restrictions were imposed originally as a retaliatory measure, fol-lowing
a NATO Council discussion on the desirability of countering the restrictions

imposed on foreign diplomats in the Soviet Union, the RCMP have found themvery helpful
for security purposes. Not only do they enable us to follow the move-

ment and activity of Soviet officials in Canada more closely, but it makes it moredifBcult
for these officials to engage undetected in improper activities. The impor-

'2Nikolai qleksandrohch Berdiaev ( 18741948) était un philosophe russe.33 VNikolai Aleksa°^ohdh Berdiaev (1874.1948), a Russian philosopher.
18, Document 968.

meV0ir/See Volume 19, Document 1045.
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tance of this aspect of the restrictions is underlined by a striking fact unearthed
during the Petrov case: four-fifths of the Soviet. Embassy staff in Canberra were
involved in one way or another in the activities of the KGB, the successor organi-
zation to the MVD in the intelligence field.

The RCMP have reported to us the two following matters which have come to
their notice during their surveillance` of the travels of Soviet officials in recent

months:
(a) Certain members of the Embassy, including the Ambassador, deviate from

time to time from their notified route; and

(b)
Members of the Military Attaché's staff have been photographing industrial

establishments in the Hamilton area.
These matters have been considered at a meeting held in the Depattment.

Regarding the first, it was decided that the deviations al Ô IdYbe brought to the
recorded, and that future flagrant or repeated deviations sh
Ambassador's attention.

The discussion of Soviet photographie activities tune inconcl under the0
representative argued that such activities were open to prosecution case, he
cial Secrets Act. Our I.egal Adviser,
pointed out that such action would not

who
be w

in â^^•c^^ ^tPlomaüc custom.

He felt that if we desired to restrict photographic activities b^the Séstrictions, and

it would be better to devise restrictions comparable to our
then declare any serious offender ptrsona non grata. The possibility thoscow, h W-

tional regulations would lead to new restrictions on our people in Moscow,
ever, prevented the meeting from deciding that new restrictions, on photo8rap

activities,' should be imposed at this time.
The purpose ^of this memorandum IS iwololu: ina11Y had
a To brin to your attention

inerelÿ, a rëtah

that our travel restrictions, which orig

( ) g•atory, purpose, are now making a valuable contribution to Our
counter•intelligence, and to seek your approval for this broadening of their Ope;

and -7 -• - t-- .__.^ .....•..^ ed to us by the RCMP

1(t1tES] L[ÉGEx]

9Upion sovib

tique it Gnbata. a danand^é 1•asik politique an fou^^ in Cebe^, ^^ I7^ 1952'

A,19^
troisi?.me Etaire et consul de l'ambassade & 1

ua
`U Le 3 avrü 1954. Vladimir Petrov. t de l'Ausvatie. voir/0a 1 ^lirical

n, ^^^,,. •^^ ^y aod Consul at the Soviet EmbassY Archives,
asyWm from the Anstralian (3ovemmmt. See Xeuina'i Conamporary

• I,imitcd. 1954 pp. 13540-13542.
1954. Bristol. Keesint a PubLcutioas 9
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SECTION C

COMMERCE AVEC LA TCHÉCOSLOVAQUIE

TRADE WITH CZECHOSLOVAKIA

I

Note du'secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

d
i-
r-
X

521

;Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet
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CABM.DOCUMENT No. 126-54 [Ottawa], May 13, 1954

CorrMENTtaL

CONSULTATIONS WITH CI.ECHOSLOVAKIA ON TRADE AND FINANCIAL MATTERS

At its meeting on December 2936 Cabinet agreed that Canada should accrue to
the request of the Government of Czechoslovakia to hold consultations in accor-
dance with Article XXII of the GATT on special valuation procedures employed by
Canada in respect to certain imports from Czechoslovakia and that once arrange-
ments for such consultations had been made further consideration would be given
by Cabiriet to the course to be pursued. Ministers also decided that it should be
understood that Canada's willingness to consult in no way altered the obligation of
Czechoslovakia under the post-war credit agreement. It was suggested in the Mem-
orandum to 'the Cabinet that both subjects might be discussed during any
consultations..'. ^ '.

Agreement has now been reached with the Czech authorities to hold talks in
Ottawa around the middle of May. The Czech delegation will be authorized "to
discuss certain questions of trade policy ana questions arising from the Financial
Agreement of 1945 and supplements".37 It is envisaged that the consultations will
involve consideration of:

exa) the Present practice with respect to revising the valuation of certain Czech
Ports for customs purposes;

N Czech obligations under the post-war loan;

(c) the prospects for trade between Canada and Czechoslovakia.
^e loSin

ce it would appear desirable to avoid any impression that the settlement of
an can be made dependent on the outcome of the discussions on valuation

prOCedures it is assumed that these three subjects should be dealt with separately in^e consultations
with the . Czech delegation. Inasmuch as the present practice of

t^neas'ng the declared values of various imports from Czechoslovakia b some-
g^e 50% for dut

po
yseero ^^ Inerit in woy

king out gwith ri
se

normal arrangements
36

^oir/See Vol37
it^ ^e 19, Document 1048.

4 Recueil des 711aitfs, 1945, No 2S/See Caeada, Treaty Series, 1945, No. 25.



for verifying values consistent with the requirements of Canadian law in those par-

ticular cases where problems may eaust.
In these circumstances, with the, concurrence of ô^NationaltRevenue, I^recome

Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister
mend that:

(a) as suggested in the note to the Czech authorities the consultations should take

place with as little publicity asI possible;
conducted b representatives from

(b) the consultations with Czechoslovakia be Y
the Departments of External Affairs, Finance, Trade and Commerce and National

Revenue;
(c) on the matter of valuing Czech goods for duty purposes the Canadian negotia-

tors should seek the cooperation of the Government of Czechoslovaki
a seek their i

n
agreement

out the intention of Canadian Customs laws and, in partciular,

to admit a Canadian Customs official to the country in those cases where
f

sp
econ

cific
are received and give him the minimum information and

sidered èssential by the Minister of National Revenue;
endeavour to obtain

(d) on the question of the loan, the Canadian negotiators view. Should this
the most favourable terms possible from a Canadian point

will of

involve any departure from the present legal obligations of Czechoslovakia, the
prior concurrence of the Minister of Finance should be obtained; that the

(e) concerning general trade the Canadian negotiators should indicate in g^
Canadian authorities welcome trade,between Canada and Czechoslo a^
which are not subject to restrictions on security grounds;

(f) any conclusion reached on each of these points during the
consultations would

be subject to approval by Cabinet and would be provisional until Cabinet has had

an opportunity to consider them as a whole ^
BROOKE C[.AXTON

Concurred in:

C.D. Howe
Minister of Trade an

D.C. ABBOTT
Minister of Finance

JJ. MMANN
Minister of National Revenue
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures' '

pour le Cabinet

'Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

Production as prescribed by sub-sections ( 1) and (3) respectively of Section 35 of

CABM DOCUMENT No. 152-54 [Ottawa], June 17, 1954

CONSULTATIONS,.WrIH CLECHOSLOVAKIA ON TRADE AND FINANC7AI, MATIERS

At its meeting on May 13th, Cabinet considered the line to be pursued by Cana-
dian officiais during the talks which were to be held in Ottawa with a delegation
from Czechoslovakia. It will be recalled that the Canadian negotiating group was to
seek the cooperation of Czechoslovakia in carrying out the intentions of Canadian
customs laws. and in particular to obtain permission to send a customs official to
Czechoslovakia in those cases where specific complaints are received. On the ques-
tion of the loan the Canadian negotiators were instructed to obtain the best settle-
ment of the loan possible from a Canadian point of view and should this involve
any departure from the present legal obligations of Czechoslovakia, the prior con-
currence of the

Minister of Finance should be secured. With respect to general
trade between Canada and Czechoslovakia the Canadian representatives were to
explain that the Canadian Government welcomes trade between Canada and Czech-
Oslovakia within the restrictions imposed on security grounds.
2.

After consultations with the delegation from Czechoslovakia during the past
V^eweelcs, provisional agreement has been reached with them on the problem of

g Czech imports into Canada in accordance with the provisions of Canadian
Customs laws and with respect to the question of settling the outstanding loan.3.

The basis of understanding arrived at with the delegation from Czechoslovakia
on the question of valuing Czech imports recognizes that by reason of the character
of the economic system of Czechoslovakia neither fair market values nor cost of

the 'Canadian Customs Act can be satisfactorily established. In the circumstances it
is proposed to resort to sub-section (2) of Section 35 which provides that where
valuation under sub-secdon (1) cannot be arrived at, the value for duty purposes
shall be the nearest ascertainable equivalent.
ascertainable fro m available data from Czecho l

le such
ovakia,^ho eemarket values

obtaining in other countries may provide a basis for determining the nearest ascer-taina
P tab

le
to

ulvalent, In the view of the Department of National Revenue this inter-
of Section 35 is the only one practicable in the circumstances short of an

ainendment to the Customs Act. It should, however, be pointed out that this inter-p1etatiobefore be open to question in the unlikely event that this matter is brou ht
efore the T*ff Board or the Exch uer Court. In such an event, co gWould have to .

'' I ' ^ nsideration
Act to glven to the possibility of devising an amendment to the Customs
^ono provide for vahiation procedures applicable to imports from a country whose'ny is whollY under state control.
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4.) In practice it is expected that the certified invoice 'value would generally be
acceptable as the value, for duty purposes. However, in the event the Canadian Cus-
toms authorities found that some goods from Czechoslovakia were being imported
at questionable values, the Department of National Revenue would communicate
with the Legation of Czechoslovakia in Ottawa or with the Canadian Legation in
Prague. To facilitate the actual operation of this method of valuing Czech goods for
import duty purposes the delegation of Czechoslovakia has signified the agreement
of their Government to the appointment of an official ^ AttachéeThis official
National Revenue to the Canadian Legation in Prague
would be accorded full diplomatic status and would have access to the Czech Min-competent
istry of Foreign Trade which would facilitate discussio ns

and the selfin8
officials responsible for the values shown on customs invoices
prices of goods exported to Canada. In addition, this Attaché would provide the
Czech authorities with information concerning laws and regulations governing
imports into Canada and thereby assist the Czech trading agencies in meeting the
requirements of Canadian customs laws and practices. a

5. On the question of the loan the delegation of Czechoslovakia has proposed
schedule of payments acceptable to the Minister of Finance. Under thisthe accu^ e
the Government of Czechoslovakia would pay on December 31, 1954,

in fivelated interest ($624,375) on the full amount and pay the capital ($9,990,000)
instalments plus interest over a period of two years commenci sVef thatequal the

June, 1955, and ending the 30th of June, 1957. It should be noted, ho
de ndent upon the imple-

Ciechoslovak Government has made these payments Pe

mentation of the Customs arrangements described above. o^

6. On general trade, the delegation of Czechoslovakia has been n the
informed

eral nature
cials in the Department of Trade and Commerce with respect g

of present restrictions on the export of strategic commodities to CzechO^ld^ e
The Czechs spoke of their interest in increasing sales to Canada and Pe ^ter-
Department of Trade and Commerce with a list of products which theY ^rins,
ested in purchasing. This list includes mcat of all kinds, lard, butter,ar►ufact^e In
wheat, hides; skins, glycerine and phaimaceuUcals of Canadian

' the Czech dele ation mentioned a number of commodities which are sub-additton, tg ate t6e
'to export restrictions and Canadian offcials have undertake>^ ^ri ô^ generalject
possibility of licensing for export certain of these commodities the w^lhng^
export- control policies. The delegation of Czechoslovakia expmssed ^ orga,,;.

ness of their Government to authorize the competent Czechhélun representin8
zations to purchase diuing 1954 Canadian 9110143 at least
the value of Czech imports into'Canada in' the same peo â on which provisional

tbe
'7. Mêmoranda on customs ,arrangements and general tra

hoslovakiaa,d
a" nent has been rrached between the delegation of Czec

g ^ .. , . attached ` ._Canâdiân negotiators are •t € I,.f^ ded that:

described in the attached Memorandum on

I0, , ,,. k),.
(a);the Minister of National Revenue be authon to a

- ' " customs matters;

S. In inc light of the a No co ,' ccept the ^wg
nsiderations it is recommen en,ea
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(b) the Minister of Finance be authorized to accept arrangements for the settle-
ment of the loan, described in paragraph 5 above;
(c) the Minister of Trade and Commerce be authorized to accept the understand-

ings recorded in the attached Memorandum on trade matters.

While it would be undesirable to give publicity to detailed arrangements, partic-
ularly with respect to customs matters, Ministers will doubtless wish to consider
the form and substance of any public announcement concerning these
COnsultations 39

C.D. HOwE

Concurred ln:

Minister of Trade and Commerce
J1. MCCANN -, ,,
Minister of National Revenue

SECTION D

SOCIÉTÉ RADIO CANADA - SERVICE INTERNATIONAL
CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION - INTERNATIONAL SERVICE

DEA/9901-6-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérirn aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorundum from Acting Under-Secrèlrary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], January 15, 1954

I

FLrrURE OF CBC INTERNATIONAL SERVICE ^

The International Service 6f the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation was estab-lished b
y p.c: 8168 of September 18, 1942, began operations in December, 1944,,Ind

Wus formallÿ; inâugurated by the Prime Minister (Mr. Mackenzie King) on
men^ ^' 1945.' Cabinet approved the founding of this Service on the recom-

on of the Minister of National War Services with the concurrence of the
Secretaiy of S^te for Externat Affairs. Parliamentary proposals to begin Canadian
sh0rt-wavé broade^Ung opemtions antedate the Second World WargIn 1938 the
P^.li e of ^ ^0^ôns Standing Committee on Radio Broadcastin re orted toaznent: - : , g p
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"Your Committee'0 was impressed with the importance of the establishment, at
an early date, of a high power shortwave broadcasting station. Such a station,
your Committee believes, would be a great utility in terPrei betweenvCanada
Canada abroad and in facilitating an exchange of programmes
and other broadcasting system. ...

In the following year (1939) a similar Committee repeated this recommendation

and added:
we desire to draw the attention of the government to the imminent pos^sl^a••

ity that further delay in proceeding with the undertaking may result in Canada•" •
losing altogether the shortwave channels registered in her name, and as a conse-
quence being shut out of the field entirely."

In 1942 another similar Committee said:
t C•The reasons for the establishment of a shortwave sysem inco^^i^were d ^e

pelling enough before the war to lead two pô Ç^^ ^^elves in favour of
Board of Governors and officers of the CBC t o

it. The outbreak and course of the war have powerfully o^e,cdup°ed territory•
Only a few allied broadcasting stations now reach enemy British and
A Canadian service would strengihen and suplif a British shortwave sta-
American services. It would be particularly valuablel

were damaged. It would assist the cause of the United Nations in South
tion
America. It would supply the United ICingdom and other ^t as

countries
such a

with infor-
service

mation about Canada and the national war effort. ... ImPo ssible usefulness in
would be during the war, it woulddlsn be oWiB ^â ed after the waz"

# establishing new areas of unders g g :1 was laced under ^e
The shortwave service as established by the Or der

of the news ervice with the
administration and control of the CBC. The P

Department of External Affairs was set down in th^ would constitute a factor
"In view of the fact that such shortwave broadcas onwe^^, ^d
affecting Canadas relations with the other countries of the con un,

1,
with foreign countries, the w", of the Canadian Ba ti^^^tern

this field should be carried on in consultation with the P

Affairs."
facilities and staff for the international n luâed

2. At the end of December. 1 944• . • English and French. These
^ been procûecd and transmissions began in Eng

ot into full swing in 1945 ben

``^ 'I
1 11for the Can^dian forces. The Service got and PoO"

p 8^es
Czech, German (including sôme broadcastssfor Au^ In D947,^Danish, nN^or`'e 951

gvesë (for: Latin America) programmes werestart

• were added, in 1948 Italian, in 1950 Finnish (once a é^eekfor
and Swed^sh

i and in 1953 Polish. Recorded Programm the
Russian; in 1952 Ukrain Ms., roduced as required. At resent ^es
ôrôadcast ^ovçr Radio, Athes aljo^ have been^diûon, the International Sefvi^ can
l^guage services are all in'opcra

4n. Pearson la of tb^ follaa'
piivanta semblent avoir été écrites Par«Tanta la aota msrü^la ^ve baa written by 4B. Pearsm+:

Ing marÿnai "a KU a
(itteelPart(iasnest^y) ramm
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programmes for 'the Canadian forces in Europe and in the Far East (by relay
through Radio Australia). A substantial number of the shortwave programmes are
relayed on medium (broadcast band) wave in other countries (United Kingdom,
Germany, Sweden, Chile, Brazil, etc.). In addition, transcriptions on discs or tape
are produced and provided to radio stations or networks in other countries and are
widely used.

H. Scope and Value of Shortwave Broadcasting as a Medium

3. It is an indication of the importance attached throughout the world to shortwave
broadcasting as a medium for the influencing of men's minds that at latest count
(December 1952) no fewer than 66 countries operate national shortwave broadcast-
ing services. The extent of these operations varies, in terms of broadcast hours from
the massive Soviet effort (not including Satellites) of close to 700 hours weekly
down to avery few hours weekly. Canada at present ranks only thirty-second (less
than 100 hours weekly) in the list of broadcasting nations and is roughly in the
company of countries such as the Netherlands, Ceylon, Norway and Greece 41
Some nations of comparable or lesser international importance feel justified in
exerting a greater effort in this field - Australia, Argentina, Poland, India,
Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Brazil, etc. The opinion of the Soviet Union and its
associates on the importance of shortwave broadcasting, as expressed by Commu-
nist international radio activities, is perhaps not irrelevant to the present assess-
ment. In addition to the formidable volume of Communist broadcasts to the free
world, the Soviet Union and the satellites have thought it worthwhile to devote
very considerable technical resources and highly trained personnel to jamming
operations.

They would certainly not have done so without a clear basis for thebelief that Western broadcasts are effective.
4. Radio is perfiaps the only means of communication which is not subject to

govenunentally imposed barriers such as censorship and thus enjoys an important
advantage over other media such as the press, pamphlets and films in parts of the
world where'governments may prohibit the free flow of information 42

5•
There is considerable scepticism in Canada and the United States about the

listening audience for shortwave broadcasts. This is not unreasonable in the light of
American listening habits but it overlooks the fact that apparently North

Amencan listening habits are not typical of world listening habits. Surveys by the
BBG and the Voice of Amenca indicate that a far higher proportion of the popula-
ho in Europe, Latin America and, to a lesser extent, the Middle East own and use

rtwave receivers regularly. The abundance of high-powered medium wave sta-tions, geared to
popular tastes, accepted as a normal condition in North America is

Certain1y less 'charaeteristic in other parts of the world.43 The CBC has prepared
some figures on the number of shortwave receiving sets throughout the world

,1
Note rnarginale./Marginal note:

42
Note nj

? az^ale:/Mninal note:

„Not naleM^ y ar8inanôe,.. ,
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which indicate, at the least, that if shortwave has no audience it is not for lack of
the necessary receivers. These figures show about 58 million shortwave receivers
in the world, with about 50 million of these within the CBC target areas. Sample
estimates of numbers of shortwave receivers for a few countries or areas are:

n^n8Brazil.-- z r . ^ , ^^ . • • .,I streng

France 6,600,000

Germany (West) - 7,100,000

Germany (East) .2,500,000
- 5,800,000Scandinavia
- 850,000Brazil

Spanish America . - 3,400,000

Holland - 1,200,000

The question as to how many set owners used their sets to listen to Canadian
programmes is, of course, difficult to answer and it is next to impossible to reach
any thoroughly reliable and firm conclusions in this regard. However, audience
surveys and the evidence of "fan mail" provide some sort of basis for faith that
CBC-IS has a respectable following, although it makes no pretensions to the size of
audience tuned in to BBC, Voice of America or the privately supported Radio Free

Europe.

III. Shortwave Transmissions and Canada's International Relations
eountry's

6. International broadcasting exists, broadly speaking, to advance a -
national interests in the international sphere. These interests may be political^, ada'

ecos

nomic, commercial, ideological or cultural, or all of these. Depending on adian
relations' with the governments of the individual . countries concerned, ^vern-

that o
f particular

broadbroadcasts, may be transmitted with the consent or s upport
ment or "over the head"; and without the approval of governm

General
terms Canadian broadcasts are composed of two princip ônn^^d^e°nion1broadcast
information about Canada and its people; (2) Informati p

"d-
cal) specific political purposes. This is usually known as "psychological (or po nIro
cal) warfare" for want of a better terrn: Canadian broadcasts to h n^e press
Curtain are conducted for psychological warfare purposes, althoug es.
and serving the political end, much "Canadiana" is included 1gelyt0^ °n-
Broadcasts to friendly countries, on' the other hand, are devoted li^_

political subjects and the "projection of Canada". However, as we also m^ be
cal aims ^ to serve in friendly countries, the psychological warfare e for mi^'
present here as well, though less frequently and less obviously. ^érlm^rtance to

Foring the, political and non-political • ingredients must vary with concerned.
Canada of the. political relations and attitudes of each country broadcasts tO
example, broadcasts to Germany are more highly political than

T The CBC-IS originally was set only the task of maintaming and under-

Canada's relations with other countries by making Canada better known W^ ^ked

stood throughout the world. It was only at a later stage that the Service
tocontinu^^

• 1 information task

provide the basis for most scripts. In this role, CBC-15 forms p ustified '
for official Canadian information activity abroad and, in a sense, is j

to deal in psychological warfare. The more pure y ,t of the apP aU
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information work abroad is justified and on the same basis. If the comparative
value of various information media is examined, it is probably doubtful that the
spoken word can compare in impact with the written word or with the film. How-
ever, information about Canada is inevitably restricted, by means of films, pam-
phlets or news stories, to a relatively restricted number of people in foreign lands,
whereas radio listeners comprise a vast audience, comprised both of those who lis-
ten to shortwave and to rebroadcasts on medium wave. The yardstick of listeners'
letters is certainly not precise but it is indicative that the Voice of Canada has given
a fair number of foreign people a better knowledge of Canada than they previously
had.

8. A large part of the psychological warfare job carried out by CBC-IS could not
be conducted in any other way. The broadcasts in Russian, Ukrainian, Czechoslo-
vak and Polish are the unique means whereby the Canadian government can reach
the peoples of these countries. It is generally accepted that an effort to explain
Western life and policy to the people of the Communist countries is worthwhile and
merits an expenditure of effort and money. If even a modest degree of success is
obtained in counteracting incessant Communist propaganda and disabusing the
Soviet people of some of the false concepts forced upon them, if the faith in the
values of democracy and Christian civilization can be maintained at a healthy level
in those countries more recently taken under Soviet sway, the moderate costs of
radio broadcasting are well spent. The question, of course, is whether these (lim-
ited) objectives are attained by Western broadcasts in general and Canadian broad-
casts in particular. The best witnesses for the defence of the broadcasters arecertainly the

Communist governments of Eastern Europe. These governments,
according to Intelligence estimates, may be operating in the neighbourhood of one
thousand transmitters for jamming. This involves, certainly, a very heavy expendi-
ture. (The estimated cost for 2 new transmitters for CBC-IS is around $3 million.)
Secondly, operation and maintenance of jamming equipment require the services of
an am'y of trained technicians who could be used otherwise to good advantage.
This costly and intense activity is surely a tribute to the effectiveness of Western
broadcasts; Communist fear of Western radio was expressed recently to the Central
Con"I'littee of the Polish

Workers (Communist) Party by Radkiewicz, Minister ofPublic Security..

"A serioùs problecn is the mobilization of the Party and the community for the
struggleagainst hostile propaganda disseminated by imperialist broadcastingtations. :.;

We must realize that enemy radio propaganda is the most importantsource
rouse of inspiration of various diversionistic gossip and rumours seeking toa

panic in the market, war fears, etc. We must appreciate that, under the
influence of radio inspiration, there have been carried out not a few crimes andoffences. -:,,

We cannot see this and simply do nothing about it. We cannot per-
'nit an attitude of indifference to this phenomenon. For the stru le on this ec-
tor, Party organizations must be included on a broad front." ggIt is perha `

cientl ps unnecessary to elaborate further that Western broadcasts are suff-
y rnPoitant to merit serious concern for the governments behind the Iron Cur-

t4n• lt is more difficult to get clinching eviden
Canadian bmadcasts. Interrogations of ce of the specific effectiveness of

escapers from the Communist countries



sometimes, refer, inter alia, to CBC, broadcasts being listened to. The U.S.S.R.,
Czechoslovakia and Poland have, from the start, been apprehensive enough of the
effect of : Canadian broadcasts . to jam. them regularly. The BBC and Voice of
America thought well enough of CBC Iron Curtain broadcasts to suggest an
arrangement whereby the Russian broadcasts of all three would be synchronized to
lengthen the odds that at least one Western programme, would get through the jam-
ming and be heard by Soviet- listeners. There are also a few flimsy straws in the
wind to prove that live listeners to CBC programmes exist behind the Iron Curtain:

Gerald Clark of the Montreal Star, apparently by purest chance, met two on his

brief visit to Moscow. Our diplomatic staff in Warsor dropped the I-egation's
ers. A trickle of letters, either boldly through the mail pP^ in

letter-slot, still come from Czechoslovakia (which provi S Wtien ca ptivetiv
fan-mail

e popub hons
1948 and presumably has notide world)e i n

few
these

letters come from East Ger-
are avid for news of the ou
many and these indicate there is a fair listening audience there. There would appearifY the
to be sufficient evidence, even if by its nature it is not conclus ive,
continuation of these broadcasts. Moreover, there is now the prob

ty that
the NATO

may wish to seek some form of technical co-ordination broadcasts b^e to curt^l
countries to the Communist countries. This would y a sector
or drop Canada's modest participation in this defence of the W st in the same
which, it may well be contended, contributes to the
way but in lesser,degree as does the military bmof the CBC role in psychological

9. A further, and perhaps less
ideas o

aspect
countries. Much of the effec-

warfare is that of conveying political
tiveness of this activity will have to be tak,ntecest

the

but
development

theof effort is
Western

probably worth making. Canada 's expressed
military strength; ` information about Canada's contribution to this effort a n1e
port for European initiatives to this end may conceivably ause in
Frenchmen to the support of, the E.D.C.; may cause some Dane to p for his
hostility to NATO commitments, some German to prefer a closerT ln lry ih'û ^ism

belief that radio broadcasts may, influence the political attitudes of p^e0This
friendly countries is held by the United States and United Kingdom and oers.contribution, a
is well grounded, there is surely "Jul"' for Can ada s n^ the 4Grea< power" stigma
contribution which may be s^^P^e Vo^ce of Canada is not heard with dist^st or
does not attach to Canada
resentment in Western, Europe.

u to this have largely related to broadcasts^°fromo^
^10. The comments p, point ^.
CBC broadcasts to Latin America have been conducted ë h^ la ie^ nable au n

evidence of listeners' ; letters; the Latin Amencan $e, Viht ..C^adiana^ entert^̂
e

ence: The broadcasts have ^^^t good deal sf SstraiNg e is considered^a iespKt.
lumment and cultural 'content. nerall friendlyy

. promotion of trade by maintaining or developing a ge
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ful attitude towards Canada. The political content has been small and usually indi-rect.
Latterly the BBC and Voice of America have ceased shortwave transmissions

to Latin America on grounds of economy, whereas the Soviet Union and satellites
have increased their broadcasting time to this area several hundred fold. Quite pos-
sibly this situation suggests not only a political reason for continuance of this Ser-
vice but perhaps also the desirability of providing a higher political content for
these broadcasts to combat Communist propaganda ventures.

IL 'A further very important consideration affecting a decision whether or not to
continue a governmental international broadcasting operation relates to the possible
^^re^ This memorandum has been devoted to a discussion of the CBC-I

Speacetime and the Cold War. The urgency and utility of international broadcastinn
becomes much more'apparent and compelling in time of war when eve

gof the nation must be brought to bear on a milit

^

r3' resource
little imagination to foresee that in the event of war thande Golvementtory. It needs
of its ovvn assessment of war requirements, because of official and ^^li the basis
recommendauons and, no doubt, because of insistence by allied nations, will w sh
to play its part in an allied propaganda effort. In such an effort shortwave
casting would inevitably claim a prominent role. It is not possible b virtu broad-
official decision alone to engage in an effective radio propaganda effort

b
e of an

and engineering facilities, accommodation and various paraphernalia are^ Technical
Above all, experienced personnel

- engineers, management, scriPtw^uu^ ^s
language experts, broadcasters and others --- all are essentialto a nters, foreign
60". successfultion. Even if the existing International Service is in full activity when opera-

be d^lared, a considerable readjustment of the existin apparatusa state of war
^ ed• If, however, the whole a g would be

^t^ the trained PP^^s had been dismantled and, more impor-
personnel dispersed, it would take a regrettably long time to mountan effective radio operauon.

Moreover, it is highly improbable that
be in a position to maintain the shortwave frequencies allocated to it ifCanada

it
ada would

m^e tegular: use of them. The international com tiuonr failed to
frequencies is suchthat loss of the allocated frequencies might paralyze

effort to ire-enter the international broadcasting field for some time a Canadianin casPotential requirement for a wartime shortwave apparatus doese of war. While the
bee Peacetime appaza^s, the im not, by itself, justifygiven portance of that potential requirement should surelyfull

weight before any decision is made to dispense with existinery and trained personnel.. g machin-
12' It seems pôssible that in the thinkin

which
^ere may have been some g. h has been given to the problems of

rtwave b confus ion of the two related questions: (1) Isjob bein r0adcasUng a go^ thing for Canada to be doing? and (2) If
so, is theg,satisfactorily performed by CBC_IS? Perhaps doubts about the lattquestion have cam^ over,

unnoticed, into theemorandum; of co former and larger question. This^iniste ^e,. is largely concerned with the former. If it appearsto °^ concern is fundamentally about how the job is bein done
^^ that

deny that much improveme t g , it would be
n can still be made in the CBC-IS operation. 1
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vice be continued at approximately the present level of activity.

think the programmes have improved in the last year or so, at least to the extent
that the International Service now receives and makes use of information and gui-
dance, on. international affairs and Canadian foreign policy., The standard is cer-
tainly not yet up to that of, say, the BBC and perhaps this is too much to expect for
a long time to come. It may well be, however, that the pace of improvement could
be accelerated if: more or different outside attention were brought to bear on the
work of the Service. One means might be, form (or resurrect) an Advisory Com-
mittee of officials to follow the operation of the Service from month to month and
suggest any desirable changes. Another, but more drastic, means might be to enlist
the services of some outside radio expert to scrutinize, analyse and make recom-
mendations concerning the future work of the International Service. This latter sug-
gestion might, of course, not recommend itself to CBC and, moreover, it seems
most probable that any expert would feel bound to make recommendations involv-
ing . further financial outlay - for new, high-powered transmitters, etc. More
detailed suggestions along these lines might be made if it seems that the concern of
the special Cabinet Committee lies in this area. ;
,13. In summary, it is recommended that the operations of CBC International SerI AX

M.H. WERSHOF

[Ottawa], May 26,1954

, CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION:

International Service of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and to sub^t

IMERNATIONAL BROADCAStWG POLICY conjujittee
t , I ,At a Cabinet meeting held on January 7, 1954, a Special Cabinet the
was established to 'review the purposes, operations and accomplishm

ents Of
ree-

this service.
ommendationsx to the government as to future policy concerning ^bi-

After examining some of the more important aspects of
the problem, the study

net Committee appointed a Special Committee of ofGcials to make be ^me^s by

of the C.B.C. International Service and to submit a report as to the a$erio
which economies could be made in that service. Such a report, contai^ng

for R.A. M[acKay]

Note du secrétaire du Cabinet
^ pour le Cabinet

Documrrr No. 137-54

(b
life
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of recommendations, was prepaced by the Co
the Cabinet Committee for consideration on iVlayt^ of officials and submitted to

The Chairman of the Cabinet Committee has now directed that this re
circulated for consideration by Cabinet. Copy o
attached hereto. f this report, dated May

VIrt be
2̂2, is

Members of the Cabinet Committee were generall y inclinedommendations set out in the report submitted by the Co^tteetof ndorse the rec-
ever, there was some discussion as to the ex officials. How-
service, as reconvnended by the Committee of officials. Inethe course the Ukrainianthis

matter; it was noted that the Ukrainian service of the C.B.C. we of discussing
separate from the Russian service and that a sizeable portion of it as completely
consisted of original material prepared specially for that service. It wasrogrammes
that complete discontinuance of the service might result in an ann estimated
approximately $50,000.

^ere was a suggestion that the ual saving of
continued but as a Ukrainian service might be' part of the Russian service with programmes consisting largely
of translations of the Russian programmes. If this were done
service. might

^^uced to approximately , the annual cost of the
re arded $20,000, but this action might beg

as more of an affront to the Ukrainian minority than com lete abolition.
P i

R.B.' BRYCE

SECzuI'

IEIÈCE )OINTEENCLOSURE]

Rapport du Comité spécial des officiels
sur la politique de la radiodi inte

pour le Comité spécial du rCabn
rnationale

Report from Special Conunittee of Officials
on International Broadcasting Policy

to Special Cabinet 'Committee

L The Committee' of officials [Ottawa], May 22, 1954
requested to consider the policies, practices andbudgets on international broadcasting activities ofmeetings to stud

the C.B.C. has held a series of
ment ofER^ernal funher material supplied by the Corporation and by the De art-
merce and I Aff^^ and has had the benefit of reports from Trade and Coni-
point of ^^ation officers overseas on the value of such broadcasts from

rom their< ... tpurPoses and Valûe o.
of Intenrational Broadcasts

^ s^ resentpûrposes of the international
^^ ^e following services have been considered to be,

(a) to secure
In Europe^,

^in q p°litical and social goodwill and understanding
(b) to mencan and Commonwealth countries;

for Canada
^e project,Car^ada abroad -._. .,and cul which is taken to mean the showing of Canadian
People abouturâ P^P1e of these countries and thus to inform

dl^ ^ms and achievements; and educate such
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(c) to provide a reliable source of international news for the people of the Soviet
Union; to counteract Communist propaganda about conditions in Western countries
and about the alleged warlike intentions of these countries; and, through reliable
news, factual information and a vigorous statement of our views on current topics,
to I encourage the Sovieti people both to question what their government tells them
and eventually to oppose the aggressive policies of the Soviet government which
have reduced some nations to subjection and forced many nations into measures of
defence; ,

(d) to provide such a reliable source of news to people in Poland, Czechoslovakia
and East Germany and to keep alive their contact with and desire for Western dem-
ocratic life, and thus to frustrate, in whatever measure possible, the efforts of the
U.S.S.R. to dominate them;

(e) to assist Canadian trade and commercial relations; and
(f) to assist in encouraging emigration of suitable people to Canada from Europe.

(An incidental advantage of the C.B.C. international service is to satisfy certain
minority groups in Canada that wish to see contact maintained with peoples in
Europe from which they originate, notably Ukrainians and Poles.)

3. The Committee has come to the conclusion that the present shortwave broad-
casting service can achieve, some of these aims but not all of them, and that it
cannot achieve some of them in sufficient measure to warrant the costs involved.
4. In particular, the Committee believes that shortwave broadcasting serves a use-

ful and valuable purpose in reaching behind the' Iron Curtain to the people of the
U.S.S.R., Poland, Czechoslovakia and East Germany. Its effectiveness here cannot
be measured, but it is the only means available and the efforts of the U.S.S.R. to
jam such broadcasts suggest it is worthwhile. The Committee believes more of the
effort of the CBC-IS should be .concentrated On this part of the work and the ainis
of policy should be clarified along the lines suggested below.

5. On the other hand, the Committee believes that shortwave broadcasting accom-
plishes. relatively. little in promoting Canadian trade or emigration to Canad^ût
does not appear to, be reaching a sufficient number of people who might ri-n tebeenced in respect of.trade and migration nor does it seem likely to influence
ally, those it does reach. The Committee recommends that efforts should
expended in trying to secure these purposes by this means. This should be bome in
mind in determining both the extent and,content of the programmes.

6. The Committee believes the International Service succeeds, in -orne me^^'
in securing goodwill for Canada in Western Europe and Latin America^ C^t-
jecting Canada" to the people there who listen to it. On the other hand, s
tee' feels thât too much value should not be set on these accomplishments^
means of securing them must be critically and recurrently appr^sed in co é Com,
with other means`and in relation to costs. On the whole, the majo^ti o ^„erica
mittee recommend that the generàl services to Western Europe m ► adcasts

be curtailed and simplified in order. to devote more time and effortitue on short Wave
behind the Curtain and to effect some saving in the total expend

.broadcasting.



The Russian Programmes ' ,
7. The Committee, as noted, believes this pro

the princi y betw^n the Russian and satellite programmes, and while

expanded. It is evident that the limitations on ^s^ W r^mé l^d
and should be

tt
programmes to Western Europe limit the full effectiveness of the ro its use for
the U.S.S.R: The Committee suggests that priority be given the Russian s

anervceto
8. In regard to policy, the Committee suggests that the overn

approve the followin g ment shouldg principles to be followed in the Russian service:
(a) it should broadcast truthful news selected to be of interest to

and managerial classes in Russia (including the mili

)

the intellectual
ersers are most likely to be found and who seem likely to bethe nly nhes ab the ^ listen-

influence on Russian action; o have

(b) it should include poh'tical commentary on international affairsdian policy^^arld t i^ 'reflecting Cana-
tenet of ^ Canadian viewpoints and should stress the fundamental

Canadian foreign policy which is to develop mutually satisfactory relations
with the U.S.S.R. as wvell as with other countries and to ensure, at thethat

Cânada can effectively resist aggression; same time,

cal(c), eriougti should be included of our own internal differences
cal contïoveïsy to suggest to the listeners that this is not simply of view and politi-

and that our political institutions are both really free and government propa_

(d) it should include sufficient other material to indicate
and interesting;

solely interested in or obsessed by that Canadians are not
°ther things that are of interest to th°el class ofd p̂ersons ional affairs, but are doing

n(e) it should also endeavour to arouse serious doubts in theussia specified above;
teners not only as to the veracity of their leaders' pronounceme nds of Russian lis-
aims of other countries but also as to the intrinsic worth on the political
foreign and domestic; h of Soviet policies, both

as a long term aim the
peaceful relations between Ruprogrammes

lth^y°s^l d S b^^ to suggesting thatmuch to do are possible, and that both have
that is more constructive and more satisfying than carrying on a coldwaz or Planning a hot one.

The Satellite 'ProgrQ^es.

Programmes °^ttee believes that the highest '
to the satellite countries

- pol^d,^C^ch slovakiasandand East
to

1^y, at the expese of prog^mes to Western Eu East Ger-
auon of more time and better time. It wo uld

tO^' T^s would include the
of more staff for this work, except in filling vacancies,not appear to require the additionmoney iS ^Well s

but the Committee feels thatand ^^ .
pent in securing the highest quality staff possible for the creative

ytlCa1 side,of this work in view of the high overheads involved
Must bé t°é rammes in any form. The Committ in carrying

ated ee feels that the German programmeern G
as both a"behind the curtain" programme and one to friendlyas well. Y

10. In regard to , . ,,
'nconsisteno ' Policy, the Committee feels that while there must not be any clear

ples set out In Paragraph 8 above with regard to the Russian many of
programmes
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will apply equally to the satellites, there are, in this latter case, special considera-
tions which should be borne in mind by those responsible for determining the gen-
eral nature of these programmes. The more important of these considerations are

set out hereunder.
(a) In many : satellite countries, particularly Czechoslovakia and Poland, there

undoubtedly exists considerable sympathy for the West. The main purpose of the
programmes to the satellite countries should be to encourage this trend since the

• f favourin the West-

if any broadcasting is to be done. It is recommended that these p

reduced to forty minutes daily each, with occasional additional time
foen

al o recomm
ded that

^; 11. The Committee believes that the programmes roa Can^n the promotion of
U.K.) in English and French accomplish relatively little , t d entirely^
than interest. On the other hand, it does not believe they can be eli es be#,1111- rogranun

Programmes to Western Europe ncluding^^' • b dcast to Europe C

mes which are likely to be of intcrest to peop en
scious effort should be made to attract addiuonal ^steners y

, 1• ull walks of life.

mere existence in these countries of a sizeable body o opon g

crn waj►I of lifernight wellAeter the U.S.S.R. from launching mass attacks against

the West. . &. ;
(b) It should be made clear to the satellite countries that Canada recognizes their

individual identifies and is interested in seeing these identities preserved, and to
this end the programmes should attempt to keep alive their hopes for independence

id free nations. Corpora-
(c) International broadcasts such as those of t^ee Can ^ of America^are thoeonly

tion, the Overseas Service of the B.B.C. and
means available to most of the nationals of the satellite countries to learn the truth
not only about their relations with Russia but about political developments within
their' own countries. Consequently, every effort should be made not only to give
factual international news to listeners in these countries but also dispassionate
accounts of local happenings within the countries concerned together with detached
appraisals and political commentaries thereon.
°:(d) There is some evidence that the C.B.C. International Service has built up fairly
large audiences in several satellite countries, particularly Czechoslovakia. A con-

1 b designing program

pcogramme' when warrantcd by purpose and quality. It is s
d et for this art of the service be substantially reduced and that th Î gr^.

the bu g p
prplore the possibility of using`tnore of the content of suitable

domestic P

üies for re-broadcast on shortwave. lish and French
,* k, "• work for this Eng12. It is teaLud that atpcesent the programme ttee believes
,^ , ,
service frequently is the basts for other language d sateÎlite s ervic^esmshould carry
that the'priority recommended for the Russian an ng to be suite" to
ânth it additional nesaurces, if . nealed, to enable the progra^^ ,

^,a S dit6eÂ apa:ialtzed Purim" ôf these serviccs. can
• I alian Dutch and f

scrvcd warrangcncral{'and ' intangible, purposes 1 to ;be ; ,

The Committee has come to the conclusion that the t the rathe

^^
l3
vign= servicés should' be curtailed lsubstantially. as it is not felt that te

na t the scale of expendi"
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involved in the present Programme schedules. It - is believed that the
listeners to these Programmes is small and there is some doubt that number of

short-wave broadcasting can, in any signifïcant degree, affect national Canadian short-
opinion in these countries.

We can, it is true, convince some of ther̂elaty or public
minority of the people in these countries who listen to shortwave rather vely small
dard broadcasts, that Canada is a better and more cultured coun

^ than they s^otherwise believe it to be, but the cost of doing so is out of proportion would
gained. It is true, too, that shortwave broadcasting to Holland to the value
helped to sustain the special friendliness between the Dutch particular has
developed at the end of the war, but that friendliness can, an^dple and Canada that
fostered in other less expensive and more effective ways. One eeaps should, be
achieving this end is to increase, if possible, the number of ffecuve way ofstations in Western Europe relays over local
than is since a much larger audience can be reached in this way

possible by direct shortwave broadcasts. As to the latter form of broad
ing, it is recommended that the present daily programmes be

replaced
cast-

hour broadcasts, ône on Saturdays and the other on Sunda s by two half-
Derunark, Holland and Italy y, to Sweden, Norway,

and that the Finnish service be discontinued entirely.
14. This week-end plan for Western Europe has several advantages. It providesa

continuous schedule at a set time and day which can be announced.
be confined to Saturdays and Sundays when the listening . Broadcasting

larger than during the rest of the week. This plan also holds audience is normally
theadvantage; of Permitting the reallocation of more favourablethe not inconsiderable

l^riods to the a1l-important service to the satellite countri week-day listening
would be'allowed for the es. In addition, more time
advance. preparation of the broadcasts which can be recorded in

As two staff members would be needed for the pre aration
rial in any event, the direct weekend broadcasts can P of relay mate-mate-
cost. It is stiggested that, for the most part, the week-end added at little additional
jection of Canadamaterial with little news contek-end broadcasts consist of pro-
Me Ukrainian Service

nt.

15.TheCo
mrnitteé recognizes the special reasons that led to the esthe

^^^an service. It feels, however, that if ^blishment ofdiscontinû .. , and when other services are to be
the conclusio^n that the app^sal of this service is w uch review

service is not worth what it c^t^dSits hara ter i s tosistent
with what seems to be the sensible s incon-16. The Co policy in broadcasting to the U.S.S.R.rentl MMittee believes the Ukrainian service should be discontinued concur-Y with the curtailment of the roance of

P grammes to Western Europe and the discontin-P°lic the Finnish service. It is hoped that the occasion of a
Y and operations would permit the discontinuance of general revision of

engendéring an intolerable reaction from Ukrainian' this service without
°^endatiori is concû groups in Canada. If this rec-c0uld be coured ^ in by the government, any criticism that might ensue
pM of a gene-i by pointing out that discontinuance of the Ukrainian service i s

Se Programme designed both to reduce the overall costs of the Intersto bé
^Ce and to improve the quality and quantity of those servicesretain^{, :

that as a matter of policy theaine^ as Pa rt of Canadi^ which are
the Soviet Union and not government treats the

as a separate political entity as in the
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case of Czechoslovakia and Poland, and that, because of Soviet jamming and for
other reasons; it is reasonable to conclude that the C.B.C. is probably not getting
through to Ukrainian listeners with anything approaching the regularity and clarity
Of the programmes beamed to the satellite countries. >

17. Attâched hereto as Appendix "A" is a list showing both the present and pro-
poséd time schedules for Eastern` and Western Europe. j'

The Latin American Services
18. The Committee has found it hard to judge the effectiveness of the Latin Amer-

ican services from the mixed reports it has rrceived.lï^ere is probably more place
for shortwave broadcasting, and for honest news from outside, than in Western
Europe, even though many people cannot afford shortwave sets and the local taste
in entertainment is for something rather lighter than the serious fare we provide. On
the other hand, the value to the average Canadian of goodwill and the "projection
of, Canada" in Latin America is remote and the value to commercial relations is

negligible. Nevertheless, the termination of this service to the sensitive Latin
Americans would be an affront, and some, even nominal, appearance of a desire to
cultivate friendly relations would probably be of general political value. This is
enhanced by the fact that the U.S.A. has cut out its service to Latin America.

19. The Committee has therefore come to the conclusion that the service to Latin

America - in Spanish, Portuguese, French and English - should be continued on

a reduced scale. This will not take transmitter time that would be
of any value for

the service to areas behind the Curtain. The Committee suggestso a^^ to me
ra^gnize the limited purposes of these broadcasts and endeavour n Y

them relatively light and inexpensive, with an occasional longer and more serious

programme thrown in - perhaps even weekly - after some
careful research into

the potential audience and its tastes. More use too might be
made of local broad-

casting of transcribed programmes . Account'should also be taken of seasonal vari'

tion in reception conditions in deciding upon special additional programmes• The

-Cômmittee believes that it should be possible to secure a
significant saving in the

cost of the Latin American service on this basis.
..t,,... ►;,,- the nresent and proposed

.• 20. Attached hernto as Appendix F
Latin American time schedules.t

Quality of Reception officers
.21: The Committee has been disturbed by some of the reports fro in ade-

'abroad concerning thediffculty encountered in various countriblem will be less
quate reception of the C.B.C. shortwave broadcasts. ^^s ro ested, but it will
important•If the Western European services are reduced, as sugg t

=remam'.in respect of areas behind the Curtain and in Latin America. The Co^
,

tee auggests that diplomatic officers behind the Curtain should have i hs ^ ss blé to
n^;cwhichcan be used to test periodically the quality of the reception i t

° ôbtain not only in the capital area, but in other sareas as e P ore,
Fromwe their

pe^udgeshould,
reports ; based on this,, and oth ^^^^é

continuation of this expensive ven•
whether or not reception conditions
tute, in foreign policy. ^ ^ :,.
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22. In Latin America, it is suggested more effort be made by the C.B.C. i tselfassess both reception conditions and the nature and tastes of local shortwave liten
ers through periodic visits by a competent specialized officer, supplemented b
assistance from the permanent diplomatic and trade missions. Perhaps

yin the major potential listenin P^casionally
getting a sam le g^ it would be worthwhile to go to the expense ofp

poll taken of listening habits in their relation to the C.B.C.
programmes. If in future these showed the number of listeners to be negligible, this
could be used publicly as an understandable reason for discontin '
without any suggestion of disregard for Latin America. u1ng the service

Budgets and Reports

23. It is difficult in advance to say how much it would cost to operate
the service on the reduced basis suggested above. However, after efficiently
the international service budget by representatives of the C.B.C. and e^l review of
ment of . Finance, the Co of the Depart-
above can be operated Corporation has agreed that the reduced service outlined

at an annual cost (taking into account the recovery of the
Armed Forces and Northwest Territories broadcasts referred to below)

$1.5 million., Such a budget would accomplish a savin VV^ of approxi-mately

as eompar^ with expenditures in 1953-54 and of g of approximately
COmpared with the estimates for 1954-55. A comparativ more than $650,000 as
ing how ^s can be achieved is attached as Appendix e budget breakdown show-
24. It is su "C,'.•^

should ggested that if the government approves these general proposals, the
be announced to Parliament, then put into effect as soon

yJuly Ist, 1954, and a careful watch kept during the next t
welve

as possible after
over the level of expenditures necessary to carry out the or eighteen months

25. An interim review of progress should be mad revised service.
e formates, and a final review for setting the 1956-57 estimatest^ng the 1955-56 esti-

26. It is also suggested that the costs of the service to
should not be borne on the appropriations of the ^t the Northwest Territories
they do flot relate notwithstanding the use of the Sackville ° Service, to which
domestie 'Se1Vice of the C.B.C. should bear the co transmitter, but that thepropeT shaze of ôverheads. st of this service, including a

27. SimilazlY, the International Service vote should

service to 'the Canadian forces in Europe and Korea. This should properly be

28. It is suggested thafthis Committ
consideration of the ^ of officials should receive and review for
C•B•^. and '^binet Committee reports to be made each six months by the
Internationalthe DePartment of External

Affairs on the operations and lperations and liService. The Co po cies of thetact policies
p1eséiÿ . mmittee believes it highly desirable that a close con-of the ^ in future between the activity of this service and the general

revieg°vernment in regard to it. It is also desirable that when the views
wed and re-established there should be a period of reas policy is now

ol^ration before' new major changes are made. onable stability in the
29. The COnitni ftee

broadcasting sdu f nally wishes to draw attention to the fact that the
le set out above will entail a reduction in the staff of the Inteecd-
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national Service of approximately fifty persons, many of whom have been with the
C.B.C.-IS since 1946. Some of these can be absorbed into the other services of the
C.B.C., but others,- because of their language specialties, cannot be employed in. , . .,
any other form of broadcasting. 1, I R,B BRVCE

Top SECRET

(b) that the Ukrainian and linnish services be discontinue V-11
those to

`(c) that thé English and French programmes to western Europe, including

pOLICY; REPORT OF CABINET COMMTCIFE

410: Dr. McCann refërred'to discussion at the meeting of January Tth,1eW5t4h, when
^

it was agreed that a special Cabinet Committee be established
poses, operations and accomplishments of the International Service oV the

aadslô

Broadcasting Corporation and to submit recommendations to the
future policy concerning this service.

toromlake, thea
Cabi-

''. After examining some of the more important ^paspects
netnet Committee had requested a special commit which econo-
study of the Service and to submit a report ^tteto the

e of officials had submitted to the
mies could be made. On May 25th, thcommi

Cabinet Committee a detailed report'
out various recommendations, the

more important of which were,
rog es to Russia and to the satellite countries be

^m(a) That the C.B.C.-LS. p
inccéased somewhat; . , . d • ediately;

. c.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], May 27, 1954

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION; INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING

If these recommen uons ^ with the estimates
approximatcly $650,000 might be made as compof services on this scale

would en i

SS. It was further pointéd out that çontraction

da • wcre approved, it was for 19

aamce of the • .
abriad bi the` Dcpartmçnt of National Defcnce, savings^f

estimated that a

.
Territories Forcesof the Northwest Terncs services ^

^^for C^a^^(t) that the costs
and the costs of the spcc^ p•' C,B C,

expenâive in charaeter,- 'and,, ,,, b the don"s"
(é) -th

, at` the Latin=Amer ican programmes be curtailed an

currcnt daily programmes to those coun
and Sundays only; 13 Y ^ • d made lighter and le"

,. ^ . , tnes a

the United Kingdom, be substantially reduced; es be broad
,(d) that the Swedish Norwcgian, Danish , Dutch and Italian programm lacing the

sacast, henceforth, on "a so-called "weék4nd lan which would involve onrep
Sa^ Y30-minute period,

I
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a reduction in the staff of the International Service of the C.B.C. of approximately50 persons.

Members of the Special Cabinet Committee had generally been inclined to
endorse the recommendations submitted by the committee

of officials but were
rather concerned as to the domestic implications of completely discontinuing the
Ukrainian service.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Secretary's memorandum, May 26, 1954, and attached report -- Cab. Doc.137-54).

ll.rln'thé course of discussion the following points emerged:
(a) As discontinuance of the Ukrainian service would only account for approxi-

mately $50,000 out of a total estimated saving of $650,000, it might be preferable
to defer decision on this particular recommendation since its implementation wouldundoubtedly

give rise to much criticism on the part of the numerous Ukrainiancommunities in Canada.

(b) It seemed clear that the value of the International Service from the immigra-
tion and trade promotion point of view was negligible. Nonetheless, the reduced
service recommended by the committee of officials appeared to provide the mini-
mum nucleus required to ensure that the personnel, transmitting facilities and short-
wave channels remained available for use on an expanded scale in an emer enc.
` 12. The Cabinet noted the report by the Chairman of the s ecial Cabin g yteetee on International Broadcasting Policy and, p

et Commit-

agreed that the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation be instructed to imple-
ment, shortly, but without publicity, the recommendations of the special commit teeof officlals as set out in their report of May 22nd, 1954, except those relatinto theUkrainian service; g
(b) deferred

decision on the proposed discontinuance of
pending fuher consideration at some later date; he Uknian service

(c) agreed that no.announcement be made at this time concernin
reduction in the Prog the proposed

gramme schedule of the C.B.C. International Service; and,
(d) agreed that, if questions were raised in the House re ardinMcCann

should merely state that the operations of the International Sermvl ce
tter, Dr.

werecurrently being reviewed by the government, and it was hoped that some reductioncould soon" be made in the present level of expenditures.
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SECTION A

RELATIONS ARABFS-ISRAÉLIENNES
ARAB-ISRAELI RELATIONS

DEA/50134-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], November 12, 1954

ARAB-ISRAELI RELATIONS

In recent weeks we have been reviewing events in the Middle East ^tosi
whether there has been any improvement in the relations between Israel andin the
Arab neighbours. You may have seen the suggestions in the press éh^a^ in t me the
area was slowly decreasing and that therewere glimmers of hop
states concerned would reach some reasonably permanent settlement information
ences., As you are aware, Arab-Israeli relations are complex and our
about the happenings in the area is not always free from bias anôûonew ml'ss on
that in time this situation will be remedied by the reporting from reservations.
in the Middle East. Meanwhile, any assessment must be hedged with Sis of
This memorandum summarizes the conclusions of a more

which g hI â^^â ^ched•
recent developments which may bé of interest to you and w hbours have

2. Incidents along the lines of demarcation between Israel and its neig Nision
continued but the intensity of the border stnfe has declined. The truceeffectively n°d
rnâchinery has been overhauled and improved and is now operating to
with a high degree of cooperation from all the parties. GeneraldB^ u^eSpan 1S ng
have' established himself as an impartial 'judge of n^the increase the effectiven^s
between the states concerned. His initiative in trying
of the truce observation teams has been welcomed by the United Natido^eC ly con-
riat, by the press and by officials of governments interested in but ^éngs ^bute to
nected with the Palestine dispute. You will have seen Sir Anthony
General Burns.

continues to bet an underlying cause of Arablease a f blôck
3: The refugee problem

^

tion. Recently Israel made an important offer concerning the ri abs Whio ^^a^y
accounts and the compensation of dispossessed. ^éSGoV ent of Jor^

`ap^e refugee sentiment which the Israeliszclaim to have held with representn
disavowed the negotiations

P
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tives of the refugees about the release of blocked bank balances and the outcome is
yet to. be determined. The new Jordanian Government contains strong elements
from the ."west bank", that is, from the territory which was formerly within the
Palestine Mandate. This probably accounts to a large extent for Jordan's obdu-
rateness in its recent dealings with Israel. If Israel were to add to its announced
concessions to refugees an offer to repatriate a token numbei of them, the Arabs'
sense of injury on this score might be allayed.
4.

To secure peace the Government of Israel may be prepared to make further
concessions, even including minor alterations along the frontiers and some form of
international control of the Holy Places. A corridor across the Negeb desert and
access to and the use of the port facilities of Haifa, both of which the Israelis have
already offered, should appeal to the trade-conscious Arabs. In return the Israelis
would reasonably expect a final peace settlement, not too rigidly based upon thevarious

United Nations resolutions and particularly those adopted before May
1948, and a consequent lifting of the Arab blockade. If comparative quiet could be
maintained along the demarcation lines for six months or so, the present Arab lead-ers,

most of whom are privately persuaded that Israel has come to stay, might be
induced to promote the. idea among their people and eventually to negotiate amodus vivendi

with Israel. The chief obstacles to this development are (a) the bar-
der of hatred which the Arab Governments have allowed . to be raised in Arab pub-lic

opinion and which the aggressive and retaliatory acts of Israel have
strengthened, and (b) the self-delusion which the Arabs have practised about their
ability to crush the 'new state of Israel. In addition Israeli cries of protest and anger
have frequently been overdone, increasing Arab suspicion about Israel's real

al

5. To create the atmosphere for Arab-Israeli negotiations the Western Great _ers
may be required to reaffirm their determination to maintain the territorial sPta w

quo in Palësdne. Both sides are anxious to be reassured on this score. It seems that
something more positive than the Tripartite Statement of May 25, 195047is needed.
This need .has become greater in recent months as a cons uence of
States decision to süPP1 eq the Unitedthe UYarns to the Arab states, notably to Iraq and Egypt, and of

mted Kingdom withdrawal fromthe Suez Canal Zone. These two develop-
ments, combined with the successful outcome of the negotiations in Tehran, have
undoubtedly paved the way for better relations between the Muslim stateMiddle s of the

East and the Western democracies but they have produced in Israel a sense
of isolation, particularly since the Soviet Union has be un to w
expense of Israel, g oo the Arabs at the
^^ The

^ng of the Arabs against communism may well
proponents of the "Northern Tier Concept" care to admit.

comp l i
of thepolitical instability in the countries concerned , their preoccupation with localproblen^s I ^ their distrust of foreigners and particularly those from

u rgent need for ecônortdc development which is so much ham the West, and the

b^den of défence 1 expenditure, the "lining ^^
^red by the crushing

up of the Arabs is fraught with risks47

1954, ^oUnited States, De
lumé g, p^ 1W^nt of State, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) 1952-

. ashington: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1986, pp. 405-406.
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not only for the Western câuse but for the peace of the Middle East. It would be
gravely misleading to'conclude that the attainment of peace and stability in the area
is merely a: question of time. The danger of renewed hostilities is never far
remôved.' It lies not so much in 'the intentions of the governments concerned as in
an accidental outburst or"an adventure émbarked upon for political opportunity.
Accordingly, there' is some basis for the Israeli fear that the arms given to the Arabs
to fight communism might ultimately be turned against Israel.

7. In these circumstances the control of the supply of arms to the Middle East, a
control'which has become dangerously lax in the last year, is in need of repair. It is
clear from recent reports on the export of arms to'Israel that the United States, the
United Kingdom and France do not always agree on the quality and quantity of
arms which should be shipped to Middle East countries. This failure to cooperate,
combined with the fact that the countries in the area can and do obtain arms from
still other sources, makes it practically impossible to maintain the so-called equilib-
rium in military power in the Middle East and merely adds to the "crisis of confi-
dence" in Arab-Israeli relations.

8. Canada has been concerned primarily with Israeli requests for arms. The availa-
ble evidence indicates that during the past year Israel may have been stockpiling
beyond its ordinary needs for defence and internal security. This stockpiling could
mean that . . .. , . , 1_ . .

On thé basis of the information now available to the Department, (b) would appear

( a) The Israelis fear that time is on the side of the Arabs, that the latter will ulti-

mately attack Israel, that therefore Israel ` must strike soon to achieve the military

objectives which would compel the Arabs to make peace; or
(b) The Israelis do not' feâr an attack from thè Arabs under present leadership but

they do see a real possibility that Arab extremists may gain the upper hand and
launch a new war, therefore Israel must be strong enough to ward off such an attack
and "strong enough", must be assessed in the context of the proposed arming of the
Arabs against communism.

to be the safer. assessment. A third possibility that Israel has expansionist designs
on territory,beyond, the present demarcation lines seems most unlikely in the Pr-
sent circumstances. necessarily that
9. The assessment stated in the preceding paragraph does not imply ed in it.
Îsrael's "fear complex" is well-founded or , that Israel should be encourag Power
The danger of over-armin one side, and thus d in the balance of military P
ut the Middle East, is perhaps moee real today than it was in 1948$ because the
"iat which arins are being supplied to the area is vastly increased. If our inter-
.. A, .. r, r . e and the need is
pretation of r^cent developments,

.̂ s correct, the time may be riP
pressing for the, westernGreat Powers to re-examine closely in a coordinated waY
the éntire field of Arab-Israeli relations with a'view not only of bringing the supPhe
.of'arïns ûndcr control but of bringing the parties to the Palestine dispute to

cônference table. The, West's new-found friendship with the Arab states^ onde

ûs^d not to encourage'them in their bitterness against Israel
but to sell the

which would accrue to all concerned, if a practicable solution âvelbee^benefits
fotùid to the problems^ existing between the Arab states and Israel. There h
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no clear indications that those powers are contemplating any comprehensive action
to achieve those ends; nor have we any precise ideas on how such action might be
initiated.

What is clearly called for, however, is some positive step to create confi-
dence on both sides in the Middle East, and a re-affirmation in more exact terms of
the Tripartite Statement of 1950 would probably be a useful point of departure.48

J[ULES) L[tGER]

[PIÈCE JOIIVTF/ENCLOSURE]

Note

Memorandum

Ottawa, November 12, 1954

ARAB-ISRAEI,I RELATIONS
During the past year, and particularly during recent months, the Dep artmentad to consider an increasing number of requests for the sale of arms to ountrie

in the Middle East. These requests have increased in size and in importance and
,from consultations with United States and United Kingdom officials, it is clear that

the requests to Canada reflect a substantial increase in the arms exported into theMiddle
East from Western sources. The situation calls for a re-assessment of Arab-Israeli relations to see (a) whether tension in the area is slackenin ; what hprompted the

increase in the sale of arms to Middle East countries; (b) (c) va asimpact
the present influx of arms is likely to have in the area. The subject m tthat

iscomplex and the, sources ' of information are not free from bias and doubt .- Ilassessment must, therefore, be hedged with reservations. The
Outbreaks vf wtolenee

2. If violence along the borders of Israel were the sole criterion for dete 'whether
relations had improved there would not be too much room for o^ning

At the beginning ^f July oceurred a sudden and violent outburst be Ptimism.tweenance Israelisand Jordanians face to face in Jerusalem; the exact cause of this disturb

y

has notbeen deterrnined, In September the Israelis were condemned b
latest Israel-Jordan%ed Armistice

Commission "in the strongest terms for this thethat

Liqya,
the v,ell-armed and v^,ell-organized raid b y Israeli forces

aggression",
Beit

three ^1eSlnside Jordan. On October the Isr ael-Egypt
on the village of

Mixed Armi-
stice

Commission, ; noting the deterioration on the situationbetween these colln^
ties es;` condemned E t and called

along the frontier
"i^édiatel gyP upon the Egyptian authori-

There have y ^d, finally" to put an end to acts of aggression against Israel.been other sroazaudi poradic but relentless killings, thefts, gun-fire, rustling and
ng alon g the demarcation lines. The infiltration from the Gaza Strip (Egyp-

^': ..48
140telÂ maz&a^^ :marginal notes:

ery good analysis of the position. Might we not show this to our British & US friends in the
F[oreignl O[ffice] and State Dept? L.B. P[earson], Incl[uded]

with desp[atch] to London, cc Washington et al [Auteur inconnu/Authorunidenafled]
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' 4. Another discouraging factor has been the ceaseless campaign of vilification

^ '' h h'd h wa ed a ainst the other. In the general debate at the present

menting the Armistice Agreements.

Athtudc of thc Parti^s

tian territory) has been particularly vicious and apparently is aimed at disrupting
Israeli efforts, to develop the Negeb desert.. Israeli retaliatory raids, designed to
"punish" the areas from which the, infiltrators. come, were deplored by General
Burns in his report of September 7 to the Secretary General of the United Nations.

3. Taken by themselves these incidents are grave enough and if allowed to get out
of hand they could, as General Burns has pointed out, lead to a renewal of general
hostilities between the countries concerned. In the context of the bloody Qibya raid
on Jordan territory in October 1953 and the consequent massacres at Scorpion Pass
and Nahalin in March 1954, the most recent outbreaks are relatively tame. United
Kingdom observers, who at one time feared that a major incident might occur dur-
ing the annual manoeuvres of the Israeli Army which took place in September,
were relieved. to find that in fact the manoeuvres this year were on a relatively
small scale, with fewer reservists called up than in previous years, and were con-
ducted in comparative quiet. A significant difference too was that, following the
grave disorders about the beginning of 1954, the Security Council took a renewed
interest in the Palestine question, strengthened the United Nations Truce Supervi-
sion Organization and intensified the search for more effective methods for imple-

whrc eac sr e as g g
session of the General Assembly the Israeli representative and his Arab counter-

ami the relatively'
mild tone of the Syrian statement illustrated that not albeen ^en

parts made charges and countercharges along the usual lines. Each side professed

peaceful intentions and blamed the other for aggression. The Arabs clung to the

General Assembly resolutions, the Israelis to the Armistice Agreements. Perhaps

the opposing positions have become too doctrinaire to permit
an about-face in

public.
5. Yet éven in the midst of the hot words exchanged, and the

representative of Iraq

was so intemperate that the President' of the Assembly considered it necessary tO

'. reproâch him; there were indications that the situation was not hopeless:
^(a) The representative of S'a su ested that the deadlock on the Palestine ques-
tion côuld be solved by the establishment of a Palestine Commission, c efsi t of

`'tlie five permanent members of the Secunt Council, with wide pow

1 éffe;ct to the resolutions of the General Assembly. Although this propos^ w as

l-'iiissed as "frivolous" by the Israeli representative and although it aPP reSented

i`not hâve the endorsement of the other Arab members, the fact that it was P

f wéré bent upon the-destïûction of Israel. The Syrian position may have d

because°S 'a had merely â care-taker government; it may also have o ^.^b

âôme of thé extrémists in the Arab camp. However, it could exempl1fy ore
the mprivate views of th

1^ resignation, in keeping with
fact t that Israel has comeetô stay.^ enlightened Arabs, about the .4 risis of confidence

allaying such fears would be the conclusion o pea

' t(b) The Isrâeli tepresentative, declaring that there was a eep
Isr elibetween Israel and its neighbours, suggested that the

only conceivable

^ • f ce treaties, placing
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relations on a permanently normal footing, but as a preliminary or transitory stage
to that end it might be useful to conclude agreements comrnitting the parties to
policies of non-aggression and the pacific settlement of disputes. The Egyptian rep-
resentative, speaking immediately after the Israeli, stated that "the professed peace-
ful intentions of Israel cannot be regarded • as valid even for a moment". He
maintained that Israel was trying to delude the whole world as to its expansionist
designs and was stirring up doubt about the true peaceful intentions of the
countries.

The Egyptian statement has been generally regarded in the press as
Ara

animmediate rebuff to the Israeli offer. It is by no means clear that the statement was
so intended, particularly because the Egyptian representative did not deal cate ori-ca.lly

with the Israeli "peace proposal". This leaves slight room for hope that g the
Arabs might in time be prepared to consider the Israeli suggestion, orsomethinlike it. g

The RefugeeProblem

. 6. Clearly the unresolved problem of Palestine refugees looms large in the minds
of the Arab political leaders. The representatives of Egypt and Iraq underlined it in
their recent statements to the General Assembly. The refugees exert strong political
pressure on the government of the countries in which they have resettled; they pro-
vide a fertile field for exploitation by political opportunists; they also play a large
P^ in the infiltration across the demarcation lines. Uprooted from their taditional
environment, unwanted in 'the new lands for international and domestic political
reasons, and a constant drain on the economies of the Arab countries con erned
the Palestinian refugees pose what is perhaps the fundamental and certainly one ,
the most difficult problems in Arab-Israeli relations. of
7.

At the end of September the Government of Israel took an important ste
conciliate the refugees and their Arab advocates. In continuation of ^ discussiono
With the :Conciliation Commission for Palestine, Israel announ s
release to âbsentee or refugee owners ° all, outstanding bank balances

that
in

would
Israel,with articles deposited for safe custody and the contents of safe d,

boxes at present vested with the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Pro ty eposit
amount of the blocked accounts was about $8, ^^Y• The total
released earlier by the Israeli authorities. The Government of ^an h had been

the nègotiations. which the Israelis claim to have held with representativesdisavowed

refugees about the release'of blocked bank balances and the ucomof thedetennin^.
" The new Jordanian Government contains stron

e is yet to be
west bank'• territo g elements from the

ry . which was formerly within the Palestine Mandate. This prob-
ably accounts to" a large extent for Jordan's obdurateness in itsIsrael, , . , . recent dealings with
8.

About the sarne time, in an interview^^stry stated that Israel was resolved to s^da ^^in Arabic, the Israeli Foreign

Pensation to the Palestine refugees; that the Israeli cGo ern
schemement of paying com-

Practical plan' could be found for intetre ional believed that a
desert; and that Isrâel was g communication across the Negeb
^ansi ri ready to grant to Jordan facilities in Haifa harbour and
to have been .for goods through Israeli territory. These conciliato ry ste s believed

taken by the Israeli Government to ease the tension in Palestine, wee
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given full publicity, in the Arab press' and although they have been the subject of
Arab criticism, have been described by some Western observers as the most signiii-

; , . . ; , .
.' g. There has been an improvement in the relations between the United Nations
Truce Supervision Organization and the parties. The prestige of the observer group
and of the Chief of Staff has been restored. When General Burns entered upon the
scene, the Israelis were not co-operating with the Mixed Armistice Commission for
Israel and Jordan, largely, because of their. antipathy toward Commander Elmo
Hutchison of the United States Navy, who in March had abstained in the voting on
an Israeli resolution condemning Jordan for the ambush of an Israeli bus at Scor-
pion Pass; there was a backlog of cases to be dealt with by the appeals board set up
by U.N.T.S.O.; and the observers had been denied entry into areas controlled by
Israel unless accompanied by an Israeli conducting officer. At the present time the
Israelis are cooperating with the Mixed Armistice Commission; the appeals board

f #-* a ain the Israelis and General Burns have devised, not with-

Truce Scipervision

cant development in many months.

has begun tu unc on g,
out an argument . about the function . and ` powers of U.N.T.S.O., a practicable
method for facilitating investigations by observer groups. The impression is that
the truce supervision machineryis running much more smoothly and that General
Burns has'the confidence of both sides,, notwithstanding his differences with the
Israelis. Since he arrived in Palestine under a cloud of Arab suspicion, these differ-
ences have probably served to persuade the Arabs that General Burns will be

. ., .

ways in'spite of the newly established frontiers. Other incidents, P
l ter.̂inJcrusalem and along the Gaza Strip, may well be the work of profession'

that the M^
rorists. There have been unconfirmed suggestions, for example,

d A. t the incursions from BgyPt

from the nervousness of the armed civrLans on both si es. o ^e^ tra^bona^
the wandering Bedouins innocently or stubbornly refuse to give uP^cularly those

selves willing to llsten to reason. Many of the incidents pro y

beadedness among the militia and para-military forces which man the borders and
d S me may anse ^a^e

impartial. The
10. In addition, military commanders on both sides have exercised restraintc of

'Arab Legion has been held in check, in large measure owing to the presen
British officers. The senior commanders of the Israeli, Army have shown them-

• babl result from hot'

Brotherhood has played a part in these actrvides an
bear, the marks of training by:'ex-German army instructors,

who if Nazis ^^l^t

relish the prospect of testing their techniques and their trainees against
the ^'

inhabitants. The rcal possibility that these influences are at work ►

culties to be overcome not only by U.N.T.S.O. but by the local authori^eS ^^ef
coimtries concerned. ï

the vëry existence' of Istael hâve created an awkward situation

Domestic Politics lete without some refer
^ 11.^ No llanatysis`of Aïab-Israell relations would be comp licies pf the

,éoce to` do' mestic ^ litics; for these` in large part dictate the external p0

^ h. .^. . _. ,
governments concerned.^ The o-rising Arab nationalism and the bittoei ^ab po

ent`ne^ b̂cal

one topic on w^cb
leaders, even theinore'tnodefate ones. The dispute with Isra

tr
la

nc
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Pressing ' for action by their Government which will compel the Arabs to

it is very difficult to get any Arab to listen to advice or even to talk rationally. Even
those leaders who confess privately that their rigidly negative attitude towards the
Jews is a mistake cannot persuade any substantial body of local opinion that Israel
has come to stay, and indeed hardly dare

il
no the widespreadhatred and fear of Israel prevails in the A rab côuntries,Ait wlong as

the governments concerned to parley with Israel, however shortsi hte,d ^ ssible for
ing this attitude may a 8 and stultify-
len th ppear to the enlightened elements. What is needed is ag y period of quiet along the frontiers, to allow time. for some relaxation of
tension and for an Inclination to peace to develop. If the Israelis could follow
their recent offer of concessions with restraint as regards armed excursions up

retal-iation against the infiltration into Israel, there is some hope that the atmoin retal-
peace can be brought about. phere for

- 12. On the Israeli side the Government has also to deal with a roused public
ment. Because of their successes in 1948, the Israeli militarists and other extrem
nationalists see no reason why the present impasse cannot be solved by fo

erce. Theeconomy of Israel, relying on the one hand on financial assistance from outside
crippled on the other by the Arab blockade and by the costs of defen

ce
and

that an early solution be reached of the dispute with the Arabs. ^ef
, demands

g^e^r, heightened by irresponsible Arab statements, that the Arase is the linger-

g their strength for another attempt to crush Israel. A constan tirrit^merely
the infiltration into Israel which frequently results in a loss of Israeli °O is
always in, a loss of Israeli property. Faced with the urgent problem life and almost
country on a sounder economic footing and with the ré sure o of placing the
has exPanded too ra idl p f a population which

Peace. The wonder is that the moderate elements, represented b y make
been ^able to avoid the temptation of appeasing . Sharett, have
^e the massacre.at Qibya and the more^recent attackpant nationalism. Incidents
fr°m time to time the on Beit Liqya, suggest that
of these pressure for decisive action cannot be restrained; yet the folly

Punitive 'raids • is that, far from deterring infiltration, they increase the
hatred and thirst for revenge, setting up a chain reactionof hand, on which could easily get out

Export of Arms to the Middle East

13. In recent months the Israelis have intensifiÇallicularly from the
Western democracies•^^e^ efforts to procure arms,ghnn • The^r declared object is to refurbish theg^to in lulpment of the Israeli forces. The net effect of these purchases hasgr^tl as beendecided y the mi11tazY strength of Israel. The important question to be

a fear o f^^b PPlying countries is whether this Israeli quest fo
forci Of attack or is indicative of an Israeli intention to seek a solutbion b

of
ing the d^dlock in Palestine. The weapons which the Israelis h

-the'^eu jet a^caft' tanks, aerial bombs and increased artille - ave been seek-
latter.needs for defence against seem well beyond

gainst the Arabs, in the present disorganized state of theThe be a
against any

st
vailable evidence indicates that Isra 1at 'not th

^ck the Arabs could mount. Moreover, the weapons in demand are
f

ose nor'nally used for punitive raids (assuming one could find justification
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for, the retaliatory raids carried out by Israeli forces). This circumstantial evidence
could mean, therefore, that the Israelis are contemplating large-scale operations.

14. On the other hând, the recent Israel efforts to obtain more arms have coincided
with an intensive propaganda campaign by the Israeli Government and by Zionist
organizations to persuade the world that Israel's future has been placed in jeopardy
by the decisiôn of the Western Powers to arm the Arabs against communism. The
Israelis have expressed anxiety about the Turco-Pakistan Treaty, the United States
agreement with Iraq on military aid and the United Kingdom agreement with Egypt
about the Suez Canal Base: The latter agreement results, of course, in the lifting of
the arms embargo in respect of Egypt and, taken with the others, could presage a
preponderant increase in the arms to be shipped to the Arab states. The recent
developments in the Middle East in the direction of closer cooperation between the
Muslim states and the Western democracies have produced in Israel a sense of iso-
lation, particularly since'the Soviet Union has begun to woo the Arabs at the
expense of Israel. In these circumstances and before the Arabs actually get their
hands on the new weapons, the Israelis may well consider that they must now look
to their own defences, if Israel is to survive. ' .*

15. A United Kingdom estimate in '1953 of Israel's military strength on full
mobilization,-which estimate was based on the assumption that Israel could receive
substantial supplies of equipment from outside, was that the Israel Army could be
expected to fight intelligently and tenaciously in defence of Israeli territory. Relia-

ble observers believe that in any future struggle with the Arabs the superior effi-
ciency, skill and organization of the Isrâel Air Force might well turn the balance.
As in the case of the ground forces, the morale and fighting capacity of the Air
Force would likely be higher in defence than in attack. Whether Israel would con-
tinue to be capable, as in 1948, of strongly repelling a combined assault by the
armies of Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria is an open question. Like Israel,
the'Arab countries have been strengthened militarily since 1948 and, if the Pr0'
posed United States programme is carried out, they will receive addi é^h leds^ e^e
bling them = to expand, and improve their fighting services. Nev
outcome of any new Palestine war would probably still depend on the anmount of
coordination and tenacity displayed by the larger Arab forces.

16. The Israelis have recently become alarmed at what they consider a clIg ^1e
attitude by the,United iStates and the United Kingdom, but more pa^cu Y
former: In public statements Mr., Sharett has emphasized that Israel is fully a"re
that the Western powers are sincerely anxious to avoid "a new regional c°nflagra
tion" and that their policies in the Middle East are by no means rooted in a dehber'
ate desi tô injure Israel. The Israeli anxiety, however, is born of theé ^old ^ar^8n

• ' f 11 wer vacuum in th ,„
that by strengthening the+Arabs, ostensibly top , i a P° countries t°'man^`n ^
the Western Great Powers are dangerously, encouraging ace with it. 10
illegal=staté ôfbelliger^nce" against Israel and to refuse to mu- Pe

^lis fear that the am su lied to light communism
will be ^ltro

shott, the Israe PP ken opP°
.the propitious time against Israel. This fear underlies Israel's outspo and the
to the Turco-Pakistan Treaty, the United States arms agreement with Iraq

United Kingdom awittidrawal from the Suez.
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17. This Israeli fear has prima facie basis, because the Arab Governments have
steadfastly refused to forsake publicly their previously avowed animosity toward
Israel. (Last week, the King of Jordan declared that his Government's policy on
Palestine was one of "no peace, no negotiations with Israel" and full support for the
rights of Arab refugees.) It seems that in the negotiations with the United States
about arms the Arab Governments have been reluctant for domestic political rea-
sons to give openly assurances that the arms will not be used against Israel. For
similar political reasons the Arab states have been slow to enter into formal agree-
ments which would bind them closer to the West. Some leaders, like Nuri Said
Pasha in Iraq, have expressed a desire to strengthen these ties but said they must
hold back for fear of offending their own people or Arab neighbours who view with
distrust any closer alignment with the West. Colonel Nasser is said to be privately
in favour of a closer knit defence organization in the Middle East which would beassociated with the

West but apparently he too is unable at this time to carry E
tian public opinion with him. Thus, if there were now to be any large-scale arming
of the Arabs, there would be an inherent risk that peace within the area might be
disturbed, especially if the extremists were to gain control in the Arab countries.

18.
Officials in-the United Kingdom and the United States conce rned

export of arms to the Middle East have emphatically asserted that there has been no
change of policy. The primary objective has remained to maintain a balance
powet as between Israel and its Arab neighbours. United States officials have
pointed out that the arms agreement with Iraq and the proposed agreement with
gYpt (on which little' headway has been made) involves only a moderate 1

gramme of military assistance. They say that reports in the press on United Statesintentions
with respect to the Arab states are completely out of balance.

alarmed at the extent to which United States policy in the Middle East w^ey are
issue in the Congressional elections, as made an

in favour of Israel. These United States officials ha ec clcearl d mean a new swing
yIsraeli intentions.

Although the United Kingdom officials do not
suspicious of

motives are sinister, the t say that Israeli
^Y stren

they
obviously worried by the recent build-up in the mili-a g^ of Israel. They are particularly anxious about a French decision,

pparently taken independently of the United Kingdom and United States to
Mystère jet aircraft to Israel. The United Kingdom has, nev , sell

some second-line jet aircraft and tanks to Egypt and Israel. It secjS. from sellingreports
^at the joint; control of arms ex ports to om recent

hnpletaentation of theTripârtite StatementP leaves Som iddle East, ostensibly in
19. Nôtwith's^ t̂àndin E,`' . ething to be desired.

threats ^ g
e ^e continuing public denunciation and the perennial Arab►

there serris little likelihood that the Arab states contemplate an y
attack°n Israel. Rivalry, .

alrY, ,lealousy and intrigue continue to bedevil the attempts at collec-
tive action by' the Arabs: None of thesé states is strong enough yet to wa erate

Waz`ag^nst Israel. All ôf them suffer acute
instability

g a sepa-depression. Ub^on ^ political and economic
É°ught E y and Syria would probably treat with Israel, if they
gYPt holds6pt wOUld follow, suit. Jordan might be dragged or pushed into

abllitYto-gaz:.the key to peace in Palestine and the real ho lies C 1
^line.

achieve' n^d keep,the support of the volatile Egyptian public. He can onlyonlythis end bq building on a solid foundation of economic and social
reform.
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If he found the going too tough, he might be tempted to embark on a nationalistic
adventure, such as the persecution of Jews in Egypt,, which only very indirectly
might lead to a war with Israel. To date he has kept control by beating one scape-
goat but with the departure of the United Kingdom troops he and the Council of the
Revolutionary Command will have to face their domestic responsibilities squarely.
-The recent crack-down on the Muslim Brotherhood is a step in the right direction
for although it will embitter the enemies of the régime, it will shake the foundation
of extremist opposition. If this stamping out of dangerous and irresponsible politi-
cal opponents is accompanied by a real improvement in the economic and social
fields, the Nasser régime might yet give Egypt its long-awaited stability. If Nasser
were to be eliminated, however, the prospects for stability in Egypt and for peace
in the Middle East might be gloomy indeed. The Israeli authorities know all this
and the encouraging signs fail to relieve their anxiety, perhaps because they see all

around them the instability and latent extremism which provide an explosive
atmosphere for political adventure.

20. The Tripartite Statement of May 25, 1950, made by the United Kingdom, the
United States and France, was designed to bring about a relaxation of tension in they
Middle East and a consequent falling off in the quantities of arms avoid
countries in the area. Although the Western Great Powers were
arms race in the Middle East, they recognized the need of the Arab states and Israel
to maintain their armed forces at a sufficient level for internal security and legiti-a as
mate self-defence and to permit them to play their part in the^défend d

the
°

a whole. The purchasing states had given assurances that they of ^,e
undertake any active aggression against any other state. Under the terms
Statement, if those states were found to be preparing to violate frontiers ^^
stice lines, the United Kingdom, United States and France would imm de^eaction both within and outside the United Nations "to prevent such violati on"-
operative sections of the Statement are somewhat vague and, in neehd gfor a clarifi-
opments in the area since May 1950, there seems to be a growing revent 'Be
cation of what action might be taken by the Westerncrn Great Powers to p

violations to which the Tripartite Statement re

Diplomatic Activity ' th sides

It is because' of the "crisis of confidence" in the Middle East thatc^
tees CerninB21., •

hâve been pressing , the Western Great Powers for firmer gu^ ^nst

their security. Each side needs to be rea^ssured about and reinsured ag
ab

intentions
1A

of the other. In a a joint approach in London on Sep ^

¢. `. '.:ves u.r8-^ ed that "urgent measures ,
" be taken to deter Israel from states 1°

the Arabtau •
8

ôrdcr' to strengthen the`im cconomicâlly and ntilitarily. A non-co^initiative ^^
given: bÿ the United Kmgdom on September 21 because ^^g^ ^st the Sr ted

t the Israeli camp d es

thef a ssion" and asked that inimediate assistance by given to
'ttal ieplY Wa`

Ara
bs to m^e some

first tegarded as little more than a counter o n office had 8
ing of undue assistance to the^"Arabs. Li►ter when the Foreig oister

the statemcnt and thefnendlY and encouragin'g remarks of ^e•prime g
Arab = ficlals

Lr

woa

• of during his recent visit to London, the United Kingdom ofaq° ,
A

derïng whethec the' time might not ber ripe to persuade the
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gesture, however small, which would contribute to the easing of Arab-Israeli rela-
tions. The United Kingdom officials have in mind a collective or separate publicassurance by the Arabs along the line of the Tripartite Statement of May 25, 1950.
United States and French authorities have been consulted on whether the Arabsshould be approached on this matter.
22. For their part, the Israelis have sought formal assurances from the UnitedKingdom that the Arab states will not be allowed to acquire a marked superiority in

arms over Israel. The Israelis have also inquired in what circumstances the United
Kingdom would intervene on Israel's behalf in the event of an Arab attack. The
Israelis have in mind the treaty obligations which exist between the United King-
dom and some of the Arab states. The Israeli Note was couched in the context ofthe Anglo-Egyptlan

Agreement on the Suez Canal Base, which Agreement in the
Israéli view had unfortunâte shortcomings that left Israel in an exposed position.
The United Kingdom reply did not go much beyond the Tripartite Statement but
did express gratification about the absence of serious incidents in the last few
weeks along the Arab-Israeli frontiers. The Israelis have been pressing for similar
assurances from the Unitëd Stâtes in connection with the proposed programme of
Military aid for the Arabs. The Israeli efforts have been reflected in the public pro-
nouncements of Zionist organisations in the United States. Mr. Comay has voicedsimilar views in Canada.
Economic Factors ► ' ,

23: Eeonomic factors may in the end determine the future course ofrelations.
Both the Israelis and the Arabs are suffering from the disruption of nor-A

mal commercial relations in the area. The Israeli economy is greatly hampered b
ythe Arab blockade

and Israel would like to dispose of its excess industrial goods inArab countries, The Arabi, in turn, would welcome an opportunity to sel^oil anda9ficultura1 produce
in Israeli markets. All the countries in the area are acutelyof the need for economic devélopment. All suffer the heavy burden of mili Itarf spending. None of the countries, but particularly Israel, can ever flou '

race has been established and the economic life of the area is permitted t d veloil
no
fre'IY- It is pérhaps not too improbable, therefore, that the very

,
ur enc pc problems

will ultimately prompt the nations concerned to striv
y of

e harder toovercome their political differences.
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

- ^ nd S ta of State for External Affairs

SF,tEr'

om Acting U er- ecre ry
to Secrétary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], March 29,1954

EXPORT OF ARMS TO ISRAEL - REQUEST FOR 10,000 ROUNDS OF
75 MM AMMUrrmON

When this request was first received, it was referred for c^e ^a` the
United

priate United Kingdom and United States authonties. We 1 to rovideeed
Kingdom; ; without reference to the Arms Worlthe United Kingdom authorities
.Israel with 7,000 , rounds. In the circumstances,
expressed the hope that, if we decided to meet the Israel reque^std,14 000 ioundst
provide more than 7,000 rounds, so that the total would not exc bability that the
The United Kingdom attitude was apparently based on the pm
ammunition would be used in tanks.
.2. The United States authorities, who indicated that they would "not interpose anY

based their ^éobjection" to our filling the order for 10,000 rounds apparentlY In
on the assumption that this ammunition would be used for field azt'laS^n
circumstances, our people in Washington were asked to discuss the question

You Will seewith the State Department. The attached reply has just been received•tif no 75 mm amMunl-
that "while United States authhé U

believeeve that the quantities
which we were

tion were to be sold to Israel, they did not »
considering would offer grounds for serious objection on their part- f9

h'A I indicated that, unless very ^

nnd convincing reasons were given why we should not perm^ end Vy

amount of 10,000 rounds, it was not expected that wrorw^^h^rigtonw^ch

• 1' t f the attached letter f n f Ns

, 3I In My memorandum to you of Marc ,t .t #1ke se of the

reduction in the order. In the igh o eXPort atof, 10,000 to 20,000 rounds, an
it is indicated that, within the range

too much concern, and,
in view of the fact t^

^ typë of ammunition would not there would not
^ the United Kingdom is itself permitting the export of 7,000 dé9uest for 10,0

appear sing the originalfor refusingu alaPpto be anY substan rcason
iounds. . redu o^f^

of the earlier U.K. suggestion that our order s hould bequestion4. Because
7,Op0 rounds, I think that we would wish to consid s^^e Ï âô no tlv^c that ae

provision of an additiona15,000 rounds. At the presen t 8

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST
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would necessarily recommend against the additional order, but we would like to
have time to discuss the question with the J.I.B. and others concerned.49

R.A. M[ACKAY]

702. .

rntn1utebto the building up of Israel's offensive tank potential be on, its re

DEA/50000-B-40
Note 'du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandrun from Acting Uiider-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretaryof Srate for External A,fiirs

[Ottawa], April 12, 1954

E}PORT OF ARMS TO ISRAEL

You will recall that Mr. Crol130 and Mr. Comay called upon you recently to seek
Your approval for the sale and export to Israel of 15,000 rounds of 75 mm ammuni-
tion. In a memorandum dated March 29 you were informed of the United Kingdom
Govenunent's , desire that approval should not be granted for anything more than7500 ,

rounds of this, type of ammunition. You were also advised that the UnitedStates
Government would probably not boggle at a quantity approaching 20,000rounds,

2. In the event you approved the shipment of,10,000 rounds, and
of Trade and Commerce issued Permit No. 328881 on ^Apri19 to cover this ezportt
which is valued at $37,740.00. You also directed that further consideration be given
to the question of permitting the supply of 5000 additional shells.
3.

Accordingly, the C.R.O., was offered another opportunity to comment, and
their reply has just been received. It is now attached for your consideration. ^ The
main point of their argument a t
similar sale on the grounds thatt^he I rael st^ocksrof 75emm Sherman tank

not permit a
ni-tion are already adequate for their present needs and that further shi tank t^o
uld

vel.' Obviousl y p sent
choice y'^s is a matter of judgment and we appear to be faced with the

of accepting the United Kingdom opinion or that of Mr. Coniay, whoassures us that anything Israel can get from us is needed exclusively for le itimate
defensive needs: It may be added that this attitude meets with consid g
cisnn in the United States as well as in the United Kin dom. erable scepti-

4•
Perhaps the safest and wisest course for us to follow instances would be to the present circum-

postpone a final decision until the present tension in Palestine

49
Note marginale •

We should let
e Ô^ note:

,^ Pl^son] 10,000 rounds go forward and give consideration to the additional 5,000. LB.David Arnold

David Arnold ^lt Sénateur (libéral), Sénat du Canada.11, Senator (Liberal), Senate of Canada.
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abates, or until the Security Council disposes of the recent "incidents" on the Israel-
Jordan border,which it has under consideration s'

5. The subject of Israel's`offensive tank potential' leads to the question of permit-
ting the export of additional quantities of M-4 (Sherman) tank parts for Canada. I
understand Mr.` Riley has raised this matter with you on a couple of occasions
recently, and, that he called to discuss it this morning. Following his meeting he
called on an officer of. this Department, in accordance with your suggestion, and
you may be interested 'to kriow what was said. It can be briefly summarized as

follows:
It is, of course, Canada's desire to have close bonds of friendship with Islael,ô

with other countries in the Near East. For this reason the Government's policyfor maintaining
arms exports is not to stand in the way of anything that is req ^^ch is required to
or servicing Israel's existing stocks of military eqwpment, or
meet Israel's legitimate defensive needs (e.g. ammunition. Kind me^d iJ^te^
a general understanding with the Governments of the United g
States (and France by implication) to respect the policy laid down in the Tripartite
Declaration of May 25, 1950, about not contributing to a"sale of arms race" or an

power of an country in the area above its proper defensive
increase in the rnilitary po y
levels. This understanding reflects Canada's interest in reducing the ^r of h^ ^
nnrest^or conflict in that part of the woli^^We^ ^dd wen regard it as reasonable for
adequate tank force to meet this t eqt was
Israel to have an appropriate supply of maintenance parts for these ^^'sâle of
emphasized that the ,, decision you t W k^ 1^ on a

on
to

judgment that that quantitY
$176,992.63 worth of M-4 tank parts on the
was adequate to maintain Israel's present stock of tanks for about two years,

scale of consumption applied to the Canadian forces in
peacetime,

no ^f g^^
Israel had no stockpiles of such parts alreadY, and that they acquiredwers (United States,
years from other sources. Given the obligation of the three po Canada
United Kingdom, France) to maintain peace and stability in theG é^en ould
interest - in not interfering with that objective, the, Canadian ^ o f M.4

probably find it difficult and embarrassing to permit any further expo
rael iâlly as that might expose Canada to criticisforces,6or

tank parts to Is +• esP^ in the area in terms of tank
turbing the equilibrium of military power
adding to Israel's tank offensive potential.,

ir? A mAcKAY^^• st^,^^^ ^
,
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DEA/50000-B-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -

Secretary of State for. Fxternal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM $X- 655
Ottawa, April 22, 1954

SECRET: IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your WA-2377 of October 19, 1953.
Repeat London No. 510 (Ref. My telegram 1765 of October 26/53).

^ . .

SALE OF JET AIRCRAFT TO ISRAEL

As " ÿou maÿ know, the Canadian Government (Department of Defence Produc-
tion) has a Licence Agreement with North American Aviation Inc., the original
producer of the F-86 Sabre jet aircraft. Canadair Limited was appointed by the
Depactment of Defence Production to act as the Canadian Government's agent to
manufacture Sabre jets under the foregoing Agreement, which contains a clause
reading in part "subject to the prior written approval of the Manufacturer in respect
of any particular country, or part thereof, to sell, lease, service and maintain the
aeroplane in any part of the world.".

2.
Canadair has now been advised by North American Aviation Inc., that they are

free to export F -86's, subject to the condition that none are sold to the United States
or to any country not approved by the United States Department of State to receive
F-86 aircraft from sources within the United States. This is covered by another part
of the Licence Agreement which reads as follows: "The Canadian Government
shall not dudng 'ifie term of this Agreement sell, lease or otherwise transfer the
aeroplane into any territory for which the aeroplane has not been released by the
GoVefirnent of the United States of America."

3.
The Department of Defence Production ex

from North pects to receive formal confirmation
American Aviation Inc., of their willingness to grant export privileges

to Canadair under, this Licence Agreement.
4' At the moment, there is a specific problem related to Israel. The facts

Sharnir, the head of thé' Government of Israel Defence Ministry Purchas ne Mis=
sion in New York visited North American Aviation Inc., in Los Angeles on March
5' ^d 1equésted

,

a'qtiotation on 24 F 86-F fighter-bomber aircraft. This requestWas^discthe ussed 'v^rith"Nôrth
American's representative in Washington to determine

State Department's attitude towards such a sale. According to the Vice-Presi-

W

dent
^o^ ^erican Aviation, the Department of State was understood to beg

give favourable consideration to an export licence, and he wrote to Mr.
Shalnif on April 14 ' ' •

but lndicaung that his Company could not quote for this type of
the Canadair Company could. Moreover, the Israeli Air Attaché in

^ngton" is said to have been promised by the U.S.A.R. a definite yes or no
'111sWer about the expoit of F-86's in the near future, and Mr. Shamir in turn has
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indicated to Canadair that unless he receives a quotation by Apri130, the Govern-
ment of Israel will seek to obtain these aircraft elsewhere.,.:.

5. You will appreciate that the Department of Defence Production looks to us to
let them know with the least possible delay whether.

(a) It is trûe that the Stat e Depârtment would now beA willing to permit the sale of

24 R86's to Israel, and `
(b) In- those 'circumstances, the Canadian Government would grant similar

permission.
6. As a first step, therefore, please approach the State Department and let us know

by next Tuesday or Wednesday, if possible, what the State Department's attitude is
on this subject. We do not at this time want to raise the question of sales of F-86's
to other Middle East countries but obviously that possibility should be borne in

mind.
(For London only) In the light of the United Kingdom's agreement a year ago to
sell 14 Meteor jets to Israel, we would appreciate learning whether they would
offer any objections to aCanadian sale of 24 F-86's. You will, of course, appreciate
that these preliminary enquiries are necessary before the subject can be brought to

Ambassador in United States
o'Seeretary of State for External Affiairs

DEA/50000-B40

Washington, April 26► 1954

SALE OF JEt AIRCRAti' TO 1SRAEL

United States tÿpe cqüipment) and ât the sâme time to modernize its air

ed the Stav
On the basis of your telegram under reference we discuss é f t^he Sto

attitude towards the possible sale of jet aircraft tô Israel with Margrave

De office, of Munitions Control on April 23• nta v
ties had apP

, "" ^^ I . I ^ t ^ ' ^ l^st ^two months' Isranli represe
roa^o^

:2. He said that wttlun the et rid of all
thé Stâte Department with the firm'òffer on eih^8°,f the Un ted States wouldP1r'
bat âucraft (mainly P-51, s);wluch p^ Y .

The
Israeli representa^v^

nlic thé ^xpottto'Isrel of;twenry-four F-86 Sabre jets. to have 00
_ ....

ââid . that , Israel wished to standardize its, air force equipment (i-e- force. Vs

of all pre"o
woûld nôt involve an exchànge of-one for one but the sale o üé roffeigo eater ^
cntlÿ field combat 'aircrâft for twent

I
four sabre jets. A

sim^

vag

, l̂ar, arrangements ,w a .ith res t to all hcavy guns was also put forward
. .

•
. . , ... Pa. .

tention of C:abinet.

L'ambassadeur auz LEtats-Unis
au secrEtaire d'État auz Affaires extfrieures
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3. It was for this reason and for this reason only that the Israeli request for jetfighter
aircraft had not been turned down out of hand by the State Department. No

final decision had been taken on the request although Margrave thought one would
be taken within a week or ten days, and promised to inform us immediately. TheState Department's attitude (and that of the Munitions Division in particular) isgenerally unfavourable and

Margrave thought that the request would be turned
down, attractive as it was in some of its features. He could not, however, be certain
of rejection of the request.
4.

Margrave told us that the State Department's negative attitude was based on the
unreliability of Israeli promises. Whatever, therefore, has been said by the Vice-President of North American Aviation or by Shamir of the Israeli purchasin

g mis-sion, as reported in Paragraph 4 of your telegram under reference. Margrave said
that it is incorrect to say that any decision has been taken by the State De

partment.Incidentally the, date of April 30 mentioned by Shamir as a final date for ecision
makes little impression on the State Department. The original Israeli approach setAPri1 1 and then April 15 and finally April 30 as the "take it or leave it" date.Somewhat irreverently

Margrave commented that the maxim "seek and ye shallfind"
had little relevance when really good jet aircraft were the object of the earch5•

We have not, in our more or less regular discussions on the export of arms with •the
Munitions Division, mentioned the potential surplus production capabilities of

Canadair and the problems which it creates in disposal of F-86 jets. Our discu
on the speciric Israeli interest offered a useful o ssion
very general terms.

Margrave needed little prompting and spoke frankl
the

of UnitedStates thinking on the sale of jet fighter aircraft abroad. The United Stateshat there were man ` '^ ebelieved
South y^O^Y markets for such aircraft (e.g. the NATO allies andSouth ^enca) which

did not involve the problems and risks posed b sale to the
Middle East. So far as F -86's were concerned yheUnited States authorities

would not be cc^cerned whether they
said that the

Canada or the United States' so long as the customers were "acceptable".•were sold from
franlcly that W

^le certain questions of commercial advanta ge
He said

sent in United States-United Kingdom exchanges on such mat erso times pre-
C^â^

into
States thinking so far as Canada was ' the Y did not

nJ°Yd . `unconditional most-favoured-nation think ng'rnin^^theee
said

ag^s so
far as* the United States was concerned. You will be in

than we to administer to this view what grains of sal
abetter position

he understood that North American Aviation w as are necessary. Margrave said
of F as cutting back sharply on the pro-duction

86's and offered the "layman's opinion" that Canadair mi ht soon be
the best, if hot the only, well-stocked source of gsupply
6. in su^ary, it is not true that at the moment the State Department would give

likely ^at when
a final . decision on the 86's to Israel. Furthermore it appearsdecision, : matter is taken it will be a negative

^'*. Cha
has ppell who received se arateseen,^s tele P advice from his department on this matter
R^Path of Cana

dair, .come go ^s that there is no need at the moment for Mr.
Washington to bri ef the Embassy on the commer-
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cial aspects of the problem. Please pass a copy of this message to T.N. Beaupré,
Assistant Deputy Minister^ D.D.P. ', _. . ^ .ë

DEA/50000-B-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
pour, le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Tt1,EGRAM430 ,
London, Apri127,1954

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 510 of Apri122 (received Apri123).

EXPORT OF F-86'S TO ISRAEL

As Gautrey is on leave we passed on your enquiry to Curson,
United

Head of
Kingdomom

Defence Departmënt of the CRO. He has now replied that
authorities hope very much that you will not proceed with this transaction.

2. Thcir principal argument is the general political one - that at this Mid^é

more than ever necessary to preserve the existing balance of forces
East and to prevent either party to the Palestine dispute frome tbuilding

an unc ntr^ d
derance of war material and thus^ltakig einto account efficiency of opera-
armaments race. It is considcred here tha
tion as well as size,` the'Israeli air force is at least a match for the combined au
Power of the Arab States and that the addition of 24 modern jet aircraft^N ^'ôf

.the Israelis an rovirwhelming superionty: The Foreign Office and the to resist
Defencc feel =thât in view of doubts as to the Israeli Government's capacicular,
internal pressure from the advocatés of extreme action against Jordan in Pard this

bse-it would be most unwise to run the risk involved in allowing this
shipment. (In

connection it might , beb embarrassing if we sold the Israelis ^-ri 6t0 ^d^s ^

q

d

u ^ntly, aggression by Israe l resulted in the United Kingdom g oing
Treaty.l^is may appear an ex^eme h^^n8of the Angunder the terms 8

sis but it cannot be entirely rulcd out in view of the state of tension now p
along theIsracl-Jordan border). jets

sent
Israel a

3. I shôuld add that thé Unitcd Kingdom's agreement to sello M^e pfesent enq^Yr

year `agô âi;crtïs to me to have only c`^mr

The
1952 wa^s not an isolated gest^-1

' ôffer of Meteors to Isr^él in a p l,ebanon od
was' mâtched by a sintilar offcr tv' each of three Arab States (SYn^ liticai

;'A P' ^ from the obvious commercial considerations, it had ^^ S^^ coa-
^ll . , F irpose ; e.g an attempt to improve United Kingdom relations w of
pu esi^ed

^ 1 ' ^ to attract their co-operation
in the estabiis a

cerned = and In particular t b
MEDÔ.Moreover the scope and direction of the offers were d Î^ 1; to

I
with -a viewto bringing the air pôwer of i^^^^umstanS seem to me
balancx. In the case of your present qu rY
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substantially different.
The effect of selling 24 R86's to Israel at this juncture

would give that country a marked advantage in offensive air power in exchange for
little or no apparent political gain, and at the risk of giving offence not only to the
Arab Governments but also to the United Kingdom.

4. For these reasons we did not think it advisable to link the present enquiry with
the 1952 sale of Meteors.

We did, however, refer in passing to the more recent
United Kingdom offer of 7 Meteor day fighters to Israel and 6 Meteor night fight-
ers to Syria (see our letter No. 407 of February 26, 1954).t Curson's answer to thiswas:

(a) That the two offers balanced one another and were in an cquantity; y ase small in

(b) That the original agreement to sell had been made before the Palestine situ -
tion had deteriorated to its present tense state; a
(c) That the Israelis had not followed up the offer and that the United Kin dom

Government" hoped they would not revert to it; g
(d) That P-8 ' 6s were in any case more advanced and potent striking weapons than

that, as one of the governments primarily responsible for maintaininĝ
peace in the area, the United Kingdom would prefer that F-86's would not be made
available to either party at this stage, and certainly not to the Israelis alone.5.

We did not feel free to discuss with Curson the possibility mentioned in
par8^ph 6 of your telegram of F-86 sales to other Middle East countries. Wa

inclined to think however that such sales would be opposed here u We are
(a)

They involved very limited numbers of aircraft and nless possibly

(b) They were arranged so as not to disturb the balance of air owe
Israel and the Arab States. But even this presup poses r as between
in sub-pazag^ph 4(d) above to an su 1 to iddle East o°pping of the objection

^ faz advanced in t any
pp y countries of jet aircraft as

whe^er the A^.ab S^te w
the

oud8be in
suppose might also be some question

Canada, position to pay for such purchases from

a^e ^^l0entally, Curson said he would be surprised if the Uni tedthe
show sale of FF 86's to Israel at this state. If the soundings in Washington

ollerwise, we should be glad to raise the matter again here. g

TELEG" J^X-1132

d 1,
.
ambassadeur aux États-Unis,

Le: secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
DEA/50000-B-40

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to, Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, June 28, 1954



,Repeat London No. 931.

SALE OF JET AIRCRAFr TO ISRAEL .

, On June e s
,be made to Canadair for twenty-four F-86's. He indicated that the Israeli Govern-

; ment feel that they are, in present circumstances, entitled to an air fighter defence
of two squadrons, and that as they cannot match the ^b l^sare for two squad-
have to rely solely on quality for their air defence. p
rons, which they do not consider to be excessive, and which, if armed with short-
range jet interceptors, could not be considered offensive in character. They feel that

it would be useful for the common defence of the free world to have two F-86
squadrons based in Israel, and they are willing to give every assurance, official, on

' 11 be used for any purpose except

17 th I raeli Minister called to seek support for an application soon to

the highest level, that these planes wi never

defence.
2. Comay also indicated that the North American Aviation Company aPPears

favourably inclined toward the sale of twenty-four Sabre jets to Israel.
rôach the State Department and ask

3. In the light of the foregoing, please app ael.
,whether a decision has yet been reached on the sale of twenry-fou i^^iatelyrand

In paragraph 3 of your WA-724 Margrave promised to inform us

expected a decision within ten days. change in the
''A. For London only: Please let us know whether there has been any

United Kingdom attitude since your telegram No. 430 of April 27.

[Ottawa], June 30,1954

SALE OF JET AIRCRAFT TO ISRAEL in
wasWg-

I attach a conv oi teletype WA-1163 of June 29 from our Em wnuld not author"

ize the sale and export of twenty- ou .
rml

itted to fill such ^

' course, that the Canadair CompanY. would not be pe a letter to
roval and signature

I ton rom w y
f r F 86 Sabre jets to Israe , order,f hich ou will see that the United States Governmen mis means, of

land in the circumstances I have prepared for your app

Mr. Comay in this scnse = K^►^t].
R.A. M[Ac. _ , .. s .

DEA/50000-B-40

Note du sous-seerftaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
eupour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extéri resS2

Memorandünt from Acting Urider-Secretary of State for External Affairs

-'^
irss2nal Ato Secretary of Stale for Exer ,ia
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^ (PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

r,

TELEGRAM WA-1163
Washington, June 29, 1954

SALE OF JET AIRCRAFT TO ISRAEL

Margrave of the State Department's Office of Munitions Control told us
afew days ago the State Departrnent informed Mr. Eban, the Israeli Ambassa orttothe

United States, and his Service Attaché, Colonel Hertzog, that a permit w
not be granted by the United States authorities for the export of an y ould

air-craft from the United States to Israel. Y jet a
2• Margrave said that while all the "paper work" on this'

completed, the State Departtnent had taken an o matter had not yet been

naturally to transmit to the Israeli authorities a decision whicin c
presented ûllf

have been taken soon, when the written views of interested a g
dassembled, g were

3•
Margrave said that the same assurances which you were given

offered to the United States authorities but had had no effect onby Co
their deyciWereMargrave said that a decision to supply Israel with jet aircraft at this slon.

have been completely contrary to basic United States policy towards time would
IsraelEast.

Margrave said it was probably true that the North American and the
addea^m. was favourably inclined towards the sale of the F 86's can Aviation

phahcall to Israel but he
y the North American Aviation Company does not represent theUnited States Government".

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorundum
from Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

to Cabinet

C"'^ML"r DOCUMENT Na - 160-54
Ottawa, July 7, 1954

About EXPORT OF TANK PARTS TO ISRAEL

Permit application f ôme Depattment of Trade and Commerce received an "port
the Levy Company covering $742,063 worth of Sherman
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tank parts. Later, in September, a -second application was submitted for $399,000
worth of steel track assemblies for Sherman tanks, also ordered by Israel.

As this equipment was of United States type, and indeed largely of United States
origin, the State Department was consulted. At that time it was considered to be
dangerous to the peace and stability of the Near East to permit Israel to acquire any
more than a fraction of the total amount ordered, on the grounds that Israel might
otherwise increase her offensive tank potential and disturb the balance of military

lpower in the area: Accordingly, a shipment of only $176,992 worth of tank parts
was allowed to go forward this January.

Recently, however, the United States.authorities, at our mq ble,t alloweids ^1
situation and came to the conclu^o f ma^nt^ance p^ fO r Sherman tank force
to acquire about $1,440,000 w° scale of consumption).
per year (based roughly on the United States Army

As it happened, the Levy Company's contract to supply the balance of the larger

order of tank parts ($565,071) was due to expire on June 1, but was of the review
'June 25 by the Israeli Legâtion here in Ottawa, pending the outcome
mentioned above. On learning of•thé' change in the attitude of^shc n^ c^I f

States
eltit

Government on the eve of the explry date of the Levy Comp^y aubg
; would be in accordance with the wishes of Cabinet for me to authorize be
of export permits accordingly, in order that some legitimatea é^l to have the sano-
; lost for no good reason. This ^ Wiand é Cabinet directive on the Export of Arms
tion of Ministers; in accordan
dated January 21, 1954, for my appro val of the export of

11 (i) $565,071 worth of M-4 tank parts,-
(ii) $399,000 worth'of M-4 tank tracks, so as not to

!delivcries to be spread as evenly as possible over a six
month period

arouse undue Arab anx^eties. , , , of
Levy Company

11 for $224 000 worthapplication of May ^approval of thatA more recent
Sherman tracks bas also coma before my Department. â° û^d this ye^ from o^ee
quantity would, if added t

vclries for1954 ove ^rdthe amount reckoned s^e by
sources, bring the total of del deferred.53
State Department, I presume Ministers would agree to i^RSoN

i^ ^,. . Iw13

^ . ,. July 13, 195 .

}°_ Al?PCM6 Pff k CAbiw k 13 Juillet 1954/Appraved by Cabinet.
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour. le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
SECRET:

[Ottawa], September 9, 1954

EXPORT OF ARMS TO ISRAEL

Mr. Comay called on me yesterday to discuss the above subject, more particu-
larly the order for 25-pounder guns. I pointed out to him that our information indi-
cated that Israel already had 402 25-pounder or equivalent guns and that this far
exceeded those held by her neighbours. Comay was skeptical of our figures and is
going to send me their own version of the facts. He emphasized, however, that the
order in question would not add to their existing holdings but would replace obso-
lescent or worn-out guns which they now possess. I pressed him for an assurance

this point, having regard to your skepticism concerning it and he told me
^^would give me a written communication to the effect that every 25-^
^

under that he
their,order would replace an existing weapon. This seems to me on

to alter the situa-tion somewhat and may require a reconsideration of our attitude.
2' Iam also worried about the United Kingdom policy of shippin 25- undeIsrael,

without informing us in advance, and then telling us 1 ater g p° ^ to
that "they haveenough, so please do not send any more from Canada".

3. Air. Comay was very depressed about the general situation in
and felt that.-Israel.

was being hard-pressed to maintain any kind of exis ele East
view of the implacable hostility of its neighbours. 11ey were h, nce in

bleenough holding back extremist elements and this difficulty would be increasedrecent developments,
more particularly the lifting of the United Kin dom byembargo on Egypt and the new sympathy and support g

armsWashington for the ArabStates. I told him that I felt that the United
Governmenwell-advised tome the arrangement with Egypt over the Suez are t was wise and

been concluded, as it was a step in the direction of bet a which has just

Pacification in that area. I also said that our opinion was thter relatiat there ons and general

f

was no possibil-ltY of the United Kingdom sending a vast quantity o
States in the neal. future. Comay was not critical of B arms to Egypt or the Arabthat his

Government could not help but be alarmed ntish policy but emphasized
s^ength of countries who had declared often and bittetheir increasing military
^g Israel. $é also denied flatly ^and without u' u^ntention of destroy-
contentiôn'that Israel was qualification the American and British
position to defend itself. ady better armed than the Arab States and in a better^
4• I told Com^ .

question i y in conclusion that we would have another look at the 25-pounder
for me. n the light of the, subsequent information which he was going to secure

L.B. P[EARSON]
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DEA/50000-B-40

TOP SECRff

Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'Memorandum from Head, Economic Division,
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], September 16, 1954

SALE OF ARMS TO ISRAEL

..You may wish to have my views'on the attached memorandum from the Minis-

ter dated September 9.

2. As the Minister implied in his first paragraph, our objections to the sale of
forty-eight 25 pdr. guns would fall away if we could be sure that those guns would
not increase Israel's holdings, i.e., if every replaced gun done, would not mat-

s

crap or otherwise destroyed or resold abroad. If that were ,
ter to us whether our`estimate of the Israeli holdings is accurate or not, becauseter
what we aré concerned about is not how many guns they now have but rather that
Canadian 'sales should not add to that number and thereby disturb the present preca-
rious balance of power in the area: Of course, our wishes would not be met if the
old guns were merely withdrawn from active service and placed in storage whence
they could be reactivated at any time on short notice.
^'3; As you know, Mr. Comay has now sent a lettert to the Minister on this subject,
confütning his earlier assurances that every 25 pdr. 8un'on their order wouldto Cabinet
.`replaee" an existing weapon. There now seems to be no choice open the
but to approve the sale of the guns to Israel, for otherwise they would be inof the Israeli
position, of appearing to cast doubt upon the integrity and good faith
Government. Attached, therefore, are a memorandum for the Minister and a draft
memorandum to Cabinet,t for your approval. formula for
^4: •We would expect that, if Mr. Comay finds he has hic upon the right uestionraise the
-ôbtaining militaryequipment from Canada, he will probith a me ber of
(brought up by Mr. Salmon informally last July in discussions
the Economic Division) of fifty Sherman tanks, reputedly needed to replace"lWt
^üal number of worn-out" tanks.'A similar offer was made to Mr; MacKaY

' `' t of F-86 Sabre jet aircraft. We found it hard to believe
ôf

Âpnlin respect . .^ . . sincere ly• a whole sq
IsraeL F iwhtary autho

w^nt-four Sabre
frot^us. It justadidn't seem realistic•

fightcts just to get t y jets s have not
^^ S,"At -thc time ôf the frst ^approach of th

,
^s

.
nature (and our feel' éntirelY up at

,^ ^..- ; 4 thc.hanged)'v^rë "drevv'attention'on the one hand to the danger of relyin8
^ ^..*the i^onoürable' intentions ôf the Israeli Government in a situationthe ^ious ^d

which now exists in the Middle East and on the other hand to in any scheme
pprhaps greater" political `disadvantagès that would be Nis ry capacity

iavolving our Embassy in Tel Aviv i n an armament supe we care to

.• , there is no defence ^cb the
6. Concerning the Minister s second paragrap • ,

offer on behalf of the United Kingdom policy,
to the mconsistencies of
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Minister drew attention. Nevertheless, as they have sold no 25 pdrs, since
tion in Palestine took a turn for the worse a

y
the situa-

charge them with duplicity. As you may have seen from°telegram No we could
tember 10 from Canada House (copy attached), j^ they have 1124 of Sep-

.possible change in policy about sales of 'et fi hters now fore warned us of a
Mystères. This would seem to indicate jet the

y are pi
n

°^me nch sales of
g g e with us.

711. .

Sr)0()p - B..q^11^'-tVNote du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurespour le secrétaire d'État aux Affafres extérieures
Memorandum

from Under-Secretary of State for
to Secreta External Affairs

rY of State for External Affairs

yourI attâch for .^ ' . 'Jr ARMS TO ISRAEL54

A-8. R.rncxlE

[Ottawa], October 18, 1954
I?XPORT

cernin ppOVal and signature a memorandum 'to the Cabinett con-
g the Israeli request that Canada supply forty-eight 25-undtrailers.ss

n e memorandum recommends that the sale p° er guns andthe
Canadian supply considerations of these guns be approved, if

requested, make it possible to release the equipment
2. It °ccurs to me that some of ourcal

^plications of the ex port Cabinet colleagues may ask about the politi-
or all of the following port of these guns. In reply you may wish to refer to somepoints:
(a) The political situation in the Middle East is complex

of the present order are not
1eceived readily foreseen, because and the full implications

from of the conflicting informationwith Parties to the disputes in the area and from friendl
their own interests there. The Dep^mental ass^s y governments

therefore not free from bias and doubt. ment of the situation is
(b) In concert with other su 1 n countriesCanada is pp yi g among the Western democracies,anxious not to disturb the delicate balance of

^d ^e ^e ume arms are being su lied power in the Middle East.
Arab countnes n order to fÎl a'°n a basis of equality as between Israelcold W^ + i
and to ensure to some extent th ^tabilty of the^aensitive spot in the(c) Recent develo

Arab states and thepments have
stern democrau^ improvement in relations between theE^t and cies. As a result some Arab states, notablysorne from ^é Û^t to receive additional military aid from the United

ed I{m dom. nited States and
that this additionâl Supply g The Israeli authorities have complained publicl,,.

of arms will jeopac^dize the p°sition of Israel, since,y

NOtC IIlazâ-^C •

ss ^scussed az81°al note:
Approuvé at Cabinet.

Par le Cabinet le 19 octobre 19S4JApproved by Cabinet,
ober 19, 1954.
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" J(ui.ESl I-[>:cERI
between Israel and the Arab states:
ôf the supply of arms to the Middle East as a wnoie but to maint-j11

- (f) These guns will increase the fire-power of the Israeli forces, because the guns
will probably replace obsolete weapons. Taking into account the increased arms to
bé supplied to the Arab countries, however, the net effect may be to raise the scale

' the balance as

according to the Israelis, ^ the Arabs, have not ' abandoned their determination to
; destroy the Israeli state.

(d) At 'thé same time, despite recurring outbreaks of violence and threatening
undercurrents, there is room for hope that a slow but gradual easing of tension in

'Arab-Israeli relations is taking plâce: There is private resignation among enlight-
ened Arabs that Israel has come to stay. Thé Israelis, for their part, have announced
important concessions they are prepared to grant as regards the Palestinian refugees
in Arab countries. General Burns has succeeded in restoring the prestige of the

t 'United Nations Truce Supervision Organization and persuaded the Israelis to
resume cooperation with it.

(e) The Israelis may have been persuaded to make the aforementioned concessions
because they felt safer. Their anxiety increases, however, when they see the Arabs
growing in strength; the perceptible change in United States policy toward closer
relations with the Arabs has produced that result. It might not, therefore, upset the
balance of power but merely restore Israeli confidence, if the guns on order were to
be supplied.

11 1
Washington, October 28, 1954

.. ,,..^

crence:^Your telëtype EX-1937 of October 22, 1954.t

EXPORT OP ARMS TO ISRAEL

ve of the State DcPartmcnt's Office of Munitions é â
We infonned Margrave of 48

' üf the decision; ovtlined in your telegram under reference, to allow to f^e e^iest

iZS-pounde^ gunâ and trailers to Isrâel in what was ccrta^nly not one ,ong

'^méetings we have had with a State ` Department official. Marg'Ve s^d^d itreg
.otlkr: things; that ne wascertain that United States authorits^e to Isael of these
"M, St unfortunate" that approval had been given for the
ttems. ' . , ,,I

ce 1N rave has been out of Washington on another ^sM ddleoE^t'^2. Sin ar8. , situation in theweclcs we took the oppocttuuty to discuss the arms

DEA/50000-B-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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more general terms. When the discussion turned to E
ered in paragraph 2 of your telegram under reference.

M grav d
raised

n^ fl^int cov-
was the intention of the United States to provide E gypt Y that it
military equipment now or in the future. He said that reports in thelarge

press ^^^es ofonStates intentions with respect to the Arab'states are completel out f United
he suspected that they were in large part inspired by Israeliy balance and
sympathizers, representatives or

3•, The present situation so far as Egypt is concerned ,

g
United States Government would give favourable consideratio ve said, was that the
by the Egyptian Government to n to any efforts made
military equipment. It was impossible fo

hase
r the U^ tedls lY r^s°nable quantities of

to any requests for the supply of milit ates Government to accede
government basis since there was no mary equipment to Egypt on a government-to-
tries. It

was only correct to say that the Un temd S
d

tâ seGovernm
between the two coun-

ing the, possibility of a military aid a ent was investigat-
Governrnent had not been willing to e^er into suwith Egypt. So far, the Egyptian
ableable future, (Economic aid was another matter and som^e agreement in the foresee-field). P g ss had been made in
4.

Margrave went on to say that even if it did prove
ssible.^y aid agreement with B Po to negotiate a mili-

tazY assistance, He pointed out i t the cover a very moderate programme of mili-spite of the ary agreement made with Iraq had, inpublicity given to it, covered only a small programme
said that so far as he was aware there had gramme of militacy aid.

beenby the,Utited States Government of its intenti n no official announce-
of nlllitary equipment to Egypt, ons with respect to the supply
5.

Margrave spoke at some length of the wo '
apparently unending cam ai mes of the State Departrnent over the
Re said P gn of the Israeli Government to arm itself to the teeth.

that recently, for example, Israel had attempted to bu y largethousand- , y number ofthe si pound. bombs from the United Kingdom. He was sure we would
gm^icance of such an order. In a country the size of Israel "th ^1^enough roorn to" ere was scarcelyauthodbes ^OP a thousand-pound bomb for practice purposes". United

thought this request had been scotched. States
6. The State Departnent was exertin the

sale Of the . Mystère Jet g greatest possible pressure to prevent the
supply to Israel aircraft which the French Government has undertaken to
ment was still hopeful telegram No. 1325 of October 20).f Ile

peful that it might be possible to prevent this sale. Margravetp^-that an opinion did exist within the United saidpa6ng to seize some States military that Israel might be pre-
`j0t, as Yet, a view held by in neighbouringever, y the United States overnment. Interested that this was, did not rule out theits ndli . possibility that Israel's frantic efforts to add c ntinuall° o^ry stock_ ' Y
future. P11e imght lead to aggressive action by Israel in the not too distant} p ^ .

d : '. / ♦

had Margrave said finally that
Uniot chan ted States policy on the supply of arms to Israel•

ged and that any decisions taken by'the United States Governmpe^t a moderate increase in the su
Pp1y of arms to the Arab states would arise
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from its belief that the imbalance of armed strength in the Middle East in favour of

Israel should be redressed•

Note du ministre du Commerce
# PU

Memorandum from Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Cabinet

Ottawa, January 21,1954
C^Bwer pocvMn^rr No. 55-54 =

SECRET

The Export and Import Permits Aet, 1947, eonfers on the Ministe
rec
of and

Commerce authority to issue export permits. In accordance with p

CONTROL OVER TfiE EXè'ORT OP MILfl'ARY EQUIPMFNT

edentse that

b^come established and pursuant to a number of Cabinet
decisionsln made

^ve. of State for External Affairs,
between 1946 and 1949, thé Secretary ,, ct to proPosed
cases, the Minister of National Defence, is consulted with û^ ment" occurs in
exports of military equipment. Where the phrase "military e9 P

it should be taken to refer to the equipment
defined in Group g^

this memorandum
Schedule 2 of the Export and Import Permits Act.

in out the procedures
2.` E^cpericncx`over the past ycars has sh°wn that, in carry S

artmental consultation, certain routine delays are unavoidable.
At ti^es,

for interdep have led to undesirable results, such as the s^^,i^ly in
howc

thever,' these delays
orders: Prompt service is vital to legitimate commercial interestsÛS P^e g civilig

case of exports of equipment havmg civilian as well as military arel) consign^ to
^ait^a,ft and parts, vehicle, train, and radio parts,

used m111tary PP condidous

eiviliân consumers in friendly countries. Moreover, in ceeSast fo^^e Dep^t.
nec ary

o^ining'jt^st after the war, it would no longer appe^ itical implications of p^

ment of External=Affaira to be consulted about the po onwealth

posed ^shipments'
of : military equipment to the Governments of Con"n d d,euallies ^e

ifcountries' (exccpt' Indiaï,{ Pakistan and CeylolictM inn) or to
sub
our

- ^ag
NATO

mp
h 3 ^^)

an

con'
depcndent teRitories (with the excepuoNational Defence are satisGed ab°u^u,p,
Dkpartmeats of Trade and Commetce and

classiGcation of.th s^,^^ Would
siderations`of supply ând security (i.e. degree

of thori
diversion

^

for
tnent, etc.), and about safegu litiardscal against

groundsu for refusing expo^ Pe^^
ly= be : no reason an Po

menta of- military equipment to' those countries.
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3. In the present circumstances, it is considered desirable to consolidate the vari-
ous Cabinet decisions taken in the past, and to revise and simply the procedures for
interdepartmental consultation on arms exports. Accordingly, the Minister of Trade
and Commerce, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State for External Affairs
and the Minister of National Defence, has the honour to recommend as follows:
(a) Whenever the Security Council (or the General Assembly) declares an

embargo on shipments of military equipment to any country, export permits will
not be granted for such shipments to that country until the embargo is lifted;
(b) Export péimits are not required under the Act for shipments to the United

States if that is the country of final destination. Similarly the United States does not
require export permits for shipments to Canada when this is the country of ultimate
destination. It is, therefore, in Canada's interest to preserve our freedom to import
military equipment from the United States without permits, and this implies a need
on our part to bear in mind the United States Government's policy on arms exports
when considering proposed shipments of military equipment, especially when it is
of United States type or origin;
(c)

The Secretary of State for External Affairs should always refuse permits for
shipments of military equipment to communist controlled areas other thanYugoslavia;

(dloIn general, export permits will not normally be granted except with Cabinet'sapproval;
(i)

for shipments of military equipment to areas (other than Indo-China and
Malaya) of political unrest or local conflict. Under this heading would be
included areas where hostilities are in progress or appear to be imminent, or
where shipments of military equipment might çontribute to an increase in local
unrest and tension;
(ii)

for shipments of military equipment, or significant quantities of strategic
goods used in producing or maintaining such equipment, consigned to the Chi-
nese Nationalist Armed Forces;

(e) Export permits will not normally be granted for shipments to any countries of
elwpment intended for military use unless the recipient country's Government has
approved the transaction and has, if requested to do so, given appropriate assur-ances that the military
the Canadian Government; pment will not be re-exported without permission from
(t)

The Minister of Trade and Commerce will not normally consult the Secre
of State for External Affairs about ex rts of military ^(i) the United

po equipment to
mted States, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, the Union

of South Africa and their dependent territories (except Hong Kong and Malaya);
(ü) member countries of NATO not included in 3 i and their dependent terri-tories (except Indo-China,

Macao, Morocco and Tunisia);(iii) NATO commands,
(iv)

Canadian forces outside Canada;
(v) Canadian airlines for use at their bases abroad, such as the TCA baseShannon, Ireland; at
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(g) The Minister of Trade and Commerce will normally consult the Secretary of
State for External Affairs and the Minister of National Defence concerning applica-
tions to export to any destination other than those listed in (f) above items in Group
8 Schedule 2 of the Act when they appear to be intended for military uses in the
importing country.
i ^, (h) The Minister of Trade and Commerce will normally consult with the Secretary
of State for External Affairs and with the Minister of National Defence concerning
applications for permits to export military equipment to destinations in areas that
are, by agreement between the three Ministers, regarded as politically sensitive. For
example, the following areas would at the present time come under this heading:

Japan
Korea
Taiwan
Macao
The Philippines
Indo-China
Thailand
Malaya
Indonesia
Burma
Ceylon Ÿ
Pakistan
India
Afghanistan
Iran

J: : Hong Kong

Iraq

Nepal
, Saudi-Arabia
Syria
Jordan
Lebanon

- Israel '
Egypt
Tunisia
Morocco : ;
Libya
Spain
Guatemala

• cCnnany

Austria
Sw

, linland
r Yugoslavia

Free Territory of Trieste
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This list would be kept under constant review and would be modified as often as
necessary by agreement between. the three Ministers.
(i)

The Minister of Trade and Commerce may at his discretion consult with the
Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Minister of National Defence about
proposed shipments to any destinations of strategic materials not listed in Group 8
Schedule 2 of the Act;
(j)

Within the framework of the policy outlined above, the Secre
External Affairs shall, at his discretion, deal with the export tary of State for

qu
applicationsreferred to him without further reference to Cabinet ezceptwherepermit

estions ofpolicy or important political considerations are involved.56

Concurred in:

L.B. PEARSOrr
Secretary of State for External Affairs
BROORE CLAXTON
Minister of National Defence

C.D. Howe

^ APProuvE par le Cabinet le 10 mars 1954lA roved b
y y Cabinet, March 10. 1954.
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SECTION A

ÉTABLISSEMENT DES COMMISSIONS INTERNATIONALES

DE SURVEILLANCE ET. DE CONTRÔLE
ESTABLISiiMF.NT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS

FOR SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

714.
DEA/50052-40

Note du sous-seerEtaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET'
[Ottawa], April 139 1954

UNITED STATES PROPOSAL FOR UNITED ACTION IN SOUTIiEAST ASIA

You may wish to use the following notes in discussing in Cabinet the Uiuted

States proposal for United Action in Southeast Asia.

United States Approaches eeP
2. In a public address on March 29 Mr. Dulles called for `wNt^ an Anri12^^

Southeast Asia from falling under Communist control.' Beginning o p ine and
Dulles called in turn the French British Australian, New Zealand, P^l'pp

' ' reciation of the ^fical
Thailand Ambassadors, told them of the United States app that
importance for Southeast Asian security of holding on in Indochina Û^^d States
these governments and those of the three Associated States .̂ attern
in a 10-power defensive grouping apparently somewhat on ^^ No fT^e U^ted

within the reserved right of regional defence stipulated
by Article e

000
Nations (^r, The "united action" which these countries would ag^ ia by

,
would be to ^perate in preventing the furtixrhâve-formu

ateof d a
Southe^t

precise Aŝtte°
Communism. Mr. Dulles does not appear

121954, PP

United Statd. Dep^neat of Suit. Bwtlitin. Volume XX7C. No. 771, AP^
Vdr/Sea
539-542.

xAP17M VUICHAPTER VIII

EXTR^ME=ORiÉNT.
FAR EAST

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1



3. From accounts which we have received from our Missions in London, Canberra
and Wellington it would appear that Mr. Dulles asked that consideration be given to
issuing a declaration which would:

(a) warn Communist China against further intervention in the war in Indochina;
(b) affirm their united intention to prevent Indochina from falling under Commu-

nist 'domination;

(c) express their resolution to check further Communist aggression in Southeast
Asia.

In addition, the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand were asked if they
would be prepared to make available sea and air forces, but not ground forces, for
prompt use in Indochina. They were also asked to stimulate French morale.
4. On Apri17 Mr. Dulles informed Mr. Heeney about the United States proposals

because "the United States regarded us as a Pacific as well as an Atlantic power
and knew of our interest in the security of the whole area." He did not suggest any
Canadian contribution or aid nor did he suggest Canadian membership.
United States Objectives

5. Some of the purposes of the U.S. proposal seem to be these:
(a) to strengthen the French will to continue the fight in Indochina;
(b) to prevent a French cave-in at Geneva;

(c) to prepare U.S. public opinion for the possibility of increased intervention inIndochina;

(d) to provide a framework within which the French would be obliged to accept
United States military advice as well as military matériel for the war in Indochina;
(e) to put pressure on the French to grant real independence to Laos, Cambodia

and Vietnam sô as` to ensure support for collective action from all the proposed
participants of the association;

(f) to preventrthe outflanking of the United States defensive positions in the West-em Pacific;

(g) to prevent 'the Southeast Asia rie bowl from falling under Communist control
Australian Reactions

.

6.
Mr. Casey told our High Commissioner on April 7 that the Australian

vinent does not want to give the United States the impression that they are dragging
their feet on proposals for security arrangements in the Southeast Asia area in
whfch Australia has a vital concern. Nevertheless, the Government is reluctant tocomrnit itself:

(a) to any military
(b) to whât ^

action;

ght be considered a defense of French colonialism;
(c) to action on t ân}► other basis than through the United Nations.

^' C^ey stated publicly in Parliament that day that "Australia cannot U
na lôe this American interest in preserving the security and independen eof the

ns of the Southeast Asia area and the South Pacific." He considered that refer-ence to the United N .
ations would require careful study. Dr. Evatt replied, that he



took ``the : view that . the situadon in Indochina does demand intervention by the
United; Nations and that it has long since ceased to be a question of internal or
domestic jurisdiction."

reach i settlement. ` d n on April

They suggest that a declaration would be more appropna
the settlement reached there or based on the failure to

fcrcnce, either to guarantëe th .% , .

they consider that the effort should be centred on the defence of Dien le

United Kingdom Attitude
9. The United Kingdom Government is sympathetic to the long-term objectives

implied in the Dulles initiative. They.doubt if a declaration should be made before
the Geneva Conference as it might give the appearance that our side was a^1P^ra-
pared to négotiate a lsettlement. They have misgivings about any warning
tion'addressed to thé`Chinese Connmunists at this time. They consider that there
would be a great difference between in effect ordering the Chinese Communists toand takin
atop giving undefined aid as they are at present giving in Indochina in Gene a
action to prevent the Chinese breaking any agreement they might make
They dislike any, suggestions for bombarding the China coast or^hreGé eVa ^on-

• after

military commitments.

French Attitude
8. There has been no full statement of the French reaction to Mr. Dulles' proposal•

The French feel that this move should strengthen their bargaining position with the

Communists at Geneva. They see many difficulties in the proposal. For the present
Phu

Paris concerning their interest in seeing that the Communist threat to Indochina and
Southeast Asia is resisted. The French replied that they had no intention of giving
up the battle or agreeing to a ceasefire unless safe and reasonable, terms were
arranged in' the negotiations 'at Geneva.

New Zealand Attitude

-: 7. The New Zealand Government has taken a very cautious attitude. While reluc-
tant to 'disappoint United States hopes, they are likely to fall back on their tradi-
tional practice of going along with United Kingdom and Australian thinking
concerning crises of common concern. In view of their difficulty in maintaining a
full artillery battalion in Korea they are not likely to wish to assume additional

The Australians have since then made strong representations to the French in

âÿstcrn'in Southéast` Asia' within the framework of the n^
. . . , .^

12, a joint announcement is being made expresshng conce
and security in Southeast Asia created by the activities of Communist^1CularlY

Indochina and expressing readiness to take part with othe'n oâ collectv e defence
oonccrned, in an examination of the possibility of establÜh•t Sd Nations CharterZ

Following consultations between Mr. Dulles and Mr. Eden in Lon o eace
• • • rn over the threat to p I



Indian Attitude

10. No statement of Indian views on the United States proposal as yet. However,
is quite possible that this subject will come up for discussion at the it
South Asian Prime Ministers at Colombo on April 28. India will probablymeeting of
this initiative as a further cutting into the area in which it ho

d that
regard

neutrality might be preserved. Pe a measure of.•,

Canadian Attitude
11.

A number of approaches to this problem are su ested iparagraphs: gg n the following
(a) United Nations Aspect.

Canada could not be committed actionor Southeast Asia unless the United Nations were seized of the P
° oble m.in The

Indochina
ing Declaration issued at the time of the Armistice in Korea in July

us to take action 3 It may be that Canada could make a helpful1953 does not
by exploring, with other governments concerned wa s in which ^1 contribution
might be brought into Indochina, United Nations
as in the Balkans. , a, possibly by sending an observation commission

(b) Pacific Security Pact Aspect. It will be desirable toments of the Canadian position in res bear in mind public state-
Tl1e Proposed'grouping seems' to be a regionalOne fo foror a Pacific Security pact.

rSouthwest Pacific. Canada has not been asked to ^ci Asia and the
not likely to propose broadening the membership at this mte ^ The United States is
the difficult problems of Chine Nationalist and Ja ^ this would bring in
(c) SEA p ese membership.Regional Security Aspect.

Last year it was decided thatSeek to Participate closely in the work of the Five Power Canadada should not
the study of strate Staff Agency charged with

gy and the organization of security in South-east Asia. It wouldbe consistent for us to indicate that we have no i
bU

(d)

1 military coordination arran emen '^^ediate interest in any proposed
t would g ^at ^ght arise from the Dulles popo-

be glad to be kept generally informed.NATOAspect.
About a year and a halfFrancè^s hea ago NATO ôfficially took cognizancé of

to reviéw ^ CO^tments in Indochina. It might be appropriate for the Council
the Indochina situation again in the light of more recent developments . Itis possible that the United States, Francesubject at rth^o.^n or the United Kingdom might raise thisthe fo

(e) Can^^n g .Council meeting.

concem shouldA^ Aid Aspect.
If it is considered that some dis la of Cres^c0ons

be shown one suggestion that might be considered is removalthe Mu
°n the Slupment to Indochina of military matériel supplied France of

^^ ^d Act which is now supposed to be used only in e under
the NAT area.4

R.A. M[ACKAyj

Pour la
1953 ^ ^ndn8 Declaration, voir/For the Warnin

, ,V0u anssi/See
also University Press - Royal InstiItutel of Intennational airst 1956^rsV0u1See vol ol^e 19^ Document 129. p

^me 18, Document 461.
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Note de la Direction du Commonwealth
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Aaires extérieures

Memorandum from Commonwealth Division
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], April 13, 1954

The Pri me

UNTfED STA'IFS INITIATIVE ON INDO-CHINA

I would UV. to suggest that, when our attitude toward the current United States
initiative on Indochina is being studied, consideration might be given to the proba-
ble attitude of India and some other Asian countries.

'. 2. As you know, it has been understood for some time between the Indians and

ourselves that, when considering Asian questions which are important to India we
will try to take into account the Indian point of view. Our* attitude during the Past
few years, on such question as Korea and communism in Asia has increased Indian
confidence in Canada as a country which, while sharing the interests of the We4

Kri Munderstands and values the Asian point of view. In spite of Mr. shna
of ^e

acerbic judgments; I doubt if our difference with India over the convening ad to
Assembly to deal with Koreas or our attitude toward United States military

t that in India the
pakistan,6 has seriously diminished this confidence. It is clear, ov) le and defended
Prime Minister, while he praised the qualities of the American 1K,01,
the motives of the United States Government, at the same time

impressed Indians

. with the sympathetic and constructive nature of the Canadian approach to a number
of Asian probletns., 4 ;I

was Che question of In oc n.
Mi^ster^s

^3. One of these problems 9uestion of
ready support of Mr. Nehru's appeal for a cease fire greatly ple é ô iathe

ted se^ m^ t
left the impression that Canada favours the plan to attempt a n g and
.at Gcneva.' I realize that„both before Mr. Dulles made his recelé^ lsen t o e
since that time, we have made it clear that the Indochinese prob 10

s views
which we are immediately concerned; and, of course,

the prime Minister'
nse to questions at

on Indochina were not deliberately stated but were made in respo ^^ge.

a press conference. Nevertheless, if we were to associate ourselves with an
chance of success at Genev^

ment which the Indians might,feel would remove any e danger of
or which^ they would regard as likely to prolong the war and increas Will wch
`fwther outside participation, we might forfeit some of the Indian 9 00d

the' Prime Minister's remaria creatcu.
,J. i .tf-,;.^. '' P , t ^ • _.

^é

2. Perhaps we should âlso consider the ested in

to underwritè broad United States aims in Asia. If, as 1ame^eStuotnosf agbroad

he New York Times on March 30, Mr. Dulles' propos Assi^ leaders reahze the

United States effort to make Mr. Nehru and some other
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threat of expansionist communism and "get off the fence", the proposals would
seriously disturb these leaders.

While United States military aid to Pakistan had a
special sting for the Indians because of Indo-Pakistan relations, the suggestion thatit

was partly calculated to bring India into line also troubled the Indians. Mr
Nehru, it seems, has not accepted this interpretation, but many influential Indians
have. Relations between the United States and India, if the United States should
think it worth while to make the effort, would recover a good deal of their former
cordiality; I think there is now some danger of a further setback as a result of the
present United States initiative on Indochina.

3.
Perhaps this is a consideration which we would wish to have

informulating our own attitude toward the United States proposals. The ^nd when

ter's defense of the United States in India was on general grounds and eVMin^s
comments on United States military aid to Pakistan fell short of expressing a judg-
ment on the merits of this move.8 Maintenance of our present non-committal atti-
tude on the Dulles proposals for Indochina could be consistent with this general
approach toward United States policy: I would hope that we would not fndges

sary to go further. Indeed, while we could hardly be expected nec-
^y defensive pected to interfere with

arrangements which countries with interests in South-East Asia
should see fifto make under United States leadership, the distaste we
displayed for an indiscriminate crusade against communism in Asia, and the often
sympathY the Prime Minister displayed in Asia for moves desi ned to aci b^ad
^e^.^ght well lead the Indians to except us to s g p fY the
'apie^s as that of Mr. Dulles for united action against

out
in

^ nst such doubtful
nism irito Indochina "by whatever means." uction of commu-

4• The Possibility of another publi c airin of United States
Asian security is increased by the fact that, at about the ti eIthe Genifferences

ference opens, the Prime
Ministers of India, Pakistan, ylon

eva Con-
Burma will be holding a conference in Colombo. The extent t , Indonesia and
Proposals on Indochina draw fire at this conference will no doub de United States
the nature of the arrangements which are ultimately worked ^nd partly on
Pakistan at the conference and the fact that it has viden lout. The presence ofquestions

with respect to which serious differences exist among ^^at any
Will not be discussed, may help to prevent any extreme reac g participants
against the United States initiative. tion of a joint character

5•
However, Mr. Nehru has already made it clear that he '

at the conference to encourage Asian countries to use their tends to make an effort
:c01lict bet^,^,een co lnfluence to ameliorate

nces of gene^ Wmmunist and anti-communist countries, in the hope that the
effort of this kind may be lessened. The present atmosphere is such that an
against might be inevitably directed more against the United States than

the communist countries. United States hydrogen bomb explosions thePacific have upset
pset Asian opinion in a way that Russian explosions ave not;^ and

except tolStdoctuna , the COn^nunists have so far done nothin t o
up their offe g o disturb

Asian

nsve, whereas the Americans are being accused
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(at least by the Russians) of planning to cii-cumvent the Geneva negotiations and to
prolong the • war. Moreover,, India 'and other Asian "neutrals" have been excluded
from the Geneva Conference. Under thesë circumstances it would be remarkable if
the Colombo Conférence did not give rise to some expressions of anxiety about

,^• ^

Western policy.'
6. Against'this it is necessary to kêep'in mind that so far we have heard of no

strong Indian reaction to Mr. Dulles' Indochina proposals, that the Indian Govern-
ment (perhaps as distinct from the Indian public) is probably already

's concern is not
expect very little from the Geneva Conference, and that Mr. Ne
to promote anti-Americanism in Asia but rather to avert an all-out conflict in Asia
tienween the communists and those opposed to them. Until the precise nature of Mr.
Dulles' proposals become clearer it will be difficult to assess the Indian reaction
- accurately; and so far as we are without benefit of advise from New Delhi on this

point. now
7. As I understand the question of an attitude toward Mr. Dulles' propo ^ to the

being studied i feel I should nevertheless suggest that consideration be given
âbové points. This inemoraridum is not, of course, intended to do more than assess
° the Problem 'frorri the point of view, of our relations with India and koe- ^^^
Asian countries. To sum up, if Mr. Dulles' proposals result in nothi g^s^trous
;stiffening of the` French will to fight on if necessary, and to avoid any

do no
one debfull sv-

'c damage to
ônccssions at

these relations,
Geneva, a

ons, particularly

attitude on our part would
articularlY if the French were also

-ereignty to the Associated States. If something more than this sôûul élations with
Mr. Dulles' proposals an ideal course, from the point of view of
;India,. would be 'some sort of effoit, either at Geneva or otherwise,^tine

advise
. Atnericans against the undesirable effects of a policy based

'14
^^ Asia. In Ns

i don to communism wherever it ap^Wé should do to presperve the confidence e f
- case I would suggest that the very least ^ a^tud 9

: the tincommitted" Asian countries would be to maintain a non-comn?i



Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affiaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 130

SECRET, IAI11,lED1qTE,

DEA/5005240

New Delhi, April 15, 1954

GENEVA CONFERENCE

On 14th April, Krishna Menon called on me for an hour's talk. He had, previ-
ously that day, had similar talks with French diplomats and the United Kingdom
and Australian High Commissioners. I have subsequently compared notes with thefirst two.

Menon said he was making his call at the request of the Prime Minister
and that the Prime Minister would probably make a public statement next week on
Indo-China in which he would not, repeat not, put forward a final solution but
would attempt to make constructive suggestions on how a solution might be
reached. The French were told the statement would not be aimed against them. The
British think the Prime Minister will state India's firm opposition to the proposal
for "united action" and the creation of a Pacific security organization. Men on ho es
to let us have in advance a summary of the statement. p
2. It seems clear that India is deeply, disturbed by recent develo ments

mbexplosion and the Dulles threat are intérpreted here as indicatin that ^th
The b
e U'

States is not willing at this time to seek a peaceful solution of the Indo-Chineset^
problern.10 The Indians think that the Chinese will not overawed by the threat butWill

match increased western assistance to Vietnam with increased Chinese '
tance to Viet-Minh with the 'consequent risk of an intensification and as

the ^ghting, ^Man ^ arguments they used 'against the United States military assis-
Pacific s^^^sty ^ apply m their mind with even greater force to the proposed
gwsed organization: the return of western domination to Asia thinly dis-

as an alliance between the wes"terncountries and two or three Asilites; the s^^age of the an satel-
Chinesé ^Ce area; the risk of provoking dangerous Soviet and

counter-measures. The Indians have' never denied that their national secur-
4 would be endangered by Chinese domination of South-East Asia but they con-
and ^at y] that the Chinese wish to go in for military adventures in that area

the way ,t° prevent domination is to give independence and economicassistance
3,I `` . ^ .

the Fiv^^ to me that the main sub'ect discussionPli j on at the Colombo Conference of
seeit su ' me Ministers may be developments in Indo-China. Perhaps India willpp°n -fàr whatever t •

10V

Olt/See U

atement the Pnme Minister makes next week.

582-583.,- ^t7a.Stat^,; DePat1nent of State, Ilulluin. Volume XXX. No. 773, Apri119. 1954, pp.
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4: The Indian 1VLnistry o

717.

f Externa1 Affairs state that they have received no indica-

tion of whât proposals for settlement in Korea and
Indo-China 'the Chinese are

likely to make at Geneva. Mylmpression, which is shared
by my United Kingdom

and French colleagues, is that this is in fact thewill case.
^é dis Thi

mayya's
Korea

advisers in Korea considers that the Chinese wopen
with a violent attack on the United States for the release of prisoners

and for facili-

tating their conscription by Formosa and South Korea.

DEA/50052-40

;°. . . . , ,
SFCREr• IMMEDiA'[E.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

Washington, April 17, 1954
TEiEGxAM WA-674

, . ,

was no F disposluon in, London ( •
er the Position no' o Yposition that the fall of Indo-China would endanger for some^°g

nSdom•
east Asia, but eventually in Asia as a whole. The suggestion

ATO" came from the United Ki rooosi.

, .. . _. . , . . ^• nor ^n ans o ^ ln
with the object of preventing furtiur Comm

An" Sout^•• p') t dispute the general Am

^' • •ernment quickly. accepted the proposal that immediate cons
e^ed in Southe^t As""

some form of association by the nations imunist
mediately concern

encroachments. APp^ .c
ently

an ^pro'

A In any event afterthese vie ^rrunarYa Jr ideration be S
point. , the United Kingdomlanations, iven to

non anth less appre ..

_i3. Dulles had explaincd to Eden the United States appreclation situa

_tary situation in Indo-ChinaBritish had been inclined t Wéwere
regard ihe

convinced
local on

s
• • hension but Merchant thought that they

tary was ress
M. Bidault. In particular Dulles had been

States Government had in mind
" ëxisted in certain quârters) thàt' what the
vvas some sort of an ,"ultimat

u
m". tô. Communist China. of the gravé mili

e^ xtremely satisfed" with the results of his talks wiul ion (Wcb had

were asked to see the Under-Secretary of State o accom
'Sectètary's conversations in London and Paris. Livingston M^^^taf eo an h^
pànicd Ivir. Dulles,` wa^s with Bedell Smith, and I have just r

with them. an by saying that the Secre
2 IL Vi hant ave the account of the meetings. He beg both Mr, Eden and

t hear from him a

DO-CHINA. DUU.ES PROPOSAIS

` This morning, April -17 th, the Australian and New report Of ^e
• Zealand Ambassadors and I

approaching a"Southeast Asian N e from Bidault to the p found
'S. In Paris, Dulles also found symathetic

foc. And Bidaultult (whom the Amenc^
tion that collective action
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to be calm and détermined) agreed that conversations between the governments
directly concerned should get under way immediately. In fact it was agreed that "a
Working Group should be set up in Washington, and Spender told me this mornin
that they are to begin their work on Tuesday next, April 20th. g6.

There was apparently no suggestion in London or Paris that any "declar '
-should be made. Thé communiqués issued in each place were ve

care
at^on"

sidered and the form of any association Of Southeast Asian powers which may
emerge is still imprecise.11 There is, however,, no doubt that the Americans are
looking to militaïy undertakings from their associates. But in this res

t I be •that no (repeat no) commitments have yet been made. ^ heve

7• Bedell Smith admitted frankly that the "colonial" aspect of the struChinaponstituted a serious problem, particularly in terms, of world opinion in Indo-
apparently satisfed to remain within the French Union on conditions now a^reed
No settlement has yet been made, however, with respect to Viet Nam and Cambo-dia.

Bidault assured Dulles that these governments would be given freedom o
choice. All of us agreed that the French would have to take early steps to set

fthe prevalent suspicion " that they were unwilling to let go. You may expect rest
thisaspect of the situation to be in the forefront of the discussions in Washington.8.

There was, I think, no significance to the fact that I was asked to attend wi
Spender and Munro this morning, other than merely to save time for all con

cerned^^^y event I was able to slip in several second persons plural (referring .

Who would p^cipate in the proposed Regional Group) without makin to those

the distinction in the Canadian role at this morning's meeting. g point of

9. 1 shall send a separate message concerning the Geneva Conference. i'
718.

,;; L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DBA/5005240

Paris, April 24, 1954

Following fro INDO-CHINA
^

m^e Minister, Begins: The Prime Minister should be informed as8()0'3
possible of the following important developments.

PO"I 1" deux cornmuniqués, voir/For the two commu n iques .`^ffa^rs 1954,
London: Oxford University Press - Royal Instute of e

Documents on Internationa!122-123 (Pat"
-) et/and 145-146 (London). International Affairs, 1957, pp.
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2, With Casey, I had a talk this morning (April 24) with Eden, who was very
worried about Indo-Chinese developments. This afternoon he, Eden, saw Dulles

.'and Admiral Radford, who told him that the situation in Indo-China had deterio-
rated at Dien Bien Phu and would likely soon deteriorate elsewhere to a point that
it could only be, saved by United States intervention, in which they hoped the
ZJnitedKingdotn would join.,They had drafted a letter. in which the French would
iequest such intervention which would take the form of air action against Commu-
'nist lines of communication to Dien Bien Phu, and, if necessary, communications
in China itself. They hoped the United Kingdocn côuld join in such air action. A
staff mission might' also movë into the Delta Area, merely to advise and invigorate,
by strong direction, Vietnam and French operations there.

3.' Eden said that the United Kingdom had no air forces in thearéa which might be
,used but, in any event, he had the gravest doubts as to the wisdom and effectiveness
of any such intervention, especially on the eve of the Geneva and Colombo Confer-
ences. He also refused flatly to accept a viewpoint of Dulles that the recent London
declaration committed the United Kingdom to co-operate.
.4. Eden and his advisors here feel that the proposed intervention would not, save
the situation in Indo-China but might, on the other hand, provoke strong retaliation
by the Chinese on the ground. They were not reassured by Radford's assurance that

'American intelligence reports indicated that such a Chinese reaction was unlikely.
5. Later Eden and Dulles saw Bidault, who, while doubtful of the United States

appreciation and prôposed action, was inclined to be non-committal as he was not
sure of the views of his colleagues, except Laniel, whom he felt would not be likely

cans there tomorrow evening:' Ends.
i.° I am leaving for Geneva in, the' morning and hope to see Eden and U,

10. Casey's views are similar to mine. pn,eri-
dangerous than it seems to be at the moment.

9. I hope that Sir Winston Churchrll will be wrlling an a e g become 10President Eisenhower direct, as a result of which the situation might

mation, and said the Foreign Secr'etary would welcome my views.
8. I said that my first reaction was thef same as that of Mr. Eden, that the propos^

seemed unwise, not likely to, accomplish the purpose desired, and might, indeed,
misfre' with disastrous results. I° hoped that the Americans would have second
thoughts. I added that it would be deplorable if the United States decided to "go it '
âlone",-and if an open and deep disagreement developed on an issue so explosive
with consequences so'far-reaching.

bl to et in touch with

7. Denis Allen of the Foreign Office, for Mr. Eden, has given me the above
, go from there to Geneva tomorrow evening.
- nfor-

to welcome the United States proposal. ,
6. Mr. Eden has now flown to London to consult Sir Winston Churchill and will
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Le secrétaire d'État •
DEA/50052-40

au délé ^ ué ' ""A A,,^aires extérieures
., g permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for Externul Affairs
to Permanent Delegate to European

Office of United Natio
TELEGRAM 3 ,

ns

Ottawa, April 25, 1954
TOP SECRET, IMMÉDIATE

Reference: Paris telegrarn No. 181 of Apri124. London'N6.14 April 25.t telegram repeat Geneva as
R

Your position but feels our statements in Parliament cannot be '

Followin ' ^^H^A
g for Minister from Acting Under-Secre

has seen above telegrams also Earnscliffe telegram ' Begins: The Prime Minister
of today's

meeting of United Kingdom Cabinetl in gvhic^^ of conclusions
expressed hope that we would su h United Kingdomis most disturbing.. ..,.,z ., PPort their position. The news in these telegrams

The Prime Minister wishes you to know that we share all the
^sglv^gs' He i
We nstructed me to say that our position how the United Kingdom's

are flot flow comrnitted to an ever remains unchan ed,
responsibiliY^ng in respect of Indo-China so can take

about decisions. The Prime Minister appreciates the difficulties no

sregarded
of

he is]lot prepaz.ed to recotnmend to Parliament now that any commitments^ and
about thatarea be undertaken.12 Ends. .-

72o.720,

aux qVaires extérieur

La délégation
à la Conférence sur la Corée à

D^50052-40

au secrétaire d'E`tat Genève

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET. MOST hi
Geneva, April 26, 1954

MEDIATE,
Reference; ^'--MY

,

Repeat London No gram [181] sent Sunday morning A ril 25 f romP rom Paris.

12 : ::.. : . .
• 3529 e8 ĵ bre des Communes, DEbats, 1953-pP. 3327, ^^^, 3333 No^e of Co^ons Debrues^ 1953-54, HVolumo 111, volume IV, pp. 3522,and 3853. ' ^ p. 3218; Volume IV.



INDO-CHINA

'val at Geneva I saw Casey, who earlier in the day had a talk with Dulles,O amLA
and Walter Robertson; the result of which was somewhat surprising in view of the
report we had "received about Dulles' Sâturdaÿ discussion with Eden which has
already been reported to you. Casey had sent a report of that earlier discussion to
his governmënt along the lines of mine so he was surprised and confused to hear
Dulles say yesterday that the request for `massive air strikes' had come from the'Dulles

and that before the United States could reply it would first, have to secure
Congressional approval, second, the co-operation of Commonwealth countries and
third, the assurance that full independence had been given the associated states. In
other words, Dulles is now apparently suggesting that the initiative in this matter of
intervention was coming from the French. l. will try to get this confusion cleared up
today when I hope to see both Dulles and Eden. It may result from instructions
from the President in Washington checking the earlier proposals of Dulles and Rad-
ford. In any event, it is most unfortunate that there should be confusion and uncer-
tainty on a matter, of such very great importance. ..°

2. Dulles confirmed to Casey that he had been urging the French to continue lei
. resistance in Indo-China whether Dien Bien* Phu fell or not. He had also sen
Laniel Saturday night at 7 o'clock for the same purpose but did not believe he had
made much impression on Laniel's mind. If the Laniel Government

me t co^mmi ^ll
thinks that it ;will, be replaced, by a Mendes-France Govern
advance to a virtual abandonment of Indo-China. Wou^d

3. Dulles told Casey that if only the French could hold on additional help
be coming from the United States, including an American Military Nlission, but aD
this would take some weeks. Dulles added that if international intervention

P*
place in Indo-China later there is a good chance that Pakistan, Thail

,

pines, Formosa and Japan would applaud it while even Burma and Indonesiawo^d
not be opposed. India however he knew would be hostile. esterdaY ^
i; 4. Contrary to the reports we received Saturday Dulles told Casey Y ^y

the United States would not bomb Communist China unless China ^^ ^e S^^
I ...

5. You will appreciate that this message conflicts in some respect
day one but I hope to have this particular conflict at least resolved é p^;

6. Canadian Delegation are all here= and comfortably installed at the
. ,. ... , _., .

AODEp/5pp52

' - Affaires extérieures

raft Statement by Secretary of State for F.^xterna

[Ottawa, *127'199]

CANADUN POSTrION ON UNITED ACftON W IN^ri^ ^scuss^ ^States
.. rz In the past few weeks the Government of the Un itin^ ests in Southe^t Asia
the governments of a number of States having ducc

Projet de dfclaration du seerftaire d tat aux
s . A I A,^airs
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problems arising out of the increased campaign waged in Indochina by the Com-
munist Vietminh forces against the forces of France and of the legitimate govern-
ments of the., associated states. The Canadian Government has been kept fully
informed of those discussions. It appreciates the importance of encouraging
national and independent governments in Iridochina as well as the strategic signifi-
cance of that area in the protection of Southeast Asia against Communist imperial-
ism. Other discussions between the governments directly concerned are to be held
to determine whether and how collective action could effectively achieve the object
I have indicated. I anticipate that we would continue to be informed as these dis-
cussions proceed. The Government will of course keep the House informed of fur-ther developments.

While the question at issue concerns in general the whole free world,
interests in Southeast Asia are not as direct as those of the States presently acons
cerned in the discussions I have mentioned, and there are no Canadian commit-
ments in this regard.

The Prime Minister stated in the House on Apri126 in answer to a
the Honourable Member for Kamloops question from
which might involve military action in t^•e D^ult^^^ t^ha^an obligations

under the aegis of the United Nations - that is in Korea. The Prime Miniester doing
that the Government was not going to involve Canada in matters that might r said
military action for their implementation without making a full disclosure to uire

Para-Inent and a recommendation as a consequence of that disclosure. He said thatL he
would not like to commit the Government to making any , recommendation to P-liament
liament at this time to become, directly involved in what is 'ta Par-

king place in

722.

DEA/5005240
La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genèveau ^

TELEGR^ 5

^ ,•^

Reference: My tele • '
Repeat l.;ondon ^^ No. i of ^1pri1 26.

No. 3

secrétaire d État aux Affaires extérieures
Delegation to Geneva Conferencec on Korea

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

,^
TOP SEGRET IMPORTANT

Geneva, April 27, 1954

13 4s deux Premiersson, Paragraphes de cette déclaration ont été rédigés par Heeney et révisés par peu.
La déclaration n'a pas été utilisée à la Chambre de communes, mais a été donnéee^^ Radio

au SI de la-Canada'pour servir de ligne directrice.

stIt°t Was not u^s^ in ^^Hos^^ment were drafted by Heeney and revised by Pearson. Th
use of Commons but was given to the Ci3C-IS for eguidance.
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FAR EAST

JVZ.al11^A . ` , . , . . .

- "f...^ .. i. 'ti^ ...if?. i .rt .. . j1^1

Tollowing from Minister, Begins: After further talks with Eden and examining his
reports of various recent conversations the situation is now reasonably clear though
not any more encouraging in regard to recent United States initiative to assist the
French in Indo-China. The sequence of events seems to be as follows:

When Eden saw Dulles and Radford, Saturday, April 24, Dulles told him that he
felt' thât there 'was no chance of keeping the French in the fight unless they knew
that the Americans would do` what they could within presidential constitutional
nuthority to join" them in that ' fight. The French, according to Dulles had made it
clear to him (though they had not taken the same line with Edén) that it was not
enough for them to secure an assurance of help in defending the rest of Indo-China
if Dien'fell. The United States must participate in an air strike in the battle for the
fortress itself. Dulles told Eden that he had replied (though his views on this matter
seem to have been modified later, at least in respect of (2) below) that help of this

kind was impossible because:
;(1) the President had not the power to act with the necessary

I
speed as Congress

would have to approve and
(2)that even General Navarre felt that no intervention of this kind could save the

fortress. à e . . a
12. Dulles; however, felt that the United Kingdom and the United States should
now - give thé French a definite assurance that they would join in the defence of
Indo-China even if Dien fell and that this might keep the French in the fight. He

indicated that the United States would be willing to give such an assurance if the
United Kingdom would join in it and providing Congress approved.

3. Eden then asked what kind of measures would be contemplated to save Indo-

China. Admiral Radford then intervened to say that immediate military interven-

tion would be necessary to hold the French position and that the United Kingdom

part might be the despatch of RAF units into Tongking and the use
of an aircraft

carrier if there was one in the area (which there isn't). Radford went on to give his
views thât when Dien fell the whole military position would get out of control in a
few days; there would be riots in Saigon and Hanoi and the population

would likelY

turn against the French. The only way to prevent this was to show that France now
had powerful allies in the fight. This might have the necessary

psychological effecL

It involved a United States share in the planning of the high command, in the train,
ing;of Vietnam troops, and the removal of Navarre. e

4. Eden replied that the French had not given the British such a desp Whethe the
either of the situation at Dien or in Indo-China as a whole. He asked
United States really thought that air intervention could be decisive

to alter th Ce situse
tion and if they had considered either its effect on world opinion o we
reatdon to it. Had the Americans forgotten the Russo-Chinese alliance or that
might be heading in the direction of World War III? . ese would or could inter-
-5; Radford replied that he did not think the Ctun
véûeV In Indo-China and that they could be held by the collective action

of the free

k^
nations having vital Interests in this area. .
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6.

After this, the meeting took place with Bidault. Dulles said that if the French
were willing to continue the war after the fall of Dien, the United States would
urgently try to organize the defence of the entire region as agreed in the communi-
qués issued in London and Paris last week. Could they count on French help?
7. Bidault hesitated as he felt that the fall of Dien might be decisive both in ndo-

Chinâ'and in Paris. ° His own policy was to fight on but he was not ce
govenunent 'or public opinion: rtain of the

8.
At this point, Dulles produced the draft letter to Bidault which has subsequently

caused so much confusion in its initiation and interpretation due largely to the fact
that the Americans consider it a reply to a previous communication of the French
asking for help and not an initiation of their own. This letter included the following

which seemed to contradict some of Admiral Radford's ideas: ng

"No air strike could possibly save Dien now even if United Sta
P?'oçédure âuthorized it but they would try to obtain special powers for

constitudonal

dent to move ground forces into Indo-China and thus international ize the Presi-

against Communism in Indo-China and protect the whole South-Eastern ^^ggleAsia" région of
9• They would send such a letter to the

dom would French if desired and if the United King-m.

10. Bidault again hesitated after reading this letter but
approved of its des-des-

en
Patch. Eden realized at once that he was in a ve ry difficultimmediately object to Dulles' suggestion that action f the 1dn position but he did
based on the cominuniqué issued last week from Lond d proposed could be

11: Edén then decided to go to London but before hon.rang
^ up and said that both I,aniel and Bidault urged esU^t rice Schumann

JoT in the procedure suggested in the Dulles letter. ^^ngdom to
12. Eden 'saw Sir Winston Churchill Su

met next mornin , nday night at Chequers and the Cabinet
text of g^ey agreed on instructions to the Foreign Secretary. I have the

these but gather from your telegram No. 3, that EarnscFr n°cYou. TheY,amount of course to a re'ectio hffe has shown them
aAmencan ^ J n of what had by that time become the

Dulles. pr-oposals• As of this afternoon Eden had not shown them to

13. yhile-lunchin g yesterday at the Carleton Club with the Prime Minister (he
said that neither of them had been there for ten e
who said that Bidault had instructed him to see Éd )Eden was visited by Massigli
q^ck action re NIZ•, Dulles' request. The background n at once and press urgently for
^t^ ^en' It wa,s as follows. Bedell Smith of Massigli's intervention irri-
evening and indicated that they might be able to Washington saw Bonnet Saturday
the Dulles letter could get quick congressional approval if
Smith therefore be agreed on at once by the governments concerned. Bedellagree asked the French Government to press the United Kingdom toof thetoa declazâtion of intention based on

signatones: this letter proclaiming the common will

(a) to stop the expansion of 'Co
^ r mmunism in South-East Asia and

(b) to use "eventual military fore" to this end.
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^° 14. Eden'gave •Massigli no satisfaction. The French Ambassador said he under-
stood the United Kingdom difficulties but added "the ^ Americans having declared
. that their willingness to act was dependent on the United Kingdom attitude, he
trusted that the United Kingdom would consider the effect on French opinion and
elsewhere of its refusal". Eden, however, was firm that action before the Geneva

. conferénce would be premature and dangerous. ^ He could not even agree that Sir
Rôger Makins could participate in drafting such a declaration of intention without

commitment.

1S. Meanwhile, Bidault has replied to Dulles' letter as touows:
`The view of our military experts which has been confirmed this very day by a

high ranking officer who has landed at Dien Bien Phu and who knows the ground
well is that mass intervention by American aircraft coolattack the redu ed perimeter
also the opinion of our High Command that in order
of the fortress the Viet Minh have mustered an exceptional concentration of trooPs
and equipment and have thrown in the major part of their fighting formations. This
concentration of Viet Minh power which has now , taken place for the fust time
affords us an opportunity which may well never recur to destroy bY ^ lacetras i
high proportion of the enemy's forces. Moreover, such action taking p

would at the very bëginning of the rainy season might interrupt
the supply facilities

to such an extent as to endanger the remainder of these troops.
,' It is thus" not impossible that a situation which is at present difficult might be
turned into a decisive blow against the Viet Minti:'

in to Geneva, and
:+ 16. Bidault met Eden at ^Orly airport last evening as he was fly g
Eden read him the pertinent parts of the Cabinet instruction which in eWfell; did no
the` Franco-American proposal• He sa^d that B^dault took this very
`evén seem particularly surprised. He, Bidault, was however irritated bef^cacy f^
ral Radford seemed to give military information to the French on the e
...,...arr striké contrary to what he had told the British and also becans^hthefeA^^at ^e
h^âd now leaked the newsNthat France had asked for a^r help whe Y

initiative had come from the Americans themselves. Bidault was calm and reô o^e
blé but gavely perturbed by the situation and told Eden that F P^s,w ^en ^en
^.d ,.^^R ^ .. . .^ ^ ^ • l^ticall medge of the slope both tml^tanly ^n Indo-Ctuna and po ' Y

.d that all of his military advisers believed that an air strike at D1e ^ ie ^^S
sar
would not appreciably affect thé situation. ^ey therefore, felt that eY^eW could

asked#tô undertake an enterprise of=gravest consequences which ^eY rsonally
not succetd• Eden's impression is that Bidault not onl understood, but pe ^

^`'^ ' nclusion.=Bût Bidault said he must take account of what A^
aCCCDiCd hls CO .. _ n__«,.h rniltt3rv

^- -
Radford's views now were an o vice grven feel that theY ^
^^ 1^: "Tbe British 'arë' very unhappy over developm an S of thee situation in ^â
^béing'_ manôeuve^red ^ into â position where the co p he1p ^
(^na may bë blâmcd by the French on the absence of Allied military ho^,e^er,
, "^ :.. ,. . , . . . • ^ ^d Webb agee,
the Aitiencans w^ll blame this on'British

timidity and hesita^on. I fee, d

that s the`a Britïsh position is absolutely sound and both C^ y rebuff ^

"`iugh Casey is particularly disturtied at the possibility of an
^e°c^

a^ t .. , . , ;^;
.
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a breach with Great Britain which might cause the United States to withdraw its
interest from the whole South East Asian area.

18. I shall maintain the position that we are not directly involved in this matter at
all but will do what I can to impress on the Americans the difficulty of the British
position and the strength of the British arguments against the Dulles proposals
which now are also French proposals. There is a combination, as I see it, of rash-
ness and desperation in these proposals; that they would do little to help the French
or Indo-China and might even extend and intensify the present conflict. I gather
that this view is supported by United Kingdom military opinion.

723•
DEA/5005240

La délégation à la Conférence sur la Corée à Genève
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, April 28, 1954

INDO-CHINACasey,
Webb and I saw Eden again this morning, who reported to us on recent

conversations with Bidault and Dulles, and on Bidault's talk with Molotov, re ard-
Ing Indo-China; Afurther report on these developments will follow. g2.

Meanwhile, it now seems pretty clear that the Indo-Chinese conference a

r

t least"''ts first stages, will be confined in its membership to the Big Fou
China and the three Indo-Chinese states. Vietminh will robabl be ' Communist
it but in some wa p y associated with

y which will differentiate its status from that of the Indo-Chinese
Governments. Eden said there is little possibility of an addition altime. Y al membership at

Casey and Webb are quite satisfied, as they realize that the best chance of
some success is to keep representation at this stage to a minimum.
one, The question of Canadian membership is, thereforea

will probably remain so. I told Eden that we were no
completely

cernedCemed at this, but were urpri ed or con-ence greatly interested in the Indo-Chinese phase of the confer-
W , and would be glad to be of any assistance possible. In the discussions whicWithill l^e going on to this end, frequent discussions with Eden hhave Americans vÿill `give us an op^^^ to ex en and as occasion offers

without bëCp^ng directly involved
ty press any views that we might

,



Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

SECRET. IMPORTANf.

ryof State for Ezternal ,^Jjairs

Geneva, May 1, 1954

At. a meeting of Commonwealth Foreign Ministers on April 30 Mr. Eden
reported on conversations held during the day with Mr. Dulles, with Mr. Bidault
and conversations with Mr. Molotov and Mr. Chou En Lai at lunch.

Dulles Disappointed with Confereneet4
2. Dulles had complained that he had been left almost alone in the stand he had

taken in the conference. Except for Mr. Casey's statement, which dealt with only a
few of the many Communist charges against the U.S.A., no other Commonwealth
or European Minister had risen to his support or to answer the accusations that the
United States was Imperialist and had designs to become a colonial power in Asia
Eden replied to him that the British were accustomed to such charges over a long
period of years and paid little attention to them. He felt there was nothing to be
gained by repeating what had already been said so well by Dulles and Casey. It was
time now to get down to the business of the conference. He was quite prepared,
however, to participate in the general debate if the Sixteen could agree on positive
proposals which he could put forward. He was not enthusiastic about giving sup-
port to the position taken by Dulles on such issues as elections only for the North
and not for all-Korea.

3. I falso expressed my willingness . to participate in the general debate, if it was
felt that we could make any contribution in support of a positive plan about which
we could be somewhat more enthusiastic than the one which had been suggested so
far. It'was hoped that the Committee of Nine out of the Sixteen would be Ubh ^
agree very soon upon some positive proposals in respect to elections thro g
Korea under United Nations or, international supervision and "phased" withdrawal
of troops. The Americans had indicated to me their support of such proPosals'

Soüthcast Asia Organization ' = thep.,:.,,,.- : . ... . 1 . r ., . .. ` < ^

4.' Dulles told Eden that lie was greatly dtsappointed to have to re^ ^ :gan.

United States to'report that the United Kingdom had opposed his plan f0 United
ization in` Southeast Asia stm^lar to NATO. He feared public reaction in the

States would be unfavourable:'Eden 'told him emphatical lyly that the United Fing"
nd

doin` was"not opposed to such an organization if it were organized
uer circum^

âtanceâsimilar to those under which NATO had been organized that is figbs.'^rg

pâct organized during peace time. The situation in Southeast Asia wl
-^ ,

--' ^ ` l.
14 Pout le texte traitant de 1a ConfErence sut Is Corée A(3entve, voir le chapitre

For a full treatment of the Geneva Confercnoe on Korm see MPter 1.

DEA/5005240

La délégation à la Conférence sur la'Corée à Genève
^ au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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going on in Indo-China was totally different and to form a pact at this time could
only be for the purpose of engaging in war in Indo-China in su.
The United Kingdom was o pport of the French.

Pposed to such action. Dulles expressed dissatisfaction
with the manner in which Radford had presented the case and was inclined to
blame him for the position taken by the United Kingdom in this matter. Eden
assured him, however, that Radford had not been the main factor in the decision of
the United Kingdom. Eden then informed us that he was still confident that int -
vention now by the United Kingdom and the United States in Indo-Chin er
only d^gerously, aggravate the situation. a would

Mechanism for Negotiation on Korea

5^ When Eden informed Dulles that he had accepted an invitation to lunch
and Chou En Lai, Dulles requested him to sound out the Commh with

regarding suitable
mechanism for negotiations as soon as the general debate nists

over. Dulles suggested that the Communists might accept Prince was
and contact man between separate meetings to be held by each Wldeas a mediator

sprevent the embarrassment of having to negotiate directly with the Chinese Cowould
munists• Eden discussed plans with Molotov and Chou En Lai. The

y

m
up a small'group consisting of the four great powers, China and agreed to set
which would get down to business on about .Tuesday of next week^e two Koreas
quently decided to hold the first meeting on May 1). (It was subse-
Bntish-Chinese Relations

6.
When Chou En Lai referred to British recognition of his

reminded him that China had not recognized the United Kin do. Eden
bluntly that the United Kingdom had voted against Chi

na
g m• Chou replied

in the United Nations.When he glossed over the fact that the British had a Charrenllnded him that they had a man in Peking by the name of gé in Peking Eden
been consistently ignored by the Peking Governmen

t

Trevelyan who had
that Prior to leaving Peking for the conference he had ^ (Mr. Trevelyan informed us
the Vice-11^iitister of Foreign Affairs, which was a been entertained at dinner by

a^ in Pekin regular proceeding for all diplo-
g with whom diplomatic relations were about to be established .

en chou complained bitterly of United States )that the United States treatment of China Eden assured
useful for him to ob ' had no designs on China and suggested that it might be^^eghbo^. ^n my opinion in this respect as a representative of the closest

of the United States. Chou thought that there were re resentativ
were opposed to a settlement in Indo-China. Eden asked i ^^ere

W Ôted Iüngdom. He replied "no't but he meant the
m he meant, Fden's comment ^ t he would give Eden no satisfaction as to

Chou was tough ^ent on Chou, as a result of his first meeting, was thattiations in and baffling. Chou had not been very forthcoming regarding nIndo-China, but
Molotov seemed willing to facilitate eg^w^ch

wo
uld set up

y for negotiations. ^gements1^
Chi

machiner
rta

7•

conversationss wi^ Bidaült' Eden had gained the impression that Bidault had^^ ^^ i n reachin
g agreement with Molotov that the four great powers, China,^sociated states and the Viet-Minh would be invited to artic 'p ^pate in the
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a mere
conference to 'reach some settlement. There iso ^Bidault8 ^n longer

have backed
cease-fire, only a full fledged armistice is acceptable.
away from the idea of a division of Indo-China.

from the recent Colombo
8. I referred to the possibility of inviting a representative proposals which

be
succeedsConference to Geneva, if that conference

f rable that eitheroa Pakistani or
might form a basis for negotiations. It P
a Ceylonesè should represent the South Asian nations wâ cd hâ had P latP ^ dmatt r
Colombo Conference. Eden took interest in this idea agreed

should be given serious consideration as soon as we obtain information about the

proposals agreed upon in Colombo. out
9. Bidault has expressed a strong desire to have a President chose^â% s onsl flndo

the nine powers to preside over the meetings of the Nine in nego

this suggestion may have been intended to bnng pres
dotn to be more forthcoming in their attitude towards a Southeast Asia organization

d tiall

about` Americân intentions respecung Formosa*

sure upo

rmo^e Eden felt

•
ity of â treaty of, alliance with the NationalistChinese in Fo

' 10. Eden expressed considerable, concern reg gD "es had suggested the possibil-
Formosa Dulles

ardin a statement made by

China. : -

and requested us to treat the matter very confi en y

Ta;GRAM 141

l:..3ï...-.....:'s,.: ..

an, Delegation to Korean Political Conference 140.
Repeat: Chairm

•
SF,CRET, p0 • 31

to High Commissioner in I^a

. DpA/50052-40

Ottawa, May 5,1 41

^. ^. , . s. , .

ied Mr. Nehru•s proposals. scnous y an p_
primary PUM^puu, 1 • 1 d ex t to give the same car

- .,; .
`At the request of the Minister in'Geneva, we shouldresslôn of our symPatheoc

convey. to Pillai at the first suitable opportunity an expressions on ^doc^n^s Ŵch
intérest in {, Prime Ministcr','^^thoughtful

u d,scussions on the sublect•
stagefoRned the basis for the Colombol ested that at this

>2; In`â,pproaching Pillai on his behalf, the Minister has sugg that We are not

it might beo best to be non-committal in your remarks, mentioning have srod

• '' to in Southeast Asian affairs, but that nonetheless weeful considera-

•, MR NEtiRU'S PROPOSA4S
t All if you were to

, ,+•^' f ^ t

airs 1954• pp. 123-124.
^/^/^e Doc•^dliJ On inllrnation^ ^1l
f^. .^ . . ,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Seeretary of State for External Affairs. ^•
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tion to their offspring from Colombo. You could use in this connection the extracts
from the Minister's speech at Geneva16 which have been repeated to you.

3. Our preliminary comments on Mr. Nehru's proposals went forward to the Min-ister on April 30.t A copy is being sent to you by courier.
4. Briefly, our general comments are as follows: While we welcome his proposalsfor their evidently sincere intention to contribute toward a solution in Indochina,

their usefulness and acceptability at this time clearly depend on an accurate assess-
ment of the military situation. If the Franco-Vietnamese military situation can be
improved, then we think that the Canadian delegation at Geneva should not now
suggest to those more immediately concerned with the problem that a study be
made of the Indian proposals. If, however, the military situation is likely to deterio-
rate seriously, we think it would be worthwhile to suggest careful and sympathetic
consideration of Mr. Nehru's proposals.

5. The terms
of a cease-fire agreement and its supervision seem to us to be ofundamental importance in the fluid type of war being fought in Indochi af

Vietminh guerilla infiltrations, coupled with the atmosphere of political distrust
which prevails throughout Indochina, made Mr. Nehru's initiative particularly
interesting; especially if, as " seems possible, India would be willing to assume
responsibility for supervising a cease-fire.

While keeping in mind the desirability
of not excluding non-Asians from sharing these responsibilities, we can see definite
advantages to an arrangement whereby the Indians (and possibly other Colombo
powers) would assume a large measure of responsibility in the policing of a cease-fire in Indoch:ina.

6• If the Indians are willing to share the responsibility for licin a cease-fire,that
Mr. Nehru's suggestions should be thoroughly and s m athet call

we
y

explored at the appropriate stage. It may be that the appropriate stage would not be
reached until efforts at direct settlement demonstrated the need for good offices and
the policing of a cease-fire.
7.

We have not considered at this time the more difficult, but less immProblem of what ' ediate,
arrangements might be worked out in a political settlement.g•

We shôûld be grateful if, for the present, you would consider these
for your information only and not for discussion with the Indian comments as
tatives of o^et friendly or with represen-y governments.. ;^ .

_ . .. ,
16

Voir Quiada,
Ministère des Affaires extE.rieures, Affaires o

1
cztfricures,

See

74-179.
volume 6, N 6, juin 1954, pp.

171. a°a4 Depaztinent of Bxternal Affairs, bacrnal Affairs, Volume 6. No. 6, , June 1954, p. 166-
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FAR EAST

L.B.PJVo1. 34

Le secrétaire 'd'État aux Affaires extérieuresr. . . .._ I I 1 au premier ministre .

Secretary, of Stâte for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

SECRETAND PERSONÂL. Geneva, May 6, 1954

My dear Mr St. Laurent,

Yôu will have gathered from the official communications received from Paris
ând Geneva; that we have been having a busy time at a confusing and somewhat
`discôuiaging conference.

So far as the NATO meeting was concerned, that went off quite satisfactorily,"

but evedin Paris, it was not NATO so much as Indochinese and Asian develop-

inents that engaged the major share of the attention of all who were there.
I do not need to go into the events of that Paris weekend, which have been

reported fully, if not clearly, (the situation did not make possible much clarity). I

felt then, and my feeling has since been confirmed, that the United Kingdom saved

the Frënch and the Americans from making serious mistakes, which, on the French

side, were prompted by desperation, and on the American by impatience..Domestic
political considerations, of course, were important on both sides. It is particularlY
unfortunate that at this critical moment the French Government should be so weak,
and,the American Government so divided.

jf Sincé ag inGeneva, the United Kingdom, through Mr. Eden, has contin-^,,_..
ued

_
its useful role as catalyst, mediator, and counsellor. At times they have unt4ted

both the French and, more particularly, the Americans, but that was bound
to be the

case in the circumstânces.

.•,,t. . _.One....asPçect of the . Indochinese talks (they have all as yet been quite informal,
,;

because no conference has been set up) which has, I know, been worrying You in
Ottawa, has been Canada's relationship to them. In any discussions

I have had here,

I hâve.tried to a`void indifference, on the one hand, and commitments
on the other.

rt 4--, , , " :,.:,. . . . ,...t .. .... - . . , -

^th the Americans and the Bnt^
We have, however, through our close contacts w

.
on, and,

ish, been kept completely informed of everything that has been going
indccd,µ hâve,taken part in a good many of the preliminary and informal

discus-

sions.-'At the.same time, I would repeat that it has been made clear to all
concerned

of
that `we have not, and do not expect to have, any special obligation in r

espect
nese

Indochina or any special claim or desire to be included in the form ntlae°s on to

'Cod ce.' Our position in this regard is made easier by the prese en^ of

cônfiné the membership of that conference to the Big Four and the Governm
I^ôchina,` Vietminh and Communist China.

In it would be unrealrst^c and absurd for S ^ il no be,
the

^.o
abô ve c ircumstances,

.. ..

an invitation to the Indochina Conference. Even the neighbouring sta
tes

oidSee Document 29 t.
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formal participants. The reason for our omission should, I think, be apparent to Mr.
Drew, Mr. Howard Green, or the

Toronto Globe and Mail. At the same time, ourclose association with informal discussions here should remove any impression tha
we are aloof and not interested., p t

We certainly should be interested, because'if the Indochinese question
wrong, serious and widespread conflict might result, from whose conseq ences we
would not be able to escape. Even if that ultimate tragic contingency did not resul
there is a real danger of serious division between the United Kingdom and

t'States over this matter. In talks I have had I have kept this in mind

^
and

United
twice suggested to both sides its danger, and ways of avoidin g it in respect once or

spe-cific suggestions made by one side (say the United States) which woulof spe-
ously unwelcome to the other. d be obvi-

For these reasons, I have thought it wise to kee in as clo
touch as possible with developments. p se but "non-committal'•

On the substance of the Indochinese matter, everyone feels de res
trated; a feeling derived from the mili p sed and frus-
and indecision in Paris, and divided coun elsltand confusindt a^ti c^ from weakness
On one matter we find ourselves in close understanding ^d a ^n Washington.
United Kingdom, namely, that the conflict should not be eztend ment with the

prematurelyor Partially internationalized, and that other Asian states should or
brought into a closer association with the problem. That is w be somehow
vened at the Colombo meeting with •good results. It is als hY Mr. Eden inter-
COMmuniQué from that meeting in my statement Tuesday. Neither the Floned the
the Americans are ënamoured of the association of countries rench nor
Indonesia with'Indochinese developments, but the are 1 Iike India or Burma or
they were a fortnight ago. Y ess opposed to it now than

Another difficulty is our inability to secure f rom
re concrete plans for a settlement whichm the French delegation any

suspect that they will advocate some form 'of armistice, with may r have in mind. I
opposing forces, to be followed by a e arrangement of
informatiori to confirm this. With the Indaocchineseerence, but none of us have any
now, the lack of a Conference to meet very shortly
Put forward, dOes no^u^ent among the Big Three as to what proposals should be
the Western side. well for the success of that conference, or for unity on

So far as Korea is concerned; the proposals put forward
aze, of course, impossible to accept, and their attitude h on the Communist side
011 our side,:we have
the not yet been able to a ^^en hard and unyielding.

reluctance ^ f^e South Ko g^ on counter-proposals because of
Korea, and the reluc ^ Government to accept free elections for allat le^t at the be

tance of the United States to push them too hard on this matter,cleared u ginning of the conference.
We hope, however, to get this matter

P by the end of the week. If the Syngman Rhee Government 'any concessions, then I suppose w111 not makewould be to refrain from the best thing to do - though it is not good -stand in o putting forward any to the unacce ^bl C y proposals on our side, and to take our,, r, p e ommunist ones. This is not a very satis-



factory position, but it is, I think,' better than to have open disagreement in our own
ranks. .

Even if there can be no agreement on a unification of Korea, the conference here

Kindest personal regards.

happÿ" to bé back home, as this is an exhausting and frustrating mission.

Unless` developments here requirë a change of plans, I will be going to London

next week for the atomic talks and leaving for home around May 21. I will be very

of course 'on very gond terms with all the others.
Our relations with'the Russian delegation are correct, if not close, while we are,

f' detained in China, of whom there are now only a very few.
Americans.- He has also been able to bring up with them the question of Cana ans

9
and we are passing on any information obtained to the United Kingdom and^ the

friendl and have talked very frankly to him. This has been helpful, I tlun ,uite y

the. Chinese delegation whom he knew personally. They have shown themselvk
other hand, Ronning has been establishing very valuable contacts with members of

At the beginning of the conference it was indicated to me that Chou En-Lai
would like to meet me, so I had myself introduced to him one afternoon at the
buffet He was friendly enough but I have made no move to follow this up. On the

here.
standable in terms of American domestic politics, but it doesn't seem to make sense

the complete lack of any kind of contact, social; personal or semi-official, between
the American delegates and those from Communist China. Mr. Dulles came and
went without having evén nodded to Chou En-Lai. This, of course, may be under-

On the less official side of the conference,' the most interesting feature has been
- and thereby, making more difficult a resumption of the fightmg. •

: could still do a useful job in confirming and improving the armistice arrangements,

LB. PEARSON

DEA/50052-40

1,ë haut-commissaire en Inde
' au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Sïeretary ^of State for External Affairs

G : F , t . " ".' . . s' ^ TNDO-GHINA

^:T6e United Kingdom High Commissioner has shown me in confidenonâ ^^
Minister Nehru's reply of May 5th to Eden's message delivered to Comm

Yours sincerely,
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Prime Ministers at Colombo Conference. This is an extremely significant documen
and if you have not, repeat not, already done so I hope that you can

tfrom the British without mentioning that I have seen it here. get the text
2.

Nehru, in his message, states a major responsibility now rests on India in assi -
ing in a solution of the Indo-China problem. st

3. Eden had stated that the United Kingdom is prepared to guarantee
which had a wide backing among all interested parties and h ad asked whetherement
would be prepared to be associated in any way with such a_ India
some other action which Asian Commonwealth countries c ul ^t e°t was ^ere
4. In his reply, Nehru said, in answer to this specific question, that India's

presentposition is that, within limits of its policy of non-alignment and its own ros
India will assist in promoting and maintaining a settlement in Indo-C • ources,na. Incan make no, repeat no, commitments beyond this until India sees the pattern dia
emerges and until it is known to what extent and to whom guarantee exte that
who are the parties of such nds and
does not, re ^^t^. Mr. Nehru went on to make clear that India

peace in IndChina as one in whichguarantee that is intended to bring and ensure
hich one group of states enters into an allianceagainst another group of states.

5. Krishna
Menon called on me the afternoon 'ôf May 5th. He s'agency considered neutral b md that some

y both sides would be required to facilitate a settlement
in Indo-China and that the United Nations was ruled out since it was

Russians and the Chinese as unneutral. There were ve few ^ considered by
the world which the Russians and the Chinese would con de countries left in
neutral which would have a chance of being accepted by the others d sufficiently
could send troops to Indo-China. He suggested the list was now and which

reducedto
Mexico, Argentina, Norway or Sweden and India. Such uced prettyconstitute a

Neutral Nations Commission for Indo- a group might
including Pakistan the other side would insist on includingChina. If our side insist on

Poland. Burina and Indonesia would be considered to Czechoslovakia and
be neutral but they were not,repeat not, in a position to send troops to Indo-China.

6. If all Parties concerned were to request a rou of
undertake the responsibility g p countries such as this to
Menrvisin of policing a cease-fire agreement in Indo-China and

8 a non-intervention agreement, and this would mean sending troo s
on considered India would agree to participate. The responsibilit o P

Nations Co '
Commission might also extend to supervision of free elections. f Neutral7.

When I saw pillai the morning of Ma 6th I
pazagraPh 2 of Your tele y gave him your message set forth inhad said to g^ No. 141 of May 5th. I went on to report what Menon

me: Pillai said that there was no doubt that India would be re
Play in Indo-China the same sort of role it h ad P^d to

that in the corres ad played in Korea but he was some-
what
^ght be

afraid ^kin
pondence between Eden and Nehru the two countriesIndia would ^ be, at."cr°ss purP°ses". The impression he gave me was that while

Korea, prepared to play a role in Indo-China similar to that played in
Possibih^en ^ght misinterpret Nehru's message as bein mintendedty Of India being associated with g ore forthcoming on

it to be. , guaranteeing a settlement than Nehru had
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'- '8. I called on Clutterbuck on the afternoon of May 6th and informed him of my
talks with Menon and Pillai.3 Menon had seen him immediately after seeing me but
had not, repeat not, spoken; to him along the lines on which he had spoken to me.
Clutterbuck will attempt to find out from Pillai tomorrow whether Menon's views
represent the views of Nehru. He did not, repeat not, understand Pillai's reference
to_ "cross purposes". since it would seem clear that the passage in Nehru's letter
quoted above in paragraph 1 refers to a guarantee by China,- the Soviet Union, the
United States, the United Kingdom and possibly other countries of a peace settle-
ment in Indo-China and does not, repeat not, refer to intermediate subject of a
cease-fire agreement and a non-intervention agreement.
9. The following three points were implied by Menon in his talk with me:
(a). A cease-fire agreement and a non-intervention agreement should come into

force simultaneously. While purpose of non-intervention agreement would be frus-
trated if France could ship to Indo-China unlimited supplies of war materials given
it by United States, the agreement might provide a very limited agreed flow of war
materials from France to French forces in Indo-China to keep stock up to that at the
time of the cease-fire.

(b) Since there is no, repeat no, solid front line in Indo-China a cease-fire agree-
ment would probably have to allow for "pockets".
f(c) The Chinese and Russians want to end the fighting in Indo-China. Would be
reluctant to agree to a division of Viet Nam and if there is a division he thinks that
they will want Annam as well as Tongking. They will press for unification of Viet
Nam and free' elections.
R 10., Please repeat to Minister.. ., .. , a. . F , . .

728.

l,,rp, 'L r`, 1 1 , TF,-Le chef de la Direction européenne
;l F:: "';:., d la - dflEgation à la: Conférence sur la Corée à Genève

Head, European Division,
to Delegation to Geneva Conference on Korea

^.... ^ .x ^ } . . .
SEtRt.T1' °. . Ottawa, May 11,1954

Dear John [Holmes] ,

ni The interest which both the Minister and Mr. Eden have shown in keep^g^,â
touch with the thinking of the Asian members of the Commonwealth on Tnd

and the Southeast Asia question has paid good dividends. The United KiaSdom
initiative in keeping theAsian members informed and Eden's personal messaWest
the Prime Ministers seem to have been most favourable in preventing an ^^- sian^.
ern' outcry 'at: Colombo and in encouraging a disposition on the part Of the A

ected. More
metnbera to adopt a more cooperative attitude than we might have exp Ved

ttcently, Reid's talk with Pillai following' your telegram No. 26 of May Zt pro 152152
, üseful in' connection with the other conversations reported in his telegra^ No.

of 6.

DEA/50052-40

l'1
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2. I do not think therefore that we could usefully increase our own liaison
Commonwealth members beyond yo ith the

ur continuing what has alread bdo
-°w' asking our High Commissioners from time to time to s y ne i.e.
ties in accordance with instructions we might receive from the Mto the

inisteor^Sub ect ri-the "limitations of our communication facilities, the relevant informati ^ to
most cases be telegraphed to them for the u on can in

p rpose of liaison.
3: The only other'channél,'if it is available, would bé for the Del

lish a connection with nn â egation to estab-
Y ppropriate representatives of the Asian members whomight be in Génevn.' We know of'

o such representatives, however
chance Gundevia, the Indian Ambassador has come over from Be , unless by
capable person. rne. He is a very

4." For a number of reasons I would not think of using
the

^ing to Baig . and Sal^sena. First, it leaves out the Ceylonese;the Ottawa channel of

be done very na^ly, unless they came to see us; third, Saksena lsd' it could not
reliable. channel; : fourth, neither he nor Baig would ne not the most

^ng of their Government and fifth, it would be difficult̂lY reflect the latest
information could properly and usefully be conveyed to them b° determine what
5. If they were to approach us, however, we wo y us.

as to what we could or should say to them. My inclination w use our own judgment
have usèd,"our.^gh Co ould be to state that we
than we mmissioners as channels and to tell them not much more

have transmitted to our High Commissioners under your instructionsusage locall
forwere y' This w°uld cover the ground unless they asked specific questions or,

under. instructiôns, ' bringing us information for discussion, in whic
again we would have to use our own judgment as " to how m hcase
^o nemberi ng the need to keep reasonably in step ^,^,i^ uch we should tell,

g It is an added advantage of leaving the initiative c nhtredver the British are
^g With ^s problem. in Geneva in cop-

6•
You might like to discuss this with the Minister if thee should

°pport unity and let us know his views. This problem had be a convenient
the begmning _. we do remember that the Minister • been on our minds from
princip^ channel for informing the Asians dld not wish us to become the

of what took place at Geneva. Matterswere facilitated until now at the Ottawa end bthe West and S
howev ^ena was at ECOSOC in New y the fact that Baig was lecturing in

er, and may soon drop in. Hence our ork. Both are back in Ottawa now,
request for a line on the line to follow.

Yours sincerely,

P•S• I enclose a copy ^APDEi.AINe
py in case you wish to send it to the Minister.

Note éditoriale

^ conférence Note Gy the Editor
l'U ••

de Genève sur l'Indochine, coprésidée par le Royaume-Uni et
^on soviétique,, et qui réunit notamment la Fran 1 Ée, es tats-Ucus, la Répub-
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lique populaire de Chine, les États associés d'Indochine et la République démocra-
tique du Vietnam, s'ouvre le 7 mai 1954. Elle se termine le 21 juillet 1954 lorsque
les accords de cessez-le-feu (ACF) sont signés par le Vietnam,- le Laos et le Cam-
bodge.'a Le, Vietnam est divisé temporairement jusqu'en 19.56 lorsque des élections
doivent se tenir dans tout le pays. L'accord prévoit le retrait des troupes françaises
et vietnamiennes du nord du 17° parallèle et le retrait des troupes du Vietminh du
sud du pays. Les accords du Laos et du Cambodge prévoient le retrait des forces du

`Vietminh de .ces deux pays et leur neutralisation subséquente. Les trois accords
cômpottent . également des dispositions visant à faciliter la libre circulation des
réfugiés et `garântit aux'différents gouvernements d'Indochine le droit de maintenir
des forces armées, d'importer des armes et de garder des conseillers militaires
étrangers. La conformité aux accords sera assurée par la Commission internationale
de surveillance. Les États-Unis refusent de signer les ACS mais publient un com-
muniqué le 21 juin 1954, dans lequel il promettent de «respecter » les conditions de
l'armistice.19 , Le Canada ne `participe de près, à la Conférence de Genève sur
l'Indochine qu'à la toute fin, juste avant la conclusion des ACF, lorsqu'il est ques-
tion de la composition de la Commission. ,'

The Geneva Conference on Indochina, which was jointly chaired by the United
Kingdom and the Soviet Union, and included France, the United States, the Peo-
ple's Republic of China,` the Associated States of Indochina and the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam, opened on May 7, 1954: It closed on July 21, 1954 when
Cease-Fre ^Agreements (CFAs) were signed for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
Nietnam was partitioned temporarily until 1956 when elections were to be held
throughout the country. The agreement provided for the removal of French and
Vietnamese troops from'north of the 17th parallel and the withdrawal of Vietminh
troops from the southern parts of the country. The agreements for Laos and CON,
dia provided for the withdrawal of Vietminh forces from those two countries and
their subsequent neutralization. The three agreements also included provisions to
facilitate the fneimovement `of refugees and,guaranteed the various Indochinese
governments the right to maintain advisors. Compliance with the agreements w3s
to be monitored by an international supervisory commission. The United States
refused to sign'the CFAs but issued a statement on July 21, 1954 promising to
"respect„ theterms of the armistice.19 Canada was not closely associated With 6e
Geneva Conferencé on Indochina until just prior to the conclusion of the CFAs
,when "' the ' question ) of ` the composition of ' the supervisory commission was

discussed.

Conférence
Pm les accords du cessez-le-feu, voir Frxrtice. Ministtre des Affaires étrangeres,

2

Gen2ve sur l'Indodifiu (8 mai-21 Juillet 1954). Paris. imprimerie nationale,
1955, PP 421

(Cambodae), pp: 443-452 (Laos), et pp. 453-460 (Vietnam).
Pa n, Cmd. 9239 Fu^^r19^'

ianentt Matins tothe etrtt%n of Î^ndo-C
Kingdom,

hina at the Geneva
lune 16-luly 210d pP,

Loadoo, Her Majesty's Stationary O[fict. 19Sd. , pp. 11-18 (Cambodia), PP. 18-26 (^°S^
, <<

27-40 (Viettsam). : ,, 1 ;»^ . ). t : - . , .. . States, 1kP^
19 Pan Is d6claratioo des >r.tats-Uais. voit/Por the United States statement,

see United
9S4 162-163.

mast of State. Bullain, Volume )CXXI. No. 788, August 2. 1 9 1 P•
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Le délégué permanent auprès de 1,0ffice européen DEA/50052-40
des Nre anons Uniesau 'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieu s

Permanent Delegate to European Office of United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaECxANt;115

SECRET. IMMEDIATF.

Reference: Our telephone conversation today.

Geneva, July 19, 1954

INDO-CHINA
Following for MacKay from Allard, Begins: Impossible for me tonightthe three points 'raised during our conversation because of continuous to reply to
going on and diffcûlty of spéaking with anyone of United Kin dom meetings
or French delegations. g , United States

2•Tahourdin with whom I discussed the matter by telephone saw
a fewminutes before an' evenirig m^ting and was somewhat u set at the me for

thought thatsome Canadian newspapers may have information about P
Canada havin betioned as possible member of the Supervisory Commission. -

There
g

was no,en repeatno, reference to this proposal either in local Swiss papers or London ableble here today.
p pers availa-

The suggestion made by the Chinese del
swprise ^e Comrnission^ should be India, ^a^t^dtp ay's meeting that mem-

This proposal is being 'discussed between friendly de ti ns complete
repeat no, decision has yet been arrived at concerning this Chine g

but no,
because of possible repercussions of leaving out o er se proposal mainly
When our side has decided whether or not, ie^t not, theyColombo Plan countries.
proposai it will corne before full session of nine delegations accept the Chinese
terms of reference etc, will then be decided and a form • ^d details, such as
each of the countries conceined, ^ mvitadon will be made to
4• Unfortuna

United Kin do tely more details can only be expected tomorrow moming from
dele g

m sources and calls are also to be made on United States and Frenchgations early Friday mornin
k^ Me^w • g•

lule, T^ourdin who spoke to Eden; said they were both veryp^s matter ve anious torepeat not, they c
â^Cep dhé Chuntil our side has decided as to whether or not

Chinese proposal, Will re '1 11 , _ port soonest. Ends.
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- Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

-High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 845 London, July 19, 1954

nel required though Secretariat expenence in Kashmir an es

vant. If Commission is set up if India accepts membership on if I should think
it reasonable for her as nearest country to provide a large proportion of clerical and
^ •' ld h ve to provide its own

Iâdo-China.
^ 3. In view, of probable terms of reference I think members of Supervisory Com-

mission , are. likely to be senior soldiers with staff, administrative or diplomatic

experience. No one at this stage can make a useful guess as to numbers of person-

• • • • d pa1 tine should be rele-

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 1028 of July 19.t

INTERNATIONAL SUPERVISORY COMMISSION -- INDO-CHINA

Terms of reference are not yet agreed but it has been common ground that Com-
mission would supervise whatever general settlement was reached, see that cease-
fire was observed and watch over the carrying out of undertakings in respect of
regrouping of forces. The time that this last process may take has been variously
estimated at from 2 to 6 months. It is not known in London whether Supervisory
Commission will be asked to assume any responsibility for holding of elections but
it, is'thought that in any case it will have to, remain in being and in position until
after elections have been held.

2. As of today east and west were still in disagreement (a) as to whether Supervi-
sory Commission should take decisions by majority vote or by unanimity. The For-
eign Office are still hopeful that decisions can be, taken by majority vote. (b) As to
whether decisions of Commission should be mandatory and final or should be sus-
céptible 'of reference back to the powers constituting the Geneva Conference on

security personnel needed. In pnnciple each country wou a
stâff and make its own administrative arrangements. I should think a knoWledge.of

French would be useful for anyone assigned to , this errand.
,„ A" . . ; : . . : , . .. ' . , .. . after a cease-fire has
4. The Commission should be, set up as qurckly as po ssible

been arrân cd. Perhapsagreement could be reached on India as nearest
countrY and

with recent Kôrean experience +supplying interim representation on the spot Pe

ing `nrrival of representatives of ôther participating countries.
of reference

5. Assumption in London is that Commission's terms no^loun^^
the three Associatod States in each of which each of the participat1 g

would wish to have its own observers. . of super-
6. , Canadian membership would certainly imply "neutrality,^ in respect

vising the carrying out of an agreed international understanding.
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7. Foregoing answers are based on information available in London at this time of
night and subject to correction. However, your questions are being repeated imme-
diately to United Kingdom delegation in Geneva and if they 'reply tonight their
answer will be relayed to you at once through Earsncliffe.

`8. It-is believed here that prospect of acceptance of invitation by India will begreatly influenced by character of Canadian reply. Task suggested is certainl
ungrateful but I do not see how we can do other than accept it. y
731.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States

Washington, July 20, 1954

iNDO-CHINA
.. . _ . . . ' .

Y

E{SSION
This message contains answers to the questions raised CO -1237,t so

have been able to obtain them from the State Department. The de artmen point we
that their information is neither full nor precise, having been taken from F

t rench outSoviet papers which have been used during the Geneva negotiations. ^ ronch and
at the present time Geneva would be the only place to obtain com ey say that
date information about the commission. plete and up-to-

Term of Reference

2. The International Control Commission would be charged
implementation by both sides of the provisions of the cease-fire with supervising the
Pwpose it would carry agreement. For this

arry out a mission of control, observation, inspection and investi-
gation related to the application of the provisions of the agreement. The Commis-
sion would create both fixed and mobile inspection teams an
of fre^ movement. The Commission would: d would have the right
(a) Con^Ol .the movement of the armed forces of the

earried out within the framework of the re two sides to see that it was
(b)

Watch over the demarkation lines betwe nutphe ^plan;detnili^Z^ Zones; regrouping zones as well as the
(c) Control the operation involved in the freeing

g of prisoners-of-war and civilian

the )^^e ports and ^ports as well as on allaPplication
to do of the clauses of the agreement on the cessation of o^^Watch over

with the introduction into the country of stil^ties having
and of .^1 tyl?eS Of armament munit'

^ armed forces, of military personnel

DEA/50052-40
L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

T^G ^ WA-1278

SECItET, MOST IMMEDIAT^,r.

^ 1 ions and war material.
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3. . Recommendations and arbitral decisions of the Commission would be by
majority _vote. Important questions, however, such as those relating to violations of
the armistice which could result in resumption of hostilities, would have to be set-
tled by unanimous vote.
s 4., The Commission would be empowered to formulate recommendations regard-
ing amendments and conditions which it might be desirable to make to the provi-
sions of the agreement on the cessation of hostilities, in order to ensure a more
efficacious application of the agreement. These recommendations would have to be
by unanimous vote.

5. As an operative instrument a joint commission of representatives of the com-
manders of both sides would be set up with three principal functions: (I) To ensure
that the cease-fire order is carried out; (II) To set in motion regrouping of regular
forces and disarmament of irregulars; (III) To ensure that regrouping is carried out
correctly. The joint commission of the commanders would report to the Interna-
tional Control Commission, which would arbitrate disputes in the joint commission
of commanders.

Iikely Composition
6. Details are not known here. It would presumably be military in character, since

there has been no mention of civilian personnel. Officials here believe that it is not
now planned that the International Control Commission would take out its own
troops.

When Would Commission Begin to'Function
7.. As soon as possible. working documents'at Geneva cal l for the commission to

be on the spot at the moment of cessation of hostilities. This will not be possible if,

as seems likely, the cease-fire is set for two days after the signature of the agrez•
ment at Geneva. We made the observation to the State Department officiA

although the United States is not primarily concerned, that Governments wcb
were invited to serve on the control commission would need some time before
replying to go through ^ required ! constitutional processes, apart from other

considerations.

Laos and Cambodia
8. Apparently separate and similar commissions are envisaged for Viet-Nam, Laos

and Cambodia, with some sort of international co-ordinating committ ^s ls^m^

`clear here exactly how this scheme'would work. State Department offic r

to think it likely that the three commissions would have the same nadon^ mem1e -
ahip, since otherwise great confusion would probably be caused.

, _ . . ..
^Canudian Rolt that we

9. It wasFagreed in my telephone conversa don on July 19 with MacKay 1231.fi
.would not put to the State Dçpaitmçnt No . 5, of the questions set out

thougin EX-ht, elicit from
We weré reluctant to put these questions because it might, we We ^gbt

ihém and put on record an assumption that Canada should play a role that ^^^,

,wish to assume. We suppose that by the terms of reference a"judicial" imP ba1-
will be expected of the commission although the implications

of the obvious
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ance in the proposed membership is clear enough. We were afraid that these ques-
tions

might give a somewhat misleading impression that Canada's behaviour as a
member of the commission might be affected by consultation with others.
10. These and similar delicate questions emphasize what a difficult and important

matter the appointment of a Canadian representative would be. I know yoge
that it would be necessary to find a man of intelligence, courage and patience and
experience. Physical fitness would also have to be considered, as the probabiliti

esare that arduous work will have to be done under taxing circumstances.

732.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DBA/5005240

TELEGRAM 852

SECRET. >MMEnr4,.I.E,
London, July 20, 1954

Following for the Minister- from Robertson, Begins: I have informed the United
Kingdom Govemrnent of the content of our conversation, and they are adv'
Eden at once, making it plain that until Canada has received a formainvitati lsing
has been Officially advised of the tenus of reference and the res

nsibili •es on and
International Advisory Commission, it would not be possible for the government^

of the

give a definite answer. At the same time I said that in the circumstances
every prospect that the answer would be favourable. While I was at thei CRO waI
learned that they had just received a message from Nehru ve

si 'You had . ry rrvlar to the one
given me, that India could not give a definite answer until it had received

an official invitation, had an oppor^nity of studying the terms of reference
Supervisory Commission, and was able to form an opinion of th of the
of the settlements which had been reached at Geneva. The ",y e general character
Nehru did not get off until some hours after the message to Ottawa,^ng message to

message to London was in fact based on the Geneva press report ^cd Nehni's
him before the United Kingdom message. He did, however, h reached
Powers were a say that if the Geneva
Canada greed in asking India to serve on the Supervisory Commission, and if

was prepared to accept the invitation, then it would be extremely difficultfor India to refuse. ,
2. As you will appreciate,

l^t hours all tentative agreements reached in^ Geneva during the^yt^n
are contingent one on the other. There is as yet no fnality about

w^ch ^eNo one is yet in a position to give an official invitation to the countries
acce Powers meeting in Geneva have agreed among themselves would beptable as

members of an International Supervisory Commission.there aze
Similarlyhn

as yet no agreed terms of reference for the Commission. This absence of
Su^lty, lis due partly to unresolved differences as toperyisoryCo^ssiôn powers and procedures of the,

and partly to the fact that any agreement which may be
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reached about the'organization' of the Commission itself is contingent on agree-
ments also being reached on the lines of demarcation, election dates, etc.

3. Some'of the press reports that Canada, India and Poland had been invited to
constitute an..International, Supervisory Commission went on to say that India
would be the Chairman. The United Kingdom have no information to support this
and are asking their delegation in Geneva if they can clarify the position. Ends.

, DEA/50052-40

TII,EGR ►M EX-1263

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, July 22, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 1048; Paris No. 355.

INDOCiiINA SUPERVISORY COMMISSIONS

Following, from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: Before taking a decision on
membership in.the Supervisory Commissions it is most important for us to under-
stand the relation of the powers which participated in the Geneva Conference to the
Commissions. The source, of the Commissions' authority is uncertain and it is
therefore difficult to know to whom the Commissions are ultimately responsible. In
the draft French Working Paper on the Commissions,20 which is as yet all we have
to i go on, it is indicated that the Commissions might refer disputes back to the
"guarantor powers". This provision seems to have been covered in the last clause of"il
the,-"final declaration" of the Geneva Conference as reported in the press: e

members of the Conference agree tu consult one another on a question which may

be referred td them by the International Supervisory commissions in order to study

such measures as may prove necessary to ensure that the agreements on the cessa
tion of hostilities in Cambodia, Lao and Vietnam are respected:'

2.`In view of the fact hôwever thât'the United States appears not to have joined in

thisfinal declaration and tô have issued a unilateral statement, it is by no meao

certain whether we could consider the United States as one of the so-called "Sual-

ântor powers". The position of the United States as of July 20, according to a repcrt

from the United Kingdom Delegation, was explained by Bedell Smith to Mendes-y
France when he said that "if the United States could respect such a sri t^é note^o
c^uld not repeat not sign any agreed declaration, nor could they eve ^

Oct âlone' agree) a clause which might provide for consultation between mem fs

a t.- S(2tPS'

PessibilitE^qt^â k doamnatt witireproduit ^/Pouibl the document
reproduced in U VNoltedume xv,30

peputaneflt of Stste, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS). 1952-1954,
Vyashintton, D.C: Government Printin= OtTice, 1981, pp. 1305-1308 and 1369-1371.

]

2
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of the Conferénce in the event of their being some disagreement later ov
cution of the terms of any eventual agreementer the eze-
3.

We fully understand that the United States position has been of necessityoca1.
Nevertheless, we are preparing to take an extremely serious decision ^wv_

may involve us in no end of trouble' and embarrassment for a few e which
Before taking such a decision we must be assured of the attitude which
est democratic power will adopt towards ou

y^ at least.

our activides. Even if they must m°akeambiguous public statements, we think that they should be prepared to
private explanation of the attitude which they will adopt towan sthe offer some
Commissions and of our position on them. The consequences for of the
involved in a difficult and politically dangerous enterprisesuch ^.°r us of being

without evenmoral support from the United States would be serious indeed.
4. I discussed this matter with the Minister last night af

•you on the telephone and explained to him your view that it woul°nversadon with
you to secure at this point any satisfactory statement from d^ difficult for
He feels nevertheless that this is a matter of ve the Secretary of State.
which will concern Cabinet in making its final decision l^d rtance to us and one
you should "plain fully our preoccupations to the State De thinks therefore that
to eluçidate insofar as possible the American attitude.21 End^ent and endeavour

734, , .

Le délégué DEA350052-40
permanent auprès de 1,O,ffice européen des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegate to European Office o
to Secreta S f United Nations

TELEGRAM 122
rY of tate for External A, f ffairs

SECRET. Geneva, July 23, 1954
I194MIqT>?.

Reference: My . , `
telegram No. 121 of July 22nd.t

1• This mornin INW-CHINA
course g Krishna

Menon and Sen, Indian colleagues in Geneva, in theof conversati
the on felt that no, repeat no, doubt Canadatina]sû°^ssion. Menon said he had gone over

would accept to serve
aftern^n pervlsory Commission with Mendes-France. B^^ aresiti8ôn' go tothe Interna-

to discuss further points Paris this
of detail concerning the setting u p of the Com

2̂,
Le Cabinet

a été informé1954 de l'invitation du coprésident de la, >^ s a re ^Winte
é . sa décision finale en attendant plus de étails.cSeuls Pnea^on

le M juillet
^+ Marler et Pinard ont assisté à la réunion.Cabinet 4,43 ^fo^^

1954 but def of the invitation from the Co-Cha•
Pearson, Mo ^^ its final decision until ^u of the Geneva Conference on July 22,Cann, ^y^fe^ further details of the commission were available. only, Marler, and Pinard attended the meeting.



mission and the place of the first meeting for general organizational discussions.
Menon flying to Delhi on Sunday.

2. Without wanting to give the impression that it came from him, Menon thought

Canada might feel New Delhi suitable as the first meeting place for the Interna-

tional Supervisory Commission as. the capital , of the country of the chairmen and

alsô 'on the way to the field of operations. You may already have received a feeler

from New Delhi. Indians after discussing with Chou En-Lai feel that the main
Commission which would deal with Vietnam, should have delegations of five offi-

cials from each participating country headed by military officers of rank of Gen-
eral. Officers of lower rank could take charge of delegations- three officers from

each participating country - in both Laos and Cambodia in order to prevent what

they describe as a possible clash between Generals. Officers of lesser rank, one,
from each participating country, would be assigned to various inspection teams to
be stationed at fixed points provided in agreements which number fourteen for

Vietnam, eight for Laos, and ive. for Cambodia, plus an unknown number of offi-

cials from each of the participating countries for mobile teams.

3. This would therefore require as a minimum, 156 Canadian officials plus logisti-

cal support.' Chou En-Lai's first reaction concerning number was that they would,

all told, come to approximately one thousand, but Menon said he tried to bring him

down to earth.
'4. Indians had not, repeat not, so far secured the three texts but said they were

getting them today locally through British sources.
5. As for budgets question they had no, repeat no, information and thought each

delegation should be prepared to start operating at its own expense. They are won-

denng in fact, who will pay the representatives in spite of the provisions
contained

in each agreement that expenses should be borne equally by each one of the coun-

tries concerned.
6. Paris and London will presumably be in a better position from now ester^

inform you of details than we will be here. Offroy with whom I discussed y

day, will be going to Paris Sunday and can be reached through the Quai d 'GrsaY'

à, High Commtssioner In India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/50052-40
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INOO-CHINA SUPERVISORY COMMISSION

Following are some of the points which have been raised in my discussionsthe Foreign Secre^ withY and the Defence Secretary who were both consulted by thePrime Minister yesterday:
(i)

Though Eden-Molotov message refers to each coun
having ^• ,^on each Commission, India's view is that each coun ^ representatives

tative on each Commission, though the representative would have ^one represen-
Pernates.(ii)

Prime Minister's tentative decision is that the three Indian re
alt

would be civilians who will be given Ambassadorial rank and the msentatives
military and civilian advisers. y would have
(iii)

Some machinery will bè required for coordination and liaisthree Commissions. on between the
(lv) Miljtary observers.

Is each of the three countriers?ers? If so would they have to operate in three-man ^7rOVide military observ-
Armed forces. Presumably securi

and their agencies similar to the Unit y ônsll be required for the Commission
forces be required to patrol the neutral zone? Should ^^ Palestine. Will armed
forces be contributed by each of the three countries or solel unty guards and armed
sion is that if the numbers required are only a few hund ybyIndia? My impres_

pre_Pared to furnish them all. I^ not, repeat not, however, reds,
clear Indiaabout the

would be
extentofthe responsibilities of the Commissions for maintainin

which they cannot discharge their functions. g law and order without
(vi) Secretariat.

Seccetariats will be required for eachis, in Indi ch Commission. A mixed sec_
India would an view, impossible. Their tentative suggestion, therefore, is thatprovide the secretariats.

rs
o Heudq^rters.

The Foreign Secret
f^e Commission for Vietnam ^,yo jd in ^é°nassume that the headquar-

comnissions could be located in the ca itals of ^ zone though other
(v^) I-ogistical su P Laos and Cambodia.

for the Co PPPrt will be required for Commissions' guards and troops andminissions and their employees.
(lx). Ino i

m s to refund the three c
embers Geneva Conference on Indo-China.or their expenses - presumably the

(x) flow do the Co
ence?

Would it not, take up problems with the members'of this Confer-son1e SeCretaciat? ' repeat not, be wise for the Geneva Conference to establish
(X') What is the status of the United

did not associate itself States in relation to the Commissionwith the s smce it
2- To Permit India

crisis?

oppo^ to provide armedunities to forces and secretariats might give them
exert undue influences. This has to be weighed against the disad-

^^veg are
of Polish Participation.

Much depends on whether India's chief represen-susceptible to pro-Chinese influences.3•
Beforéndia accepted the 'resKorea under

ponsibility of Korea it sent an advance teamte the Foreign Secretary, He is contemplating su
estin that

to
^ be sent to Iridô=C^na but he has not, gg g an advance

repeat not, yet worked out the relation-
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ship between this suggestion and the suggestion for. a preliminary meeting of the
principal representatives in New Delhi.

4. Foreign Secretary would welcome your preliminary comments on the matters
raised in this and previous telegrams.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- , au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

Zi1.EGRAM 238

,CONFIDENTIAI.. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your Telegram No. 242 of July 23 and preceding telegrams.
Repeat London No. 1062; Paris No. 367.

CNINA -SQI' •DO
and

COMMISSIONS

' Weç are grateful for your reports and cômments on Indian thinking. In this mes-

sage we shall deal only with organizational arrangements which are the most urgent

problems. ° . .
' . '

2: We are prepared to agree to the Indian suggestion, if the Canadian Government

âccepts membership,.and would send representatives to New Delhi for prehml arY

organizational'discussions who would not be the eventual
Canadian representatives

on the Commissions. The Minister had thought of asking Cabinet for a final deci-

sion on July 28,but Indian and Polish acceptances may require earlier action. We

would try to meet the 'date of August' 1° for the first meeting
if it proved generallY

, . , r
acceptable. o to New Delhi
L-30 Our thought is thai a small military ' ^+nd civilian team should g

this cil
^and thereafter to Saigon to establish a Canadian headquarters, as . ,

would appear to e most convenient centre of internal and external
cornm^ n:

tions in hina. We would expect this team, in addition é âanlrii^Y 1Cer NO
cerned,with administration and communications, to i` ^l^t a junior officer and a
this Department, who would return to Ottawa, and at

who mi t remain in Saigon as the nucleus of an office at
would 1^^ li^

administrative çentre for Canadians in Indochina and marnt^n s^el ^at we can^t is unl Y
son as may be required. Because of shortness of notice
send other dcparttnental personnel at once.

^
4 " discuss with the Indians we

4.z,There is. one point which we should like you to ^^e f Represen•
.

i^.^
. , . . .

t ment i ,n having a single mdrvIdual nam de uties. It secmswonder If thër^e is no
,

tïttive to eactï of the thrte Commissions, who would have three În^an^ Polisb)

to us that this mi ^d at. ght make , for better , ccoordination of Canadian ( ee

action. The` Cominissioner could attend meetings
of whichever ef the

r^tissions"seémed ^ most important -at the moment and would be r P

aik
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other two by deputies. Transportation difficulties might of course make thi 'tical. Ends. s unprac-

DEA/50052-40

Reference: Your telegranl No. 1045 of July 22.

SUPERVISORY COMMISSION, INDO-CIIINA
l' Although the Fore; OfF

Le haut-commissaire'au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Cor1FTD^
jMMEDIATR. .

any thought gn
1ce have tned to be helpful, it is evident that little if

was given at Geneva to the practical questions involv
Commission into operation, or to the exact nature of its com ed in bringing the
a late stage for "ample, that owing to the refusai of the Camanposition. It was only at
co-ordinating body, the formula was adopted whereby the 1 s to accept any
s^1e^ats were to be charged with this function. So f

ar
f^e respectivehad not pective

been mentioned before, and no provision is made for tho wu' com ecretari-though - presumably the positions of Secretbetween position,
the three participants. ary-General would be distributed

2. It looks therefore as though we are pretty much onthe
ways and means of setting up Commissions, our own now in working out

resting on the Indians, as chairmen. They too areseelci with rimp ^Y rnsponsibility•
has asked what the implication is of the wàrd ^•ing guidance, and R.. Nehru
ments of Canada and Poland" in S n consultation with the govern-
Whether level of representation 2 of the invitation, and in particularwhetheT this shn 1 presentation was expected to be a matter for consultation or

P y meant that practical arrangements for a secretariat, etc, were tobe agreed in consultation between the threesuccess than we in findin governments. C.R.O. have had no more
everything g^swers to such questions, and I think we in

must assumethat is is subject to consultation between the three memberspecificall ber governments
3. This b

Y provided for in the Agreements.^esunlln r
ings us up against the problem of the Poles and I can see no other

g they accept) than for the Indians to invite them and ou courseDe preli^naI.y de^ls,
rselves to settle^ as Looking at it from here, I should be inclined to favour Neworg^z4on meeting place since India, as Chairman, could lomeetin gically convene anbrought in

g there, and I should think it advisable to have the Polesas early as possible.



L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

IMLEGxAM WA-1302 .

CONFIDFNTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your EX-1263 of July 22.'

DEA/50052-40

Washington, July 24, 1954

INDO-CHINA SUPERVISORY COMMISSIONS

telephone conversation with you of the afternoon of July 22. This conversation
elaborated and to some extent modified the sense of EX-1263. As agreed, I

The Acting Under-Secretary's telegram under reference was received after my

arranged to see the Deputy, Under-Secretary which I did yesterday afternoon July
K

2.^ P 1 Sturm former United States Consul in Hanoi and on temnorarV duty in the
23. I immediately afterward reported over the telephone to Mac ay.

1 au ,
% Department for Indo-Chinese Affairs, was with Murphy; McCardle accompanied

matter of stern i

tamly nad not sought all the pain and gne w c we
involved in undertaking this task. If we decided to do so (and I

indicated that the
• 'nternational

India and Poland in constituting Supervisory Commissions for the execu

Geneva Agreement. As yet,^ much of the information necessary to a decision had

not been received in Ottawa. We had not been consulted in advance and we cer-

' f hi h realized would inevitably be

the Un^ted States Governmen e
serious problems posed by the invitation from the Geneva Conference to join with

• • • fion of the

' t that th Canadlan Government were con
3. My object in waiting upon the Deputy Under-Secretary, I said, was to inform

• sidering the

also wish to see the Under-Secretary sometime next week. He nau returne
Europe that morning.

ment had made their decision,- I would want to call on Mr. Dulles himself. I wou
• d from

cate its substance to the Secretary of State. I said that, when the Canadian Govern-
1d

me. The conversation was friendly and informal, but I asked Murphy to commanl-

government were so disposed) we would do ^t "a" d'ûfculties
duty. We had no illusions as to the extent and complexity of the political

which would be encountered, to say nothing of the administrative problems of all

kinds which we would have to face in an area of the world where we had neither

eacpaiencenor. any framework of representation. I wentVU 94&J1 the government decided to accept membership on the Cocnminvately of tbe
on; we would vvish to keep the United States Government informed.p inging UP°n

what took place in South East Asia would continue to be very

understood the [U.S.] government had felt compelled to cLssociatet and concern
the Geneva settlement; nevertheless, we knew that their intereclose.

course of events. This we felt we could do quite properly wIthout imp we
our, international responsibilities as members of the Commissions. F m ë^eS fro' Yc



5. Then I went on to put three questions, to the
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first twoexpect answers off the bat. In the first place, we W° 1e Of which I said that I did
United States Government regarded thei

relations •
not at a1m 1 sure ho^,s, theview of the i. ovvn

formal dissociation with it ^,s,hich had ^P to the Geneva settlement(and subsequently, of course, by been made by Bedell Smiththethemselves as part of the Geneva
onferenCe to . Did the y,

were under certain circums^
Y. for example, consider

which the International Co
any views concernin ces required to report? Second, did the y

for their advice, bû f^é hâd Commissions should o y haverate?Y any observations to offer we WoU1d rb^ not ask-
tical local

Third,
the State Department must have a glad to

take them into
knowledge

account.

concerning conditions in the Associat g^d deal of prac-
be willing to let us have such information as woul ^ States. Would they
our representation out there? Post reports d be helpful for us in establishinghad, I, thou ht , for instance, would be very useful since
We had

g, almost nothing of the kind in Ottawa.6. It.was clear, I thin
I conveyed to him con ^miMurPhY welcomed m
above He w as,

call and the information which
a.s, ve g^e Canadian Government's position as outlinedconcerning rY much surprised that we had not

membership and had obviousl been consulted in advance
eRpressed himself as appreciating y assumed that we must have been, He
time and more information completely the need for the government to hfor the su ^a6on before making the^. decision. He was clearl aveggestion that we should kee y gratefultt the State e P^em informed of how things went. He saidinformation we th

ghtnwouldlbe useful.Very happy to provide us with whatever7 . localMUrPhY's .response to rn
because I did not Y question (somewhat slantin 1
this) whéther.^,^,è'^nk e should a g Y posed, I admit,

had an p^ to be seeking United States advice onConferèncé was Y
real option other than to accept the invitation frowould be a Pretty reserved even for him. But he did say that the Unit m^egood deal happier to have us on the Commissions Statesthat it woqld certainl mmissions rather th

was not the slightest sueue a grave
ggestion

grave responsibility for us to refuse to serve. others and
ance would ^ in •

any at any point in our conversation that ournac^ere
urphy, we realidM that, lf resented

t^ by the United States Government. As pt
We would do, we ^,ould be sub'ek^e job on and discharged it consci I said to
on this score ,1 ct to criticism from our friends as vÿellntiously aswe had no illusions. as others.U^tMcCardle will be gettin g from

d states aûthorities ha e aboutSthe Co good deal of the information which the"g you in an
earl mmissions set-u andreach decisions- aboutY teletype such items as we think may be helpful in h 11 be send-sead on

how to proceed in setting up younext Week b y
p our teams. We shall also hope toconditions i bag whatever we get from the State Den Indo-China

I
Scr would be grateful if you Pŵould

ment
let m

about local
e1er you agree that once
^Y of State ^ the government s decision is taken, I should see the

You can give mself;,if so, I would be ,
me concerning wha grateful for such additional guidance as

t I should put to him.
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4... Ÿ .., , .,
cun , .in

,
the Engl.may clanfyzsomeq obsty is text.

the French text of the Agreement as well as the

. ,.`;ii;
; . . .; ' , ,

^,6.: Recommend^our representat,̂ ves toithe meeung in New Delhi bnng w Xt

En l'sh text since the French ^

. . •^ themthe Indo-China Commissions.

,, . .
Government was Cliairmân of the Commission, not Thimayy^ ^e Sw

for-,
tained that the Swedish tepresentative was serving in his individual capaciry' of

^Ieign Sectetary su•ggests New Delhi meeting might decide this point in respect

. 5' On the Repatnation Commission in Korea, In a m • .teS main,. .. , , . ^ ^nt^ned a

es
for the 25 fixed tteâms and an unknown number for the mobile teams.

• • t, t the Ind►an

tëams, since all investigations have to be made by these te--ms- ^r^ by W2

timates thât about 35 officers of about the rank of Major will be req

"4.' The task of top pnonty is obviously the setung up o Foreign Secretary
11 _. r 1,

-3. Forcign Secretary questions, as o, a

days to W4-seven days after the cease-fre.
J• •, , • f the military inspecdon

reported in the last sentence of my tele No. 246 of July 24th.fi It seems tous

that the Commissions and their ag nci must be installed sooner than twenty-^o

the demarkation line and could perhaps be neutralizcd.
•" ' I d d te set forth by Krishna Menon as

any single qu ers to
Viet' Nam is concerned, he thinks the Viet 'Minh would not, repeat not, agree
Saigon and that Hue might be more 1 suitable because it is more central, is close to

IL-4 art for the three Commissions. So far as e o'7 1 Because of the susceptibilities of Laos and Cambodia, he doubts there can be
• • 6L C mmission for

The Foreign Secretary's personal reaction to your suggestion in paragraph 4 is
that this is a sound proposal. His only hesitation is that this might offend the sus-
ceptibilities of Laos and Cambodia who would realize that the Commissioner
would be spending most of his time in Viet Nam. You may, therefore, wish to
sound out the French Prime Minister on this.

New Delhi, July 26, 1954

CONFIDENIIAL.IMMEDIATE. •
...,. .. .

Reference: Your telegram No. 238 of July 24.

INDO-CHINA SUPERVISORY COMMISSIONS

Le haut-commissaire en Inde » `
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

High Commissioner in India
. to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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. L'ambassadeur au Mexique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in iMexico

DEA/5005240

to Secretary of State for External Affairs •

Mexico City, July 27, 1954

COMMISSION FOR INDO-CHINA

Following for the Minister from Léger, Begins: I had a conversation with G
s^om, Swedish Minister here, who wished me to let you know in the light of his

^own experience on official Commissions he believed Canada would be laced i
impossible Position were it to agree to serve with India and Poland p nsion onsion for Indo-China. His view is that position of Canada would even the Commis-
cult

than that of Sweden or Switzerland since they, at least, were tWe more diffi-
of the Communists and the ambiguity of India. He two to face the

foreseesdanger that on many vital issues Canada will be left alone to o a serious
members of the Commission. Ends. Ppose the two other

741.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

DEA/50052-40

Ottawa, July 27, 1954

In the e^ ' ^RNATIONAL SUPERVISORY COMMISSIONS

Plans have been that Cabinet will agree tomorrow to Canadian ParticipationJuly 31 •
made for R.M. Macdonnell to proceed to Delhi ,

probably
Staff-

will be accompanied azrivin
by Air Commodore Rutled e C^ • g

Joint

to Ind^hina to form proceed laterallachey and Finnie of this Department will follow and lâe
you in the Delhi Part of the permanent establishment. Macdonnell will assistarran

^ meetings and then proceed to Indochina to make necessof the e
^ents there before returning to Ottawa. Neither he nor Rutle ^permanent establishment.e
r ^ We fully reco nize the dge will be part

^h^nonazY negotiations those who desirability of sending tonot been o will be working with the Commissions, butpossible to make an yconsiderable doubt y aPPointments yet especially as we are stillProblem of in
as to the kind and status of people who will be required. The

oculations would also delay the despatch of personnel from Ottawa
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but General Foulkes hopes to send as many people as possible from Korea for the

early stages at least. _ . I...
2. Brigadier R.E.A. Morton, Military^Attach6 in Tokyo, has been instructed to

proceed immediately to Delhi to assist in the discussions there and act temporarily
in Indochina as representative of the Chiefs of Staff pending a more permanent

establishment.
3. National Defence representatives will bring with them cypher equipment and

staff.
4. You will be notified of travel arrangements when they are firm.

742.
DEA/50052-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim auz Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Actin Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs8
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, July 28, 1954

Dear Mr. Macdonnell:

I would be grateful if you would take with you to New Delhi thiswlletter
h rep-

instructions for the guidance of Mr. Reid and yourself in the discussions
the ^terna-

resentatives of the Indian and Polish Governments on the setting p of

discussions on these matters with National Defence in Ottawa.

tional Supervisory Commissions foc Indochina.
Commodore Rutledge, Coord^•

2. As you know, you will be accompaiued by Air At^ché in Tokyo>
nator of the Joint Staff, and Brigadier Morton, Canadian Military Com-
will beI proceeding directly to New Delhi to, take part in the discus

sions.
instructions é ating to

modore Rutledge will no doubt be talung with tum his own You should,
the militaryaspects of the problems to be discussed in New Delhi. c^ons

therefore, discuss with him^and Brigadier l Morton
has not

parts ofbeen these
time inswfor deta^ed

which relate to service ma , p y

(1) Judicial Impartialiry . ' ada's represen•

3: Whilë it wi11 no'doubt bé assumed and correctly -^at ^ roach to

tntivés' on•the three Commissions will reflect a Western outlook in
their aPPhat theY

£tiie problems which the' Commissions will have to solve, it
is^m^ i^^ry in

should at all times do their utmost to maintain an attitude
of judicial ra^^e that

In particular, it would seem to be impe ^atthe peiforinâncx` of their duties. ^
we ahôûld i upo.

fairness so
n the Indians our attitude of objectiWéycould

We ey, , p^. that
, ^icularlY Whenwhén the Commissions have important decisions to take,

would x give' our views ` serious and favourable consideratioWe^ p.

majority reports will have to be submitted to the Geneva po



4. While we do expect to keep our friends and allies, when appropriate, informed
of the work of the Commissions, we do not intend thereby to let them direct our
decisions. Moreover, in accepting to participate, we have not taken it upon our-
selves to favour any cause or interest, other than seeing to it that the Geneva Agree-
ments are properly executed. In the circumstances, every reasonable effort should
be made to'avoid giving the impression of partiality in the performance of yourduties.

(2) Practical Limitations on Canadian Participation
5.

There is a limit to what a country of Canada's resources and population can do
in Southeast Asia. Our commitments are already heavy and existing undertakings,
such as'those at NATO or in Korea, are such as to circumscribe Canadian participa-
tiori in some phases of the Commissions' operations, e.g., personnel, logistical sup-
port, communications equipment.
(a) Composition of the Commissions

6•We'shoùld hope, ns much for reasons of flexibility, and efficienc within thCommissions themselves as for our already hea y eelse-
where, that it would be possible to restrict the number of personnel nt each Com-
mission and on the inspection teams to the basic minimum consistent with the
proper discharge of their functions. It would, for instance, be extremely difficult for
the Department of National Defence to have to provide several hundred officers
and men for this task over and above existing commitments. For our part, moreo-
ver, the personnel problems of this Department are now such as to preclude the
Possibility of providing large numbers of Foreign Service Officers as political
advisers for our Commissioners, to say nothing of stenographic and clerical staff.(b) Logistical Support

7. For much the same reasons, we would not wish to find ourselves
being asked to provide the major part of the Commissions' lo 1 es in the position

communications g stical support and
the De equipment. We are of course willing to do our share and indeed

partment of National Defence is giving this aspect of the matter its urgentattention.
However, it would seem to us that the basic part of such ui ment asmay 'lot be readily available on the ground in Indochina for these u^ p

more expeditiously be supplied by India, as the geographically closest p^art cim tt
since the Con^ssions. are expected to be operational at an earl date. p'8. In the prelinlln Y
^°e ^enlln ary discussions which are about to get under way in New Delhi

g organi^tional and operational arrangements, such as those carried in
emainder of this letter, I. should be grateful if you would bear these generalthoughts in mind.

9•
Listed below are "a number of to i

New Delhi, toge^er with brief commentsp cs which will presumably be discussed in
case. This co suggesting our preliminary views in each
subjec^ W.^entarY; is not exhaustive, and there will no doubt be a number of
In dealin ^ch will come up in New Delhi which have not been touched upon here.

g with matters of this kind it will be -necessary for you to use your own
discretion in expressing the Canadian point of view
o^Se, seek instructions from Ottawa ^fore t'^e f possible you should, of

s'^ points. ;, g nite stand on controver-



, 10. Commissioners. The principal problem here seems to be whether the commis-
sioners should be ''military or civilian. ^ The Poles have already nominated three
civilians to fill their comrnissionerships; the Indians now, seem to incline to the
view that the commissioners should be military. We are inclined to this view our-
selves, though the best solution may be to, leave the matter optional to the
appointing governments. We have no strong views, however, and will be glad to
consider reasonable proposals. We would like to have the earliest possible advice as
to when each of the three commissioners we will be supplying will be required for
duty, as well as any assistants they will need.

11. Status of Representatives. The cease fire agreements say that the International
Commissions shall be composed of representatives of Canada, India, and Poland.
The states concerned are not members of the Commissions, nor are the individual
representatives merely nominated by the states concerned to act in their personal.
capacities. Circumstances will require that the Commissioners deal with situations
expeditiously on their own initiative, but we assume that each will be acting on
general instructions from his government and advice provided from time to time.
The Commissioners will in fact, be delegates with full powers, and at no time
should it be necessary for the work of any Commission to be held up until instruc-
tions can be obtained from the governments concerned. Nevertheless we consider
that it will be'essential for each Commissionerto have secure means of communi-
cation with his own government. We trust that the arrangements that will be made
to provide for this will enable our Commissioners to pass confidential communica-
tions to each other without delay. =

12. Liaison between the Commissions and the Geneva Conference Powers. This is

at matter of procedure which should normally present no serious problems. Since
the invitations to India, Poland and Canada were issued by Messrs. Eden and Molo-
tov,' and since the two CO-chainmen of the Geneva Conference on Indochina have
undertaken to inform the other Geneva Conference powers of the replies to the
invitations, they'may be prepared to continue to act in a liaison capacity between
the Commission powers or the Commissions themselves and the Geneva Confer-
ence powers., If so, the`Commissions,' when' desiring to report to the Geneva Con
fe'rence powers, could simply address identical communications to Messrs- Fden

and Molotov, with the request that they be transmitted to the other
Geneva Confer'

ence powers. This would get around for the moment the difficulties posed by the

équivocal position of thé United States. This liaison procedure would presumably

have to be confirmed by the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union, wluchWOUid be

the chairman country for the commissions, could appropriately arrange. I^ontinwn8

for the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union to determine whether any

secretariat for the Geneva Conference would be necessary. and
13: Liaison betwcen Commissions. This should present no special Problems'd be

we see no reason why any elaborate liaison organization or joint secretariat nee

set up:.The Commissions should be able to communicate directly one wea h ^o^r

by telegram. In additIon,a courier service will probably be required by and
inission,'and some arrangements may have to be made with the governments ents
commands concerned to ensure that the couriers can carry Commissé ége•

from one headquarters to another without delay or interference.
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ments might tie worked out with Cambodian
resentatives in New Delhi. If a joint secretariat or liaison or ^ and Vietminh rep_
necessary, the question of its location will arise. Saigon may ^tion is consideredable
able location because of its communications facilities, but W^ considered a desir-sion

on this should be taken before careful consideration is ^lieve that no deci-

of agreeing to an arrangement which would enable largethe possible
Poles to establish themselves in Saigon. groups of14. Secretariat,

We believe that since India is
view of India's relative closeness tossions. the chairman country,

geO^aP^^lly, the Indians should su and in
ally the"entire secretariats of the thr.ee Co^ virtu-
for purposes of coordination between the We are inclined t ptphink that
for the titular Secre three Commissions, it would be desirable
question of a ^'General in each case to be an Indian. This would avoid theppointing a pole to one of these
Position to nominate Canadians to occupy Positions. We would like to be in a
they, could observe o Positions in the three Secretariats where
presented. It ma y and ensure that the Canadian view is adequately

Y be that Canadians would be helpful in dealing with Frenc
^age matters, but we would not be satisfied with just bein h lan's^Ps• We have no strong views on the number of d g^signed interpreter-
each Commission or their distribution. The discussionsuty Secretanes-General in
position of deputy S^re ary may indicate whether the
nom^^ to hold in otdert to ensurehaill be an aPProp^ate one for a Canadian
account. :., Canadian views are roPerlP y taken into15. Liaison with Command

s. Some s e'n^essary to enable the Co p c^^ communications arrangements may be
We would hope ^ssions to keep in touch with the various commands,
special that this will form part of the work of the secretariat, and that

units
which. may be required will be rovi at any^ 6 ans. ,., .

P ded by the
Inspection Teams.

This will be' a matter of rimauthorib^
, since the personnel of the teams is likely to be alconcernmost to the Defence

^Y• We believe that there should be a full d' zclusively mili-
^e f^^ teams for the • discussion of the functions of each of

tom
mind

F7'ceLaos,, C^ . polnts listed in the cease fire agreements. Representatives of
in^a, Vietnam and Vietminh should be able to rovideaa^on concernin the p detailed• •c problerns, etc, g ^lit^Y situation in the vicinity of each

point, logisti-Out of this discussion some reasonably frm ideas as to the nbers of office1s 1equired, their rank
force and naval components specialist qualifications, etc. and whether m
It should also Ponents may be required for air and sea ports, should emer air
d^reases in Possible to determine to some extent the likelihood of ge'sivel n^e work of the fixed teams as the terms of the agreements increases or

y carried out. This discussion could be followed are pnogres-ments for mobile te by a discussion of the re uire-reser^,e anis,
on and the extent to which mobile teams can be drawn fromOur des Personnel

our personnel commitments as far as d
17• Securih Guar

possible.Mobile
*• We are of the view that all headquarters sentries as wmind ht^Wé for inspection teams should be provided by as

wish to have some satisfactory security India. You will bear in
Y arrangements for Cana-



0 .•
.
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18: Language. There will presumably be some discussion of working and official
languages for the Commissions. In practice it would seem likely that communica-
tions from the commands will probably be in French, and for the efficient despatch
of business it will clearly be desirable that all communications from the Commis-
sions to the commands be in the same language. Each Commission will presumably
wish to determine its own working language or languages. If a Polish Commis-
sioner is unable to work'in either English or French, we would assume he would
provide his own translators or interpreters. We would not wish to see Polish recog-
nized as an official language. It seems likely that there will be a need for French-
English interpreters and translators, both in the Commissions and with the field
teams. It is quite possible that the Indians and Poles may urge that Canada produce
such personnel, in which case it will be necessary to bear in mind how difficult it
will be to obtain satisfactory people on short notice for work of this kind in Indo-

,china. Ve certainly could not make a broad commitment to find translators and
interpreters without very careful investigations first.

19. Finance. As we want our own representatives in Indochina to do a fair amount
of reporting in our own interest, it is desirable that the cost of salaries and travel of

Saigon. ..^ ;.,
than classified documents at the three Headquarters and at our own liaison office in

our own personnel and communications between our personnel and Ottawa be
borne by the Canadian Government. We hope that the parties directly concerned

will be providing board and lodging and transport facilities for Commission and
inspection team personnel. The costs of the secretariat, security guards and supple-
mentary communications might be covered in part at least by the United Kingdom-

Frnnnce-China•USSR fund which has been agreed upon in principle.
'- 20. Reporting. In sending reports on the New Delhi meetings, and subsequently
from Saigon, you should bear in mind our obligation and desire to keep the United

Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, the United States and France informed. To sim-

plify our task in this regârd, it'might be helpful if you were to send reports in a

form which could be shown to these Governments. Please inform us what info"na-
tion has been given to the local representatives of these Governments. Any fudej

comment which you might wish to add of a more restricted nature might be sent In
a supplementary, telegram marked "for. Canadian eyes only". We are studying

possibili ty of setting up a' separate series of communications along the fines of

'the
Circular telegrams whichuld facilitate the transmission of information 09

the Indochina operation , to - our friends, and will notify you of any procedural
changes in communications which might be required in this connection.
7 21: Interpretation of Agrcements.' We have not had sufficient time to stud ^io e
texts of the agreements to offer you any helpful commentary on their interpd to
Any views which we believe can be helpful to you on this subject will be passe
you subseqûently: of the

for22. Office in Saigôn Jn any mention you make to the Indians and poles

ofGce,we plan to open in Saigon, ` you should refer to it as a liaison office

administrative purposes: No reference should be made to its quasi-diPlomatic Wc-

fc
si
ar
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Fxrract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

Top SECRET
[Ottawa], July 28, 1954

IND0-CHINA; MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL SUPERVISORY CO
FOR VIETNAM, LAOS AND CAMBODIA COMMISSIONS

6.
The Secretary of State for External qffalrs,

^referring to discussi
ing of July 22nd, said that, after studying the Indo-China c on at the meet-
agreements Which had been drawn up at the Geneva C ^e-fire and armistice
that the procedures envisaged by these agreements were workable he was satisfied
in a Permanent settlement of the Indo-China problem. It was and might result
larlY, that certain serious

weaknesses in the Korean as to be noted, particu-
repeated here. For example, under the Korean scheme, ^g^,^ents had not been
of Communist and non-Communist membets, whereas th an equal number

e arrange-ment involved the establishment of three International SuPervi sorydochinese
Commissions,one each for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, and each Commis i

member from India, Poland and Cans on to consist of one
each case. These Supervisory Commissions would ^ mselvlember the chairman in
obligations or responsibilides, es have no enforcement
and mediato Their functions would be solely supervisory, judicialry.

Under Indian chairmanship, the Commissions would be responsiblef Or suPervising thesides d^c d ProPer execution of the provisions of the agreements by the two
^nistiy concerned functioning through joint commissions established by thece

in ro^^
agreements.

Supervisory Commissions would assist the two partiesay
these provisions, would be available to settle the disputes

L que la Co
^s1Op Internationale de surveillance et de oontrôle au Vietnam a ouvert son b

Crépault y ou bureau$0p en décembre 1954, le ministère des Affaires extérieures a ra
pidement envir un bureau de liaison pour le Canada, p oyé A.R.^en e InternaLonal Co

S^gon in Décember 1954 t^Deon for Supervision and Control for Vietnam opened an office in
d Ca°'ap liaison office.' P^ment of Ezternal Affairs promptly sent A.R. Crépault to open

1695
tions,

and neither the Vietnam not French representatives should be given the
impression that we are planning to open a diplomatic mission in Saigon.22
23. You

will be proceeding to Saigon after the conclusion of the New Delhi talks.It
would be appreciated if you would send us as much advance notice as possible as

to the personnel and other requirements for opening the office there, and an other
information which will be of assistance to us in makin y des-patch of 'our Commissioners and their staffs. g^^gements for the des-

My best
wishes to you and Mr. Reid for the success of your mission.

Yours sincerely,
R.A. MACKAY



and, in cases where disputes could not be settled, would report back to the members
of the Geneva Conference. It was also expected that India, Poland and Canada
would later be asked to assume responsibility for supervising elections. .;

::. The cease-fire and armistice agreements provided that the Supervisory Commis-
sions would, in most cases, function by majority vote. It was only in matters con-
cerning violations or threats of violation, which might lead to a resumption of
hostilities, that the votes had to be unanimous. In such cases, and in the event una-
nimity could not be secured, the Commissions would submit majority and minority
reports to the Geneva Conference for decision.

In addition to providing representatives for each of the three Supervisory Com-
missions, India, Poland and Canada would supply a number of military officers for
fixed and mobile inspection teams which would supervise the execution of the
cease-fire agreements in the field, under the direction of the Supervisory

Commissioners.
In these circumstances, he felt that Canada should now formally accept the invi-

tation to serve on the three International Supervisory Commissions, notwithstand-
ing that the task to be performed would be exceedingly difficl^â C^ â^ p^fpar-
the Commissions would last for at least two or three years, and
ticipation would involve the commitment by the services of a relatively large num-
ber of Canadian civil and military personnel.

/ 7. In the course of discussion, the following points emerged:

,(a) Information had been received that both France an^d nottpropos et w^e
anxious that Canada accept the invitation. The United States
any active part in settlement of the Indo-Chinese dispute, but welthe Ûr t^
representation on the Supervisory Commissions, as this would enable
States to be kept reasonably well informed as to the progress being made on armi-
stice"arrangements. It seemed clear that if Canada did not accept theassurance ^a^a
whole difficult problem would be thrown devised which would be acceptable b .4
new panel of member countries cou
to the Communist and to the Western countries.

It was not unlikely that Canadian participation in the settlementofth^ bably
Chinese dispute had first been suggested by India. In any event, there was p,

other Western country in a better position than
Canada to work harm°m°USIy

no
and effectively with India.
f(c) There were several factors whichmight lead to the conclusion that this ed by

Chinese armistice might be settled permanently
un et the procedures e

In the first lace, these procedures would not
likFY^B'éte

Conference. place,,the Geneva
n,se' tomore, the secie s of deadlocks which arose under the Korean arrangements.

m
oubt^ore the'Chinese had now demonstrated that they could defeat

the wW^ no d

probably did not wish to resume fighting in Indo-Chrna. This attrtu^uce CO^u-

reinforced bythe possibility.that completely free elections would p

r
, of

nist regimes in , Indo-China. d1e elecdon N
(d) it las suggested that the only hope of salvatioimportantforiha free electious

truly national governménts. For this reason, it was



held in Indo-China even though such elections might result in the establishment of
Communist regimes.
,^e) It was noted that Canadian membership on the Indo-Chinese Supervisory
Commissions would place Canada in a very difficult position, in view of the fact
that the United Kingdom and the United States were so sharply divided in their
policies regarding settlement of this issue.

(f) It was further noted that acceptance of the invitation to serve on the Supervi-
sory Commissions did not flow directly from Canada's membership in the United
Nations. In normal circumstances, a matter of this kind would be submitted to Par-
liament. However, a decision had to be taken urgently and it seemed clear that the
government should accept the responsibility to serve in this case since such accept-
ance would likely prevent further bloodshed in Indo-China.

8. Mr. Pearson submitted a draft statement he proposed to issue to the press in the
event the government agreed to accept the invitation of the Geneva Conference.
9. The Cabinet agreed that the invitation of the Geneva Conference that Canada

serve with India and Poland on the three International Supervisory Commissions
for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia be now formally accepted and that an appropriate
announcement be made immediately to the press by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs?3

DEA/5005240
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEUGRAM WA-1343
Washington, July 30, 1954

SEQC^r

Reference: Our teletype WA-1302 of July 24.

INDO-CHINA SUPERVISORY COMMISSIONS

had an hoûr's discussion with Bedell Smith this morningJu
think was more fruitful than that which I had earlier with M

h, ly 30, which I
With me, I su ^p y McCardle was
which I had mmanZed the points which I had put to Murphy and the question

asked him (our telegram under reference). With a few additional ques-
tions from our side this proved sufficient to loose a number of interestin vifrom the jJnder-Secre g ews

tary. I must confess that some of his views, which I would

23 Voir Can
265-

ada,
^^sare des Affaires extérieures, Affaires extfn'268. eures, volume 6. No 8, ao0t 1954, pp.

see Canada Department of External Affairs, External A airs, Volume 6 No257-259. ^ .` , . 8, August 1954, pp.



regard as * particularly well-informed,' make the Canadian task seem even more
difficult.

2. Relationship of the United States to the Geneva Conference Declaration. Smith
pointed out the obvious, that the United States did not subscribe to the Geneva
Conference Declaration but simply promised in its unilateral declaration not to
upset the resultant Indo-China armistice by the use of force. The United States
Government however; because of its general interest in the area and particularly
because of its efforts to promote a defence organization directed primarily to the
security of the area, would of course hope to be kept informed of developments
arising out of the work of the Supervisory• Commissions which will be of vital
importance to the stability and security of Southeast Asia. Smith said that he was
awaiting the advice of experts in the State Department as to the legal position of the
United States in relation to Article 13 of the Conference Declaration. He thought,

however, he could with some assurance give us in idea of the likely United States

attitude on this matter.
3. The Geneva Conference had not operated as a voting conference. Objection to

any proposal of importance by any member was sufficient to block agreement on
the proposal. The United States had never liked the conception of the Geneva Con-
ference existing as a body outside of the United Nations with continuing responsi-
b'l' f I A China and Korea, and hm refused to subscribe to that view dunngiity orn o- ' ed in thei the course of the Conference. That attitude, he thought, would be maintvn
United States view, when the Supervisory Commissions were unable to ma 1k unan-
imous agreement on an important matter they would have to report to all of the

individual governments who had participated in the Conference at Geneva. The
ttlement

thought, in addition, that the United States Government shou Cmissions. He. •

the Commissions "automatically" along with the other eight govern
ld be prePazed to.

would not be embarrassed by the receipt of such reports; in fact, Smlt w

opinion that the United States Government would expect to get such reports from
ments. He

United States Government, for its part, despite its dissociation from the se
. • h as of the

express its view on any, report which was referred to it by the ° i^ons
even believed that the United States Government could legitimately offer op

on the work of the Commissions on its own initiative and not
merely as the result

ld const wit
of actual references. This did not mean that the United States wouh
the other members of the Conference to effect a solution; the United States Govern•the United
ment could not, for reasons which werewell known. On the other hand, unst

States Government would, he thou t, consult rivatel with the non-Conun

members "of the Conference., He said he thought we could assume that
views cri ^e

• th views wtu

were given to us frankly as arising out of the facts of l^fe m athea
revealed them. I must stress, however, that they were given to us in er tiori ^m

• • ect co-op ^

missions' would have to "wnte their own ground rules. ^1ey

4. Thesë opinions expressed by Bedell Smith cannot give us m ën ^â onferen^e
th G

Commissions would receive from the n^ne governments; for t a
led to an impasse'in;the Commissions would be reflected in Com-

• h t r,-,on the

terms. If Smith's personal attitude is any gu10e, we can exp tninces in the tas

which face us as a member of the Supervisory Comnuss'ons.
the Unitéd States within the hard limits imposed by cucu"

9
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5. Prospects for the Commissions' success.

Smith was not too sanguine that the
Geneva Conference had produced a happy solution to the Indo-China problem and
he thought the Commissions would be faced with extreme difficulties in their oper-
ations. It could be assumed that the Poles would vote the Communist line. In phis
opinion the Communist line would be overtly reasonable but directed at the covert
subversion of the three Indo-Chinese states if not in two years at least as a long
tenn aim. The Communists might be content in the short-term to neutralize the
three states but he thought that their aim would be to leave them impotent to resist
outright Communist control. At first glance, the work of the Commissions
regarded as simple in that they had rather restricted functions of supervision of the
cease-fire terms rather than guarantee or enforcement functions. Set a ainst the
political background, however, their operations would be anything but sim 1

6.
The Commissions would be faced with three different situations arising p e^the degree of sovereignty which now seemed to exist for Viet Nam, Laos out of

anb°dia. Smith thought that this was one of the fu
i-st problems which would

and Cam
Cambodia, because of the forthrighmess of its representatives in the closmarise.
of the Geneva Conference was left legally with almost complete sovereignty, hours
with somewhat clouded sovereignty and Viet Nam with highl dis u '

Laos
eignty C^b^a might claim the right to do whatever it liked Wi^ p^ble

reig' military assistance. On the other hand, there would be a espect to for-
whether, for

"ample, the United States ]Vlilit qu^d^ as tos^y. ary mission now in Viet Nam could
7.

The other obvioûs problem which could be expected to arise immediately con-
cerned the decision as to whether unanimity of opinion was required on asubject.

He thought we should not forget that the "built-in veto" ' p^culazstances
might be as useful to the non-Communist cause as to in these circum-

nists even though he was certain that Canada, for exam le had that of the Commu_
from little stomach forthe use of such tactics as did the United States. Aside, en'

as

obstructionist tactics of the Communists, the important facts in the ever-present
of success of the Commissions would be the siren th of the the success or lackattitudes. This in g Canadian and IndianSlrth ►

turn suggested the great importance of the Indian stand, ins view, since he
respect the was certain that the United States Government

"conscience" of the Canadian representatives. He ho would
lndian representative would not only be objective ped that the senior
ear Of Mr. Nehru. Smith said that he was not nearly u as conc^at

eraed
he would have the

record as were some of his colleagues. He had had aotin u with the Indian
in Opposition to the United States on important g p made of Indian votes

prepaz^ to regard issues in the United Nations andwasStates « gazd the attitude 'that India always voted against the United
blind him pô ppyc°ck"• His personal views on where India stood, however, did

the fact that an Indian representative could be chosen who would b e
bias^ in favour of the Communist side e8• "Secret" •
agreemen

agreements.
We were led by vague suggestions of possible secretts

additional to the cease-fire agreements a
g^^h You have referred to us, to ask Smith in the telegramsagreements w^ch

mith if he had any knowledge of hidden
kneW Of none might exist between the French and the Vietminh. He said he

and that he had had the solemn promise of Mendes-France that the
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,.United States would be kept informed of, all agreements made with the Commu-
' nists. He believed that confusion might have arisen in some minds with respect to
-secret agreements as a result of the extremely; private talks which the French had
with the Communists in the course of the military staff meetings. He said that these

, talks had gone on for some weeks and that they, rather than United States absence
from the Geneva Conference, had been responsible for the recess in the Conference
activities.

9. At this stage of our conversation he added that it was his conviction that Chou
En-Lai's visit to India and Burma in the course of the recess had materially affected
the outcome of the Conference. Smith had been convinced that Molotov was pre-
pared to see the French effort at negotiations fail and the over-turn of the Mendes-
France government. In Smith's opinion the "straight talk" which Chou En-Lai had
,been exposed to in India and Burma swung the balance and permitted the Confer-
ence to.continue. It was a question, of course, as to whether one could think of the
, Conference as, successful. In any case, it was only after Chou En-Lai's return to
Geneva that progress was made in the private discussions between the French and
the Communists. Smith said it was possible that specific views exchanged in the
French-Vietminh talks might come to haunt the operations of the Supervisory Com-
missions, but he repeated his belief that there was nothing in the way of secret
agreements entered into by the French.

10. Smith, was obviously impressed with the sincerity and probity of Mendes-
France, but was concerned that his lack of experience in Foreign Affairs might
cause him to have to rely on civil servants in whom, Smith at least did not have the
saine confidence. He thought it unlikely that De Margerie, for whom he had great
respect, would be closely associated with Mendes-France because of his former
close association with Bidault. This would suggest the rise in influence of Parodi of
whom Smith has no very high opinion. He had known Parodi on occasion to work
directly against the policy of his government, a luxury which, said Smith, was not
allowed to civil servants. ;
Il 1. 1lu character of the Commissions' activities. We asked Smith how he would
regard the division of labour in the Commissions' operations between civilian and
military representatives. He said he did not think that the basic intention of the
agreements were military in character. It was unfortunate in his view that the Inter-
national Commissions had not been given supreme authority over the implementa-
tion of the cease-fire agreements. The United States delegation had tried har^ua
without success to bring about this result. Smith prophesied that
good

there w^lof the
partdeal: Of trouble because of the lack' of clear-cut authority on the

International Commissions over the Mixed Commissions. The latter could be
expected to be in continuous disagreement among themselves. He thought it would
be extremely-useful if some means or another the International'Commissions
could gain some recognition as having a quasi-judicial role with respect to ^^ ^at
which would inevitably arise in the Mixed Commissions, although he real^
this would be a difficult, if not impossible, job. Smith was not impressed wi^sio^s
eral Salan; the Senior French Military Representative on the Mixed Cornmi
He,thought he was a man entirely lacking in determination.

,
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12. Once again, in Smith's opinion the success or lack of s
sions' activities would depend in large measure on the Canadiai^d the Commis_

repre-sentatives.
The situation suggested that the service representation fromIndian repre-

countries should be made up of senior and experienced officers prepared
^ toese out-manoeuvre

manoeuvre or out-wait Communist obstructi onism. Smith believed that the
for military services was immediately apparent aside from the service representa-
cations units su 1 mmissions. He believed that medical units, comm ni

u,
PP y^d transport units, as well as securitybe provided. guards would have to

13. Sérviee of Experts.
We asked Smithts opinion

approach might be made to the United Nations for the ervlceeid's suggestion that an
east Asia. Smith thought that this would be a of experts on South-
United States view, that the United Nations should beidea assoClâwould in fact fit theble,

wi^ ^e settlement in Indo-China. He expected, howev t^' wherever possi-
gestion -would not be accepted by Communist China. As ^n^at any such sug-
governments who would serve on the Commissions had been req

uested
stood

to
the three

the members of the Geneva Conference. The situation Was serve by
which had applied in Korea where the Neutral Nations Squite different from that

members had served under the aegis of the United Nations ^d notisory Co^

necessarily
ssion

representatives of their governments: It was clear that the representatives as
Indo-China Supervisory

toe^en^ Commissions the
would serve as representatives of their ov-

could be emdo
this

might make diffïcult acceptance of the view that outside
gpl y^• experts14.

Relationsh{p to the United Nations.
In reading carefullythe Canadian Government at the time of its accepefully the statement issued

in Indo-China (your press telegratn 10 of Jul 2 ^ce of the invitation to serve
Smith expressed bis y 9). as we requested him to do,

personal satisfaction at the indication of Canadian regret thatthe settlement in Indo_C^na was not directly under
The United States delegation to the Geneva Conferencethe aegis of the United Nations.

have the settlement brought under United Nations surveillance but the Communistssuccessfully
Offered a formularesisted this move. Smith pointed out that Krishna Menon hims
acce , which the United States had su elf hadpted.

Menon's formula was that the Geneva Conferenyeut which had not been
roai invitation to Canada, India and Poland to se should issue an infor-
sions and that those countries would acce t rve on the Supervisory Coservice

p the invitation on the conditiothat theirhave the blessing of the United Nations. Smith did n'tY that some relationship ot rule out the possibil-
might be established between the United Nations and theAssembl oryAssembl Co^ssions as a result of activities at the next session of

on the Cô• Such an operation, of course, would be fraught with diff the General
Would ^unist side but also so far as the United States itself was ^toes not only

inevitably involve the question of Communist Chinese m ncerned. It
embership in the

u V^^268' Cana4 Ministtre des qffaires extéri eures, Affaires extéricures,
volume 6, No 8, août 1954, .

z^ Canada, DePartmeat of Eaternal Affairs P, Fxtcrnal A,,()°'airs,
Volume 6, No. 8, August 1954,' p.



United Nations. This was an area in which we got the impression that Smith was
only thinking out loud.

15.-Budget. In the closing moments of our conversation some brief attention was
paid to the question of the budget of the Supervisory Commissions. We mentioned
that we had heard of a United Kingdom suggestion that members of the Conference
might share the costs of operations in Indo-China. Smith said that the United States
simply could not subscribe to Mr. Eden's view. No legislation existed under which
funds could be provided and it would be impossible, both from the point of view of
time and political opinion, for the Administration to seek special legislation to
cover such payment. It might be possible in his opinion for the United States to
grant some financial assistance if the Commissions were associated more directly,
with the United Nations.
- 16. Smith's remarks on related Far Eastern matters will be reported in separate
telegrams.t We were left with the impression that Smith would do all he could
within the limits of the policies of his government to be of assistance to us. As the
problems in the operation of the Commissions become more evident to you, there-
fore, you might wish to suggest points which I could suitably raise with him. His
natural good sense, his influence with the President and Mr. Dulles and last but not
least his wide experience in military and foreign affairs suggest that we make as
much use as possible of his opinions and advice.

745. °
DEA/50052-40

.:^ .
SECRET. IMPORTANT. .

New Delhi, August 8,1954

INDO-CHINA COMMISSIONS - PREPARATORY TALKS IN NEW DELHI

AUGUST 1 TO 6 an a^a-
,, The meetin s went better than we had ex ted. Krishna Menon was

ble chairman. The Polish representatives coû d scarcely have been more ^e0°^ra

tive. The meetings were informal. We did not even adopt an agenda. All

were a ones. There were, of course, differences of approach or of emp

but there^w^ere more differences between the Poles and the Indians
than betWeen ^e

Poles and ourselves. : ; . ^
ti 2. It is'rrasonable to assume that the Poles were under instructions

to be CpO^rs-

tive. The Polish representatives obviously liked playing this role. the settinS
3. The Most important decision taken was that the agreements requ^s^ li^eS

ûp of the^ three Commissions on August 11 the date on which
whole of Indo-China cease. There had been confusion on this point.$ . . :

Le haut-commissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. . ^ b . : ... .. . . . ^. , .. .
.

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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4. The second most important decision was to send a three nation advance mission
to Indo-China composed in part of members who would remain at least temporarily
in Indo-China to form the nucleus of the three commissions and in part of members
who would return to their respective countries to report to their governments.
5.

The third most important decision was that the Commission for Viet Nam
would be installed and commence its work at Hanoi. This did not seem to com-
mend itself to the Viet Nam representative who suggested that political motives
(demanded?) the decision, but his views were not shared by other members of his
delegation. The French representatives were satisfied as well as the Poles and Viet
Minh. The Chairman took every opportunity to emphasize that we had not taken
final decision on the location of the Viet Nam headquarters. It will be left to the
Commission to determine where it wishes to locate and how long it wishes to
remain at Hanoi. To begin with, it may be best if it is itinerant. We were all in
agreement (Poland/India/Canada) that at the outset the most practical place for the
Commission to commence its work was in Hanoi because of the present nearb
the Trung Gia Commission and the High Commands. I am not su estin y of

how-ever, that the Poles, Viet Minh, Viet Nam and possibly the French did not have
more devious reasons for taking the attitudes which they did. The motives behind
each of the interested parties were obscure.
6.

The estimates which were made of personnel requirements were, we thi
accurate as can reasonably be expected at this stage. Since the subordinate bod'ies
of the Commissions, including the inspection teams, operate as
is essential that each of the three nations operate on the basis ofe nation units, it
until they are changed by common agreement. The most important f^ timates
estimates is that there are likely to be in the whole of Indo-China 26 the agreed

mobiletion teams in addition to the 26 fixed inspection teams and that eac inspec-
should be composed of one officer from each country and h mobile team
tion
tion team should be composed of two officers from each country.each fixed inspec-

of 78 officers from each country*,. The second im rt^ ^^ This means arnimmum nuinber of po t estimate is of the
three heàd u people required on each national delegation at each of the

qarters• It was considered that the minimum establishment would be arepresentative of
ambassadorial rank, a senior political adviser who would be dep-utq representative,

a junior political adviser, a senior military adviserof Major General, a junior mili

w

with the rankadviser and anroum confdential staff required ould be two confid ntiistrative officer. The mini-
fidential cÿpher clerks and two guards. This make al stenographers, two con-

s a
we urge that in addition each of our national dele g ^

otal of (group cotrupt).

public relations officer since it is essential that, if thereisons include a first class
raembers of the Co disagreement among the

mmission or between some or all members of the Commission
and local authorities, the position of the Canadian rc
d^e^lY expl^néd to the epresentative be fully and

an dele press. This cannot be done by the normal staff of the Cana-
gation on a Commission since the need for briefing will arise at the vetirne

when the members of the staff will rysorfle sort. presumably be dealing with a crisis of
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8. Our national delegation to the Viet Nam Commission should be built up to full
strength as soon as possible. Our delegations in Laos and Cambodia may need only
one political adviser each and one military: adviser each.

9. India was'anxious to provide the Secretary-General of each Commission and
thewhole of each Commission Secretariat other than Deputy Secretaries General
and, of course, interpreters and translators and subordinate staff locally recruited.

,The alternative;was a Secretariat composed equally of Indians, Poles and Canadi-
ans. It would have been difficult for us to have found the Canadian component; the
efficiency of, the administration would have been affected and the ability of the
Poles to create mischief would have been increased. We were therefore prepared to
accept the Indian offer. The Poles, however, insisted on the right to provide mem-
bers for the Secretariat.We expect, in spite of this, that the Secretariat will be com-

ï posed substantially as the Indians intended.
10. The Poles wanted to restrict employment in the Secretariat, including employ-

ment of high grade interpreters and translators, to nationals of the 3 countries. The
compromise was that every effort would be made to fill the posts from nationals of
these 3 countries but if this could not be done, nationals of other countries would be
employed. The Poles, we think, will not object to Swiss interpreters and translators
but there are nationalities to which they probably would object.

%. 11. Since it is likely that the only Canadian on the Secretariat of a Commission
% will be a Deputy Secretary General, a heavy responsibility will rest on him. He will

,have to do his best to ensure that the Secretariat acts with impartiality. Qualities of
shrewdness and persistence are required.

x i 12. The English translation of the agreements states that the Secretaries General of
the 3 Commissions are responsible 'for coordinating their work and for relations
between them'. The French text, which is authentic, gives the responsibility to the
`Secrétaires Généraux': According to the Poles, the `Secretariat General' consists
of the Secretary General and the Deputy Secretaries General: This means either that
thé coordinating body will, consist of 9 persons, 3 from each nation represented on
the Commission, or that, so far as coordination is concerned, each Commission
Secretariat would be run by a sort 'of praesidium consisting of the Secretary Gen-
çral and his 2 deputies. We may have to accept one of these alternatives. We came
across the error: in the English translation `only towards the end of our discussions
and did hot have time to settle, the question. We have, however, done our best to
avoid the danger that each Secretariat will be âdministered by a praesidium of 3

by

including in the provisional rules of procedure for each Commission that the
5ecre-

,taryGeneral is 'in charge' of the Secretariat.
13. We also insisted successfully Chat all the members of the International 5ecre-

{tariats, including the Secretaries General, are international civil servants as ôV ^t
frorri die répresentauves on the Commissions who are delegates of national g,
ments:-This should ^ niaké' it easier for us to complain of inefficiency or p^^ty
and, if necessary, to demand removal. $

14: The formula on `the sharing of costs is, we think reasonable. Each country
meets the pay and allowances of its national delegation and of its officeed to thecharg
inspection teams. All other costs, including travelling expenses, are

I:
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international: budget. It is for the Joint Chairmen of the Geneva Conference
Indo-China to raise the funds for this budget. The 3 countries are res onsible on
for making initial advances to the international budget p only
raised by the Joint Chairrnen, pending the receipt of funds

15.
Each country represented on the Commissions has o

gence
gence work. It is to be assumed that the Poles will take adva^ntaue olf ^Sr intelli-

to permit them to send 3 technical g and the
cYpher clerks) to each fixed team and 4 to personnel

mobile team
(ostensibly interpreters and

task. Some of these `Polish' technical Il facilitate their
the Polish equivalent of the NKVD whose job itwil lwill beeto kSoviet agents and
Polish officers. This decision is, however, an inevitable cons

uenc of the
ye on the

sity of including Poland on the Commissions. We provided for the neces-
sending similar technical personnel if they wished. and Canada

16.
The operation of Polish and Soviet agents will

cypher facilities by the Polish element of inspection teams, as well as by the Polish
mmission but the Polish request for these facilities was not

unreasonable and could not in our opinion be opposed. The Poles at first
their own direct wireless communication with ^t wanted in

Krishna Menon vehemently opposed as casting aspersion Warsaw a request which
Won

we think the Poles will be satisfied if the Indians do ve good faith of India
service to

W^a^,^, which they can use. P ide a direct wireless
17•"We thought it wise not to raise formall

and extent of the functions and tasks of ^éacomsS ôDelhi meetings the nature
to political

matters.
We did, however, raise this informally with Krishna Menonrelation

given us the impression that he had not given adeuat since he had
sibility or the right of the Commission to invest at

e a
respon-

e complaint
to the respon-

tbe North Viet Nam authorities were taking re nsals or mplaint for example, that
Roman Catholic groups in the north or preven reprisais discriminating against the
After consideration g m from moving to the South.

Krishna Menon agreed•with us that in Viet Nam, for example:(a)
The International Commission has the duty, under

ensuring the control and supervision of the execution b^icles 28 and 29, of
the agreement Without distinction between its oli

by parti of the whole of
(b) That amon p tical and its military clauses;

14 to refr ' g^e Political clauses are the undertakings of the parties in Article
a^n from reprisals or discriminations and to

permit and help civilians to
rth Zone to the South Zone and vice versa; and

^c) Thât the commanders'°f the forces of the twcle
I11 te25 to ^f°rd full protection and all possible assistance and cooperation to the

18My ^^0nal viewperformance of these functions and tasks.ters Which COUId ' which I think Macdonnell shares, is that these are not mat-
oRïcers best behandled by the inspection teams, both because milit
mobili are n0t necessarily best fitted for these tasks and because the '

^Elrticlety of Inspection teams as well as their duties are limited of
35 of the Vlet N^ ted (see for example^0nal Co ' Agreement). There is no limitation either in the Interna-

^e violatiof thé itself. Consequently it will probably be found that
political clauses of the Agreement should after some lkind of



screening, be, heard either by the Commission itself or by subcommissions
appointed by it. The sub-commissions would presumably consist of the political
advisers to the Commissioners.

19. Since the chief political difficulties are likely to arise in Viet.Nam, this makes
it all the more important that the political advisers to our representative on the Viet

Nam Commission should be. carefully chosen.
20. The Indians, and probably the Poles, intend privately to give their representa-

tive on the Viet Nam Commission general supervision over their representatives on
the other two Commissions. We would be well advised to do the same. This means
that Canadian policy on the three Commissions would be coordinated by you on

the advice of the Canadian Commissioner in Viet Nam or by the Canadian Com-
missioner in Viet Nam under your direction.

21. We were much impressed by the efficient planning of the Indian military and
' by the willingness of the Indian military to accept difficult and heavy responsibili-
ties in assisting the three Commissions. The Indian military will be responsible for
coordinating transportation, operating the communications and providing guards
for the headquarters of the Commissions. Chaudhuri, Chief of the General Staff and
A.M. Engineer, Deputy Chief of Air Staff, ably represented the Indian nmilitary at

our meetings. Rutledge and Morton have already established friendly relations with
the senior Indian officers. We are confident that our officers will find it easy and

^ pleasant to work with the Indian officers and that the cooperation between the two
armed services in Indo-China will strengthen the good relations between the armed
forces of. our two countries.

22. It is of course'essential that our officers on the inspection teams do their best
both because the inspecbonto establish friendly relations with the Polish officers,

teams will not be able to operate effectively unless the officers concerned show a
spirit of mutual accommodation and goodwill and also because the Indian head of
each inspection team will be put in a difficult position if his Polish and Canadill
colleagues are not on good terms.

23. The appointment of Dutt, Commonwealth Secretary, to head the advance team
to Indo-China indicates that he will have the continuing responsibility

i^ do'
'

of External Affairs here on questions relating to the three Commiss ions

China. We have found him friendly, reasonable and intelligent. We have nhob ia on
to believe that he or the three Indian Commissioners are tan,d

by xenop

by Communism. We are not satisfied, however, that the Commissione^â are strong

= men or men of first class ability. If their Polish colleague is strong influenced
i diazï is not there is 'therefore danger they may unconsciously be unduly NO
by the Pole. The héad of the Pôlish delegation at the New Delhi ta1 1^^ fo efal
representative on the Viet Nam Commission. He impressed us as a

ble

and he also has charm `a dangerous combination. te difficul^eS"i
Some of the discussions^, ?A. S of the Conference will robably "Mil

We worked toô ickl and we were working from documents w
der ^c

the h prôblem",
^ Y ed to

selves been hastily drafted. - If we
Wehad more time to cons^

so m f the decisions, } if not different, might have
been mom precise. we ^

?^`oe
^. i .- . , . . . . . . .... . . • , . .^. ..... , t ,

^^.4^ ♦ . „ t. . . . ! . - ,
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ensure against errors by including in the record of our decisions that they should beinterpreted broadly.
25.

We left unchallenged a Polish contention that the Commissions and their
bodies must operate with all their representatives present. Fortun ee^there is no formal decision recorded on this point nor is it spelt out in the rules of

procedure. It is clearly absurd since it would give any member a veto even on a
procedural decision. In order to exercise his veto he would merely have to leave theroom.

26.
We did not discuss how the Commissions should appeal to the members of th

Geneva Conference on Indo-China.
We assume that the Commissions throe

^eu Chairmen, would send identical communications to the Co ' ugh
Conference, -chairmen of the

27. It is a sad commentary on the decline of the United Nations
know no one has drawn attention to the fact that most, if not all, ofh the woraz as we

kwe did this week in our meetings in New Delhi was clearly work which, under thewhic
intent of the Charter of the United Nations, should have been done by th

ee UnitedNations itself.
Obviously, until the time has come when representatives

Peking Regime can be seated in the United Nations, work which ro r of the
to the United Nations will have to continue to be done b such a^ ly belongs
afraid, amateur bodies. - Y ad hoc, and I am

SECTION B

FONCTIONNEMENT DES COMMISSIONS INTERNATIONALES
DE SURVEILLANCE ET DE CONTR6LE

OPERATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS FOR SUPERVISION
CONTROL

SION

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
Secretary of State for Externat A

DEA/50052-A40

,,i aus
D^PATCx 1828

CoNFMENIIAL
Washington, October 25, 1954

Reference: 0ur Teletype No. WA-1822 of
October 20, 1954.t

INT'ERNA
In the ^^N- S^ERVISORY COMMISSIONS IN INDO-CHINA

Secre course of a recent interview with Everett Drumright, Deput
Assistantary for Far

Eastern Affairs, on the future of the Neutral N' y tNations Supervisory
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Commission in Korea,25 the activities of the Supervisory Commissions in Indo-
China were discussed. We have already reported (our telegram under reference)
Drumright's view that action in Korea to force stricter Communist adherence to the
terms of the Armistice Agreement would have a salutary effect in Indo-China.

2. Drumright went on to say that the State Department was "disturbed" by some of
the reports which it had received from Indo-China concerning the inability of the
Commissions to oversee effectively the implementation of the cease-fire agree-
ments.26He mentioned a few matters which were of particular concern to the State
Department in this respect;,the flow of arms and equipment into northern Viet
Nam, the impressment of Laotians into the Viet Minh forces, the situation in the
two northern Laotian provinces of Phong Saly and Sam Neuan and the question of
possible Commission activity with respect to elections in Cambodia.21 He said in
addition that he had just seen a report that an escaped prisoner of war who had
appeared before the Commission had been given back into the hands of the Viet
Minh authorities?' No opportunity was given us at this meeting to follow up the
,discussion of the work of the Commissions in Indo-China to any great length.

3. We ourselves, however, were sufficiently disturbed by these comments from a
senior State Department officer to take up the matter again with other responsible
,officers in the State Department. The transmission to the State Department of the

j summary of Commission activity contained in your telegram EX-1927 of October
20t gave us an ideal opportunity to raise the question again with Paul Sturm, for-
mer United States Consul in Hanoi, who is temporarily at the Indo-China Desk in
the State Department. The summary report under reference was devoted in part to a
description of the Commission's handling of the case of an escaped prisoner of
war.
4. Sturm said that he felt certain that Drumright had not intended his remarks to

be taken as criticism of the Commission's activities in Indo-China. He was certain
in particular that Drumright did not wish to imply any criticism whatsoever of the
Canadian members of the Commissions. The State Department fully appreciated
the difficulties under which the Commissions were operating, and realized that the
Commissions might not be able to deal satisfactorily with some of the problems
which would *arise. The State Department was disturbed rather by the situation in
Indo-China than by anything which the Commissions were or were not doing•
Sturm hoped that, on this occasion and on other occasions which might arise, t1le
Canadian Government would not object if the State Department "shared its con-
^

s ,^ Voa/Sea Document 94. nce
% Pour les accords du cessez-le-feu, voir France, Ministère des Affaires étrangères, Confére ^

Genève sur t7ndod^fne (8 mal-21 juillet 1954), Paris. Imprimerie nationale, 1955, PP 427-442

(Gmbodge), pp. 443-452 (Laos). et 1+p. 453460 (Vietnam).
^d 9239, FurtherD^

For the oeasefire agreements. sec United Kingdom, Parliamentary Pape^, 21,1954'
wnentt relating to the discussion of Indo-China at the Geneva Conference lunt 16-July

LM
d PP

don, Het Majesty's Statio nary Office. 1954, pp. 11-18 (Cambodia). PP. 18-26 (1-40s), ^
27-40 (Vietnam). r { I

_' Voir/Set Documents 794-845.
36 Voir/See Document 790.
29 Votr/See Document 757.
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cern" informally with us. Sturm then went on to se
fashion of some of the matters which Dru P^ in a slightly more detailed
5.

He said that the State Department ^ght had raised,
from reliable sources that had received more or less regular re orts
from the north in contravent^ion of the ce1̂tions were being p
was

^of Czech origin. He said that most recent agreement Much of the maten
volume of this contraband was ecent reports indicated that a considerable
Viet Nam, Dong D being moved through two points in northeastern
made for the stationin and Caobang. At neither of these points had provisiona
these violations of the ^e fu^m^ssion team. Sturm was not certain whethen
6011 of the Commission although he that so brought formally to the attenr
made to Commission members by mention of them had beensoon as the Co y the French. Sturm expressed the hope

was in a position to investigate in this area its r^ p^at' as-tives would make eve resentary
of the c ry effort to stop the stvpInen^ or at least to publcize theease

fre agreement as widely as possible in the hopressure on the Communis^ to abide b y
the report y the agreement. Sturm's co ^°f br!°gingcontra-Desai c^ed in the New York Times of October 20 of the remaz

ents
ks of, the Indian Chaitman of the Viet Nam Commission.Times

Mr. Desai, according tostory, indicated on October 19 that no significant amounwar m aterial were crossing the border between Viet
report appë^.ed after our interview with Nam and China. ^°f^tY which Sturm and we will take the nex p

Ihis
pôrspresents itself to discuss it with him.6.

With respect to the Commissions handlin
of war which is outlined in our tele g of the case of the escaped
at the efforts of the Canadian repre enr t uv ô 927 S^

prisoner
possible b y ^ expressed satisfaction
Puzzled, requmng that he be available to the Commissionthe individual as much as

, however, as to vvhy such an individual ^,^,°ussion at all times. He was
Minh authori^es. If the individual was be turned back to the Vietfronl the con^,ol of one or a bonafide

p^SOner of war who had escaped
Under the te by Article 21(a) of the cease-fre
he should be covered bother of the parties to the agreement, Sturm thought

Within ^ da of f^s Article all prisoners of war shouldagreement
have

ent b for Vie ht Nam.

Au^st•It would be iter the date of the effective cease-fire, Le. b thebeen liberated
the field useful, I think, to have the comments of our rePy

resentatives
the middle of

st is quite m .s ^1^ so that we might discuss it f in
hould what Sturm said that, in the Ûnit d1SUnited ^tate

Depactment.
the view t to Communist control if that can lew, individualsha ^ti

^
^

ght even be be avoided. He expressedments to`hold such individuals Possible
in custo°r the C°

':mnuss.on to make some arrange_
7^e ^d point to dy until their cases were disposed of.

C^bOdla• Accordin W^ch Sturm devoted some attention concerned elections in
on^an of the Cambod ^ received by the State Department the

Co ,
Commission had made clear publicly his belief thatthere. The ^ssion s tasks in Cambodia will be to oversee th

^ia areof no^ian Government holds the view strongly the next elections
ncern to the Co that elections in Cam_

S atesgGo ment wlvch ^ssion and that there is nothing in the cease
emment fully the Commission the right to intervene. The _

y shares the Cambodian view. From the re United
ports which have



been received, United States authorities believe that if the Commission attempts to
press this point the reaction of Cambodian authorities will be violent and
immediate.

8. I assume that you would wish us to continue to sound out United States authori-

,humanly possible to. make the Commissions effective in their supervision of the
confidence that the Canadian representatives on the Commissions will do all that is

,certain, however, that interested United States officials at all levels in the State
: Department are fully appreciative of the task which Canada has taken on and have

, implied criticism at least of the Canadian components of the Commissions. We feel

^ given due weight. It may be that there will be criticism of the activities of the Com-
missions from American sources both official and unofficial which will involve

., is important that United States views on the developing situation in Indo-China be
tlement and despite its lack of enthusiasm for the agreements reached at Geneva, it

ties on matters such as those dealt with above. We believe, as we are sure you do,
that, in spite of the legal detachment of the United States from the Indo-China set-

cease-fire agreements.
G.P. DE T. GLAZEBROOK

for Ambassador

147. DEA/50052-A-40

Le ministre des Affaires extérieures d'Australie
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister for External Affairs of Australia
to Secretaryof State for External AfJ'airs

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
. . . . .. ^ .. P ° > . . . . . . . . .

New York, October 14, 1954

My dear Mike [Pearson],
n8• 1;, Many thanks for your note.t Very sonry we will not have a chance of ineed

leave New -:York tomorrow on the way back to Australia. ^ the

LU Northern Vietnam, traming an in mmurus i g the tr^ned
replacing them by: Vietminh Cochin-Chinese and, in turn, transferring
and indoctrinated' Laotians back to Laos. Yost (United States Minister in ^°S^
reports that the Communists are clearly violating the armistice in those provneS.
The State Departrnent "knows" that the Poles and Vietminh are actively using the
Control Commission as a legal "umbrella" throughout Indo China for proPaganda,
subversion etc. The Indians are by conviction inclined to pursue "active neutra^'

- .Young said that they beheved that the s^tuation ^n wo ^o^^s
Laos demanded particular attention. There the Vietminh were transfemnS

' ^ • ^ ' t 'deolo y and 8uerrilla tactics,

' • ' ' ' t North Fast province

South East Asia.was promnent in these talks. inc parucu ar co of
which I am writing was one between McArthur (Counsellor to the Secretary
State), Young (Director, South East Asian Affairs) and myself. S of

14 1 had Mon ay an es y ast ^n as mg on an
senior State Department people on a number of subjects that concern us.

NaturallY>
• • • ' I nversation about

d d Tu da 1 ' W h' t d had good talks Wl
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ism". Young said the Communists are obviously playing for time to "neutralise" all
of Indo China. If individual states are "neutralised in the Communist sense of the
term (i.e. with active Communist subversion going on parallel to "neutralisation")the Western cause is virtually lost.

, If the above is anything like a true picturé, it sounds a serious business - and I
thought you would not mind my bringing this conversation to your attention -
although I would expect your people in Indo China to be well aware of what is
going on. It places a considerable degree of responsibility on your Canadian repre-
sentatives on the International Control Commission. As I have said, I would expect
them to be well aware of the need to counter actively the alleged Polish-Vietminhtactics

-= and also to make -a careful documentation of Communist violations,
which may very well have an important part to play in subs uent events.

With best wishes to you. ^

Yours

DICK [CASEY]

DEA/50052-A40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre des Affaires extérieures d.'Australie

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister for External Affairs of Australia

PERSONAL AND CpNMENTIAL
Ottawa, November 1, 1954

My dear Dick [Casey],

Thank you for your letter of October 14 about your conversations
and Young in the State Dèpartment concerning Indochina. I appreciates with McAr-

much your , verypassing this information along to me.
Contacts' ' of

our own people in Washington with the State Department
vided us with some of the same information and impressions whc have pro-
your interviews, and reports from our Commissioners in In h you received in
and corroborated a good deal

- but not all - of what has been s^d have confrmed
concenllng ^e activities of the Viet Minh, in Washington

1
must confess I am somewhat puzzled - and a little di

remarks of the State Department officials that the Pol es by the
Interr^ational es and the Viet Minh are usingthe

propa and Commissions as ' a legal "umbrella" throughout Indochina fora g
a, subversion, etc. From the beginning we have regarded the Genevagreements as providin

all three a g primarily for a military settlement. The military clauses of
greements are fairly clear, and no insuperable difficulties have so far ben

encountered in their execution. This phase of the operation
well, and W^le in a number of cases the Poles have been

is going reasonably
indications obstructive, there are few
of the that they are actively attempting to sabotage the proper implementation

military provisions of the agreements. The situation in North La
s anos i

exception to this, but the reason there, I think, is largely that the agreement for Laos
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left a number of very loose ends so far as the status of the northeast provinces is
concerned.

It is,' of course, quite ôbvious that the Viet Minh and the Poles are not observing
the "spirit" of the agreement as we would like to see it observed. None of us could
have expected that the Communists would regard the Geneva settlement as the
summit of their ambitions in Southeast Asia, and that the Viet Minh would not use
every device they can to establish themselves solidly in North Vietnam and to lay
the foundations for future re-penetration into South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
There is, however, nothing in the cease-fire agreements that forbids propaganda -
or, indeed, many types of subversion; and ipso facto there is virtually nothing that
the Supervisory Commissions can do to put a stop to that sort of thing. If there is a
legal umbrella for Communist propaganda and subversion throughout Indochina it
is provided by the cease-fire agreements themselves, in those clauses which require
both parties to refrain from reprisals and discrimination against persons or organi-
zations on account of their activities during the hostilities and to guarantee their
democratic liberties.

I do not mean to suggest that the Commissions have not very heavy responsibili-
ties to ensure that the terms of the agreements are precisely carried out, or, if things

;,do not go as we might hope, that the blame lies wholly with the negotiators at
^ Geneva. I believe that our Commissioners should see to it that the Communists do

not use the agreements as a means to prepare themselves for a further extension of
their power in Indochina. In so doing, however, we have to be sure that we can
carry the Indians along with us; furthermore, the Commissions for all practical pur-
poses have only a moral authority and no executive powers or responsibilities.

So far as the Indians are concerned we have received encouraging reports. ^er
pursuit of "active neutralism" involves a most conscientious impartiality.
have been a few occasions in Vietnam when the Indians have departed from stan-
dards of true objectivity in,, an effort to meet Polish views half way and to seek
compromises I on disputed issues which will apportion blame equally to the French
and the Democratic Republic sides, but on the whole we understand that most of
the'Indians, endeavour to bet truly impartial and objective. On the face of it this
inight not seem to serve the best immediate interests of the West in Southeast Asia,
but in the long run'it may well turn out to be a good thing. Asian neutralism is a
phenomenon which we must accept; I doubt that it can be changed by open opposi"
tion, but I think that if we show some understanding of this attitude, and if theal-
Communists do not change 'their ways, we will find in due course that ^ow Who
ism of some 'Asian countries will have an Irish touch to it - they will
. they are being neutral against. In Indochina the Poles are not playing according to
the book, and are mâlcing no very convincing attempt to be impartial. Reports f ôf
oiu peoplej in Indochina indicate that the Indians are rapidly becoming aw^e
".- and are entertâining fewer and fewer illusions about the Poles in pa^icuar and

the° Communists generally.ï Certainly those Indians who are serving in Indoch^a

are,getting a very useful education in the. ways of the Communists, and we c^̂

ho that this will soon have its repercussions in New Delhi
- and ultimately

p^
Rangoon'ind Djakarta.. ., .. _ ,. f ^
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I believe the best contribution Canada can make in Iridochina is to pursue a
of scrupulous adherence to the terms of the agreements, without an aband line
of the basic principles of our forein y onment
keep the confidence of the IndiaS ap°nld SoB n^e ^^s we can I think gain and
come before the Commissions in Indochina they will be likelyimportant

^es^é
issues that

attitude as ourselves.
We have already had indications that this is in fac same

things are working 'out. If we are to have any influence on the course tthe way
events inIndochina we must see to it that the Indians are with us. Otherwise, the°f

future of theCommissions would be placed in jeopardy and the future of the Ind
would even be more grim than it appears to be now. °China States

Furthermore, by seeking to have the cease-fire a greementswe can, I believe, do our best service to the three free states in observed to the letterIndochingood friends in SEATO. Successful implementation of the cea
se-fire aand to ourwill buy some valuable time for Laos, Cambodia and South Vietn agreements

forthe"! to organize their internal security and to build up their power tô -
resist

time
Com-munist pressures in the future. In these tasks they will require outs'

which the United States and I hope the other SEATO ^,ye^ - 1de assistance,give them, p° are prepared to

Yours sincerely,
L.B. PEARSON

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresa r

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

CoNMENTLA I L

DEA/50052-A-40

Ottawa, November 4, 1954

Reference: Youra
despatch No. 1828 of October 25.

INDOriINA --
The SUPERVISORY COMM

Inte^ attittide which the State Department is •
ISSIONS

rnational Sûpen,iso ^ng towards our activities on thePassing to the - ry Commissions as expressed by Sturm is interestin. When
week from State Department our summ g
express to Indochina (which is going forwac^d in a eparatentele1Oram)treceived this

mightments in Iridoc
emhina°ur.aPP^ciatlon for "sharing their concern" with us

you
;We do not, of course, wish them to go beyond about develop-2^

You might point out to the Statecoonnation cônce DeP^ment that while we are glad to have
^missioner ^ng the movement of war material into North Vietnam, our

on his would have great difficulty in raising the matter in the Commissionor ?WU initiative. It would be u p
cpl^nt to the Commission, rovidln the French or the Vietnamese to make a

P g as much as possible in the way of detail as

ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis
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: to the time and routing of the arms imports, quantities, types etc. Our Commission
will then be able, to press for the necessary investigations.

3. Our summary telegram ^ contains more information concerning the escaped
French prisoner of war. We 'are expecting further details on this case and will pass
them on when they are available.
4. We have no comments to make at the moment on the question of the elections

in Cambodia. We have received reports from Phnom Penh on this subject and are
now considering them.

750. DEA/50052-A40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SE= [Ottawa], November 10, 1954

, Recent telegrams from Indochina, and despatch No. 1828 of October 25 from
Washington, have worried me somewhat, as I know they have worried you and Mr.
Holmes, about certain developments in the work of the armistice commissions in
Vietnam and Laos.

The Polish representatives, after an initial period of co-operation, seem to be
moving toward the prejudiced and obstructive line followed by Communists on
such bodies. There have already apparently been one or two cases in which they
have deliberately attempted to obstruct action which seems to have been required
under the terms of the armistice.

I notice that the Indian representative is intensely preoccupied with preservin8
the unanimity,of the decisions of the commissions, and that our own representative
shares that desire. This is perfectly legitimate, of course, and we should go as far as
possible to avoid division, but we should be very careful not to go too far; to the
point where the Poles are preventing the armistice arrangements being carried out.
Unanimity is important, but the prevention of injustice and a strict adherence

to the

provisions of the agreement is even more important.

position and can ex t uneasiness, both on th p

r^. Our diffculty is that the Indian representative, in efforts to avoid open division,

and in counselling delay and, on occasions, indecision, will very often have U1e

support of not only his government, but of Indian public opinion. W e at of

nr^se, in a more diffcult. c
public opinion and in Parliament,^ when it reassembles, where a good many q° es-

tions will be "asked; if a situation develops, and becomes public knowledge,

the work of the commissions is hamstrung without strong protests on our Pa"'
L.B. P[EAxsoM

J,^d,

^ Note marginale JMu&al note
' Mr: fiotmes: Could we continue to discuss this? J. L[Egerl
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SECTION C

COMMISSION IIVTERNATIONAI.E DE SURVEILLANCE ET DE CONTROLE

AU VIETNAM
INfERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

^ FOR VIETNAM
751.

DEA150052-A-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Vietnam
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 8

CGNMENTIAL:
IMPORTANT :

Hanoi, August 16, 1954

Naturally CoMmission's main job is get itself organized and accomrnodatedas
much progreSs is being made as could be expected. There i and

before very long there will be adequate office accommodation and communications

2. Commission, however, has had to face its first question of substance.
the two sides deadlocked on the release of prisoners of war. The French We found
start the exchange at once while the Democratic Republic refused to on anted to
any exchange until they had received from the French complete lists of all thoplate
French hands. To do this in a hurry presented technical diffcul' s for se in
Who had only been asked for these very detailed lists on Au st the French
cratic Republic said it might be necessary to gu 7th. The Demo-
ers if they did not receive the lists in time. Cosm^mi sion used for liberating prison-
Impressed upon both good offices andstartin parties the importance for humanitarian and other reasons of

g the release of prisoners at the earliest date. We were able to make a unani-
mous suggestion (not a formal recommendation) which helped to
Parties toge^er.:We told the French that they must compile th• bring the two
possible and we told the Democratic Republic that there could lists as quickly as
postponing the date laid down in the Agreement for the liberatio e no question of
French and Democratic Republic agreed on a compromise n in the free zone.
^d ^^ked the Co promise which looks workable^ssion for its help.

t3• Clearly prisoner
thngs are °nhthe rails aof war issue is full of potential trouble but for the momentgain.
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DEA/50052-A-40

SECRET Ottawa, August 24, 1954

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Vietnam

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam

Dear Mr. Lett:
You have been appointed Canadian representative on the International Supervi-

sory Commission for Vietnam, which has been established in accordance with the

terms of the Agreement on the Cessation of Hostilities in Vietnam which has con-

cluded'at the Geneva Conference on Indochina on July 20, 1954.31 As you know,
the Commission commenced to function at Hanoi, on August 11, and since that
time Mr. R.M. Macdonnell has been acting as the Canadian Commissioner on the
Vietnam Commission. It would be appreciated if you would proceed to Hanoi as

` soon as possible to take up your duties, at which time Mr. Macdonnell will go to
`Phnom Penh to assume his functions as Canadian Commissioner on the Interna-
tional Supervisory Commission in Cambodia.
`2. The task you will be undertaking on behalf of Canada of participating in the

'supervision of the cease fire in Vietnam, will be an extremely important and diffi
rcult one, and one for which there are no precedents in Canadian experienc era^
'guide you. You may rest assured, however, that you can count on the full coop
= tion and assistance of this Department. We will provide you with the best military
and civilian advisers available,' as well as the best possible facilities to enable you
to do your task effectively.

Geneva Conference . ; ;
3: Canada did not participate in the Geneva Conference on Indochina at w ac^^e

,agreements for the cessation of hostilities in Vietnam, Laos and C^bod'
. drawn up. Canada was not a party to the agreements nor to

the conference declara

'I tion issued by the Geneva Conference powers at the time the agreements were con-

.. cluded Wc have no responsibility for the content of the agreements nodr for us by
execution or enforcement. The texts of the agreements have been passe commen^
the co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference without gloss or interpretive s con-

t and* we have been assured that there were no verbal or secret undec n^ rn^. You
cerning the interpretation of the agreements between the parties
may, therefore, take them at their face value.

ères, ConférenCe 1.

Pm l'accord du cessez-le-feu. voir Francx. Ministère des Affaires 6vang 453-460,

Grn2ve sur l'lndochine (8 mai-21 juillet 1954). Paris. Imprimerie nadonale,
1955, ^u^^r pocu•

For the cwefire agreement. we United Kingdom. Parliamentary Papers.
Cmd. 923 ^ lu^y 21,1g54,

aitatr rrlatlna to dit discWUion of Indo-China at the Geneva Conference Iunc

Loodon. Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1954. pp. 27-40.

l;
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You may have received various impressions concerning the significance of the
agreements in relation to the future course of events in Southeast Asia. Our own
appreciation of the situation in Indochina at the time of the Geneva Conference was
that the French military hold on northern Vietnam was slipping ra idl

and that theFrench-sponsored government of Vietnam had not achieved the degree of popular'
support essential for stability or for its continued effectiveness.

We considered thatproposals for military intervention by other powers to restore French military con-trol
were foredoomed to failure, and that attempts to bolster the Vietnamese Gov-

ernment by such military intervention might well have led to the outbreak of wider
international hostilities.
5.

Accordingly it is our view that the cease-fire agreements -
tory from many points of view - were the best obtainable in the lci cumstan ac-
since they were based on political and military realities. Whatever their defects, th 'eagreements, if properly implemented, would prevent Laos and Cambodia from fall-
ing under Communist domination in the immediate future and would make

possi-ble a build-up' of - military - and political resistance to further Communist
in Vietnam south of the demarcation line. There is no question

minds that if the military and political situation, as it was three months a in our
continued it would have resulted within a fairly short time either in a g°' had

muchgeneral and serious war or in the extension of Viet Minh control over the more
Indochina. whole of
Considerations

Which led to Canadian Participation6.
Canada's collective security responsibilities in Southeast Asia are

those that arise from membership in the United Nations. While confined to
collective security the principle of
have emphasized on a regional basis is applicable to Asia as to other areas, we

Phasized that a NATO pattern pact might not fit the facts of Southeast Asia.
Nor have we given any encouragement to the idea of Cana 'such a pact.

We have no special regional lntersts in Indochi ap^icipation in
with it w^ch would warrant taking on special commitments at and few contacts
United '

Nations. Australia and New Zealand, without any other re^iônal lde the
inents such as NATO and with interests and obligation g

commit
s alr

azea, are in a somewhat different position. Canada's acceptance accepted in that

^^Go ete in the supervision of the cease-fire agreements of the invitation to

nunent s desire to contribute by this kind of servi eato the establishment
ntonlpeace and security in Southeast Asia. Moreover,Y when it was clearly understood that the Su rviso m Cinn was accepted

no ex^utive responsibilities with respect to the ry o
re

would have
acce cease-fir agreements, and that^anadian

the agree p^ce did not involve us in any obligations to guarantee or enforce
ments. These responsibilities and obligations are those of the Geneva Con-

ferenCe powers who have accepted them.
-

Fu"ch0ns'vf the Commissions
7• The functionsthe of the Sp

a Brief( ^rvlsory Commissions are set forth in Chapter VI ofgreenlent.

with are supervision, observation, inspection and ilazl in çonnection
wapplicationsth the a

Y ln relation to: of the provisions of the agreementnparti^u-
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ï: 1. Movement of armed forces as provided for in the regroupment plan;
2.- the demarcation lines between the regrouping areas and the demilitarized
zone;
3.'release of prisoners and civilian internees;

letter.

^ies the decisions of the Commission must be unanimous.lfie procedural question
arises as to how it will be decided that a given question comes within the terms of
Article 42. Our preliminary view is that the Chairman of the Commission should
decide when the rule of unanimity should apply. This would accord with normal
conference procedure. We would hope that the Indians would decide this matter in
a mariner which would agree with our own view of the situation more often than
not. On the general question of procedure, it will be necessary for you to bear in
mind some of the Canadian policy objectives which are discussed elsewhere in this

8. It is clear from the agreements that the International Supervisory Commission's
functions are supervisory, judicial and mediatory. It makes recommendations to the
parties of the agreement, but it has no power of itself to enforce these recommenda-
tions. If one of the parties refuses to put into'effect a recommendation of the Inter-
national Commission, the Commission will inform the members of the Geneva
Conference.

9. The Commission will presumably draw up its own rules of procedure, a matter
which . will require great care to ensure that opportunities for obstruction by the
Poles are kept to an absolute minimum. We have no particular observations to
make on the matter of procedure at the present time, though we would draw your
attention to Article 42 of the agreement, which provides that on questions concern-
ing violations or threats of violations which might lead to a resumption of hostili-

munitions and war materials.
1 : . ^ j . . . ^ . . . r . ' .

4. introduction into 'the country, of military personnel and of all kinds of arms,

Status of Cornmissioncrs
',10: The status of the Commissioners vis-à-vis their Governments in relation to

théir'functiôns on the Commission is not defined anywhere in the agreement norin

the invitation to the Canadian Government. The agreement states in Article 34 that

the International Commission "shall be composed of representatives of the follow-

ing States: Canada, India and Poland". In the invitation issued by the co-chairmen

of _ the Genevâ, Conference, the Canadian,' Indian and Polish GovernmentsCoM-

ested to "desi âte representatives to form the International Supervisory

missions". Althôughthefnction of the Commission will be in a
sense judicial, the

-
basic

,
documents do not suggçst or require that the Commissioners act on the Com -

-- ,missionsi,n theirm, ^dividual capacit .es, nor do they suggest or require that the Com^
missioners^ be mérelÿ agents of their respective Governments.

Your own
11. Nevertheless it seems clear that it will be necessary for you to act on y S

independent judgment in relation to most disputes which come before thes cm t-
'' 'd ` 1d be n1 to ou In dealing with J

ters as come before t e 111111a* V11119 yo
considerations set forth in this letter and any subsequent advice and guidance w

aion, smce the ev^ en ce h ou^ ava^ a e o uYwill keep in mind the 8e ne,

J
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we send to you from time to time. We hope that in im
us fully informed by telegram, and that where possible y utvlll s^ you will keep
Ottawa before taking decisions which will involve the exercise eek advice from
likely to give rise to subsequent reference to the conference the veto or areof
Commission
matters of thein gravest import we ^,^,ould not wish you to hold uowers. Except on

order to obtain instructions from Ottawa, and pthe work of the
thi ng possible to discourage the other Co You should do every-
sionsion inoperative for this reason. In general, thelproblem of rendering the Commis-

matters to Ottawa is one which will have to bejudgment for left to oUren and when not to
solution. . : Y own discretion and

12.
While it will no doubt be assumed - and corre ,

tatives on the three Commissions will reflect a Western utlooat ^ada s represen-
^e problems which the Commissions will have to solve, it in their approach to
should at all times do their utmost to maintain

o t
is important that they

the performance an attitudeof their duties. We have no of judicial impartiality in
in
Asia,

the and are fortunate in having no history of û^icuûar axe to grind in Southeastpast.
^ere are, however, certain broad ^LC ar 1?Olicies or attitudes thereSoutheast Asia

and which you will wish to keep in ^ndy ob3ectives with respect to
W^ch are outlined below. in carrying out your duties,

Canadian Policy in Southeast Asia

13. The first objective of Canadian policy is the mainte
-china which has now been achieved. Although there n^ce of the peace in Indo-

ment wlvch are unpalatable to our friends and allies aze^d y aspects of the settle-and
ove

although
on

it may contain the seeds of future troubles, lndeed to ourselves -b
a realistic recognition of the political and

ili
is based - as stated

china as it existed in May, ^ry situation in Indo-being at 1 1954. The cessation of hostilities eliminates, for the time
east, one of the most serious threats to the general peace of the wo

rld,
Provides the time and o
of stron ppo^tity for a fresh effort to encourage the development

ger independent and non-communist states on the mainland14. A second objective is to encourage ^e of Asia.

Dofinernncu Org^ia^on, as a safeguard . development of a Southeast Asia
mst aggression in Southeast Asia, ^n a way that will cause to overt Chinese

EAD
offence to the "neutralist" countries in the area,

and when consul b
• the least possible

S a, particularly India, guRnated by and Indo-
n the development ofpolicy ^ We will direct our influence

governments
toward this end. It

Participating ^
is

810'3 of
as stated above -- not to join SEADO, , however, Canadian

the Indochina Oursettlement is an added reason for Participation in the supervi-
jusdfiable, does, nevertheless, make • an abstention, which whileothe inappropriate too active advice and counsel to15. ^e ĥ^ are closer to the
eco rd ab3ectiVe of

problem.

Canadian policy in Southeast Asia is to contribute to thetheû^^c and social strengthening of countries in the
human' developnlent. Such development e area with a view to assisting

conditions wluch foster the growth of should also help to eliminate
Colom^ Plan is a direct Communism. Canadian participation inexpression of this policy. the, . .
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FAR EAST

16: The fourthobjective of Canadian policy is the encouragement by sympathetic
interest of the development of strong, independent, non-Communist regimes on the
Asian mainland outside present Communist areas. Despite our sympathy for France
and the tremendous sacrifices she has made in the long struggle against the Viet
Minh, it appears to us highly unlikely that the shoring up of France's remaining
foothold in Indochina, particularly by means of external military aid, will do any-
thing to halt - and may, do something to assist - the extension of Communist
influence. We must hope - without any excessive optimism that our hopes will be
fully realized - that the progressive achievement of full independence under the
protection which the cease-fire agreements should afford will enable Cambodia,
Laos and Vietnam to resist effectively Communist attempts to take them over by
means of infiltration and subversion. -

Relatiôns with the Indians
17. The Indian representative will be the Chairman of the Vietnam Commission,

} and your relations with him, and the relations of your staff with his staff both at the
headquarters and on the inspection teams, will be of the utmost importance. Canada

" enjoys extremely good relations with India, based on our common membership in
the Commonwealth, our common heritage of British institutions and a deep feeling
of mutual respect. I am sure you will make every effort to continue this well-estab-
lished tradition.

18. It will be desirable for you to understand and respect - even if you may not
always approve -, the main points of Indian foreign policy, which differ radicallY

. in ,many important respects from our own. The principal features of this foreign
-policy are non-alignment in the cold war between Fast and West, the strengthening
and expansion of a,"peace area"^ in South and Southeast Asia, vigorous, sometimes
almost irrational opposition to "colonialism" and a sanguine acceptance of the opti-
mistic interpretation of the Chinese Communist revolution. In ultimate objectives
.Indian policy does not differ radically from our own, in the sense that we both wish
to avoid a general war and to see formerly dependent peoples achieve indepen-

:dence and free, asopposed to Communist, self-government. Our differences lie.. ^ ;
_mainly in themeans by which those ends are to be achieved. In this respect the
Indians are strongly opposed to a Southeast Asia Defence Organization, which con-
flicts ^with their policy of non-alignment and the extension of their "peace area''

-^they âreiinclined to accept Communist China's assurance of good will more readily
#than we are, and the' y are inclined to view with hostile suspicion the motives which
lié'behind French and American policies in Asia.
09- In your informal contacts with your Indian colleague there should be no need
-foc you to, try to "sell" Canadian policies and attitudes nor to apologize

for the"

We would hope that India's experience in dealing with the Poles and with the local
.Communists will lead them to take a more s m athetic attitude towards policiesress^ ....-,.^.
aupported by our allies and ourselves. You may also have opportunities to irflfsra
^ôny tlié, Indians that Senator McCarthy and Hollywood are not the only m^
tions of the American way of life.,.a;.rvb^M ^k., ,. ulous fairness and

: In the d ge of of the cease-fue
th
official

e strict observanace
attitude

of the terms. hi". Partiality and support for the strict observance of the terms

A
ra
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agreements will do more than anything else towards winning the
Your Indian colleague. Above all it will be vital to avoid givin the confidence of
you are attempting to "protect" French interests or to further Americ^pthat
tivemay may bepresent certain difficulties in view of the Possibility that the Indianr e

1CY' Thisprejudiced against the French,'and not too s presenta-
Relativ,ts with the Poles Ympathetic to the U.S.A.

mission,21. Poland has no independent foreign polic ; your
mission, therefore, will be acting in the interests of the 1USS olleague on the Com-

the Viet Minh, probably in that order. These interests will Co^umst China,
identical. It is reasonable to assume that the USSR and 1 not necessarily be
consider it in their interests at the present time to see that the cease-fireare not upset, since, b ne o^

Communist China both
y g ating these agreements they have ucce sfully 1

1
agreements

nated the threat for the time being of further American mili
^ian mainland. Also they can be said to contribute t ^ intervention on the
tension which the Co^unists may hope ° a relaxation of internationaltheless, to exploit in other ways. It may,

be in the interests of the Viet Minh to violate the terms never-
agreements since the agreements, if successfully implemented, will

ng over thewhole of Indochina
of the cease-firefrom ^

prevent them
^d China will probably be m as they had hoped to do. Both the USSR
continual display of bad faitlpbpazed to wink at such violations, unless or until a
theIndians. Y^e Viet Minh shows signs of seriously alienating

, or otherw,ise interfering with the designs of Moscow or Pekin.this point is reached, China and the USSR ma y When22. All t1^is su y seek to restrain the Viet Minh.
ance on the ggeS^ that the Polish representative may _

Commission. He may combine a show of c operat ven ss with v^o^degrees of obstruction, deceit and bad faith.23. Nevertheless
arying

tions
With

' Y°u will wish to do your best to establish
self and Y°ur Polish colleague. Unnecess

^

good working rela-
Indi him will only render the task of. the Coavoidable friction between your-

M Chairman the more diffcult. The pole may use absion and particularly the
to your views. This is the ordin _ ^nist ne ary though not invariable 1Ve phrases in referring
level. p°tiation: Experience has shown little is gained b practice of Commu-^d

um but polite replies; the exercise of restraint and y meeting them on that
g°pd humour will make a more effective im ressio the display of courtesy

and Possibly even on the pole! It is Indian p n on your Indian colleague
rather than a ro a support you should seek to win in thesee24•

ircuThe^^cs

Polish p p g^da or polemical victory over the Communists.

influence
yo

u u

P°wer of discretiono^ssioner as a good Conununist, will probabl hwill be than either you or your Indian colleague y ave less
acting under detailed instructions. You may find ^'^d most of the timerate a pict ure as' po

of his relations with the Viet Minh lre bre to get as accu-
Reluho,s wlth the French p sentatives.

ep^^°u will doubtless be having frequent official contacts with Frenc
militarye^ and other French officials h^eu "friend at côurt„ . The French will undoubYour 'WOrk.

, and some of them may attempt on occasion to n
ard

The French Government does a y
ppreciate, I believe, the long-run
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value of your maintaining an attitude of judicial impartiality, but many individuals
with whom you come into contact may not. Accordingly some friendly discretion
may. be necessary in your relations with them, particularly in your off-duty activi-
ties. The practice and attitude of your Indian colleague will have some bearing on
the problem of the frequency and nature of your contacts - including social con-
tacts - with the French.

Relations with the Americans
26: Though the Americans are not as intimately, concerned with Indochina as are

the French, you will wish to bear in mind, in your contacts with them not merely
our very close and friendly relations with the United States, but also the demands of
judicial objectivity and discretion, and the practice and attitude of the Chairman of
your Commission.

'Relations with the British,
27. You will probably be having fairly frequent contacts with United Kingdom

representatives in Vietnam. The United Kingdom maintains a legation in Saigon
and a consulate in,Hanoi, and since the United Kingdom is technically our "pro-

'tecting power" in Indochina (since we have no diplomatic or consular representa-
tion there) you may have some business dealings with British representatives from
time to time.' You will bear in mind that the United Kingdom is one of the Geneva
Conference Powers and that the International Commission will no doubt from time
to time be communicating officially with the Conference Powers. While there
should be no need to restrict unduly your contacts with British representatives, you
will wish to avoid giving the appearance that you are seeking their advice or gui-
dance in the execution of your duties. When local assistance is required in Saigon,
you may wish to seek it from the Australian Legation there, as well as from the
British Mission. We understand that the Australian Legation is under instructions to
give Canadian officials in Indochina any help they may need.

Relations with, the Local Authôrities
28. Canada has recognized the independence of Vietnam within the French Union,

but diplomatie relations have not been established. We have not, of course, recog-
nized the "Democratic Republic of Vietnam", as the Viet Minh call themselves, but

F our acceptance of the invitation to serve on the International Supervisory C01""-
sion for Vietnam does entail some measure of recognition of the Viet Nlinh ^l1°arrying
provisional de facto governing authority in the north for the purposes of c
out the terms of the agreement.,You will doubtless have frequent contacts wi^
yoffcials of, both 'govcrnments. In view of Canada's position on the SupeNisoory
Commission, it will be desirable tô keep your relations with the representatives^
bôth governments on more or less the same official plane, though you will natur y
feel more sympathy and friendliness toward the non-Communist regime•

Organitation a^an
29. As Cariadian Commissioner, you will be in complete charge of all

personnel attached to the Supervisory Commission and the inspection tenni^^°^
p^.
for purposes of policy guidance and administration. You will be assisted ltheinbf
advisers appointed by the Department of External Affairs. You will fin



particular assistance in connection with the preparation
administrative procedures of reports
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to Ottawa and on
30. You will also be assisted by rnili advisersDepartment of National Defence, whoary advice and

valuable since the PPointed by thelarly headqu^e^ a
tant military aspects. The ' P^icu-problems with which you will be dealing will ha l

d rworkin military personnel on the inspection teams; wheng as members of the teams, will o
sory Commission as a whole. For adrm•nistratve and e directions of the Su
will be under. the _command of the Senior Canadian dlsciplin Pervi-
ttun; be res military ar3' Purposes they

ponsible to you. Expen^^.es made b officer who will, inmission headquarters and on the inspection te yal1 Canadian
to the Commission itself will be made on your are not directly chargeableseparately in

more detail concerning some of these ty^ We will be
31. A Canadian appointee administrative rna ter ^ to youwill occupy the

the International Commission Secretariat, He sition of De u
of the Indian Secret will be worjcin Secretary General in
guidance to azY-General, but you will be reS g under the direction

ensure that Canadian interests are pnsp le for giving him general. ro erl represented in the
Secretariat

32• in your work on the Co
rience mmiss

ion you will doubtless find your own le al eof considerable value. Some of the Externalhave had legal training.
Affairs officers of yom. ^pe-wi11 assist you i g In addition, you will have on your staff a le a1 ad viserment n work connected with the interpretauon of

the
gcease-viser who

and on such other matters as the legal status inel servin fire agree-a
g with Co C^ ommissions. For the resent time lno ^°f Canadian person-

p^^ted to the P legal advisers are beingmay direct your le ssioners in Laos and Cain^irequ^e gal adviser to provide them wi^ an y at your discretion you
I Permitting him to visit Phnom Penh y legal assistance they might,

33.
you should maintain the close' st and Vientiane if necessary.umbers on the Co

possible liaison with our Canadian
in Vientiane and Phnom Penh. It iadian Oppositefacilities will be Pposite

^ tabY secure rneans^ and wh ided which will enable you to keep that com-
a on subjeC^ re possible copies of our communicationsp in touch withOther two •

^ch will be of interest to them should be forwarded toComrntssi^,^,

e

oners, rwarded to theReporting to Ottawa

34• All official reportsmissio
from the Canadian components on the Internationalbe and the r

teams should be addressed rnational Com-ofhci
signed b nsPection

to me or ma1 records y YOU or in your name, y deputy and
of Commission We wiYour o ll expect to receive from you allcourse wn inte P^ceedings, together with re orts frommake ^eetive comment; in the pre p

YOU giving^ke. , of the services and advic of your ^lhese reports, you will, of
n^ af'faus in^l also be glad to receive and civilianfur^er Vletnam e from you reports from time to time on interr-rec .idance fr . Political, military ecovive. om time to time concerning the tmc' etc. We will be ivinpftaWaa^adilities for telegra type of information we wish toexlst P^c communication in cypher

,and We hope that an air courier serviceb towcen Hanoi and
azry classified
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uments between Hanoi and Ottawa will shortly be established. Brief rip^ortsNol^f
activities and other important matters should be sent by telegram,

Commission
documents

amplifying reports and other documents can be sent forward by security air bag.

Inspection Teams -, you concerning guidance for the
35. A sèparate memorandum will be provided to1 32

Canâdian mèmbers of the inspection teams.

Ccmudums in Indochina
36. As of July 21, 1954, there were approximately sixty Canadian King. l^tinis-

china, according to information ^Comcni'srs onerein Singapore. Consular
ter in Saigon and the Canadian Trade l continue
functions with respect to these people have been carried out ané^ lin Saigon. tAny
dealt with by the United Kingdom Minister and Co^ Î^ ve for assistance of a
enquiries which you or members

to the United Kingdom Consular officers. You
consular nature should be referred
will be provided with a list of Canadians resident in Indochina with indications of

their approximate location.

Security which you ^►d all
37.,A separate memorandumt is attachedckonceming

granted tthat the Commurists
advisers should read with care. You may take it for the reportsoncerning
will use all means available to them to secure information dCCOnsequently the pre
You are making and the to be rigorously observed by all

at
instructions
tached memorandum

receiving,
cautions outlined in
Cainadian personnel. best wishes for the

38.4 On behalf of the Government I extend to you ^10 e^on^ly for the sPint
success of your important mission, and my gratitude to you ^ you to undert^e its
of service to your country and to peace which has inspired y

leadership. ` ; . Yours sincerely,^.,; ^ ^
L.B.^pFARsort
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DEA/50052-A-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Vietnam
au secrétaire d'État aux A, f,jraires extérieures

Cornmissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 35

CONFIDgN^ IMPORTANT.

Hanoi, August 31, 1954

- CIVIL RIGHTS IN VIETNAM

I have raised in the Commission the importance of doing everything we can to
see that the guarantees in Article 14 (c) and (d) are carried out. Freedom to move
from onezone to the other is important to many in Vietnam, particularly the large
number of Roman Catholics in the north. It is claimed by many that this right is not
known or understood in the north, though there are contrary stories that the right is
known but that people prefer to 'stay put. There are also charges that the Vietminh
are exercising pressure and intimidation to prevent people going south.

2• In any event the frst step is to see that Article 14 (c) and (d) is as widel
published as possible. Thereafter comes the job of investigating complaints. y3.

The Commission is therefore asking both parties to give the full publicity of
press, radio and hand bills to a Commission announcement explainin in simple
terms the rights afforded by the agreement. It concludes by saying that i^will be the
duty of the Commission to investigate any complaints that these or any other rovi-
sions of the agreement are not being faithfully carried out. p
4. 48 hours after this request has been delivered to the French Union'Vietminh Liaison

Mission it will be released to the press.
and the

754.
DEA/50052-A-40

'Le 'commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
L^R No. 32

SEQzEr Hanoi, September 18, 1954

Reference: Our
^tter No. 30 of Se tember 14.tP
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^ PEf[T1ONS AND COMPLAIM'S

The more we think about the implications of the problem raised by these peti-
tions, the more it seems to bring us closer to the essential responsibilities of the
Commission, not only for the control . of military equipment or personnel move-
ments but also in relation to the problem of democratic freedoms and of the

elections.
2. Already the Apostolic delegate, the Vietnam National authorities and the

French Liaison missions have taken us into their confidence and expressed their
great concern as to the fate of hundreds of thousands of Christians who are in Viet
Minh-controlled territory and who are not given any facilities, indeed who are pre-
vented from leaving for the South as they are entitled to.

3. All are agreed that the Commission had no choice but to refer complaints and
petitions to the party concerned in the first instance: the alternative, for the Com-

mission itself to undertake the investigation, would have implied a lack of faith in
thé, two parties and would have required, as we pointed out in our previous letters,
an expansion of the Commission services and personnel which are well beyond its
present possibilities. Yet, even this first decision is not without its difficulties: if a
cotnplaint is referred to the Democratic Republic authorities, how can the Commis-
sion ensure that the persons concerned are not penalized? Obviously, as we pointed

,/out in our letter of September 14 it would be fatal for the Commission's prestige if

the course of the Commission? To accept the answer without question may
b

this were to happen but, clearly, it will be very diffcult, perhaps impossible for the

Commission to exercise effective 'control.
4. There is another difficulty: if one side or the other delays its reply or replies that

there is no problem or that the problem has been exaggerated, what should thee be

encourage or to sanction dishonesty: To undertake an investigation
may be no less

difficult: the Commission will have first to agree that one is desirable.
And even if

the Commission agrees that an investigation has to be undertaken,
the authonties

concerned will have to be given notice and the results may prove
to be very

disappointing.
5., To take a concrete example, let us suppose that a village of some

four or five
have

hundred persons sends a petition stating that facilities for moving Sur t us that ^ea
denied. All those with whom we have discussed the problem ass
team is sent to visit the locality in question, none of the villagers will

spewho the

Viet Minh can remove children or parents some distance away and tho

left behind will give every assurance that they are not Christians
or that they ^e

perfectly free but quite unwilling to move. have consid-
t.6. In fact, we are told by, the French Liaison Mission that while they satisfac-
ered this problem for some time, they have so far not been able to

find any to
tory solution. Their files are building up and they are reluctant to ri h Ve^l^ed

the Commission because of their fear of reprisals against those w ssion
such complaints and petitions and because they do not see ho û tp eff ti^jy any• • heck
will be in a pos^tlon e^ er p
answers which may be given by the Democratic Republic authorities.

to rov^de any protection or to c
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For the time being, complaints are being received in very large numbers,
mostly of course against the Vietnam National Government - this is no doubt due
to the fact that the headquarters of the Commission are located in Hanoi - and it is
not certain that the French High Command and the Vietnam National authorities
will very readily co-operate in providing answers or that the Commission will have
much greater facilities or success in investigations south of the 17th parallel:
French military forces are pulling out after a bad defeat and their mood is an

nebut co-operative. As for the Vietnam authorities, they seem to be ve
ineffic énand inclined to drag their feet as much as they can in the execution of^the

tagreement. The prospects of success and co-operation are not good on eitherneva
and i fear that fairly soon the Commission will be faced with inescapable, unpleas-ant
ant and perhaps largely insoluble difficulties even if the present harmonious co-
operation between the three members were to continue. The additional risk is that
this spirit of co-operation may be subjected to critical stresses recisel
crucial issues have to be solved. P Y when these

8.
The problems, it will be appreciated, which arise in conn

are not different in essence, it seems; from those which will be encounlte éefugees
the Commission attempts to ascertain the de d when
various parts o f the country and the ros ^°f democratic freedom enjoyed in

an objective indication of the view of the pts of holding an
opulation. Herelacain the

which can give
hard chmay be between the uncritical acceptance of the assurances given by both

s ides an ethe almost impossible task of carrying out effective investigations in an a mosphered
of deceit and terror. I confess that, at this stage at least, I cannot et seeanswer to the dilemma. Y any clear
9.

This raises, of course, the question of the tasks to be assigned to the f
to the mobile teams; the Agreement itself envisages that their freedom xed and

ment will be somewhat limited and that their responsibilities will be hieflmove-military
character. It may be that, in order to perform its function y

s
a

on, the Commission may call on these teams to undertake other dutiesrto rly, later
checkinstance,

wl^n their sphere of free movement, whether both sides h for
W0nned the population as to the right to live in either ave really
reached on this zone. If agreement could be
Political field point, as we get nearer the elections, the duties of the teams in theex

might expand to the point where their composition might be re-
of heued' Political advisers might be added to the team or they might
nature ^1i^ members. The Commission will have to receive information ofsome

not
questi only; concerning frontier areas but throughout the count this

on Whether both sides will be prepared to allow, later on ry' and it is a
fixed and mobileteams concerned with the investigation of political conditions

,

o^er machinery, to move more freely,
or.

10. I doubt
whethef

rY+ a civilian kind of team, will have to be developed.,
whether these teams can ever become familiar enough with the coun-

^Y, whether they can know enough of the language
guage to provide really conclusivedevel as to the real conditions. Perhaps in time Commission personnel willmetheds of en ui '^ chp the" q rY► discover ways and means of affording some protec-whow^

will give them information, but, at best, within the two ears
aze to elaps6before the elections, their effectiveness is not likel y&eat•
whether it will be sufficient to have a re y to be very

straming influence remains perhaps
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the only hope: After all, if these teams accompanied by interpreters can move rela-
tively quickly and freely, without notice, both sides may be compelled to be more
moderate than they would have been in other circumstances and, in the end, this
may be the modest measure of the Commission's success.
-, 11. The above are only tentative views which have occurred to us as we are trying
to assess the scope and the nature of a difficult problem. As new material becomes
available and as the Commission acquires more experience, means of developing
adequate solutions may suggest themselves more readily. It would be of assistance
to us, however, if you could let us have'your comments on the general approach we
now envisage the Commission might adopt in dealing with this matter.

R.M. MACDONNELL

755. DEA/50052-A-40

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

$ , .

,I,EI7FR No. 78 Hanoi, October 2, 1954

SECFZr

Reference: Our Letter No. 23 of September 9.t
# . : ^ . . •

i'OUSH CO-OPERATION
On October 1 the Commission narrowly avoided its first split vote, with Canada

and India on one side and Poland on the other. When the Polish member realized
that he would bé outvoted, he dropped his plan and produced a new one which was
acceptable to the Indian and myself.

2. The issue was more far=reaching than might appear at first glance. The Com-
mission had decided to send a mobile team to investigate a fresh incident in Central

,Vietnam, where people had been killed and wounded in an encounter between the
local population and troops of the Vietnam army. A number of these disturbing
incidents are under investigation`by Commission teams. The Polish member pro

pôsed that the team being sent out the following day from Hanoi should be accom-
panied by , liaison officers from both ' sides, as had been done on a previous

.. ♦ ,.

,

.. . . . i . .: . 1 F . .. . .. . . . . . - I

occasion.
3. We have reported elsewhere on the strong French objections to having anY sort

ôf joint investigation of incidents in their zone and their serious reluctance to hav-
in even` liaison ôfGcérs or observers from the Democratic Republic present at8.
investigations. They considered that such observers would be capable of stirring uPA for liaison
â `g`ôod aeal of trouble, ' and they, accepted the Commission's propos ro
ôfficers ôn â`previous occasion only because it was an essential part of a comp '-^z. . _ .. .
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tigation started at once. Commission and get an inves-
4.

The Polish proposal was essentially an attempt to establish
whenever the Commission conducts an investigation, liaiso the principle that
sides should be present. Since all the incidents so far have n officers from both
zone, and since it is unlikely that we will hear of many incidents in
Democratic Republic, this would

taken place in the French

o^cers of the Democratic Republice to a one-sided
the zone of the

arrangement and would enable
Southern Vietnam when Co be present at many points in Central and
would, to sa y teams were conducting investigations. Thisy the least, have an unsettling effect.5.

The Chairman opposed the Polish proposal with ski
explained that no precedent had been established when we att 11 andto our teams on a patience. He

previous occasion; that had been a ached liaison officers
ular problem. In the present instance we had not been arkulac solution for a partic-
ties, but had decided to conduct an investigation on ed to act by the two par-
was not intended to assess responsibility or apportion blamenb mtiative.the facts as The team
there w quickly as possible for the Co • ut merely to obtain

as no parallel between this case and the earlier cases wti ation. In his view
had been attached to teams. I supported him and made ere liaison offcers
Commission must retain freedom to conduct its own investigationsthe additional point that the
With or without liaison officers as the circumstancesvestigations as it wished,

might6.
The Polish member argued in rebuttal that You require.

investigation for one incident and a different type could not have one t
treated in the same wa • for another; all incidents must bealter our Y Then when he saw that the Indian and I were not going to

positions, he produced a new suggestion. He had earlier ro
team ofpolitical officers be sent to Central Vietnam t p posed that aseemed todbe going ^,i,on o make a quick survey of whatsal, were g' The Indian and I, while prepared to consider the propo-
results doubtful whether a quick trip of this sort would produce ve

, and were inclined to think that it might be better to await rY useful
^eet Tourane. The pole now proposed that we s a reportfrom the

political officers and would first of allconfernwbth
^

the
which would

TO^^e (which has had the assistance of fixed team in
tarY-General for more than ten da s Mr. Kilgour, the Canadian Deputy Secre-
aze makin Y), and bring back a report'on the progress the
made no f. The mobile team could then investigate thenew incident if it L'

Yfurther reference to a liaison officer from the Democratic Re public. Heproposal
was acceptable public. This

M°C^g a teto the Chairman and myself, and early, the following
am left for Tourane which included Major Lea hépault L •P7^ p° ^cal adviser. c ► Canadian Arrny, and

' It remains to be seen whether thisliSh lie near-dispute betokens a new and firmer

R.M. MACDONNELL
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Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
. de surveillance pour le Vietnam
au' secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
♦ to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. .1^,.. L. ._ r . . ^

TELEGRAM 115

CONFIDF.MIAL

Reference: Our telegram No. 105 of October 8.t

Hanoi, October 13, 1954

PROGRESS REPORT

1: The commission held an important meeting on October 12.
2. Invistigation of incidents in the south - the commission had a preliminary

discussion on the 2 reports received so far from the teams which investigated these
incidents. While it was agreed that final decisions should not be made before the
third report from the Tourane team was received, the commission felt that no
âttempt should be made to assign blame but rather to make recommendations to
prevent similar incidents in the future. I suggested that;
^(a) 'both sides should be urged to take special precautions and to cooperate with
the commission, as in Hanoi, for the hand-over of any area;

(b) that DR authorities should instruct their sympathizers not to encourage mani-
festations which might lead to difficulties;

(c) French Union forces should select and instruct carefully the units involved in
these operations. The Polish Ambassador readily approved this suggestion.

rtf3. Freedom of movement - while arrangements are being discussed for the set-
,ting up, of a comtnittee to deal with the problem as a whole, the French suggested
that a special mobile team should be sent to one` or two areas in the north we
they have reason to believe large groups of persons wish to leave for the south. The
commission ageed to send a team. A difficulty has arisen about whether it should
be accompanied by liaison officers but both sides may be satisfied to be represented
by{their own interpreters.: :

^'4. Organization -'the commission quickly reached agreement on a suggestion
t^^
from the committee on fixed teams that these teams must have freedom to mov
widelyF through their areas and that the whole of Viet Nam should be divided into
a14 areas to be allotted to the teams. The Polish representative readily agreed to this
and pointed out that such a deeision was in accordance with the wishes of both
parties who have indicated that the teams were expected to travel continuously in
the'areas surrounding the points at which they are located. ^
j 5.' Prisoners of war - the French liaison mission urgently requested the com^s.risoners of

sion to sind a special team to investigate a report that 600 Vietnamese presentative
war were being held in `a specified area in the north. h t^'o the joint coro-
agreed that the matter should be investigated but throg

I
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mission in accordance • with a procedure suggested by the commission in late
August and accepted by both sides. The French have referred to their hi

gh com-mand the commission's proposal that the situation should be investigated at once
by a joint commission team.
6. Regroupment of forces - a number of Soviet and Norwe i

ing Viet Minh forces to the north from their concentration areas inships
easouth

evacua
.suspecting that prisoners of war and internees might be forcibly removedto the north, requested the commission to appoint teams to ensure that onl autho

^d personnel are carried. Teams in Cap St. Jacques and Qui Nhon ^.e
nowengaged in the task. One of the ships having left Qui Nhon before the arrival of the

team, the French requested that the team in Tourane should be instructed
the ship when it puts into that port. The Polish representative formalsto board
the cornmission felt that this should be done, he would not object. He oient dat if

outthat a serious precedent was involved. DR authorities might su
est that UStates ships in Saigon might be inspected and that the French could board anmted

any ship which happened to e in a and visit
agreed with the chairman that if the French so desired, a commission commission
observe boarding and visit of Soviet ship in Tourane by French Union o^ might

7. You will
note that a number of important and potentially controversial rob^s•

were cleared up in the course of the meeting. Polish attitude has re
mained

p lems
tive and objective. Feel that for the immediate future at least ood c^^ra-
now be made in a number of fields. g progress can,
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TELEGRAM' 119
- ` ' Hanoi, October 15, 1954

CoNFMENTL4,L

Reference: Our telegram No. 105 of October 8.t

WEEKLY REPORT ON VIETNAM COMMISSION
REG

1• ROUPMENT OF FORCES THE HANOI AREA
Military occupation of the Hanoi perimeter was effectedwithout incidents. over the weekend

2• 'The, DeInocratic Repüblic authorities have taken
of the city. over very efficiently the

Planned ty There is every indication that the move was carefully
and carried out with remarkable assurance.

^e Ô s usual the Co^unists had iven careful thoughtg to propaganda aspects ofperation
`the city was immediately covered with flags and posters. Parades
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,,and meetings have been held regularly and elaborate preparations are being made
- for. Ho Chi Minh's arrival. .::

4., Freedom of movement - Having considered the Franco-Vietnamese proposals
the Commission on October 8 confirmed its earlier decision to suggest the setting

- up of a committee to deal in co-operation with representatives of both parties with
-the whole problem of movement from one zone to the other. Both sides will meet

,,with the Commission to discuss the problem on October 15 and to indicate what
steps they have taken to disseminate information in their zones on the relevant sec-
tions of the Geneva'Agreement and to assist persons who wish to move.

5. Exchange of prisoners of war - A French Union soldier has escaped from a
camp and reported to the fixed team at Lao-Kay that some 400 French Union pris-

= oners are being held in 2 camps near Tuyen Quang. The Commission on October
13 'requested immediate comments from the Democratic Republic authorities.
6: On October 14 another escaped prisoner of war turned up at our office with a

^ French liaison officer and requested protection and repatriation for himself and his
wife: He was referred to the Commission', where he made a statement and was
advisèd v to surrender to the Democratic Republic authorities who would be
approached for the disposition of his case.

-7. The French appealed this decision and urged that the escaped prisoner be turned
over to them or held in custody by the Commission. (The story had leaked to the
press who were most insistent to talk to the prisoner). The Commission discussb
the matter and suggested to both parties that in the future persons claiming to
escaped prisoners of war would be given the opportunity of stating their case and

° then handed over for safe custody to the local authorities indicated by the liaison
mission of the government in control of the territory where the prisoner of war
reported to the Commission. The government in question would investigate the
case and consider the prisoner as "under trial" and available to the Commission-
When the report was received the Commission would either request the liberation
of the prisoner or his surrender to the authorities concerned. The Democratic
Republic authorities agreed to accept custody of the prisoner. The French and the
Democratic. Republic liaison missions have referred the general proposal to th if
High Commands. A full report on this dramatic incident and discussion going for-
ward in next bag. risoners
; 8. ,The Indians and the Poles were at first inclined to consider that thec^ the ^om-
were petitioners and that having stated their case they could not expect
mission to do- more than make the usual enquiry from the authorities c not o^y
our insistence, the principle that the local authorities should be responsible
for investigation but for the "safe custody" of the prisoners pending the disposifion

have 'not Y yet been, surrendered. The Commission may now request both Par

of their case was accepted. risoners of war
,- 9, : There is mounting evidence that fairly substantial groups of P ies to

that
indicate where they stand in the matter and possibly ask them to give a pledge
bÿx saÿ a certain date all prisoners of war will be returned tearos

10: Organttation = On October 13 it was agreed that in the
future when

^ed by liaison ofhcers

are requested by one side or the other, they will be accomp
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and interpreters from both sids. When teams are sent by the Commission, at its
own initiative only interpreters drawn from a panel submitted by both sides will b e

e
11.

On October 21 st a Canadian and a Polish officer will proceed
assist Indian officer there in making arrangements to set up the Commto Saigon

I
and

ission office..The political officers representing each delegation will go later. It was decided on
October 14 that they might accompany the Commission on its next visit to Saigon
and perhaps remain there if, by then, adequate accommodation and office facilitieswere available.
12. Teams -

On October 14 fixed teams were established at Vinh BYen and Nha Trang. , a Ngoi, Ten
13.

A mobile team was sent on October 15 to Nam Dinh and Phat Diem
investigate French claim that large area tog
14. Teams at Qui Nhon and Cap St. Jacques have observlsh to leave for the South.arrangements made fortransportation of Democratic Republic troops from South on S

oviet and NorwegianshiPs. and checked that no prisoners of war and civilian internees were involved.

758.
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Reference: Our telegram No. 119 of October 15.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMF,IVT IN NORTH VISINAM CATHOLIC POPULATION

In our telegram No. 119 of October 15, we informed you. that a Mobile
had been sent by the Commission to the Nam Dinh and the P Team

group complaints filed by the French Liaison Mission, to
hat Diem area, to

p of Catholics in that area were being prevented from movin ffectto South Vi
large

n^• This team proceeded to Nam Dinh on October 15, consi' g et

from each delegation (Captain Bérubé re resentin us, a stmg of one member
noWSk^ the De u p g), nd of Madame Ciecha-n^, fndin : P tySecretary-General in charge of Petitions. In view of its prelimi-
Naln Dinh, gs and ,of the great number of petitions which it received on arrival inthe

Mobile Team decided to return to Hanoi the same day in order to
i"aake a first report to the Commission. Two copies of this re ortYour information. t p p are attached for
Ca: Al^ough there hâve beentholus many reports in the course of the last month of
M oftiei,being prevented from proceeding to South Vietnam, it was the first time

al complaint had been submitted on the subject by the French Liaison Mis-
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sion, and a Mobile Team sent by the Commission to investigate. The preliminary
findings of, the team are therefore particularly significant.

3. Both from the report of the team and from our conversations with Captain Bér-
ubé, one main feature seems to come out, namely, that the Catholic population, at
.least in the Nam Dinh area, does not appear any longer especially anxious at this
stage to evacuate. After all the publicity and importance originally attached to this
problem of evacuation of the Catholic population from the North to the South, this
tentative finding by the Mobile Team may appear a little startling. And yet, a close
examination of the various possible factors which may at present be bearing on this
group of the population in the Nam Dinh area seems to be able to provide some
reasonable explanations for this apparent change of attitude. The team has now
,been requested by the Commission to return to Nam Dinh for a few more days in
order to complete its investigation, and to attempt to clarify some of the contradic-
tory evidence which it hâd gathered on its first visit. If the second report of the
team confirms in general its provisional findings, then a completely new light will
have been thrown on this problem of evacuation to South Vietnam, and the French
authorities may very well find it desirable to ease up the attention which they have
been trying to muster on the problem.
4: In fact, in an informal conversation today with members of the French Liaison

Mission, we have been given to understand that the French authorities have already
begun to think of re-assessing their policies on this matter, partly, as already sug-
gested, because of the possibility that their efforts may meet with little success, and
partly by the fear of Viet Minh retaliation in the form of agitation among the refu-
gee groups which have reached South'Vietnam. The French authorities were proba-
bly too pressed at the outset to give proper consideration to all the implications of
their policies regarding movements of population from the North to the South, and
their early policies on the matter may now be proving less wise on a long-term
basis than originally anticipated. We also gather that the French authorities are
becoming more attentive to the, potential advantages of having some Catholic
strong-holds in North Vietnam at the time when the Vietnamese people are called
tu the polls in July, 1956. The evacuation from the North of all sympathetic and

likely democratic elements might indeed mean a solid Viet Minh vote in at least

half of the country, which, added to the greater population of North Vietnam anWell

the gains which it would surely make here;and there in the South, could very

result in a House of Representatives hopelessly under Viet Minh control.

: For our Oak, we are for the present inclined to believe, unless some new and

conclusive ëvidence comes io the fore, that the Team's preliminary report Probably

ves a fairl accurate icture of the state of mind of the Catholic population in the

other similar places. We can indeed think of three imporNâin Dinh= ârea, if not I
pic

tant' factors which` ma}'; have genuinely influenced
the Catholic 'population in the

a
,

r'ei to Jecide to stay where it= is: N th Viet.^ ' § •° l' ulation in o(a) It would seem from most reports that the Catho ic POP ion.
nam has been enjoying so far a generally wide freedom to practice â nrde^l ely,

While^we hâvé''the right to assume this policy might not be followe

thëre is a fair 'chance that the Viet Minh authorities will not
disturb the pattern of

-t.w ^ ' k ` s - -. a . . s . .. . . . . , . - - . . ' , . . - _
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village.life and of the religious activities which go with it as long as there is a
..chance that the Commission might make investigations and that any
against the Çatholics might mean less unanimity in the general elections. The basic
reason for the Catholics,to ask for evacuation to South Vietnam is therefore,
the time being hardly existent; • for,

(b) It is often said that the Oriental mind tends to look at things with a very long-
range view and that the villager is above all influenced by his deep attachment to
his land and village.

Many of the petitions collected in Nam Dinh by the Team
made reference to the harsh conditions under which they were called upon to live
during the.war under "French occupation"; granted that many of these petitions
may have been submitted at the instigation of the local authorities and that many of
the bad conditions which existed before may have been more the result of war
rather than the result of the French presence, one may venture to think
population in general, whether Catholic or not, may consider the present cthat the
as an improvement and as adequate assurance that they will be able to remaitn at
their ancestral homes without any undue change in their daily life. The Tonkinese
in particular have been so often overrun by various races and types of overn
throughout their long history, that the g ment
get along under the new régime with n

y
o more l difficulties than in now manage to(c)

News from some of the persons who were evacuated to the S
the past;

outh has nbegun to filter back to their village of origin; while some oof th ow
Vietnamese Government have made a sincere effort to have organs^ us from South

e
North re-settled as comfortably and as quickly as

g the
still

lingering in refugee camps where most deplorab
possible,

le livingh
undred
conditions euem arecertain that some of the reports from these refugee camps are no st. It isenticem

ew

ent forother Catholics to leave everything which they cherish, and to move to a n
of ^^y u^o^s, and possibly of many sufferings and hardships before land

be Properly looked after by the Government of South Vietnam. The they can
membersFrench Liaison Mission themselves have confided in us that the South of the

Goverunent has failed in many ways to cope with the refugee Vietnamese

the present circumstances many of the persons who were eva uatproblem and that in
return to their old village if

the o ed would gladlygiven pportunity.6•
Apart from these three important factors which, we should as

have been without affecting the sume, must not

also conceivable that the Viet Minh authorities themselvessubject of evacuation, it is
people's attitude on

to be even more certain of the result of the investigation b
took few steps in order

(a)
There was a delay of several da s between the

y the Mobile Team:
decided to send a team, the time when the Commission
no element of ^' and the team's arrival in Nam Dinh; there was, therefore,ens

surprise in the visit and the Viet Minh authorities had ample time to
ure that the local residents were properly "informed" and "briefed";

(b) Assunting that there had been communit leaders who ^age to spe^ u y may have had the cour-
Minh p-- but there has been so far no evidence to that effect - the Viet
persons;

authorities
would have had plenty of time to remove or neutralise these
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Committee on Freedoms should prove of considerable assis
articularly in

téams' activities in this connection. In some places, for instance, and p embers,
h u1d say to team m

continue to brief very carefully the Canadian members of the teams ro osed
is expected of the Commission in the field of freedom of movement. The P p

• ' tance in directing the

z.9. From the delegation's point of view, this will also mea- on what exactly

to ensure that for the people .who stay behind there remains at eas
movement, in case they wish to use it, and that their democratic rights are
.safeguarded.
-, S. This is a task which may have to be done for some time by mobile teams, as the
present mobile team will be doing in the Nam Dinh area during the next^ô^e

as they
three days, but which may later on be taken over by t^fixed éea he e within their
established, and as they are empowered to travel y ^

respective areas.
• • • • that we will have to

(c) Judging, for instance, by the performance of the Viet Minh in Hanoi since the
take-over, in organizing their services and in getting the wheels of propaganda effi-
ciently in operation only a few hours after their arrival, there can be little doubt that
the Viet Minh could have also organized the people of Nam Dinh in such a way as
to have put on a convincing show. This may have been done in several ways -
either through threats of violence or reprisal, or a large sprinkling of Vietnamese

,, soldiers and police in, the various crowds which beset the team during its visit,
merely,through the training which they had already successfully instilled in the
peoples of that region.
7. Since there are for the moment few reasons to believe that the situation

presented by the above considerations is ` likely to vary much from one area to
another in North Vietnam, there would seem to be little that the Commission, or for
that matter, our delegation could do to alter this state of affairs. It is certainly not
the task of the Commission, nor of any of its members individually, to assign to
itself the task of ferreting out those persons who may have at one time or another
wanted to be evacuated, but whô now, by reason of one or more of the factors
outlined above, have decided to remain where they are. This may mean, at best,
that ^ the Commission must be content with keeping a close watch on all those
regions the populations of which, because of their political or religious sympathies,
are more likely to be subjected to whatever pressure the Viet Minh may consider

, nécessary to consolidate their position, and to achieve the unification of North Viet-
. nam. In other words, having failed to establish in concrete terms that obstacles are
being placed in the way of those people who may still want to go to South Vietnam,

it would seem that the Commission can only attempt, by the means at its disposal,
• 1 t freedom of

the North, the villagers may have been told what they s o
and it is only after they have recited their set speeches

that the members of teacns

night be able to get anywhere in their search for the truth.
report from this mobile team

l0. we shall not fail to let^u know ^v^u ^n of the situation and of
reveals any new, evidence which
the, related problems to ; which we have referred above.

M. CAntrux
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Acting Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission
for Vietnam,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION AND THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE GENEVA AGREEMENT

We have already discussed in another communication some of the imm '
and practical implications of the quick investigation undertaken by a mobileimmediate

of the International Commission in an area under the control of the Democratic
Republic, where the French suspectèd that there might be a large Catholic

ula-tion
wishing to be moved to the South. The failure of the team to rodu epan

evidence of the kind which might have been expected raised also widerconcernin er problems
g the future of the Commission and our own position in relation thereto.2.

The Commission is faced with the task of supervising and controlling the
implementation of the Geneva Agreement by two very different parties. On one
side, there is a dictatorial, totalitarian and ruthlessly efficient régi e; on the other,
authority is divided between the French and the Vietnamese Government and to
some extent democratic freedoms are allowed. As a result, it is easy to foresee that
all the Principles and procedures which are now being developed b the Cosion to assist both y mmis-
^e exchan parties in carrying out the terms of the Agreement concerning

ge of prisoners, freedom of movement, democratic rights, will often
work to the advantage of the Democratic Republic régime.
3. It is now clear that both sides are still holdin g prisoners

months, the French Union forces will find it very difficult o get
war.

curate andrecent information as to the location ofM
D.R. camps. The D.R. authorities,

their Sympathisers in the South, will not experience the same handica ir
Requests for investigation will come from the D.R. authorities p^
*1Y that the results will not be favourable to the French and it is only too
4. Similarl Union.

will Y' given the nature of the two régimes, I doubt whether many"people
complazn in the North concerning the lack of democratic freedom; in the

South, 'if the D.R. authorities so desire, the office of the Co
be sWarnPed with petitions and com laints. I am notsuggesting

^ssion
that in the

Saigon will

Vietnamese Government will be worse than the Dem National
ing up Whether both parties are c in

out ^• ocratic Republic, but in check-
any g eir obligations under the Geneva

Reference: Our Despatch No. 109 of Oct. 19.

SECRET
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Agreement, the activities of the commission are more likely to result in embarrass-

ment for the Soùth.
5. Given the outcome of the Nam Dinh experiment, I am less and less optimistic

as to the prospects of being able to move quickly enough to surprise the D.R.
authorities and to induce them to release many prisoners of war or to allow many
Catholics to move South. And I am afraid that any results which may be achieved
in the South will just assist the D.R. authorities in their propaganda and in their
struggle for seizing power in that area also later on.

6. Such being the situation, the French may reach the conclusion that the activities
of the 'Commission will complicate their task in the South. Probably, until the
regroupment of forces has been completed, they will continue to require the assis-
tance of the Commission to solve any difficulties which may arise, and their atti-
tude may not change for a while. After the 300 days have elapsed they may become
less and less inclined to co-operate. I am also concernedn^ memberys of well as large

Commis-
of the public in other countries, may feel thath

sion we have condoned in the North a situation which isreal^eintolerable
have

the same time, we have become involved in operations
been exploited by the Communists for their, own purposes. a

7. When we come to think in terms of elections, the samenbenm arise ablesto
-ri1y: the Communists, under the terms of the Geneva g to the
,carry on their activities'in the South and they will be in a position to appealthat the
Commission if there is any interference. At the same time, I cannotémagWlll be able
, Vietnamese National authorities - w

^^ ^d ev^en
as they

if they Ntried, it would be
. to organize anything worthwhile in the the s^ne
almost impossible for them to establish the fact thatth ey did not enjoy

will take a conciliatory attitude, leaving open Wholéocountry. But there is also the

facilities in the North as the Communists in the Sou
8. Perhaps we are too pessimistic and the picture we have just sketched is t^

dark. It may be that the D.R. authorities will not press
ibilities, for

advantage ns^ that we

setting-up of a coalition government for the will pursue vigorously ^e^
other possibility that, as they have done so far, they

Were this to happen,
objective of extending their control t6 the whole coun try.

more difficult and some-
foresee that our own position may become increasingly ^nst the Viet Me
,what embarrassing. The sad fact dC^ that havi

ng lulation in the North, includlng of
,the French have in effect surren Pop robl

e

^^olics and perhaps many prisoners; and they are still faced
with the P force

mmunist infiltration in the South. What they have been unable teoC^ yDele-
Co
^ of arms they cannot expect the Commission -- and even less the dinner they have

gate - to achieve. The French may discover that for the type

arianged in Genevâ,£their spoon is not long enough. ^men
t

.,..,.
g. As long as the Democrat ic Republic do not violate the te ^é ^n the ab^ conse-

^or it cannot be proven that they : do, we will have to accept Com-

the French defeat. The Commission cannot attempt to
compel a^e

°qùences:of
• ' be democratie or to assist the French to cut their losses intmunist réglrue o

North or to resist Communist penetration in the South.
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10. This does not mean that, on the whole, the Commission may not yet have a
useful task to perform. A substantial number of prisoners of war have been
exchanged; through pressure on both sides rather than through investigations by
mobile teams, the Commission may encourage further "changes on a quid pro quo
basis; the regroupment of forces will be an important accomplishment and the
Commission has an important role to play in this respect. And what is more signifi-
cant, as long as both parties can negotiate, if necessary through the 'Commission,
there is less danger of a new outbreak of hostilities. These, I would consider to be
the main achievements to be hoped for: whether all persons who wish to move to
another zone'will be able to do so, whether democratic freedoms will really be
enjoyed in both zones and whether all prisoners of war will be released is more
uncertain but, considering the overall picture, perhaps of lesser importance. The
ideal would be, of course, to achieve all objectives but failure to achieve fully those
which are of secondary importance should not be allowed to obscure the fact thatthe

main provisions of the Agreement are likely to be carried out.

M. CADIEUx

DEA/50052-A-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Vietnam
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 135
Hanoi, October 27, 1954

CoNFIDENTM

Reference: Our telegram No. 119 of October 15.

WEEKLY REPORT ON VIETNAM COMMISSION

In view of delays involved in transmission of long messages to Saigon and New
Delhi We' now propose for the time being to send our weekly report to New Delhi
through courier leaving Hanoi on Wednesdays. This report covers period October
16 to 26, but following reports will be prepared at weekly intervals.2. Regroupment o
haison officers from both sides October 21 and 25 the Commission met with the

and requested additional information to deal with
the problem of the area to be surrendered by the Democratic Re public authorities as
the second instalment in the central sector at the end of the 100 day period.
3'

At the meeting on October 26 it transpired that both arties were discu 'the Joint p ssmg in
period De omrnission an alternative French proposal (that?) at the end of 100 day

mocratic Republic will surrender area they suggested, but they would sur-
render area clairnèd by the French at the end of the 200 da riod. Proseagreed acrange- Y Pe p cts of, ment which is in line with Indian and Canadian views seem good.
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4. Freedom of movement. At the meeting of October 15 the French Liaison Mis-
sion naturally accepted the Commission's slightly modified version of their own
proposal fora Committee to deal with the problem as a whole. The Democratic
Republic suggested instead a sub-Committee of the Joint Commission, arguing that
the parties themselves were responsible for the implementation of the agreement
and that the Commission could not cope with the large number of cases involved.
The Chairman insisted that the proposed Committee would merely supplement the
action of both parties, supervise their operations and arbitrate any differences which

authori
might arise. The Democratic Republic representativeag18 In the end lit was agreed
ties and to discuss the matter again on Monday October
that both the Joint Commission and the International Commission would set up
committees to work in close liaison, primary responsibility would rest with the
Joint Commission body but the other could take the initiative of making general
recoinmendations or, of sending mobile teams to investigate particular incidents.
Thé `2 committees will be concerned with freedom of movement and democratic

freedoms generally.
5. Prisoners of war. (Reference paragraphs 7 and 8 of our telegram N o. 119 of

that
October 15.) The Democratic Republic authorities after investigation reported

the ,young man in question was a deserter from French Union forces, he had never
been arrested by the Democratic Republic authorities but pretende bet é^ Frenchd t^
that he had escaped from a P/W camp to avoid court martial and to
the south; he had now changed his mind and wished to remain in the north.

6.',The Chairman and the Polish Commissioner felt that the youngbeen mturned t°dth
released. We argued that if he had been a P/W he would have b
French, if he had been guilty of a criminal offence he would have beenof la f^lvilïan

Democratic Republic authont^es, his case no^eapro
appwas

eared
conflictingcin

that
g ev eidence con-

madcing a choice as to his zone of residence. before a mobile team
cerning his intentions and we suggested that he might appear res-
of thé Commission at the Haiduong perimeter to be given an oppo^unity of eplete
sing his wishes under conditions which left no possible doubt as t^ans sho^d be
freedom. To meet our point the Chairman proposed that the young
interviewed by the Committee on Freedoms in HanoiWas a lied to obtain a state-

• 7.We were not completely satisfied that no pressure PP
inenty favourable to the Democratic Republic but we had to assum e obstacthe

les D lus
cratic Republic authorities would , act in good faith and place

y^ if the oun man decided to go south later. We accepted, therefore the ab°ve

way,,....y.,g :x.
compromise arrangement. 119 of October 15.) The
- g. Tearnt. (Reference, paragraph l3 of our telegram No. evidence
mobile team reported that during its short stay in Nam Dinh i

con
nvestiga^on shouldthewas submitted. The Commission decided that a more thoroug r^d U141

je fûndeitakcn: ` At the sùggestiôn ôf Polish representative A w^ ag eo le to g°

teâm shoûld also cnquirc whether pressure_ was exercised
to induce p done h

and h3dP" li h Dc ut Secretary General who accomp^i^ the team has
South o ^, p y b^

p .. . • ^ •

best to postpory ne th
.^s second trio (which is now scheduled f visor Octo e

d are more
^, .

suggested one sided instructions which have now been re
an



anced and objective. There are disturbing indications that Polish delegation and
Democratic Republic authorities will cooperate so that teams do not find any dam-
aging evidence but gather material which may serve Democratic Republic propa-
ganda purposes.

; 9. The operations 'sub-committee has still not been able to issue instructions to the
fixed teams on their radius of action. The Canadian proposal has been agreed to
with a few minor, exceptions by the Indian member but the Poles have neither
agreed nor, forwarded a counter proposition. The Canadian and Indian members
have been trying without success to induce the Polish member to agree to their
joint proposal, state his objections to it with a view to a compromise, or to bring
forward a Polish proposition for discussion. It is the opinion of the Canadian mem-
bers that the Poles are purposely delaying the issue of the instructions to prevent
the fixed teams from being allowed to move around the country at will. Remarks
made by the Indian members indicate that they agree. with the Canadian opinion.
10. The Polish member of the operations sub-committee did his best to prevent the

Commission from carrying out a road reconnaissance from Hanoi to Lang Song. He
was oveüuled by the Chairman and the reconnaissance party will leave Hanoi on
28 October.

11.
A mobile team was sent to North Quang Gnai to observe the takeover of the

northern Portion of the province from the DPR by French Union forces. They
report that the French Union forces are not expected to arrive in Quang Gnai until
31 October.

12. The Polish ship Kilinski, reported to be carrying 3000 troops and 100 tons of
arms, left Qui Nhon on 23 October bound for Gua Hoi and Samson.

13.
The Tourane fixed team are still investigating the Ain Ghia incident and

expect to submit their report by 30 October.
14. General.

Blair Fraser arrived Hanoi October 22 and left 26. We arranged entry
and exit visas, accommodation and interviews with commissioners, chiefs of liai-
son inmissions and other officials.

DEA/50052-A-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale '

de surveillance pour le Vietnam
- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

vmmissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
toSecretary of State for External Affairs

T^RAty 148
Hanoi, November 5, 1954

SECRET' I4PORTqN.f.

ReferenCe; Our telegram No. 135 of October 27.
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FAR EAST

' WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR VIETNAM

1: It would seem that my arrival in Hanoi hâs coincided with the discussion in the
Commission of a number of delicate problems and of several other items. The orga-
nizational stage is now apparently over and many of our present problems bring up
questions of principle, intimately related to the basic spirit of the Geneva

Agreement.
2. Mobility of fixed teams. The question of the fixed teams mobility, which the

Operations Committee has in vain tried to solve for over 10 days, was referred back
to the Commission for reviewing in the light of a communication from the Demo-
cratic Republic liaison mission in which the Democratic Republic indicated its non-
acceptance of the principle of complete freedom of movement for fixed teams
within their respective zones of action. Although, as we have reported to you in our
telegram No. 115 of October 13, paragraph 4, the Commission was considered to
have agreed unanimously that mobility of fixed teams within their zones of action
was essential for effective supervision as provided in the agreement, the Polish rep-
resentative took the line that the agreement meant the fixed ^dm could become
at their respective locations as designated in the agreement
mobile outside the scope proposed in Article 36 only for special assignments and

^ 6. As to the general problem of exchange of pnsoners ssion re
of further recent exchanges between the 2 sides has

made the Co^

factory replies, both parties should be rcqucs

en irineoessary qu es on the ground. of war and internees, neWs. ^^

thought to the matter, for subsequent duscusson ^ from the 5110

ted to send a joint team to

of the Geneva Agreement., In the face of the
t
obvious

5. Prisoners of War. On Novembcr 1, having received a repo both F^nch

team at Que Nhon that prisoners of war were alleged to be
held by

es tO
. bot h ^a^s
Union^on and Democratic Republic forces, the Commission req

uested bth

einvestigate and report quickly. The Commission agreed that
in the absence

c^ out th

the delegations to have further
cussion of this question the chairman decided Novem^r 5

. • at today's meeting,

^^^4,'I think that-we all recognize that tius is one of the most po
ver well either assure

be settled by the Commission, and that a decision on it may y lementation
the success of the Commission's task or impair seriously an h k eds

g the last dis'

oJ,llsand
viCw not LOU cOnvlncln$ y
was for all practical purposes almost synonymous

with control and didâ ^

the thesis that fixed teams should be allowed to 'roam and the country

indiscriminately'. • ^t problems to

upon decision by inc Comnussion. d
31 I submitted that a distinction must be drawn between duties

o ssupervision

fdûties of control. The chairman appeared to agree that such di
importance. The chairman and I argued that the Commission

could properly dis-

charge its responsibilities, particularly that relating to supervision,
only if its fixed

teams were free to travel throughout their given zones. ^n Polish
ded t fac litate

gested that the previous decision of the Commission had cover
within the Commission the administration and use of fixed team s, but

tod ove, tin my
the question of zones of action for fixed teams. He also attemp ted p Nision

, .. 1 âs far as the chairman was concerned, that supe .f1fV
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that, both parties still held prisoners of war and that they are still negotiating
exchanges. In the circumstances the Commission agreed that the chairman should
make another informal approach, urging both parties to expedite a final agreement
and giving notice that more formal action might soon be necessary by the Commis-
sion to ' ensure compliance with the provisions of Article 21.
7. Regroupment of forces - supervision by Commission teams on November 2, as

a result of petitions received from the Haiphong area, the Commission agreed that
on the basis of the experience gained in dealing with disputes relating to the orderly
transfer of public services general instructions might be sent to fixed teams located
in areas surrendered by one party to the other. These teams would thus find it easier
to deal with any problem which might arise during the change-over. The instruc-
tions would specify that teams should only be concerned with alleged violation of
the agreement. Instructions will have to be approved by the Commission.

8. Freedom of movement. The mobile team envisaged for Phat Diem left Hanoi as
agreed on November 2. At the Monday meeting the chairman, Mr. Desai who had
returned from Saigon merely raised the question of instructions to the team. These
were agreed upon without difficulty. The team, in its first telegraphic message
dated November 3 has reported to the Commission that it has fairly reliable infor-
mation that there may be as many as 10,000 people desiring to go south from the
Phat Diem area. Attempts at interference with fixed teams investigation had been
report^, and the chairman has requested the Democratic Republic liaison mission
to send inunediate instructions for adequate assistance to the mobile team to carry
out its investigation unhindered by popular demonstrations or interference. If the
figures mentioned by the mobile team are correct, this brings up a problem of evac-
uation which the Democratic Republic alone might not be able to handle and which
may require the intervention of the Commission for assistance from the French
Union in the form of ships and other transport facilities.
9. Besides its request for a mobile team to go to Poulo Condore, the Polish dele a-

tion sponsored also on November 2, a requèst by the Democratic Republic authori-
ties to have a mobile team investigate an incident reported to have taken place on
October 25, at Cho Ben 180 kilometers southwest of Saigon. The 2 liaison missions
have been asked by the Committee on Freedoms to supply as much information as
possible both about the situation at Poulo Condore and at Cho Ben. The Committee
on Freedoms has been asked to report to the Commission today on these 2 requests.
The Commission has already agreed to principle to send a mobile team to Poulo
Condore, and it may be expected that a similar decision will be reached for Cho
Ben. In line with our attitude so far regarding the use of teams, and in spite of thePolish

attitude regarding the sending of teams to North Vietnam, I consider it
anwise to deny requests for mobile teams from either side, provided the request is
clearly flot frivolous and that there is a reasonable minimum of a case. ,10.

Resistance of a^ed unlts in North Vietnam. The French liaison mission on
Covember 3; sûbmïtted to the Commission a copy of a letter addressed to the Laos

mmission from'the Commanding Officer of Guerrilla units reported located in^area>
east of Lao Kay. Some 7000 men are supposed to be involved. Fromcommunication received it seems that these guerrillas are prepared to lay down



their arms but that they are, being prevented from : doing so by the Democratic
Republic authorities who are attempting to 'destroy them. This might explain the
troops reinforcements around Lao Kay, recently reported by our fixed team there.
The Commission has requested the 2 sides to try to inform these guerrillas that the
Commission has now been seized of their case and to report to the Commission at
the earliest what action they intend taking to assist these people.

11: Teams. A reconnaissance-maintenance team to Lang Son was prevented by the
Democratic Republic authorities from returning by an alternate road. The attitude
of the Polish members would tend to indicate collusion with the Democratic
Republic in an attempt to keep the Commission's team off this particular road.

:12. The mobile teams sent to Quong Gnai to observe the induction of Central
Vietnam provisional assembly area and to Hai Duong to supervise the hand over,
completed their assignments successfully with no unusual incident to report.
'13. The Operations Sub-Committee has formulated a number of recommendations

for decrease in number of maintenance trips to fixed teams and in number of main-
tenance cases by air. The ability of the Operations Sub-Committee to draft satisfac-
tory instructions for fixed teams and to divide Vietnam into 14 zones of action now
rests on outcome of the main discussion in the Commission on the principle of
complete freedom of movement of fixed teams•.

ssible
1g: General. In line with its decision to publicize its activities as much as po

the Commission agn..ed this week on 2 more press releases regarding the establish-
ment of the Comrnittee on Freedoms and the procedure agreed for withdrawals and
trân'sfers in the regrouping areas in the presence of Commission teams.

DESPATCH° 164 an ,

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Ajja ►rs
,;:.., ,... 1954

H oi November 10,

Réference: Our tele ĝrâm No. 115 Of October 13 (para. 4).
CONFiIr

•, ^ 5. ^ . . . . . ^. - . . ^ ..

ZONES OP ACi10N FOR F7XED 7FAMS resénta

Whén ` wé reported in your jtelegram under
Rvo had agreed to the p

reference that the polish Rep

• rinciple of unrestricted freedom of movement
for

ouldbf

te2^ms; we thought that an important decision had
been made and that ^t W d

com
fiée

'parau'vely easy to"draw up for the fixed teams zones of action
W^ d^

cover the`whole territory of Viet Nam, in such a way that the
teams woul

to,undertake .c:ôntinuoùs control and supervision.

DEA/50052-A40

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
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2. Soon, however, there were indications in the Operations Committee that there
might be difficulties; the Polish Representative raised objections to the delimitation
of zones of action for fixed teams as he felt that this could only be done after
information was available whether certain points could be covered more readily
one fixed team rather than another. As the local authorities could not or would not
allow the teams to circulate until they had received instructions and as in
could not be drafted and issue before agreement was reached on the z n soof
action for fixed teams, it soon appeared that an impasse had been reached from a
procedural standpoint.

- 3. In the meantime, the original decision of the Commission had been co
cated by. the Chairman to both parties. The French Union readily agreedmto the
Commission's proposals but the D.R. authorities raised a number of le al objec-tions; they agreed that mobile teams could be drawn from the fixe teams but, these
mobile teams, outside the zones of action specified for these teams in
could only move by agreement with the Command of the Article 35,

erparty
be cons de

concerned.impasse had been reached and the matter obviously had to
by o theCommission,

4.
The Polish Ambassador took the line that while fixed teams c ould

mobile on occasion, it could not be argued that under the Agreement they would be
able or free to undertake day-to-day supervision in the whole country. The Agree-
ment foresaw two kinds of teams• fixed and mobile. Fixed teams could onl be at
fixed points. The D.R. authorities were prepared to agree that, on occasion, y
teams might become mobile but then they were subject to the limitationsthese
the Agreement as to the operations of mobile teams. defined in

cticpoint of
5. The Chairman and I had basically the same position. From

view, we felt that the Commission could not carry out its tasks of supervision
control unless its teams were allowed to circulate freely. If teams coud and

after the agreement of the party concerned had been obtained, this meant that,only
effect,, teams

would only be sent to investigate incidents which had alre in
occurred; this implied a passive and limited role for the Commission ady

"der Article 37, the Commission was given responsibility for control and
Furthermore,

sion and this could only be undertaken by its teams, fixed and mobile, ^
compli^Ce with the ternis of the Agreement throughout the whole country.

to
As the
ensure

PolishAmbassador would not agree, after some three hours of re titi
^hon, consideration of the item was postponed to the next meeting Fri^^men-ember 5, g day Nov-
6• At the followinggestin meeting the Polish Representative took the initiative of sug-

g that the matter could be discussed on the next day (Saturday November 6)
at an inform^ meeting of the three Commissioners.

) t^^ Desai said the question resolved itself into three parts: (a)pr
actical aspect; (c) the possibility of having to refer the ma ter back to theGeneva Powers b

clear that the Co y way of a request for an amendment to the Agreement, making it
ment for mmission should have the power of complete freedom of move-

the Fixed Teams as well as the Mobile Teams.
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:= 8: From the legalistic point of view, he suggested that, if the Commission were
questioned as to what supervision it had exercised in the North and South, it would
have to admit that it had full powers but unless such powers were exercised over
the complete territory by the Fixed Teams, it would not be in a position to say that
the Commission had properly exercised the supervisory responsibility placed upon

complete freedom of movement, but he thought the parties would object, and cou. . . . • • tel to

that we must retain the cooperation of the parties in allowing our mobile Teams
ld

"rather than seek something better, it is necessary to hold what is good". He Jul,
ordered by. the Commission itself. He quoted a French proverb to the effect U1111

concerned. : He pointed out that the parties had already been very cooperative in
allowing the Mobile Teams freedom of movement to any place or in any territory

given them by the Agreement, only by agreement with the command of the partY
the Mobile . Teams could carry out their movements within the limits of the tasks
sentence of Article 35 clearly showed that beyond the zones of action as defined,
set, as to where they could go with complete freedom of movement, and the final
they were territorially fixed. The zones of action of the Mobile Teams were also
referred to' Article 35 and argued that the function of the Fixed Teams was set and

11. The Polish Ambassador said that he could not agree that the Fixed Teams
should have powers of inspection or observation as the Mobile Teams have. He

would feel that their function as Fixed Teams was nothing but a farce.
teams and of the Commission would be lowered and in time the Fixed Teams
were not effectively supervising their respective areas. Also the prestige of the
would soon deteriorate as they would realize their function was nominal and they

10. Thirdly, from the psychological point of view, he considered that, if the teams
were fixed with no power of movement, observation, or inspection, their morale

whole area required to be under supervision.
throughout 14 designated territories, which territories would in toto cover the
of movement for the purpose of observation, inspection, investigation and control
seemed, therefore, necessary that the Fixed Teams should have complete freedom

9. From the practical point of view, he considered the territory could not be com-
pletely covered by Mobile Teams unless we created 14 new mobile teams. It

it by Article 36. : . .

quite properly object; under the terms of Article 35, if the Comnussion attemp
give complete freedom of movement, even within certain territorial boundaries, to

tne rixed -reams.... , °

12: He argued that under the terms of Article 35, the Commission should not give
complete liberty of movement to the m-4 Teams but that any task outside the^

aieas as designated by the.Geneva Agreement should be given by the Commission

itself, after consultation with the liaison missions so that the liaison missions would
know where the teams wished to operate and could make the necessary arrange'

ments for their entry: He pointed out that the areas of control of liaison officers

^not coincide with the proposed territories to be allotted to the Fixed Teams•
from

:13i io d ontrol as it app=s. I pontedout hedifference between supervisn an c esponsi'
Article 24 '%U& Chairman a «,.Obs. me that the Commission itself was r
ble for supervision under Article 36, and that, for the purpose of supervising, U1e

I

d
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t^• I Pointed out, and the Ch ' ' ^ction and invesdga6on, it should use its
indicated that the inspection te ^^ seemed to a

^tigate, control, and inspect, and̂  were to exercise p°yerS^ofsûpe^lslôn 38 clearly
submit to the to invessupeiyision, investigation, and ob Co

servations. ^ssion itself the results of their
that the word "Supervision" in the En lish The Polish Ambassador
Official French version shows g text Of Article 38 was

pointed out
"contrôle", dus to be the case an error, and the

'asthe word used in it is
14. I pointed out that if the tasks

not exercised b of observation, inspection and investigation were
Commission itsejf^wh c^l^ ou^' they would have to be exercis
to a number be impracticable, or b ^ either by the

ber which would be impossible y a series of Mobile Teamsularly when there are so manto organize v^,ith existing
Teams, If ^e Y special incidents to be investigated b°nnel, partic_
tion, could not be exris^^On' control or investigation, and y^e Mobile
lmpossible to ^ by the Fixed Teams Particularly observa-

Perform, and the Co ► ^e work of supervision would bepractical and the legal Commission
point of would have to admit that from th15. Also, from the view there was no real supervision. ement of prnc^cal Point of view I

the Fixed Teams thtoughout their allottaskeded emow else than b yobservation, ins Y free m°ve-
Article 38 refe ^tion and investigation be c tory could the task of con-
Fixed ^ to "the inspection teams" ^ed out. I also pointed out thatTearns.

which included both the Mobile and
16• I also Pointed out the value

effect of havin from a practical point of view and
People would ]^owe Fixed Teams move through their respective and the deterring

^s were intendedto^
e

^é same As to the Pole's su areas so that the
in $orea the Neutral ^e as the Fixed Teams in Korea ,

that the Fixed
Nations Supervisory Commission was

su^ '
pointed out that^ Armistice Commission. It had been to the Milirotation of rrulit

n given the specific task of suPervising theIoint Co ^Y Personnel, replacement, etc. Under the Geneva A rmrnission w
lnternation^ Co^^ subordinate to the International Co g^ment, the
responsibilission which had ^ssion and it was thety for su been

charged under Article 36 with thesupervision and the fixed and mobile te

ries sador a '

w^s therefore essential that the teamstion ,
^^o^ the specifc task

, bothFixed and 1Vlobiale sho
were

uld be in
en to it. It

necessary in order to ensure su
W

l^ Article 36. a posi-
17• After

^
Pervision in accor-

ties that er considerable discussion, it seemed to
duties. the Fixe

Teams must at least be agreed between all
be in a position to observe , as 1 par

18• The PolishArnI baS Part of their
had reserved mn argued Article 35 and stated that at Geneva both^s• At f their nghts as to the freedom of movement of the i

movement ^t' ^e French at Geneva had wished to give the te nsPection
ren it 1 k

and
ed if

inspection as if the Commission were a „ ^ full freedom of,
super-governmental body",

sentence and certain o they ^ght,not arrive at an agreement at all ^•
was put Provisions were eliminated ^ Article 35 was

into Article 35 whereb • The result was that the final
y both parties reserved their right to have



the teams inspect in areas other than those specifically designated, only by agree-
ment with the command of the party concerned.'

19.: Mr: Desai said that he, while'in London, had looked up the daily despatches
} from the Geneva Conference and found that there had been during the discussions,
reservations by both parties as to the free movement of the teams and that the
clauses regarding the degree of inspection had been varied from time to time. The
finâ.l clauses were not drawn until after it had been decided what three nations were
to be asked to constitute the International Commission. He agreed it was quite pos-
sible that Article - 35 could have been redrawn and other provisions in the draft
eliminated once it was found that India, Canada and Poland were to constitute the
Commission.

-` 20. I then suggested that as all seemed to be agreed that the Fixed Teams should
'havé the right of "observation" and as the Polish Ambassador seemed to think that
there was some question of obtaining the cooperation of the parties, there might be

= some virtue in the Chairman approaching the parties informally with a view to

tion `and it was agreed that I should tell Mr. Desai that we were in favour of him

obtaining their reaction to a suggestion that the Commission felt the Fixed Teams
should have freedom of movement on their own initiative throughout territorial
areas respectively designated to them by the Commission, for purposes of observa-
tion. This suggestion was discussed and the Chairman thought it would be in order
for him to approach the parties along the above lines in his capacity as SecretarY
General.
21. We discussed the implications of this suggestion and the Polish Ambassador

,indicated that he was in favour of trying it, as did the Chairman. I stated that I had
,not discussed this proposal with my advisers but would do so and let the Chairman
know. It was agreed that the Chairman would not approach the parties until he had

;.word from me that the Canadian Delegation considered it in order to do so. It was
- suggested that fixed teams might be broken down into a fixed element which would
,remain at its fixed point and a mobile element which would move through its terri-
tory to observe. ^ _.

^ 22. During the afternoon I had a discussion with my advisers on the above ques-

s âpproaching the parties informally as Secretary General and see what their reac-

-tions would be to a pr'opôsal from the Commission that Fixed Teams should have
-freedom to move on their own` initiative throughout the respective territorial are"

A wi^ 0utto be designatcd by the Commission for the purpose of observation, an
pcejudice to their right to exercise their other tasks of control, inspection and inves

, tigation, as may be assigned to them by the Commission. It is to be understood that
"observation shall include the establishment of liaison with the local auth°n^es.

A,23: At the meeting on Monday November 8, the Chairman reported for the reco ô

,the agreement reached between the three Commissioners as to the action he was

1ake as Secretary General in approaching the two parties informally with the ab°ve

, suggestion. s

24:1 well realiie the danger that the D.R. authorities may yet refuse to a unPto
1 • • t ke it as tantamocompromise proposai or, 11 they accept it that they may observa•
-^océptance by the Commission of their view that for

p
u ses other than
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eams will only be allowed to move with their agreement i
ular case. On the other hand, I felt that as long as

i t in each -ProPosal was Without prejudice to other steps w^ch was clearly s P^ic
there

was some virtue in a might be c
pecif
onsidered later,gradual approach; if teams were tactful in

stages and did not giv e the impression that they intended to concern the initial
D.R. authorities were doing, whether in

fields related toor not, their suspicions might be alla
ed

themselves
the Agree-agreement could be Yreached to some extent. Fthe Commis . on freedom for the teams for ^hermore, if

sion might be in.a.Position to satisfy itself that P^ses of observation,ble, controlling and su was, as far as
^s^Ce, . of the movementv ngl̂

ompliance with the A practica-forwould not,
a^

Y Personnel and supplies . Mere observationswas concerned tt^ly

of rrvl

' be as effective concernin
as was the g^e problem of freedoms but Ihope Of m^n

g any progress^airman, that if we pressed on this point there was little
now or later, without perhap s a long

reference of the whole matter to the Geneva Powers. It was better,
I felt, to ascer

tain first ^,yhether the D.R.
g and complicated

-what we comm-- to be the 'gh directi ^ere reP pared at least to take a few steps in
way in the knowledge that they might 're e1 than insist that

fuse, the y go the whole

SHERWOOD LETT

Le commissaire de la Commission internatio
D^5^52-A-40

de surveillance pour le Vietnam ^le

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Comrnissioner, International Superviso

to Secreta of
rY Commission for Vietnam,rY SlateforExte1'nal,9ffarrs

Hanoi, November 12, 1954SECiter j"RTAIVT

Reference: Our telegracn No. 148 of November 5.

Alobili ^KLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR VIE^,^t3' ofNo. 156 of fixed teams• We have
2• Re 00

covered iecent deNovember 1 ments i1954. velo^ p in our telegramgroupment oRepubli c f forces.
The French have now reported that the Demo

n^ __ authorities will not discuss further territorial withdr
as part of the second instalment, and the

cratic
(Our tele awals in central Viet-

^^ No. 135 of October 27 Y have appealed to the Commissionthe f
^e°mmission on

^ursda ' Pazagraphs 2 and 3). The matter cameb e Y, and it has been a reed that the before
g parties will be called3• FreelclQCo^ssion to discuss it next week.

Phat Dlem W.Of
^t in our A report on the more recent discussionsur telegram No. 154 of November 9.t

concermng



FAR EAST

4.,On Monday the fixed team in Haiphong reported that, according to the French,
thousands of refugees wishing to go south were concentrated on a sand island near
Phat Diem at the mouth of the Tra•Ly River. During the previous 48 hours, 4200
had been rescued at sea and whole remaining lot might drown due to very high tide

expected early on November 9.

^ 5. 'At a meeting of the Commission with the two liaison missions, the French
requested authorization to send planes and ships to bring relief and assist in the
evacuation. They suggested that a mobile team should supervise the operation. The
Democratic Republic representative required time to consult his high command. At
a further meeting at 5 o'clock on the same day he denied urgency of the situation
claimed that local authorities could cope with it and that they were responsible.
French offer of assistance was turned down. "

6. The Commission was prepared to, send a mobile team, but in view of order
given to Democratic Republic forces to prevent violation of territorial boundaries,
French ships or planes could not be used. Commission cars could not be sent either
befoië Democratic Republic authorities had investigated and could determine prac-
ticable roads. This could not be completed before 5 pm on e tf^°^ ^ on te th,
fact reports became available only late on the ninth and mobile
two days after critical tide.

The mobile team returned on November 12 noon. Our mem h â reports
a ^

that

while it took less than 5 hours to come back, the team had not reached
by 5 o'clock "on November 10 as Democratic Republicguide s lost

eThursdaY^
two or three occasions. They arrived at the mouth of the T

y only on

November 11, in the morning and were taken by launch along sand bof life ha

sides - of the mouth of the river. Thcre was^a evidence
^^ the no^^ the sana Var

occurred. Smaller bar on south side was not i ula-
was much larger and 'connected with mainland. There

s^ contact with the

o

^
tion guarded by soldiers. Some people attempted to estab lish

but Democratic Republic liaison officers did not allow team to
go ashore.

g, The Commission on November 12 , discussed the report of the mobile tearo

' to Nam Dinh late October. No.evidence had been laintsfound âga^Pet ^e
wtuch went
were on the move or anxious to go` south but nearly 3000 comp

French were brought back. We raised two points: during the same
(a) In view of the reports ^eived from our team at Ha iphon g

icked uP
mo h n o ea on had topcriod that thousandsof people claiming to come from

the

at sea; we thought that before the report could be accep r^essing requests
b'e= obtained as to the Democratic Republic arrangements

for p plter so^e
f]- people who wished to exercise thcir right.under Articleshoud) be in^ted to
di^i^ it was agtcëd that Democrat^c Rcpublic autho wish to
givé further information as to their procedure concernin^s plicantson in the whowhole 03

go ^th I Thenutnbet of people who have.been given pe riod pctober 1 to

Dinh, That Diem, Bui Chu) and ass isted to 1eWi^du n^a p -(Nam material mght
20 will also be requested. The Commission agreed ared that Demo-

tnake it possible to make useful recommndatio^n'so^ôr éffect^ ;
cratic Rcpubiic procedutt was not sufFc^cnt y
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(b)
On the number of petitions we drew attention to the danger that Secretariatfacilities might be overwhelmed. It was agreed that the Committee on Freedoms

should discuss the matter with the committee to be established by both parties. It
was probable that the bulk of the petitions could be turned over to both parties for
action but a certain number would have to be processed by the Commission itself.It

was agreed that in the latter case the Commission would have to establish its own
priorities.

We introduced the idea that in order to prevent the development of a
petitions contest between the parties even under the proposed arrangement, the
Commission later on might have to divide its efforts equally in dealing with peti-
tions from both sides. The Chairman seemed to be interested in the suggestion.
9. Resistance of armed units in North Vietnam (our telegram No. 148 of Nov-

ember 5 paragraph 10). The French Liaison Mission has now suggested that a dele-
gation of these partisans might come to Lao Kay to discuss with the fixed team
conditions of surrender which guarantee safety to them and their families and
choice of selecting their zone of residence. The Commission has agreed that the
two parties should be urged to discuss and settle the matter among themselves. The
Polish representative has given notice of his intention, if the parties fail to agree, to
suggest that the Commission is not competent to deal with this case. These units
were not part of regular French Union forces he claims and the Commission cannot
get involved in disputes between the parties and local rebels.

10. Teams. A
scheme to service fixed team at Muong Sen from Laos by air has

been investigated and found not to be practical. Establishment of this team is still inabeyance.
11.

Transfer of territory in central Vietnam near Quang N ai was observed
mobile team, all went well. g by

12. General.
Mr. Woodsworth arrived on November 5 and left for Laos November8.

Kis visit coincided with busiest week-end of the Commission. '
13.

Commission will leave for Saigon on November 18 and return 22nd. Chief
Pwpose of the visit is to establish sub-office and renew contacts with French Unionofficials:

764.
DEA/50052-A-40

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

kEGRAM 163
Hanoi, November 13, 1954

SECRET. IIKPORTqNT,

Reference: Our telegram' No. 158 of November 10.t
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. IMPORTS 'OF ARMS

• '' that the Democratic Republic authorities are tak-

. theoretical lines the discussion now m p gM

10. Indians, 8
lessissue. Thé fixed teams, as long as their nrenedn^ the I dians and direct é aee•

ânlikely to discover anything which will i• ro s on the extent to which ^

for lon range policy considerauons, Y t is restncted,
control.through fixed or mobile teams. ma be reluctant to force. • are

4 °$: I am çonsidcnng advisabiliry o soun g ,, ticized
conveying to him our concern rts in the

the Commission may be ce S
outh) f wi^outand

ing left too long the Chinese more effective measures should
be taken soon to

adequate supcrvision and that
'icmedy this situation as far as possible. when it

the u 'of the fonYïal discussion in the commission, if and
. a claim that contra.

takes
9 For

place, Panŷ dence which could be adduced to support ^ hteninS
,ventions have taken place would strengthen the case for develop

m' g and t'g

the

in violauon o ^ General inform"I . , ' , . . f ° m., out the Secretary L au.

condition although there are new Russian
(giroup'corrupt) we have a record of 8'separdte instances of permission to travel

being refused in this same area.
3. In Lang Son and other locations the reasons given to teams for travel restric-

tions include landslides, blown bridges, lack of ferries or general deterioration of
roads although teams are not permitted to 'check these statements. Wins

4. In certain areas the Democratic Republic anthoritieshave insiste d bandits
arranging with each individual provincial authority for protection g forbid
and pirates. When all else fails the Democratic Republic authorities simply

theteams to move. ^uon•Lang Son roadLang
_5. A road reconnaissance was finally made of ther ehrreceived from the Demo-
which was found to be in Sair conditio n ti. Road
;cratic Republic a few day previously ha stated throad to be impassable.

party to Lang Son reported many.loaded vehicles o^ehic es in and
the Phu Lang

T^ïnon road and the fixed teams have sighted unreported military

around Lang Son.
6. It would also appear that the Democratic Republic are

^
reluctant to have the

Commission on the Thai Nguyen road as requests to recce this road as an alterna.

tive route to Lang Son have bccn refused' ssion

7 I consider that these restrictions, if continued, would prevent.^ ^dop nnel
fro^m_exercising'absolute control on,the introduction of war material

• • • If Arti les 16and 17 of the Geneva Agreement. ]IV

` 2. In Lang Son the jeeps supplied for us é^cles in the same area. On our official

mg vanous P
Aages in which they are stationed.

. ih f ed team are in an unreliable

1. There is evidence to mdicate
^ ste s to restrict the movements of some of our fixed teams to the vil-

ment allows freedom of movement for teams.
mments by telegram•11. 1 should appreciate receiving your co
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Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEEGxAM 165

. CONFIDENTLqL'IMPORTAM:

Reference: Our telegram No. 154 of November 9.t

Hanoi, November'15, 1954

FREEDOM OF MOVEMF.NT PHAT DIEM
1.

The Commission discussed again on Saturday, November 13, the Phat Diemsituation:

2• The Committee on Freedoms reported that the problem was serious and that
least 2,000 persons wanted to go south. They had arranged with local authorities
for the setting up of a permit office. Some relief was being provided but transport
facilities appeared to be inadequate. It was proposed to move about 300 persons a
week in 2 or 3 old launches.

3.
We urged that Democratic Republic Government be asked by the Commission

to assist local authorities by providing road transport, as recommended by the
ComMittee on Freedoms, to expedite the evacuation. The Chairman was of the
opinion that as the Democratic Republic authorities had limited facilities at their
disposal but had shown willingness to deal with the problem in setting up a special
procedure and office and in providing relief and transport, the Commission for the
present should only observe how arrangements made - so far would work out.Another team might be sent to the point of delivery at the Haiphong
Was 'lot prepazed at this stage to agree to a recommendation being madetto theD

emocratic Republic Government that faster and more energetic action mi ht beattempted.
He was not inclined even to make informal representations. g

4. The Pole takes the view that people have assembled at Phat Diem as a result of
French Union propaganda and that they have not applied for permission from the
local authorities to 'go south. The Democratic Republic Government have com ro-
^sed in agreeing to a special procedure and in providing free transportation. He
Was successful in persuading the Chairman that further pressure on the part of theCommission ' would not achieve practical results but might im air DemocraRepublic coopeTation (such as it is). p tic
5•

Under the circumstances, we agreed that another mobile team should be sedelivery point
on the Hai hon nt to

^ssion should observe the p o
g

g e s being made on the bas st of reports fromom-mobile tea^s p theare scazed .(Canadian member of the teams reports that refugees at Phat Diem
to reduce nûmb that Democratic Republic authorities may be devising schemes

er of those who will leave.. ^ ,

DEA/50052-A-40
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cussed again, I propose to e tic Republic authorities are creating condi

6: If, as we anticipate, movement is slow and inadequate when the matter is hisà
tak the line that in dealing with problems in suc

reluctant and limited fashion DemO^
tions where cooperation between both parties in the implementation of the agree-

November 13, the difficulUes enco

ment may be compromised.

7. Local United States Consul on instructions from State Department
havea

enquired
ed

as to the position. In accordance with established procedure,
that a roach should be made in Ottawa.

As the enquiry may have
be d s c osuretPP Congress we suggest that if there was Y

withby interest in the U.S.
of

the Indians
confidential material we might be embarrassed in our l i

^elf and not the Connmis-
Poles in view of the understanding that the Commission It should, however, be
sioners individually should issuet ratic Republic Government policy and to the
taken into account that, due t o Democ
attitude of the Indians and Poles concerning press relations, the press

has not been

m ' a position to be adequately informed on the work
of the Co bmmi^h W fr

h Îe

reported in despatches, which were sent to you in diplomati c
the principles

untered in attempting to safegu ard

'of frçedorri of the press.

CoNFmErmAL..
Reference: Our teletype W A455 of November 16t and MenziescCardle tele-

- - ' f Novcmber 16.

in:Z..we stresscd your vie
é;g,Àrticlé 14(d), wa had tô rely on the willingness of the Viet licate the t^kby

evacuation of would-be refugecs, it w°uld not make sense was essentialoDd
• f th Viet Mm ld be n

^ ' ` ` ' ' ' w that since under the e . • h to assot
,'tative thinking on the matter. A,

t rms
of the ceasefire agrM.,

Young. ^ November 17 to ta10
Maki,' asked us to see him again today, some of your highlY R°-
tiôn in Viet Nam. We took the:opportunity of mentioning

menG

L'ambassadeur aux
AffairesttUextErieuresau secrétaire d'État aux

to Secretary of State for External

3aUon o

Ambassador in United States
Affairs

OF REFUGFES ^ROM THE
NORTH

yIEP NAM: MOVEMENT t Asian

Dircctôr { of the State Department's Office of South ^ situak f the refug e

;Ythum in the table. The CO-opemUon o e rivate
p g it was at the moment we had to remem

howevef limited ^ not ^lie^é that p to
wiexistënt' if our taetics were, not sound. We saideth

nâ you âÛals Who shed temaü^
ôrgaitizaüos interestcd in the phght of tho . ^s to the In
South Viet Nam'should be discouraged from malung aPPe
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State Department that the Viet Minh mi ht ^ e same Ilnes. It had occurred to the

g ln at the very tentative thinking in bothOttawa and Washington was runnin ai

. 3. Young said he was encoura ed to f d th

meet Viet Minh susceptibilides. north in a manner which would

Y c as e Red Cross might be able to offerits services in assisting the evacuation from th

possibility that some civilian agenc su h a e th y concerned: We also mentioned the
Commission or to the other parties immedi t 1 '

territory which it controlled if that transport were underthe direction of so enter thecivil-
ian (and neutral) agency. Most of the worldwide charitable agencies, includ ng the
Red Cross, were represented in Saigon. Possibly they might make a joint appeal to
the Commission and to the Viet Minh and at the same time offer their services in
general terms. Young said that the State Department fully appreciated your view
that undue public pressure on the Viet Minh might only make the situation worse.
He said that the Voice of America would be reporting the situation factually and
would deal only with actual incidents which had news value. He could give us no
assurance that some prominent Congressman would not issue inflammatory state-
ments but he said that such statement would certainly not be encouraged by the
State Depattment.
4.

Young showed us a report which had just come in from the
Embassy in Saigon which, among other things, quoted Cerles, General E

Unitetes
ly's liait son

Officer to the Commission, to the effect that up to 50,000 refugees, most of themcatholics,
might be involved in the present problem. Cerles indicated also that the

French Government was putting its views on the matter to the Indian Governmentin
New Delhi. The United States Ambassador believed that the French forces had

^ equate transportation to move the refugees and were doing all they could within
hmits set by the Viet Minh to assist refugees. He commented in addition that

the would-be refugees had the com lete sympathy
the French. P of the Southern Vietnamese and

His references to the efforts of the Canadian representatives were com-
Plimentary in every instance.

5•
Young said the State Department would continue to be extremely interested in

my reports from the field on the situation which you might be willing to transmit.767,
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. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT - PHAT DIEM

ble play in the press. have
2. As indicated in our telegram No. 134 of Novembe ^,5ti S e

are anxious
and more

unclassified information about the Commission 's generally,
particularly in relation to this case. The situation of th e

and the United States and a
who wish to leave has caused much concern in Canada ut this
clear public statement of what the ,Commission has done and ^^^lon in

t^erviews
casewould clear up misapprehensions cau sed

ld make it plain that the Commission is
with refugees Who have es ped,
not shirking its responsibilities. This would greatly assist us in dealing with quenes,
from interested Canadian groups and from friendly governments. Co lmmisson
ciate receiving cabled summaries of any public stateme nts

issues on this case. utting pressure
3. The State Department has informed us that Catholicgrogroups

t
he are

moVement of per-
on the United States Government to do something to a ssist facts of the

to assish^. sons who wish to leave the DR zone. We have briefed them on the
SO f sal of the DR to accept the French offer

non-Communists in North Vietnam who w^s

We greatly aPPreciate your full reports on this important matter. The plight of
6h to oWe has received a considera-

Diem case, including the re
^sPorting those who wish to leave the north,.and have expreswe have gg ted
United States Government offer woundsbe^ é ÎnInternational Committee of the
that the offer of a private organizaUo lts

on this
Cross mi ht

possibility and
ssibly

any besugg

considered. We would be grateful for Govemmm t or

private

c
g^ suggestions as to how the United States

^ rivate relief agencies might assist in the movement of the would-b^e â é^
ees.

pt, to

# 4:=We have also expressed our wo rries within the Co^s"the DR on this issuepeither
artment lest

sion or
achieve a propaganda

elsewhere,
victory over

• might result only in strengthening the determinatio^e ô the ^Y

authorities to frustrate the movement of peoples from their area. As sis, have to
forms of pressure are not likely to be effectiv^^ngm ofa,Y^ein theDR to

last ana1Y

ensuert should be
depend on the limited and grudgin^focCeo-owhatever pressure we can ex

ish to leave may do so. The ,who w '
• ' to force such co-operation. The DR are obviously silue^ans t,^°n ^
in the direct ^on lete
mit inspection teams to see what is going on.

Nevertheless, we mu d col
DRbring about ^ Po^ sti St^ling ^

us toing to break down this attitude and %j .
investigation by the inspection teams as can be ac^e^ach, but it appe^s to s^ee
obstruction will obviously limit thé success of this aPP o of pressure,

be more likely to produce the desired results than any other type conc theI fully

it is fully in accordance with the letter and spirit of the agreement
Dcompliance with

^^ to take a strong fine in pressing for PromptPfo^^ce by the ^^s..

,, . L.B. PEp►RSoNissue.

of Article 14 (d) and for as full supervision
not be afraid t force a show dOWn °n

mission as can be arranged. We should
tt
fi
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au commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

Secretary of State for External A

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam

TELEGRAM 147
Ottawa, November 20, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMPORTANT.

Reference: My telegram No. 144 of November 19.
Repeat New Delhi No. 489.

_ É, ,• _
II • VIET MINH VIOLATIONS OF THE AGREEMENT,

Your reports over the past few weeks indicate an increasing tendency by the Viet
Minh to violate the spirit and evade the letter of the agreement with increasing
in'Punity and a disposition on the part of the Poles to collude with them and abet
their objectives by stalling methods within the Commission. This has emerged very
clearly in connection with the Phat Diem incident, but is apparent also in connec-
tion with the restrictions on the movements of the fixed teams.

2. I believe that these circumstances require us to reconsider our tactics, though
°tu' strategy of carrying the Indians with us where possible and our objective of
having the terms of the Cease Fire Agreements precisely carried out and by a ree-
ment would remain the same. It a gdifficul PPeazs to us from this distance that the principal

ty in getting the Commission to exert more effective pressure on the Viet
Mnh is the reluctance of the Indians to permit a split vote in the Commission. I
believe it has been worth while up to now to have accepted this reluctance without
demur as it has

- I hope --= enabled the Indians to discover on their own how the
Con"flu"ists interpret an agreement. It appears to me however that the pursuit ofunanirnit},

within the Commission is now passing the point of diminishing returns.
I should think by this time the Indian Commissioner now sees Polish dela in tac-tics for what the y g
may now y really are, particularly in relation to the Phat Diem case, and he

be more amenable to sharply defined differences of opinion being
recorded in the minutes or even a few split votes so that the record will show thatthe

C0mmission has been asserting its responsibilities in su ervisin the im le-
Inentation of the terms of the agreement. p g p.
3' The time mCOnuni ay now be ripe for us to take a considerably stronger line in the

ssion, with a view to having the Commission make firmer recommend
to the Viet Minh for com 1 in ations
ment, I reali^ p y g promptly and precisely with the terms of the agree-

, of course, that this firmer line would result in effective action only
In cases where the Indian Chairman is prepared to vote with you.

roperly.
the
fulhllin'^ ^^rman privately that you believe that the Commission su could warnnot

g its function and that in future cases of Polish evasiveness and stalin g you
Will have to press for including in the minutes a clear record of viewsyour and



possibly, after, consultation with us, in some cases actually request a clear-cut vote.
If yoû think we can help you in this regard we can' approach the Indian Governrnent
in New Delhi and express our apprehensions that unless we take firmer action the
Poles will soon succeed in hamstringing the Commission almost completely.
4. I realize that a firmer line by the Commission may not succeed in getting much

_,moremore satisfactory results from the Viet Minh, but it may have some ameliorating
and at least the record of the Commission will be clear, and we will have

discharged our own duty as members.
5., In this connection, I believe it important for your staff to make a careful record

of the occasions when the Viet Minh have failed to carry out their obligations under
the agreement and of the occasions when the Poles have blocked effective action by
the Commission. These records may be useful to us in the future. You might con-
sider the possibility of having such records incorporated in the Commission min-
utes, which we trust can be declassified at a later date. In the Phat Diem case you
might consider presenting a memorandum of your views to the Commission
recording instances of non-compliance by the Viet Minh with the terms of the

.agreement or the recommendations of the Commission. It may prove useful at a
later date to have these matters in the official records. You may also wish to con-
sider proposing that the Commission make a report to the Geneva Conference Pow-
ers which could subsequently be issued publicly concerning the activities of the
In^rnational Commission up to the present time, even though such reports are not
called for, in the agreement.,

6. I have already mentioned the need for unclassified reports of Commission
'activities which will assist us in meeting enquiries here. Most press stories pub-
lished in Canadian papers come from American news services and are often biased.
FWhen Parliament reassembles in the New Year we will be under strong pressure to
#discuss the Commission's work and account for our own part in it, and until a
better public record of Commission activities is available we will be in difficulties.

. to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Hanoi, November 26► 1954

COIYFIDPNilAL: IMPORTANT.
t,^.',^... at.^^ ^ •'sryr >r«i . - .. ^ .

-. ^ . -

Reference: .Your telegram No. ,147 of November 20.

+ e ,
DEA/50052-A-40

Le commissaire 'de la Commission internationale
'° de surveillance pour le Vietnam

`' aà secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissionçr, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,

a + j ^ ^«

.; . : VISI' MWH ;VIOLATIONS OP TNE Auxrx.mVÀI Il ^d

:f-I was gratified to learn that you share my views as to the recent Viet htio

Polish tactics. I agree fully. that under the circumstances it is important that
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mmission should be clear and we should satisf ourselveshave discharged our du
^p^tlallY and to assis in the m^ m^d done all we could ôthat we
' 2, I agree P ntation of the agreement.^^O^ Our task

that one of the principal difficulties is, as you su
the Indians to Permit a split vote. But I ggest, the reluctance ofthidifficulty is the view of the Indians tha^ne k ^ ^quallY. if not more important

Pen^ almost entirely upon retainin ess of the Co
- rnmission work

de

3As you are aware, I had become di^ ur^d peration of the parties.
man and his willingness to accept ver the attitude of the Indian Chair-the Compromisese parties which tni ht • ln order to retain co-operation of

which g ^eOpardlze essential Principles of the effectiveness of the
Macdonnell might be exercised b the

I had an informal discusslôn vviCommission. After consultation withreceipt of your tele
Mr. Desai on November 23 beforegram and explainedoperation

to him Our concern as to the lack of c-we were receiving and the danger that the Co
later on for not having insisted stron 1 °certain provisions of the a reeme g y and 9uickly eno gh on omh llbe blamed
sha' an

our basic views and was cotnvlld Chairman gave me to unde standcthat with
cate of the Democratic Republic cause withi Polish representative was the advo-
v^c^gly in my opinion g n the Comrnission, he argued, uncon-more , that a str onger llne now might induce Poles t ° send adifficult representative and that in giving Democratl '
record would be incontroverdble that they had not carriedc Republic scope now the
mitrnents. I cannot agree that such an a

roach ' out their Geneva com-obligations as Co PP is realistic and compatible with our
as in Article 14 d)^ssion membes, Particularly where there are time limi
4• In the lightfts such

Phat Diem and Your message on November 24, 1 took a much stronger line onCh •
general question of freedom of movement. Initial reactions

^an seem to have been favourable. Itwill agree is too.earlY to fromb^is to firmerf^l rmer action. As I propose to a deterrnine whether he
that no representations should be madeto thelum

Indian
on an informal

Prompt consultation is quite impossible as long as tele

it
becor^eS clear that there is to be ^ Governlnent un '

s' We will bear in no basic change in his attitude. tll

so inadequate. but
graphic communications are

^ch We find it very difficult now
detailed e^lng discussed. As soon as dditdionalesaffpsrts even on major items

score of Canadian, Polish and Democratic Republic actionavai lable, I agree that a
kept.14 the mean^me, i,s,henever w should be°ur views

arranted, I shall endeavour to express for the recordtacs Of as to the failure of Viet Minh to c y
d the Poles, although both of these ma be dout

ifficult
and the blockingon Phat Die m

and delicate. Memorancis
m may be desirable but on November 24 1 made a detailed '

^ of Democratic Republic performance so far in non com lian

ve situation. I also suggested much stronger represeneharges ^ght â Demooratic Republic. At this time,
eat our I feel that additional formal

Pulpose and slow up movement of refugees. Interim report

f
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. to the co-Chairman of Geneva Conference is now to be prepared and forwarded

probably early January. riodical
7. Material for publication. Arrangements now made for weekly ^ ui e

rments. I
,reports and more frequent press releases should meet at least part of eq

reluctant to release
on activities of the

,shall do all I can here to increase flow of unclassified material
Commission but Indian and Pole, for different reasons,
^ adequate information on Commission activities.

• 770.
DEA/50052-A-40

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

^ au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International SupervisorY Commission
for Vietnam,

to Secretary of State for External A,u`•airs

Hanoi, November 19, 1954

days respecuvely. inc Chauman on
to revert to their original proposal for evacuation of the province and tha évacua
days. They pointed out that they were making a further concession
tion in two slices would have been easier. -'• sthe matter in the Joint CM Os'

SECRET11
Reference:0ur telegracn No. 162 of November 12.

WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR VIETNAM

}" _1. Regroupment of forces. As the Democratic Republic authoFiench appealedrro
pared to discuss further withdrawals in the central sectorGnal Province might be
the Commission to arbitrate suggesting that Quang the end of 130 and 200
surrendered by Democratic Republic in two instalments persuade the French

• November 16 was able to pe f 200

, 2. The Commission urged both parues to iscus
ea to mawil•is reached, the Commission will

the issue
s' ^on.If no agreement
on November 29. The Democratic Republic au

submit
ntt Cossion new

a move and insisted that the French should s
ând presumably more limitcd proposals.

Phat
3. Freedom of movement•

On November 15 the commission agreed:
o le being evacuated from.

(a) To send a mobile team to Nam Di nh where ne P, end their first nig t
Diem to Haiphong by Democratic Republic launchût^at Dem^ratic ePu^d

(b) To' instiuct' mobile' teams at Phat
^remblcd there who wish to go south

âuthorities issue per^^ t
o ^^op ^ facilities become available. wer

not to process' applicants only as transpo : • evacuation.
rsons are awalting ce

to 9,00o pe edite • ^ssuaasûggest that close eXP tterâ`4;I,âtest
1A November 17. If teams on the spot •, Wiil be on be

f , " ^ 'S `ts and transport faciLucs ar -no PC=
1,100 had already e on i.A uate the Comm"slon

I
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ground to request intervention of Democratic Republic Government in a week or
so.

5. On November 16 the Commission considered the report from the mobile team
which visited the Tra Ly area and agreed that a protest should be sent to the Demo-
cratic Republic authorities for the narrow interpretation given to his instructions by
Democratic Republic 'officers who accompanied the team.
6. We suggested that the mobile team should return to the area to complete its task

but the Chairman and the Pole felt that the team had already established that large
groups of people were not, as claimed by the French, in any immediate danger. The
question whether there were refugees in the area could be considered later as part
of the wider issue of freedom of movement from the north.

7.
A few refugees reported to fixed team at Haiphong that Democratic Republic

soldiers had opened fire on group of 300 persons trying to leave for the south. One
was believed to be dead, three wounded. The Commission discussed the incident
on November 17 ând agreed that
(a)

The Chairman should suggest informally to Democratic Republic authorities
that they might extend to the area where incident had occurred special procedure
now being applied at Phat Diem and report action taken to the Commission.
(b) As soon as both parties have established the Committee to co-operate with

Commission's Committee on Freedoms a study should be undertaken as to whether
a simple and effective procedure for exit permits can be worked out both north and
south and made known to all concerned.

8. Democratic freedoms. On November 15 the Commission agreedon a procedure
to deal with the reports from the mobile teams which enquired into incidents inCentral Vietnam'. Essentially, the purpose of the discussion was to determine
whether in the exercise of democratic freedom population had gone beyond permis-
sible limits and whether authorities had taken action in excess'of requirements of
the situation. In the affirmative, Commission was to consider to what extent recom-
mendations could be made to both parties. Detailed examination of the report
began on November 16 and - continued on November 17 but little progress was
made as Pole attempted to prove that national Vietnam authorities were guilty
because they had been slow in establishing local government and troops had usedforce unnecessarily.

The Commission decided to complete general discussion qf the
first incident on `its return from Saigon and to refer the whole problem to â Com-
mittee of experts for further study.
9' The Commission also considered a complaint from the Cambodian Foreign

minister transmitted through the Cambodian Commission against, outrages alle -
edlY perpetrated on Cambodians living in Southern Vietnam and alleged violations
of the Cambodian frontier. The Commission agreed on the 17 to refer the complaint
to the French Liaison Mission and to request comments on alleged violations relat-'11g10.to Article 14(c)., ,

to f Te^' We have introduced in the Committee on Operations draft instructions
and S ed teains which are based on compromise formula accepted by Commission
able, but ^n^ ^ fO^ally to both sides. Initial Polish reaction was generally favour-

pproval by the Commission will depend of course on concurrence
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of both parties. The Commission agreed to answer the question of month or
requireo

ments for mobile teams. A study of mobile teams operations over
will be prepared by Secretariat and discussed by Committee on Operations which
will prepare a recommendation for the Commission. There bl ^ on these teams.
personnel familiar with political and civil administration p conclu-
We are studying how this may best be achieved and will lnfo^o Muong Sen on 15
sions. The fixed team at Vinh sent a road reconnaissance party
November. The party reached Muong Sen on 16 November and preliminary reports
indicate they had no trouble reaching Muong Sen. This indicates route were as
reports received from the De^^é eived from the se

a
urce. A complete report

false as the other road repo
will be made when the report is sent from the Vinh fixeds team.

to ^fized ^am att Tien
a mobile team finally succeeded in delivenn gVthree jeeps Suong (Mong
Ten on the 18 November. This time the ferry position at

Suon as decyphered). This team returned to Hanoi on 18 November and the
details of, their report will be forwarded when received.g

to Secretary of State for U-

I . Frudom` of Movement again Den,ocratic

On We;dnesdaÿ November 24, as the Chairman did no ^âde a strông s^tement

.1
Hanoi, November 26, 1954

TEIEGRAM 198

SECRff. IMrotrrnM.
19.

Reference: Our telegram No. 179 of November

^ . • . , ,

'wEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR VIETNAM

ax ^-.^. ... . . . .: . ..,. . .. ...

Republic Permit procedure

the Saigon visit the Commission discussed ln Dhat Diem
"' : On its return
v' rocedure and arrangements to evacuate reffrom the mobile teams and individu^s
Fvrthet disturbing reports had been received

paY

v^rh

inte ting instructions in the
turned

narrowest fashi ^ n•
ad to

PeoP e

that local authorities were ,^ .
6wcrc not originally'residents at Phat Diem were

back, others

large sums for transportation" etc. Te ^ed to make

t^ urel formal gestures to relieve the situation, I conce^
more F than p ti Y. arrangements made so far

and our o the
récôrding our dissatisfaction with the arrâng ration on the part
over what appeared to be blocking tactics and lack of c^Pe . should consider

onties I sûgg
cooPerati

ested
on

that the Commission
been received so far.

atDctnocratic Repulie auth
ofi r de eTations atPhtneans'of inducingh ro ress of op-,s,^,. „ . ^ ^

was agrccd that the Commission uld consider the p g

DEA/50052-A-40

Le eommissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
Ezt rnal Affairs
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Diem and the question of the general administrative arrangements to be made both
north and south to ensure compliance with Article 14(d).

3.
On November 25 the Commission approved tentatively the following steps on

the basis of proposals we put forward.

(a) The Secretariat will prepare a survey on the basis of petitions received on gen-
eral conditions both north and south as regards difficulties encountered in the
implementation of 14(d).

(b) Both parties will be asked to appoint representatives to assist the Committee
on Freedoms and to give detailed information on their exit permit procedure and on
the number of people who have applied so far and been given assistance.
(c)

The Committee on Freedoms will consider immediately the following
problems and formulate recommendations which can be dealt with later when the
Parties set up their joint committee

(1) Are permits really required under 14(d)
(ll) If permits must be obtained

(a) Is the present system effective and reasonable to give effect to 14(d)
(b) Is the procedure for obtaining permits sufficiently known. or can further
steps be taken to publicize it
(c) Are people given freedom to meet peacefully to discuss whether. the
wish to exercise their right under 14(d) y
(d) What are the considerations which are taken into account in the issuance
of permits
(e) Are suggestions that people should move to another zone considered as an
offence

(f) VVhat is meant by assistance.

If these steps can be taken soon I hope (hat we may be able to make some ro-
gress in dealing with the problem.. p

U. Democratic Freedoms

i^ • The fixed team at Qui Nhon having reported that some incidents had occurred
the surrounding areas the Commission decided to send fixed team from Nha

Trang and mobile team from Hanoi to investigate.
5, The French had enquired as to some 123 missionaries some time ago. The

Democratic Republic reply being too broad and evasive the Commission decided to
request information as to their whereabouts, precise charges against them so that
they can be interviewed by mobile team.

b6' The Commission completed its general discussion on first incident investi atedY mobile team g
the Co (Ai NOa); an ad hoc committee will now undertake in the light of

mmissions discussion so far general study of whole series of reports dealing
with incidents investigated by mobile team.

7• purth'er iticidents have been reported in the south near Saigon. The Commissionag
reed to send another mobile team to investigate. Instructions for these teams (seeParagra

Pprovedhb 5 above) are being drafted by the Committee on Freedoms and will be
ythe Commission. In view of the difficulties which have arisen in dis-
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sion of earlier reports we urged that instructions should provide guidance so that
cus
teams can gather evidence on points required by the Commission to take such

action as may be appropriate under the agreement.

III. Prisoners of War and Civilian Internees

(a) Deserters p . ,

^' 8. Some time ago a French ' Union soldier of Europe â
e°dnÔVer tolocal t

fixed
authori

team at Lao Kay and requested repatriation. He was han
ties for`custody pending investigation which disclosed that s both was not a prisoner
him as deserter. Both Chairnman and Pole argued that a de

of war, he did not côme under the pro visions of the agreement
deserters particularlY

be released from provisional custody. I took the posiuo
be classified as prisoners of war and that Commission

of European or igin might
- had to consider carefully legal basis for its ruling. The P ole

contravention of
concerned

deserters if surrendered might be court martialled in

After some discussion it was agreed that ! -

a Both parties would be asked whether they considered that di n h azé prquestion
eparedFrenchO

was a prisoner of war and if Commission agreed whether the
. ..s ^t^..^

should appreciate early ad vice by
w

on the question vy
ar under international law and in the

deserters can be considered as p

9. A fairly large number of deserters may still be hel an ssion.

h

l
o whensideration had to be given to this individual case now before ^er aCndif s

and is to be informed by fixed team o°
d i rit that careful con-

^' The problem will be discussed later on with bo p •

remains in the custody of the Democratic Republic authorities at Lao Kay
deserter f C mnussion action.

application of 21(c).
th arties In the meantime the

to repatriate tum unaer uie «► u►s of 21%w,•
) Both parties should indicate the number of persons now ^lé^ luded from the

dese"rters and their views as to whether these persons shoul

d

light of the provisions of the agreement.

^xlned; The Commission invited the French Uni on
to subnut dossiers so

that other
anu d

not e
d h uld be released and that 61 cases were dou t° cessary steps to

rnad known to the prison officials, that 70 pohu pn f 1 and had to u'
sions of the Geneva and of the Trung 1 .•^ soners were stil^' • G•a (treatment of pnsone 1 being10 Mobile team which submitted report on Poulo Con °m ,.) Agreements were
(b) Civilian Internees ., t i,: s ; s: rted that provi-d repo

ielease political prisoners agreed Dy DOW si cs an

cases could be dealt with.

t c Prisoners of War ^ civilian
i ^ ^ risoners of war and
^ 11.> Each party has now submitted statem•erhn

^ statements have been refella^^n
internees swrendered of out-standing e

claims
neral •position will be discussed with

ain senthe'othcr partY for commcnts
off icers in about 10 days.



N. Reinforcement of Troops and Equipment

12. Democratic Republic authorities have complained that French have brought in
war materials tanks, aircraft engines and military personnel in violation of Articles
16 and 17 of the Agreement. They suggested that control of entry and exit should
be strengthened through fixed teams. Cômmission requested further particulars
concerning personnel and equipment and at our suggestion will point out that early
acceptance of Commissions proposals to ensure mobility of fixed teams within cer-
tain areas will make it possible to exercise closer supervision and control both
north and south. " -

13. French are erecting new buildings at Tourane and have suggested that team
should not be allowed to visit them. This raised the question of bases and the Com-
mission agreed that the matter should be examined and recommendations made as
to what constitutes a base or a new base under the terms of Article 19. It will be
necessary to take into account in reaching conclusions the effect of regroupment of
forces for instance at Tourane, French argue that constructions are meant to accom-
modate troops being evacuated from the north.

14. Question of checking of military material movements has arisen. Commission
has agreed that teams should be allowed to check all such movements on the under-
standing that notification would only be required on cases coming under Article 17.
Movement of equipment from one part of the country to the other does not come
under the provisions of the agreement but Commission teams have to be permitted
to check at both ends if the Commission is to be in a position to determine whether
material arriving at one of the points of entry is new material coming under 17 or
material being transferred from one part of the country to the other.
V. Teams

15: The Commission decided tentatively on November 23 that plans should be
made for the establishment of fixed teams at Muong Sen and at Tan Chau earlyDecember. •

16. In Operations Committee, Polish representative maintains the attitude that if
Part of fixed teams can be used as mobile teams then it must operate under the
limitations laid down for mobile teams in Article 35.
VI: Saigon Office,

17.
Question of the precise title and status of the Saigon office has assumed some

Portance as French suspect that Polish plan may be to suggest setting up of Dem-
ocratic Republic liaison mission in the south. There is also the question of the atti-
tude of the National Government to the opening of new and larger commission
branch in Saigon with possibly large Polish element. Matter is to be discussed
informally by Commissioners.
Vu• General

dâ8• The Commission has been workin under ve reaty. It is now ry g pressure meeting every
give <. W prop^sed to assist delegations to prepare adequately for meeting tosome

of items to be placed on agenda and to establish some priority
betweenvôus items which will be considered.



;: to Seeretary of State for e

Hanoi, November 30, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram No. 198 of November 26, paragraphs 1 to 4.

OF MOVEMENT. - FREEDO

to issûepermits and that it was ade-

w
At its meeting on November 30 the Commission considered a request submitted

b y
Union that mobile teams be sent to investigate conditions in respect of

y ' r"--,* Binh Minh Binh area.freedom of movement in Bui,Chu, •
2,` The Chairman took a very frm line in his -;,-w when Deem^f m^e Com^ific

authorities had not given any indication bshcspite of
mis^ion that a procedure had bee

uate. ' Perhaps unknown to, the . central government the locnb̀au ^^ p^°és

q The Commission 1L---i 1---- patie to theappeared to be fairly ineffective.
ould no

tackle
had delayed taking steps to cooperate with the Committee on Freed om

longerc
question on a reasonable and effective

^toSCOnunue^The matter had
been under

mentsallow the present inadequate arrange plenty of
6L --tinnblic authorities Wtie hehad

for 7 weeks. The Democratic Repu theY were
time to develop an adequate

e obligationslwidc914 (d). The Commission would
prepared or not to carry out th
have an opinion on their perfonnance.

DEA/50052-A-40

Le commissaire de la Commission` internationale

• de surveillance' pour le Vietnam
^'au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

} Commissioner, International Supervisory, Commission for Vietnam,
F^t rnal Affairs

cedure. The Cha^rman
task without interference on the part of liaison ofGcers or local Ou

ovemment and

etatic Republic Liaison 1ltission on December 1. inc Ch^ u adequate p^

very clear the views of the commission as to the hould be a11wed ° pe^om° ^eir
' 'll also atress that teams should 'tles

further delay. 4 '.
'ssion will discuss the whole matter with

the Chief o tht Dm^e
,;(A The Commission ^ proposes

(b) The two parties will now be asked to set up iheir o
such suggestions. The fixed team at Vmh will also J, m t^^ttee without any
what extent improvements might te required and

• ' esti ate local conditions
on the administrative arrangements made to impilhem^c^n of local authorities to
'(â) Two mobile teams would be sent to the area su88 ested4 and to suggest to

'^ 3: After some discussion it was agreed that b me French to repod

resülts inNthis field. The most signifcant deve op ^

4. The action of the teâms together with represenuauu"' ssible to ac^e`'e b" of
activities of the Committee, on Freedoms sho ,ld rmaki is ^ wever, firnl attirode

the Chairman.
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DEA/50052-A-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Vietnam
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

PERSONAL ANp CpNFIDENTIqL
Hanoi, December 2, 1954

Dear Mike [Pearson],

As a neophyte and an ad hoc member of your Department I do not profess to
know. the protocol or propriety of this procedure of writing you personally. All I
want to do is to give you my preliminary personal impressions of some of the fea-
tures of this job which Canada has taken on in Indo-China.

In the official reporting and keeping you informed of what goes on from day to
daY I am fortunate indeed in having Cadieux, Crépault and Ballachey. You told me
they were of your best and I can thoroughly subscribe to that, particularly in the
case of Cadieux. To lose him at this stage through a breakdown in health or for any
other reason would be most serious and indeed endanger the Canadian contribution
to the work of the Viet Nam Commission. I question the wisdom of our contribu-
tion being so greatly dependent upon the health of one or two men, particularly in
this Part of the world. There should be a competent immediate reserve here and in
the Picture. At the moment we do not have it.

Megill and the military component are for the most part of good calibre for this
job as it has progressed to this stage. So long as all Fixed Teams had not been
PlaCed, he had a few surplus officers which could be used for Mobile Teams and in
emergencies. Now that the remaining Fixed Teams are to be sent out, he will haveno surplus.

You will have - seen from' the- reports the ever growing demand for
Mobile Teams by both the North and the South. This leaves the military extremely
short and I think that some immediate relief of this situation is urgently required.

I detected a little standoffishness between the two departments, but this was
largely due, I think, to reticence on the part of both components to criticize or adopt
each other's methods of procedure. I think a few words of explanation to each, of
le é^ n^'s training and practice has brought about a closer understanding. .The two

are eager to work well together as one team. Improvements still remain to
be made in this line, but on the whole, co-ordination is good and willingness to co-
oPerate is excellent. .

As You know^ I came here prepared to do as instructed, maintain a judicial and
^Part1allY objective attitude on behalf of Canada in the task it had acce ted. InLondon the C.I.G.S. p1 certainl + Sir John Harding, said to me that it was a good objective, but

y would not find my Polish colleague had any such idea. Sir John I haveconcluded, was probably ,
right. A month's close association daily with the Polish

^b^sador, and his subordinates, has convinced me that whatever his attitude andmstructions
may, have been in the early stages of the Commission's work, he is
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definitelY. now: playing the Communist game of obstruction, evasion,
he can emlllo ,

double talk, legalistic and technical objections ovisions of the Geneva Agreement
to assist the D.R. authorities to carry out the provisions the
to the exclusive advantage of Communist policy. l^^would

e`°s isf e ther direct y or
to say that I think that he or someone of his po
indirectly consulting with and advising the new D.R m8he spirit of the Agreement.
go or not go in implementing the bare letter rather than Pint

As to the Indian Chairman, as far as I can gather from proceedings so far, his
ideâs of `the Commission duties are, namely, that (e

basic
and, (2) the best

supe and control is to retain the co-operation o f the parties;

way to show impartiality is always to accord each in the South; if you suggest
establish fixed teams at the same time in the North you must simultane-

pris-
ously

D.R. do something they are reluctant to do, in one matter, y the
ouslY suggest the French do the same in'some other matter. Ife you •nlethe prisoner
oner LY TAN LY in the North, you must find grounds for ^d ^e Îndian Chair-
CHO BHANG in the South. The Pole it reciprocity -

man calls it treating the parties i p Y•

'I•
My own view is that we can only go 'so far in attempting to win co-operation of

the parties.
When to win co-operation involves some sacrifice of, or deviationwill

rui, princiPles of freedom and justice as we understand them in and insist on the

- hafrove,to draw the line, have a show ^é
^tta er of enforcement of , the terms of the

Geneva Powers taking a hand in
ment. This might involve informing the Geneva Conference Powers on the

basis of a Canadian minority report. But if the Indian Chairman, in spite of privateA^
verbal assurances to the contrary, overlooks what to me is obvious avoidance

(but
then to maintain

not barefaced or provable evasion) of thenp^rie o^fit̂he weAgreement,
have to take a f^►

in

stand

our self-respect, and Canada !s prestige
not only on the official record, but publicly disassociate o

urselves
figw d° t

nd
et̂u comp Y

Wa
Commission.

have
have not

such action on the part of the indications that he may, ^er
his attitude, but in the last fe y
some delay, take the same attitude as we do on basic

n issues.
^ stand, but the fact

th the importation of war= matériel, what constitutes enda it will be

Naturally I would hope to consult you before talu g Y
communications are such, that, except through British lvela'

i
reply inis that our I. cannot wire you and expect to rece

which we must use sparin8lY•
•views b the time a decision must be taken. S der d si

tuation
ussiontime to : know your y to be un

could develop on any one of several issues now or shortly freedom
ment informed, for examPle,

and of which we have tried to keep the DePart the exercisW Of
of movement of Mobile Teams, instructions to Fixed Teams,

evcryr'daY• {" ' after the fullest co
^,1, In my wire of November 26, ° (A1o• I97), it was onlysuggestion

that you night assist by
r , ^ he is

tion that; I discouraged for the ^t̂ about Chairman Desai 's atutude• 1^
aypl^coaching the Indian Governm

se on the ag fito move Sou , an

i

htin8
base. If_ I defer a decision on such matters as they

•stallin tactics" which are just
the kind of tactics we are g

ntcrpceted as ^. 8 nsidera
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doing his best to be impartial, subject always to his basic principle to do nothing to
alienate the co-operation of the parties. Any suggestion that I had officially ques-
tioned his impartialityor the wisdom of his decisions would undoubtedly make our
position with him here much more difficult. Macdonnell can give you this aspect in
more detail. With our limited contacts here and belated outside information, you
will be in a better position to judge whether such intervention is âdvisable, bearing
in mind that I have to live and work with Desai and retain or forfeit his support half
a dozen times a day or more.

I will do what I can further in providing unclassified information before Parlia-
ment meets early in the new year, but the D.R. have adopted regulations of very
strict censorship, and the Indian's respect for the power of the Press and concern to
keep the public informed by no means matches ours.

The next stage now looming up is a build-up for Communist propaganda and
election purposes of the terrible weakness and ineptitude of the DIEM administra-
tion ând its complete inability to govern, as witness the alleged "reprisals" taking
place in•the South against the former Viet Minh sÿmpathisers, some of which are
probably Communist cadres, purposely instigating disorder in the village popula-
tions of the South.

The suggestion will, I anticipate, soon be advanced in the Commission that
unless the Commission can induce the South to eliminate alleged reprisals and dis-
orde1s, the Commission cannot expect co-operation of the D.R. on the matter`offree

movement of Catholic populations from the North. There are suggestions that
there are some shady doings in the South which would rouse public opinion, and
which, when capitalized and publicized in the North, will they hope deter people
from going South and possibly materially influence the elections. The D.R. authori-ties

will claim that under Article 14 (c) they should be allowed to operate freely in
the South and make life as difficult as possible for DIEM and his regime.

I have talked with M. Sainteny on a number of occasions but he has given no
indication of the real purpose of his mission here or how he is succeeding. It would
be helpful if our Embassy in Paris could give us some information on this point.

Your wire was very encouraging, helpful, and timely but I would appreciate a bit
more timely, assistance and expression of views in general by the Department on
Our problems. Meanwhile, I shall use my best judgment and hope not to let the side
down. Morale of delegation is good in spite of difficult living conditions. There area few weak spots

(besides myself) but we will eliminate them as fast as we can.
The problem of health and some regular leave for personnel, both External Affairs
and Military, is one to which we will have to give immediate consideration.

For the moment I shall have to leave the speculative and contemplative political
reporting to Mayrand and Duder as our work now takes us from 16 to 18 hoursevery day.

My health is good and I hope I am earning my wages.
Respects and regards,

Sincerely,

SHERWOOD [LETTJ

I
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Hanoi, December 7, 1954

GENERAL GIAP'S APPEAL TO THE COMMISSION

dG out14
memorandum submitted yesterday to the Commission,s rne^e

1. In a page
Giap claims that while the Democrati ^e instigation the United States and with
Geneva Agreement Diem's regime at

gation
French support have seriously violated the main provisions of the Agreement

"Z.° Giap charges that:
'es out a deliberate policy of reprisals, discrimination and massacre

(a) Diem carries
in the French zone; i ment and per'

United States now propose to introduce additional û litar^^ue French zone
sonnél in South Vietnam to turn into a United Pa ne prot^tive zone of the
which is now included as a result of the M
South East Asia military bl+ ° ment are associated with the
- (c) French military leaders as signatories to the A
violation of the Agreement and must bear responsibility. request

e attention of the Commission is drawn to these viol ^é ^le lant pro^ qions
3. Th with

that it will take appropriate steps to ensure compliance

of the Agreement. iving considerable publiciry to
.^4.»^The local Hanoi radio station and papers are,

^ with
the memorandum. charg
r$ 5.' It is likely that Diem, French and United States leaders d^ectly

rahonco-

• will res nd with corresponding vigour and that, évenlmo e dlcult."violations Po
between' the parties and task of the Commission will become

d rn fo11ow9 by bag.

DEA/50052-A-40

` Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
" de surveillanee pour le Vietnam

au seerétaire d'1tat aux Affaires extérieures

isory Commission for Vietnam,
^ Commissioner, ^ International Superv

S t for External A,0`a



DEA/50052-A-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Vietnam
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,
to Secretary of State for External Affairsj`'airs

TÈLEGRAIN 233
Hanoi, December 7, 1954

CONFIDENTIAL IMPORTANT

Reference: Our telegram No. 227 of December 7.

GIAP'S APPEAL TO THE COMMISSION
1.

At the Commission meeting on December 7 Chairman reported that copy (in
Vietnamese) of Giap's memorandum had been left with his private secretary Sun-
day evening with notice that it would be released to the press Monday and copies
sent to the co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference.
2.

Chairman wrote to Chief of Democratic Republic liaison mission pointin out
that document would be published before Commission had had time to study ^. In
his personal name he added that in his view such action was not likely to improve
atmosphere or to assist co-operation between the parties.

3•
Chief of Democratic Republic liaison has now advised Chairman that publica-tion
will be postponed until December 8 but that under the circumstances his gov-

enunent felt that they had to maintain their appeal to the Commission.4.
Chairman suggested that before publication of the document Commission

should announce its decision to submit to co-chairmen a report on its activities in
view of General Giap's statement. Report might cover four months period (August
I-December 11) instead of August - end of December as originally intended. This
would convey the idea that the Commission had not been inactive while violations
are alleged to have taken place. The Commission agreed that such a release shouldbe issued.:

^Later on at my suggestion when discussing the press release informall wi
the Ch^^ agreed to advise his government that through appropriat channels

rele they
^

^ght warn the co-chairmen of the decision to issue a report and a press
ase on this point.

6.
The Commission will discuss Giap's memorandum on Monday December 13.

yo^, ou ^lu^d: Assume that text of Giap's memorandum will be available toYOU
h other channels. Would appreciate receiving guidance as to the line towhen

tion is the Commission discuss Giap's memorandum. Chairman's initial reac=
that no reply shouldthe part of the D be made to what is essentially a propaganda move on

emocratic Republic Government.



to Secretary o f State ,f or e

I Hanoi, December 10, 1954

I. Freedom of Movement
1: Saturday, December 3 the Commission decided:
a) to twithdraw half of the mobile tenmnow at Phat Diem;

( surrounding area
(b) to instruct the rest of the team to undertake an enquuyin the auon of general

^ a^^ce with instructions issucd to the mobile teams, investig

. prob}cm in Biu Chu etc.; people who have
cto rovide a report on the discrepancY

been issued exit pe

between the numbr^ne,

P rmits and those who have reached French
E. ,-• ensure in articular that those who are in.`(d) to complete the task undertaken, e.g., P ests

` • assistance while awaiting their permit and that pn
and nuns who

nced are glven
wish to go south are given the necessary Permits• 1 special

r` '^ThéCommission is urging Democratic Republic a v nhtwho are de tirote iu

^" rd to a group of some 52 refugees from ht days,
^^^ authorization for more than eig
Hanoi and have, been awaiting necessary

H. Democratic Freedoms .. f lu re
e Commission instructed the Committee on F Ved fro f^^^ 3, pn Decetntxr 6 th of inessages recer9, a

pare, for consideration on D^mof mobile team to investigate a1leg^e é^ â

teams în Qu; Nhon since despatch
ate theseities in the area. On Dcccmber 9 the Commission ë

to irive t'gand a`tr°c out of Tourane
and the mobile team operating interim reports on the

o

alleged murders and atroci#es and to send by telegram

h C ons
on"m

vlaof tA^cles
come. On December 9 also, the Commission urged French Hig ,sl

,

authorities concerned the pro
to }thé attention of civil and mrlitarY p of 22.
14 ^(c) and '(d) ° is well as 15 (d) and (incu l ations?)
i_^i ^ealel . .F j ^s ^., .: a :^ssa < 11 -

ts ofAmmunitIon and Arms, (Article 5) The quanti^
III: °Dtpo

` .^ es

ePots have been discovered.
r4. ^e Frénch have comPlained that d , which C

n
oro^s,

on -The French argue that these depo^
involved are not considerable. eri11a operatiIOn^^^^ R ublic for
carefully prepared, suggest a plan to resume gu ep

gon agreed, on December 7, to refer the complaint to Den

comments.

DEA/50052-A-40
4

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

au secrétaire d'État aux-Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International
Suptrvisory Commission for Vietnam,

Eact rnal A. lrs^`a .
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IV. Reinforcement of Troops and Equipment
(see paragraph (11) of our tele ramNo. ,220 of December 2) t g

5.
On December 7 the Commission agreed to refer to both parties the recommen-

dation of the Operations Committee on the import of wheeled vehicles. Teams will
be instructed to observe and record import of wheeled vehicles. If later on there is a
complaint that such vehicles are used to equip new military units data will be avail-
able to undertake an investigation. Import without prior notification of vehicles fit-téd

with or for military wireless and armament will be reported as violations ofArticle 17.

V. Resistance of Armed Units in North Vietnam (see paragraph 2 of our teleNo. 162 of November 12)t gram
6. The French reported that no progress had beeneen made in the Joint Commission

requested the Commission's intervention. Commission met the chiefs of the
two liaison missions and again urged them to try to work out a solution before next
week; otherwise they should be ready to argue their case before the Commission on
Moly the 13th. The Democratic Republic have delayed unduly and the Chairman
exerted some pressure to induce them to state their position clearly in a week if
they are not prepared to accept some reasonable solution in the meantime. Up to
now the Democratic Republic have not expressed their views but merely invited the
French to reply to questions. French profess not to know the answer and to consider
questions irrelevant in any case until point
these partisans rebels or are they members of the French Union Forcestwhoith. Are
receive orders to surrender or were not allowed to (word omitted - b ^ did notDemo-cratic Republic authorities? Y•) Demo-

VI. The Duties and Function,r of the Fixed Teams
7.

On December 2 the Commission had general discussion on this subject. It was
recognized `that the instructions as given to fixed teams are proving inadequate and
that arrangements had to be made so that the Commission through its means can
exercise adequate supervision and control, particularly as regards the militarypro-
visions of the agreement. The Chairman, in consultation with the Committees on
Freedoms and on Operations if necessary, undertook to revise and submit for con-
sideration early in the week the draft instructions prepared by each committee. An
^eePt would be made to ensure whether essential tasks could be covered under

if not, parties would be asked to interpret terms broadly. If they did
not agree, and Commission felt that adequate supervision and control were not
acllleved, further steps would then have to be considered. We made the point that if
lnten^ romission and the parties agreed that effective'controls and supervision were

ed'under'the Agreement arrangements and instructions had to be made orissued on that basis.

varie (Canadian ?) paper which was considered on December 9 pointed
us tasks of control, inspection, investigation and observation allotted otfixted

and Mobile teams by virtue of the Geneva Agreement. It stated that there was nobar to Portion
of a fixed team becomin a mobile team rovided the mandatoprovisions of g p ry

^e Agreement under Article 16 (g) and 17 (f) read with Article 20
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and Article 35 are -fu11y observed. It further stated that zones of action would be
established for fixed teams when (a) operating in their fixed role and (b) operating
in their mobile role. After some discussion it was agreed that agreed Chat mobile
teams should carry out control at least once a day. It was
teams drawn from fixed teams could move freely: (a) for purposes of control and
investigation in 10 kilometre zone along the land and sa inspection in broader areas
accede to this zone and for purposes of observation an
to be defined by the Çommittee on Operations and submitted â°i^theuhigh

approvalon their own initiative
offor the

approval. notice for, one day trips and on reasonable notice
Commission

Teams oncould
two hours

(but not exceeding 24 hours) for longer tours.
9. The instructions which are to be reviewed and to be finalized on December 10

contain also detailed guidance for the handling of petitions. exer-
10. The instructions, if approved, should make it possible for Commission of the

cise a more adequate control of the implementation outcome of ong and difficult
Agreement and represent, in my view, ^ rY

negotiations.

VII. Tans
On December 9 the Commission drew the attention of the French S d to a11ow11.

sion,tô obstructive attitude of provincial Vietnam ^of^fi^^ciwé ^at French High

Nha Trang team to undertake enquiry Nand ational Government. Furthermore teams
Command would secure coopem ssion
in the south have been delayed becàuse of alleged weather

difficul^aGi^ pro-

urged French Liaison Mission to c la^^ible steps to ensure

ceed without any avoidable further •d Ys
e of Gia Lam

12.,The Democratic Republic i-L •ghCommand will now take charge
' on January , l. Commission decided on December 9 a t d

mOile
isHanoi (airport) po'lanes

t^ wô^ild supervise handover. French have given notice that P ^tisfied that

âa1?of Commission ,would only. continue to use the airport if they
^

âdequate` security standards are maintained.

for

Vlll. General
ze' on Decemlxr 3 to visit Saigon beforn thee Christmas.wado^

13. The Cômrrnss' ^on decided
back•will leâve^ Hanoi'on December 15; visit fixed team at Qui Nhon ôn the way

ând retïirn on the 19th visiting teatns at Ba Ngoi and Nha Tran g. for S11011
^ ° . ' •rnsan tô:leave for New Delhi around December 30 ut

140 (^

ho^
ving aproposes ssion

da a and 'consultations • ^n New Delhi, Polish Ambassador 1 Corot^
lesve y): u se and d^a o
Dcccmber 29 via Paris for Warsaw for same p rpo
will continué to sit with their alternates acUng.
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DEA/50052-A40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au commissaire de la Commissiôn internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Comrnissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam

TaEGRAM 189 ,
Ottawa, December 13, 1954

CONFIDEMqI„ IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your tel. No. 233 of December 7.
Repeat London No. 1918; Paris No. 701; Washington EX-2307.

GIAP'S APPEAL

I am disturbed that the DR should attempt to use the Commission as a forum for
propaganda blasts. This is a most unwelcome departure from previous practice
whereby specific complaints which could be supported by proper documents and
evidence were put before the Commission and I trust you will react vigorously in
the Commission discussions.

2. I suggest that when the Commission discusses this matter you should take the
line that the .Commission has no obligation to deal with what is clearly a broad
propaganda charge; that if any reply to Giap is considered necessary, it should be
pointed out that the charges against the Diem Government are unsubstantiated by
any documentary or other evidence, and since there are no specific alleged viola-
tions of the agreement to investigate, there is nothing that the Commission can do;
that the charges against the United States are similarly unsubstantiated, and appear
moreover. to be based on newspaper speculation; and that while the Commission
has an obligation to take note of threatened violations of the agreement, it must
proceed 'verycarefully, in its investigations of alleged threatened violations and
must have much more detailed information than the Giap memorandum provides.
3• if a reply is made to General Giap, it should also be pointed out that the agree-

ment provides adequate procedural machinery for dealing with any legitimate com-Plaints
about violations of the a reement and that themernor g publication of the

andum before the Commission had had adequate time to study it does not
apPear to accord with the provisions of Article 25, requiring the Commanders of
the Forces of the two parties to afford "all possible assistance and co-operation" to
the International Commission.
4. Glap'S memorandum is not available here in full. (Pearson)
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Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Vietnam °

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,

to Seeretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Hanoi, December 14, 1954
'I^•1.EGxAM 248

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIA IE

French High, Command in respect of the non fu

Reference: Our telegram No. 233 of December 7.

GIAP'S APi'EAL TO THE COMMISSION ndurnDecember 13 considered Giap's me oGeneva.1. Commission this morning, 9
which he had sent to Chairman of Commission and co-chauman of the

agreement.
^ ' of discussion chairman stated that he takes serious

view of the
Z. During course

memorandum and feels that some allegations in it referring t o
on this v

é^sslon

imply a reflection on Commission ^tself. I made no comment to Gia but along

Cofnmission in agreement that there sho'nd ^a t n epCommisslon consid-
general lines. This reply will not be drafted .9 y im lication
ers that allegations levelled by Giap at Diem i` ^°

e and 14(c) ofenof Articles 9
by

agreement should be considered by Commission when it has befoi^t 4lmont^sthe
week) draft of report to co-chairmen on work of Commission d^ i^ine extent to

^^ laid down and that it was undeslrable ^er
the`proçedures already laints.

As that itto inform Commission of its comp

^ by parties to inc agreemested that complaints to Comtnission b p dat elther pa^Y be
whether there'are:others which he would like Comm ent should follow.

Republic. Commission will thus be in a position, rf consldere a laints and
ment of action taken on Democrat Repubsion

to considerG;ap a tabular stàtcic

acUon Commiss^on as • d dvlsab e,

`4. By following this procedure Commissi
on fact and will provide indication of

which Giap's allegâtions are substan Democratic
'•°' •' h taken oncomplaints already refen^ed to it by 1 to give

encouragea to use other m eans iV." ch p^Yâdvanta e in considering Giap's memorandum with Commin^`o Whi h é
8

will give Commission an opportunrry to determine the exssible to indicate that ha^
ment has fulfilled its obligations. it may be po e Ap

States talks on assistance for Vmtnam

5. Commission also agreed to refer Giap s of the mem°T
sion for comment and in particular for comments

on that part uent FrancaU^ted
in which Giap claims that Manila Treaty (SEADT) and subseq convavene

• and I,awton Collins' mission

imp cmcn Mis-
date of entry into force'.

' memotandum to French Liaison duman

1 ted that agrcemcnts s gn

to the agree '
loyal and

comman
strict waY from the1rdo not accept in full Giap's statem^en'nthat

t'
the

7

z

Si

Ri
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Geneva Agreement. I urged that if Giap's letter was to be referred to French Liai-son
Mission for comment we should not, repeat not, ask for. observation on any

particular part of it. This view did not commend itself to my two colleagues.
' 6. It is my impression that the Pole is determined to press the Commission to
make some comment on its reply on the extent to which the Manila Agreement the
Franco-United States talks and Collins' mission conflict with

Article 19 of theagreement -
he mentioned this aspect of the problem this morning. This could be

a sticky question which we would like the Commission to avoid but my colleagues
may not agree with my views. I should appreciate your comments on this problem
and particularly on Collins' mission and statements. I could, if you think it desira-
ble, use some of the arguments which Mr. Eden made to Mr. Nehru when he
replied to the latter's criticism of SEATO.

From the Canadian standpoint are there any specific or otheraroumentseWer here).
advance? g should

7.'A reply on this point I think should stress that the Commission will continue to
control and supervise the implementation of the agreement. If in spite of this con-
trol it is claimed that violations have occurred the Commission will then be pre-
Pared to investigate. It cannot concern itself, however, with broad claims thatviolations

may occur in the future as a result of other agreements which may be
made or policies which may be adopted by countries which are not party to thisagreement.

8• While
the Chairman had first suggested that there should be no re 1 it ma be

signlfic^t that he has now indicated that the Commission should deal airly, fiill y
and cômpletely with Giap's memorandum and therefore with the points concerningthe Manila Pact and Collins' mission and statements.
9' Reply needed before M

dom facilities. onday, December 27 if necessary throu
gh United King-
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.The - Democratic Republic authorities have complained that ^ssion should
forced evacuations to the South and they suggested that the Co
undertake investigations in refugee camps and invite the French High Command to
disseminate information concerning Article, 14 (d). In view of the understanding
given by the Chief, of the French Liaison Missi on

t
the

will
National

carry out obliga-

tions

are now prepared to give an assurance that they
tions under Article 14 (c) and (d) it was thought that it w^édD m^tratic Republic
receipt, of this assurance before dnei^ c R p blic authorities will be invited to
request. In the meanUme, the De
indicate which refugee camps should first be investigated. We ^that in carrying out
that the Democratic Republic request^ ^ las d aoné n^Nam°Dinh, ascertain Whether
investigation the teams should also,
refugees have other complaints. -t^ the Commission to send

2. The Democratic Republic Governmene1habve^a" .
the Movement for the Defence

a team to observe in Saigon the trial of m to agree, I took the fine
of Peace. While the Pole and the Chairman were prepared actiOn
that it would be improper for the Commission to take this course as tehrference
would be based on the suspüs^^ nf one party, ^dht

castbe a refl
inte ret

ection on the imPa^"
with the administration of j ^iZin romised coopera-
ality of the Vietnamese courts, and might result in jeop

a
that before anY

tiôn of southern administration. The Commission
be obtained whether the accused

action should be taken, further inform ation 1Y in
were being deal t with by a civil or military tribunal, whether the trial Was public

the preliminary or had reached the final stage and
information sho^l no t be obtained

ere

or not. I also obtained 'their agreement that this in the French Liaison

through our Saigon Office but through the normal channel e.g. Pr
Mission here. I am 'afraid that Democratic Republic intrve,nextv isit to

another attempt to exploit for propaganda purposes
the Commissions G^^'

Saigon and to create embarrassment in relations with the National éli^ameseaty s^ge
ëmmcnt. The French have now reported that trial is still in p bunal

• gaU•on is in camera but accused will be tried publicly before
notice h cases

InvesU
Commission bas agreed that authorities concerned should be given
are being considered by commission. ara ra h 6 of telegraro No.

` 3. Resistance of armed units in ,North Vietn e(see
the Cômmission di^at

ssed
the

243 of Decembét 10).t At the meeting on Decembere

's question with the chiefs of the 2 liaison missions. The French omen e1 wasôf
th^ a^the s
partisans were members of theirin plan of

armed forcesm ^d^ent The Chairman ° vid
beh

ence in
fact intended to includ^k^ ^e French to indicate whether there is any e^en any
the Commission bas
,the records of the Trung Gia or of the Joint Commissions ttha^ô ld be ln

talc
clude ^e

discussion on -the point whether these par Usansmovemen ^sentative rovises
ions

Prregroupment foreseen under Article 15(f)(1)• The Polish rep
the

view that if the'p'artisans were members of the French
armed forces, uued Will be

of 15(f)(1) have been violated. It is expected that the information
Te9 Whether the

pmv•ded within a week when the Commission will have to
determine

^
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partisans were under the effective control of the French forces and, if not, whether
they can be considered as civilians entitled to the provisions of Article 14 (d).
IV. Activities and Functions of Teams
4.

On December 10, the Commission confirmed its earlier decision that mobile
teams drawn from fixed teams should move freely in a 10 kilometer zone along the
frontier and should consequently be permitted to accede to this zone through roads
in adjacent area which may be wider. In this widerarea, tes will be authorized to
observe (not to inspect) but it is understood that this will cover right to establish
contact with local authorities to stop, receive petitions, etc.

5. Instructions are to be referred to both parties and made available to teams and
liaison officers for discussion around December 20 so that any difficulties may be
cleared up and whole scheme may come into effect on January lst.
6. In line with'the Commission's decision of November 30 that a general recon-

naissance of the Chinese border be carried out, a preliminary step in considering
the request of the French Union that fixed teams should be established at other
points on the Chinese border to prevent the alleged importation of arms and mili-
tary equipment, a mobile team was dispatched to the area of Cao gang on Decem-ber.14.

Another team is slated for dispatch to the Lai Chau area on December 19.
Democratic Republic authorities have refused permission to have these reconnais-
sances cacried out by French Union aircraft so Commission has decided to try to
cover the whole border area by road reconnaissance.

7.
Reports have been received from the fixed teams at Vinh and at Haiphong that

there has been interference by local authorities with mail addressed to the Commis-
sion and that petitioners,
liaison officers for particularly in the case of Vinh, have had to apply to the

permission to accede to fixed team. The commission advised the
chiefs of the 2 liaison missions today (December 13) that strict instructions should
be sent to all liaison officers as well as the local authorities to ensure that, in
future, correspondence addressed to the commission should not be mishandl l the
that the local population should have free access to the Commission's tes.edand

8.
A mobile team consisting of the Air Advisers of all 3 delegations has b

forcned to assist with the taking over of the Gia Lam ' rt at Hanoi. ^nThis aiwhich rem^ned under the technical control of the French Union , will
be hrport,

over officially to Democratic Republic control on December 31 but the team exectd
10SUpervise the handover comtnencing immediately and continuin un pg til January
9•

On December 14 the Commission considered Democratic Re publicprotest concerning attitude of liaison officer who accom anied mobile reply to
^e y1y. It was agi.^d that in the future in r uestin a p

e to

Commission 'should specify the tasks to be given ^oe the teams and nd^^d
general terms area within which they will operate together with the bro cate in
thea mission whether observation, en ui ad nature of

to give a liberalllntestigation. The liaison offcers in thefuture
^deto avoid

should be

restricting
instructed

interpretation to the area of movement
arbitrarily the tasks of the team.
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1780 After certain delays occasioned by bad weather the fixed team at Muon
egsimultan

was finally established and commenced operations^é D^bl?sheinent of fixed teams
with the fixed team at Tan eaGeneva Agreement.
called for in Article 35
- 11. ,The necessary (preface?) and appendices to the fixed team instructions

-Pr+og^s report were completed by the Opera-
^èported on fully_ in our last weekly
tions Sub Committee on December, 113 , and handed to the Chairman on that date.

. ^ ,.

V. General
12. Draft report on first 4 months of the activities of the Commission has before

or
finalized

draftcirculated and will be discussed o^b^of on
20 and .

December
probably

departure of Chairman and Polish arties and weboth
gives somewhat optimistic impression as to the•record o seoe^a t and ns ome respects
will have to press for ô W^ h^ a

devised
ctuallythappened.

more detailed picture prepared with their assistance
13. The USIS have suggested that rt film ^â ^^forbee érend ôf the month a team from

on Commission activities. Pole Po .. project. At our suggestion it was
Polish Film Institute would undertake sirrularpr0on information to be set

up
agreed

under
these

Secretariatschemes PRO. I feel that through
should be considered by committee• ossible for

its t

dus committee it may be p

odevelop Projects, to publicize work of the Commission and increase volume
, ,

of available non-classified material on^ ^fework.
for comments to the Democratic

14. The Commission on December 1, mves (Article 23).
Republie authorities a request from the French concerning war 8 reed to
No progress has been made in Joint Commission ann ^° ssmentalc oncern
express hope that matter which is bound to create s
should be settled satisfactorily and soon. ^ cussion concerning the handling of
` 15. I have'already reported Commission s d i- s No. 248 of December

the reply to General Giap's memorandum (see our telegram

DFA^50052"A-40

conimissaire de= la Commission interna tionale

dt surveillance pour l^Vietna

au secrftalre d'L^tat aux A,(^aires extérieures
Commission for Vietnam

Commissioner, ' International Supe r ^e^ Affairs
to Secretary of State J ut 1954



WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT DECEMBER 20 TO 25 INCLUSIVE

I. Regroupment of Forces
(a) Transfer of Haiphong Perimeter

Commission had preliminary discussion on December 20 concerning principles
and procedure to be adopted in processing claims and counter claims as regards
removal of equipment. Already disputes have arisen and petitions are being
received. It was decided that an attempt should be made to get both parties to agree
to follow generally Hanoi precedent. The Commission met chiefs of both liaison
missions on December 23 for preliminary exchange of views.

2.
The Democratic Republic representative requested that there should be no fur-

ther removals, that the two parties should develop an agreed definition of what
constituted "common property" and that inventories should be checked through
joint teams.

3. After some discussion the Chairman suggested on behalf of Commission thatparties
might indicate by December 24 whether they accepted the following work-

ing principle. Ban on removal would cover property belonging to public institu-
tions or (concerns?) of public utility, there should be no removal which mightinterfere

with continued operation of services affecting life or property of the civil
population. If the above general principle is accepted,.

(a) The French should issue instructions that no removals inconsistent with it willbe effected.

(b) Inventories will be prepared if the Democratic Republicans desire, with the
assistance of mobile teams of the International Commission, to ensure that above
Principle has been observed.

(c) Inventories with appropriate comments by mobile teams will be referred to
Democratic Republic authorities for examination.

(d) In the meantime, if any removals are to take place, French will give notice andInternational
Commission, through mobile teams, will determine whether these

removals are compatible with the agreed principle.

5• These arrangements are based on Hanoi experience, take into account responsi-
bility of the party which is to retain control of the area until the date foreseen for
an eover (Article 14 (b)) and that of the Commission for investigating complaints
certain removals may constitute violatidn of agreement and lead to incidents

interfering with orderly transfer.
6' At th e meeting on December 24 it transpired that "

réa) b0^ parties agreed that administrative and technical files should not bemoved.

1^)^The Democratic'Republic representative claimed that all e ui ment should
Wlule French suggested that United States lend-lease and reserve materialshould be removed.

(c) The Democratic Republic representative claimed also that all stocks should be
left, the French were prepazed to leave three months supply.• . :^ , .,
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(d)
As to inventories,'. Democratic Republi c insisted on joint team s.

area had been
pointed out that all equipment and stocks could noûbe^ent

behind
exceeded

base for French war effort during last years. Eq P widi
requirements of Haiphong itself. As to joint teams could not de âyltransfers
rèsponsibiliti es of French control of the area and French

until last minute:
,'7.,

DemocraticI Republic insisted that detailed arrangements should be worked out
in Joint Commission. Commission agreed on the under^t ^king that it would inter-
vene again unless agreement can be reached within a

(b) tiVithdrawals in the Central Sector their case. Matter has
g. Both parties have now provided material in support of .

been referred to special ad hoc committee for study and report.

II. Deserters and Civilian Internees
9. Commission decided on December 20 to refer to committee of legal Whe^the^

=
question on whether desert^e can s,toed^posePrisonersof these ofcases.

war an
Two alleged

action can be taken under agreement
descrters have turned up in Hanoi and requested repatriationunwill gness t send
telegram No.' 198 of November 26). French have expressed litics prisoners•

uested by Commission concerning 61 alleged po
Prisoners as req mi ht review these cases and

F h as they sugg^t, 8 nses

had been sent to Japan for marntenW ^•^nt and invited comments as
b^specifications, and daté they. f

team at agon . . ^at eng^n^s
Democratic Republrc authontres but examiimn^^ ÂS French c1^m the nUn'
Nâni) éstablished that arrcraft êngmes we^^^ion has enquired as t to WhY

e ed byh12 of our telegram No. 1 of November 26) • e
13: (PaiagraP rsonnel had occuRed as alleg

S• disclosed that no movement of pe f ,,jr involved Met
98

no

ÎV i R info'reement of Troops and E9uipment R 't from fx^

Commission agreed that renc liu^ prisoners. M11-1 c
arrange for the release of those othey

ffice, if n eecessary. pwith liaison officers from both
can be reviewed later by Saigon
sides.

will
e

11I. Freedoms
11.' It bas now been formally agreed that work of the Petitions Branch

coo

commake
rdinated by Freedoms Committee which bas been ins truct

ed of Peti^ ns'
nnendations as to how improvements can be effected in an g

rts ofreview
2. :The Committee'on Freedoms has also been instructen the north and o Pre-1

mobile teams which investigated exit permit arrangements i roved and similsr
pare comprchensive, report including recommendations for imp
procedure both north and south by mid-January.

'

notification was 'sent to "" 111d
U11th

_. .

Y. Report of the Seeretary General, relirninarY dlsc f ^ mmis"a14: On Monday December 20 the Commission ohad
f re p rt in the light o

in general terms and on specific poinmmittee on info^rmation.
aioners' comments was assigned
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15. The revised draft was further discussed on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday when final text was approved.

16. Commission decided that copies of the report should be sent to co-chairman
with suggestion that Commission members governments be authorized to release it
by a certain date (we suggested early in Janûary if possible) and that copies might
be circulated also to conference governments.
17. Copies of report going forward by bag.

VL Teams

18. The mobile teams in the Tourane and Nha Trang district continued to be ham-
pered by weather. In case of Tourane local representatives of National Government
have been less than cooperative despite the efforts of the French Union Liaison
officers to expedite the enquiry. The team was recalled by the Commission to give
a full account of the reasons for their delay. It will resume its investigation on
December.28..

19.
Mobile team for road reconnaissance of the Chinese border in the area of Cao

Bang 'successfully completed their mission and are at present working on their
report. Second team on the same general mission departed as scheduled and word
has been received that they have reached Lai Chau.

20. The team supervising the technical handover of the Gia Lam airport have
presented an interim report in which they state that they cannot carry out the tasks
assigned tô`them until such time as the Democratic Republic and French Union
authorities reach agreement on the return of certain types of civilian airport equip-
nient allegedly removed by the French civilian aviation authorities prior to October
10 and subsequently replaced by French military equipment which they now wish
to remove under the terms of a protocol entered into by both parties. Both partieshave been urr uh ged to work out arrangements which will ensure maintenance of
^ed standards. Mobile team will observe handover.

VlI. Instructions to'Fized and Mobile Tearris

21.' On December 20 Commission finally approved instructions. There was long
discussion concerning definition of powers of observation of mobile teams drawn
frotn fixed teams while in sphere of action. While I felt that instructions should
specifÿ that team could watch, examine or undertake reconnaissance, Polish
Ambassador and Chairman argued that this went beyond strict interpretation of the
agreement and that these powers could be requested later if in the light of experi-
ence it appeazed that Commission needed them to exercise effective supervision
and control. Iti order to avoid further delays I agreed on the understanding that, if
necessary, definition would be broadened later to ensure effective and equal control
and supervision both north and south.
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to Secrctary of State for C.

Hanoi, December 27, 1954

FUNCfIONS AND ACTIYITIES OF THE FIXED TEAMS

Sccret
General's paper entitled "Instructions for F^sd and

I, attach the arY• P
Mobile Teams", as it was approved by the Commis ^onD^ Dm^ be for ^scussion.
was sent to the fixed teams and the liaison oWil^ clarified in time for the instnlc-
If any difficulties arise it is hoped that they ive you a
tions to 'come into effect on January 1, 1955. 1 also attach a map to g ive

al picture of the system of control envisaged for the fixed teams under the new
suvi

instructions.
of the main features of the scheme is that it has been developed Wn^^ to

. 2. One parties are Y
frariuwork of the Agreement, strictly interpreted: the P ecified in
assist the Commission in carrying out tasks of a nature and in a fashithat such an
the Agrcement.:The Polish Ambassador has rcpeatedly made the point on the

to ensure willing liance
approach was the only one which was likely

comp

part of the governments concerned. of supervision and con
13. ,The arrangements suggested may ensure a fair degree rts and airpo^ at
trol at the fixed points: the teams are to carry out inspections at pobe enlarged to enable them to co^
least daily. In some cases, the teams may even

••onal duties which such frequent checks may involve. It Wi11 b^^ a
with the addi^

that if

etnents come into effect on January 1 , the Com rmi
^ and
ssio

n and
•

^rports have
these arrang • for

ition to exercise closer control in the South, where a few Po to be survey
P°S

^

, . . ,m ° ssible gaps have yet and towh^re po
1 isto be

^ ..
watchcd, than the North wck1Y

e nd reconnaissance teams
this réasôn; the Commission will hâv to se nding degree of c ontro

^dc`velop âdcqûaté. maclunery to ensure ' that a c po
Z

pi+ôvided in the North.^ g the roads in adjacent afea
In ^

s lu é wgde
^^'

. ^,, ;ÿ. • .
tô4. •Ii^e tcarms will be frcc h^^^on can ex ercise full control.

1 at if
Yaccess to the frontier zone w on

havelaccleess to the
reasonthe o that

the tcams will hâve broad powers of observati
for

^e
ossible f1 they are to exercise control in the frontier zones they m on

are travelling outside these zones to reachVéeTem,will
it is be1mP

free to m°• é ^Y'while they The teams, hov
members of the teams not to obscrve•

. if th are tu return
to their fixed location on the s

t o hoirs eY a a

fair degree ot supervision

short no^cx. w ourneYs to exerclse

i •• d control as reg^s some

e

not ^re than 24 hours for longer j • it isions of
^ ^ary

ssion prov
s. These arrangements should make

it Possible for the Con
o

au secrétaire d'État aux Affiaires extérieures
d surveillance pour F.

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
• 1 Vietnam

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Vietnam,

Ext rnal Affairs
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the agreement; additional arrangements will have to be made later on, if necessary,
to ensure that control and supervision can be exercised as regards the political pro-
visions of the Agreement. It may well be that these additional arrangements may
not be feasible on the basis of a literal interpretation of the Agreement and that the
parties will have to be invited to agree "to stretch" somewhat such an interpretation
to allow the Commission to perform the tasks it considers necessary. Approval of
the attached instructions represents, in my view, a step in the right direction but
other steps in other, directions may yet be required.
6. Appendix III contains useful guidance to the teams on the handling of petitions.

In the past, there has been some confusion in the disposal of complaints and peti-
tions and the action taken by the teams has not been uniform. Specific instructions
as to what should be done in given cases were needed and should facilitate theirtask.

7. It is clear that as long as control of the implementation of the military provi-
sions could be ensured within the framework of the Agreement, in its most literal
and. narrow interpretation possible, the necessary arrangements had to be made
without delay, and, to this extent, the Commission in one important area may be in
a position to satisfy itself that the parties are complying with the provisions of the
Agreement. I anticipate that it will be much more difficult to obtain agreement for
the development of the necessary machinery of control in other fields where the
provisions of the Agreement are not so specific.

8.
As I reported in my telegram No. 269 of December 27, fi there was a lengthy

discussion in the Commission on December 20 concerning the definition of the
powers of observation to be enjoyed by the mobile teams drawn from fixed teams
when travelling in the sphere of action. While I felt that the instructions should
specify that these mobile teams could watch, examine, or undertake reconnais-
sance, the Chairman and my Polish colleague argued that this kind of observation
went beyond the strict interpretation of the Agreement and that such powers could
be requested later if, in the light of experience, it appeared that the Commissionn
eeded them to exercise effective supervision and control.
9' The Chairman held the view that at this stage we were better advised to base the

actions of our mobile teams drawn from fixed teams in the sphere of action on a
strict legal interpretation of the Agreement. If this were done, it would, in his opin-
ion, be difficult for either party to hamper the teams in the exercise of the duties
assigned to them by the new instructions. Although I recognized the merit of the
^^whe's argument and appreciated the undesirability of using the word "inspec-

n defining "observation", I nonetheless hoped that I might carry my col,-leagues ith me in agreeing that "observation" in effect would include
1 astt0n"• Indeed, when I had earlier discussed this matter with my two col-

$;,,Polish, I was left with the impression that the Chairman agreed with me. Although
A mbassador argued that the use of the word "inspection" in the context

observat ion" in the instructions might create difficulties, I thought that unani-
14ous agreement had been reached that, even though the word "inspection" was not
m^^ ^mobile teams could, in fact, carry out inspection when necessary. The

hereby this could be achieved would be best determined after studying
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the various activities, which the mobile teams would undertake in their spheres of
,, t ,.. . •, , ," 4 `„', i :

• ° + '^ , ;..:.. .
,

^ f , 'action.,
: any

10. I had hoped that although we would not include the wo bs N^ nonlnleffect
definition of'''observation", we would, by our examples of
expect our teams to carry out inspection. I felt that his reference to our

11: When the Secretary-General circulated his paper
observation was too restrictive. , I suggested the term "observation" should be, . ore, I sug
drafted to cover reconnaissance, examination, and watching.

observation lis ed on p ge

7 of
gested

the
that it should

attached
be

paper were
made ill

ustrative only and not restrictive. In the course of

our discussion it became: obvious that the Chairman would provider the Com-
accept my view. In bis opinion, the text as draf3ed by him le o^^tY
mission with all the powers needed at this stage and would give amp houd con-
to the Commission to collect evidence to seek further authority l '

sidered necessary.
12. I accepted the ^

S^ny-General's understanding of "observation" on theC^^
dition that, if experience proved that it was not broad enough to ensure

effe e

control and supervision in both the North and the South, Û^ ps 1elâ iveiYand cqual
taken to broaden it. As I sec it, supervision and

b^z^ the South
The situation in

easy'as long as the ports and airfields are covered by the
more difficult and it is in this area that a narrow interporI ta^ con^ 1

the,North is mb 1 tes of the Commission's teams may make the supervisi• difficult for the

the country. StiERwooD LETT

Commission to satisfy itself that e 8me

responsi i i ofless effective. Unless there is effthective
de^n of control soe9ua11n the two Parts

„• to Sccrctary of Stau for c

DESpATCH 288.
Hanoi, Decembef 27,

SEGte[' I_ ; - e)o. 27 paras. 14 to 17 incluslve•
No. 269 of December

. „ ce. Our telegramRefcren '
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FIRST INTERIM REPORT (AUGUST 11 TO DECEMBER 10 1954
I attach two copies of the report.33

2. The report as it stands bears every sign of having been put together hurriedly
and of being the result of a series of compromises describing the record of the
parties in the implementation of the Agreement.

3. The decision to publish a report covering a four months rather than a five
months period was prompted by the receipt of General Giap's memorandum.
Within about a week the Secretariat produced a very rough first draft which the
Commission took to Saigon on December 15. Saigon schedule happened to be
heavier than expected and there was little time to consider the draft report. On itsreturn to HANOI, with an extremely heavy agenda to clear up, in the week before
Christmas and before the departure on leave of two of the Commissioners, there
was really no time for as careful, detailed, considered revision of the report as we
would have liked.
4. As to compromise formulae, they can be found throughout the report: for

instance, paragraph 90 concerning Tra Ly had to be worked out in the light of
Polish objections to criticism of the D.R. attitude and of Indian increasing unwill-
ingness to admit that something more than a narrow interpretation of instructions
might be involved; similarly, in the conclusion chapter, paragraphs 121 and 122
had to be carefully balanced both as to length and emphasis.
5. Throughoüt the discussion we found an inclination on the part of the Chairman

to present what we considered to be an unwarranted optimistic picture of the situa-
tion, Particularly in so* far as Chapter VI, Control of the Introduction of War Maté-riel,

was concerned. The Polish Re resentative's
He was not p position was closer to our own.
that since prepared to leave himself open to criticism should it be established later

August, either one or both parties had introduced personnel or equip-
ment. I may add, that on the whole, while the Polish Delegation, on occasions,
suggested amendments which would have been unfair to the French Union, they
have not been obstructive, the have not undulyrea^l y pressed their points and they have

y enough'agreed to more balanced and objective revisions.
6• The Interim Report will be forwarded to the Co-Chairmen by Mr. Desai as

us

Secretary
General under a covering letter which we have not yet seen. It occurs'to

rele you may wish to take up with the Foreign Office the question of the early
ase of this document. The matter will no doubt be discussed as suggested by the

Commission between the Co-Chairmen but if the Polish attitude here provides anindication,, ' Yit
would seem reasonable to assume that Mr. Molotov may be prepared

to agree to an eazly publication. '

elée^n the question of style, 'I am boûnd to report that, in s ite of numerous dis-
nd delicâtel py presented suggestions for possible improvements, the Chair-

33 V .

r^' e United
Kingdom, Parliamentazy Papers, Cmd. 9461, First and Second Interim Reports of

"one
Inte

rnational Comncission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, London, Her Majesty's Sta-ry Office. 1955, pp. 642,
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man has consistently shown a strong preference for Indian as opposed
to Canadian

English. SHERwoon LErr

, %- Il t o Secretary o f State for.

DEspATCH 301

ficance•
Commission. had, I 'n1c. Particular sagni ct on Janu^Y 1

-
Z

ansfer of Gia Lam the arrangements foreo Commission dealt first rted that under^
with the tr

•The Chairman of a team of air advisers repo

^

The
bel reduced to the Ieve1 of a fair-wea^er field.

such ^
the airport would

The Polish^ took the positin that the Commission might have tou^ly

• that the situâtion could be improved gra

d

MM AM POt.1s11 Aa A a A 4-1DVC
and the discussions in the

bc 30 was on the whole a► fairly successful day

arrangement in the hope . ' ht not be very long.tativc thought that the delay mag level of effi-

position to ensure the maintcnance of Som e
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5. At first, the Acting Chairman suggested that the complaint should merely be
referred to the D.R. Liaison Mission for comments. I pointed out that a very serious
allegation had been made and that the matter should be investigated forthwith
through a mobile element drawn from the fixed team at Vinh. The Acting Chair-
man readily agreed and joined me in overcoming Polish attempts at delay. Our
Polish colleague suggested that detailed instructions had to be drafted by the Com-
mittee on Freedoms, that the team should be instructed to prepare first a report on
what it knew about the case. The Indian and I were fum and a telegram was sent to
team instructing it to undertake the investigation immediately. The Indian Delega-
tion appeared to consider that, once more, the Poles were giving signs of taking a
very partial position.

6. In the course of the discussion both the Indian and I had been very careful not
to refer to the allegation that the original petition had been referred to a Polish
official at the fixed team location. I had assumed myself that if an inquiry could be
undertaken the facts would be brought out unavoidably. The Polish Representative
himself raised the point and mentioned that disturbing statements concerning the
members of certain delegations had been made and that they would have to be
investigated.

7. The Commission then considered a French request that a mobile team be sent to
the Ba Lang area where according to the National Vietnamese Government 10,000
Persons were assembled in the Cathedral compound. The item had been placed on
the agenda for December 30 but in spite of this, the Polish Deputy Secretary Gen-
eral in charge of the Petitions Section had written to the D.R. Liaison Mission invit-
mg their comments. I inquired as to the propriety of this action and the Indian
Acting Chairman apologized on behalf of the Secretariat General. While similar
action had been taken in one or two cases, it was not in line with settled policy. Infact, it

was obvious that such a letter anticipated the outcome of the Commission's
discussion and, in effect, gave one day's notice to the D.R. authorities about a pos-
sible investigation by a mobile team. This was all the more unnecessary as it seems
that similar notice could have been conveyed informally.

8.
The Purpose of the Polish manoeuvre became obvious in the course of the dis-

cussion.l'he Polish Representative argued that as the letter had already been sent it
in'ght be sufficient to invite D.R. comments. When we opposed this very firmly,
we were given the usual series of objections: instructions had to be drafted indetail, the

Committee on Freedoms had to study the report of the mobile team
which had recently conducted an investigation in the area. The Acting Chairman
sent' totwo months ago had hesitated so long before agreeing that a team should be

hat Diem came out strongly with the view that the only way to find out
whethef there was a concentration at Ba Lang was to send a team and that it had tobe sent quickly.
o9t^a^Y well be that our team will not discover a prisoner of war camp near Vinh
due to ^eare is no large concentration of refugees at Ba Lang. It is significant that.
slons PParent change in the Indian attitude, the Commission can now, on occa-,

make decisions quickly. The Polish attempts at obstruction are becoming
more and more obvious and the partial attitude of some Polish officials in the
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DFSPATCH 20
Phnom Penh, October 27, 1954

CoNFIDEN7TAL

A^^W OF THE WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL SUPERVISORY COMMISSION
FOR CAMBODIA FROM ITS INCEPTION UNTIL 20 OCTOBER 1954

Now that the !Commission bas entered a more static phase of its existence, I
think it may be helpful to the Department if I attempt a summary of its activities up
to the final evacuation of Vietnamese troops on October 18 and the consequent
dissolution of the Joint Commission on October 20, 1954. It is not my intention to
give a. play-by-play account of those activities but to describe in broad outline the
difficul6es and achievements of the Commission during the period in question. My
thought is that such a report may constitute a useful résumé of this period for those
officers in the Department who are particularly concerned with Indo-China. It will
also provide a background against which to assess the further tasks of the Commis-
sion and their chances of successful completion.
The Early

Phases: 11 August to 5 September
2.

Not much was sent to Ottawa during this first month as very little of the work
of the Commission was put on record, although it was during that period that the
ground-WOrk was done. As you know, there had to be a good deal of improvisation
in those early days, and there was neither
fion of reports personnel nor machinery for the prepara-l^er . For the Canadians, Brigadier, now Major-General, Morton, and

^• T.F.G. Fletcher did an excellent job of work in getting the Canadian Dele-
gaion housed, fed and working. The Commission held its inaugural meeting on 11
August and in its first few sessions adopted rules of procedure, made itself known
^^e em^^n authorities, set up a central headquarters, decided on the sites forf^ed and mobile t ^drew u ns, settled the order of priority for sending these teams out,
sion p s^ding orders for them, and established liaison with the Joint Commis-Sion
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since each side could appeal to the Commission and, by accepting the Commis-
sion's decision, save face - an important consideration in the Far East.
.7. The total number involved in the withdrawal is suspiciously small. The Royal
Cambodian Government has expressed to the International Commission its grave
concern over this and its intention of investigating on its own to establish whether
there are armed Vietnamese and Khmer Resistance Forces still in the Kingdom. I
think it more than likely that there have been clandestine withdrawals of
Vietnamese troops and of Cambodian resistants together with their arms and sup-
plies. Nevertheless, the Cambodian Government cannot but welcome the clearing
of its territory, in spite of its justifiable fear that some of the men secretly with-
drawn may return to sow discontent and dissension.

Fixed and Mobile Teams
8. These tripartite teams have been stationed at strategic centres throughout the

country. There are 5 fixed teams with 6 officers each at Svay Rieng, Kampot,
Kompong Cham, Kratie and Phnom Penh. There are three mobile teams, two at
Battambang, one at Kompong Chhnang and a fourth which is to be sent, against the
Canadian Delegation's judgment, to Stung Treng early in November. The teams are
visited at regular intervals by a liaison mission from the International Commis-
sion's

Headquarters and the team-members occasionally come to Phnom Penh. In
these ways, the International Commission has been kept informed of what goes'on
in the provinces. Until the dissolution of the Joint Commission on 20 October, the
teams were in liaison with the Joint Groups which represented that Commission in
various places throughout the country. They supervised in some places the libera-
tion of prisoners-of-war and civilian internees, and the withdrawal of Vietnamese
^filitarY Units from the districts where they operate. They have undertaken on-the-
spot investigations at the request of the Commission and serve generally as the eyes
and ears of the Commission throughout Cambodia.

Relations Between the Intentational Commission and the Royal Government
9.

Relations between the Cambodian Government and the Commission have been
eorrect but not exactly cordial. It has to be remembered that Cambodia has not been
independent for very long and its Government is understandably somewhat touchy
about , its. new-found dignity. Moreover, they are, according to my information,
extremely suspicious of the Poles and it must, I fear, be admitted that the Polish
Con!"issioner has gone out of his way to be critical of them and ostentatiously
f°endlY.to the Vietnamese and Khmer Resistants. I have reported in earlier com-
roullications the difficulties which arose between the Government and the Commis-8'011 .

certain official communiqués, both theirs and ours, and the reasonably
satisfactory solution of these differences. The Cambodian Government felt the
International
be lieved the y was more or less thrust upon them at Geneva. They
attitude to y could handle the aftermath of war without assistance. Their resentful
is but w^ the rumoured claims of the Commission to supervise the elections
that one "ample of their somewhat stiffnecked attitude. I should, however, add
ave^e" ^^onaÎ relations of the Canadian Delegation with the various ministers

alWaYs been friendly and, as far as I can judge, not merely as a result of the
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has been most affable to the Canadians. He may become a leading man in the Dem-
ocratic Party when the electoral campaign opens.
(b) The Minister for External Affairs, H.E. Tep Phan. M. Tep Phan is a charming

and affable little man, very much under the thumb of Penn Nouth. He is less of a
Minister than a superior civil servant, hardworking and honest, within the limits of
local custom which is rather laxer than Canadian. You will remember that he was
David to Mr. Molotov's Goliath in the closing hours of the Geneva Conference.
Our dealings with him have been cordial but not frequent enough.
_(c) The Minister of National Defence, H.E. Colonel Ngo-Hou. Colonel Ngo-Hou
is also Chief of the General Staff and Minister of Public Health. He is a medical
doctor by profession and, so it is said, a collector of perquisites by nature. I am told
that he is closely allied to the King's mother who is a sinister influence and the
foremost intriguer and grafter in the Kingdom. Colonel Ngo-Hou has been quite
ready to provide the Commission with information on the planned extension of
Cambodia's armed forces. One of his weaknesses, however, is the inability to dele-
gate authority. I have heard that he is not loyal to anyone except himself. On the
other hand, he is energetic and some of the foreigners here have found him helpful.
(d) Côlonel I,ôn Nol. Colonel Lon Nol was the head of the Royal Cambodian

Delegation to the Joint Commission. He has now returned to his post as Governor
of the Province of Battambang and - an unusual combination for Cambodia -
Commander-in-Chief of the troops there. In politics he is a leading figure in the
Party of National Reconstruction but tells me that he has not yet decided whether to
run for election next year. Like the Ministers described above, he speaks fluent
French. He is, for a Cambodian, a large man with the broad flat face and thick lips
of the race. In my opinion, he is the finest public man we have met. Open and
honest, Lon Nol strikes me as one of the best hopes of this country. He has the
entire confidence of the King who, by all accounts, can do with a few really reliable
men around him. We hope to keep in touch with him through our teams inBattambang.

Personalfties of the International Commission

13. The Chairman of the International Commission, Mr. G. Parthasarathi, has
great patience, considerable acumen and undoubted charm. Like many of his com-
Patriots, he moves at a pace which is as far removed as possible from that of the go-
getter• He believes strongly in the healing influence of time and occasionally time
fails to perforin the curative function which he had allotted to it. As a chairman, heis not always

fin enough, with the result that matters are sometimes postponed for
no very cogent reason. He has, however, a good mind and is a very civilized person
with great qualities of human warmth and sympathy. By profession he is a journal-ist•

Ris father, now dead, was Minister of National Defence, and Mr. Parthasarathi
himself is said to be a protégé of Mr. Krishna Menon and favourably known to Mr.
Nehru, Whose visit to Phnom Penh on Sunday, 31 October, he is busily preparing.
Ms relations with the Canadian Delegation could hardly be better. At first he was a
bute uncertain of himself, since this is his frst venture in the field of diplomacy,

^^has steadily, gained confidence and I think he may well become a prominentme
of the Indian diplomatic service.
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14.
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Relations with the Diplomatic Corps

16. The Canadian Delegation has been in friendly contact with the newly-arrived
American Ambassador, Mr. McClintock, and the newly-arrived British Ambass -dor,

Mr. Heppel, as well as with the Thai and Japanese Ministers. We have not
pushed these contacts' very far as yet in view of our instructions and the neutral
nature of the Commission. With the French High Commissioner, Mr. Gorce, we
have had formal contact which he has not attempted to pursue. At the time of the
withdrawal of the Vietnamese Military Units, we saw something of Colonel Des
Essars, head of the French Military Mission, with whom our dealings were friendly
and fruitful.

The Canadian Delegation

17. The Canadian Delegation now has a headquarters in which all members of the
headquarters staff work. Living accommodation is in hotels. Health has been, on
the whole, good. There have been no serious problems and the team is workingwell.

The Task Ahead

18. The International Commission has now entered a more static phase of its oer-ations.
With the exception of keeping a watch on the entry of war materialinthe

light of the Cambodian Declaration on this matter, dealing with petitions and corn-
Plaints and considering the problems of integration and the elections, the Commis-
sion has carried out according to schedule the main tasks set forth in the GenevaAgreement.

The Canadian Delegation has already begun to consider possible
reductions of the strength of the Delegation. Unfortunately, the Polish Delegation
has been increasing steadily and insisting on putting out more teams. We areing
^g the implications of this development, which strikes us as ill-timed and likely

study-

the suspicion and anger of the Cambodian Government. The Chaitm
the Commission is also worried about this matte r. an of

19. It is, I think, fair to say that the International Commission h
whole successfully with the problems that faced it from its arrival u til the d sso ue
hon of the Joint Commission on 20 October. It has exercised a moderatin
stabilizing influence on the g and
it

will continué to exert thisinfluencletdu period.the remainderoof^on to doubt that^gdoni of Cambodia, its sojourn in the
.. ,
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Phnom Penh, November 12, 1954
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Reference: My telegram No. 20 of 5 November.t

Repeat Hanoi, Vientiane.
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Lndian team leaders and the Poies have

tions at evay opp^mtY an

hôurs discussion before the Poles would^agt,^ dunng the last 2 weeks at K

f hours ovcr 1 word in the teams weekly reportnature, requued

brought about by the atu rate. For
d tnalce little effort to coopc 2 recent repo^

Rcpotts coming from Canadian team mem This situat^on
,-beginning to lose; their composure in dealing

with Poles. in raisingeb^
they'tude of the Poles who appamntly delight examP

had
reported. In other words, events had long innfo^ion from the area concemed
rèported in the NLnistry a complaint and their arewas out of date. . t I ^^ suggeSt that the in hl^ been

this matter from the Foreign Mirustry t the Vietnamese conc
aubject of the complaint had taken place

ation schcme and ,no further trouble lias es
been withdrawn under the evacuation circu s

T-5.°'An investigation by the fixed team at o response to a letterundertaken in
Vietnamcse troops in Kompong-Speu area w ed out that the incident which was ^eI turn ern^

the GOmrnlsswnci a Vu ,.. ..., . ----- -
^nderstood and had not agreeto such an'investigation.d, P^ m Penh into the alleged Presence of= on
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Kratie, Battambang and Kompong Chhnang. The Polish Commissioner implied thisweek that the Canadians and Indians on various teams were refusing to carry outnecessary, and proper tasks suggested by their Polish colleagues.
7. At its 23rd meeting on 11 November the Commission considered letters from.the Foreign Minister.

'(a) Complaining of exactions by the Vietnamese Hoa-Hao sect in the province ofTakeo.
(b) Alléging that civilian internees, provincial guards and prisoners-of-war were

still héld in custody by the Vietnamese military units (i.e. the Viet Minh).
The Minister asked the Commission to use its powers and prerogatives to solve
these questions. It is not easy to see just how the Commission can influence these
unsolved problems which now concern territories and authorities outside Cambodia
and, in some' cases, have no perceptible relation to the Geneva Agreement. TheForeign Minister is showing a regrettable desire to unload such problems on the

'Commission, usually by means of vague letters which give us insufficient
information.

786. - . . ; .

DEA/50052-C-40
Le commissaire de la Conunission internationale

de surveillance pour le Cambodge
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Cambodia,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 26 Phnom Penh, November 19, 1954
CoNF16gNMAL

Referencd: Our telegram No. 22 of 12
.

November.
Repeat Hanoi, Vientiane.

PROGRESS REPORT FOR WEEK 13-19 NOVBMBER
l' Chairman returned on 16 November from co-ordination meeting of the three

international sécretariats at Hanoi. Reports on this will follow. Chairman's experi-
ence at Hanoi and further conversations with Polish Commissioner have convinced
Parthasarathi that it is now most unlikely that the Poles will agree even to consider
reduction. He has asked us therefore not to submit our plan to reduce numbers (see
Para 1 of our telegram

for sending out more teams, notablOnto
the contrary Polcs are

Snoul a d,Khum Krek,
preparing to

Ch that the y and taking
Commission has more,not less work to do. In conversation with us

sion Oil the S^^ to be more convinced than he was when we last had a discus-
ubject that Commissioners would have to keep an eye on the elections

in order to ensure democratic liberties of all citizens. He proposes to continueefforts to V.

confidence of government with aim of persuading them of benefits to



FAR EAST

1800

them of z having, Commission's, agreement 'that the elections were properly con-

ducted.Vould appreciate your views on the election issue.

2. These various considerations place the future of th ô^ ^ to staying here
not necessarily clearer light::I think we must reconcile
indefinitely and at about the same strength. There may even have to be an increase

if pressure. increases. Polish Commissioner has alô^ ôfficers. Mu h
Chairman

depend
sees no reason why Canadians should not send for m
on f,r,nness; of, Chairman's support of our view. More 'ustifiable arrivedinternal
anticipate a struggle to hold them back from interfering unjustifiably in
affairs of Cambodia. There are already signs of this from the teams. For example,
in Battambang they have tried to persuade the team to invesromat^e benefits of the

all the people in
thé lôcal prison to see whether they hav^beene^ for copies of the electoral

° Genëva Agreement. In Kompong Cham Y
^

to contact
roll. There have been a few reports of Polish members^ Né team sl^amn^als are said
locâl intelléctuals such as school teachers and o rou corrupt). Both Chair-

3 . _ . t . ' S ï ' ' . , • . ,

to be more militant ConVnu!usts than we have hitherto (g hered) at Hanoi.
man and Grosz saw Ho Ch, Minh and Niap (Giap as decyp h^^a

3. Some French troops and officers are withdrawing from Laos throug
"and Commission is keeping an eye on this movement.

4, liaison team visited Kompong Cham and Svay Rieng this week. Next week it
goes tô Kampot, Kompong, Chhnang and Battambang.

5. Commissioners and advisers visited Battambang on 18 November
^ li°

ful talks with Governor Lon Not (Mon Not as decyphered) and
Committee met today, 19 , November. At this meeting Colonel BabicW^ ^â erial

military adviser, stressed the need of checking the movementh Snoul, Kratre and
from South Vietnam to Laos a1^é

the nCrnati
which

onal Commission teams do not check
Stung Treng. He maintains that revent much of it being
it and control its movement, then there is nothing t^P ser to be a subterfaSe to
retained in Cambodia. This is consideredS^ b Stung^ ng road, a move w^ch ^Twj1e
have more teams stationed along in to have approved
have noted in paragraph I above the Poles have been ^Y Advisers Comnuttee and
matter was referred to the Commissioners by the MinitaryNovember.^n

=. . • 19 N vember s , , :^^,M̂acdonneU leaves 20 Novembcr. Pnme

.. f •., ,. ,: -

1has. asked to see us this week..". ^nistcr giving a dinner in his hono^

be.brought up,at the.Comm,ss,on.s meet,ng

W
-C^na, Sm^may

left on 16 November. Reuters representative in Indo
oodswotth

ven,ng. = o . , . , .
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DEA/50052-C=40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Cambodge
âu secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission
for Cambodia,to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 28 ,
Phnom Penh, November 2 6, 1954

CoNIDENTIAL

Reference; Our telegram No. 26 of 19 November.
Repeat Hanoi, Vientiane.

PROGRESS REPORT FOR WEEK 19-26 NOVEMBER
1. At its meeting on 19 No 'vember Commission considered what to do about ris-

oners-of-war allegedly held by both sides. General Giap had promised Chairman to
look into lists furnished by Cambodian Government which we will send him and to
reply through Vietnam Commission. We shall take up with government question of
non-release of some 400 prisoners stated by Vietnamese to be still held in Cambo-
`dia.. Complaints and petitions were also discussed and International Secretariat
directed to classify these morè carefully. The government had written to say that
the Commission should neither correspond with nor contact in any way Son Ngoc
Tbanh• The Commission felt that since he was now a citizen we could not ac e t
the view that he had no right to contact us or that we had no right to meet him.
Comnlission also heard a report on 28 Cambodian prisoners-of-war handed over by
the French t6 the local authorities at Svay Rieng. They are now in Phnom Penh and
Will be liberâted shortly.

Ministry of Justice has asked Commission to be resent atliberation. ; present

mmissioners have held several informal meetings to seek agreement on
o"r future tasks after which we intend to ask the government to meet us informally
^ d^se cuss these^ tasks. The atmosphere was friendly and there seemed to be a real
to meetn Gr°sz s part to reach unanimity. Both he and Chairman went a long way

me on the question of elections. At tomorrow's meeting Chairman will
place on record a paper embodying our agreement. Its main points are:
(a) Commission considers Articles 1 to 5 and Article 8 as carried out. Rclaims under esidual

bodia Article 8 to be settled by direct contact between governments of Cam-
and I)emocratic Republic with Commission's help.

(b) Commission not satisfied that Article 6 has been full y outment and
tance

is' ' Y by govern-
^sturbed by reports that some former members of the Khmer resis-

forces hâve been arrested or detained.
(c) e0mmission must now make effort to ersuade and convince^peration P government that

With the International Commission in these common tasks will not
o^ Y en able us to discharge successfully our res onsibilities but also con '

p
^bute to a^g p°lidc^ settlement in Cambodia.
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Elections (group corrupt) agreement is given here verbatim. I had to fight hard
(d) In discussions with the govern-

for it and hope that it will receive your approval.
ment special stress must be laid on the fact that the e naLCambodia missionternms of
not remain indifferent. to the parliamentary elections
Article 6 of the agreement, the declaration of the Royal Government at Geneva on
the subject of elections and point 3 of the 9 powers declaration, the International
Commission has a responsibility to make sure that all citizens participate in the
coming elections in conditions of respect for democratic freedoms as guaranteed by
the constitution of Cambodia. The International Commissiono^°es iot^e law plateand

are
is to

supervising the elections which it agrees assist the government in fulfilling
regulations of the country. Its sole concern
the obligations which it undertoo A` ^ e^ngs held 23 and 24 November the Polish

3. Military Advisers Committee :
military adviser, Col. Babicz, was argumentative, intransVéentand^ rude, Wen ^to
over every minor point, making an issue of almost every wo

minor
m^r yefusedinstructions for the teams. The 2 meetings lasted 5 hours

se
tmem
tled

points. Bâbicz requested positioning of a team at Snoul. Can
was ven some support by the Indian and a decision w as Pos

to agree. He 8i t exception to a false accusation by B
< Indian, General took very great

he

had iss
"ucd instructions to (all?) of the teams without approval from sione ^odthe^

and Polish members. Accusation repeated by the Polish being put in doubt
at another meeting. Indian cmed^s integrity was

Comcni

to a logi^ to the
:^Âfter much hedging Babicz agreed to ask his Commissioner t

po

•The logy has not yet been made. Meeting on 26th^^ ^d eadian

^^^o plished. At this meeting Babicz tried to have In ^t the teams to

tnembers agree that
^^an Government should be made to pe ^ that it

owherever they wished without prior nodce The Canadian member
arguany

,
>;wâs only common courtesy to ask the

for permission to visit
invite antagon1sm.

tary installation and thus hope for cooperatione

The Pole finally, agreed• b lane on 25 November and
4. Commission visited Kratie and StungTreng Y P t^ members supP°rtenIndian Coromisslobriefed teams in these isolated spots. Canadian â fresh team to Snoul. ^fpst to

our view that ihere is no real case for OCIA,
g'taries who have done the

wânnly welcômed at both places by leading digu

^a1Ce toms comfortable and have cooperated with them fully.
cularlY^e

•
nt increase of Polish pressure at all levels ôd és mate of

1^ S, In view of rece and of consequent need to revise should like to
Military Advisers Commit^. Commission I

pc^ssib
and j size of reori ^,eility of reducingboth duration ^

retention of General Snow's services• Indian Gen erals ^ eleng^

be
a"est

^= ^ I have wntten a•now, to have been,mdefuutely^ postponed. ou2 but this will not reach y
fore

wproblems in deâpatch 46 of November 2 fi lo ment here.
decision has been taken on General Snow's cmp Y

^ r . .. . .. ,. . ^ . ^ t . .

i -, - -
Y s , - I ; -

I t
I i

, 1 , 1 •.e r a f,

d
P
S
si
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. DEA/50052-C-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Cambodge
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures `

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Cambodia,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Phnom Penh, December 2, 1954

CorMUMAL

Reference: Our telegram number 28 of 26 November.
Repeat Hanoi, Vientiane.

PROGRESS REPORT
1.

Owing to change of plane schedule this report covers period 27 November to 2
December only. Commission met on 27 November and commissioners have had
several informal meetings. Prime Minister's illness has somewhat delayed our
work since we are all agreed that Foreign Minister is not effective except with Penn
Nouth's backing.

2.
At meeting on 27 November commission considered 2 letters from the govern-

ment calling our attention to the discovery of small caches of arms and ammunition
alleged to have been hidden by the Viet Minh and their resistance forces against
their return. Unfortunately the government, as so often happens with their corre-
spondence, did not give clear and adequate information. Nevertheless, it was
agreed to instruct our fixed teams in the areas concerned to contact local authorities
and obtain details of the official reports as to how the discoveries were made and
whether there were any documents which could be transferred to the commission.
Consideration was also given to the problem of the 70 Viet Namese born in Cam-
bodia still held in Suong and the 30 held in Kompong Chhnang. We are still await-
i'1g the government's decision which has been delayed by Prime Minister's illness.
A list of outstanding matters, compiled by the alternate delegate for India, was
W h^ to the commissioners who agreed that the chairman should take them up

the Foreign Minister. This the chairman did later in the week but without
much success. Tep Phan promised to do his best but this, as experience has taught
us, is none too good: The meeting approved a letter to the government calling
attention to disturbing reports of arrests of ex-Khmer resistance people and asking
for full information on what the government had done and planned to do to im le-article 6. p
3. Informal

meetings

duce for us a su
were not very fruitful this week. Polish Commissioner

thought conu^ssion should seek more publicity. He also said he was about to pro-

Public information plan of future work. My attempts to get an agreed policy on
Secre led nowhere. Chairman has been much occupied with work as
Switc tarY-General Grosz very worried about situation in Europe to which he kept

hing the discussion.
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n is making tour of provinces and is today at Kep Whither, Malcolm Mac-
4= '̂ g you se arately on likely next

Donald bas gone to see him. I have telegraphed Y P

moves in the election question (telegram 32 of 1 December).1'

5. The liaison team visited the' fixed team at Kampot and the mobile team at
Kompong Chhnangand Battambang'during the period under review.

The mobile

team at Battambang flew into Pailin, a town near the 9^and border,
which has

been cut off from the rest of the province since early on 2
6. Military Adviser's Committet.

At military Adviser's Committee meeting
that Polish Commissioner had

December General Sarda Nand Singh raised point ian and
again accused him falsely of issuing instructions without approval

of
cusationdColonel

Polish members. He pointed out that^s ^ner to apologize to Chairman stating
Babicz undertook to ask Polish Co had been received. Babicz
matter was a misunderstanding but no such apology ^ to Canadian mem-
denied he gave any such undertaking. General Singh appeal iven the under-
bers who were able to state unequivocally that

ÔlishcCommissiongaSain about the
taking. Babicz then stated he would speak to P Polish member on
matter. Meeting proceeded but more thanof ^é ^r. ^ria11ÿ he recommended 1
wording of 3 questions to be asked of 1
question which in fact incorporated a113 . questions.

DEA/50052-C-40
789.

f> 1 Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Cambodge

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
mmissioner. International Supervisory Commission for Ca^odta,

Co
to Secretary oJ Statc for External Affairs

1954
Phnom Penh, December 9,

TELEGRAM 38 t ,

CONFIDEM1At.. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Hanoi; Vientiane.,

.1 - .-

Reference: Our telegram No. 34 of 2 Dcccmber.
., -

Commissioner w ,
1. This . week has been relatively uneventful. Polish report on the Co^nission s

visiting financial inspectôr and chairman with interim re^ ion of C^^'.^o^al
tters concerning India's recog veral1

. .^^ RT FOR WEEK 3-9 DECEMBER bosy WithpROGRESS REPORT

work to India and wi ma
I am told .will be announced on Decemlxr 13. One formal and se

d
. ; a i'r 1 have reporte

matmgs were held..
Comrnissioners and alteïrnates spent weekend in^^^tgand sent y0° the

:eparately-^ on - this - visit (my, despatch No. 65 of 7
' He told Pie be

press release describing it. ^' on 2 December• vern•
3."Malcolm MacDonald had long talks

could
with w^^ free nations. King and So

thought King deserved all support he 8
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ment expressed to MacDonald concern over numbers of Vietnamese allegedly still
at large in Cambodia. In a press interview on 7 December MacDonald promised
.Great Britain would do all in its power to protect Cambodia's freedom which was
r essential for the free world.

4. At meeting on 3 December Chairman `reported sending to Foreign Minister a
fuller statement on outstanding cases before the Commission. (Paragraph 2 of tele-
gram No. 34 refers). Minister undertook to arrange meeting at which Commission
would go into these matters with Minister of National Security. Commission con-
sidered letter from government alleging some 4000 Vietnamese and Khmer resis-
tance forces_were still at large. We decided to order an investigation and at same
time to point out to the government the circumstances which, in our view, were
hindering the solution on the reintegration problem. I am puzzled by the slowness
with which government tackles this mopping up process. They must know that we
have no powers of enforcement and cannot expect our teams to act as armed
patrols. It

may be that they are passing these reports which are increasing in num-
ber on to the Commission in order to be able to document a case against the
Vietminh for later use. In reply to another letter concerning a band of Khmer resis-
tants in Battambang alleged to be carrying out propaganda in favour of Son Ngoc
Minh and advocating division of Cambodia in way similar to division of Vietnam
we agreed to tell the government that:

(a) Since the Khmer resistance forces had been officially disbanded by 22 August
in terms of Article 5, the government had in our view the right to take such action
against any law-breakers as the laws of the land permitted;

(b) The Commission could not object to political propaganda as long as it was
confined to the realm of politics; and

(c) We had ordered our teams to investigàte and report.
5•

commission also wrote Foreign Minister on general theme of reintegration.
Followirig quotation gives essentials of ourapproach:

^ve quite realize that the existence of groups in Cambodia not yet reintegrated
into the national community may well create serious problems of internal secur-
lty. It is for that reason that the question of reintegration is perhaps the most
Pressing one now before the Commission. Like most questions it will not besolved ,without
and fear goodwill and goodwill is difficult ,to obtain where apprehensionmay . still remain as a:legacy of the war so recently terminated. The
Commission looks forward to discussing at an early opportunity with Your
Excellency and other members of the Cabinet ways and means of encouraging

nner resistants to present themselves for reintegration into the nationalmmunity;
6•

co

1lMilitary Advisers Committee. At meetin on 9 December attern of intrgence b y p ansi-
Meetin y Polish member, which has been developing lately, was emphasized.

g lasted 3 hoürs, over an hour of which was taken up with wording of draft
instruction to one of the teams. In an attempt to make some headway General Singh
suggeste,d that one of the previous recommendations of Babicz be ado ted but latterwould not agi Pte.

estion
Final lyaccusations va us reason Babicz agreed to original draft. HeOien rais^ qu gainst General Singh by Polish commissioner



stating that latter denies making any such accusations to the chairman. These accu-
sations had been admitted on a previous occasion. In face of this bewildering con-

'. ttraïdiction General Singh has decided to drop the whole inatter. This is admittedly
an unhappy state of âffairs but is certainly not calculated to bring the Indians closer
to the Poles. Singh is one of India's youngest and most promising Generals.
7. Commissioners agreed privately to set up a political committee and this move

will be'given official approval at meeting on 10 December.
8. We have decided to send a report on Commission's activities to the co-chair-

men of the Geneva Conference. By previous private arrangement with the Chair-
-, man I undertook this task when he suggested it at an informal meeting of the 3
Commissioners this week.

DEA/50052-C-40

Le chef de la Direction de l'Extrême-Orient
à la Direction juridique

Head, Far Eastern Division,
to Legal Division

NFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], December 16, 1954

ELF.CIIONS IN CAMBODIA

During the course of the last few months there have been marked differences of
.opinion on the role, if any, that the International Supervisory Commission in Cam-
'bodia should play in the forthcoming general elections to be held in that country
sometime in 1955. The Polish Commissioner is convinced that the Commission ho
a definite responsibility in this matter and to some extent at least his Indian col-
league (the chairman) agrees with him: On the other hand, the Cambodian Govern-
ment apparently holds the view strongly that general elections are of no concern to
the Commission and that there is nothing in the Cease Fire Agreement which gives
the Commission the right to intervene. The United States Government appOn0y
shares the Cambodian view, and we understand that the United Kingdom to some
extent also does. Our Commissioner has asked us for advice.

2. I should be grateful for your legal opinion on the following question: "To what

extent, if any, should the International Comniission concern itself with the 1955

general . elections in .CambodiaT', '
3: There' have

_
alréady been a number of commun ications from our Commissioner

in Plinom Penh on this subject and also one despatch from Hanoi. Copies of
areare attached for your information.
;r4:° The following Articles Y of,the' Agreement on the Cessation of Hosti1i6eSl

ofCainbodia appear to' be ^relevant to this question: Article 6, Article 11, and Mc

13:` In'nddition, al Governrolar' thcre' is the , Unilateral Declaration of the Roy a.
Cambodia (which Is embodied In"Aiticle 6) and Paragraph 3 of the Final D c

66n *of the Geneva Conference which was signed, inter alia, by the repreSentaave

of Cambodia.` , ^ , , : ; ° ;
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Hanoi's Despa ch No. 101 f corresponds more or less to
ment itself is concerned ctober 13 j• (copy attached . In so farexpressed in
sion of the a '^e Commission is responsible ) ^^e Agree-pplication of the for the control and supervi-vein (Article 13), the Co provisions of the A
tion by the ^ssion "shall be res Agreement (Article i l). In the same

parties of ^e provisions of the present Â le for supervising the execu-
nected with ^^ment. For this purpose itsha11 fulfil the functions of control, observation, inspection and investigation con-

the implementation of the provisions of the Agreementstates ...". One of the) that the situation
"Conference. .The Decl of "these nationals

aration is then rel^^on made by C^^dia at the Genevaalia'
that the Goverrunent of Cambodia p^uc^ in full in Article 6. It reads, interthe enjoyment of the ri declares itself resolved to guarantee "them"

donl provides. Fu ghts and freedoms for which the Constitution of the
citize ^ef, the Government of King-ns may

^lY participate as electors or^c ^dates-^s that allsecret ballot, and that no reprisals
in general elec^tio s^b6. It would a shall be taken against "the said nationals".PPear that the Commissions, Yof view

responsibility from a strictl
pointin so far as Article 6 is concern ed

into the national Co ^ is limited to " Y legall
^ eireral elections. ^u^tY and their right to freelese nationals

At first sight "these nationals" rete participate in gen-Khmer Resistance Forces could be inte
6 follows Article 5 and the troops of the Royal Khmer d^ meaning the
nati°n^s mentioned ne fust Article of Chapter III of the Agreement)because Article
including the Article 5 are those quoted above. However and the only
reprisals shall ^^an Government's Declaration, then ces '^icle 6, after
nati°n^s" ^1cen against "the said nationals". g on to say that no

referned to in Article 6 must m TMs would imply that "these
^• in surnrn^y, themfore, it would a ^°nly the Khmer Resistance Forces.

right and responsibili p^ that legally the Commission h as
^mem ty tOérvR the general elections only in so far as the as thebers of the

sis^ce 'Forces and their

ferantt,ng
by

y^e Goverrunent of Cambodia and its intention

forth in °n l
f the Cambodian Government is not fulfilli f^lies, and in cthis

Article 6, to take such further action as it deems ng its obligations as set8• There do not a necessary.
^e^^g on this qUePuOnt How any further Articles in the Agreement itself

g
aa Conference states, interZ

ver
, that

C III of the Final Declarationaof the^0n made b
onference takes note of the Declara-

al1 citizens to take their place in the national to adopt measuresPartici
pating in the next general elections which, in ^onf and in particu-ratuô

n
's Constitution, will take

in so place in 1955. The legal status of this Fln
with

eDot cle far as it is of concern to the International Su al Dec a
rep1Y to ^^mé WOUId appreciate your views o

n •

s

^Nisory Commission is
of no p^iculac cmorandum•

At first sight it would seem that the Fin
al °rated in your^°urse oncern to thbindin the Commission from the le al Declaration is

g on all its signatories in so far as it -ont ns point of view but it is ofalreadycovered -.y the A
greements themselves atters of substance not
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I mi ht add as a footnote to this memorandum that the Intern
ational

this subject
9' g to have come to some tentative agreement on J

sion in Cambodia appears
at,the end of November which is phrased in the following manner:

,"In discussions with the government special stressmust arliamentaryindifferentt to the
on

..; the - International Commission . cannO
Article

t remain
6 of thareement, the declaration of

elections in Cambodia. In terms 3 the 9
the Royal Government at Geneva on the subject of elec

and
to make

• a1 C rnmission has Pons

1 1 ^; `"' de sun►eillance pour le, Cambodge s
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

DEA/50052-C-40

. undertook at Geneva.» A.R. MENZIES

it agrees are to be held
t^^ o ernment ins 2-1 filling the obligations which it

sole concern is to ass g

for democratic freedoms as guaranteed y
supervising

ôfeét country. ItsInternational Commission does not contemplate d lationre

sure that all citizens parucipate m b the constitution of Cambodia. The
powers declaration, the Internation o

•• •• ' the coming elections in conditions of respect

to Seeretary of state for Externa

e • _
Repeat Hanoi, Vientiane,` New Delhi._ , -

R ference• Our telegram No. 38 01 9 Decem r•
.^^_ w. , , . ^ •

aû secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exi
Commission

mmissioner, International Supervisory
for Cambodia,

° 1 Affairs

CONFmENTIAL.

NLnister and left w^ .. -
meeting would be:

lemen^fl°n Of
vernmént with the Commission's views on imp

•• th lum a no e
ing to i discuss : outstandmg, prn ^erbale stating that the aims of the p

PROGRESS REPORT FOR WEEK 10-16 DECEM eet-
overnmentfoFo

^;1, Commission bas still not been able to gct fi^c date Ch^^^ sa^
sed• bl On 11 rop°

,^t(a) To acquarnt go
provisions of agreement not yet fully carried out. these provisions.10 s exposé for: to policy çoncerning entondrnmovernment:'(b) To

^ g""
(c) To

mts of difference between gove ^`Ÿgtdiscûss frankly and freely any Po with KinS (W°m,be`o B^gko.
Minister pr`o'tnised 'action but left on 15 Dece k

unfortunately streng cns
obstructive. ^ Interview was quite cordial and Minister assur

Commis A . letha^SY'
liad returned` fr^om', France .on 14 December) for due t sCamb^i^ bera el9
^ppârent rcltictaace or inabiliry to; meet us may be go^eN-

" ish 'recorded view that
government is deli

th Pol Cha•^^^

11
i l
c
n
a
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ment was most anxious for good relations with Commission. I hope government is
not protesting too much.

- 2. Two formal and several informal meetings held during week. At formal meet-
ing, on 10 December, Commission considered recommendations of the co-ordina-
tion 'conference of the 3 secretariats-general (held at Hanoi in November). A paper
is being prepared on the question of immunities and privileges for Commission
personnel here. It was agreed that the report to the co-chairman of the Geneva Con-
ference would be signed by all 3 Commissioners and the advice of the co-chairmen
requested as to whether some parts could be made public. A proposal to set up a
political advisers' committee was accepted and the Committee will shortly be func-
tioning. Several petitions were considered and it became clear that Grosz and I
were in fundamental disagreement on proper approach to these. Grosz takes posi-
tion that any person condemned for political offences "since the beginning of hos-tilities in Cambodia" must ipso facto benefit from the government's October 1954
amnesty. In my opinion this point of view involves Commission in raking up
mixed (politic-criminal) cases long ago settled by French or Cambodian courts and
comes close to unjustifiable interference in Cambodia's internal affairs. No deci-sions

were taken since the chairman decided it was more tactful to withdraw the
item for further consideration at an informal meeting. We also discussed letters
from_ the Foreign Minister alleging hostile acts in various parts of Cambodia by the
Hoa-Haô group, by former Khmer resistance forces and by Vietnamese troops who
were allegedly not evacuated in October. Grosz went on record as saying that gov-
ernment was making these allegations for "its own or somebody else's use as polit-ical

material against' the International Commission". I went on record by saying
that I was not convinced that this was necessarily so and that the government had
every right to appeal to the Commission. Meeting also took up the question of sanc-
tioning expenditure for the accommodation of Poles in a hotel, the Cambodian
Government having allegedly refused to pay the bill for a group of the latest arriv-
als• I Proposed that we should have this refusal in writing from the government and
ioo é the oppo^nity of asking my colleagues whether they contemplated further

ases in personnel. Both said there would be no increase. The atmosphere atthis
meeting and at the following meeting was more strained than at any

eting in the past. Informal meetings have however, not reflected this strain. It
may be that Grosz by himself does not feel same constraint as seems to affect himat

meetings when his praetorian guards surround him. At formal meetings lately he
has read from aprepared brief. Babicz may be the gray eminence.3• At formal
disc meeting on December 14, there was further prolonged and fruitless

ussions onj the pëdtions referred to in preceding paragra ph. I am glad to reportthat
Hollies, is visiting us, backs me on legal grounds in the stand I took. The

p
ob-

letn of reintegration came up. As result of disagreement in military committee
o^Y advisers had r^üested Commission to decide whether teams should

committee, mil-
all the 600 of ex- (a) search

Khmer resistants to see whether they had been satisfactorilyreintegr.ated or
or are bù ` (b) limit their investigations to cases which come to their attention
be u

ro
nable ght up by ^Ltary advisers. I supported (b) on grounds that teams would

pri^^ve to do a thorough job in such a widely scattered population and with so
a system of names and records and also because we should not risk preju-

t
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tituting a Chgür-
dicmg o ur Proj •ected talks with government on this matter by insout for (a).
scale investigation which implied mistrust of themd.^G Grosz d a compromise.
man was in agreement with Canadian view but en but when taxed with this
At one moment Grosz implied dissatisfaction with teams, st ned. In the
bjrme said hedid not wish to pursue subject •chl ô^^sf^age o justice and

that government might 8u tY
next case it appeared
Commission agreed tu.take up, case with Ministe r Jus t

instrucdons order-
4.

Military advisers met on 11 December and sent out special Cham, all con-

cerning

investigations by teams at Battambang, Kampot and Kompong
rning reintegration. General instruction to all teams directed ti^ ôn ^^ haveae liaison

joint meeting with each team it ^^m 'entsêa h one of whom then held a sepa-
team site broken up into national po all receive
rate meeting with his compatriots. Activities of teams increasing. They

petitions daily on behalf of persons alleged to bewroÔBinvlestieations ordered
ovebY

ment. , Investigation of these petitions is in addition t 8

Commission. ;

5.
Mr. U Nu arrives today and Commissioners meet, him for dinner at Prime Min-

, ., .
ister's invitation.

),i prrEMBER

Phnom Penh, December 23, 031. . ^

IMpORTANT•CpiVFIpUMI/,.

' Our telegain No' 42 of 16 Dccember.Reference: • ,
Ytepeat, Hanoi, VicnUane, New Delhi.
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Hao activities. We agreed to pass letter on the Hanoi Commission with covering
note saying we supported the government's case. Some time was spent on the
reports of the discovery of arms dumps at various places. Consideration of this item
was finally deferred ostensibly to await further information from our teams in the
districts concerned but actually because Grosz and I were in fundamental disagree-
ment: Grosz assumes and asserts that government is making much ado about noth-
ing. I maintain that they have a legitimate concern which Commission should take
seriously. We also dealt with applications of former officers of Royal Army asking
us to intervene so that they might be re-employed in the army. Since these cases
fall under Article 6, I agreed to the sending of a mild letter to the government. In
fact the` penultimate paragraph of Article 6 covering application for service in the
army is so loosely worded that it provides the government with several loop-holes.
3. On December 21, after we had returned from welcoming the King back after

his visit to Bangkok, Commissioners held an informal meeting during which we
attempted to iron ôut some of the differences which had arisen at the two previousformal

meetings. The attempt was not completely successful. To make matters
worse, Grosz produced four examples of alleged failure of Indian and Canadian
members of. various teams to carry out tasks which Grosz considers should have
been undertalcen. Chairman took a very serious view of these allegations, saying
that both he and I could produce similar accusations if we wished to descend to that
level and adding that he would have Grosz's "evidence" thoroughly examined. If
the accusations proved groundless he would expect Grosz to make a retraction to be
recorded in the minutes. I took little part in the battle following my usual line that
when the Chairmân and Grosz are at odds I should not interfere with Chairman's
political education once I have signified agreement with him.

4.
Conunissioners had second informal meeting on December 22 during which

reasonable harmony was restored, largely as a result of Parthasarathi's and my col-laboration beforehand.
Utter had made it clear to Grosz that if he insisted on(goup cortti t • .

p) government on every occasion he would have to reckon with my
defence of government. Rest of meeting was devoted to a preparation of our inter-
view with prime Minister and Foreign Minister which took place this morning,
lasted for two and one-half hours and I hope, marked a turning point in our rela-
éx Wi^ government. Prime Minister expressed delight at opportunity for frank

^ge of views and agreed to a meeting at the same time and place next week.
lie gave an admirable performance so that the meeting was quite exhilarating.
p nd^^ began by referring to matters which needed decision and had been

g too long, saying that Commission was about to report to the Co-Chairmen
of Geneva Conference and wished to be able to say that progress although delayed,
^a continuing. Our main item was reintegration Article 6. Penn Nouth considered
had yand.lacge the problem was near solution. Those Ex-Khmer resistants who

not^ralLed were those who preferred to complain to the International Commis-
sion because they did not want to recognize the legal authority of the country. Gov-emment

had no *Objection to (group corrupt) creating a party if they accepted the
rRo]Wchy and the constitution. He agreed that there would be no illegal detention
but insisted that propaganda must not be anti-monarchical and carried out within
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framework ,
of the electoral law and the constitution. Until enl^^ora1• campaign

ublic
begins government will not open election hearing M

npster to make the October
6. Conimission f endeavoured to persuade Prime rt of my

âmnesty a general amnesty but failed to con Îi Penn Nrn^ nt have
supPetty good

colleagues on this matter was lukewarm as go

- case and we ought not interfere further in this internal
aeprovincial authorities

`7• Prime Minister promised to reissue official instructions to est
to Providefour teams with information which they need inrovinc al gov^rnors haverecently
for this arosé because in one^fo^ ^ô^instances uP or • consent of government in
refused to give our teams
Phnom Penh.'

8. At the close of the meeting Penn Nouth drew our attention to serious viola
tions
Svas

of Cambodian frontier by South Vietnamese trooPs• particularly in region
Y

Rieng .
We agreed to consider this matter with him at next meeting.

and pre Vengy
Final int" raised was French High Commission's deci appoint a liaison

brief and pointed he was
a^^ ^ô the Commission. On this consulted government before acting.
against it and most appreciative of dealings with the French High Commis
He mâde' it quite clear that if we had anyCambodian affairs over which France bad
f• on no account concernsion these must point of political mteres
Q no sâ^ whatsoev^r. You will find this particular

report I mentioned proposal to set
9 : Politiccil Advis^rs Cvmmittte. In last week's

s mostly concerned with matters of
"up{ this committee. It has nowthadm ^^imeeting

work after I have had better opPor^
y. _ ,. .organization. I shall report more

tunity of assessing it.
'ttee. The meetings of this committee in the P^^ 8

10. Military Advisers Commr^gunder review have been unsatisfactory. Polish member spent long time reque

'chànges in minutes
ember

• •
of previous meetings. His quarrel with Indian meam in Sno^

•
ues At the 25th meeting Babicz again rarsd question of putting â ^ no need for
Indian member pointed out that Kratie team had unanimo;ed thât polish roemb

butâ team' at Snoul and no acxommodauon there. Babicz rep p aper on the matter
He declined to produce a r 23 Indian Senerai

had now `changcd thcir ntinds.
âgrecd to; take up with Grosz. At 26th meeting

^ inswci on
m

without c° ^ioun ed ^ace
stated,Groaz had again ic^3ed

•
^m o g reviously me battle that• i1 case which I have p

.....#.na air W C

'ôf Babicz. Singh reviewed the w e drawn
etts: Babicz then stated for the first time in this long that saidtins

these
^°tr°

rePo th
ü+é hâd never seen `the £instructiôns. ^^ he and Babicz were piesent. There

•° hihbo
' w$S ajJ[Ji V T W Y► .. ^_ ^ o ^ `, s ^.

mattet` arests unquietly, mbcr and is learning the f0pe sfr n e t in
'- i 1: Désr'osi^rs arrivcd Satucday 1,8 ^^ Richard Harris ^mPS corre P°

1 1,
n

11130 iong intctvie ^,
rs

mo day ^ ^ .. - time o
f

y

.
4k E

Indô On-Chinsaa. sit
p^< a• e_t^ °^ ^^,.'r ,` ,

•
I I.-

ation on its üm"
^ z

in g.
} 12^ ^pori 8ocs£b y DWS. Iwould a rcc^ate intorm
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val and whethcr y. ^ support•

once {â n. than^ for yu"
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SECTION E

COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE DE SURVEILLANCE
ET DE CONTRÔLE AU LAOS

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SUPERVISION AND CONTROL FOR LAOS

793.. . t DEA/50052-B-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Laos
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Laos,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Vientiane, October 4, 1954

WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 1 SEPTEMBER 2835

For the first time the Joint Commission came to Vientiane for High Commis-
sioner's

meetings with International Commission. These meetings will continue
until tonight. Last week both parties reported on liberation prisoners of war and
civilian internees, the regroupment and transfer forces and clearance and the spe-
cial convention called for in article 4(b).36 This week the International Commission
will bear both parties on the situation in Sam Neua and Phong Saly and Franco
Laotian complaints of forced recruiting by PVV/PL since the cease fire.
2. The most important progress among Commissions has been agreements reached

on September 27th regarding liberation and exchange of prisoners of war and civil-
ian internees before October 10th. Discreppcies about precise numbers remain to
be sorted out but both sides are co-operating and we anticipate no serious difficulty.3.

The PVV/PL continue to insist that special convention with regards to
Vietnamese volunteers settled in Laos before hostilities is beyond competence
Com"nissions and just re-established by two interested governments. The French
insist if a convention is not signed by November 21st, the Royal Laotian Govern-
ment will pass legislation based on a French delegation draft by which all, repeatall,`

Vietnamese who fought against Royal Government would be forced to leave
Laos or for those wishing to rem:un be assembled in the province of Sam Neua and
^. .,3s Les

directives â l^intention du commissaire au Laos n'ont pas été retrouvées. À l'instar de son col-. il
era^ au Cambodge, ce dernier a probablement reçu une copie du document 39 à titre de guide gén-

Instructions for the Conin-i . ^ ^
presuniabl ssioner in Laos were not located. Like his colleague in Cambodia, he was

36 p0 y Provided with a copy of Document 39 for his general guidance.
^ l'accord du cessez-le-feu, voir France, Ministère des Affaires étrangères, Confércncc de

Genève sur l'Indochine (8 mal-21 juillet 1954), Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 1955, pp. 443-452.For the ceasefire agreement, see United Kingdom, Parliamentary Papers, Cmd. 9239, Further pocu-
entsLondon , to the discussion of lndo-China at the Geneva Conference June 16-July 21, 1954,

, lier Majesty's Stationary office, 1954, pp. 18-26.
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apply for residence there. Verification and scrutiny of applicants would be carried
out under supervision and control of. International Commission.

to PVVIPL that informationstrongly4. International Commission has complained number and identity of units con-
tinue them on date and route of withdrawal

to be either inadequate or notified insufficiently in advance to permit proper

supe
rvision. The Government has indicated to the International Commission its

incrcasing concern that forcibly recruited Laotians are being secretly withdrawn
along with PW/PL forces on the jungle route.

5. On the other hand, International Commissions' willingn s° t mings by
reports has been handicapped by madé;qüate air transport and sl ipshod investi
French military authorities. A mobile team sent out on SeptembeWe^ ^ ng wi^-
gate a specific complaint

- two battalions of forced recrui t ^of
dm^, returned on October 2nd having failed thômission ^é P^ctically use-teams

cause

laid on helicopters. Without helicopters
less. Commission has renewed its demand to French and New D ell copPe se^ orv3
being supplied information our minimum requirements are
L•ght aircraft and 1 Dakota. 5th and 6th exclusive use International Commission.

-B-40DEA/50052
i .794.

to Sacrctary of Statc for
0 ber 11,1954

Vientiane, cto
TELEGtUM 89 t

and that tture ahould be t^wâ ^tment was only ^8 ^el̂ou Vyside.
20pVV/PL claimed that apparent d^ughou poles

sional assembly areas of units which had been s!..:iirea
be difficult to ob^nAgree"

out by PW/PL•in andc cases signeded by Joint Commission on Z
of (3eneva Agreem u^ of transfers to reinforce the^ numbers

which states that parties must not make ulation.1 transfers of pop • provi-

Forrcd Rccrui , , .
r^l: At

meetings of the Joint Commission with the Internati
onal

rec^O^ tw^
October 4th and 5th Franeo-LaoUan delegation maintained s (14) and (15)

d was contrary to 9 AugusG

qMEKI,Y; PROGRESS REPORT NO. 2

^ amtnt ^ ^ ^ `f` ssion oa

^3, Cônclûsivé evid crnx of forced r^rviuncnt i ,ofo^d r^tvitment would be violat^n of G n^es^gati0°s
agree in commission that efforts of tcams to carry
t^nt but at opcrationallevel are obstructng
of tmnsfcra possibly involving force rxruits.

rnationalc^oLe commissaire de la Commission
,t, sun►cillancc pour

;,.. r'.eritnirt d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Commission for Laos,Conunissioncr, International SuPcrvisorY

^Fztcrnal Affa ^rs

; T . é .-. P ^ . . .- -.. . .. '
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Phong Saly - Sam Neua
4. No progress on this subject made at combined meetings. Both parties are to

submit comprehensive aides-mémoire by 12 October. In response to a brief from
Royal Government, Commission has asked Prime Minister to refrain from any
action which might complicate a difficult situation pending further consideration.
5. Despite difficult weather conditions Phong Saly reconnaissance was completed

this week and we are awaiting confirmation that fixed teams are now established in
, both Phong Saly and Sop Hao (Sam Neua).
Teamr

6. More Polish personnel have arrived and mobile teams have now been based at
Luang, Prabang and Savannakhet for reasons of accommodation and facilities for
movement. A team will for first time supervise exchange of POWS at Hua Muong
(Province of Sam Neua) on 11 October. On the spot inquiries may forestall possi-
ble future charges of ill-treatment.

7•. Because of restrictive interpretation of functions and responsibilities by Polish
team members, it has become necessary and Commission has agreed, to set up a
committee of alternates to draft broader instructions for fixed teams.
Secretariat

8.
Temporary assignment of Canadian (Maranda) and Polish Deputy Secretaries

and arrival of 1 interpreter from Geneva should help Secretariat keep up with day
to day work. It will be more difficult to cope with the back-log. Commission has
aPPmved provisional distribution of work amongst Deputy Secretaries General. For
India administration meetings and general. For Canada (operations I) liaison with
joint commission subjects under Article 4 (except sub-para B) subjects under Chap-
ter III Article 18 of Chapter (V) and Article 26 of Chapter VI. For Poland (opera-
tions II) charge of public relations (this is nominal as Indian PRO will report direct
to chairman) work relating to sub-para (b) Article 4, Articles 6 to 10 inclusive and
Article 16 and complaints. Chairman and• ourselves had difficulty in over-riding
Polish'insistence that their deputy be responsible for work under Article 14 re
PhOng Saly and Sam Neua.

General

9• Political activity by both parties is increasing. At the same time they are both
^ng on proposing solutions to major problems and we expect little change until

present crisis in Royal Government is resolved. The National Assembly has
been convenéd for an extraordinary session on 15 October. If a conciliatory gov-
ernment is formed, we can be hopeful for some progress otherwise more serious
difficul6ës will no doubt arise.

..^:
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DEA/50052-B-40

Le commissaire de la: Commission internationale

, ' de surveillance pour k LAO- S,
tau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

x" • :'..

ômmissionir International
Supervisory Commission for Laos,

_ te or F.zternal AA`•airs

,MtEGttm 104

# CoNFIDBNTIAL - ,

Z: Spocial mobile team left 16 October to ateas north^o•ng forced tecruitment and

âtë s' ' ultaneously (group cormpt) complaints reg
g ^' cs of intimidation and pressure on population.PW/PL char8 inswctions for. , . ,. .....

3. Disagreement in Committee over broader and more satis actory ^viously

, teams caused by last minute refusal of Polish member (eof a team decide to
T^pted; draft) to accept principle that when two members h dissenting mem^r
. undertalce an enquirythe third should participate althoug the enqu^Y• T^sb t without delaying se

weather. f V' tiane city to invesil-

^^ 1. T^rts. Team is in operation at Phong a . Y p
risoner of war handover at Hua

established with Sam Neua teamti^ôf opc
Muong en route and when last

_ 5̂ ôber was still stranded there by

•

LAOS C.UMMw^iv,^

al b f wirclcss communication not

crctary of Sta f

Vientiane, October 18, 1954

Reference: Our telegram No. 89 of October 11.
Re'péat New Delhi.

' t refer to International Commisston u ro^
^^ ' Commission with a satisfactory comp
important point was resolved by , rted by the Ch^^'

<wordm'g a3 a result of our 'Liu' atand vtgoros sn ^r upl cal advisors should also be
4: It his been a.grad that this committee or as a result of repo^

given responstbtlity for proposing action on
complaints taken and exp^te the

from teams. This should help to ensure prompt action being
iu;^ of the commission itself. ^ictive attitude to acb ^

to defend res anInthéir effortsSPhông Saly a^nd SamNeua. phong S^Y s1; ^ • ' ition to investigation by rovincein
ities'd teams and in particular their oppoe in these two Pwi^ insist

^
sâm Nç^ tcams ôf location and disposearl

of inCo f
orces

^ol thesemmission that ^eyn
Thuspolâ t^w for the first time ata►ted . Y military and civil co ent^ ^ ^ ^^ ^? k • ment to ve complete ^ rnm^n Genevâ Agreement Gove8ion ^n^.. g _. - ^ ...:^t a...,., Authoritv of Royal--- - - ----,

two , ACCs '

the most ûïnporiant issue before the Commission has been dot a ove em

k>`P̂ollttcal.`AssctnblY has been convened and it is anticip^tcwé ûnderst
6. and the

that two ts anll be kept in new governmcnt
for the

of nâtional unity will be formed within 10 days or a fortn^his

good

negotiaaoi^ ^iew
m

`âuthorïty that prescnt prime Minister is conttnutng w

pathet I,aw and p^
aldt participation.
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7. It has been reported in Saigon press and confumed privately to us by official
sources that more than 20 arrests of `ultra-nationalists' (mostly army but including
a former President of the National Assembly) have been made in connection with
murder of late Minister of National Defence.

8. General.
Nehru's : crowded three hour visit on October 17 although not

immediate practical help to the Commission was useful indication of India's inter-est
est in Laos. He had nothing concrete'or specific to say either to the Government or
to the Commission. The Commission also met briefly on 13 October, M. Guy Le
Chambre, French Minister for the Associated States, for a general discussion of ourdifficulties.,,. ^ - -

796.
DEA/50052-B-40

•. Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

`
. de surveillance pour le Laos

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Laos,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELWRAM 122
Vientiane, October 25, 1954

Co riFIDEMIAL1

Referënce: Our telegram No. 104 of October 18.
Rep^t New Delhi.

LAOS COMMISSION WEEKI,y REPORT NO. 4
Phong Saly

and Sam Neua
Dunng the past week the International Commission both at commission level

and in coMinittee has béen concerned almost entirely with the situation in the 2
northém provinces.
2. The discussion arose out of series of questions for idance our fixed2 provinces Proposed b guidance teams in

destro yCanadian delegation. My purpose was to check andY PVV/PL claim that the Pathet Lao exercise de facto military and adminis-
^a^ve control over the full territory of 2 provinces exce t for small LaotianNational p
gate `^y units legally parachuted by French after cease fire. The Polish dele-

wanted to investigate only such NLA units as were involved in PL accusationsof violation of a
that Cusuagreement. At threat of vote he yielded to compromise and I agreed

units should be dealt with as a matter of priority. The Pole also refused to
^ree to^ enquire about location and strength etc. of PL forces. I ar ued the neces-slty for ^s full enquiry g
Pho e^at P.

under Article 19. At the same time the Poles refused to
VV/PL delegation on Joint Commission be asked to send sub-groups to

avo d s^y ^d Sam Neua to assist our teams in investigation. The corn mise toa vot ro
w^ agreement pbing in re ° to leave out enquiries about Pathet Lao units for time

^rn for demand on Joint Commission to send sub-groups. My decision
^0n judgement that question of location and strength of the units is most
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urgent. It is Probably,wise to initiate the action of our teams on this question, espe-

cially, as we are short of helicopters. ; and Sam Neua this
3. I shall raise more substantive issues co Go Pe^ent l y andcan gradually assume

week by proposing procedures whereby Laotian.rt of Indian delegation although
- civil administration there. In this I will have sâPPo on in the commission.

chairnnan will,do his best to avoid any open

Political.
Katay Sasorith, former Minister of Finance, has been asked to

4.
attempt to form a government.

DEA/50052-B-40

797.
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint auxQAffs ires extérieures

pour le sous-seerétaire d État aux .^`^
airsExte►nal .^`^

Memorandum from Assistant Undaf
erslate for External

6f
State Affairsairs

to Under Secretary

A

[Ottawa], November 2, 1954
CONIwExnA-

E CANADIAI^MMISSIONER IN LAOS
p011CY OF 71 as to whether the

about the Minister's concern eNisoryYou spoke to me the other day
of,`seeking compromise agreements with other members ed the ouroy own

^L^ •mmissions might not be going too far. Although I exp ^^ses
Coimpression that the Commissioner in Vientiane had been playing his compssible telegrama
skilfully, I said, I would discuss with the Far some

Eastern Division
rn on the bject.

to one or all the Commissioners lndlcau^e •^ and find that he shares roj d'ât

I have discussed the matter,with Mr. hich rn^ght be interp
ion.

We are both somewhat worried about a telegram w a signal to Set
this early stage and in •the absence of other guidance from us as ssione1S

• that the Commi
wtougher than our pos it^on arrants. We agrc e ma or p

rtender for bargaining purPoses any
^a-

should all be very careful not to su see
no ^te

ci les or sacrifice the interests of our friends. On theh e^g^ns.
we

The fact is that
p our ends by striking ard the Co^u^s^tive at the moment to seelcin8

and seeing
.we have very little to bargain^ with in Laos. Whereas in Vietnam

ation an ld gag
have a considerable interestin retainmg the Commission

in oPeWho wou

that the terms of the Armistice are carried out, in Laos,
issuesebefore we has^é,

w' from a brcakdown of the Comm ssion. If we are to in
Commission é ^ ^ diôn in phon^8

' not bè too reluctant to have the Com^the` Pole mrght clash Ou'mate, for the Communists would then be le ^e
pdate

robably have to We can gel
Saly and Sâm Nei^a without interference• st n^ at least unul after ^

them some time, tiut if this cla'sh could be po Po some Maand but

the Commission in opcration ' in these two northern
Suppor<ing ^ fa^o^.

• ` the Indian Chairman as such a
c aaved. At the present time, .,. , 'ssion. So long se, ^•

anxious to avoid' any open division .is the Co!^ judicious compr^^ We
Commissioner•

able balance can be maintained in the sd.°s oûrâge ^e . ^,d even wlth
be hcs^tan s
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t. Menzies erid I think we shoul into trouble with our A1 e
realize of coursé that we may
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Canadian public opinion if we don't take rigid positions and indulge in a little table
banging.. We still think however, that it is better to endeavour for the present to
outwit the enemy rather than to play his game by breaking up the Commission.

798.
J.W. H[o[,MESl

Le secrétaire d'État aux Ah`'aires exté '
DEA/50052-B-40

au commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Laos

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Laos

TILcRAM 16

CONFIpQNTIA L.. IMPORTANT.

Reference:
Your telegram No. 122 of October 25.

Repeat New Delhi No. 463.

Ottawa, November 4, 1954

You are doubtless aware that the United King
NEUA

P
as we are too - g authorities are much concerned -

about the situation in the two northeastern provinces and particu-
larly about the refusal of the PVV/PL backed by the Poles to permit the establish-
ment of the civil authority of the Royal Laotian Governmen tin these provinces.
They are somewhat disturbed by the reluctance of the Indian Commissioner to
a defïnitive stand on this matter and are proposing to take the matter up with Netake
on his return to New Delhi on November 5. We understand that the United Kin^
donl ^y^ster in Vientiane bas suggested to yôu that you might defer g
issue to a vote until their representations to the Indian Gô e forcing the
eff^t• rnment have taken

r pr% Iwould be grateful for your comments as to whether these United
tatrons to the Indians taken on their own initiative are helpful or no^dWe

would not wish United Kingdom pressure on the Indians to com licate orelations with p y ur ownsupport he h as
Indian Chairman on the Laos Commission, or to jeopardize the

as so far given you in seeing that the Commission fully discharges itsresponsibilities,

refe
We

assume that the compromises you have
^ have been made in the interests of carryingrtthelIndian chairman al ner

d^
on at each step gs w^ch are emd of deferring for the moment pressure for Commission

e^Y out owin po^ly beyond the capacity of the inspection teams to
g to Practical difficulties of transport and communications.

w^e^owd like to know whéther youy are hopeful that continued pressure by you
ran suppon will induce the Poles to back down from their insistence oneng the

^e note^ p Vin greement as giving complete military and civil control of
ces to the Pathet Lao, or whether you think a showdown on
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to will
face up

presutomtheably be
this point is inevitable. If the latter, is more likely, the question first
mainly one of determining when the Indians may be prepared

split vote on any
of the three Commissions. Such a split vote might, of course,dations the

m' volve a refusal by the Pathet Lao to accept the recommeIn view of th se sen lus
sion and a reference to the Geneva ConfreP^ ^ tions to the Indians will be
.implications the effect of United Kingdom

important. LB. PEARSON

DEA/50052-B-40

Le commissaire de la
Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Laos

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International
Supervisory Commission n for Laos,

Io Secretary of State for F.zternal A^`

Vientiane, November 8,1954
Tp,FGRAM 172
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Repeat New Dellu-
SAM NEUA

on Joint COMM-
In my opinion Franco-Laotian delegation

establishment of Pathet/Lao zones
under^ ^

• from the start for esta .• ^ o made mis

NORIïiERN PROVINCES OF MONO SALT fflO • ion made first n"s.

take in not pressing
i

Commission s sult Pea
cle 12 in these two provinces and International rovision. As a^

parties should carry out that p two Prov-
not insisting that the two at , occupation of the entire cw

press for division of territory

lets Vietnamese Volunteers/Pathet Lao claimcl^ has gained aPPe^^Ce Ofp lets
under Article ' 14, without regard for

right and is more difficult to combat now. • lement in ^d S^

i
ion My P^Onal view, is that Article 12 sho^u,ludmhave been

bly arc-as i
m
in PhonS Saly ^etll^°

tion with Article 14 and that , large nough to provide for all â^a^s^a^on
Neua should have been d under Article 14. Royal ^°u
fighting ûnits to be moved there i^ by Pathetllao• ^ regads
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3. Indian dh^airt^ st^ from idea that Geneva Ag^
y were acro•

and 14 and is willing to p forces w e
re ca°°prtielesand 12 when it bas been established that national l^vprovinces19 if of the territory

âlly in controt .of Part
of the two p

oüan Aivy

will be pursucd 03a mat ^
mingdeiiberate Polish dilatory ,

cs of uquestions aim^ at es^b
joint

^s.

overco Commiasion last wcek:°;I asked a sen

into effect. , . ï .: ^ i into prnscnce of National
that such enqwIY

4. Our delegation ^ bas forced 9u rY ned ere Y
in the, two provinces and a few days ago we ^^^ teains th
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fO^ ter of priority by international durinS lishillg
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illegality of People's Vietnamese Volunteers/Pathet Lao stand under Geneva A ree-
ment in the light of general rules of treaty interpretation. g
5. People's Vietnamese Volunteers/Pathet Lao delegation declined to answer m

questions on the ground that recent statement' by Prince Souphannom Vong has
cleared the way for settlement. This statement, which says that "the Pathet/Lao
forces recognize the Royal Government and in principle the administration of
Pathet/i,ao in the two provinces as placed under the supreme authority of the Royal
Government", is a renunciation by the Pathet/Lao to their former claim that theywere a de jure government. However, the de facto Pathet/Lao Government is tocontinue as such until political settlement is reached.

6. Atmosphere should become easier when People's Vietnamese Volunteers
have completed evacuation of Laos by November 19. Meanwhile, it is unfortunate
that Cabinet crisis has not been solved as yet. In my opinion, the Pathet/Lao are notat all

Communist as a whole and I do think that political settlement might come
soon after November 19 with Royal Laotian Government reasonably disposed toconciliation.

7. In conclusion, I find situation legally illogical but politically not alarming.
the time being, I consider it my task to push towards betterment of legal position at
least under Article 19 with a view to placing Royal Laotian Government in th
Position to which they are entitled under the Geneva Agreement. e
800.

Commissioner, International Supervisory CommM V_ ission for Laos,

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour le Laos

au secrétaire dE'tat aux Affaires extérieures

^G^M 189

cretary of State for Extenuzl Affairs

Vientiane, November 11, 1954
C^N6E' 'q7^ IMMEDIATE.
Repeat New De1hi.

I^e Vur telegr^ No. 16 of November 4, concernin Phong
ed only today. Saly and Sam Neua

part of YMy telegram No. 172 of [November] 8, may have answeredyoiir quenes.

,s
2. k

do not, repeat not, think that United Kin dom rensk cnip]^eaun g presentations in New Delhi
out apPeazance of my relations with Indian Chairman, if made discreetly and with-
for solutio Y connivince. Khosla only lacks boldness and is prone to wait
eo n under eventual political settlement instead of taking action through ourtrmission. It vt,ould
Khosla, , therefore, help if Nehru were to recommend firmer line to3Yo .t,

^^^^uon ofNui is , L. my compromises as stated in paragraph 3 of your tele-, n^ec _

DEA/50052-B-40
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4. As regards your paragraph 4, I do not, repeat not, believe that Polish Commis-t Lao
sioner will ever back down'on this problem of the two GoverncnenteA showdownRoyal
themselves agree to come to terms with

is inevitable unless political settlement withdrawal of
5: in view of continued Cabinet crisis and approaching date ofwithholding initiative

Vietnamese forces from,T.aos viz N^k audience
9l propose

with Crown Prince in whom I
until that : date. Meanwhile, I shall
have ï
Phouma. cial,

After confidence
ascertain

ing and call again on Acting Prime1^1 ^ofe u8iâ i
uvanna

nform
^ their views,l shall tackle Khosla

you of any new plans for action.

Le commissaire de la Commission internationale
de surveillance pour lt Laos

au secrétaire' d'État aux Affiaires extérieures
Commission for Laos,

,ommissioner, International Supervisory
airsin Stcretary of State for External Affairs

Vientiane, November 20,1954

Tu-GRAM 2

CoNFiD1FNTM

Refcrcnce: Our telegram No. 192 of November 13.t
RT N0. 8

W7ERNATiONA1. COMMISSION LAOS -- WEEKLY ^ ^edings of then p
During the past week there ^^nn ce

rtain lull
concurred inito some

extent insofar
litical leaders in VenInternadonal Commission which bas bee

k the advice ^n dwe are concerned because of the inability of any of thP to
see fort

tiane to form a governc^nt. lï considcr it most icnPo
For this

new in the formulation
of a recommenda^on

`concurrence of any government n to implement.

political action which that government woudbecallm mmendationsô ^^v00
reco

reason I have hcld up forcing in the Commission • nt of the R y
the r^cent Pathet Lao acceptan^ in princ iple of the sove of the Royal Govermnenc

ernment for the assertion of the administrative authority o iven me his ^s^ance
^^ :^ .of Phong Saly and Sam Neua. Koshla form^ we should

in provinces,
^^^^^ inc 100 percent an d that`as soon as a governmet is

s
take appropriate action in the Commission. Co^.

' ^'^ '*'x.^`
important week for the Internationalion^e report

s and People^ Z. Nevertheltss, this has been an
^lease noting with sati

âion: Wefâre, today issuing a press excep
frotn ` the Joint Commission of the Fr F ench Union forces,Volont

rece^ved ds that the • VietnameseIo CotnmanVietnamese VoluntetralPathet• ^le

'^` owed in the Geneva Agr^ment, and all P^elte^tory
for those all ithdrawn comple^iatl rin view of our lack of p 010now been w

of Laos.

teers forces have think theprovinces, I
it in

I}^d sotnë hesitationabout this release,
^ern

information about the F situation in the 2
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true "and appropriate to state that the most important military provision of the agree-
ment has been implemented by both sides at least in the letter.
3. The'political committee has had its difficulties because the Poles went back on

their verbal agreement that in accordance with Article 24 complaints should first be
investigated by`the Joint Commission. But in the Commission itself after a long
rearguard action by the Pole we were able to salvage enough of the recommenda-
tions of the comrnittee to direct the Secretariat that in the first instance the parties
should be asked to contact each other for the settlement of a dispute unless the
dispute was of a serious nature when it should immediately be brought to the atten-
tion of the political committee or of the International Commission.
4.

There was one unusually harmonious meeting this week when the Canadian
Delegation presented a re-draft in form of a Polish recommendation on democratic
g ts which in its final form of a letter to the Joint Commission requested both

parties to give wide publicity to Articles 15 and 17 of the Geneva Agreement and in
spite of Polish reluctance as well to the paragraph in the Geneva declaration of the
Government of Laos stating its intention to integrate all citizens without discrimi-
nation into the national community.

DEA/50052-B-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

' de surveillance pour le Laos
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Laos,

TQ.EGRAM 5
A .

.

COMMEMM,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Vientiane, November 27, 1954

Reference: Our telegram No. 2 of November 20.

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION LAOS - WEEKLY REPORT NO. 9

This has been an active week for the Commission, especially for our teams in
the lnounta.inous jungle of the northern provinces. Serious incidents in Phong Saly
also Sara Neua have underlined the situation there as a threat to peace. They have
inveSemph^l^d ' the frustration of the Commission in its inability to carry out
of • ugations and supervision properly in that area because of the non-availabilitytransport.
2 In ^ents.

Two serious incidents were reported to the Commission early in theWeek and
^^ allegedly serious situation was drawn to our attention on the 26 ina lettér` a .

fr°m the Prime Minister. First, a Vietnamese Volunteer/Pathet Lao force
P^ntrong W^ said to have engaged a Laotian National Army unit at Pong Nang in

g Saly ôn 'November 18: The Royal Government press attempted to use this
report as Proof that People's Vietnamese Volunteer elements had not withdrawn
h0rJQ Laos: Secondly our sub-team in Sam Neua reported that during the night of
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irates attacked the -Pathet Lao occupied town of 1S ^rieuto
November 22-23, P The Commission has glve p ty
Fighting took place in the team compound. transport available to investigate
investigations into these 2 incidents.r t we^ have t^k place Ban Saeui in Sam Neua
the incidents which the Prime
on November 24 and which he claims are liable to have se noumsl , nPe%^l.on estit

the same time our Saphao team has h^hetaLa ►o forces passpng from Viet-
gation in order to supervise the reassembly of Pat
nam into Sam Neua..t inci

• National Army troops in Phong Saly and Sam Neua. ^^n
cessi y for3. Laotuul

dents as sufficient reason to raise on fo^ of the h °p^^ in the northern prov-
the supervision and control of the armed ^ I^^ agreement from my Polish

inces. With the cooperation of the Chairm

colleague o ter based at Seno in the South to Plaine des Jarres which is
(a) to move our hehc p

the best place for servicing Northern Laos, s ifically for the p^s and
fi. (b) to set up a new mobile team at Xieng Khouang f^ ^ in the 2 province
investigating the presence of Laotian National Army

est the Joint Commission to have liaison officers made available to our
(c) to request • u s cannot be provided.

teams when joint sub-gro p rt difficulties were dramaticallY empha-
' 4. Transport. The Commission's transpo

by
landing and loss by fire on the 20th of one of the n Ws^ylit °a ^

sizedl the forced
ters normally at the disposition of our teams in the h

north.1^ o^offcer described as
cscaped serious injury and displayed what the French liais jungle to safety•

the 3 da s they trekked throug
uncommon endurance during Y r^. It was almost ann uls at
A report of this incident has been released to officpers to make special e qver carrying
Æw^n we had ncws that the B^ landing Saphao. The aircraft is out fc^ s,
Sam Neua had been damaged in g ^t several days. In the 10sion and the officers have been stranded

could
for the

make to the Commission in ôu S to
stances the only reasonable reply , we ter based at Xieng
response to their request for the use of -tir helicopter that the Cor►^s"

helicopterconduct investigations in the neighbouring areas of Vietnam,to make
sions should , appeal jointly to the French authonties

another

available in that area for the joint use of the 2 ConsOctobec 19, the Nation^Katay
,U5,, Gmeral,&Ending the Cabinet crisis which began overn

A

ment heed^in s er and
ssemb ly on November 25 votai confidence in a 8 Pnm as Vice Pre

.^, Souvaïlna Phouma and Phoui Sananikone, ovecnment •oriry to
S^ Affairs respectlvely, remain in the 8
Minister for Foreign overnment will give fust pn
dents of the Council. I am confitdlc^n ^^^ provinces. praba08. It
the problcm of the situation in

nt its respects to King at Luang
°Cocnmission goes today to F`7761111i

ârill rcturn , totnorrow
x ^ _, .
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803.

Commissioner, International Supervfsory Commission for Laos,to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50052-B-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Laos
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRAM 12
Vientiane, December 22, 1954

CONFIDENTTAL, IMPORTANT.

Reference: Our telegram No. 10 of December 10.t

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION LAOS PROGRESS REPORT NO. 12

Because of alterations in and uncertainty about courier connections and the diffi-
culties involved in telegraphic communication of long messages from this post this
delayed repôrt covers the period December 11 to December 20.

2. Teams and investigations. The main operational difficulty with which the Com-
mission has had to cope during the period under review has been the non-availabil-
ity of or incompleteness of joint groups representing the two parties to assist our
teams in carrying out priority investigations in the northern provinces. On Decem-
ber 12 the Commission ordered the mobile team from Xieng Khouang to proceed
hnediately to Hong Kyon in Sam Neua to investigate a Royal Government com-
Plaint that the Pathet Lao were menacing the position of Royal Army forces there
but the peoples Vietnamese Volunteer/Pathet Lao delegation refused to provide the
team with a joint group on the grounds that they had not received sufficient infor-
mation about the complaint and that they considered other complaints of murder
and arson they had previously made against the Franco-Laotian party of greater
unPortance. It was only after a lengthy excFiange of messages reiterating the insis-
tence of the Commission that the Peoples Vietnamese Volunteer/Pathet Lao agreed
to provide their liaison component with the joint group on December 17. Then the
Commission had to intervene with the Franco-Laotian side to secure helicopter
kmspoit for the Peoples Vietnamese Volunteer/Pathet Lao group who insisted on
^^ g taken°en route first to the town of Sam Neua for briefing at their headquar-

The tean was finally able to begin the enquiry 1 week after it had been given
^ediate Priority by the Commission. A similar situation arose in Thong Saly

the Pathet Lao objected to a wireless set and operator accompanying 'the
^^S fr^otian element in the joint group which it was said arrived without creden-

°m the Joint Commission.
3• Asa,

s a result of this frustration and delay for our teams and bickering between the
p"O1eS the Chaiaction tman and the Canadian delegation firmly resolved that drasticmust be

taken by the Commission despite Polish unwillingness to be critical
of the usefulness `of joint groups and so open the way to a demand for their dis-
^^^o ent under qrtlcle 28. Our position was stren thened b a rudel worded let-mthep. g y Y

eOples Vietnamese Volunteer/Pathet Lao delegation which in effect.;>;
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on the Committee flatl re
than dispensing with liaison officers from both

sides
th•nvestigationsIt willrather resented during

both parties would make every effort to be rcp tance
no w o to the Commission where the Chairman is determined to secure accep
no g
of it in 1 version or another..

` provinces.
Published content by the Laotian Government on Decem-

4. Northerr^ of the Comcnission's recommendation with Well1;,.r 10 welcomed the substance Royal Government
to a political settlement between the PathetoL.aih and the °overnment could not beember 19
as its timing by stating that the authority

the Vietminh forces were withdrawn on N m
exercised there before

Sam Ne a

M^iwhilé a Peoples Vietnamese Volunteer/Pathet I.ao su enquired
bmission am0n8st

• '
Pathet

complaining that the International Commission had^ of notforced recNitment mi PaSht
Lao troops in order that the Franco-Laotian charg once more in the C°^S-
^sprOYed presented me with the opportunity of raising Neua. The

a-sion the question of investigating these units in Phong S^o the
and Sam

Indian Nand an
Polish Political Adviser in committee had refused to agroe aa

the Commission should ask for a list showing concens could
th an recommcndatiôn that ssion tea►

nn-
'ôns of Pathet Lao forces. He said the Internatioe^chme ^ter in the Cote

ti • ' e Pathet Lao d ^o had the
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dictated to-the Commission the conditions under which nvePti°ations.1eWhile the

Volunteer/Pathet Lao would operate in ^e^ ^g o
ut

slight concession to the

Polish

of the Commission s reply P clearly
h attempts to defend the tone of Colonel Tinh's letter it

state
cons dered that

case joint groups were not practicable or available the to represent
the parties might authorize liaison officers or local representatives

e se of investigation. It also stated that the CslHa v

right thitself
p^

to P°
decide the priority which should be given to investigations.

m
thèg
them for

•'gained the first round in the Commission we instruct
ed
,on for a solution the

Commis-to

r

eview the situation and come Û é^+i^ ^^ ^.t letter to the Joint Commis-
pmblem. The Canadian representa p ared to
sion stating that the International Commission was

no way bound or
Commi sion teams

a^ptthis unsatisfactory situation and that the International u s or liaison
could be instructed to proceed with investigations even if joint gro p

not available from the Joint Commission. The Polish
p ^^m t^a

officers were n f ud to accent this,even though it was put e that.

conduct cnquiries ocxasionally in som that the Pathet
`Polish colleague developed the argument 'ssion hadCom^vinces•mission my The

set by the
^ Vh t to occupy and control the whole of the two prot within theg , st^onuee o this qno , rïght to check the Patheco^ forces n^ag^ nor compro . he may be able

civil liberties and
Article 15 and 17 „and the relevant portion a reed Wide cula-

cepathet Lao themselves. I of
.eful that in private conversauon t accept^

P0 es ^of principle. The thairm^ is hop the
' e question back to one of procedure and so se éé the

tobnngth,q , .
of the majority recotnrnendation of the Political

commit. ^oved an ^6
mi

^
'ssion a ic^^ly to.. ...,r ^ . . „..

15. Dcmoeratic freedom. On 15 D^m the Comoms referrin8 p Dec
a1 Government's Gene^a intodrift circular on c f

ttic e
Roy translation

lâration. It has betn sent to, the joint Comtnissith
at forsho ld recci,e c^

Laodan. The Poles are obviously most anxious th
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don in the South in order that the number of complaints in this category against the
Royal Government may span an increase. On the other hand they are reluctant to
agree that the circular should be distributed by our teams which is one of the few
ways we can help to have it distributed in the northern areas controlled by the
Pathet Lao.

6. Placement of fixed teams.
The Commission has asked the Royal Government

for its agreement (in accordance with Article 26) to moving the fixed team for the
province of Sam Neua from Saphao to the town of Sam Neua itself which offers
better communication facilities, accommodation, and is the Pathet Lao administra-
tive headquarters. At the request of the Franco-Laotian party the Commission has
agreed in principle to placing the fixed team at Tchepone which is called for under
the Geneva Agreement.

DEA/50052-B-40
Le commissaire de la Commission internationale

de surveillance pour le Laos
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner, International Supervisory Commission for Laos,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Vientiane, December 28, 1954

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION LAOS PROGRESS REPORT NO. 13

Approach of Christmas, plus work on the report for the Chairman of the Geneva
Conference, plus tragic death of Mr. Thurrott were cause that there were only two
Co^ssion meetings last week.

2. Teams and investigations. Our mobile team from Xieng Khouang did succeed
^a^b^^ng from commanders of two parties in Nong Khan, Sam Neua, promise
w^c^eY would refrain from attacking one another. It was hard mission during
Laohb t^ felt not too secure. For some reason still to be determined Franco-

an side failed to send joint group which would have permitted investigation ofNational Laotian
h3ve just au^o^ ^y unit nearby. The rations of our team having exhausted we

zed them to return to their base.
jo^^ommission did adopt our proposal to inform Joint Commission that in case
International or liaison officers are not made available by the parties or party, the
necess ^on^ Co^ssion will be compelled to undertake such steps as it will deem
Parties

to
make the work of its teams effective independently of the party or

Which fail to make the liaison available.
^ô' (TWO groups corrupt) of joint sub-commissions and joint groups. Under instruc-
rh^ ^o ^° the French High Command the chief of Franco-Laotian Delegation tos Comm;: ...^ has fixed for next January first the regroupment at Khang
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tral and

t of the Joint Commission) of the joint sub-commissies^f Satnonly the
Khay (Laos 'oint groups attached to them. ThisLower Laos as well as the joint for Upper Laos will remain in exis-
Joint Commission itself and its 6 joint groups this action to the Laotian
tence as from that date. We had informally recommendedment. The purpose is to dissociate
authorities under Article 28 of the Geneva Agree
People's Vietnamese Volunteers from Pathet Laos an Government^em from con-

controlled by the Royalducting activities in territory liai
5. In the same spirit Royal Government has indicated willingn ^t so u hemission

son mission of the opposite party in Vientiane on condition
only delegates of Laotian nationaliry representing the movement called

includes o
Pathet Lao.

DEAI10389-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

aires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux An

A airs
ctin

Under-Seeretary of State for Fxternal ,^`
Memorandum from A8 airsto Secretary of State for External Affairs

1954
[OttawaJ, January 7,

CONFIDENIZAL JAppr1

position,-especial yr s^ to this subject in the course o was pr0bably^
tsext few days and may refet

time,
the ^ling.` the`negotiations have taken a considerable N^erous

1^^^^
^ t the other was dehbe d to be made by

been revicwed in detail+ a ttum a^py of which is attache", p ^e w^sent
seeking fortnal apPtoval of this tcxt,t nithin^^ ^may wish to have this brief note ccon̂cli rg ôn you
tute. In the tnean 1^ ^ Japanese Ambassador may be f his conVersa^°n'

discussions bFtwecn . ^,^ch
A

ment have now been concluded: The text which has emei h^instructions

to be^ acceptable
Afterto both' sides and is in conformity with the

Uaung gCOUP.
it

Cabinet bas given from Urne to time to the Canadian nofor submission to
Cabinet

• orandum will be preparcd ^or to signa,

' offic^als reg
^ • Canadian and Japanese ed appea^

MOSC PAVOURED-NAT10N ^RADB AGRFéiMEM ^ding the pro-

no point at which either 31r- felt tha and lengthy explanations ha e inYOlv>ng
^cal difficulties were encaunte.t^^ from one unfortunate episod ^,d

nart
each side ai„ one time °t an ocials

app^d to have misled us
4woodpulP; (whae. ce^n JaP^
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apparently their negotiating team as well), the atmosphere surrounding the talks has
been very good, and each side has shown a readiness to consider sympathetically
the problems of the other. You may wish to mention to the Ambassador that the
Canadian group developed a very healthy respect for the negotiating abilities of
Mr. Inagaki and his colleagues.

3: The Japanese language text of the Agreement is being prepared in Tokyo and
will be supplied to us shortly for our examination and approval. Mr. 'Inagaki
returned to Tokyo last night in order to hasten this translation and also to partici-
pate in the working out of the arrangements that will be necessary for ensuring that
imports of the nine commodities listed in one of the accompanying notes will take
place on a competitive and non-discriminatory basis. He will also be consulting
with his authorities and with our Embassy concerning the kind of. information
which is to be supplied to us periodically after the Agreement comes into force in
order to keep us informed on how the Agreement is working.
4. Before his departure, Mr. Inagaki expressed the view that signature of the

Agreement should be possible early in February and that ratification action by the
Japanese Diet might be initiated in March.
5.

During the last meeting with him, Mr. Inagaki referred to the possibility that
Japan might receive as much as 500,000 tons of wheat from the United States under
a special arrangement of the kind envisaged in the notorious Section 550 of the
Mutual Security Act.37 Although the Canadian side had been informed confiden-
ba11y of this possibility by the State Department some time ago (and were aware
that fairly strong representations had been made to the United States on this propo-
sal, esPecially with respect to the adverse effects which such a transaction might
have on Canada's normal commercial sales to Japan), they did not comment too
vigorously on Mr. Inagaki's rather casual reference to the matter beyond expressing
the hope that the Japanese authorities would refrain from action inconsistent with
the letter and spirit of the draft Agreement even in the period before the Agreement
actually comes into force. It was pointed out to Mr. Inagaki that, apart from the
commercial consequences for Canada of any action which might be, or appear to
be, discriminatory in character, his people would doubtless wish to have in mind
the Psychological consequences of any such action in relation to the reception of

Agreement in Canada. Both sides obviously had an interest in creating anatmosphere which would be favourable to acceptance of an Agreement which
promised to be mutually advantageous.

6. U you are talking with Mr. Iguchi concerning this draft Agreement, you may
Wish to re-emphasize the desirability of both countries avoiding any action at this

n^azticle 550 d^{^ Loi de sécurité mutuelle de 1953 prévoyait une somme d'au moins 100 mil-
s' mais ne dépassant pas 250 millions $ pour l'achat de produits agricoles excédentaires par

Pays amis. pour le texte, voir •l

the
550 of the 1953 Mutual Security Act provided between a100 and $250 million for financing

P"*Chase of American agricultural commodities by friendly countries. For text, see:
00C`ne'ts on International AfJ'airs 1953, London: Oxford University Press-Royal Institute of Inter-
national Atïiairs, pp. 25455.
Sur le Problème général causé
rfleAts 513-5^^ Paz la destruction des excédents agricoles des États-Unis, voir pocu=

On the general problem caused by the disposal of American agricultural surplus, see
1)0cufeats 513-322.
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' prejudice the prospects for the Agreement. You might wishf a
time wluch could
mention specifically the reports which we have had concerning

the possibility o
ht wish to observe

wheat deal between Japan and the United S tates,
whi h d d not provide an opportu-

that, if Japan were to procure wheat in a m^ne ucÂa
msent10Younity for Canada to compete for the business, we should re^ardSed

contrary to the non-discnminatoryprovisions of ou r p po

might wish to add that such a transaction, especiall Y if it were to be for a substantial
people that the

quantity, would make it very difficult to convince
maintaineoÇ increase Canada's trade

Agreement when ratified would really help to st of Our
with JaPan. The fact that some of the U.S. wheat may be f^t^ whereas Wâuld seem
wheat is bard- which Mr. Inagakime

tiThe
ned^^uAs gr

^ment envisages complete
to be quite irrelevant to the main issue.

a
from certain

ccompanying cthenôn-discrimination with respect to imports of all wheat (apart
tions specifically mentioned in the confidentia l

Agreeinent). Mr. Howe will have had an oPPortu-
7: It may be that before Mr. Iguchi sees you t be said formally to the Japanese

nity to discuss with you the question of what migh and Mr^
authorities (as well as to the United States) about thiei^deal. ggeou

sted above
Howe have not had an opportunity ' to discuss . it,
would seem, to be reasonable and to reflect Canada's interests

in thea pn Pod^

the Jap-
uner

transaction.'While it can be represented that the supply of wheat to J p

anese

ial arrangements (resulting in 'the accumulation of yen
for use by

e G ernment) is about the only way in which the U.S. can
would s^the xtreme Y

in financing their re-armament defence
an argument.e itThe fact that the United States

doubtful that we should accept such
willin to make funds available only inconnection ü^ i n

the
t ^a-

Con^s
may be

' g cultural would not seem to provide s
posal of its surplus agncultural p and which
son for us to acquiesce in a transaction which would nswith Japan. In the endé
would greatly reduce the value of âurP matter to

reeme
arrive at some compronus

of course, it may be necessary as practical that aoW
a smaller quantity of wheat ^anover

whereby the United States would supply
envisaged and^would ensure that the shipment of such wheat would be spread ^

a'

our normal trade to a
sufficiently long period of time to keep interference with

minimum Meanwhile, however, it would seem dcs
irable for utp Of the

. cipwell as the United States) know that we are concerned at the implications les
deal and regard it as discriminatory and contrary to the basic Prin

rumoured
_ r proposed Agreement

R.A. MtACKAY]
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandtun
from Acting Under-Secrëtary of State for External Affairs

to 'Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTTAI,
[Ottawa], January 8, 1954

MOST FAVOUREp-NATION TRADE AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN AND REPORTS OF
SPECIAL JAPANESE WHEAT PURCHASES FROM THE UNITED STATES

In'paragraph 7 of my memorandum of January 7, I mentioned Mr. Howe's inter-
est in this matter. Since that memorandum was sent to you there has been some
interdepaitmental discussions among officials concerning the desirability of Mr..
Howe informing the Japanese Ambassador of his concern at the proposed wheat
deal with the United States. I attach the text of a letter prepared during those dis-cussions

which it was thought Mr. Howe might give to Mr. Iguchi.
2.

Since it seemed desirable to keep this subject on a commercial basis at this
stage (and to avoid for the present any discussion of the difficulties which the Japa-
nese might be experiencing in meeting their food requirements and of the relation-
shiP of this transaction to the financing of Japanese rearmament) it was felt that it
would be appropriate ^ for the Minister of Trade & Commerce to be the one to
receive the Japanese Ambassador. It also appeared that something resembling a
Personal letter might be the most effective means of conveying these views to the
Ambassador, especially since the trade agreement is of course not yet in force and
there is therefore no legal basis for a formal protest from us.3.

Mr• Howe has now in fact seen the Japanese Ambassador this morning and has
^at n^^ the proposed letter supplemented by his own oral remarks. I understand

Mr. Iguchi showed no surprise at the 'receipt of these representations. He said
^ nte frankly that he was already aware of the probability that the proposed transac-

would not be well received in Canada and he had advised Tokyo to this effect.
He told A4r. Howe that he would immediately inform Tokyo of this mornin '
versadon and of the contents of the letter. ^ g s con

4. in case you may be talking with Mr. Iguchi in the near future you will doubtless
wish to be aware of the exchange which Mr. Howe has already had with him on% subject.

R.A. M[ACKAY]
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My dear Ambassador:
I have received reports to the effect that the Japanese Government wila esounder

purchase substantial quantities of wheat and barley, f
Uni

Fromt
ed
theS

t
nfo^a^on

the provisions of Section 550 of the Mutual Secur ►ty
which I have, I would think such purchases by Japan might well prove to be mcon-tment of
sistent with the principles of unconditional non-discriminato on co ammerce between
and barley which are at the heart of th^ ph^^to agreement

and barley for which Cana
Japan and Canada. In my view, any pu^ oPPo^niry of competing, would be ^S-

eq .dian suppliers are not granted an

-

criminatory and in conflict with the principles
ch, it is hoped, may soon govern

commercial relations between Canada and Japan. such purchases, and
In addition, I would wish t no' emphasize ^ aUo eôf

prospect of
Canadian sales of wheat and

the serious curtailment or po^y

climate of opinion in
which mi ht

Canada regarding

therefrom, would have an adverse,eo^ed na^ n
barley to Japan g ^ing the establishment of most fa

articularly unfortunate ii
trade relations with Japan. in, my opinion, it would be p agreement which is
anything were to happen at this time to impair the basis of an agr^
now approaching a successful conclusion.

[C.D. HowEl

[Ottawa], January 7, 1954

Following for M.W. Sharp, p whea co^.

Dcpartmcnt Trade and Commerce for G.H. McIvor Canadian nt in
8. First day sPeand ^^^n^

remark was made by Mr. Matsuo, Deputy

De artment Trade and Commerce, t Board fro

Vogel, Begins: Grain mission ^o^nternaU'onal Trade and Industry
tesy calls on officials of Ministry ,

es.
The m ost interesBureaueneralit^

of Foreign Affairs. Most of the talks d^^ef ôf the International Trade

[pIkE toirrrEIENCi,oscrRel

Le ministre du commerce
à l'ambassadeur du Japon

Minister of Trade and Commerce

to Ambassador of Japan

' ' 'Lambcïssadeur au Japon

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Japan
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

Tokyo, January
1954

S. IMpORTANi' repeat R-M• Esdale^,
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of MITI, who said that MITI would favour a wheat contract with the Canadian
Board in order that wheat movement might be programmed. Actual buying

and contract, if any, would be a matter for the Japanese Food Agency a divisionthe Department of Agriculture and Fores^ of
betwéen MITI and the Agency. • • There appears to be great rivalry

2. In the Ministry of Foreign Affairs we called on Mr. Oda, the Chief
nomic Affairs Bureau, who will be leaving in March to be Minister in Lon on. Mr.

said that before leaving his job he had wanted to finish the trade
^with Canada and also to clean up the Ja anese agreement

P position with respect to MSA. Wedid not question him on the latter point.
3.

On the evening of January 8 reception was given by Mr. Britton attended
prominent officials and grain trade. Mr. Izumoi, who used to be with Embas by
Ottawa and now with MITT, took Vogel aside to say in great sy in
Agency very tricky and must be watched. Izumoi sai

Agency toonwants wheato^contract and will probably originally suggest 450,000 tons. He said that real figure
^ Agency's mind is 700,000 tons but he did not know if either figure in
quantitles already bought this'year. He said grain mission should be ve cluded

not to appear anxious for contract and should leave first move up to Ag nce^l
4. Lster dùring reception Mr. Matsuo told Riddell and Vo 'el that y

wheat might be obtained from United States under Section 550. Weto'ld ^tons of

we were sure Ottawa would regard it as discriminatory if purchase of onl mthat
UnitedStates

wheat to be considered because payment in yen. We told him that yn return
for substantial tariff concessions on Japanese goods Canada had not asked
ant^es of quantities etc., but had only asked for non-discriminatory treatment oselected commodities

We told Matsuo that .Inagaki (due Tokyo Sat nwasundoubtedly well aware of what Canadian attitude would beMatsuo su y ge
urda

stedPerhaps Section 550 a special case but we told him it was impossible to hav
cial discrimination when convenient and that agreement rov des for • e spe-
hon only in special cases like Argentine wheat deal. p

olscrimina-
5- On' Saturday morning

, paid courtesy call on Mr. Maetani, Head of Food
Agencybut béyond learning interesting statistics of the ever increasing Japanese
use of wheat and barley we did not come to gripes. First real business meetin
°PPosed to courtesy calls) will commence today. gs (as

f

i i
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- L'ambassadeur au Japon

Ambassador in Japan
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

serrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Tokyo, January 14, 1954

SECRET. IMPoRTArrt.

Following for M.W. Sharp, Trade and Commerce Department, reaBoard, from
Trade and Commerce Department, for G.H. Mclvor, Canadian

Vogel, Begins: Had further meetings with Food Agency on Wednesday. We
discussed many points with respect to particular requirements of Japanese markets.
No specific discussion re wheat contract but we learn confidentially, from personal
sources, that a result of our visit here has been to convince Food ô^i n^ of Jap-
anese of contract and that negotiations will probably be opened Y cover a
anese Ambassador in Ottawa. We understand contract (w 1^Véi p^es from Nov-
quantity of from 450 thousand to 700 thousand tons)
ember 1st last to end of next August. Unless there is a great change of heart ^tso
we.leave here^ we areI confident that contract will materialize. Food g roblem
considering pqssibility of barley contract but No. I feed barley is a great P
for them because of mixture of 6 row and 2 row varieties. spent

2. No further meetings planned with Food Agency. Rest of stay her e will
for Hong

in visiting mills, bakeries and barley processing plants. We are leaving i^nerary.
Kong via BOAC on Sunday night, which is 24 ho lin ial for sales of wheat.
- 3. Outstanding impression of Japan is the tremendousd pote tion had
The mills, etc., we have seen would be impressive even if full Ûsesof flour here
been reached but in fact wheat consumption is only beginning. u^lry

ore, a
last year increased 50 per cent over previous year. This is,If ^lls had freechoice
bread market which appreciates
of

that Canadian wheat would dominate.
;at supplies there is no doubt

4. Cannot speak too highly of Britton's assistance here and of his outstanding
personal connections with senior officials and trade. Rupert J^uarynce

5. Raised question of 2 cargoes No. 1 feed barleyo sol d su h purchases but
Food Agency says cannot discover any importers who long

^ Canaan exporcers have simplY g
are still investigating..It may be at
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Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

PCO

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 15-54

COr^rnENTrA^
Ottawa, January - 18, 1954

AGREEMENT ON COMMERCE WTTH JApAN

The negotiations between the Canadian Negotiating Group and members of
Japanese Embassy for the proposed trade treaty have now produced draft texts of
the Agreement and the supplementary notes which are satisfactory to both sides.38This

Memorandum sununarises the developments and the results of the ne otia-
tions and seeks Cabinet approval for the Government of Canada to enter into the
Proposed Agreement.

The Canadian Negotiating Group has consisted of officials from the De art-
ments of External Affairs, Finance, and Trade and Commerce designated by Cabi-
net on July 31, 1952. In addition to the original instructions given to the Group b
Cabinet at its meeting on November 19, 1952, Cabinet has also considered a num-
ber of specific points in the proposed Agreement and provided guidance for the
Negotiating Group on several occasions, (notably at its meetings on January 30 ,
July 6, September 29 and October 21, 1953).39 The draft Agreement, a coof
which is attached to this submission, is in accordance with the lines laid down f rom
time to time by Cabinet.

It
will be recalled that the Negotiating Group originally was instructed:

(
1) to seek a reservation of the right to apply fixed values on imports which causeor threaten to use serious injury to Canadian industry

(2) to seek certain assurances f rom Japan concerninthen treatmenexP°rts; includin g t of Canadian
^Oni g an undertaking by Japan not to discriminate against imports
effect Canada in the application of trade and exchange restrictions, which would in

additional to any safeguards afforded by GATT in the event that Japan isadniitted to GATT.

The Cabinet memorandum concerning the type of assurances that ssought from Japan hould be
It coWd on the treatment of Canadian exports was as follows:

be pointed out to the Japanese at the outset of the negotiations that the
proposed extension to them of most-favoured-nation rates represented a major
concession;' pailicularlÿ as they reflect the results of negotiations in GATT .
the light'of this, and the fact that Japanese imports into Canada would not be
fiable to'any form of discrimination, the Committee consider that we would be

VouĈana^kVoir
` ` •

^

^

Recueil des traités, 1954, N° 3/See Canada, Treaty Series, 1954, No. 3.nme 19. Document 1083.
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'
ed in asking for similar non-discriminatory treatment of Canadian exports

jusUfito Japan. This would d apply p^cularlY to the 100% surtax on the present tariffpose
duties which the Japanese authorities,may, under e â s^ngt lJa isla Ît Woü1d apply
goods from any country discnnunating in any way g

pan

also to quantitative import restrictions and the allocation ofon oa digscriminatory
which are at present being administered by the Japanese
basis. The starting position should probably be to insist on complete non-dis-
crimination between hard and soft currency countries. lfd^ e^poéinion ^elesst not

o
be maintained in the course of negotiations it might

i be th
e

agreement with the
have the principle of non-discrimination Pelled outto de art from this principle,
reservation that, if the Japanese found it necessary prequest. The last position

be to insis at least on the non-discriminatory
tothey which

would we enter
might

into full
move would

consultations
countries. The question whether

allocation of exchange among the hard currency
we would be prepared to retreat this far would have to be decided"at the time in
the light of the progress achieved in the negotiations as a w hole.
Agree

consistent
ment "was reached on the principle of a valuation procedh^e dec sion

with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and in keeping

enin to cau
se impo-

of Cabinet of January 30, which would permit, in certain circu
mstances,

sition of increased values for duty on imports causing or threat
S

ous injury to à Canadian domestic industry. Forclau
se on reasons

valuation
of presentation

sh ld e covered by
the, Japanese requested that the escape ublished - rather than by Way
means of an exchange of notes

which would be published this proCedure at
of a formal provision in the Agreement itself. Cabinet approved to the Ag^-

its
meeting last Octobër 21. The second Exchange of Notes appended ises the right

ment provides this escape clause. The Japanese Note expressly^ed^eS in the cn"
of the Canadian Government to resort to sP^i â^me t and also after the Gen-

eral

cumstances envisaged, both under the bilateral g
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is applied between Canada and Jpp^tion of

The Canadian proposal for the unconditional non-discnnunat
ry p ent as

pantrade and exchange restrictions was not acceptable to the
to

ese Gove
trade and exchan8e

that the right to impose certain discnr<un rY sition of
it considered the external r v â by ^binet on
restrictions was cssential in order to safeguard

•
Japan. In the event a formula was dki^o' n^tlôn with all of ltsTraude ly

not to
and

October 21, awhereby Japan undertoo sources of s pper hard currency not to impose anydiscriminate against Canada ,in favour of oth
roducts Vour of any

iiis connection with nine important Canadian export P in fa
eontrols which have the effect of discriminating natorY

trade or exchange . ^ a reement provides for the non- ^sc sn^ ces of
other country: Art^clelll of the 8• • curren Y

>. , , $ 0cation
non-

heat^on of trade'and exchâng- restrictions as ^^^^ for unconditional the e
^P ^ °' ndcd exchange of notes p of

nig
^pply. The third aPp^ t to the importation into Japan
criminatory treatmcnt w^th cespcc -

mtiwdiUes• h t eXisting firIT c fthe
O

^ ^ .

°of anyAt its meeting on October 21, Cabinet also agrecd t a Japanfor the purchaSe
ments into . which the Japanese had alread

and certainentered amounts of wheat wwch
ther countn ,nine commodities from o

i

(t,

tiE
th
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proposed to include in agreements currently under negotiation
with the Ar

and Turkey, should be exempted from the commitment with respect t6 t
he ninecommodities. Cabinet also agreed that a general reference to these exceptions

should be made in the public exchange of notes but that the precise understandin
gon these exceptions should be incorporated in an exchange of notes which at the

request of the Japanese would remain confidential after the Agreement was signed
in order not to prejudice Japan's negotiations with the Argentine and Turke

y (seethe fourth appended exchange of notes). The Japanese have indicated that should
parliamentaty or other questions be addressed to their govermnent for more precise
information about the exceptions, they would reply that existing and certain
arrangements under negotiation with third countries are exempted. Should similar
questions be put in Canada we would reply similarly, explaining that only a limited
number of the nine commodities are affected and that the exceptions are for spe-
cific and limited quantifies and for specific periods.

The confidential exchange of Notes also provides that the Japanese Governmentshall supply relevant information concerning its import licensing and forei gnexchange allocation systems in order that the Canadian Government may be in a
position to follow the operation of Article III and the exceptions.

As the negotiations have been conducted in Ottawa, the draft Agreement is
intended to provide for signature to take place in Ottawa and the exchan

ge ofinstruments of ratification to take place in Tokyo. Cabinet will wish to consider
whether this procedure commends itself. Subject to Cabinet approval it has been
antatively suggested that the Agreement might be signed early in February. The

panese have indicated that the Agreement would probably be submitted to the
Japanese Diet for ratification in early March. Ministers may wish to consider the
manner and timing of any discussion of this Agreement in the CanadianParliament.

RecomWndation

It is rec.ornmended, with the concurrence of the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce and the Acting Minister of Finance, that Cabinet:

(a)
Approve entry by the Government of Canada into this proposed Agreement on

Commerce with Japan; the English and Japanese language texts to be re arded as
equally authentic after conformity of the two texts has been verified; g
N Approve the four supplementary exchanges of Notes in the English lan ua e•(c)

Agree that authority be sought of the Governor-in-Council for signature of the
^tor^ment and the related exchanges of notes on behalf of Canada b y

by Cabinet);(a y

gree that the exchange of notes on the exceptions to the Japanese commit-
4es shouldment to accord unconditional most-favoured-nation treatment to the nine commodi-
$e Other "changes ^nfdential documents after publication of the Agreement and

^e^ A of notes;
signatf̂^^ an

Agreement,
press release, to be issued in Ottawa at the time of

. ^^. be prepared by the Negotiating Group and be approved

®
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by the Secre^Yof State for External Affairs, the Minister of Trade and Commerce

and the Minister of Finance;

(f)
Agree that the Governor-in-Council be requested to authorise ratification to

han e of instruments of ratification with Japan 40
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intéri m aux Affaireextérieures
extérieures

pour le seerEtaire d 'État aux Affaires
from Acting Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Memorandum fto Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], January 20, 1954
SGC[V+•

k j

U.S.
WNEAT AND BARLEY SALES ^ JAPAN UNDER SECT1oN 550

PROPOS®
OF THE MUTUAL SECUIÜTY ACT

From the attached telegram (No. 12) which has just been recei
ved

purchases of at 500,000
posedEmbassy in Tokyo, it would appear that the pro h within the next

tons of wheat and 100,000 tons of barleyarewe^pe,lc^ted to âode^iopment would be
two weeks. In view of the concern` with in Washington indicatingt to mir F.cnbassY

.d^^. , .,. .

vicwed here, a telegram has been sen arment of Tra

that Mr. Mclvor of the Wheat Board and Dr. Isbister Sf officDals on Thursday and
and Commerce will be in Washington for talks
FridaY. A copy of this telegram is also attached for your info^ i olnnhe would be

2: I understand it to be Mr. Howe's view that, despite this si eement
= ro•ected Traded Agr
`agreeable to action by Cabinet tomorrow on the p might, of course, be

between Canada and Japan. The fate of that Agreement d transaction-

ID
affected by what happens eventually concerning this propose

A M[ACKAv]

I
I

.. _ . < - us" sa décision

^-
' ie Cabinet a apptovvE les taommandadoN a) et b).

mais a reP°
0

i^» l.e 21 jativiet 1954. aecision on

t, ; ; qumt à la date et m lieu de la dpatue- uons (a) and (b) but defcrred

On JaeuarJ► Z1,19S^/, Cabinet ^x^ .
dme and place of siPatuce•
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L'ambassadeur au Japon
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Japan
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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Tokyo, January 19, 1954
SECRET. IMMEDIUIIE.

Attention
M.W. Sharp, Trade and Commerce, from Britton, Begins: Oda of Japa-

nese Foreign Office advised me this morning that Japan intends purchasing
500,000 tons of wheat and 100,000 tons of barley from the United States under the
provisions of Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act. It is anticipated that an agree-
ment for the purchase will be concluded before the end of January.

2. Japanese Government does not regard these purchases as discriminatory nor in
conflict with the projected agreement on commerce between Canada and Japan and
will cable Iguchi in these terms. Oda contends that the wheat under the agreement
will be'made available to Japan at a price 20 percent below the IWA price and the
barley at a similar discount and, therefore, is being purchased from the cheapest
source of supply.
3.

Oda was'reminded, in the terms of Mr. Howe's letter of January 8 to the Ja a-
nese Amb^s^or, that the Canadian Government would regard this purchase as
discriminatory and that itwould probably affect the volume of Canada's sales of
both Wheat and barley to Japan during the present year. Oda conceded that. Can-
ada's grain sales would be affected and intimated that the United States Govern-
ment havé recently been pressing Japan to increase purchases of wheat and barley
fronl the United States.

4. The transaction will be in yen so that Japan will not be required to use accumu-
lated dollar holdings. 20 percent of the yen proceeds from the sale of the rains is
to be in the form of a • g
munidons indus ^t wtnch will be utilized for the development of Japan's
rocure ^' The balance of 80 percent for United States off-shore militaryp ment:
5.

is probable that additional purchases of wheat and barley under the same
and conditions will be made by Japan from the United States to bring the

total value of the purchases to 50,000,000 dollars (Figure of $50,000,000 (received
p e^Pt) could possibly be $50,900,000.), the figure frequently reported in the local

6' ()da also cottmented on the wheat

ageneY d^s not favour a rigid contract because of losseCs sut ained under the p ev^
Ous contract as a result of the strike on the West Coast. Ends.
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L'ambassadeur au Japon
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Japan
to Secretary of State for External A,`'airs

Tokyo, January 22, 1954

SECRET• IMMIDIATE.
and Commerce, from Britton, Begins: Had interview today

Attention Sharp, Trade y which he
with Waring, Commercial Councillor at United States E^ ûnder secgon 550 of
outlined his views on the forthcoming grain W^ P

M
SA; Waring has been fully informed by the Japanese Governo enof on

C
ow as

dian Government's attitude to these transa ctions
discussions which he conducted with the

letter of January 8. Wanng stated i position was kept continu
Japanese Government on MSA purchases that G^nadadvises there was no intention
ally in mind by both the negotiating parties. Waring

nterferin
with normal Canadian wheat sales to Japan and h^neO^e pf^enapan

an

of i gg
intention to purchase 600,000 tons of wheat from The Japanese Govern-
year, This quantiry is inclusive of purchases Y

ir intention to purchase not less
ment furthermore have expressed to Waring the year. It is contended
than the saine quantity of wheat from Canada in the next crop y the present
b^ Japanese that contemplated wheat purchases from Canada during crop year.

Y year will be well above quantity purchased P
and next crop y '

chases of grain under
The'Japanese informed Waring that the contemplated purchasesle of non discrun^

sectiôn 550 of MSA does not in their opinion vâ^mént and their note in ieple
nation expressed in the Canada/Japan commercial g ^ese Foreign Off'c
to Mr. Howe's letter will be couched in these terms. The Japanese by Mr. g°we
according to Wa^nB an giving serious attention

to the protest lodged concemed

`^ f d I athered that the United States Embassy here are ânese Government con'
^ g • in Tokyo nor the Jap
Neither thé Uruted States Embassy wheat nder section 550 was in confliôû
sciously felt that the purchase of thispnr^yal agree

•nc'ple of non-discrimination. The Japan^ e Government are
the cô^é

11 1^ g .
to avoid any' controversÿ which would delay the f^n grofssue could be ^^^éd too f
tnént with `Canada, and I should think that the P

covering the q
âdvantage 'in obtaining a wheat contract with Japan
,^b,eat°ajready mentioned if this is desired. Ends.

]
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L'ambassadeur du Japon
au ministre du commerce

Ambassador of Japan
to Minister of Trade and Commerce

DEA/24-40

Ottawa, January 22, 1954

My dear Minister,

With reference to your letter of January 8, 1954, under instruction from Tokyo I
followingwish to convey the

views of the Japanese Government on the sunder reference. subject

The purchase of United States wheat and barley under the provisions of Section
550 of the Mutual Security Act, contemplated by my Government have c
aspects which should perhaps be explained. ' ertain

Section -550 'stipulates that special precautions shall be taken to safe u
against the substitution or displacement of usual marketings of the United States r
friendly countries.

b no Government^is fully aware of the importance of the above sti ulatio

^

p n' andintention of senous curtailment or tempor
of wheat and barley to Japan", as mentioned in youreNote of January 8,^ 954^es

Japanese wheat purchases from Canada for Japanese fiscal year 1953-54 will
total roughly 600 thousand tons; barley purchases, roughly 340 thousand tons. My
Government anticipates the purchase of roughly the same amount for the comingyear. g

pw'chases under Section 550 will be made in the followin manner:(1) The gbarle, price of wheat will be the same as the prevailing IWA price and that for
y the prevailing United States export price.

(2)
The dollar funds necessary for purchase under Section 550 will be reimbursed

to Japan by the Foreign Operations Administration.

given^e yen uivalent of twenty per cent of the total purchase funds will be
Panm the form of grants-in-aid for the development of Japanese industry.
e yen

uivalent of the remainder of the total purchase funds will be usedfor of^b
by Ja °^ Pt^ocurement of military equipment and ammunition in Japan for use

pan and other friendly forces in the Far East.For
rion SSpthe above reasons, my Government is convinced that purchases under Sec-,.

which are not on a strictly commercial basis, will not conflict with thePnnciples of
the Projected agreement on commerce between Canada and Japan.

Yours sincerely,
S. IGUCHI



Washington, January 23, 1954
TFLkGRAM WA-132 . : . ^ . t. ,

SECRET, IMPORTANT.

Reference: EX-100 of January 20•`1

ened and their acccptana of an n

4:-The Canadian stde s po^n ,. d to
iven to us in your teletype Japan

thé'telegrâm' tticeived from Tokyo as given
about American ai

went on to'explain that we did not wish to cômp Jap^ese economY sW^ ffor
and that we had the aame objectt ies wishing of

^

their defence costs. It

• •• ' t of view was first expresse" y Ev-97. Isblster

flrm; in answer to Kal iarvt q •
Mclvor who read outfrom the Japanese•

with the important excepuon a 9 no, P
It was evident that FOA has did coaïtgular IWA and current market prices. odations but been received

Departtnent fully informed of the progress of these neg
i• 's uestion that no firm proposal had y

FAR EAST

DEA/24-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Sccretary of State for External Affairs

PROPOSED UNiIF.D STATES WHEAT AND S^^A^ TO JAPAN

ththat there Is no repeat no, reduction in p ke t State

UNDER SECTION 550 MLTIVAI- e
ACT

with Kalijarvi
Isbister and Mclvor had successful meetings^s yeste rday

CCC, Department of Agri
and other State Department officiais and officIsbister to this meeting. Subse-
culture, and FOA. LePan and Smith accompanied

quent to
the meeting a more restricted meeting was held with Sam Waugh,

Kalijarvi, Schaetzel and Vernon of the Staaen De
to p e

artm^nn•^at they were most anx-
2. The State Department went to some pains Pwith the Japanese that would

enable
ious to putthem through a military assistance agreement

to slowlY build up the Japanese defence forces for a striJtaP
lYa defensive

anÿ
iole: They explained that there was considerable opposition in had fulleconom
expenditures for military purposes. At the same time allP^ of Finan e was mak-
through a period of extreme inflation and the present pro-

This could only be accomp d
vided
ing a rcal

budget
effort to bring this under control.

were reduced to a minimum. Neverthelesscô
they

onlexpenditures ô lyagreed that it was essential to increase military expenditures but theynsation for this
obtain support of the Diet provided they coâ d^ United States could see a way tO
increa.sed military exPenditure. The only w Y muon under 550.
help the Japanese in this predicament was an ope otiating with the

3. FOA then described the basis under whicn^ i^aveeEX-97 of JanuarY o^^
Japanese that follows very closely that aesc

your riCe bey

; P;bw jointe an document 810IAttadhmwt to Oon`mc-nt 810.

I
I
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this reason that we were anxious to conclude the trade agreement which would
make it possible for the Japanese to sell considerably more of their produce in Can-
ada by extending to them the advantages of our most favoured nation tariff

rates. Atthe same time we had felt, based on the information received from Japan, that we
stood in grave danger, of losing our position. in the Japanese market for sales of
wheat and barley. We made it plain that we had no wish to seek a

preferred positionin the Japanese market but we did insist upon having an equal opportunity for le
imate business.

We pointed out also that our proposed trade agreement with Japan
was based on principles of non-discrimination, which the American Government
had supported; indeed some of their officials at Geneva had seen this agreement
and had given their full support to the principles contained therein.
5• The

Department of Agriculture asked if it would be possible to include an y 550wheât in a deal with Japan that we might consider as not interfering with Canada's
legitimate trade with that country. They asked if we could give them an indication
of what volume of wheat we might consider as our legitimate share of the market.
They went on to say that they hoped that the interpretation of "all normal market-
ing of wheat by free countries'• would not be construed so as to mean the quanti

tyof wheat that Canada would otherwise sell this year if no 550 operations were to
take place. It was hoped that the interpretation we might give to this phase would
be the amount of wheat that we would normally sell to Japan, allowing 550 wheat
to come in to the extent that might be considered necessary to take the place of the
poor rice crop this year.

6.
Mclvor answered that we could not name a figure and that we were al -

Of
that any so con-

of shi arrangements for sales with the Japanese could provide continuity
pments so as not to cause irregularity in shipments out of Vancouver. It was

felt that our next step should be to discuss the matter further with the Japanese and
to ask them what they were prepared to do. It would be pointed out to them that
they were not being offen°d wheat below the IWA price and that consequently we
could not accept the principle that they had the right to discriminate against imports
from Canada. The United States agreed also that they should advise the Ja panese
With ^^g the price situation and also to suggest that they did not wish to interfere

pnOPosed Canadian-Japanese trade agreement. 11
the y the meeting, State Department have subsequently advised us that

Y have telegaphed to Tokyo outlining the basis of our talks and to make
q

uite
clear to the Japanese that therc is no offer of wheat below the IWA rices.

The meeting was conducted on a most friendly and cooperative atmosphere.
y^e ^1ks with Waugh were on an equally friendly basis. In those talksIsbister

went intô more detail concerning our proposed trade agreement , and
wo no doubt that Waugh will give his personal backing to the line of a ro

there
ch

ked out àt the first meeting. Isbister will be in Ottawa by train mom-'49 and will of course give you an y amplifying details....s;s_.
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My dear Ambassador, ': ,,, ;_ yon convev the Japanese Gov-
Thank you for your letter oi i anuay ^4& •&• -------- I - - - ,

ërnment's view regarding the contemplated purchases of wheat and barley
by Japan

United States under the provisions of Section 550 of the Mutual SecuritY
from the
Act. ..., .

wish to make it clear again that, in the view of the Canadno G^t e d an tequal
Isuch purchase by Japan, for which Canadian suppliers are of uncondi-

oppo^^ty of competing, would be inconsistent with the principlesimportance in the pro-
jected non-discrimination which occupy a position of central i
.ected agreem ent on commerce between Canada and Japan. Under the ternis of this

n
a ment, purchases of wheat and barley would have to be based and regardless of
tnercial considérations, regardless of the particular currency

• f
urchase. There should be no misunderstanding

importance of strcngthening the apan assistance from the United States.
f f riding a solurec -

At the: same Ume^ +difficulties and we re
understands and sympathizes with Japans present

J ese economy. We do not wish to stand in
the

any ancillary condiuons o p
between our two governments in thiû^ atoü -^at the Canadian Government fully

I wish to ass y cognize the

way o_ apc-ul position in the hope o
,uWe have, therefore, examined the present pto the panicular p^chases

u^ for the specific problem that has arisen with respect ^^d ^^eUnited
een

n which wlll s^aseunder the Mutual Security Act now being discussed so
betw

lutio
S^^. The Canadian Government wishes to fin to Japan, In the rom
the continuing commercial flow of Canadtainin about ten cargoes per m.^

onth f
con^.

of whcat+ we note that Japan has been ob g
d we have every rcason to believe that under norom

da d^;ng the
^ made for

comm

tions Japan, would continue to take at least that quantityarrangements be the
that ae, therefore,

com^ngmonths. We wôuld propos • the balance of the ps stotase
dian

ssur the
côntinuatiôny of shipmcnts at this level dunng 195 + en,ents
s,.. ..... ._ , ^•''^o eâr, i:e: to the end of July,special arrangicularg^vp 4ycar:ând the coming p Y
movement ôf Canâdian wheat in the face of these ^ would now be prepoVerinBcontractswith the United States. The Canadian WhC3it B

oard

, anese authorities on this bas^s for whe st from G^ada undntiaté with the. Jap
^s' •ô d, In the`

case of barley, it is felt that Jap^ut SO percent of Jap aeuttalthe
cütnp^eUive conditions would be at a level of a annually, w^ch 1 trac^
impcxts, or a minimum amount of about 350,000 d ittons

is our propos^ that con
- figure ment^oned in your letter of January

Le ministreqdu commerce
à l'ambasscideur du Japon

Minister of Trade and Commerce

to Ambassador of Japan .

Pa

81
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be made for barley to this extent at the same time. It is understood, of course,
Canada would be prepared to undertake to supply the wheat and barley under the
proposed contracts at market prices for Canadian grain at time of shipment.

I hope that these proposals may serve to resolve the present difficulties to the
mutual satisfaction of our two countries.

^ ^^ - -
815. -

Yours sincerely,
' [C.D. HOwEl

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], March 25, 1954

JAPAN; SIGNING OF AGREEMENT ON COMMERCE
3. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-

ing of February 3rd, 1954, recommended, with the concurrence of the Minister of
Trade and Commerce, that he be authorized to sign the Agreement on CommerceWith Japan.
4. The Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for External Affairs be author-

ized to sign, on behalf of Canada, the Agreement on Commerce between Canada
and Japan, at Ottawa, on or about March 31st, 1954; an Order in Council to be
Passed accordingly.

L'ambassadeur du Japon
au ministre du Commerce

Ambassador of Japan
to Minister of Trade and Commerce

(Order in Council P.C. 1954-444, March 25)t

DEA/10839-40

Thyou
^ you for your letter of January 26th addressed to my predecessor in which

resp^^tto°S^ a Pmctical approach to solve the problem which has arisen with
barley .rU1e relationship between the projected purchases by Japan of wheat and
ih' Ac from the United States under the terms of Sectiont^d the te 550 of the Mutual Secur-

1^is rnns of the Agreement on Commerce between Japan and Canada.

eanadian"t^Vé°^You that the Japanese Government, with a view to assuring the
ent of continued flow of Canadian wheat and barley to Japan at
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will
a normal level in the face of the special arrangements with the United
take necessary measures within its power to ensure purchase, tl^ g

ofor periodsn the
channels, of Canadian wheat and barley in the amNoludnb and ompetitive b

sPec
asis,

ified below, at selling prices for Canadian wheat , on Commerce comes into force in
provided that the said Japan-Canada Agreement
the near future: .. 1954 inclusive:

(a) During the period from February 25th to July 31st, .

Canadian wheat of 200,000 tons or approximate, and Canadian barley of 50,000

tons or approximate.
(b) ,Du.ring the next Canadian crop year, August 1954 to July 1955, inclusive:

Canadian wheat of 550,000 tons and Canadian barley of 300,000 tons, as a mini-
mum, the purchase of which will be spread out as evenly as feasible on a quar-

terly basis.
I aazn, Sir,

817.

Yours sincerely,

y.^; .
Le ministre du Commerce
à l'ambassadeur du Japon

Minister of Trade and Commerce

to Ambassador of Japan

Your Excellency: your Government is

Thank you for your letter dated March 31 st advisin û^ti é by Japan of ^a-

prepared to take the necessary measures to ensure
the purchase balance cf

than wheat and barley in the minimum quantities as indicated du ring Governtnent's
the next crop ye^. I note that y our f the

CoNFmEMAL

the present crop year and du 118, future
undertaking is conditional upon the coming into force in the near

agreement on commerce between Japan and Canada.

^
• table as an undertaldng of the "roroum

n the continued s eCof, Your Government s proposals are acceptable

q̀uantities
which will be purchased by Japan to ma

,
^ntai

quanU
ia1
the

'' ` Japan at a normal level in the face of the
Canadian wheat and bârley to ope that actual purchases will exc^
arrangements with the United States.I hlie^e
minimum quantities as undertaken. IL,,

ful to the Canadian
Wheat Board, and

much in advCe beâuggestF that it will be hel P made asmayy
to` theJapanese Government,'

,
^f the purc^^ can be may
ssiblë, so that : the Japanese req

uirements

the shipping peri^s, as po er and seller
in a manner acceptable to both buy

pr0m yours sincerely,
(;.I). ri



to Cabinet
Memorandwn from Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet .'
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PCO

CaBtMEr DôcuMEN^r No. 86-54^ [OttawaJ, April 1, 1954
Co*DENrtAL\ ..

DECLARATION OF THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
CONCERN1NG THE APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL AGREEMENT TO

COMMERCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THB CONTRACTING PARTIES AND JAPAN

The Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade at the
Eighth Session, which was held in Geneva from September 17 to October 27, 1953,
adopted and opened for acceptance a Declaration whereby, pending tariff negotia-tions

with ° Japan for her accession, the commercial relations between any con-
tracting party in a position to accept the Declaration and Japan would be governed
by the provisions of GATT 42 This Memorandum seeks Cabinet approval for the
Government of Canada to enter into the Declaration.

The arrangements which were made with respect to Japan at the last GATT Ses-
sion provided for Japan to participate in GATT on a provisional basis pending tariffnegodations. By a Decision taken at the Session, Japan was invited to participate inthe

meetings and the work of the Contracting Parties. The Declaration to which
reference is made above provides for the application of the General Agreement to
corncnercial relations between Contracting Parties and Japan. To date the Declara-
d0n has been accepted by 23 of the Contracting Parties.

Cabinet decided at its meeting on October 21, 1953 that the Canadian Dele a-
don to GATT should indicate that Canada would be prepared to consider the appli-cation i-
ca^on of the General Agreement between Canada and Japan as soon as a bilateral
agreement was ratified and on the understanding that the bilateral agreement would
Prevail in any respect in which it was not specifically provided for in the GATT. In

dance with these instructions the Canadian representative at the GATT Ses-
sett^^: "The Contracting Parties are aware, I think, that Canada and Japan aredesi y engaged in negotiating a trade agreement, consistent with GATT, and

bmed to place commercial relations between our two countries on a stable and
^n ^uae advantageous basis.

We are hopeful that it will prove possible soon to
a satisfactory agreement p°

agreement, the . In this event, and subject to the terms of such an
conside Canadian Government will then be in a position to give serious

ration to entering into an arrangement with Japan whereby the GATT willg°vern o .In ^ ^1 ommercial relations.".
^^^ ^s policy the Prime Minister indicated in his speech in Tokyo onarch l l.,"We were happy to join with other c t'

EXTRNEORIENT
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oun .es in we cortung Japan to the

volume 19.
Document 418.
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meetings of the Contracting Parties to the General Agree
am

erit on
greement betwee^n our two coun-

With the completion of action on the commercial aeé General Agreement on Tar-Tar-

tries, we would expect to be in'a position to apply
iffs and Tràde to our trading relations."

As the Agreement on Commerce was signed on March nt with Japan is r rifiedlat
. fore now wish to approve ^aD^l^t,°ro It is antc pated that early action towards

action, eCanada should enter into the rse of
ratification`. will be taken by Japan. If Cabinet approves this T°^de will be notiféd
Executive Secretary of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
of acceptance of the Declaration by the Government of Canada as soon as the

instruments of ratification are exchanged.

Recornmendations
with the concurrence of the Minister of Trade and Commerce and

theMlnirs^tergof^Finance, I respectfully recommend that: ada of the Declara-
"(a) Câbinet approve the acceptance by the Government of Can lication ofthe A

tiôn of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Tra ^^^n ^e Contracting Parties
the General Agreement to Commercial Relations

and Japan, and
(b)'An Order-in-Council be issued, along the lines of the attached Submissio

granting
ng authority to execute and deposit, on behalf of the Go ^^^atf^ada's

an Instrusnent;of Acceptance of this Declarauon,° it being unde
acixptance will be subject to the provisions of the Agreement on Commerce

1954 and that the Instrument of Accep -
^iween Canada and Japan of March 31, has been ratified:'"
anee will not be'depos'i until this Agreement

PEA^oN

6té rangé on
n awaa ratified

inët le 1•'avril 1934. L'Accord de commerce Canada-Japo

., q A^1fpll^rEC Q^t 1C Cab. a- _ _ à ^.;t 1 _ 19S4. The ('.an^Jap^
Trade AgiCem°nt

Jume 7. 1954.
juin 1954JAPPrgyw 97 %~._.."" - -r-- --
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SECTION B

IMMIGRATION

Note du ministère de la Citoyenneté et de l'Immigration
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Department of Citizensliip and Immigration

ronds to P^ n compassionate25
provide for Years. Agreements have been signed with India, Pakistan and Ceylon

tu Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 9-54
[Ottawa], November 17, 1952

1. From 1900 to 1905 the
JAPANESE IMMIGRATTON •

Japanese Government prohibited immigration to Canada
but in 1906 our adherence to the Treaty of 1894 between Great Britain and Japan
brought about a substantial increase in immigration, details of which are attached.44
A secret agreement with Japan was made in 1907,45 a further agreement in 1923,46
and a new arrangement in 1928.41 The latter provided for 150 immigrants of Japa-
nese nationality of certain defined classes (details attached), in addition to P.C.
2115, i.e., at that time wives or children under 18 years of age of Canadian citizens
resident in Canada who were British subjects under Canadian law. This agreement
was automatically terminated by the outbreak of war in 1941 and has not been
renewed by the Peace Treaty.

2.
By P.C. 10773 of November 26, 1942," certain Canadian citizens b y birth ornaturalization

who departed from Canada for Japan in an exchange of nationals
were depdvd , of their citizenship status, and by P.C. 7355 and P.C. 7356 of
December 15, 1945, other Canadian citizens by naturalization were de riv d oftheir C1uzenshrP status.

A total of 3964 persons were repatriated under the

ded
se 3

P'C''s• BY P.C. 3689 of July 31, 1952, the Enemy Aliens Order was resc'
lhat inunigra6on from Japan is now governed by P.C. 2115 of Se tember 1 so
which applies to all P 6, 19323 P persons of Asian origin. '

C. 2115 flow provides for the admission of the wife, husband or unmarriedchildren under 21
resident in years of age of any Canadian citizen legally admitted to and

Canada who is in a position to receive and care for his dependents. In
$e case of Chmese, this has been extended in s ial cases o

admission of 150-100-50 respectively, in addition to wives, hus-
^ ads and minor children under 21 of Canadian citizenPosition to s resident in Canada who are

receive and care for them. '. . .^^-,
44V

01

Voir Kin8dom, Stase Papers, Volume 86, pp. 39-53.
Hous^^ Chambre des Communes, Dfbau, 1907-1908, volume 2, cols. 2120-2121 JSee Canada,Vo CO^o^. Debrues, 1907.1908, Volume 2, cols. 2040-2041.
^ u S^ olume q' Documents 679-680, 683-684.
Vo4/Seeyol^e 1 Documents 831-836.

- Document 918.
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- the following groups and classes of Persons in Japan, or elsewhere,
4. Therefore, to immigration:

of Japanese origin are to be considered with respect

(a) Canadian citizens who are now in Japan: of the war,
(i) persons who were in Japan at the outb ^n^; these children do not
(ii) Canadian-born minor childre^ f a oe^d are, therefore, admissible asd
lose their status by, the P.C. s above
natural-born Canadians. that there are ' at least 3,000 ' to 4,000 natural born

it has ^n estimated of them have married so that the total
Canadians in Japanând that

to 10,000.n^ber admissible may
ration Act Canadian citizens are admissible as ô h

matter of
umani an tanUnder the Immigration

cannot be refused. It would seem
that

and entry, therefore, roviding satis-
unds we should allow them to bring their int nance i Canada; notwith-

^ arrangements can be made for care andfâctory uire the applicant to be a resident of Canada.
standing the regulations req

(b) Persons who
W domicile in Canada and who were in Japan at the domicile

the war. It is âssumed that most of them would have, 1^â ^^a^ domicile has
made

but there may be some cases where a claim is

been retam•ed,•
each of those cases will have to be studied on its ownThe numbers in

this category

e under P.C. 2115 not incl ad,^s will continue
(c) admissibl
() âould depend chiefly on whether Japanesewhen travel facilities to that country

the custom of returning to Japan for marriage applications from persons now in
are established. There may be a small number of a

Canada•." armed forces. There are 32 of July
known

(d) Canadian citizens who served in t^u^^ ^(a). At the Cabinet meeting citiuns

31 st,
cases it

in wasthis agreed
category and these are inc adian

that passports may henceforward be issued to forces; it beiné
of Japanese race notwithstandmg the fact that they served in enemy

^on to b
, proved any such pe

understood that if an examination o f
ld be madr e to prevent his return to Côale of

clearly undesirable every effort wou and 12,000 Pe pare between 10,000 . an ln-une.

intcrests to show the Japanese au for al to p
the s^,elm^ ion •Comesthcm, and to regulate the flow, when the time would be making an exception

` •t in that we le a

6. It is to be assumed that it woul ^uld be made for o ags;nst
the 1928 agreement should be revived. A case not discriminat'ng gow-

thoritics that we are •gration•

f_5. It would, therefore, seem that there reason of be^ng ssible.
Japanese origin who by reason of birth in Canada,

or by
noW,a

to
for theof Canadian;cltiZens of Japancs rovld

diate close rclative
e ongrn' are

Cons^
, be given as to the faeflit

arrangements, if any, are•deration must, therefore
g of those now admissible and

for the admission
of other classes.

^ent that
be
processin

made with the Japancse Government
Gâ ing it in ourd be the dcsire of the Japanese

ever, a case can be made a8a^nst
.^ne placing the Jap^e^ t^l ôse from ^n

2115 in favôur of our fotinermics , plon, and preferred
^^goryas those of Pakistan, India andcovered by P.C. 2115.

nowand every other Asian country
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7. It is felt that admission should be refused to those Who were voluntarily repatri-ated atri-ated and lost their citizenship and domicile, unless, of course, they are otherse
admissible under 2115. On the other hand, it is felt that admission cannot be
refused to the natural born or naturalized (with their v^,ives and children) who were
out of Canada at the outbreak of the war. We should also allow the return to Canada
of those who returned to Japan since the war but have not lost their citizenship
under P.C. 7355 and 7356 of 1945. Neither would it be advisable to delay the
admission of the wives and children of Canadian citizens residing in Canada.
8. In view of the fact that prior to the war with Japan immigration f Japanesewas

administered under bilateral agreement, it is to be expected that the Japanese Gov-
ernment will press for a similar agreement now and, therefore, we should be pre-
Pared to negotiate such an agreement, but it would appear advisable to delay the
conclusion of such agreement for some time and it could be explained to the Ja a-
nese authorities that it is essential from a Canadian point of view that we dispose

10,000 to 12,000 people who would now be entitled to admission to se of
under present regulations. Canada

9. It is to be noted that Chinese immigration reached a peak last
that in 1952 about 2,300 will be admitted. It is expected that Chinese of 2,708 and

immigration
decline further next year unless the admissible classes are widened, which

aPPears unlikely. It is estimated that, for the next five years, unless conditions
change in China or unless changes are made in the regulations, immigration from
China will be of about 1800 per year. Although the Chinese population is spread
throughout Canada the largest group, about 30% reside in British Columbia. British
Columbia receives annually from 600 to 800 new Chinese immigrants. Prior to thlast

waz practically all the Japanese in Canada were residing in British Col
^eHowever, during ^e.war, for security reasons, they have been moved to the bia.

Provinces and Ontario. According to the 1951 Census, the Japanese populationin
Bndsh Columbia is 7,169 while the total population of Ja anese in
21>663. It is to be expected P Canada is
Will . that those who would be admissible as close relatives

Jom relatives where they reside in Canada. On the other hand, Canadians of
jaPanese extraction who may return from Japan will, in all robab' '
Bnfish Columbia. As for those who may be admitted under 1Lty, return to
ezpedence would suggest agreement, past
bia, 8gest that they would establish themselves in British Colum-
Chineseit would appear unwise to contemplate the admission of more than 3 ,000

and Japanese annually in that province, it is, therefore, an additional rea-son for deferring as lon as
Governn^ent along the ^n^pof

possible
ting of ri

agreementreement with the Japanese
g p or the second World War.



Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
lapond l'ambassadeur

i A. those Cana an
ment for prestige reasons to overco

di citizens covered under P.C. 211 , died by the
Government, Cabinet was me present exclusion of Japanese ^ ir wives

parts of canada. plthough no o of probable desire of the JaPanese
• aware the ^grants to

would not result in any sudden arg roanh had been made by the P
fficial app Govern-

terms of P.C. 2115 of Septem r • t^ opposed ln
1 e movement which migh j,, nnese

ilies desiring to return 1 1-- 16 1932 this should be done in suc a. certain
difficulties now encou on.da f, in Japan. Cabinet directed a wa that it

reviewed ln 8 ntered by Canadian citizens of Japane 1 inS the• ih t in app y

e •
On the initiative of the Minister of Citizenan r outlining some of the
• eneral terms on JanuarY 14 a year-old P Pe se origin and their fam"

DEA/9890-40

Ottawa, March 8, 1954

R ference• Your telegram No. 52 of Mamh • •
• d Immigration, Cabinet

CoLNr&n 2 1954 fi

►IBXGRpM 77,

sh ld be stuanCanada othc that this whole question
and children. Cabinet directed

o
time'report will be made for some b
i-Oepartments concem^• it is not expected that a articulars ofwish to enquire fronci the prime Minister about further p

You may
net's discussion. `

of State for External AffairsSecretary
to Ambassador in Japan
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PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABIM,FT DOCUMENT No. 195-54
[Ottawa], September 4, 1954

CortFII)MmL

ECONOMIC MEETING OF THE ORGANTZATION OF AMERICAN STATES
TO BE HELD IN RIO DE JANEIRO IN NOVEMBER, 1954; PROPOSAL

FOR CANADIAN PARTICIPATION AS AN OBSERVER
I. Introduction

1• The Canadian Embassy in Washington informed the Department of External
Affairs by letter No. 942 of March 28 [sic] (copy attached as Annex "A" ) of an
enquiry, by officials of the United States State Department as to whether Canada
was intèrested in being represented in some way at the Economic Meeting of the
Organization of American States to be held.in Rio de Janeiro in November. The
Secretary of State for External Affairs has also received a personal letter dated
August 24, 1954,t from Mr. John Foster Dulles, in which it is suggested that the
Econol"ic Conference at Rio could be of considerable importance to Canada and
that he, Ay., Dulles, wonders whether the Canadian Government would be open toM invitation.

H. Background

St• At the'Tenth Inter-American Conferenceates held it of the Organization of American
of ' Caracas, Venezuela, in March, 1954, it was agreed that consideration

major econornic'problems would be deferred until a special economic confer-
ence was held in Rio de Janeiro during the last quarter of 1954. The main reasono^

this deferment is said to be that the United States' administration's forei n eco-policy,- in g^^e^t^ S^te3>C ular towards Latin America, had not yet been approved by
gress. The Rio Conference will be the first major economic

ence held under the auspices of the Organization of American States. The
^n^^ve agenda for the Rio meeting contains the followin main items:
(a) Prices of raw material g• ,t .

I
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(b) Tariffs and trade restrictions

(c) Technical assistance and financial co-operation in economic developments

(d) Hemispheric trade

Ill. Problem
3. Should Canada accept an invitation to attend the Rio C°i ine cons deration first

of observer? It is difficult to answer this 9uestion without 8 g
to the fundamental Problem of Canadian relations wi^the Inter-American system,

and to a policy of closer relations with Latin Amen

IV. Considerations
For. in which Canadian investments
4. The Conference is taking place in the country

test and which is Canada's largest export market in Latin a ^Ce. s
are the greatest to Canadian
hosts, the Brazilians would attach of the Rio Conference would seem to have some

5. The main items on the agend
Canada, mainly, "tariffs and trade restrictions" and "hemispheric trade".

mterest to Can ration in economic developments"
Discussions under the item "financial c^Pe of such Canadian interests
might possibly also have some bearing on the position

as the Brazilian Traction.. important decisions will be taken
6. At the Rio Conference, it has been ^edconditions under which trade will be

, which will hâve a significant bearing
in the h e misphere and which may affect development of Canadian eco-

camed on
nomie and commercial relations with Latin Amenca. any action by Canada

7. The status of observer does not impose the necessity for

`at the Conference.
exists a keen interest in various departments of the C?nU^ed• Govern-

8. There cu
mént in obtaining firs,thand information on the problems to be

•^ ensable
Agamsr observer at the Rio Conference is tint ind^es^ngs 0

. VieThe presence of a Canadian
in`order to obtain firsthand information on the Rio Cosituated to perform Ns

héld in public and the Canadian Embassy in Rio is well

the
erminologY

of the main points indicated
on the agenda a^gional

10. T
function.

hough the t
f

or

•
Rio Conference seem to indicate broad discussions, itanwne 1ThelCanadian Gove

ern
neral

organization would treat the subJects m a reBlonal m more ûch as
ment policy has been to deal with, such problems on the

a R o Cand erence ► coo,

basis. In any case, most of the issues to be debatedsition of underdeVeloped on
and tariff

policies, commodity agreements, po p eement
trade

i nd when^ng• l be the subject of intensive discussions under the GFu

s and Trade, and possibly the Int^e^rn onaM ioe^ conside^
when. cco

^encY

Tariff
tnes, wl

convertibility`: and revised ;trade rules expected
to ^

months. countries as ^s,
tain Latin American y exP

11. In view of the soundings ma e ^^ conerof American States and the ro^
ada's intentions towards the Org

Li
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sions ' of- desire to see Canada share more actively in the work of the O.A.S.
Canadian attendance at the Rio Conference would be interpreted as an intimation of
Canada's interest in establishing closer relations with the O.A.S. and might well
precipitate a formal invitation to join this organization. The Canadian Ambassador
in Rio de Janeiro, who was consulted on this matter, feels that Canadian attendance
at the Rio meeting would inevitably result in an invitation to join the Organization
of American States. (See attached despatch No. 369 of June 24, 1954, Annex "B'

) .V. Conclusion

12. Unless the Canadian Government is prepared to re-consider its policy towardsthe
Organization of American States (the present Canadian policy is outlined in

Annex "C"), with such commercial, financial and political implications as may be
involved, it is suggested that it may not necessarily be in the Canadian interest from
an economic point of view to accept an invitation to attend the Economic Meetingat

Rio. On the other hand, the time may have come for the Canadian Government
to consider revising its policy towards the O.A.S.: Developments of very considera-
ble significance have taken place since the last submission to Cabinet in 1947, not
only in Canada's relations with Latin America, but also in the importance of the
countries of Latin America in world affairs, particularly at the United Nations.
United States policy towards Latin America is now more co-operative and flexible,
thus redûcing the possibility of friction; Canadian trade has increased more than
fifteen-fold, but competition, particularly from continental European countries, is
becoming keener, the importance of retaining the good-will of Latin American
countzies in the cold war is not negligible.

L.B. PEARSON

[ANNEXE ••A••IANNEX ••A"]

L'ambassade aux États Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

Embassy in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LErMR No. 942
Washington, May 28, 1954

Dudn , O.A.S. ECONOMIC MEE7'[NG IN RIO DE JANEIRO

were ^k the course of one of our regular meetings at the State Department we
bein by

Hayden Raynor whether the Canadian Government wish to consider
g repreSented in some way at the Economic Meeting of the Organization of^ P c^ States

to be held in Rio de Janeiro in Nearson ,and ovember. Raynor pointed out that
^eY were ' Mr•T Howe had made incidental references to this meeting when
^oti ln washmgton in March, and while it was realized that no direct sugges-
%at

as
^ e for Canadian representation, it has occurred to the State Department

^an Government might wish to consider the possibility.
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rep
resentative on the Inter-Amer-

.2. , Bowen,
i^ Social and Economic

who is
Council

the, Unitedwas pré en during this conversation and indi-

cated some of the main items on the agenda for the November meeting. They are as

follows::
(i) Prices of iaw iriaterial;

^'(ii) Ta'riffs and trade restrictions;

•••) T
echnical assistance and financial co-operation in economic development;

(1^
(1v) Hemispheric trade.

ested that if the Canadian authori ties wish to raise , n^aü esc from
all ,

c ent sinceHe also sugg
might be well to do this to the Brazili SGOVefre nm,lnclined to be regarded with
United States Government in the O.A.S . .

suspicion.
over the summary record of the meeting of the Jointinclined t f^^that3. Looking

Canadian Conimittee on Trade and Ecindirect as'far Canada is concerned•'
the references to the Rio meeting are quite
However, we made no comment on the State Department suggesti

on
he suggestion thatwgay that we were sure the Canadian autho ss bil ty of etending in the capacity

they have the opportunity of considering the Po rosence of a Canadian
of an observer.' It was drawn to our in t^e i^ ôf reférence in the Social and
observer would require an alternation et the impression that the United States
Economic Côuncil. We did, however, get
âtithorities would welcome a suggestion for Canadian 1eP fur^er in

- 4. We should be glad to have your instructions on ew
stione of

should
other ythan oral

this connection. There is, of course, no sugg

communications.

Rio de Janeiro, June 24' l '

CONFIDENiIAI. $ : No . 341
atch No. X-243 of June 10,t and my deSpatch N•

Rcfcrcnce: Your dcsp

of Juae

14.t .

"
o eCOnonvc

^` ' ' ^` ' Q,A,S ECONOMIC MEETING IN RIO DE 1ArC^r"

would like to wait until after the ^ p.A er

ou our views on the advisability of ^ü ni
before on grv

June
ing you that I

mt weehave ev
conference
;.:. When I wrote

had in mind that . the conference would present the best oPP°

[ANNEXE .^„tANNEX `•g^^l

L'ambassadeur au Brésil

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Br czil
rnal Affairsto Seeretary of State for Ezt 4
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had to learn how the Organization functions in the general area in which our inter-
est is greatest and where our contribution is likely to be the most significant. Fur-
ther, the agenda contains specific issues of immediate concern to us - tariffs and
trade restrictions, hemispheric trade, and financial cooperation in economic devel-opment.

When we see how the Organization tackles these problems we might be
able to determine once and for all whether there was a place in it for us.
2. I see little in favour of accepting the U.S. suggestion to attend in the status of

an observer. If we attend any O.A.S. meeting as an observer we are as
goodcommitted to join the organization , for l do not see how we could refuse the invi ta-tion to join which would inevitably soon be forthcoming without

giving deepoffense: a refusal to join after observing would say in effect that we did not like
what we had seen. If we are to enter the O.A.S. let us enter it as a member and reap
the advantage of full membership boldly assumed. I see no point in crawling i
through an observership particularly if I am right in thinking that we couldn't crawl

nout.

3•
Thé risk we run in refusing to attend the economic meetin as an ob

that something will ha g server is
ppen at the conference to hurt us which we would be able as

an observer to prevent. I think this risk is negligible for there is little we c
an observer at the coming meeting to prevent an thin ould do as

be our first appe^nce in strange surroundings. Positions` o ln thelmain
ss would

entrenched and strongly held, and I doubt if the force of suasion we could brin ato
bear indirectly would be of any avail. Observership would merel

y involv g
some degree and commit us to joining the O.A.S. without giving us the com nsa^
tion of being able to protect our interests at the meeting. p
4• I would be inclined to tell the Americans that we are

of jo^ng the O.A.S. If we do join we would prefer to begin ou ngo ĉiâ question
MeMber, not as an observer. In re-examinin our on as a
conference will be of the g position, what happens at the Rio

greatest interest to us and we would appreciate being kept
as fully in the picture as their busy delegation would find it

ssible. to do.we are reasonably well ui p° I think
eration of eq PPed here to follow the conference if we can get coop-

this sort from the Americans. If, as I assume, the "Ambassador Bowen"mentioned in the letter is
Mervin H. Bohan, and if he heads u the dele atiR'o►

as is likely, I think it would work. I know him well. I p g on to
gestion, Our People in Washington mi ht f you do adopt my sug-
Raynor

again. g try to have Bohan present when they see
(Bohan, in a speech in Los Angeles on May 20th, said: "I think the

sYstem of Inter-American oonferences and meetings is a mechanism whinot well utide ch is still
rstood or appreciated in the United States." If the public of the lead-14 mem^r 'nation is ignorant, our own uncertainties^^ere might be forgiven us).

bad a^ Obs
erv

er present, but this, I feel, is due^ to a misc ncepti n of what an
can do' So long as we are not members of the O.A.S. we cannot protectour interests

settle,
and ' ^t Ser they are. It is the question of membership that we need to

ttle, I feel, after the meeting.

S.D. PIERCE
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[Ottawa, n.d.]

âpônding' to the effort involved. -9

.r4, Thez Gôvernment is: not convm c^rc^n
^ ^gs3 ._ ^ aûnderop resenterican States v^rould ben^fit Canada or improve ûl ^

^ • Al It is doubtf

respect to this inemorandum was e in the Organ'^
• ced that membersh^p d ee corre,

the persons polled knew nothing o
.

• with Canadian p^'c'Pa

: A'memorandum dated October 14,'n94^ ^de^mémorandum recommae ldon
that,

to
thé O:Â.S.; was submittéd to , the Cab

eC decision withce ' it would be advisable for Canada to defer at tlh; a^eV
time,

oi
establish closer' ties' with the inter-

frre
Amc

d
n
bY
ca

eY^binet. t;on ofd

conducted in June, 1947, revr-4l f^ pan American Union. • t on in

2 Canada's . position had previously been stat y •
,

Commons on August 4, 194.4; his statement contained
the following Points:

the present

• uisite of any action by Canada would be an invitation from

^ (1) A Pmrn9 . a
members to

,
^oin;.

••) Canadian in such an organization should be b S edu^o

ses oa
dparticipation aniZation P(i^

wide = general ,- appreciation in • Canada of the org

responsibilities.
' • ' such an appreciation existed then and a éd 17Ô

poll
qonot beLeve that1VIr: -King did

of
ed that the situation remained

unchang

$•more g •
m;^t ^ régarded as exclusive for the Weste^ b e^ King in the House of

ap
s^p in the Pan American Union No^ Â^^ ^ ^ion than to extend one that

ur ent to bring about this • here "

cultural, our trade 1C. a io ,
, ' have always been very good and they will impro

ve
advantage in â formalmember

peased to us that there would be any decided g we consider it mucb

House of Commons on Marc

ernrn

, • ject
ent of Canada had not changed since he had last re ln w^hi gton.bOn that

February 12, 1949, when speaking at a press conference
aoccasion he said:

"Our Government bas been giving thought to the Pan American Union^o ricanPan, of the
e great many years and our relations with the rne ^gle from which this has

been ... have always been most satisfact ryerican
of its m mbers, Ourn examined is as to whether our actual participation n in

Union would be productive of any real advantage for an y
1 t' no with other members of the Pan Americanri mnnot

The'most recent official statement on Cana a s po th

at
prime Minister in the

in the Organization of American States w mén ôn^ ^at the position of the Gov-
h 27 1953 He

• d , licy concerning participation
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stances -- particularly in the light of the current defence effort - Canada. could
make a substantial contribution to the O.A.S.

5. There does not seem to be any pressing reason which should prompt the Cana-
dian Government at the present time to change this attitude towards the inter-Amer-
ican system. Economically, however, Canada is becoming more interested in Latin
America 'and it may well be that this eventually will require participation in the
O.A.S.; the major organ of. relationship between the twenty-one republics of the
Western Hemisphere. '

822.

TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa], September 17, 1954

''
ECONOMIC CONFERENCE OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES,

NOV. 1954; IMPLICATIONS OF CANADIAN ATTENDANCE
41. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, said aninquiry had been made bythe

U.S. , State Department as to whether Canada was interested in being repre-
sented at the economic meeting of the Organization of American States to be held
in Rio de Janeiro in November. In addition, he had received a personal letter from
the U.S. Secretary of State suggesting that the Conference could be of considerable
!mPortance to Canada. Mr. Dulles wondered whether Canada would welcome aninvitation.

At the 10th Inter-American Conference of the Organization of American
States, held earlier in the year, it had been agreed that major economic problems
would be considered at a special conference during the last quarter of 1954. The
reason for this was said to be that the U.S. administration's foreign economic pol-
icy, particularly towards Latin America, had not yet been approved by Congress.

The agenda of the Rio Conference would include such items as prices of raw
materials, tariffs and trade restrictions, technical assistance and financial co-opera-
6on meconomic development, and hemispheric trade. The arguments for having a
representative afthe meeting included the nature of the agenda, containing items of
considerable interest to Canada, the belief that the Brazilians would attach particu-
laz 'PaPoitance to Canadian attendance in Rio and the claim that important deci-
un^^ would be, tâkén which would have a significant bearing on the conditions

r which trade
keen would be carried out in the western hemi phere: There was a

interest in Various departments in obtaining first-hand information on theProblèms
C

to be discussed. The status of observer would not require any action by
anida at the cônference.

^ n^e other hand, the presence of an invited Canadian observer was not essen-
obtain first-hand information about the conference, and many of the subjects

to bep^e^scussed would be considered at forthcoming meetings of the Contracting
to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and of the International
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could be interpreted'as an indication
Monetary Fund: Canadian attendance ht well

lead
ada's

wing interest in the Organization of American States and tn^g
8rn

to a fornaal, invitation to join. c towards the Organ-re ared to reconsider its poh • Y
-:: Unless the government was p p t to be in Canada's interest
•zatron it appeared, on balance, no ada

accept
r

ions withrelatl,
tion., However; significant` developments hadoccurred̂é ^un^ in the area wastowards

of obtaining their goodwillLatin;America in recentye fl Policy'
the impo

now more co-operative a
in the cold war was not negligible.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
1954 - Cab. Doc. 195-54).

(Minister's memorandum, Sept. 4, points emerged:
42. In the course of discussion the follninda,s attendance was motivated by
(a) It was probable that the U.S. interest

in resisting proposals likely to be made for economic aid and
a desire for support
assistance.

•`
attend as an observer were accepted, it was likel ^that n^e

(b) If the invitation to a
would be increasing pressure for Canada to accept a formal invitation

, , ... , ,. ,
organization. ,

the Canadian Ambassador in Brazil had indicatedbs
earlier

er, he had nhile th
ow

;: (c) W
rtinthat he did not'think it advisable to attend in s the ld ^rodu ^^tter repo g of the

changed his m#nd and felt^ a se be possible. p

to Canada's^ participadon at the Conference could ^r stage
avo ided

Ligproceedings than would o
The relations between Canada and Latin American nations were anslon in this

_(d)scope and impo^^. Trade had grown and pros i^ts for further expansion
exchanged. within Ĉanada,

field were bright; more and more ^^i ^ gôvernment was not as conc
therè'were feelings in some quarte ^m sed in large measure of English spealt"
thiâ organization as it was with others P^

iég; Protestant nations: '.` might be attached

'-(C) - If the m,;vita •̂..on was aeceptëd, any undue prominence which ^â signating Our

the whole question of^S,

pmbassador to Brazil as Canada's observer. At a
later

have to be
ow^ upuby suggestions

that Canada
Canada's future association with the organi

zation
cussed,

well be followed
^ tânce mightas, an accep . , _ . $ ^
accept full membersh^p• ° of State for Extern^ ndf ^e

^'43:1hc Cabinet
noted the report of the S^Te^Y o de

which W . been made' about an rntoa^ h ld in eRi
concenung .,the PPr sO ^i^tion of American State, could be
Ecônômie Meeting of the Or8 to

thât an invitation to atete ^
vcmbef, and âge^

,eeti
Anbng ^sador

lâneirô,`` in No Can
^p^ and that ^rangements should be made ^n^m

Brazil to act as Canadian observer at the



DEA/2226-B-40
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis,

au secrétaire d État aux Affaires extérieures
Chargé d'Affaires, Embüssy in United States,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

We had two conversations this week with the State Department on the forthcom-

Jt0 a concerning Canada's intentions and the remaining problem

TELEGRAM WA-1800
Washington, October 15, 1954,

CONFIDENTIqi„ IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your teletype EX-1848 of October 7, 1954.t

ECONOMIC MEETING Op.THE Oq,S IN RIO

ing ministerial meeting of the OAS Inter-American Economic and Social Council
to be held in Rio. We discussed at the first meeting, held with members of the
office of -regional American affairs, United States positions on some of the
problems to be debated in Rio. We followed up this meeting by a conversation withRobert

Woodward, Deputy Assistant Under-Secretary for Inter-American Affairs,
Deputy Director of the Office of Regional American Affairs, and Horsey, and took
this opportunity to discuss procedural aspects of our participation at the Rio meet-
Ing. It is our intention to report here on arrangements for Canada's participation
and to report in a subsequent letter on United States views concernin the eco-
nomic problems to be discussed in Rio. g2.

Mr. Woodward told us that the confidential announcement of Canada's willing-
ness to participate in the Rio meeting had been welcomed by all members of the
General Committee of the Economic and Social Council of the OAS to which ithad

^reported by the Brazilians. The matter of an invitation: being issued to
as béing. thoroughly studied by the General Committee with a view to

a0'ling out procedural difficulties arising out of the absence of constitutional provi-
siOlls-for^Parflcipation in such meetings of a country having the status of an
observer; (Some international organizations enjoy the status of observer already but
the problems raised by their participation is understandably of a different nature.3.

There was no doubt, Mr.
)

co^^^ Woodward said, as to the sympathy with which the
pation, ^p^ented in the General Committee were welcoming Canadian partici-

There had been some sensitivity in certain quarters, however, lest an invita-^0n be issued andm^ and not accepted. There was a precedent of such a situation andme
rs of the General Committee wished to be sure in advance of Canada'sacceptance of

the invitation before issuing it. They were satisfied in this respect by
âgra

a ^dfor resolution which would provide for an official invitation to Can-

e
detertnining the nature of its participation as an observer. According to

oa^l^^°f p^^ure of the OAS, no individual member could extend an invitation
^r country. This had to be done in the form of a resolution of the

%ner^ ^0^ttee, at the suggestion of an OAS member .
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è resolution concerning Canada's participation had been drafted and dis-
4. Thcussed at meetings of the General Committee. It will come up for approval at

the
draft

next meeting of the Committee which is to be held next W^é B^11.ans have
resolution which was shown to us in confidenceti^^f^ ^^ada's desire to partici-

r. Itreceived from Canada an 1n9uuy .
" in the Rio meeting. It provides also for the status of

Committee ^ so utione
will be noted that once appm

willpate v^ by the General C
become part of the official record of the organization. We were given to understand
that such resolutions are not normally published. It is possible, however, that therelease
substance of this particular resolution might be disclosed in an OAS pressent.
when an invitation is officially issued to the•Canadian G^ nrnmuoted above and

5.
We expressed some surpriseé concerning the

had

o

mply been informed through
explained that as far as we knew thartment of our "willingness to accept an invitation, should
the State Dep to our remark said that it was his

n

to us". Mr. Woodward in reply
erstand n8 that

Mr. Pearson had told Mr. Dulles in the course of a conversation that Cainquiry to
to participate. In the State Department's view, therefore, Mr. Raynor's Pearson

wcre simply
Glazebrook as to

following up

Canada's intentions and Mr. Du11es.tP^oM ^^ was the
Mr. the original suggestion made by

De artment's impression that we had in fact manifested our desire técpartici-
State p of the resolution in this respect that
pate and they had assumed that the wording

rePre-

^^ corrcct^y the situation ^ It was also the State Department's impressionCanadian Govern-
the Brazilians had been approached in Ottawa or in Rio by the

^u ^d by the State
sub'ect

Department

an invitation to Canada had been discreport
ssedeat^

ment and that the j
^ent that the Brazilians had correct y

ada's desire to invited ; of the resolution ^
• A ,-A with the wording of

. (a) It would not be posslble
seen the draft resolution since it was shown

to us in con 1 e^son
r

that we have

for. e

fing a
nderstands, according to Mr.

Woodward, ^ô m
P̂

::^ (b) ° Mr. . Dulles u artici ate in the
1^^a's desire to p P

chang
141'the following factors:

^ etate Dep^^nt
or for us to discl aen

e
e,. °.

^etn e8u t

athan . Govcrnmcnt 'o
therefore, for us to determine whether the present wording of e re

consldering whether you would like u^°^ epd
not, in line with your desires. In wish, however, to be

•^ 1 age of the resolution you may

the reportcd con ^cials and BraziGan officials on thls SU LU • or 1s
• • solution is,

i 6. ,We realize that you may not be sa^s
filcs bas failed to disclose indications t^ ^n

quoted above. A review of our
on and Mr. Dulles

Cana

versations between Mr. Pe.ars ^t It is difficult

%pressed to h1m personal Y
T,ï.:

^ycon.,

.^ ;/Mu=iaal twta ^ ^^^ ^ =fit ora11Y and I said^Û^& ^so the cxFr^Note rnarp^
" Ibis is quite rnroo=. Mt. Dulks c from

sida ^y ^^^ If it w►ae evet tocel^• The Invitauon cam
^..ltd p,dicipate. LB. Pieusonl

J Sion of Mde:ire.. thmt ^ , ,. y ^ , r , . . ^ 6 ,
4 Note marginale Li^ note:

ulks' 0" lett es oi Aug ZA cant^sdicts thisf 4B. P(e^Otl
No D
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(c) The State Department is under the impression that we expressed our views
directly to the Brazilians on how we would like to see the matter handled.
(d)

Members of the General Committee, while welcoming Canada's participation
are sensitive as to the manner in which the invitation should be issued and there is a
possibility that they might resent at this stage an indication that Canada does not
wish to assume openly the responsibility for being invited to the meeting.
.'(e)

We have not discussed with Mr. Woodward the possibility of having changes
made in the resolution but we sensed that the State Department would be somewhat
reluctant to suggest changes before the General Committee at this stage. They
might, however, if you so desired, raise the subject informally with the Brazilians
and suggest to them some alternative wording.

7. In a following teletype we intend to deal with the status of Canada as an
observer and to report on United States views as to Canada's possible role in the
Rio meeting.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DEA/2226-B40

TELEGRAM EX-1903
Ottawa, October 18, 1954

CONFIpENTIqt,, IMPORTANT.

Reference
Your telegram WA-1800 of October 16 [sic], 1954.

ECONOMIC MEETING ,OF O.A.S. IN RIO

Following from the Minister, Begins: I was surprised to read some of the remarksattributed to
Mr. Dulles and to me. It might be helpful if you had my version of thestory;

(a)
When I was in Washington in March of this year for the Joint Committee

Mee6ng• Mr. Dulles made a passing reference about Canada's participation in the
C)-A'S' to Which I replied in like vein without commitment. Toward the end of May
^oState Department took up with you the question of Canada's participation in the

Conference as an observer. On August 24, Mr. Dulles wrote to me personally
^e n^9,ô re if the Canadian "Government would be open to an invitation" to attend
of Conference•, I replied on August 27 that I was looking into the "possibility
^Canadian Participation therein". After Cabinet consideration of the matter I told
^ Dulles in' New York, towards the end of September that if an invitation wasr

ed to attend the Rio Conference as an observer, we would accept it. At no
%e did I "press "Canadationed in 's desire" to participate in the Rio Conference, as men-

paragmphs 5 and 6 of your telegram under reference.
B^^en a mecnber of the Department discussed this matter privately with theall

Ambassador in Ottawa on September 23, he also indicated clearly that if
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be held in Rio: ;^ i^, ` I " telegram that all this adds
2. The interprctadon' contained in paragraph 5 of your

up to merelYa Canâdian "willingness" to accept the invitation, if one were made,
. . , ^.

corresponds therefore with the facts.I^^, be appropriate for those who have it in
3.' In the circumstances, it would, nsibili of making it without

^e^*power to extend an invitation to accept the respo tY ht it
putting Canada in the slightly awkward position of a solicitor of favours. Mig
not be suggested by the State Department that the Braziliansand

o u^ n Unitedw hi hSno es

should take a slightly different tack? h, m°â •fested Canada's desire to partici-
that an "enquiry" has been recei

^t, it
would be more accurate and better for the Resolutio âtiona tend as a

►e

pate
p.A.S. Members, desirous of extending an^aaâ ^^ttOf^h an invitation were
observer, have received an assurance from
made, Canada would be willing to accept it. • V,^n States as well as for the State

- 4. This is a matter of some delicacy with ^Spossible to set the record straight. Ends.
being invited but I hope that it will be Pos

A0
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an ^ invitation was made, the Canadian Government would be prepared to send an
observer to the Rio Conference but that Canada was not seekincgauan ionf l^é°inteT est

information, was conveyed to the Brazilian and the fact that the Conference was to
which Brazil bas always taken in the matter

DEA/22I-o-'

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
ricures

au secrétaire d'État aux
Ambassador in, United, S

Â ^irs
to Seeretary of State for F.zt

`
^

^GRffl WA-1811

,"We saw Ivir.;Woodw 8
ut forwd 010` •nrs straight as to the manner in which we

would hke a
^t^ g the ^co • Before we had time to p b

adY thebe extended to ëan^a for the Rio mcetin8 rem^ks made enhaded that, . following be

P
^' `'° ` acd a nin this morning after receivmg your an invitation to

. ECONO . hel fu m
MIC MEETING OP,THE OAS IN 1U0 1 essage

Washington, October 19,195

È ` • of October 18.
Reference•, Your EX 1903.
CôNF[DEjrnA-• IMMMu►TL
.^^^_ ^. . . . .. .

tative.ou tus oWn miUaUve

2. It was suggested by the State Dcp^ne
n intrd in the draft resolution by the h h â g rie beYond

ing had probably;bu • .d that there was a possibility ^a

officially the OAS, of Cana a ate:' inal W00
tnecting", Instead of rits desire: to p^ci

p nt that the objectionable ong represen-

views on . this , subject we were m orm endmen tiiY
^United Statrs,reprzsentative on the General

Committee, ^^ lians to rio^1e

`4 • t resolution eliminating the necessity for,^Bda interest in
tnade in the ^draf . d•s intentions, and indicating
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his instructions from his Foreign Ministry in so doing. In any event he had agreed
yesterday, along with all other members of the General Committee, with the new
wording expressing simply "Canada's interest in the meeting". We said
thought there would be no objection on Canada's part to this reference. While we
realize that you would have preferred the wording suggested in your telet

EX_1903 of yesterday to' this expression of Canadian interest in the meetine we
thought it might not have been altogether appropriate to suggest a new change in
the draft resolution which has now been agreed upon by the General Committee.
We thought further that if the new wording did not meet with your approval it
might be easier to have it corrected at the suggestion of the Brazilians who were
responsible in the first place for the previous wording than at the suggestion of the
United States representative.
3.

We were interested to learn that yesterday when the fourth meeting of
eral Committee on the subject of an invitation to Canada was held, as wellthe ^dur

Gen-

ing the three previous meetings, the Brazilian representative had been the only one
on the Committee - to express his concern at the possibility that Canada, onceinvited,

might not accept the invitation. The precedent for an OAS invitation bein
refused, to which we referred in our message reporting our first conversa ' gon withMr. Woodward, had created a certain "malaise" at the time and was responsib

le forsensitivity.
We learned today that this precedent is alleged to have r

after a Peruvian invitation to Canada to attend a conference on travel, taken
ch washeld, in

Lima in 1951, was not accepted by Canada and ap arentl wasunanswened. P y left
4.

We informed the State Department that a new approach to the Brazilians
be made today in Ottawa and that it could be expected that no doub would was to

bein their mind as to Canada's willingness to accept the OAS invitation. The left
resolution,of the General Committee will be submitted tomorrow to the Council=

OAS requesting an authorization for the Economic and Social Cou • of the
l to

Official invitation to Canada. According to the State Department there s no do anthat the
^u^t^ authorization will be granted.s ubt

I

^ a 1°Vité ofFiciellement le Canada à participer à sa réunion de Rio à titre d'observateur le 22
^o^^ ob ^• U Canada a accepté l'invitation et a nommé S.D. Pierce, ambassadeur au Brésil,
The ()AS ^atee• Ce dernier était accompagné de Peter Towe de la Direction de l'Amérique.
the invitatio^y ^^t0d Canada to observe its Rio meeting on October 22, 1954. Canada accepted

^^ bY Peter^
n0nlinâted S.D. Pierce,
e ^om American Division.

Ambassador in Brazil, as its observer. He was accompaj
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L•ambassadeur aux États-Unis,
• aires extérieures

au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires

Ambussador in United States
alrs

to Secretary of State for External A,^`'

ZELEGRpNt WA-1837
^^ .

, Washington, October 22, 1954

COrtt•wL" mll-
Reference: Our teletype WA-1833 of the 22 October, 1954.fi

a

ECONOMIC MEETING OF THE ORGANIT.^ ►TION
the State Department we had a conversation about po liy

__ This 'morning at th of i^s, Corbettwith Corbett; Director of the office Finan n^eneanecaP
meeting
who accompanied Holland on histecent tour had taken the initiative in suggestinS
was frank in saying that the State Department they hoped we would have an
thât Canada be present at the Rio meeting because in the attitude of
^emPlary effect. They had lost patience with the incon̂siSdnWished to have ^
most Latin American countries t°wards foreign ^P steps to encourage
exhibit of what could be done by a country that of Latin American attitudes,
foreign investment. As an illustration of the petyersi

tookry practical

aPProximately $200 rniilion a
Côrbett mentioned that Brazil is currently pe

s nding beh
•oil, much of it from the United States. Nevertheles have evnot been

year for imported
that thefe. are large oil deposits in Brazil. But foreign companies the Brazih^

e even in exploratory activities. At the same time, n for
allowed , to, engage Holland during his recent visit to Rio were clamouri8
authorities who talked to at

1 2; It
greater fo

would
rcign

clearly

investment. t ' well if the Canadian observer
suit the State Department very olicies in

• tin were to be instructed to expatiate on the sou ddfw^ tt
ef^

c p
the United

the R^o mee 8 ;^1 and to suggest, er or
Canada that have attracted United States cap ndence. ^e^

• t--A.2 has not detracted from our indepe ni clearlY be on

, capl^Bentham that may d ^
will be there to enforce isinter will now an agam travel in our direction when illus that

^ lidcal economy. The, moralciples of po t an inflow n of if forethelgncapital is
house in order

that
may

we
expeC•

not we draw attenUon we will be rather lrke the st" ct d,at a

exhibit. Even if we remain mum, lass case in London; and wtra^n a^é p est pnnt.- ninag •

States investinent in ^ some such statement We w of JeremYto owselves by • ffed effigy

OF AMERICAN STATF.S IN RIO

countrY that kuPs tts °r- ' independence eve
and that this need not weakenei la,t etroÔn of its raw material resou^eS• s

,• . directed towards th P dele ation will have Very f eW soP

to give to their Latin Am^ eha
^^ly

se as they will traVeo f^enited3. Corbett mâde itclear that
cantlxaUlies Suchtl ttle larges ^ury, One

of the T^ ve.

may keptunder lock and key by the SecretarY
Mr. Hump^eyfa^le a f 01V

Y Corbett indicated,
uncertainties of the mccdng, , in W^^nBton
Cons^

#,, m^u
'dcrablé time and trouble have been taken t

. . .4 .
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nick-nacks that it is hoped may go some distance towards satisfying the Latin
Americans. But Mr. Humphrey, as you know, is an uncompromising believer in the
virtues of free enterprise and there is some apprehension that he may prevent even
these meagre stores from being unpacked.

A. The United States delegation will be able to announce that technical assistanceta
Latin America is to be increased. But they can hardly expect many hats to be

thrown in the air about that. Of more significance is the announcement they will
make that the activities of the Export-Import Bank in Latin America are to be
"intensified". The United States statement on economic development, according to
present plans, will' begin by saying the most of the money needed for economic
development in South America must inevitably come from private savings, either
domestic or foreign: There are, however, projects which cannot be privatel
financed. In so far as these require foreign capital, recourse should first be y

International Bank. Some projects, however, would not be suitable for financing bthe
ythe International Bank; and the Export-Import Bank stands ready to provide capital

in all such cases. Three conditions, however, must be met:
(a) The project must be economically sound;
(b) Other sources of capital must be unavailable; and.
(c)

There must be a good prospect that the loan can be serviced and ultimatelrepaid. Y

5. The significance of the statement that will be made b y the United
tion at Rio about the policy of the Export-Import Bank obviously d pendsdon the
Vint in which this policy is administered. Corbett told us that the decision to inten-
sify the act3vities of the Export-Import Bank in Latin America had
Within the National Advisory Council and indicated that the intent of the

beennew taken
c pol-
Y Was to provide a more liberal flow of capital to South America. If, however, the

conditions cited in the paragraph above were interpreted in a niggardly way, there
would be little, if any, increase in the bank's activities in Latin America. Since Mr.
Hucnphrey has been personally inclined to take a restrictive view of the ban k'
ol^erations,'there is some fear in the States Department that his remarks at Rio mass
be such as to'suggest that the new policy for the ExPort-Importrt Bank is notresult in iriân n fear

Po t likely
United s' Latin American countries maybe excüs^• Corbett said,anfor char tin the

materialize
Holland had 8 g States with a breach of faith since

been authorized to tell the ten presidents with whom he spoke on histour the " ' `6
Y could expeet more money from the Export-Import Bank.

Will beShould `any cloud be cast on this announcement, the United States dele ation`virttiâllY' ` gr emptyi handed at the conference, since it has been decided that theequests that ïnâ
^a)1^ ,,, Y, be expected from Latin American countries for

(h) ger, gra qt' aid for economic development,
sorne international scheme to stabilize commodity prices, and

Over ^^ United States undertaking to rovide a fixed ofp quantity loan assistancenext few
7• y^, must be resisted.in discûssin

bctt report^ ^at m requests that may be expected for larger grant assistance, Cor=
Y Latin American officials with whom lie had talked during
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Holland had admitted there were not many fully worked out
Stateshis recent tour' with develo ment in Latin America that could

to
absorb

increase
United

its grant
plans for economic p^^at if the Utited States We meet with an
^d: However, they had a challenge' v+^ch would certainly
assistance: this would provide America. Corbett's only comment

There wouldenthusiastic and workmanlike response in South Congress.
to Latinon that thesis was t^t!t would not be very easy to sell tohe ex cted, to the effect that United Statesextentaid to South

also be some talk at Rio, Pe with

Ame

the aid

rica was d
i

isproportionately,sm^1 when compared
if that charge were made, ^ e^ countries

and South-East As- He thought that 1 in that most Latin
delegation should meet it head-on by mP Y g . pmerica.• cher than the countries Latin

in South and Sou East Asia and

intnnsically far ncapital was even now being invested in
that far more private cap questions, Corbett

place at Rio on commoditY
ress some sympathy with theg. In the dis

said that the United
ons S^ delegation would exp

nd for h, earnings of foreign
kesmenems of Latin American countries which Hôwever United States spo

materials policyprobl one or two commodities.
exchange on only in the rather anodyne remarks on raw
would quickly take refuge r eneral
made •

Eisenhower in his message to Congress on ^atgn
as a

eCg o^c
by the Presldent E would ad

of March; and more informally, they commodity uPY;prices
policy eof thedid 30thnot see how international schemes for stabilizing
rule• th Y • . Even within the borders of a single c nc^e
could be succes^sfully adnuniste^fficulty in trying to stabilize farm P
United - States had run into g^ e would be immensely greater.
difficulties on an internauonal scal ^t for a firm undertak

ty years. But
9: yCorbett

itted that there was some sense in
the ^u

in under-adm
ing by the United States to supply capital at a fixed e rate h a ad diffi

number of

he said that he and others in the United States grnment
for this vanable, in a very

standing why such importance should be at en^^°e^unt of intergoVem°ent^
stan • vided_j roblem constant. Ev ^ capital so Pro

very'vigorously in any, attac u

w

lLng
ould seem to be to sit quutly in a corncrand, without p

• &.A# a o^ boy

mabl at otu Ffirst app^n •ng the rmportan oln
rough time. Presu y ro riate for us
' litic for us to giYe them rnuch comfot< by sveSSr

to 1

^P° it would probably be rnaPP P pur proper role

internal ineasUfeS. Çonversely ,
•^ k on Unitid States commercial polic âut any plums to

10A1 m + .t . ^a . ceo

,. . . .
over

,
a period of ye^s.', , may be in for

would becapital ^
. all - it would'seem that, our Unrted Statets f^nÔAS meeting it f sound

1

large'and compl1cat IF ^ e being
lcnding by the United States were rivate and public,increased itals both P^ of course, it

all
woüld be ; a small PfOp°develo

of
m nt of Latin America. In any event, ^nited

invcsted in the economuc P. wer wlthl overcunen^
'
o
nld be

ite impossible, becauseof the 'division of P t of inter-g

^
Government; to undertakeF to provide a fuccd aun

Stat a rather

have the air of saying+
I . y .. . : 4 . k '

• n S}.t.i
. .



Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
a l ,

ambassadeur aux États-Unis;. ,
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

DEA/2226-B40

Ottawa, November 5, 1954

t, . l .

RIO ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

Your telegrams have been most helpful in assessing what is likely to come u p atthe Rio meeting. As Canada will be attending the Conference as an observer, there
would be little point in sending someone to Washington to discuss in detail the
United States position. There will doubtless be occasion in Rio to have private talks
of this nature.

2. It is not intended, of course, that the Observer State shall "ex patiate on the
sound domestic Canadian policies that have attracted United States Capital". All inall, it

will be better. for the Canadian representatives to sit quietly and observe. In
private' conversations with Latin-American representatives and where it can be
done discreetly, the way in which things are being done in various Canadian fields
of economic activity could be explained - remembering always that Canada is anobserver only.

3. The attitude which the U.S. delegation may take regarding us is somewhat 'dis-hurbing..You
might find a suitable occasion to let it be known at an

y
a ro riatelevel in ,

the State Department that we ' intend to stick closely to ourp modest
observer's role at the deliberations of the Conference and hope, accordingly, that
ow friends will not focus the spotlight on us.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur au Brésil

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Brazil

DEA/2226-B40

CoNMENIIAL a

bear Mr. Pierce
Ottawa, November 10, 1954

When
Observer the Canadian Government agreed to accept an invitation to attend as an
did the Conference of Economic and Finance Ministers to be held in Rio, it

so without Prejudice to Canada's future attitude toward the Organization of
AT4ene4n States as a whole. It was lar el because of Canada' sy s marked interest in
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America that it was thought useful for us tmain
o attend shn

the economic future of Latin
Conference as an observer in order better to unders^ é^m rie an

the
relations.

the field of economics, finance and ^d^^â tsna tendance as an observer at Rio
There is little doubt, however, that

idered as a politically significant event by ther U^^hitate
assco dr^e

will be cons are llkel to interpret this obse P
Latin=American countries. They YCanada will become a full member of
evidence that, in the not too distant future,

It is not the wish of
âniiation of American States• Ou r̂ ob^ ^hipG at this

Org
ment to give currency to this thhould therefore betcamed out in such a way

^aspecial economic conference
've to Latin American countries and to the United S^^o of

therefore do your

States has
g our best to
our1 policy regarding fuller membership in the Organ
in any respects altered. With this in mind, you shouldmovement for a closer association
keep out of the limelight and to discourage any is will not be easy if, at the saine
of,Canada with the Inter-Amcrican system.

^
of Latin-American States.

time, you are not to give offense to the representatives Canada in the Inter-

So as
to bring you up to date on the position hitherto taken by

Am

for
erican system, you will find in the attached brif^P

which has been prepared

you a memorandum on this subject prepared in theto take a position at the Confer-
ri;:; I

l find it nPAriesSal
be discussed. It would de S col'

to
that

the agenda
wil
da items.which will on the subjects 1

d
ence w,o^thnot respçct

expect

however, for you to know the general Canadian poli, Y ought to
'• Such information may be found in the attached brief. v^^e 1epreénta-

be
side ofra^on.

value toSuc you in private conversations you may havenf ^Ce•
tives attending the . • • sent to help you. He is

f
you know, Mr. P.M. Towe of the Department, is bemg c fields as theyAs y ••'n Ottawa in the political and eCOno^

aware of the latest thmkm81 you every success in this
finance

to this Confcrcnce. Needless to rcportt on •not only the
of

economic, ^„ada^

`mission. I will be interested to read but also on the political aspects °
`and trade aspects 01 th, Conferen

L.B. PEARSON

I

0
T
di

presence as an ovscr^ ►^^. Yours sincerely,



L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1939

DEA/2226-B-40

CONFIDENZZqL

Wastungton, November 11, 1954

Reference: Your EX-2025 of November 5 and EX-2039 of November 9, 1954.t

RIO ECONOMIC CONFERENCB

There is now an obvious gap between the role designed for Canada at Rio by theOAS and your plan for the delegation, and an even wider gap between the United
States and Canadian ideas of the Canadian role. We appreciate the reasons for your
position and I have only two minor modifications to your plan to suggest for your
consideration.We fully realize that Canada cannot be trotted out at Rio as a kind of
exhibit such as the State Department had intended. We would, however, be glad if
we could move a few inches towards their concept of an active Canadian role, since
we are naturally reluctant to dampen down the new helpfulness and frankness
Which now exists in the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs.
2.

The more important consideration, however, we su est is that the
n

American members of OAS who were, as you know, sensitive about ext ndinaaninvitation
which might be refused should feel that we had turned down too coldly

and too completelytely the special category misleadingly called "observer" which theyhad design
or us as the only American state, not a member of OAS, present at

Rio. Such an impression, we feel, would be unhelpful in the general context of
C^Hadian relations with Latin America.
3' Will You consider allowing us to explain to the State Department that while

Cmadian delegation will be present in Rio for the most part in the position of a true
observer, that this does not preclude the possibility of contributin information
when requ^t^, or even expressing interest, if occasions for such action arose
4•Weaisosu ?

ggest that you might re-consider your decision not to send Towe here
for pre-cod•emnce discussions. While we realize that this is not as convenient, we
d0 feel that the offer of the State Department to place all its information before usWl

^hatever; the motives, generous and a helpful precedent for future dealings
Ot ^ bureau in question. If Towe could come here for a day and return o

w^ it would allow for discussions there of the information he had gathered.
auThe less 909d alternative would be to have him come to Washington^t to 1^^, „ g e and from here



Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis . .

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador, in United States

CoNmENmA-

Reference: Your WA-1939 November 11.

Repeat Brazil No. 105

DEA/2226-B-40

Ottawa, November 16, 1954

Rl0 ECONOMIC CONFERENCE one.oing to be an easY
° Clearly our position at the Rio meeting is , no g be mnnoeuvred into the posi-
2. On the one hand we are naturally not anxious tu develop between the

tion of having to take sides in the controversies which may to sub-
United States and Latin American delegations. Neither w^é agenda inilthe ûnlikelyU
scribé to â regional approach to some of the subjects on might a^ on such
event thât the United States and the Latin American aÜ ^^o o give rise to a
an -approach. Moreover we would not wish our for future Canadian pa<-
possibly misleaiiing impression concerning the prospects

• short, we think that we
should not play an active or vocal

tic^pat• ^on in the OAS. In
role,in the Conference. mciative of the action of

3; On the other hand we would not wantseeâ this particular econom
tbe memberseof OAS in inviting us to be present
cnce. W

i that this
We are also conscious of the fact (as no doubt the United

be w St

ates
en )U•5• andthe

meeting= may be a critical one in terms of future Celaue tina) would welcome, or
Latin America. Only the Soviet Bloc (and possibly Arg

Cerned that Ofprofit by,' any deterioration in relations resûch as these e are concerned
• thi meeting. For reasons

tude on our part s y

05aiWe should be gra , ration. We would hoP such an atti
Department and thank them for their coope

• this position and would agree
that

undcrstand our reasons for talung P
i likel

to be in the best interests of all concerne
d .

t ful if you would exp e that theY

letting him have our commen he State
tion- and judicious use. ^n to Would1.',n the situation ag

of the informauon w
ts on the va►rious items on the agen

• nomic issues at s rela-
part, in the conference should not be u W^ould be wise for our observer to be nfor-

4;` On balance our conclusion is that it rovidln8

tive
y
l

passive. although we would not expect him to refrain from p ht consid^ô to
ch he

mation which might be relevant to the discussions and w uld seem to contain so

be useful: The brief which is being sent to MrnaforPierce him to supply, we ar
e al

• ' hich it would be approP A. for his informa'

I

I
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6.

With reference to the last paragraph, Towe'has already left for Rio and will
therefore, not be able to visit Washington prior to the Conference. He will c ,
members of U.S. delegation there. onsult

L'ambassadeur au Brésil
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Brazil
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/2226-B-40

DESPA? CH 694
Rio de Janeiro, December 2, 1954

CONl+IDqvTiAI,

Reference;
mÿ telegram No. 114 of November 29th, 1954.t

FOURTH EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF MINISTERS OF FINANCE OR ECONOMY
2

OF THE ORGANIZqTION OF AMERICAN STATES, QUITANDINHA, BRAZIL,
NOVEMBER 22ND TO DECEMBER 2ND, 1954'

This was the first meeting of the Finance Ministers of all the mem bers
Org^^tion of American States and it was specially convened to deal with e oe
1101nic questions consideration of which was postponed from the 10th Congress of
Amencan States at Caracas at the request of the United States. Nonetheless, it
turned out to be a" mutine, public, heavily-documented meeting with none of the
'ntimacy of a meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers; and little of its fla
except for the communiqué issued at the close of the conference. vour

2•
The agenda was burdened with draft resolutions for the most part ez ressin

fued positions adopted in advance by the Latin-Americans. Their main goal g
^gh and stable prices for their raw material exports and the establishment were
^^-^lmerican lending institution to increase the flow of capital from the ent of aStates.

en The United States, too, started from a fixed position, atth e o si United

enunciated by Holland, Assistance Secre PPo te pole. It
b^Hrican Society ^y of State, in his speech to the Pan-

of the United States in New York on October 27thg and reiterated
^Tphrey Secretary of the Treasury, in his opening address at this meeting. It

^jected inter-American solutions; asserted the adequacy of existing lendin '
fiOnS' the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develo me

g lnstitu-

ma ^^•B^, and the projected International Finance p nt and the Export-
Corporation; and sought to

Jhes sanctity of existing international obligations such as those to the

T owe:
Marginal note:

,, sions, ^ .111 addition to preparing this for Cabinet documents and for our Latin American mis-^à P es should be sent to Finance, T d'c C (attention Mr Howe on return) and the Bank [ofI^^

^

]'Th^oPwiag speech by Syd [Pierce] doesn't resemble the draft very closely but sounds1R 1tcê]^Y 80od one• American Division and Mr I,é ger should receive copies of all this. A.E.Vou^ : ^ . P

pp- 6g4-69Q ^ S^^, Department of State, Bulletin, Volume XXXI, No. 802, November 8, .1954,
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and as its foundations, there was an insistence on freedom States announce
GATT; an ed
prise: With its' refusal to accept the Latins' proposals, the Uni

more liberal lending policy and outlined the further liberalization of U.S. trade
• a

fions . that the Holland•HumphmY h the Conferen , w^ h

commercial policy which President Eisenhower intended to ask from Congress.
and ^ between entrenched positions.
(3. Thus the conference opened with a serious gap s^s and as was expected
As was expected the Latin nations bNpt^neS^ of the re ection was not, however,
the United States rejected th

and at one stage in the conference it looked as ût the ÿ^eû dc bé

would
expectednot only be disappointed, as they had expected, b

as well, for the U.S. delegates were for a time bluntly
O .A.S .

e^^Png l^ey
offended li ^ For the first time in
the negative aspects of the U.S. po cY• fre uently
did not strive to amend every resolution so they could

For
vote â^^^ eÿ were regis-

te

abstained, sometimes in the face of 20 favourable vo
^^e^

ring their abstentions too emphatically. However the S'ould
deleg

aw
tes

the limits
attitude in mid-conference and cooperated as best, they

imposèd on them
^ctical

tside
by the Humphrey doctrine, both in meetings and ^d the In bi at-

e^ talks they did much to make the others appreciate the extent
value of the aid which was available to them within these limits; and of the good

will of the U.S. people and government toward^^ ë^ 1^. They felt they

.4.
At the close, the U.S. delegates were pleased clear to the others and had

had made both their position and their goodwill was reached: I
improved relations while doing so. I think a better understand1nS

•
^nent officials

think relations at the best remained about as they were. State Depahreand others^^wll
thought it had been extremely bene ^é na

to have
ture of the problem. They think

with Latin America sceat th t ca tothe area.
henceforth be more YmP 'or concrete proPosals

were
5. The

disappointed

members most closely associated with the major
inted because the United States would have none of it. Many

from thethough, were -satisfied. In the first place; i
t better than they eRpeCted.

increased U.S. support, ith theThey ' took comfort from the assurances of
coffeetably s' w ande toward reducing double taxation in the United

promise,
^v^^ of ^ some U.S. cooperation in some of the studies, were indlca-

l
bananas : They were heartencd r^culaz y by what they consid

Thos
ered

e Ce d 1
' line could be breached.

d the
included , the change in U.S. attitude ch g^ manner not of

mererica.tncntioncd above, eve^ough that was for mom ^d to La
tin

unofficial speech by Yss^
Fulton calling

as impo^ant. The d this m Yt be rcg^^ a
1`6.^ I think the conference will in retrosP^ clear an

position toward Latin Amenca had never bee io ch to the solution W^âÿ
the U.S. pos . racUcal aPP to swall0
lead the Latin Americans to adopt a more p

. Even those who disliked the most the medl^who are nothad membe^^y

PnDbl^ effect.° For nations States ,
led e its salutary h United 1 teral

come to acknow 8 multr
prganization the ^ Çonference was significant in that

e a
in favour of a generalized

^^a^d narcôw inter- American solutions .initiative
h emphasizing the importance of free

aPP^
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7. It was not hard to follow your instructions to keep out of the limelight and to
give the Latin American countries the minimum hope of our ,loining the O.A.S.There

were nine other non-American countries present. They were treated as
invited representatives. The distinction made between them and us was that only
we were seated at the council table and had a right to speak. It was necessary to use
this latter privilege only once, to reply to a welcome from the President of the Ses-
sion. I attach a copy of what little I said.t Our reception was warm but not effusive
and we were at no time embarrassed.The Secretary of the Organization of Ameri-
can States, Dr. Ddvila, said to me privately he looked forward to full Can '
membership, Senior Brazilian officiais expressed their satisfaction at our presenc^e.l
The United States representatives showed clearly we were most welcome but did
not mention us in the debates, perhaps thanks to your intercession at Washington
before the conference opened. The Chief Director of the Economic Commission for
Latin America, Dr: Paul Prebisch, seemed to expect we might be used as an ezam-
ple and forestalled it by pointing out in his speech that the case of Canada was not
s'rnilar to that of other Latin American States because we already were industrial-
ized and developed.

8.
Canadian interests were not directly involved. At most, some of the resolutions

Might lead to the establishment of study groups which might recommend courses of
action which might lead Latin American nations to seek the waiver of some of their
exishng international obligations; and here, the effect, if any, would not be felt fora long time.

When subjects of interest to Canada were discussed, the United States
said for the most part what we thought needed to be said; our weight would haveadded little.

9' 1 think we would have gained nothing from full membership. In most cases
would have agreed with the United States. We could have helped the United States
a little and perhaps raised the level of the debates a shade. But, all in all Inothing in' it for us. , saw
10. The '

l^tinisters announced in their communiqué that they would meet again inBllenes Aires in 1956.

11. SePaz.ate notes on various subjects will follow.t

S.D. PIERCE
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mique : convertibilité) .
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en

A^ votr, sow ^,th k: sdhé. .(conférenaealmité eonsultatif , du Common veillance des nations ncutres)
a

et voir

sur,s tarifs
évaluation)

siôn du Japon), Accord général (Assemblée générale : de),Tchécoslâ

f, tics
—douaniers et le mmace (9' ussion des par-

Chine (REpublique populaire de Corée, p
Indochine (établissement vaquie République

poPulaire

1 de la Commission internationale de surveil- logne•. Union soviétique
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tique)

C
CABwET voir sous conflit coréen (secours à la

Corée), Nations Unies (Assemblée générale ;
instructions pour la délégation canadienne),
États-Unis (questions économiques : Voie

, maritime du Saint-Laurent) et voir Comité
du Cabinet sur la défense

CAMBODGE : voir sous Indochine (opération de
la Commission internationale de surveillance
et de contrôle)

CEYLAN : voir sous Plan de Colombo, Com-
nmonwealth (visite du premier ministre) et
voir conférence de Colombo

CHINE (RÉPUBUQUE DE) : voir sous Birmanie,
Nations Unies (Assemblée générale : évalua-
tion !représentation chinoise)

01INE (RÉPUBUQUE POPULAIRE DE) : voir aussisous
Indochine (établissement des Commis-

sions internationales de surveillance et de
contr8le ), conflit coréen (conférence à Ge-
n^ve ^ Pazticipation), Nations Unies (Assem-
blée générale
deQ : évaluaGon) et voir Comité^,..,.r► .

voir sous Europe orientale (contrôles straté-
giques sur 1es exportations vers le bloc so-
viétique)
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Nations Unies de la, 44, 71, 74-75, 184, 188, (Commission mixte internationale : système
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CH»RE ' vO1T sous Nations Unies (Assemblée COMITÉ M^ DE PLANIFICATION : voir sousgénérale
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^^^IEBRrfANNI COMITÉ PERMANENT ROYAUME-UNI-CANADA
(Coi► nission

QUE : voir sous États-Unis
SUR LE COMMERCE ET LES AFFAIRES ÉCpNO-du fleuve mixte internationale : système

Columbia) MIQUES : voir sous Accord général sur les ta-
°^^s : voir sous Commonwealth

(visite du rifs douaniers et le commerce (91 session des
premier ministre : sujets contractantes)
canado-indiennes ^ su^ets des conversations

COMMANDANT SUPRÊME ALLIÉ DE L'ATLAN-rifs dou )► Accord général sur les ta-
TIQUE (SACL

Parties et le commerce (90 session des A^ : voir sous Organisation^
éla^ • contractantes) et voir Programme du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (plans de dé-

^ d' assistance technique, Maroc, Nou- fense; Communauté européenne de défense^USe-Guinée
occidentale, Tunisie. et réarmement de 1 Allemagne, République-développés,,,c^ ,: ^ pays

^
fédérale (de 1 Ouest})COLUMBIA

' FLEUVE , : voir, sow États-Unis COMMANDANT S^^ DES FORCES ALLIÉES
cpMUOS^o.^ économiques) EN EUROPE (SACEUR) : voir sous Organisa-

yo^
roNSULTAnp DE V ÉNERGIE du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (plans devoir

ATOMIQUE:
défense; Communauté européenne de dé-^ Nati -

a° '. énergie atomique), (Assemblée géné- [crise et réarmement de l'Allemagne, Répu-
qne) q), États-Unis (énergie

blique fédérale (de l'Ouest})ry,. .

^pRTA^p ^^AnON DES AÉRIEN STRATÉGIQUE : voir
N DE ^ ^ CONTRÔLES A sous États-Unis (relations en matière de dé-

ËRES STRATÉGIQUES: fense et de sécurité)
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CpmmpNqrEAL•tH : voir aussi sous Acco B 935, 940-941; informauon
;'`nfral = les tarifs douaniers'et le commerce .° mMas, 930-932, 936n, 938-9395^

voir

es contractantes), Indo- ^ DE DÉ^ ue

= ÉTATS-UNIS : voir sous États-Un^s (queshons
n venance de 1 Inde,

économiques : Comission mixte canado• ^pelp pn°6s en provenance de l'Inde^

américaine du .,,conm^ a^^^ ^O, 935-939; convcrsations
canado-^n•

ï,
^ _ ^q^s)" ssessions coloniales

ATIONALES DE SURVE1t^ diennes : sur les^riqÛe du Nord), 934i

LANCE
COMMISSIONS Ur1ERN françaises (Inde, sur le confG

= ^WCE ET DE CONTROLB POUR tE CAMBODGE, 936; sur l'Indochine, 931; ^ssance

^ L8 LAOS ET LE VlEiNAM : voir sous Indo-
au Cachemire, 933; sur la reco 939; sur

; veillant conflit coréen (Commission de sur-
de la Chine commwnste, 936, , g33,

►
chine,

e des nations neutres) ``" ' au P â sp erase^ ^ l'aide des États-Utis et

NEUTRES:

ances : réunions des ministres des (du
COMMISSION DE RAPATRIEMENT DES NATIONS

F'm

NEUTRES: voir sous conflit coréen (négocia-
30 sept. au 1°, oct.). 791-805; Comité in-
terministériel de la politique commer

tions en vue de l'armistice) ^^e extérieure : réunions du concernant
COMMISSION DE, SURVEILLANCE DES NATIONS 1^ 791-794; Fonds monétaire internatio-

.' NEUTRES : voir sous Indochine (établisse- nal : discussions sur le, 801-802, 804-

surveillance

des Commissions internationales de n805; Accord général sur les tarifs doua-
,, - surveillance et de contrôle), conflit coréen :1 mers et le commerce : discussions sur le,

(conférence à Genève) 803-804; positions : du Canada, 800,

CATION E1' LE RELÈVEMENT DE LA
COMMISSION DES NATiONS UNIES POUR L^- 803; du Royaume-Uni, 794-795, 799; des

^^ : rapports sur les,

voir sous
conflit coréen (conférence à Ge-

États-Unis,Unis,
zone

792-793;
sterling : discussions sur

COMMISSION
nZve)

IISSION DU DÉSARMEMENT: voir sous Na-
la, 791-793, 795; calendrier des, 794

` tions Unies (Assemblée générale : énergie
nouveaux mb âü admission 83 ^90;

777-

désarmement)
790; positions

atomique,atomique,
COMMISSION FÉDÉRALE DE L'ÉNERGIE DES

^Fédération Oq..782, 790;e 781; dedu Ni8a
80-ÉrATS-UNIS : voir sous États-Unis (questions ue du Sud, 778• 7

gaz naturel)
ria, 781; de l'Afrique

Economiques : Cg : voir sous
781, 789; de la Rhodésie du Sud, 782; du

COMMISSION MILiCAIRE D'ARMts^ Ro aume-Uni, 777-783; autonomie res'
conflit coréen (négociations en vue de l'ar- ponsable : préalable possible pour une,
mistice, conférence à Genève, Commission 7_^9. 783-784; retrait de membres ac-
de surveillance des nations neutres)

COMMISSION MDCiE INTERNATIONALE : voir sous
tuels : danger du à la suite de l',

779,782-

États-Unis (questions économiques : Voie
tions Unies : relations avec les, 779

779; Na'

941; ex-1 maritime du Saint-Laurent)
783, 787-788

COIutlutiSSION
PERMANENTE CANAt^-AMÉiü-

voyage du premier ministre : 9u- Répu-

CAINE DE DfFEN^E : voir sous États-Unis (re-
posés sur la France, l:^ema etl'Italie,

(de
° latiôns en matière de défense et de sécurité : bu^^ x^s sur Inde) le Paws^

réseau d'alerte avancé, ligne' Mid-Canada, Ceylan, 927-928; exposés sur l'Indo-
défense aérienne continentale, station de et sés sur le Japon^
sondage expérimentale, installations radar

nésie, 928-929;2s^ ^^
l

ô^it coréen, 929;
• • exposés

des États-Unis)
929;

général à ezaminer, 929-
COMMISSION SUR LA POLITIQUE ÉCONOMIQUE

points d'ordre 8
européenne

fense

de dé-

^
(RANDALL COMMISSION) DES

930; Communauté

• 931-934;"ÉTRANGÈRE : sujet de la, 926, 931; rapports of

t (9' session des parti
►. chine (établissement des Commissions Inter-

COMMUNAUTÉ ^n raité de l'Aadf nse
nationales de surveillance et de contrAle ), sous ^8

unauté
du T

européenne Républi9ue

conflit coréen (conférence à (3entve, Com- Nord (Comm
réarmement de l'AllemaSne, Conseil de

(mission de sut,►eillance des nations fédérale (de l'Ouest), réunions dusoviéti9ues
° États-Unis (questions ' économiqu ' sitions

ue Nord, Pr°P° Uuies

.: transatlantique) et voir aussi Australie, Cey- 1^A^ ,aUs^urité curopée^e) Nadons États,ement)
nse

de
r,1u^, plan de Colombo, Inde, NEpal. Nou- Po de défe

velle-Zélande.' Pakistan.': Afrique du Sud. U^relaét o s nc^mauérs

désavr

matégi9ues, Poli-
Royaume-Uni sécurité '. consultations ew

^ tique de défense « The N LOOk »)

C(

Co



corvFÉrtEtvcE A GENÈVE SUR LA CORÉE ET L'IN-
DoIOHI1vE : voir sous Indochine, conflit Co-;.
réen. Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique
Nord (réunions du Conseil de l'Atlantique
Nord, propositions soviétiques pour la sécu_

, rité européenne)

CONFÉRENCE DE BERLIN DES MWISTRES DES AR,-
F^M ÉTR1NGÈRES : voir sous conflit coréen
(conférence de Genève), États-Unis (rela-
tions en matière de défense et de sécurité :
consultations stratégiques); impressions des
États-Unis, 956-957

CONFÉRENCE DE COLOMBO (BM
4ANIE, CEYLAN,

INDE'INDONÉSIE ET PAKISTAM : voir sous In-
dochine (établissement des Commissions in-
ternationales de surveillance et de contrôle);
et conflit coréen, 36

roNTÉRENCE DES NEUF pt1ISSANCES SUR L'ALLe
MAGNE, LONDRES (DV 28 SEPT. Au 3 ocr.) :
voir sous

Organisation du Traité de l'Atlan-
tique Nord (Communauté européenne

et P^nne de dé-
fense de l'Allemagne, Répu-
blique fédérale{de l'Ouest))

CONFLrr ro^N : voir aussi sous conférence
de Colombo, Commonwealth (voyage du
premier ministre), Nations Unies (Assem-

. blée générale : évaluation)'
.

Agence des Nations Unies pour le relève-
ment de la Corée : voir secours à la Co-ne ci-dessous

Commission de surveillance des nations
neutres, 141-162; membres communistes
(tchèques, polonais) de la : activités d'es-
^0^age des, 141, 144, 146-148, 151-
152; nouvelle commission : possibilité
'établissement

d'une, 152, 155; Com-
mission internationale de contrôle et de
s'rl'eiUanCe : relations avec la, 142-145,
d149,154-159, 162Pl o^^ion militaire

14d'armistice : 'relations avec la, 144, 147,
-151,` 153, 157•

nada, 142-145 • positions : du Ca-4
147-148, 150-153, 156-

157, 161-162; de la France, 147, 151,

141-142,,,147,de 1'« ancien » Commonwealth,
151, 156; de la Corée duSud, 141,°

la S 151-152; de la Suède, 160; de
u'sse,-159, 161; des États-Unis, 144-

146-148-149, 154; Commandement des
s Unies ' rôle du, 141-147coenhfé^reen

, ce à Genève sur la Corée et l'Indo-
28-137, 688-689

Assemblée générale : ' instructions con-
cernant la discussion de 1', 184

C0mmissi0n de surveillance des nations

^m 3o"lubleme de la, 33-34, S0,^ s
l'^nicatin des Nations Unies pouron et le relèvement de la

Corée : rôle de la, 34-35, 48, 51, 83,
86

Commission militaire d'armistice : rôle
de la, 83

conférence de Berlin des ministres des
Affaires étrangères : décision concer-
nant la, 28-30, 53-55

discussion préliminaire concernant la
possibilité de la, 22-25

élections en Corée : considérations sur
les, 48, 52, 55, 62, 65-66, 71, 80-81,
93-94, 105-106, 115-117, 119-120

organisation et structure de la, 30-32,
36-38, 53-58, 94-95

participation à la : du Canada, 29-32,
36-37; de la Chine communiste, 28;
de la Corée du Nord, 42, 60; de la
Corée du Sud, 38-39, 46-47, 52, 54;
des Nations Unies, 30, 34-36

positions : du Canada, 29-36, 42-44, 68-
70, 81-83, 86-87, 89-94, 100-104,
108-111, 114, 116-121, 123, 129-131;
du Commonwealth, 48, 65, 116; du
bloc communiste, 72-74, 132-134,
136-137; de la Chine communiste,
64-65, 71-79, 133, 135; de la France,
63-64; de la Corée du Nord, 60-61,
67, 132-133; des Philippines, 62; de
la Corée du Sud, 60, 79-81, 84-85,
90-91, 109; de l'Union soviétique, 74,
76-78, 111-113, 133; des Nations
Unies. 65-67, 81,'96-102, 104-105,
107-110, 116, 118-119; des États-
Unis, 35-42, 45-46,49-53, 59, 63-64,
85-86, 90-91, 98-99, 107-109, 127-
128

prisonniers de guern, 68-69
Problème de l'Indochine relié au conflit

coréen, 54, 56-57, 63-64, 70, 75-76,
99, 108, 121-122

rapports sur la Partie coréenne des déli-
bérations de la, 58, 60-62, 112-114,
123-125, 132-137

réunification de la Corée : objectif de la,
32-34, 39-43, 45-50, 59, 69, 82

réunions des seize puissances, 53-55,
57-59, 61-62, 67-68, 80-81, 84-85,
88-90, 104-106, 115-116, 127-128;
projet de déclaration de, 131-132, 134

secrétaire général des Nations Unies
rôle du, 50-51, 54

troupes : objectif de la réduction et du
retrait des étrangères, 33-34, 44, 49-
51, 66-67, 71, 80-81, 83, 86, 88-89,
94, 117

zone démilitarisée : enjeux concernant
la, 34, 50



I

négociations en vue de l'armistice, 1-27;
Assemblée générale :débat à 1, 6-15,18-

rôle du concernant les, 7-8. 13-15, 27;

23, 26-27; Commission militaiiredn>ra-
tice : rôle de la, 2,13; Commi

o

patriement des nations neutres : rôle de la

concernant les, 4-6,11,14-18, 21-22, 27,

103, 112; discussionsde Panmunjom-
3-6,3, 12-13. 27; postions •

11, 15-17. 21-22, 26-27: de l'Inde, 4-6,

11.12, 19-21. 26-924 : du Royaume-Uni,
9-10, 23-25; d^ ^^ts'Unis, 7-8, 17-19,

125; réunions des seize Puissances, -2, 7-
9; sccrétaire général (Nations Unies) :

{ participation soviétique : problème de la.
1-3; question des prisonnicrs de 8uerre :

problème de la, 2, 45, 9-12, 16; Com-
mandement des Nations Unies : rôle du,

11-12, 16
137-140gorces canadiiennes,

Unies (Assemblée générale : évaluation,

énergie atomique)
pECHERIES, DES GRANDS

CONVENTION SUR LES
LACS, 1376-1377

OpNVER.tiBII.JI^-! DES DEVISES : voir sous Accord

général sur les tarifs douaniers et le com-
merce (9o session des parties
Europe occidentale (Org

voir devise
de coopéradon économique) et

CORÉE (RÉpUBUQUE DE) :
voir sous conflit co-

réen (conférence à Genève, Commission de

^^^Q^surveillance des nations neutres)

CORÉE (^BUQ^ POPULAIRE
DE) : voir sous conflit coréen (conférence à

Genève)
COTE-DE-t.'OR : voir sous CommonWealth

(nouveaux membres)

D
DANEMARK : voir sous Europe orientale (con-

trAles stratégiques sur les
exportations au

bloc soviétique) et voir Scandinavie

DÉRIVATION DE CHICAGO : voir sous États-Unis

(questions économiques) organisation du
DÉSARMEMENT : voir sous Org^ ^auté

Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (^^

européenne de défense et réfé Ialent(de

l'Allemagne,- République
^ la sé-

curité
propositions soviétiques po

européenne),
Nations Unies (Assem-

blée générale :
évaluation, désarmement. 'ns'

tructions pour la
délégation canadienne)

DEVISE : voir Accord général sur les tanfs

commerce
(9° session des

douaniers et le comm Europe acidentale

retrmt des
;secours à la, Corée (Agence des Nations

172, 175• 176.179-180; Assemblée One-

Unies pour le relèvement A. la Corée),

163-181; voir aussi sous Nations Unies

(contributions internationales de se-
cours); décisions et discussion du Cabi-
net concernant le, 163. 165, 168, 170;

'A
: contribution ,canadienne à 1gence des

pour le relèvement de la,Nations Unies
Corée. 180-181; projet de résolution des
Nations Unies sur 1a,176-177; discussion

r de l'avenir A. l'Agence des Nations

r Unies pour le relèvement de la Corée.

s rale: discussion de l' durant la 9' session
de 1', 166-167, 169, 184; positions : de
l'Australie, 164-166, 17a171;78° du
nada, , 167-169, t 173-175, •
Roy aume-U ni, 163-166. 168-169. 171-

,,. 172. 176; des États-Unis, 164-166. 171- de c
^

= 173 . . . : " ;
,

nwealth nisation europé

cne q

uantitatives) et vo`r
apNELtt DU CACt^ • voir ^mO mique: restrictions q

u

les ta"a e du premier ministre), Paicistan (aide paiements, devise
al sur»} (voy b lance des énér

r sous Accord ^e (9, session des
^-.; militaire des États-Unis au) °'` DOUANES : voi

os
CONSEIL

^^^^ POUR LA DÉFENSE
:

rifs douaniers et le commerce
États-Unis (question matière de t-yau-

1;nies, terri . Maroc. Nou- 8 Te Naqon
élargi d'assistuKe techn^ voir tarifs voir 5005 •on, ils"
^elle-Guinée occidentak. -Tn^sie, Pays DROITS DE ^^S énérale : évaluaU

IOPPés U8 BT SOCIAI. (^OSOC)
Unies (Assembladé égau0n canadle^e)

CONSEri >^N Q trucUons Po

DES NATIONS UNIES : voir, sous Nations

aout;Nations ,Unies (AssemblEe te • eS; restncéconomiqu âep°^uqutats-Û^s)otr colo-
latives aux

importationsévaluation; Conseil de tutelle) etvoi

t^p m autonomes+ Pto^ Z économique généralc s

condneutale)
NAnoNS UNIES : voir 1 imm gr commerce et s 1•e-

CONSEiL DB M^B DES ^e . r américaine du co .ions des États-U étran•

voir sous États-Unis (relations e parties contractan du Sam t
et

défense et de sécurité : réseau d'alerte
économiques : Voie maritime douanes

^d^^cla, défense aérienne rnnt - aspects touchant a ^xte canado.
t. avancé, ligne Comission s

+ t- ' s i ation' d s yuestion

éc^parties contractante ene de coopération.(Organisation europé et voir balance des
notnique: convertibilité)
paiements, dollar, zone sterling a-

occidentale (^S
pération écono-DOU,AR : voir sous Europe

ha•

a



E
ÉNERGIS ATO1bQUE : voir sous Nations Unies

(Assemblée générale : évaluation, énergie
atomique), États-Unis (énergie atomique), et
voir Comité consultatif de l'énergie ato-
mique, Agence internationale de. l'énergie
atomique

BSPAGIVB : voir sous Europe occidentale (ac-
cords commerciaux)

ÉTATS-UHLS : voir aussi sous conférence de
Berlin, Plan de Colombo (Comité consultatif
du Commonw,eal^ : évaluation, adhésion du
Japon; Inde, Népal), Commonwealth (minis-

' tres des Finances; voyage du premier rninis-
tl').' Europe orientale (contrôles stratégiques
sur les exportations vers le bloc soviétique),

"
Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers et le
commerce (9* session des parties contrac-
tantes), Indochine (conférence à Genève sur
13 Corée et l'Indochine, établissement des
Commissions internationales de surveillance
et de 'contrôle; fonctionnement général des
Commissions internationales de surveillance
et de contrôle; opération de la Commission
internationale de surveillance et de contrôle
au Vietnam), Israël (exportation d'armes
vers), Japon (relations commerciales avec
le); conflit coréen (négociations en vue de
l'armistice; conférence à Genève; secours àla

Co` ;Commission de surveillance des
nations neutres),

Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord (Communauté européenne
(le défense et réarmement de l'Allemagne,
République fédérale (de l'Ouest-

politiqued'aide
mutuelle, • réunions du Conseil de^

po^ lâa^e Nord; propositions soviétiques
des I±tats^nté européenne), Organisation

américains, Pakistan (aide militaire
des Ét"t$'Unis). Nations Unies (Assemblée
'générale : énergie atomique, désarmemen•
â n^ monétaire ^ternational), Europe ^(organisation européenne

oo-ra6on ' ^

ti0^°c quantitatmive^se . • convertibilité, restric-

49ue^ souv )
1139- ^^eté et développement,= ^ , •armes 1142,' r

atomiques' 965-967,' 983, 1026-
Co ^," 1056-1057, 1059-1060

mm'ssion mixte internationale, 1398-1419 f ^;,
déri,

Tr ation i de Chicago . 1404.1419;; ai.
reWtiodes .ux limtrophes de 1909 :

ns `avec le, 1408,
1411-1412.-

1407-1402,nadiennes concernant le :
d 'énergie , > 1410, 1412 .*; hy^d
traité de ^lecUiqu^ 1407;

19S0 sur la rivièm Niagara :

relations avec le,` 1405, 1408, 1410,
1413; aménagement de la Voie mari
time du Saint-Laurent, 1405, 1415-
1417; Congrès des États-Unis, 1404-
1405, 1408-1409, 1411

eaux limitrophes : pollution de la rivière
à la Pluie, 1398-1404; Traité des eaux
limitrophes de 1909, 1398-1399;
(projet de) note de protestation cana-
dienne concernant le, 1399-1400; On-
^^o : positions de l', 1398, 1400-

réseau du fleuve Columbia, 1378-1398;
Traité des eaux limitrophes de 1909,
1378, 1381-1382, 1388, 1392-1393;
Colombie-Britannique., 1378-1380,
1383-1389, 1391, 1393; déclaration
canadienne sur le projet du barrage
Libby, 1381-1382; faisabilité écono-
mique de la dérivation du fleuve Co-
lombia, 1391-1398; Comité intermi-
nistériel des problèmes d'énergie
hydraulique: 1379-1380; interdiction
législative d'apporter des change-
ments concernant le, 1389-1390; bar-
rage Libby : demande des États-Unis
relative au, 1378-1389; déclaration
des États-Unis sur le projet du bar-
rage Libby, 1388-1389

Convention sur les pêcheries des Grands
Lacs, 1376-1377

énergie atomique, 1142-1148; Comité con-
sultatif de l'énergie atomique : réunion
du, 1147-1148; accords canado-améri-
cains : militaires; 1143; accords canado-
américains : non militaires, 1142-1143;
modifications à la loi sur l'énergie ato-
mique des États-Unis : considérations ca-
nadiennes sur les, 1144; modifications à
la loi sur l'énergie atomique des États-
Unis : discussions entre le Canada et le
Royaume-Uni concernant les, 1146; mo-
difications à la loi sur l'énergie atomique
des États-Unis : texte des, 1145

coût : estimation du, 1367; aspects

, questions économiques, 1149-1376
cable transatlantique, 1363-1376; co-

mité interministériel ad hoc du : rôle
du, 1363-1365; point de vue du,
1369-1376; Société canadienne des
télécommunications transmarines :
rôle de la concernant le, 1366, 1372;
aspects commerciaux et économiques
du, 1366-1367, 1370, 1373-1376; en-
gagements du Commonwealth : perti-
nence des, 1371-1372, 1374-1375;

touchant à la défense du, 1364-1368,



1;.de1'90351•13S .

Unis d'E^L3 a t

^cetnant le, 133S-13S6: embargo
nis

MW, la ` expoctations au4c
i349-1330; ;exPÈwta électricité,

desgaz. pculok) t egynt"ta EEt^Eral .

s5_1336. 1359• 1362: ^ -AI on
13.
fédérale da l'Eaaüe • e •

1370, 1375-1376; politique nationale
des ' télécommunications : points à

-`
examiner pour 1-élaboration d'une,

1363, 13659 1373-1374;
Comission mixte canado-américaine du

commerce et des affaires Econo-

miques, 1166-1186; voir aussi exc6-

dents agricoles des États-Unis ci-des-

sous: politiques agricoles : discussion

^ des,' 1171-1172, 1181-1186;
.`de) note canadienne au département

d'État sur l'Aaord général sur les ta-

rifs douanien et le commerces 1169;
Commission sur la poli tique écono-

mique étrangère- 1173-1177, 1179;
simpliGcation des procédures en
douane. 1172; projet de rapport s^-
maire de la premiZre rEunion du,
1170-1186: Union européenne de
paiements, 1180: Accord général sur

douaniers et le commerce-les tarifs
1166-1169, 1172-1173. 1176: res^c'
dons relatives à l'importation.' 1172;
problèmes internationaux en matière

de balance (les paiements,1179•1181;

lapon : ^^ion à l'Accord général
sur les tarifs douaniers et le com-
mace. '1173, 1176-1177; métaux et

1177-1178 Unisexcédents agricoles deŝ ms'^o-
voir aussi Comisst^

e et des af-^ricaine du commerc
' faires "économiques ci-dessus: 1149-

,` 1166; et beurre, 1157; arde-mémoire
sur la protestation canadienne con=-
riant 1es, 1165-1

de lettre1149-1166; PwJct
dent Eiscnbower• 1152-1153: point

d«°r^gE^ml.;.^^i t 1SS^11S8,
nan^ , ^Ci• ^^ r• ion mixte canado-
! 162
wn&icai

-1165
r^e du 11::^0Mmerce et des af-

f^ :',rôle du, 1159,
1165-1166: pro3et Xa8ence des États-
'Unis et 'b1E. 1149-1150, 1154-1162:
projet d•atenu" da 01014-Unis Dow

k,`1151, 1154. 1157•f
Pnatucel. -1349-1362: Alberta *961C

2• nota canadienne

1349-1354; accord intergouverne-
mental : caractère souhaitable d'un,
1356-1357; Comission mixte canado-
anéricaine du commerce et des af-
faires économiques : rôle du, 1354,

:1357; Comité du Cabinet visionne-
Unis sur la politique
ment et des ressources en énergie
rôle du, 1358-1361

restrictions des États-Unis relatives aux
importations, 1172,

sur 1^7-tarifs doua-niers général
relations

niers et le commerce :
avec 1', 1201, 1209-1210, 1222-

. 1224, 1231, 1234, 1240-1241
. politique étrangère bcononvqUe gé-

nérale des États-Unis, 1203-1207-

.1227 aines),
produits : trèfle hybride (graines)'

1194,1207-1208,1219-1220; pro-
duits agricoles. 1191; orge (de
malterie), 1232-1246; filets de
poissons de fond, 1188-1194,

1196, 1200-1201, 1211-1212,
1218; plomb, 1191, 1194-iZll-

121202•1203, 1205-120621-1221;
1212, 1218-1219, 112 228-1232;
avoine. 1191 • i 191; zinc, 1191,
seigle, 1187, 1202-1203, 1205-

1218-1219,1194-11211-1212,
1206.
1221-1227 :anada : étude de la,

protestatio i 1du C
5- 6+

1208-1215;
1193, s
(projets de) notes aux États 1216-
1188-1190. 1197-1198,

1218. 1225-1226,

1233-1235
-Laurent- 1241-Voie maritime du Saint-1^ , sur los

1348; aide-mémoire : PfO313a0-1312,
positions canadiennes- ctéie sou8^.

1325-1327: accord * 1274: V0'e ^^
table d'un nouvel, étude
time entièrement canadienne ' 1214,

1257. 1262, téd'une. 1249-1253, Trai
1302, 1341;

1278, 1295. 13^ de 1909 : rôle
des eaux limitroPhes 1214, 1315;
du, 1264-12669 1271, de 1a,1259,

discussion p^ le Cabinet tssQe 6n

1303-1305, 11249-12511
1216,

12 8,
clefs de la- 1271-1272, 1296,
1263-1264. 1291-1292, 12 séc95 U%té
1281-1282, imPBGchant aux,
1303+ 1322; douanes,

et immiBmUon '0'l'c ects reliés a°

de la
, 1343a1348; na`"gaaon1286-129(),

dragage



à 14 pieds du côté canadien, 1282-

réunions du, 1255-1259; 1268-1275,

rôle de la, 1264, 1272, 1279; mouve-

1284; Acxord général sur les tarifs
douaniers et le commerce : relations
avec l',' 1284-1285; énergie hydro-
électrique : rôle de l', 1251,
1258,1265, 1271; Comité interminis
tériel du Projet du Saint-Laurent :

1278-1286; Comité interministériel
du Projet du Saint-Laurent : rgle du,
'1248, 1290-1299; section des rapides
internationaux : rôle de la, 1247,
1249-1251, 1257, 1272, 1291, 1294;

' Commission mixte internationale :

ment des navires canadiens et étran-
gers du côté américain de la, 1270-
1271, 1278, 1284-1285, 1295, 1301,
1317, ' 1323-1324; négociations :
étude d'autres, 1251-1254, 1256,
1259-1261,1268-1277; négociations :
Projet d'ordre du jour pour les, 1290-
1291, 1308; négociations : (projets
d') instructions à Ia délégation cana-

' ^enne, 1306-1310,1315-1317; négo-
ciations : compte rendu de la réunion

^ des 12 et 13 aotlt, 1321-1331; Accord
de 1941 : rôle de 1', 1250-1251, 1256,1260, 1266, 1294; notes : note des
États-Unis (du 7 juin), 1255; notes :
réponse à la note des États-Unis du
7Nin (du 16 juin), 1255-1260; Onta-
no : rôle concernant la, 1250-1251,
1258. 1264-1265, 1286-1287, 1298,
1322+ • 1343; publicité concernant la
discussion de la, 1261-1262 ; Qué-
t^ : rôle cor^nt la, 1304-1305;
!bec

de la voie maritime

Y 1261j12660
^t'^^nt : rôle de 1', 1249,

1281-1282, 1303; Ac-
Ford du 30 juin 1952 (échange de

i notes) : rôle de 1, 1247, 1249, 1253,
1256. 1259-1261, 1272, 1311;

Acend du 30 juin 1952 : modifica-
,'; ,g8^ée à l', 1263-1266, 1306-. 1311•1315, 1324, 1328-1329;aection des

Mille-tles de la, 1249,1317-1318; aspects techniques de la,`1332.I333,'4 -̀, ; 1344-1345, 1348;' question
1^9

des, 1273-1274,
"12851 291 - 1293, 1304, 1324-1325: 1334,: ° 1339• acaaaux,^;1279-1281• ya^ Con ^ à deuxÉtat:-Unia ^ :' grts des

< 1^2;1 ^3µ • ' rôle du, 1247•1250,
plans ^ 1297 ° 1302, 1337, 1344;

États-lJnis étudedes `t n0nveaux. 11332 1338,
: .

1 340-

1885

1342, 1348; audiences de Was-
hington : 1332-1336

relations en matière de défense et de sécu-
rité : 942-1139

4

.

consultations stratégiques, 1067-1104
rapport sur la réunion du 4 mars,

1067-1085; évaluation du, 1068-
1069; sujets discutés : conférence
de Berlin, 1071-1073; défense
continentale et civile, 1080-1082;
Communauté européenne de dé-
fense, 1071-1072; Indochine,.
1071; Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord, 1068, 1078-
1079, 1082-1083; politique de dé-
fense « The New Look », 1075-
1080; ligne Mid-Canada, 1084-
1085; projet d'Organisation pour
la défense au Moyen-Orient,
1073-1075; reconnaissance de la
Chine communiste, 1072; inten-
tions soviétiques, 1077-1080

rapport sur la réunion du 24 sep-
tembre.- 1085-1104; évaluation du,
1085-1088; sujets discutés : armes
atomiques, 1102; attaques contre
les îles de Quemoy, Matsu et Ta-
chen, 1089-1090; Communauté
européenne de défense, 1086-
1087, 1092-1098; Indochine,
1096-1097, 1104; ligne Mid-Ca-
nada, 1100-1102; Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord, 1086,
1093-1098; reconnaissance de la
Chine communiste, 1086, 1090-
1092; intentions soviétiques,
1098-1100

contrôle de sécurité des marins mar-
chands dans les Grands Lacs, 1137-
1138

installations de communication des
États-Unis, 1109-1114; attribution de
fréquences, 1110-1112; agences ci-
viles : rôle des, 1110-1113; dotation
en personnel des, 1113-1114

installations radar temporaires des
États-Unis, 1115-1123; projets de
conditions concernant les, 1118-1120;
réunion de la Commission perma-
nente canado-américaine de défense
concernant les, 1122-1123; rôle de la
Commission permanente canado-
américaine de défense concernant les,
1116-1118

politique de défense « The New Look »,
942-963, 1075-1080; voir aussi Orga-
nisation du Traité de l'Atlantique
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Nord (plans de défense :'« Études des

952: armes nucléaires : répercussions

capacités »); et' Canada, 950-954,
958-963; Communauté européenne
de 'défénse : relations avec la, 952,
956; Organisation du Traité de l'At-
lantique Nord : répercussions pour 1,
945, 949, 951. 953-954, 956, 960-

des, 946-948, 952, .96U; Importanc`
des, 952, 955, 1026, 1102; stratégie :
répercussions sur la globale, 948-950

réseau d'alerte avancé, ligne Mid-Ca-

nada et défense aérienne continentale,
964-1067. 1082
Comité du Cabinet sur la défense :

rôle du, 991-994; réunions du,
995-999

Comité mixte de planification : rôle

. du concernant le, 1022, 1025-
1026, 1028 '.

Commission permanente canado-

fourniture d', 1038-1039, 1047-

accords commerciaux avec l'Espa8

1', 1467-1469, 1485-1487;

1049, ^ 1052-1053, 1060-1064;
° Inuit : relations avec les, 1045,

1050-1051 `
réseau et équipement de la barrière

, McGill : relations avec le, 968,

° 998, 1035, 1043
réseau de défense radar (réseau Pine-

- tree), 1105-1109; et défense aérienne
continentale, 977, 984, 996-997, 999,
1014, 1017, 1023, 1046, 1058, 1115;
(projet de) note canadienne concer-
nant le, 1107-1109; note des États-
Unis concernant le, 1106-1107

stations de sondage à Shelbourne, Nou-
. velle-Écosse, 1130-1135

station Loran : lie de Baffin, 1135-1136

vols d'entrainement du Commandement

aérien stratégique, 1124-1130
EultOm OCCIDENTAM : voir sous Radio-Ca-

nada-Service international (avenir A. Tr 'té
voir aussi Benelux, (Organisation du)
de Bruxelles, Danemark. EuroPe orientale,
Communauté européenne de défense, Union

européenne de paiements, Allemagne,

France, Organisation du Traité elsA^di-
tique Nord, Norvège, Portugal, pays

Royaume-

Uni,

Espagne, Suède, Suisse, Roy
Uni, Union de l'Europe occidentale ne et le

Portugal, avec Ir
^ 1 ,Espagne,

1506-1508, 15
.1 1506-1510 ration
organisation européenne de coopé

• ,
économique : convertibilité des devises

nistériel e Il gan

américaine de défense : réunion

européennes, 1456-1506; Union euro-
péenne de paiements : relations av1479,

1457, « 1465-1466, 1468-1469,
ts financie érié

1487, 1494, 1503; asPu Accord g

ral sur les tarifs douaniers et commerce
-et Fonds monétaire international1467-1468,

tions avec 1', 1457-1464, 1477-1478,
1470-1471, 1473-1475, 491, 1495-

1481-1482.
1490-11486â

Organisation du Traité
1502, 1503-1504; g relations avec l''
de l'Atlantique Nord : ionnels de
1458-1460; aspects organisat1477-1478;
l', 1461-1463, 1470-1471• de l'prga-
f3roupe d'examen ministériel ration éco-
nisation européenne de C0°députés dd
nomique : instructions a^ Nstéri

'examee d coop
1488-1489; ^uPe d

•Urganisation euroP^nnde 1 niréu âexa
em,e

mi-
m 1461s 0,

ration éconor►û9u Groupe de
1469, 1476-1488; euroPésation

d^i

de la, 1001-1003; rôle de la, 964-
967, 973-974, 992-993, 1012-
1013, 1016, 1020, 1030, 1033-

Organisation du Traité de l'Atlan-

1035,J1039-1040. 1056-1057
Congrès, : participation aux discus-

sions du, 971-974, 976, 979-980,
982-983, 998

la d^Conseil de recherches pour
fense : rôle du, 968

défense (aérienne) continentale,

°: 967-969. 990, 1004-1012; groupe
de travail ad hoc sur la, 991; ques-
tions de . commandement concer-

nant la, 1022-1026, 1028-1029;

déclaration publique sur la, 970-

982, 1020-1021; texte (du projet)

de déclaration publique sur la.
977-978, 984-985 : • .

. Groupe d'étude militaire : rôle du,
. c^86-990, 992, 1002-1003, 1015

ligne (Mongoose) Mid-Canada, 987-
; e 999, $1003. 1021, 1030-1032,

'1044-1046,.1054, 1058, 1065,
; , , : 1084-1085, 1100-1102

tique Nord '. relations avec l',
1007-1010, 1024, 1060

à exa-
. TEsean d'alerte avancé : points

f Q1inCt Concernant le. 966•967,*s ., , , ,i .
^° 989-990, 997. 1000.1003, 1012-

1, 11 ^ , 1020. 1023. 1032-1038, 1041-
1042; (projets de) conditions pour

- tee la participation des États-
Unis i l'établissement du, 1048-

^ # 1052; équipement électronique :



coopération économique : rôle du, 1456-
1469; positions : des pays du Benelux,
1466, 1481, 1486, 1491; du Canada,

.1470, 1472-1480, 1494-1495, 1499-
1501; de la France, 1465, 1468-1469; de
l'Allemagne, 1465-1466, 1483, 1485-
1486, 1492; du, Royaume-Uni, 1462-
1464, 1483-1484, 1486; des États-Unis,

Groupe de travail de l'Organisation

1482, 1484, 1487, 1493-1494; aspects
commerciaux de l' : 14641467, 1472-
1474, 1477-1478, 1480-1485
restrictions quantitatives, 1420-1456;

balance des paiements : effets de la,
1420, 1425; Union européenne de
paiements : relations avec l', 1429,
1431-1432, 1434, 1445, 1453; Ac-
cord général sur les tarifs douaniers et
le commerce : relations avec 1', 1424,
1428, 1441, 1443, 1445, 1447-1448,
1450, 1455-1456; Fonds monétaire

" international : relations avec le, 1428,
1441, 1443, 1445, 1447-1448, 1450,
1455-1456; Comité mixte intra-euro-
péen du comrnerce et des paiements :
1181e du, 1423, 1425, 1434-1435,

,1453; Conseil ministériel de l'Organi-
; sation européenne de coopération

économique : projets de résolutions
canadiennes pour le, 1435-1436,
1441; Conseil ministériel de l'Organi-
sation européenne de coopération
économique : projet de recommanda-
tion du, 1433-1435, 1451-1453; Con-
seil ministériel de l'Organisation eu-
ropéenne de coopération
économique : réunions du, 1436-
1438,1449-1451, 1454-1456; Conseil
ministériel de l'Organisation euro-
Péenne de coopération économique :
rôle du, 1421, 1424; rapport du

européenne de coopération écono-
mique sur lu importations en prove-
nance de la zone dollar, 1420-1426,
1429.1431; positions : du Canada,
1422_ 1423, 1425-1426, 1432, 1440-
1442+ 1444, 1447-1451; de la France,
1430-1432; de W Norvège.Norvège, 1424,
1432; , du Royaume-Uni 1430-1431;
des États-Uni

,
s, 1426-1428, 1437-

E^oPE 1440,1 442-1443, 1446-1447, 1455
Service^AU : voir aussi Radio-Canada-
coslova ^^d0nal , bloc soviétique, Tché-
^pe ^d^^^°8ne. Union soviétique. Eu-

e1;•is: .

contrôles stratégiques sur les exportations
vers le bloc soviétique, 1512-1569; Co-
mité des contrôles à l'exportation de ma-
tières stratégiques : rôle du, 1513, 1543,
1545-1546, 1548-1549, 1554; Comité de
coordination des contrôles à l'exportation
de matières stratégiques : rôle du, 1513,
1518, 1521; liste de produits I(embargo
total) : 1513, 1515, 1525, 1529-1532,
1548; liste de produits II (importance re-
lative) : 1513, 1515, 1525-1526, 1529-
1532, 1542, 1548; liste de produits III
(faible importance) : 1513, 1529, 1554;
examen des produits, 1517, 1523;
Groupe consultatif (de Paris) : 1516-
1517, 1522-1523, 1562, 1564; applica-
tion de la politique convenue : 1542-
1543, 1547, 1553-1554; examen des pro-
duits visés par les : étude de 1', 1516-
1517, 1526, 1529, 1531-1532, 1540-
1541, 1543, 1545, 1547, 1549, 1551; se-
cret : points à examiner concernant le,
1543-1544, 1550; transport maritime :
contrôles sur, 1524-1528, 1532-1534,
1537-1541, 1543, 1546, 1549-1552,
1555-1558, 1568; Comité interministériel
de la politique commerciale extérieure :
rôle du, 1524-1527, 1537; Bureau inte-
rarmes de renseignements : rôle du,
1524, 1533, 1542; positions : du Canada,
1515, 1518-1520, 1527-1528, 1530-
1532, 1537-1540, 1547-1550, 1555-
1558, 1561; du Danemark,' 1544, 1552,
1560, 1563, 1565; de l'Union soviétique,
1525-1528; du Royaume-Uni, 1513-
1514, 1520, 1566-1569; des États-Unis,
1514-1515, 1520-1521

F
FÉDÉRATION D'AFRIQUE CENTRALE : voir sous

Commonwealth (nouveaux membres)
FONDS INTERNATIONAL DES NATIONS UNIES

POUR LE SECOURS DE L'ENFANCE (UNICEF) :
voir sous Nations Unies (contributions inter-
nationales de secours)

FONDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL : voir sous
Commonwealth (ministres des Finances),
Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers et le
commerce (90 session des parties contrac-
tantes), Nations Unies (Assemblée générale :
Société financière internationale; Fonds mo-
nétaire international), Europe occidentale
(Organisation européenne de coopération
économique : convertibilité, restrictions
quantitatives)

FONDS SPÉCIAL DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LE
DÉVELOPPEMENT ÉCONOMIQUE (SUNFED) :
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voir sous Nations Unies (Assemblée géné-
rale : évaluation)

FRANCE : voir sous Commonwealth (voyage du
premier ministre), Indochine (établissement
des Commissions internationales de surveil-
lance et de contrôle; opération de la Com-
mission internationale de surveillance et de
contrôle au Vietnam), conflit coréen (confé-
rence à Genève, Commission de surveillance
des nations neutres), Organisation du Traité
de l'Atlantique Nord (Communauté euro-
péenne de défense et réarmement de l'Alle-
magne, République fédérale (de l'Ouest),
réunions du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord,
propositions soviétiques pour la sécurité eu-
ropéenne) Nations Unies (Assemblée géné-
rale : énergie atomique - projets de résolu-
tions, instructions pour la délégation
canadienne - Tunisie et Maroc; désarme-
ment; Fonds monétaire international), Eu-
rope occidentale (Organisation européenne
de coopération économique : convertibilité,
restrictions quantitatives)

G
GRAND QUARTIER GÉNÉRAL DES PUISSANCES

ALLIÉES EN EUROPE (SHAPE) : voir sous Or-
ganisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord
(plans de défense; Communauté européenne
de défense et réarmement de l'Allemagne,
République fédérale {de l'Ouest})

GRÈCE : voir sous Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord (politique d'aide mu-
tuelle : bénéficiaires), Nations Unies (As-
semblée générale : question chypriote) et
voir Chypre

GROUPE CONSULTATIF (DE PARIS) : voir sous
Europe orientale (contrôles stratégiques sur
les exportations vers le bloc soviétique)

GROUPE D'ÉTUDE MILITAIRE DU CANADA Er DES
ÉTATS-UNIS : voir sous États-Unis (relations
en matière de défense et de sécurité : réseau
d'alerte avancé, ligne Mid-Canada, défense
aérienne continentale)

GUERRE PSYCHOLOGIQUE : voir sous Radio-Ca-
nada-Service international (avenir de la)

I
IMMIGRATION : voir sous Japon, États-Unis

(questions économiques : Voie maritime du
Saint-Laurent : aspects touchant aux
douanes, à la fiscalité, à la sécurité et à l'im-
migration)

INDEX

INDE : voir sous Plan de Colombo (contribution
canadienne : bénéficiaires; Comité consulta-
tif du Commonwealth, Népal), Common-
wealth (voyage du premier ministre), Indo-
chine (établissement des Commissions
internationales de surveillance et de contrôle
; fonctionnement général de la Commission
internationale de surveillance et de contrôle,
opérations de la Commission internationale
de surveillance et de contrôle au Cambodge,
Laos, Vietnam), conflit coréen (négociations
en vue de l'armistice), Pakistan (aide mili-
taire des États-Unis au), Nations Unies (As-
semblée générale : instructions pour la délé-
gation canadienne; Fonds monétaire
international) et voir conférence de Colombo

INDOCHINE : voir aussi sous Plan de Colombo
(contribution canadienne : (bénéficiaires
possibles), Commonwealth (voyage du pre-
mier ministre), conflit coréen (conférence à
Genève), Organisation du Traité de l'Atlan-
tique Nord (réunions du Conseil de l'Atlan-
tique Nord, propositions soviétiques pour la
sécurité européenne), États-Unis (relations
en matière de défense et de sécurité : consul-
tations stratégiques) et voir Cambodge, con-
férence à Genève sur la Corée et l'Indochine,
Laos, Vietnam
Commissions internationales de surveil-

lance et de contrôle : établissement des,
1646-1707; exportation d'armes : rela-
tions avec les, 1649, 1651; Canada
(adhésion) 1675-1676, 1678-1679, 1681-
1682, 1684-1687, 1689-1690, 1696-
1697, 1717; « puissances garantes » : re-
lations avec les, 1680-1681, 1686-1687,
1698; conférence de Colombo : relations
avec la, 1651-1653, 1666, 1669, 1671;
Commonwealth : importance du, 1672-
1673; instructions pour les représentants
canadiens : 1690-1695; situation militaire
au Vietnam, 1656, 1658-1661; Laos : re-
lations avec le, 1655; Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord : relations
avec 1', 1649; Commission de surveil-
lance des nations neutres : comparaison
avec la, 1688, 1701; positions : de l'Aus-
tralie, 1647-1648; du Canada, 1649,
1657, 1666-1670; de la Chine commu-
niste, 1653, 1665, 1670; de la France,
1648, 1660-1662; de l'Inde, 1649, 1653-
1654, 1681-1682; de la Nouvelle-Zé-
lande, 1648; du Royaume-Uni, 1648,
1660-1662, 1668, 1685; des États-Unis,
1646-1647, 1650-1652, 1654-1655,
1661; réunion préparatoire concernant
les, 1702-1707; Organisation du Traité



de l'Asie du Sud-Est : relations avec l',
Viêtnam), 1743-1744,'1751, 1773; armes1646-1647, 1649, 1653-1655, 1664-

1665, 1713; structure et organisation de et munitions : dépôts illégaux d', 1772;
la, 1682-1684, 1687-1688, 1690-1696, contrebande d armes au Sud Viêtnam,
1700-1701; mandat 1708-1709, 1752; internés civils, 1764,
1717-1718; Nations oUnies 16r ^ t6ons 1782; aspect « contrôle » de la : discus-
avec les,- 1649, 1659, 1701-1702, 1707 sion concernant 1, 1746-1747; « libertés

Commissions internationales de surveil- démocratiques », 1761, 1763-1764, 1772,
lance et de contrôle : fonctionnement é_ 1782; déserteurs, 1764, 1782; équipes
néral des, 1707-1714; accords de cessez_ fixes et mobiles, 1761-1762, 1773-1774,

; le-feu : observations concernant l'ap]i_ 1779-1780, 1783-1786; premier rapport
cation des, 1713; mouvement des paYs in^rimaire de la (11 aoflt au 10 déc.)
non ali és • contexte du, 1787-1788; liberté de mou-gn • Points à examiner concer- , vement (Nord Viêtnam), 1725-1728,nant le, 1712; positions : de l'Australie,

1730, ^ 1732-1736, 1738, 1740, 1743,;'1710-1711; du Canada, 1711-1714; de
l'Inde, 1712, 1714; de la r-

...
1753-1756, 1759-1763, 1766, 1769,

1711, 1714; des États-Unis, 17 1710 1772, 1778-1779; accords de Genève :
Gsion internationale de surveillance difficultés politiques entourant l'applica-

et de contr$]e tion des, 1737-1739; présumées viola-pour ]e Cambodge, 1791- tions des 175. 1812; forces armées
(étrangères), 1792- 1777; i ,

7-
nspections,1758, 1128-1730,

1770-1771, 17341775-
1793, 1798-1799, 1805; contrebande -A,
^es : 1800. 1803; gouvernement 1735, 1740-1741; instructions au repré-

c^bodgien : relations avec le, 1793-
sentant canadien, 1716-1724; mobilité

1795, 1808-1809, 181 1-1812; élections, des équipes fixes, 1742, 1744-1751; or-
1709-1710, 1806-1808; équipes fixes et

ganisation des, 1718-1719, 1722-1723,
mobiles : activité des, 1793; im ressions 1730, 1732-1733; positions : du Canada,
générales concernant le travail de la, 1719-1720, 1756-1758, 1767-1769,

' 1791-1792; unités militaires des Khmers 1775; de la France, 1721-1722, 1726-
rODges et vietnamiennes, 1794; Comité 1728, 1732; de l'Inde, 1720-1721, 1768-
des conseillers miG 1769, 1788-1790; de la Pologne, 1721,
18U4-1806, 1810, ]g 2s •^le du, 1802, 1728-1729, 1741, 1757-1759, 1767-

' Canada, 1796-1797; de po
sitions : du 1768, 1788-1790; du Royaume-Uni,

1799; de la Pologne, 1798-1800, 1805- 1722; des États-Unis, 1722, 1754-1755;

1806; Prisonniers de guerre , publicité du travail de la : problèmes con-
des, 1799, 1801; publicité ••^°blèmes cernant la, 1758, 1768-1769; Organisa-,

problème de tion du Traité de l'Asie du Sud-Est : rela-a, 1803

Commission internationale de surveillance tions avec ]', 1719, 1777; secrétaire
et de contrôle général, 1782-1783; prisonniers depour le Laos, 1813-1828;

guerre : échange de, 1732, 1739, 1742-transport aérien, 1814, 1824; forces ar-
1743; prisonniers de guerre : libérationmées : regroupement et retrait des, 1813,

1822; internésinternés des, 1740; prisonniers de guerre : rapa_civils, 1813; liberté démo-
triement des, 1708-1709, 1714-1715,^dque, 1826-1827; équipes fixes et mo-
1730-1731, 1738, 1764'biles ; rôle des, 1815-1816, 1825, 1827-1828; ^o0^s Conférence à Genève sur la Corée et ]'In-^^ dans les forces du Vi2t-
dochine : cessez-le-feu, importance du,+ 1708-1710, 1814; provinces du
1650, 1667, 1671-1672, 1674; discus-Nord (Ph0n8 Sa1y, Sam Neua) : contrôle
sions en Indochine de la, 1665-1666,de4 1815-1817, 1819-1821, 1824, 1826;

Positions : du
1818-1820; de

1669; discussions en Corée, 1664-1665,Canada.
1821' Prisonniers de guerre : 1669-1670; positions : de l'Union sovié-

blècne-^ 1813 • pro- tique, 1665-1666; des États-Unis, 957;
C%ission int participation possible du Canada à]a, 44,

anationale de surveillance 1663, 1668•1669, 1716-1717; rapports17 pe..^^^^^ le Vietnam, 1715-
sur les délibérations à la, ]2]-122]782,,f^^ ^^ : • (françaises), 1765, INDONÉSIE : voir sous Plan de Colombo (contri-

1731'1732. f 1739 regroupement des, bution canadienne : bénéficiaires), Common-177 1743 174
1781- ' • 99 1760, wealth (voyage du premier ministre) et voir1782; fonces armées (Nord

conférence de Colombo^,;. . .
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du Maroc) et voir colonies, territoires non

INUrc _ voir sous États-Unis (relations en ma-
t autonomes, Tunisie

^<, ; titre de défense et de sécurité : réseau d'a-

R
e Mid-Canada, défense a6-

MOUVEMENT DES PAYS NON ALIGNÉES : voir

P k

lerte avancé, lign
s- sienne continentale)

sous Indochine (opérations générales des

^Igp_&t,; : voir sous Moyen-Orient (relations -Commissions
'le)

internatioal
enféren
s de

ce deCo-
,. arabo-israéliennes) et voir réfugiés de Pales-

lombo
tine: Office de secours et de travaux (pour

MOYEr1-Olt1, : voir sous États-Unis (rela-
de Palestine)

exportations d'armes à..1626-1642; point
tions en matière de défense et de sécurité :

exportations
réfugiés

de vue du Royaume-Uni sur les, 1632- consultations stratégiques : Organisation

1633; point de vue des États'Unis sur les. pour la défense au Moyen-Orient) et voir

1630-1631. 1635, 1640-1642
pays arabes, Israël, réfugiés de Palestine

1614-1625; na-
'ITALIE : voir sous Commonwealth (visite du relations arabo-israéliennes,

premier ministre), Organisation du Traité de tionalisme arabe, 1620-1621; exporta-

l'Atlantique Nord (Communauté européenne
tions ` d'armes au Moyen-Orient, 16û s'

de défense et réarmement de l'Allemagne. 1617, 1621-1624; facteurs no^élien,
-,,République fédérale (de l'Ouest): désarme- 1625; « complexe de la peur

.;; ment) et voir Europe occidentale ; -- 1616, .1621, 1623; amélioration . récente
des, 1614; problème des réfugiés, 1619-

t '' 1620, 1623; général E. L. M. Burns,
.;: .

. JAPON : voir sous Plan de Colombo (Comité 1614, 1618; Organisme
des Nations

Unies chargé de la surveillance de la
r:? consultatif du Commonwcalth)• Common-
Fw^1tb (voyage du premier ministre), Accord tréve : rôle de l'. 1618, 1620

= s£ génfral , sur les tarifs douaniers et le com-
, , mg= (q• session •des parties contractants), N

Ï.- États-Unis (questions économiques : Comis- NATIONS UNIES : voir aussi sous Chine (Répu-

.:sio mixte canado-américaine du commerce blique populaire de), Commonwealth (nou-
., et'des affaires économiques); veaux membres), Indochine (établisseme1 t

^immigration en provenance u, 849-1852 internationales de surv
1828-1848:

des Commissions
0rel aUons commerciales avec le, . lance et de contrôle ), conflit coréen, OrS^i"

î accord , sur, la nation la ptus favorisée, sation du Traité de l'Atlan^cUe défense o et
(np4 : négociation de l'. I828-1829; ac- : munauté européenne fé

;^, cord sur la npf : évaluation de 1. 1835- réarmement de l'Allemagne. République

1838;• relations avec 1'Accord général sur d^e (de l'Ouest); pr°P05itions soviétiques

r?^,'; les tarifs douaniers et le omme^eü pour la sécurité européenne)4-0 461-463
F
e)

-; 1835-18U . 1847• 1848; vep P^ Accord international sur ses^ion de l' (du
d'orge et de blé des ÉtatsUnis au Japon : énérale : 9-

'u p` 1829-1834. 1838- Assemblée g 182-369positions du Canada. 21 sept. au 17 déc.),
Unis. 1842-1843 ^s^^ent, 226-274, 688;

voir aussi
des États' u Traité de 1 At-

: j sou.r Organisation d unauté euro-
t1;;-`1 L lantique Nord (Comm ement de

LAOS : voir sous Indochine (EtabLsxment de la pécnne de défense et réarm
fédérale {de

.£t.Commission internationale de surveillance et . ne, République féd nu-
^on de la Commission in- Allemag

tus, de contrôle, opéra ^ l'Ouest} ): armes atomiquCo OUm^s-
^l tentationale de surveillance et de contrôle au cléaires : rôle des, 226-227, 226-227,

^ Laos) sion sur le désarmeroent, du ^a, États-Unis (re- et del résolution
^ MIp-CANADA : voir sous

"
solu-^ 250; Projet Pr0]et
Uni

ea tnati2re de défense et de sEcnrité) ^0, ^- ces 273- pro-e--^ilatioas i t;on de cinq puissan, aum^^^^ .:
A: M.? ! _ 1

de ^SO fôet d
9111 L'IVJ
e Esolution de^

MARlNB ROYAIB DU CANADA : voir sow (Ires- jet
230-231: P ^ 244-245; PrOi

nisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (eu- États-Unis, 231-^^ avail °c"

-j'. mat
de résolution du grO°^ de ats-Un's-

blEe d -France-^ 4I•
U►1tpC's voir sow Nations Unies (Assem cidental (Cana a 42_243, 246-2

question
V^^tW.^ ^f

de la Tuni- Royaume-Uni), éenne de défense*:

tiE e du
•
Ma^+ i^tructions Pour la déléga- .'' communauté curoP

t^ e^^p^ _ question de la Tunisie et



relations avec la, 237, 239, 249; Or-
ganisation du Traité de l'Atlantique
Nord : relations avec 1', 249; posi-
tions : du Canada, 226, 229, 233-236,
238-240, 247, 249-251, 255-256,
259-260, 267-268, 270-272; de la
France, 237, 266; de l'Union sovié-
tique, 228, 254, 262-264, 268-269,
272; du Royaume-Uni, 238; des
États-Unis, 227, 244, 248; des pays
occidentaux, 235-236, 241-242, 246,
251-252, 256-259, 261-262, 265; in-
formations de presse concernant le,
259-260, 269

énergie atomique : utilisation internatio-
nale pacifique de 1', 274-341; voir
aussi armes atomiques ou nucléaires;
Comité consultatif de l'énergie ato-
mique : relations avec le, 274-276,
291-292, 305-307; Comité de poli-
tique concertée : relations avec le,
276, 284, 287, 318; Commission du
désarmement : relations avec la, 276,
310, 312; projet de résolution pour
l'Agence internationale de l'énergie
atomique de sept puissances (Austra-
lie-Belgique-Canada-France-Afrique
du Sud-Royaume-Uni-États-Unis),
327-328; projet de résolution des
États-Unis pour l'Agence internatio-
nale de l'énergie atomique, 320-321,
334-338; Conseil économique et so-
cial des Nations Unies : relations pos-
sible avec l'Agence internationale de
l'énergie atomique, 285-286, 309-,
310, 312-313, 329, 334; Agence in-
ternationale de l'énergie atomique :
Propositions pour l' et plans de 1',
275-276, 280-282, 290, 295-298,
304-305, 315-316; positions : du Ca-
nada, 277-278, 283-286, 288, 298-
300, 305-308, 311-316, 319-320,
324-326, 333-335; de l'Union sovié-
tique, 277-278, 314-315, 331-332; du
Royaume-Uni 317-318; des États-
Unis, 278-279, 286-290, 301, 303-
305; des pays occidentaux, 292-293,
299, 317-319, 322-324, 327, 335-337,
339-340; propositions du Président
Dwight Eisenhower concernant l',
279-282; informations de presse con-
cernant l', 286, 288; vues du secré-
taire général sur 1', 329-330, 334-336;
Conseil de sécurité : relations pos-
sible du projet d'Agence internatio-
nale de l'énergie atomique pour le,
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285-286, 329, 339; conférence scien-
tifique : étude du projet internatio-
nale, 294, 298-299, 302-303, 305,
318-319, 329-230, 341; formation :
programme intérimaire pour l'Agence
internationale de l'énergie atomique,
301-302; Nations Unies : relations
possible du projet d'Agence interna-
tionale de l'énergie atomique pour
les, 275, 279, 281, 285, 287, 293,
296, 306-313, 325, 329-330, 339

évaluation, 345-369; questions adminis-
tratives et financières, 365-366; éner-
gie atomique, 352-354; représentation
chinoise, 369; bloc soviétique : atti-
tudes du, 360-361; question chy-
priote, 355, 357-358; questions de dé-
sarmement, 350-352; Conseil
économique et social des Nations
Unies et 1', 363-364; ensemble de
l'Assemblée générale, 346, 349-350;
groupes, personnalités et orienta-
tions : évaluation des, 367-369; droits
de la personne, 362-363; Société fi-
nancière internationale, 361; conflit
coréen, 354; problèmes juridiques,
366; Nouvelle-Guinée occidentale,
355-356; réfugiés de Palestine, 359;
problèmes sud-africains, 359; succès
des grandes puissances et des puis-
sances coloniales, 346-347; Fonds
spécial des Nations Unies pour le dé-
veloppement économique, '361-362;
Conseil de tutelle, 364-365; question
de la Tunisie et du Maroc, 356-357;
Agence des Nations Unies pour le re-
lèvement de la Corée, 362; membres
des Nations Unies : admission de
nouveaux, 359-360

instructions pour la délégation cana-
dienne, 182-187; discussion par le
Cabinet des, 188-190; question chy-
priote, 184-185, 189; territoires non
autonomes, 187; questions de désar-
mement, 186; non-ingérence dans les
affaires intérieures (article 2-7 de la
Charte des Nations Unies) , 189, 191;
questions économiques, 185-186;
élections, 183; droits de la personne,
186-187; nouveaux membres : admis-
sion de, 184; question de la Nouvelle-
Guinée occidentale, 185, 207;
Afrique du Sud (apartheid et traite-
ment des Indiens), 186-187; question
de la Tunisie et du Maroc, 185



question chypriote, .194-225; discus-
` sion : empêchement possible d'en ar-

river à l'ordre du jour, 194-197, 200-
205,'213,-'projets de résolutions sur
la : texte grec des, 217-218; discus-
sion à la Première Commission, 222-
224; Organisation du Traité de l'At-
lantique Nord : relations avec l', 196,
198.200, 209, 216, 220; positions : de

° la Belgique, 198; du Canada, 196-
1198, 203, 206-210, 213, 216-217,
221-222, 224-225; de la Grèce, 194-
195, 207; de la Turquie, 195, 215-

,216; du Royaume-Uni, 195-196, 199,
201-202, 204, 208, 211-212, 214,
218-220; des États-Unis, 195, 218;
Charte des Nations Unies : relations

Y, avec différents articles et principes de
;, la,` 215; article 2-7 de la Charte des

„ Nations Unies : problèmes de l', 196,
,r 202, 357-358 ,
. Société financière* internationale, 341-

.` 345; voir aussi sous Assemblée géné-
rale : évaluation (ci-dessus); positions
canadienne sur ja, ,189, 342; aperçu

`de - la. 342-343: . relations avec la
; Banque internationale pour la recons-

: truction et le développement et le

Unies (Assemblée générale : énergie ato-

nique: point de vue canadien sur le, 381;

^ ^ } Fonds monétaire international, 344-
345

Conseil de sécurité : voir sous Nations

r-_..j
: Conseil dé tutelle : voir aussi Assemblée

_

- générale : évaluation (ci-dessus); et ques-
'^` dons des territoires non autonomes, 187

contributions internationales de secours,
Î'l-"':369-384; voir aussi conflit'coréen (se-

r' „cours à la Corée); Plan de Colombo : re-
lations avec le, 373, 381; politique glo-
bale du Canada concernant les, 373-377;

I Programme élargi d'assistance % tech-

contributions au, 376; 382-384; Fonds
-,"' clés Nations Unies pour l'enfance : con-
r=11 "tributions au, 374, 376, 379, 382; contri-
^^ltt bution de l'Agence ' des Nations Unies
s 1Q^, *`pour le relèvement de la Corée; 374-375,

379, 382; Office de secours et de travaux
(pour les réfugiés de Palestine) et Orga-

^'nisme' des Nations Unies chargé de la
f'aûrveillance de la trtve, 372, 375, 380;
, Office de secours et de travaux (pour les

l réfugiés de Palestine) : points de vue ca-
` nadien* sur 1', 369-372, 381; Office de se-
° coius et de travaux (pour les réfugiés de

-^Palestine) : contributions à 1', 375, 380,
382

Fonds monétaire international, 'expulsion
possible de la Tchécoslovaquie, 446-461;
Conseil des gouverneurs : discussion au
concernant 1', 459-461; situation fran-

- çaise en 1948 : comparaison avec la, 449,
451-452, 456; Accord général sur les ta-

' rifs douaniers et le commerce : relations
avec 1', 448; positions : du Canada, 448-
450, 453-454,'457; de la Tchécoslova-
quie, 450-451, 454-456, 458; de la
France,- 460; de l'Inde, 456, 459; du
Royaume-Uni, 447; des États-Unis, 446-
447,452

Fonds spécial des Nations Unies pour le dé-
veloppement économique : voir aussi
sous Assemblée générale : évaluation (ci-
dessus); position canadienne sur le, 189,
343 '

secrétaire général : voir sous conflit coréen
(négociations en vue de l'armistice, con-
férence à Genève), Nations Unies (As-

= semblée' générale : énergie atomique)
NÉPAL : voir sous Plan de Colombo (contribu-

tion canadienne : bénéficiaires)
NIGÉRIA : voir sous Commonwealth (nouveaux

" membres)

NORVÈGE : voir sous Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord (politique d'aide mu-
tuelle i bénéficiaires), Europe occidentale
(Organisation européenne de coopération
économique : restrictions quantitatives) et
voir Scandinavie

NOUVEILS-ÉCOSSE : voir sous États-Unis (rela-

tions en matière de défense et de sécurité :
stations de sondage)

NOUVELLE-GUINÉE OCCIDENTALE : voir sous

Nations Unies (Assemblée générale : évalua-
tion, instructions pour la délégation cana-
dienne) et voir colonies, territoires non auto-

nomes
NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE : voir sous plan de Co-

lombo (Comité consultatif du Common-
wealth : adhésion du Japon), Indochine (éta-

, blissement des Commissions internationales

, de surveillance et de contrôle) et voir Com-

= monwealth

O

OMCB DE SECOURS ETLES R^G DE
^TIONS UNIES (POUR

voir sous Nations
TINE) (UNRWA(PR)) :
Unies (contributions internationales de se-

cours)



ORGANISATION DU
EST TkA1'Ë DE L'AstE DUT : voir sous Plan de Colombo
tion canadienne), Indochine (étabL^

S^

sementdes Commissions internationales de surveil-
lance et de contrôle; opération de la Com-
mission internationale de surveillance et de
contrôle au Vietnam)

ORGANISAnON DU
NORD ; voir aussi u^s p^'A^^QUE
(contribution canadienne de Colombo
blissement des Co ). Indochine (éta-

de surveillance e^s contr8le^a^onales
me • ), Nations

Unies (Assemblée géné.
priote, désannement • question chy-
en matière de défense'etÉ de sUms (relations

sécur
d'alerte avancé, ligne Mid-Canadté : réseau
aérienne continentale; consultations streatéc
8iques; Politique de défense «
Look »), Europe occidentale The New(Organisationde coopération économiqueoconvertibilité) 9

Communauté européenne de défense et
réarmement de l'Allema
fédérale (de l'Ouest 8ne, République
Propositions soviétiques 88-713; voir aussi

européenne ci-dessous pour la sécurité

désarmement ou contrôle des arme-

l'Atlantique Nond : étude de son élar-

: relations avec le,
588-594,

596-599, 611,628-629 . 646-647655-656, 663, 681-684 ' 650,
nauté européenne

de défense
lation du projet de, 618-622;

européenne de ' CO^u-
relations défense :
Traité

ave'c l'Organisation du
de lAtlantique Nord, 592,

608-609, 612-613; 'Organisation du
,Traité de l'Atlantique que Nord en tant
nismelinteseur Possible d'un orga-

rnational de contrôle des
armements, 589-590, 606; Traité de

gissement comme garantie 616; posi-tions :
des PaYs du Benelux

Canada. , 600du6
6^593-594, 603-604, 606-612,

607-' de la France, 594-595, 599,
608, 620-621; de l'Allemagne,'République fédérale

'595,,599-600 (de l'Ouest),

lie 609-611, 621; de l'Ita-
, de ' 600' d^ PaYs scandinaves, 600;. Ro l'U

yaum nion soviétique^ 602• du
e-Un j. 601, 605-606,

602. du
des Éta

mation ts-Unis, 601-602; infor-de
asp^ts619; concernant le, 618-

596-599• techniques du, 589, 593,
. Natiavec les

tech

onstiUnies : relations, 592: 598; troupesU^s et du des États-
Royaume-Uni en Europe :
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examen de l'entretien des, 615-616-
Allemagne,1 République fédérale (de

sation du :'association avec 1 '^gani-
619•

Traité de l'Atlantique Nord,
,

adhésion à l'Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord
moyen de contrôle, 591, 594 • un

l'Allemagne, République
l' fédérale (de

Ouest), réarmement et adhésion à
ii^eganisadon du Traité de 1'Atlan-

9 Nord, 622-713; Traité de
Bruxelles (Organisation du) : élai.gis_
sement de

702-704, 707-708;
Traité de Bruxelles (Organisation
du) : relations avec 1', 666-668
672-675, 677, 684-685 68'

-690
670,

693-694; Conseil de l'Union de l 'Eu-,
rnPe occidentale : création du,

705;
étude des restrictions relatives au,
614-617; Communauté européenne
de défense : effondrement de la, 622-
623, 625, 670; réunion ministérielle :
suggestions pour la concernant le,
635-637, 642-643; adhésion à p or

du Traité de I, '^
Atlanti 8aque

Nord : forme d', 627, 652, 676; adhé-
sion à l'Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord : (projet de) Proto-
cole d'accession, 691; adhésion à
l'Organisation du Traité de l'Atlan-
tique Nord : texte du Protocole d'ac-
cession,

696-697; conférence des
^n^Puissances sur l'Allemagne

(du 28 sept. au 3 Oct.) : pré'
canadiens pour la, 669-685;

conférence des neuf puissances : rap_
Port sur la, 686-688; conférence des
neuf puissances : examen de la, 689-
694; association avec une déclaration
de trois puissances, 690-691, 696;
texte de la déclaration des trois puis_
sances, 694-696; Conseil de l'Atlan-
tique Nord : suggestions pour la ses-
sion concernant le, 635-636, 644-645,
648; Conseil de l'Àtlàntique Nord :
réunion du, 642-643, 651-653, 665-
666; réunion ministérielle du, 704-
708; Puissances occupantes en Alle-
magne, République fédérale (de
l'Ouest) : rôle des concernant le, 624,
649, 711; conférence de Paris (du 20
au 23 Oct.), 704-711; conférence de
Paris : examen de la, 711-713; posi-
tions : des pays du Benelux, 660-661;
du Canada, 624-629, 640-642, 645-
649, 653-655, 661-665, 669-672,709;
de la France, 630-632, 636, 668, 671-
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674, 680-681ub18
ue g fédéraleA (de

- magne, RéP q 679-680,l'puest), 632-634,65 U^, 9639, 649-
.701 702; du Roy

^e

•' R 651, 659-660, 674-678; des États-

Unis, 678-679, 681; informations de

presse concernant le, 594, 622-623,

- 633, 687, ^ 713; réarmement : pro-
bltme A. et restriction relative au,
625, 634, 646, 654-655pour

, 687; réarmement : suggestions

- un accord concernant le, 638-639;

Commandant Suprême des Forces al-

liées en Europe : relations avec le,

615, 656, 667, 675-677,
6m^ all?É

697-701; Commandant supr8

'de l'Atlantique : relations avec le,
664; Grand Quartier général des Puis-
sances alliées en ` Europe : relations

avec le, 595; souveraineté : rétablisse

ment de la de 1-Allemagne, Répu-
' blique fédérale (de l'Ouest), 594-595,
' 623, 626.'628-62Y. 633, 658, 662,

, - ,

Conseil de 'antique Nord : réunion mi-Atl
nistériclle, paris t23 avril) : S24-S51; or-

; drè du jour, 524525; Allemagne, Répu-
de (de l'Est) :

statut e . +
^^e de défense

t
rôle de la, 527-528,

542-S44; conférence de Genève sur la
l'Indochine, 544-545; Indochine

d l' S45• Commun
bli que démocraqqe alleman

auté euro-

;* '1' ^ie du Sud-Est discussion de 1',
`^. 542, 549; siège permanent de l' Organisa-

^ tion du Traité de 1'Atlantiqqe Nord, 547;
:

^ Traité de l'Atlantique Nord, 546-547 ;

• '' ~" - ., consultations politiques au : discussion
au :du, 545-546; consultations politiques

(projet de) résolution concernant le, 533,
.;;;.;i 535-536,; SS0-5S1; consultations po1 -

, ►a.,
tiqua au : importance des, 531•533; po-

•s',
sitions du Canada, 534-535*. de la

, grance, 543-544, 550; de l'Union aovié-e^
• y/[ tique,° S40-S41; du , Royaume-Uni. 531-
r.Y Rt_^ a •^' 532; des États-Unis; ,,547-549-. but de

tion du Traité de l'Atlantique

INDEX

examen annuel, 464-524; voir aussi plans

de défense, politique d'aide mutuelle ci
. dessous; et Comité du Cabinet sur la dé-

délégation ' canad^isc'nuession du. 771'^ 2'

j fense, 515-516; Armée canadienne, 506;
déclaration canadienne concernant l',
468-469; considérations militaires sur l',
505-508, 511-512; Comité des aspects
économiques des questions de défense,
SOS-S 15; points politiques et écono-
iniques à examiner concernant l', 508-

510; positions : du Canada, 479-480,

du Royaume-Uni. 481; procé-

dures concernant 1', 480-482; Aviation
Marine

royale du Canada, 507-508;

royale du Canada, 506-507; secrétariat de

l'prganisation du Traité de l'Atlantique

Nord : (projets de) recomm andationsé
de l'Or-général

ganisation
512-515; secrétaire

du Traité de l'Atlantique

Nord : point de vue sur les changements
au niveau des efforts en matière de dé-

fense nationale, 478-479
voir

plans de défense : avenir, 713-773;

aussi examen annuel
ci-dessus-, exarnen

annuel : projet de résolution
du secréta-

riat de l'Organisation
du Traité de l'At-

lantique Nord concernant 1',
'

760-763'
715

examen annuel : relations nou-
721, 723; « Étude des capacités » :

velle partie de 1',
722-729, 736-740, 745-

749; Comité militaire : exposé pour la

tnité militaire 743-745;
Comité militaire

: rô
réunion du,

le du, 716, 718-720,
Comité militaire : ^ : rap

. 738-740, 767-768; Comité ^it réunion
port du -. résumé du, 748-o dre du jour
ministérielle, Paris (déc.) ' nistérielle :
pour la, 741-742; réunion ^ 769, 771-

projet de résolution pour
ré aratifs

772; réunion ministérielle :
P 769-770;

pour la, 738-740, 746-7519 réunion

Conseil de l'AdantiqUe Nord.:
problèmes

politiques reliés
du. 724-725; sitions : du Canada,

aux, 718-719, 7444-745• 754-757,
- 714-718, 739-740,

Bas, 743-744; de
760, 763, 768; des Pays - 731-732; du

l'Union soviétiqu751-753, 766, 773;

Royaume-Uni•
743' information de

des États-Unis, 740; 769, 773; Com-
p^se concernant les, alliées en
mandant Suprême des

Forces
le, 726, 728-

Europe: rôle du concern
ant su-

729, 736-738, 764-766; Cocnmrôle du con,
me allié de l'Atlantique ' dant su"

cernant le, 728-73^^que point de Vue
prtme allié de 1 Atl

4-D'r 14r8smsa
_,!'^^ Nocd discussion du,` S4 i•542; rapport

SSO• rappoTt du se-sœ la cn, J-70» 9
^te g iénéral 540; propositions aovi6-

o tiques interprétations des, 525-530, 532;
de l'AllemgneRépublique

=•i= '" rçnnwnen •
:

^examiner.. A;, a^ fédÉrale (de 1: Ovest) • Points
.1,,;^_ concernant le, 528. 542-543
w^t Conseil de 1'Atlantique Nord : réunion mi•
fiQo-, aistErielle: Paris (dé-) : évaluation de la,
-tird 774-776 •` `

^
1



du, 744; Grand Quartier général des Puis-
563; du 29 nov. (notes soviétiques du

sances alliées en Europe : rôle du concer-
23 oct./13 nov.), 579-581, 585; note so-

nant le, 719-721, 757-759; Groupe per-
viétique du 31 mars/1u avril, 525-530,manent : rôle du, 713-718, 720-721, 724-
551-553; note soviétique du 24 juillet,728, 735; armes : répercussion des nou-
553-569; note soviétique du 4 août, 555-velles (atomiques ou nucléaires), 722,
569; note soviétique du 23 oct., 569-574;

729, 731, 737-739, 742, 747-752, 757-
note soviétique du 14 nov., 574-588; note>759, 764-765, 770, 776
soviétique du 9 déc., 586-588;politique d'aide mutuelle, 464-524; voir positions :
du Canada, 556-559, 563-565, 573-575,aussi examen annuel ci-dessus et voir 578, 583-584, 586-587; de la France,sous Plan de Colombo (contribution ca-
558-559, 588; de l'Allemagne, Répu-nadienne); Comité du Cabinet sur la dé-
blique fédérale (de l'Ouest), 573; dufense : point de vue du concernant la,
Groupe de travail tripartite, 576-577; du475, 499-501; Plan de Colombo : rela-

tions avec le, 485-486, 498; avion CF- Royaume-Uni, 557-558, 560-561, 571-

, 100, 487; jet F-86, 464-465, 467, 469- 572; des États-Unis, 553-554; informa-

471, 476, 487, 489-490, 518; matériel tions de presse concernant les, 559, 573;

d'aide mutuelle, 470-473, 482-483; plans ^lemagne, ' République fédérale (de
l'Ouest), réarmement et adhésion à l'Or-d'aide mutuelle, 484-487, 490-494, 497-

498, 517-518; Comité des aspects ganisation du Traité de l'Atlantique

iniques des questions de défense et sous Nord : relations avec l', 561-562, 564,

469-470, 517-518; position : du 567-568, 587; Nations Unies : consé-comité,
• quences pour les, 526-527, 529-530, 552,Canada, 473-475, 483, 519-520, 710; ca- 561-562, 575

pacités de production, 484-485; publicité
secrétaire général : voir sous Organisation; Pour laû5-467, 488; secrétaire général,

du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (examenpe permanent, 464-465, 471- annuel, politique d'aide mutuelle, réu-472, 474, 476, 483, 487-488, 498-499;
,, remplacement de 4 escadrilles de F-86 nions du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord)

par 4 escadrilles de CF-100 dans la divi- ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU COM-

sion aérienne de l'Aviation royale du Ca- MERCE : voir sous Accord général sur les ta-
nada, en Europe; 521-524; programmes rifs douaniers et le commerce (9° session des

;,d'entraînement, 465, 477, 493-496, 501- parties contractantes)

502; bénéficiaires de l'aide mutuelle ca- ORGANISME DES NATIONS UNIES CHARGÉ DE LA

nadienne : Allemagne, République fédé- SURVEILLANCE DE LA TRÊVE (EN PALESTINE) :
rale (de l'Ouest), 494-496, 501; Grèce, voir sous Moyen-Orient (relations arabo-is-
464-467; Norvège, 472, 482-483; Tur= méliennes), Nations Unies (contributions in-
quie, 467,,477-478, 487-488, 501-503; ternationales de secours)
Royaume-Uni, 469-471, 473-476, 489- ONTARIO : voir sous États-Unis (questions éco-
490; nomi(jues : Voie maritime du Saint-Laurent;

propositions soviétiques pour la sécurité eu- Commission mixte internationale : eaux li-
mPéenne, 551-588; voir aussi Conseil de mitrophes)
l'Atlantique Nord : réunions ministé- ORGANISATION DES ÉTATS AMÉRICAINS: voirrielles ci-dessus; traité de paix avec l'Au- aussi Amérique latine, États-Unis
triche : relations avec le, 555, 557, 562,
564, 569, 572, 577, 580-581, 584; ques-
tions de désarmement : relations avec les,574; Communauté européenne de dé-
fense : relations avec la, 552-556, 558-
560, 563, 566-568, 570-571; conférenced°

réunion du Conseil économique et social
interaméricain de l'Organisation des
États américains, 1853-1875; statut du
Canada à l'intérieur de l'Organisation
des États américains, 1854-1856, 1859-
1860, 1871-1872; instructions pour le re-

Soviétiques du 24 juillet/24 * août), 561- , occidentale

Genève sur la Corée et l'Indochine • présentant canadien, 1869-1870; rapport
relations avec la, 553, 555-556; unifica- sur la, 1873-1875
tion de l'Allemagne, 563; 568-569, 577; ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE DE COOPÉRATION
Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord : réunions ÉCONOMiQUE : voir sous Accord général surdu, 551-553, 555, 565-566, 575-576, les tarifs douaniers et le commerce (9° ses-
581-583; réponses aux du 10 sept. (notes sion des parties contractantes) et voir Europe
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Com^té consultatif du Common à w Ottawa (duli{>t
r ;Asie du Sud-Est: réunion :

1"1 t' butions en` nature (matfriei, av s
^, blé), 807-808. 827;P 8̂xa^

^^ ^ E1u=i d assistance techniqu
e

1^ tionavec 1e, 812. 814-815. 832: pro ga
. ^ ^g^ *près 1957 : examen de

p^;

"PAKtsTAN : voir aussi Plan de Colombo (contri-

bution canadienne : bénéHciairrs, Common-

• 1" wealth (voyage du premier ministre) et voir

conférence de Colombo

'`• `- aidé militaire des États-Unis au, 913-925;

-.' conflit au Cachemire ^o nlaaûnCanada,
916, 922, 924; Posi :

r F. 918-919, 923-924: de l'Inde, 913-917.

920-923;"& es Écats-Unis, 915-916,
, ckiz

922-
r ,.

^ pANMÛN1oM : voir sous conflit coréen (nego-

`' dations sur l'armistice)
PAYS ARABES : voir sous Moyen-Orient (rela-

tions arabo-israéliennes) et voir Israël, réfu

•';' giés de. Palestine, office de secours et de tra-
vaux (pour les réfugiés de Pales tine),

de la'Organisme des Nations Unies chargé
surveillance de la trEveanisation du Traité de

: PAYS-BAS : voir sous Or8
l'Atlantique Nord (plans de défense) et voir

Benelux, Nations Unies (Assemblée géné-
rale : évaluation - Nouvelle-Guinée occiden-

tale, ' Instructions pour la délégation cana-tale,
VISA - Nouvelle-Guinée occidentale),

g^pe occidentale ^
PAYS SOUS-DÉVFIApQÉs : voir sous Accord gé

etnéral sur les tarifs d
z ^^ (9! session des pa^es

colonies, Programme élargi d'assistance
technique, Nations Unies (Conseil de tute lle)

^évoir sous conflit coréen ;(

: rencé 8 Genève) ' ' , . j .
isa-

PI.AN D8 COLOMBO *« voir aussi sous Org^
uon du ` Traité de l'Atlantique Nord .(poli-
tique d'aide mutuelle), Nations Unies (con-

.^^y tributions internationales de secours) et vo ir

;f3^Commœwealth
-il JCeyh : aide au, 855-866

ealth pour

20 sept, an 9 Oct.) 846-855:- ` évaluation de la. 822-823,

>`` conversations bilaté.rales, 8S 1: dispo-
sitions d'acrueil, $52-w3; couverture
• dans lei médias et Publicitk 853-854:
ïEunions tninistérielles, 848-849; pro-

y• bltrnes orga ►isationnels, 853: pfftpa-
. tif: 848: attitude des Étatt-Unis,. ,, ,. ,.

t - . 849-850
805-834, contri-

^OGcônbïbution cansdicnne. '
i tcch-

la, 806-807. 850; aide mutuelle de l'Or-
ganisation du. Traité de l'Atlantique

ÿs832;Nord : relations avec 1', 814,
non membres du Commonwealth : pres-

'- tation possible d'une aide financière aux,
809, 811-813, 816-821; bénéficiaires
possibles de l'aide du Plan de Colombo :
Birmanie, 817-818, 821; Inde, 824; Né-
pal, 811-812, 817-820; Indochine, 810-
811, 818-821, 823, 828, 849; Indonésie,
812, 817,' 821, 823; Pakistan, 809, 831;
Thai7ande, 822; popularité du Plan de
Colombo, 810-811, 814, 854; Organisa-
tion du Traité de l'Asie du Sud-Est : rela-
tions avec 1', 810, 814, 832; ampleur de

• la contribution, 807, 810-811, 814-815,
820-823, 825-834, 847, 850

Inde : aide à 1', 866-892; voir aussi Pakis-

tan ci-dessous; chaudières de locomo tive
880;

et locomotives pour 1', 867-868,
projet de centrale et d'équipement élec-
triques, pour Chambal, 875-880, 885,
891-892: fonds de contrepartie : alloca-
tion de pour 1'+ 866-875, 882, 887-892;
projet de fourniture de lait à Delhi, 878-
879. 881, 886. 888; création de la fiducie
du port de Kandla, 887-888; projet d'irri-
gation et hydro-électrique de MaYu-
rakshi, 867-871, 882, 884, 892; projet
d'irrigation de Nandikonda, 887

;
suggestionsgramme pour 1954-1956 :

indiennes pour le, 875-876, 885-887;
Canada concernanmt ent

.• point de vue du ^aet d'aménag
876-879, 882-884; projet 877-879,
de la vallée de ^^ de petites centrales
881, 885, 890; proj 892; Pro-

` thqmiques, 875-877, 88 â d^ des États-
Unis d'Umtru, 890-891: blé Pour l',
Unis pour 1'. 877-878, 889;
867, 871-875 g22. 834-846' 1173; et

Japon : adhésion du. 843;
Afghanistan, adhésion de835, 8 0^• 842-
positions : de ,Australie, la Nou-
843; du Canada, 838-846; de 843; des

velle-Zélande, 835, 838-839,
États-Unis, 836-838

-,Népal : aide au, 904-913 aussi Inde
Pakistan : aide au, 892-904+

voir ces,

ci-dcssus;
relevés aériens des ressosta

- nature : demande P
903; aide^-^3^ liaison Dacca-Chl^a-
naise d. projet de cimenLe â
gong. 895. 8^-^^ Ganges-K
de Daudkhd. 901-902; Pl^ pour 1953-
badak, 894-897; Progrn^rojets d'amé

' 1955, 892-900, 903-9p4; P des chutes
nagement hydro-électri9u895, 897-899;
dans les canaux du Penjab,



Projet hydro-électrique de Warsak, 896,

POLOGNE : voir sous Indochine (Opérations gé-
néraldes es Commissions internationales de
surveillance et de contrôle- opérations de la
Commission internationale de surveillance et
de contr8le au Cambôdge et Vietnam), con-
flit coréen (Commission de surveillance des
nations neutres) et voir Europe orientale

PORTUGAL : voir sous Europe occidentale (ac-
cords commerciaux) •

PRESSE : voir sous Commonwealth (voyage du
. premier ministre), Organisation du Traité de
l'Atlantique Nord (plans de défense, Com-
munauté européenne de défense et réarme-
ment de l'Allemagne, République fédérale
(de l'Ouest), 'propositions soviétiques pour la
sécurité européenne), Pakistan (aide militaire
des États-Unis au), Nations Unies (Assem-
blée générale : énergie atomique, désarme-
ment)

PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE : voir sous Indochine
(opérations des Commissions internationales
de surveillance et de contrôle au Cambodge,
Laos, Vietnam), conflit coréen (négociations

., sur l'armistice, conférence à Genève)

^^^MME ÉLARGI D'ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE:
voir sous Plan de Colombo (contribution ca-
nadienne), Nations, Unies (contributions in-
ternationales de secours)

QUÉBEC :
nomiqu^$ ^ Voie maritime du Saint-Laurent)

RADIO-CANADA • _ RSERVICE INTERNATIONAL,
1597-1613; et Europe orientale, 1601-1602,
1607; et Amérique latine, 1602-1603, 1606,
1610; et Europe occidentale, 1602, 1608-1609; et gu^

RmDALL psychologique, 1600-1602;
COM^«SSION : voir Commission sur

la politique économique étrangère

RÉFUGIÉS DE PALESTINE : voir sous NationsUnies (
Assemblée générale : évaluation;

contributions internationales de secours) etvoir
pays arabes Moyen-Orient, Israël, Or-

garàsme des Nations Unies chargé de la sur-
°edlance de la trêve

RÉSEAU D'ALERTE
AVANCÉ (DEW) : voir sous

'tnts'Unis (relations
et de sécurité) en matière de défense

RÉSEAU
^B : voir sous États-Unis (rela-

^ eaux de défensede défense et de sécurité
défense radar)

1897

RESTRICTIONS QUANTITATIVES : voir sous Eu-
rope occidentale (Organisation européenne
de coopération économique)

RHODÉSIE DU SUD : voir sous Commonwealth
(nouveaux membres)

ROYAUME-UNI : voir sous Comité permanent
Royaume-Uni-Canada sur le commerce et
les affaires économiques, Commonwealth
(ministres des Finances, nouveaux
membres), Europe orientale (contrôles stra-
tégiques sur les exportations vers le bloc so-
viétique), Accord général sur les tarifs doua-
niers et le commerce (911 session des parties
contractantes), Indochine (établissement des
Commissions internationales de surveillance
et de contrôle; opération de la Commission
internationale de surveillance et de contrôle
au Vietnam), Israël (exportation d'armes à),
conflit coréen (négociations en vue de l'ar-
mistice; secours à la Corée), Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (examen annuel;
plans de défense; Communauté européenne
de défense et réarmement en Allemagne, Ré-
publique fédérale (de l'Ouest); politique
d'aide mutrielle; réunions du Conseil de
l'Atlantique Nord; propositions soviétiques
pour la sécurité européenne), Nations Unies
(Assemblée générale : énergie atomique,
question chypriote, désarmement, Fonds mo-
nétaire international), États-Unis (énergie
atomique), Europe occidentale (Organisation
européenne de coopération économique
convertibilité, restrictions quantitatives)

.
,S

SACEUR : voir Commandant Suprême des
Forces alliées en Europe

SACLANT : voir Commandant suprême allié
de l'Atlantique

SCANDINAVIE : voir sous Organisation du
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord (Communauté
européenne de défense et réarmement de
l'Allemagne. République fédérale (de
l'Ouest): désarmement) et voir Danemark,
Norvège, Suède

SHAPE : voir Grand Quartier général des Puis-
sances alliées en Europe

SOCIÉTÉ CANADIENNE DES TÉLÉCOMMUNICA-
TIONS TRANSMARINES : voir sous États-Unis
(questions économiques : câble transatlan-
tique)

SOCIÉTÉ FINANCIÈRE INTERNATIONALE : voir
sous Nations Unies (Assemblée générale :
évaluation, Société financière internationale)

SUÈDE : voir sous conflit coréen (Commission
de surveillance des nations neutres) et voir
Scandinavie
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: voir sous conflit coréen (Commission
SUISSE
.. de surveillance des nations neutres) et voir

, . ,

(Communauté européenne de défense et
réarmement de 1'A1lemagne, République fé-

dérale {de l'Ouest)) et voir (Organisation

du) Traité de Bruxelles
voir sousoccidentaleEurope

I1TNtS1E t voir sous Nattons UNü (
la dé- WA(pR) -. voir Office de suo^s

générale -. évaluation, instructions pour UNR ^ les réfugiés de Palestine)vaux (poir colonies, tari'
-

du Traité de 1 Atlant^q nne Nations Unies
nauté européenne de défense et réarmement rité europée )' e atomique, désarmement),
de ,'Allemagne, République fédérale (de pénérale ' En^Bi de défense

,ouest) et voir Union de l'Europe ^^n' Etats-Utis (relations en matière

tale '
^i et de sécurité consultations stratégiques)

des,
,^^ DES EAUX ^^opEiES DE 1909 : voir

rc11S69s1S91^^^ avec l'économiques : déplacements du
- sôus États-Unis (questions

restrictionsVoie maritime du Saint-Laurent; Commis-
relatives aux

internationale : eaux limitrophes,
personnel del'ambassade soviétique

sion mixte 1591-1592
dérivation' de Chicago- système du fleuve UNKRA •

Ottawa,
voir

Agence des Nations Unies Pour

Columbia) • pssemblée le relZvement de la Corée et de ^a-

tarifs douaniers et le commerce, ^8 et des affaires économiques), Europe occi-
tion internadonale'du commerce dentale (organisation européenne de coopé

T^I,o^AQ^E :' voir sous conflit coréen
ration économique : convertibilité, restric

^ (Commission de surveillance des nations

, Nations Unies (Fon ds monétaire in- fions quantitatives)
neutres) voir aussi sous Europe

t voir Europe orientale; rcla- UNION sOV^[1Q^ ' ues sur les ex-ternational)
dons

e
commerciales et financières avec l'.

orientale (contr8les stratégi9 Indochine

1593-1597
pcMations vers le bloc soviétique),

NON AIJTONOIu^S : voir sous Na- (conférence à Gentve), conflit coréen (négo-
, conférence à

^O^ générale : instruc- dations en vue de l'armistice
ti on s Unies (Assemblée ^Zve), Or8 unautébons pour la délégation canadicnne) et voir

Nord de défense,1tCom^n
"Atlan

colonies, pays sous-développés tique (plans ement de

,ntAtt,MtDE : voir sous plan de Colombo (con- européenne de Rd^publique ^fé^dérale (de

tribution cânadienne bénéficiaires)
sation

l^Allemag^unions du Conseil de l' Atlantique
la sécue

•

TtAiIÉ DE BRlJ7^ ^ voir sous organisation
N^t)^opositions soviétiques pour

' ue Nord (Conunu- • (Assemblée

TARffS • vo amsa-

UMON M L'i^°B XI"' •
-ri Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord

devise

UNICEF s voir Fonds international es ZONE ^a • voir sous bih •

J ^ Unies pour le secours de l'enfance -^ ^° " nistres des Finances) ct
voir converu

^E • voir sous

U
a I Nations CommonW^d` ^

.1'AUantique Nord (pol1uque ^nunissions mterna
tuelle :' bénEf iciaires), Nations

Uniü (As' u de contrOle) LA^ : voir sous
SAtNr-semblée générale : question chypriote) ,

VOIE
et

µE DU
L ^

. . f MA^ (questions écono^ques)
^^vvir Chypre ^ - É -ta

Z

T . UcnoN

• ir douanes, Accord général sur les .^ats-Unis (questions économruques : Comis-

do-américaine du commerce

1 .lEgation canadienne) et vo V
t,pbces non autonomü+ Maroc des

TURQtIIE `s voir sous Organisation du Traité de
voir sous

Indochine (opération

d'aide mu- tionales de surveillance

EUROPIFNNE DE

,vcte can
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A

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE: see under
' Korean conflict

ADVISORY PANEL ON ATOMIC ENERGY: see un-
' der UN (General Assembly: atomic energy),
US (atomic energy)

AFGHANISTAN: see under Colombo Plan (Com-
monwealth Consultative Committee:
Japanesè membership)

AGRICULTURE: see under GATT (9th session of
Contracting Parties), US (economic issues:
Joint Canada-US Committee on Trade and
Economic Affairs, US agricultural surpluses,
US restrictions on trade)

ALBERTA: see under US (economic issues:
natural gas)

ARAB COUNTRIES: see under Middle East
(Arab-Israeli relations) and see Israel, Pales-
tine refugees, UNRWA(PR), UNTSO

ARCITC SOVEREIGNTY: see under US '
ARMS: see Indochina (ICSC establishment;

ICSC operations in Cambodia, Vietnam), Is-
rael,' Middle East (Arab-Israeli relations),
NATO (EDC and. West German rearma-
ment), UN (General Assembly: assessment,
disarmament, instructions for Canadian dele-
gation); control over export of military
elwpment: review of, 1642-1645

ATONRC ENERGY: see under UN (General As-
sembly: assessment, atomic energy), US
(a^mic energy) and see Advisory Panel on
Atomic Energy, International Atomic
EnerBy Agency

ATO^111C WEApONS: see under NATO (defence
pln^8). UN (General Assembly: disarma-
ment),

US (defence and security relations:
DEW System, Mid-Canada Line, continental
air defence, strategic consultations, `The
New Look'+ defence policy)

AusTttA(,tq: ' see under Colombo Plan (Com-monwealth Consultative Committee:Japanese membership), GATT (9th session
of Contracting Parties), Indochina (ICSC est-ablishment;

ICSC general , operation),Korean conflict ' (Korean relief), UN
(General Assembly: atomic energy-draft
resoluaon) and see Commonwealth

A^sT^: see under NATO (Sfor oviet proposals
E^pean: security) `

..B
B^ ISLAND, 1135-1136
BALA

s^ OF ofYM^TS:
see under GATT (9th

,Contracting Parties),, US

(economic issues: Joint Canada-US Commit-
tee on Trade and Economic Affairs), Wes-
tern Europe (OEEC: convertibility, quantita-
tive restrictions) and see ' currency, dollar,
EPU ,

BELGIUM: see under UN (General Assembly:
atomic energy-draft resolution, Cyprus
question) and see Benelux countries, Wes-
tern Europe

BENELUX COUN7RIES: see under NATO (EDC
and West German rearmament), Western
Europe (OEEC: convertibility) and see
Belgium, Netherlands

BERLIN CONFERENCE OF FOREIGN MINISTERS:
see under Korean conflict (Geneva confer-
ence), US (defence and security relations:
strategic consultations); US impressions of,
956-957

BOUNDARY WATERS TREATY OF 1909: see un-
der- US (economic issues: St. Lawrence
Seaway; IJC: boundary waters, Chicago
diversion, Columbia River system)

BRITISH COLUMBIA: see under, US (IJC:
Columbia River system)

BRUSSELS TREATY: see under NATO (EDC and
West German rearmament) and see Western
European Union,

BURMA: see under Colombo Plan (Canadian
contribution: recipients) and see Colombo
conference; relations' with Republic of
China, 358

C
• CANADIAN OVERSEAS TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATION (COTC): see under' US
(economic issues: trans-Atlantic cable)

CABINET: see under, Korean conflict (Korean
relief), UN (General Assembly: instructions
for Canadian delegation), US (economic is-
sues: St. Lawrence Seaway) and see Cabinet
Defence Committee

CABINET DEFENCE COMMTITEE: see under
NATO (annual review, mutual aid policy),
US (defence and security relations: DEW
System, Mid-Canada Line, continental air
defence)

CAMBODIA: see under Indochina (ICSC opera-
tion)

CANADA-UK CONTINUING . COMMITTEE ON
TRADE AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS: see under
GATT (9th session of Contracting Parties)

CANADIAN ARMY: see under NATO (mutual
. aid)

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION-IN-
TERNATIONAL SERVICE (CBC-IS), 1597-1613;
and Eastern Europe, 1601-1602, 1607; and
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Latin America, 1602-1603, 1606, 1610; and
Western Europe, 1602. 1608-1609; and
psychological,warfare,'1600-1602;

CENTRAL, AFRICAN FEDERATION: -
see, under

,Commonwealth (new members)

CEYLON: see under Colombo Plan-
'Com-monwealth (Prime Minister's tour) and

see

Colombo Conference
6uCAGO DlvQtsION: see under US (economic

issues) Controls
CIUCOM: see Committee on Export

for Strategic Materials (China)
CHINA tREUPUBUC OF): see under Burma, UN

(General . Assemblyr assessment: Chinese

; representation)
^A (pEp^ ^usUC OF): see also under

Indochina (ICSC establishment), Korean
conflict (Geneva conference: participation),
UN (General Assembly: assessment) and see

CHICOM; Canadians held in china, 71-72,
. 79; recognition of/admission to the UN, 44,936,939,1072

71, 74-75,184. 188, 193,
ommittee ^^C

(;OCOM: see Co-ordinating
port Controls for Strategic Materials

COt,ONtES: see undcr,,Commonwealth (Prime
C___Ai

!, Minister's, tour. topics of
an-Indian

;, conversations), GATT (9th session of Con-
tracting parties) and see ETAP. Morocco,

;-New West Guinea. Tunisla. under-developed

countties IN-
COLOMBO CONFERFNCE (BURMA. CE1L0 N .

; DIA, INDONESIA AND PAKISTAN):
see undcr

Indochina (ICSC establishment); and Korean

conflict.36 1
COLOMBO PLAN: see also under NATO (mutual

;^aid policy). UN (international relief con-
tritiutions) and see Commonwealth

,; Gnadian , contribution. 805-834 t. : .l ad-

807.808 827; BTAP: rt
dons in kind (e9wPment+ la-

u;1 , - rice.wheat), •
,^rr: ,don to. 812, S14.815,

8 ideradon of.19573oons
ProBmn" ^°85o;NATO mutual aid: rela-`^,°^-.^ 8o6-go7,

&e-, ;i do» to ` 814; 832; non-Commonwealth
i,*arcounWes; possible extension of capital
^t4^^}usistance to. 809, 811-813, 816-821;

i Colombo Plan aid:

17•820• ^•

possible recipien
;Bnmaa. 817•818: 821: Indii. 824: Nepa1

t: 81a811,

ts o

811-812, 8 • g49^ Indonesia. 812.'t1o 818-821. 823• 8^.` 831: 7121-
1^t 817. 821. 823: PWsU• 80•

land; 822; popularity of Colombo Plan,
L,.c,:. 810-811: 814; 854: SEATO: relation to:

832: size of contribution. 807,

INDEX

Commonwealth Consultative Committee
for South-East Asia: meeting of in Ot-

tawa (Sept. 20-70ct- 9)
assessment of, 822-823, 846-855; bi-

lateral conversations, 851; hospitalitY
arrangements, 852-855; media cover-
age and publicity, 853-854; minister-

ial meetings, 948-94^tio s fora848;
problems, 853; preP
US attitude towards, 849-850

lapan: membership of, 822, 834-846, 1173;
and Afghanistan, membership of, 840,

843 7; positions of: Australia. 835. 840,
842-843; Canada, 838-846; New Zea-
land. 835, 838-839, 843; US, 836-838

India: aid to, 866-892; see also Pakistan

below; locomotive boilers/locomotives
for, 867-868, 880; Chambal Generating
Plant and Equipment Project, 875-880,
885. 891-892; counterpart funds: alloca-
tion of for, 866-875, 882. 887-892; Delhi
Milk Supply Project, 878-879, 881, 886,
S88.. Kandla Port Trust Development,

887-888;
Mayurakshi Irrigation and

llydro-Electric Project, 867-871, 882,
884, 892; Nandikonda Irrigation ProjeCt,

887; program for 1954-1956: Indian sug-
gestions for. 875-876, 885-887; Canadian
views on. 876-879, 882-884;

Rihand Val-

ley Development Project,
875, 877-879,

881, 885, 890; Small Thermal po
wer

892;
Sets Project, 875-877. 880-881• 877-
Umtru Project, 890-891; US aid for,
878, 889; wheat for, 867. 871-875

Nepal: aid to, 904-913 SeC also India
, Pakistan: aid to, 892-904; 903; com

above; aerial resources sur`'ey'
modity assistance: Pakistani request for,

Dacca-Chittagong Li^'P
902-903; Plant
899-900; Daudkhel Cernent

Gange for
Kobadak

project, 901-902; ram for 1953-
Scheme, 894-897; Prog ab Canal
1955, 892-900, 903-904; ^n 895, 891-

drO-Ekctric Proj^ts, 896,

• g gs Warsak Iiydro-Electnc
Project,

^ under
US (eCOnomic is-

CotuMau Rrv^. see

sues) (Cp^: see Un'

COMBINED POUCY CoM1
►tIT[^atomic energY)

der UN (General As^RTIy CoN,LROLS FOR

COMMITTU% ON EX (CHINA) (CHICOM):
S^A^GIC MATERIA[S (^sateglc controls

see under Eastern Europe (

on exports to the
Soviet bl ôNOMIC poLICY

COMMISSION ON FOREIGN E THE USSÛeD

(RANDALL COMMISSION)
çonomic

STATES: see under US (

810. 814. 825-834,
^►^- 810-811, 814-815; 820-8239

,E.Ii, 847: 8S0 , : i F`.,.. .,,
t^u Ceytod: aid to,' 85-61-s"
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Joint Canada-US Committee on Trade and
CO-ORDINATING COEconomic Affairs) • MMITTEE ON E1PORT CON-,COMMONWFALTH: see also under GATT (9th

TROLS FOR STRATEGIC MATERIALS
session of Contracting Parties), Indochina

(COCOM): see under Eastern Europe
(ICSC establishment), Korean conflict bloc)e&c controls on exports to the Soviet

(Geneva conference, NNSC), US (economic
COTC: see Canadian Overseas Telecommuni_issues: : trans-Atlantic cable) and see also cations Corporation; Australia, Ceylon, Colombo Plan, India,

Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, South Africa, CPC: see Combined Policy Committee
: UK Cl1RRENCY: see GATT (9th session of Contract-
! Finance Ministers: meetings of (Sept. mg Parties), Western Europe (OEEC: con-

30/Oct. 1), 791-805; ICETP: meetings
Jar, Sterling areag. IMF: discussion of. CUSTOMS: see under GATT (9th session of801-802, 804-805; GATT: discussion of,
Contracting Parties), US (economic issues:803-804; position of. Canada, 800, 803;

UK. 794-795, 799; US, 792-793; reports St. Lawrence Seaway-customs and im-
on, 796-805; Sterling area: discussion of,

mittee
aspects; Joint Canada-US Com-

791-793, 795; timing of, 794 ttce on Trade and Economic Affairs; US
new members: admission of, 777-790; restrictions on imports-general US

•^' tions of. Canada, 783_790; Central ^^_ economic foreign policy) and see tariffs
can Federadon, 781; Gold Coast, 7g0.. ^RUS: see wider UN (General Assembly: as-
782, 790; Nigeria, 781; South Africa, sessment, Cyprus question, instructions for
778, 780-781, 789; Southern Rhodesia, Canadian delegation) and see Greece,
782; UK, 777-783; responsible self- ^key

government: possible prerequisite for, CZECHOSLOVAKIA: see under Korean conflict
• 777-779,783-794; withdrawal of existing ^SC^' ^^M^ and see Eastern Europe;
members: danger of as a result of, 779; trade and financial relations with, 1593-1597
UN: relation to, 779, 782-783, 787-788

Prime Minister's tour. 925-941; briefs on D
France, Germany, Federal Republic of DEFENCE ^^^ BOARD (DRB): see u,uler
(West) and Italy, 925-926; briefs on In- US (defence and security relations: DEW
dia. Pakistan and Ceylon, 927-928; briefs System, Mid-Canada Line, continental air
on Indonesia, 928_929; briefs on Japan, defence)
929; briefs on Korean conflict, 929; DENMARK: see under Eastern Europe (strategic
general considerations, 929-930; EDC: controls on exports to the Soviet bloc) and
topic of, 926, 931; official reports from see Scandinavia

? India, 931-934; private reports from In. DEPENDENT TERRITORIES: see under UN• dia, 935-939; IndaCanadian conversa- (General Assembly: instructions for
'dons: on French colonial possessions (In- Canadian delegation) and see colonies, undia, > North Africa), ! 934, 936; on der-developed countries

,Andochina. 931; on Kashmir conflict, DEW: see Distant Early Warning System
933;, on the recognition of Communist DISARMAMENT: see under NATO (EDC and
China. 936, 939; on US aid to Pakistan, West German rearmament; Soviet proposals
933, 935, 940-941; press and media re- for European security), UN (General As

"Ports, 930-932, 936n, 938-939 sembly: assessment, disarmament, instruc-
Ç(Gen^ B^ see under Korean conflict tions for Canadian delegation)

a conference, NNSQ, UN (General DISARMAMENT COMMISSION: see under UNp smbly; a^sment) and
see China (Pe- (General Assembly: atomic energy, disarma-

K^ Republic of),' Czechoslovakia, North ment)
14, Poland, Soviet Union . DISTANT EARLY WARNING (DEW) SYSTEM: see

^ ^TA^ (PARIS) GROUP: see uder Eas- under US (defence and security relations)rn
$o Europe (strategic controls on ex ports

bloc) P^ to DND: DePartment of National Defence
DOLLAR: see under Western Europe (OEEC:^ONVERTIg ^^ { OF

PA CURRENCIES: see under quantitative restrictions) and see balance of
TT(9th session of Contacting Parties), payments, cun ency

Western Europe (OEEC) and see currency DRB: see Defence Research Board



E
: EASTEttN EUROPE see also CBC-IS, Soviet
° bloc, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Soviet Union,

Western Europe
strategic controls on exports to the Soviet

bloc, 1512-1569; CHICOM:, role of,
1513, 1543, ' 1545-1546, 1548-1549,
1554; COCOM: role of, 1513, 1518,
1521; commodity list I (absolute em-
bargo): - 1513,' 1515. 1525, 1529-1532,
1548; commodity list 11 (relative im-
portance): 1513, 1515, 1525-1526, 1529-
1532,- 1542, 1548; commodity list III
(low importance): 1513, 1529, 1554;
commodity review, 1517, 1523; Con-
sultative (Paris) Group: 1516-1517,
1522-1523, 1562, 1564; enforcement of
agreed policy: 1542-1543, 1547, 1553-
1554; review of commodities covered by:
consideration of, 1516-1517,1526, 1529,
1531-1532, 1540-1541, 1543, 1545,

> 11547, 1549, 1551; secrecy: considera-
'tions regarding. 1543-1544, 1550; ship-
ping: : controls regarding, 1524-1528,
1532-1534, 1537-1541, ' 1543., 1546,

-=1549-1552, 1555-1558, 1568; ICETP:
role of, 1524=1527, 1537; Joint Intel-
ligence Bureau: role of, 1524, 1533,

; 1542; positions of: Canada, 1515, 1518-
r 1520, 1527-1528, 1530-1532, 1537-

1,,, 1540,,,1547-1550. , 1555-1558. 1561;
Denmark, 1544, 1552, 1560, 1563, 1565;
Soviet Union, 1525-1528; UK. 1513-
1514, 1520, 1566-1569; US, 1514-1515,

^ 1520-1521
EooNONuC AND SOCIAL CouNCit (ECOSOC) op
-jr.*,TNE UN: see under UN (General Assembly:
. ^ assessment, atomic energy)
ETAP: see under Expanded, Program, of

Technical Assistance . : i * ,s
EUROPP.AN DEFENKE COMMUNrrY (EDC): see
Itaarder. NATO (West German rearmament,

*aP North Atlantic Council meetings, Soviet pro-
-.:)x posals for European security). UN (General

Assembly: diiarmament), ^ US (defence and
vitsecurity relations: strategic consultations,

^'M New Look" defence poliry)
EURO!'P.AN PAYhtIIM3 UNION (EPU): see under

US ?(ecorwmic' issues: _ Joint g Canada-US
Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs),
Western ^,Europe t (OEEC:^ convertibility,

^q{^atititat^ve rtitrictiOns) ^ _ ,*-x. °^ ^r. . t= _

EXTAN06D ° PROGtZAfrt OP'TEQtAt1CAt. ` Assis-

, TANCZ ice wuer Colombo Plan (Canadian
contribution): UN (iatenutional' relief con-

, ttibutions)

F
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION OF THE UNITED

'STATES: see under US (economic issues:
:. : natural gas)
' FRANCE: see under Commonwealth (Prime

Minister's tour), Indochina (ICSC establish-
ment; ICSC operation in Vietnam), Korean
conflict (Geneva conference, NNSC), NATO
(EDC and West German rearmament, North
Atlantic Council meetings, Soviet proposals
for European security), UN (General As-
sembly: atomic energy-draft resolutions,
instructions for Canadian delegation-Tuni-
sia and Morocco; disarmament; IMF), Wes-
tern Europe (OEEC: convertibility, quantita-
tive restrictions) ' '

G
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TAxM AND TRnDE

(GATT): see also under Colombo Plan
(Commonwealth Consultative Committee:
Japanese 'membership), Commonwealth
(Finance Ministers), Japan (trade relations
with), UN (IMF), US (economic issues: Joint
Canada-United States Committee on Trade

and Economic Affairs, St. Lawrence

Seaway, US restrictions on imports), Wes-
tern Europe (OEEC: convertibility, quantita-
tive restrictions)
9th session of contracting parties, 384-446;

agenda: discussion of, 411, 413; agricul-
tural provisions or waivers: discussion
of, 390-391. 396-397,429-430,435-438,
440, 442-446; balance of payments: dis-
cussion of provisions for, 389-390, 398,
419, 441; Canada-UK Continuing Com-
mittee on Trade and Economic Affairs:

405discussions in regarding, 396, 399,
409; Commonwealth Finance' Ministers

officials: meetings of, 413-418, 423

434; convertibility of currencies:

problem of, 402, 408, 419, 425, 442; cus
toms valuation: problem of, 420-421; ex-

port subsidies: problem of, 420,430-431,

435; ICETP views regarding, 39 407-
439-446; IMF: relation to, 389-390,407-

408. 413-416; import restrictions:

problem of, 420; instructions to C ^om-

delegation, 418-421; Intercession a^onal

mittee meetings, 412-413; Intern ^^t

Trade Organization: relation to ff
charter of, 431-432; Japan: and t4 ,

negotiations with, 391, 394-39^eladon
410-411, 427-428, 435; OEEC: tralia,
to, 401-403, 408; positions of, us

386387,
416-417, 424, 433, Canada,

415-418,
425, 436-438, 444-446; UK,

t

n

I(

Ic



A. see under lndoChina, Kolean IN Commonwealth (primn• W°ssible recipients),
, O^ct NAT inister's tour)

402-403, 414-415, 426-427; US
,
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391, 403, 409-410, 434-435, 437-438- ^c^nON:Preferences: see under Japan, US (economicproblem of im issues: Si Lawrence Seawa : customs,quantitative restrictions: ( Perial), 432; y
420, 428-429, 432• Pr°blem of, 411, pNp ^ty and i^i8 tax,mtion aspects),k: see under Colcussion of

further ' tariff ^hedules: dis-
DIA

399-401
ombo plan

binding tribution: recipients; Co (Canadian con-, 421_423 of, 391-394 ,
sultative ^Onwealth Con-GATT ^},ehe^,••, • 433; timetable for Committee, Ne 1

°^,, CE ON KO^;A ^ anadJan contributio • U111100 Plan

OF THE UN: see u^et ons for Canadian delegation m ly. mstruc-Korean conflict (armisUce ne
Colombo conference 'MM and seeGeneva conf gotiations

GE^VA CONFEIiF^
erence+ Ko^n relief), UN INDOCHINA:

see also under C
'

ol(C

INDEX

tibilih'-
P ementauon of conver- general operation, ICSC ° ent, ICSC

discussion of, 419-420, 429 C^bOdia, Laos Vietnam Perations in
der-developed , un- (ani ' ), Korean

388. 3 . conslderation of, 386- monwealth Pa )+ Com_
^-399, 402-407, 409. Indochina (ICSC e Minister's tour),Period after im i • transition establishm

' Problem of, 421, 430c 433 ^e^colonies:
suce negotiations), pa^s^ confhct

c^- ASSF.M^LY ^Y ^d to), UN (General Asse b(US ml

(N^h Atlantic con-, = in8s. Soviet ^uncil meet-G^^ Posals for European secnritY)
undcr4 ^ ^L REPUBLC OF (W^:

seeCommonwealth (Prime Minister'stour), NATO (EDC and
^ament; mutual West German

North Atlantic Council meC^Cul̂icy: recipients;
Posals for Eurn 8s; Soviet pro-

GE^^DE^• an securitY), Western
atibility)

see t^eT N^RA77C REPUBC^C OF (EAS7):

meetings) ^ (North Atlantic Council

memCbers^ see under Commonwealth) (new

^^n ^^ Flsts CONV^ION11376-

G^: s under NATOnci News) . UN (Gen (mutual aid policy: •
question) and see C ^ Assembly. Cyprus

, YPNs ^

If

^N ^cl^:se see under
mbly; , assessmen^ UN (General As-Y:

instructions fordelegation)

lik . I
^A8ncyee International Atomic Energy
IBP'D:

and
see

>k
Internailonal Ea^ for Rehabilita-

velopment
I b ^ Tinterdeparumental Co

lese ^ tee
rade Policy ^ttee on

Su^ International I Commissions for
and V^°^ and Control in Cambodia, Laosic

U^ $^ In ^rnational Financial
NF. see 1̂ ational Joint Commission

^ernational
Monetary Fund

Korean conflict e M

proposais for European
(defence and security retions^•^râ^egi^

NATO (Geneva
,

(No conference),
Soviet

rth
Atlantic Council meetings,

consultations) and see Cambodiaconference on Korea and Indoc •+ Geneva
Vietnam Laos,

Geneva conference on Korea and In-
dochina: cease-f
1667, importance of, 1650,,

1671 -1672, 1674; Indochina dis-
cussions of, 1665-1666, 1669; Korean
discussions, 1664_1665, 1669-1670;
Positions of Soviet Union, 1665-1666;
US, 957; possible participation in by
Canada, 44, 1663, 1668-1669, 1716-
1717; reports on Proceedings of, 121-122

ICSC: establishment of1646-1707; arms
"Port: relation to, 1649-1651; Canada
(membership) 1675-1676, 1678-1679,
1681-1682, 1684•16879 1689-1690
1696-1697, 1717; "guarantor powers":
relation to, 1680-1681, 1686-1687, 1698;
Colombo conference: relation to, 1651-
1653,1666,1669,1671, Commonwealth:
importance of, 1672-1673; instructions
for Canadian representatives: 1690-1695;
military situation in Vietnam

,1658-1661; Laos: relation to,^ 11656,
655;NATO: relation to, 1649; NNSC:

with, 1688, 1701 • Positi of.-SC^ com
Australia, 1647-1648; Ca ada,o 1649,
1657, 1666•1670; Communist China,
1653, 1665, 1670; France, 1648, 1660-
1662; India, 1649, 1653-1654, 1681-
1682; New Zealand, 1648; UK, -1648
1660-1662, 1668, 1685; US, 1646-164i.'
1650-1652, 1654-1655, 1661;preparatory

meeting on, 1702-1707;
SEATO: relation to, 1646-1647, 1649,
1653-1655, 1664-1665, 1713; structure



-and organization' of, 1682-1684, 1687-
1688, ,1690-1696, 1700-1701; terms of
reference for. 1676-1679, 1717-1718;
UN: relation to. 1649, ,1659, 1701-1702,

ICSC: : general operation of. 1707-1714;
• cease-fire , agreements: , observations

-t internees, 1813; "democratic freedoms",

'3;' ° regarding implementation of, 1713; non-
aligned movement: - considerations
regarding..1712; positions of: Australia,
1710-1711; .Canada, 1711-1714; India,

<4712, 1714; Poland, 1710-1711, 1714;
: - US; 1707-1710
ICSC for Cambodia, 1791-1812; armed

j ° t forces (foreign). 1792-1793, 1798-1799,.
1805; ; arms smuggling: 1800, 1803;
Cambodian government: relations with,
.1793-1795, 1808-1809, 1811-1812; elec-

, tions, 1709-1710, 1806-1808; fixed and
mobile teams: activities of. 1793; general

-,impressions regarding work of. 1791-
7_% % 1792; Khmer Rouge and Vietnamese

military units, 1794; Military Advisers
Committee: role of, 1802, 1804-1806,
1810, 1812; positions of: Canada, 1796-
1797; India, 179,8-1799; Poland, 1798-

,1800., 1805-1806; prisoners of war.
ur --in problem of.-1799. 1801; publicity:

s, d, i problem of, 1803
ICSC,for -Laos, ;1813-1828; air transport,
°I814,1824;, armed forces: regroup-
i ment/withdrawal of. 1813, 1822; civilian

rnmz 1826-1827; fixed and mobile teams: role
= r of, :1815• 1816, .1825. ^ 1827-1828; Lao-
: tians' in Vietminh forces., 1708-1710,
,'1814; Northern provinces (Phong Saly.
° Sam Neua): control of,1815-1817,1819-

1821, 1824.,1826;- positions of: Canada,
(1818-1820; India. 1821; prisoners of
war. problem of. 1813 ,

;t forces (French), 1765.'4782; armed
ICSC t for. .Vietnam, ; 1715-1790; , armed

a t) I forces:., regroupment : of, ; 1731-1732.
0739,1743,;1749, 1760.,1773.,1791-

1782; armed forces (North Vietnam).
1743-1744,° 1751.,1773-., arms' and am-

o; rmmition: ilkgal depots of, 1772; arms
smngglint into South Vietnam,:1708-

0:^.^ 11709: - 1752; civilian r internees, 1764,
^N 1782; i,~control". aspect of: discussion

, pt^:^ t re=arding, 1746=1747; : 1 -, "democratic
,; 0 t freedoms", 1761, , 1763-1764,j 11772,
J4^ # 1782;. desertets.' 1764. 1782; fixed and
; VOT1 mobile teams, 1761-1762.-1773-1774.
,91,411779-1780. 1783-1786; Pint Interim Re-
^uA.^^port of (Aut.11-Dec. 10): background

of,' 1787-1788; freedom of movement
(North Vietnam), 1725-1728, 1730,
1732-1736, 1738. 1740, 1743, 1753-

, 4756,1759-1763. 1766, 1769, 1772,
1778-1779; Geneva agreements: political
difficulties surrounding implementation
of, 1737-1739; alleged violations of,
1757-1758; 1770-1771, 1775-1777; in-
spections, 1728-1730, 1734-1735, 1740-
1741; instructions to Canadian
representative, 1716-1724; mobility of
fixed teams, 1742, 1744-1751; organiza-
tion of, 1718-1719, 1722-1723, 1730,
1732-1733; positions of: Canada, 1719-
1720, 1756-1758, 1767-1769, 1775;
France, 1721-1722, 1726-1728, 1732; In-
dia, 1720-1721, 1768-1769, 1788-1790;
Poland, 1721, 1728-1729, 1741, 1757-
1759, 1767-1768, 1788-1790; UK, 1722;
US, 1722, 1754-1755; publicity of work-
ing of: problems regarding, 1758, 1768-
1769; SEATO: relation to, 1719, 1777;
Secretary-General, 1782-1783; prisoners
of war: exchange of, 1732, 1739, 1742-
1743; prisoners of war. release of, 1740;
prisoners of war. repatriation of, 1708-
1709, 17141715,1730-1731,1738,1764

INDONESIA: see under Colombo Plan (Canadian
contribution: recipients), Commonwealth
(Prime Minister's tour) and see Colombo

conference
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON EX-

7ERNAL TRADE POLICY (ICÉ TP): see under

Commonwealth (Finance Ministers), Eastern
Europe (strategic controls on exports to the
Soviet bloc), GATT (9th session of Con-

tracting Parties)

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON WATER
POWER PROBI.EMS: see under US (IJC:

Columbia River system) see
INTERNATIONAL ATOMiC E,NF.ROY A â^c

under UN (General Assembly:

energy)
INTERNATIONAL 13ANK FOR REHABILITATIcN

AND DEVF.LOPMFNP (I13RD):
see under 1JN

(General Assembly: IFC) ^R^

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS FOR S^
SION AND CONTROL FOR CAMBODIA, LAOS

AND VI,BiNAM: see under Indochina, Korean

conflict (NNSC)

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
(IFC): see under UN (n m1 AO^mb y^as

G
sessment,) I^ION (1I^: see

INTERNAnoNAL JOINT COMM

under US (economie issues: Sc. Lawrence

Seaway;)



INTERNA7IONAL MONETARy F^ 1905
under Commonwealth (Finance (IMFj:

Parties),

see KOREA (R^LIC O^
GATT (M session of ^mst^)• der Korean conflict ROK; SOL"): see un-
UN- (General Assembly:COnÎFc^g es), (Geneva Conference,C), Western

NNSC)
Europe converiibility, quantitative KN^ (DEMOCRAnc PEOPLE'S REpUBL[c

1^^A7IONAL TM: see under Korean
TtN AGREEMENT. Conference) ^ conlLct (Geneva

UN ' see under KOREAN
INIERNA770NN- ïjtADE ORG

COt^CT.
see also under Colombo

der GA7-• ^nON: see un- ter's tour), UN (General (Prime
^s-) (9th session of Contracting Par

ment)
,1

Assembly: assess

^^1ATIONAL WHEAT AGREEM armistice
_

negotiations, 1-27.see under
Colombo Plan (India)^ (IWAI: sembly: debate i , General As.

n. 6-15, 18-23, 26-27;^M^^^: see Military ArmisticeUS (defence and istice Commission:h+ relations: DEW S
Ystem. Mid Z 13; NNRC: role of re role of,

ada I-ine,'continental -Can_ 14-18, 21-22 gaz^g, 4-6, 11,air defence) • 27, 103, 112; Panmunjom^^Q-: see under Middle Fast ( discussions, 1-3, 12-13 27•'" lations) and ^b-Israeli re- Canada, 3-6, ' + Positions of1see Palestine ^ 11,
15-17, 21-22, 2^27; In-(PR) refuge es

dia, 4-6, I1-12, 19-21, 26,
• _

arms exp^ to. 1626-1642; U 10, 23-25; US, 7-8, 17-19 924'^' 9
1632-1633 K views on, power meetings, '^' sixteen
1635 ' US views on, 1630-1631 General

ITAI,y
1-2' 7-9; Secretary-•1 ^0-1642 (UN): role of regarding, 7-8, 13-; SCe 'u^er

Commonwealth 15, 27; Soviet Participation:
Minister's tour), NATO (Prime 1-3; ^W issue: problem of, 5em of,

C^^ m^ament: dis (E^ and West 16; United Nations Co ' , 9-12,
'Western Europe ^ament) and see 11-12.16 ^and: role of,

Geneva conference on
, dochina 28-137 Korea and In-

JAPAN: see ° Junder
Colombo Plan (Com-monwealth Consultative

monwealth (Prime ^mmittee), ^m-
(9^ session Minister's tour), GATT
(econo of Contracting Parties), US

mic issues. Joint Canada-US
tee on Trade

and Economic Affairs)^t-1^8mcion from, 1849-1852
trade relations withfavoured nation • 1828-1848: most-

tiation of, 1828 1829agreement: nego-
evaluation ., mfn agreement:

of, 1835-1838; relation toGATT,' 1835-1836, 1847-1848; USs
.4

P^ onbarl
ey and wheat sales to Japan:
Canada, 1829-1834, 1838-

Jonwr l^^ US0 1842-1843
tern PuroGENC8 BUREAU:

see under Eas_Jothe Sa^e
bloc^tegic controls on exports to

U (deNNMa CO^ (JPC): see
^ ^d securit e under

defenm^ Mja'^ada Line, continental aiWr
J^.+t

^sNMr^ S.;^R .
ly^^ â^ see

Commonwealth
^Y aid to) ;,; U), Pakistan (US mili

^ , 688-689
Berlin conference of Foreign Ministers:

decision regarding, 28-30, 53-55

a 50 ^^ zone: issues regarding, 34,

elections : in ^ Korea: considerations
n8arding, 48, 52, 55, 62, 65-66, 71,
80-81, 93-94,105.106, 115-117,119-
120

General Assembly: 'Y• m
ing discussion structions regard-

of, 184
Indochina problem: relation to Korean

conflict, 54, 56-57, 63-64, 70, 75-76,
99, 108, 121-122 -

It

Military Armistice Commission: role of,

NNSC: problem of, 33-34, 50,
orBaniZation and structure of, 30-32, 36-

38, 53-58, 94-95
participation in: by Canada, 29-32, 36-

North
Communist China, 28; by

North Korea, 42, 60; by South Korea,
38-39, 46-47, 52, 54; by UN, 30, 34-
36

prisoners of war, 68-69
positions of. Canada, 29-36, 42-44, 68-

70, 81-83, 86-87, 89-94, 100-104,
108-111, 114, 116-121, 123, 129-131;
Commonwealth, 48, 65, 116; Com-
munist bloc, 72-74, 132-134, 136-
137; Communist China, 64-65, 71-79,



133,1135; ' France, 63-64; ' North

. Korea, 60-61, 67,"132-133; Philip-
pines, 62; South Korea. 60,79-81,
8485, 90-91,' 109; Soviet Union; 74,

-76-78, 111-113, 133; UN• ^7• 81•

96- 102, 104-105, 107-110; 116, 118-

!.' ` 119; US, 35-42,45-46,49-53,59; 63-
64; 85-86, 90-91, 98-99, 107-109,

•, 127-128
p^li^nary discussion regarding pos-

.... ne ,_ .\
sibility ot, zc-w secunty rz►auv.•"

reports on Korean part of . PfOCeedings MIDDLE EAST: see under US (defence and

of, 58. 60-62, 112-114, 123-125. 132- SeC^ty nlations: strateg^^câon)l^d
see

.: 137 Middle East Defence Org
rwnification of Korea: objective of, 32- ^b countriü, Israel, Palestine refugees

, 34. 39-43,,45-50, 59, 69, 82 Arab.IsraeL relations, 1614-162SÇ ^^s ^o

S^etary-General of the UN: role of, rionalism, 1620-1621; arm s
;, 1621-1624;1617

50-51, 54 ' ' Middle 1615- 0
s, 53-55,' 57-59,

East.
1625; Israeli "fear

sixteen power meeting economic factors, ent im-
61-62, 67-68, 80-81, 84•85, 88•90, .I complex~, 101011e, , 9 1623; rec

, roblem,t , 1614; refugee p M•104-106,' 115-116, 127-128; draft provement of E. L•
declaration of, 131-132, 134 ' 1619-1620. 1623; General

Burns, 1614, .1618; UNTSO: role of,troops: objective of rcduction/with-
drawal of foreign, 33-34, 44, 49-51, ;- . 1618, 1620
66-67, 71. 80-81. 83. 86. 88-89. 94. M^^Y AM^^ Co^gstoN: see wider

istice negoda6ons,
, é, 117 1 48 S1 83.86

Korean conflict (ann
UNCURK: role of. 34-35,., Geneva conference, NNSG) ^

an relief NN1ütA)• 163-181; see 12150 M^ ^Y S.^Y GROUP OF CANADA AND
Kore rela-

4 under UN (international relief contribu- US: see under US (defence and ad^L é con-

^ tions):' Cabinet decisions/discussion tions• DBW System,
regarding, 163,

Mid-Can
165. 168, 170; Canadian tinental air defence) General AsSe1nb1Y:

contribution to UNKRA:' 180•181: UN MottOCCO• see under UN ( o question,
. 4^.t draft resolution on, 176-177; discussion üxu^ent Tutisia and Moi

I C of UNKRA
on - Tnni.

-^ , •s future^ 172, 175-176, 179- ins^c^ons for Canadian deleg
• di ussion of uon) and see colonies.

durin8 9th sess ., de n en
r NATOpositions of: Australia, 164-166, 170- M^^ ^• see u^

r;;„ ,- I:171; Canada." 167-169, 173-175, 178; '
9 171-172, 176;

N
^on

180; General Assembly. 0%,
sia and Morocco que-

ion of 16Cr167.169,184; d t erritories, Tunisia

^^ a`w^ UK, .163-166. 168-16 , ; Orgam^
an

US, 164-166, 171-173 NATO: see North Adantrc TreatY adr

Supa•visorY C)O^^ion^O-N^1 Nations
unist (Czech. P1^AL: see under Colombo Plan ( ^fence

(NNSC), 141•162: Comrn contribution: reciPients
a NATO (d UNespion ge activitiü u^er countries-^n>xrs of:robs)

151-152: new NETHER t1►NOS: SeC
West

` of.' 141:° 144.14 6•148,. lanning) and
see Benelux

establishment p assessment Nedelega
commission: possibilitY of

142-145,
(Generai Assembly:

^^ i Armistice Guinea. W instructions for ^eSa^ El,ro oN
^ of. 152. 1SS: ICSC: relation to.

est Guinea) , ^s-
,# ;? 149. • 154-159, 162; Mil tary,^oN ^o^,q

ission: relation ta 144.;147. 149- N tion^-LNew
N^noNS R^AT^ conflict (

'11 Coanm Korean
_' IS 1" 1S3.1S7: positions of: Canada, 142- 1NNRC1: see "' °reotiations) r ^I (Gen

for145. 147•148, 150-153. 15 Ô^N `- tire neg
G162: Franee, 1474 151: 156;

see ^ suu s
156: NEW WEST a sment

ând
c colontes,monwealth, . ^ 141 • 142.°' 147, 151. Assembly: see

,t`^C çSoutb Korea.°^141.'1S1•152; Sweden. Canadian delegation)
1 r; l^ 160; Switzedand, IS9.161: US. 144-146, ., .dependeneDt si^ urrder UOl^bn,mipe^

k't 149-149.154; Ut^ited Nati°ns C°°°1nand• NEW ^ " Consultau
t mle of. 141=147 (Commonwealth

UNKRAs sce KozM relief aba►'i ._

L

LApS: ' su under . Indochina (ICSC establish-

ment; ICSC operation in Laos)
LAUN AMMCA: see under Canadian Broad-

` casting Corporation-International Service

(future of) and see OAS

M-
M^^^A LJNg; see under US (defence and



Japanese membership), Indochina (ICSC est-
- ablishment) and see Commonwealth

NEUTRAL NATIONS SUPERVISORY COMMISSION
(NNSC): see under Indochina (ICSC estab-
lishment); Korean conflict (Geneva confer-
ence)

NIGERIA: see under ' Commonwealth (new
members)

, NINE-POWER CONFERENCE ON GERMANY,
LONDON (SEPT. 28-0Cr, 3): see under
NATO (EDC and West German rearma-

; ment)
NNRC: see Neutral Nations Repatriation Com-

mission
NNSC: see Neutral Nations Supervisory Com-

mission
NON-AIdGNEp MOyEMEM.: see under Indochina

(ICSC general operations) and see Colombo
conference

NORTH An,ANnC TREATY ORGANIZATION
.(NATO): see also under Colombo Plan
(Canadian contribution), Indochina (ICSC

. establishment), UN (General Assembly:
Cyprus question, disarmament), US (defence
and security relations: DEW System, Mid-
Canada 1 Line, continental air defence;
strategic consultations; "The New Look"
defence policy), Western Europe (OEEC:
convertibility)
annual review, 464-524; see also defence

Planning, mutual aid policy below; and
Cabinet Defence Committee, 515-516;
Canadian army, 506; Canadian statement
on,, 468-469; i military considerations
regarding, 505-508, 511-512; Panel on
Economic Aspects of Defence Questions,
505-515; political and economic con-
siderations regarding, 508-510; positions
of: Canada, 479-480, 519-520; UK, 481;
Procedures regarding, 480-482; RCAF,
507-508; RCN, 506-507; Secretariat of
NATO: (draft) recommendations of, 510,

.512-515-9 Secretary-General of NATO:
v1ews on changes in national defencecf-
forts, 478-479

defence planning: future, 713-773; see alsoannual : review above; annual review:
. draft resolution ; of NATO Secretariat
^ 're8ardin8. 760-763; annual review: rela-
tion to, . 715, 721, 723;, "Capabilities
745dŸ": new part of, 722-729, • 736-740,

749; Military Committee: brief for
Canadian delegation to, 749-750; Mili-
M. Ço^tteo: discussion of; 771-772;

745 ^ Committee: meeting of, 743-
71g_7^y Committee: role of, 716,718_720, , 738-7409 767-768; Military
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Committee: report of. summary of, 748-
749; ministerial meeting, Paris (Dec.):
agenda for, 741-742; ministerial meeting:
draft resolution for, 769, 771-772; minis-
terial meeting: preparations for, 738-740,
746-751, 769-770;: North Atlantic
Council: meeting of, 724-725; political
problems involved in, 718-719, 741;
positions of. Canada, 714-718, 739-740,
744-745, 754-757,, , 760, 763, 768;
Netherlands, 743-744; Soviet Union,
731-732; UK, 743,.751-753, 766, 773;
US, 740; press reports regarding, 769,
773; SACEUR: role of regarding, 726,
728-729, 736-738, 764-766; SACLANT:
role of regarding, 728-735; SACLANT:
views of, 744; SHAPE: role of regarding,
719-721, 757-759; Standing Group: role
of, 713-718, 720-721, 724-728, 735;
weapons: impact of new
(atomicJnuclear), 722, 729, 731, 737-739,
742, 747-752, 757-759, 764-765, 770,
776

EDC and West German rearmament, 588-
713; see also Soviet proposals for
European security below
disarmament or control of armaments:

relation to, 588-594, 596-599, 611,
628-629, 646-647, 650, 655-656, 663,
681-684, 706; EDC: breakdown of
project of, 618-622; EDC: relation to
NATO, 592, 608-609, 612-613;
NATO as possible forerunner of a in-
ternational armaments control, 589-
590,606; NATO treaty: consideration
of extension as a guarantee, 616;
positions of. Benelux countries, 600;
Canada, 593-594, 603-604, 606-612,
618-620; France, 594-595, 599, 607-
608, 620-621; Germany, Federal
Republic of (West), 595, 599-600,
609-611, ' 621; , Italy, 600;
Scandinavian countries, 600; Soviet
Union, 602; UK, 601, 605-606, 612-
613; US, 601-602; press reports
regarding, 618-619; technical aspects
of, 589, 593, 596-599; UN: relation
to, 592, 598; US and UK troops in
Europe: consideration of maintenance
of, 615-616; Germany, Federal
Republic of (West): association with
NATO, 619; NATO membership: a
means to control, 591, 594

West German rearmament and member-
ship in NATO, 622-713; Brussels
Treaty (Organization): extension of,
702-704, 707-708; Brussels Treaty



INDEX

(Ocganization): relation to,' 666-668,

:. 670, 672-675, 677, 684-685, 689-6909
_ i 693-694; :" Council ° ', of '

Western
705;

, , - ï European Union: creation of,

. consideration of restrictions on, 614

617; EDC: collapse of, 622-623, 625,

670; ministerial meeting: suggestions
635-637, 642-643;

for t regarding.
NATO membership: form of, 627,

652; 676; NATO membership: (draft)

ï,protocol' of :Aeccessf̂ 6^1 ôf Âc0
^^•p

cession, 696-697; Nine-Power confer-

ence on Germany, London (Sept.
28-Oct. 3): Canadian preparations
for, 669-685: Nine-Power conference:

. report on, 686-688; NinaPower con-
of, 689-694: associa-

,. tion with three power declaration,
690-691, 696; text of

power
^cdeclaration, 694-696; North

threeA

'1•' au estions for, 'session

489-490, 518; mutual aid equipment,

470-473,
482-483; mutual aid planning,

484-487,' 490-494, 497-498, 517-518;
panel on Economic Aspects of Defence
Questions and Sub-Panel, 469-470, 517-

518; position of: Canada, 473-475, 483,

519-520, 710; production capacities,
494-485; publicity for, 465-467^up;

Secretary-General, 498; Standing
464-465, 471-472. 474, 476, 483, 487-

488, 498-499; substitution of 4^-1^

for 4 F-86 squadrons
in RCAF air divi-

sion, Europe, 521-524; training

pi,og^s, 465, 477, 493-496, 501-502;

recipients of. Canadibli mutual
of ést),

Germany, Federal Rep
494-496, 501: Greece, 464-467; Norway,

472, 482-483; Turkey, 467, 477-478,

487-488, 501-503;
UK, 469-471, 473-

476, 489-490:
North Atlantic Cou ^j: ^►isteriag

da,
ing, Paris (Apn1 5?A-551;

ublicDemocratic Rep
524-525; Gam^Y+ of

t. status of, 545; EDC: role
' of ^ )• Geneva conference on
527-528. 542-544;

,

Korea and ^ ^ h^'As1a4^^5ussion
: dochina and permanent Head-
of. 542, 549; NATO 546-547;
quarters. 547; NATO treaty,
political consultations at: discussion Of,54

5-546: political. consultat ion
s 535-

(draft) resolution regarding• at
536, 550-551; political consulta dons of:
importance of, 531-533, 543 544^ 550;
Canada, 534-535; France, 531-532;
Soviet Union, 540-541: UK, dscus-
US, 547-549; p^ose of NATO: ang of,
sion of, 541-542; report on m report,

SSO: Secretary-General s
S38-

of,
540; Soviet proposals: interPretationsent^

: 525-530, 532; West German f0^"^^^g, 528, 542-543
° considerations reg ^isteri774716

%North Atlantic Council: 01^g, Paris (Dec•): assessme rt NATO ^^-
wide

Seaetary-General: Seal apolicy, North

Counci . 8g 645^ 648.
regarding , 635-636, 644-

M.,, North Atlantic Council: meeting of,
642-643, 651-653, 665-666: minister-â e.

of. 704-708 OccupYinBedngial me
povvers in Germany: role of regard-

,` _^ , ing. 624. 649, 711: Paris conference

(Oct. 20-23). 70d-711: paris confer

. ence:.review of. 711-711.^11
of: Benelux ^ ^5^9, 653-

t ada, 6?^4-629,

Ff ^: 6350-632, 630.000 671-67^680-681.
6g4.686; Germany Fedaal RePublic

4 of (West), 632-634• 639^649 651.
^> .s^- - 680. 701•702;' UK+ 678-679, 681: -

^^i ^garding. 594, 622-
-;c^a .. 0.'' press

6239 • 633.` . 687. t713; ^ re 6ua 634.
lem and restridion of. 625.,V^ , Prob 6545, 662. 676. b87 .' icarm^►-

,Ocb<= `. 646► `6S _-.S,.w• ' rM liffeement
^ltf^ !h .`a IIICi1[^.. s,+bb.•.._- -

• a°
Sardin& ` 63639: , SACEUR: Ms'.0

R 6S6 6679 675-6779 692-^^^i-;. tion to: 615. • lation693. 697-701: SACLANT
•• re

to, ° 664; 1° relation to, 595;
: .restoation of West

ni t ^
,a

`` . sovereignty
0 ,. ; •-, .' Gcrtnan; 594595, 6230 626. 628-629•

11I°,.^;,< . 633.658:662; 67: 703 . 711
uuwa1 aid policy'-464-524: tee also annual

s^i^^^r of,OVt and'see wide^ Colombo
Cabinet

Plan (Canadiân - contribution): ^ng.
Dcfence Gommittee: views of teg

k; 475499•501; Colombo pian: 487; P-86
485-486. 498; CF-100 aircYaft.

fi
487jeto' 464-465. 467. 469-471. 476. .

nual review, rnutu
Atlantic Council matings) SecuritY,

sals for European AOantic
Soviet proPosee also

North
above;

551-588;
nisterial meetings 555,

Council: mie ^ty, relation Sgo-581,
Austrian peace 572, 577, to,
557, 562, 564, uestions: relation584; disarmament 4 552-556, 558"560,

574: EDC: relation to,
Geneva confer-

563. 566-568, 570-571; hina: relaao563,

ence
on Korea and Indoc^,lcation,

553, SSS-556;
German



568-569, 577; North Atlantic Council:
meetings of, 551-553, 555, 565-566, 575-
576, 581-583; replies to of Sept. 10
(Soviet notes of July 24/Aug. 24), 561-
563; of Nov. 29 (Soviet notes of Oct.
23/Nov.:13), 579-581, 585; Soviet note
of March 31/April 1, 525-530, 551-553;

i' Soviet note of July 24, 553-569; Soviet
note of Aug. 4, 555-569; Soviet note of
Oct. 23,569-574; Soviet note of Nov. 14,
574-588; Soviet note of Dec. 9, 586-588;
positions of. Canada, 556-559, 563-565,
573-575, 578, 583-584, 586-587; France,
558-559, 588; Germany, Federal Repub-
lic of (West), 573; Tripartite Working
Group, 576-577; UK, 557-558, 560-561,
571-572; US, . 553-554; press reports
regarding, 559, 573; West German
rearmament and NATO membership: re-

. ,,':ï,. lation to, 561-562, 564, 567-568, 587;
"UN: implications for, 526-527, 529-530,

; 552, 561-562, 575
NoRwAY: see under NATO (mutual aid pôliey:

recipients),' Western Europe (OEEC: quan-
titative restrictions) and see Scandinavia

NOVA' SCOTtA: see under US (defence and
secnrity relations: sounding stations)

NUCLAR WEAPONS: see under NATO (defence
Planning), UN (General Assembly: disarma-
nient), 'US (defence and security relations:
DEW System, Mid-Canada Line, continental
air defence)

OONTnwo; see under US (economic issues: St.
4v^rence Seaway; IJC: boundary waters)

ORGANIZATTON FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
C^OPERAnoN (OEEC): see under GATT (9th
session of Contracting Parties) and see Wes-tern Europe

O se^pA7ION OF AMERICAN STATES (OAS):alsO Ir
tin America, US

1856, 1859_1860, 1871-1872; instruc-

meeting ; of the
OAS Inter-American

Economic and Social Council, 1853-1875; Canada's status
in the OAS, 1854-

dons
ns for C^a^^ representative, 1869-

1870; repon on, 1873.1875

co1T^ : see also Colombo Plan (Canadianbation: t recipients, Commonwealth(Prime
Minister's tour) and see Colombo^enCC

lis M.
' ^ ^' â ;- ^. . ; ,

flict: re aid to, 913-925; Kashmir con-
on, 916, 922, 924; positions of.

Canada, 918-919, 923-924; India, 913-
917, 920-923; US, 915-916, 922-923

PALESTINE REFUGEES: see under UN (General
Assembly: assessment; international relief
contributions) and see Arab countries, Mid-
dle East, Israel, UNTSO

PANEL ON ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF DEFENCE
QUESTIONS: see under . NATO (annual
review, mutual aid policy)

PANMUNJOM: see under Korean conflict (armis-
tice negotiations)

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE (PJBD):
see under US (defence and security rela-
tions: DEW System, Mid-Canada Line, con-
tinental air defence, experimental sounding
station, temporary US radar facilities)

PHILIPPINES: see under Korean conflict
(Geneva conference)

PINETREE LINE: see under US (defence and
security relations: Radar Defence Systems)

PJBD: see under Permanent Joint Board on
Defence . ,

POLAND: see under Indochina (ICSC general
operations; ICSC operations in Cambodia
and Vietnam), Korean conflict (NNSC) and
see Eastern Europe

PORTUGAL: see under Western Europe (com-
mercial agreements)

PRESS: see under Commonwealth (Prime
Minister's tour), NATO (defence planning,
EDC and West German rearmament, Soviet
proposals for European security), Pakistan

-.(US military aid to), UN (General Assembly:
. atomic energy, disarmament) -
PRISONERS OF WAR: see under Indochina (ICSC

operations in Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam),
Korean conflict (armistice negotiations,
Geneva conference)

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE: see under Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation-International Ser-
vice (future of)

Q
QUANTTfATiVE RESTRICTIONS: see under Wes-

tern Europe (OEEC)
QUÉBEC: see under US (economic issues: St.

Lawrence Seaway)

R
RANDALL COMMISSION: see Commission on

Foreign Economic Policy
ROK: see Korea (Republic of)
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE (RCAF): see un-

der NATO (annual review, mutual aid
policy)

ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY (RCN): see under
NATO (annual review)
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SUPREME A1LIED COMMANDER, EUROPE

S`" °(SACBUI^: see undcr NATO (defence plan

reme Allied.Commander, r;ning; EDC and West German rearmament)
SACEUR: see Sup

SUPREME HEADQUARTERS' ALLIED POWERS,Europe -
S CI,pNT: see Supreme Allied Commander' ,,EUROPE (SHAPE):

see under NATO

Atlantic. :
(defence planning; EDC and West German

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: sce
under US ;ent) " r

conflict, ...

(economic issues) and S^^t:
see under Korean (NNSC)

!S^IDINAVIA: see under NATO (EDC and see Scandinavia
West German reaimament:: disarmament) S^^D: see under Korean conflict

and see Denmark. N°rwaY. Sweden (NNSc) and sec Western Europe

SEATO: 'sec South-East Asian Treaty Or-
Tganization u^e^, Allied International

SHAPE: see Supreme Headq TARIFFS: sec customs, GATT,

= Powers, Europe Trade Organization^^AN^ see under ETAP
SOUTH AFRtCA: see under Commonwealth

TECHNICAL
(new members), UN (General Assembly: see undcr Colombo Plan (Canadian

T^^D^^ment, atomic energy-draft resolution. contribution: recipients)
General AssemblY: instructions for Canadian ,^U^s^ COUNCIL OF THE ^^ see under

delegation) ^(General Assembly: assessment; ndent
SOUTH-EAST ASIAN TREATY ORaANiZA.ttoN teeship Council) and see colonies, dePe West

(SEATOY `see under Colombo Plan te^tories. ETAP, Morocco, New
Tunisia, unda-de

countries
(Canadian contribution). Indochina (ICSC Assembly: as-
establishment; ICSC opaation in Vietnam)

Guinea
U:

, T
sec
^
un

s
der UN (General

RHODESU:see under Com• ^S Canadian delega

SovtxERN "ment. instructions for nt territories,
b^) and see colonies, dependent^w^th (new members)r Eastern Europe

UNION: séc also u^ ^ to the Soviet M°f°cc° aid policy:
(strategic controls on' expo .^^Y: su under

NATO (mutual

bloc), Indochina (Geneva conference). en^), ^(General Assembly' OYP^s
^^ see Cyprus

^{+
Konan conflict (armistice negotiations.
Geneva conference). NATO (defence plan-

question) and

.f. ^

x-a n^g, EDC and West German . Soviet U

a-, North Atlantic Council meettini ^(General UK: see United Kingdom
posals for European

^ndysartna^t)• US UN: see United Nations commission
Assembiy: atomic energy9 g UNCURK: see United Nations
(defence and :ecuritY relations: strate ic under'"'

for Unification and Rehabilitation of Ko^
.(,Consultations)' ^D^-D^t,OPED COUNTRtES:

see p^es)
tinggerkral relations with: assessment of.1S69- ion of Contrac shiP.r-;. GATT (9th sess UN (Trustee

15919, and see
colonies, ETAP,

11.1`travél restrictions on Soviet EmbasaY per- Nations Internaü0ng
sonnel in Ottawa, 1591•1592

Council)
, see United

SPAtN: see wider We^ Europe (Co.
^^^ UNICEF: Fund

Children'a EmergencYsee under O^ada UK
ODOM (UK): anagreements) t Trade

SPFX3Al. UN17ED NA-10N3 FUND FOR ECONOMIC
UNiiFD .KIN

Committee on ce

-^ Pt„tENT (SUNFED): see ^nder, ÜN Contimm^g onWealch (F'n^ e
DEVEtA

. assu
Economic Affairs. CO^Eastern EroP

(t3eneral A^emblY'
sment) new members),^ to the Soviet

STERLING ARgA: set wider Commonwealth Ministers.^ntrols on exp° f Contracting

(Final" Ministen) and st1 ^veftibility. (strateQA,T, (9th session ^stablishment;
bloc), (ICSC

el (^s ex-eiureiKy . " : "^ Parties). Indo inchina ( Israse udder, US Vietnam), egotia-
S,^^C Apt CONMAND: *# t ICSC opemtion ^stice n

t telations) , ^ ° ^ , = conflict ( ^ review;
to), Korean ° G^ ermanNations Fund for 1^ relief), NATO ( t

\N(S ^ s^ Spocial Ûnited Koreantions: E^ and West
Economic Devd^nt, ,* ", AO defence plann^USual aid p°licy; N°^^s for

° °' ALUEp COMh[ANDER+ en►b1Y:St1^: (defence rearmament: m s
^Gerie^ s(SACLAN^^ ué er NATO (oc Council maong; A

^
plam►In=: ^: and West ^ ^ Euuopean sa^ry).

.
^ ; ^ i

ment)



atomic energy, Cyprus question, disarma-

278, 283-286 288, 298-300, 305-308,

;; ment; IMF), US (atomic energy), Western
Europe (OEEC: convertibility, quantitative
restrictions) •

UtvM NATIONS (UN): see also under China
(People's Republic), Commonwealth (new
members), Indochina (ICSC establishment),
Korean conflict, NATO (EDC and West
German rearmament; Soviet proposals for
European security)
General Assembly: 9th session of (Sept.

21--Dec. 17), 182-369
assessment, 345-369; administrative and

financial matters, 365-366; atomic
energy, 352-354; Chinese representa-
tion, 369; Soviet bloc: attitudes of,
360-361; Cyprus question, 355, 357-
358; disarmament questions, 350-
352; ECOSOC vs. Assembly, 363-
364; General Assembly as a whole,
346, 349-350; groups, personalities
and leadership: assessment of, 367-
369; : human rights, 362-363; IFC,
361; Korean conflict, 354; legal

<,problems, 366; New West Guinea,
355-356; ; Palestine refugees, 359;

.South African problems, 359; suc- '
cesses of Great and Colonial Powers,
346-347; SUNFED, 361-362; Trus-
teeship Council, 364-365; Tunisia
and Morocco question, 356-357; UN-
&RA, 362; UN members: admission

. of new, 359-360
atomic energy: peaceful international

use of, . 274-341; see also
atomic/nuclear weapons; Advisory
Panel on Atomic Energy: relation to,
274-276, 291-292, 305-307; CPC: re-
lation to, 276, 284, 287, 318; Dis-
armament Commission: relation to,
276, 310, 312; draft resolution for In-
temational Atomic Energy Agency by
seven powers (Australia-Belgium-
Canada-France-South Africa-UK-
US), 327-328; draft resolution for In-

' teinational Atomic Energy Agency by
US, 320-321, 334-338; ECOSOC:
Possible relation to International
Atomic a Energy Agency, 285-286,
309-310, 312-313, 329, 334; Interna-tional Atomic Energy Agency: pro.
Posals for and Planning of, 275-276,^ '-
280-282, , 290, 295-298, 304-305,
315-3i6^ positions of: Canada, 277-

'311-316, 3191320, 324-326, 333-335;
Soviet

Union, 277-278, 314-315,
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331-332; UK, 317-318; US, 278-279,
286-290, 301, 303-305; Western
countries, 292-293, 299, 317-319,
322-324, 327, 335-337, 339-340; Pre-
sident Dwight Eisenhower's pro-
posals regarding, 279-282; press re-
ports regarding, 286, 288; Secretary-
General's views on, 329-330, 334-
336; Security Council: possible rela-
tion of projected International Atomic
Energy Agency to, 285-286, 329,
339; scientific conference: considera-
tion of projected international, 294,
298-299, 302-303, 305, 318-319,
329-230, 341; training: interim
program for International Atomic
Energy Agency, 301-302; UN: pos-
sible relation of projected Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency to,
275, 279, 281, 285, 287, 293, 296,
306-313, 325, 329-330, 339

Cyprus question, 194-225; discussion:
possible prevention from reaching
agenda, 194-197, 200-205, 213; draft
resolutions on: Greek text of, 217-
218; Committee One discussion of,
222-224; NATO: relation to, 196,
198-200, 209, 216, 220; positions of.
Belgium, 198; Canada, 196-198, 203,
206-210, 213, 216-217, 221-222,
224-225; Greece, 194-195, 207;
Turkey, 195, 215-216; UK, 195-196,
199, 201-202, 204, 208, 211-212,
214, 218-220; US, 195, 218; UN
Charter: relation to various articles
and principles of, 215; UN Charter
article 2-7: problems of, 196, 202,
357-358

disarmament, 226-274, 688; see also
under NATO (EDC and West
German rearmament); atomic/nuclear
weapons: role of, 226-227; Disarma-
ment Commission, 226-227, 239,
250; draft resolution by Canada, 240,
252-253; draft resolution by five
powers, 273-274; draft resolution by
UK, 230-231; draft resolution by US,
231-232, 244-245; draft resolution by
Western working group (Canada-
France-US-UK), 242-243, 246-247;
EDC: relation to, 237, 239, 249;
NATO: relation to, 249; positions of.
Canada, 226, 229, 233-236, 238-240,
247, 249-251, 255-256, 259-260,
267-268, 270-272; France, 237, 266;
Soviet Union, 228.'254, 262-264,
268-269, 272; UK, 238; US, 227,
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UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION FOR UNIFICA-

2^ ^g; Western` cOUntries. - nON AND RtnnATION OF KOREA (UN_
• ^ 1.252,256-259, conf lict (Geneva

236, 241=242, 246, under Korean
P^ T^ts regarding. w. I CURK): see

261=262, 2 .65 conference)
{ 259-260.20 UNriEn NAnONS IN-rFxNAT<ONAL CHU.DREN's

IFC. 341-345; see also under General EMop4IOy FUND (UNICEF: ALSO UNr[En

Assembly: assessment É(a6ove); ,^ NATIONS Ct^u.>DRE^9S ^-)* see under Ul`
-,N

^^an poson on, 189. 342: °ut' ,.(international relief contributions)

342-343; relation to IBRD UN^p NATIONS KOREAN RECONSTRUCTION
line of.
and IMF, 344-345 AGENCY IUNKRA): see under Korean con-

ation, , flict (^^ Telief), UN (General Assembly:
instructions for Canadian deleg

`, 182-187. Cabinet discussion of, 188- assessment; international relief contribu-

190• Cyptus 9uesdoa 184-ISS, 189;
tions) WoRics AcENCSr

dependent territories. 187; disarma- UNtTE^ NA7tONS RE^ AND
vient questions, 186; domestic non- ^pR PAt.ESru^ i^GEES) (UNRWA(PR)Y
nterf^ (UN Charter article 2-7) . see under

UN (international relief contribu

' 189,` 191; economic issu es• 185-186; Bons)h^ 186- UNITED NATIONS TRUCS SUPERVISION OR-elections, 183; human tig PALESTINE): see
1187; new members: admission of,

GANIZATION (UNTSO) Israeli relations),
184; New West Guinea question.l8S. ^er Middle East (Ara

`207- South Africa (apartheid and UN (international relief contr►butioe^)
; Berlin

â"treatment of Indians), 186-187: Tuni- UN^ STATES ( US): sec afso ^ onwealth
o question, 185 conference. Colombo Plan (Comm>.- i sis and M°^c assessment,

possible expulsion of (:zahosl°vakia• Consultative Committee:
dia. Gom-.tive Board: discussion in memb In Mla anese ^^p'

`^^1' ^^ ch aituation in p lnance Ministers; Prime i^s-
^^n5, 459-461; Fra^ monwealth (F' (strategic controls

1948: eomp^arison a ►ith. 449, 451-452. tees tour). Eastern
Europe

GATT (961
456; ` OA1T: rrelation to. 448; p^6^

on exports to the Soviet ^C3), Indocluna

01-
4 56. 448-450, 4S3-4S4, 457; epsilon of Contracting In-

(^^4Ws; 450-4519,454-456. 458' (Geneva conference on Korea C neneral

>+rancé, 460^ India. 456. 459: UK. 447; ^^na, ICSC establishment; IvC..S^ g^), Is-

^ tion; ICSC op^ü°n in
i -. US,144^7• 452

operation; ^(trade relations
.;. rael (arms export to), P otia

ia^``teitiatiôni^l reli ef contributions, 3^-i
relief)*- conflict (armistice neg -

see also Kottan conflict (Korean '^m)• Kore
Korean relief;

tions; Geneva c onference* West Gen„an
1. Plan: relation t to; _ 373. 381*. Aa^-
"'T l

^i^ ^,aa11 policy re8s ^ be 373• NNS). NATO (EDC and
381; nt; mutual aid policy: NOals for

3^:. •AP: (;anadian• views on. U^ i1 mectings; Soviet pfOP° S^-
OAS. Pakistan N,^` a côntrintioni to. 376. 382-384: U

82:
NIC

UN
EF:

" ^. ^. , pean secur,ty)' Assemb1Y: atomiceontributiotu to, 374, 376• 379. 379
,

3
382; tary UN (^n^ este rn Europe

'°côntributions: 374-375. aid to).

t:.^'^^
and UNTSO, 372. 375. p1efgy, disarmament:IMn^titativ

UNRyyACPR)
e restrie-

^ n{;L UNRVyA(pRr Cinadiari views on. (OEEC: convertibility. qu
38Q:,

381: UN1^WA(P>Z)^zCOntribu- tions) ment,1139-
A V"-^: 36g.372. e sovereignty and dcvclop

&' rtn t#os to•n 373. 380: 382 ^^42 I dvisorY Panel
^^

... q. ii ,^_ z, 461463 11 42-1148+ A 1141-
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al
ïic
Tin A

F k ride
^

r Gene111 As atomic energY• 11 meeting o
also

f,

)
^:

^ '•' Canadian on Atomic EneÛS ^gements:
q7 : assessment, (obovs. ^adian- ^,gem1148;

ange"Idem^ ^1$9. 343 a-
^

` 5'; ^. ^y, 1143: adi
42- 1 V*

tomic
con,X4 ^ ^: : si e'.^r, Kocean ^ 1143; US A

$ouetary-^-a
Geneva con-

non-military, 11-ents: Canadl^ c
st ^• ;;,,dations. Act amendm US Atomi

,r

•

_i^ (^^ /ss^bly; atomic %n^BY arding. I 1`^: ^an-^
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^^p^tty)° `- . - - ^^
Energy n , 1146: of; 145

J
^ty Co^tneil: ut ^r UN ( disc

ussions regard S n^; text I 02g1
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ques^ atomic wcap°n- 0
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'defence and security relations: 942-1139

of, 964-967, 973-974, 992-993,

1014,1017' 1023, 1046, 1058, 1115;

DEW System, Mid-Canada Line and
a continental air defence, 964-1067,

1082
Cabinet Defence Committee: role of,
, 991-994; meetings of, 995-999

i Congress: involvement in discus-
sions of, 971-974, 976, 979-980,
982-983, 998

continental (air) defence, 967-969,
990, 1004-1012; ad hoc working
group on, 991; command ques-
tions regarding, 1022-1026, 1028-
1029; public statement on, 970-
982, 1020-1021; text of (draft)
public statement on, 977-978,

•- • 984-985 -
DRB: role of, 968
DEW, 'System: considerations

regarding, 966-967, 989-990, 997,
'1000-1003, 1012-1020, 1023,
1032-1038, 1041-1042; (draft)
conditions to govern US participa-
tion in establishment of, 1048-

' 1052; electronic equipment:
provision of, 1038-1039, 1047-

.1049, 1052-1053, 1060-1064;In-
uit: relation to, 1045, 1050-1051

. Joint Planning Committee: role of
regarding, 1022, 1025-1026, 1028

McGill Pence Line%quipment: rela-
= tion to, 968, 998, 1035, 1043

` Mid-Canada (Mongoose) Line, 987-
999,' 1003, 1021, 1030-1032,
1044-1046, 1054, 1058, 1065,

'1084-1095. 1100-1102
Military Study Group: mle of, 986-

' { 990, 992, 1002-1003, 1015
NATO: relation to, 1007-1010,

1024, 1060
= `PJBD: meeting of, 1001-1003; role

1012-1013, . 1016, 1020, 1030,
1033-1035, ' 1039-1040, 1056-

's 1057
ï^^ Station' Baf Island, 1135-1136

Defen System (Pinetree Line),
1105•1109;- and continental air: defence, 977, 984. ,996-997. 999,

Cana dian "(draft) note regarding,
107.1109; US note regarding, 1106-;1107

S^ty control of merchant seamen onthe ^eat Lakes, 1137-1138
^^8 stations at Shelbourne, Nova

scotia. 1130.1135

Strategic Air Command Training
Flights, 1124-1130

strategic consultations, 1067-1104
report on March 4 meeting, 1067-

1085; evaluation of, 1068-1069;
subjects discussed: Berlin confer-
ence, 1071-1073; continental and
civil defence, 1080-1082; EDC,
1071-1072; Indochina, 1071;
NATO, 1068, 1078-1079, 1082-
1083; "New Look" defence
policy, 1075-1080; Mid-Canada
Line, 1084-1085; projected Mid-
dle East Defence Organization,
1073-1075; recognition of Com-
munist China, 1072; Soviet inten-
tions, 1077-1080

report on September 24 meeting,
1085-1104; evaluation of, 1085-
1088; subjects discussed: atomic
weapons, 1102; attacks on
Quemoy, Matsu and Tachen Is-
lands, 1089-1090; EDC, 1086-
1087, 1092-1098; Indochina,
1096-1097, 1104; Mid-Canada
Line, 1100-1102; NATO, 1086,
1093-1098; recognition of Com-
munist China, 1086, 1090-1092;
Soviet intentions, 1098-1100

temporary US radar facilities, 1115-
1123; draft conditions regarding,
1118-1120; PJBD meeting of regard-

, ing, 1122-1123; PJBD role of regard-
ing, 1116-1118 -

`The New Look" defence policy, 942-
963, 1075-1080; see also NATO
(defence planning: "Capabilities
Studies"); and Canada, 950-954, 958-
963; EDC: relation to, 952, 956;
NATO: impact on, 945, 949, 951,
953-954, 956, 960-962; nuclear
weapons: impact of, 946-948, 952,
960; importance of, 952, 955, 1026,
1102; strategy: impact on overall,
948-950

US communication facilities, 1109-
1114; allocation of frequencies, 1110-
1112; civilian agencies: role of, 1110-
1113; manning of, 1113-1114

economic issues, 1149-1376
Joint Canada-US Committee on Trade

and Economic Affairs, 1166-1186;
see also US agricultural surpluses
below; agricultural policies: discus-
sion of, 1171-1172, 1181-1186;
Canadian (draft) note on GATT to
State Department, 1169; Commission
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^II Foreign Economic Policy, 1173-

1177, 1179; . customs simplification,

1172; draft summary report of first «

meeting of, 1170-1186; EPU, 1180;

GATT, 1166-1169, 1172-1173, 1176;
import restrictions. 1 172 ; interna-
tional balance of payments probl ems,
1179-1181; Japan: membership in

i GATT,° 1173; 1176-1177; metals and

minerals, 1177-1178

_. natura] gas, 1349-1362; Alberta: role of,
1351-1352; Canadian memorandum
regarding, 1355-1356; embargo of
export to US, 1349-1350; enerBY ex-

port to US (coa1, electricity, gas, pe-

troleum): general context of, 1355-
1356, ,1359-1362; _ Federal Power
Commission: role of, 1349-1354; in-

tergovernmental agreement:

.. ,' desirability of, 1356-1357; Joint Can-
ada-US Committee on Trade and
Economic ^ Affairs: role of, 1354,
1357; US Cabinet Committee on

= Energy Supply and Resources Policy:

role of, 1358-1361
St. Lawrence Seaway, 1247-1348; aide-

- mémoire: draft on Canadian position.

1310-1312, 11325-1327; agreement:
-, desirability of I new. 1274; , all-

, Canadian seaway: consideration of.
,1249-1253," 1257: 1262, 1274, 1278,
,1295.' 1300-1302, 1341; IIoundary
Waters Treaty of 1909: role of, 1264-

t-1266, 1271, 1274.1315; Cabinet dis-
{ cussion of, 1259.' 1303-1305, 1315-
.1320; cost aspects of. 1249-1251,
1257-125 8: 1263-12649. 1 z I I - IZ I 2,

, 8, 11281.1282.,1291-1292,1276 127
1295-1296,1303,1322; customs• tax+

securiry and immigration: aspects 01-
-1286-12909' 1297; dredging aspects
of. 1343-1348; 14 foot navigation on

- Canadian side, ^ 1282- 1284; GA7T:

relation to, 12841285; hydroelectric
power; role of, 1231. 1258,1265,
1271; lnterdepartmenW Co^ttee
on the St. Lawrence PtnJat: meetings
of, 1253•12S9^n^27^1ee
1286; lnterdep

role of.on the St, l.awra^ce Project:
1?,48,' 1290-1299; international rapids
section, Of. tvle' of, 1247, 1249-1251.
1257.1272; 1291: 1294; UC: role of,
126qo -t 1272. # 1279; movement of
Canadian/foreign vesseb on US side
of,` ° 1270-1271. :1278, 1284-1285,

1295, 1301, 1317, 1323-1324; nego-
: tiations: consideration of further,
1251-1254, 1256. 1259-1261, 1268-
1277; negotiations: draft agenda for,
1290-1291, 1308; negotiations:

(draft) instructions to Canadian dele-
gation. 1306-1310, 1315-1317; nego-
tiations: record of meeting on 12113
Aug., 1321-1331; 1941 Agreement:
role of,1250-1251.1256,1260,1266,
1294; notes: US note (June 7), 1255;
notes: ^ reply to US note of June 7
(June 16), 1255-1260; Ontario: role
of regarding, 1250-1251, 1258, 1264-
1265, 1286-1287, 1298, 1322, 1343;
publicity regarding discussion of,
1261-1262 ; Québec: role of regard-
ing, 1304-1305; St. Lawrence SeawaY
Authority: role of, 1249, 1261, 1266,
1281=1282, 1303; 30 June 1952
Agreement (exchange of notes): role
of.,. 1247, 1249, 1253. 1255-1256,
1259-1261, 1272,1311; 30 June 1952
Agreement: suggested modification
of, 12634266, 1306-1309, 1311-
1315,1324, 1328-1329; Thousand Is
lands section of, 1249, 1317-1318;

technical aspects of, 1332-1333,

1344-1345. 1348; tolls: question of,
1273-1274, 1279, 1285, 1291-1293,

^a1304, 1324-1325, 1334, 1339;US Con-Con-
canal systems, 1279-1281;
gress: role of, 1247-1250,1252-1253

,
1297, 1302, 1337, 1344; US p

lans

for. consideration o^a
Washington h^"1340-1342, 1348;

ings: 1332-1336 ad hoc
trans-Atlantic cable, 1363-1 376;

on: role
interdepastmental co^
of, 1363-1365; views Of, 1369-1376;

1366,1372;,CprC: role of regarding of,
commercial and ec 137311376^C0^_
1366-1367, 1370, ents: relevance
monwealth commi4^-1375; cost: esti-
of, 1371-1372, defence aspects of,
mate of,1361370, 1375-1376, na
1364-1368, ^ications:
tional policy in telecomm mcnt of,
considerations for develop
1363, 1365, 13731uses 'see also Joint

US agricultural s^ttee on 'I 'rade and
Canada-US Co above; 1149-1166;
Economic Affairs Canadian Pro 166t
and butter, 1157; 1165-
aide mémoire rc8^mg^t letter W

disp;dntf Bisenhow^er ► 1152-1153;
Prc



general. considerations regarding,
1151-11529 1155-1158, 1162-1165;
Joint Canada-US Committee on
Trade and Economic Affairs: role of,
1159, 1165-1166; projected US
agency and wheat, 1149-1150, 1154-
1162; projected US agency for, 1151,
1154, 1157

US restrictions on imports, 1172, 1187-
1246
commodities: alsike clover (seed),

1194, 1207-1208, 1219-1220;
agricultural products, 1191; barley
(malt), 1232-1246; groundfish fil-
lets, 1188-1194, 1196, 1200-1201,
1211-1212, 1218; lead, 1191,
1194-1198, 1202-1203, 1205-
1206, 1211-1212, 1218-1219,
1221-1227; oats, 1191, 1193,
1228-1232; rye, 1187, 1191; zinc,
1191, 1194-1199, 1202-1203,
1205-1206, 1211-1212, 1218-
1219, 1221-1227

GATT: relation to, 1201, 1209-
1210, 1222-1224, 1231, 1234,
1240-1241

general US economic foreign policy,
1203-1207, 1227

protest by Canada: consideration of,
1193, 11951196, 1208-1215;
(draft) notes to US, 1188-1190,
1197-1198, 1216-1218, 1225-
1226, 1228-1229, 1233-1235

C"at Lakes Fisheries Convention, 1376-
1377

IJC, 1398-1419

boundary waters: pollution of Rainy
River, 1398-1404; Boundary Waters
Treaty of 1909, 1398-1399; Canadian
(^aft) protest note regarding, 1399-
1400; Ontario: position of, 1398,
1400-1404

Chicago diversion, 1404-1419;
Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909: re-
lation to, 1408, 1411-1412; Canadian
notes regarding: 1407-1408, 1410,
1412; hydroelectric power genera-
tion: 1407; Niagara River Treaty of
1950: relation to, 1405, 1408, 1410,
1413; St. Lawrence Seaway develop-
ment, 1405, 1415-1417; US Con-
8ress, 1404-1405, 1408-1409, 1411

Columbia River system, 1378-1398;
Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909,
1378, 1381-1382, 1388, 1392-1393;
British Columbia, 1378-1380, 1383-

1389, 1391, 1393; Canadian state-
ment on Libby Dam project,' 1381-
1382; economic feasibility of
Columbia River diversion, 1391-
1398; ' Interdepartmental Committee
on Water Power Problems: 1379-
1380; legislative prohibition of
changes regarding, 1389-1390; Libby
Dam: US application for, 1378-1389;
US statement on Libby Dam project,
1388-1389

UNKRA: see United Nations Korean Recon-
struction Agency . i

UNRWA(PR): see United Nations Relief and
Works Agency (for Palestine refugees)

UNTSO: see United Nations Truce Supervi-
sion Organization

US: see United States

W
WESTERN EUROpH: see under Canadian Broad-

casting Corporation-International Service
(future of) and see also Benelux countries,
Brussels Treaty (Organization), Denmark,
Eastern Europe, EDC, EPU, Germany,
Federal Republic of (West), France, NATO,
Norway, Portugal, Scandinavian countries,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, Western
European Union
commercial agreements with Spain and

Portugal, 1506-1511; with Portugal,
• 1506-1508, 1510-1511; with Spain,

1506-1510
OEEC: convertibility of European cur-

rencies, 1456-1506; EPU: relation to,
1457, 1465-1466, 1468-1469, 1479,
1487, 1494, 1503; financial aspects of,
1467-1469, 1485-1487; GATT/I1ViF: re-
lation to, 1457-1464, 1467-1468, 1470-
1471, 1473-1475, 1477-1478, 1481-
1482, 1486, 1490-1491, 1495-1502,
1503-1504; NATO: relation to, 1458-
1460; organizational aspects of, 1461-
1463, 1470-1471, 1477-1478; OEEC
Ministerial Examination Group: instruc-
tions to Deputies of, 1488-1489; OEEC
Ministerial Examination Group: meetings
of, 1461-1469, 1476-1488; OEEC Minis-
terial Examination Group: role of, 1456-
1469; positions of. Benelux countries,
1466, 1481, 1486, 1491; Canada, 1470,
1472-1480, 1494-1495, 1499-1501;
France, 1465, 1468-1469; Germany,
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Federal Republic of (West), 1465-1466,

ç i 1483, 1485-1486, 1492; UK, 1462-1464,
1483-1484, 1486; US. 145480 .11^1^7^
1493-1494; trade aspects of:
1472-1474. 1477-1478,1480-1485

t quantitative restrictions, 1420-1456;

balance of payments: effccts -f' 1420-
1425; EPU: relation to, 14299 1431-
1432, 1434, 1445, 1453; (iAT I: rela-
tion to. 1424, 1428, 1441. 1443,
1445. 1447-1448. 1450, 1455-1456;
IMF:, relation to, -1428, 1441
1445. 1447-1448. 1450.

and Pay-Ï joint Intra-Fuuopean
ments : Committee: role of. 1423,

1425. 1434-1435. ' 1453; OEEC

Ministerial Council: Canadian draft
resolutions for, 1435-1436, 1441;
OEEC Ministerial Council: draft
recommendationO^
1451-1453;

C
Ministerial

I

INDEX

Council: meetings of, 1436-1438,

,1449-1451. 1454-1456, OEEC Minis-

terial Council: role of, 1421, 1424;

OEEC Working Group report on im-

ports from dollar area, 1420-1426,

1429-1431; positions of: Canada,

1422-1423. 1425-1426, 1432, 1440-
1442, 14449 1447-14i424 France,

1432;- - 1430-1432; Norway.
UK, 1430-1431; US, 1426-1428,
1437-1440, 1442-1443, 1446-1447,

1455
WEMR I N ElJR0MAN UNION: see under NATO

(EDC and West GerMan rearmament) and

• see ©russels Treaty (Organization)

awAT; see under Colombo Plan (Canadian

contributions: contributions in kind), Japan

(trade relations with), US (economic issues:
US agricultural surpluses:

projected US

agency for)
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